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SWARMSPORES AND ZYGOSPORES.
FORMS OF CHLOROPHYLL-BODIES.

a

—d

Developtoent of swarmspores in the tubular

e

—h

Swarmspores and

resting-cells of "

cells of

lauclurla clavata.

red-snow " [Sphaerella

nivalis),

mixed

with pollen-grains of Pines.
i

—k

Forms
k.

1

of

Chlorophyll in

Penium

Formation

cells

of Desmidie.T

(i.

Closterium Leibleinii;

interruplum).

of zygospores

and

spiral

arrangement of Chlorophyll-bodies

in cells of Spirogyra arda.

m
n

—o

Star-shaped Chlorophyll-bodies in

cells of

Zygnaema pectinatum.

Gloeocapsa sanguine a.

p

Protonema

q

Transverse section of the foliage-leaf of Cres*

r

Transverse section of the leaf of the Passion-flower.

s

Relative positions of laticiferous tubes and palisade-cells in the leaf

of Schistostega osmundacea.

of a Spurge (Euphm-hia Myrsiniies).
All the figures greatly magnified.
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE
TO THE ENGLISH EDITION OF "PFLANZENLEBEN".

Not long ago two

who had borrowed

artisans,

from one of the Vienna public

zenlehen

pages, called

upon me, asking me

a

copy of Pflan-

and had studied

libraries

its

show them under the microscope

to

some of the things there described.
seemed that without any

It

availed

themselves of leisure

moments

had read Pflanzenlehen with

advantages they had

special educational

to

On

profit.

extend their knowledge, and

derived from the perusal of
I

confess that

my

me

they thanked

leaving,

simple words for the pleasure, instruction, and stimulus which

in

they had

book.

these words gave

me

vastly

more pleasure than many

of the verbose and flattering reviews of Pflanzenleben that had appeared
in

newspapers

and

journals,

scientific

many

which

of

conveyed

impression of being the result of hasty skimming of copies sent

the

by the

publisher.

The
in that

satisfaction
it

had been

which the

little

was an assurance that

my

intention

I

me was

incident gave

had achieved

the greater,

Pflanzenlehen what

in

namely, to write a book which might serve as

a source of knowledge, not only for specialists and scholars, but also for

many who, though compelled to
take an interest in science, and who
the

degree, to oljtain information of

its

rare with us

Germans; but

some

wish, each

practical
in

own

his

in

scientific

sweet

things

fruit,

are

embedded

purely of subordinate

too

many

in picturesque

importance.
tlie

from the book.

as these

Books such

we have

by no

cases scientific problems
like

the

stone

and attractive accounts of

The

reader,

gratified

kernel of fact, and derives

elegant phraseology, passes by

writing into discredit, and

still

particular

investigation are

involving serious thought are touched superficially, and,
in a

calling,

progress.

Popular treatises on the results of

means

follow

by the

little

profit

have brought the art of popular

arrived at

the

point

when educated

AÜTHOKS PREFACE.
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but

people

laborious

esteem,

lightly

investigations

even ignore, the results of careful and

or

and the theories based upon them,

they are

if

produced in a popular manner rather than in the conventional language
of science.

With the

English, however,

admiration the

who

men

of science

it is

otherwise.

whom you number

I

have long regarded

witli

amongst your countrymen,

present the results of their studies in words intelligible to

all

who

seriously desire knowledge.

To follow in the path of such men has always been my aim
work and in my writings, and this was particularly before me

in

my

in

the

production of Pßanzenleben.
This confession will explain
colleague had

in

my

pleasure on hearing that

my

esteemed

contemplation an English edition of Pßanzenleben for

The book

English

readers.

number

of persons,

will

now

be available

and be welcomed by many

to

to a vastly increased

whom German works

are inaccessible.
If

and

by

wide,

conclusion,

this
it

I

means
is

a

knowledge of the Life of Plants

largely to

tender

my

the

grateful

credit

of the

is

promoted

Translators, to

thanks for the

yiains

which

far

whom,

they have

taken.
A.
Vienna, December, 189S.

in

KEENER VON MARILAUN.

EDITOK'S PREFATORY NOTE.

Professor Kerner has stated very succinctly, in the preface which he
has been good enough to write for the English edition of Pflanzeidehen,
the main idea which guided
little

him

in the writing of that book.

me to add save
On the appearance

remains for

present form.

a few observations on the book in

unimpaired

its

was such that

work soon enjoyed a

large circulation.

attractive to the ordinary reader,

value to trained naturalists.

it

was possible

its

of the original, the parts as they were

issued were widely scanned, and the

Here was a book at once

Consequently

to give a

The

and retaining
undertaking

scale of the

presentment worthy of the subject.

Hitherto, though Astronomy, Geology, and other branches of natural

know-

ledge had been long accessible to the ordinary reader iu popular books of

Long

the greatest value, this service had not been done for Botany.

before

the issue of Fflanzenleben was complete, the idea of an English edition

suggested
It

was

my

friend,

hope that we should,

jointly,

me and

itself to

my

to

Mr. Walter Gardiner, of Cambridge.

undertake

preparation.

its

To

my

great regret, Mr. Gardiner was prevented from co-operating by other duties

thus

the wliole

responsibility of

colleagues in this undertaking, Mrs.
is

due

this

edition falls

to

my

lot.

Busk and Miss Ewart, the

To

my

chief credit

Indeed, without their hearty collaboration, the

for this translation.

production of The Natural History of Plants would have been impossible.
The transIn the main, the original text has been faithfully adhered to.
lation,

of the

though not everywhere precisely

German

edition.

a Glossary, will be

The Index

appended

literal,

never departs from the spirit

to the complete work, together with

to the concluding volume.

F.

Kew,

November, 1894
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Summer Savory
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Daffodil read Lily.

- IG't.
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p. 547, line 16, for IG'!'
p. 663, line 27, for repens
p.

I.

read reptans.

685, line 24, delete cowiter-.

„
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line 28, for clockwise read
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".
2i5 " a«d SIS « read ^iS « and 213

from liottom, for acer read
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p. 280,
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p. 633,
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1,

Une

tor

LentibvUcem read Lentibularhiccn:.

read calcification.
11 from the bottom, for calcination
1,

after though insert no«.

p. 641, line 12, for not
p. 648,

ncrts.

for Leyuminous read Cruciferous.

p. 121,

p. 612, line

II.

7,
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-net.

for (Ae read some.

line 16, for allimetes read akinctes.
p. 696,

Une 25 from bottom,

for

il

7i(Äcrocf rotocecc

Anthcrocerotacexc
p. 698, line 1, for
p. 704,

Une

14, for Ptcridophyte

read

read AnthoccrotaccK.

j4 )it7ioccro<acecE.

read Pteridophyta.
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THE STUDY OF PLANTS

Plants considered from the ]joiüt of view of

Doctrine of metaniorpliosis and
the history of development.

AND

IN ANCIENT
utility.

s])eful;iticjns of

— Objects of

IN

— Description

MODERN

and

TIMES.

classification of

plaiits.

nature-philo.sophy.— Scientific method based

oil

botanical research at the piesent day.

PLANTS CONSIDERED FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF UTILITY.
Some years ago I rambled over the mountain district of North Italy in the
lovely month of May.
In a small sequedtered valley, the slopes of vv'hich were
densely clad with mighty oaks and

shrubs, I found the flora developed in all

tall

There, in full bloom, was

laburnum and manna-ash, besides
broom and sweet-brier, and countless smaller shrubs and grasses.
From every
beauty.

its

bush came the song of the niglitingale
southern spring morning

filled

tlie

and the whole glorious perfection of a

:

me with

Speaking, as

delight.

we

rested, to

guide, an Italian peasant, I expressed the pleasure I experienced in
of
to

laburnum blossoms and

my

cliorus

of

nightingales.

feelings on his replying briefly that the reason

luxuriant was that

its

foliage

was

left.

For him, and

I

wealtJi

Imagine the rude shock

why

the laburnum

was so
it; and that
there were scarcely any hares

poisonous, and goats did not eat

though no doubt there were plenty of nightingales,
flowers

tliis

my

daresay for thousands of others, this valley clothed with

was nothing more than a pasture-ground, and nightingales were merely

things to be shot.

This

little

occurrence, however, seems to

me

charactei-istic of the

way

in

minds animals are game,
tlie

trees are timber

which

To

the great majority of people look upon the world of plants and animals.

their

and fire-wood, herbs are vegetables

(in

limited sense), or perhaps medicine or provender for domestic animals, whilst

flowers are pretty for decoration.

Turn

in

what

direction

I would, in

every

country where I have travelled for botanical purposes, the questions asked by the
inhaliitants wei-e

always the same.

Everywliere

I

had

to explain

whether the

plants I sought and gathered were poisonous or not; whether they were efiicacious
as cures for this or that illness; and
Vol

I.

by what

signs the medicinal or otherwise
'

1

2
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useful plauts were to be recognized aud distinguislied

was the same

liis

own

hunger, the interests of the family, the provision of food for

domestic animals, have been the factors that have

and

into the nutritious

phenomena

to observe the various

No

less

fii-st

led

men

to classify plants

the poisonous, into those that are pleasant to the taste and

those that are unpleasant, and have induced

and

the

as at the

All along anxiety for a livelihood, the need of the individual to

present day.
satisfy

And

the rest.

I'roui

attitude of the great mass of country folk in times past

them

of plant

to

make attempts

at cultivation,

life.

powerful as an incentive to the stud}^ of herbs, roots, aud seeds, and to

the minute comparison of similar forms and the determination of their differences,

was the hope and

belief that the higher

healing properties.

powers had endowed particular plants with

In ancient Greece there

was a

.special guild,

the "Rhizotomoi,"

collected and prepared such roots and herl:)S as were considered
and either sold them themselves or caused them to be sold by
Through the labours of these Rhizotomoi, added to those of Greek,

whose members
to be curative,

apothecaries.

Roman, and

Araljic physicians,

and

of gardeners, vine-growers,

was

of information concerning the plant-world

As

stood as botanical science.

upon from a purely

acquired,

century plants were looked

late as the sixteenth

by the masses but

also

most of the books of that time we

find

utilitarian point of view, not only

by very many professed

scholars;

and

in

and farmers, a mass

which for a long period

the medicinal properties, and the general utility of the plants selected for description

and discrimination, occupying a conspicuous

exhaustive manner.

depended upon the

Just as
stars, so

men

position

and treated

lived in the firm belief that

human

in

an

destinies

they clung to the notion that everything upon the

earth was created for the sake of mankind; and, in particular, that in everj- plant
there were forces lying dormant which,

if

would conduce either

liberated,

Points which might serve as bases for the

welfare or to the injury of man.

discovery of these secrets of nature were eagerly sought
discerned magic in

many

indication,

People imagined they

and

fruits to parts of the

human

body,

emanating from supernatural powers, of the manner in which the

organ in question was intended to
in shape

for.

plants, and even believed that they were able to trace

in the i-esemblanee of certain leaves, flowers,

an

to the

affect the

human

constitution.

The

similarity

between a particular foliage-leaf and the liver did duty for a sign that

the leaf was capable of successful application in cases of hepatic disease, and the
fact of a blossom being heart-shaped
plaints.

Thus arose the

must mean that

so-called doctrine of

it

would cure cardiac com-

Signatures, which, brought to

its

highest development by the Swiss alchemist Bondiastus Paracelsus (1493-1541),

played a great part in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and
;it

the present day in the mania for nostrums.

was centuries
than simple and natural
Hud nn lack of credulous
now, as

it

Botany as subservient

tt)

The

still

survives

inclination of the masses

ago, in favour of supernatural

is

and mysterious rather

and a Bombastus Paracelsus would still
followers.
In truth, the great bulk of mankind regard
medicine ami agriculture, thej^ look at it from the purely
interpretations;

THE STUDY OF PLANTS

— or

before they

even two thousand

rise

3

view in a manner not essentially difierent from that of two

utilitarian point of

hundred

ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES.

IN

above this

— years

ago,

and

it

may

well he a long time

idea.

In addition to the botanical knowledge thus initiated by the necessities of life.
a second avenue leading to the same goal was early established by man's sense of
The first eflect of this was limited to the employment of wild flowei-s
beauty.

and

foliage for purposes of

more showy plants

cultivation of the

gardening and

horticultui-e,

Later on,

ornament and decoration.

which at

in gardens,

and ultimately

difierent periods

and in

it

led to the

to the arts of

different countries

have passed through such various phases, corresponding to the standards of the
beautiful which have prevailed.

THE DESCRIPTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF PLANTS.

A

third patli leading to botanical knowledge springs from the impulse wliich

actuates those

who

are endowed witli a keen perception of form to investigate

structural differences
field

down

arrange and classify

to their

all distinct

most minute

Workers

chai-acteristics.

in this

forms according to their external resemblances,

give them names appropriate to their position and importance, catalogue them, and

keep up the register when once
tion,

it

has been started.

Many

the remarkable taste for collecting which causes

people possess, in addi-

them

to find pleasure in

merely accumulating and possessing enormous numbers of specimens of the particular objects

on which their fancy

This tendency of the

is fixed.

human mind has played

a very important part in the

The first traces of it can be ascribed with certaintj- to a period
long before the commencement of our era; for such descriptions and other notes as
are contained in the Natural History of Plants, written by Theophrastus about the
year 300 B.C., are founded, for the most part, on the observations and experiments
of "Rhizotomoi," physicians and agriculturists, and it is obvious from the text of the
book that in some cases those authorities did seek out plants, and learn to distinguish
history of botany.

them for their OM-n sakes, and not solely for
At the time of the Roman Empire and

their economic or medicinal value
in the

Middle Ages,

known

troubled himself about plants other tlian those

to be in

it is true,

no one

some way

useful.

But there was a revival of the practice of hunting for plants for the purpose of
describing and enumerating all distinguishable forms, at that great epoch wlien the
nations of the West began to study the treasures of Greek thought, emleavouring
to adopt the point of

with

it.

It

view of antiquity, and

to

harmonize their

was at this same period that art too shook

tions of the Middle Ages,

o^\^a

itself free

and became actuated by a new

circumstances

from the

ideal based

tradi-

on the studj^

of the antique; but science, particularly natural science, has as good a claim as
art to regard that

memorable time as

ancient Greek writings on natural
j'outhful enthusiasm

in

its

period of renaissance.

history, to

Although the

which people turned

the fifteenth century, could not satisfy their

witli

such

tliirst

for

IHK SITDV OF

4

kiunvlcdge, yut tlicrc

is
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no doubt
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was

that, us in art, thi; uti'ect

and

to stimulate

reform; and that this study led up to the source, so long forgotten, whence the
ancients had themselves

drawn

their knowledge, that

to the direct unestigation

is,

knowledge new

of nature, which has invariably given to every bi-aiich of liuman

and pregnant

life.

As regards

botanical knowledge in particular, the studj'
in

immediate

an eager search for

of

instituting

old (irci-k wi-itings

both Northern an<l Southern Europe had the

on the part of western nations
effect

<jf

all

tiring industry in this pursuit, the results of
hirli.iis still

from the

excite our

first

wonder and

respect.

kinds of

the different

indigenous plants; and, besides arousing a passion for investigation,

which preserved

it

evoked un-

in a ninuljer of

bulky

most part

If these folios, dating for the

half of the sixteenth century, are pei'used in the hope of their reveal-

ing some guiding principle as a basis for the arrangement of the

suViject,

the reader

The plants were described
happened
authors
to
come
across
them; and it is onh'
and discussed just as the
here and tliere that we find a feeble attempt to range together and make groups of
nearl}'-allied species.
Only cursory attention was paid to the facts of geographical
distril)ution.
Plants native to the soil, herbs which flowered in gardens and had
been reared from seed purchased from itinerant vendors of antidotes, and plants
whose fruits were brought to Europe as curiosities from the New World recently
The whole
discovered
all these were jumbled together in a confused medley.
will

no doubt be obliged to lay them aside

unsatisfied.

—

endeavour of the time was directed to the enumeration and description of

all

such

things as possess the power of proilueing green foliage and maturing fruit under
the sun's quickening rays.

Owmg

to the fact that researches

were then limited

student, most of the botanical authors of that

to the native

day had but

extent to which the floras of various latitudes and areas

difler.

.soil

of

tin-

ilark inklings of the

They assumed that
by

plants of the Mediterranean shores, which had been described centuries before

Theophrastus or Dioscorides or Pliny, wei-e necessarily the same as those of their

own more

inclement countries.

The German

"

Fathers of Botany

"

(Brunfels, born

about 1495, died 1534; Bock, 1498-1554: Fuchs, 1501-1566, are the best known)
applied the old Greek and Latin
their

own

localities.

They were

names without scruple

to the species

growing

so firmlj' convinced of the identity of the

Greek, and Italian floras that even

tlu'

in

German,

ntmierous inconsistencies occurring in the

them from discussing at great
length whether a particular name was intended by Theophrastus and Dioscorides to
indicate this or that plant.
It was by slow degrees that botanists fii-st began to
descriptions did not disconcert them, or prevent

abandon these

fruitless debates

concerning the Greek and Latin names of plants,

Step by
it had been the custom to fill so many pages of the herlials.
became conscious that although the yellow pages of the ancient books
deserved all gratitude for the stimulating influence they had exercised, yet the
with which

step they

srreen

book of nature should be

themselves

set

above them.

This led to

tlu'ir

ilevoting

entirelj' to direct researches in the subject of their native floras.

The

THE ^STUUY OF TLAXTS
herlial
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of Hieronyiims Bock, wliicli appeared in 1546,

gi-owiug in

German

and in which

5
"tlie

herbs

countries are described from long and sure experience," contains

a passage treating of the controversy of the day as to whether the Latin name

Erica was applicable to the German Heath or not; and
sion the author expresses the opinion tliat "the plants

known
or not,

to the Latins;"
it is

and at

last

in anj' case a pretty

is

midst of the discusbest were the least

he exclaims: "Be our heath the same as Erica

and sturdy

rounded branches, which are clothed
appearance

in the

we know

all

little

shrub, beset with numerous Ijrown

over with small green leaves;

And

Lavender Cotton."

like that of the sweet-smelling

and

its

again in a

lunnber of other places, after making lengthy p)hilological statements relating to the
old names, he ends

by

losing patience

and declaring that the proper thing would

lie

to lay aside all disputes concerning this nomenclature.

At length a

Belgian, Charles de I'Eeluse (1526-1609), whose

name was

latinized

into Clusius, emancipated himself entirely from the hair-splitting verbal controversies of the day.

and

He was

in his extensive

also the first to

abandon the

utilitarian standpoint;

work, which appeared at the end of the sixteenth century,

he was guided solely by the desire to become acquainted with every flowering thing.

He

draw the

therefore endeavoured to distinguish, describe, and where possible to

them
was just at that time that collections of dried plants began to lie made. Such a
collection was at first called a " hortus vivus," and later on a
herbarium." All
various forms of plants, to cultivate them, and to preserve

in a dried condition.

It

'

museums

of

natural history were forthwith

Clusius, actuated

by the wish

to see with his

furnished with them.

own

Moi'eover,

eyes what the vegetation on the

was the first man to travel for the purpose
of botanizing. In onler to extend his knowledge of plants he roamed o^•er Europe
from the sierras of Spain to the borders of Hungary, and from the sea-coast to
the highlands of the Tyrol. Journeys of the kind in pursuit of botanical knowledge were by degrees extended to wider and wider limits, and thus an alnunlance of
uuiti'i'ial was brought together from all latitudes and from every quarter of the globe.
An immense number of isolated observations were accumulated in this way, till,
other side of the mountains looked

at length, in the

and arranging

first

decades of the eighteenth century, the desirability of sifting

this chaotic

When,

mass became urgent.

naturalist Linn;eus (1707-1778),
in

like,

by the exercise

therefore, the

Swedish

of unparalleled industrj-, mastered

a fabulously short space of time the detailed results of centui'ies of

laliour,

and

attbrded a general survey of all this scattered material, he obtained universal
recognition.

Linnaeus introduced short names for the various species in place of

the cumbrous older designations, and showed

means

of concise descriptions.

of a plant as root, stem,

For

this

how

to distinguish the species

purpose he marked out the

leaf, bract, calj^x, corolla,

stamens,

Again, he distinguished particular forms of those organs,

by

dift'erent i)arts

pistil, fruit,

and

seeds.

as, for instance, scapes,

haulms, and peduncles as forms of stems, and in addition also the parts of each
organ, such as filaments, anthers, and pollen in the stamens, and ovary, style, and

stigma

in the pistil; anil to

each one of these objects he assigned a technical name

b
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the hotaiiical terminology thus formulated

l;)ecame

it

possible not only to abridge the specific descriptions, but also to recognize species

from such

and to determine what name had
what group they belonged.

descriptions,

and

botanists,

Linmeus

to

selected as a basis of classification in the

Vieen

given them by

"system" established by him

In this system the number,
and disposition of the stamens formed the ground of
division into "classes."
Within each class, "ordei-s" were then differentiated
according to the nature of the pistil, especially the number of styles; and each
order was again subdivided into more narrowly defined groups, which received
the characteristics of the various parts of the flower.
relative length, cohesion,

name

the

To the 23

of "genera."

classes of

Flowering Plants (Phanerogamia)

Linnajus added as a 24th class Flowerless Plants (Cryptogamia), which were
divided into several groups (Ferns, Mosses, Algas, and Fungi) iu respect of their
general appearance and

mode

of occurrence.

Englishmen,

This system took immediate possession of the civilized world.

Germans, and Italians now worked in unison as faithful

disciples of Liunajus.

Even laymen studied the Linnsean botany with enthusiasm; and

it

was recommended,
In France

especially to ladies, as a harmless pastime, not overtaxing to the mind.

Rousseau delivered lectures on botany to a

circle of

Goethe experienced a strong attraction to the

was

to signify a catalogue of the plants of a

He had

of the sciences," as botanj-

Linnaeus had introduced for the

called in that day.

" flora"

educated ladies; whilst even

" loveliest

more or

less

first

time the

circumscribed

name

district.

himself written a flora of Lapland and Sweden, and bj- doing so had

stimulated others to undertake the compilation of similar catalogues; so that bj'
the end of the 18th century floras of England, Piedmont, Carniola, Austria, &c.,

had been produced. By this means a certain perfection was attained iu that field
of botany which has only in view the examination of the fullj'-developed external
forms of plants, together with the distinguishing, describing, naming, and grouping
them, and the enumeration of species indigenous to particular regions.

Later on,

unfortunately, botanists lost themselves in a maze of dull systematizing.
either contented themselves with collecting, preparing,
else

Thej'

and arranging herbaria, or

devoted their energies to endless debates over such questions, for instance, as

whether a

plant, that

some author had distinguished from othera and

described,

deserved to rank as a species, or should be reckoned as a variety dependent on
habitat or on local conditions of temperature, light, and moisture.

now

iu

some

including a group of forms as varieties of a single species,

species as described

this purpose

by a

now

di\iding

particular author into several other species.

the fact of the constancj- or variabilitj- of the form in

question; nor did they, in general, adhere to anj' consistent principle to guide
this

For

they did not rely upon the only sure method, the determination by

cultural experiment of

ill

its

Thej^ took delight

them

amusement.

Aberrations of this kind constituted, however, no serious bari-ier to progress.

On

the coutraiy, the passion for collecting continued to extend

its

range.

The
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the remotest corners of the earth

veo-etation of

I

was ransacked by travelHng

any material advantage being gained, though they not infrequently ran considerable risk to their health, and sometimes sacrificed their lives.
As one wneration succeeded another thousands of students of the " scientia amaSwept along by the prevailing
bills" made their appearance in every country.
current of thought they devoted themselves to the examination of native and foreign
botanists without

floras,

the vegetable

or to a detailed study of the most insignificant sections of

Those who are not under the

kingdom.

spell of this passion

joy experienced by the discoverer of a lütherto
inexplicable

unknown

how

monograph

of the bramble-tribe or orchids.

gress achieved eventually in this department of botany
difference in the

diftereut periods

(about 300

B.c.)

To such

moss.

it

is

anj'one can devote the labour of half a lifetime to a classification

of Algae or Lichens, or to a

the wide

cannot conceive the

numbers

of

is

The pro-

best appreciated

species described

in botanical

when

works of

Theophrastus in his Natural History of Plants
mentions about 500 species, and Pliny (78 A.D.) rather more than
considered.

is

1000; whereas, by the time of Linnreus, about 10,000 were

number must be

all

remarked, however, that half the

It should be

but 200,000.

known; and now the

plants described since Linnajus lived fall into the category of Cryptogams, or non-

flowering plants, the examination of which

was

first

rendered possible by the wide-

spread use of the microscope in recent times.

The microscope

A

of plants.

led

also to discoveries

concerning the internal architecture

made 200 years
the commencement

faint attempt in this direction,

without leaving any trace behind: but at

"inward construction

of plants"

was studied

all

ago,

had died away

of this century the

the more eagerly

by means

of the

In buildings belonging to different styles of architecture it is not
only the forms of the wings, stoi-ies, rooms, and gables that dift'er, but also and

microscope.

in

no

less degi'ee

case with plants.

those of the columns, pilasters, and decorations.

They

The same

is

the

possess chambers at difierent levels, vaults, and passages.

beams and buttresses, some massive
and some slender, to support them. The pieces of which they are built vary in
It was the business of the
size, and their walls are sculptured in all kinds of waj^s.

They have

pipes running through them, and

vegetable anatomist to dissect plants, to look into

all

these structures under the

microscope, to describe the various component parts as well as the ground-plan and
elevation of the plant-edifice as a whole; and to

ture after the
of stems

and

manner

leaves,

of Linnajus

when

name

the different forms of struc-

he invented terms for the different forms

and for the several parts of the flower and

fruit.

DOCTEIXE OF METAMORPHOSIS AND SPECULATIONS OF
NATURE-PHILOSOPHY.
Side by side with this immense volume of research, which was directed to the
separation, description,

and synoptical arrangement of mature forms

only, there

arose about the j'ear 1600 another school which considered vegetable forms from

»
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point of view of their life-history, and endeavoured to trace them back to

tlie

origin.

Tracing the development, from one stage to another, of

species, of the

of cells
to

IN'

and

multitudinous forms of leaves and flowers, and of

tissues, the

various kinds

student of this school has to detect identity in multiplicity,

show that the connection between forms which have

in accordance with fixed laws,

The

tlio

tiieir

the ditt'erent

all

attention of botanists

arisen from one another

and

to express those laws in definite formulaä.

was

in the first place directed to the

of changes in the form of the leaf which occur in

all

is

wonderful series

phanerogamic

plants as the delicate seedling gi-adually turns into a flowering shoot.

(i.e.

flowering)

At the circum-

ference of the stem which constitutes the axis of the plant, foliar structures are

jjroduced at successive intervals.

All tliese structures are essentially the same: Ijut

they exhibit a continuous modification of their shape, arrangement,

according to their relative altitudes upon the stem.
structural variation

suggested for

was an

its solution.

is

size,

colour,

earliest explanation, wiiich

was given by the

\vere

Italian

founded rather on superficial analogies and remote

resemblances existing between tissues than on careful observation.
this theory the

and

discover the causes of this

and very diverse theories

attractive problem,

The

botanist Cesalpino in 1583,

To

According to

stem

is composed of a central medulla highly endowed with xitality,
and surrounded by concentric layers of tissue, those namely of the wood, the bast,
and the cortex. Eacli of the foliar structures put forth from the axis is supposed to

originate in one of the above-named tissues, the idea being that the green foliageleaf

and calyx grew out from the

cortical layer, the corolla

stamens from the wood, and the carpels fi-om

tlie

medulla.

It

from the

was

bast, the

believed,

al.so,

that the outer envelope of a fruit arose from the rind of the fruit-stalk, the seedcoats from the wood, and the central part of the seed from the medulla.
Eai-ly in the eighteenth century there

doctrine of so-called
observations.

It

" pi-olepsis,"

came

to be connected with this theory the

which was founded on more accurate comparative

was thought that the medulla

of the stem breaks through the rind

at particular spots to form at each a bud, which subsequently grows out into a side
branch. Owing to this lateral pressure of the medulla the ascending nutrient sap
becomes stemmed beneath the rudimentary bud, and, in consequence, the cortex
develops under the bud into a foliage-leaf. In the bud the diflerent parts of the
future annual shoot are already shadowed forth in stages one above the other; and

each

is

produced always by the one beneath

resumed after the expiration of the winter
of

it

develops whicli constitutes the

foliage-leaves

is

produced.

first

in

rest,

As soon

as vegetative activity

the bud sprouts.

is

If only that part

year's rudiment, a shoot furnished with

But the embrj^onic structures belonging

years, which are concealed in the bud,

when

it.

may

to succeeding

also be stimulated to development;

and

premature products do not appear as foliage-leaves, but
altered forms as bracts, sepals, petals, stamens, and carpels.
If no

this happens, these

more or

less

such anticipatory activity has been excited, the rudiment whicli in tlie previous
case would have developed into a bract does not appear till the following j'ear, and
then as a foliage-leaf; whilst

tliat

wliich

would have formed a calyx

in the first
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too emerges siniplj- as a

transformatiou of the leaves, or metamorphosis as Linnieus called

leaf.

This

therefore, the

it, is,

was assumed by the Linnsean school that the cause of
this metamorphosis or hastened development was a local decrease in the quantity
of nutriment. The idea was, that in consequence of the limited supply- of sap the
result of anticipation:

incipient leaves

and

it

were not able to attain to the

Fig.
Cytisjis

1

rudimentary, as

but remained

1.— SeeiUiugs with Cotyledons and Foliage-leaves.

Labtcnium.

-

Koelreuteiia paniculata.

the case with

is

size of foliage-leaves,

many

bracts;

3

Acer iitataiioides.

and further, that the axis was

no longer capable of elongating, so that the leaves proceeding from
close together,

it

remained

The supporters

became coherent, and thus formed the calyx.

of this

explanation relied particularly on the experience of gardeners, that a plant in good
soil

with a

liberal

flowers; whereas,
limited,

it

supply of nutriment
if

the same plant

is

is

apt to produce leafy shoots rather than

transferred to a poorer

soil,

its

food

is

develops flowers in abundance.

But yet a third attempt was made

to explain this process of transformation,

the theory that parts which are identical so far as their origin

quently receive the stamp of distinct foliar organs.

ment

where

of parts, originally alike,

was supposed

to

The

depend on a

is

by

concerned, subse-

diversity in the developfiltration of the nuti'ient
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sap, the idea beinf^ that identical primordial leaves issuing

cular plant were fashioned with more and

and refined

was

first

in its passage

given by Goethe

through the

from the axis of a parti-

more delicacy as the sap became
Tliis explanation of

vessels.

(1790) in a treatise

ciaritied

metamorphosis

which was much discussed, and which

exercised a most important influence in initiating researches of a similar nature.

Goethe's interpretation of metamorphosis
plant

built

is

the node of a stein.
1) develop

(fig.

may

be briefly reproduced as follows.

up gradually from a fundamental organ
First of

all, tlie

A

—the leaf—which issues from

organs which are called seed-leaves or cotyleilons

on the young plant as

it

germinates from the seed; thej- proceed

from the lowest node of the stem, and are frequently subterranean. Thej' are of
comparatively small size, are simple and unsegmented, have no trace of indentation,

and appear for the most part as

thick, whitish lobes,

which

are,

according to Goethe's

expression, closely and uniformly packed with a raw material, and are only

coai"sely

Goethe explains these leaves as being of the lowest grade in the evolu-

organized.

tionary scale.

After them and above them the foliage leaves develop at the suc-

ceeding nodes of the stem; they are more expanded both in length and breadth;

and their surfaces divided into lobes, or even comand they are coloured green. "They have attained to
a higher degree of development and refinement, for which they are indebted to the

their margins are often notched,

posed of secondary

light

and

air."

leaflets;

Still

further up, there next appears the third stage in foliar evolu-

by Linnaeus the

tion.

The structure

leaf.

It is a collection of individual organs of the

called

modified in a characteristic manner.

nodes of the stem at what
as a whole,

is,

The

calj^x is

again to be traced liack to the

same fundamental

close-set leaves,

type, but

which proceed from

in a certain sense, the third storj' of the plant-edifice

and which constitute the calyx, are contracted, and have but

little

variety

as compared with the outspread foliage-leaves.

On
itself,

the fourth rung of the ladder

appears the structure

consists, like the calj^x,
ti-action

named

by which the

leaf a.scends in its efibrt to perfect

in the Linnsean terminologj^ the corolla.

only of several leaves grouped round a centre.

has taken place in the case of the calyx,

we have now

It

If a con-

once more an expan-

The leaves which compose the corolla are usually larger than those of the
They are, besides, more delicate and tender, and are brightly coloured; and
Goethe, whose mode of expression is here preserved as far as possible, supposes them
to be filled also with purer and more subtle juices.
He conceives that these juices
are in some manner filtered in the lower leaves and in the vessels of the lower
region of the stem, and so reach the upper stories in a more perfect condition. A
more refined sap must then, he says, give rise to a softer and more delicate tissue
(fig. 2).
Above the corolla and at the fifth stage of development there follows the
sion.

calyx.

group of stamens, structures which, though not answering to the ordinarj- conception
of leaves, are yet to be regarded again simply as such.

In the

circle of the corolla

the leaves were expanded, and conspicuous owing to their coloiu"; on the other

hand, in the stamens they are contracted to an extreme degree, being almost

mentous

in part.

fila-

These leaves appear to have i-eached a high degree of perfection,
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stamens termed anthers "pollen-grains" are developed "in

which an extremely pnre sap

I

IX

is stored;'

2.— Metamorphoses

Adjoining these pollen-producing

of Leaves as e.\hilnted

l)y

leaves,.

the Poppy.

= and ' The same plant
Germinating plant with cotyledons.
further developed and with foliage -leaves; in s the
cotyledons and lowest foliage - leaves are already withered. «The same plant with a Bower -bud showing the closed
6 The bud open and with petals, stamens, and carpels (pistil) developed.
sepals.

where
is

conti'action has reached its

composed of

leaves, once

on the part of the plant.

more

extreme

limit, is the sixth

less closely-set,

and

last storj',

and exhibiting a

final

which

expansion

These are the carpels, which surround the highest part
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from the

inclose the seeds, the latter being developeil

tip of

tli<'

Thus the plant accomplishes its life-history in six stages. It is Imilt up of
which cannot be doubted, although they assume

stem.

leaves, the "intrinsic identity" of

extremely various shapes c()rresp(jnding to the six strides towards perfection.

In

this process of ti'ansformation or uietamorphosis of the leaf there are three alter-

nate contractions and expansions, whilst each stage
is

more perfect than the one next below

it.

Wliilst seeking to explain inetamorpliosis in

manner, and endeavouring, with greater per-

this

spicacity than
poraries,

"

all

predecessors and contem-

liis

to reduce to one simple universal prin-

ciple all the multifarious

phenomena of the

glorious

garden of the world," Goethe conceiveil the notion
of a

typical

which

is

plant,

an

ideal,

the

realization of

achieved in nature by means of a mani-

This abstract

fold variation of individual parts.

notion of a plant's development with
"

corresponding to
sions

(Leaf,

its six

three wave-crests

Petal,

"

stages

or expan-

and "three

Carpel)

wave-

troughs" or contractions (Cotyledon, Sepal, Sta-

men)
holds

name

is

expressed graphically in figure

its

to

ground at the present day under the

of Goethe's

invention

claim

It still

3.

is

for

founder of

"

Urpflanze," and the credit of

entirely his.

Goethe, in

But

it is

not

addition,

(juite

the

its

right

title

of

the doctrine of vegetable metamor-

phosis: for in reality he only offered another inter-

mode of representation of a phenomenon already included by Linnaeus under the
pretation and

Fig.

3.— Goethe's " Urpflanze."

term metamorphosis.
comparison between the metamorphosis of plants and

Linnteus had instituted a
tliat of insects; in particular,

he likened the calyx to the ruptured integument of a chrysalis and the internal parts
of a flower to the perfect insect (Imago).

He

also

made many

different attempts to

between the development of plants and that of animals; and in
so doing he opened up a wide field for the speculations of the "nature philosophei-s"
establish analogies

in the earlier part of the nineteenth century.

An

extensive study of this subject

now commenced; and

writei-s

on nature-

philosophy worked indefatigably at the amplification and modification of this
theme,

"A
the

air.

fii-st

broached by LinntEUs.

plant

is

a magnetic needle attracted towards the light from the earth into

It is a galvanic bubble, and, as such, is earth, water,

and

air.

The

plant-

bubble possesses two opposite extremities, a single terrestrial end and a dual aerial
•end; and so plants must bo lookeil upon as being organisms which manifest a
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towards the centre,
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on the one liaud and air on

A

metal at one end, and dual air at the other.
single
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plant

wdiilst it divides or unfolds

tlie
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other,

unmixed

a radius, which becomes

is

towards the periphery;

it is

not therefore an entire circle or sphere, but only a segment of one of those figur'es.
The individual animal, on the contraiy, constitutes of itself a sphere, and is there-

Animals are entire worlds,

fore ('(piivalent to all plants put together.

moons, which

independently round the earth; whereas plants are only equal

cii-cle

heavenly body in their

to a

blossom which,

when

galvanic process or

satellites or

An

totality.

animal

is

life, is

An

an animal.

the earth and living alone in air

animal

is

plants.

A

own movement

the

an infinitude of

severed from the stem, preserves by

its

a flower-bubble set free from

and water by virtue of

its

own

motion."

Page after page of the writings on Nature-philosophy of Oken (1810) and
other contemporary naturalists
kind.

At

the present day

it

is

filled

with interminable statements of the same

seems scarcely credible that such propositions were

then received with admiration as proft)und and ingenious utterances, and that they

were even adopted as mottoes for botanical and geological

worthy of record that as

it is

made use

late as the

the

year 1843 the Austrian botanist Unger

of the last of the flowers of rhetoric

philosophy as a motto for one of his

first

above quoted from Oken's Nature-

works on the history

of development,

title of which is Plants at the Moment of their hecommg Animals.
The general divisions or systems of the vegetable kingdom which were evolved

by adherents of the school of Nature-philosophy were, as
aV).snrd as

of Plants
is

For example,

treatises.

the speculations on which they were based.

Oken develops

Inasmuch as the

of five organs, there

must likewise be

plants, flower-plants,

and

and

fire.

be imagined, just as

In his Philosophical Systems

in the first place the idea that the vegetable

a single plant taken to pieces.

earth, water, air,

may

five classes:

The woidd

fruit-plants.

Hereupon

ideal highest plant

is

is

founded a

is

kingdom
composed

root-plants, stem-plants, leaf-

fashioned out of the elements:

classification of root-plants into

earth-plants or lichens, water-plants or fungi, air-plants or mosses, and light-plants
or ferns.

Proceeding from the assumption that

the principle of classification for each group
it,

we have

is

all

the groups are parallel and that

always given by the one preceding

next, to take one instance, the second

class

—that

divided (in accordance with the subdivision of earth into earths,
ores) into earth-plants or grasses, salt-plants or

lilies,

of

stem-plants

salts,

bronzes,

bronze-jilants or

sp)ices,

and
and

ore-plants or palms

SCIENTIFIC

Though

as

METHOD BASED ON THE HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT.

we

see the doctrine of

typical plant, degenerated thus into the

metamorphosis, with

most

its

bai-ren of fancies, still

conception of a

from

it

originated

the line of research based on the history of development which has since borne
fruit

in

every department of botanJ^

Observers arrived at the conviction that

every living plant undergoes a continuous transformation which follows a definite

14
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.species is

I

MKS.

constructed uu a plan tixed within

general limits and exhibiting variation in externals only.

more conspicuous

I

These,

it is

true, are often

and disposition of the parts M'hich

at first sight than the direction

But

are really fundamental, and secure the stability of the entire structure.

order to ascurtjiin the plan of construction

very

it

was found necessary

appearance of each organ; to determine

visible

first

how

in

go back to the

to

the original rudi-

embryo and the beginnings of roots, stems, leaves, and parts of the
flower are formed, and to see what rudiments succeed in opening out, branching and
dividing, and what remain behind to perish and be displaced by organs growing

ments

of the

vigorously in close proximity to them.

These researches into the course of development of the separate parts of flowering plants, and to a

still

greater extent the observations of the development of

cryptogams or spore-plants (rendered possible by improvements in the construction
of microscopes), led naturally to a study of the liistory of the elementary structures
of

which

all

plants are composed.

been supposed to

Previously three kinds of elementary organs had

exist, utricles, vessels,

Mohl (1830-1840)

and

fibres.

that protojalasm

of

Brown and
common

resulted, however, in the identification of the cell as the

starting-point of all these elementary organs.
is

This led to the further discoveries

the formative and living jjart of a

into a protoplasmic cell-body

differentiated

The observations

cell,

and that each

and a cell-membrane.

It

cell is

followed

that the envelope of the protoplasmic body, the cell-membrane, which had hitherto

been considered the primary formation, was in reality a
enveloped by

it,

and

this discovery resulted in a

2^'>'oduct of

the protoplasm

complete revolution in the con-

Further investigation led to the conclusion that the

ception of cells generally.

various modes of growth and multiplication depend on definite laws.
in the

mode

of construction
in

That even

of juxtaposition of daughter-cells arising in repx-oduction, a certain plan

some causal

may

be distinguished in each species which must stand ultimately

relation to the structural system of the

whole

The progress

jjlant.

achieved along these lines in the course of a few decades has been extraordinarily
great,

no doubt due to the peculiar fascination which the study of the

and transformations
invisible to

tiie

of living organisms

and the observation

naked eye have had for the mind of the

life-histories

of mysterious processes

inquirer.

In that group of plants which includes the forms classed together by the earlier
lidtanists uniler the

An

name

of

Cryptogamia an altogether new world was

i-evealed.

uudreamed-of variety was discovered to exist in the processes of propagation

and rejuvenescence

of these forms of plants

by means

of single cells or spores.

Objects which, having regard to their external form, had been assigned to widely

were found to be connected with one another as stages in the
development of one and the same species; and one result of these discoveries was

<Hfferent groups,

kingdom of an entirely new
The systematic arrangement of

the estal)lishmeiit in this division of the vegetable

system of

classification

based on

life-histories.

Flowering-plants or Phanerogams also underwent essential alteration.

The Linnaean

system, founded on the numerical relations between the different parts of the flower,
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had indeed already been displaced by another method of

when

Classification, that of the

who framed

systems said

contrasted with the artificial system of Linnjeus.

At bottom,

French observers Jussieu (17S9) and
to be natural
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De

Candolle (1813),

however, these classifications only differed from the Linnsean in the fact that they
multiplied and widened the grounds of division.

The main

division of Phanero-

gamia into those which put forth one cotyledon (or seed-leaf) on germinating
(Monocotyledones) and those whose seedlings bear two cotyledons Dicotyledones)
(

is

the only one that could serve as a stai"ting-point for a system based on the history

of development; but

when we come

to the

grouping of Dicotyledones into those

destitute of corolla (Apetalfe), those with the corolla

composed of coherent petals

(Monopetalse), and those with the corolla composed of distinct petals (Dialypetalaa),

we have

already to admit something forced, ami a reliance on characteristics

inei'ely external.

The system which

is

the outcome oi the study of development

the idea that similarity between adult forms

is

stai-ts

with

not always decisive evidence of

same group, and that the relationships of diflerent plants
is much more surely indicated by the fact of their exhibiting the same laws of
growth
and the same phenomena of reproduction.
Plants exhibiting widely
&
different external forms in the mature state are nevertheless to be looked upon
as closely allied if they are constructed according to the same plan, and vice versa.
There can be no question that a system based on these principles means a material
advance. At the same time it cannot be overlooked that sreat difficulties are
involved in hitting upon the right selection from among the number of phenomena
their belonging to the

observed in the course of a plant's development, and in determining which of these

phenomena are to be referred

to a

mode

of construction

of plants, and therefore treated as fundamental properties,

esteemed merely as outcomes of the conditions of

life

common

to a

number

and which should be

affecting the existence of the

plant in question.

OBJECTS OF BOTANICAL EESEAECH AT THE PRESENT DAY.
Descriptive Botany only concerns

itself

with the configuration of a plant.

Comparative Morphology endeavours to trace back to a single prototype the
extremely various forms exhibited by mature plants. The history of development
But all these paths of
deals with the growth and differentiation of such forms.
research shirk the problem of the biological significance of the difterent forms.

The

line of investigation starting

of physical

and chemical

from the conception of a

processes,

plant's life as a series

and which attempts to elucidate the configura-

tion of a plant in the light of its environment, could not be developed
slightest prospect of success until physics, chemistry,

reached a high degree of perfection, and

till

botanists

and other

with the

allied sciences

had

had become convinced that the

phenomena of life are only to be fathomed by means of experiment.
The earliest attempts to define the biological significance of the several parts

of
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a plant

lid,

it is

of vegetable

one

true, take

life

them springs rather from a reverence

to

The

from any intrinsic merit which they possessed.

antitjuity than

in

was not

ITbS;

lait it

came

into vogue.

research really

phenomena

the vital

into

investigations

Stephen Hales
of

and his school; Imt the ideas
more than fantastic dreams;

liack as fai- as Aristotle

ciitertaiued at that time are scarcely

and the recognition now accorded
mental

ANCIENT AND MoDEKN TIMES.
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Ol'

till

of

experi-

hi-st

were published by

plants

a hundred years later that this kiml

lirought with

It

for

it

the conception of a

cell

as a miniature chemical laboratory, and looked for mechanical interpretations of
of nutrition, sap-circulation, growth,

phenomena

the

movement

—

in short, all vital

—

and for some connection between these processes and the external form.
Whereas, in the case of descriptive and speculative botany, and in the study of

processes

development, the entire plant was
parts,

and

lastly the cells

taken into consideration, next

first

and protoplasm;

the contrary, the complete histories of
of

all,

in the

and

of intjuiry, on

then the significance of the different forms of the several members, and
life of all

first

lastly

the various kinds of animals

plants.

Modern

governed as

science,

phenomena,

is

no longer

satisfied

it is

by the

and

tlie

Why

is

What

manner?

laj-

liare

of the various bodies

the meaning of

is

these channels, and

At the present day we

why

all

the tubes and passages which exhibit such

What

and shape?

part

played by the peculiar mouths of

is

do they vary so greatly in shape and distribution in plantss

We

are no longer content to

determine in what manner the rudimentary organ of a plant

shrivels up;

one case and frequently
but

whilst another

is

inquire

which are formed withm the proto-

whicli are subject to difl^erent external conditions?

in

all

cells,

the cell-membrane thickened at a particular spot in a particular

gi'eat diversity of size

expands

the causes of

the development of their contents,

cell,

changes undergone by cell-membranes.

what are the functions
plasm?

desire to

with knowledge concerning the existence of

the arrangement of the different forms of

it

several

the ultimate organs were studied

phenomena occasioned by the aggregate

the

new department

its

we

«livides,

inquire the reason

obliterated

by

it.

curiosity extends to the shape, size,

or else

why

For us no

is

is

pi'oduced, or hoAv

arrested in

its

growth and

one rudiment grows and develops
fact is

and direction

without significance.

Our

of the roots; to the configuration,

venation, and insertion of the leaves; to the structure and coloiu- of the ffowers;

and

to the

form of the fruit and seeds; and

prickle, or hair has

a definite function to

we assume

fulfil.

But

that even each thorn,

efforts are also

made

to

explain the mutual relations of the different organs of a plant, and the relations

between

different species of plants

of research (the rapid

which grow together.

growth of which

is

Lastly, this department

due to Darwin) includes amongst

its

objects a solution of the problem of the ultimate grounds of morphological variety,

the causes of whicli can only be sought for in a qualitative variation of protoplasm.
Specific relationship

is

explained by attributing

it

to similaritj^ in the constitution

of the protoplasm of allied species, and the affinities exhibited

plants are used as

means

of

by

living

and extinct

mifolding the hereditary connection between the
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forms, and of tracing the history of plants and

thon.saiuls of different sorts of

vegetable

life all

The various

over the earth.
lines of botanical research described in the foregoing pages, witli

their particular problems

They run
junction

to

by

side

and

objects,

The

and

side along separate paths,

subject-matter, however,

do with the perfected form or with

processes of
start

have but slight connection one with another.
it

onlj- occasionally that a

is

apparent which establishes a couauunication lietween one path and

is

another.

IT

JliiDKllN Tl.ME.s.

life

its

is

Whether we have

always the same.

growth, whether

we

try to interpret the

we always

or to trace the genealogj' of the vegetable kingdom,

from the forms of plants: and the ultimate result

we

a description of the varying impressions which
the objects observed, and which

we endeavour

never anything more than

is

receive at different times from

mutual connection.

to bring into

All the different departments of botany are accordingly more or less limited to

and even when we endeavour to resolve vital phenomena intowe can only describe, and not really e.xplain, what happens.
The processes which we call life are movements. But the causes of those move-

description;

mechanical processes

ments, so-called forces, are purely subjective ideas, and do not involve the concep-

any actual fact, so that our passion for causality is only ostensibly gratified
by the help of mechanics. Du Bois Reymond is not far ^\rong when he follows

tion of

out this train of thought to the conclusion (however paradoxical
that there

is

no

essential difference

may sound)

it

between describing the trajectoiy

(or particular

kind of curve) in which a projectile moves on the one hand, and describing a beetle
or the leaf of a tree on the other.

But even though the ultimate sources of
the desire to represent

such

effects

—a desire

which

is

mere act
which
that

is

we

among

tlie

research

—

finds at least

proximate cause.

In the

in the creation of ideas involv-

phenomena observed, there lies an iri'esistible charm
Even though we be sure

shall

never be able to fathom the truth completely,
it.

The more imaginative an

a solution of the mute riddle which

we

shall

investigator the

go on

still

more

keenl}-

is

presented to us by the forms of plants.

impossible to overrate the value and efficiency of the transcendent gift of

It is

imagination

when

applied to questions of Natural History.

whether certain characters noted
or are only occasioned

whether the plant

by

in

Thus when we inquire

a plant are hereditary, constant, and

local influences of climate or

in question is to be looked

upon as a

soil,

inalienalile,

and hence deduce

species or a variety;

when

conclude from the fact of a resemblance between the histories of the develop-

ment
and

to its

goaded to discovery by this craving for an explanation of things and for

lie

we

modem

and

uni-evealed,

to demonstrate the causes of

a continual stimulus to fresh investigations.

seeking to approach
is

phenomenon back

of linking ascertained facts together,

ing interdependence

and

at the very root of

partial gratification in tracing a

phenomena remain

vital

processes as effects,

all

of various species that they are related,
series;

forms

still
Vol. I.

when we unravel

and place them together

the genealogies of different plants

living with others that are extinct;

when we

in

groups

by comparing-

try to represent clearly
2
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by arguing from the phenoiueiia
inanifested by that membi'aoe; when we investigate the meaning of the pecuHar
thickenings and sculpturings of the walls of cells, or when we discover the sti'ange
the moleculiir structure of

tlie

cell-ineiubrane

forms of flowers and fruits to be mechanical contrivances adapted to the fomis
of certain animals, and judge the extent to which these contrivances are advantageous, or

plants

the reverse, to the

—in

imagination plays a predominant part.

these

all

Experiment

and similar investigations
itself

is

really a result of

Every experiment is a question addressed to nature.
But each interrogation must be preceded by a conjecture as to the probable state

the exercise of that faculty.

of the case: and the object of the experiment

hypotheses

is

which of the preliminary

to decide

is

the right one, or at least which of them approaches nearest to the

The

true solution.

when

fact that

the imagination has been allowed to soar uin-e-

strained, or without the steadying ballast of actual observations,
led its followers into

eri'oi-,

does not detract at

aid to research, notwithstanding the fact that

we esteem

it

it is

from

its

has frequently

it

extreme value as an

responsible for

tlie

which a few specimens have been

fantasies of nature-philosophy of

should

all

wonderful

Nor

gix-en.

the less because enlargements of the field of observation and

improvements in the instruments employed have again and again led to the substitution of

new

ideas for those

which careful observers and experimentalists had

arrived at by collating the facts ascertained through their labours.

For the same reasons

it is

unfair to regai-d with contempt the ideas of plant-

formed by our predecessoi's.
It should never be forgotten how much smaller
was the number of observations upon which botanists had to rely in former times,
and liow much less perfect wei-e their instruments of research.
Every one of

life

our theories has its history.
In the first place a few puzzling facts are observed,
and gradually others come to be associated with them.
A general survey of the
phenomena in question suggests the existence of a definite uniformity underljäng

them; and attempts are made to grasp the nature of such uniformitj' and to define
it

in words.

more or
observed

Whilst the question thus raised

less success to
facts,

answer

it,

until a

is

with

in suspense, botanists strive

master mind

appeal's.

He

collates the

gathers from them the law of their harmony, generalizes

it,

and

announces the solution of the enigma.
.scientific

But observations continue to multiplj-;
instruments become more delicate, and some of the newly-observed facts

not adapt themselves to the scheme of the earlier generalization.

will

they are held to be exceptions to the
accumulate; the law has lost
it

its

By

rule.

univei-sality

At

fii-st

degrees, however, these exceptions

and must undergo expansion, or

else

has become quite obsolete and must be replaced by another.

in all ])ast times,

and

so will

it

be in the future.

So it has been
Only a narrow mind is capable

of claiming infallibility and permanence for the ideas which the present age lays

down

as laws of nature.

The remarks on the

limitations of our

knowledge of nature, the importance

of imagination as an aid in research, and the variability of our theories were
v.ith a

made

view to moderate, on the one hand, the exuberant hopes raised by the belief
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that the great questions connected with the

and to

correct,

of life will be solved,

on the other, the habit of not appreciating impartially the various

methods which have been and are

own

phenomenon
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time, adhering as

we do

still

employed by

difierent botanists.

to the principle of the division of labour,

it

In our

has become

almost universal for each investigator to advance only along a single, very narrow

But owing

path.
lines of

to the fact that one-sidedness too often leads to self-conceit, the

study followed by others are not infrequently despised, just as overweening

confidence in the infallibility of the discoveries of the present day leads to depreciation of the labours of former times.

For the building up

of the science of the Biology of Plants everything relating

to the subject has its value,

and

is

capable of being turned to account.

Whether

the materials are rough or elaborated, massive, fragmentary, or merely connective,

howsoever and whensoever they have been acquired, they
of dried plants

made by a student

amateur regarding the
turalists
fields

in a provincial

all

are useful.

museum, the

The study

discoveries of an

flora of a sequestered valley, the contributions of horticul-

on subjects of experiment, the facts gleaned by farmers and foresters in

and woods, the disclosures which have been wrested from living plants

in

university laboratories, and the observations conducted in the greatest and best
of all laboratories— that of

account.

Nature herself

—

all

these results should be turned to

Let us take for the motto of the following pages the text:

'Pi'ove all things; hold fast that wliich is good."

THE LIVING PRINCIPLE

IN PLANTS.

PROTOPLASTS CONSIDERED AS THE SEAT OF

1.

Discovery of the

(Jell.

— Discovery

of

LIFE.

Protoplasm.

DISCOVEEY OF THE CELL.
Wliat

life?

is

This ever-interesting question has seemed to approach nearer

solution on the occasion of every great scientific discovery.

But never did the hope

of being able to penetrate the great secret of life appear better founded than at the

time when,

among

the microscope

it was discovered that
by the use of glass lenses, and

other memorable developments of science,

objects could be rendered visible

was invented.

on an enlarged

scale

These magnifying glasses were expected to

not only an insight into the minute structure of living beings which

is

yield,

invisible to

the naked eye, but also revelations concerning the processes which constitute
in plants

The

and animals.

first

discoveries

made with

life

the microscope, between

1665 and 1700, procUiced a profound impression on the observers.

The Dutch

philosopher Swammerdaiii became almost insane at the marvels revealed by his

and at

lenses,

last ilestroyed his notes,

sacrilege to unveil,

hidden from

and

human

having come to the conclusion that

time held to be delusions; and

Hooke had confirmed the

was

what was designed
the Creator to remain
The observations of Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723) with

therel ly profane,

ken.

magnifying glasses formed by melting
lono-

it

it

Iiy

fine glass threads in a lamp,

was not

till

were for a

the Eng-lish observer Robert

fact of the existence of the

minute organisms seen by

LeeuM'enhoek in infusions of pepper, and had exhibited them under his microscope
in

1667 at a meeting of the Royal Society in London, that doubts as to their actual

Indeed a special document was then drawn up and signed

existence disappeared.

by

those

all

who were

satisfied,

racy of the observation;

and

on the evidence of their own eyesight, of the accu-

this clearly

shows how greatly people were impressed

with the importance of these discoveries.

Of the

different forms of

the tiny

organisms, amounting to neai-ly four hundred, which were at that time distinguished,

and

all

corns,

included under the

name

Infusoria, because first .seen in infu.sions of pepper-

some only are at the present day reckoned as animals.

In

many

cases

it

has been ascertained that they are the spores of plants, whilst others again belong
to the boundary-land

where the animal and vegetable kingdoms are merged.

The presence or absence of movement useil to be considered as the most decisive
mark of the diflference between animals and plants, and, accordingly, all the minute
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beings wliich were seen bustling about in watery media M'ere described and laVielled
No movement was found in the higher plants which were studied with
as animals.
the microscope about the same time

by Dutch,

Italian,

and English observers;

but,

on the other hand, these investigations led to a recognition of the quite special
These parts of
peculiarities of such structures as leaves and stem, wood and pith.
plants appeared under the microscope like honey-combs, which are built up of a

Fig:.
1

great

4.— Vegetable

Cells (from Grew's Anatoinij of Plants).

LougituiUual section thi-ough a young apricot seed. 2 Transverse section of the petiole of the Wild Clary.
^ Trausvtrse section of a pine branch.

number

the terra

of

cells,

" cell" arose,

some empty and some
which

later

was

full of

honey.

From

this similarity

to plaj^ so important a part in botany.

In

the drawings of parts of plants as seen under the microscope the resemblance to a

honey-comb

when

is

very apparent; indeed,

seen in reality,

as, for instance, is

it

is

sometimes rather more striking than

the case in the above reproduction of three

engravings from Nehemiah Grew's fine work published in London, 1672.
also noticed that, besides the structures
little

It

was

which resembled houey-comb, there were

tubes and fibres which were distributed and aggregated in very various ways,

and were bound up together into strands and membranes, and into pith and wood;
further, all these things were seen to increase in size and number in the growing

23
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How

parts of plants.

growth

an<l inultiplicatiou

took place, and wliere exactly the
It was, however, natural to

seat of a plant's life lay, remained, of coux'se, obscure.

assume that the walls of these small

cells constituted

the essential part and living

substance of plants, that they drew materials from the fluids which rose by suctiori

and so increased

in the tubes,

was

It

in size

and were renewed.

as yet hardly suspected that the slimy substance

of a plant, like

honey

in a honey-comb,

was the

basis of

life.

which filled the cells
The observation made

again and again at the beginning of the nineteenth century, that the cell-contents

form of globules of jelly, and that each globule
moves independently and swims about in the water for a time, but then comes to
rest and becomes the starting-point of a new alga, might undoubtedly have led
of certain algiB are extruded in the

The accounts

to this conclusion.

of these occuri-ences were, however, considered

by the majority of contemporary observers; and

incredible

when linger

established the

estimation of

its

phenomenon

value was accorded.

it

was not

till

recently,

as an indubitable fact, that a proper

In the year 1826 this botanist investigated

under the microscope a water-weed found at Ottakrinn, near Vienna, which had
been described by systematic writers as an alga, and named Vaucheria clavata.

To the naked eye

appears like a dense plexus of dark-green irregularly branched

it

These filaments, when magnified, are seen to be tubular

and matted filaments.

cells

which wither and die away at the base whilst growing at the apex, and developing
sac-like branches laterally.

(PI. I.)

The

The substance they contain

rounded.

free ends of these tubes are blunt

is

and

slimy, and, though itself colourless, is

studded throughout with green granules; whilst near the blunt end of each filament
these green particles are so closely packed that the entire contents of that part

appear of a dark-green colour.

Now,

there comes a time in the

life

extremity swells and becomes more or

Almost simultaneously the contents

trans23arent.

The moment

club-shaped.

(PI.

I.,

a.)

fig.

Twelve hours

after the

it.s

it

hyaline

of the swollen part of the

tube nearest the apex become transparent, whilst further

very dark.

when

this occurs,

somewhat from the extremity, leaving

the dark-green contents withdraw

and

of every one of these filaments

less

down

the colour becomes

commencement

of this change,

that portion of the tube's contents which occupies the club-shaped end separates
itself entirel}'

suddenly

from the

splits,

is

arises,

(fig. c).

the cell-wall at the apex of the tube

little later,
slit

back, and

fold

This jelly-like

at first strangulated as

it

ball,

the inclosed mass travels

having a greater diameter than

struggles forward, so that

and looks for an instant as

of an hour-glass

now

A

the edges of the

through the aperture
the hole,

rest.

if it

it

assumes the shape

would remain stuck

fast.

There

however, in the entire mass of green jelly an abrupt movement of

rotation combined with forward straining,

and

in another instant

it

has escaped

is swimming freely about in the surrounding
phenomenon of the escape of these bodies takes place
and, in any one case, in less than two minutes.
When free,

through the narrow aperture and

water

(fig. d).

The

between 8 and 9

entire

A.M.,

each individual assumes the shape of a perfectly regular ellipsoid

(fig. d),

having
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pole of a li^liter

Olli'
I'l

than the other;

i^rrcii

end

inner, HO that the lighter

may

THE

i»F

it

(JEIX.

moves always

in the directioii of the

At

he properly designated the anterior.

the ball rises to the surface of the water towards the light, but soon after

it

tirst

again

sinks deep down, often turning suddenly half-way round and pursues for a time a

In

horizontal course.

swimming about

these

all

stationary objects which

in the scime

cesses like lashes or "cilia,"

of the jelly-like

moves

time as

it

motion

is

in

movements it tivoids coming into collision with the
its path, and also carefully eludes all the creatures

water with

The motion
all

is

effected

With the help

their action little eddies in the water, the

any given

obviously that of a screw.
is,

It

is

its

pro-

siiort

pellicle

of these
ball of

cilia,

green

But at the same

longer axis, so that the resultant

worthy

of note that this r<jtatiou

is

in the direction opposed to that of the earth.

always about the same: a layer of water of not quite two

TJie rate of progress is

centimetres (1'76 cm.)

whole

direction with considerable rapidity.

pushes forward, the ellipsoid txn-ns on

by

round from the enveloping

in active vibration.

invariably from east to west, that

swimming

it.

which protrude

body and are

which occasion by
Jelly

in

lie

is

Now

traversed in one minute.

ellipsoid allows itself a short rest;

but

it

and then,

it

is

true, the

begins again almost immediatelj'',

movements of rotation and vibration. Two hours
escape the movements become perceptibly feebler, and the pauses, during
which there is only rotation and no forward motion of the body, become both longer
and more frequent.
At length the swimmer attains permanent rest. He lauds on some place or
rising

and sinking, and resumes

its

<ifter its

other, preferably
in the water.

on the shady side of any object that

The

may

be floating or stationary

axial i-otation ceases, the cilia stojD their lashing motion

and are

withdrawn into the substance of the body, and the whole organism, hitherto ellipsoidal and lighter at its anterior end, becomes spherical and of a uniform darkgreen colour.

>So

long as

outermost layer

Its

it is

in

motion the gelatinous body has no definite

no doubt, denser than the

is,

rest;

wall.

but no distinct lioundary

is

and we cannot properly speak of a special enveloping coat. No
sooner, however, is the ball stranded, no sooner has its movement ceased and its
shape become spherical, than a substance is secreted at its periphery: and this
to be recognized,

substance, even at the

moment

transparent membrane.

of secretion, takes the

form of a

firm, colourless,

Twenty-six hours afterwards, very short branched

and

tulies

begin to push out from the interior, and these become organs of attachment.
the opposite direction the

cell

and

After fourteen days the free ends of this tube and of

floats

on the water.

stretches into a long tube

In

which divides into liranches
its

branches swell once more and become club-shaped; a portion of their slimj' contents
is,

as before, separated from the rest and liberated as a motile body, and the whole

performance described above

is

repeated.

DISCOVERY OV rUUTOl'LAS.M.
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DISCOVEEY OF PROTOPLASM.
The

studj- of

Vaucheria

led, then, to

the discovery

tliat tliere

are plants which,

in the com-se of their development, pass through a motile stage, proj^elling

selves about the water as tiny halls of jelly with ciliary processes,

Hand

exactly the same impression as infusoria.

in

hand with

this discovery

the further observation that a portion of the plastic cell-contents in
like a linino-, in contact

Fig.

Protoplasm in

all

went

plants

lies,

with the inner face of the cell-walls, so that we ßnd that

these latter, at a certain stage of maturity, are

1

them-

and giving

cells of Orobanclic.

-

5.

made up

—Protoplasm inclosed

Streaming protoplasm in

two layers

of

l.ying cl(jse

in Cells.

cells of Valtisiicfia.

Streaming protoplasm

^

in cells of Elodea.

together, the outer one firm

was given

and the inner

On

to this inner layer.

pi'imordial utricle belongs to a

body

diffei'entiated

into a

The name

further investigation

of "primordial utricle"
it

turned out that this

of gelatinous, slimy consistency

the cell-cavity like a mussel or a snail in
the whole cavity with

soft.

its shell.

At

fii'st it

is

which

lives in

shapeless and

what appears to be a homogeneous mass; but later on it is
number of easily- recognizable parts
i.e. into the above-

—

mentioned lining towards the inner surface of the cell-membrane, and into
strands, threa<ls,

Mohl

and plates stretching across the

to the substance of

cell.

(See

name

folds,
fig. 5.)

of proto-

which the cell-contents are composed.

It is possible for protoplasm,

any

interior of the

of Tubingen, the discoverer of these facts, applied in 1846 the

plasm

fills

under certain conditions, to exist for a time without

special protective envelope; but, as a general rule, it secrets at once a rinn,

DISCOVERY OF PKOTOPLASM.
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coutiuuous coat, and, so to speak, builds

may

a

itself

little

chauiber wlioreiu to

We

live.

therefore distinguish naked protoplasm from that

and the
better

kiu<.l which inhabits the
and compare the former to a shell-less snail,
that constructs the house in which its life is spent.
Still

own

interior of a cell of its

latter to a snail

may we compare

creation,

the firm and solid cell-nieml>rane with which the protoplasm

garment

clothes itself to a protective coat, a

fitted to

the body; and, following out

this analogy, the protoplasm must be designated the living entity in the cell, and
the secreted envelope must be considered as merely the skin of the cell. Consequently, although this cell-wall was the part which was first revealed by magni-

fying glasses, and was called a

cell

on account of

its

form, this

is

not the essential

formative element, which has the power of nourishing and reproducing
It is the

body within the

cell,

made by

the surrounding memljrane

itself.

the slimy, colourless protoplasm in full activity within
itself,

which must be taken to be the

essential

and the basis of life.
The term cell had become so naturalized in the science that protoplasm which
had escaped from a cell-cavity was also called a cell, and the unfortunate name of

part of the

"

naked

cell

cell "

was brought

into use to designate

it.

More

older designations have been abandoned as unsuitable.

the term "protoplasts"

which occupy
side

by

little

all

recentlj'

manj' of these

now

include under

"We

these individual organisms, consisting of protoplasm,

chambers made by themselves, living either alone like hermits or

side in sociable alliance in

more or

less

extensive structures, able under

certain circumstances to leave their domiciles, laying aside their envelopes

and

swimming about as naked globules.
Only when the protoplasts live in innumerable little cavities congregated close
together in colonies, and when these cavities are bounded by even walls and are for
the most part uniformly developed in

all directions,

posed of them look under the microscope

does the part of a plant com-

honey -comb, and each cavity

a
But even in these cases of external similarity there is the essential difference
that in a honey-comb each of the walls separating individual cells is common to both
like a

like

cell.

the adjacent spaces, and, accordingly, the cells of the com!) are like excavations in a

continuous matrix; whereas, in sections of cellular plants, every

neighbouring

cell possesses its

own

independent wall, so that in them every partition-wall between

particular and

cavities

is

composed, propeidy speaking, of

two

laj-ers

(fig.

6).

These two layers are scarcely distinguishable in the case of delicate cell-membranes

newly secreted by the
out clearly
spots,

(fig.

6

- ).

protoplasts.

Later on, however, they are alwaj's to be made

Fi-equently the layers separate one from another at certain

and thus channels are formed between the

cellular spaces."

One

often sees

cells, too,

cells (fig. 6 ^); these

are called

whose entire surfaces

glued together with a kind of cement, and then this sulistance which

between the two layers

By
cal

is

called "intercellular substance"

(fig.

" inter-

are, as it were,
is

stored

6^).

loosening the intercellular substance, where present, by mechanical or chemi-

means,

we can

easily separate adjacent cells

of the partitioning cell-walls

from one another; the two

come asunder, and then each separate

cell

laj-ei-s

exhibits a

DISCOVEUY OF PROTOPLASM.
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cell-cavities are often elongated

and encroach

to such

an extent on the cavity that the latter

and threads, groups

Cells of this kind look like fibres

of

and shaped

may become

either rigid or flexible tubes; or the wall of such a cavity

is

scarcely recognizable.

them look

like bundles

and strands, and do not resemble even remotely the cells of a honey-comb.
term " cellular " is hence no longer suitable in the case of these structures.

The expression

" cellular

tissue "

is

calculated also to occasion a

the grouping and connection of the single cell-cavities.

like

very thick

By

The

wrong idea of

a tissue one would

surely imderstand a collection of thread-like elements so arranged that some of the

threads run parallel to one another in one direction, whilst similar threads crossing

-\ P^kr-

Fig.

^J

Showing Intercellular Spaces

6.— Cell-chambers.

(i

and 2) and Intercellular Substance (s)

in the

Partition-walls uf the Chambers.

the

at riefht ano^les are interwoven with them.

first

In such a

tissue, as of

woven

web of a spider, the threads are held together by intertwining; but this
by no means the case with the collections of cells which have been called celltissues.
Even where the parts of a so-called tissue of cells are tubular, thread-like,
or fibrous, they lie side by side and upon one another and are joined by a cement,
but are never crossed or twisted together like the threads in a woven fabric.
silk or the
is

Again,

may

process

have been compared to the bricks of a building, but

The process

not exact.
salt

cells

this

analogy

of formation of a cubical crystal from a solution of

is

common

perhaps be compared to the piling up of bricks; but when a leaf grows the

is

not for one layer of

previously deposited.

cells to

be superimposed from the outside upon another

The development

of

new

cells

proceeds in the inside of exist-

ing cells and ensues from the activity of the protoplasts inclosed within the cellwalls;

and these

pi-otoplasts not

selves the builders.

It is in this

only provide the building materials, but

very fact indeed that we grasp the

ai-e

them-

sole distinction

between organic and inorganic structures, and on this account especially the above
analogy
Cells

is

inadmissible and should be avoided.

and cell-aggregates

may

be conceived most clearly by considering their

analogy to the shells of living creatures, as
the foregoing pages.

we have

already done more than once in

Protoplasts are either solitary, inhabiting isolated cell-cavities;

or else they live in associated groups, the cells being crowded close together in great

numbers and firmly attached
such protoplast.

When

to one another

the latter

is

— each

cavity being inhabited by one

the case, division of labour usuallj^ takes place

2S
in

AND

S\V1M.MIN(;

CHEi;i'lN"G
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a plant, «o that, as in every other community, some of

one function, some anotiier.
protoplasts,

and then,

entire edifice,
plasts

for the

The older
most

memlwrs mulertake

ceils in tliese plants often lose tlieir living

part, serve as

which may thus be penetrated by

have meanwhile erected new

tlie

an uninliabited foundation to

air

and water channels.

stories for themselv(hs

The

and their posterity on

the old deserted foundations, and are pursuing their indefatigable laboui's in the

chambers of these upper

stories.

tlie

proto-

little

This work of the living protoplasts consists in

own substance, maturing offspring, searcliing
most favourable conditions with a view to an eventual

absorbing nutriment, increasing their
for the places

which

otter

transmigration and to colonization by their families; and

where

these tasks are performed against

all

sequence of these labours

Many

of

and are

them are only
first

is

lastly,

securing the region

injurious external

The

influences.

always governed by conditions of time

an<l

place.

to be observed with difficulty in their actual performance

recognized in their perfected pi-oducts, while others are attended by

very striking phenomena and are easily followed in their progress.

MOVEMENTS OF PEOTOPLASTS.

2.

Swimming aud

creeping protoplasts.

— Movements of

protoplasm

of Volvocineie, Diatomacefe, Oscillarife,

in cell-cavities.

— Movements

and Bacteria.

SWIMMING AND CREEPING PROTOPLASTS.
Among

the most striking

phenomena observed

in connection with li\ing proto-

plasts are, without question, the

temporary locomotion of the protoplast as a whole
and the displacement and investment of its several particles. The freest motion is
of course exhibited

by protoplasts which are not inclosed

in cell-cavities, but

forsaken their dwelling and are wandering about in liquid media.
as well as the variety of their forms,

is

extremely great.

These naked protoplasts

are evolved by several thousamls of kinds of cryptogamic plants, at the
sexual or asexual reproduction in these plants.

moment

of

The escape from the enveloping

cell-wall alone takes place in countless diflerent ways,
is

have

Their number,

though the process, as a whole,

conducted in the manner already described in the case of Vaucheria clavata.

Sometimes a single comparatively large protoplast glides out of the opened
itself:

parts

cell

by

at other times, before the cell opens the protoplasmic boily divides into several

—often into a great number—and then a whole swarm of protoplasts struggle

out.

These swarming protoplasts
is

difler considerably in foi-m.

Usually their outlhie

almost ellipsoidal or oval; but pear-shaped, top-shaped, an<l spindle-shaped forms

also occur.
-uid

Often the body of the protoplast

is

has in addition one end spatulate or clavate.

number and dimensions and arranged

spirally twisted like a corkscrew,

Thread-like processes, definite in

variously, according to the kind of protoplast.

SWIMMING AND CREEPING

In some instances

project from the surface of its body.

covered with short

cilia,

PKUTUl'LA.STS.

as in Vaucheria

(tig. 7 ');

tlie

Ct>

whole surface

in others the cilia

is thicklj-

form a close

ring behind the conical or beak-like end of the pear-shaped body, as in (Edogoniuin
7-):

(fig.

and

in others again,

one or two pairs of long and infinitesinially thin

from some

threads, like tlie antennaj of a butterfly, proceed

narrow end

7

(tig.

^

and

7

flagellum at one extremity
beset with

cilia,

Many

^).

(tig.

spot, generally the

forms are provided with a single long lash or

7''),

and yet others are

wound and

spirally

thus presenting a bristly or hirsute appearance

(fig.

are

7 ").

These ciliary processes have a coiiiläned la.shing and rotatory motion, and by
their

means the protoplasts swim about

Fig.
>

Vauchei-ia;

-

(EdogonUtm :

^

Drnpnnmldin
i'^

ming

is

7.

In

in water.

— Swiniiniiiy

many

'

Colcochrete

:

=

hardly an appropriate expression: certainly not

with the idea of fishes swimming with

however, swim-

I'rotophism.

and ' Bntnjdium;
Sphaf/imm; " Adiantutn.

:

cases,

tins.

'

if

Ulvlhiix;

»

Fiiciis; ^ t'liiiai!«

;

one associates the term

In point of fact there

is,

associated

with progression in a particular direction, a continuous rotation of the protoplast

round

its

longer axis, and on this account the motion has been compared to that

of a bullet,

though even

this

comparison

is

not accurate, seeing that the motion

swarming pi'otoplasts takes place in the direction of the axis
round which the whole body spins.
The movement in question is best likened
to the boring of one body inside another; according to this, the soft protoplasts
of translation in

make onward progress.
The microscope magnities not only the moving body, but also the path
traversed; and when one contemplates a protoplast in motion, magnitied, saJ^
bore through the yielding water, and by this action

three hundi-ed times, its speed appears to be three hundred times as fast as
really

is.

As a matter

swarm-spores of

of fact, the

motion of protoplasts

is

rather slow.

it

The

Vaucheria, described above, which traverse a distance of 17

millimeters in a minute are amongst the fastest.

advance of not more than 5 m.m., and

many

only

The majority accomplish an
1

m.m. per minute.

SWIMMING AND CREEPING
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As was mentioned

l'K(

)T01'LASTS.

Vaucheria the locomotion of

in the description of

protoplasts lasts for a comparatively brief period.

being a journey with a purpose: a search, as

ment and further development; or
about in the same

else

It gives the

ciliated

impression of

were, for favourable spots for settle-

it

a hunt after other protoplasts moving

Green protoplasts always begin by seeking the light,
but after a time they swim back into the shadier depths. Many of these, especially
liquid.

the larger ones, avoid coming into collision, and are cai-eful to give each other

a wide berth.

If

collide or their cilia

few seconds they

numbers are crowded together in a confined space, and two
come into contact, the motion ceases for an instant, but in a

free themselves

and

retire in opposite directions.

Contrasting with these unsociable protoplasts are

dency to seek each other out and

to unite;

on protoplasm of identical or similar
mining the direction of its motion.

othei-s,

and protoplasm

which have a
acts in

many

ten-

cases

and deter-

quality, perceptilily attracting it

It is very curious to watch the tiny pearshaped whirling protoplasts of Drcqxirnaldia, Ulothrix, Botrydium, and many
others, as they steer towards one another and, upon their ciliated ends coming

and lay themselves side by side (fig. 7^); oi-, to .see one
pursued and seized by another, the foreparts of their bodies brought into lateral

into contact, turn over

contact, and, finally, the two, after

swimming about

paired for a few minutes,

fusing together into a single oval or spherical protoplast

minute fusiform protoplasts which are moved by
of

their bodies

7^),

(fig.

as

well

as

cilia

the spirally -coiled

endeavour to unite with some other protoplast.
larger protoplasmic bodies at rest, cling to

them into single masses (fig. 7 *).
As a rule no striking change

is

them

(fig.

7

^

Even the

).

proceeding from the sides

forms

(figs.

7

9.io.

")

They always move towards

closely,

and at

with

last coalesce

to be perceived in the inside of motile proto-

plasmic bodies during the rotatory and progressive motion caused by their

and the granules and chlorophyll-corpuscles dotted

aliout

in the

cilia;

bod}' of

the

protoplast seem to remain, throughout the period of locomotion, almost unchanged
as regards both position
spaces, called

many

" vacuoles,"

and shape.

It is only in the vicinity of certain little

in the substance of

apparently rigid mass, slight displacements

what

the protoplasm, that changes in

instances are observed, which indicate that, during the motion of the whole

in the

same way

as,

when a man

may

walks, the heart inside his body

(relatively to the body), but continues to pulsate

The changes observed

also occur in the interior, some-

and cause the blood

is

not

still

to circulate.

in vacuoles have, moreover, been described as jjulsations,

l)ecause they are accomplished rhythmically

and manifest themselves as alternate

expansions and contractions of the vacant space.
In each of the motile protoplasts of ulothrix
conical end, which

is

furnished with four

cilia,

(fig.

8) there is found, near the

a vacuole which contracts in from

12 to 15 seconds, and dilates again in the succeeding 12 or 15 seconds.

In the

swarm-spores of Chlamydomonas and those of Dra^ia'tmaldia two such vacuoles

may

be observed close together, whose rhythmic action

is

alternate, so that the

SWlMMIXa AXD CREEPING rilOTOPLASTS.

ahvays takes place synchronously with the diastole

systole (conti'action) of the one

The contraction often continues

(expansion) of the other.
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until the ea\'ity entirely

must depend, as also does the expansion, on a displacement of that
disappears.
But such a
part of the protoplasm which immediately surrounds the vacuole.
It

motion as this in the protoplasmic substance, even

only visible in a small part

if

on other more distant parts;

of the

whole body, can scarcely be without

its effect

and

may, therefore, be concluded that the

interior of a protoplast,

it

ciliary motion, rotatory

and progressive, does not remain quite at

endowed with

rest relatively,

as seems on cursory inspection to be the case.

Protoplasts whose motion
their viliratile organs

effected

is

by means

of cilia have

when once they have reached

no more need

their destination.

The

of

cilia,

M
Fig.

S.— Pulsating Vacuoles

whether numerous or

solitary,

iu the

whether short or

long, first of all

Either they are drawn

and then suddenly disappear.
into the surrounding liquid.

Protoplasm of the large Swarni-spores of Ulothrix.

Whether the motile

become stationary

in or else

they deliquesce

protoplasts have

come

to rest

because they have reached a suitable place for further development, as happens
in

Vaiiclieria, or because

the form taken
act

is

soft

they have united, like with

by the resulting non-motile body

is

like,

into a single mass,

always spherical.

The

final

the development around itself of an investing cell-membrane, so that

and slimy substance

may

its

be protected by a firm covering from external

influences.

Essentially different fi"om the motion just described
plasts

which are unprovided with

cilia,

is

that of certain proto-

but perpetually change their outlines,

thrusting out considerable portions of their gelatinous bodies in one direction or
another, and at the

same time drawing

in other parts.

appear irregularly angular, shortly afterwards

At one moment they

stellate; then, again,

become fusiform, and gradually almost round

(fig.

9).

they elongate,

The protruded parts

mere threads; sometimes they are comand have almost the appearance of arms and feet in relation
to the principal mass.
The motion is not in this case like boring, but is best
described as creeping.
As one or a pair of foot-like appendages is thrown out

are sometimes delicate, tapering off into

paratively thick,

MOVEMENTS OE
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on the opposite side are retracted, and the protoplast as

in one direction, otiiers

a whole glides over the intervening space like a snail without

analogy
slimy

is

all

the more exact since the protoplast, as

trail in its

wake, so that the latter

When two

track of a snail.

or

more

is

two

shell.

The

glides on\\ard, leaves a

marked by a streak

resenihling the

of these creeping protoplasts, or plasmodia,

meet, they merge into one another, flowing together
as

it

its

oil-drops on water coalesce into one

somewhat

same way

in the

—leaving no distinguishable

boiuidaries

Thus, slimy lumps of protoplasm, which niay attain

between the united bodies.

to the dimensions of a closed or open hand, result from the coalescence of great

numbers

of

And

minute protoplasts.

it

is

a very remarkaltle fact that these

Plasmodia can themselves change their form, putting out

in

way

the s;uue

and threads, and

9.— Creeping Protoplasm.

Fig.

creeping about

lolies

as the single

pi'otoplasts

from whose fusion

they have arisen.

Creeping masses of

sometimes move in the direction of incident

jellj^

light; at

other times they avoid light and hide in obscure places, wriggling through the
interstices of heaps of

bark or into the hollows of rotten trunks: or they

creep up the stems of plants, or glide over the

On

brown earth

may

in a viscous condition.

these occasions they resolve themselves not infrecjuently into bands, cords, and

threads,

which surround fixed

size are

lumps

If foreign bodies of small

like cuckoo-spit.

enmeshed by the viscous threads of the reticulum, they maj^ be drawn

along by the protoplasm as

may

and combine again, foiming a net- work

objects, divide,

of meshes, or else perhaps frothy

it

creeps;

be eaten up and absorbed.

some are brightly

and

if

Plasmodia

tinted; in particular

may

they contain nutritive material, thej^
are, for the

part, colourless,

be mentioned the best-known of

Tan" (Fidigo

plasmoid fungi, the so-called "Flowers of

most

variaiif^),

and Lycogala Ejndendron which comes out on old stumps of
,

which are

pines,

and

is

but
all

j-ellow,

vermilion

in colour.

MO\'EMENTS OF PROTOPLASM IN CELL-CAVITIES.
In the case of a protoplast which

is

not naked, but clothed with an attached

cell-membrane, the movements are limited to the space included by the membrane,
that

is

to say to the cell-cavity.

into distinct individual portions
in the coated protoplast:

though

Until the protoplasmic cell-body

no very
it is

live!}'

motion can

is

difierentiated

in general

not to be assumed that

it

take place

abides completely

MOVEMENTS OF PROTUPLASJI
any

at rest at

time, except perliaps during periods of drought in

frost in winter,

and

substance entirely
its

cavity

in seeds

immature

ticularly to

is

fills

during their time of quiescence.

of

The young

however, grows up quickly,
by the protoplast, becomes two
But the increase of volume on the part of the

the cell-cavity.

cell,

enlarged, and the space, hitherto filled

protoplast itself does not keep pace with the enlargement of

habitation.

its

It is

continues to cling closely to the inner face of the cell-wall, thus foi'ming

it

more central part

the primordial utricle; but the

of its bodj' relaxes,

formed vacant spaces, the vacuoles above mentioned, wherein

known

fluid

summer and

This applies par-

In them the protoplast forms a solid body whose

cells.

or three times as large as before.

true that
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The portions

as the "cell-sap."

in

it

are

a watery

collects

which

of protoplasm

and

between

lie

the vacuoles resolve themselves gradually into thin partitions bounding them; and
lastly, these partitions split

up

into bands, bridles,

and threads, which stretch across

the cell-cavity from one side of the primordial utricle to the other,

and are woven
With these protoplasmic strands we

together here and there where they intersect.

have already become acquainted.

But the protoplasm

in

the interior of a growing

breaking up, also becomes motile
then the appearance presented

is

if

like that of a

may

These mo\ements

action of heat.

whilst relaxing and

cell,

the liquid attanis a certain temperature, and

lump

of w;ix melting

under the

be observed very clearly under the micro-

scope in the case of large cells with thin and very transparent cell-rnemliranes,

when

especially

plasm

— not

the colourless, translucent, and gelatinous substance of the proto-

always sharply defined

in

contour

— happens

minute dark granules, the so-called "microsoniata."

backwards

au<l

forwards with the stream, like particles of

their motion reveals that of the protoplasm
particles gliding in all directions

chains, rows,

and

mud

cell-cavity,

clusters in the protoplasmic strands,

we

now uniting, now
even when only a trifling
way when actually close

Seeing

are justified in concluding
itself.
all.

The movement,

Granular currents

flow hither and thither,

again dividing.

opposite directions

distance apart; sometimes

are drifted in this

and

arranged irregularly in

not confined to isolated strands, but occurs in

is

with

in turbid water,

wherein they are embedded.

through the

that this motion takes place in the substance of the strands

moreover,

be studded

to

These granules are driven

They

often run in

two chains

together in the same band of pi'oto-

The streams pour along the primordial utricle and whilst there divide into
a number of arms, meeting and stemming one another and forming little eddies;
plasm.

then they are gathered together again and turn into another strand of the more
central protoplasm.

The individual granules

unequal rapidity according to their

sizes; the

in the currents are seen to

smaller particles progress faster than

the larger, and the larger are often overtaken
the

result

often

particles are

is

by the

that the entire stream stops.

aud when

less,

If so,

happens

this

however, the crowded

suddenly rolled forward again at a swifter pace, like bits of stone in

the bed of a river as

it

passes from a level valley into a gorge.

streaming protoplasm remains thi-oughout sharply marked
VOL.I.

move with

ott"

The course

of the

from the watery sap
3
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and none of the granules ever pass over into the

cell-sap

from the

protoplasm.

Larger bodies, such as the round grains of green colouring-matter or chlorophyll,

many

are in

instances not carried forward, but remain stationarj^ the protoplasmic

stream gliding over them without altering them in any way.

most layer

motion in most vegetable

On

cells.

wood

in its substance,

of rotation,

and then the larger bodies

chlorophyll corpuscles, are driven along like drift-

i.e.

mountain torrent

in a

the other hand, occasionally the entire pro-

movement

toplast undoubtedly acquires a

imbedded

Further, the outer-

of the jirotoplast, contiguous with the cell-membrane, is not in visible

(

5

tig.

On

these occasions a wonderful

mass takes

place: chlorophj-U grains are

and

"

circulation and undulation of the entire

5

^

).

whirled along one after the other at varying speeds as

if

tiying to overtake one

another; and yet another structure, the cell-nucleus presently' to

discussed, is

Ije

dragged along, being unable to withstand the pressure, and, following the various
ilisplacenients of the
•one

moment

net-work of protoplasmic strands in wliich

pulled alongside of the cell-wall, at another again

it is

is

involved,

taken

in

is

tow by a

rope of central protoplasm and hauled transversely across the interior of the
(tig.

5

ä

cell

).

When

the rate of the current itself

ules are driven along, results

on

at

is

estimated by the pace at which the gran-

which vary considerably are obtained, depending

chiefly

a qualitative difference in the protoplasm, but secondarily also on temperature

•other external conditions.

A

rise in temperatui-e

rule accelerates the rate of the stream.

up

and

to a certain point as a general

Particles of protoplasm in particularly

rapid motion pass over 10 m.m. in a minute; others in the same time traverse from
1

and some, in

to 2 m.m.;

Larger

of a millimeter.
slowest of

a

cell

all.

So

it is

still

less haste,

Ijodies,

advance only about a hundredth part

especially the bigger chlorophj'll grains,

move

often hours before chlorophyll grains lying near one side of

are pushed through the pi'otoplasm over to the other side, a distance only

equal to a small fraction of a millimetei\

The minute

granules, as well as the larger grains of chlorophyll and the cell-

nucleus, are entirely surrounded

by protoplasm; and the protoplasm, whether

form of bands or threads, whether a peripheral lining or an

indetinite mass,

in the

must

be conceived as always composed of two layers, the outer "ectoplasm" being tougher
and denser than the inner "endoplasm," which is softer and somewhat fluid. The
former is homogeneous and non-granular, so that it is the more transparent and

has the

effect of

turbid.

It

a skin clothing the inner, softer layer, which

would be

contrast, sufiicient to

incorrect, however, to think of this as a

mark

off'

is

granular and

very strongly-marked

one layer clearly from the other.

In reality there

are no such sharp boundaries, and the tougher ectoplasm passes gradually into the
softer

and more mobile endoplasm.

one sees drifting
endoplasm.

in

Of course the granules and

corpuscles which

streaming protoplasm are situated within the more yielding

It is true,

minute

particles often

other upon a delicate protoplasmic strand as

appear to glide from one side to the
if it

were a

tight-i'ope; luit

on closer

MdVEMEXTS
stuily

it is

phi.siuic

(IF

I'lit iTi
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apparent that the granulös which seem to be travelHng on the proto-

thread are covered by a delicate and transparent protoplasmic

pellicle.

Thus, these granules imbedded in the substance of protoplasts have no independent
motion, but are pushed along by the spreading protoplasm.
is shut off from its environment and limited by
But this does not prevent the currents, with their
In fact we have
crowds of drifting granules, from changing their direction.
only to follow for a short time the course of one such granular stream to remark

Each stream

of protoplasm

a layer tougher than the

rest.

a continuous series of changes: a current from being in a straight line bends
suddenly to one

side, it

broadens and contracts again,

now breaks away

another channel,

utricle, sti-etch

into threads,

On

and grow

cell-cavity to the other side in the

drawn out

it

runs close alongside

once more, divides into two

loses itself finally in the primordial utricle.

from the primordial

now

little

arms, and

the other hand, fresh folds start

until they

have pushed across the

form of bands, or the protoplasm

which elongate

may

be

until they encounter other similar strings

The same processes then that are observed in
Imagine a protoplast
free creeping protoplasts take place to some extent here.
captured whilst on its travels creeping along the level ground and imprisoned

and form a junction with them.

—

—

in a completely closed

would spread

vessel; it

iteelf

out over the inner surface

would branch and creep about and have just the same appearance
as the protoplasts, just described, which inhabit cell-cavities from their earliest
youth.
This is but the converse of the power possessed by a protoplast set free
of the vessel,

from

its cell,

and so

which enables

it

to

move, stretch out, and draw in

various parts,

to effect locomotion.

Another motion,

differing

from the creeping, gliding, and streaming action

of protoplasts, manifests itself in the so-called
in the protoplasm.

and

its

Closterium,,

the same

It

both

phenomenon

may
of
is

swarming

be best observed in the

which

are

to be seen in

shown

many

in

of gi-anules contained

cells of

Plate

the genera

I.,

figs,

i,

allied forms, living in

k,

Penimn
though

lakes

and

and remarkable for their bright
The above-mentioned genus Closterium includes delicate unicellular
forms having a curved or scimitar shape unusual in plants, whence one of its
species, in which the semi-lunar form is most striking, has been named Closterium
The cell-membrane in all these little water-plants is clear and quite
lunula.

poiKls either singly or congregated in colonies,

green colour.

The greater part of the cell-contents consists of a dark-green
chlorophyll body longitudinally grooved; but the protoplasm which is visible in
the two sharply tapering ends of the cell-cavity is coloui-less, and embedded
These granules or microsomata appear to
within it is a swarm of microsomata.
They are
be in a most curious state of motion so long as the protoplast lives.
to be seen plainly within the limits of the tiny cavity, jumping up and down,
One
whirling, dancing, and rushing aViout without really changing their position.
transparent.

is

I'eminded of the apparently purposeless journeyings to and fro within reach

of their

homes

of ants or bees,

and the movement has been

called not inaptly

MDNEMEXTS
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imagine the kind of motion possessed

swarming microsomata are

very

fluid,

the tiny grains that

in

not so nuich

is

Probably the protoplasmic matter spreads and stretches out and
individual gi-anules are carried about

by

substance,

its

which holds them.

themselves as the protoplasm

bestir

the

bj'

hut liowever

emlieililed;

must be continual rapid displacements
ami it may be assumed that here again it

confined, there

it is

is

tliese

l'K< )T(

to

It is difficult

protoplasm in which
closely

Ol"

and

rotates,

This, of course, does not exclude

it.

own

the possibility of the granules possessing a vibratory motion of their

within

the mass of protoplasm.
Similar, but not identical,
in cells of the
allied to

the swarming

is

The meshes

of green threads.

form of a

like a net in the

of this net,

which are

however, not of filaments but of slender cylindrical
at their extremities,
little

somewhat

same way

in the

cells in

move and swarm within

restored to rest: the minute particles take form

The protoplasmic body

and, lastly,

all

the cell-cavity in

and arrange themselves

we have an

which are obliged

so formed then slips out of the

in all directions,

and by
there

is

a time
its

it

to the

same

when

which exposes the

the green algse

freely,

much

represented, magnified

three

In cases

space.

elongating

bj'

creeping,

space as

it

swimming, and
But, con-

can.

a protoplast tends to the other extreme;
itself

is

to say,

it

assumes the con-

environment.

with particular clearness within the
the

name

of Spirogyra, a species

hundred times,

the

together again, contracts more and

least surface to the

itself

known

of

expand and present the greatest surface

wandering

also covering as

body gathers

This process exhibits

want

for

more, and at length becomes a resting sphere, that

of

grows

the protoplast stretching and

genei-ally to

seen

method

this

expanded mass of
figuration

it

the latter

cell,

out into bridles and spreading as a delicate lining

itself

we have

Again,

rotating,
versely,

drawing

home

leave their

to

and so endeavouring

possible.

in definite

instance of a protoplast producing a whole colonj'

we have found

previously considered

to walls,

again

parent plant.

In the above
cells,

is

constituted the arena of this process of construc-

cell

opening for the purpose, and in from three to four weeks

of

what appears

unite to form a single tiny net having exactly the same shape

component

The miniature water-net

size as the

of

having two others at either extremity, making an angle of 120 with

as the one whose
tion.

by threes

joined together

In half an hour, however, the excited mass

to be a disordered medley.

it;

cells

as are the leaden frames of the

due time breaks up into a great multitude (7000-20,000) of

tiny clots, which begin to

order, each

and composed

siic,

genei'ally hexagonal, consist,

hexagonal panes of glass in gothic windows.

one of these

of protoplasm observed

Water-net {Ilydrodyction utriculatum), and in several other plants

Hydrodyction looks

it.

movement

in

Plate

I.,

fig.

I.

cell-cavities

of

which

is

In this alga

the protoplasm in each mature cell-cavity forms, as a general rule, a verj' delicate

parietal

lining

in a spiral Viand.

wherein green chlorophyll bodies are embedded, arranged

All of a sudden, however, this lining strips itself

off"

the inner

MOVEMEXTS OF
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in a sliort

time to present the
Again, just as

appearance of a sphere occupj-ing the middle of the cell-cavity.
this contraction is

an instance of a special form of protoplasmic motion, so also

the further change which the contracted protoplast in a cell of Spirogyra under-

goes

is

reducible to displacements in

its

a special kind of protoplasmic movement.

remains but a

must be mentioned

substance, and

time in the middle of the cell-cavity.

sliort

as

conglomerated protoplast

For the

It

leans

almost

innnediately to one side, thrusting itself into a protuberance of the cell-membrane, which

is

concurrently developed, and which,

a passage leading over into another cell-cavity.

when
Its

further developed, forms

body becomes longer and

narrower, and at last slips through the passage into the next cavity, where a

second protoplast awaits

and the two then

premature to remark that

It is not

mass.

it;

ments of the protoplasmic substance

mena

all

unite, fusing together into one

these displacements and invest-

in cells of Spirogyra, including the

of contraction, as well as those of pushing forward, escape,

pheno-

and coalescence,

are not produced as the results of a shock, impulse, or stimulus from \\-ithout,

but are to be looked upon as movements proper to the protoplasm, and resulting

from causes

inhei'ent in the protoplasm.

MOVEMENTS OF VOLVOCINE^, DIATOMACE^, OSCILLAEI^
AND BACTERIA.
Very remarkable

is

the

movement

of those wonderful organisms -nhich are

One

comprised under the name of Volvocinea3.

known

to so ancient

species,

an observer as Leeuwenhoek; but

it to be an animal on account
was named the "globe-animalcule."

took

of

its

A

he,

Volvox globator, was

and after him Linnaeus,

extraordinary power of locomotion, and

it

Volvox-sphere consists of a large number of

green protoplasts living together as a family and arranged with great regularity
within their

common

They appear

envelope.

to be disposed radially,

and to be

linked together and held tirm by a net-work of tough threads, their poles being
directed towards the centre

and the periphery

the peripheral extremity, which in each protoplast
spot,

proceed a pair of

cilia,

From

of the sphere respectively.
is

marked out by a bright red

and these protrude through the

soft

gelatinous

envelope of the whole sphere, and move rhythmically in the surrounding water.

A

Volvox-globe

rolls

along in the water propelled by regular strokes, like a boat

manned by a number

of oai-smen, as soon as the protoplasts,

which form the

of this strange vessel,

begin to manipulate their propellers.

The

effect is

ci-ew

exceed-

ingly graceful, and has justly filled observers of all periods with astonishment;

indeed no one seeing for the

first

time a \'^olvox-sphere rolling along can

fail to

be

impressed and delighteil.

Another plant
excited
it

wonder

exhibits,

in

allied to the foregoing,

no

less

the

so-called "red-snow," has

always

degree from the remarkable phenomena of motion which

but also because of

its characteristic

occurrence in situations where one
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might suppose

functions would be extinguished.

all vital

Do Saussuro

that

(JRGAXISMS.
It

was

in the year 1700

noticed that the snowfields on the mountains of

first

phenomenon

Savoy were

Once on the look-out
and the district
the
Alps
of
Switzerland,
Tyrol,
on
red-snow
for it, people found this
of Salzburg, on the Pyrenees, the Carpathians, and the northern parts of the Ural
Mountains, in ai'ctic Scandinavia, and on the Sierra Nevada in California. But red-

tinged with red, and described the

as "red-snow."

snow has been seen on the most magnificent scale in Greenland. When Captain
John Ross in 1818 sailed round Cape York on his voj-age of discovery to Arctic
America, he noticed that
cliffs
lino-

the

all

snow patches lying

and

in the gorges

on the coast were coloured bright crimson; and the ajipearance
that Ross

that rocky sea-shore the "Crimson

named

Cliffs."

On

gullies of the

was

so

stai-t-

the occasion of

red-snow was observed further north even than

later expeditions to arctic regions,

Spitzbergen, in Russian Lapland and Eastern Siberia, but never in such surprising

luxuriance as on the Crimson
If

Cliff's

of Greenland.

a snow-field coloured by red-snow

only the most superficial layer, about 50

examined near

hand

it is

found that

millimeters in depth, is tinged.

It is also

is

present in the greatest quantities in places where the

at

snow has been temporarily

melted by the heat of summer, particularly therefore in depressions, whether big or

and towards the edges of the snow-field, where the so-called snow-dust or
Cryocolith extends regularly in the form of dark, graphitic smeary streaks. Examined under the microscope, the matter which causes the redness of the snow
little,

appears as a number of spherical

cells

having a rather substantial colourless

menibrane and protoplasmic contents permeated by chlorophyll.
of the chlorophyll

possible to detect it

limited to a

few

is

These spherical

frozen they show no sign of

summer months melts

it is

the latter has been extracted, or in cases where

when

definite spots in the cell.

so long as the snow

the

however, so disguised by a blood-red pigment that

is,

life.

cells

cell-

The green colour
only
it

is

do not move, and

But as soon

as the heat of

the snow, these cells acquire vitality, visibly inci-easing

and preparing for division and multiplication the moment thej' have
attained a certain volume. The growth, so far as it depends on nutrition, takes
place at the expense of carbon dioxide absorbed by the melted snow from the
in size

atmosphere and of the inorganic and organic constituent parts of the dust.
shall frequently have occasion to return to this dust, but at present

it is

We

on\y neces-

sary to observe, for the comprehension of the drawing of red-snow as seen under
the microscope (PI.

I.,

figs, e-h),

that in the Alps, amongst the organic materials

whicli constitute the dust, pollen-grains of conifers occur

especially those of the

fir,

arolla,

and mountain

pine.

with great frequencj',

These pollen -grains have

been swept up into the high Alps by storms, and are already
In

all

the material that I investigated I found the red-snow cells mixed with

pollen-grains of the above-mentioned conifers.
section, of a dirty j^ellow colour,

as

partiallj- decaj-ed.

shown in PI. I., figs. e-h.
As has been stated, the red

and swollen

The

pollen-grains are oval in cross-

laterally into

two hemispherical wings,

is

cells are

nourished by the constituent elements of
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They grow and at last divide
number
but often six or eight and
so as to form daughter-cells, usually four in
As soon as the division is accomless frequently two only (PI. I., lig. /, g).
plished, tlie daughter-cells, so produced, free themselves, assume an oval shape, and
display at their nan-ower extremity two rotating cilia by means of which the}'
move about in snow-water with considerable vivacity. The interstices of the still
the dust, which are dissolved in the melted snow.

unmelted, but

now

granular, snow, are

At the moment

of escape

But

to be uninclosed.

it

filled

swim away and

through these the red cells

and

first

with water from the melted parts, and
are thus diffused over the snow-field.

assumption of movement the

soon clothes

itself

cell-liodj'

appears

delicate,

though

with an exti-emelj'

clearly discernible skin, which, curiously enough, does not lie close to the proto-

withdrawn slightly and inclosed as in a distended sac (see
Only in front, where the two cilia cany on their whirling motion,
does the skin lie close to the body of the cell: and it must be presumed that the
cilia, which are simply extensions of the protoplasmic substance, are projected
through the envelope. The swarm-spores afford an example of an unusual type of
protoplasts, namely of those that move about singly in the water by means of cilia
plasm,
PI.

which

is

fig. e).

I.,

and at the same time carry their self-made cell-meml iranes with them.

How

long the motile stage lasts under natural conditions has not been deter-

mined for
days

ai-e

certain.

On

the mountains of central and .southern Europe, where hot

followed, even in the height of

summer, by bitterly cold nights, causing

snow which has not run off to freeze again in the depressions of the
On the other hand, in high
snow, the movement no doubt is often interrupted.
latitudes, where the summer sun does not set for weeks together, such interruption
the melteil

In any case, however, the locomotion of the red

would be exceptional.

their hyaline cell-membranes

is

not limited to so short a period as

is

cells

with

that of naked

Moreover they have the power of nutrition and growth like

ciliated protoplasts.

the red resting-cells from which they originate, and they have been observed, in a
culture, to increase in size fourfold within
rest

they draw in their

which now once more

and

their

daj^s.

When

at last they

come

to

assume a spherical shape, thicken their cell-membrane,

lies close to

the protoplasmic body, and divide

anew

into two,

The fusion of the protoplasts of the red cells in
g).
sexual propagation, which has been observed in addition to the

four, or eight cells (PI.
pairs,

cilia,

two

I., fig. /,

above-described asexual multiplication, will be the subject of discussion later on.

At present we need only ad<l with reference to this remarkable plant that it was
named Sjihn'reUa nivalis l\y the botanist Soramerfelt, and that not onlj- in mode
of life, but also in form and colour, it most closely resembles a kind of blood-red alga,
which makes its appearance in Central Europe in little hollows temporarily filled
with rain-water in flat rocks and slabs of stone, and also inside receptacles exposed
This alga has received the name of Sj)h(erella 2}luvialis, and also
to the open.
that of Ucematocoecus pluviidii^.
Lastly,

we have

Diatomacete,

ami

to consider the mysterious

by

the

filamentous

species

movements exhibited by many
of Zonotrichia, Oscillaria, and
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As regards

Begg'iaioa.

Diatoms, some of

the

are

tliein

to a

firmly attached

support, and are not genei'ally capable of locomotion; but others are almost in-

cessantly in motion, and these

little

unicellular organisms steer themselves about

with great precision near the bottom of the pools of water
Their cell-membrane

which they

in

live.

transformed into a siliceous coat, and this coat, which

is

is

hyaline and transparent, but very hard, consists of two lialves shutting together

The

like the valves of a mussel.

or

little

witli a keel

Ijoat,

Navicula), and

Driven by inlierent

siliceous walls.

way

their

water.

and

at

bott(jni of tlie

tlie

They

with various bands,

provided

is

(Pleurosigma, Pinnularia,

ribs,

and sculptnrings on

forces, these little protected cruisers

may

its

pursue

water or over objects which happen to be in the

either glide evenly over the substratum, or else proceed Vjy

starts at rather long intervals,

time they

thus coated has the form of a gondola

entii-e cell

either straight or curved

and apparently with

fits

For some

ilifficulty.

hold a straight course, but not infre(iuently they deviate side-

ways without apparent

and after deviating return again.
They double
round projecting objects or push them out of the way with one of their hard
points, which are often thickened into nodules, and cause the obstructing objects
to slip

cause,

by alongside the keel

be seen projecting from

it,

of the little vessel.

Yet no paddles or

are to

cilia

as in the case already described of Yolvocinefe; nor

does the siliceous coat exhibit any sort of motile processes whereto the move-

ments might be attributed.

But the strong analogy between the structure of

these Diatomaceaj and that of mussels seems to justify the assumption that the

two

siliceous valves,

in question,

which are

fast shut

during the period of rest of the Diatoms

move a

little apart, so that the protoplast living within can push
body and creep along over the substratum by means of it.
The movements of the filaments of Beggiatoa, Osciliaria, and Zonotrichia

out one edge of

its

These filaments are made up of a number
and are attached by one end, but with the

are explained in a similar manner.
of short cylindrical or discoid

cells,

other execute most striking movements.

They

stretch

themselves and

then

contract again, coil up and straighten out like snakes, and, most characteristic
of

all,

make

ments

The

periodic oscillations in the water.

of this motion

is

mechanism

belief is that the

similar to that of the preceding, that infinitesimallj' fine

of protoplasm inserted spirally penetrate the cell-walls,

fila-

and that these act

like the propeller of a ship.

On

looking back over the multifarious examples of movement that have been

described, the conviction that the capacity for motion

protoplasts

is diflicult

to resist.

In

many

is

inherent in

cases, of course, the

replacement of the substance no doubt takes place so slowly that
possible to express its

amount numerically.

for a time; but, as necessity arises,

all

living

displacement and

Movement may even

it is scar'cely

entirely cease

and under favourable external circumstances,

the protoplasmic mass always becomes mobile again

being determined by inherent forces.

There

cerning the objects and significance of the

is

still

—the direction of

much

ilifterent

to learn,

movements

its

motion

no doubt, conof

protoplasm;

CELL CONTEXTS.

we

but in this connection

are justified
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assuming that

in

all

movements
For

these

have to do with the maintenance and multiplication of the protoplasts.

amongst the objects

instance,

of the various

movements are the search

for food, the

elimination of useless material, the production of offspring, the discovery of the

rays of sunlight necessary to the existence of chlorophyll-bodies and of suitable

This conception has been brought out frequently in the course

spots to colonize.

of the foregoing description,

and

will again

engage our attention in succeeding

pages.

SECRETIONS AND CONSTEUCTIVE ACTIVITY
UF PROTOPLASTS.

3.

Cell-sap.

— Cell-nucleus. — Chlorophyll-bodies. — Starch. — Crystals. —C'oustructiou of the Cell-wall

:incl

Establishment of Communication between Neigh boui'ing Cell-cavities.

CELL-SAP.— CELL-NUCLEUS.— CHLOROPHYLL-BODIES.— STARCH.—CRYSTALS.
In addition to the powers which the living protoplast possesses of shifting
its parts,
it

and contracting, of dividing and

of expanding

of fusing like

has also the properties of adapting different parts of

its

with

like,

bod}- to particular

up various chemical compounds, and of separating them out
protoplast stretches and expands, spaces and depressions
and these form ultimately, when the protoplast is limited

functions, of building

when

necessary.

arise

within

As the

it,

to a peripheral

layer lining the walls of

In the spaces there

is

the cavity, a single central vacuole.

secreted, in the first instance, the cell-sap, a

watery

fluid

containing a variety of substances either suspended or in solution, of which the
chief are sugar, acids,

protoplasm

by

nizable

itself,

and colouring matters.

Moreover, in the interior of the

structures with quite diflerent forms occur, and are easily recog-

their contours; these are the cell-nucleus, chlorophyll-bodies,

and starch-

grains.

The
which
the

principal feature of

it

cell,

composed

is

yet

it

is

is

the cell-nucleus

always clearly marked

developed protoplast the nucleus
protoplasts
of

it is

is

that,

although the substance of

only slightly different from the general protoplasm of
oft'

from the protoplasm.

In the

vni-

usually situated in the middle, but in mature

is

either pressed against one wall of the cell or suspended in a sort

pocket of protoplasmic filaments in the interior

( fig.

5

^

and 5

^

).

It

may

be pushed along by the streaming protoplasm and dragged into the middle of
the

cell,

and

in that case its

somewhat elongated and

shape

already mentioned, difters but

studded with microsomata, and
of the entire cell-body.

is

flattened.
little

sometimes altered and

The nuclear

becomes for a time

from oi'dinary protoplasm,

is liable

When

it

substance, which, as has been
is

colourless,

and

to internal displacements similar to those

a protoplast divides, the nucleus plays a very
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iuiportant part in the process,

and

it

will be necessary

later

on to discuss

its

significance in this connection.

The

mentioned already more than once incidentallj^ are

chloi-ophyll-bodies,

green corpuscles, roundish, ellipsoidal, or lenticular in shape, and grouped in a

They are produced generally
ways (PI. I., tigs, i, Ic, I, m, p).
numbers by the protoplast in special sac-like excavations in its body
but nowhere except where they are necessary, that is, in those cells wherein

great variety of
in great

This

the transmutation of inorganic food-stuffs into organic matter takes place.

transformation, so important to the existence of the organic world, will be considered in detail later on.

Chlorophyll-corpuscles are not, as regards their material

basis, essentially different

from the substance of the protoplasm

are formed, and in which they remain

them very

embedded

for

life,

in

which they

but their green colour
is

due

to a colouring matter stored in the protoplasmic substance of the corpuscle;

and

distinguishes

This greenness

clearly fi'om their environment.

our ideas of plant-life are so intimately associated with this remarkaVjle pigment,
that a plant that

is

not green seems to us to be almost an anomaly.

Besides the nucleus and the chlorophyll-bodies or corpuscles, protoplasts pro-

duce starch-grains, aleurone-grains, crystals of oxalate of lime, and drops of
of

which

will be dealt

with presently in their proper

accordance with the requirements of the
edifice of the plant

selves are the

work

by the

cells

concerned.

of the protoplasts,

place.

moment and with

and

They

are evolved in

the position held in the

Moreover, the walls of the

it is

oil, all

not a mere phrase, but a

cells

them-

literal fact,

that the protoplasts build their abodes themselves, divide and adapt the interiors

according to their requirements, store up necessary supplies within them, and, most

important of

provide the wherewithal needful for nutrition, for maintenance,

all,

and for reproduction.

CONSTKUCTION OF THE CELL- WALL AND ESTABLISHMENT OF CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN NEIGHBOURING CELL-CAVITIES.
Of

all

these performances, the construction of the cell-wall shows the greatest

variety from the nature of the case.

For the envelope with which each individual

protoplast surrounds itself serves at once as a protection for the delicate protoplasm,

and as a firm support

for structural additions; and, at the

same

time,

it

must not

impede the reciprocal action between the protoplasts and the external world, or the
These cell-walls are accordintercourse between those living in adjoining cavities.
ingly very wonderful structures, and

we

shall often

have occasion

to discuss them,

especially with reference to the significance of variations in their structure in

At present

particular cases.
^^hich

is

secreted

delicate skin, is

from the

made

it

is sufiicient

bodj'' of

to

remark that the

original envelope

a protoplast and which appears at

first

as a

of a substance couq^osed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen,

belonging to the class of carbohydrates.

The name

of cell-membrane, usually applied to the original envelope formed

ly

4ä
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the cell-body,

many

goes
silica,

is

modifications.

ami water

The protoplast

stifi",

was

is

and

ball,

and

its

sulierin, lignin,
it

either

makes
and

instance, or else hard

by

seldom preserved as

is

cell-membrane

its

envelope, which

Young

exhibits a corresponding configuration.

up in it
this means

the shape

solitary protoplast surrounded

form of a roundish

bj^

in the first

Even

into a sliell-like case.

it

The

originally.

ally in the

was

it

this earliest covei-ing under-

able to store

in gi-eater or smaller quantities,

the envelope mox'e flexible than

converting

But

one quite suitable for the purpose.

cells,

is

is

it

gener-

closely adherent,

aggregated together, have

which remind one of crystalline forms, such as dodecahedra, cubes,

outlines too

But when a protoplast has produced its first delicate
but goes on working at the membrane, distending
and thickening it, transforming a cavity which was originally spherical or cubical
into one of cylindrical, fiVirous, or tabular shape, and strengthening its walls with
pilasters, borders, ridges, hooks, bands, and panels of various kinds.
Whore a
and short six-sided prisms.

covering

it

does not come to

rest,

numljer of protoplasts work gregariously at one many-chambered

most diverse forms are produced in
varieties are, however, never

close

without method and design, but are

as to adequately equip each cell for tlie position

task

edifice, cells

proximity to one another.

invarialilj-

such

holds and for the particular

it

the general domestic economy.

allotteii to it in

The volume attained by
one micro-millimeter,

i.e.

consequence of the expansion of their

cell-cavities in

walls varies within very wide limits.

The smallest

cells

have a diameter of only

the thousandth part of a millimeter;

othei'S, as

for

example

measure perhaps two or three hundredths of a millimeter: and yet

yeast-cells,

have outlines perceptible to the naked eye and have a volume amounting

othei's

to one cubic millimeter.
to such

Tubular and fibrous

cells

often stretch longitudinallj-

an extraordinary extent that some with a diameter of scarcely the hun-

dredth part of a millimeter reach a length of one, two, or even as

An

centimeters.

(PL

of

These

I.,

figs,

a-d),

instance

and again

may

many

as five

be seen in the filaments of Vaucheria clavata

in the fibrous cells

from which our linen and cotton

fabrics are manufactured.

The enlargement
its

those which,

—the

by

of a cell-cavitj^ or, in other words,

tlie

their

earliest stage of the cell-wall.

this

thickness.

method

of construction

When

But when once the

will

cells

the protoplasts has to be directed in

tliese intercalated particles

increase in area

ai'e

full-sized, the

many

ening of their walls, so that later on they

From

in area of

mutual coherence, form the delicate skin of the protoplast

ated in the same plane as are those already deposited, the

from

growth

conse(iuenee of the intercalation of fresh particles between

walls, ensues in

cell-wall

without adding to

and thick-

be able to perform special duties.

the appearance of this thickening one would judge that a

number

were deposited on the thin original wall according to requirement, and
instances

no doubt the process corresponds to

tliickness of the wall

is

its

constructive activitj' of

cases to the strengthening

may

are situresulting-

of layers
in

many

this appearance; but, as a rule, the

inci'eased bj^ intercalation,

on the part of the protoplasts, of
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material between the original

a process which has lieen ternieil

j)articles,

" intussusception."

The appearance

of stratification in thickened cell-walls

naturally most strik-

is

ing where substances of ditlerent kimls have been deposited alternately in the

and when successive
The thickening may at lengtli result

dittereut parts of the wall,

layers take

of water.

in

the cell-cavity that

its

diameter

up

ini<'(|ual ipiantities

such an extreme restriction of

Sometimes

than that of the inclosing wall.

is less

nothing remains of the cavity but a naiTow passage, and then the

cells are like

Formerly they would not have been classed with cells at all, but
would have lieen distinguished under the name of fibres, from the forms resembling
solid

fibres.

liouey-comb
especially

The protoplasts

cells.

when

in these contracted cells languish

and often

die,

the walls of the self-made prison are greatly thickened and do not

But generally a protoplast takes

with the world outside.

iillow of intercourse

in constructing its dwelling,

care,

not to close himself in entirely, nor to cut him.self

permanently from the outer world.

ofl"

makes from the very beginning little
windows in the walls of its house, leaving them quite open or closed only by thin,
easily-permeable, membranes; or else, after constructing a completely closed envelope, it redissolves

a piece of

it,

It either

thus making an aperture through which in due

The scope of this work does not admit of an
exhaustive treatment of the formative power possessed by protoplasts needful for
these results; it will be sufficient to give a general description of some of the
more important processes which have for their ol>ject the establishment of a
time

it is

able to

eff"ect its

escape.

connection between adjacent cell-cavities and of connnunication with the external
world.

The new

particles

material, or

of

many

delicate original cell-membrane, are in

evenly over

tlie

cellulose,

may

be compared in a

living-room, or cabin port-holes closed

way

its

Little isolated

spots are left

windows in a
The part of the

to the small glazed

by thin panes

thickened wall which immediately surrounds the

manner represents

the

instances not deposited or intercalated

entire surface of the p)i'otoplast.

unaltered, and these

of glass.

little

window, and which

in

a

frame, has, besides, often a very characteristic structure,

being elevated so as to form

a ring-like border, and

first

perforated in the middle and ai'ching over the

window

of this structure, curved over the opening in a

would be

front of the crystalline lens in an eye

annular

which are to strengthen

border projects

as

(see

cell- wall,

still

facing a neighbouring cell-cavity,

so

that the

eventually a hood,
10^).

to the

A
iris

more appropriate.

from the window

well

fig.

-

frame on the

compai'ison

spread in

A

similnr

other side,

window appeare symmetrically

vaulted on both sides by mouldings with round central

apertures

(fig.

10-).

Supposing someone wanted to pass from one cell-cavity to the other he would have
in the first place to

go through the hole

in

then find himself in a roomy space, which

next have to break through the
the middle, but elsewhere

is

as

little
.soft

the moulding on his side.

we

will call the vestibule,

window, which

and thin as

is

He would
and would

somewhat thickened

possible.

On

in

the further side

THE CELL-WALL
would be

afjfiin

and

vcstiliule,

;i

it

4»

would not be

of the adjoining

Seen from

cell.

would reach the

floor of the vestibules,

mouMing

whilst the aperture or opening in the
of this circle

defines

the

—

appears as a

circle,

exactly in the centre

of

the

Hence these curiously protected window
shown in tig. 10' and 10", and

vestibule.

named bordered

Thej^ are

pits.

to be seen in great perfection in wood-cells.

ai-e

Whenever bordered

pits are formed, the thickening of the

paratively slight; the frame of the

Fiy
'.

is

seen as a bright dot or pit encompassed by the circle which

is

limits

structures are

— which

this

interior

one of these windows,

in front, the outline of

common

or rather the outline of the

had emerged from

until he

tlirough the aperture in the second moulding that he

Biinlered pits.
<,

'',

.sieve-tubes,

.Section of a
s,

Group

10.

window

in the cell-wall cannot be

—Connecting Passages between adjacent

bordered

pit.

',

Mode

cell-membrane

Cell-cavities.

of connection of adjacent cells in tlie bundle-sheath of

from seed of Xiix-mmica, the protoplasts of adjoining

of cells

commore than
is

cell-cavities

Scolopendmmx.

connected by fine

protoplasmic filaments.

five

times as thick as the

window pane

becomes twenty or thirty times as thick as
cell is

from the
filled

A

in thickness a hundredfold,
first,

up with

and

it

was

at

But even

first,

and the interior of the

by little, the cell-wall
any spot where thickening has not taken place

thereby seriously diminished in

augments

In other cases, however, the cell-wall

itself.

size.

if,

little

whei-e, accordingly, a little depression occurs, is not subsequently

cellulose,

but

greatly thickened wall

is

of

carefullj'

this

kept open by the protoplast as

it

builds.

kind resemliles a fortification provided here

If two cells thus provided adjoin one
windows in the one occur, normally, exactly opposite those of its
neighbour, and the result is the formation of canals, very long relatively, which
penetrate through the two adjacent cell-walls and connect the neighbouring cell-

and there with deep, narrow loopholes.
another, the

cavities together

(fig.

10^).

A

canal of this kind

is still

closed,

it

is

true, in the

midiUe by the original cell-membrane as though by a lock-gate; but this slight
obstruction

may

be removed later by solution, and the contiguous

perfectly open connection through the canal.

Very

fi-equently provision

is

made

in the

cells

have then
i^

veiy

first

rudiments of a cell-mem-
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brane, destined to constitute a partition-wall, for open coiunmiiications such as

For segments of the wall of

above.

sieve-like perforations, as

is

shown

portions of tubular cells called

"

vai-ious sizes are

in

fig.

10*,

sieve-tubes."

made from

tlie

the beginning with

which represents diagrannnatically

The pores are crowded

close together

on the perforated areas of the walls of the sieve-tubes, and their dimensions are
relatively broad

and

Thus,

short.

when two neighbouring protoplasts reach
is to say, when there is continuity

out to

one another through these pores, that

protoplasm of the two
pores and which

fill

cell-cavities, the

of the

connecting filaments, which pass through the

them completely, are short and thick and have the appearance

of pegs or stoppers.

But

in

many

drawn out

are

cases the pores through

to a great length,

situated close together in great

thick
into

say that their connection
the case that in the

means

Ijy

first

may

may

Then

it

For

be equally well maintained.

rudimentary partition-wall, which

common

They

are

be brought equally well

of these canals, or perhaps

is

would be better
it is

veiy probably

ai-e

to both halves of the protoplasm as thej'

in proportion as the partition -wall

to

produced between the

products of division of a protoplast, minute spots remain open and

connecting threads

communicate

cell-cavities

numbers and penetrate transversely through the

Neighbouring protoplasts

cell- walls (fig. 10^).

mutual connection

which adjoining

forming infinitesimally slender passages.

occupied by

draw

apart.

between the two protoplasts, produced

liy

the division, becomes thicker, the openings take the form of fine canals, and the con-

necting filaments are modified into long and exceedingly fine threads which

.same

way

room

the

till

These protoplasmic threads pierce through the thickened cell-wall in the

canals.

might be drawn through a partition from one

as a dozen telegraph-wires

into another.

Often a number of protoplasts living side by side and one

above the other are linked together by filaments of

this kinrl, whicli radiate in all

directions.

This species of connection, of which an intelligible idea

is

given

bj- fig.

10*,

escaped the notice of observers in former times owing to the extraordinarj- minuteness of the canals, and delicacy of the protoplasmic filaments.

communication between protoplasts
long

known and

its phenomena being very striking and visible when
The connection referred to is that which is afforded by

the formation of so-called

of

cells.

Another method of

on the other hand, been

often described,

only slightly magnified.
tubes or

in adjoining cells has,

utricles, arising

" vessels."

By

vessels the older botanists understood

from the dissolution

of the partition-walls

Either the partition-walls in a rectilineal row of

between a

cells vanish, in

series

which

case long straight tubes are produced; or portions of the walls of cells arranged at
ilifferent

angles to one another are dissolved, and then tubes are formed having an

irregular course, and sometimes branching or even uniting, so as to

make a net-work.

In instances of the

which are to lose
by the proto-

first

kind the

lateral walls of the series of cells

their transverse partitions are previously thickened
plasts,

which

also provide

with bordered

pits.

and made

them with various mouldings and

stiti"

panellings,

and above

all

This task accomplished, the protoplasts forsake the tubes, whose

TIJANSMISSIUN UV STIMULI.
funetitm thenceforth

it
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and water, so that the

to serve as passages for air

is

continued presence of the protoplasts

is

to

form them, exhibit no thickening, but are soft and

flexilile

On

no longer necessary.

in the second class of vessels the lateral walls of the cells,

the other hand,

which have coalesced

and resemble

delicate,

These tubes, moreover, are not deserted by their protoplasts; but,

tubing.

after the coalescence of a

protoplasts in the cells

number

of cells into a single duct has taken place, the

ai-e tlieniselves

merged together, and the

entire tube

then

is

occupied by an uninterrupted mass of protopUxsm, wliich generally persists as a
liuing to the wall.

As the

initiation

and construction

plast, so also is their

also demolish

removal.

of cell-walls are the

The home

it

has

—either partially or completely.

made

But

work

of the living proto-

for itself the protoplast can

this demolition

preluded by

is

the importation of particles of water into the portions of the wall which are to be

destroyed

The introduction

the cohesion of

its

of water brings the wall into a gelatinous condition;

constituent particles

is

loosened,

by

little

little,

and

at length

is

completely abolished.

4.

COMMUNICATION OF PROTOPLASTS WITH ONE ANOTHEE
AND WITH THE OUTER WORLD.
The transmission

of stiiiuili

and

tlie speL-itic

constitution of protoplasm.

—

Vital Force, Instinct and Sensation.

THE TRANSMISSION OF STIMULI AND THE SPECIFIC CONSTITUTION
OF PROTOPLASM.
As has been already

intimated, the breaking

the formation of the various
branes, in the

ance to the

pits,

manner described

life of protoplasts.

sieve-pores

down

and

of individual cell- walls

fine canals in

thickened

and

mem-

in preceding pages, are processes of great import-

In the

first place,

many

of the resulting structures

are the means of preserving the possibility of intercourse with the outside world.
water, and

In a space inclosed by evenly thickened walls, the absorption of

air,

other raw materials fi-om the environment would be very

not impossible;

difficult if

the protoplast inside would soon lack the provisions needful for further development,

and would

iit

last die of starvation, drought,

and

suffocation.

But the

dows, whether open or closed by thin permeable membranes, enable
itself

with

all

necessaries of

life.

Another advantage

is

it

little

win-

to supply

derived, in the ease of

many

of these stiuctures, inasmuch as the protoplasts on occasion escape through the open

down in some other part of
make themselves useful. Lastly, one

doors and settle

again to
is

due to the

fact that

commonwealth,

is

the cell-colony, where they are able
of the

most important

benefits of all

mutual intercourse between protoplasts, living together as a

rendered possible by the canals which join them together.

And
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Kuch

intercourse

ail

must

presumed to

of necessity be

When

exist.

one considers

unanimous co-operation of protoplasts living together as a colony, and observes
individuals, thougli produced from one and the same mother-cell,

tlie

how neighbouring

yet exercise ditierent functions according to their position; and, further,
versally there

is

how

uni-

the division of labour most conducive to the well-being of the whole

coiiiinuiiity, it is

not easy to deny to a society, which works so harmoniously, the

The individual members

possession of unity of organization.

of the colonj-

must

have community of feeling and a mutual understanding, and stimuli must be propagated from one part to another. No more obvious explanation oö'ei-s than that
the narrow

the protoplasmic tilameuts, which run like telegraph-wires through

pores and canals in the

cell- walls (see fig.

10^), serve to propagate

and transmit

These threads of protoplasm

stimuli from one protoplast to another.

may

indeed

be likened to nerves which convey impulses determining definite actions fruin
to

cell

cell.

Imagination takes us further
of

aud

still,

tlie

raises the cell-nucleus to the position

For the nucleus not only determines

dominant organ of the cell-body

its own
by means of

the activity of the individual protoplast within

sympathetic communion with

ments which converge upon

its

neiglibour

but continues in

ca\-it3-,

the threads and liga-

all

This last idea in particular derives support from

it.

indications that the filaments uniting neighbouring protoplasts have their origin

When

in specific transformations in the substance of the nucleus itself.

plast living in a cell-cavity

division

is

as follows:

—The nucleus

first charactei'istic lines

a ball

made up

is

places itself in the middle of

and streaks appear

of threads and

a proto-

about to divide into two, the process resulting in

little

in its substance,

it

These threads gradu-

rods pressed together.

globe; but, at the place where on a globe the equator would

the gap, and from a single

cell

—a

lie,

upon a

there then occui-s

partition-wall of cellulose

we now have produced a

at

look like

ally arrange themselves in positions corresponding to the meridian lines

sudilenly a cleavage of the nucleus

and

its cell,

making

is

pair of

interposed in

In this

cells.

and from the protoplast of wliich the nucleus is the centre,
way,
two protoplasts have been produced, each having a nucleus of its own, and they
It has been proved that
thenceforth live side by side, each in its own chamber.
frona the nucleus,

in this process of division the substance of the nucleus is not completely

by the

partition as

it

we have

grows, but that, as

sundered

already mentioned, minute

pores are kept open in the cellulose wall, and that the pair of protoplasts continue

by threads running through these
When we i-ealize that every plant was once

joined together

protoplasm, inasmuch as the biggest

tree,

bipartition,

thousands of

cells

single one, whilst their protoplastic bodies

we

onlj-

a single minute lump of

like the smallest moss, has

in the protoplasm of an egg-cell or a spore; and

and repeated

pores.

when we

are

still

its

origin

consider how, by growth

evolved, step

by

remain united by

step,

from a

tine filaments,

arrive of necessity at the conclusion that the whole mass of protoplasm, living

in all the thousands of cells

whose aggregation constitutes a

tree, really

is,

and
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continues to be, a single individual, whose parts are onlj- sepaiatcd

by perforated

Every member of this community occupies a particular
compartment or cavity, and is governed by a central organ, the cell-nucleus; but
it is linked to its fellows by connecting threads of protoplasm, ami a mutual
sieve-like partitions.

understanding

is

thus

among them.

estal)li.shed

manner be represented
But it is extx-emely difficult to throw light upon the
with tolerable certainty.
process of this mutual intelligence, the actual method whereby the cell-nuclei
not only govern within their own naiTOw spheres, but also co-operate harmoniousl}'
The

for

physical basis of such an understanding maj' in this

And

good of the whole.

tiie

action,

yet the problem involved in this unanimity of

with a view to a systematic development of the plant in

of such extreme importance that
to solve

it,

we have

to

move

we

cannot evade

it

even

in

of

the entire

attractions

plant, are reducible

They may be
and

endeavour

all events,

bear in

which take place
growth, and the organization

in question, as well as the processes

pursuance of this agreement, such as the nutrition,

protoplasm.

entirety, is

altogether in the region of hypothesis.

In every attempt at explanation of the kind we must, at

mind that the agreement

its

in the

if,

to the subtlest atomic agencies

in the living

resolved into the inotion of minute particles, into

re2)ulsions, oscillations

ments of the atomic groups

called

and vibrations of atoms, and into re-arrangeAgain, these movements are the

molecules.

result of the action of forces, especially of gravity, light,

gravity and light, experiment shows, however, that,

when

and

heat.

As regards

acting on living proto-

plasm, they give rise to varying effects even under the same conditions; and this
fact,

at

which

will be discussed frequentlj' later on, indicates that these forces are

any rate only

have no power to determine the kind of form.
set

and not

to be conceived as stimulative

up by gravity and

light, especially

coercive,

when they take

place in the continuous

protoplasm of a great cell-community, that the coarser movements

naked eye are often manifested

in

and that they

It is characteristic of the processes

visilile to

the

members comparatively remote from the part

We

immediately affected by the stimulus.

cannot well represent this to ourselves

except by supposing that the stimulus, which

is

the cause of the movement,

is

propagated through the threads of protopla.sra from atom to atom, and from
nucleus to nucleus.

But the great puzzle

lies,

as already remarked, in the circum-

stance that the atomic and molecular disturbances occasioned by such stimuli

and

transmitted through the connecting filaments are not only different in the proto-

plasm of different kinds of plants,

Ijut

even in the same plant they are of such

a nature, according to the temporary requirement, that each one of the aggregated
protoplasts in a

community

of cells undertakes the particular avocation

most useful to the whole, the

effect of this joint

of the presence of a single governing

power of

which

is

labour conveying the impression
definite design

and of methodical

action.

That a stimulus causes

more

especiallj^,
VuL.

I.

different occurrences in different species of plants, and,

that cell-comnumities arising from different egg-cells develop into
'"

4
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different forms, tliouyli

under identical conditions and subjected to the same stimuli,

phenomena whicli have parallels in the inanimate world.
produced by striking the key of a piano which is connected

A

are
is

to

different

sound

an A-string from

that resulting from the transmission of a similar impulse to an F-string; and the
difference

depends on a difference of structure and an inequality of tension in
Again, solutions of the sulphate and of the hyposulphite of sodium

the strings.

being colourless and

in similar glass vessels are indistinguishable at sight, both

These solutions will preserve their liquid condition when cooled

transparent.

down gradually to below freezing-point if they are kept absolutely still; but the
moment the vessels are touched and a vibration thereby transmitted to the contents,
they freeze.

Crystals are formed in the apparently identical

lirjuids,

but crystals

of different kinds, Glauber's salts in the one case, hyposulphite of sodium in the

The variety of form depends simply on the sort of atoms, and on their
number and mode of grouping.
In a similar manner must be explained the variety of forms in many plantspecies developed under the same conditions and affected by the same stimuli.
Dozens of kinds of unicellular Desmids and Diatoms are often developed at the

other.

same time

in a single

our vision, aided by the best microscopes, yet the matui-e
of form which
is

a

is

Although

drop of water in close proximity to one another.

the protoplasm in the spores of these different species

is

absolutely identical to

cells exhibit

a multiplicity

quite astonishing to the observer on first inspection.

One

semi-lunar, another cylindrical, a third stellate, a fourth lozenge-shaped,
fifth acicular.

In one specimen the cell-membrane

smooth, in another

is

cell

and
it

is

beaded; some are provided with siliceous coats, whilst others have flexible envelopes.

The same thing holds good with
composed of myriads of

cells,

respect to the vegetable structures,

and develop into huge shrubs or

protoplasm in the egg-cell of an oleander

is

divide,

and partition-walls are introduced
is

The

trees.

tall

produced close to that of a poplar on

the same river-bank, and under exactly the same external conditions.

according to a plan of structure which

which are

The

cells

in the proper direction in either case,

adhered to with marvellous precision

by the protoplasts engaged in the work of construction.

In each species, stem,

branches, foliage, and blossoms have invariably a particular form and arrangement,

have the same colour and
different are the

mature

and contain the same substances.

smell,

leaf,

the opened flower,

the corresponding parts of a poplar.

and ripe

How

utterly

fruit of the oleander

Yet both were nourished

bj-

from

the same earth,

were surrounded by the same atmosphere, and encountered the same rays of sunshine.

We

cannot otherwise explain

like this, the difference of

form

it

than

bj^

the supposition that, in a case

in the perfected state is based

upon a

difterence

and that the atoms and molecules of this protoplasm, which appears to us to be uniform, vary in kind, number, and grouping
Consequently, we must assume that every vegetable
in the two species of plants.
in the self-developing protoplasm,

organism, every species of plant that appeai-s invariably in the same external

form when mature, and develops accoi-ding to an invariable plan, has a protoplasm

VITAL FORCE, IXSTINXT, AND SENSATION.
of

own

its

And, further, we must assume that

of a certain specific constitution.

from one generation to

this specific protoplasmic constitution is transmitted

so that the pi-otoplasm of the oleander, for example,
tion thousands of years ago as
special

has to-day.

anotlier,

had exactly the same constitu-

we must assume

Lastly,

kind of protoplasm has the power to reproduce

raw materials

the

it
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its like,

that each

ever anew, from

occurrino- in its envii-oument.
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The phenomena observed

grows and takes definite
by the assumption of a specific con-

in living protoplasm, as it

form, cannot in their entirety be explained

kind of plant; though this hypothesis

stitution of protoplasm for every distinct
will

when we

again prove very useful

What

it

does not account for

is

inquire into the origin of

the appropriate

manner

in

new

species.

which various functions

are distributed amongst the protoplasts of a cell-connnunity; nor does

it

explain

the purposeful sequence of difl'erent operations in the same protoplasm without

any change

thorough use made of external advan-

in the external stimuli, the

avoidance or encompassing

resistance to injurious influences, the

tages, the

insuperable obstacles, the punctuality with which

all

of

the functions are performed,

the periodicity which occurs with the greatest regularity under constant conditions of the environment, nor, above

all,

power

the. fact that the

of discharging

the operations requisite for growth, nutrition, renovation, and multiplication

all

is liable

We

to be lost.

It ensues

the loss of this power the death of the protoplasm.

upon assaults from without
as to

structure so entirely
ileath

c;Ul

may

if

they succeed in destroying the molecular

render reconstruction impossible; but, furthermore,

take place without external cause.

If cells of the blood-red alga, previously

are

collected

from hollows

in

mentioned as

is

are kept

found to have a very power-

The protoplasm becomes mobile, and swarm-spores are formed which

ful eflect.

put forth

viliratile cilia,

and then

settle

and

rain-water, and

stones, casually full of

dry for weeks and then again moistened, the water

allied to the red-snow,

ilivide,

down

producing

propel themselves about for a short time in the water,

in

some favoured

otf'spring

spot,

draw

in their cilia,

which again are motile.

This alga

come

may

to rest

be kept

still its cells exhibit the movements
But if a mass of it is preserved under
these same conditions for many years and then moistened, the little cells will, it
The
is true, take up additional water, but motile cells are no longer formed.
cells do not move, nor grow, nor divide, but gradually become discoloured; are first
We say then that in them life could no longer
disintegrated and then dissolved.

dry for months, nay even over a year, and

above described when put into water.

lie

recalled,

and we describe them as dead.

The same thing
1

if

is

observed in great cell-communities.

The

seeds of manj' species

plants preserve the capacity for germination for an incredibly long period, especially

\vhen kept in a dry place.

If after ten

years such seeds are transferred into

\rrAi, kouce, ixstixci',
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earth, tliu protoplu.siu

nil list

to

and sexsatkix.

the umjorit}' of cases liegins to l)estir itself

iu

move, and the emLryo grows out into a seedling.

only about five per cent of the

seeils

and

After twenty years, perhaps,

preserved would germinate.

The

rest are not

by damp) earth to further development: their protoplasm no longer
power of augmenting its volume by absorption of matter from the
environment, or of developing a definite form, but is disintegrated by the influx of
stimulated

possesses the

air

and water and breaks up

intt)

After thirty years hardly

simpler eomptiunds.

Yet

one of the seeds would sprout.

all

these seeds M'ere kept throughout the time

and under precisely the same external conditions; nor can the

at one place

change in their appearance be detected.

Gardeners express the fact by saying that

the capacity for germination becomes extinct in from twenty to thirtj^

what kind

of a force

may

which

this

is

slightest

But

j-ears.

perish without a physical change of the

substance concerned affording the basis of the extinction?

In former times a special

was assumed, the force of life. More recently, \\hen man^' phenomena of plant
life had been successfully reduced to simple chemical and mechanical processes,
But bj^
this vital force was derided and effaced from the list of natural agencies.
what name shall we now designate that force in nature which is liable to perish
whilst the protoplasm suffers no phj^sical alteration and in the absence of any
force

extrinsic cause;
to

and which

move, to inclose

itself,

yet, so long as it is not extinct, causes the pi-otoplasm

assimilate

to

kinds of fresh matter coming

certain

its activity and to reject others, and which, when in full
makes the protoplasm adapt its movements under extei-nal stimulation to
existing conditions in the manner which is most expedient?

within the sphere of

action,

This force in nature

is

not electricity nor magnetism:

any other natural force, for
differ from those of all other

it

it

is

not identical with

manifests a series of characteristic effects which

foi'ms of energy.

Therefore, I

<lo

not hesitate again

to designate as vital force this natural agency, not to be identified

whose immediate instrument
call life.

is

The atoms and molecules

constitute life so long as they are
ceases,

may

at the

plant

of protoplasm only fulfil the functions

swayed by

they yield to the operations of other

natural force of this kind

life

is

with anj^ other,

the protoplasm, artd whose peculiar effects

this \-ital force.

If

The recognition

forces.

its

we

which

dominion

of a special

not inconsistent with the fact that living bodies

same time be subject

to other natural forces.

Many phenomena

of

may, as has been already frequently remarked, be conceived as simple

chemical and mechanical processes, without the introduction of a special vital
force; but the effects of these other forces are observed in lifeless bodies as well,

and indeed act upon them
of the force of

Were we

in a precisely similar

manner, and this cannot be said

life.

force which
some manner advantageous

to designate as instinctive those actions of the vital

are manifested by

movements purposely adapted

in

to the whole organism, nothing could be urged against
luit

it.

For what

is

an unconscious and purposeful action on the part of a living organism ?

thou, possess instinct.

We

have instances of

its

instinct

Plants,

operation iu every swarm-spore

VITAL FORCE, IXSTIXCT, AND SENSATION.
in

search

ol'

liest

tlie

down through

place to settle

leaves

every pollen-tube as

in

it

grows

the entrance to an ovary and applies itself to one definite spot of

an ovule, never failing in
its

and

in,
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The water-crowfoot,

its object.

with finely divided

large air- passages,

tips,

growing aliuve the surface of the water,

its

in

deep water, fashions

and no

stoniata;

whilst,

leaves have broad lobes, contracted

and numerous stomata.
Linaria Cymbalaria (see fig. 11)
Hower-stalks from the stone wall over which it ci'eeps towards the light,

intercellular spaces
raises its

but as soon as fertilization has taken place, these same stalks, in that very place

and amidst unchanged external conditions, curve

ris^.

W.—Lhiatia Qymbalaiia

to deposit their seeds in a

of the water,

for a definite object, that
If,

however,

tlie

The flower-stalk

dark crevice

down

to the

covered with pollen-dust at the surface.

Rocks.

of Vallisneria twists

we

bottom when their

These are

had borne
stigmas have been
it

cases of unconscious action

all

to say, they are the result of instinct.

is

attribute instinct to living plants,

them as endowed with sensation

consider

Seeds into Clefts in

a screw and draws the flowers, which previously

itself tightly into

upon the surface

drupijinjj its

in the opposite direction, so as

also.

it

but a step further to

is

Feeling in animals

is

the con-

comitant of a condition of diiBturbance in nerves and brain caused by a stimulus,

which acts on the organs of
organ.

The transmission

sense,

and

of the stimulus

is

conveyed by nerves to the central

and the excited

state of the brain

nerves are only molecular movements of the nervous substance,

or, let

and

us say, of

the protoplasm, for nerve-fibres and nerve-cells are simply protoplasm developed

manner. But the state induced by the stimulation of protoplasm,
what we call sensation, cannot be essentially diflerent in vegetable
protoplasm from what it is in animal protoplasm, since the protoplasm itself,

in a particular

which

is

the physical basis of

life

plant-cells, indeed, it

may amount

in both plant

and animal,

is

not different.

In isolated

to such a concentration of the condition of

stimulation as to be called sensation, for the cell-nucleus

is

to all

appearance

VITAL FORCE, INSTINCT, AND SENSAIIOX.
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a central orgau in relation to the protoplast that lives in a solitary

community

of

li\-c

in the

is

the ease with individual animals which

converging into the brain; but between the sensation of

all

animals without nerves and that of plants no essential difference can

Hence we

is

protoplasts which constitutes an individual plant, such a con-

centration of stimulation could occur as

have nerve -fibres

It is

cell.

not of course to be supposed that within a whole plant-structure, that

infer that there

is

exist.

no barrier between plants and animals.

The

attempt to establish a boundary-line where the realm of plants ceases and the

animal world begins
separate

plants and

division of

is

a vain one.

animals,

we do

If

we

naturalists, all the same, agree to

so only because

experience shows that a

labour conduces to a speedier attainment of our object.

intermediate ground

On

the

where animals and plants meet, zoologists and botanists

encounter one another, not, however, as hostile rivals with a view to exclusive
possession of the
tration

and

field,

but as colleagues with a conunon interest in the adminis-

culti\ ation of this jointly

tenanted

i-egion.

ABSORPTION OF NUTEIMENT.

1.

Classification of plants

INTRODUCTION.

with reference to nutrition.

— Theory of food-absorption.

CLASSIFICATION OF PLANTS WITH REFERENCE TO NUTRITION.
The

object of a plant's vital energy, next in importance to the resistance of such

influences as are likely to bring about the death of the protoplasm,

addition of substance to

A

living plant,

its

body,

whether consisting of a single

takes up food from

its

is

growth,

i.e.

the

other words, the absorption of nutriment.

or, in

cell

or of a vast community of

cells,

environment in quantities varying according to the needs of

—

method of action how it sets about acquiring possession of
this raw material, how it manages to incorporate the substances absorbed from without, how it contrives to retain only such part as is useful to it, and to reject and get
is infinitely varied.
rid of, like ballast, what does not subserve its own growth
the moment.

But

its

—

This variety in the processes of food-absorption corresponds, on the one hand, to
differences in the habitat of plants, and, on the other, to the requirements of particular species,

which requirements

in their turn

depend upon a

specific constitution of

must be very great
between this process as manifested in plants which are immersed in water during
their whole lives and the same as it occurs in plants which live in desert sands and

The

the protoplasm in each species concerned.

are not supplied with water for months together.

fungi which

grow luxuriantly on damp timber

difference

And

again, absorption in those

in the deep obscurity of a

mine must

take place very differently from the corresponding process in the delicate alpine

which on our mountain slopes are exposed periodically to the most intense
So, also,
sunlight, and then, for weeks at a time, are wreathed in sombre mists.
plants

the reciprocal action between plants
its

own

in the case of parasitic

and their environment must have a character of

growths which absorb their food fi-om other living

organisms, and in those remarkable plants, too, which catch and devour small insects,

and

in

such minute organisms as yeast, the vinegar ferment, and others, which play

so important a part in our daily

life,

and

lastly, in the gigantic trees

which form our

forests.

To acquire a general notion
regards nutrition,
their habitat, viz.:

land-plants,

it is

of these forms,

best to classify

them

with reference to their varieties as

in the first place in

groups according to

into water-plants or hydrophytes, stone-plants or lithophytes,

and epiphytes.

But here again

it is

necessary to remark that no sharp

CLASSIFICATION OK PLANTS WITH I'.EKERENCE TO NUTRITION.
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line of ck'iiiarcatioii exists Vietvveen thesis

groups:

all

are connected

liy

utnnerous

intermediate links, and there are forms which belong to one group at one stage of

development and

The

to

another at another stage.

distinctive property of aquatic plants

is

that they derive their nourishment

Some preserve their
swimming about in the liquid medium; but the majority are
somewhere under the water by special organs of attachment. Many plants

either entirely or principally from the surrounding water.

freedom, floating or
fixed

that are rooted in the

when

the water

it is

mud

at the

high,

and when

bottom of pools are able to derive their food from
it is

low, from the atmosphere as well: such

amphibious organisms form a transitional group between water-plants and land-

The number

plants.

of

lithophytes

is

mosses which cling

those lichens and

comparatively very small.

They

include

immediate contact to the surface of

in

stones and derive their food in a fluid state direct from the atmosphere.

lithophytes are so constituted that they can, without injury, dry

when there
when the air

All

up and suspend

a failure of atmospheric precipitation lasting

their vitality for a time

is

over a long period or

itself is

very dry.

But not every plant which

grows upon rocks is to be regarded as a lithophyte in the narrower acceptation of
the term. Those that are rooted in earth in the cracks and crevices of the rock
must be classed amongst land-plants. To this class indeed more than half the
Though surrounded by air as regards a pai't of
plants now in existence belong.
their structure they

have another part sunk

up water and inorganic compounds

in

in the soil,

aqueous solution.

and from the soil they take
Plants which grow attached

to other plants or to animals are called epiphytes.

The majority of plants are during the period of food-absoi-ption connected with
The plant being fixed to one
the foster-earth and are not capable of locomotion.
spot must therefore sooner or later exhaust the ground in its neighbourhood, and
must require a further supply of nutritive substances. The parts specially devoted
food-absorption often lengthen out in these circumstances bej-ond the impoverished region, and thus endeavour to bring areas more and more distant within
the range of absorption. Many plants possess the faculty, to which reference has
to

already been made, of alluring animals and of killing and sucking their juices.

Xot

only amongst saprophytes and parasites, but also amongst aquatic plants, instances
occur in which certain movements are performed involving the whole body of the

organism with a view to promoting the absorption of nutriment. Particularly striking
in this respect are many plasmoid fungi (which we may well refer to here, not on
,

this account alone,

but also for the additional reason that they take in nourishment

The naked protoplasm in these cases,
Amabfe, crawls in its search for food over

without the intervention of a cell-membrane).

which

include in particular tiie class of

the nourishing substratum, and derives from
irrowth.

it

immediately the materials needful for

Loose bodies are liable to be seized by the radiating processes of the

pi'oto-

plasm, which then closes round them and drains them completely of their juices (see
These bodies encompassed by the protoplasm, if
fig. 9, the last figure to the right).
small, are

drawn inwards from the periphery and are regularly digested

in the

THEORY OF FOOU-ABSOKl'TK iX.
jiitL'riur.

Such jmrts of

t'oreigu bodies as are

sequently eliminated or are

left
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not serviceable for nutrition are sub-

behind by the protoplast as

it

But

creeps onward.

method of food-absorption is limited to amoeboid forms belonging to the
Ijoum lary-land of animal and vegetable life. The movements of other naked proto-

this

plasts,

such as those which are carried about in the water by vibratile

nothing to do with the search for food or with

its

cilia,

have

absorption, but are connected

rather with the processes of distribution and propagation.

THEORY OF FOOD-ABSORPTION.
In the case of protoplasts inclosed in cell-membranes the food necessary for

nourishment must always pass through the cell-membrane and peripheral proto-

And

plasmic layer (ectoplasm) into the interior of the protoplasmic bodies.

so,

conversely, such of the substances absorbed as are of no use in the construction

any other purpose, must be separated and passed out

of the organism or for

The cell-membranes

through these envelopes.

of those protoplasts

M'hich are

employed in absorbing food must accordingly have a special structure:
ultimate particles

must be

so arranged as to allow of

material inwards, and of rejected matter outwards, without prejudice to their
stability.

The passages

smaller at

all

fine

the

the passage of nutritious

in cell-walls used for this purpose are

own

very minute, much

events than the pore-canals described above as being occupied by

protoplasmic filaments; the dimensions are in fact so trifling as to be invisible

even with the best microscopes.

by a

'posteriori reasoning

membrane,

like almost

from a

Still

we

series of

are forced to conclude that they exist

phenomena, and to assume that the

cell-

every other kind of body, consists not of continuous matter,

but of minute particles, which are termed atoms, and are separated from one
Various processes and appearances have

another by infinitesimally small spaces.
also led physicists

and chemists

to the conclusion that these

atoms are not aggre-

gated in disorder, but are always combined together in groups of two or more,

even in the case where

same element.

all

the atoms in a Vjody are of the same kind,

i.e.

are the

If a body contains different elements they are not mixed together

indiscriminately, but are grouped in conformity to a definite law: evevy group

includes atoms of all the different elements concerned, arranged in a certain in-

variable manner, not only as regards number, but also as regards relative position.

Groups of atoms of

this

kind are called

"

molecules,"

and the spaces between them

are supposed to be larger than those between single atoms.

Further,

it

is

not

improbable that the molecules themselves form groups, each group consisting of
molecules conglomerated in a definite manner, and that the passages separating
these molecular groups are larger again than those separating the single molecules

within each group.

These groups of molecules have been called "micelhe" or

Tagmata, and they also are supposed to be aggregated together in definite order.
According to this theory the cell-membrane is analogous to a sieve, the pores
of which are grouped in a definite manner, the broadest perforations being between
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between the molecules

the luicuUi« or groups of luulucules, narrower apertures

or groups of atoms in each micellae, and lastly the finest pores between the atoms

These interspaces are

themselves in each molecule.

expansion, for the union of the molecules

manifests

itself as

affected

is

by two

the attractive force existing in

when

it

forces,

one of which

a mutual attraction between atoms and atomic groups, wJiiist

the other tends to drive atoms and molecules asunder.
i.e.

and

to contraction

liable

all

Of these

material particles,

forces the formei',

called chemical affinity

is

causes atoms of difteront kinds to unite to form a molecule; and

it is

called

applied to the mutual attraction of similar molecules, and adhesion

cohesion

when

where

holds together masses of molecular groups with their surfaces in contact.

The

it

action of heat is opposed to this attractive force,

Bodies are

infinitesimal distances.
cules,

and

and

it is

is

only effective at

Heat

is

lielieved to

be a vibratory motion

supposed that the greater the vibrations the

the separation of atoms and atomic groups, the interspaces expanding

is

and the heated body increasing consequently
atoms and molecules
cohesion

which

caused to expand by heat, their atoms, mole-

micella3 being forced apart.

of these ultimate particles,

greater

all

is

may

As

in volume.

is

well known, the

be forced so far apart by increase of temperature that

and

entirely overcome,

solids are converted, first into liquids

and at

last into gases.

The interspaces or passages between the molecules and molecular groups composing a cell-membrane are peneti-able
always,

firstly,

bj^

molecules of other substances, provided

that the admitted molecules are not larger than the passages; and

secondly, that there exists between the molecules of the cell-wall and those of the
peneti-ating

body that

sort of attractive force

Both premises are

affinity.

which has been designated chemical

satisfied in the case of

aqueous molecules, and experi-

proves that they are admitted into the inter-molecular spaces of a

ment
membrane with great ease and
water,

or, to

water.

The

molecules

is

readiness.

use the technical phrase,
force of attraction

it

The cell-membrane saturates

itself

cell-

with

has the tendency and ability to "imbibe"

between molecules of a cell-membrane and water-

indeed so intense that the cohesion of the molecules in the

membrane

In
and the imbibed water causes them to move apart.
and
its
dimensions
are
increased.
consequence of this, the cell-membrane swells up
It is also supposed that the micellse of a cell-membrane attract and admit wateris pai'tially

neutralized,

molecules to such an extent as to surround themselves with watery envelopes.

Such a condition would no doubt be nothing

liut beneficial,

promoting,

;is

it

would,

the interchange of materials through the cell-membrane, and the mixing of fluid

At

substances situated on either side of the porous membrane.

all

mixing process must ensue in the interspaces of the coU-membrane
particular case out of

which

this discussion

has arisen,

interacting substances are, on the one hand, the

viz.

:

events this
and, in the

food-absorption, the

compounds in the

soil

outside

the cell-membrane, and, on the other, the organic compounds under the control
of the live protoplast within the cell-membrane.

comine substances must be

soluble in water,

and

Both the outgoing and the

nuist, therefore,

in-

have an attraction
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But the power

for water.

whether without

of a substance iu aqueous solutiou,

or withiu the cell-membrane, to permeate the saturated pores, and to

mix thoroughlj'

there, certainly depends also on the degree of chemical affinity and of adhesion
existinof

between the molecules and

and these

much

cell-membrane on the one hand,

on the other.
A very complex interaction of
which we cannot here investigate any further, as it would take

infiltrating substances

forces takes place

us

micellae of the

too far afield.

Returning to the explanation of food-absorption, attention must be drawn to
the fact that the mixing or diffusion which takes place through the eell-menibrane
differs

from the free diftusion which would occur

present.

Experiment has proved

and the other

in a saline solution
of saline particles

number
an

tliat if

in

is

steeped

an equal volume of pure water, the number

which pass through into the water are many fewer than the

of water-particles

which pass into the solution

compound, such as albumen or dextrin,

oi'ganic

the cell-membrane were not

if

one side of a cell-membrane

is

of salt; and, moreover, if

on one

and water on

side,

the other, water transfuses to the organic compound, whereas no trace of the

albumen or dextrin

(as the case

phenomenon, which

is

may

Now

be) passes through to the water.

called "osmosis" (" endosmosis

and exosmosis"),

importance for the conception we have to form of food-absorption.

is

this

of great

It is clear that,

whilst water and substances dissolved in water are brought under the control of

the protoplast within a cell through the cell-membrane, an a consequence of the
action of albuminous and other

and of the

necessity for

any part

Thus the protoplasm

is

compounds constituting the body of the

in the

salts dissolved

and

to continue to absorb until the cell

by the substances

so great an absorption of water that, in consequence, the

enlarged and the cell-membrane

is

is filled.

volume

is

of the cell is

The

subjected to pressure from withiu.

but excessive stretching of the cell-membrane

by

cell-

its elasticity;

at length counteracted

is

Indeed,

in a cell maj- occasion

able to yield to this pressure to the extent permitted

and thus a condition

no

able to exercise an absorptive action on aqueous solutions

the chemical affinity for water possessed

is

is

of the cell-content to pass out through the cell-membrane.

outside the cell-membrane,

membrane

protoplast,

so-called cell-sap in the vacuoles, there

by

cohesion,

attained in which the cell-contents and the cell-membrane

are subjected to mutual pressure, a state which

is

called "turgidity."

The process just described, of the absorption of water in large quantities into
the precincts of the protoplasm without any simultaneous transmission of matter to
the outside,

is

certainly in no respect an exchange.

But

it

obviouslj^ does not

exclude the possibility of a real exchange taking place between substances on either
side of a cell-membrane,

i.e.

between solutions

sap contained in lacunae of the protoplasm.

beyond doubt that on occasion a
is

real

in the soil

and those

in the cell-

Certain phenomena in fact put

it

But

it

exchange of this kind does occur.

complicated by the circumstance that substances in process of being exchanged

have to pass not only through the cell-membrane but also through the primordial
utricle:

and the primordial

utricle consists of molecules

of a

kind other than

GO
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those of

ct'll-wall,

tlu-

haviug
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chemical

dittereiit

ami thuse molecules

affinities,

again are differently grouped; nor are the passages for aqueous solutions the same.

have an important bearing on the permeating capacity of

All this cannot but

the substances that are being interchanged.

Although

and

all

these ideas concerning the molecular structure of cull-membranes

of protoplasm, concerning the intermixture

and exchange of materials and

the absorption on the part of cells and their swelling up, have only the value
of theories,

we have good

still

They give

the truth.

gi-ound for assuming that they are fairly near

us, at all events,

an

intelligible representation of the inter-

action which takes place between living protoplasts, with their need for food, and
the environment, which supplies the nutriment.

ABSORPTION OF INORGANIC SUBSTANCES.

2.

Nutrient Gases.

— Nutrient

and Land-plants.

Salts.

— Absorption

of Nutrient Salts

by Water-plants, Stone-plants,

— Relations between the position of Foliage-leaves and

Absorption-roots.

NUTRIENT GASES.
One of
acid.
The

living protoplasts appropriate

case chiefly

by

the most important sources of the nourishment of plants
it

from water and from

carliouic

is

air, in

the latter

This gas penetrates a cell-wall satur-

attracting the carbon-dioxide.^

ated with water more readily than the other constituent gases of the -atmosphere
(nitrogen and oxygen).

In the wall

it is

converted into carbonic acid, and

it

then

passes on into the cell-sap contained in the cavities of the protoplast.

Apart from

the effects of temperature and atmospheric pressure, the quantity

of carbonic

acid absorbed

ment

is in

is

chiefly determined

by the requirements

of the cells

whose nourish-

These recpiirements, however, vary considerably according

question.

and with the time of daj^

to the specific constitution of the protoplasm

Duiiug

As soon as the
carbonic acid reaches the cell-sap it is decomposed and reduced by the action of
The
sunlight, and from it are formed compounds known as carbo-hydrates.
daylight the need of carbon

oxygen thus

set free

is,

very great in

is

all

however, removed from the

In

the surrounding air or water.

withdrawn, as such, from the

this

way

cell-sap, the

green plants.

cell precincts,

the gas

when

and expelled

into

barely absorbed

is

carbon alone being retained and the

oxygen eliminated, and a renewed attraction of carbon-dioxide from the .surroimding medium ensues. The fresh supply again is immediately worked up in the
green chlorophyll-bodies, so that there is a constant influx of carbon-dioxide, and
therefore indirectly of carbonic acid, from the environment

green
'

cells to

the part where

The atmosphere contains

<Uoxide

is

absorbed into water.

its

consumption

free carbon-ili<i.\ide

and not

takes place.

cai-bunic acid.

into

Were

But carbonic

the interior of
it

acid

possible to see
is

formed when the

NUTRIENT GASES.
tlie iiinleeules

we should

of carbon-dioxide in the air,

are impelled towards the leaves

craving for carbon

is

localized,

Gl

and other green parts

The

daylight.

flrst

acid,

thing in the morning

And

and producing from
it is

not

dioxide stopped

it

work

till

of plants,

faster they

where the intense

when

the

ray of sunshine

first

air.

are under the influence of

cells

in their little lalioratories

falls

upon

decomposing carbonic

and other similar organic compounds.
work is suspended, and the influx of carbon-

sugar, starch,

the sun sets that this

till

how much

than are the other constituent particles of the

This impulsion and influx lasts so long as the green

a plant the protoplasts begin

oliserve

the following morning.

The green plants that spenil all their lives under water are supplied with carbonic acid by the water surrounding their cells, which alwaj^s contains some of that
In the case of unicellular plants of this

material.

absorption of carlionic acid

class,

takes place thi'ough the whole surface of the cell-membrane.

with their

cells

arranged in filameuts or

Multicellular plants,

plates, only take in carbonic acid through

those parts of the walls of their cells which are in iunnediate contact M'ith the

This applies also to submerged plants composed of several layers of

water.

and of considerable dimensions.

Thus, in plants of this kind, the

They

with the water constitute the skin.

and squeezeil

flat,

cells in

cells

contact

are always pressed closely togethei'

are not thickened on the side e.xposed to the water,

and are

But in the interior of these
lacun;e and cavities are formed from earliest youth, owing to
single rows of cells: and the spaces so formed are filled with

united everywhere edge to edge leaving no gaps.
water-plants large
the detachment of

a quantity of nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon-dioxide, that

is

mixture not essentially diflerent from atmospheric

Although

may have

tion

whole,

it

as

its

air.

with a gaseous
this

oi'ganiza-

primary object the reduction of the plant's weight as a

cannot be without a further importance inasmuch as carbonic acid can

be taken up from the air-spaces into ailjacent

cells.

even

with

in

to say,

this

case

(of

water-plants

the chief absorption of carbonic acid

provided
is

through those walls of the epidermal

But there
large

is

no doubt

internal

that,

air-ca\ities),

through the epidermis, or more precisely

cells

which are

in

immediate contact with

the water.

The carbonic
is

acid taken

up

liy cells,

wholl}' or partially

either contained as such dissolved in the water3'

bination with calcium as bicarbonate of lime.

bicarbonate in aqueous solution

is

mono-carbonate of lime, which

is

cell-interior.

Accordingly, a large

with lime in both fresh and

menon when we

in water,

medium, or occurs

in

com-

Part of the carbonic acid in this

susceptible of being

the cell-wall through which the

immersed

withdrawn by water-plants,

insoluble in water, being then precipitated on
re.st

of the carbonic acid has passed into

number

salt water.

We

of water-plants are

foiind

the

incrusted

shall return to this important pheno-

treat of the influence of living plants on that part of the environ-

ment which comes within

their sphere of action for purposes of nutrition.

Lithophytes obtain carbonic acid from the moisture deposited upon them from
the aqueous vapour in the atmosphere, and attract carbon-dioxide direct from the

(J
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2

The

air juomiil them.

cliief

membei'S of this class are those mosses, liverwurts, and

lichens which, though clinging to dry rocks, behave just like water-plants as regards

There

the absorption of carbonic acid.

no reason to think that these plants

is

absorb carbonic acid in dry weather; for under the influence of

drj- air

they lose

and meanwhile receive no compensation from the rock to which they
attached,
and in a short time they become so dry that they crumble into
are
powder when rubbed between the fingers. Vitality is suspended for a time, and
it is out of the question that there should be any absorption of carbon-dioxide
water

fast,

But the moment the plant is
directly exposed to the air become

from, the atmosphere under such circumstances.

moistened by rain or dew, the cell-walls
saturated,

and are enabled

Then the lithophytes

to admit water into the interior.

suck up water very fast; the dry, apparently dead, incrustations swell up again,
and, together with the rain and dew, carbonic acid

A

in all depositions of atmospheric moisture.
tion,

Many

are also able to live just as well under water as in air; nor

and water.

for the absorption of carbonic acid

similar

Grimmia

saturated

mosses, as for example the widely-distributed

alteration of their leaves necessary in either condition, nor

by

its

but the quantity of carbonic acid thus acquired by a plant

any ease only secondary.

mia apocarpa,

being contained

it

from the atmosphere through

absorb carbon-dioxide direct

superficial cells;

absorbed,

is

tumescent moss tuft can, in addi-

passage

spends

its

through cell-walls of
life

any

is

in

Grimis

any

special contrivance

These substances reach the interior
identical

construction,

wliether

the

attached to submerged rocks or in the open air at the

top of a mountain; whence

we may

iiafer

that there is^a greater r&emblance

between lithophytes and water-plants as regards nutrition than between

litho-

phytes and laud-plants.
Land-plants satisfy their need of carbon almost exclusively
the dioxide from atmospheric
specially

For

air.

tlie

purpose of this

adapted structures are found in them.

Ijy

<lirect

withdrawing
appropriation,

Seeing that these plants are

not able to endure periodic dessication in times of drought, as lithophytes are,
it

is

necessary for them to be secured against excessive loss of water.

ingly, the cell-walls in

immediate

contiict

by a layer

walls of the epidermis, are thickened

by

air or water, and, in general,

escape from the interior of the

with the

air,

that

(cuticle)

is

to

which

is

saj",

Accordthe outer

impermeable

they are so organized that water cannot readily

cells.

Obviously, however, a cell-wall which opposes

a strong resistance to the extravasation of water will not give easy admittance to an
influx either, and the conditions for the passage of gases through a cell-membrane,

thickened and cuticularized in this way, would be far from favourable.

matter of fact

many

of the constituent gases of the atmosphere permeate these

thickened walls of the epidermal
idl.

As a

cells

only with great

difficult}-,

and others not at

Carbon-dioxide alone has the power of penetrating, but even in the case of

this gas the quantity is not

always

sufficient to satisfy the

To ensure
amount those cells

demand.

that so important a form of plant-food should reach in proper

lying under the epidermis, which are occupied by protoplasts engaged in the I'egu-
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latiou of uiitritiou, there is

Amonw

an adaptation of structure of the following nature.

the firmly connected epidermal cells with their thickened outer walls al-

most impervious to

air,

other cells

ai-e

They

interspersed at intervals.

in pairs, are generally rather smaller than the rest, and have a

Inasmuch

between them.

and

as these apertures (stomata)

canals, the so-called intercellular spaces,

are always

little cleft

open

always exist where passages

have arisen from the separation of

individual cells of the sub-epidermal tissues, each stoma constitutes the

system of channels ramifying between the thin-walled

cells of

mouth

the interior.

of a

The

components of the atmosphere, especially carbon-dioxide, are able to reach these
internal passages through the stomata, and in them they travel to the chlorophyllcontaining cells. Through the thin, saturated walls of these cells they are able to
penetrate with ease, and so they reach the living protoplasts, with their equipment
of chlorophyll,

whose daily work

— the

as already mentioned, to decompose
it

as they entered not only

moment

carbonic acid as

also all other aerial constituents

find

which may have penetrated and for

no employment.

These ventilation-canals, with stomata as

orifices at

the epidermis, have other uses

besides the importation of carbon-dioxide (and therefore of carbonic acid)

exportation of oxygen.
influx

and

For the same

exit of carbon-dioxide

of aqueous vapour, the process

their structure

is

pores,

passages, and

and the

lacunae, as serve for the

and oxygen respectively, are the channels of a

Moreover, they play a very important part also in the escape

plant's respiration.

tions

—under

work up the carbon and expel by the same path

the oxygen but

the

is,

reaches the chlorophyll-

the transforming power of light
bodies, to

it

known

as "transpiration;"

and as the variety

in

to be interpreted chiefly as an adaptation to the diflerent condi-

under which transpiration occurs,

it

cannot be profitably discussed until

we

treat of that jjrocess.

Those saprophytes and parasites which contain no chlorophyll or practically
fi-ee carbon-dioxide from the atmosphere, but supply them-

none, do not absorb any

compounds in the nutrient substratum on
But saprophytes and parasites, abundantly furnished with
which they grow.
They may do so
chlorophyll, douljtless do attract free carbon-dioxide in addition.
from the

selves with carbon

oi-ganic

and lithophytes, as is the case with Euglenje,
and with mosses growing on the dung of mammalia; or else after the manner of
land-plants, as instances of which the cow-wheat, yellow-rattle, and eye-bright may
either after the

manner

of water-plants

be (juoted.
It

is

a very remarkable fact that no plant

dioxide or carbonic acid from the earth.
plants at

any

rate,

is

known which

One might expect

takes up carbon-

that the roots of land-

ramifying as they do in a stratum of earth saturated with water

containing carbonic acid in solution, would suck up to some extent so important a
food,

and that

it

would be from them conducted

to the green -foliage leaves.

so far as experiments have gone, they indicate that this
Ecjually curious

is

is

the circumstance that nitrogen, which

constituent of protoplasm,

But

not the ease.
is

an indispensable

and therefore a very important means of

subsistence,

is
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not ab.sorbeil IVdiu the siiironniliuo-

amount

contains nitrogen to the

as

air, althougli,

well known, the atniosplieru

is

There can be no

of 79 per cent of its volume.

doubt that though nitrogen permeates the cell-walls of an air-encompassed plant

much

less readily

and

quicklj- than carbon-dioxide, yet it is carried

from the atmos-

phere into the ventilation-spaces of green foliage-leaves, and further through the thin
cell-walls into the laboratories of the protoplasts,

worked up
plasts,

The most

in the sanie wa}^ as carbonic acid.

determined, however, that

it is

but that on the contrary

where one would expect

it

to be

careful experiments have

not turned to account in this form by the proto-

given back unused to the

it is

air,

and only such

nitrogen as reaches the interior of plants in couiliiuation with other substances

any

is

of

service there.

The

principal sources of the nitrogen required

ammonlacal compounds absorbed from the ground

Ijy

plants are nitrates

themselves, of which there are traces in the atmosphere and in

The quantity

overlooked.

from the

air

m

of nitric acid

of carbon-dioxide; Init just as the small

with highly productive

air

and from

in the first place

than that

The sources

of nitric acid are dead organic

formation of nitric acid from decaying bodies

it is

less

also the still smaller propoi'tion

bodies as they decompose and become oxidized.

ammonia

even

true,

of carbon-dioxide can be absoi'bed

may

results, so

of nitric acid be turned to account.

is

it

is,

amount

and

and .immouia
water, must not be

acid

Ijut nitric

:

many

In

may

it nitric acid.

waj's the process of

take place so as to produce

would seem

It

possible,

though

an unproved assumption, that in places where dead bodies of plants and animals,

vegetable mould, manure, and such things are undergoing oxidation, that

woods and

to say,

is

immeup by the plants growing there. It must be borne in mind that plants
behave with reference to what is necessary or useful to them like a chancellor of
in

fields,

the small quantities of nitric acid that are given

off"

are

diately taken

the exchequer preparing his budget; they take these things where the}' find them.

The question has been

from which the

raised, too, as to the source

that appeared on the earth were able to olitain nitric acid.

assume

by oxidation

of their dead bodies, all

niti-ic acid,

nitrogen used in the nourishment of plants, was generated

know

that nitric acid

is

formed

in the air

on occasion of

deposited on the earth together with rain and dew.

not yet exhausted, and even at the present day

commencement

in the ages long past at the
If nitric acid is used

albuminous compounds,
of carljonic acid to
Ill

this case,

cerned.

^Ye are obliged to

that, at that time before the existence of nitrogenous

nitric acid

by
it

form

it

broken up

in

organisms to supply

and therefore

all

the

by thunder-storms. We
and is

electric discharges

This soui'ce of nitric acid

no doulit plays the same

of all vegetable

protoplasts, in the building

is

plants

first

up

f)art

is

as

life.

of the highlj- important

a manner similar to the decomposition

carliohj-drates, that is to say, oxj-gen is separated out.

however, sunlight and, therefore, chlorophjdl are not immediatelj' con-

Moreover, the oxygen that

is

set free is not eliminated,

but

is

used in the

manufacture of other compounds in process of formation in the plant, probably
that of vegetable acids.

in
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Aniinonia behaves in relation to plants just in the same

and

nitric acid.

way

as carbon-dioxide

disengaged from dead decomposing organic bodies, and

It is

is

found in traces, either alone or with equally minute quantities of carbon-dioxide

and carbonic and

atmospheric deposits, and in

nitric acids in the air, in

all

water

wherein animals and plants reproduce their kind, the old individuals dying and

making way

for the young.

Water-plants are

all

limited to this source for acquisi-

As regard lithophytes, it stands to reason that they must derive
theh' nitrogen from the ammonia contamed in the air, in atmospheric deposits,
and from nitric acid. Whence otherwise could a crustaceous lichen attached to a
quartz rock on a mountain supply itself with the nitrogen essential for the growth
of its protoplasm?
Moreover, some of the larger lithophytes, especially mosses,
seem to be capable of absorljiug ammonia direct from the air. An observation
made in the Tyrolese Alps has some bearing on this question: The ridges of the
tion of nitrogen.

—

Hammei-spitze, a peak
Gschnitzthal,

rising

to

in favour'able

is,

dreds of sheep, and
of these animals.

weather

in the

summer, the resting-place of hun-

consequently covered with an entire crust of the excrements

is

A

2600 meters between the Stubaithal and the

highly offensive and pungent smell of

ammonia

is

and

evolved,

renders a prolonged stay on this spot anything but pleasant, notwithstanding the

Now,

beauty of the view.

it is

worthy

of note that the mosses,

which are produced

in abundance on the rocks above this richly-manured ground, but are not themselves actually

any

amongst the sheep-droppings, exhibit a luxuriance unparalleled on

summits belonging to the same formation but unfreThe gaily-coloured green carpet extends as far as the ammoniacal odour is perceptible, and it is natural to suppose that this luxuriant growth
is stimulated by the absorption of ammonia direct from the air.
Land-plants also can take up ammonia from the air. It has been shown that
of the neighbouring

quented by sheep.

the glandular hairs of

and

many

plants, for instance those

of tlie Chinese Primrose,

of sucking

up carbonate and

on the leaves of Pelargonium

have the power of absorbing traces of ammonia, and

nitrate of

ammonia in water with rapidity. When we
(Primula Sinensis) possesses two and

consider that a single one of these primroses

a half millions of absorbent glandular hairs so placed as to be able to take up the

ammonia brought

to the plant

by

of altogether trifling importance.
after its formation

rain,

It is

we

are unable to look

upon

this process as

highly probable that almost

from decaying substances

in the ground, is at once

all

ammonia,

absorbed

by

the plants growing in the immediate neighbourhood, and that the relatively small
([uantity of

ammonia

in the

upper atmospheric strata

is

referrible to this cause.

The splendid luxuriance of the pelargoniums, thickly studded with glandular hairs,
which one sees in front of cottage windows in mountain villages where a duns:
heap is close by, and in the windows of stables, frequently excites admiration and
surprise.
Whether it is due to the fact that in these situations there is the possibility of

absorbing an unusually large quantity of ammonia

is

a question which

will leave undecided.
Vol.

I.
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wood, leaves, seeds, or any other parts of plants are subjected to a

If

temperature with free access of

air,

the

first

lii^li

changes that occur are in the com-

pounds of nitrogen and of carbon contained

They turn

in the heated matter.

and burnt, and ultimately the products of combustion pass into
The incombustible part which remains
the " ash."
The (juantity of this ash, as well as its composition,

black, are charred

atmosphere in gaseous condition.

the

behind

is

called

varies very

same

much

in different species of plants,

Generally the weight of ash

plant.

weight of the plant
-of

ash

is

and even

is

in different parts of the

only one or two per cent of the entire

The

a dry state before burning.

in

that which

live in the sea;

is

greatest relative proportion

obtained from the combustion of those hydrophj'tes which

and next

in quantity

is

the ash of the family of Oraches which

abound on salt-steppes. On the other hand, the smallest quantity is that afforded by
fungi and mosses, by Sphagnum in particular, and with these must be mentioned
the

troj)ical

much

less

Seeds and wood

orchids living on the barks of trees.

ash than leaves.

But, as above remarked, some ash

combustion of any part of a plant or even of a single

sometimes allows of our recognizing exactly the

The

size,

cell,

is

and

yielil relati\ely

formed upon the

this residue of ash

form, and outline of the

cells.

universal distribution of ash-forming constituents permits us to conclude with

certainty that they do not exist fortuitously in plants, but are essential to tliem.

That these constituents are indispensable may
attempt

is

made

also be

proved directly.

an

If

to nourish a plant on filtered air and distilled water exclusively, the

plant soon dies; but

if

a small quantity of the constituents of

its

ash are added to

the distilled water in which the roots are innnersed, the plant grows visibly in the
solution,

and develops leaves and flowers and even seeds capable of germination.

Experiments of this kind with cultures have been the means of almost completely establishing the division between those constituents
for all plants,

which are indispensable

and those which are only necessary under certain conditions and to

particular species, or,

still

less,

only beneficial.

Those elements must be regarded

as essential, which are used by plants for the process of construction, and enter
into the composition of the protoplasm or of the cell-membi-ane

—such, for instance

as are essential constituents of proteid substances, or are in some waj' necessary
to the formation of these products.

Amongst

these

must he included sulphur,

Some

phosphorus, potassium, calcium, and magnesium.

plants, especially' those

that live in the sea, require sodium, iodme and chlorine, and, for green
is

necessary.

Silicon is also very important for

flourish in the wild state.

most plants

Most of these elements are taken into a

coiu'se of nutrition, in a condition of

extreme oxidation, that

jjlants,

in helping

is

iron

them

to

plant, in the

to say in combina-

tion with a quantity of oxygen; in fact, as a general rule, they are alisorbed in

the form of
stuffs

salts,

and we may for the sake of brevity include

under the name of nutrient

salts or food-salts.

all

the mineral food-

NUTRIENT SALTS.
It is oljvious that food-salts

G7

can only pass through cell-membranes and reach

On

the interior of a plant in a state of solution.

may

account the soluble sul-

this

magnesium, potassium and

phates, phosphates, nitrates and chlorides of calcium,

Whether an essential element is
absorbed by a plant in the form of one of these compounds or another appears
to be unimportant: phosphorus, for example, may be proffered by the soil in the
iron,

pre-eminently be called food -salts.

form either of potassium phosphate or of sodium phosphate, with

As regards the importance
it is

of sulphur to plants,

at

any

compounds

a

medium

Lime

supposed.

For,

it

in solutions free

if it

is

used in the construction of

therefore important, inasmuch

does not enter into

was proved, by means

its comjDosition,

as

of artificial cultures, that plants reared

from iron were white instead

of green,

and died at

very short time, and were able to continue their development.

most of these elements does not

as

was formerly

therefoi-e

whereas,

last;

became green

after the addition of a small quantity of a soluble iron salt, such plants
in a

decom-

is

Iron certainly participates in the foi'ma-

of ti'ansport for sulphur.

tion of chlorophyll, even

is

introduced into

form insoluble calcium oxalate, and

the sulphur going to form the sulphuric acid which

it is

is

This salt

plants in combination with sulphuric acid as calcium sulphate.

albuminous substances or proteids.

Potassium

of nitrogen.

Calcium

supposed to play a part in the formation of starch.

posed, the lime combining with oxalic acid to

results.

Phosphorus appears to be

necessary for the production of pi'oteid substances.

indispensable in the transformation of certain
is

it is

like

rate established that

The

utility of

appear to consist necessarily

in

their

entering into the composition of organic compounds, but in the promotion and
regulation of the constructive and destructive chemical processes.
•Silicic

stitute

acid,

often

which occurs so plentifully

more than 50 per

unicellular water-plants

known

cent,

in the ash of

as Diatoms are incinerated, or

Juniper-needles, or leaves of grasses, &c.,

;ire

cells,

ticular, the stiff hairs

but even

distinct,

much more

owing

silicic acid,

and exhibit not only
In par-

the finest sculpturing of the cell-walls.

The

latter present

still

the

very beautiful forms with their

and many structural properties

especially their moulding, striation,

seen

minute

If the

stems of Equisetum,

if

on the leaves of grasses are preserved, and better

cell-membranes of diatoms.
outlines quite

plants as to con-

subjected to a red heat, white skeletons

remain behind which consist almost entirely of
the forms of the

many

has a different function.

of

the cell-membranes,

and the dots and other excrescences are to be

clearly after than Viefoi'e ignition,

when

the transpai-ency

to the protoplast occupying the interior of each cell.

was

less

In order to describe

exactly the very varied form of Diatomacese, specimens are carefully and thor-

oughly ignited, and the descriptions and illustrations of these microscopic plants
are for the most part

skeletons

show

made

froui siliceous skeletons prepared in this

way.

clearly that silicic acid occurs only in the cell-mendjrane,

no part as constituent of any chemiciil compound

and plays

in the protoplasm: nor does

packed and so evenly distributed

it

The molecules
amongst the mole-

appear to be instrumental in the formation of any such compound.
of silicic acid are so closely

These

NCTiüExr

GS
cules

cellulose that,

oi'

even

al'ter

sAi/rs.

the i'enioval of the latter,

tlie

entire structure

They form, therefore, a regular
a means of protection against cei-tain

preserved in outline and in detail.

may

M'hich

be looked upon as

is

coat of mail
injurious ex-

ternal influences.

For a large number of plants living

sodium, iodine, and bromine also

in the sea,

are of esjjecial importance as food-stuflfe.

How

far fluorine, manganese, lithium,

and various other metals, which have been detected in the ash of some plants, are
of use is not determined, for our knowledge is particularly incomplete with respect
and growth by the

to the various uses subserved in nutrition
It

food-stuffs.

is

worthy

is

which

of note that alumina,

easily accessible to plants,

is

is

different mineral

and

so widely distributed

The ash

only very rarely absorbed.

of Lycopodiimn

the only kind in which this substance has been identified with certainty in anj'

considerable quantities.
Lastly,

amongst the sources of elements contained

But

consider the solid crust of the earth.

it is

we must

in the food-salts,

only in the case of comparativelj'

few vegetable organisms that this earth-crust forms the immediate foster-soil.
The majority derive the salts that nourish them from the products of the weathering of rocks, from refuse and the decajäng remains of dead animals and plants,
which, in decomposing, give back their mineral substances to the gi-ound, from
underground waters that

filter

through

fissures in rocks

and through the

interstices

of sandy or clayey soils soaking with lye, the adjacent parts of the earth's crust,

and, lastly, from the water of springs, streams, ponds, and lakes, which have
to the surface holding salts in solution, as also

from sea-water with

come

supply

its rich

of salts.

The very

salts that are

needed by most plants are amongst the most widelj-

and of magnesium,
for example, and salts of iron, potassium, &c., are found almost eveiywhere in the
At the same time it is
earth, and in water, whether subterranean or superficial.
into plants by anjintroduced
food-salts
are
not
very striking that these mineral

distributed on the earth's surface.

means
that,

The sulphates

in proportion to the quantity in

which

of calcium

thej' are

provisions at their disposal only those that are good for
as

is

we

serviceable.

will

now

In the
soil
is

contained in the

soil,

but

on the contrary, plants possess the power of selecting from the abundance of

or

This selective capacity of plants

briefly consider

first

place

some

we have the

medium may yet

of the

is

them and

manifested ni

in such (juantitj-

many

ways, and

most important of them.

fact that plants reared close together in the

exhibit an altogether diftereut composition of ash.

same
This

particularly striking in water and bog-plants, which, though rooted in close

pi-oximity and immersed in the same water,
respect of mineral food absoi-bed.

the

Water-soldier

(Straiiotes

a species of Stone-wort (Chara

growing
lime,

and

The

show

i-esult,

aloides),
fcrfiria),

for instance, of testing specimens of

White Water-lily (Fymphcea alba),
and the Reed (Phragmites communis), all
the

swamp, was as follows as regarded the potash,
held by them respectivel j'

close together in a
silicic acid,

verj- considerable differences in

:

soda,
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The annexed

protoplasm in coiistructiun, and in the storage of materials.

which gives

side

by

side analyses of the ash of branches of the

with their leaves attached,

illustrates the

Yew {Taxus

of the

3-6

1-9

l-(i

1-9

.")'ü

4-2

8-3
2-1

22-7
29-6
14-1

Carbonic Acid,
Traces of Manganese, Chlorine,

36-1

38-8

5-M

)

the quantities of calcium and of

yew from

find that

grown upon

23-1

98-5

98-7

magnesium

3G-3

I

chief!}-

in the ash of yews,

on

rocks.

grown

in the case of serpentine for-

magnesia preponderates considerablj'

in

weight over lime in a

compound

whilst the proportion between these two salts
limestone.

i

'

27-6
24-4

serpentine rocks (which are in the main a

silicic acid),

5-7

and occasionally on serpentine

on lime and on gneiss respectively, with those yielded

we

41-2

Europe on very various mountain formations,

limestone, but not infrequently on gneiss,

mation,

300

21 -S

99-6

iu Central

0-6
)

&c.,..

Totals,

The Yew occurs

3-7

1-7
I

Pota.sh,

On comparing

Gneiss.

3-8

16-1

:

Yew from

Serpentine.

Acid,
Sulphuric Acid,
Phosphoric Acid,
Iron Oxide,
Lime,
Magnesia,

haccata)

replacement of calcium by magnesium

Ash from branches and leaves

Silicic

table,

The obvious inference from the

table

of magnesia

and

is

reversed in a

yew

is

that, in plants

from

This is furis to a great extent replaced by magnesia.
by the circumstance that if lime and magnesia are counted together
numbers are very near one another, namely 41 '2 per cent of the ash

a serpentine ground, lime
ther supported
the resulting

for limestone, 38'8 per cent for serpentine rock,

But

all

these

phenomena observed

and 36'3 per cent for

in connection

gneiss.

with the selection of food-salts

are not nearly so surprising as the fact that plants are also capable of singling out

from an abundance of other matter particular substances, which are of importance to them, even from a soil containing them in l)arely perceptible quantities, and
of concentrating

them

to a certain extent.

third of the ash of the white water-lily

is

As has been shown above, nearly a

composed of common

salt.

One might,

therefore, suppose that the water in which water-lilies flourish contains a particularly large quantitj' of

common

salt.

But nothing

of the kind

is

the case.

The

bog water which bathed the stem and leaves of this specimen onlj- contained 0'335
per cent of common salt, and the mud through which the roots straggled contained
onl}^

0010 per

No

cent.

less astonishing is it to find

mentioned, sheathed in
silicic acid.

silicic acid,

Above the Arzler

spring of cold water which

Diatomaceaj, with cell-membranes, as above

existing in water which contains no trace of

Alp, in the Solstein chain near Innsbruck, there

falls in little

cascades between blocks of rock.

is

a

The
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water of this spring

hanl, and

is

Exactly at the spot where

it

it

71

deposits lime at a

wells out of a

little

distance fi-om the source.

in the rock its

fissui-e

bed

is

entirely

mied by a dai'k-brown flocculent mass which consists of millions of cells of the
These
beautiful Odontidlum hiemale, a species of diatom with siliceous coating.
cells are

ranged together in long rows, and are present in numbers and luxuriance

Yet the spring water

such as are scarcely ever to be observed in other situations.
flowing round contains so

little

silicic

acid that no

trace of this substance could

discovered in the residue from the evaporation of 10

An

instance similar to this of

silicic acid, is

by the iodine

afforded

Most of the sea-wracks inhabiting the North Sea contain
considerable quantity, and yet
the water of the North Sea.

by

we have not

be

litres.

iodine,

in the sea.

many

indeed in

hitherto succeeded in detecting iodine in

Similar phenomena, sometimes quite baffling explana-

The clefts in the rocks of quartziferous slate in
the Central Alps are, in many places, overgrown by saxifrages (Saxifraga Sturniiana
and Saxifraga oppositifolia) with leaves aggregated together in closely-crowded
rosettes, which are conspicuous from afar, owing to their pale colouring.
On
tion, are

exhibited

land-plants.

closer inspection one finds that the apices

covered with

frequently referred to in connection with

any lime compound

in vain for

and edges

of these rosulate leaves are

incrustations of carbonate of lime, a substance

little

its

importance to plants.

in the earth

which

fills

which

will be

But one seeks

the clefts, and the only

traces of lime contained in the adjacent rock itself are those occurring in the little
scales of

mica scattered about, and these are not readily decomposable.

Yet the

lime incrusting the saxifrage leaves can only be derived from the underlying rock,

former instances the

as in

just

the cell-membranes of diatoms

acid in

silicic

must lie secreted from the spring described, the iodine in sea-weeds from the
sea, and the common salt in water-lilies from the pond where they grow, although in
each case the substance concerned

is

only to be found,

able traces in the soil or liquid serving as medium.
special interest, because

substance,

if it

is

that fresh portions
surface:

tinually being caused

thousands of

litres

by changes

of sea-water

one square meter, and, even

it

still,

in scarcely ponder-

is

only present in exti'emely

compensating currents are

of temperature.

may

con-

Thus, in the course of a day,

fiow over a sea-weed with a surface

of

only a small portion of the substance, traces of

if

which we are supposing to exist in the water,
the

all,

Where a plant is surrounded by liquid, we can well imagine
of the medium are constantly coming into contact with its

even in water apparently

for,

at

Facts of this kind have a

they prove that plants have the power of appropriating a

important to them, even when

minute quantities.

if

is

wrested from each

litre, still,

absorbing plant might collect quite a profitable quantity in a number of

days.

The volume

spring

is

still

trace of silicic acid
difiiculty in

of water flowing over a plant

greater,

and

it

may become

understanding

how

substances contained in the

situated

in the

source of a

readily conceivable that even the most minute

is

of account in course of time.

There

is

more

plants with roots in the earth set about utilizing

soil in scarcely

appreciable quantities.

These plants

NOTRIUXT SALTS.
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must

all

iit

events come into contact with aa great a mass of nutrient

and

possible,

this

by means

eti'ected

is

making

and, in addition, they must assist in

by the elimination from themselves

soil

soil

as

of a widely-ramifying system of I'oots;

available desii-able matter in the

of certain substances.

In order to explain the remarkable power that plants possess of exercising

a choice

in the absorjjtiun of certain food-stuffs

presented to them,
in

the

cells

we must

which are

reach the interior of a

assume a

in the first place

immediate contact with

in

special structure to exist

To

medium.

nutrient

the

the salts must pass through the cell-membrane and

cell,

We may

the so-called ectoplasm.

from am<;ngst the whole number

look ujDon these walls, that are to be pene-

by our previous simile, as sieves, which allow only
certain kinds of molecules to pass and arrest others.
Moreover, just as the
structure of a sieve, especially the size and shape of its pores, has its effect in the
trated, as filters, or, to abide

separation of the particles of the matter sifted, so also

may

the structure of a

have a discriminating influence in the absorption of

cell-wall

food-salts.

It

may

be supposed that the cell-wall in one species of plant acts as a sieve capable of
letting through molecules of potash but

a second

none of alumina, whilst the

alumina to pass as

species allows molecules of

but

well,

This hypothesis would also explain

those of chloride of sodium.

cell-wall in

impervious to

is

why

the absorp-

by plants generally takes place through cell-walls, and why
the organs concerned by means of ojaen tubes, which would lie

tion of food-stufts

absorption into
at

all

events a

to investigate
salts to
sieves,

much
first

simpler method,

move from

the

soil

not preferred.

to the cell-membranes,

and through them into the

sense from without

stimulus in the plant

is

insoluble

a

however, necessary

which we suppose

A

to be like

force acting in this

and we must therefore look

for the motive

stated in connection with the absorption of carbonic acid,

movement

is

equilibrium in the growing vegetable organiam.
cell

is,

itself.

believed that the cause of this

of a

It

interior of a plant.

inconceivable,

As has been already
it is

is

the nature of the force which causes molecules of the various

particular substance

is

the disturbance of the molecular
If at

one spot in the protoplasm

altered, and, let

us say, converted into an

compound, the previous grouping of molecules appears

in other words, the molecular equilibrium

is

disturbed.

To

to be altered, or

restore equilibrium,

must be a re-introduction of molecules of the material that has been removed;
and the attraction of them from the quarter where they occur in a fluid, that is
to say in a mobile condition, is the more energetic.
Supposing, for instance,
there

gypsum

(i.e.

sulphate of lime)

combines with the oxalic acid
of lime, whilst the

is

being decomposed within a

(set free in the

albuminoids, this use of the

gypsum

diate

it

the place of consumption.

contact with

the nutrient

cell) to

form insoluble oxalate

elements

to

form

insoluble

occasions a violent attraction of that sub-

stance from the environment, or, to put

gypsum towards

same

sulphur combines with ether

and the lime

cell,

another way,

it

movement

causes a

If this latter place is

substratum, the absorption of

a

cell in

of

innne-

the substance
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which the material is used up is separated
from the substratum by intervening cells, the attraction must act through all those
The substance consumed must be taken in the first place from the
cells upon it.

iittracted is direct;

but

th«

if

cell in

adjoining the consuming cell on the side towards the periphery: this cell again
must take it from its neighbour, which is still nearer the periphery, and so on

cell

upon the nutrient subwhich substances are used

until the external cells themselves exercise their influence

stratum.

Thus, one

may

regard the growing

cells in

This also explains

up, as centres of attraction with respect to those substances.

why

it is

that the influx of food-salts takes place only so long as the plant

is

grow-

ing; and we see, too, that the direction of the current must vary according to the
position of the growing cells, and according to the degree of their constructive

activity.

But that one plant prefers one

sulistance

and another another

and a third iron

attracts iodine, a second sodium,

—

result of the specific constitution of the protoplasm.

—that one species

can only be interpreted as a

The protoplasm

of a

growing

which contains no iodine does not require that substance either, for the proA protoplast of this kind will not therefore
cesses of transmutation and storage.
be a centre of attraction for iodine, liut will draw from the environment with
cell

great force substances which are

conception of the absorption and

its

essential

constituents.

selection of food-salts,

the possibility of a substance being sought after
poison

on another.

even when

Iodine

exercises

itself

by one

we

Having gained

this

are able to imagine

species whilst acting as

a prejudicial

on

effect

many

plants,

Cell-membranes in immediate contact

present in very small quantities.

with a medium containing iodine are modified as regards their structure by the
iodine: their pores are enlarged, lose their value as orifices adapted to the admittance of certain food-salts in limited quantities, and they no longer prevent the
influx of

injurious substances.

plant suffers.

On

and by so doing the

die,

the other hand, plants to which

constituent are not hurt in

nor destroyed, and suction

But we must

is

iodine

any way by the presence

medium

substance in the nutrient

manner.

Ultimately they

:

an indispensable

is

of small quantities of this

their cell-membi-anes are neither

able to take place through

them

paralj'sed

in a perfectly

in this case specially emphasize the condition of the

being small, for a larger quantity of this substance

entire

normal

amount

positively injurious even to

is

plants which require iodine.

The general

rule for a great

food-salts necessary to

number

of plants

them are supplied

in

is

that they thrive best

very dilute solutions.

An

when

the

increase in

the (juantity of the salts administered not only fails to promote development, but,

on the contrary, arrests

it.

This

is

the result even

if

the salts are such as are

absolutely necessary in small quantities to the plants in question.

amount

of an iron salt

measure

is

is

indispensable to

all

exceeded, iron salts have a destructive

protoplasm, and cause the plant to die.

between salubrious

efiects

and the

reverse,

green plants
eflTect

;

A

but,

very minute
if

a certain

on the cell-membranes and

But at what point the boumlary lies
where the beneficial action of particular
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substances ceases ami detriincutal action Ijcgins,

We

has been stated.

by

grasses, mosses,

we

and various

scatter

herl)s

mosses die; in the case of the grasses growth
the

lu'i-lis

known more

If

we

pi't-ciscly tlian

is

wood-ash over a

scatter

gypsum

The

and shrubs.

which

fiekl

result

instead, the

is

that the

is

somewhat increased; whilst some

and shrubs, notably polygonaceous and cruciferous

ingly luxuriant growth.
is

not

is

that different pkints behave very differently in

Suppose, tor example, that

this respect.

ove^•gro^vn

know

only

of

plants, exhibit a sti'ik-

development of clover

enhanced, and, on the other hand, there are certain ferns and grasses that die

when gypsum

earlier

is

supplied, or, at least, are considerably stunted in their

growth.

The

predominate on calcareous and others on siliceous

fact that certain plants

ground has been the subject of very thorough investigation; and these researches
were regarded as justifying the assumption that particular species require a more or
less

considerable quantitj- of lime for food, whilst others require similarly

Hereupon was founded a division

acid.

of plants

int(j

silicic

those which required and

were tolerant of lime, and into such as required and tolerated

The explanaany rate in

silica.

tion given of these facts does not seem, however, to be satisfactoiy, at

the case of siliceous plants.

It

is

much more

probable that the so-called

loving plants are produced on gi-ound composed of ((uartz, granite, or

reason of the abundance of

would be

large quantity, such as

and

of lime are found,

This

plant.

silicic acid,

its

liable to injure plants of the kind; for

presence to this extent

is

not of course inconsistent with the fact that individual species

is

wormwood

and

species,

and cruciferous

onlj' flourish

therefore,

on

is

soils

The proper
is

easily

soluble

by

regularlj' saturated

saline

Such places

crystals of salt effloresce on the dr3-ing surface.

The

are the sea-shore, the salt steppes, and the neighbourhood of salt-mines.

above plants not

onlj' flourish in these localities in great

but they supplant
alkaline salts
salt

is

all

when

for these

haliitat

which contain an abundance of

alkaline compounds, in places where the ground

and whei-e

luxuriantly

In the case of oraches,

plants, alkalies, in comparatively large

quantities, are necessarj^ for hardj' development.

solutions,

only traces

absolutely necessary for every

these nutritive salts are not meted out too sparinglj-.

plants,

silica-

not by

but because of the absence of lime in an}'

require larger quantities of jiarticular food-salts

thrifts,

slate,

aljundance and perfection,

other species on w^hich the excessive provision of soluble

not beneficial.

If the seeds of

such plants happen to

fall

upon the

ground they germinate, but only drag out a miserable existence for a short

time,

and

in the

end are crowded out by the luxuriant oraches and

Plants which only flourish abundantly on
halophytes.
sea-water.

The same name has

soils

«Sic,

which

also been applied to plants

Most of the species used by us as edible

cabbages, turnips, cress,

onl}^ thrive in

vegetaViles, as, for instance,

are reallj' descended from halophj'tes, and accordinglj-

require a soil that contains a comparatively rich supply of alkalies.

tunity will occur, later on, of I'eturning to the question as to

has gained by

all

crucifers.

rich in alkaline salts are called

these discoveries, and of considei-ing

what

how

An

oppor-

far agriculture

processes, based

upon
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tlie

results of scientific research,

these processes

manure

may

have been introduced into

practice.

Amongst

be mentioueil the rotation of crops, the artificial application of

and the restitution of the mineral food-salts which the

to exhausted land,

particular plants last cultivated have withdrawn from the land under tillage.

ABSOEPTION OF FOOD-SALTS BY WATER-PLANTS.
grow

It is usual to designate all plants that

plants.

But

in their

in

narrower sense these names

which, durino- their entire

lives,

especially carbonic acid, direct

water as hj^lrophytes or water-

ai-e

only applicable to those plants

vegetate under water and derive their nutriment,

from the water.

A

number

of plants have widely

ramifying roots fixed in the earth at the liottom of water, and the lower parts of
their stems, either temporarily or throughout

life,

immersed in water, whilst the

upper parts of their stems and their upper leaves are exposed to the air and take
carbonic acid direct fi'om the atmosphere, and these should be regarded as marshplants and classed with land-plants so far as regards food-absorption.
rushes, water-fennel

and water-plantain, the yellow

water-lily,

Keeds and

even the amphibious

Polygoniiin and the white water-lily, are marsh-plants and not true hydrophytes.

they are entirely submerged

It is characteristic of all these marsh-plants, that if

any length of time they die, whereas they are not injured if the water's level
at the place where they grow sinks so as to expose the lower portions of the stem.
In places formerly submerged, but from which, in course of time, the water has
retreated, so that they have been turned into meadows, one may come across not
for

only clumps of reeds and rushes but even yellow and white water-lilies, flourishing
perfectly on the moist earth.

Water-plants, or hydrophytes in the proper acceptation of the term, perish
if

they are kept for a length of time out of their proper medium and exposed to

the

air.

In most of them death ensues quickly, for their delicate cell-membranes

are not able to prevent the exhalation of water from the interior of their cells;

and, there

being no provision for a replacement of the evaporated

whole plant dries up.
water, though

it is

If

fluid,

the

one supplies aquatic plants, thus desiccated, with

indeed absorbed

it

no longer has the power of reviving them.

Those hydrophytes which occur in the

sea,

near the shore, are able to stand

exposure to the air for a comparatively long time, and they are regularly subject to it during ebb-tide.

Sea-wracks which at high-tide were floating in the

water are then seen lying on the dry rocks or sand of the shore.
branes of the

cells

forming the outermost layer in

But the mem-

these sea-wracks

all

is verj'

thick.

They retain water staunchly and prevent the plants from drying up, at least until
high-tide occurs again,

Amphibious plants

when they
in

are once

more submerged.

upper like those of land-plants so far as desiccation
of

pond-weed

Ranunculi

like those of aquatics

which the lower leaves are

is

concerned

Potamogeton heterophyllus and P. nutans

Ranunculus aquatilis and R. hololeuaus),

{e.g.

and the

several kinds

—and a few white-flowered

exhibit a transition stage from
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aquatic plants to

nmd

exposed on the
their

liind-plaiits.

abundant

When

tlir

WATEK-l'l.AXTS.

l;V

water sinks and they are tinally

lei't

lying

or wet sand, to whicli they appear to be tiiMidy attached

only the previously submerged leaves that

roots, it is

part of the foliage which

floateil

ilr\-

up.

by

That

on the surface and was conse(|uently always in

contact with the air continues to thrive, and any fresh leaves that niay be developed

adapt themselves completely to the new environment.
served in

many

instance,

is

of the plants

which

Similar behaviour

on the surface of water.

float freely

the case with some species of duckweed

is

ob-

Such, for

(Lemna minor and L.
when the water

polyrrhiza), with Azolla, Pontederia and Pidia; they do not die
sinks, leaving

their roots,

them stranded, but absorb

and

if

from the wet earth through

in this condition are not to be distinguished

Hydrophytes
die

food-stuffs

narrow

in the

sense,

from land-plants.

plants which are entirely submerged and

i.e.

they are surrounded by air instead of water for any length of time, are for

the most part fixed to some support beneath
characteristic

method

the

In

water.

many

cases

the

of reproduction consists in the separation of special cells,

which then swim about for a time
re-attach themselves to

Sooner or

in the water.

some seemingly suitable

development are again stationary.

later,

however, they

and the further phases of their

spot,

Comparatively few permanently submerged

medium

species are freely suspended in the licjuid

in every stage of development.

by currents in the water, but the extent of
their displacement is never very great, owing to the fact that submerged species of
this kind occur almost exclusively in still water.
As instances may be mentioned
the ivy-leaved duckweed (Lcmna trlsulca), the water-violet (Hottonia 'palustris),
the various species of hornwort (Ceratophyllum), in all of which roots are absent;
and in addition amongst spore-bearing or cryp)togamic plants i?icci(X_/?mfo?)s, and
many of the Desmidiacece, Spirogyras and Nostocinece.
Such

free plants are liable to be shifted

Some

of these aquatic plants periodically rest on the

lake in which they

An example

live.

is

afibrded

as the water-soldier (Stratiotes aloides), which, as
is

not unlike an aloe in appearance.

bottom of the pond

it

inhabits.

bottom of the pond or

by the remarkable plant known
is indicated by its Latin name,

During the winter,

As April draws

this plant rests at the

near, the individual plants rise

almost to the surface and remain floating there, producing fresh sword-shaped
leaves

and bunches

which,

when

flowering

is

the

of r'oots

summer

which

is

arise

from the abbreviated

at its height, float

over, the plant sinks again to

upon the

mature

axis,

surface.

its fruit

and

and

finally flowers

When
seeds,

the time of

and develop

Towards the end of August,
The young plants that have meantime

buds for the production of young daughter-plants.
it rises

for the second time in one year.

grown up resemble their parent completely, except that their size is smaller.
They grow at the end of long stalks sjjringing from amongst the whoi'led leaves,
and the stately mother-plant is now surrounded by them like a hen by her chickens.
During the autumn, the shoots connecting the daughter-plants with their parent rot
away, and, thus

isolated,

each

moi-e to the bottom of the

little rosette,

pond and there

as well as the mother-plant, sinks once

hil)ernates.

ABSORPTIOX OF FOOD-SALTIS BV WATEIt-PLAXTS.
Altogether the uuiaber of aubiiiei-ged

As has been

very small.

by

said before,

jilimt.s

which

far the greater

live
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suspended in water

number

is

are attached some-

Seed-bearing plants or Phanerogamia, such as Vallisneria, Oioviranda,

where.

Myriophijllum, Najas, Zannichdlia, Ruj^pia, Zostera, Elodea, HydrlUa, and several
species of

Potamogeton (P. pectiaatus, P.

piisillus, P. lucens, P. densiis, P.crispus);

various species of Isoetes and Pilularia and sub-

as also ci-yptogams, such as

tlie

merged mosses, are fastened

in the

mud under

water by means of attachment roots

brown and red sea-weeds are

or of rhizoids, whilst the almost illimitable host of
fixed

by

special cells or

groups of

cells,

which are often root-like

in appearance.

The sea-weeds choose rocks and stones, by preference, for their support, l)ut they
also make use of animals and plants.
The shells of mussels and snails are often
completely overgrown by brown and i-ed sea-weeds. Larger kinds of Fucaceaj,
and

especially the species of Sai-gassum
forests,

which form regular submarine

Ctjstosira,

bear upon their liranches numerous other small epiphytes, chiefly Floridese,

and these again are themselves

covei'ed

huge and lofty brown sea-weeds which

by minute
raise

Many

Diatomaceffi.

one forcibly of tropical trees covered with Orchidefe and Bromeliaceae,

sea, i-emind

whilst the latter are themselves overgrown by Mosses and Lichens.

These epiphytes

are for the most part, however, neither parasitic nor saprophytic.

hydrophytes attached by means of single
nutriment,

of the

themselves from the bottom of the

i.e.

no

food-salts,

or groups

cells

from the support they

of

derive

cells

When

rest upon.

In general

no

loosened from

the substratum thej^ continue to live in the water fur a long time; they increase in
size,

and

if thej^

come

In this connection

it.

into contact with a solid
it is

carapaces entirely covered

body are apt

to attach themselves to

well worthy of remark that certain Crustacea have their

by hydrophytes

of this kind,

and that

For instance, some

short time for the plants to establish themselves \ipon them.
species of crabs, such as
scorpiioides
&e.,

Maja

and Stenorrhyncus

takes a very

it

verrucosa, Pisa tetraodon and P. armata, Inachus
longirostris, cut

oft'

bits of

Wracks, Floride«, Ulvaj,

with their claws, and place them on the top of their carapaces, securing them

on peculiar spiky or hooked

The fragments gi'ow firmly

hairs.

the crabs'

to

chitinous coats, and far from being harmful to the animals are, on the contrary,

The crabs

an important means of protection.
sequence of this disguise, and

very material which makes
its

it

it

is

in question escape pursuit in con-

to be observed that each species

most unrecognizable

to plant

chooses the

upon the exterior of

body: those species which live chiefly in regions where Cystosiras are indigenous

deck themselves in Cystosiras, whilst those which inhabit the same places as Ulva;,
carry Ulvse on their backs.
it

This phenomenon has for us a special interest in that

shows that the water-plants we are discussing draw no food-salts from their

place of attachment, and that accordingly the chemical composition of the support
is

a matter of utter

inditt'erence to all thesj Fucacete, Floridese, Ulvse, &c.

no doubt that food-salts are absorbed by these hydrophytes from the
surrounding water through their whole .surface. Acccjrdingly the structure of their
There

is

peripheral cells

is

much

simpler than

is

the case in land-plants.

In the latter very

ABSORPTION OF FOOD-.SALT.S
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complicated adaptations are iiecessaiy for the extraction of food-salts from the

In particular, the portions which are exposed to the air above ground exhibit

earth.

a number of special structures connected with
(cuticle,

These structures

this extraction.

stomata, &c.) are superfluous in the case of aquatic plants, for there

them no necessity

for raising

with

is

and conducting food-salts into the parts where they

much

can be used up.

Moreover the absorption

inasmuch as

not necessary for the absorbent parts to search for a perpetual

it is

source of the requisite substances.

The

of nutritious matter

is

simpler,

roots of land-plants have often to range

over a wide area in order to find sufiicient nourishment in the earth, and frequently

they have then to liberate

it, i.e.

bring

case with water-plants.

They

are completely surrounded

it

into a state of solution.

This

is

not the

by a medium which

itself to a large extent a solution of food-salts, and no sooner are suljstances
withdrawn by the absorbent cells from the layers of water inunediately bounding
them than those substances are again supplied from the more remote environis

Constant compensating currents occur

ment.

scarcely an aquatic plant towards which there
salts it requires in

in

water, and there

a form suitable for absorption.

In connection with this kind of

is

also the fact that the parts

by which hydrophytes attach

themselves to a support are relatively small in area.

only

therefore,

not a perpetual flow of the food-

food-absorption there

trees in height

is,

is

and

girth, are fixed to

Fucoids, as large as hazel

submerged rocks by groujis of

cells

perhaps

cm. in diameter.

1

The quantity

of food-salts absorbed

by hydrophytes is very considerable comAs has lieen mentioned before,

pared with the amounts absorbed by other plants.

soda and iodine play a very important part in the thousands of

which

live in the sea.

water,

common

salt

If Florideee are transferred

and other

saline

compounds

difl'erent \-arieties

from the sea into pure

difi"use

distilled

out of the interior of

tlie

through the cell-membranes into the fresh water around. The red colouring
matter of these Floridece also passes through the cell-walls into the water, proving

cells

that the molecular structure of the

membrane

is

adapted to the agency of salt

water in the osmotic processes of food-absorption.
Plants living in fresh, or in brackish water, likewi.se absorb
quantities of food-salts;

and

this accounts for the

fact that

relati\-el3'

water which

is

large

very

poorly provided with nutriment of the kind contains only very few vegetable
species.

One would expect that exceedingly abundant vegetation would be evolved in
running water, provided the latter contained food-salts in solution, however small
they might l:>e in (juantity. For, in such a situation, it is not necessary to wait for
the salts withdrawn by the plants from their immediate environment to be restored
by the slow processes of mixture and e()uilibration the water which has been drained
;

of nutriment

is

replaced the next

moment by

other water bearing fresh food-salts.

Experience shows, however, that flowing water

ment

of hydrophytes as

is

the

still

is

not so favourable to the develop-

water of pools, ponds, and lakes.

partly depend on the fact that running water

is

This

may

always poorer in food-salts, and
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partly also on the circumstance that mechanical difficulties are opposed to the taking

up

from water

of saline molecules

There are only a few plants

in rapid motion.

that are able to absorb xnider these conditions, and these choose,

by preference, the

very spots where they are most exposed to the dash of the water.

Thus, certain

Xostocineaa (Zonotrichia, Scytoneiua) are to be found constantly in waterfalls at
the parts where the most violent

fall

Lemania, Hydrurus, and many

occurs.

mosses and liverworts, grow by preference in the foaming cascades of rapid

Amongst flowering

torrents.

e.g.

we only know

of the Podostemacete as choosing

Podostemacea3 are exceedingly curious

a habitat of this kind.

little plants,

would take for mosses or liverworts without

at first glance one

them,

plants

roots.

which

Some

of

the Brazilian species of the genus Lajihogyne and the various species of

Terniola growing in Ceylon, exhibit no differentiation into stem and leaves, but are
only represented by green fissured and indented lobes attached to stones.

They

belong without exception to the tropical zone, and occur there in the beds of streams,
attached to rocks, over which the foaming water rushes.

ABSORPTION OF FOOD-SALTS BY LTPHOPHYTES.
Nothing would seem more natural, as

to the absorption of mineral salts

by

lithophytes, than tliat the stone which constitutes their support should yield the
salts,

and that the attached plants should suck them up; but, generally speaking,
is not so simple.
There are mosses and lichens which cling to the surfaces

the case

of rocks on
«[Uartz,

mountain

tops.

and yet the plants

the other hand, a

number

These rocks are sometimes composed of perfectly pure
in question contain

of substances entirely

very

silica;

little

wanting

they contain, on

in the composition of the

underlying rock, and which could not, therefore, have been derived from that

For many of these lithophytes the rock

source.

for attachment,
jjlants,

and

in

no way a nutrient

soil;

is,

just

in the main, only a substratum
as, in

the case of

many

aquatic

the stones to whicli they cling by their discs of attachment are anything

but sources of nourishment.

From what

source, then, do stone-plants of this kind derive the food-salts

are wanting in their substi-atum

?

It

may sound

paradoxical, but

the fact, that they obtain those salts from the air through the
precipitation.

ammonia

in air universally,

also collect, as they

entez'tained that although the
cities

up,

fall,

medium of atmospheric

is full

jjaths

and

The opinion

is

widely

of dust in the neighbourhood of

and human settlements generally, where the

and roads and

acid,

although in extremely minute quantities

floating particles of dust.

atmosphere

which

nevertheless

Rain and snow not only absorb carbon dioxide, sulphuric

— which occur

—but they

it is

soil

is

have been made for purposes of

and ploughed
and perhaps also

laid bare
traffic,

over steppes and deserts where large areas of ground are destitute of vegetation,
yet that there

is

no dust in the air over land remote from

the air of marshes, lakes, or seas.

jjlaces of

that kind or in

This notion has certainly some warrant

if

we

regard as dust ordy the coarser particles which are raised from loose earth and
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liV

H'll

Moreover, the quality

wliirled into the air \>y the wind.

VTES.

ol'

the «lust will uu doubt

One has only

be cliaracteristically affected by the vicinity of areas of industiy.

to

look at the sooty leaves and branches of trees in parks near manufactoi'ies to

But

convince oneself of the reality of this influence.

suppose that

opened up

tlie air in

is free

erroneous to

lie ([uite

regions far from land tliat has been cultivated or otlierwise

from dust.

everywhere. There is dust in the air
and of high mountain glaciers, and there

It contains dust

of the extensive ice-fields of arctic regions
is

would

it

dust in the air of great forests and o\er the boundless sea.
If the

rays of

setting sun fall obliquelj' through a

tlie

gap between two peaks

in

down and

in

a wood-clad mountain valley, sun-motes niay be seen floating up and

window.

much

room when the

just as they do in a

circles,

These motes are of course not usually

visible,

and

through the

fall

tliej^

are moreover

smaller than the particles of dust which are raised by the wind from roads

Now, when

and then again deposited.

and brings them down to

air

rays before sunset

last

This iiappens

of purity.

earth,

rain

and the

falls, it

air

is

more completely

still

takes the sun-motes from the

thus washed to a certain degree

in the event of

The

snow.

latter

acts not unlike a inass of gelatine used to purify cloudj' liquids, its efiect being to

drag down with

it

all

the particles to which the turbidity

part of the liquid quite clear.

mixed with
If

fallen

away

This portion

into chinks

Similarly, falling .snow-flakes filter the air: and,

also

it

dissolves

some of the

dust,

we

still

unmelted in the form of dark patches, streaks, and bands; often

snow that the

find

it

latter resemble

everywhere

— in

last

renmants

lumps of mvid rather than snow.

Accor<l-

regions cultivated and uncultivated, in

lowlands and on high grassy plains above forest
seen in

any

which then

and depressions; but a portion remains behind undissolved.

forms a smeary graphitic covering so widely spreading over the

of melting

ingly

it

gradually consolidated, and then appears lyiug on the parts of the

is

snow that are

due, leaving the upper

snow, there are accordingly innumerable particles of dust.

afterwards the snow gradually melts,

drains

is

direction,

and

limits,

where no

lastly in arctic regions in the

tilled

land

is

tille<i

to be

middle of glaciers several

miles across.

snow dust is not invariably deposited as a result of the filtering of the
by falling snow-flakes; an additional supply is brought by the winds which
blow across the snow-fields. It is not of rare occurrence in the Alps for snowAll this

air

fields to exhibit

suddenly, after violent storms, an orange-red coloration.

inspection one finds that the surface of the
infiuitesimally fine
gales.

snow

is

strewn with a

On

laj'er of

closer

powder,

and for the most part brick-red, which has been brought by the

Investigation of this " meteoric dust " shows that

minute fragments of ferruginous quartz,

Mixed with these there

are,

felspar,

and

it is

composed

various

chieflj'

of

other minerals.

however, sometimes remnants of organic bodies, such

as bits of dead insects, siliceous skeletons of diatoms, spores, pollen-grains, tin}'

fragments of stems, leaves, and
prevailed

fruits,

and the

like.

Once, after a south wind had

for several days, the snow-fields of the Solstein range near Innsbruck

were covered, at a

heiglit of

from two

to three tliousantl

meters above the sea-level.
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with millions of a species of Micrococcus, which lent a

hue

ro.sy

expanses

to vast

of snow.

Most

The

atmosphere originates, doubtless, from our earth.

of the dust in the

air that blows in waves over the earth can carry along with

it

not only dead and

detached portions of plants, but also loose particles of rock, sand, earth, and dried

mud.

one draws one's palm across the weather side of a dry rock comjjosed of

If

dolomitic limestone, gneiss, trachyte, or mica-schist, the surface of the stone always

and the slightest movement of the hand is sufficient to detach a number
which were already separate from the rock and only held in loose conwith
This dust is liable to be detached and carried away by any strong
nection
it.
gust of wind. Larger and heavier particles are not, it is true, lifted much abo\'e the
feels dusty,

of particles

ground: they

rolled

ai'e

This finer dust

powder.

up

from the earth

in

The

into the higher layers of the air

temjDerate zones as well,

it

finer

finest dust in particular, howby the currents which ascend

calm weather; and this applies not only to the tropics but to the

and even to the

therefore, this dust is brought

the earth,

still

then be scattered afar by gales blowing horizontally,

or even ascend into higher atmospheric strata.
ever, is carried

to a

and pounded along and thereby reduced

may

but completes a

of dust restored to earth

Indeed

circuit.

by means

When,

frigid regions of the arctic zone.

back by rain or snow from the upper
it is

highly probable that the

recommence

of atmospheric deposits

travels as soon as they are thoroughly dry again,

aerial strata

and that there

is

to-

particles-

their aei'ial

thus a circulation

of dust analogous to that of water.

There

is

of course no inconsistency in the fact that meteoric dust,

often drifted along in surprisingly large quantities,

during volcanic eruptions

atmosphere and thence
has,

;

nay,

falls to

it

is

may

Chemical investigation of aerial dust

the earth.

and traces of potash and

most widely distributed constituents of the
copper have also been found in

it,

inferred that the dust in these cases

In relation to the question which

is

even possible that cosmic dust reaches our

no doubt, yielded in most cases only sulphuric and phosphoric

nesia, oxide of ii'on, alumina, silica,

which

originate quite suddenly

is

mag-

to say, the

but cobalt and

solid crust of our earth;

over and over again, and

was

acids, lime,

soda, that

has hence been

it

of cosmic origin.

we have

here to answer the above

is,

after

all,

almost a matter of indifference. The only important facts are that dust in a state of

extremely

fine division is

blown about

required by plants for their food, that

by drops

of water

and

in the air, that this dust contains the salts
it is

carried for the most part mechanicallj'

flakes of snow, condensed in the atmosphere,

and

is

partially

dissolved, that the atmospheric deposits supply lithophytic plants with a sufficient

quantity of nutrient
absorljed

salts,

and that the aqueous solution

by the whole surface

of the plants in question.

so supplied is rapidly

We

nuist not omit to

mention here that the demand of lithophytes for mineral food-salts

is

not very great.

In particular the protonemfe and even the leafy shoots of Griinimiie, Rhacomitrice,
Andrewacece and other rock mosses, and the Colleviacece and most crustaceous
Water containinglichens only contain very minute quantities of these substances.
Vol.

I.

6
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the usual mineral salts in about such proijortion as

necessary for the cultivation

is

of cereals in fields has actually an injurious effect on these lithophytes
kills

and soon

them.

At the end

we

of this section

bi-ouffht to earth

important part

it

Here, liowever,

it

from the

air

what happens

shall consider

by

and snow but

rain

is

to dust

which

is

not dissolved, and the

plays in clothing the naked ground and in changes of vegetation.

must be noted that most lithophytes are true dust-catchers, that is
them bj' wind, rain,
use it in later stages of development by extracting nutriment from

to say, they are able to retain, mechanically, dust convej'ed to

and snow, and

Many

it.

to

mosses are completely lithophytic in early stages of development whilst

later they figure as land-plants.

ABSORPTION OF FOOD-SALTS BY LAND -PLANTS.
In no class of plants

is

the absorp)tion of mineral food-salts accomplished in

so complicated a manner as in land -plants.

means unifox-m

in different forms of plants,

Moreover, this absorption

and we must beware of

is

by no

geuei-alizing

with regard to processes which have only been traced and studied in isolated
groups

—perhaps only in the commonly distributed cultivated plants.

hand, with a view to synoptical representation,
great detail or to attempt to describe

At the

all

the other

not desirable to enter into too

it is

the various differences minutely.

outset, it is difficult to give

an accurate account

of

constitutes the source of nutriment in the case of land-plants.

graphitic mass composed of sun-motes, wliich

layer of snow, to coarse gravel, there

On

is

the

soil

From

which

the dark

deposited in the place of a melted

an unbroken chain of transition stages;

is

members of this cliaiu. Again,
component parts, so also it
the amount of admixture of decaj'ing

loam, sand and gravel are only specially-marked
just

as

earth

varies

in

respect of

varies in the mineral salts

it

the size of

contains, in

its

vegetable and animal remains, in the nature of the union of

and

in its capacity to absorb, to retain, or to j-ield

up water.

its

constituents,

Comjjare the sand

composed of quartz on the bank of a mountain stream with that of calcareous
origin which is found impregnated with salt on the sea-shore, or with the sand
at the foot of mountains of trachyte, wiiich has an efflorescence of soda-salts.

Or compare

the granite bed of a desert, bare of

plateaus of northern regions where there
veofetation

for centuries active.

whatever the kind of earth,
plant

when

How

it is

the interstices of

its

is

soil,

with the loam on the

great

is

the difference in each case!

is

engaged

in

the earth supj^lied with water?
" Das hat nicht East bei
Ist stets auf

filled

with watery fluid

the construction of organic

substances.
is

But

only of value as a source of nutriment for a
various particles are

for the time during which the plant

But how

gi-anitic

an intermixture of the remains of a

Tag und Nacht,
Wanderschaft bedacht."
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fall

into lakes, rivers into the sea,
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and hence the water ascends

into the

atmosphere in the form of vapour, and returns once more to earth as snoM%

rain,

Through porous earth it percolates until it has filled all the interspaces.
If its further descent be impeded by impervious strata, it spreads literally as subterranean water, or else comes up at some special spot as a spring.
Earth which is
richly endowed with decaying vegetable remains is able to absorb vapour in addition
from the atmosphere. When this occurs, carbonic and nitric acids are always
and dew.

absorbed along with the aqueous vapoui-.
before, in atmaspheric deposits,

taining carbonic and nitric acids,

when

which come

by the
precipitated from the atmosphere, and conable by their means to decompose the compounds
soui'ce of these acids is aflbrded

Water

decay of dead parts of plants.

in all the rocks

These are contained, as has been mentioned

and another

is

in its

way

as

The

it

percolates through the gi'ound, especially

compounds or so-called silicates
felspars, mica, hornblende, and augite in particular
and quartz, the anhydride of
silicic acid, which form the preponderant mass of the I'ocks of the solid crust of our
its

action

is

long continued.

siliceous

—

earth, either contain a great quantity of silica, alumina,

relatively poor in silica they

may

serpentine, syenite, melaphj^r, dolerite, trachyte

alkalies, or if

they are

The former are found

be rich in iron.

and argillaceous

in granite, gneiss, mica-schist,

and

slate;

and

chiefly

the latter preponderate in
First the felspars are

basalt.

decomposed by the acid water.

Their alkalies combine with the carbonic and nitric
and the alumina and silica remain behind as clay. Iron
is also converted into soluble salts.
The most difficult substances to decompose are
the mica and quartz, and it is on that account that they so often appear in the
acids forming soluble salts,

form of glittering

scales

and angular nodules mixed with the

the decomposition of felspar.
the continuous action

changes

is

of

produced from

the

acidulated

The

water.

result

of

these

chemical

an earth, which, according to the nature of the parent rock, contains

amount of claj^, of quartzose sand or of
ways by iron compounds.
Of substances

a preponderating
in

claj^

But, ultimately, even they are unable to withstand

various

earths yield generally on

analysis the following:

mica, which
useful

to

is

coloured

plants

these

potash, soda, lime, magnesia,

alumina, ferrous and ferric oxides, manganese, chlorine, sulphuric acid, phosphoric
acid,

silica,

and carbonic

sometimes

acid,

proportion relatively, and traces of

many

one

sometimes

another

in

greater

substances often so slight as hardly

to be detected.
It is true that limestone

rocks, enter

and dolomite, which, next

most largely into the composition of the

to the above-mentioned
solid crust of the earth,

and magnesium carbonate respectively; but
extensive strata and piles, they always contain in addition

consist chiefly of carbonate of lime

wherever they occur

in

an admixture of alumina,
in

silicic acid,

ferrous oxide, manganese, traces of alkalies

combination with phosphoric and sulphuric

lime and magnesia a great part

is

acids, &c.

Of the carbonates

of

and carried away upon the
acids, and a pi'oportion also of

gi-adually dissolved

invasion of water containing cai'bonic and nitric

the substances mixed with them, as above mentioned,

is

lixiviated.

What remains
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then consists of an argillaceous, loamy mass, variously coloured by iron and

very similar in appearance to the clay formed from the decomposition of felspar.

Ume

in

abundant or only

in

According to the quantity of the substances mixed with the carbonate of
the rock, the loamy earth formed .from limestone
restricted layers,

is

either

bands and pockets lying on, or intercalated within, the unde-

composed debris of the

Chemical analysis has resulted in the discover}'

stone.

that there are, as a rule, in loamy earth of this kind the same ingredients available for plants as have been identified in earth produced from silicates;

and we

are led to believe that earths, collected in widely different places and covering

rocks of most various kinds, are mucli more uniform qualitatively than has been
supposeil.

Only, the relative proportions of the substances forming the mi.Kture

are usually different.

Silica

and the

alkalies are less conspicuous in earth derived

from limestone, and carbonate of lime
TIÜS difference

is

which

in that

striking

particularly

in

instances

is formed from silicates.
where the rock consisted

almost entirely either of quartz and mica or of nearly pure carbonates of lime

and magnesium.

In these cases the earth formed

consistence, very

abundant, and composed, according to the kind of rock, of

not argillaceous, but of loose

is

quartzose .sand and mica scales or calcareous and dolomitic sand.

The conversion

of rocks into earths

by the action

water from the atmosphere

of

by the disruptions which ensue from changes of temperature, more particularly by the freezing
of water within the pores of rocks.
It is also affected, though more remotely, by
the mechanical action of water and air in motion, and, lastly, by the plants themselves, which penetrate with their roots into the narrowest crevices and mingle their

containing carbonic and nitric acids

is,

dead remains with the portions of the

besides, materially modified

I'ock that are

decomposed, broken up, or

The substance produced from a
The matter
earth-mould, or simply earth.

abraded by chemical and mechanical agencies.
rock in the manner explained

is

called

resulting from the decomposition of plants
"

humus."

i.e.

Every kind of
of retaining gases,
is

is

designated

is

called vegetable mould.

earth, but especially earth rich in

and especially water and

.salts.

humus and

When

poured over a layer of dry vegetable mould,

between the

particles of earth,

it

clay, has the

water containing

spaces are full of water, whilst a fresh supply

is

It is not

air

is

salts in

till all

which has
the inter-

constantly maintained from above,

that any of the liquid oozes out from beneath the stratum of earth.

remaining in the interstices

power

percolates into the spaces

and speedily drives out of them the

but slight adhesion, and which then ascends in bubbles.

we must

the term

bj-

Earth which includes an abundance of decomposed fragments of plants,

has a large admixture of humus,

solution

and animals

held there by adhesion to the particles

The water
of earth, and

conceive each of these particles as surrounded by an adlierent film of

The inorganic salts, infiltrating with the water, are held with still greater
energy. The water which trickles from the bottom of the earth alwaj^s contains a
much smaller proportion of salts in solution than that which was poured on above,
whence we conclude that the latter are in part absorbed by the earth.
water.

ABSORPTION OF FOOD-SALTS BY LAXD-PLANTS.

The

salts are to

be regarded as forming an extremely delicate coating round

minute particles of earth where
the earth

molecules are detained.
attraction exerted
of construction,

by the

cells

tliey are forcibly retained.

to take in these salts

is
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Tliis is effected,

material.

a plant rooted in

however, by means of a very powerful

by the protoplasts of the plant as they

and use up

If

has to overcome the force by which their

it

What

gi'ow, carry

actually happens

is

that are in close contact with particles of earth.

on the work

an energetic suction

This suction depends,

however, upon the chemical affinity between the substances in the interior of the
cells

and the

salts

adhering to the earth-particles, as well as upon the consumption

of food-salts for the manufacture of organic
is

supposed that whenever

salts

compounds within the green

are abstracted from soil-particles

restitution of like salts immediately takes place, particles

still

by

It

cells.

suction, a

unresolved in the

immediate neighbourhood being dissolved, and a fresh influx taking place from the
environment.

Consequently the concentration of the solution retained by the earth

or, at any rate, equilibrium is very quickly
One advantage of this is that the cells in immediate contact with
particles of earth, and their adherent liquid, can only meet with a saline solution of
constant weak concentration, and are therefore secure from injury such as would
is

always approximately the same,

restored.

result in the case of

most plants, from contact with a very concentrated

solution.

In other words, the absorptixe power of earth acts as a regulator of the process of
absorption of food-salts by plants, and
in the earth

is

the means of keeping the saline solution

always at the degree of strength best suited to the plants concerned.

Naturally, the passage of salts from the eai'th to the interior of a plant

dependent on the aid of water containing both the substances composing

is

cell-

The cell-membranes, through which
The aqueous films adhering
to the particles of earth, the water saturating the cell-membrane, and the liquid
inside the cells are really in unbroken connection, and along this continuous waterway the passage of salt molecules in and out can take place easily.
The absorption of food-salts directly from the earth by green cells occurs \-ery
rarely.
The protonema of Poly trichum, which, spreads its threads over loamy earth
and wraps it in a delicate green felt, and that of the famous Cavern Moss (Schistostega), whose long tubular lower cells penetrate the earth in the recesses of caves,
do undoubtedly suck up their necessary food-salts by means of cells containing

contents and

the

food-salts

in

solution.

absorption takes place, are saturated with this solution.

A

chlorophyll.

drawing of the

The majority
taking-up of

latter is given in Plate

I., fig.

p.

of land-plants have, however, special absorptive

salts in solution.

These

cells

cells

for

the

are imbedded amongst or lodged upon

the earth-particles, and are usually in intimate connection with portions of them.

Any

part of a plant that penetrates into the earth or

the function of absorption, be equipped with

lies

cells of

upon

it,

may,

the kind.

if it

performs

Plagiothecium

nekeroideuni, a delicate moss belonging to the flora of Germany, and growing on
earth under overhanging rocks, where
receive

any

food-salts

it is

not exposed to rain, and therefore cannot

through that agency, develops absorption-cells on the apices
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of its oretMi leaflets.

also does
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Leacohi-yum Javense, a species native to Java.

Several delicate ferns of the family' of the Hymenophyllacece exhibit them on their

Many

subteiTanean stems.

under surfaces of their
eonmionly of

all

liverworts and the prothalli of ferns bear

flat thalli

which

outspread on

lie

damp

earth.

are thej^ to be found close behind the growiny tips of roots.

form does not vary very much.
mountain-springs, as on those of

they

cells,

with thin

In some conifers, whilst having in the main the

walls and colourless contents.
shajje just described,

Their

On the roots of plants fringing tlie sources of cold
many marsh-plants in low-lying land, they are in

the form of comparatively large, oblong, flattened, closely united

papillae;

them on the
But most

in that they are arched

(lifter

outwards so as to form

but in most other phanerogams the external cell-wall projects outwards,

and the whole absorptive

cell

develops into a slender tube, set perpendicularlj^ to

the longitudinal axis of the root

(fig.

12*).

Seen with the naked eye, or but slightly magnified, these delicate tubes look like
fine haii'S,

and have received the name of

appears to be covered with velvety

pile,

"

The end

root-hairs."

and the absorptive

of a root often

are then verj'

cells

closely packed; more than four hundred per square millimeter have been occa-

sionally counted.

In other cases, however, there are hardly more than ten on a

When

numbers they are usually elongated and
clearly visible to the naked eye.
Their length, for the most part, varies from the
fraction of a millimeter to three millimeters, and their thickness between O'OOS m.m.
and 0"14 m.m. It is only exceptionally that one meets with plants, rooted in mud,
square millimeter.

in such small

possessing I'oot-hairs 5 m.m. or more in length.

gams

The absorptive

cells of

phanero-

are almost always simple epidermal cells of the particular part of the plant

by any transverse

that bears them, and are not partitioned

In mosses and

walls.

fern prothalli, on the other hand, the absorption-cells are generally segmented
ti'ausverse

helong to the genus

March mtia

leaf-like plant, or rather,

some

on such

form a thick

tliej^

p)art of it as is

felt

turned

of these tangled rhizoids attain a leng-th of nearly 2

mosses also are wrapped in a regular
in the species of B<(/rhida,

have bright green

leaves,

felt.

This property-

Dl.cranum, and Mniuvi, and

cells

of

which the

together spirally like the strands of a rope.

chum.

These

fine, hair-like,

A

felt

away

fi'om the light,

cm.

The stems

is

of

and

many

rendered very striking
such forms as

of the cells in question.
is

composed are twisted

good instance of

this is Polytri-

segmented and branched structures, found on mosses,

variously matted and intertwisted, are called rhizoids.

come

on the under side of the

especiallj- in

by the reddish-brown colour

Sometimes the long capillary

by

In those liverwoi'ts which

septa and are usually greatly elongated.

into contact with the earth-particles are trul}'

But only those cells which
absorbent.
The rest do not

serve to imbibe from the ground, but to conduct the aqueous solution of food-salts,

up by the absorptive cells, to the stem and to the leaves.
The tubular cells resulting from the develoi^ment of a root's epidermis are placed,
Thej' only grow, howas before observed, at right angles to its longitudinal axis.
their
course
is
not always a straight
very
damp,
and
even
then
that
is
in
earth
ever,
after it has been taken
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Their movement seems

for as a rule they describe a spiral as they elongate.

line,

as though

it

were for discovering the most favourable parts of the earth for absorpIn this manner they penetrate into

and attachment.

tion
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earth wliich are

tilled

aside minute particles of earth, especially
If they strike perpendicularly a solid

and grow round

with their surfaces

it

they reach the opposite point on
original direction

(fig.

tlie

When

12^).

tlie

interspaces in the

Thej^ also have the power of thrusting

with air and water.
if

the latter consists of loose sand or mud.

immovable

closelj'

bit of earth,

they bend aside

adpressed to that of the obstacle until

when they once more resume

other side,

their

they encounter large grains of earth they

^•x>^Fig.

12.— Absorptive Cells on Root of Penatemoii.

iSeedling with the long absorptive cells of its root ("root-hairs") with sand attached.
2 The same seedling; the sand
removed by washing, s Root-tip with absorptive cells x 10. 1 Absorptive cells with adherent particles of earth, s .Section
throngh the root-tip X 60.
;

;

sometimes stop and .swell up to the shape of a club. The club divides into two or
more arms, which grasp and cling to the granule like the fingers of a hand. Many
fragments of earth remain thus in the grasp of finger-like processes, whilst others
are held fast in the knots and spirals of coi'k.screw-shaped root-hairs which are

often

which adhere
sticky, it

particles.

is

due to the fact that the outermost layer of the absorptive

When

this sticky layer
it

becomes dry

it

contracts and

stiflfens,

and the

are thereby cemented so tightlj' to the absorptive

that even violent shaking will not dislodge them.

In the case of most seedlings, and in that of grasses, the absorptive
proceed from the roots and which are especially numerous in the
thickly covered with particles of earth (see
of sandy soil
12^).

cells

being altered into a swollen gelatinous mass which envelops the

granules partially imbedded in
cells

of most of the earth-particles

to a plant, including fragments of lime, quartz, mica, felspar, &c., as well

as plant-residues,
is

But the retention

found tangled together.

A

it

fig.

12*).

cells

latter, are

which

generally

If such a root is pulled out

appears to be completely encased in a regular cylinder of sand

root of Clusia alba, taken from coarse gravel,

had

its

root-hairs

.so

(fig.

tightly
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adherent to bits of gravel that several

when

weighing

little stones,

were found

1'8 grms.,

The gelatinous mass, resulting from the swellingcell,
does not in any way hinder absorption or the
up of the external coat of the
passage of food-salts in solution. Nor does the inner coat, the thickness of which
varies between 00006 m.m. and O'Ol m.m., constitute any impediment to imbibition.
In addition to the absorption of nutritive salts by root-hairs, there is also, in
clinging to

many

it

cases,

it

was

lifted.

an interchange

that

of materials;

to

is

Amongst

decomposed by

A

into the tissues
into

particular,

portion of the earth-particles adhering to root-hairs are

and food-salts

it,

onward

eliminated substances, carbonic acid, in

these

plays an important part.

.so

the plant through the absorptive cells

of a plant, but others pass out of

the earth.

not only do substances

.say,

from the earth into the absorption-cells, and

infiltrate

immediate proximity to those

in

cells

are hereby

rendered available and pass into the plant by the shortest way.

Having now seen that land-plants take
absorptive

cells,

it

is

natural

absorption-cells, projects them,

by means

food-salts

in

to

find

that each

and

sets

them

to

these

of

work

plants

special

of

develops

its

where there

at a place

is

a source of nutritive matter. The parts that bear absoi'ptive cells will accordingly grow where there are food-salts and water, which is so necessary for their
The Marchantias and fern prothalli spread themselves flat upon the
absorption.
ground, moulding themselves to

its

send down rhizoids with absorptive

From

contour.
cells into

provided with root-hairs behave similarly.

grow

vertically

It is

The

in a very short time.

from veins near the edge, which

downwards

matter of

into

is

tlie

the interstices of the

roots on each piece of leaf proceed

away

turned

fi'om

that roots which arise upon subterranean

their weight alone.

called positive geotropism, is looked

that an impetus to growth

the incident light, and

ground.

common knowledge
by

Roots

soil.

on damp earth, roots are

flat

parts of stems, like those formed on parts above-ground,
force not to be accounted for

they

under-surfaces

If a foliage-leaf of the Pepper-plant

or of a Begonia be cut up, and the pieces laid

formed from them

their

upon

as

an

grow downward with a

This phenomenon, which

is

The idea

is

efiect of gravitation.

given by gravity to the root-tip, and that a trans-

is

mission of this stimulus ensues to the zone behind the tip wliere the growth of the
root takes place.

down

It is

in the earth, or in

side, after

noteworthy that

damp

if bits

of willow twigs are inserted upside

moss, the roots formed from them, chiefly on the shady

bursting through the bark, grow

downwards

in the moist ground,

pushing

The

aside with considerable force the grains of earth which thej^ encounter.

appearance of a willow branch thus reversed in the ground

is all

the more curious

inasmuch as the shoots, which are developed simultaneously with roots from the
leaf -buds,

do not grow in the general direction of the buds and bi'anches, but turn

away immediately and bend upwards.

Thus the

direction of

growth

of roots

and

shoots px'oduced on willow-cuttings remains always the same, whether the base or the

top of the twig used as a cutting

observed

if

is

inserted in the earth.

the leafy rootless shoot of a succulent herb

(e.g

A

similar

Sedtovi

phenomenon

reßexum)

is

is

cut
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and suspended iu the

most,

i.e.

ground,

air

iu the position in

it

by a

Whether

striug.

which

it

it

hangs with the apex upper-

naturally, or with the

grew

axis between the fleshy foliage-leaves
in the former case their direction

curiously enough,

suspended

and bending

direction.

only 2 cm. above the earth,

is

sliarply

cm. from

The

rule

is,

tlie latter,
is

the roots growing towards the ground

But

their place of origin.

therefore, for the roots to

if

the shoot

when they have
grow

is

at a

attained a

until they reach the

without developing absorption-cells, and only to provide themselves

soil

with them when they are in the earth.

It is to

be observed that these roots are

produced on the suspended shoot at places where, under normal conditions
the shoot were not cut
to

Thus

to the earth.

If the height at wliich the shoot

distance of 10 cm., the roots only develop their root-hairs

length of 10 cm.

grow

contrary to the apex of the shoot: in

is

same

in the

it is

develoji their root-hairs 2

nutrient

apex towards the

always, in a short space of time, produces roots which spring from the

abnormal conditions

ofl'

and hung

up),

no roots would be developed.

(i.e.,

if

Subject

au<i liable to starxatiou, the plant sends out these roots for

self-preservation.

Phenomena
ofler

of this kind force one to conclude that a plant discerns places

which

a supply of nutriment, and then throws out anchors for safety to those places.

This power of detection may, undoubtedly, be explained by the influence wliich
conditions of moistm-e, in addition to the action of gravitation, have on the direction

taken by growing
is

roots.

The

root-hairs can only obtain food-salts

thoroughly moist; and whenever

between two regions, one of which
towards the
clay which

downwards,

is

kept moist, the

but later

f-rowth of the roots

is

the ground

have to choose

dry and the other wet, they invariably turn

If seeds of the garden-cress are placed

latter.
is

when

roots, or rather their branches,

rootlets, after

on the face of a wall of

bursting out of the seeds, grow at

they enter the wall in a lateral direction.

first

The longitudinal

greater on the dry side than on the wet side, and this results

bending of the whole towards the source of moisture, in this instance the damp
It has been established that the tip of a rootlet is very sensitive to the
wall.

in a

presence of moisture in the environment.
side

and a dry stratum on the

Where

the moist
in

side.

lies

behind the

is

a moist stx'atum on one

other, a root-tip receives a stimulus

conditions in respect of moisture; the stimulus

the root, which

there

tip,

and the

is

from the unequal

propagated to the growing part of

result is a curvature of the root towards

Thus, the presence of absorbable nutriment, or rather of moisture,

the groimd explains the divergence of roots from the direction prescribed by

gravity.

The extent

to

which the direction taken by roots in their search

for food

is

dependent upon the presence of that food, and the fact that roots grow towards
places that aflbrd supplies of nutritious material, are strikingly exliiljited, also,

by epiphytes growing on the bark of trees, such as tropical orchids and
Bromeliacece; and again by plants parasitic on the branches of trees, of which the
Although the
Mistletoe and other members of the Loranthacece aflbrd examples.
absorption of food by these jDlants will not be thoroughly discussed

till

a

.later
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stage, this

is

the proper place to mention the fact that in them positive geotropism

The growing

appears to he completel}'- neutralized.
seed,

and the absorptive

placed on the under surface of a branch, horizontally

downwards

if

on the upper

which spring from the

rootlets

produced from minute tubercles, grow upwards

cells

if

if

placed on the side, and

Thus, whatever the direction, they grow

surface.

towards the moist bark which affords thein nourishment.
Positive geotropism seems
wliicli

live

to be quite

When,

under water.

for

{Trapa natans) germinates under water
the

main

i"oot

emerges

by growing upwards.

scale-like cotyledon is put forth, whilst the other,

Water-chestnut

seed of the

in a pond, the

aperture of the nut and begins

little

abolished also in those marsh-plants

instance, the

which

is

from

fii'st

Soon the smaller

much

larger,

remains

The whole jDlant so far is standing on its head, as it were, and
is growing upwards with its principal root directed towards the surface of the
water.
Gradually the leafy stem emerges from the bud between the two cotyledons, and likewise curves upwards and grows towards the surface, whilst an
abundance of secondary roots is develoi3ed at the same time from the main i-oot.
within the nut.

Their function

is

to absorb nutritive substances

from the water around, now that

the materials for growth stored in the seed are exhausted.

Finding an aqueous

solution of

directi(jns,

food-salts everj^where these roots gi-ow

downwards, or horizontally to right or

in all

forwards or backwards,

left,

upwards,
thej'

onlj-

carefully avoid touching one another or interfering with each other's sphere of

absorption.
its

It is not

till

much

this suV)ject has

main

root changes the direction of

roots are then produced from the stem: but

no further bearing on the problems at

The movements

of roots, as they

The

nutriment.

for

later that the

New

apex and bends downward.

grow

jjresent before us.

in earth, suggest that they are seeking

root-tip traces, as it progresses, a spiral

and

course,

revolving motion has been compared to a constant palpitation or feeling.
in the earth

growing

part,

inflicted.

with

immediately transmitted to the

and the root bends away from the quarter where the wound
When the exploring root-tip comes near a spot where water

occurs with food-salts in solution,

reaches the

Spots

to be unfavoui-able to progression are avoided

If the root sustains injury, a stimulus is

care.

was

which are found

this

place, develops such

it

at once turns in that direction, and,

when

it

absorptive cells as are adapteil to the circum-

stances.

As has been mentioned

before, the roots of

most land-plants bear root-hairs on a

compai-atively restricted zone behind the growing point (see
hairs have only an ephemeral existence.
hairs arise (always at the
collapse, turn bro\\Ti,

and

perish.

fig.

12^),

tip),

sufficient

new

whilst the older ones

In ground which contains on everj^ side

demand, and

and these

the root grows and elongates,

same distance behind the

in quantities adequate to the

medium

As

food-.salts

water to act as solvent and as

for the transmission of the salts, the alisorptive cells are rarely tubular, but

exhibit themselves, as already described, in the form of flat cells destitute of outward
curvature.

This

is

the case, for instance, with those Alpine plants which

grow

in
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and many

othei's).

Bnt

(e.g.
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Saxifraga aizoides

\\'here\er the substances to be absorbed are not so easily

by means

obtained, the surfaces of the absorptive cells are increased

of the outer cell-wall, the whole cell being converted into a tube.

of a protrusion

These tubular

absorptive cells are most elongated in mossy forests, where rather large gaps occur

not infrequently in the

soil.

When

these lacunae, filled with moist air,

a root in the coui'se of growth reaches one of

its

root-hairs often lengthen out to an extraordi-

nary extent, and sometimes attain to twice the length of those which are in compact

The absorptive

soil.

cells

on the roots of the Water-hemlock {Gieuta virosa) and

the Sweet Flag (Acorns Calamios) do not project at

grow

is

muddy;

whilst,

if

the earth

is

the earth in which they

all if

only slightly damp, and an increase of surface

is

therefore advantageous, the absorptive cells become tuljular

in

ground

liable to periodic drought,

Plants which

and which at these times must secure

grow

all

the

moisture retained by the earth to save their aerial portions from death by desiccation,

endeavour to obtain as great an area of absorption as possible by the development
of long tubular

The

cells.

must not be overlooked, however, that the form and development of
absorptive cells depend partly on the quantity of water that is given off from the
fact

aerial parts of the plant, that is to say,

by the

Plants which lose a great deal of water in this

transpiration of the foliage-leaves.

way must

They must absorb from as large an area as
surfaces adequately by pushing out the cells

provide for abundant resti-

and enlarge their absorp-

tution.

possible,

tive

into long tubes.

all

For

this reason

plants with very thin, delicate, expanded foliage-leaves, which transpire readily

and abundantly, have numerous long tubular

root-hairs.

Examples are afforded by

On

the other hand, plants with

Viola bißora and the various species of Inipatiens.
stiff,

leathery leaves, being protected

tion, as, for instance, the

because there

is

by a thick epidermis from

Date-palm, exhibit

flat,

of the

stift'

cells,

a very limited amount of evaporation from these plants, and the

quantity of water to be absorbed to replace what

same thing holds

excessive transpir'a-

non-protuberant absorptive

is lost is

in the case of evergreen Conifers, in which,

therefore small.

owing

needles and to the peculiar formation of the wood, water

very slowly from the roots to the transpiring green organs.

It

The

to the structure
is

conducted

has been ascertained

that they exhale from six to ten times less vapour than do ashes, birches, maples,

and other

We
in

flat-leaved trees

growing on the same ground.

shall presently return to the (juestion of the substitution for absorptive cells

many

coniferous and angiospennic trees and in evergreen Daphnacece, Ericacece,

Pyrolacece, Epacrklece, &c., of the

mycelium of

importance of the form of the absorptive
in relation to the

mechanism

cells,

fungi,

and

shall treat also of the

and of the roots which bear them,

of striking root in the ground.
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RELATIONS OF THE POSITION OF FOLIAGE-LEAVES TO THAT OF
ABSORBENT ROOTS
Anyone who has evci' taken I'efuge from a .suildt-n shower under a tree will
remember that the canopy of foliage afforded protection for a considerable time, and
that the ground underneath was either not wet at all, or only slightly so. No doubt
some of the rain Hows down tlie bark of the trunk, and in many species, as, for
instance, the Yew and the Plane-tree, the volume of water conducted down the
trunk is considerable; but in the case of most trees the rain-water which reaches
the earth in this manner is not abundant, and in comparison with that whicli drips
from the peripheral parts of the foliage its quantity is negligeable. This phenomenon is dependent upon the position of the foliage-leaves relativelj' to the horizon.
In almost all our foliage-trees in limes and birches, apple and pear trees, planes
and maples, ashes, horse-chestnuts, poplars, and alders these organs slope outwards, and are so placed one above the other that rain falling upon a leaf on one

—

—

of the highest branches flows along the slanting surface to the apex, collects there
in drops,

Here
one

it

and then

falls

on to a lower

leaf

whose surface

coalesces with the water fallen directly

tier to another,

from the

axis,

till

a

upon

is

also inclined outwards.

this leaf;

and so

it

goes from

lower and lower, and at the same time further and further

number

formed

of little cascades are

all

romid the

From

tree.

the under and outermost leaves of the entire mass of foliage the water

falls in

great drops to the ground, and after every shower of rain the dry area at the
foot of the tree

is

surrounded by a circular zone of very wet earth

It

is

only

necessary to dig at these places to convince one's self that the tree's absorptive roots

When

penetrate the earth precisely to the wet zone.

a tree

is

young,

its I'oots lie

and the crown too is not extensive, so that the damp zone is
But as the latter is enlarged there is a corresponding
proportionately restricted.
elongation of the roots in their search for moisture, and thus roots and foliage
in a small

cii'cle,

progress jyari passu in peripheral increase.

seems not improbable that the

It

custom amongst gardeners and farmers of trimming the foliage and roots of trees

when

the latter are transplanted

is

to be attributed to the

phenomenon above

observed that the branches of the trunk and tliose of the

For the rule is
must be about ecjually shortened, and accordingly the suction develop, reach the zone of drip of the growing crown.
described.

root

A

similar

method

of carrying off water

Take, for example, the

Common

Pine.

is

The

roots, as

they

to be observed in coniferous trees.

lateral

branches are horizontal near

the main trunk; the secondary Ijranches curve upwards like bows

The needles

the older needles, situated on the under side of

upwards from the axis, wliilst
the part of the branch which is

almost horizontal and at some distance from

extremity, are directed obliquely

near the tip of each of the latter slant obliquely

its

Kain-drops striking the upturned needles glide

downwards and outwards.
them to the bark of the branch

in question,

down

and thence to other needles whose
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their apices great drops are gradualij-

formed, which finally detach themselves and

fall

on to the mass of needles be-

Thus transmitted, the rain-water travels through
This
the foliage lower and lower and at the same time further from the axis.
The drops of rain which fall upon the erect needles
is also the case with larches.
longing to a lower branch.

of the tufted " short branches

the drooping

"

long branches

"

collect

"

and gradually descend

to the needles of

Large drops are always to be

on lower boughs.

seen on their drooj)ing apices, whence they drip to the

Owing

earth.

the

to

pyramidal form of larches, and to the circumstance that the long shoots on each

branch are terminal, almost

all

the water which falls upon one of these trees

down from the lowest branches, which discharge
Although larches with their tender needles do not look at all as

reaches the long shoots hanging

most of

all.

though they would be any protection against

rain, the

ground underneath them

keeps dry nevertheless, the principal part of the water falling upon them being

conducted to the periphery.

which conduct almost

all

number

Indeed, the larch belongs to the

the rain that falls upon

the axis where the absorbent roots

lie,

them

of trees

from

to a certain distance

and only allow a

to trickle

little

down

the bark of the main trunk.

Many

shrubs and perennial

herbs also transmit the water, which

their ujiturued laminae, to parts of the

embedded;

or, rather,

to the area

which

in

this

respect

Calladium.

A

is

on

the roots send forth their branches bearing absorpti\e cells

kept moist by drippings from the leaves.

ai-e

falls

ground where their absorbent roots are

two genera

the species of the

specimen of the latter

of

figured below

is

Particularly sti-iking

CoUocasia and

Aroids
(fig.

13^).

If one

digs

about imlividuals of this geuvis cultivated on open ground, one invariably finds
that the tips of the lateral roots, which proceed in a horizontal direction from
the bulbous root-stock, are buried under the point of the great leaves which slope

obliquely outwards.
of leaves

We

must not omit

surface; they are round,

and comparable to wires supporting at their upper extremities

the laminae in an outward and

Horse-chestnut,

the

to mention, in addition, that the stalks

which conduct the rain centrifugally are not channelled on the upper

downward

and

Maple,

Lime,

As

direction.

and

many

instances

shrubby,

we may quote

suffruticose,

and

herbaceous plants, such as Sparm.annia, Spircea, Aruncus, and Corydalis, and also
climbing and trailing plants

Zanonia, and Tropceolum).

(e.g. Menispermum, Bavisteria,
Whenever a system of grooves

Aristolochia, Hoya,
is

developed on the

surface of an outward sloping leaf, the channels run along the veins and terminate
at the apex of the leaf, or at the apices of the leaf's lobes,

and invariably cause

the water to travel, not to the basal part, but to a spot on the mai-gin whence
it

will detach

itself

in the

form of a drop, and

fall

immediately below and at a greater distance from the

A
and

axis.

striking contrast to these trees and shrubs, climbing

Rufiruticose

plane,

upon the leaves situated

and herbaceous

and usually spreading

species,

and

trailing plants,

with their absorptive roots lying in one

at but little depth,

is

aftbrded

by plants which

possesS'
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bulbs or short root-stocks with deep-reaching suction-roots, and those wliich liave
tap-roots descending vertically in continuation of the

ary roots are short and travel only a

little

main stem, and whose second-

distance from their places of origin.

This other extreme in root-structure, which

is

represented

in

fig.

13-, has

its

counterpart above-ground in the form and dii'ection of the laminae upon which
the

rain

falls.

In

all

these plants the surfaces of the leaves are not directed

^"IJ-.

^^
fij

Fig. 13.

--

— Centrifugal and Centripetal Transmission of Water.
I

By a

Calladiutit.

2

By a Rhubarb

plant.

outwards, but slope obliquely towards the central axis.

Their upper

sides,

more-

and exhibit a system of grooves, which conveys the M-ater collected
towards the stem, and therefore also, towards the tap-root and suction-

over, are concave

by the

leaf

The

Hyacinth and Tulip, all stand
and their upper surfaces are concave and often deeply' channelled.
Along the grooves the rain flows centripetally downwards, and so directly reaches
roots.

up

leaves of bulbous plants, such as the

oblifjuely,

the pai-t of the earth where the bulbs and suction-roots, which proceed in a tuft

from underneath the bulbs, are

situated.

The young

leaves of Cannacese

and

of the

Lily-of-the-valley are coiled up like a trumpet; aud rain, falling from above

upon the expanded

portion,

is

led along the coiled surface, describing a helix as

KELATIOXS
it

goes, to the
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ueighbourhood of the absorptive

When

the short root-stock.

roots,

the leaves of plants furnished
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which proceed
with tap-roots

are ai-ranged in whorls, and are without internodes, and the rosette rests upon
the ground, as

the case in the Mandrake, the Dandelion, and several species of

is

Taraxacum

Plantain {Alandragora officinalis,

Plantago media), there

officinale,

more main grooves on the upper surfaces of the

are alvvaj^s one or

leaves,

the leaves have always such form and position as compel the rain which

upon them

flow

to

centripetally,

towards the tap-root growing vertically

i.e.

Plants with petiolate leaves, which conduct rain centri-

beneath the centre.

always have on the upper side of each leaf-stalk an obvious groove, the

petally,

depth of which

is

frequently increased by the development of green or (in

membranous

cases)

two

ridges on the

lateral

edges.

13

lig.

- ),

Beet-root, Funkias,

Far more complicated
cauline leaves.

Rhubarb

in stnicture

Violets.

than the radical leaves just described, are

Leaves proceeding from the stem high above the ground, and

forming receptacles for

i-ain-watei', like

preserve their proper direction

petioles, necessitate a gi-eat

on the whole,

rare.

those of the Rhubarb, are best fitted to

when they have no

on to the stem or passes into

fore,

and most

many

Grooves of this kind are

to be seen particularly well on the petioles of the radical leaves of the
(see

and
falls

stalks

and the base

Cup-shaped laminae,

it.

fi^ts

directly

borne on long erect

if

expenditure on sujjporting-cells, and they are, there-

Of the plants we know, only

certain

Stork's-bills

(Pelargonium zonale, P. heterogamum, &e.) afford examples of cup-shaped, cauline
leaves of the kind, bonie on long, rigid petioles.
leaves

have their bases
less in

and

In most cases, therefore, cauline

which conduct water centripetally are either
close to the stem,

sessile or

the form of wings and ridges, or surround

auricles, as in the case of so-called

When

very shortly

and even extend their edges down
it

in the

form

petiolate,

more or

it

of collars, lobes,

amplexicaul leaves.

the leaves are in pairs opposite one another and the alternate pairs at

right angles, an arrangement

known

as decussate, the surplus water

is

usually

conveyed through two grooves, which run down the intervening piece of stem

Each

from one pair of leaves to the next.
tion

of these gi'ooves begins in

between the margins of the bases of a pair of

leaves,

midrib of one of the leaves belonging to the next

down such a groove
retained

falls precisely

by the surface

of

that

be seen in

many

and terminates above the

pair.

Now, water

on that part of a lower leaf where

leaf

becomes more and more copious as

may

an indenta-

is

it

collected;

trickling
tlie

rain

and so the stream of water
These grooves

approaches the ground.

species of ringent Lahiatce, Scrojyhulariacece, Primidacece,

Gentianacew, Rubiacece, and Willow-herbs; the best-marked instances are found

Knotty Fig-wort {Scrophxdaria nodosa), the Yellow-rattle (Rhinavthus),
Germanica, Rhcetica, &c.), and the Centaury
(Erythrcea).
The grooves always possess the property of being wetted by water,
in the

the meadow-gentians (Gentiana

whereas the ungi'ooved parts of the same stem are not wetted.

Sometimes the

grooves are fringed with hairs which absorb the water like the threads of a
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By means

wick.

of botli contrivances advantage

down

only oozes quite gradually

the moistened groove.s, or else

the hairy fringes to the liase of
the form of

drops.

ensured in that

is

tlie

water

tlie

conducted

is

bj*

any spot

stem, and does not rel>ound at

Irregularly hounding drops would be liable to

fall

in

on the

gi'ound at spots where no absorptive organs awaited them.

In cases where foliage-leaves, adapted to a centripetal conduction of
arranged upon a spiral line
the water leaks

away along

rain, ai-e

the stem, instead of in pairs opposite one another,

the spiral from one leaf to the next, and finally to

Then, again, there are often grooves in the stem along which the

the bottom.

water

down

trickles, as, for instance, in the

Common Whortleberry {Vaccinm'ni Myrtillus).

The erect leaves of this plant conduct the dro|^)s as they fall to the branches,
which are deeply furrowed. The water travels through the furrows into those
of lower branches, and finally along those of the main stem of the whole bush

down

In Veratricm album each of the concave cauline leaves

to the earth.

on the upper surface, a number of deep longitudinal grooves, which
together at the base of the

and runs down the round stem

The descent

many

The water

leaf.

in

lias,

discharge

all

collected there at length overflows

no particular channel.

of rain-water along a spiral line

plants of the Thistle tribe.

may

be

clearlj^

traced in

If tiny shot-grains are substituted

for rain-

verj''

drops in a stifl-leaved plant, the course designed for the drops in that particular
species

may

be followed with ease.

When

strewn on a mature plant of the

Saffiower (Carthamus tinctorius) or of Alfredia cerniia
of

shot roll

down

the somewhat channelled surface of the highest cauline

which stands up obliquely, and dash against the stem.
passed by the

leaf-base,

and the shot then

For the amplexicaul

the one nest below.

leaf has one of its basal lobes

The

latter is half

over one of the basal

roll

the leaf and travel out of the range of that

precisely the

leaf,

one of the game in which a
to a

above a concave part of the next lower

little

ball is

made

board furnished with numbered holes.
this

lobes

of

on to the middle of

falling

same way the shot descend from the second

leaf,

encom-

foliar bases are so placed that

each

leaf.

In

and
The descent reminds

leaf to the thiixl,

so on until they reach the earth quite close to the stem.

plants of

14^), the grains

(fig.

to roll along a spiral groove on

Rain-drops falling upon thistle-like

kind naturally follow the same course as the

shot.

Only, the

must be taken into account that not only the highest but all the
leaves are adapted as receptacles for the I'ain as it falls, and that consequently
the drops falling from leaf to leaf are augmented by new tributaries, and become
additional fact

greater and greater as they descend.

A

somewhat

different

method

the Saffiower and in the
(Silybtim

Mariamom),

in the

{Verhascwiii phlomoides).
lobes, are as nearly

of water-conduction from that

nodding Alfredia
Cotton

The upper

is

observed

Tliistle {Oncrpordon),

leaves,

which occurs

the

and

in

Milk Thistle

in the Mullein

which have two semi-amplexieaul

erect as those of the Saffiower

and lead the rain off in exactly the

in

same way.

and the nodding Alfredia,

But the leaves

in the middle

KELATIOXS ÜF FtJLIAGE-LEAVES TU ABSORBENT ROOTS.
of the stem are ouly erect for about three-quarters of their length;

most

third, iuelucling the apex, is bent obliquelj'
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tlie

outwards and downwards.

upper-

Drops

of rain falling on this upper third of a leaf

and

do, as a

matter of

fact,

would flow in a centrifugal direction,
drip down from the apex.
Now the leaves in all

rif^.

14

In Aifredla ceniua.

— Irrigation of Kain-watev.
-

In a iluUeia (^Verbascum phlomoiden).

these plants are shorter the higher their position

contour of the plant
this,
is

may

upon the stem,

be described as a slender pyramid.

so that the total

In consequence of

water dropping from the outward-bent and drooping apices of superior leaves

arrested

by that part

of an inferior leaf

thereby conducted centripetally.
of this kind at last reaches
VOL.

I.

tlie

Thus

all

which shelves towards the stem, and
the rain-water received

is

by a plant

immediate neighbourhood of the tap-root, and
7

is

HEI.ATIOXS OF l'(»IJA(jlE-LEAVE.S TO ABSOlUiEXT HOOTS.

OiS

a source

ut'

nutriment to the absoi'ption- roots whicli proceed from

Milk Thistle (Silybum

much waved,
on each

Marianum)

it.

In the

the margins of the cauline leaves are very

and, in consequence of this undulation, tliree or four depressions exist

through which

side,

j)art of

But even

flows off sideways.

lower leaves, which

the rain,

when

there

is

a heavy downpour,

upon jmrts of

this water, falling laterally, drops

conduct centripetall}^

and

the streamlets

coalesces witli

.so

otherwi.se produced.
It is

very rare for plants which convey water centripetally to lune their leaves

The most striking example

arranged in two rows.

Its leaves are situated

Tricyrtes pilosa.

one above the other, in
but the base

is

fixed

somewhat

leaf has

two

the Japanese

lobes endii-acing the stem,

obliquely, so that one of the lobes

Moreover, the higher lobe

than the other.

is

on the fully -developed stem very regularly,

Each

tM^o series.

of this class

is

is

fixed higher

closely adpressed to the stem, whilst

the lower forms a channel which discharges exactly above the concave surface of
the next lower leaf belonging to the other side.

the water, collected by one

below on the other

leaf

leaf,

side.

and

When

rain falls on this plant,

flows through the broad exit-channel on to the

Thence a somewhat augmented stream

a leaf of the

first series,

a zigzag, fi'om

leaf to leaf, until it reaches the bottom, close to the stem.

It would,

plants

the leaves.
buried in

upon

however, be wrong to suppose that the above explanation sets forth

the only significance to be assigned to

many

falls

so on, a peculiar cascade resulting, which falls in

it

is

tlie

Such, for instance,

mud under

is

the case with

water, iuasmuch as

To

various arrangements described.

a matter of indifierence in what direction rain-water

tlie rain,

all

as

falls

marsh - plants with

it

from
roots

drops, only goes into the

water in the pond or marsh, and could not be conveyed to a definite spot for
the sake of the absorbent roots.

In the Water-plantain, the Flowering-rush, and

the Arrow-head {Alisma, Bufomus, Sagittaria), accordingly, no relationship between
the form and direction of the leaves and the position of the absorbent roots

is

to be discovered.

On

the other hand, in arundinaceous plants (Arundo, Phragmites, Phcdaris)

an arrangement has been

hit

upon which

is

obviously designed to prevent rain-

water from collecting between the haulm and the
with grasses, so also in the above-named kinds of

leaf.

As

reeds, the

is

the general rule

stem or haulm

is

furnished with nodes, and from each node proceeds a leaf the lower part of which
encases the

haulm

and presents a
the stem. The

in the

flat,

form

of a tube or sheath, whilst the

upper part

strap-shaped or concave surface, standing well

leaves

may

be folded round the haulm like banners.

is

expanded

away from
At the

place

where the sheath passes into the part of the leaf which stands awaj- from the
axis at an obtuse angle, one observes on the edge of the leaf close to the angle,

two

distinct depressions

the lamina.

There

is

which represent conduits and convey part of the rain from
form of an ei*ect dry

also a very neat contrivance here in the

membrane which acts as a dam, the so-called " ligule." This membrane, in.serted
upon the leaf-sheath, is, like the sheath, in contact with the haulm. Wlien rain-
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water flows down to this place
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stemmed by the membrane, as by a dam, and
two grooves. In this way water is prevented
from accumulating between the leaf-sheath and haulm, where it might do damage.
In many reeds the contrivances for irrigation are even more complete than this.
Sometimes hairs depend from the margin of the membrane in the direction of the
it is

diverted right and left into the

grooves and, like a wick, lead the water in the proper direction.

An

aerial parts of plants:

means

how

opportunity will occur later on of showing

particular sjjots has an important bearing on the

of the

and

the conduction of rain to

phenomenon

by
and how, by

of absorjDtion

also in the regulation of transpiration;

apparatus for water-irrigation, not only absorptive

cells

at

the

extremities of roots in the earth, but special organs on the foliage-leaves as well,

are often supplied with water.

3.

ABSORPTION OF ORGANIC MATTER FROM DECAYING
PLANTS AND ANIMALS.

Saprophytes and their relation to decaying bodies.— Saprophytes in water, on the bark of trees, and
on rocks. Saprophytes in the humus of woods, meadows, and moors. Special relations between

—

—

—

—

Saprophytes and the nutrient substratum, Plants with traps or pitfalls for animals. Insectivorous plants which perform movements for the capture of prey. Insectivorous plants with

—

adhesive apparatus.

SAPEOPHYTES AND THEIR EELATION TO DECAYING BODIES.
Whenever

plants which take up organic

decay are the subject of discussion, the

members

first

compounds formed

examples that occur to everyone are

of the great family of Fungi, specimens of

wherever dead animals or plants

ai-e

in the process of

which make their appearance

undergoing decomposition.

We

recall

the

moulds, Plasmodia, puff-balls, and mushrooms, which grow from dead organic bodies,

and are associated with the unpleasant mouldy and cadaverous smell always
perceptible in their neighbourhood.

Many of

these organisms do, in fact, belong to the class of Saprophytes.

one group of them

and animals

is itself

Their elongated thin-walled

called decay.

Indeed,

the cause of the chemical decomposition of dead plants
cells,

the so-called "hyphaj",

thread themselves through dead bodies, and unite to form strands, bundles, net-

works, and membranes, the whole constituting a structure to which the term

"mycelium"

is

These mycelia are often to be seen, with the naked eye,

applied.

covering large areas.

For

instance, in

old rotten

wood-work

The heaps

of grape-skins, stalks,

is

damp

clothed with

cellars,

mines, and railway-tunnels, any

delicate, whitish reticula

and other refuse

piled

up

side of vineyards after a vintage, are usually so completely

in the

and membranes.
open air by the

overgrown by mycelia

SAPROPHYTES AND
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colour

is

quite altered.

cultivation of mushrooms,

the

THEIl!

manure employed

in

KELATIOX TO DECAYING BODIES.

Tlie .so-eallfd "iiiu.slinioiii-spawn

also nothing but a inj'colium,

is

which

",

used in the

entirelj' invests

the cultivation of that fungus, and gives

it

a M'hite

mottled appearance.

In addition to Fungi, however, a number of Mosses, Liverworts, Ferns, Lj'copods,

and Piianerogams take up organic compounds from the products of decay to serve
as their food.

In deciding wliether a plant takes up only the mineral substances rendered
soluble Ijy the decomposition of the

soil,

or onlj' organic substances disengaged

by the decay of dead plants and animals, we depend generally on the condition
and appearance of the nutrient substratum, and, in particular, on its composition,
i.e. whether it is exclusively or predominantly organic.
But such observations
give a very uncertain indication.

For, on the one hand,

it

is

possible for plants

rooted in a substratum of decaying matter to take nothing but mineral salts
inorganic compounds) from

it;

and, on the otlier hand,

it

(i.e.

frequently happens that

sand or clay, apparently uncontaminated with organic matter,

is

saturated by

water which oozes fi'om a layer of humus in the vicinity, and brings with
oi-ganic

compounds

The following

in solution.

to the foi'mer of these

two phenomena.

it

with reference

facts are instructive

Maize, barley, and other cereals

may

be

reared in fluids, so prepared as to contain a small quantity of mineral food-salts
dissolved in distilled water (12 mg. potassium phosphate, 12 mg. .sodium phosphate,

27 mg. calcium chloride, 40 mg. potassium chloride, 20 mg. magnesium sulphate,

10 mg.

ammonium

water),

all

sulphate,

and a few drops of iron chloride

organic compounds being carefully excluded.

When

in a litre of distilled

the plants germinate,

they develop roots which descend in the liquid and absorb from

They produce

according to their requirements.

mately, seeds capable of germination.

it

mineral

.salts

stems, leaves, flowei-s, and, ulti-

Otlier plants of

maize or barley reared

simultaneously in richly-manured ground develop likewise leaves, flowers, and

fruit.

Moreover, analysis of the ash in both cases reveals the fact that the jilants which
took their nutriment from the manure contain the .same salts as those reared in the

made-up solution

of salts free

from organic compounds.

be drawn that a plant of this kind
food-salts equally well, either

We

must next

necessarily^ be absorbed, in addition to the mineral

manure which are disengaged during decomposition.

refer to a fact in connection with the second point above

tioned, viz. that plants rooted

in

sand or loam devoid of humus

organic compounds brought to them

liy

The

is,

near at hand.

may

free from humus and manure, or from
The experiment further shows that, in the latter

compounds need not

constituents of hunius or

Hence, the conclusion

capable of obtaining an adequate supply of

from earth

h\unus or manure themselves.
case, organic

is

fact in question

water

filtering

may

j^et

menhave

through a stratum of humus

that the very water which one would least

expect should contain organic compounds, that, for instance, of cold mountain
streams, does very generally include traces of such compounds.

On

looking throiigli

analyses of mineral springs, one finds for the most part, amongst their constituents,
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couiliustible bodies arising

from the dissolution of

fonnerly designated by Berzelius by the

name

duct of the decay of fragments of plants in the place where

So

collects.

humic

also is

acids.

We

water,

brown

compound produced by

acid, a

this acid is not yet, it is true,

Even the acid

oi'ganic matter.

of "spring-acid",

thoroughly known, and

it

may

101

doubtles.s a pro-

is

water of the

tlie

spring-

The nature

decay.

of

be a mixture of several

know, however, that it is easily soluble in water, and that it forms
soluble compounds with alkalies.
Brooks running through woods or meadows,
small mountain lakes adjoining peat-beds, and pools in actual peat, consist of
an acid

whicli gives

colour,

in

reaction,

and contains in\ariab]y

organic substances in solution.

The following observations are

of great interest in connection with this subject.
is

hewn

ovit

upon

In the salt-mine at Hallstatt (Upper Austria) one of the galleries, which

through rock and contains no wood-work of any kind, exhibited (spread

smooth limestone roof) the mycelium of a fungus (an Omphalia), which

its

There were no decaying animal or vegetable

certainly required organic nutriment.

remains anywhere in the gallery, and the mycelium derived nourishment solely

from water oozing from above through a few narrow cracks in the stone whereby
This water came from a meadow hnng
Between the two was a thick stratum of limestone with

the surface of the latter was kept moist.

high above the mine.

a deep layer of earth resting upon

The water

it.

Avas clear

and

colourless,

and

contained a certain amount of lime, but no perceptible trace of organic substances.

Yet

water must have brought organic matter from the meadow above into the

this

mine, and the minute quantity so introiluced sufficed to enable the fungus mycelium
to

grow

luxuriantly.

In the Volderthal, near Hall, in Tyrol, there

is

a spring of cold clear A\ater

rising out of slate at a height of 1000 metres above the sea-level,

source with a dark thick

at

its

of

ones hand, and

it

is

Tlie felt

felt.

which

between which the water trickles abundantly, and

to slabs of slate,

the neighbourhood, but no greater

is

tilled

be lifted out in pieces the size

the mycelium of a fungus, probably a Peziza.

can only be derived from this water.
than

may

its

It clings

nutriment

There are pine-woods and meadows

amount

in

of vegetation, humus, or rotten timber

found near other springs.

is

These instances satisfactorily prove that even the clearest mountain springs
contain organic substances in

When

fungi.

surpi-ising.

quantities

the origin of springs

They

are fed

is

sufficient,

taken into account, this result

by deposition from the atmosphere.

deposited percolates into the ground, passing, in the

earth-mould which

upper

strata.

and even
are

still

if

A

is

however minute,

first place,

is

not really

The water thus
through a

covered by vegetation, and contains more or less

small quantity of the products of decay

is

to nourish

laj-er of

humus

in its

inevitably absorbed,

they are partially withdrawn again in lower strata of the earth, traces

retained

by the water

in its descent to greater depths,

surface in the form of springs.

which ascend in

this

way

The

are no doubt

and re-ascent

to the

characteristics of the great veins of water

common

to the smaller veins whicli originate
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in the vegetable inoulil saturated

the

by snow and

humus covering meadows, and which

rain on the

150DIES.

gnjund of

forests or in

through into the sand or loam

pei-colate

Plants whose roots ramify in this deeper layer of earth derive thence the
compounds conveyed by the water, and have the additional advantage of
being able to satisfy at the same time their requirements as regards mineral subbeneath.
oi-ganic

This circumstance

stances.

to

many

is

of importance not only to flowering-plants but also

fungi, as, for instance, to all species of Phallus, thej-

great deal of lime.

An

explanation

understand, that in forests and

is

thus afforded of the

meadows not only

having need of a

fact, fonnerlj' difficult to

the upper black or In-own

humus

underlying yellow loam, or pale sand, neither of which latter
any humus, has mycelia of fungi running through it in every direction,
and weaving their threads over little fragments of rock.
Indeed, it sometimes
happens that the lower layer of earth is more abundantly penetrated with plexuses
of hyphfe than is the upper layer, consisting of vegetable mould.
The greatest
number of saprophytes is to be found therefore at places where the humus layer is
not too thick and loam or sand occurs at no great depth: but where decaj-ing
layer, but also the

contains

vegetable remains are piled metres high, as on moors, for example, instead of fungi

being produced in extraordinary abundance, as one might expect, onlj^ a few occur.

Pure peat

is

by no means a favourable

soil for fungi,

a circumstance which ma}' be

partly due to the antiseptic action of certain compounds developed in

it.

follows from the foretjoingf observations that a sure conclusion as to the

It

nature of plants rooted in a particular substratum cannot possibly be derived from
the mere appeai-aiice of the substratum.

growth

Moi'eover, the conditions necessaiy for the

of plants requiring organic products of

much wider

decay as nutriment appear to be of

occurrence than one would suppose upon a cursory observation of the

conditions existing in fields and forests, or,

if

one considers exclusively instances of

cultivated plants reared on arable land, which

is

manured and constantly turned

The great variety of plants produced on a limited area is also now
From the same soil some absorb organic compounds, others mineral
substances only: whilst others again take some organic and some mineral foodsalts.
The determining factor is not the amount of a given substance present
in the substratum, but rather the special needs of each species, and ultimately the
specific constitution of the protoplasm in each one of the plants which thus, side by
over.

intelligible.

side,

nourish themselves in totally diflerent ways.

If,

humus

then, neither the appearance of the

ground nor

its

richness in respect of

affords any certain indication as to whether a particular plant lives on

organic products of decay or not, the question

may

perhaps be solved

bj-

of the plant's containing or not containing green chlorophj^ll-corpuscles.

the fact

We may

by many results of investigation, that the decomposition of the
carbon-dioxide absorbed by a plant from the air, and the formation of the organic
compounds of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen known as carbohj^drates (which plaj'
take

it

as proved

so important a part in vegetable economy), onl}' take place in organs possessing the

green pigment

known

a.s

chlorophyll.

We

sliall

return to a discussion of these
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processes in detail later on, but the fact

One would suppose,
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must be taken into consideration

here.

accordingl}', that plants able to obtain readj'^-made organic

compounds from a nutrient substratum could spare themselves the trouble of
building them up, so that the presence of chlorophyll would be superfluous.
This conjecture

is

by the absence

in fact supported

are tj-pical instances of saprophytes.
to negative this assumption, or at

In mountain
alps,

where

districts,

of chlorophyll in fungi,

But, on the other hand, some plants appear

any

rate to deprive

of general application.

it

and from the meadows and

cattle continually pass to

one notices on their halting grounds, and along their tracks, moss of a con-

On

spicuous green colour growing on circumscribed spots.
find that

we have

and that

it

of dung;

closer examination

its

Splachnum ampullaceimi,

no trace of

it is

nutrient substratum.
is

of dirt

web

Each growth

strictly limited to the area of a

to be seen elsewhere.

All the stages of development

of this moss follow one another upon the same substratum.

a

we

here an example of the remarkable group of the Splachnaceoe,

has selected the cow-dung to be

of emerald green,

lump

which

First of all the

lumps

which are kept moist by rain or by standing water, become enveloped in
of protonemas,

lustre.

and their surfaces acquire thereby a

chai-acteristic greenish

Later, hundreds of little green stems, thickly clothed with leaves, emerge,

which resemble tiny antique jars, and are amongst the
by the world of mosses, become visible as well. Just as
Splachnitiii avipidlaceum is produced on the dung of cattle, so is Tetraplodon
(mgustatus on that of carnivorous animals, and there can be no doubt that
A similar remark
these, and in general all Splachnacew, are true saprophytes.
and
Hormidium-cells,
from
Euglence
which
escape
regard
to
the
green
holils with
till tlie foul-smelling liquor in dung-pits and puddles near cattle-stalls in mountain

and the

spore-cases,

prettiest exhibited

villages,

and which multiply to such an extent that

in a

few days the liquid

changes colour from brown to green.

Thus plants do

containing chlorophyll although absorbing

exist

it,

indeed, in such quantities

presence cannot be looked upon as accidental

It follows, firstly, that

substratum organic compounds alone, and containing
that

its

from the

absence of chlorophyll

is

not the distinguishing

mark

of saprophytic plants; and,

secondly, that the organic nutriment of the plants above mentioned cannot be used

forthwith unaltered in the building up and extension of their structures, but, like

must undergo various changes, that is, must be to a certain
extent iligested before being used for construction. The probability is that green
saprophytes take carbon from their substratum in a form unfitted for the manuinort'-anic material,

and other carbohydrates. Saprophytes that are not green
must obtain carbon from the substratum in the form of a compound, the direct
absorption of which could be dispensed with if chlorophyll were present; but it
facture of

cellulose

does not necessarily follow that

all

the organic compounds absorbed

by non-green

saprophytes are capable of immediate service as materials for constniction without

any preliminary

alteration.

Impartial consideration of the above facts forces us to conclude that there

is

no
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houiiilary linu lictwccu plants wliirli altsorl) organic cuiiipuiniils

those which ab.sorb inorganic compounds from

tlieir

and

respective substrata; and that

there undoubtedly exist plants capable of taking up both kinds of material at the

This convicti(jn is strengthened still further by the circumstance,
which has been repeatedly confirmed by experiment, that plants susceptible of

.same time.

being successfully reared in
of organic

compounds

—do

mineral salts

artificial solutions of

are tendered to them, but unquestionably assimilate some of

glycocoU, &c.) and

work them up

But, in spite of the

compounds

into constituents of their

impossibility of

between the two groups,

it

opportunity of insjjecting in

them

own

drawing a sharp

the exclusion

when

the latter

(urea, uric acid,

fi-ames.

line

demarcation

of

convenient to treat of the absorption of organic

is

because

separately,

—to

not entirely reject organic compounds

this

detail,

division

the

of

subject

attords

the

best

and of surveying generally, the conditions of

food-absorption, the comprehension of which

otherwise

is

In order to

difficult.

determine in each individual case M'hether a given plant lives either exclusively
or principally upon organic food, derived from decaying animal or vegetable
remains, reliance must be placed on experiments with cultures; and, in the absence
of

better

vantage-ground,

of

results

tlie

rougher experiments made

the

not be neglected, always providing

gardeners should

by

they are accepted

that

subject to possible correction by subsequent exact experiment.

SAPROPHYTES IN WATER, ON THE BARK OF TREES, AND OX ROCKS.
Of the

we have

special cases of absorption of organic

wherever there

is

an abundance of animal and vegetable

and

of refuse, for there ileath

decaj^ hold a rich harvest.

matter dissolved in the water
vegetation and animal
flora

and fauna

inlets,
is also

tide,
is

compounds from decaj'iug

consider those occurring amongst water-plants.

first of all to

to be

life

is

naturally greater in

are less conspicuous.

met with

There

life

there

is

bodies,

In the

sea,

also plenty

The quantity of organic
these places than where
is

a

much more

varied

in the sea near its coasts, especially in shallow

than at a greater distance f roiu the shore and the number of dead organisms
:

A

greater near the coast.

and by waves

in

mass of organic remains

stormy weather.

dragged out to sea again by the next high

so that the beach

is

is

thrown up by the

This mass rots during the
tide,

eVilj.

Part of

it

and then flung up once more;

always strewn with dead remains, and the sea near the shore

contains more products of decomposition than in the open.

In the immediate neighboui'hood of seaports, moreover, or wherever people
live,

the volume of refuse

is

considerably increased, and the water in harbours and

stagnant inlets beliind breakwaters, and at the mouths of canals and sewers, contains

such a large quantity of organic refuse in a state of decomposition that
is

revealed

by the odour

emitted.

vegetation of hydrophytes
.stones, stakes,

is

Now

it is

developed.

its j^resence

just at these places that an abundant

Not only the bottom

of shallo\\s, but

quays, buoys, and even the keels and planks of lioats long anchored

SAPROPHYTES IN WATER, ON THE BARK OF TREES, AND ON ROCKS.
in harbour, are

a few,

overgrown by Ulvw,

as, for instance,

and

wrack.s, tilanientous algi^,

Floride.oi.
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Not

the so-called sea-lettuce {Ulva lactuca), several species of

Gelidiuvi, Bangia, and Ceram.ium, and the great Cystosira barbata, thrive best

and

abundance in polluted water of the kind; and there can be no

in greatest

doubt that this

is

to

lie

accounted for by the presence of a greater quantity of

organic compounds in that water.
It is not only in

contaminated sea- water, but also in other collections of water

we

which contain products of putrefaction in solution, that

We

vegetation.
of

manure-pits.

find a characteristic

ha\e already alluded to the presence of Eutjlence in the liquor
They occur also at the foot of shady walls, in dirty back

and on ground which is saturated with urine and
These places are the home of a number of other minute

streets in towns, in the puddles,

impurities of every kind.

which stain the polluted ground after rain with the gayest colours. There,
by side with black patches of Oscillaria antUaria and verdigris-coloured films

plants,

side

of Oscillaria tenuis, are blood-red patches of

patches of Chroococcun cinnamomeus.

Palmella

which covers the earth at the mouths of drains, and
Lai'ge areas here are

sewage.

weaves

itself

and, above

criventa,

Equally characteristic

is

and brick-red
the vegetation

bathed by the trickling

is

overgrown by the green Hortnidium murale, which

over the mire, and by the dark, actively-oscillating Oscillaria limosa;

all,

the curious Beggiatoa versatilis

makes

itself

conspicuous, sending

out from a whitish gelatinous ground mass long oscillating filaments, which emerge
after

sundown, and next day

red-snow

split

up

into innumerable little bacteria-rods.

alga, too (represented in Plate

grains, bodies of

whilst the

insects,

and

lives at the

I.),

The

expense of the pollen-

matter blown on to snow-fields;

otiier decaj'ing

nearly allied blood-red alga (Hcvviatococcus pluvialis or Splicerella

pluvialis) lives in the water in hollow stones where
vegetable remains collect.

Leaves blown

into

deep

all

animal and

sorts of

pools,

and lying rotting

by green (Edogonia, by Pleurococcus
The
amethyst-coloured
Protococcus roseo-persicinus.
angulosus, and by the
bottoms of ditches on peat-bogs, which are full of brownish water containing an
abundance of compounds of humic acid in solution, are covered with this amethyst
Protococcus, whilst a profusion of small filamentous algte, Oscillarife and so forth

at the bottom, are everywhere overgrown

(Bulbochcete parvula, Schisochlaviis gelatinosa, Sphcerozosma vertebratum, Microcystis ichthjloba, &c.), as well as

sarmentositm, H. cordifoliinn),

a group of dusky mosses

all

supplied with organic compounds.

{Hypnwm

have their home exclusively in

When we

Achlya prolifera on

fishes

— some

idea

is

Saprolegnia ferax on

obtained of the great variety of

saprophytes living in fresh water, as well as of those inhabiting the

A much

water richly

include also the curious mould-like

Saprolegnice produced on dead bodies floating in water
flies,

giganteum, H.

still

sea.

more agreeable and attractive picture than that of these aquatic saproby plants whose sole habitat is the bark of trees. The dead
bark does not constitute the nutrient base of alL the plants which grow from
ti'unks and bi-anches, or climb up them in the form of clinging and twining lianas.

phytes

is

afforded

SAPROPHYTES

]0()

IN'

WATER, OX THE ]!ARK OF TREES, AXI) OX HOCKS.

Often the trees only serve as supports, by means of
raise themselves out of

from

take, not

As

roots.

tlieir

go

j'ears

branches and in the

darkness into

support, but
bj',

little

fi'ora

question

wiiicli the phints in

Such food -salts as they require they

light.

the earth, into

they send absorptive

^^•llicll

a quantity of inorganic dust collects in the forks of
rents

gets

mixed with crumbled

less

full

and

and

of vegetable mould,

bark of old

fissures in the

The

particles of bark.
this

trees,

and

clefts, therefore,

forms an excellent

this dust

are

foster-soil

more or

for a lai'ge

number of plants. But it is not necessarily the case that all plants rooting in this
mould take up organic compounds from it. Thus, one finds n(jt infrequently in the
angles of bifurcation of the trunks of

olil

limes and other trees,

little

gooseberry

and elder bushes, and bitter-sweet plants, which have germinated there from fruits
brought by black-birds, thrushes, and other frugivora. These shrubs, in the forks
of limes

and poplars hardly take any organic compounds from

mould

tlie

in

which

they are rooted, but confine themselves to the absorption of such mineral salts as
they

may

require.

But, with the exception of instances of that kind, the gi-eat majority of plants,

mould

nestling in the

in crevices of

bark, do take nutriment

substratum in the form of organic compounds.
in the

mould

of

from

tliis

their

In cold regions the plants living

bark are for the most part mosses and liverworts.

They cover

trunks and branches of old ashes, poplars, and oaks, with a thick green mantle, and

grow

especially

on the weather-side of the

the fissured Itark of trees

is

trees.

In the tropics, on the other hand,

a rallying ground not only for delicate mosses and

moss-like Lycoj^odia, but also for a whole host of ferns and vivid flowering plants.

The number

of small ferns

the bark of trees
fern-fronds.

which develop and unroll their fronds

so great that old trunks appear

is

Of Phanerogams,

Borstenioi, Begonice,

wrapped

in particular, the Aroidece, Orchidece, Bromeliacea.',

and even Cadavece

(namelj', species of the genera Cereiis

Rhipsalis) bury their roots in the mould of bark.
rosettes of Bromeliacece

Orchidece,

fi'om chinks in

in a regular foliage of

ornament

It is to be

and

remarked that the

chiefly the forks of trunks, whilst Dorstenice,

and the various species of Rhij^salis grow on the upper

side of branches

that ramify horizontall}'; whilst, lastly, Aroidece and Begonice take root, for the

most

part,

on the surfaces of huge erect trunks.

Besides the mould collected in crevices and fissures of bark, the bark
is,

itself,

that

the cortical layer, dead but not yet crumbled and mouldei-ed into dust, forms

a nutrient substratum for a whole series of plants of most various

Many

fungi

afiinitj'.

and lichens penetrate deeply the compact bark, and their hyphal
its dead cells.
Other plants, instead of piercing through

filaments ramify between

and grow to it so
them awaj- from the substratum, either part of the
latter breaks ofl", or the adnate cell-strata are rent, but there is no separation of the
one from the other. If a tuft of moss (e.g. Orthotrichum fallax, 0. tenellum, or
0. pollens), growing on bark, or a liverwort {e.g. Frullania dilatata) closely'
flat

upon

its surface,

removed,

little

fi-agments of the bai-k maj- be

the substance of the bark, lay themselves
firmlj^ that if

one

tries to lift

adherent to a similar

basis, is forcibly

SAPROPHYTES IX WATER, ON THE BARK OF TREES,
always seen torn
stemlets.

oft'

with the

rliizoids at

The same thing occurs

in

Fig.

by means

like
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the case of the roots of tropical oi'chids

The majority

of these

no doubt, in mould-filled crevices of the bark, and nourish them-

15.— Aerial Roots

selves, besides,

and threads,

oX ROCKS.

the places where they issue from the

gi'owing to the tree-trunks which constitute their habitat.
tree-orchids nestle,

A>.1)

of a Tropical

Orchid {Sarcanthits rostratun) assuming the form of straps.

of special aerial roots whicii

hang down

in white ropes

a mane, from the places where the plants are situated upon the

But a small section develops
strap-shaped roots as well, which adhere finnly to the bark with their flat surfaces.
This phenomenon is most strikingly exhiliited bj- the splendid Phakcnopsis

trees,

and which

will pi-esently be described in detail.
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Schilleriana, a native of the Philippine IslaiKls;

and about

1

cm.

in breadth; the surface

roots

its

away from

turned

compressed,

rigid,

ai-e

the trunk

is

slightly

convex, and has a granular structure and metallic glitter like a lizard's or chameleon's tail.

and upon
>short,

it,

The surface towards the trunk is flat and without metallic glitter,
close behind the growing point, there is a whitish fur consisting of

thickly packed, absorptive

into contact with the bark
absorption-cells, that

the

The

I'oot.

is

it

latter,

cells.

When

once fixed, flattens out

one that never

world of orchids, wherein, as

tact

from the

axis,

A

root

then lays

Here

many

much

in the midst of the

to marvel at.

Sarcanthus rostratus

of drapery.

upon the bark

itself

is

extremely

and

15), the

in the

form of a band, and further on
is

shown

in the

between the bands and the

Similar conditions have been observed to

close.

trees.

The plants

in question lie

with

roots flat against the trunks, so that they suggest a covering

Taking, for instance, the Marcgravice (Marcgravia paradoxa, M.

umhellata), one might at
roots,

(fig.

often to be seen which arises as a cylindrical cord

is

Aroidece living on the bark of

their stems, leaves,

A

oi'chids, e.g. in

is

also complete coalescence takes place

bark, and the union

by the

wonder even

once more, resuming at the same time the rope form, as

illustration.

hold in

of a trunk covered with these long

fails to excite

from the beginning, but become so when they come into con-

with the bark.

lifts itself

still

well known, there

is

In other species of tropical
roots are not flat

it,

The sight

attain a length of 1^ metres.
is

bark itself than
more and becomes strap-shaped,
forming strips which may ultimately

easier to detach superficial bits of the

whilst creeping outgrowths proceed from

metallic bands

the tip of one of these roots comes

grows so tirmly to the substratum by means of the

it

first

sight suppose that they adhere to the bark not only

but also by the large discoid leaves, which are arranged in two rows.

very remarkable fact

also,

grow on very smooth and

in connection

firm bark.

When

with these plants,

is

that they only

transferred to a soft sulistratum, such

as jnould or moss, they lauguish, because their roots are unable to enter into close

This

union with a support of such loose texture.
orchids living on bark.

When

also true of

is

most tropical

their seeds are transferred to loose earth devoid of

humus, they do indeed germinate, but then perish, whereas when sown on the bark
of a tree, they not only germinate, but grow up with ease into hardy plants.

Where

steep rocks occur near clumps of trees

species of plants to
ivy,

grow on

have their roots

both.

Allusion

is

it

is

not

in the earth at the foot of rocks

one or the other inditterently, using both

uncommon

for the

same

not here made to kinds which, like

merelj»^ for

and

trees,

and creep up the

support and not as sources of

them by means of special attachment-roots. The remark
is applicable also to plants which live on the products of the decay of organic
bodies, for example many tropical Orchidew, Dorstenice, Begonia, and Ferns: and in
It is not diflicult to explain this
cooler parts a number of Mosses and Liverworts.
phenomenon in the case of species which derive their food from vegetable mould.

nxitriinent,

and clinging

to

The crannied wall of rock is, in a certain way, analogous to the rugged bark of a
tree.
The holes in the rock are filled in course of time with black vegetable mould.
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and plants with

foliage, flowers,

and

fruit of a

are able to establish themselves in the
in crevices of bark.

For the humus
is

mould

AXD

JlOOliS.
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form adaptable to cracks and holes

there, just as well as in that collected

In one respect, indeed, the}' are even more favourafily

situateil.

in bark gets quite dry in long periods of drought, because no water

wood

yielded to the hark by the

of a tree, even though the latter be abundantlj'

supplied with sap: whereas, in the case of rocks the probability

very deep, that even when the top layers of

humus

the clefts being-

is,

them yield up their water
to the air, a certain restitution of moisture takes place from the deeper parts, which
Moreover, plants growing in the mould of rock crevices are
are never quite dry.
able to send their roots

This

bark.

a richer

another reason

is

flora,

down

to

much deeper

why

filling

strata than

deep cracks in rocks,

as a rule, than do the

much

more

It is

from the mould

and which

itself,

explain

difiicult to

lie flat

against

how

filled

with humus, exhibit

many

plants in

common.

happens that plants which derive their

in crevices,

but from the substance of the bark

its surface,

are also found adhering to walls of

As an example take Frullania

rock.

it

possible in the case of

shallower crevices in the bark of trees,

although, as has been said before, the two habitats have

sustenance, not

is

ianxarisci, a

Liverwort with small brown

bifurcating stems, which bear double rows of leaves and are of dendritic appearance.

This plant grows equally well on the bark of pines or on the face of adjacent gneiss
rocks.

At

first

sight

it

would seem scarcely possible that a plant of

this kind,

clinging to the unfissured surface of rock, should be in a position to obtain organic

compounds

fi'om its substratum.

This

is

nevertheless the case.

Closer inspection

re\eals the fact that the Liverwort does not adhere to blank rock, but to a part

formerly clothed
is

Ijy rock-lichens.

This inconspicuous incrustation of dead lichens

a complete substitute for the superficial

Frullania tamarisci sinks

its roots.

laj^er of liark,

and

it

is

into

Another way by which food

is

it

that the

supplied to

plants adherent, like the above, to vertical and unfissured rocks will be discussed
later on.

SAPROPHYTES IN THE HUMUS OF WOODS, MEADOWS, AND MOOES.

Damp

sliady woods, especiallj- pine woods, are particularly well furnished with

saprophytes.

Here again we

find representatives of the

bai'k of trees for their habitat.

On

same

families as choose the

the ground of woods, the most characteristic

forms are mosses, fungi, lycopods, ferns, aroids, and orchids.

humus, produced from dropped and decaying needles,
rich

carpet of mosses,

is

such as the widely distributed

Hypnum

first of

The dark -brown
all covered by a

Hylocomiiim

splendens,

The mouldered dust of
Tetraphls
pellucida
and
of
Wehera nutans, and
dead trees has a clothing of
decaying trunks are overgrown by the cushions of species of Dicranum {Bicranum
scoparium, D. congestmn, Dicranodontium longirostre), pale feathery mosses
(Hyjmum uncinatum and H. reptile) and various liverworts. Everj'where above

Hypniim

the

soft,

triqaetrum, and

Grwla

custrenftis.

ever-moist carpet of moss rise green fronds belonging to broad-leaved ferns.
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Woods are also the special aljode of I'unf^i, ami the dauip gmuiid is ctjvered towards
autumn liy immmerable quantities of their curious fructifications. Dropped needles
and

cones, leaves and sticks strewn upon the (jjround, fallen trunks, and even the
dark amorphous dust arising from the mouldering of tliese bodies and of the
numerous roots ramifying in the ground, appear to be perforated by and wrapped

by a plexus
Amongst the .scaly

in the protoplasmic threads of plasmoid fungi, or similai-ly invested

of filaments, the so-called mycelia of other forms of fungi.

fi-agments of bark, peeling from the trees, they appear in the form of slimy strings,

or as a da)-k
rotting tree;

and

trellis

net- work, inserted

on the stripped white trunk

between the hark and wood of the
thej^ are

in

dark zigzag

lines

like

those of forked lightning; and between, the white mycelia of huge toadstools and
tremellas are

woven

decaying

are flecked and speckled l>y these mycelia, and even the dead stems

soil

in all directions.

Here and there large areas of the brown

of the mosses on the ground are festooned with white fleece, and

by

wrapped round

hyphffi.

It

is

We

plants.

upon the
trees.

worth while to glance too at the reciprocal relations of these woodland
mosses, lycopods, and various ferns and

find

fallen twigs

and

The dead remains

phanerogams li\-ing
and on the mouldering roots of pines and firthose plants afford sustenance to the fungi, which lift

needles,

of

their fructification above the bed of moss.

In their turn the rotting fructifications

of the larger fungi form a nutrient substratum for smaller fungi, which cover the

decaying caps and stalks with a dai'k -green velvet.
fall

Lastly, these little fungi, too,

a prey to corrupting bacteria, and are resolved into the same simple inorganic

compounds as were absorbed from the air and earth, in the first instance, by the
pines and fir-trees.
In the depths of forests there is going on, for the most part
unseen by us, a mysterious stir and strife, accompanied by an uninterrupted process
of exchange between the living and the dead, and a marvellous transformation of
those very substances whose secret we have only partially succeeded in solving.
The results of cultivation have proved that in the group of flowering-plants
belonging to the woodlands of Central and Northern Europe, which derive sustenance partially or entirely from the organic compounds afforded by tiie humus,
are to be included, amongst others, the various species of coral-wort (Dentaria
bulbiferu, D. digltaia, D. enneaphyllos), Circcea aljiina, Galium rotund ifolium,
and Linncea horcalis, and above all a large number of orchids. Of these, Dentana
prefers mould produced from the Ijeech lenves, and Cirvicu, Galium, and Linncea
api^ertaiu to the

green leaves,

as,

remai-kable for
'pactis,

mould

Of the orchids

.some are provided with

for instance, the delicate little Listera cordata,

its

villous petals,

Goodyera repens

and the various species of Ce'phalanthera,

Limodorum abortivum, the
and Epipogium aphyllum. have none. Limodorum

and Platanthera;

orchis, the coral-root,

belongs rather to the
fibres,

of pine-woods.

others, such as

warmer

districts of Central

twisted and twined into an inextricable

ball,

Europe.

It

has

Eioi-

bird's-nest

(diortivum

fleshj' root-

and a slender steel-blue stem,

over half a metre in height, bearing a lax spike of fairly large

flowei-s,

which

SAPROPHYTES
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subsequently become pnhv in colom-.
is

Tlie bird's-uest orchis (Neottia Nidus-avis)

of wide distribution both in forests of pines

spennous

Its

trees.

and

in tliose

composed of angio-

stem and flowers are of a light-brown colour, unusual in

but somewhat like that of oak-wood.

The flowers have no

scent,

issuing from the subterranean part of the stem and

roots,

Ill

jjlants,

and the numerous

imbedded

in

humus,

remind one in form and colour of earth-worms, and together constitute a strange
tangled mass as large as a
nest,

and

to this

is

The

flst.

thought to resemble a bird's

latter has been

due the name of the plant. The coral-root {Corallorhiza innata),

unlike the bird's-nest orchis, has no root at

all; but,

on the other hand, the sub-

terranean portion of the stem, the so-called rhizome, possesses a distant resemblance
Pale-bi"ownish branches of this rhizome, which

to the root-tangle of Neottia.

bifurcate rejieatedly at their obtuse

and whitish extremities, looking as

had been subjected to pressure for a time, and
thei'eby spread out into one plane, lie closely

all

if

they

the short lobe-shaped branchlets

crowded together, sometimes crossing

one another, and so form a body which vividly recalls the appearance of a piece of
coral.

This undergi'ound coral-like stem-structure develojjs each ye.ir pale greenish

shoots which rise above the ground and bear small flowers speckled with j^ellow,
white,

and

violet,

and exhaling a scent of

vanilla; later, green fruits of a

com-

brown when they ripen.
The fourth mentioned of these pale wood-orchids, the Eijipogium, aphyUum, is
once the rarest and most curious of them all. Like the coral-root it has no true

paratively large size develop, turning

at

roots.

Its

rhizome so closely resembles the

one for the other; but they

may

that

hitter's

it

is

easy to mistake the

be distinguished by the fact that in the case of

EpipocjiiLin the rhizome sends out long flliform shoots,
at their tips,

which swell up like tubers
and may be regarded as subterranean runners. The swollen extremity

becomes the point of origin of a new coral-like structm-e, which develops at about
the distance of a span from the old one; whilst the latter, usually exhausted after
flowering, gradually perishes.

and

is

not visible

till

one

lifts

This coral -like stem lives of course underground,

away

the moss from the mould on the ground.

It is

often completely imbedded in sandy loam, lying inunediately beneath the black

Many

mould.

years frequently go by without the

The plant meanwhile
which

it

lives entirely

underground.

Epipogimn producing flowers.
In the course of a summer in

has not flowered, anyone not having previous exact knowledge of

abouts might pass by without dreaming that the bed of moss and

path concealed this strange growth.

The flowering stems which

its

where-

humus on

his

at length emerge,

when there is a warm summer, are right above the place where they branch off"
from the subterranean rhizome. They are thickened in a fusiform manner, and
have, for the most part on one side, a reddish or purplish tinge.

connected with them

is

tense, smooth,

full of sap,

Everything
and almost opalescent. The

few flowers that are borne liy the stem are comparatively large, and emit a strong
perfume reseudjling that of the Brazilian genus of orchids Stanhopea. The colouring, too,

a dull yellowish white with touches of pale red and

these tropical orchids.

violet,

reminds one of
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The

sight of the pale-coluureil plants lifting their heads, at flowering time, from

the tumiil carpet of moss has

flowering plants are visible in

all

any

tiie

no other

sti-anger effect because, as a rule,

The flowers are suspended by

direction.

delicate

drooping pedicels, and owing to their peculiar colour, fleshy consistence, and form

—the

erect concave petal like a

out like preliensile limbs
the

— remind

one of the opalescent medusae which

The propriety

sea waves.

blue

Phiygian cap or helmet, and the others stretched
of

the analogy

is

on

float

enhanced by the fact

that the form and colour of other saprophytes produced near Epipogiuni

in

woods have a striking resemblance to the animals and wracks which inliabit the
The fungi, known by the name of club-tops, much-branched, fleshcoloured, yellow or white Clavariw, which often adoni whole tracts of ground in a
sea-bottom.

wood, imitate the structure of corals;

Hydnew

are like sea-urchins, and Geeister

like a star-fish, whilst the various species of Tremella, Exidia,

and Guepinia, which

are flesh-pink, orange, or brownish in colour, and the white translucent Tremellodon

gelatinosum, resemble gelatinous sponges.

which

The small

stiff toad-stools

raise their slender stalks oia fallen pine-needles,

Other

Acetabtdarice.

bands and

stripes,

toad-stools,

such as the

with

flat

known by

Geoglossmii imitate the lirowu Fiucoldea:

rigid

or convex caps exhibiting concentric

dift'erent species of

similar to the salt-water alga

{MurasmivM),

remind one of the

the

GratereUws, have an appearance

name

Pad ma. Dark

of

sj^ecies

of

and one may fancy the red warts of

Lycogala Epidendron, a plasmoid fungus inhabiting the rotten wood of dead
weather-beaten

to

trees,

clinging to gray i-ocks.
localities

may seem

be red sea-anemones with their

However

at first

sight,

tentacles

di-awu

far-fetched this comparison between the

everyone

who

has

in,

two

had an opportunity of

thoroughly observing the characteristic forms of vegetable and animal

life

in

woods, and at the bottom of the sea, will inevitably be convinced of its accurac}^.
Meadow-land, rich in humus, is much more spai'sely occupied by saprophj-tes

than the

soil of

woods.

There

is

no lack of the strange forms of toad-stools and

whose fructifications often spring up in thousands, especially in the
autumn, in company with the meadow-saffron; but in numbers they are not to be
compared with those which occur in the mould of woods. Amongst fei-ns and
phanerogams, the following species are dependent upon the organic compounds
puff-balls,

arising from the decomposition of the

humus: Moon wort {Botrycliiunx Lunaria),

numei-ous orchids, blue and violet-flowered gentians, the famous Arnica, Polygalace», and more especially several grasses, chiefly the

which,

when once

lai'ge areas.

it

Matweed (Nardtis

stricto)

has struck root in the humus, extends in dense masses over

Several plants, too, adorning alpine pastures, and belonging for the

most part to the same families as the species mentioned above, are to be regarded
as humus-plants.

Such are the Alpine Club-moss (Lycopodiurn alpinum), the

dark-flowered Nigritella nigra, and several other sub-aljDiue orchids; a number of
small,
G.

sometimes

tinj-,

gentians (Gentiana nivalis,

nana, Lomatogonium Carinfhiacum), Valeriana

(Tofieldia borealis) of

G. prostrata,

G.

glacialis,

Celtica, the Scottish asphodel

the north, a few grasses, sedges, and rushes

(e.g.

Agrostis
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ulpina, Carex curvida,
plants,

violets

Juncus

trißdiis), various

and campanulas

Mutellina, Viola alpina,

(e.g.

anemones, campions, umbellit'erous

Anemone

alpina, Silene Pumilio,

Campanula alpina) and

several mosses

(e.g.

Meum

Dicranum

elongatum and Polytrichum strictum) which clothe the humus on stretches of turf

and

in inclosures.

Many

of the plants also that are native

on the black graphitic

high mountain ridges take up organic food

of

soil

in hollows

from their substratum.

These

include Mi'csia alpina and various otlier mosses produced exclusively in places of

numerous Primulaces« and Gentianefe (Primida glidinosa,
It seems, moreover, to be by no means a
Soldanella pusilla, Gentiana Bavarica).
matter of indifference to these plants at what temperature, and in what state of the
If species which
air, in respect of moisture, the decomposition of humus takes place.
the kind; and, above

all,

grow abundantly in these localities are dug up and transferred, together with the
black earth in which their roots are imbedded, into a garden, and are there
cultivated in such a

way

that the external conditions are as nearly as possible those

of the original habitat; or

if

young

plants are reared from seed in the same black

humus-tilled earth, they thrive only for a short time, soon begin to fade, and within

the space of a year are dead

;

whereas, alpine plants belonging to the same altitude

above the sea, but rooted in loamy or sandy earth, flourish excellently in gardens
as well.

Various moor-plants

(e.g.

Lycopodium inundatum, Eriophorwm vagin-

atum, Trientalis BuropcBO) only live a short time in a garden even though the
This
clods of peat, in which their roots are imbedded, are ti-ansplanted with them.
compounds,
fact can scarcely be explained except by supposing that the organic
produced by the decay of vegetable remains on alpine heights and moors, are
essentially different from those evolved by similar matter under the changed
conditions of temperature and moisture occurring in a garden at a lower level.

Gardeners say that the peat and black graphitic

mountains turn sour in gardens, and they

may

soil

from the slopes

of

snowy

be to this extent right, that in

probability the humic acids produced under altered circumstances

all

are different.

SPECIAL RELATIONS OF SAPROPHYTES TO THEIR NUTRIENT SUBSTRATUM.
In the plants under discussion, the

taken all in
is

all,

cells

which

absoi-b organic

compounds

very similar to those which absorb miuei-al food-salts.

no cell-membrane, as

in the case of

Where

are,

there

Plasmodia and Euglena, the food diffuses

through the so-called ectoplasm, or outer layer of the protoplasm, into the interior of
Saprophytic marine and fresh-wator alg» are able to absorb the products
cell.

the

by means of their superficial layers of cells. The
mycelia of fungi have the power of taking in nourishment with special rapidity.
Each hypha, or more accui-ately, each long, delicate-walled cell of a mycelium is, to
a cei-tain extent, an absorptive cell: its entire surface is capable of exercising the
function of suction and of withdrawing from the environment, along with water,
The coral-like underground stem of
the very substances which are needed.

of decay in the water around

Vol.

I.

8
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Epipogium, aphyllu'n, as well as that of the

"

Coral-root", which

is c-utirely

destitute

of roots, develop fascicles of absorptive cells on their ramitications, and on special
little

and the white subterranean stem structures of Bartsia alpina are
The white, fusiform, tuberously thickened,

swellings;

also provided with long absorptive cells.

underground stems of the Alpine Enchanter's Nightshade (Circcea alj?ina) exhibit

no roots during autumn and
from them and

shaped absorptive

wintei-,

new

nor until such time as

leafy stems sprout

themselves into the daylight; they only have scattered club-

lift

Yet

cells.

it

is

inconceivable that the few absorptive cells meet

the entire requirements of these plants at the season of the development of stems

above ground.

Food

absorbed in these cases also by the epidermal

is

epidermal

cells of these

subterranean caulomes which

with the black mould or humus on the ground of

lie

forests,

cells of

may

entire tuber, underground stem, or coral-like rhizome, as the case

the

The

be.

immediately in contact

have such thin and tender

walls that they are quite as well adapted to the absorption of nutriment as are the
projecting absorptive

cells;

indeed the club-shaped absorptive

cells

on the small

Enchanter's Nightshade exhibit somewhat thicker walls than those

tubers of

forming the general epidermis of the tubers.

We may

compare food-absorption as performed by these coral-like and tuberous
imbedded in decaying plant residues, with the action of tape-worms in

structures,

process of sucking in through their entire epidermis the fluid filling the intestines

The epidermal

they inhabit.
Nidus-avis are

all

and have

tubes, but are tabular,

with the nutrient

cells

of the thick tortuous root-fibres of Neottia

capable of absorbing nutriment, though they do not project as

soil,

their outer walls,

which are in immediate contact

only slightly arched outwards (see

orchids rooted in the vegetable mould of woods and

furnished with very long tubular absorption

and

when

collapse forthwith

activity.

Whereas

tubular absorption

cells;

fig.

16

meadows

^).

are,

and these

The green

leafj^

on the contrary,

cells

do not wither

the root elongates, but long retain their vigour and
plants adapted to mineral food-salts, the

in the case of land

are limited to a narrow zone behind

cells ("root-hairs")

growing point of the root and always die comparatively soon;

the

in the case of orchids,

having cylindrical roots imbedded in vegetable mould, these structures appear to be
beset from

end to end with long scattered tubular absorption

retained even through the drought of

summer

next period of vegetative activity; and these

or the frost

cells

spirals
cells

form

in

boi-e into

the vegetable

some places regular

fine black mould.

The

which

ai-e

humus

or mouldering remains

Similar relations are found to exist in the

case of the dichotomously-branched roots of the Club-moss.

and

cells,

winter right into the

occur most abundantly in parts of

the ground where there happens to be a bed of
particularly amenable to their purpose.

)f

They

are twisted in

mould like corkscrews, and their absorption
which are completely cemented over with

tassels,

roots of grasses which, like the Mat-grass, live on the

decomposition-products of vegetable mould, are also distinguished by strikingly
long absorption

cells,

which grow

strangest bends and contortions.

in black or

When,

brown humus and

there undergo the

for instance, a fragment of a dead root or
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uudei'gi'ound stem, peculiarly desirable for absorption,

embraced by the suction

cells,

is

brought into contact with the nutritious fragment.
suction cells on the roots of

Austriaca, and G. Rhcetica)

many
is

encountered,

and as great an absorbent surface as
gentians

Indeed,

Gentiana

(viz.

tlie

it is
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regularly

possible

thus

is

development of

ciliata, G.

germanica, G.

confined to the parts of the root-branches, which, in

the course of their passage through the vegetable mould, have come into contact

with a particularly nutritious portion of

Wherever there

it.

is

contact, the root

thickened, and absorption cells project unilaterally from the eijiderrais and

fragment of wood or bark which

into the decaying

Fig.
1

material (see

16.— Transverse section through absorption-roots

Gentiana Rhcetica.

16^).

fig.

is

'

The

Bird's

is

grow

to be drained of its nutrient

of Saprophytes.

Nest Orchis (Ncottia Nidus-avü).

Roots of this kind remind one of the root-structures of

parasites

which are furnished with

discussed

more

"haustoria", and

so-called

will

be

different in that they

But they are

in detail in subsequent pages.

which

absorb food not from living but from decaying parts of the nutrient substratum.

Most plants that grow on the vegetable mould of alpine meadows, and the black
earth deposited by snow-drifts in mountainous regions, develop flat instead of
tubular epidermal

many

cells as suction cells,

and

in

this

resemble marsh-plants.

In

and minutely ramified that they
likewise true of the absorptive cells on

of these cases the roots are so abundantly

form a plexus investing the humus.

This

is

the rhizoids of mosses.
Plants which

lie flat

against the bark of trees and have no connection with the

ground, so that they are unable to derive nutriment from

be, either

grow

have a veiy peculiar

may

straight into the bark or are merely adnate to its surface.

In

the latter case they are exposed on one side
less

it,

Their roots, rhizoids, or hyphre, as the case

method of maintaining themselves.

projecting lines and ridges ramifying in

regular trellis-work cemented to the bark.

to the open air, and form more or
all directions, often constituting a

Sometimes,

too,

they are I'epresented
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by thicker ropes or

which run

baiids

down

loiioituilinal!}'

or encircle the trunk.

Tliene structures certainly serve as instruments of attachment, but at the

same time

they also aljsorb nutriment from the substratum, the decaying bark upon which the
plant

is

kind

is,

In periods of drought the absorption of food by plants of this

epipliytic.

in

interrupted and

genei-al,

connnences and there

is

But when the rainy season

suspended.

a lonsf duration of wet weather, water tricklincf over the

surface of boughs and trunks washes the bark, cleanses

it

as

it

were, and, falling

lower and lower, brings down not only tiny loosened particles of bark but mineral
and organic dust which has been blown into it by the wind; it dissolves all the
soluble matter it finds on its way, and so reaches the roots, rhizoids, and hyphfe
which adhere to the bark, in the form of a solution of mineral and organic

compounds, chiefly the

latter.

The

trickling water

the projecting ridges of these adnate structures;
particles mechanically suspended in

it,

and so

it

some measure stopped by
here and there also it deposits
is

in

conveys to these curious epiphj-tes

the requisite nourishment.

In the same way, no doubt, epiphytes which grow upon other epiphytes are
nourished.

In more inclement regions, the green bark, stem, and,

less frequently,

by mosses and lichens; and,
in the tropics it is a common phenomenon for mosses, liverworts, and even small
kinds of Bromeliaceas to settle on the green and still living leaves of Bromeliaceie,
Orcliidece, and Loranthacese, although they are certainly not properly panisitic, and
the green leaves of the mistletoe are found to be beset

only use their absorption

cells for

the purpose of clinging to the thick epidermis of

the living leaves or stem which support them.
substances alisorbed by these plants

is

The

principal part of the liquid

conveyed to them by the I'ain-water that

washes over the substratum.

The
smooth

species of plants also
vertical faces of rock,

which have been mentioned as sometimes growing on
thouoh the bark of

trees

able to obtain their food-materials in a similar way.

covered by a continuous carpet of plants, or

if

their usual habitat, are

is

If the

ledges

summit

of a

cliff is

and terraces projecting

and various small
kinds of bushes, it must inevitably happen when there is an abundant fall of r;iin
that the water flowing down the declivity conveys with it organic compounds in
solution.
First the sods of grass and moss on the ledges antl on the top of the cliff

somewhat from

its

face support sods of grass, tufts of moss,

are wetted, then

tlie

humus, which

part

(if

is

their substratum,

by

the water as cannot be retained

the cracks and crevices of the rock, trickles
face of the rock as
in

the same

way

it

as

soaks
is

down

this

down from

to the bottom.

the bark of trees, and

becomes saturated, and such

humus, or does not percolate into

A

the ledges and moistens the

I'ocky declivitj' is thus

inorganic bodies must of necessit}' be rinsed out and carried
water,

and

encountered.

then again be deposited
It

is

in

down

bj'

the trickling

heaps where projecting obstacles are

just in the tracks along which the water flows

rocks of the kind that the plants of which

washed

small fragments of organic and

we have made mention

down

steep

are situated.

Associated with the above are generally a numlier of other plants, for the most
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which cannot be classed as saprophytes, but which, in order
must have the capacity of

to be able to thrive in the tracks of trickling water,

surviving desiccation for weeks, and even months, on the barren rock after having

In the case of lichen-

been previously supplied with copious moisture for a time.

growths in particular these are very favourite sites; and when the lichens co\er
In limestone ranges, the
a large area they attract one's attention from afar.

by ledges covered with grass and
low brushwood, is extensively coloured by dark vertical bands and streaks, and the
eflect is the same as if a dye had flowed from the ledges over the face of the rock.
These dai-k streaks indicate the course of the water which oozes from the humus
light-gray rock of steep declivities, interrupted

and renders possible the existence of niimberless minute plants on the precipitous
face, in particular several dark crustaceous lichens (Acarosporu glaucocii.rpa,
Asjncilla ßavida, Lee idea fusco ruhe ns, OpegrapJia lithyrga, &c.).

The quantity
which

down

filters

compounds brought down

of organic

from the layers of humus on rocky

the bark of trees,

is,

however, very small.

in solution

ledges,
Still,

by the water

and that which trickles
it is amply sufficient to

meet the requirements of the plants occui-ring at the spots in question. The claims
We may here recall
their nutrient source are very moderate.

made by them upon

the instances previously mentioned of mycelia of fungi which have been found
satisfied

with the scarcely perceptible quantities of organic compounds in water
a mine, and in the pure water of a mountain spring

filtering into the shaft of

To these instances must here be added the production of mj^celia
in the wooden pipes through which the clear water of mountain springs is conveyed. After these pipes, which are made from the trunks of pines, have been
used as conduits for years, and their inner layers of wood have long since been
washed out, the mycelium of the fungus Lenzites sepiaria is not infre(iuently

respectively.

developed within theui, and
gi-ay flocculeut masses,

in

which

stream of running water.

such luxuriance, indeed, that
issue

from the

it

forms great yellowish-

pipe's inner surface,

and

float in the

In time these flocculeut masses increase in the clear

spring-water to such a degi-ee that the pipes become completely blocked, and the
flow of water is arrested. And yet the water conducted through the pipes is so
pure,

where

it

enters into and issues from them, that the residue obtained

evaporation of hundreds of

litres afforded

by the

no trace of any organic matter.

Seeing that most saprophytes absorb only such a comparatively small amount
of organic matter, one is all the

them

fall

more surprised

suddenly, at certain times, into the opposite extreme.

things rapidly produced in abundance as
like fungi

to notice that a large

".

The

fructifications of

which borders on the miraculous.

"

many

number

of

People speak of

mushroom-growths ", and as

"

shooting up

fungi are in fact developed with a rapidity

The various

species of

Coprinus living on dung

produce their long-stalked, cap-shaped fructifications during the night, and by the
evening of the next day the caps have already fallen to pieces, and are in a state
of decomposition,

mass

like

a blot

and nothing is to be seen in their place but a black deliquescent
The weight of this fructification, thus matured within
of ink.
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twenty-four hours,

is

which produced

and

it;

certainly
it is

many

times as great as that of the entire mycelium

quite incompi-ehensible

how

tiiis

mycelium, wliich for

weeks only achieves a moderate development, and adds but little to its dimensions,
is in a position suddenly, and in so short a time, to supply the amount of water and

Ejnpogium

organic compounds requisite for the building up of the fructification.

After producing nothing for two years

aphyllwm, exhibits a similar property.
excepting a few branches on

its

subterranean stem,

develops

it

all at

once and in

a very short space of time fleshy stems with large flowers, and one asks with

how

astonishment

the relatively small coral-shaped stock sets about obtaining the

quantity of nutrient materials necessary for the construction of these flowering
stems.

We

solution of wliich

we must for the present forego.
much more fastidious as regards

SajDrophytes are

than one might expect.

It

them

the mouldered dust, which serves as a nutrient
sj^ecies

periodicity, the

the quality of their nutriment

true that certain fungi are produced wherever there

is

are plants in a state of decomposition, and to

from one

mystery of

are here confronted again with the great

it

soil

is

quite indifferent whether

for their mycelia, has arisen

Also in the case of orchids imbedded in vegetable

or another.

mould, and in that of most of the mosses and liverworts adherent to the barks of
trees, it
is

is,

whether the tree constituting the substratum
But a large number of species are associated with the
particular plants or animals only.
For example, certain small

as a rule, of no consequence

a conifer or a dicotyledon.

decaying remains of
species of

Marasmius, belonging

to the

group of the Agarici, occur only on moulder-

ing pine-needles; another small fungus, Antennatula pinophila,

on

fallen needles of the Silver Fir;

is

found exclusively

Hyp)oderma Lauri, which resembles small black

type on rotting laurel leaves, and the tiny Septoria Menyanthis on leaves of the

Bog-bean (Menyanthes

trifoliata) lying

under water in a state of decay.

The

cinnamon -coloured receptacles of Lenzites sepiaria only grow from prostrate
trunks of conifers, and the black fuliginous fructifications of Bulgaria polymorpha
only on those of oaks.

A

with black spots on the

top, is

named Poronia ptmctata, white
onty found on cow-dung; another fungus, Gymnoascus

small discoid fungus

uncinatiis on that of mice, and Ctenomyces serratus on decaying goose feathers.

That man}' mosses are

also

has already been intimated.

very fastidious in the selection of their substratum

Just as in the Alps Splachnum ampullacemn

found growing on the putrefying dung of
large-fruited SjdachmiTn
deer.

is onlj^

cattle, so in arctic regions the splendid,

luteum and S. rubrum, occur exclusively on that of reinis met with on mountains always with decaj-ing

Tetraplodon urceolatus

excrements of chamois, goats, or sheep for a substratum, whilst Tetraplodon

angustatus chooses the excrements of carnivorous animals, and Tayloria serrata
is

only seen near cow-chalets on decomposing

of the occurrence of another

Rudolfiana

is

trees, especially

respect of

its

also very

moss belonging

interesting.

It

human

freces.

The circumstances

to the Splachnacese,

i.e.

Tayloria

grows usually on the branches of old
is tempted to believe that in

maples in sub-alpine regions, and one

nutrient sulistratum

it is

an exception to

tlie

rule of the rest of the
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Splachnace;T3.

moss

also only lives

closer examination there
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convincing evidence that this

is

For remains of

on animal dung undergoing putrefaction.

broken mouse and bird bones are invariably to be discovered in the substratum,

and there can be no doubt that the Tayloria chooses for its site boughs of old
Of the mosses
trees upon which birds of prey have di-opped their excrements.
in the
Whereas
mentioning.
also
worth
living on the bark itself, one instance is
case of most species of the genus Dicranum, the mouldering residues of conifers
constitute the favourite substratum; there

which

is

is

one species,

found only on the bark of the beech.

tree is seen, in sub-alpine districts, covered

films of the

viz.

Dicranum

The weather-worn bark

Sauteri,
of this

with the most brilliant emerald-green

above-named moss; whilst on adjacent pines and

no trace of

fir-trees

it

can be found.

PLANTS WITH TEAPS AND PITFALLS TO ENSNARE ANIMALS.

A

number

of plants exhibit contrivances

which obviouslj' have for their ol)ject
may fly or creep on to their

the capture and retention of such small creatures as
leaves;

and

has been ascertained by searching experiments that the majority of

it

these plants use the animals they capture, in one

the term

"

or another, as sources of
insects, aiad

hence

The
the name

insectivorous plants " has been applied to the class in question.

being the part of

flesh of the insect
"

way

For the most part the animals that are caught are

nutriment.

carnivorous

"

or

"

flesh-eating

it

principally serviceable for food,

or better, perhaps, " flesh-consuming " plants has

",

and seeing that the most important part of the whole process is
really the digestion, or taking in of organic compounds from the captured animals
after they are dead, we might call those plants which are furnished with organs
also been iised

;

for the absorption of the dissolved flesh of animals ensnared

ing

"

plants as well.

As

will appear

by them,

from the following discussion

" flesh-digest-

of the subject,

no one of these names completely covers the wonderful phenomena in question,
and it is scarcely possible to find a short and not too cumbrous expression which
shall

henceforward exclude

In round numbers
demolish them

all

misconceptions.

we may

estimate the plants which capture animals and

for food at five hundred.

Within

this

comparatively small range,

however, the variety of the mechanism for seizure and absorption of nutritive

matter
classify

is

so great that in order to give a general picture of

them

into several sections and groups.

In the

first

them

it is

section

necessary to

we have

a series

of plant-forms wherein chambers are developed, which admit of the entrance of
small animals, but not of their escape. The organs of capture and digestion of the

plants belonging to this section exhibit no external

movements

of

any kind, and

are thereby differentiated from the forms belonging to the second section, which
perform definite movements, in response to a stimulus caused by the contact of the
animals, with the object of covering the prey with as great a quantity of digestive
fluid as possible.

Lastly, there

is

a third section wherein the individual forms are
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neither provided with pitfalls nor capable of performing special movements, but

have leaves converted into lime-twigs and on them

auiiiuils stick

and are

also

digested.

The

first

and most extensive group included

with

orifices closed in

in

the

first

section

Their cai:)turing apparatus consists of

Utriculariffi or Bladderworts.

is

that of

little bladdei-s

each case by a valve, which permits objects to penetrate into

i'ig.

17

Bladderwurts.

lu the foreground Utriculai-ia Grafiana; in the background Utrkularia minor,

the cavity of the bladder, but not to issue out of

it.

The

Uti'icularia} are rootless

plants which live suspended in water, and, according to the season of the year,
either sink

down

to the

bottom or ascend to just Ijelow the surface.

approach of winter, when animal

life is

Upon

the

gradually disappearing in the chilled and

freezing upper layers of water, the leaves at the extremities of the floating stems

are enlarged and form spherical winter buds; the older parts of the stems together

with the leaves

die, their cavities

hitherto occupied

by

air are filled

with water, and

they sink to the bottom drawing down with them the winter buds.

After the

winter these buds elongate, detach themselves from the old stems and ascend near
the surface, where innumerable

little

aquatic animals are

swimming

there develop two rows of lateral branches in rapid succession.

to

Either

and
all

fro,

and

of these

are thickly covered with leaves which are divided into thread-like, repeatedly
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them are thus clothed with leaves whilst
The former is the ease in
Utncidaria •minw, the plant represented in the background (jf the figure on p. 120;
and the latter in Uiricidaria Gnifiuna, which is drawn in the foresfrouud.
In
bifurcating, segments, or else only half of

the other half bear the before-mentioned bladders.

instances of the former kind obliquely ellipsoidal bladders are to be seen on short
stalks on the principal segments of the leaves, usually quite near their angles of

In the smaller species, such as Utricularia 'minor, they have a diameter

bifurcation.

of about 2

mm.

In individuals of the latter kind the bladders have longer stalks,

and are about 5 mm.
convex
is

doi-sal surface

as

were,

pair of

under

is

stiff"

lips.

and partially trans-

and exhibits a markedly
An orifice, whose border

flattened at the sides
lateral surface.

tapering bristles, leads into the interior of each of

The aperture has four rounded angles and

stalked bladders.

it

by a
The

..==5=a^

is

framed

s

,

,

lip is strong-

and

thickened,

ly

somewhat

is

are always pale-green

and slightly curved

fringed with peculiar

these

They

in diameter.

Each bladder

parent.

furnished with a

solid cushion projec-

ting into the interior of the bladder.

From

the upper lip

Fig. 18.
1

hanos a thin transparent,

X

bladiler magnified

-

—Traps of

Utricularia neptecta.

Section of a bladder. ' Absorption-cells on the internal
surface of the bladder (x250).

obliquely-

placed valve (see

fig.

and yields easily

pressing against

it,

which

18'), the free edge of

the cushion before referred
elastic

(x 4).

to

to,

and

upon the inner surface of
Tliis valve is very

rests

closes the entire orifice.

any pressure from

to force a

interior of the bladder,

and

way without

to slip in

A

outside.

difliculty

tiny animal

from the nether

through the opening thus made.

as the animal has got inside, and ceases to press upon the valve,
it

back upon the under

for,

resting as

it

prisoner to force

lip again.

It cannot be

its elasticity

it

is

some

cases,

it is true, efforts

—about

little

for small aquatic animals, they being able, as

Most animals

sufibcation or starvation,

by

absorption cells (see

Many

to escape, but they are all in vain.

twenty-four hours

even as much as six days.

tion are sucked in

brings

impossible for the

before observed, to slip into the bladder but not to get out again.

in a short time

as soon

over the latter in an outward direction.

The whole apparatus forms a trap
that enter make,

But

by
the

opened by pressure from within;

does upon the projecting cushion,
it

is able,

lip into

— others

But

in the

live

from two

end they must suffer death by

and they then decay, and the products

of their decomposi-

special absorption cells developed within the bladder.
fig.

perish

to three, or, in

18^) are linear-oblong and somewhat like

little

They
and being united by a

shape, and they line the whole internal surface of the cavity of the bladder.

are arranged in fours, each group of four forming a cross

These
rods in
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common

The basal cells themselves arc intercalateil amongst the cells
The organic substances from the decaying bodies of captured
animals are sucked up by theee stellate groups of cells, and from them pass into the
basal

cell.

lining the bladder.

basal

cells,

and

the other adjacent cells of the bladder and those of the

later, into

plant at large.

The majority

and adult individuals

principally larvae

Cyclops that

into

fall

the

worms, and

insects, little

in the bladders.

infusoria, are also not infi-equently

of animals captured

remnants of no

less

still

Daphnia, and

is

water in peat-bogs,

met with imprisoned

comparatively large.

In

than twenty-four small crustaceans have

The prey secured by Utricularia Tninor

been observed.
pools of

of small species of Gypri»,

It is

but larviB of gnats, and various other small

trap;

The number

single bladders the

little

the animals caught by the bladder.s are crustaceans.

of

is

(fig. 17),

very abundant.

Utricularia clandestina seems also to use

its

which

lives in

The North American

capturing apparatus with great

success.

What
trap

is

it is

that induces the animals to press upon the valves and so

not fully explained.

We may

bladder-cavity, or that they hope

will afford a shelter

it

fall into

a time and be protected from their pursuers.

The

where they can

which

is

guarded against the intrusion of larger animals by
from

stick out

it (fig.

18').

rest for

last suggestion is especiallj^

supported by the circumstance that the approach to the valve-covered
the bladder

the

suppose that they expect to find food in the

stift'

orifice of

sharp bristles

Only very small animals, which can

easily slip

in between the relatively large bristles, reach the inside of the bladder, whilst

larger creatures,

coming near

which would injure the whole apparatus, are prevented from
Thus, the most probable explanation

it.

is

by greater take refuge in the hiding-places behind the
Another very striking fact is that the bladders
trap.
look

water,

Daphnia.

delusively

The bladder

like

itself

and the

bristles the antennae

there

any

left

is

and so

fall

into the

of Utriculai-ise, living in

still

Ostracoda, especially species of the genus

resembles the shell-covered bodj' in size and form,

and swimmerets

of one of these crustaceans.

significance in this curious similarity^ of

Whether

outward appearance must be

undecided.

The majority
and

certain

that lesser animals pursued
bristles,

of Utriculariae live in pools of water beside foot-tracks on

in the little collections of

moors

water between clumps of reeds in peat-bogs; and

these are precisely the haunts of the

little

creatures that are to fall into the traps.

Every handful of water that one scoops up contains hundreds of midge - larvte,
water-fleas,

Ostracoda, and one-eyed

Cyclops, which rush about promiscuously,

One

pursuing and seizing one another.

is

allied to the pine-apple,

upon the other
which

fills

in such

a

and has

way

rosettes of concave leaves, the latter resting one

as to form a niche or cavity in front of each leaf

with rain like a cistern.

always swimming about

mounThe Tilldndsia

species of these plants lives in the

tains of Brazil in the rain-filled receptacles of Tillavdsia plants.

Many

different kinds of small animals are

in these little cisterns,

and almost every one of the

latter

is
is
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the sphere of activity of an individual Utricidaria nelumhifolia.

This plant

remarkable also from the fact tliat long runners are thrown out from

which grow

where

into the

wide arches, from

its cistern

—a

fantastic

method

stems,

to a neighbouring Tillandsia,

one of the reservoirs in the rosettes as a new

water

on another

A

across, in

it selects

its

of propagation of

and dips down

site

which we

shall

speak again

occasion.

few Utriculariaä do nut

live in

water at

all, lint

grow amongst mosses,

liver-

worts, and lycopods, in the vegetable mould filling the clefts and crevices of rocks,
and the bark-fissures of old trees. Of this habit, for example, is the pretty
Brazilian Utricularia montmia, which, in spite of the difference of its habitat, is

provided with an apparatus for capturing animals agreeing in

respects

all essential

The bladders used by these plants

with the description already given.

for pur-

poses of prey are produced on subterranean filiform stems which thread their

way

mould and wefts of decaying moss-stems, and here and there swell
The bladdei'S are hyaline and transparent, and are filled with watery
into tubers.
They are only 1 millimeter in diameter, but are
liquid, sometimes also with air.
present in large numbers. The entrance into these bladders is nuich more conin the vegetable

The

cealed than in the species tliat live in water.

being

still

more highly curved, the position

quite close to the

little

stalk of the bladder.

dorsal surface of the bladder

of the orifice

is

In addition, the

altei'ed so as to
orifice

is,

as

it

roofed over, and thereby protected against the possibility of being stopped up
particles of earth,

and the passage leading to

the difficulty of entrance, a
is

number

it

is

very narrow.

be

were,

by

That, in spite of

of minute animals do seek a hiding-place here

proved by the circumstance that, besides various infusoria, i-hizopoda, and

creatures of that kind inhabiting

damp

earth, species of Acaru>^

and

larvas

of

other animals have been found, both dead and alive, in the bladders.
Witli this first group of insectivorous plants, wherein the capturing apparatus

includes a valve to prevent the egress of such animals as fall into the trap,

is

associated in the first section a second group, viz. that of the ascidia-bearing or
pitcher-plants, in wliich

tlie

foliage - leaves are converted into

escape of the captured prey prevented

by a number

pitfalls,

and the

of points lining the inner

wall of the cavitj^ and directed from the aperture towards the closed bottom.

Sometimes they
an extraordinary variety in the form of the pitfalls.
are tubular, utricular, or funnel-shaped cavities, sometimes mug or pitcher-shaped,
There

is

cases these ai-e straight, in others bowed like sickles, or
They always arise from the part of the petiole upon which the
lamina immediately rests. The lamina is always relatively small, being represented
in the majority of the traps by a scale or lobe, and it only appears to be an
In many pitcherappendage of the large expanded and hoUowed-out petiole.

or urceolate;

in

some

spirally twisted.

plants the

little

for instance, is

amjndlaria and

lamina looks like a

shown
iV.

in the

vittata)

it

lid

placed over the orifice to the

pitfall, as,

illustration (fig. 21*), whilst in otliers {Neixnthes

has the form of a handle or stalk, and serves as a

place for animals visiting the pitchers to alight upon.

In each
first,

AND
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pitfall there are
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always three kluds uf contrivance to be tlistinguished:

a device for the allurement of animals; secondly, an arrangement for entrap-

ping the prey enticed, whicli at the same time prevents

from returning and escaping tlirongh

tlie

iiidiviiluals

entrance hole; and

once imprisoned

third!}',

a structure

for causing the decay or dissolution of the dead animals at the bottom of the pitfalls,

and for rendering possible the absorption of the products of decomposition

The means

as nutriment.

of allurement are similar to those

of small creatures to flowers, that

to say,

is

principally

which cause the

honey and

visits

Ijright

and

varied coloration, whereby the nectar -secreting spots are recognized from afar,
especially

by

flying insects.

the cavity of a petiole
of sharp

liairs

is

The escape

of animals

when they have once entered
by a fringe

prevented, as has been already mentioned,

pointed downwards, or by various spinous structures on the inner

mf
Fig.
>

19.— Spinous Structures in the

Pitfalls of

Carnivorous Plants.

Genlisca; a piece of the tube seen from inside. 2 ffeUatnpkora nutans; spines on the walls of pitfalls, s Sarracenia
purpurea; a piece of the lining of the pitcher near tlie orifice seen from inside. * Sarracenia purpurea; longitudinal
section through the membrane covered with spinous bristles in the lower part of the pitcher. ^ ye2>enthes hybrida;
fringe of spiues at the orifice of the pitcher.
1, -, ^, & greatly magnified; 3 slightly magnified.

surface of the cavity.

by

The decomposition and

fluids secreted

by

But although

in respect of the consecutive

special cells at the

three kinds of contrivance,

all

dissolution of the prey are eöected

bottom of the

utricles

and

pitchers.

and co-ordinate operation of these

ascidia- bearing

and pitcher -plants resemble one

another, there are considerable individual divergences as to structure and function

that

it is

One

well worth while to study in some detail the most noticeable of them.

of the

most noteworthy

Utriculariacese in the structure of

is

the genus Genlism, which

its

flowers and fruit.

growing in water and marsliy

It is

is uearlj-

composed

related to
of a

dozen

Of these one is a native of tropical
and the West Indies. In
addition to ordinary leaves, which in them are spatulate, most of the Genlisese
Each pitfall
possess leaf-structures metamorphosed so as to constitute pitfalls.
consists of a long, narrow, cylindrical utricle, which at its blind end is enlargeil
into a bladder, whilst the narrow orifice at the opposite end are placed two jJeculiar
ribbon-shaped processes twisted spirally. The orifice of the utricle is set with very
small sharp teeth bent inwards; and the tubular part of the utricle has its inner
surface lined throughout with innumerable little bristles, which arise from rows
species

and southern

places.

Africa, whilst others are found in Brazil
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of cells fonniiig iuwan.lly iDrojecting ridges,

directed

downwards

(see fig.

19

^ ).

Amongst

and have their shurplj'-pointed

terminates

is

The bottom

cells.

tips

these needles are also found, scattered

over the whole internal surface, i-oundish wart-like glands or papilla,
four or eight

12o-

of the bladder-like cavity in

composed of

which the

utricle

destitute of bristles, but provided only with glands arranged in rows.

Small worms, mites, and other segmented animals which enter through the orifice
But as soon as they try to comof the utricle can easily reach the enlarged base.

t'ig.

'Zu.^Suiracenia

pi/,^,,.

,

ta.

mence the return journey they are opposed by the points of a thousand bristles.
Thus caught they die, and the products arising from the decay of their bodies are
absorbed by the glands situated, as above mentioned, at the bottom of the bladder
and on the walls

As types

of the utricle.

of a second series of Ciirnivorous plants belonging to the group of

pitcher-plants

may

be taken HeliarnfJiora nutans, a native of moorlands on the

mountains of Roraima, on the borders of British Guiana, and Sarracenia purpurea
(see

fig.

20),

which

from Hudson's Bay

is

widely distributed in the marshes of eastern North America

to Florida.

In both instances the leaves metamorphosed into

ascidia are aiTanged in rosettes, rest their bases on

upwards.

They are somewhat

damp

inflated, like bladders, at

earth and thence curve

about their middle, but

contract again at the orifice where they pass into the relatively small laminas.

The

latter are threaded

by red streaks

like blood-vessels,

have the form of valves,
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and turn
least in

tlieir

concave surfaces towards falling rain.

Sarracenia purpurea, to catch the drops of

and

into the bottom of the ascidia

very

TO EXSXARE ANIMALS.
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The_y serve, moreover, at
rain,

them more or

fill

less

evaporation from the hollow pitchers; and even

little

which then flow down
with water.

when

There

is

there has been no

rain for a week, one always finds some of the previously-collected water at the

The inner surface

bottom.

of a pitcher

of enamel on a pike's back (see
of these scales

is

transformed into a

is

19").

fig.

stiff

The

orifice,

cells

an-anged like the scales

internally-projecting wall of each

decurved point, and the lower the position

of the cells the longer do the points become.

the contracted

by

lined

The

shell-like

surrounding the aperture are covered by a thin film of sweet

Many

animals are attracted by this honey.

make

flying; others, being wingless,

concave side of the

is

utricle, to

Some

lined with the

help them to creep up the latter.

If these

to that part of the pitcher

smooth and slippery decurved

down over

juice.

are winged and alight from

use of a peculiar ridge, which projects on the

happen to travel away from the lamina

eaters

lamina again, above

bears glandular hairs which exude honey, so that the parts

They

slip

futile

by the downwardly-pointing needles which

cells,

honey-

which

they are as good as

the brink, every attempt to climb

lost.

up again being rendered

clothe the lower part of the wall;

and ultimately they fall into the water collected at the bottom, where they are
drowned and their bodies putrefy.
The products of decay are absorbed as
nutriment by the epidermal cells in this region. The number of animals meeting
with this fate
bodies,

is

is

often so great that an offensive odour, arising from the decaying

emitted by the utricles and

is

noticeable at a considerable distance.

In

the wild state, the ascidiform utricles are often half-full of drowned animals and
it is

stated that in these circumstances birds also put in an appearance and pick

some of the dead remains out of the utricles.
Whether the liquid filling the bottom of the pitchers
water, or wdiether the latter
like groups of cells

consists simply of rain-

modified by a secretion originating in the gland-

is

there (see

28'),

fig.

is

still

uncertain.

A

centipede over

4 centimeters long having fallen into a utricle of Sarracenia purpurea in the
night was found only half iunnersed in the water. The upper half of the creature
projected above the liquid, and

made

violent efibrts to escape; but the lower part

had, after a few hours, not only become motionless but
effect

of

the surrounding liquid:

alterations

which are not producecl

ordinary rain-water.
faction at the

When

same time

a

it

appeared to

had turned white from the
be macerated, and exhibited

in so short a time in centijDedes

number

immersed in

of captured animals are undergoing putre-

in a pitfall, the liquid turns

brown and has the appearance

of manure-liquor.

There

is

a great difference between the utricles of Sarracenia purpurea and the

apparatus adapted to the capture of prey in the plants of which

we have chosen

as

examples, Sarracenia variolaris, a native of the marshes of Alabama, Florida, and

and the JDarlingtonia Californica, found growing at a height of from 300
to 1000 meters above the sea on moorlands in California from the borders of
Carolina,
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Oregon
fills

to

Mount

In both of these the liquid with an acid reaction, which

Shafta.

the bottom of each utricle,

of the cavity

deposited

itself,

and

it

is

certainly only secreted

by the

cells in

Sarracenia variolam.

^

The

« Sarraceiiia laciniata.
natural size.

I

Nepenthes

dorsal side of each leaf

viltosa,

reduced to one-half

however, at

is,

end hollowed out like a cowl or a helmet, and forms a cupola as
21

-

and 21

over and

is

of the

^.

The

orifice

reduced to a

formed into a
orifice

dew

The hollow

interior of the cavity.

21.— Ascidia-bearing and Pitcher-plants.

Darltngtonia Californica.

enlarged towards the top.

fig.

the interior

both plants, above mentioned, utricular or tubular, and only slightly

Fig.
1

is

quite impossible that a single drop of the rain or

upon the plant should reach the

petiole is in

127

lobe,

slit

and

in

is

is

upjier

shown

in

consequently covered

The lamina is transsmall and roofs over the

or hole under the hood.

which in Sarracenia variolaris

utricle,

and hangs down

or entrance into the utricle

its

Darlingtonia

in front of the aperture.

uniform green colour, but the upper part

(i.e.

has red ribs and veins, and here and there

is

is

is

shaped like the

The lower part

tail

of

of the utricle

a

fish,

is

of a

the cupola and lobe-like appendage)
quite purple.

Between the veins the
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ami

leaf is tliin, translucent,

especially

when

and these clear translucent
look as if they were little windows,

pale-gre<;n or whitish;

framed by purple or green

patches,

ANI.\L\L.S.

ribs,

seen from within the utricle.

The mixture

of green, red,

and white

gives the upper parts of the leaves such a gay appearance that, from a distance, they

might be mistaken for flowers.

by these bright colours, and both round the
and on the inner surface of the cupola, they find exudations of honey which
they suck or lick up with avidity. In Sarracenia, variolaris, honey is to be seen
besides, on the edge of a broad free border which is decurrent along the utricle, and
Insects are doubtless attracted

orifice,

extends from the ground to the

This border forms a favourite path for

orifice.

wingless insects, especially ants, which are particularly eager in their quest for

For them

honey.

it

is

way

a sure

destruction,

to

when

for

they, gradually

following the honey-baited pathM^ay, arrive at the orifice to the utricle and pass

through
cells,

it,

they inevitably get upon the smooth decurved points of the epidermal

constructed just like those in Sarracenia purpurea, and then, unable to stop

themselves, slip

down

from flying and

alight

to the
fall

bottom of the

down

pitcher.

When

small winged insects

the slide into the interior, they

make

use of their

wings in the hope of saving themselves, but they never succeed in finding the
aperture by which they entered, as

They invariably try

it

slants

downwards and

through which the light penetrates into the

But just

as

situated in shadow.

is

to escape through the cupola, mistaking the tliin portions,
interior, for

gaps permitting egress.

rooms dash against the windows hoping to pass through them

flies in

into the open air, so the small insects in the utricles of Sarracenia variolaris

and

Darlingtonia Californica knock against these windowed cupolas, in their desire
to save themselves

by flying through.

of the utricle as though into a cistern.
secreted, or only in partial contact with

They

killed.

They always
If they are
it,

fall

down again

immersed

to the

bottom

in the liquid there

they are stupefied, but not immediately

two days, and

often live incarcerated for

it

would therefore be

erroneous to suppose that the fluid in the pitchers acts on the prey as a deadly
poison.

But

it

assists the

decay and dissolution of the captives as they die of

starvation and suftbcation, and, as in the
described, a

brown

case of the utricle-plants

liquor of very unpleasant odour

is

previously

produced, and there

is

a

residue of solid pieces of skeleton difficult to decompose, such as the wing-cases,
claws,

and thoraces of various

shared the same unlucky

The number

of

beetles, lice, ants,

and other small

insects

which have

fate.

animals captured

is

very considerable.

The

pitchers

of

Sarracenia variolaris, which attain to a length of 30 cm., are usually found, when

growing in their natural

habitat, filled to a height of

from 8 to 10 cm. with animal

remains, and even a heap 15 cm. high has been observed.

We

must here remark

that in the ascidia of Sarracenia variolaris, wingless insects, which creep about the
earth, are

found to predominate, whilst in Darlingtonia, on the contrary, most of

the insects are winged.

has honey exuding on

The cause
tlie

of this

flap or ridge

is easilj-

understood.

The former plant

running down from the

orifice to the
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many

ground, and

and

wingless insects

enter the cavity of

to

honey on

destitute of

its

top in the vicinity of the
rule,

only

thus induced to climb up the allui'ing path

ai-e

orifice,

where

it is

like the sign-board of

an instrument for the

What

fig.

21-)

to be attributed to

is
it

is

events be

fish's

colour;

of

and, as experience

much more

is

the spiral torsion of

DarUngtonia

Perhaps the escape of animals once

to say.

difficult

imprisoned in the depths of a pitfall
all

shaped like a

fail in its object.

significance

leaves (see

scale,

an inn in front of the entrance to the
attraction, from afar, of these winged

which are endowed with a vivid sense
does not

it

available for flying insects, which, as a

The purplish-red

visit nectar-secreting flowers.

creatures,

is

decurrent ridge, and only provides the sweet meal at the

and hung- out

shows,

Barllngtonia, on the other hand,

the pitcher.

pitcher, constitutes

tail,
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hereby rendered

still

harder.

It

would at

an insect trying to escape by the use of

difficult for

its

wings to ascend a canal which, in addition to being lined with decurved points,

wound, than a canal similar but straight and widened towards the top.
few flies and a small moth have selected as

was

spirally

We

uuist not omit to mention that a

their ordinary habitat the pitchers of both the plants just described, in spite of their

The grubs of a blow-fly (Sarcophaga Sarracenice),
numbers amidst the heaps of decaying insect bodies at

being so fatal to most insects.
in particular, live in large

the bottom of the pitchers, and are there nourished just as are the grubs of allied
species in the rotten flesh of birds

and mammals.

When

mature, the grubs quit the

environment of dead remains, passing through holes bored by themselves in the

and turn into chrysalises in the earth. But the fly itself
can without danger pass in and out of the pitfalls, which are so perilous in the case
of other insects, and it is enabled to do this by means of the special structure of its
feet.
On the last joint of each foot it has a long claw and sole-like attachment-lobe,
side wall of the pitcher,

and

able to push these appendages between the sharp, slippery, decurved hairs

it is

lining the inner surface of the pitcher,

This apparatus

the wall.

may

and so to hook

itself to

the deeper strata of

be likened to the grapple-like climbing irons of

Tyrolese mountaineers, and, thus armed, the fly

is

in a position to ascend the inner

The case of the small moth
The tibiae of this insect are armed with long,
the two middle legs, and two paii's on each of

wall of a pitcher unscaleable by other insects.

Xcmthoptera semicrocea

is similar.

sharp spurs, one pair on each of
the two hindermost legs; and,

by the help

of these spui'S

tread uninjured over the dangerous surface of the wall.
the sharp slippery hairs with a web, and so render

The presence
interest,

pitchers

likewise

it

is

able to

Its caterpillars, too, cover

them harmless.

of these animals in the death-traps of Sarracenias

inasmuch as
are

it

is

of special

shows that the animals which perish at the bottom of the
If maggoty flesh enters the stomach of a

not exactly digested.

carnivorous animal, not only the flesh

itself

but the maggots as well (which, indeed,

immediately die on reaching the stomach) are speedily dissolved by the action of
the gastric juice. Such is also the case with several animal-capturing plants to be
described in the next pages.
Vol.

I.

But the

fluid secreted in the pitchers of

DarUngtonia
9
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and Sarracenia variolaris cannot exercise this digestive action, for if
maggots in the heap of rotting insects could not remain ahve and
action

is

did the

it

well.

Its

limited to the promotion of decay and the formation of a foul liquor, in

other words, a liquid manure, which

absorbed as nutriment hy the epidermal

is

cells

at the bottom of the pitchers.

Another

pitcher-plants comprises

series of

fonus in whicli

the petioles are

converted into symmetrical sacs with apertures at the top, and the lamina spread
out over them like lids for protection.
this

kind are shaped like pitchers,

orifice of

each cavity

is,

most

for the

falling in, hut not to hinder in

Most frequently the

pitfalls in plants of

and the

jars, urns, cups, or funnels;

lid

over the

part, so placed as to pre%"eut rain-drops

any way the entrance

from

of animals.

In this series are

included, firstly, a few species of Sarracenia, viz. Sarracenia

Brummondii and

S.

numerous
which are designated by gardeners by the name of

undulata, next, the Australian Cephalotiis follicularis, and

species of the genus NepentJtes,

lastly, the

"pitcher-plants" in the narrow sense.

The leaves

in both the Sarracenias just

named

are heteromorphic.

Some

of

them

have acute linear-lanceolate petioles of a uniform green colour, and not hollowed
out;

and

it is

only in the case of from three to

five leaves in

each individual plant

that the petioles are transformed into tubes with inf undibuliform enlargements at the

The rim round the mouth

top.

of the funnel

somewhat swollen and doubled down

is

externally; but above the orifice the lamina

arched so as to form a cover to the

is

The margin of the leaf of Sarracenia laciniata, which is sho\\ai in fig. 21 ^,
crinkled and sinuously folded. The cover and also tlie upper funnel-sliaped

pitcher.
is

enlargement of the pitcher are very conspicuous on account of the contrast of the

The green of the lower part of the pitcher gets
and mei-ges into a pure white, whilst dark-red veins stand
out from the green and white ground tints, having the effect of a net-work of bloodvessels.
At the mouth of the pitcher, and on the under side of the lid, honey is
colours displayed

upon them.

paler and paler above,

secreted in such abundance that

little

drops of

it

are not infrequentl}' to be seen

on the swollen rim, and some oozes down into the infundibulifoi-m poHion of the
pitcher.

But

at the very spots

smooth conical

cells

with their

where the honey occurs there are
aolid apices directed

become longer the lower their position in the
the gajj^-coloured

lid,

pitcher.

also innumerable

downwards; and these

When

and lured on by the honey, come

to

cells

insects, attracted

the

mouth

by

of the

upon the parts covered with the sharp slipperj^ papillae, they are
drawn into the depths as though by an invisible power. After they have once
alighted on the perilous area, every movement and every ettbrt to chmb up against
the points causes them to slide further and further down tow^ards the bottom of
pitcher and tread

the pitcher, where they are hopelessly

lost,

being killed within a short time and

ultimately decomposed.

An

instance of an exactly similar kind

is

attbrded

by Gephalotus

follicidaris,

which has long been known as a plant native on moorlands in eastern Australia.
It is allied to saxifrages and currants, and is represented on a scale of half the
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This Gepludotihs also has two kinds of leaves, which are

natui-al size in fig. 22.

closely
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crowded in a rosette round the erect flower-stalk.

of the rosette are transformed into traps for animals,

Only the lower leaves

and these are pre-eminently

adapted for wingless creatures creeping upon the earth.

The tankard-shaped
on the damp earth, and are furnished externally with borders or
winged ridges, which facilitate the ascent

traps

rest

all

mouth

of crawling animals to the

of the

Flying insects are of course not

tankard.

excluded, and here again they are

made

aware from afar of the feast of honey
provided by the presence of bright colours.

The half-open

lid is

very prettily adorned

with white patches and brilliant purple
veins,

and at a distance

is

readily mistaken

for a flower.

When
without

small animals, whether with or

wings,

approach

take

to

the

honey, they are so eager in their search
that they get upon the inner surface of
the

mouth

though

of the tankard-pitcher, which,

fluted,

slippery,

is

also very

smooth and

and thence they easily

slide into

The

the interior of the cavity

pitchers

being half-full of liquid, most of the un-

lucky creatures die there in a short time

by drowning.

But even if this were not
the case they would never succeed in
working their way up to the light of
day.

For every animal that wishes

itself fi-om'

obstacles

to save

a Cej)halotus pitcher has three

to

overcome

:

first,

a circular

ridge projecting mside the pitcher;

sec-

Cephalotus follicularis.

Fig. 22.

ondly, a bit of wall thickly covered with
little papillfe,

sharp, ridged,

and pointed downward, the whole being comparable

mouth

to a flax-comb; and, lastly, on the involute rim round the

another fringe composed of hooked, decurved spines which
penetrable row of bayonets in front of sucli animals as
the other

difficulties.

lotus pitchers

The abundance

shows how

of the pitcher,

bristle like

may

an im-

have surmounted

of the booty found at the bottom of Cepha-

efficiently these

contrivances serve to prevent escape.

Ants, for instance, sacrifice themselves recklessly in their pursuit of honey, and

one often finds great numbers of them drowned in the liquid in the pitchers.

prey

is

not in this case converted into a putrid liquor, but

a secretion having an acid reaction.

This secretion

is

is

The
by

partially dissolved

separated out by special
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glandular

cells situated

on the lining of the

jiitcher;

and the whole

process,

wherein

they are concerned, corresponds to that which obtains in the pitchers of Nepentlies,

and which will be more thoroughly discussed in the case of these latter plants.
The species of the genus Nepenthes, of wliich we know at the present time
Their area of distriljution extends from
thirty-six, are all confined to the tropics.

New Caledonia and New Guinea over tropical Australia to the Seychelles Islands
and Madagascar, and over the Sunda Islands, the Philipjiines, Ceylon, Bengal, and
Cochin-China. They only flourish on marshy ground on the margin of small
There the seeds germinate in
collections of water in damp primeval forests.
The young plants (see fig. 23), which spring from the boggy
shallow water.
ground, have their leaves ar.^!j^

ranged in rosettes just like
those of Sarracenias (see

They

20).

identical
latter

are, too, so

nearly

form with the

in

that

fig.

anyone seeing a

young Nepenthes plant for
the first time, and not knowing
the history of

would take it
.

23.-Young Nepenthes

The

plants.

its

development,

for a Sarracenia.

leaves,

Succeeding

the

cotyledons and forming a circle

above them, rest their lower portions upon the mud, but their upper parts are
curved upwards, and each carries at

which

is,

strict speaking,

its

the lamina.

extremity a scale resembling a cock's comb,

This scale roofs over a

entrance to a cavity within the swollen petiole.
coarse projecting points

is

slit-like aperture, the

In addition a green lobe with a few

to be seen on either side of the orifice.

Altogether different from the rosettes of young Nepenthes plants are the foliar
structures clothing the stems which subsequently arise from the rosettes (see

In these leaves the lower part of the petiole
lanceolate outline,

and resembles the

is

winged and

flat,

fig.

24).

has a linear or

leaf -blade of Dracaena; its functions, too, are

those of a green lamina.

This expanded section of the leaf -stalk passes next into

a part which

coiled like a snake,

is

terete

and

and acts as a

tendril.

Every stem or

branch belonging to a plant, whether living or dead, with which this part of the
petiole

comes into contact,

the petiole,
is

i.e.

is

seized

and

encircled

by

it;

and the third portion of

the pitcher, being situated at the extremity of this clasping portion,

thus slung upon the branch of some other plant growing at the edge of a pool

of water.
soil

where

Meanwhile the Nepenthes plant rises higher and higher above the wet
seeds germinated and the young rosette rested, becomes entangled

its

with the ramifications of the underwood and with prostrate bi'anches of trees of
the primeval forest; in a word, with everything available as a support, and so not
infrequently climbs, as a true liane, to the tops of trees of moderate height.

The pitcher must be looked upon

as an excavated portion of the petiole,

and
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what appears

to be the

AM)

TItAI'S

of

liil

pitcher

tlie
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I'lTFALLS TO

the lamina, as

is

it

is

In this case also the lamina seems to be but

the Sarracenias.

comparison with the wonderfully metamorphosed

Cephalotus and

iu

developed in

little

Iu the majority of the

petiole.

from 10 cm. to 15 cm. in height.

species of Nepenthes, the matui-e pitchers are

In

the graceful Nepentltes aii^ndlaria they are only from 4 cm. to 6 cm. high; but,

on the other hand, the species indigenous to the primeval forests of Borneo reach a
height of 30 cm. or even half a meter.

The

Rajah have a

pitchers of Nepentlies

height of 50 cm., and their orifices are 10 cm. in diameter, whilst below the orifice

they expand to 16 cm.; so that
it

would be completely hidden

the hairs, they

may

Immature

pitchers are

still

tliis

kind

by

their

closed

be rusty in tone or glittering like gold; not rarely they look as

they were powdered with flour

Subsequently the

snow-white.

partially or entirely.
gi-een

a pigeon w'ere to fly into a pitcher of
it.

Often they are hairy outside; and, according to the colour and lustre of

covers.

if

if

in

ground

{e.g.

N. albo-marglnata), and sometimes are even

Having thus become glabrous, the

colour, for the

The

increased

by

pitchers display a yellowish-

most part flecked and veined with purple; and many

are of a bluish, violet, or rose tint near the

with blood.

and the downy coat disappears either

lid is raised,

or dark-red as though saturated

orifice,

and the variety of the

lid is similarly gaily coloured;

the fact that a pale-blue zone

swollen involute rim of the opening, which

in the interior,

is visible

is itself

tints is

beneath the

brownish, yellowish, or orange-

Gaily-coloured pitchers of this kind look at a distance just like flowei-s,

red.

and remind

one, in particular, of the

most

brilliant floral

Aristolochias indigenous to tropical forests.

because the genus Nepenthes

This fact

forms of the liane-like

is

the more noteworthy,

closely allied to tlie genus Aristolochia in respect

is

of systematic relations.

The bright pitchers of Nepenthes, visible from afar, are sought, just as flowers
by insects, and probably by other winged creatures as well; and this occurs all
the more because there is a copious secretion of honey b}' the epidemial cells upon

are,

the under surface of the

lid,

and on the rim round the mouth

of each pitcher.

The

swollen and often delicately-fluted rim, in particular, drips and glitters with the

sugary juice; and

mouth and sweet
honey from the

upon the

would be permissible in this connection to speak of a honeyed
the most literal sense of the words. Animals which suck

lips of

Nepenthes pitchers w-ander, as they do

so,

guests slip

so slippery

But the inner face is smooth and precipitous,
by a bluish coating of wax that not a few of the alighted

down

Many

to the
of

bottom of the pitcher and

them perish

fall

into

polished, wax-coated zone,

pitchers

the involute rim

and tumble back once more
of

the aperture

which are pointed downwards and

is

in

Rafflesiana, N. echinostoma, N. Rajah, N.

fig.

addition

19^).

slip

by

again on the

to the bottom.

bristle in front of

victims in the pitfaP. as try to emerge (see
(i\^.

the liquid there

in a short time; others try to save themselves

climbing up the internal face of the pitcher, but they always

teeth,

only too readily

interior surface of the orifice.

and rendered
collected.

it

lips in

In large

armed with sharp
such of the unlucky

In a number of species

Edwardsiana, and N.

Veitchii, all
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natives of Borneo) this fringe of sharp teeth looks
of prey;

and

in

Nepenthes

villosa, of

Hke the

which a pitcher

is
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set of teeth of a beast

represented in

fig.

21

*,

a

double row of bigger and smaller teeth directed towards the bottom of the pitcher
is

developed, and renders the escape of prey, once caught in the trap, impossible.

Most

of the creatures that fall into the pitchers are, however, speedily

drowned

For a third part or even a half of
This liquid originates from special gland-cells on
consists mainly of water, and so long as there are

in the large quantit}?^ of liquid at the bottom.

the cavity

is filled

with liquid.

the inner surface of the pitcher,

no animals in the

pitfall,

gives only a very

weak

body of an animal reaches the bottom, more

as the

a distinctly acid

taste, possesses

acid reaction.
fluid

is

But

secreted.

as soon

This has

the power of dissolving albuminous substances,

such as flesh and coagulated blood, and corresponds, not only in respect of this
action but also in chemical composition, to the gastric juice.

For, in addition to

citric, and formic acids), an organic body like pepsin has
and nitrogenous organic compounds have been brought into
artificially as well.
If the liquid from a Nepenthes pitcher, which has

organic acids (malic,

been detected in
solution in

it

it,

not yet captured any animal,

is

poured into a glass vessel containing a small piece

but, if a few drops of formic acid are
very same changes as it does in the
and
undergoes
the
added, the flesh is dissolved
stomach of a mammal. The process going on in the pitchers of Nepenthes when

of meat, the flesh

animals

fall

into

is

at first but

them

is

little aflected

;

therefore not only analogous to digestion, but

may

be

properly designated digestion.

The digested portions

of the bodies are afterwards absorbed Ijy special cells at

the bottom, and on the lower parts of the lining wall of the Nepenthes pitchers.

The

third group included in the

first

section of carnivorous plants comprises

forms with scale-like leaves, within which are peculiar cavities penetrable by

minute animals only, on account of the narrowness of the entry. Special conThe animals are retained
trivances to prevent the escape of the prey are absent.

and drained of their juices in the cavities by means of protoplasmic filaments
radiating from special cells.
One of the most remarkable of the plants belonging to this group is the Toothwort (Lathrcea Squamaria), of which we shall repeatedly have occasion to speak.
It is nearly allied to the Yellow-Rattle and Cow-wheat, but it is destitute of
chlorophyll,

and

lives

underground, parasitic on the roots of arborescent Angio-

sperms, except during a brief period annually
short shoots covered with flowers.

when

it

sends up above-ground a few

The subterranean stems are white, have a

and are covered throughout their entii-e length
with thick squamous leaves placed closely one above the other (see fig. 25 ^ and

fleshy, solid,

and

elastic appearance,

In colour and consistence these leaves are like the stem; in outline they

fig. 37).

are broadly cordate, and

they give the impression of being mounted fairly and

squarely upon the stem by means of the highly swollen and notched basal portion.

But

it

is

only necessary to detach one of the scales from the stem to convince
is not the case, and that the part taken at fii-st sight to be the

oneself that this
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underside or back of the leaf

only a portion of the superior surface.

is

each of these thick squamiform leaves

may

be distinguished:

rolled back,

is

whole upper surface of the

owing

by a sharp border

;

tlie

it

In reality

following parts

leaf,

is

on cursory examination to be the

and consisting

of

an obliquely ascending blade

next, starting from this sharp border, the part, which,

to its being suddenly bent

down

at an acute angle

usually taken for the dorsal or inferior surface of the

is

in

the place of insertion on the stem (fig 25^) which

first,

relatively small; secondly, the portion taken

limited

and

and

away

falling

steeplji-,

but which belongs, in

leaf,

point of fact, to the front of the lamina; fourthly, the free extremitj'' of the leaf in

the form of an involute limb; and fifthly, the true dorsal part, which
relatively

and

not visible until the involute tip

is

involution of the apex, a canal or rather a recess

the

leaf, close

From

under the

jjlace

where the

five to thirteen (usually ten)

They

series of little holes.

is

is

very small

Owing

removed.

to the

formed and runs across beneath

is

latter is joined to the

stem (see

fig.

25-).

chambers open into these recesses thi-ough a

are excavations in the thickness of the scales and are

probably, in this form at anyrate, unique in the realm of plants.

These extraordinary chambers must be described as deep excavations in the foliar substance
proceeding from the back of the leaf. To solve the problem of their significance in
relation to the life of the plant,
is

and to

its

absorption of nutriment in particular,

it

necessary to examine them somewhat more in detail.

The

cavities,

varying in number, as has been already mentioned from

thirteen, are situated
all

very close together, but are not connected

laterall}'.

deeper than they are broad, and have irregularly undulating walls (see

Two

five to

They
fig.

ai'e

25^).

kinds of structures are conspicuous on the internal surfaces of the walls,

being raised above the ordinary ejaidermal

cells,

and projecting into the

cavitj-.

Structures of the one kind are present in large numbers, and each of them consists
of a pair of cells in the form of a little head, borne

The other

serving as a stalk.

wavy

altogether wanting in the folds of the
tively large tabular

ordinary epidermal
cells,

cell,

cells

roundish or

inner wall,

thick,

is

short, cjdindrical cell
sparselj^

composed

of a

and

is

compara-

amongst the

inserted

in outline,

elliptical

and only slightly raised above them, and of two convex

forming a low dome, which rests upon this base

The walls

by a

which occurs much more

variety,

(fig.

25

*)

as though on a salver.

of these cellular structures projecting into the cavity are comparativeh'

and when the protoplasts living

in the cells are stimulated, thej^ send out,

through numerous pores in the thick walls, delicate filaments exactly like the
protoplasmic threads which the coated Infusoria,
stretch forth through the pores of their

armour

known by

(see

fig.

25

the

name

of Rhizopoda,

^ ).

When

small animals penetrate into the labyrinthine chambers of a Toothwort
and touch the organs just described, the protoplasmic filaments are protruded
rays in response to the stimulus, and lay themselves upon the intruders. They

leaf

in

act as prehensile

arms

in holding the smaller prey, chiefly Infusoria,

the motion of larger animals so as to cut

ofi"

their retreat.

No

and impede

special secretion has

been observed to be exuded in the foliar chamber's of Lathrcea.

But, seeing that
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some time after the creatui-es have entered the chambers the only remains of them
that one meets with are claws, legs, bristles, and little amorphous lumps, their
sarcode, flesh,

and blood having vanished and

left

no

trace,

we must

suppose that

the absorption of nutriment from the dead prey here ensues through contact with
the extended protoplasmic tentacular filaments as in the case of Rhizopoda, to

Fig. 25.
*

—Capturing apparatus in the Toothwort, Bartsia, and Butterwort.

Piece of an underground leaf-shoot of the Toothwort. 2 Longitudinal section through the same; x2, s Longitudinal section
through a leaf; xGO. * Piece of the wall of a cavity; x20O. 5 Plasmic threads radiating from the cells of the little heads;
x540. ß Subterranean bud of Bartnia; natural size. 7 Cross-section through part of this bud; xOO. 8 The margin of
a bud-scale in section; x200. ö piece of the epidermis of a leaf of Butterwort; xlSO. »o Transverse section through the
leaf of a

Butterwort {,Pmguicula alpina); x50.

ii

Transverse section thi'ough Butterwort leaf; natural

which these organs are so strikingly

similar.

It is

not impossible that the sessile

organs alone have the function of absorption, and

that

the stalked capitate
is

supported by the

much

the scarcer, have

structures serve for the retention of the prey; at least, this idea

circumstance that the former, which, as already stated, are
vessels

running to them connected by a peculiar barrel-shaped

elliptical

tabular

cells,

and

this

is

size.

cell

with the large

not the case with the capitate forms of

structure.

The openings

of the chambers into the recess at the back of a Toothwort leaf

being very narrow, only minute animals, such as Infusoria, Amoebie, Rhizopoda,
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Rotifera, small Acariiui, species of Apliia, PoduridiB, &c., slip

prompts them
reason

why

to visit these

push into the cavities in

been already stated that Lathrcea
of its nutriment

and shrubs

activity of trees

woody
autumn

as the

acquire their

When,

is

a parasite.

is

that

we must

Although we

shall not

now

that the

point

(jut

interrupted

is

grows

It only

by a winter

regions where the

in

of considerable duration.

plants on whose roots individuals of Lathrcea are parasitic
tints

and shed their

leaves, the suckers invariabh^ perish.

in the following spring, the ascent of the sap begins in the

sends out

it

to give the

derived from the roots of deciduous arborescent

is

Angiosperms by means of special suckers.

As soon

it is

Daphnia and Cyclops make their way into the
The most probable explanation is that the tinj^ creatui-es
their search for food, and there meet their death.

discuss the plant in that capacity until later on,

main part

What

iu.

as hard to say as

is

the various species of

bladders of Utriculariae.

It has

hidden chambers

new

roots,

which fasten

their suckers

wood, Laihrma

underground upon the

tree's roots,

The nutriment supplied in this way to Lathrcea
from that taken up by the roots of the tree or shrub in

the latter being turgid with sap.
is

not essentially difterent

question from the surrounding earth.

It is

composed mainly of water holding a

small quantity of mineral salts in solution, a mixture which has been termed

not unsuitably "crude sap".

Living underground and being destitute of chlorophyll, Latluxea has not the

power

of converting atmospheric carbon dioxide, or crude food-sap absorbed

by
the suckers from the tree or shrub attacked, into the various organic compounds
necessary for further growth. For this reason, and inasmuch as the quantity of
nitrogenous compounds in the fluids withdrawn from the roots is but small, every
supply of organic food, especially of nitrogenous matter, such as

additional

derived from captured animals, must be exceedingly welcome.
that

is

caught and digested consists for the most part of minute Infusoria, this

addition must not

by any means be undervalued.

fact that every one of the

We

must take

The

frost in winter does not reach so deep

place where the plant

ground everything
their existence

is

is

into account the

innumerable leaf-scales of an individual Lathrcea has an

apparatus for capture and digestion, and that this a^jparatus
the entire year.

number

is

Although the prey

is

active throughout

down

in the soil as the

imbedded, so that there, even at a season when above-

quiescent, the Infusoria

and other

and may be captured by Lathrcea.

of animals secured in the course of a year

little

organisms continue

Thus, the extremely large

is

nearly sufficient to maintain

the size of each individual plant.
It is after all

and

anything but strange that a root-parasite, destitute of chlorophyll

living underground, should

make

use of traps for animals, besides absorbing

crude sap from other plants: but, on the other hand,
find plants
cells, also

we

are naturally surprised to

which actually extract food from the earth by means of absorption-

absorbing through suckers from roots in the capacity of parasites, and,

furthex-more, preying

upon animals.

however, by Bartsia alpina.

An

instance of

such a plant

This remarkable organism

is

is

afforded,

distributed in the
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arctic region

and amongst the

Europe, and

is

mountain

flora

throughout almost the whole of

very striking owing to the colour of

of black, violet,

The

and green.

by reason
may remark

the entire plant,

We

pression.

liigh

being a mixture

its foliage

sombre dark-violet hue, and

flower, too, is of a

of this peculiar colouring, gives a truly funereal im-

name Bartsia was chosen by
own grief at the death
who was his intimate friend, and

incidentally that the

LinnEeus for this sad-hued plant as an expression of his
of the zealous naturalist

who succumbed

and physician, Bartsch,

at a comparatively early age to the climate of Guiana.

Damp

black earth in the neighbourhood of springs constitiites the favourite habitat of

Upon digging

these plants.

in

summer time down

to their roots, one sees that

a few suckers proceed from them, and fasten upon the sedges and other plants
growing in the vicinity; but one also discovers subterranean shoots having "roothairs" developed near the nodes, at which are inserted the paired white scales; and
these "root-hairs" have the function of absorption-cells.

Towards the autumn, oval

buds, likewise subterranean, are matured, in form not unlike horse-chestnut buds
(see

fig.

25^),

and composed of

lapping one another like
scale is visible, the

On

tiles,

etiolated scales arranged in four

so that only the

form a recess

bud

lower part being covered by the scale nest beneath

(see fig. 25

in each case.

^),

But, as

one pair of scales

may

lies

it.

is

perforated

orifices of

by twice

i.e.

back so as

be seen in the cross-section of a Bartsia

Owing
many ducts as

way

as

to this construction the interior of the

there are covered leaf-scales, and the

cell;

by the middle

i.e.

On

of the next lower scale.

which occur

in the recesses, structures like those

Lathrcea are developed,

a basal

rolled

each pair of ducts occur at the spots where the evolute margins of one

scale begin to be covered

the ducts,

as

two margins are

over the next higher pair in such a

to convert the recesses into ducts.

bud

back of the upper part of each

the visible part of each scale's convex under surface three sharply projecting

ribs are noticeable near the middle, whilst the

to

rows and over-

stalked glands, each composed of

secondly, pairs of hemispherical

domed

cells;

one wall of

in the cavities of

two

cells

borne upon

and, lastly, ordinary flat

25 ^). There can be little doubt that the whole apparatus
same way as in Lathrcea, and is adapted to the capture of Infusoria.
The subterranean buds of Bartsia, just described, are produced late in the summer, and aerial shoots arise from them in the course of the following spring; and
seeing that the foliage-leaves on these shoots are richly furnished with chlorophyll,

epidermal

cells (see fig.

acts in the

and manufacture organic compounds in the sunlight from the constituents of the
air and from the fluids imbibed by absorption-cells from the ground, the question
arises whether an additional supply of nutriment from the dead bodies of captured
animals can be necessary or even advantageous.

We

shall,

however, taking into

account the circumstances of Bartsia alpina when growing wild, answer
question with an unconditional affirmative. The plant belongs, as has been
to

an

arctic

and high alpine

plants above ground

is

flora,

this
said,

and gi-ows in regions where the activity of

two months. After the lapse
arctic and alpine plants either

limited to the short period of

of this brief vegetative season, the aerial parts of
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die altogether, or are buried in the snow, retaining their green colour, but suspend-

ing

all

movement and

vital activity for fi'om eight to ten

The

months.

the districts inhabited by Bartsia invariably before the ground

falls in

first

snow

frozen,

is

and the wintry covering of snow, which gets deeper and deeper as time goes on,
protects the earth so completely from the cold that even in the superficial strata
the temperature does not sink below freezing point.

from

frost neither vegetable nor animal life

doubt that

it is onlj'

is

In the bed thus kept free

and there can be no

quite torpid,

beneficial to Bartsia, during the long interval, for its subter-

ranean buds to obtain an abundance of food from the bodies of captured Infusoria.

The advantage
with

its

is

the more obvious

and

foliage-leaves

when one

considers that the above-ground stem,

flowers, has to be built

up in two or three weeks,

ensuing vegetative period, from the organic compounds stored in the
scales of the subterranean buds,

and that both the damp ground

grows, and also the roots of the marsh-plants to which

though yielding water and mineral
tion of nitrogenous

salts, afford

but

it is

little

joined

in

in the

cells of

the

which Bartsia

by a few

suckers,

material for the pi-odue-

compounds.

CAENIVOEOUS PLANTS WHICH EXHIBIT MOVEMENTS IN THE CAPTUKE
OF PREY.

We

have taken Lathrma and Bartsia as types

of carnivorous plants

which manifest no external

movements

visible

The second

for the purpose of capture or digestion.

includes plants in which

of the last

group of that section

movement

section,

now

in the pitfalls

to be discussed,

of the leaves, or parts of leaves, modified as

organs of seizure and digestion, take place as a result of the contact of animal
bodies

—movements which

have the common object of bringing about the digestion

of the animals, whilst the retention of the latter

Since in Lathroia and

exhibit no kind of motion themselves, though

plasm of the
object the

effected in very various waj-s.

movements take place

caj^itate pairs of cells in the interior of the cavities,

in the proto-

having as their

holding of the prey, these plants form, to a certain extent, a link

between the
merely

is

Bartsia the leaves, modified as organs of capture,

first

artificial,

and second

and

it is

sections.

All these divisions are for that matter

not impossible that fresh forms

recognized as intermediate between the groups and
obliterating the boundaries

may

series

which have been adopted by

be discovered and

here distinguished,

us, simplj'

with a view to

obtaining a general survey of the subject.

The

first

grouji of carnivorous plants

which perform movements for the capture

is composed of the various species of the genus Pinguicula (Butterwort).
Of this stock nearly forty species are known; and thej* are all much alike. Scarcely
any difference would be detected by an ordinary person between Pinguicula
calyjitrata from the mountains of New Granada and Pinguicula vulgaris from

of prey

our

own

hills.

In respect of habitat,

the Old World and the

New

too,

they exhibit close conformitj-.

they only thrive on

damp

In both

spots, the neighljourhood of
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springs,

banks of brooks, moorlands, and black peat-bogs.

In the equatorial zone

The mountain

they have retired into the cool regions of the higher mountains.
ranges of Mexico are particularly rich in species of Pinguicida, but

harbour a few native species whose area of distribution

and sub-arctic zones

species occurring in the arctic

One

ingly widely distributed.
Sti-aits of

all

the forms

Southern and western Europe also

existing there occupy a circumscribed area.

The
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are,

is

surprisingly limited.

on the contrary, exceed-

species has been found in antarctic regions at the

Magellan.

The species best known and most available for study is Pinguicula vulrjaris.
The area of its distribution extends over the whole of the arctic and sub-arctic
regions, over the part of North America which lies to the north of the Mackenzie
River, over Labrador, Greenland, Iceland, and Lapland, throughout Siberia down
to the Baikal Mountains, and through Europe to the Balkans, Southern Alps, and
Pyrenees. This graceful plant is represented on its natural scale and growing on
a bog in the annexed Plate

II. entitled, "

It has bilabiate flowers of

wort".

Insectivoi'ous Plants:

Sun-dew and Butter-

a violet-blue colour, with palates covered with

velvety-white hairs, and with a sharp spur at the back.

The flowers

are borne

singly on slender stalks which rear themselves in an elegant curve from the centre

The

upon the ground.

of a rosette of leaves that rests

leaves of the rosette in

Pinguicula vulgaris, as in all other species of Butterwort, are oblong-ovate or
ligulate

and

of a yellowish-green colour,

and

lateral

margins being somewhat upturned, each leaf

bottomed trough

is

Owing

to the

converted into a broad

the section taken right across a leaf in

(cf.

upon the wet

rest their under-surfaces

ground, whilst their upper faces are exposed to the sky and rain.

covered with a colourless sticky mucilage which

flat-

25^" and 25").

fig.

secreted by glands
numbers over the entire upper surface of the leaf.
The glands are of two kinds. One variety is distinguishable by the naked eye
as consisting of a stalked head, and looks under the microscope like a tiny mushroom (see fig. 25 ^). Its parts are a swollen disc composed of from eight to sixteen
cells grouped radially, and a stalk, consisting of an erect tubular cell supporting this
A gland of the other sort is made up of eight cells grouped in the form of
disc.

The trough

is

is

distributed in large

a wart or knob supported by a very short
the surface of the

For the

leaf.

rest,

stalk-cell,

ordinary

flat

and only slightly raised above
epidermal

make up

cells

the

epidermis, with here and there interspersed the guard-cells of stomata.
It has been calculated that there are 25,000 mucilage-secreting glands

square centimeter of a butterwort

leaf,

on a
and that a rosette composed of from six to

Momentary contact, whether due to
body or to the incidence of drops of rain, causes no kind
The long-continued pressure of grains of sand or of solid

nine leaves bears about half a million of them.
rapid brushing
of

movement

by a

solid

in them.

insoluble bodies in general stimulates the

glandular

cells

to an

inconsiderable

augmentation of the quantity of mucilage discharged, but does not cause secretion
of

any acid digestive

fluid.

But

as soon as a nitrogenous organic

body

is

brought

into continuous contact with the glands, they are forthwith stimulated not only to
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a more profuse

elii-

ination of mucilage, Tmt also to the secretion of

which has the po\'er of dissolving
};)loo(l,

(for

all

milk, albumen, and even cartilage.

example) that small solid

an acid

liquid,

bodies of the kind, namely, such as clotted
It has been experimentally established

on a leaf of Pinguicula

bits of cartilage placed

vulgaris, whose mucilage shows no sign of an acid reaction, cause, after ten or

eleven hours, the secretion of an acid
entirely dissolved
in the experiment

by

At the end

it.

were completely

on a

and after forty-eight hours are almost

of eighty -two hours the bits of cartilage used

liquefied, the

When

and the glands had become dry.
flight

li(iuid,

whole secretion was reabsorbed,

small insects such as midges alight from

Pinguicula they remain glued by the mucilage, and their
them to sink deeper into it. Thus

leaf of

struggles to extricate themselves only cause

they generally perish in a very short time, are digested by the acid juice poured

from the glands in response to the stimulus, and are absorbed with the exception
of the wings, claws, and other parts of the skeleton.

The

acid liquid secreted

are irritated

it

may exude

by the glands

is

so copiously as to

the margin of the leaf alone

is

fill

when

stimulated, as

midge alighting from above, gets upon the

and when a number of glands
the whole trough of the leaf. If

viscous,

a small creeping insect, or a

margin of the

slightly up-curved

leaf,

not only do the marginal glands, which are comparatively infrequent, discharge

movement
by the sticky mucilage, or

their secretion, but in addition the edge curls over; the object of this

being to cover,
to

push

bring

it

it

if possible,

the prey whilst

into the middle of the flat channel,

into contact with as

would not produce the

many

of the

one

way

or the other, to

The marginal glands alone

it

on

manner

assist in the

margin takes place very slowly;

some hours before the animal sticking
is

so, in

on a wider area are summoned to

The involution

the larger specimens,

and

glands as possible.

requisite quantity of acid liquid to eflect solution, and,

this account, the glands

described.

held fast

it is

is.

usually

to the edge is enfolded, or, in the case of

pushed into the middle of the

leaf.

After solution and

absorption are accomplished, usually by the end of twenty-four hours, the leaf

expands again, and

its

margins assume the position which they had before their

involution.

Besides small insects, pieces of plants, such as spores and pollen-grains brought

by the wind, not infrequently fall on the \'iscid surfaces of Pinguicula leaves.
These are subjected to the same fate as animal organisms; their protoplasts being
dissolved and absorbed like the flesh and blood of insects.
The action of the acid juice secreted by the glands of butterwort leaves upon
albuminous bodies

is

identical

with that of the gastric juice of animals.

presume therefore that there are

in

it,

as in the gastric juice,

We may

two kinds

of sub-

stance: firstly, a free acid, and, secondly, a ferment completely analogous to pepsin
in its action; for, as

is

well known,

it

is

bj^

means

of this combination that the

juice of the animal stomach effects the solution of albuminoid compounds.

much

as the gland-cells of

Pinguicula absorb

re-absorb the solvent previously discharged

all

Inas-

the soluble part of the pi-ey, and

by them, the

action of this plant's leaves

PLATE

I.

Drosera rotitndifolia.

2.

Pinguiciila vulgaris.

3.

Sphagnum

cymbifolium..

II.

PLATE

t.-n-;'.ff^"'i;v:i

INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS: SUNDEW AND BUTTERWORT.

Priided frinn Uie

origjiials

\k U\p BIHI.IO(;R,\PHIsrHKS INSTITUT,

leipzig.

U.
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exceedingly like that of the animal stomach, and the process may, as in the case

of

Whether, in carrying out

Nepenthes, be fairly regarded as digestion.

process, the different

of one kind

this

forms of glands have also different functions, whether those

serve principally to secrete and those of the other to absorb, or

whether, perhaps, the one variety only discharges viscid mucilage to capture the

and the other only a

prey,

liquid containing acid

and pepsin, are questions not yet

determined with certainty, although such a division of labour

is

in itself highly

pi'obable.

The

Pinguicida and the animal stomaoh

similarity existing between the leaf of

in respect of their action

on albuminous substances was turned to a practical

application in dairy-farming long before the discovery of the relationship

by men

If fi-esh

The very same changes as are brought about in milk bj' the addition
from a calf's stomach can be induced by means of butterwort leaves.
milk, warm from the cow, is poured over these leaves, a peculiar tough

mass of

close consistence is formed, the "

of science.

of the rennet

Tätmiölk " or

mentioned by Linnjeus a hundred and

fifty

favourite dish in northern Scandinavia.

In

"

Sätmiölk " of Laplanders,

years ago as constituting a very
particulai',

of a trifling quantity of Tätmiölk, pi-oduced in the

the fact that by means

manner

described, a large

amount of fresh sweet milk may be also converted into Tätmiölk is specially
worthy of emphasis, for we leai-n from it that the substance generated by
Pinguicida behaves in this respect too, like other ferments. The immemorial use
of Pinguicida leaves by shepherds in the Alps as a cure for sores on the udders
of milch

cows

is

be explained by

also interesting,

inasmuch as the curative

scientific

Since

the

curling

up and unrolling

Moreover, the margin of a young leaf

speaking,

is

to

ceutui-ies ago, thus finds confirmation

explanation at the present day.
of

the

leaf-margin in butterwoi't

accomplished but slowly, the process above described

leaf is also

on the sores

the antiseptic action of the secretion of the leaves in question,

and a method of healing, used empirically two
and a

eflect

is

is

not at

conspicuous.

always incurved, and that of a mature

somewhat turned up before stimulation has taken

we only have

all

is

place; so that, strictly

to do with a greater or smaller degree of involution,

and

its

nature can only be determined by careful observation.

In the plants which form the second group in this section of carnivorous
plants, and of which the best known representatives are the various species of the
genus Sun-dew (Drosera), the movements, whi>reby the capture and digestion of
small animals is efiected, occur much more rapidly and obviously. These species

are usually rooted in the

damp dark

soil

of moors.

They have

also the

same

habitats as Pinguiculse, and often enough sun-dew and butterwort are to be seen
flourishing close together on a strip of

On

Plate

II.

boggy ground no larger than

they are shown thus associated.

with Pinguicida vulgaris,

is

there represented,

one's hand.

Drosera rotiondifolia, together
life

size,

growing in a bed of

The thing that strikes one most at
sphagnum amongst sedges on an upland moor.
sight of the round-leaved sun-dew depicted, and in general of all the forty known
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species

Drosera,

of

the presence

is

the dehcate wme-red filaments, clavate

of

at their free ends and each supporting a glistening droplet of fluid, which stand

out from the leaves, and whose function

and

glands, stalked

sessile,

on the

leaf

is

of

smooth and

hairless,

depicted on the plate,

and

it

in

rests

many

The under

leaf.

surface

Drosera rotundifoUa

species, including the

upon the damp mossy

of the

These filaments only

Pinguicula.

proceed from the upper surface and margin of the sun-dew
is

same as that

essentially the

In this particular,

gi-ound.

also in the circumstance that all the leaves of each individual are adpressed to

and

the ground and grouped in a rosette or radially around the central slender flowering-stem, there exists a very obvious analogy between Drosera, and not Pinguicula

but

alone,

many

other carnivorous plants, such as Sarracenia, Heliamphora, Cepha-

and Dioncea, the fly-trap presently to be described.
The filaments or tentacles projecting from the upper surface and margin of the
Those wliich
leaf look like pins inserted in a flat cushion and are of unequal size.
stand up pei-pendicularly from the middle are the shortest, and those which radiate
from the outermost edge are the longest (see fig. 26^). Between these extremes
lotus,

There are

are intermediate lengths gradually leading from the one to the other.

on a

leaf,

in

round numbers, about two hundred of these

The clavate

tentacles.

head at the free extremity of each must be regarded as a gland.

It secretes

drawn out into threads, and which
a clear, thick, sticky matter which is
shines and glitters in the sunlight like a drop of dew, whence the plant has derived
Shocks occasioned by wind or the dropping of rain do not
its name of sun-dew.
If grains of sand are blown upon
excite any kind of movement in the tentacles.
readily

them by the wind, or
of paste, wine, tea, or

little bits of glass, coal, gum, or sugar, or minute quantities
any other non-nitrogenous substance are brought by artificial

if

into contact with the enlarged extremities of the tentacles, the exudation of

means

liquid at the places in question is

but there

is

augmented, and the secretion also becomes

no elimination of pepsin, and no change of importance ensues

acid,

in the

But the moment

<lirection of the tentacles, or the attitude of the leaf-margin.

a small insect, mistaking the glittering drops on the tentacles for honey as
flies

by, alights on the

leaf

and so touches the glands, or upon the

it

artificial

placing of particles of nitrogenous organic matter, such as flesh or albumen, on the
tentacle-heads, there ensues, as in the case of Pinguicula, an increase in the dis-

charge of acid juice, as well as the addition of a ferment to

compounds

action of this ferment on albuminous

is

its

composition.

The

entirely similar to that of

and we may even go so far as to speak of it as pepsin.
The insects that fly on to the leaves and are caught by the sticky juice

pepsin,

disencumber themselves by stroking the viscous matter
only besmear themselves

have their movements

still

gi-eatly imjieded

themselves soon cease, the
juice

and choked, and

phenomena

ofl'

with their

more, and are soon plastered

by the

secretion.

orifices of their respiratory

after a brief interval they die

all

trj-

to

but they

legs,

over the body, and

Their

efforts

to save

organs are covered with the

from

correspond, in the main, to those occasioned

by

sufibcation.

All these

identical causes in the
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But the leaves of the sun-dew are especially characterized by
movements performed by the tentacles in response to stimulation by animal
These movements are exhibited most conspicuously by the longest
matter.
A few minutes after
tentacles, which stand out radially from the edge of a leaf.
the gland of one of these marginal tentacles has been excited by a living or dead
animal becoming glued to it, a systematic disturbance is set up in the whole fringe
case of Pinguicula.

the

body attached to

animal's

bearing the gland originally irritated with the

First, the tentacle

of tentacles.

bends inwards, performing a movement similar to that

it,

Fig, 26.
'

—Tentacles on leaf of Sun-dew.

Glands at the extremity of a tentacle; x30. 2 Leaf with all its tentacles inSexed towards the middle. 3 Leaf with halt the
tentacles inflected over a captured insect. * Leaf with all the tentacles extended. Figs. », s, and * x 4,

hand

of the

Under

of a watch.

peculiarly favourable circumstances

it

describes

still

more

human

comparison than that of the hand of a watch

intelligible

Supposing that the

hand.

foi'eign

body

would be moved by the curvature of the finger

About ten minutes

minutes.

standing near

it

afforded

by the

to the

it

palm in the course of ten

fig.

and

After another ten minutes,

26^).

in the course of

from one to three

the tentacles are inflected and converge upon the body in question.

all

We

is

glued to the tip of a finger

after the first tentacle has been set in motion, those

begin to bend also (see

tentacles situated further off follow suit;

hours

is

an

A

angle of 45° in from two to three minutes, and an angle of 90° in ten minutes.

must not omit

to

mention that this object does not always occupy the same

place on the surface of the leaf.

Often, no doubt, the prey

is

exactly in the middle,

and the tentacles then swoop down one after the other to that spot; but often also
the place

is

elsewhere and yet the movements never

happen that a median

now

tentacle,

When

on repeated excitation,

fail in their

may have

to

aim.

It

may

bend now to the

meat are placed simultaneously on the
right and left halves of the same sun-dew leaf, the two hundred tentacles divide
into two groups, and each one of the gi'oups directs its aim to one of the bits of
right,

meat.

to the left.

This happens also
Vol.

I.

if

little bits

two small

of

insects alight at the

same moment on a
10

leaf.
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The movement

one on one side and the other on the other.

accompanied by an

whole surface of the

inflection of the

of the tentacles

leaf,

is

often

the lamina becoming

concave like a hollow palm, and when, under these circumstances, the tentacles have

converged from the margin on to the concave central part, the leaf has the

a

closed

fist (see fig.

All these

26

movements vary from one

result that

is

case to another

and supplement one another

moment and with a view

according to the needs of the

The one

effect of

^).

to immediate advantage.

always attained by the combined action

is

the covering of the

prey with a copious supply of the secretion poured from a numljer of glands, so that
dissolved and rendered

it is

When

an insect

is

fit

for absoi'ption

and for the purjjosu of nourishment.

caught by one of the marginal tentacles, the secretion there

discharged would not

suflice for these purposes.

The prey

accordingly trans-

is

ported as far as possible towards the middle of the lamina, where
contact with the digestive juice exuded from a

only when the

size of the

animal

is

maximum
fifty

because the solution of the prey requires more time.

tentacles

wings,

much

If the captive is

in a couple of days.

Ijut

longer,

very small,

Afterwards, the

straighten themselves, and resume their original positions.

compound

undigested;

by

and absorption are completed

lift,

It is

glands concentrated in the

In a case of this kind the tentacles continue inflexed

its solution

comes into

rather large that the leaf becomes hollow in the

middle like a spoon, with the juice of more than
depression.

it

numVjer of glands.

The jaws,

eyes, leg-bones, claws, &c., of the captured animals are left behind

the flesh and blood are totally absorbed, and the liquid poured out

the glands to effect solution

re-imbibed by them.

also

is

The undigested

remnants being now suspended on dry tentacles are easily blown away from the

sun-dew leaves by the wind.
ends of the tentacles,
viscid fluid in the

After an interval of a day or two the glands at the

now occupying

their original positions, again separate out a

form of tiny dewdrops, and the

with the means of securing

insects,

and

is

leaf

is

once more furnished

able to repeat the

movements above

described.

Amongst the animals which
are

little

fall

midges; but rather larger

beetles, small butterflies,

and even

victims to the sun-dew the most predominant
flies, too,

ants both with ami without wings,

dragon-flies, as

they run, creep, or

fly past,

adhere to the extended gland-bearing tentacles as though they were lime-twigs.

The

by the co-operation of two
or three adjacent leaves. Some idea of the large number of captives made by a
sun-dew is given by the fact that once upon a single leaf were found the remains of
larger animals, such as dragon-flies, are secured

thirteen diflerent insects.

In order to place in a true light the vast significance of the movements of the
tentacles belonging to Drosera leaves in relation, not only to the nourishment of

that plant, but to plant-life in general,
facts that these

others,

i.e.

movements

it

is

necessary to direct attention to the

are accomplished not in the cell direetlj^ excited, but in

in adjacent cells belonging to the

same community; that a propagation of

the stimulus takes place from one protoplast to a second, thence to a third, fourth.
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susceptible of

is

The movements occasioned in protoplasts situated at a distance from
by the stimulus propagated from its vicinity are, according to

measurement.

the seat of irritation

the position of the stimulating object, sometimes in one direction, sometimes in
another, but in every case they are purposeful and for the benefit of the whole

organism.
Investigations

with a view to determining

Drosera leaves yielded the following
long and weighing 0000822 mg.,

results.

when

A

the

degree of sensitiveness of

particle of a

woman's

hair,

02 mm.

placed upon a gland of Drosera rotundifolia,

caused a movement of the tentacle belonoins; to the excited eland, which manifested
itself

externally as an inflection.

human

tongue,

its

presence

is

If so

minute a body of the kind

not perceived, so that

protoplasts in the glands of the sun-dew
in the tip of the tongue,

in

the

human

body.

though the

A

is

would lead us too

placed on the

greater than that of the nerve extremities

latter are well

known

to be the

most sensitive

four-thousandth part of a milligram of

carbonate sufficed to induce motion, as also did
It

is

the sensitiveness of the

^ ^,^^1^

mg. of

ammonium

ammonium
phos2:>hate,

far to consider all the experiments in detail, but they point to

the conclusion that liquid substances stimulate more strongly than solid bodies, and

that the more nutritious to the plant the material placed ujoon the gland, the more
ijuickly does the inflection of the tentacles ensue.

The propagation or conduction

of a stimulus from cell to

in the cell-community constituting a

sun-dew

leaf,

may

cell,

as

it

takes place

compared

be

to

the

conduction of stimulus by nerves from a sense-oi-gan to the central organ, and of the
force of will

progressive

from the brain to the muscles.

movement

This transmission

is

conceived to be a

afiecting the ultimate particles of the nerves,

and comparable
and electricity; but no one has yet succeeded in
making these movements visible. So much the more interesting is it to be able to
see and follow in the glands and tentacles, by the aid of very slight magnifying
power or even with the naked eye, the material change which occurs in the
protoplasts of the sun-dew leaf when they are receiving or transmitting a stimulus.
The pedicel of a tentacle is penetrated by one or two vessels with fine spiral
sculpturing on the inner surface, and around these are parenchymatous cells. The
to the conduction of sound, light,

gland has in the middle a group of oblong
delicate spiral thickenings ("spiroids"),

down

sculptured internally with very

cells

and the
26

vessel or pair of vessels i-unnino-

merge into these sjjiroids. A
parenchyma composed of two or three layers surrounds the median group of
spiroids.
In each parenchymatous cell the protoplast is discerned forming a thick
the middle of the tentacle (see

lining to the wall,

the vacuole

is

fig.

'

)

and having a continuous streaming motion: whilst within

contained a homogeneous liquid of a purple colour.

fragment of animal matter, such as

flesh or

If the minutest

albumen, be placed on these

as a stimulant on the contents of the cell-cavities,

cells it acts

and the impulse manifests

itself

homogeneous purple liquid into dark, roundish, clubshaped and vermiform lumps, cloudy spheres, and an almost colourless liquid.

in a division of the hitherto
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known

This change,

from one

cell to

tentacles,

up

in all

When

to the heads of these,

propagated from the spot irritated

this visible

which the

resume their original

1
^Ä^>:^^t5.^^

sign of conduction,

pui'ple fluid is altered in the

the source of excitation, the piece of

tentacles

down

surface to adjoining

leal'

and so further and further radiating, so to speak,

Accompanying

tentacles in

all

is

another through the tentacle, across the

directions.

bending of

as "aggregation",

PP.EY.

position, the

flesh, is

we have the
way described.

and digested, and the

dissolved

dark lumps and spheres in the cavities

:^m^-M^^^&^W^'^'^Fig. 27.

—Venus's Fly-trap {DioncBa mru--^ipuUt)-

of the protojjlasts disaj^pear, and the

homogeneous purple colour

is

restored as

it

existed before the stimulation.

The various

species of the

Sun-dew genus are distributed over

all

parts of the

world, and are more numerous than those of any other genus of the family of

Most

Droseracea3.

Aldrovandia,

Each

is

of

Bijlilis,

the

other

genera

belonging

to

this

order

(Dionau,

Rorldula, Drosophyllum) are by no means rich in membei"S.

represented merely by a single or few species, and

a very limited district.

Like Drosera, they are

all

is

found exclusively in

insectivorous plants, and

all

have the power of dissolving, absorbing, and using as supplementär}- nutriment,
niti'ogenous

compounds

and Aldrovandia.

fn.mi

dead animals.

The most striking

of

them are Dioncea

Thej^ form the very small third group of animal-captors, in

which movements are performed for the purpose of

pi"ey,

and

their apparatus for

I'LAXTS

WHICH EXHIBIT MOVEMENTS

aud digestion

seizure

one of

is

tlie
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most curious adaptations displayed by the

vegetable world.

The

which

Veiius's Fly-trap (Dioncea 'musciinda),

grows wild only

half its natural size,

North America (from Long Island
leaves, like those of

many

in a

narrow

of country in

tlie

east of

The

other carnivorous plants, are grouped in rosettes round

or partially

upon the ground.

which

it

as

sti-ip

(fig. 27),

to Florida) in the vicinity of peat-bogs.

the flowering axes, and for the most part rest

is,

repi-esented above

is

Each

tlieir

under surfaces either entirely

leaf consists, first, of a flat, spatulate petiole,

were, truncated in front and suddenly contracted to the midrib, and,

secondly, of a roundish lamina.
The latter is divided by the midrib into two
symmetrical halves, inclined to one another at an angle of from 60° to 90° like the
leaves of a half-open book.
to

twenty

Both margins of the lamina run out into from twelve

On

tips.

the central part of each half of the leaf there are three very

which are always shorter than the marginal

spines,

They

obliquely.
life

do not carry either glands or any

long, sharp teeth, which, however,

other special structures on their

in

is

are composed of elongated cells

At

very active circulation.

pad of

cylindrical

tissue

The

the base of each sjjinous process
cells,

spines themselves are rigid,

response to pressure, but are forced

and which stand up

whose proto^alasm throughout

formed of small parenchymatous

the spine to be deflected.

down on

and

this

is

a short

pad allows

and do not bend in

to the surface of the leaf, the pad of

In addition to these processes, glands are

tissue referred to acting as a hinge.

scattered

teeth,

and sharp

stifl"

over the whole ujjper surface of the lamina.

They look

like

the

shortly-stalked glands of a butterwort leaf, are composed of some twenty-eight

small

cells,

are purple in colour, and capable of secreting a mucilaginous liquid.

Little trichomes, stellate hairs, are also Viorne

on the

edo-e of the leaf

between the

sharp teeth and also on the under-surface.

No

visible

change

whole plant or

by

leaf,

is

produced by a blow or shock or by pressure aflecting the

as might be caused

injuries to the petiole or

of the lamina

is

by wind

back of the lamina.

two

touched, the

or falling drops of rain, nor even

But

as soon as the upper surface

lobes, hitherto at right angles,

approach one

another until the sharp marginal teeth are interlocked, and the body touching the
leaf is inclosed

between two walls

(fig.

28").

When

the places beset with purple

glands are alone excited by contact with the object, this inflection and closing
follows very slowly; but
foliar lobes is

if

one of the six spines projecting in trios from the two

ever so lightly touched, the leaf shuts up within 10-30 seconds,

instantaneously, and the action

book.

The

is

best compared to the

i.e.

slamming of a half-open

teeth standing at the edge of the leaf lock into one another on these

occasions like the fingei's of clasped hands.

The

lobes,

however, whose surfaces

were hitherto plane, become at the moment of closing somewhat concave, so that

when approached they do not

lie flat

against one another but inclose a cavity, the

contour of which nearly corresponds with that of a bean.

The further changes and

processes

now ensuing depend upon whether

the
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sensitive part of the leaf

and

also

was subjected

upon the nature

of the

non-nitrogenous or nitrogenous.

to prolonged or only

body touching

When

it,

momentary

contact,

whether inorganic or organic,

rapidly touched or stroked, the leaf folds

together, but only remains closed for a short time.

The

lobes soon begin to re-

open, and can be stimulated afresh immediately and caused to shut again.
also the case

is

any

when

otlier inorganic

This

the disturbance was due to the impact of a grain of saud or

when

body, and likewise

organic but non-nitrogenous object.

But

the stimulus proceeded from an

on the other hand, the body upon the

if,

upper surface of the lamina was nitrogenous and the contact not too hasty, the

two

lobes of the leaf remain closed over the object for a longer period.

Fig
1

28— Capturing

apparatus of the leaves of Alirovandia and Venus's Fly-trap.

Expanded leaf of a Venus's Fly-trap. = Section of a closed leaf,
* Expanded leaf of Aldrovandia.
' Section of a closed leaf.
from the wall of a Sarraceiiia pitcher.

become
bodies,

flat
if

and even again, and are

soft,

pre.ssed together so tightly that intervening

are squeezed and crushed to pieces.

even of those glands which are not at

The

inclosed
if

One of the sensitive bristles on the surface of the leaf.
Glands on the surface of leaf of Atdrovandia. ' Gland

s
'

In addition, the glands,

then, begin to secrete a slimy, coloiu-less, highly acid juice;

till

all in

and

tlais

dr}^

is ti-ue

contact with the nitrogenous bodies

secretion flows so copiously that

the shut lobes be forcibly separated.

ally

Thej'' also

it

can be seen in the form of drops

It covers the

imprisoned body and gradu-

the albuminous compounds therein contained.
Afterwards, the
and the matter dissolved in it are re-absorbed bj'' the same glands as

dissolves

secretion

previously discliarged the acid liquid, containing pepsin, in response to the stimulus;

and when the trap reopens, the glands are

now

vanished: the six

little

like the blades of a pocket-knife

and the

leaf is once

The time

dry.

The

soluble jjart of the prey has

spinous processes, which were bent in the closed leaf

and lay pressed down upon the

more equipped

for

making

surface, stand up;

fresh captures.

requisite for the digestion of a nitrogenous body, resting

surface of a leaf, varies according to the size of the body.

The

closed for fi-om eight to fourteen days, but often even for

twenty days.

upon the

leaf usually

remains

Although

•
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—earwigs,

leaf,

millipedes,
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and dragon-flies

—caught

cause the lobes to slam together, they are able

part of their bodies projects beyond the toothed margin, for the teeth

But small creatures are hopelessly lost
They are at once suflbcated in the liquid,
poured out copiously by the glands, and are then dissolved and absorbed

are flexible and yield to strong pressure.

when the lobes have closed over them.
which

is

with the exception of their claws, leg-bones, chitinous

rings, &c.,

which are incapable

of being digested.

In spite of the identity of aim and of

result, the

mechanism

of a Dioncea leaf

very materially from that of the sun-dew leaf described above. Division of
labour is carried much further in the Fly-trap. The pre-eminently sensitive
structures, viz., the six filaments situated upon the upper surface of the leaf.
differs

29.—Äldrovandia

Fig.

Again, the long sharp teeth at the edge

do not act also as digestive glands.
of the leaf,

vesiculosa.

winch correspond in position

to the marginal tentacles of a

carry no glands, and only serve to close the trap securely
caught.

and

digestion, whilst in the case of

these functions belong to the gland-bearing tentacles alone.

on the

leaf,

Accordingly in Dioncea there exist special structures for three different

functions, namely, stimulation, seizure,
all

sun-dew

when an animal has been

sensitive filaments

on the

Drosera

The stimulus acting

leaf of the Fly-trap is liberated in the

form of a

rapid motion of the lobes and a discharge of digestive fluid from the glands, and
this discharge of secretion ensues therefore

through the mediation of

cells

which

The process here again is much more
The transmission of stimulus, though as a fact
the two plants we are comparing, proceeds at any rate with much

have not themselves been directly excited.
striking than in the sun-dew leaf.
identical in

greater rapidity in Dioncea than in Drosera.

The analogy

existing between these processes, especially the conduction

liberation of stimulus,

and similar phenomena of the muscles and nerves

animal organism, has already been brought out in discussing the sun-dew.

noteworthy

fact that, in the fly-traps, actual electric currents

in

and
an

It is a

have been observed,

which prove that the greatest resemblance exists to muscles and neiwes as regards
electro-motor action also. A positive current runs from the base to the apex of the
lamina; another current running in the opposite direction
petiole;

and the upper layers of

cells in

is

demonstrable in the

the lamina and the midrib are ascertained
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to be the seat of origin of this phenomenon.

A

great alteration in

tlie

intensity of

the current ensues upon each excitation of the leaf; and, inasmuch as this fluctuation

movement

of the electric current precedes the
it is

natural to assume that

it

by the stimulus,

of the leaf caused

depends upon the conduction and liberation of the

stimulus.

Äld/rovandia, the plant nearest allied to the Fly-trap in the structure of
is

its leaf,

a water-plant, which occurs scattered over the southern and central parts of

Europe.

It only flourishes in shallow ditches, pools,

and small ponds inclosed by

banks of reeds and rushes, where the plants are immersed
water, attaining in

summer

to a temperature of 30°

incrustation of carbonate of lime,

be hindered in their movements.

vandia

which

vesiculosa,

for a Utricularia

is

in clear, so-called soft

C, and are exempt from any

whereby the tender parts of the leaves might
On cursory inspection, one might take Aldro-

represented above full size and in

(cf. fig. 17).

natural position,

its

It lives, like the latter, floating in water; is destitute

of roots, and has a slender filiform stem with leaves arranged in w'horls and ter-

minating in

away and

bristles.

In proportion as

it

grows at the apex, the hinder part

dies

The development of hibernating buds takes place also in
same manner as in Utricularia. Towards autumn, the stem ceases
to elongate, and the two hundred small and young leaves, which adorn the extremity of the stem and whose cells are quite full of starch, remain lying closely
wrapped one upon another and form a dark, oval, bristly ball, which sinks at the
commencement of winter to the bottom of the pool or pond and hibernates there
decays.

precisely the

lying upon the mud.
It is not till

very late in the following spring, when

other animals begin to
these structures.

The

move about

little

midge-larvse and

in the water, that fresh life

is

awakened

in

starch-grains in the leaves are brought into solution and

used for building-material; the axis elongates, and

lacunse

filled

with air are

developed, whereupon the plant becomes lighter, ascends, and remains throughout

the

summer and autumn

the

little

future form, the apparatus adapted to the capture of animals

on them.

But when once the

of small animals.

Each

is

but

little

leaves are mature, they bear laminae,

extremely like those of Dioncea in shape, and serve, as do the

petiole

Although

floating just below the surface of the water.

leaves of the winter-buds generally admit of the recognition of their

latter, for

leaf is difierentiated, as in Dioncea, into a strong,

expanded and anteriorly

clavate,

developed

which are
the capture

dark -green

and into a roundish lamina with a delicate

epidermis and with two lobes connected by the midrib and inclined nearly at right
angles to one another (see
delicate lamina in the
bristles,

fig.

28^).

form of a

The

bristle.

midi-ib projects

beyond the apex of the

In addition, comparatively long, rigid

tipped with exti'emely tine spines, proceed from the petiole close to where

the latter

is

joined to the lamina; and these bristles, which are directed forwards,

give the whole leaf-structure a spiky appearance and prevent the approach of such

animals as are not suitable for prey.

The two margins

of the lamina are bent

inwards, and their rims are studded wäth small conical points.

On

the surface of
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the

Iciiiiina,

number

especially along

midrib, there

tlie

some larger and some

of glands,

The

the middle of each lobe.

pointed

and a great

liairs;

smaller, occur from the midrib to nearly

larger glands are discoid, and not unlike the sessile

They

glands on the leaves of Pingidciila.
others grouj^ed in a circle

are

consist of four

median

with twelve

cells

round them, and are borne upon a very short stalk.

The small glands are few-celled, being usually composed simply of a capitate-cell
resting upon a short foot-cell (see tig. 28 " ).
Towards the incurved margin of the
lamina are displayed scattered stellate hairs,
to present the appearance of a St.

groups of

swimming about

cells so

arranged as

Andrew's cross when seen from above.

minute animals or Diatomaceae, especially species

If

in the water, touch the

of

Navicula, whilst

upper surfaces of the lobes

set at right-

— in particular, the hairs in the middle are stroked as they creep
—the two lobes shut together quickly in the sjxme way as those of Dionceu, and

angles

by

i.e.

if

may

the animal or Navicula, as the case

two somewhat

The

inflated walls.

captive to escape

by the

place

be, is

then enclosed in a cage between

possibility of

an attempt on the part of the

where the margins of the lamina meet

is

met by the

circumstance that the edges of the incurved margins are furnished with sharp
indentations turned towards the interior of the cavity enclosed between the lobes
(see

fig.

28

5).

Amongst

the prisoners

we

find the

same company as

in the traps of Utricularia,

namely, small species of Cyclops, JDaphnia, and Cypris, larvae of aquatic

insects,

and

not infrequently also species of Navicula and other free and solitary Diatomaceae.

How

the prey

is

killed

and digested has not yet been ascertained.

It does not

in any case take place so quickly as in Dionaxi, for instances have been seen of

animals

still

ments and

last,

move-

weeks the two lobes

of the

living in their prison six days after being caught.

vital actions cease,

and

if

after a couple of

lamina are pulled apart, the only contents to be found are
siliceous skeletons, whilst

But, at

shells, bi-istles, rings,

and

everything soluble has vanished, having evidently been

absorbed.

Very similar to the species distributed through Southern and Central Europe
are Aldrovandia australis, a native of Australia, and Aldrovandia verticillata,
The fact that the remains of small aquatic beetles
inhabiting tropical India.
their closed laminae, leads us to the

and other creatures have been found within

conclusion that they act as entrappers of animals in the same

vandia

way

as Aldro-

vesiculosa.

CAENIVOEOUS PLANTS WITH ADHESIVE APPAKATUS.
Tlie forms constituting the third section of carnivorous plants neither
falls

nor move

have

pit-

in response to the contact of animal matter, but the leaves act as

motionless lime-twigs, their glands having the power of pouring out sticky substances to capture prey,

and juices

albuminoid compounds dissolved.

to digest

it,

being able besides to re-absorb the

The most striking representative

of this section,
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and the one most accurately studied, is the Fly-catcher {Drosophyllv/ni lusitanicum),
which is indigenous to Portugal and Morocco, and is shown in the illustration on
This plant differs from

p. 155.

respect of habitat, inasmuch as

specimens

from 2

The

to 3 cm. in diameter.

particularly crowded

in robust

attenuated towards the filiform

entirely covered with beads,

Their shape

whilst the upper surface

tip,

With the exception

which

somewhat

is

of these grooves, the leaves are

and

glisten in the sunshine like dewdrops;

owes

to this circumstance that the plant

its

name

glittering drops are the secretion of glands,

of Drosophyllmn,

They resemble the

i.e.

it is

Dew-leaf.

which in form remind one in some

and in others of those of the

respects of the long-stalked glands of the butterwort,

Sun-dew {Drosera).

numerous and
is linear and

leaves are very

the base of the stem.

i-ound

hollowed so as to form a groove.

The

The stem

nearly 9 inches high, and bears, on a few short branches at the

is

top, flowers

swampy

does not gi'ow under water or even in

but on sandy ground and dry i-ocky mountains.

places

much

the carnivorous kinds hitherto discussed in

all

it

latter in their red coloration, in the fact

that the pedicel bearing the gland contains vessels whilst the glands themselves

have oblong

cells

with internal walls thickened by

fine spiral ridges,

and

further,

in the circumstance that the secretion covers the gland with a colourless film in the

But

form of a drop.

wort, being just like

in shape

little

they especially resemble the glands of the butter-

mu.shrooms.

Besides these glands, which are borne on stalks of unequal lengths and are
plainly to be distinguished with the

These latter are

glands.

naked

and

colourless,

in particular differ

in the fact that they discharge an acid liquid only

with nitrogenous animal
glands

secreted without

is

It has the

viscid.

contact with
insect alights

it,

mattei-,

very small

eye, there are also

from the stalked variety

when they come

any such

contact.

This secretion

is

acid and extremely

though

on the

it is

leaf,

readily
legs,

its

insect,

withdrawn from the gland

abdomen, and wings instantly stick to the drop

however,

is

into contact with other drops,

from the glands; and
secretion

so,

in a

not held fast by the gland wliich secreted

the surface of the leaf at a lower level.

by means

The glands
great rapidity.
that

it is

movements

smeared with the

down

it is

to the sessile glands

All the soluble parts of

of the secretion of these glands

no longer

which cover

its bodj''

are then

and are afterwards absorbed.

replace the drops of secretion of which thej* are despoiled with

The quantity

of acid liquid secreted

is,

in general,

very great, so

not surprising to find Drosopliylhim covered at the same time with

I'emains of besmeared dead bodies drained of their juices,
insects

is

Thus clogged and overwhelmed,

able to crawl alonir, but, suffocating', sinks

dissolved

Its

which thereupon are similarly detached

very short time, the insect

from a number of glands.

When an

itself.

that drop, but, being able to move, drags the drop off the gland.
it

into contact

whereas the secretion in drops on the stalked

property of adhering immediately to foreign bodies coming into

touched by them. The

bring

sessile

which have recently alighted and become clogged.

caught by the leaves of a single plant

is

verj- great:

and with still struggling
The number of animals

and even people who are not
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otherwise interested in the vegetable world

with

its

leaves covered with a

were lime-twigs.

number

ai'e
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impressed by the sight of a plant

of insects adhering to

them

as though they

In the neighbourhood of Oporto, where Drosophyllum grows

abundantly, the peasants use these plants instead of lime-twigs, hanging them up

Fig. 30.

in their rooms,

them and are

A

number

—The Fly-catcher {Drosophyllum lusitanicum).

and so getting

rid of

numbers

of troublesome flies

which

stick to

killed.

of other plants

have the power, though in a

less

conspicuous degree

than Drosophyllum, of obtaining additional nitrogenous food out of adherent
animals by means of secretory and absorptive glands.

Such are many

species of

primulas, saxifrages, and house-leeks, which bury their roots in cracks and crevices
of rock

(e.g.

Primula

viscosa, P. villosa, P. hirsuta,

bulbifera, S. tridactylites,

Sempervivum viontanum),

Saxifraga luteo-v iridis,

S.

secondly, caryophyllaceous

CARNIVOROUS PLANTS WITH ADHESIVE
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plants and species of the caper order

(c.c/.

Al'1'ARATUS.

tiaponaria viscosa, Silene viscosa, Oleome

ornithopodioides, Bonchea cohiteoides), and lastly, a series of plants which fltnirish

upon deep beds of humus, such
dentata, Byhlis gitjantea, and many others besides.

in peat-bogs and

as Sedo/m villosiim,,

It would, however, be erroneous to suppose that in all cases

Roridula

where a sticky

coating occurs on leaves and stem a solution and digestion of the insects adhering
to the viscid jjarts

is

kind, which are analogous to lime-twigs, are a

instances structures of this

means

of protecting honey-bearing

to the world of insects, as will be

unwelcome guests belonging

flowers against

many

In

necessarily denoted.

Glands secreting a viscid substance may, no

explained in greater detail later on.

—

they may, on the one hand, prevent
unbidden animals from appi-oaching the honey, and, on the other, turn to advantage
such insects as are tempted by immoderate craving to step upon the perilous path

doubt, often possess two kinds of function

leading to the honey-receptacles and so adhere to
flesh

and

it

die,

by dissolving

their

and blood with the aid of the secretion and then absorbing them.

Many

plants have, on the epidermis of their leaves, structures corresponding in

to the glands of insectivorous plants, but

form

either spontaneously or

when

irritated.

On

which do not discharge secretions

the other hand, these structures have

the power of imbibing water, and are, in this relation, of the gi-eatest importance
to the plants in question.

Although the more detailed treatment of them

is

post-

poned until we have occasion to deal with the absorption of water by aerial organs,
it is

advisable to refer

now

to the fact that chemically

reaches the interior of a plant

Sulphuric acid

is

by means

of

pure water only very rarely

the absorptive organs mentioned.

almost always introduced with atmospheric w^ater, and in some

circumstances annnonia

also.

veyed to plants in this way,

it

However trivial the amount
must not be undervalued, at

of the nitrogen conall

events in the case

of those which are only able to acquire small quantities of nitrogenous

from the ground by means of their
this

roots.

Now,

it is

compounds

very probable that plants of

kind do not reject even other nitrogenous compounds which are brought

with the water from the atmosphere to their

many

plants display contrivances

considerable time in special hollows.

The

aerial lea\-e8.

whereby rain-water

foliage-leaves of

often retained

is

In these depressions

thei'e

is

for

a

invariably a

dead animals, pollen-grains, &c., which have been
by the wind, whilst rain trickling down the stem brings very various
objects with it from higher up and w-ashes them into these reservoirs in the leaves.
Sometimes too a few animals are drowned in the water-receptacles. As a matter
of fact, the water in the hollows of the leaves of the Peltate Saxifrage and of
Bromeliacese, in tlie inflated vaginae of many umbelliferous plants, and in the
collection of dust-particles, small

blown

in

cups formed by the coalescence of opposite leaves in

and Dipsacese,

is

solution, derived

many

Gentianeaj, Compo.sitae,

always brown-coloured, and contains nitrogenous compounds in

from the decaying bodies of dead animals which have

fallen into

these receptacles.
If absorbent organs are present in the reservoirs in question, the w-ater, together
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the nitrogenous compounds dissolved

Hollows of

therein, is

kind occurring in foliage-leaves only

this
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absorbed witliout delay.
differ

from those above

described as developed on sarracenias in being destitute of special contrivances for

decoying animals into the traps, and for rendering their escape from the latter
impossible.

cannot be denied that through forms of this kind a gradual

It

transition has been proved to exist

by means of
amongst the

latter

we

between plants which absorb nearly pure water
And, further,
captiu-e animals.
mechanism from Drofiopkyllura and

and those which

their foliage-leaves

find all gradations of

the Primulas with their epiphyllous secretory glands

up

which exhibits the most complex apparatus of

capturing and digesting prey,

and

in

which division

munities of

of labour

cells constituting

is

all for

to the Fly-trap {Dioncea),

carried to its highest development

the foliage-leaves.

and digesting

It is not surpi-ising that the first apparatus for capturing

to be noticed, to have its functions recognized

But

Dioncm.

it

.strikes

by the com-

one as

all

insects

and to be described, was that of

the more strange that of late the question has

repeatedly been mooted in the very case of Dioncea, as to whether the capture and
digestion of insects

who have

is

not injurious instead of beneficial to these plants.

cultivated Dioncea in greenhouses, have

made

Gardeners,

the observation

that

individuals protected fi'om the visits of insects thrived at least as well as those

whose leaves were covered with
were fed with meat.
three meals; indeed,

It has also
it

employ the usual phrase,
been found that a leaf cannot stand more than

bits of meat, &c., or, to

often happens that even after the

first

occasion of digesting

a bit of meat, the leaf concerned shows signs of having been injured by the

That

repast.

is

which have digested

to say, a long time elapses before leaves

a largish albuminoid mass regain their normal irritability; and often they wither

and

die.

If cheese is placed

on Dioncea,

it is

true the leaf closes over

it,

and there

a commencement of the process of solution, but before the latter is accomplished
the leaf turns brown and perishes. Yet if Dionaa were obliged to lose a leaf after
every meal, the result would be very disadvantageous.
As against these considei-ations, we have first of all to remark that the
absorption of nutriment takes place in nature in a manner diflering materially fi'om
the phenomenon in greenhouses.
A leaf of Dioncea in the wild state is protected
is

against the possibility of receiving too plentiful a dose of albuminoid substances at

a time.

Insects so large as not to allow the lobes to close together over

out again, and only small ones are caught and retained.

one deducts the chitinous coat, and in general
digested, such a small quantity of albuminoid
it,

the

little

all

When,

them

slip

in the latter case,

parts not susceptible of being

compounds

is left

that,

compared with

cubes of meat used in the experiments made in greenhouses must be

looked upon as an exceedingly sumptuous repast.
nitrogenous food as

is

to be derived

But that

so small

from a tiny captured

an amount of

insect does not act

from the fact that dionajas growing wild flourish excellently,
and do not exhibit the brown discoloration of the leaves which is caused in a
greenhouse by placing bits of cheese upon them.
If the absorption of nitrogenous
injuriously, follows
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alimeut from prey were injurious to Dioncea, the plant would certainly have died

out long ago.

If,

have suffered from
and other such materials, only this much is
question was not beneficial to them owing to its

therefore, cultivated specimens of Dioncea

being fed with meat,

fibrin, cheese,

proved, that the nutriment in
quality or to

its

being too concentrated.

As regards the other point,
when all visits from insects are

that Dioncea thx-ives well under cultivation, even

excluded,

we

must, on the other hand, bear in mind

that the successful growth of Dioncea, like that of Drosera, Pinguicida, &c.,
conceivable unless in some

way

construction of the protoplasm

source from which

it is

or another

the

conveyed to the individuals in question.

is

is

not

nitrogen indispensable for the

taken varies according to the

site.

The

If the roots are buried

upon a flat expanse of moorland, the supply of nitrogen
from the ground, and also from the air, will be extremely limited, and probably
insufficient, and, in the latter case, the nutriment derived from the dead bodies of
in deep sods of bog-moss

captured insects would be not only useful and beneficial, but
If,

be even

essential.

on the contrary, the place where the plants have been reared or have grown up

spontaneously
or

may

air,

is

such that they can obtain the requisite nitrogen from the gi'ound

they are able without harm to dispense with the available source of nitrogen

afibrded

by the capture

of insects.

It is

worthy of notice that insectivorous plants

always grow wild only in places that are poorly supplied with nitrogenous

The majority occur

in pools fed

food.

by subterranean water, whose course lies through
Others
itself, or in the sods of Sphagnum.

layers of peat, or in the spongy peat

are rooted in deep chinks in the stone on the declivities of rocky mountains, whilst

yet others occur in the sand of steppes.
absorption

by the

suction-cells

is,

The water

available in such situations for

to say the least, very poorly furnished with

nitrogenous compounds; and the quantity of these compounds passing from the

ground into the

air at the places

mentioned

is

extremely minute and inconstant.

Under these circumstances, the acquirement of nitrogen from the albuminoid
compounds of dead animals is certainly of benefit, and all the various pitfalls,
traps, and lime-twigs are explained as contrivances by means of which this
advantage

is

secured.
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CLASSIFICATION OF PARASITES.

4.

ABSORPTION OF NUTRIMENT BY PARASITIC PLANTS.

Classification of parasites.

wort.

— Broom-rapes,

— Bacteria. — Fungi. — Twining parasites. — Green-leaved parasites. — ToothBalanophorese and Eafflesiacese. — Mistletoe and Loranthus. — Grafting and

budding.

CLASSIFICATION OF PARASITES.
The ancients understood by

parasites people

who

intruded uninvited into the

The designation was first applied
to plants by an eighteenth century botanist, named Micheli, in his work "De
Orobanche" (1720) wherein are described amongst others, many kinds of "plant»
houses of the rich in order to obtain a free meal.

Micheli included under the term plants which withdraw organic compounds from living plants or animals, thus sparing themselves the
labour of forming those compounds out of water, salts, and constituents of the air.

secundaria aut parasitica".

For a long time

all epiphytes, including mosses and lichens gi'owing on the bark of
and indeed even many climbing plants, were held to be parasites. Thus, it is not
long ago that Clusia rosea, which occurs in the Antilles, was described as a regular

trees,

vampire, in whose embraces other plants met their death; and

it

has been asserted

respecting a whole series of other plants of the tropical zone, including, for instance,
several species of

that they attach their stems and branches to other trees,

fig,

divest themselves of their bark,

and cause the death of that of the neighbour

attacked as a consequence of the pressure which they exert.
the invader would then come into direct connection with the

The young wood of
young wood of the

plant assailed, and the possibility would thus be afforded of draining the latter of

aU

its juices.

These assumptions, at least as regards the exhaustion of
confinned.

When

in the earth,

attach

juices,

have not been

individuals of species of Clusia or Ficiis, which have roots buried

and are themselves already grown up into

their flattened

stately leaf -bearing plants,

stems and branches to other plants, investing them so

completely as to interfere with the process of respiration; this constitutes, at
events, an invasion of one of the

may

attacked, and

most important of the

ultimately cause

its

death; but the killing

circumstances due to drainage of juices, but
Lichens, too,

when they

is

all

vital functions of the plant
is

not under these

brought about by suffocation.

cover the bark of trees with a close-fitting mantle,

may

possibly restrict the process of respiration through particular jDarts of the cortex,

and thereby

injui-e

the development of the tree in question; but they are not on

that account to be looked upon as parasites any more than the fructifications of the
species of Teleplwra,

and other Basidiomycetes, which grow up rapidly from the

ground, and, spreading out like plastic doughy masses, envelop

come

in their

way, and ultimately

stifle

all

objects

which

such as are living, namely, grass haulms,

Even creepers, which impose woody stems upon the trunks of
young trees, winding round them like serpents, and restricting their circumferential
growth at the parts in contact with the coils, so that ultimately the latter lie
bilberry bushes, &c.
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imbedded

in regular grooves in tlie cortex,

The Lonicera

ciliosa of

ought not to

North America, represented in

example of creepers of this kind.

They only

lie

fig.

considered as parasites.
31,

may

be taken as an

interfere with the conduction of the

constructive materials generated in the green foliage, preventing, in particular, the

Fig 31.— Loiiiccro «iiosa in Suutli

(

ii.

hii.i

part of the axis below the strangulating coils from being supplied with those
materials;

to dry up.

and

so at last they cause the whole trunk,

The

assertion

strangled or throttled

bj^

may

which serves as their support,

then be made that the young tree assailed has been

the creeper, but not that the latter has drained

it

of juices

and adapted them to its own use. Still less woukl the statement be applicable to
the numerous brown and red sea-weeds, which settle upon the ramifications of the
great species of Sargassavi, or of the innumerable Diatomaceee, which often entirely

FUNGI.

BACTERIA.
cover both

i're.sh

aud salt-water

In

plants.

1()1

of the sea

still inlets

not rare to see

it is

the larger sea-wracks with smaller specimens clinging to them, whilst Florideffl are

fastened to the latter, and minute siliceous-coated diatoms to the Floridese.

Even

e.g. in cold and rapid mountain streams, we
Chantransia or Batracliospermmn developed as epiphytes upon the black-green

find little tufts of

in fresh water,

filaments

Diatomaceae, which, from
Cocconeia Pediculus,

is

its

resemblance to a

scale insect,

especially conspicuous,

the green filaments of AlgiB.

not well founded, and

is

from their presence,

it

is

chiefly

if algae,

owing

of

has received the

these

name

of

by the score upon
no doubt, suggest the idea
of nutriment; nevertheless, such an

and

Such a connection

that the Gocconeis drains the green algal cells

assumption

One

Lemanea, and on the former, again, Diatomaceee.

of

beset

is

often found

does,

by

Gocconeis, derive injury at all

to a restriction of

their absorption of

nutrient substances from the surrounding water and to interference with their
respiration.

The

distinctive property of true parasites does not

lie,

growing Tipon other plants and animals, or even in the

therefore, in the habit of

fact of killing their living

supports, but resides exclusively in the withdrawal of nutrient substances from the

which they invade.
The plants and animals attacked and drained of

living vegetable or animal bodies

their juices

by

parasites are

called hosts.

From

the point of view of food absorption, true parasites

The

three groups.

in the interior of

first

group includes generally

human

all

may

be

classified in

microscopic forms which live
the second

beings and animals, chiefly in the blood;

comprehends fungi possessing mycelia, which have the power of withdrawing by
the entire surface of their filamentous cells, or by clavate outgrowths of the same,

by them; and the
third group comprises flowering plants wherein the seedling, upon emerging from
the seed, penetrates into the host, by means of suction-roots or some other part
material

nutritive

from the

tissues

which subserves the function of a

of

host

the

invaded

suction-root, so as to absorb juices

from the

host.

BACTERIA.
In treating of parasites of the
several of the

unwelcome

visitors

first

FUNGI.

group,

known by

we
the

must, in the

name

first place, refer to

of Bacteria.

They appear

to be invariably unicellular, sometimes spherical, sometimes shortly cylindrical or

rod-shaped; some are straight, and others curved in arcs or spirals; a few are non-

some are actively motile. The largest forms have a diameter of
the
smallest do not measure more than -^innj mni., and are reckoned
mm.;
j-Jtj
amongst the minutest organisms hitherto revealed by the aid of the best micro-

motile, whilst

In liquids of suitable chemical composition and temperature, they multiply

scopes.

with extraordinary rapidity, reproduction being eflected by division.

somewhat

and divide into

shaped

cells

grown

to a certain size, divides once

Vol.

I.

elongate

more

The rodwhen

two equal halves, each half,

into two,

and so on without
11

limit.
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The

process gives the impression of being a repeated splitting of the

this is the origin of the

these organisms.

It

name

cells,

and

of Fission-fungi (Schizomycetes) used to designate

has been observed that within 20 minutes a bacterium-cell

grows enough to be able to divide or split into two, and hence it has been calculated
that from a single cell, under favourable external conditions, upwards of 16 millions
and in 24 hours many millions of

of similar cells are produced in 8 hours;

very capacity for rapid

It is this

multii:)lication that gives so great

expense of the juices and nutrient substratum in which they

live.

If this nutrient

to aftbrd materials for constructing the millions of millions of cells

is

produced within two periods of 24 hours, a far-reaching transformation

Now,

for certain bacteria, the blood, with

hydrates,
tiire

is

its

blood of

men and

suitable for the development of bacteria.

Hence,

single parasitic bacterium-cell gets into the blood,

able other
alter

cells,

and that these are in a

inevitable.

moreover, the tempera-

nuti-ition;

mammals

other

is

albuminoid compounds and carbo-

an extremely favourable medium of

of the

an impor-

For multiplication can only take place at the

tance to Bacteria as parasites.

substratum

millions.

(35°-37°C.) could not be more
it is
it

readily intelligible that

may

if

a

be the origin of innumer-

position, in a comparatively short time, to

Owing

and decompose the whole mass of the blood.

to their extraordinary

minuteness, bacteria are able to peneti'ate from outside into the channels of the

blood by a number of spots: every abrasion, pin-prick, and sore place, may become
an entrance-door: so, too, through all the external orifices of the various canals in

men and

in the bodies of

animals, the bacteria can enter, especially through the

passages to the respiratory organs

—and

bacteria, diffused in the air, are in the

by the

process of breathing, thence penetrating into the finest blood-vessels, the so-

called capillaries,

and so pass into the current of the blood.

As regards the
bodies of

works

it becomes more and more probable that
main introduced into the respiratory organs

men and

parasitic action of bacteria

animals, the supposition

as a ferment

upon the environment,

immediate proximity to

it,

is

when they have

penetrated into the

that the protoplasm of each bacterium

splitting

up the chemical compounds

in

and attracting and incorporating such products of the
Parasites with this method of
its own growth.
much more destructively than those which, although

decomposition as are necessary for
operation

act, at all events,

they too absorb part of the host's

juices,

yet do not enter upon the necessary

decompositions until the juices have passed into the cavities of their
and, therefore, do not alter the constitution of the unabsorbed residue.

component parts of the blood are split up and resolved by
the host must be esjDeciallj'- disturbed, and so must all the functions

own

bodies,

When

the

bacteria, the nutrition of

through which the blood perpetually

circulates.

Ultimately

it

may

of the organs

culminate in

the organs ceasing to exercise their functions, and in the death of the host.

one remembers
of the body,

it

how

posing the blood,

have occasion

pumped by the heart's action into every part
how bacteria, possessing the power of decomthe death of the host at very short notice, as we

fast the blood is

becomes

may

intelligible

also cause

to observe

When

whenever there

is

an epidemic of cholera.

BACTERIA.
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FUNGI.

That numerous diseases affecting men and animals are caused by bacteria is
Indeed, the conviction is graduallj^ gaining ground
establisheil beyond question.
that

infectious illnesses are occasioned

all

by

and that the contagious

bacteria,

matter which used to be called virus or miasma, but as to the nature of which
formerly had only very confused notions, consists of parasitic bacteria.

people

phenomena

Dittei'ent

which

in organisms in

illness

point to differences in the decompositions effected

kind of parasitic

ticular

given liquid.

If,

and the same

has been induced by infection

by the

can only set up the same

cell

bacteria.

we

can only be attributed to a difference in the impetus

liquid, this

This assumption

even when no difference in the form of the bacteria
discernible to sight or demonstrable

is

by the expedients

is

in other

cells;

are justified in assuming that every distinct infectious disease

a special kind of pai'asitic bacterium.

Most of the

to be discovered

which

The bacterium supposed

is

of research.

parasitic bacteria regarded as causes of diseases in

cells.

due to

is

believed to be warranted

man and

are moreover capable of being very clearly distinguished from one another

shape of their

par-

therefore, the products of separation or decomposition vary in one

causing decomposition, and thei-efore to a diffex'ence in the parasitic
words,

But a

decomposition in any

beast

by the

to be the cause of diphtheria (Micro-

coccus diphthericus) presents itself in the form of minute spherical cells crowded

together in close masses.

Anthracis) has

The bacterium which causes anthrax in

are found during the
bacilli,

fevei-,

(Bacterium

In the blood of people suffering

sti-aight rod-like stationary cells.

from relapsing typhus, infinitesimally

cattle

fine spiral filaments (Spirochaete

Obermeieri)

whilst in the intestines of cholera patients, the

so frequently described, occur;

and

comma-

in these cases, likewise, the organisms

are brought into causal connection with the illnesses mentioned respectively.

answer

to the question as to

gated in dead bodies
description

of

also,

The

whether parasitic bacteria are developed and propa-

thus becoming saprophytic, and, in general, the detailed

the organisms, which are so important a factor for the weal or

woe of humanity, are reserved for another section.
The second group of parasitic plants, according
includes several

to the classification above given,

thousands of different kinds of moulds, toad-stools, and Dis-

comycetes, which, notwithstanding great diversity in the conditions of
similarity in the history of their development,

and endless variety

in the

life,

dis-

form of

their fructifications, yet exhibit great uniformity in respect of food-absorption

and

Spores, conveyed

by

in their

methods of attacking and draining their

hosts.

by animals, germinate under the influence of atmospheric
moisture wherever they happen to come to rest. Tubular thin-walled cells, called
hyphse, emerge from them and endeavour to grow into the stems, branches, leaves,
or fruits of the host, sometimes horizontally, sometimes from above downward,
currents of air or cai'ried

sometimes up in the opposite direction.
offered is nil or only

select spots

where the resistance

very weak: they grope about on the surface of the host until

they find a stoma, and then use
lacunoe, of

Many

it

as an entrance, and so pass into the passages

which the stomata are the

orifices.

and

Others seek out places where the
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surface of the plant serving as host has become broken

—wounds

these as

means

occasioned by

snow

animals, violent wind, hailstones, or the weight of superincumbent

—and

use

Yet others adopt the shortest route by breaking through
The tips of the hyphis and
the outgrowths developed by them have the power of decomposing and
of ingress.

the wall and so effecting an entrance for themselves.
also of

destroying the

membrane

At the

of cells in the living plant serving as their host.

spots to which they apply themselves,

little

gaps are shortly produced in the

cell-

membranes, and through them the hyphfe penetrate, either in their entirety
or

by means

of special

processes, into

the interior of the

cells

In

attacked.

matter whether the hypha concerned has just emerged

this operation it does not

from a germinating spore or

is

a ramification of a mycelium several years

old,

which has been quiescent for a time and then begun to gei-minate again vigorously;
the power of perforating cell-walls

is

a property possessed by the one as

much

as

the other.

The aspect

of the host's epidermal cells at the places

into contact with

its

victim

For plants

indifference.

is,

where the hypha comes

on the other hand, not quite such a matter of

liable to

become hosts are not without contrivances for

Thus

protecting themselves against intruders.

their epidermal cells have their

external walls greatly thickened and invested with cuticle.
object of this

is

Although the main

merely to aflbrd protection against excessive transpiration and

desiccation of cells filled with sap, a thickening of the kind constitutes aLso a coat
of

armour which

security

not liable to be broken through by every hypha.

is

by a double or

afforded

is

sap, such as a solid

greater

triple layer of thick-walled cells destitute of

Coats of this kind are not penetrated even by the

corky bark.

most vigorous hypha3.

Still

In order to gain admittance notwithstanding,

their conical tips into the fissures

many

and crannies of the bark, push the peeling

force
scales

apart or even burst them, and so succeed ultimately in reaching parts which are
susceptible of being pierced

with

eftect.

and allow the hyphse

to conduct their

In the majority of cases the parasite

and exhausting the

is

mining operations

not content with perforating

superficial cells alone of the host; its

hyphae grow faster as

they peneti'ate deeper, a process generally accomplished irrespective of the
or direction of the partition walls in their way.

which are

parasitic in the

growing through a

fig.

Thus the hyphae of Polyporae,

of living trees, penetrate whole series of cells,

bordered-p)it,

wall of a wood-cell (see
to

wood

32^).

now

piercing the uniforndy thickened

Others,

as,

The hyphae imbedded

growths which perforate the walls of the

now

pai^t of the

for instance, the Peronosporeae, prefer

bury themselves in the passages between individual

intercellular spaces.

number

in this

cells

way

cells, i.e.

in the so-called

then develop lateral out-

adjoining the intercellular space, and

upon entering the interior of the cells swell up to the shape of a club (see fig. 32-').
By means of these clavate or almost spherical excrescences, which are named
haustoria, the parasite sucks the substances required for its

the living substance of the penetrated

The hyphae

own nourishment from

cells.

of the above-mentioned parasitic fungi have the peculiarity that in
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Hence

proportion as the one end elongates the other dies away.

produced as

if

through

is

jjartition walls, whilst the otlier part

and growing

has been the scene of past activity,

but no longer any trace of hyphas.

drilled holes,

The

thus invaded internally by the parasitic mycelia of fungi

is

always betrayed by

backward

effect is

particularly sti'ong in cases wherein one part of the mass of

exhibits hyphre occupied with their mining operations

and exhibits numbers of
that a plant

same

the progressive motion of these hyphfe were like that of ship-worms.

This impression

wood attacked

tlie

its

external appearance.

in development,

Sometimes the hosts remain

is

fact

not

somewhat

but this circumstance might be just as well due to other

causes, perhaps to unsuitability of situation.

It is not

till

the mycelia need once

"Zu

Fig.
1

32.— Hyphic of Parasitic Fungi.

Of one of the Peronosporeae.

more to multiply and

2

of a Mildew,

of one of

distribute their kind that they

host; they then lift their spore-forming hyphas

wind

s

tlie

PolyporeEe.

emerge partially

above the surface, leaving

fi'om the
it

to the

to distribute the spores as they are detached.

This process vividly recalls the similar behaviour of those water-plants which,
in a similar

manner, vegetate submerged for months, and only come to the surface

at the tlowering

and

and fruiting

their seeds to the breeze.

seasons, in order to expose their flowers to insects,

We

are also reminded of the saprophytic orchids

already described, which nourish themselves and grow for years imbedded in the

humus
to raise

of woods,

up

in a

and then

seize the opportunity affoi'ded

by a favourable sunnner
forest.
As a rule

few weeks flowering stems above the bed of the

the spore-bearing hyphse, emerging from the hosts of parasitic fungi, are highly

conspicuous both in form and colour.

As well-known

instances

we may

here

mention the powdery, rust-coloured, chocolate-broM^n, or coal-black masses of spores,

known by the names of rust and smut; the mealy, orange-coloured masses which
make their appearance on the green stems and fruits of roses (.iEcidium stage of
Phragmidiuvi subcorticum), and the discomycetous Peziza Willkommii, which
is parasitic in the branches of green larches, and exposes its fructifications beyond
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the bark in the form of small scarlet shields.

Again,

we have

the yellow Poly-

its immense yolk-coloured, bracket-like fructifications, which
week grow out from the trunks of larches, although the outward

porus sulfiireus with
in the space of a

appearance of
internally

grow

the host gives no indication of

by a mycelium.

to a considerable size,

its

being completely occupied

Polyporus betulinus and P. fomentarius likewise
and in both cases it is specially deserving of notice

that the colour and structure of the surface of the fructification
like the

bark of the trees upon which they are respectively

is

surprisingly

parasitic; that is to say,

the fructification of Polyporus betulinus strongly resembles the whitish bark of
the birch, and that of Polyporus fomentarius, parasitic on old beech-trees, exhibits
the same pale gray as does the trunk of a beech.

Mildews form in some respects a contrast to these parasites whose hyphse penetrate into the interior of their hosts.

young

They attack tender green

leaves, stems,

and

and accomplish their entire development upon the epidermal cells of
At first sight the parts assailed appear to be strewn with flour or dust
from the road. But on closer inspection a delicate weft is to be distinguished,
fruits,

the hosts.

composed of filaments ramifying extensively upon the green substratum intersecting one another, uniting to form reticula, and in parts a regular felt-work covered
at certain spots with the small dark spheres of the sporocarps.

Individual hyphae

of this weft adhere closely to the epidermal cells of the host, dissolve the outer

walls of these cells at the points of contact, so as to

make

Kttle apertures,

develop processes which grow into the interior of the epidermal

assume a club-like form, and exhaust the

cell-contents.

do not penetrate into the host bej^ond the epidermal

cells.

and then

cells in question,

The mycelia of mildews
Fig. 32 - shows a piece

Acanthus mollis attacked by mildew, with liyphal suckers penetrating
One of the best-known mildew fungi is
into the epidermal cells of the leaf.
the Vine-mildew {Erysiphe Tuclceri), which weaves itself over the epidermis of
of a leaf of

still

green and unripe grapes, and has frequently manifested

districts

where the vine

is

itself

through the

cultivated in southern and central Euro^Je in the form of

a ravaging disease.

The protuberances

sent

by the hyphse,

in the

form of clavate swellings, or more

rarely winding tubes, into the cells of the host-plants, correspond to the absorptioncells

of

land plants, and the conditions under which suction takes place are

essentially analogous in the

plants do not take in

all

two

cases.

The

absorption-cells

on the roots of land

the substances in their nutrient substratum, and similarly

by means of their organs of suction a portion of the
contents of the cells invaded. They begin by dissolving and breaking up for this
purpose the substances in the infested cells of the host. What compounds they
then select from among the p"oducts of decomposition, and what they leave behind,

the hyphaj only appropriate

cannot certainly be specified in
is

appropriated

first of all

by

detail.

parasites.

It is believed that, in

The wood

has a characteristic smell due to the abundance of tannin

odour

is

many

cases,

tannin

of a healthy oak, for instance,
it

contains,

whereas the

not emitted by wood attacked by the mj'celia of fungi, and this decaj-ed

wood

is

destitute of tannin.

It

i.s
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natural to suppose, therefore, that the mycelium

up the tannin. It has also been observed that wherever the
hyphie of the Pine-blister (Peridermium Pini) ensconce themselves, the nitrogenous
parts of the protojalasm and the starch vanish, whilst turpentine remains behind,
takes

away and

uses

clinging in drops to the inner walls of the

data

;

cells.

These

are, to

be sure, very sparse

but they show that the entire cell-contents are not absorbed by the parasite

up of its own liody.
Not only the contents of the cells prej'ed upon, but the walls as well, are partially
used as food by the hyphte which penetrate into the woody axes of arborescent
angiosperms and gymnosperms. The mycelium of several species of Polyiwrus and
Trametes begins by bringing the liguin in the cell-walls into solution, leaving
unaltered, or used in that condition as material for the building

notliing but a pale-coloured cellulose wall.
lamella,

which connects adjoining wood-cells,

wood-cells,

touch.

Soon afterwards, the

now

When

is

also dissolved,

almost like asbestos-fibres in appearance,

the

wood

fall

and the colourless

apart at the slightest

by the mycelium

of a larch has been infested

middle

so-called

of

Pohjponos

sulfureus, there are always deep furrows running obliquely on the internal walls of

the

wood -cells;

this loss of substance, too, can only arise

from the

solution,

and

absorption as nutriment, of parts of the walls by the action of the hyphas.
All decompositions and alterations of structure of the above kind within the
precincts of the host's cells are naturally followed

ultimately

by

The

death.

belonging to this group.

though at

first

tlirouirhout the

the blood.

entire plant

is,

by a disturbance

of function,

and

however, but rarely killed by parasites

The decomposition by

bacteria of a

mammal's

confined to a particular part of the body, spreads in a

blood,

moment

whole organism, owing to the heart's action and the circulation of

But the decomposition taking place

through the intervention of hyphte, propagates
gradually from the

cells

in the

itself,

manner

just

described,

on the contrary, only very

immediately attacked to their neighbours, and

it

gets

of the invasion increases, a

weaker and weaker as the distance from the
circumstance to which we shall recur later on when discussing the phenomena of
fennentation and decay. The nature of the parasite and the power of resistance of
the host have undoubtedly influence on the rate of distribution. In many cases
alteration is limited to the cells attacked and those immediately adjoining, so that
the area destroyed is circumscribed. It is manifested on fresh, green leaves, often
merely in the form of small, isolated, yellow, brown, or black spots and patches,
which only slightly interfere with the activity of the leaf, and do not cause it to
site

In other instances, however, the
fall ofi" any earlier.
become
flaccid
and shrivelled and dried up
undoubtedly
and
stem
entire leaves
do
into a black mass, looking as though they had been carbonized; or else corruption,
such as that which is excited by bacteria, invades the whole mass.
As above stated, when the wood in the trunks of trees is perforated and

change colour, wither, or

consumed by hyphse
form of an

it is

resolved into fragments.

asbestos-like, or crumliling

no longer capable of

It

becomes

and pulverulent mass, and

rotten, takes the
is

then obviously

fulfilling its various functions in the living plant.

If the
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and the host succeeds

infection with a rampart of cells capable of resistance,

in surrounding the area of

and not

liable to be pierced

by the hyphae, then the tree may live for years although its trunk is infested, and
in parts rotten.
Such is also the case when particular branches of a tree are alone
attacked by the mycelium of a fungus. When, for example, the branch of a larch
is assailed by the mycelium of the Discomycete, Peziza Willkomrtiii, the fact is first
manifested externally by the fascicles of needles on the branch in question becoming
discoloured in the summer, and acquiring, prematurely, an autumnal appearance; so
that,

amonof the fresh green shoots, individual branches are to be seen bearing- golden-

Towards autumn,

yellow needles.

scarlet cup-shaped friictifications

appearance upon the surface of the bark on the bi-anch: in

tlie

few years the whole branch as a

and

broken by the

first

rule dries up, withers,

violent shock of

wind and

falls to tlie

make

their

course of the next
It is

then

ground; but the

tree,

dies.

disembarrassed of the dead bough, continues to grow unharmed, and to put forth
It is only

green shoots.

when almost

all

the branches of the larch are infested

by

fungus that the whole tree perishes as a result of the

the mycelium of this
invasion.

Certain groups of plants are specially liable to be attacked by parasitic fungi,

and there are some conifers and angiospermous
colonized by three, four, or five kinds of parasite.

which the same stem is
The green foliage leaves of large
be selected by parasites, as also are their
trees in

numbers of flowering plants are also apt to
Many parasites only attack the anthers
roots, tubers, and bulbous structures.
flowers; others, as for instance the ergot, only the

young

ovaries.

are rarely found on mosses or fems; whereas a considerable
settle

upon lichens and even on the

fructifications of

in

Parasitic fungi

number

fungi, even

of parasites

moulds being

by other fungi for example, a fungus named Piptocephalis Freseniana is
parasitic upon the very common mould, Mucor Mucedo.
A fungus known by the name of Cordiceps militaris is parasitic in the caterpillars and pup» of butterflies and other insects, and its relatively very large
fructification at length bursts out of the bodj' infested by the mycelium in the form
of a club nearly 6 cm. long. This clavate structure, built up at the expense of the
infested

;

insect's flesh

and blood, produces tubular

these, little rod-like spores,

cells Ln special receptacles,

which afterwards

and, inside

out and infect other caterpillars,

fall

developing within the bodies of these animals into a hoar}' mycelium and ultimately
causing their death.

The

disease of silk-worms,

occasioned by a species of Cordiceps.
distributed

Empusa

We

known

must

as muscardine,

is

likewise

also refer here to the widely-

Muscce, a mould which attacks

flies

and causes every autumn

a regular epidemic amongst house-flies. The flies so often seen at that season
adhering stiff" and dead to window-panes are surrounded bj' a whitish halo, and this
is composed of a conglomerate of spores thrown oft' by the mould which is parasitic

upon the
the

flies

human

and causes their death. Parasitic fungi have also been observed in
and recognized as the causes of skin-diseases. For instance, to the

skin,

mould Achorion Schoenleinii

is

due the disease of the skin popularly known as
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"honey-combed ringworm", and named Favus by doctors; dandruff (Pityriasis
versicolor) is produced

phyton tonsurans.

The

by Microsporon furfur, and Heipes tonsurans by Tricolatter has

a remarkable

effect

on the

haii% causing it to fall

out and leave the part of the skin affected bald.

Water-plants are attacked by parasitic fungi comparatively rarely, which

is

the

more noteworthy because such large numbers of non-parasitic epiphytes settle upon
the filaments of gi-een algae, and on the brown Fucoidese, and red Floridese. Minute

Fig.

^

^,

aucl 3

33— Parasites on Hydrophytes.

Lagenidium Rahenhorstii.

<, s

Folyphagus EugUnm,

^

Rhizidiomyces apophysattts.

forms of fungi, invisible to the naked eye, and belonging to the ChytrideEe and

upon green algal filaments, especially on the fresh-water
species of the genera (Edogonium, Spirogyra, and Mesocarpus.
One of these
microscopic parasites is represented in fig. 33 ' " ^ and bears the name Lagenidium
Rahenhorstii. It develops non-ciliated, spherical swarm-spores, which lay themSaprolegnise, are parasitic

selves

upon the walls of Spirogyra-cells, perforate them, and insert a club-like
The protubei-ance forthwith becomes a tube, which increases raj^idly in

process.

size in the interior of the cell,

chlorophyll.

ways
hand

ramifying and completely destroying the bands of

The branched tubes

by means of fertilization,
cleaiiy shown in fig. 33
In

so-called oospores

latter process is

two
by them: they form on the one
and on the other sporangia. The

of Lagenidium, reproduce themselves in

at the expense of the host's cells infested

'>

'^>

^.

this case, one of

the tubular
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processes of the parasite fungus pushes out of the cell-cavity of the

invaded
Spirogyra into the surrounding water again and there swells up into a spherical
vesicle, within which the protoplasm divides into eight spores.
These spores are
then set free as swarm-spores and attack
Materially different

new healthy

Spirogyra-cells.

the behaviour of the parasite Chytridiurn Ola, which

is

attacks the green cells of fresh-water CEdogoniae.

Its roundish

swarm-spores are

furnished each with one long cilium, and swim, searching about in the water until

they meet with an CEdogonium-cell to their taste just occupied in the formation of

When

oospores.

they find one, they fasten upon

hair-like tubes (which

and send

it

have been called rhizoids) into the

these tubes they derive their nutriment from the host.

which remains outside the invaded

increases in size,

cell,

into a sporangium; the latter opens at the top

by a

lid

infinitesimally fine

interior.

By means

of

The body of the parasite,
and at length grows out
and once more sets free

swarm-spores into the surrounding water.
PolypJiagus Euglence, a

member

of the Chytridese,

The swarm

parasitic

is

on the

gi-een

cells of

Euglense living in

(see

33^) are oval and fui-nished, like those of Chytridium Ola, M^ith a long

fig.

v^^ater.

They swim about the water with the

cilium.

the cilium appears to be a

have come to

rest,

hair-like tubes,

tail at

spores of this microscopic fungus

non-ciliate extremity leading, so that

As soon

the posterior end.

as these swarm-spores

they assume a spherical form and send out in

which search

When

for a host.

all directions thin,

a tube reaches an Euglena-cell,

it

body of the latter, di-ains it, and, continuing to grow, produces
fresh hair-like tubes, which attack other green Euglenae, often linkincf tocfether
dozens of them (see fig. 33^). In this way the Polyphagas grows apace and
penetrates into the

becomes a comparative large oblong

number

into a

filaments,

These, again, turn into

of parts.

and they

slip

vesicle, whilst the

out of the vesicle and

may

protoplasm within

swarm

spores,

it

di\ddes

with long

ciliary

attack fresh Euglenas.

Curiously enough, even saprophytic water-jjlants destitute of chlorophj-ll are

sometimes attacked by

pai-asites,

and

that, indeed,

Thus, for instance, the species of

group.

by species belonging

AcMya growing

to the

same

on the dead bodies of

and other animals which have perished in the water, are themselves infested
by small parasitic Saprolegniacete and Chytridete. The example of these minute
parasites represented in fig. 33® is named Rhizidiomyces apophysatus, and its
fishes

host

is

in the

and

Achlya racemosa.

manner described

in

The swarming spores of the parasite lay themselves,
previous instances, upon the spherical oogonia oi Achlya,

insert extremely fine hair-like tubes into the interior of the cells attacked.

These ramify like roots in the
perceptibly,
size,

Achlj^a-cells,

and at length form spherical

break through the walls of the

lastly,

exhaust them of nutriment, grow

swellings, which, after reaching a certain

host-cells,

push out in each case a sporangium.

project

The

from the opening, and,

latter produces a

number

of

swarm-spores, which escape into the water and are able to seek fresh prej^

We

cannot here enter into details respecting the other kinds of reproduction

occurring in the minute fungi parasitic upon hj^di'ophytes.

This

is

the right place,
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however, to mention the fact that the various species of Chytridete and Saprolegniace» do not content themselves with plants that are second-rate hosts, but

amongst the

exercise a selection

astonishing to find that the
affords the
cells only,

diflerent green algas living in the water.

swarm -.spores invariably swim

to cells

It is

whose protoplasm

most suitable nutrient basis for them, and attach themselves to those

and never on other

species

unadapted to their requirements.

CLIMBING PAEASITES. GREEN-LEAVED PARASITES. TOOTHWORT.
third group into which parasites were divided at the beginning of this

The
chapter

is

composed of flowering plants throughout.

According to their method of

attacking the host for the purpose of absorbing nutriment from

themselves in six
teristics of

to

it,

they range

In the following pages we shall discuss the charac-

series.

each series as manifested in the most remarkable forms belonging

it.

The

first series

includes plants destitute of green leaves and of chlorophyll in

whose seeds germinate on the gi'ound and send forth each a filiform stem,
which brings itself, by means of peculiar movements, into contact with the hostplant, coils round it, and develops organs of suction whereby it takes nutriment

general,

from the plant

assailed.

To this series belong the genera Cassytha and Cuscida. The former includes
some thirty species, all of which appertain to warm climates. Most of the Cassythae inhabit Australia, where they attack, in particular, the copses of Casuarinaä
and Melaleucse, fastening their wart-shaped, or, in many cases, shield-like or discoid
Several species also are
suckers upon the young green shoots of those plants.
indigenous to New Zealand, others to Borneo, Java, Ceylon, the Philippines, and
the Moluccas.
(C.

South Africa,

Americana)

is

home of a few Cassythse, and one species
A
over the West Indies, Mexico, and Brazil.

too, is the

distributed

European, seeing these parasites with their twining, thread-like,
their flowers aggregated in capitula, umbels, or spikes, takes
species of the genus Cuscuta, popularlj^ called Dodder.

be most nearly related to laurel-trees

is

amination of the flowers and fruit reveals,
laurel

and cinnamon

systematic botanists

it is true,

the Lauraceae.

But

and

at first to be

That these plants should

the last thing one would expect.

trees, and, therefore, these

among

leafless stems,

them

Ex-

a close resemblance to those of

Cassythse are rightly placed by

in respect of food-absorption, as in

general aspect, they are entirely analogous to the various species of the genus

Cuscuta, which belong to the family of Bindweeds (Convolvulacese).

named genus

is

The

even more variously differentiated than the genus Cassytha, and

includes about fifty species dispersed pretty evenly over the whole world.

part of the world has

its

own

Carolina, Indiana, Missouri,
Chili,

last-

characteristic forms.

and Mexico, another in
Other

a third at the Cape of Good Hope.

Every

One group occurs in California,
the West Indies, Brazil, Peru, and
species are natives of China, the

East Indies, the steppes of Central Asia, Persia, Syria, the Caucasus, and Egypt.
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twenty-five, are distributed tlu-ough

few have been introduced recently for the

World,

as,

for instance, C. corymbosa,

first

which was

accidentally conveyed with lucerne seeds from South America to Belgium, and has

begun to range over central Europe.
The various species of Cuscuta attack chiefly small herbaceous, suflfruticose, and
shrubby plants; but a few American species coil themselves round branches gi-owing
latterly

at the top of the highest trees.

European

si^ecies

most famous

which

Cuscuta

is

effects

upon cultivated

plants.

The

known as the Clover-Dodder, the appearance of
much anxiety to farmers, and which is so difficult

Trifolii,

in clover-fields causes so

Another unwelcome

to exterminate.

round

Notice has been especially drawn to certain

on account of their disastrous

visitor

Cuscuta Ejyilinum, which

is

coils

stems and hinders their growth, and a third species, Cuscuta Europcea,

flax

sometimes ravages hop-plantations.
tributed of

all

This last

is,

indeed, the

most widely

dis-

the Cuscutas, and extends from England over central Europe and

Asia to Japan, and southwards as far as Algiers.

It is parasitic not only

but also on elder, ash, and various other shrubs and herbs; in particular

a preference for

it

on hops,
exhibits

nettles.

The seeds of this species, and of Dodders in general, germinate on damp earth,
on wet foliage undergoing putrefaction, or on the weathered bark of old trunks.
The seedling, which in the seed lies imbedded in a cellular mass full of resei'vefood, is filiform and spirally coiled.
It is twisted once, or once and a half, and
In true Cuscutas, no trace of cotyledons

is

thickened at one end like a club.

is

to be perceived, nor does one find vessels in the interior of the seedling; but

chains of cells arranged with great regularity are noticed in the axis of the filiform

body, and are easily distinguished from the surrounding
seeds, after falling to the

germinate

till

In nature, the

cells.

ground and lying there through the winter, do not

very late in the following year,

i.e.

at least a

month

later than the

majority of the other seeds reaching the same ground simultaneouslj^ with them.
Perennial herbs,

also,

have,

by the time that germination takes

place, ah-eady

developed shoots from their subterranean roots or rhizomes above the surface of
the ground, later a circumstance of gi-eat importance to the parasites.

If

a

would not readily find close by a
support up which to twine; whereas later, there is seldom any lack of annual stems
or shoots of perennial plants in the immediate neighbourhood.
Cusctcta were to germinate early in the sjDring,

When

the twisted embrj^o germinates,

from right to

left,

it

it

stretches

and at the same time revolves

assuming the shape of a screw and pushing

extremity out beyond the coat of the seed

(see fig. 341.2,3,4,5,6^

its

rpj^jg

extremity forth-

with grows into the earth and fastens tightly on to particles of the
foliage,

and other objects of the

food, lifts itself
to

The

soil,

withered

other, attenuated extremity of

the

which is still wrapped in the seed-coat and the mass of reserveup in the opposite direction, avoiding such solid bodies as it may
encounter, and grows in a curve round them.
Further growth does

filiform seedling,

happen

sort.

lower clavate
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not take place at either extremity, but always in the median part of the filament.
It is so rapid that

entire

day after the commencement of germination the

fifth

has increased fourfold in length.

seedling

after the

by the

emergence of the tip that fastens

itself in

As

early as the third

the seed, which until then continues to envelop the opposite extremity,
off

and the

apex

seedling's

The

exposed.

is

day

the earth, the integument of

reserve-food, given

by

is

thrown

the parent-

plant to the seedling as provision for the journey, has meanwhile been absorbed

and consumed, so that the seedling is now thrown entirely upon its own resources,
and depends for sustenance upon the earth, to which it is firmly attached, and upon
the surrounding air.
Having no chlorophyll, it is not in a position to take up

-ü.

vS.

J?'ig.

1.

2, 3.

«. s,

e

«A Broom-rape (Oroöa«c/ie Ejnthymum).
Xhe Great Dodder (CwnKa Enropcea).
13. li, 15
"Wood Cow-wheat (Melampyruvi sylvaticum).

supposing that water
it

of Parasitic Plants.

'•»•ana

materials from the air; nor can

doubt that

34.— Seedlings

is

derive sufficient nutriment from the earth, even

imbibed by the

now grows

this club-shaped end.

it

cells of the clavate

latter at once begins to shrivel

come
and

no

its

and soon

dies,

whilst

Should this portion of the

into contact with a neighbouring plant, a rigid haulm,

or anything else that will serve as a support,
object in question,

is

at the expense of the substances contained in the cells of

The

the upper part of the filament elongates conspicuously.
seedling meantime

There

extremity.

future

is

it

straightway

coils itself

round the

then, as a rule, assured.

Failing such a support, the seedling, after the death of the clavate extremity,
falls

down and

an adjoining

In doing

sinks to the ground.

object,

support thus aftorded.

whereupon

But

if

it

so, it

there

is

its vitality,

all

tendril-like

I'ound

the

nothing anywhere around to serve as

a prop, and the young seedling, by this time from

comes to rest upon the bare earth,

almost invariably touches

immediately winds

further growth

however, for a surprisingly long time, and

1
is

to 2 centimeters

stopped.

may remain

long,

It preserves

almost unal-
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on the damp eai'th i'or four or five weeks waiting for something to
Not infrequently something of the sort happens, for another plant may
germinate close by or extend a gi-owing shoot from the vicinity and touch the
tered, lying

turn up.

In this event, the latter at once seizes the anchor thus tlirown

Cuscuta seedling.

and winds round it.
must ultimately perish.
out,

But
It

if

no support of the kind

filament, capable of developing suckers

in

damp

eai'th to pi'oduce

If the thread-like

is

to be had, the seedling

to say the least, a very remarkable thing that a

is,

when adherent

to a living plant,

Dodder

plantlet succeeds in seizing a support of

either during the existence of the swollen extremity, or later, after

absorbed,

it

makes a

is

not able

any absorbent organs whatsoever.

single, or

from two to three,

coils

it

any kind,
has been

round the prop, raises

growing
point from the sulistratum, and moves it round
&
of a watch.
By means of these manoeuvres, which look exactly
of feeling or seeking, the filament

twigs,

and

is

more two or three tight

coils

To

round them.
rejects

somewhat

swollen,

these

adheres,

it

Throughout,

it

is

is

practicable,

of plants.
in a coil against the support, the

and wart-like suckers are developed, which are

usually situated close together in rows of three, four, or five (see

A

making once

obvnous that the

dead props, as far as

and shows a striking preference for living parts
At each place where the Dodder is pressed
filament becomes

like a process

brought into contact with fresh haulms,

petioles belonging to other plants.

growing point of the young Dodder

its

hand

in a circle like the

fig.

35

^).

piece of stem thus furnished with suckers or haustoria resembles a small

caterjjillar

creeping up the supporting stem.

These haustoria, arranged close

together in rows, and corresponding in origin entirely to rudimentary roots, are at

smooth, but acquire soon a finely -granulated aspect owing to the walls of the

first

epidermal

and

cells

projecting outwards.

With the help

especially through the action of a juice secreted
If the plant has

themselves to the host.

of the papillae thus formed,

by them, the suckers

support, the wart-like processes flatten themselves against

way

it

and assume the form

which exhibits no further development, and only serves as an

of a kind of disc,

organ of attachment; but,
forces its

fasten

been obliged to clasp a dead object for

if

the substratum

is

a living plant, a bundle of cells

out from the middle of the haustorium and grows into the sub-

direct.
The phenomenon here manifested is altogether characteristic.
Each sucker from the time of its production exhibits a kind of core composed of
cells arranged in regular rows, which, together with a few spirallj^-thickened

stratum

bundle standing at right angles to the axis of the Dodder's

vessels, constitute a

stem.

This bundle

of the sucker
35°).

tlie

breaks through the coat formed by the rest of the

and penetrates

Great force

of the epidermis,

and

now
is

into the living tissue of the plant attacked (see

exerted in the penetrating process.

and not infrequently a cortex

bundle of

cells

little,

The

fig.

closelj* -joined cells

of considerable density are pierced,

often penetrates right into the

once reached the interior of the host, the
bundle, diverge a

cells

cells,

insert themselves singly

till

body

of the wood.

Having

then bound together in a

between the

cells of

the host,
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and energetically absorb food-materials.
the host and convey
in

the axis of the

the parasite and

When

to the strands developed

situated below the first haustorium gi-adually dies.

clavate tip, has already

perished, so that

meantime

once a union of this kind between

has been established, the portion of

the host
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the Cuscuta

The lowest extremity,

the Cuscuta-plant

is

now no

i.e.

the

longer

any connection with the ground whereon it germinated, but only remains
rooted to its living host by means of the suckers. If it has had the good fortune
to cling to a host with green foliage, which generates an abundance of organic
compounds, such as the luxuriant juicy stems of the Hop, or the Nettle, with its
in

rig.

i5.— Cuscuta Europcea parasitic on a Hop-stem.
1

Natural

size.

»Section; x40.

which are shunned and spared by grazing animals on
account of their unpalatable stinging hairs, the parasite continues to grow with
extraordinary rapidity, and puts forth a number of branches immediately above
plentiful

dark

gi-een leaves,

the lowest group of haustoria.

All these again feel around with their tips, develop

and suckers, sometimes intertwining and becoming entangled together,
cover an ever-increasing area of the host with their network, and in this condition
fully deserve the name of " Hell-bind ", sometimes popularly applied to this plant.
tendrils

Little spheres of rose-coloured flowers are then
this

tangle, and from them

lids

and have their seeds shaken out by the wind.

The European

species of Cuscuta are all annuals.

are attached to perennial plants,
plants,

formed on individual threads of

balls of small capsular fruits,

as, for instance,

which dehisce by means of

Even when

they wither after the seeds have ripened, and nothing

in the following spring except

or willow.

But under a

their haustoria

on young branches of woody
is

to be seen of

them

a few dried tendrils coiled round branches of ash

tropical sun, perennial species

flourish as well.

suckers of Cuscuta verrucosa, for example, continue to exercise

their

The

function
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throughout the year wherever they have once attacked the host.

woody

If the

branches of the host, with haustoria fastened in them, grow in thickness and

superimpose new wood-cells upon the wood,

down

to

which the absorbent

cells of

the haustoria have penetrated, these suction-cells of the Dodder are likewise inclosed

by the wood-cells, and, in proportion to the augmentation of the circumference
wood in the branch in question, they also lengthen out so that the bundle

the

from a sucker may,

absorption-cells proceeding

the

which

issues

from the seed

ramifies,

In them

like the Dodders.

is filiform,

and

lives originally at the

expense of reserve-food stored up within the coat of the seed.

upward,

of

such cases, be seen imbedded in

in

wood to a depth of several annual rings.
The Cassytha3, referred to above, behave exactly

also the seedling

of

So, too,

it

grows

and endeavours, by means of revolving movements of the apex,

when

to reach a living support, coils round the latter

nutrient substratum.

found, and uses

it

as a

Here, again, at the parts where the tendrils of the filiform

stem are firmly appressed to the living support, rows of wart-like suckers are
developed, and a bundle of absorption-cells grows from each into the host.
the Dodder, the lower extremity of the filiform stem then dries

connection with the earth
haustoria to the host,

over
a

all

tall

is

is

thus cut

The

off.

up at

parasite, once attached

able to branch repeatedly, to

weave

its

As

once,

by

in

and
its

thread-like stems

the branches and to climb to the top of the host, even should the latter be

bush.

At some

spots everything

would think there were

The second

birds' nests

series of parasitic

foliage-leaves, whilst

(cotyledons) and root.

entangled to such an extent that one

is

amongst the boughs.

Phanerogams

embryo furnished with

the seed contains an

The seeds germinate

lings without the support of a host;

it

is

consists of herbs bearing green

in the earth

branches of the root that

themselves by means of suckers upon the roots of other plants.

The

fii'st

To

belong about a hundred Santalacere, mainly of the genus Thesiuin, and

than two hundred Rhinanthacese besides.

seed-leaves

and there develop seedattach

this series

many more

chief examples of this latter family

are the various species of the Eyebright (Euphrasia), the Yellow-rattle (Rhinanthus),

Cow- wheat {Melampyi-wm) and Lousewort {Pedicular is), and also Bartsia,
The most extensive genera are Eujjhrasia and

Tozzia, Trixago, and Odontites.

Pedicularis, the species of which, with few exceptions, are found in the northern

hemisphere, adorning grassy
arctic zone,

meadows with

their pretty flowers, especially in the

and the high mountain regions of the Himalaya, the Altai and Caucasus,

the Alps and the Pyrenees.
Little suggestion of parasitic habit is given in the first stages of

of

any

of these plants.

A

seedling of the

development

Cow-wheat within a week puts

primary root 4 cm. long, from which half a dozen

forth a

lateral roots ramifj- at right

angles without there being any attachment to a host to be noted (see

fig.

34

i^.n. is)

Suckers are never developed until the secondary roots have attained a length of

from 12

to

24 mm., and then only

if

the latter

come

plants to their taste, a circumstance which doubtless

into contact with other living
is

almost certain to happen.

seeing that the lateral roots are numerous and

and

main root,
The seedling

sent out in

ai-e

all

177

directions from the

must inevitably come across the root-systems of other

tlierefore

in perennial species of

It reaches a length of
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from 3

plants.

Thesiwm develops comparatively slowly.

to 4 cm. in the first year, sends a tap-root into the

and puts forth a few branchlets, which do not fasten upon the roots of other
These suckers
plants by means of suckers until several weeks after germination.
earth,

are relatively large in all species of Thesium,

and they catch

the roots of a plant are carefully divested of earth.
as

may

be seen in

fig.

36

',

as little white knobs,

one's eye the

They

which stand out clearly from the

dark earth and are always inserted laterally upon the secondary

Fig. 36.
1

constricted

roots.

They are

— Bastal'd Toad-fl.ix {Thesium alpinum).

Root with suckers; natural

size.

2

piece of a root with sucker in section; x35.

near their insertion, and the strangulated portion often gives the

diiferentiated into a central core
cellular coat rests

and a

upon the root

knob

This knob

is

multicellular, cortical coat enveloping

it.

impression of being a pedicel upon which

The

moment

are then recognized,

the

is

seated.

of the host attacked,

and does not merely

adhei'e to one limited spot, but spreads itself out over the root like a plastic

mass, and forms a cushion surrounding about a fourth or fifth part of the circumference (see

fig.

36

^)

without, however, penetrating into the substance of the root.

There are in the core two strands or bundles of
cells

vessels,

and between them small

arranged in rows, from which absorption-cells arise at the spot where the

sucker

first

These absorption-cells gi'ow out

applied itself to the nutrient root.

beyond the rind-like envelope round the
penetrate into the

wood

core, perforate the cortex of the host,

at the centre of the invaded root,

and there diverge

like

the hairs of a dry paint-brush.

The suckers

of

the green-leaved

Rhinanthaceae are on the whole similarly

constructed; only they are relatively smaller and

almost translucent, and they are either not at
Vol.

I.

all

more

delicate,

being sometimes

or only slightly constricted at the
12

Whereas

base.

in
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Thesium they never

issue otherwise

than laterally from the

A

ramifications of the roots, in Rhinanthacese they are often terminal.

and rind-like envelope

tion into core

is

runs through the middle of the sucker and

The absorbent

cells are,

differentia-

never clearly marked; a vascular bundle
is

surrounded

Ijy

thick-walled

cells.

The individual

moreover, shorter than in the Santalacese.

genera of the Rhinanthacese exhibit amongst themselves only very slight differences

On

in respect of their suckers.

the roots of Eyebright (Eujyhrasia), the haustoria

are tiny roundish nodules which rest upon the host's root without encompassing

The

absorption-cells are very short,

vascular bundle

by a

single,

is

either entii-ely

and only just penetrate into the

wanting within the sucker, or

On

comparatively large vessel.

the

roots

of

{Rhincmthus) the suckers are spherical and of considerable
their margins are swollen

diameter);

its

host.

place

it.

The
taken

is

the Yellow-rattle

size

(up to 3

mm.

in

and often encompass more than half the

The absorbent

circumference of the roots attacked.

are short but very

cells

In the Cow-wheat (Melaiivpyrum) the suckers resemble those of the

numerous.

Yellow-rattle in size and shape and in the shortness of the absorption-cells; but in

the former the margins of the suckers not only embrace the roots of the host, but

them in such a way
grooves upon them.

cling to

as to penetrate their substance

All the Rhinanthacese mentioned are herbaceous annuals.

few

in number,

and therefore

ripen their seeds

any

By

easily escape observation.

and form circular
Their suckers are

the time these plants

piece of a root that has been attacked has for the

already turned brown and been killed, and

afterwards the parasite

itself

withers.

is

The comparatively

large

furnished with reserve-material for the nourishment of the embryo,

most part

But shortly

in a state of decay.

seeds,

fall

well-

out of the

dry capsules, and generally reach the ground at no great distance from the motherplant and germinate there.
.still

green but have already

examples of those seeds

may

on the ground

of woods.

the seedlings

may happen

branches of

Nearly

let fall

the seeds from their lowest capsules, individual

be seen already sprouting in the

they

fall to

by the

which has already had one of the

latter in the previous

these annual green-leaved parasites

bers close together.

If,

damp moss and mould

earth not very far fi'om the parent-plant,

to attack the host

root sucked and killed

its

all

If

In the autumn, close to Cow-wheat plants, which are

summer.

make

for instance, a species of

their appearance in numCow-wheat has taken up its

quarters in a particular part of a wood, there are alwaj's collections of hundreds

and thousands of specimens to be found together. The small-flowered Yellowrattle often grows so abundantly in damp meadows that one might suppose it to
have been sown by the bushel.
The large-flowered, hairy Yellow-rattle is
similarly exuberant in ploughed fields, and the Eyebright, with its laige number of
species, is

when

produced in such abundance in mountainous

its little

districts that, at the season

milk-w'hite flowers are open, regular milky

across the green meadows.

Millions of

ways seem

to stretch

them are situated together rooted

in the

grass-covered ground, and one would suppose that in course of time the growth of
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This conclusion appears to be supported

iiijuretl.

by the assertion of the country folk that after the season when the Eyebright
full
"

bloom, the cows yield less milk, a fact which explains the
"

Milchdieb

(milk-thief) popularly given

quantitj^ of milk yielded
It

is,

is

in

German name

of

The diminution

to the plant.

in the

however, certainly connected with other circumstances.

depends especially upon the universal abatement of the growth of grasses in

autumn and the consequent curtailment of the food afforded by the pastures.
The mjury done by the Eyebright to its hosts by the withdrawal of nutriment
and destruction of rootlets cannot be very considerable, for the appearance of the
grasses and other host-plants, which are affected, is not noticeably different from
that of the plants of the same kind which escape invasion.
The same statement is true in the case of the various species of Lousewort
(Pedicidaris), almost all of which are meadow-plants; that is to say, they are
present in great abundance in upland and alpine pastures without apparently
injuring the species growing in their company and used by them as hosts.
Unlike
carljr

Cow-wheat,

the species of

and Eyebright, however, nearly

Yellow-i-attle,

Louseworts are perennial, and accordingly

There

of their suckers.

is, it

is true,

from them

differ

no difference

in shape

between the suckers of

Cow-wheat and those of Pedicularis, but they are dissimilar
and place of origin. The suckers of the perennial Louseworts
rootlet.

size,

They

the

also in the construction

the

than half the

all

in respect of size

more

are barely

and are only developed near the attenuated exti-emity of a

are very few in number; each of the long, thick, fleshy rootlets,

proceeding from the base of the stem usually produces a single sucker only which
settles

upon the root of a suitable host-plant

By

Cow-wheat.

in the

same way as the suckers of

the time that the parasite's fruit ripens, the piece of root which

has been invaded has usually already turned brown and fallen into decay.
the case of

Cow-wheat

attacked by

it

is

may

it

Now

in

undoubtedly be immaterial whether the piece of root

living or not

when

its

fruit

is

ripening, inasmuch as

its

own

annual root rots as soon as the seeds have been produced from the flowers above
ground.

But

witli

Pedicularis

require a host to nourish

The perennial

is different.

it

them next

year,

roots of this plant

and when the piece of a

host's root

which

has been attacked and sucked as a nutrient substratum one year dies, the sucker

belonging to the root parasitic upon

by continuing

soon perish, and only leave

The perennial
and

little

no longer in a position to

scai's to

reaches the living

by the elongation

i-oot of

upon that

fulfil its

indicate the places

now

to seek a

of its tip,

new

where they

existed.

source of nutriment,

which continues

to

another plant suitable as host, whereupon

root.

function

Suckers thus reduced to a state of quiescence

root of the Pedicidaris has

this is effected

fresh sucker

it is

to absorb fresh juices.

grow
it

until

it

develops a

This elongation doubtless requires a large quantity of

plastic materials; but these are

found stored in abundance in the older parts of the

parasitic root.

These circumstances explain, at anyrate in part, the characteristic structure and
disproportionate length of the roots of Pedicularis.

From

all i-ound

the short erect
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is
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generally onlj^ from

many

the thickness of a quill, but, in

i

cm. to 2 cm. long, issue fleshy rootlets of

long and thick as a

species, as

little finger.

These rootlets are abundantly supplied with starch, and, in course of time, elongate

They radiate in all directions in the black soil of the
till they measure 20 cm.
meadow, wherein are buried the root-systems of grasses, sedges, and various other
plants, and fasten on to suitable hosts by means of one or two suckers yearly, and
repeating this process until at length their tips travel into earth devoid of roots,

where no more

why

pi'ey is to

be found, and there growth ceases.

only in the upper strata of

remain

on a meadow, where a number of other roots are

soil

interwoven together, and where

most likely that the tapering growing-point

is

it

meet with the root of some new host or

will

This explains also

these long Pedicularis-roots never descend vertically in the earth, but

The Alpine Bartsia (Bartsia

alpina),

other.

one of

the pei-ennial

Rhinanthacea;

prevailing in the arctic regions as well as in mountainous parts of Europe on damp,

marshy, grass-covered spots,
of

its

leaves,

distinguisheil

is

by the sombre duskj-

and has already been noticed amongst carnivorous

violet colouring
plants.

On

the

secondary roots are suckers exactly like those of the Yellow-rattle (Rhinanthus),

and by means of these organs
sucks their juices.

with small, whitish

which

ax'e

The

distinctly difierentiated,

improbable that

The

species

perennial

many

is,

and

grasses,

and

which are covered

long, subterranean, runner-like stems,

however, elongated absorption-cells (root-hairs),

scales, also bear,

This Bartsia

around.

clings to the fibrous roots of sedges

it

and take up nutriment from the vegetable mould
and half-saprophytic, and

therefore, half-parasitic

it is

not

other perennial Rhinanthaceae behave in the same way.

of Pedicular is

which constitute the most extensive group of

green-leaved and parasitic

tubular absorption-cells (root-hairs)

Rhinanthacese are,

it

is

true, destitute of

whether on the subtei'ranean stem-stnictures

or on the root-tip, with the exception of those which develop in the middle of the

But the construction

suckei-s.

on the

of the epidermal cells

roots,

and the circum-

stance that these epidermal cells are always in intimate connection with dark
particles of

humus, would favour the idea that these plants are capable of taking up

organic compounds from the mould of

means of suckers from their hosts.

meadows

by
by the

in addition to the food acquired

This supposition

is

further supported

fact that I succeeded in rearing a species belonging to the Rhinanthacese, namely,

Odontites lutea, from a

soil

composed of a mixture of sand and humus, in which no

other plants wei-e rooted, so that the possibility of a withdrawal of nutritive matter
fi'om

hosts

was excluded.

It

is

comparatively small and poor, and
anyrate they
parasitic,

may

true

onlj^

that

the plants thus reared remained

developed few flowers and

be considered to prove that plants

are yet on occasion able to subsist

in

exist,

fruits.

But at

which, though nomially

vegetable

mould without the

assistance of hosts.

The
this

third series of parasitic flowering-plants

respect

with the

second

Santalacese and Rhinanthacese.

series,

The

is

very

composed of

restricted, contrasting in

the numerous green-leaved

species belonging to

it differ

from those of the

GREEN-LEAVED PARASITES.

CLIMBING PARASITES.

They

second series chiefly in their lack of chlorophyll.

TOOTHWORT.

all live

ISl

underground on the

and shrubs, develop deep down in the earth a number of flowerless
perennial shoots thickly covered with scales, and, in addition, push up annually into
the light temporary axes bearing flowers, which ripen their fruits and die after the
roots of trees

fall

of the seed.

As the

known

best

representative of this series,

(Lathrcea Squamaria), which

is

represented in

we may take

fig.

37,

the Toothwort

and has been already

described on a previous occasion as an instance of a plant nourished

Fig.

37.— Toothwort (Lathraa Squamaria) with suckers upon the roots

and digesting infusoria

in special receptacles.

example of a plant living on juices
partly from living hosts.

of

a Poplar.

Like Bartsia,

in part derived

by capturing

it

is

a remarkable

from animals killed by

family of Broom-rapes (Orobancheaj) on account of the structure of

but

it

is

entirely different as regards the

seedling of a Broom-rape

when we study

its

pages, that of the

is

form of

in

its

seedling.

its capsules,

For, whereas the

development and mode of attachment to the host in the next few

Toothwort

is

clearly differentiated into radicle, cotyledons,
this respect entirely

Moreover, the Toothwort resembles Rhinanthacese

manner

and

a thread without any trace of cotyledons, as will be seen

rudimentary stem, corresponding iu
the

itself

Formerly, the Toothwort used to be included in the

which

it

attacks

its

hosts

and

with the Rhinanthacese.

much more than Broom-rapes

and withdraws nutriment from them.

in
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The seed
grows at

vertically into the earth

and sends out

follow a serpentine course

The young

root of the seedling

meets

hazel, or

branches, which, like the main root,

latei-al

damp

earth for a suitable nutrient

witli a living root

belonging to an ash, poplar,

and search

If one of these

substratum.

earth.

at the expense of reserve material stored in the seed, penetrates

first

hornbeam,

damp

of Lathrcea genniuate.s on

TOOTHWORT.

in the loose

other angiospermous tree,

it

fastens on to

develops suckers at the points of contact; these suckers are at
buttons, but soon

spherical

acquire,

adherent to the host's root by

root attacked

As

their

size

flattened side

tlie

by means

at once

first

increases, the

and

shaped like

form of

discs

and with the convex hemisplierical
These discoid suckers cling to the

towards the rootlet of the parasite.

side tui-ned

cells.

as

it

of a viscid substance produced

by the outermost layer

in the case of the parasites already described, a

of

bundle of absorption-cells

grows out of the core of each sucker into the root of the plant serving as host, and
The shoot extremity
tlie tips of the absorbent cells reach to the wood of the root.
of the seedling, thus nourished

by the

juices of the host,

now

develops very quickly,

elongating and producing thick, white, fleshy, scale-like leaves which overlap one

another closely, the whole

tlius actjuiring

scaly stems also branch undergi'ound,

the appearance of an open fir-cone.

and thus a curious structure

is

The

gradually

produced, consisting of crossed and entangled cone-like shoots covered with white
scales,

and

roots on

this structure

which

weip-hinff 5

it

preys.

and corners between the woody
Individual plants extending over a square meter and

fills

entirely the nooks

kilograms are by no means rare.

Later on, inflorescences raise them-

above the surface from the extremities of the scaly subterranean slioots.
Their axes are at first curved like crooks, but straighten themselves out by the
time the fruit ripens. Whereas the subterranean portions are white as ivorj^ the
selves

up above the earth are of a purplish tinge. The roots,
which issued originally from the seedling, and their suckers have long since ceased
to meet the requirements in respect of nourishment of so greatly augmented a
structure, and therefore additional adventitious roots are produced every year,
springing from the stem and growing towards living woody branches of the

flowers and bracts pushed

thickness of a finger, belonging to the root of the tree or shrub that serves as host.

they bifurcate, forming numerous thickish filiform arms, which lay
themselves upon the bark of the nutrient root and weave a regular web over it.
Sometimes two or three of these root-filaments of the parasite coalesce, forming

When

there,

tendrils,

and

pronounced.

is then all the more
tlie resemblance to a lace-work or braid
Suckers such as have been described are developed by these root-

filaments laterally,

LdJhrcca

is

and more

interesting in so

return to this plant later on.
of parasites

especially on the ends of the branches.

many

different connections that

As has been stated

which resembles the

we

shall

again

before, it aflPords a type of a series

species of Cassytha

and Cuscuta

in the alxsence of

and development of the seedling and the
form of the suckers, and the Balanophorese, presently to be described, in being

chlorophyll, Rhinanthacese in the shape

parasitic

upon the roots of woody

plants.

Lathrcea Squamaria, the species repre-

BROOM-RAPES, BALANOPHORE^, RAFFLESIACE^.
sented in

fig.

Europe and Asia,

37, is indigenous to

its
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area of distribution extending

from England eastwards to the Himalayas, and from Sweden southwards to

Two

Sicily.

Crimea and the Balkans, and another

species are confined to the East, the

Toothwort (Lathrcea clandestina), distinguished by large flowers, but slightly
raised above the earth, extends in western

France to Spain and Italy.
suckers developed on
are as large as lentils

and southern Europe from Flanders over

This last has the distinctive feature that the discoid

its yellow roots, which latter are of the thickness
and the biggest hitherto discovered on any plant.

of a quill,

BROOM-RAPES, BALANOPHORE/E, RAFFLESIACE^.
The fourth

series of parasitic Phanerogamia is composed of plants destitute of
whose seed contains an amorphous embryo without cotyledons or
radicle.
The seed germinates on the earth, and the embryo grows as a filiform body
into the ground and there fastens upon the root of a host-plant, penetrates into

chlorophyll,

and coalesces with

it

in growth,

forming a tuberous stock, from which, later on,

flowering stems are projected above the earth.

To this series belong the Broom-rapes or Orobanchese and the Balanophorese.
Of the genus Orobanche about 180 species are recognized, which, exhibiting great
uniformity in

structui-e

floral

and in their general development, can only be
The flowering stem growing up from the

distinguished by minute characteristics.

subterranean tuber

is,

in all the species, rigid, erect, thick, fleshy,

The open

top with dry scales.

flowers, ringent in shape, are

and covered at the

crowded together

in

a

terminal spike, and often emit a strong scent like that of pinks or sometimes of

The colour

violets.

in the rest

whitish,

of the flowers

waxen

it is

is

in one

group {Phelypcea) mostly blue or

violet;

yellow, yellowish-brown, dark-brown, rose-red, flesh-tint, or

Orobanche violacea and 0.

lutea,

both natives of Northern Africa, have

stems which grow to a height of half a meter and become almost as thick as an arm.

The best-known
parasitic

species

is

the Branched Broom-rape {Orobanche raniom), which

on the roots of hemp and tobacco plants, and

is

very widely distributed.

is

The greatest number

of species belong to the East and to Southern Europe.
The
extreme north of America harbours one species which bears a single flower at the
end of its stem.
In all the species the stem projects only partially above the earth.

The subterranean

portion, adherent to the root of a host,

and thickened above the place of attachment;

which

is

The root
parasitic

prevalent in the Nile basin,
of

it

the nutrient plant also

Orobanche has settled upon

is
is

it,

is

often greatly swollen

in the case of Striga orobanchoides,

irregularly lobed above the host's root.

usually somewhat swollen wherever a

and sometimes

outgrowth inclosing the spot whereto the Orobanche

is

it

exhibits an irregular

adnate like a cup.

Beyond

the place of attachment of the parasite the root has often the appearance of having

been bitten

off",

and

this is

owing to the

fact that the particular piece of root has

been killed and demolished by the attack of the parasite.

From

tlie

base of the

stem, near the point of adhesion to the host, spring short, thick, fleshy

fihi-es,

and
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one or other of these bends
to

These

it.

fibres are, in

towards the root of the foster-plant and cUngs

its tip

many

species,

very numerous, and are interlaced and

entangled so as to form a reticulate mass, which vividly recalls that of the Bird's-

and

nest,

an instance of the general resemblance existing between Orobanchese

is

and the Orchidese

destitute of green leaves

(Neottia,

Corallorhiza,

Epipogimn,

Limodorvjm), which have already been discussed.

upon the roots of host-plants takes
The embryo imbedded in the small seed shows no
trace of difierentiation into root and stem, possesses no cotyledons, and indeed
consists only of a group of cells; it is surrounded by other cells filled with reservenutriment. When this embryo grows forth from the seed, during which process it

The establishment

of parasitic Orobanchese

place in the following manner.

consumes the reserve-food,
but

is

it

exhibits no distinction between root, stem, and leaf,

a spiral filament consisting of delicate

One extremity,

cells.

the shoot end,

of this filiform seedling, remains covered by the seed-coat, which looks like a dark

cap

(fig.

34^); the opposite extremity

The seedling Broom-rape
extends upwards.
as

it

is

stretches

the root.

downwards

Dodder (Cuscuta)
line, and so,

just as the

In so doing the descending tip traces a spiral

were, seeks in the earth for the root of a plant suitable as host.

search

fruitless,

is

and

if

If the

the reserve-material in the seed has meantime been

altogether consumed, the seedling begins to wither and gradually shrivels, turns

brown, and dries up.
.surrounding earth.

It lacks the

But,

if

power

the lower, foraging extremity of the seedling succeeds

in finding a live root belonging to a plant able to serve as host,

closely to

but swells in such a

it,

appearance

(fig.

34^ and

fig.

way

34 ^*').

as to give the

The upper end

young
is

coat, but in proportion as the lower part thickens, the

of

it is

The thickened

left.

by means of the

of nourishing itself

part,

still

it

not only adheres

plantlet a flask-shaped

inclosed

upper shrivels

by the
till

seed-

no trace

on the other hand, which has become attached

to the root of the host, becomes nodulated

and

papillose.

Some of the papillaj
now rests upon the

develop into elongated conical pegs, and the young Broom-rape

nutrient root in the shape of the head of a fighting-club (see

fig.

34^^).

At the

place of attachment one of the conical pegs has meanwhile penetrated the cortex of

the root, and there
apart, until

it

it

continues to

reaches the wood.

like plant, and, passing
root, are

grow

Vessels

energetically, forcing the cortical tissue

now

ai-ise

in the

body

of the

young

club-

through the middle of the plug, wedged in the nutrient

brought into connection with the vessels of the

latter.

At the

point of

union between host and parasite, a bud

is formed, clothed with abundant scales,
which may best be likened to the bulb of the Martagon Lily. Lastly, out of
this bud grows a strong, thick stem, which breaks through the earth and lifts a

spike of flowers into the sunlight.

That portion of the Broom-i-ape which

is

buried in the root of the host-plant

is

so

intimately associated with the separate parts of that root in the development of a

tuber that

which

it is

usually difficult to determine which cells belong to the parasite and

to the host.

The degree

of union

is

such that one cannot even state with
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certainty where the epidermis of the nutrient root ceases,

The

rape begins.

latter looks as if it

and that

of the

were a branch growing out of the root

upon, and this apparent fusion gave some colour to the view of the

Broomit

preys

eai-lier botanists,

who, ignorant of the life-history of these parasites, believed that they did not arise

from

seeds,

but were pathological outgrowths of the roots, produced from their

tainted juices; in other words, that they were

"pseudomorphs" sprouting from

diseased roots in the place of leafy branches.

mention that some of the thick, fleshy fibres issuing
laterally from the nodulated seedlings curve towards the host's root, bury their tips
in the cortex, and thenceforth behave exactly like the peg which was inserted at the
It is also deserving of

point where the seedling

We

became attached.

first

must leave undecided the

questions as to whether the other fibres, which terminate freely in the earth, are

capable of taking up food-materials from that source, whether these fibres are only

new

present in perennial species and become the starting-points of
lastly,

individuals,

and

whether they should be looked upon as root-structures or as stem-structures.
it is noteworthy that in many Orobancheae only those embryos

In addition,

continue to develop which meet with a plant suitable to be their host.
is

Although

it

not the case that every species of Orobanche adopts one particular species of

plant as foster-parent, yet thus

much

is certain,

that most of them only thrive on

on kinds of Wormwood,
a second on species of Butter-bur, and a third on those of Germander. For
example, Orobanche Teucrii prevails on Teucrium Chamcedrys, Tethcrium mon-

members

tanum,

of a limited circle of species; one lives exclusively

&c., the hosts

being invariably species of the genus Teucrium.

thickly covered with plants comprising Teucrium

hill

company with thyme,

and

rock-roses, globe-flowers, sedges,

Suppose a

montanum growing

in

no great

grasses, but

abundance of the Teucrium, a plant belonging to the species named occurring only
here and there, and let Orobanche Teucrii have established itself at one particular
spot,

have attained to flowering and developed

fruits,

the tiny seeds of which have

been shaken by the wind out of the ripe capsules.
minuteness and

Owing

wind
and beyond

lightness of its seeds, every gust of

innumerable quantities over the entire

hillside

Filiform embryos emerge from the seeds, in

germination.

to the exceptional

them in
The
next
step is
it.
the manner described
will scatter

Teucrium montanum being only sparsely
comparatively few seedlings will meet with the roots

above, and penetrate into the earth.

present on the hill in question,

of that plant, whereas thousands will fall in with the roots of the thymes, rockroses, globe-flowers, sedges,

of

and

grasses.

But, curious to relate, only those seedlings

Orobanche Teucrii which come into contact with

montanum

the roots of

establish themselves firmly, penetrate into them,

Teucrium

and continue their

development; whilst the numerous individuals which touch the roots of the thyme
and other plants perish. This phenomenon can scarcely be explained in any other

way than by

the supposition that the roots of

virtue of their special structure

and

Teucrium montanum

alone,

by

quality, aflbrd a suitable nutrient substratum,

and therefore constitute centres of attraction for seedlings of Orobanche Teucrii;
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and that the roots of the thyme, rock-roses, and other plants growing upon the

by side with Teucrium montanuvi do not share this property.
Whereas the Broom-rapes constitute a family of plants, the species

hill

side

though very numerous, are so similar in the structure of

and

flowei-s

of which,

fruit, in

history of their development and in the general impression they convey, that

the
it

is

necessary to discover minute distinctive marks in order to be able to classify them

with tolerable completeness, the Balanophorece, which, togetlier with these OrobanchejB, belong to the fourth series of parasitic Phanerogams, are related to one

another in a manner quite the reverse.

they are so various

Only forty

species of

on the basis of the obvious

that,

fourteen genera have been distinguished,

among which

them are known, but

differences,

no

than

less

the forty species are fairly

In respect of distribution and occurrence they also contrast

equally divided.

and Rhinanthacefe. The Orobanchese belong in
the Mediterranean flora, and to the East, and the Rhinanthace», as has

strikingly with both Broom-rapes
particular to

been already stated, adorn chiefly sunny pastures in arctic regions and in mountain districts of the northern

hemisphere.

Balanophoreje, on the other hand,

are only found within a belt encircling the Old and
little

beyond the equatorial zone

New

Worlds, which stretches

and they almost

to the north or south,

all

inhabit

woody

the dark bed of primeval forests, where they are parasitic on the roots of
plants, beneath a covering of vegetable mould.

The genus

Balanophoreae named Langsdorffia

of

One

tropical America.

in the

damp

of its species (Langsdorffia

forests of Venezuela

roots of palms

and

Guiana and Brazil
most common of

fig-trees;

and

New

Gi-anada,

is

confined exclusively to

Moritziana)

where

it

is

(Langsdorffla hypogcea) represented in

fig.

and a

38, has

They

distribution extending from Mexico to the south of Brazil.

all

hottest districts, remaining rather in cool regions; indeed the species

has been found at an elevation of from 2000 to 3000 meters.
rest of

on the

a second species (Langsdorffia rvbiginosa) occurs in

in the region of the sources of the Orinoco,

all

found native

parasitic

is

third, the

an area of
avoid the

named

first

Unlike

all

the

Balanophoreae, Langsdorßia exhibits a branched, cj'^Kndrical stock

the

ascending from the place of attachment to the nutrient root, more or
externally, and before putting forth
doe's antlers

with their winter covering of downy skin.

thick as a

little finger,

at the base

where they

less felted

any flowers has a remote resemblance

to a

These stems are almost as

have a fleshy consistence, and exhibit a clavate exj^ansion
rest

upon the root

of the host.

Many

of those stems

which

bear the male flowers are 30 cm. long; those which bear the female flowers are
usually

somewhat

shorter.

They are

all

of a pale-yellowish colour; the thickly

tomentose Langsdorffia rubiginosa looks as
velvet.

At the extremity

if it

were covered with a j'ellowish

of each of the ramifications of the stem,

extremely short, having then the form of lobes or knobs, a bud
or later in the lower cortical layer.
cortex, uplifts itself

is

which are often

developed sooner

This bud swells, bursts the outer layer of

and grows out as an inflorescence between the four lobes

formed by the cruciform rupture of the bark.

The

inflorescence

is

suri'ounded, like
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the capitulum of a composite,

by a whorl

of imbi-icating scales, of

which

tlie

lower

are shorter and broader, and the upper longer, narrower, and pointed at the apex.
Tliese scales being

somewhat

stiff,

yellow to orange or red

—

shiny,

in colour from a waxen
Montziana brown-red,—-the

and varying

in tlie case of Langsdorffia

whole inflorescence has a vivid resemblance to certain immortelles, namely, the
The inflorescences bearing
large species of Hellchrysum occurring at the Cape.

male flowers are elongated and egg-shaped, those possessing only female flowers are
.shorter

and

The seeds dropped from the nut -like fruits, which are
have no special integument. The embryo exhibits no trace of

capitulate.

pulp3^ internally,

Fig,

'^6-

— Langnduqfia hypcjcca, fnun

C'L-utr.'il

America.

cotyledons or radicle, but consists of an undift'erentiated gi'oup of cells which

may

be likened to a tiny bulbil.

Seeds of this kind germinate like those of Lathrcea, and upon meeting with
the root of a tree or shrub suitable for prey, develop into larger tubercles and have

The cortex of the host-root is destroyed
at the place of adliesion of the tubercle, and its wood is laid open, lacerated, and
The woody bundles are diverted from their previous direction, ascend
unravelled.
towards the parasitic tubercle, which meantime has grown into a full-sized tuber,
and spread out like fans. The cells and vessels of the parasite penetrate between
the ascending wood-fibres, and this results in the formation of a zone at the j)laee
of union of the parasite and root, where cells and vessels belonging to both interlace, traverse, and join one another, coalescing completely in exactly the same way
A similar phenomenon occurs
as happens in the case of the species of Toothwort.

a remarkable

also

effect

when one

upon the substratum.

of the

wavy stems

adapted to the purpose.

of Langsdorffia comes into contact with a root

The cortex

of the root

is

demolished at the place of
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wood

contact; the

exposed, split open, and unravelled, whilst the tissue of the

is

up all the interspaces in the upcurved and sundered woody
and so intimate is the union thus effected that the stem of the
Langsdorß.a might be taken to be a branch of the root of the host-plant which
sustains it.
At the point of connection of an already adult Langsdo rßia stem, the

parasitic stem

bundles and

fills

fibres,

hypertro^Dhy of the tissue

is

not very striking; but the base of each stem of an indi-

At

vidual produced from a seed presents a highly swollen and clavate appearance.
first

root,

the parasite

only fastened by one side of this thickened base to the nutrient

is

but later on

wraps both

it

round the

sides

root,

and

upon the

rests

latter like

a saddle on the back of a horse.

Between the bundles
peculiar wax-like matter
so great that
taper,

of a

Lavgsdorßia stem there are passages

named

balanophorin.

The quantity

one end of a stem of Langsdorfiia

if

with a

and in the region of the Bogota these Langsdoi-fEas are collected and

under the name of

New

In

occasions.

"siejos",

and are used for illuminating

Granada they have

candles; and, although this source of

wax

its

application in this

manner shows that the

Much

is

purpo.ses

employed

many

in the

sold

on festive

making

of

not sufficiently abundant for us to be

consumption and conversion on a large

able to believe in

great exubex-ance in

also been

is

burns like a wax-

lighted, it

is

filled

of this substance

parasite

we

scale,

the fact of

its

are discussing must occur in

tracts of country in Central America.

rarer than the parasitic LangsdorSias are the species belonging to the

Like the former these are confined to the equatorial zone of

genus Scybalium.
America.

Two

mountainous

species, viz.

districts,

Granada; two

Scybcdium Glaziovii and

depressum, flourish in

S.

one of them indeed occurring only on the mountains of

other species

{Scybalium jamaicense and

S.

fungifomne)

New

live in the

woods and savannahs of lower-lying regions. The aspect of the last-named species
when seen growing on the ground of a primeval forest, tempts one to suppose it to
be a fungus, and it is easily understood why the first discoverer selected the term
fungiforme to apply to it. Figure 39 ^, representing this rare and marvellous plant,
is taken from the original specimens discovered in the year 1820 by Schott in the
SieiTa d'Estrella of Brazil, and brought thence
this case, instead of the elongated,
dorffias,
is

by him

We

to Vienna.

a lumpy, tuberous mass rests upon the root of the host-plant.

sometimes rounded and sometimes compressed and discoid;

often iri-egularly lobed also, and grows to the size of a

a seed which, as

is

the case in

all

see that, in

wavy, branched stem characteristic of Langs-

Balanophorese,

is

fist.

it

is

This tuber

nodulated and

It is developed

from

a cellular structure without

integument containing an embryo destitute of cotyledons and

radicle, and is best
The embiyo, after emerging from the seed and
finding the living root of a woody plant, increases in volume, and, in the form of
a little knob the size of a pea, exercises the same influence on the plant preyed
upon as has been noted in the case of Langsdorßa. The root attacked is stripped
of bark at the place where the tubercle is attached; the wood is then resolved into

described as a minute tubercle.

a fringe of

fibres

which stand straight up, and, diverging

like the spokes of a fan.
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distribute themselv&s in the tissue of the parasite, the latter having in the

time developed into a tuberous stock as large as a nut.
issuing from the

wood

of the nutrient root,

come then

mean-

These radiating bundles,

into such intimate connection

with the vessels formed in the tuber of the parasite, that the one appears to be a

They

continuation of the other.
is

intercalated a

are, besides,

entangled together, and between them

mass of small parenchymatous

cells

which

also adheres to the yet

unfrayed portion of the foster-root's wood, and coalesces with

body

of the parasite,

which

in the first instance is only

Fig.
1

side,

39.— Parasitic

Scybaliiimfimgi/onne, from Brazil.

gradually encompasses

it

perforate this irregular tuber.

2

The

The tuberous
ho.st

on one

BalJlliophoreje,

Balanophora Ilildenbrandttl, from

entirely,

it.

adnate to the

tlie

Comoro

Islands.

and the nutritive root then appears to
from buds,

inflorescences are produced direct

which are formed under the bark at projecting spots of the brown tuberous stem,

and allowing a thick flesh-coloured shoot, closely beset by
emerge and grow up into a form resembling a mortar-pestle.

the cortex bursting open

ovoid pointed scales, to

At

the

summit

this shoot

expands into a

disc,

and upon

late

groups of flowers, which are inserted amongst

and

hairs.

The

pistillate

borne

an artichoke gone

little

capitu-

innumerable quantities of scales

and staminate flowers are separated

rescences, whilst the entire structure has

to the inflorescence of

this are

in difierent inflo-

an undeniable resemblance when in bloom
to seed,

and

later

on to a

toad-stool.

In the eastern hemisphere we find the various species of the genus Balanophora
replacing the LangsdorfEas and Scybalia.

One

of these,

Balanophora Hilden-
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brandtii, which

Comoro

is

represented on the left side of the figure 39, occurs in

tlie

Islands off the east coast of Africa; seven species inhabit the islands of

Java, Ceylon, Borneo, Hong-Kong, and the Philippines, and three species the East
Indies.

of

Balanophora fmtgoaa,

Eucalyptus and Ficus, and

The more elevated regions

discovered by Forster,

first

is

parasitic

indigenous to Australia and the

is

on the roots

New

Hebi-ides.

Java and the Himalaya abound especially in
these singular organisms.
Balanophora elongata is so prevalent in Java on
mountains of between 2000 and 3000 metres, that it is collected in quantities for
of

the sake of the wax-like matter obtained from

In that island candles are

it.

from Balanophoras as they are from LangsdorfEas in

bamboo

New

Granada, or

made

else rods of

are smeared with the viscid substance, as they are then found to burn quite

quietly and slowly.

In the Himalaya, Balanophora dioica or B. i^olyandra are

the commonest and most widely distributed species, and Balanophora involucrata
is

there

met with upon the

and araliads even at a height of

roots of oaks, maples,

from 2300 to 2500 metres above the

They

sea-level.

possess in almost

—deep-yellow, purple, red-brown or

very vivid and conspicuous colouring

thus resembling the Gastromycetes, Clavariese, and Toad-stools, in whose

all

company

they grow, and with which they manifest an additional uniformity in being
fleshy consistence

and containing no

trace of chlorophyll.

At a

cases

flesh-tint,

all

of

certain distance,

moreover, the inflorescences rising from the dai'k ground in a wood, have the

appearance of fungi, and

the early observers describe these Balanophoreaj with

all

one accord as truly abnormal growths,
accident bear flowers.

They were

viz.

which by some marvellous

as fungi

also the object of the boldest speculations

and

most exuberant imagery on the part of the botanists belonging to the school of the
"

nature philosophers

a famous

German

"

of the first decades of this century.

"They

botanist says of them:

Even

as late as the forties

are in the position of a hiero-

glyphic key between two worlds, which intercept and evade one another in an
infinite variety of

ways, like dreaming and waking moments", and the woi'thy

Junghuhn, who discovered several

words which we may hope

of these plants in Java, writes:

"Those are

will be rightly interpreted thousands of years hence.

Their sublime truth aflected

me

deeply.

There, flowerless and

leafless,

stood the

mysterious plants which aflbrd an instance of the combination of special vessels
in a stalk like that of Balanophorere

with the fructification of imperfect Hypho-

mycetes!"

A

young Balanophora not

at the corresponding stage of

in flower

its

is

not unlike a Scybalium in appearance

development.

It consists of

stem, which rests upon the creeping root of a tree or shrub.
structure, which sometimes attains

some cases convoluted

like the

to the size of

human

brain, or

it

is

may

heightened by the fact that the surface

is

all allied

genera.

is

exterior of this

uneven, and in

humps and knobs,
The resemblance to
covered by little papillae
the genus Balanophora

project in

shaped like stars or forget-me-nots, which distinguish

from

The

a man's head,

or be divided into lobes or short branches like a coral-stem.

the latter

an iiTCgular tuberous
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upon the roots of trees, develop into tuberous axes, and unite
with the nutrient root in the same manner as the Balanophorefe already described.

The

seeds settle

Also the inception of the rudimentary inflorescence beneath the cortex of the tuber
and its eruption are similarly accomplished. In this genus the cortical layer thus
broken through and forced outward always forms a large cup-shaped or crateriform
sheath with an irregularly-lobed margin surrounding the base of the inflorescence.

Fig.
1

The
large

inflorescence itself

squamous
example,

is

is

spadiciform, and

The

leaves.

part, only as long as
as, for

40.— Parasitic Balanophoreie.

Khopalociiemis phalloides, from Java.

a

2

is

Belosis gujatiensis, from Mexico.

borne by a thick shaft beset with

spadices growing from a tuber-stock are, for the most

little finger,

but occasionally they reach a height of 30 cm.,

the case in the Balanophora elongata of Java, which

is

parasitic

on the roots of TJdhaicdia.

The

species of the

gujanensis)

is

American genus Helosis, whereof the most common {Meiosis

represented above, resemble those of the genus Balanoiihora in the

shape of the inflorescence.

There

is,

however, considerable difference in the method

adopted by these Helosis species of settling upon the roots of host-plants and in
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mode

The phenomena of the swelling of the embryo into a
tubercle after it has chanced upon a nutritive root, the destruction of the cortex,
the exposure of the wood at that part of the root where the tubercle is adnate, and
the whole

of growth.

woody bundles

the derangement of the course of the

manner

as in the other BalanophoreiB

ensue,

it

is

same

true, in the

but the frayed wood-buudles of the foster-

;

root only form quite short lobules which penetrate but a short distance into the
parasitic tuber-stock, whilst the vascular bundles,

formed meantime in the

latter,

adhere to them in such a manner that they might be mistaken for direct continuations of them.

When
means
such a

grow round the nutrient

of this union are provided with food, they

way

roots in

that the latter appear to perforate or actually to issue from the

They

always roundish, brown

outside,

and they never produce inflorescences

directly,

tubers.
scales,

once the parasitic tubers have thus become adnate to a root, and by

are

and

warty, but without

but put forth in the

first

place several whitish or yellowish runners varying in thickness from a quill to a
finger,

which creep along horizontally under the ground, bifurcating, and becoming

At the

interlaced with other ramifications.

occasionally form a net-work

which

is

Whenever a runner

system of the plant preyed upon.

and so

places of contact they coalesce,

almost inextricably entangled with the rootof this Ivind

comes into

contact with a living root belonging to the host-plant, the surface of contact at once

The part

swells up.

affected

is

converted into a tuberous mass and becomes adnate

to the root, the process being the

duced from

seed.

A

same as occurs

in the case of the tubercle pro-

net-work of runners thus connected with the root-system of

the nutrient plant at several spots by means of tubers as large as peas might be

compared to the reticulum woven by Lathrcea round the roots of
apart from the

size,

there

is

its hosts; but,

the essential difference that inflorescences are never pro-

duced from the white threads of the ramifying and sucker-bearing roots of Lathrcea,

whereas the runners of Helosis

points of origin for

aflbi'd

new

Warts

inflorescences.

are produced on the surfaces of the thicker cylindrical runners, and within these
are developed the buds of the inflorescences.

rent open at the top
less shaft

and constitutes a

little

terminated by an oval spadix.

The outer coat

cup, out of

of the warts

is

which grows a naked,

then
scale-

Seeing that the runners rest horizontally

under the earth whilst the shafts ascend bolt upright from the gi-ound, the

latter

are always at right angles to the runners, of which they are to be regarded as

branches.

The flowers are grouped in
They are protected by peculiar
with a facetted head.
the

young

capitula, presenting in the spadix a dense mass.
bract-scales, each of

to

a nail

be inclosed in a panelled coat of mail, and

resembles to a certain extent a closed fir-cone.
scales detach themselves
visible.

itself is like

These heads are in close contact with one another, so that

inflorescence seems

them, become

which by

and

When

fall off,

Bj^ degrees, however, these bract-

and thus the

flowers,

till

then roofed over

bj'

the seeds are mature, the whole runner concerned in

the production of the inflorescence, and usually also the tuber which served as the
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and another tuber belonging to the net-work
above described, or rather the system of runners proceeding from it, becomes the
To this extent we may regard
basis for the development of new inflorescences.
these Meiosis species as perennial plants, whereas the majority of the other
starting-point of that runnei-, pei-ishes,

Balanophoreaä can lay no claim to this distinction, inasmuch as in their case the

whole plant dies after

has flowered and ripened

it

The

its seeds.

floral spadices in

Helosis have a purple or blood-red colour, and in Bi-azil are called "Espigo de sangue".

Only three

species of Helosis

have been discovered up to the present time, and

those are distributed over equatorial America, in the Antilles, and from Mexico to
Brazil.

Nearly

allied to Helosis is the

facetted bract-scales like nails

other respects in
species of this

inflorescence,

is

having

differs entirely in

Four

of growth, especially in being without runners.

of trees.

One

of them, Coryncea Turdiei,

and

notice as living on the roots of Peruvian-ljark trees,

is

is

worthy of

rendered conspicuous by

Rhopalocnemis phalloides

purple spadix, borne on a white shaft.

its

but

in

Granada, where they are parasitic, like the rest of the Balano-

upon the roots

phoreae,

and a cone-like

it

genus have been discovered in the Andes of South America, in Peru,

New

Ecuador, and

mode

its

genus Coryncea, which resembles

40

(see fig.

^

another root-parasite related to Helosis, and the single representative in Asia of

American groups.

these pre-eminently

and various

fig-trees, oaks,

Himalayas, and

is

lianes,

It

is

found preying upon the roots of

in mountainous parts of Java and the eastern

one of the biggest of

the Balanophorese.

all

The

fleshy,

yellowish or reddish-brown tuber-stock atttiins to the size of a man's head;

the

lumpy mass and

are

inflorescences,

from two to

which burst from the protuberances of

number, are over 30 cm. long and from 4 to 6 cm. thick.

six in

protuberances are light-brown in colour, and

Rhopalocnemis, a drawing of which
natural

size,

is

this

is

The

resemble in form a cycad-cone.

given in

fig.

40 ^ on a scale of one-half the

distinguished, like Coryncea, from Helosis

by having no runners

issuing from the tuberous axes.

The Lophophytese
and

differ

from

all

are set apart as a further group of parasitic Balanophorese,

the groups hitherto described in having their flowers arranged in

separate i-oundish capitula upon a fleshy I'achis springing from the tuberous-stock.

and are divided into three genera
{Lophopliytihm, Ombrophytuvi, and Lathrophytum) into particulars of which we
cannot enter without exceeding our limits. Only the genus Lophophytivm, which
They, again, belong

is

in

many

to

Central

respects different

America,

from other Balanophorese, and

in particular has been

mode

of connection with the

more thoroughly studied with reference
host-plant, demands special consideration.

to its

fig.

41
'

)

peculiar

The Lophopihytum, mirahile

to those of Inga-trees especially, occurs at

of ground, occupied

by

Inga-roots, from

some places

twenty

appear to be entirely overgrown by the parasite.

some

small, rest
Vol.

(see

found in the primeval forests of Brazil adhering to the roots of Mimoseae,

I.

upon the

in such profusion that areas

to thirty paces in circumference

Hundreds

roots of the trees, covered

by

of tubers,

fallen leaves

some

large,

and a

light

13
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stratum of vegetable mould.

Most of them are the

big as a head, and then weigh 15 kilogr. and more.

by the germinating seeds which chance upon the

size of

The

a

fist,

but a few arc as

tubercles formed directly

by the time they attain
wood of the attacked
root.
The cortex and a portion of the wood at the place where the parasite is
adnate are absorbed by this root. The tissue of the small tuber-stock is squarely
and firmly inserted into the superficial notch thus made in the root, and short, pegshaped bundles, isolated by the loosening of the wood of the nutrient root, appear
to grow into the substance of the parasite.
As the tuber increases in size vascular
bundles are developed in it also, and these grow towards the said bundles of the
host and unite with them.
No boundary can then any longer be certainly recognized between host and
parasite, and the strangest fact of all is that we find, in these bundles, cells
concerning which we are not able to decide, even by reference to their shape,
whether they belong to the one or to the other.
The cells which belong
undoubtedly to the wood of the nutrient root have dotted walls: the bundles
roots are,

to about the size of a pea, already in connection with the

unquestionably developed in the parasitic tuber exhibit, on the other hand,

with reticulate thickening, which, when slightly magnified, look as
transversely striated.

Wherever these

pitted

and

belonging to the host or to the reticulate
intermediate between the two.

cells of

Here and

parasite are entirely buried in the

wood

they were

reticulate cells meet, cells are

which do not altogether correspond either

intercalated

if

cells

to

the

variety

pitted

the parasite, but display a form

there, too, cell-groups belonging to the

of the foster-root in its growth,

and in

the older tubers the cellular elements of the two plants there bound together are

involved that
tion

it

is,

any

as has been stated, impossible to establish

line of

.so

demarca-

between the two.

By
always

the time the tubers have reached the size of a
solid,

angled, as

fist

their cortical layer

is

corky, and areolated; each of the areas being more or less uniformly

shown in the illustration lielow. Some of the more protuberant portions
grow out into short, thick stumps bearing scales all round, each of
areas having a triangular-pointed scale situated in the middle of it. At
is

elongate and
the

little

this stage of

development the entire Lophophj^tum plant has an extraordinarj'

resemblance to the squamigerous rhizome of a fern, or to a dwarf cycad-tree,
stripped of

and

its

scales of

green leaves; and this likeness

Lophophytiim are dark-brown

is

enhanced

in colour.

bj^

the fact that the bark

From

the centre of each of

these thick stumps, which often reach a height of 15 cm., there

spadiciform inflorescence.
scales possessing

At

first it is so

dark-brown, quasi-horny

tips,

who

a

tiles,

Imagine the

chances upon a spot in the depths of a primeval forest

by Lophophytum, upon seeing hundreds of these
in the course of a night following some days
from the subterranean i-oots of the trees. A da}' or two later, this garden

where the ground

is

occupied

brown, scaly cones grow up suddenly,
of rain,

arises

overlapping one another like

that the spadix as a whole looks extremely like an erect c\'cad-cone.
surprise of a traveller,

now

thickly covered with ovate lanceolate
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of Lophophj'ta presents an altogether difterent picture.

detached themselves from the rachis,

on the upper

They

parts.

fall

first

off

Lophophytuni mirabite, from

on the lower

part,

scales

have

almost simultaneously, and with them the

or reddish rachis bearing the flowers then becomes visible.

1

The brown

those at the base of cone, then also those

envelope which up to that time has concealed the flowers.

Fig.
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The erect, fleshy, white,
The female flowers are

41,— Parasitic Balanophorej%i.

Brazil.

and arranged

-

in

Sarcopfiyte sanrfuinea, from

spherical,

tlie

Cape

of

Good Hope.

deep yellow or orange-coloured

capitula which are packed close together; the male flowers are situated above the

lowermost third of the spadix, and are arranged in looser and

less

crowded capitula

of a pale j'ellow colour.

However

phenomenon presented by these flowering cones of
surpassed by another native of Bi-azilian forests, the
The colouring of the inflorescence in this species cannot

striking the

Lophophytimn mirabile,

Lophophytum Leandri.

it is
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be

exceeded

variety,

in

its

being

rachis

gamboge, the ovaries yellowish, the styles

pale
red,

surprising that even in Brazil, where there

the

reddish-violet,

bract-scales

and the stigmas white.

forms, they have attracted attention, and that they are used there, as

with

It is not

certainly no lack of curious plant-

is

is

the case

The tubers of Lophophytuvi mirahile, which have a disagreeable, bitter, resinous taste, and bear the
popular name of " Fel de terra ", or earth-gall, are employed by quacks against
jaundice, and a belief also prevails that by secretly eating the blossoms youths are
enabled to win the affection of the maidens they admire. The same may be said
all

and magic.

rare plants, for purposes of healing

of Lophojihytum Leandri, and, in addition, there
it

a tradition that the eating of

is

brings luck and agility in hunting, fishing, fighting, and dancing, and for this

reason the Indian youth collect the plants seci-etly and eat them on particular days.

Of the other

parasitic Balanophorese

most nearly

allied to Lopliophytum,

here only mention in passing the species of Ombro'phytmn,

name

of

"Mays

we

will

Peru by the

which has a yellowish inflorescence over 30 cm high,
somewhat resembling a spike of maize, and lastly, the
Brazil, to

which a

special interest attaches

the sole instance of a flowering plant entirely destitute of

it is

in

del monte",

and from 6 to 7 cm thick,
LathropKytum Peckoltii of
as

known

all

the nature of leaves, with the exception of the stamens and ovaries.

inasmuch

structures of

Langsdorffia,

Scyhaliwm, Lophophytum, and even Balanop>hora, Helosis, and Rhopalocncmis
exhibit scales, which, though transformed in vai'ious ways, are yet always in point
of position and form recognizable as leaves; but neither on the tuber, shaft, nor

spadix of this LathrophyUim

is

any

trace of a scale to be seen, nor even a swelling

or rim that might be looked upon as a degenerate

leaf.

In comparison with equatorial America with

its

wealth of parasitic Balano-

phorese the corresponding zone of Africa must be called poor so far as these plants

Possibly further explorations

are concerned.

these wonderful vegetable parasites, but

variety as

where the

floi'a

side of

it

is

hardly to be expected that such a

New Granada, and Bolivia
Only three Balanophorese have been discovered in the Cape regions,
is well known.
One of these, which is represented on the right-

fig,

41, bears the

plant), whilst the

because

it

bring to light a few more of

presented in Brazil, the Peruvian Andes,

found

will be

hand

is

may

name

name

of Sarcophyte

of Icthyosoma

smells of rotten

fish.

(i.e.

sanguinea

(i.e.

fish-carcase) has also

blood-red flesh-

been applied to

it

These names imply that the plant resembles an

animal rather than a vegetable organism.

The host -plants adapted

to

this

Sarcophyte are various Mimosese, especially Acacia caffra, Acacia capensis, &c.

In the

first place,

as

is

the case with

the roots of the above-mentioned

wood

of the nutrient roots in the

all

BalanophoreiB, small tubers are formed on

woody hosts, and enter into connection with the
manner already described more than once. An

inflorescence then emerges from a bud orijjinatino: beneath the cortex of the
and rapidly grows up from out of the cortex, which is rent and pushed up
The axis of this inflorescence resolves itself into a number of
process.

tuber,

m

the

thick,

repeatedly ramifying, fleshy branches, differing in this respect from every other

Fi|?.

K.—Cytimis

Ilupocistus on the left

:

Cynomorium coccineum on the

right.
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example of the Balanophoreae.

The flowers are arranged

by

side

side

on the

branches, staminate flowers on one plant, and pistillate flowers on another, the
latter

always grouped in spherical capitula, as

is

shown

in

fig.

41

Reddish-browu

'-.

and

scale-like leaves are situated at the points of origin of the branches,

base of the entire inflorescence.

The general aspect

also at the

that of a bunch of verrucosa

is

grapes ascending from the root, or of the fruiting axis of Ricinus, and
striking

owing

is

very

to the blood-red colouring of all the parts.

As a final instance of the Balanophorece we may take the genus Cynomoriuni,
which was so highly valued in olden times, and is the sole species belonging to this

A

family of plants indigenous in the south of Europe.
the right-hand side of

fig.

drawing of

it is

given on

42.

Whilst other Balanophoreae are parasitic on the roots of trees and lianes in the
shade of lofty woods, this

Cynomorvum

thrives most luxuriantly

upon plants near

the sea -coast, on the roots of Pistacias and Myrtles, and even on actual salt-loving

maritime plants, the various Tamarisks, Salicornise, Salsolacese, and Oraches, which
are sprinkled with foam whenever the breakers are high.

The seed

is

like that of

other Balanophoreae and those of the Oi-obauche species, and germinates in the

same way as they

do.

From

the group of

the seed which represent the

cells in

embryo, a filiform body emerges, and then grows downwards,

its

upper part

remaining for some time in connection with the other

cells in the seed, which are
embryo continues to grow
deeper and deeper at the expense of this nutritive store, and as soon as it reaches a
living root, swells into an oval or irregularly-lobed tubercle, which unites with
the wood of the nutrient root in the manner already described. These tubercles
swell, and from the sunmiit of each a spadix is produced, as in Lophophytihm,

richly furnished with food -materials.

which

is

raised

The

filiform

The spadix

above the surface of the earth.

pointed scales, and

is

a fleshy inflorescence resembling a cone.

The small

them, situated about the middle of the inflorescence,

the time

when

clothed with

scales are separated

another by the process of elongation of the spadix, and some
of

is

clearly differentiated into a lower stalk-like support,

the entire spadix dries up.

The whole

above the ground has a blood-red colour, and when

it is

fall

pei'sist,

off.

and

from one
Others

however, until

of the structure standing

injured a red fluid exudes,

At an age when the peculiar properties of extraordinary plants were looked upon as an indication given by higher
powers that they were to be used for curative purposes, it was believed that the
spadices of Cynomorium, being blood-red in colour, and bleeding when wounded,
which was at one time supposed to be blood.

had styptic

properties.

In those days they were even collected for the sake of this

property, and sold in apothecaries' shops under the name of the Maltese fungus
(Fungus melitensis). Various miraculous virtues were also attributed to this plant,
and the demand for it was so great that it became a regular article of commerce,
its main source being the Island of Malta, whence is derived the name above
referred

to.

Of the Hydnorese, which are most properly included

in the

same

series as

BROOM-RAPES, BALA^OPHORE^, RAFFLESIACE^.
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only three species are known.

of
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I'oots

of their hosts,

them {Hydnora Africana and H.

triceps)

belong to South Africa, the third (Hydnora Americana = Prosopanche Burmeisteri)
to

South

The tuber

Brazil.

is

represented by a prismatic body with from four to

The flower -buds which burst

six angles furnished with papillae along the edges.

from

it

have at

first

the form of spherical Gasteroniycetes, but gradually elongate

and assume the form of a large

fig or

This structure opens at the

upright club.

At

thickened upper extremity by three stout fleshy valves representing petals.
the base of this curious flower no appendage

The

as a bract or leaf.

and

in this

fleshy

is

to be seen that could be interpreted

mass of flowers evolves a disagreeable putrid odour,

property the Hydnorete resemble the

Rafflesise,

which belong

to the

next group of parasitic Phanerogams.

The

fifth series of

flowering parasites

is

composed of the

Rafilesiacea3, plants

connected with Balanophorese and Hydnorese by their general aspect, the absence

and the undifierentiated embryo which

of chlorophyll,

They used all
Rafllesiaceaj are now

cells.

to be classed together

consists

merely of a group of

under the name of Rhizantheffi; but the

treated as a separate family on account of the characteristic

The formation of these organs will again come
on when we treat of the wonderful structure of the famous

structure of their flowers and fruit.

up

for discussion later

giant-flower Rafflesia; at present

we

are only concerned with the relationship of

food-providing host-plant.

the parasite to the

This

is,

if

possible,

remarkable than in the case of Balanophorese and Hydnorese.
union

is

even more

In the latter the

effected within a sti-ucture like a tuber or a rhizome, the vessels

and

cells

of the parasite coalescing with the exfoliated and disordered wood-cells belonging

to the root or stem of the host-plant; whereas in Raffiesiaceae the embryo, having

penetrated beneath the cortex of the host, produces a more or
cylinder which surrounds the

and constitutes a

wood

of the host's root or

sort of vestment intercalated

less definite

stem (as the case

between the wood and the

hollow

may

be),

coi'tex of

no production of tuberous enlargements as in the Balanophorese.
The stem or root attacked by the parasite only exhibits a moderate thickening at
the host.

There

is

the place where the parasite dwells beneath the cortex, and the cortex itself

destroyed at the spot where the embryo pierces through
the flowers emerge.

has established

When

itself,

is

only

and where subsequently

whereupon the parasite
a kind that run throughout upon the

roots constitute the substratum

they are always of

surface of the ground;

it,

when stems

are chosen for attack, they are either the

branches of trees or shrubs, shoots clothed with dead foliage belonging to dwarf
suffruticose bushes, or else

woody

lianes of tropical forests.

The seeds

are con-

veyed to the host-plants through the intervention of animals.
Rafflesias are

found in the haunts of elephants and along the tracks followed by

no doubt trampled upon and
crushed, and the little seeds imbedded in the pulpy mass of the fruit thus have an
opportunity of adhering to the elephants' feet. The seeds are afterwards rubbed oft
those beasts.

by projecting

The

Ratflesia-fruits are accordingly

roots at places

more or

less

remote from the original

locality,

and

if
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the root upon which they are detained belongs to a Cissus phmt, they germinate.

On

the other hand, such Rafflesiaceae as occur on the

woody branches

shrubs, and undergrowths, or on lianes, develop succulent fruits,

of trees,

which are eaten

Their seeds are jorotected by a horny coat, and preserve their power of

by animals.

germination unimpaired as they pass tlu-ough the animals' alimentary

Ciinals

and are

may

deposited with the exci-ements on the stems of fresh host-plants; or the seeds
stick to

some part

off later

of

an animal that happens

to

rub against them, and be bmshed

on as being an uncomfortable appendage, and in this

fall

upon the stem of a host-plant.

the

woody

lianes (Gaulotretus),

Those

known by

way

Rafflesiaceae wliich occur in

the

name

may

also they

Venezuela on

of " monkey -laddei-s",

owe

their

upon a woody

root,

dispersion for the most part probably to monkeys.

Now,

a seed has been deposited in one

if

way

or another

creeping along the surface of the ground, or upon the stem of a

woody

plant, the

embryo emerging from the seed finds a suitable nutrient substratum present
and it pierces the cortex of the root, and develops beneath it a tissue, which incloses
the wood like a sheath. In Rafflesia and in the Pilostyles parasitic on the
filiform

suflruticose shrubs of

of

rows of

cells,

Tragacanth (P. Hausskveclitii, see

which to the naked eye look

fig. 43-'),

this tissue consists

Some

like threads.

are simple and

greatly elongated, others branched, and they are united together to form a net-work,
so closely resembling the

The most complete
a host-plant

is

similarity to these vegetative bodies living beneath the cortex of

and webs between the wood and the cortex of old trimks of

The vegetative bodies

of a tissue

in the host-plant

cells

forming a parenchyma imbedded

and including some

Only

capable of being interpreted as vascular bimdles.

this tissue of

wood

vessels

and rows of

in rare instances does

the parasite form an unbroken hollow cyUnder encompassing the

of the host; usually the elements of the host's tissues penetrate into

permeate and
ribs,

of the other species of Pilostyles consist, in each case,

composed of many layers of

between wood and cortex
cells

as to be i-eadily mistaken for one.

exhibited by the mycelia of the toad -stools which spread themselves

in the form of nets
trees.

mycelium of a fungus

and

split

up the

Many

fibres.

cylindrical

soma (vegetative body)

in the

it

and

form of bands,

elements of the tissues, which the imbedded parasite has

displaced from the living wood, and carries, as

it

were, on

its

back, peri.sh; but

sometimes these discarded layers remain in connection with other living tissues and
so preserve their
cells

and

own

it is difticult

When

to say

its

and power

There

is

of expansion,

and develop layers of wood-

then a general confusion and entanglement,

what part belongs

to the parasite

and what

the somatic tissue of the parasite has accomplished

the host-plant in the
occupant.

cells

vitality

covering the parasite.

A

manner

just described, the latter

to the host.

connections with

unalile to rid itself of

portion of the juices of the host-plant passes into the parasite's

and the unwelcome guest augments

reproduce and

is

its

distribute its kind

in volume,

and endeavours forthwith

by the formation of fruit and seeds.

purpose buds are developed at suitable spots in the reticular body of the
each of which

is

manifested as a parenchyma of pulvinate

For

to

this

pai-asite,

appearance, and

is
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termed a

The

floral cusliion.

selves in a definite

cells in

way; ducts and

a differentiation into axis and flowers
development, increase in

size,

and

this cushion,

is

finallj'

the enlarged bud

we

find a

it

from

breaks through the

stem richly furnished with leaves and

^

Apodanthes Flacourtiana.

emerged from beneath the cortex of the

and the flowers

42, left-hand

is

which has

43.— Rafflesiacese parasitic on trunks and brandies.

Pilostyles Haitsslmechtii.

supporting the bud

fig.

this bud; in the rest of the Raölesiacete, the bud,

Fig.
1

same time,

has been evolved.

bearing at the top a flattened symmetrical tuft of flowers (see
side) developed

now group them-

These members continue their

exhibited.

cortex of the host-plant under shelter of which

In the genus Cytinus alone do

however,

vessels are produced, and, at the

host,

is

5

pUoslylcs Caulotreti.

the flower-bud

itself.

The axis

extremely abbreviated and clothed merely by a few

ai-e sessile

directly

upon the root or stem

of the host (see

scales,
fig.

48).

In the case of roots creeping upon the ground, the buds always emerge only on the
side turned

towards the

light;

on

lianes, also,

they are only formed on the side more

exposed to light where subsequently the opened flowers are easily accessible to
flying insects (see fig. 43^); on upright shrubs and under-shrubs, on the other hand,

they burst forth on

all

sides

upon the branches.

Branches of this kind bearing

ubiquitously extruded flowers of a parasite such as AjMcIanthes Flacourtiana (see
fig.

in

43-) look delusively like the Mezereon {Daphne Mezereum) when the latter

bloom in the early spring before the development of

branches being similarly studded

all

foliage-leaves,

its

is

woody

round with flowers, which stand out horizontally

BROOM-RAPES, BALANOPHOREj*:, RAFFLESIACEjE.
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from them;

hut, in the one case the flowers belong to a foi-eign parasite living

under the cortex and
flowers of

the

iiave

plant

Haussknechtii, which

itself

broken through

whereas

have unfolded.

that

parasitic

is

it,

In

Mezereon

in

case

the

it

of

is

the

Pilostyles

on the low bushy tragacanth shrubs of the

Persian plateaus, the buds are formed regularly on both sides of the leaf-bases of
the host, so that at the insertion of every one of the older foliage-leaves, one finds

a pair of buds, which subsequently expand into flowei-s (see

43^).

fig.

i^a

Fi^. -14.— Parasitic Raftlesiacea (^Bntgmaiisia Zipellit) upuii a tl^-n>

Throughout the species of Apockinthes and Pilostyles the

flowei-s are small

—and

by no means
But this is not the case in the genera Brugmansia and Rqfflesia.
conspicuous.
The Brugmansias, indigenous to Borneo and Java, have vevy handsome flowers,
about the

as

may

size

of

elder, jasmine, or

winter-green blossoms

be seen in the above drawing, which represents on the natural scale

Brugmansia

Zipellii parasitic

upon the root

are far surpassed by the flowers of the

Ärnoldii,

open

it

may

be described as actually the

has a diameter of

1

of a Cissus.

Rafflesiaä,
lai-gest

But

in

magnitude they

one of which,

viz.:

Raßesia

flower in the -world.

When

meter, a dimension exceeding even that of the gigantic

blooms of South American aristolochias.

At

the period of emergence of the buds

of Rafflesia Arnoldii from the roots of the vines which serve them as hosts, they

BROOM-RAPES, BALANOPHOREii;, RAFFLESIAOEjE.
iire

only as

lai'ge as

a walnut ami give scarcely any indication of their future

magnitude; but they gradually increase in
like a cabbage.

Up
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size,

to this time the bracts

and before opening are curiously
inclose the flower proper, and

still

They now open back, and
the flower, which, to the last, grows rapidly, unfolds and displays five immense
lobes around a central bowl or cup-shaped portion.
The form of the giant-flower
The semicircular
when open is best likened to that of a forget-me-not blossom.
to

them

is

due the above-mentioned resemblance.

outline of the lobes, at least,

is

exhibits a distant resemblance.

similar,

At

and the very short

thx'oat of the flower also

the part where the bowl-shaped centre, which

MISTLETOES AND LORANTHUSES.
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human

blood-red, whilst the verrucose lobes have almost the colour of the

The

and a cadaverous

smell,

peculiarities explain the

upon

skin.

which wind about upon the dark forest ground,
anything but pleasant, issues from them.
All these

upon

flowers are sessile

roots

uncanny impression made by the organisms
and upon all subsequent observers.

in question

their original discoverer.s

Whilst the
to the tropical

Rafflesise, as

well as the genei-a

Brugmansia and Sapria, belong

and sub-tropical regions of Asia, and
Apodanthes

thereto on the south side, the genus

to the world of islands adjacent

confined to tropical America.

is

Most of the species of Pilostyles also appertain to tropical America, especially to
and New Granada. One species alone Pilostylen ^thio-

Brazil, Chili, Venezuela,
'pica

—has

been observed in the mountains of Angola, and another, as has been

mentioned before, in Persia.

The only European representative

group of

of the remarkable

Cytinus Hypocistus, represented on the

but

left side of fig. 42,

The

coincident with the entire range of the Mediterranean flora.
shrulis, plants

which are characteristic of the vegetation

Rafilesiacese is

its

distribution

roots of cistus

belonsfincr to the basin of

the Mediterranean, constitute the nutrient substratum in the case of Cytinus.
especially

where the layer of earth-mould

is

stem of

cistus plants.

this parasite being scarlet,

It is

not deep, and consequently the roots of

the shrubs in question are exposed, that Cytinus

amongst the under-wood of the

is

met with growing in abundance
The squamous leaves clothing the
is

and the plants not

solitary but in large numbers,

one sees here and there a flaming red colour glowing in the gaps in the

cistus-

and one is thus from far off made aware of the presence of the parasite.
The flowers themselves, which open between the red scale-like bracts, are yellow.
The combination of colour thus aflbrded is a rare phenomenon in the vegetable

groves,

world, and gives a very strange appearance to the plant.

Cytinus distributed over the area of the Mediterranean
species in Mexico,

and one

Besides the species of

flora,

shrubs but on other woody plants, especially Eriocephalus, yet do not

Cytinus Hypocistus in

two other

there are

also at the Cape, which, although not parasitic

floral structure or in

mode

on Cistus

difler

from

of connection with their host.

MISTLETOES AND LORANTHUSES.
The

sixth

and

appearance with

last series of parasitic

much

phanerogams includes epiphytes of bushy

bifurcated branches, green cortex, green leaves, and beri'ies

containing large seeds, which gei-minate

whilst resting immediately upon the

branches of such trees as are adapted to act as host-plants, and will surrender to the
invader a portion of their nutriment.

To

this series belong a

dozen

diflferent species

of the genus Hensloivia, belonging to the family of Santalaceje, and indigenous
to the

South of Asia

upwards
latter,

of

300

— chiefly

species

the plant that

is

the East Indian Archipelago

included
best

in the

— and,

Amongst the

family Loranthaccje.

known and most widely

pean-Mistletoe {Viscv^m album) represented in

fig.

46,

disti'ibuted

and as

it

in addition,

is

is

the Euro-

also fitted, in

MISTLETOES AND LORANTHUSES.
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respect of its life-history, to serve as type of the entire series,

we

will desci-ibe

it

first of all.

As

well

is

known, the Mistletoe

Angiosperms or Gymnosperms.

upon

parasitic

is

Most frequently

branches of which are coated by a soft sappy cortex
tender cork-tissue in particular

The

poplars.

nigra).

upon

—

and

silver-firs, apple-trees,

certainly the Black Poplar {Populus

is

with astonishing luxui'iance on the branches of that

It flourishes

trees the

an extremely delicate and

the case with

is

favourite tree

Mistletoe's

wherever there

— as

and these may be either

trees,

establishes itself

it

tree,

and

a small plantation of Black Poplars, the Mistletoe takes up

is

its

abode.

Along the shores of the Baltic and by the Danube near Vienna
Prater from which

in the celebrated

47

fig.

— especially
many

taken, one finds, on

is

of

the Black Poplars, tufts of Mistletoe measuring 4 meters in circumference, and

Birds use their most crowded branches, by

with axes of a thickness of 5 cm.
preference, to nest

where poplar

In the forests of Karst, in Carniola, and in the Black Forest,

in.

play merely a suboivlinate part, whilst on the other hand,

trees

silver firs shade the ground, large

<[uantities of

their tops covered with Mistletoe;

and

numbers

Rhine

in the

districts

Inn in Tyrol, the same parasite occurs as a troublesome
neighbourhood of the peasants' farms.

in the

kinds of

trees,

which are pre-eminently the

up with other
the most
the

and

trees,

common

is

it

and the valley of the
upon apple-trees

visitor

Mistletoe's favourite host-plants,

it

puts

then usually found on whatever species happens to be
Thus, in the Black Pine district of

occurs upon the Corsican Pine, whilst on the heaths of the

sandy lowlands of the March,
it

have

In localities destitute of these three

in each particular country.

Wiener Wald,

of these conifers

it

settles

upon the Scotch

Pine.

Much

less

frequently

has been observed on walnut-trees, limes, elms, robinias, willows, ashes, white-

and on the various species

thorns, pear-trees, medlars, damsons, almond-trees,

Mistletoe has also been found

Sorbus.

maple, and upon old vines.

On

by way

of exception

of

upon the oak and the

one occasion, in the district of Verona,

it

has been

seen established upon the parasitic shrubs of Loranthus Europceus, that

is

one member of the Loranthaceaa was found parasitic upon another.

birch, the

beech, and the plane, are avoided

upon the

by the

special structure of the cortex in those trees.

The dissemination
berries

branches of
birds

is

which no doubt depends

Mistletoe, a fact

of the

European Mistletoe

Loranthacese, through the agency of birds

upon the

The

to say,

efiected, as

is

—thrushes

and deposit the undigested seeds with

trees.

in all the other

particular

in

— which

their excrement

feed

upon the

That a preliminary passage through the alimentary canal of

essential to the germination of these seeds is

no doubt a delusion,

this

assumption of former times being easily refuted by the fact that one can readily
induce the seeds of berries, taken fresh from a

bark of moderately suitable

trees, to

germinate;

mistletoe-seeds are dispersed exclusively

To

this

method

by

tree,
it is,

bii-ds in

and stuck into

fissures in the

however, true, that in nature,
the

manner above mentioned.

of dissemination must bo attributed the phenomenon, which, at

first

MISTLETOES AND LORANTHUSES.
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sight, is surprising, tliat Mistletoe-plants are rarely seated

of branches, but very frequently
live

upon Mistletoe-bemes, is

like bird-lime; and,

branches,

it

on the

in the

even when

it

form of a

is

sui-face

semi-fluid, highlj' viscid mass, ductile

deposited upon the upper surface of slanting

immediately runs down the

20 or 30 centimeters in length.

upon the upper

For the dung of thrushes, which

sides.

Owing

sometimes extending

sides,

mass thus following the

to the viscous

law of gravity, the Mistletoe-seeds imbedded in

it

ropes

in

are conveyed to the sides, and

even to the under surface of the bark, and there remain cemented.

Fig. 46.

It

may

be a long

—The European

tiine before

Jlistletoe

(

Viscum alOum).

a seed of the kind germinates, especially

not become attached until the autumn.

The embryo

is

if it

does

completely surrounded in

by reserve food. It is club-shaped and comparatively large, and is distinguished by the fact that the two oblong cotyledons, which are closely pressed
together, but often somewhat wavy at the margins, are coloured dark green by
the seed

chlorophyll, like the environing cellular mass tilled with reserve materials.

In the

process of gennination the axis of the embryo, especially the part lying beneath

the cotyledons, and passing into the hemispherical radicle, lengthens out; the white

and the

makes

seed-coat

is

Under

circumstances the emergent radicle

all

pierced,

branch to which the seed

is

radicle

adherent.

This

it

appearance through the breach.

is directeel

is tlie

towards the bark of the

case even

when

the seed chances

MISTLETOES AND LORANTHUSES.
to stick

-with tlie radicle of

whole axis of the
manner.

Thus the

its surface,

spreads

itself

mass, and so develops into a regular attachment-disc.

now grows
"

The development
the winter

to reach the

is

growing into that

of the first year end.s

wood with

The increasing mass

its

point,

grows

becomes

centre a slender pro-

its

and penetrating

liKiek Toplar in winter.

witli

the formation of this sinker.

which the sinker

—

wood
all

first

round

it,

is

inserted so as just

layer of wood-cells

—

of the previous year.

surrounds the tip of the sinker with wood-cells,

pushing the cortical
it

in

tissue,

wherein that organ

an outward

direction,

woody

cylinder.

at length fixed deep within the

by the wood-layers,

new
wood

in thickness, a

as they are built up,

may

surrounding of a stake on the sea-shore by the rising
is first

it

This penetrating process has-

of

has hitlierto been wedged, in front of
is

From

being superimposed upon the

then forms a rampart

inclosure

a very striking

out in the form of a doughy

tissue.

47.—Bushes of Slistletoe upon the

over, the branch, into

so-called annual ring

the sinker

the branch; the
in

sinker", and must be looked upon as a specially modified root.

Fig.

When

bark

into the bark of the ho.st-plant, piercing the latter

as far as the wood, but not

been termed a

of the

always reaches the bark, and having done so

radicle

adpressed and cemented to

cess

away trom

seedling pointing

tlie

embryo curving towards the surface
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immersed and then higher and higher parts

and

in tliis

way

The process

of

be compared to the gradual

tide; the

until the

lowermost extremity

whole

is

enveloped.

The
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sinker
Ijut

itself

remains,

sti-ictly

wood ovei'grows

the

fresh annual ring

ceased growing

it

is

it.

speaking, stationary;

it

But what happens

does

If the sinker

would of necessity be ultimately completely closed

the branch, and at last

sinker,

it

would be quite

and add

fatal to the Mistletoe, a zone of cells is

degi-ee to its

own

in a peripheral direction.

torium

is

height,

when a

had entirely
by the layers

to the thickness of

To prevent

buried.

this result,

which

provided near the base of the

which zone, at the time when the rampart of wood

an equal

into the wood,

in the following season

once more added to the wood?

of wood, as they develop with ever-increasing energy

would be

grow

nijt

is

being raised, adds in

and causes, of course, an elongation of the sinker

The length

of the piece thus intercalated in the liaus-

exactly equal to the thickness of the corresponding annual ring in the

surrounding wood of the branch.

Thus at length the Mistletoe-sinker is found
it has not grown into the latter,
but has been banked up by them year by year.
That zone of the sinker which possesses the capacity for growth, and which is
always to be sought, in accordance with what has been said above, at the outside
limit of the wood of the branch, in the so-called " bast " layer situated on the inner
imbedded

in a

number

of annual rings, although

face of the cortex, produces, in the second year after the adhesion of the Mistletoe-

embryo, lateral ramifications which are called

somewhat compressed

cylindrical, or

filaments,

cortical

and

run

all

They are

roots.

close together

thick,

under the

These rootlets issuing from the

cortex in the bast layer of the invaded branch.

sinkers pursue a course parallel to the longitudinal axis of the brq.nch, whilst the

sinkers themselves are at right angles to the axis (see

from the sinker

fig.

48^).

If

in a direction transverse to the longitudinal axis

it

it

bends imme-

long axis, and adopts the same

diately afterwards so as to be parallel to the
direction as the rest, or else

a rootlet springs

bifurcates just above its place of origin into

two

branches which separate suddenly, and in their further course follow the axis of

Thus

the branch.

down

it

comes to pass that

in the infested

strands, but that none of

Each of these

coil.

new

sinkers,

all

the rootlets of a Mistletoe run

them ever

cortical roots

encircle the branch in

may now

proceeding from the actual seedling.

They,

insertions,

and

in their

power

growth keep pace

form of an annular

wood
of

first

one above described as

penetrate into the branch per-

too,

pendicularly to the axis, and as far as the solid
of wood, but maintain the

tlie

develop from behind the growing-point

which are formed in the same way as the

growing mass

up and

branch of the host-plant in the form of thick green parallel

are then encompassed

growth

witli the

by the

in the part close to their

thickening of the wood of the

branch. The fact of the yearly recurrence of this formation of sinkera explains
it is

how

that those situated nearest the growing-points of the cortical roots are the

shortest, they being the youngest, whilst those

the longest and oldest.

which

It also accounts for the

arise near the first sinker are

former being only inclosed by one

annual ring of the host's wood, and the others being surrounded by an increasing

number
struck

of rings the nearer they are to the spot

I'oot.

where the Mistletoe-plant

first
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The root-system
jaw-bone in shape,

of the Mistletoe taken as a whole

or, still better,

a rake.
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may

The cross-beam

be described as like a

of the rake corresponds

to the cortical root, whilst the teeth are analogous to the sinkers; the cross-piece

must be supposed to be parallel to the axis of the branch and lying under the bark,
and the spokes must be thought of as perpendicular to the axis and driven into the
wood.
Whilst the roots of the Mistletoe-plant are spreading in the interior of the branch

manner

in the

described, the stem

is

process, subsequently to be the first

—

Fig. 4S.

1

developed outside.

At the time when

the

sinker, emerges from the attachment-disc of

Loranthits Europceiis, and s Mistletoe ( Viscuiii alhmn)—hot\i parasitic on brandies of trees, and seen in section.
^ A piece of tlie wood of a Fir-tree perforated by tiie sinlters of a fliistletoe.

still covered by the
But when once this first sinker
is firmly fixed and in a position to take up nutritive juices from the wood of the
host, the seed-coat is tlirown ofl:'; the apex of the stem, which is still veiy short, is
raised; the cotyledons are detached, whilst close above them is produced a pair of

the embryo and pierces tlirough the bark, the cotyledons are

white seed-coat, which rests upon them like a cap.

green leaves. Thenceforward the development of the visible portion of the Mistletoeplant outside the bark keeps pace with that of the roots underneath the cortex, and
is

moreover dependent upon the quantity of food taken up by the sinkers from the

wood.

Where

there

is

an abundant supply of nutriment, as

the growth of the Mistletoe
is

scarce,

the parasite

is

is

correspondingly exuberant; whei'e the flow of juices

stunted in

yellowish sickly-looking tufts.
VOL.

I.

in the case of poplars,

its

growth, and often develops only small

If the foster-plant is of a lavish nature,
14

adven-
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buds are produced regularly by the

titious

nutriment

of all conveyed

is first

which the absorbed

cortical roots to

from the sinkers.

These buds occur on the side

of the rootlets nearest the exterior of the bark, and later they burst through the
rind,

and develop

into

new

Mistletoe-plants.

These outgrowths are analogous to the adventitious shoots produced from the
subterranean roots of the Aspen, and this comparison

is

rendered

the more

all

appropriate by the fact that the removal of the tuft of Mistletoe encourages the

growth of

.sprouting of adventitious root-buds just as in the case of the Aspen, the

shoots from the roots

promoted by the

is

If a large Mistletoe-bush,

belong.

felling of the trees to

growing

in solitude

on a Black Poplar,

with the intention of freeing the latter from

fi'om the tree

entertained by the operator are disappointed;
cortical roots ensues at a

poplar in question

is

number

for,

which those roots
is

removed

the hopes

its parasite,

an outgrowth of shoots from the

of different spots,

and

few years' time the

in a

the prey of a dozen Mistletoe-bushes instead of one.

Inasmuch

as these bushes, produced from offshoots, are able, under favourable conditions, to

send out fresh
will at last

roots,

have

and these again may develop

all its

boughs from top

shoots, a

good host of the kind

bottom overgrown by Mistletoes.

to

In

the Prater at Vienna there are poplars beset by at least thirty large Mistletoe.shrubs,

and double that number of small

at some distance in winter-time
it

when

ones,

and

if

one catches sight of such a tree

the bivvnehes have lost their leaves, one takes

to be a Mistletoe-tree, for almost the entire system of branches

is

mantled iu a

continuous tangle of evergreen bushes of Mistletoe, which are in a state of pai-asitism

upon

it.

Sinkers of the Mistletoe, 10 cm. in length, and inclosed in forty annual rings,

have been found

may

Mistletoe

in the

live

wood

of the Silver Fir,

for forty years.

by one and the same bush

A

whence we may conclude that the

greater age could

of the parasite.

haustoria survive for a time, but at length moulder and

wood
wood

in

numerous

target which has been fired at

A

fall to pieces,

The

which they were imbedded remains unaltered.

exliibit in that case

scarcely be attained

If the Mistletoe dies, the rootlets

perforations,

and struck by shot or small

whilst the

affected parts of the

and look just

small plant belonging to the Loranthaceae and

and

like the

bullets (see

fig.

wood

of a

48^).

named Juniper-Mistletoe

(Viscum Oxycedri or Arceutkobiwm Oxycedri) occurs on the red-berried juniper
bushes {Juniper Oxycedriis) of the Mediterranean
the

common European

Mistletoe, as

is

obvious at

It is

very diflereut from

first sight, its

foHage-leaves being

flora.

which gives a characteristic jointed appearance to the ramiwhole series of leafless forms allied to this species is found to exist in

reduced to

little scales,

fications.

A

India, Japan, Java, Bourbon, Mexico, Brazil,

and at the Cape.

They are nearly

all

small bushes which project from the boughs of host-plants and sometimes clothe
the latter so thickly that the boughs in question serving as nutrient substratum are
entirely enshrouded

by the

3 cm. to 5 cm.

and the branchlets are not woody, but

the

-fruits

tall,

parasitic growth.

The Juniper-Mistletoe is only from
soft and herbaceous;

are blue oblong berries, almost destitute of succulence.

The

latter are
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by birds like the berries of the common Mistletoe, and the way in which the
upon and clings to branches of the host-plant is the same as in that

parasite settles

and

It also develops sinkers

species.

but these root-structures are

cortical roots,

not by any means so regularly arranged as in ViscuTn album, but form an inex-

and filaments pervading the internal layers of cortex, and
I'esolving itself into finer and finer groups of cells, which end by looking not unlike
a mycelium, and also remind one of the suction-apparatus possessed by Rafflesiacese.
tricable

web

of strands

in the wood of the
They are present in large
numbers, and some of them are occasionally encompassed by several annual rings.
They possess no special zone of growth. The elongation necessary to prevent their
being enveloped and overwhelmed by the wood, as it adds to its thickness, is effected
by the division of individual cells and groups of cells. The outgrowth of shoots
from the root is much more exuberant than in the common Mistletoe; but the
death of the original plant takes place much earlier, and close to yellowish-green

Such

of these strands

and

cellular filaments as are

imbedded

juniper do undoubtedly play the part of suction-organs.

bushes of various degrees of smallness, one finds very regularly dead or dying
shrublets already turned brown,

growing promiscuously over the somewhat

all

swollen branches of the red-berried Juniper.

The behaviour of Loranthus Eiiropcmis, which is parasitic on oaks and chestnuts
The mode of its attack upon
in the east and south of Europe, is altogether unique.
the branches of oaks is, it is true, similar to that of the two other Loranthaceae just

The yellow berries, which are grouped in graceful biseriate racemes, are
eaten with avidity by thrushes in the autumn and winter, and the undigested seeds
are deposited with the dung of those birds upon the branches of trees. The embryo,
described.

on

emersrinor

of little rifts

from the

and

seed,

bends towards the bark and sticks to

crevices, for the

A

an attachment-disc.

most

by means

young wood,

as

all cortical

it

if

it

were a small

which becomes

This process

nail driven in.
it

withdraws from the young

are developed one, two, or three branches, which, however,

downwards beneath the bark, that

invariably run

bottom

layers of the oak-branch as far as

increases in thickness at the expense of the nutriment

wood, and from

of the radicle,

at the

process grows in the next place from the centre of the

attachment-disc, and pierces through

the interior of the

part,

it,

is

to say, in the direction opposed

to that of the stream of sap ascending in the oak-wood,

and never produce the

Each of these

roots is shaped like a

sinkers so characteristic of the Mistletoe.

wedge, even from the rudimentary stage, and

acts, too, in the

manner

of a wedge,

penetrating between the yet soft and delicate cells of the cambium, which were

formed in the spring at the periphery of the

and were destined to constitute a new
process that cell-tissue.
situated within

become

Such

cambium
it is

cells

not at

all

of the previous year,

and altered into

solid

much

wedge

die,

those

wood, to which the wedge-

Beneath the apex of the wedge, the

naturally extends

broken or dead.

wood

of these tender cells as lie outside the

lignified

shaped root firmly adheres.

solid older

annual ring, splitting and tearing in the

lignification of

further towards the exterior, because there

In front of the apex of the wedge, therefore, there
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is,

presently,

.solid

with

its point, is

vent

its

stopped in

its

root being no longer able to split
at this

.spot.

But there

tlie tissue

nothing to pre-

is

continuing to grow along a course somewhat nearer the periphery, and

outside the limit of the
of soft

The
growth

resisting wood.

and tender

cells

new annual

ring of solid wood, where a fresh development

has taken place in the cambium, and this indeed aetuallj^

happens.

Thus, every addition to the length of the Loranthus-root, as

between the wood and the cortex of the oak-branch,

is

it

grows onward

further removed from the

axis of the branch; or, in other words, the surface of contact between root and

wood has the conformation

of a flight of stairs, of

which the lowest step constitutes

the base, and the uppermost the ajDex of the root (see

mm.

very small, their height varying from about 5

fig.

to 7

48

^ ).

These steps are

mm., but they

may

be

distinguished quite clearly in longitudinal sections, on account of the darker colour
of these roots contrasting with the lighter oak-wood.

by
is

probable that this

The
young and
steps.

Nutiitive fluids are imbibed

oak at the surface of contact, and it
absorption takes place especially at the notches forming the

the Loranthus-root from the

wood

of the

root can only elongate, naturally, during the period
fragile cell-layer

when

superimposed upon the solid wood, whence

there
it

is

a

follows

is more dependent upon a
and upon the annual progress of development of the host than is
the case with the Mistletoe. There may be some connection between this circumstance and the fact that the Mistletoe jjossesses evergreen leaves, whilst Loranthus

that in Lorantlius the continuation of the root's growth
particular season

is

green only in summer, acquiring fresh green foliage in the spring in the very

same week as the oak
with the tree

does,

and casting

leaves in the

its

autumn simultaneously

it infests.

The stem which

issues

from the embryo of a Loranthus-seed grows away from

and develops with great rapidity at the expense
of the nutriment absorbed from the host's wood, and convej^ed to it bj- the root

the oak-branch into the open

air,

above described, into a dense, dichotomously-branched bush.
unlike a Mistletoe-bush, but in autumn,
totally different aspect

owing

to the

when

it

has cast

In summer

its leaves, it

it

is

not

acquires a

dark-brown branches and the consjMCUOUS

yellow clusters of berries.

Bushes of Loranthus grow to a greater

size

even than those of the Mistletoe;

their stems attain not infrequently a thickness of 4 cm.,

and clothe themselves with

a blackish, rugged bark, the older stems of this kind being then usually studded bjan abundance of lichens. At the spots where stems of Loranthus spring from an
oak-branch they are always surrounded by a great rampart of wood belonging to
the oak, and the base of the stem is often fixed in a deep symmetrically-rounded

bowl reminding one vividly of the similar structures out of which the stems of
But whereas in Balanophorere this bowl-shaped rampart
Balanophoreffi arise.
appertains to the parasite, in Loranthus it is formed from the wood of the hostplant,

i.e.

the oak.

It must, in the case

we

are considering, be interpreted as an

exuberant gi-owth of wood-cells and compared to the hypertrophies called

galls.

GRAFTING AND BUDDING.
which

On

will be treated of in detail in a subsequent part of this book.

reach the size of a man's head.

In the case of a bush of Loranthus nearly 100 years

from the Ernstbrunner Wald,

r2 m. and a circumference

Lower

in

Austria, which

had reached a height of
measured 70 cm.

of 5'5 m., the liypertrophy in question

It is not only the base of

round.

old oaks

Europe these growths round the bases of Loranthus-plants sometimes

in the east of

old,
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a bush that

overgrown by wood-cells, but the

is

older portions of the roots described above are frequently walled in and partially
inclosed

by the wood

of the branch as

seen fixed deep in the wood, yet
this is to be explained

by means

the roots

may
and
it

by the

it

They may

becomes thicker.

fact that they retain connection

of isolated ledges

often be

preserving their freshness and vitality, and

still

and

bridges.

with other parts of

Indeed an adventitious shoot

from a piece of a root thus deeply wedged in the wood of the oak,

ilevelop

grows so outwards and breaks through

this shoot then

all

the layers lying above

and originates a young bush, which pushes roots under the

host's

bark and

afterwards behaves in exactly the same manner as a plant jjroduced from a seed

cemented to the oak-branch.

The Loranthus chosen here

for

description

Earopoius) has only small

(i.

inconspicuous yellowish flowers; on the other hand, under the tropical sun of
Africa, Asia, and,

amongst
e.g.

above

all,

Loranthus formosus,

diameter of

Central America, the parasitic species of this genus are

most splendid-flowered of

tlie

10, 15, or

trees;

trees.

members

another

—

and

L. Mutisii

Many

flowers attain a

The host-plants

Loranthi are like small trees grafted

of these Loranthi are principally angiospermous

of the genus have also repeatedly been

as, for instance,

fact has been already

—whose

even 20 centimeters, and are besides clothed in the most

gorgeous purple and orange colours.

upon other

There are species in the tropics

plants.

L. grandifloras,

met with

parasitic

Loranthus buxifolius upon L. tetrandrus in

upon one

Chili.

The

mentioned that the European Mistletoe has been observed near

Verona parasitic upon Loranthus.

It is also

worth

noticing, in order to complete

the account of the complex relationships between parasites, that one species of

Viscum has been found

in India parasitic

upon another,

viz.:

Viscwm moniliforme

on V. Orientale.

GRAFTING AND BUDDING.
woody plant upon another, such as occurs in the case of
mind certain modes of organic union between woody plants
From ancient times gardeners have
efi'ected by gardeners.

Pai'asitism of one

Loranthace»,

calls to

that are artificially

performed special operations which are

known

consist in the transference of the branch or

bud

as processes of "ennobling",
of one plant

substratum, and the inducement of organic union between the two.

which the branch or bud

handsome specimen

is

taken

is

and

on to another plant as

perhaps a valuable variety of

The plant from
fruit-tree, or

a

of an ornamental shrub, whilst for the purpose of a substratum

a robustly -growing individual belonging to a wild species of shrub or tree

is

selected
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as a rule,

bud
is

ami constitutes

for the operation or

of ennobling

transferred in

is itself

named, in the terminology of

The process

The

so-called wild "stock".

tlie

which

by grafting or by budding. In
is made at the

effected either

is
is

cut

transversely, an excision

ofl'

periphery of the surface of the section and the scion

The

scion
it

which yields the

horticultui-e, the noble "scion".

grafting the stem of the stock

that

braucli

entirety to the wild stock

its

must be previously trimmed

to

inserted in this opening.

is

in preparing

fit;

it

must be taken

care

bears a pair of healthy buds, and that the end to be inserted

correspond to the form of the fissure made in the stock.
see that, as far as iDOSsible, the bark, bast,

is

In inserting

cut so as to

one must

it

and wood of the one come into contact

The wounds

with the corresponding parts of the other.

of the stock caused

by the

operation are then covei-ed by a mass of J^utty, wax, or some other protective

medium, and the chances are that the branch thus introduced

will contract

organic union with the substratum, that nutritive matter will be supplied

substratum, and that

new branches

fore the nutriment taken

and the

scion,

from

its

buds.

an

by the

In this case there-

from the ground by the stock passes into the grafted

which

scion,

will sprout

it

become a densely ramifying

develojDS bi-auches

from

its

may

buds, and ultimatelj'

behaves as a parasite, whilst the stock plays

tree-top,

the part of host.
It not infrequently

happens that a substratum supporting at

branches of a grafted scion develops subsequently branches of
as well,

and the curious sight

foliage, flowers,

and

fruit

on

is

it,

the result

parts from those of

its inferior

may

own lower

do'n'u

is

its

upper regions.

If,

used as substratum, and Medlar branches are

be a bush or tree which exhibits below liranches

with the round leaves, rose-coloured flowers, and golden

and above branches with the oblong

leaves,

"

pomes "

of the Quince,

white flowers, and brown fruit of the

Gardeners, of course, do not willingly allow this to happen, but carefullj^

Medlar.

remove the branches belonging

may

summit the

then afforded of a tree or shrub bearing different

for example, the stem of a Quince

grafted upon

its

its

fall to

to the stock in order that all the food materials

the lot of the grafted plant, and the latter thrive as vigorously and

luxuriantly as possible.

The same

result is obtained

by budding

the scion, instead of an entire bi'anch,
plished in the following
ai-e

made

manner:

is

as

by

grafting; but here a single

—Two

incisions at right angles

by the T-shaped

wood, and the bud to be transplanted
previously been taken

away from

is

incision, are

bud

of

accom-

employed as

These cuts are carried through the bark as far as the wood.

lobes of bark, formed

is

forming a T,

in a branch of not too great age belonging to the plant

substratum.

The two

then carefully raised from the

pushed in under them.

The bud which has

the scion must hav'e retained in that process a

portion of bark, and usually the bit of bark peeled
sliield.

This

transferred to the stock.

This shield, carrj'ing the bud that

is

oft' is

given the shape of a

to be transferred

upon

it,

is

little

now

introduced between the two lobes above mentioned, and the lobes are folded over
it in

such a manner as to allow the bud to project

freelj^

from the

slit

between the

GRAFTING AND BUDDING.
Besides

lobes.

with

this,

the whole

bud being

its

rule, coalescence

held together by a bandage, the shield in particular

pi'essed firmly

on to the new substratum, and thei-eupon, as a

takes place at once, and the inserted bud grows out into a branch

which stands

in exactly the

whereon

parasitic.

it is

is
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say, to the wild stock,

same

relation to the stock as a

Loranthus

to the

All the branches belonging to the substratum, that

may

oak

is

to

then be remov^ed, leaving only the one branch that has

sprung from the stranger-bud, the result being that

ground by the substratum are concentrated

all

the juices absorbed from the

in this branch

and cause

to

it

grow

with the greatest exuberance.
There

is

between

tliis

process of budding and the settling of a parasite a further

resemblance in that shrubs and trees cannot

A

with the other.

upon when nearly

all

made

be

successful result of grafting or
allied

species,

employed for the purpose.

to unite at pleasure one

budding can only be counted

belonging to the same genus or family, are

Almonds, peaches,

apricots,

and plums can be grafted

the one upon the other; so also can quinces, apples, pears, medlars, and white-

But we must

thorns.

relegate to the realms of fiction such assertions as that

peaches might be successfully grafted upon willow stocks, or that the Siberian Crab

(Pyrus

salicifolia) has

Willow and other
to produce

new

sprung from the grafting of branches of the Pear upon the

tales of the sort.

Wliether

forms, or at least hybrids,

it is
is

possible

attention in connection with the problem of the origin of

additional remark to be

made here

is

by grafting or budding

a question which will claim our

new

species.

The only

that notwithstanding the undeniable simi-

between grafted or budded plants and the parasitic Loranthacete, a very

larity

which
and are always penetrating into new layers of the

essential difference exists in the circumstance that the latter develops roots

continue to grow year by
host's tissues,

plants.
true,

wood

When

yeai',

whereas this

is

never observed in the case of grafted or budded

the branch of a Peach

is

grafted on an Almond-tree, there

is, it

is

an organic union of the two at the place of contact, and the juices from the
of the

Almond

stock are conducted direct into the grafted Peach-branch; but

neither roots nor sinkers ever arise from the base of the adnate branch or penetrate
into the stem of the Almond-tree.
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5.

—

water to the life of a plaut Absorption of water by Lichens and Mosses, and by
Epiphytes furnished with aerial roots Absorption of rain and dew by foliage-leaves Develop-

Iiiipoi-tance of

—

ment

—

of absorptive cells in special cavities

and grooves in the

leaves.

IMPORTANCE OF WATER TO THE LIFE OF A PLANT.
lu

tlie ])uilding

up

and

of the molecules of sugar, starch, cellulose, fats,

proteids, and, in short, of all the important substances of wliich

a plant

is

acids, of

composed,

atoms of water have to be incorporated as constructive material, and without water
no growth or addition to
this point of

J,he

mass of a plant whatsoever could take

place.

view water must be considered just as indispensable an item

But water

of plants as the carbon-dioxide of the air.

important part in plant-life.

The mineral

and lithophytes, as

pliytes, land-plants,

salts

From

in the food

plays, in addition, another

which serve to nourish hydro-

also the organic

compounds which are the

food of saprophytes and parasites, can only reach the interior of plants in the form
of aqueous solutions.

They can only pass through a

cell-wall

when

it is .satvu'ated

with water, and, having reached the interior of a plant, they can only be convej'ed
to the places

where they are worked up through the medium of water.

In con-

nection with the discharge of these functions in a living plant, water must be

regarded as a dynamic agent.

Just as a mill on a stream only works so long as

wheels are kept in motion by the water, and stops at once

by

in insufiicient quantity, so the living plant, as

multiplies, needs a continuous

it

if

the latter

nourishes

as food-material, and

is,

is

its

or flows

grows and

itself,

and abundant supply of available water to render

possible the performance of the complicated vital processes within

able or organizing water

fails,

it.

This avail-

not in chemical combination like that which

in general, not permanently retained.

On

is

present

the contraiy,

we

must conceive it as perpetually streaming through the living plant. In the course
of a summer, quantities of water, weighing many times as much as the plant itself,
pass through it.
The total amount of water in chemical combination in the organic
compounds of a plaut is very trifling compared with this, though it often happens
that the weight of the latter in a particular plaut is greater than that of aU the
other substances put together.
this water evaporates from plants in dry air, and that it may also
withdrawn by alcohol or other means, very simple experiments sufiice to

Inasmuch as
easily be

give an idea of the great bulk of free water in any plant.
succulent leaves, and things of that kind,

if left

time to barely half their size in the fresh

state.-

tinous

when

alive,

and many fungi

{e.g.

Beri'ies, fleshy fungi,

in alcohol, are reduced in a short

The

Xostocinese,

which are gela-

Guepinia, Phallus, Spathularia, Dacryo-

myces) shrivel us so stiüngently in drying, that a piece possessing an area of
1 square centimeter

when

3 square millimeters.

A

fresh leaves only a dry crumbling

mass covering scarcely

Nostoe, whicli weighed 2'224 grms. in the fresh state only
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weighed 0'126 grm. after desiccation, so that when alive

was reduced

water was

to 2'535 grms. afterwards,

fruits.

The

least proportion of

contained by mature seeds, solid stony seed-coats, wood, and bark; but even

is

in these

showing that the percentage of

Similar results are obtained in the cases of succulent leaves and

90.

stems of flowering plants, Cucurbita, and other

water

must have contained

Bog-moss, weighing 25067 grms. before the abstraction of

94 per cent, of water.
the water

it
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We shall

an average proportion of 10 per cent of water has been detected.

not go wrong in assuming, on the evidence of the weights determined, that most parts
of plants,

when

fresh, consist of

dry substance only as regards a

and as

third,

regards two-thirds, of water of imbibition, which passes over into the surrounding
air in the

From

form of vapour when desiccation takes
all

this it follows that

material, that

that the

it is

demand

indispensable as a

if

is

place.

absolutely necessary to plants as food-

medium

of transport of other substances,

for water on the part of all plants

and exportation

infer that the importation

tude

water

the nutrition

is

Water-absorption

is

of water

very great.

Further,

and

we may

must be regulated with

exacti-

not to be disturbed and development hindei-ed.

is

at

its simjilest in

hydrophytes.

In

case

tliis

with the absorption of the rest of the food-materials, and there

is

coincides

it

therefore nothing

made on that subject.
As regards land-plants, lithophytes, and epiphytes, we may likewise refer to
what has been already said in so far as these plants suck up water at the same time
as food-salts, by means of absorption-cells, from the substratum to which they are
material to add to the statements already

which they are rooted; but to the extent that they take
from the atmosphere, and have the power of absorbing that water

attached, or the earth in
also

water direct

immediately they require

it,

must be discussed

in the following pages.

ABSORPTION OF WATER BY LICHENS AND MOSSES, AND BY
EPIPHYTES FURNISHED WITH AERIAL ROOTS.
The plants which absorb water

direct

from the atmosphere

may

be classified in

several groups with reference to the contrivances adapted to the pui-pose.

plants

lichens

are

most dependent on atmospheric moisture.

Many

of

Of

all

them,

Old Man's Beard Lichens, which hang down from dried branches of
and the gelatinous, crustaceous, and fruticose lichens, which cling to dead

especially the
trees,

wood, and on the surface of rocks and blocks of stone, do in fact derive their
necessary supply of water entirety from the atmosphere, and that by absorbing

The

not in a liquid but in a gaseous form.

it,

latter circumstance is of the greatest

importance to those species in particular which occur on receding rocks, or on the

under face of overhanging slabs of stone.
directly,

Rain and dew cannnot reach such places
down from the wet top and sides

but only by some of the water trickling

of the rocks on to the receding wall,

and

this

happens but seldom.

lichens occurring in situations of the kind are entirely dependent

contained in the air in the form of vapour.

Accordingly,

upon the water

Lichens, however, are also, of

all plants.
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the best adapted for

tlie

absoi'ption of

which have become dry

lichens,

aqueous vapour from the

they take up 35 per cent of water in two days, and as

ture,

Water

in six days.

When

still.

form

in the liquid

is

naturally absorbed

If

air.

in the air, are left in a place satui-ated

Hving

with mois-

much as 56 per cent
much more I'apidly

Gyrophoras, which project in the form of cups after a long continuance

of dry weather, are moistened

by a

they swell up completely within

fall of rain,

ten minutes, and spread themselves flat upon the rocks, having in that short

The

space of time absorbed 50 per cent of water.
is

no doubt true

When

in these cases.

"

saying,

dry weather

Light come, light go,"

sets in, evaporation

from the

masses of lichens goes on at a pace corresponding to the previous absorption.
the Tundra, the lichens, which form a soft tumid carpet

when moistened by

In
rain,

are liable to be so powerfully desiccated in the course of a few hours of sunshine,

that they split and crackle under one's

feet, so

that every step

is

accompanied by a

crunching noise.
In the power of condensing and absorbing the aqueous vapour of the atmosphere, lichens are

eminently which

most analogous

live

on the

to mosses

bai'k of

and

covering places of the kind with a carpet which

interwoven with lichens.

Like the

liverworts,

and to those pre-

dry branches of trees or on surfaces of rock,

latter these

often enough interspersed and

is

mosses and liverworts are able to

remain as though dead in a state of desiccation for weeks together, but as soon as
rain or

damp

dew

falls

upon them they resume

as to enable

them to derive

A specimen of Hypnum
form of

soft sods,

was

their vitality;

sufficient

and similarly

if tlie

air is so

water of imbibition from that source.

molluscuvi, a moss which covers blocks of limestone in the
after a

few

from the dry rock and
was found that after two days

rainless daj's detached

placed in a chamber satui'ated with vapour, and

it

had absorbed water from the air to the extent of 20 per cent, after six days 38
per cent, and after ten days 44 per cent. Many mosses condense and absorb water
with tlie whole surfaces of their leaflets, others as, for example, the gi'ay rockmosses clinging to slate formations (RhacomitriiB and Grimmiffi) tlo so especially

it

—

with the long hair-like

cells at

the apices of the

—

leaflets,

whilst others again only

use the cells situated on the upper saucer-shaped or canaliculate leaf-surface.

In some bearded mosses {Barhtda aloides, B. rigida, and B. mnhigua) chains of
barrel-shaped cells occur closely packed together upon the upper surface of the leaf

which to the naked eye have the appearance of a spongy
dark-green pad. The terminal cells of these short moniliform chains have their
upturned walls strongly thickened, but the other cells have very thin walls and

and at right angles to

take up water rapidly.

it,

It is the

same with the various species of PolytricJmm,

which are provided on their upper leaf-surfaces with
likewise composed of thin-walled, highly-absorbent

an important part
entirely clothe the
ject

in these processes.

parallel longitudinal ridges

cells.

The

moss stems, usually in the form of a dense

from the under surface of the

rhizoids also play

These brown, elongated, thin-walled

leaves, whilst in a

felt,

cells

and often pro-

few tropical species they make

their appearance, strangely enougli, in the form of little tufts at the apices of the
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many

leaflets.

In

with the

soil,

and

is

instances this felt of rhizoids does not

rock, or

bark (as the case

able to condense or attract, to use

This

latter.

of a

is

chiefly

into contact at

all

may be), but is surrounded by air alone,
a common expression, the aqueous vapour
In dry weather,

of the air like a piece of cloth or blotting-paper.
like lichens, lose their water,

come

210

but they part with

it

it is

true, mosses,

much more slowly than

the

due to the fact that the moss-leaflets at the commencement

drought wrinkle, curl up, become concave, and lay themselves one above the

other, so that the

A
phere

water

is

retained at the bottom for a longer period.

very remarkable contrivance for the absorption of water from the atmosis

also exhibited

mosses (Sphagnacere).

by the white-leaved Fork-mosses (Leiicobryitm) and BogAlthough they possess chlorophyll, and assimilate under the

l:'\\
fo.Ä;

n

')\

i

1
rrrpjAC
in:

Fig.
1

Of the white-leaved Fork-moss {Leucobryum)

X550.

49.—Porous
2

Cells.

Of the Bog-moss (.SpÄagrmim); x230.

(Lailia gracilis)

\

3

Of the root of an Orchid

x310.

and saprophytic plants destitute
of chlorophyll.
They are of a whitLsh colour and always grow in great cushionlike sods, so that the spots where they grow are deficient in verdure, and stand
influence of sunlight, yet they look like parasitic

out conspicuously from

their

surroundings in consequence of their pale

Microscopic investigation at once explains this appearance.
chlorophyll

and living active protoplasts are relatively

The

cells

tint.

containing

small, and, as

it

were,

wedged and hidden between other cells many times as gi-eat, which have entirely
lost their protoplasm by the time they are mature, and then cause the paleness of
colour appertaining to the plant as a whole. The walls of these large colourless cells
are very thin, and in the Bog-mosses have spiral thickening-bands running round
them, being thus secured against collapse.

environment they are
fill

with water.

interior, the

full of air only;

If there

After remaining for a time in a dry

but the moment they are moistened they

were an actively absorbent protoplast at work in the

water would be able to pass into the cell-cavity through this easily

moistened wall, as in the case of other mosses, owing to the delicacy of the

cell-

But the air which fills the cells is not absorptive, and in the case of
Leucobryum and Bog-mosses the water reaches the interior, not in consequence of

membrane.
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a chemical affinity on the

pai't of

the cell-contents, but solely

by

capillary action.

All the cell-walls are perforated and furnished with pores, and through these the

water rushes into the interior with lightning rapidity.
This extremely rapid influx of w^ater into an
to the conclusion that each cell has a

number

cavity leads us necessarily

air-filled

of pores in

its

walls,

and that

in

proportion as water enters through one of the small apertures the air can escape

equally fast through another.
j)ores

holes,

and the water soaks

the air

at the

is

This

is

The

in fact the case.

large cells not only

on their external walls, but communicate one with another by similar

have

in

from the one

side as it does into a bath -sponge, whilst

same time forced out on the

This absorptive apparatus

other.

exceptionally elegant in Leucobryum, which grows abundantly in

many

is

woods.

shown in the illustration above (fig. 49 ^), the adjacent prismatic cells
communicate by highly symmetrical, circular gaps made in the middle of the
partition-walls, whilst in the Bog-mosses (the various species of Sphagnum), they
In

as

it,

is

are to be seen scattered here and there between the thickening bands on the
walls (see

fig.

of taking

up water

Now

49^).

form of vapour.

these porous groups of cells possess not only the

power

when

in the

in the liquid state, but also that of condensing

There

is

cell-

it

no need of any more proximate proof of the

fact that

the cells previously mentioned as containing chlorophyll, and lying imbedded

between the large perforated
perhaps

is

it

the living green
cells

cells,

take up water supplied by the

We

cells.

have only to ask

why

it

is,

the case of so

many

other mosses and liverworts.

quite satisfactorily, but thus
afford a

ail',

small

cells,

means

much seems

It

is

difiicult

to

is

done in

answer

certain, that the large jDorous cells,

this

when

of protecting the small living cells from too excessive

and that they are

desiccation,

or

then, that these small green

do not absorb water themselves direct from the environment, as

full of

latter,

better to say that the large perforated cells suck in the water for

a matter to which

in addition preservative of the chlorophyll in the

we

shall return presenth^

A certain resemblance to these Leucobryums and
absorption,

is

by a few

exhibited

Of the 8000

Aroidese,

Sphagnums, in re.spect of waterand more especially by a whole host of

good proportion,
But more than half these wonderful plants
flourish only on the bark of old trees, and most of them would quickly jjerish if
they were detached from that substratum and planted with their roots bm'ied in
Orchidaceffi.
it

is

different orchids hitherto discovered, a

true, are rooted in the earth.

earth.

A

trees.

On

on the

other, to supply

double function appertains to the roots of these Orchidese which inhabit
the one hand they have to fix the entire orchid-plant to the bark, and,
it

or

less,

When

with nutriment.

root comes into contact with a solid body,

it

the growing tip of an orchid's

sometimes even becoming strap-shaped (see

form or tubular

cells,

it, fattens out more
and develops papUli-

adheres closely to
fig.

15),

which grow into organic union with the substratum, and

might conveniently be termed clamp-cells. In many cases these cells creep over
the bark, divide, interlace, and form regular wefts. The oi'ganic connection with
the substratum is so intimate that an attempt to separate the two usually results
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in a
cells.

detachment of the most

Now,

if

superficial parts of the bark,

a root, after having sent out

cells of this

221

but not of

tlie

tubular

kind which contract an

organic union with the substratum, reaches into the open, beyond the limit of the

Fig. 50.

substratum,

it

— Aerial Roots of an Orchid epipJiytic upon the barli of the branch of a tree.

immediately ceases to develop clamp-cells, loses

and hangs down

fi'om the tree in the

its

ligulate shape,

form of a sinuous white filament.

root-fibres are as a rule sufficient to fix the plant to its substratum, the
tree,

and the

rest of the roots

A few

bark of the

put forth by the orchid grow from beginning to end
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freely in the

They

air.

numbers at the base

may

be seen in

these aerial roots

of

forming regular tassels suspended from the dark

of the plant,

bark of the branches as

Each

are not infrequently to he seen crowded together in great

papery envelope, and

fig.

where an Oncidium

50,

invested externally

is

the cells of this covering that

it is

is

represented.

by a white membranous or

own

the resemblance, above

Leucobryum and Bog-mosses. Their walls are furnished
with narrow, projecting spiral thickenings and therefore do not collapse, notwith-

referred

to, to tlie cells

of

standing their delicacy or the circumstance of their inclosing at times an
cavity;

air-filled

they are further abundantly perforated, two kinds of apertures indeed

The one variety

being found.

arises in consequence of the tearing of the portions

of the cell-wall situated between the rib-like projections

thin and delicate

membranes

(see

fig.

and consisting of extremely

49^); the existence of the other variety

due

is

to the detachment of the cells which protrude in the form of papillfe, the result
being, in this latter case, the formation of circular holes very similar to those

The

already described as occurring in Leucobryum.
the peculiarity that they roll off

The

holes, of course,

which

liorder

The

resembling papillie have

cells

get old in the form of spiral bands.

can only occur on the external walls of the outermost

upon the open

the cells themselves

when they

is

air,

established

entire covering thus

by means

of the rents previously referred

composed of perforated

cells

may

into contact with water in the liquid state, or

more

especially

deposits, it imbibes instantaneously its

fill

to.

be compared to an

ordinary sponge, and, indeed, acts after the manner of a sponge.

by atmospheric

cells

whilst in the interior the communication between

when

When
it is

of water.

it

comes

moistened

The deeper-

lying living green cells of the root are then surrounded by a fluid envelope and are
able to obtain from

But these

it

as

much water

as they requh-e.

the power of condensing the aqueous vapour
upon the moist air in which they are immersed in
exactly the same way as spongy platinum or any other por'ous body. If the aerial
roots of Oncidium sphacelatum, are transferred from a chamber full of dry air to
roots

contained in the

one

full of

also

moist

air,

possess

They

air.

act

they take up in 24 hours somewhat more than 8 per cent of

Epidendron elongatiim absorb 11 per cent, whilst in
many other trojjical orchids the amount thus imbibed is doubtless much

their weight of water, those of

the case of

more considerable

The power

still.

and other gases as well, is of the
The tree-bark serving as their substratum, to
by a few fibres, is anything but a permanent

of condensing aqueous vapour,

greatest importance to these plants.

which they are fastened mei'ely
source of water.
interior of the

but

Such water as the bark does contain reaches it, not from the
soil in which the trunk has its roots,

trunk and indirectly from the

from the atmosphere;

that

is

to

say,

from the very source whence the

epiphytes upon the bark must also derive their supply.

Now, when on the

sion of a long-enduring uniform aerial temperature, there

pheric deposits, which

is

is

occa-

a failure of atmos-

a regularly recurring circumstance in the habitat of the

orchids in question, the sole source of water left

is

the vapour in the

air,

and the
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only possible method of acquiring that vapour

very quickly;

But these

its cells fill

air-filled

the condensation of

is

little

moisture, the porous tissue dries up,

with air and their function as condensers

hy the

it is

true,

interrupted.

is

then form a medium of protection against

layers

cellular

it

In the event of the air around the orchid-plant

porous tissue investing the roots.
containing temporarily but very
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excessive evajjoration from the deeper strata of the root's tissues, which might be

There

very dangerous in the ease of this kind of epiphyte.

is

a wide-spread

impression that the tropical orchids grow in a perpetually moist atmosphere in the

dark shade of primeval

and

foresis,

this preconception is fostei-ed

tropical orchids representing these plants as living in the

woods.

In

sunny spots

by a

where a long period

more

They

thick, white, papery, porous covering belong to

drought occurs regularly every year, and where, in

of

consequence, vegetative activity
cold winter season of the

light.

Those species in particular which have

open country.

in

their aerial roots invested each

regions

most obscure depths of

however, the orchids of the tropics are children of

reality,

thrive best in

by pictures of

is

subject to periodical interruption, as

it is

in the

inclement zones.

For epiphytes inhabiting these regions of the tropics a more expedient structure
of root cannot easily be imagined. In the dry season the papery covering reinforces
the safeguards against too profuse transpiration on the part of the living cells in the
interior of the root,

and

in the

wet season

extent a substitute for wet

it

provides for the continuous supply of

In this sense the porous layer

the requisite quantity of water.
soil, or,

part of an aerial root in the saturated envelope

damp

is

to a certain

in other words, the concealment of the living

analogous to that of the root-

is

The manner in which the water reaches
the inner cells of an aerial root from the saturated envelope is also quite
characteristic.
Under the porous tissue lies a layer composed of two kinds of cells
fibres of land-plants in the

earth.

of different sizes.

The

which are adjacent

to the porous tissue, thickened

Between these

lie

larger cells are elongated

and have their external

smaller, thin-walled, succulent cells,

which admit the water from

the porous envelope, and should therefore be regarded as absorption-cells.

noteworthy that the porous, paper-like covering
root

is

placed in earth.

Most orchids with

are treated like land-plants and planted in

the

soil;

have ah-eady mentioned

It is also

discarded as soon as an aerial

when they

but a few species, on occasion, bury

and push

imbedded parts exercise the same functions as

We

is

aerial roots perish, it is true,

their aerial roots spontaneously in the earth

walls,

and hardly permeable by water.

off"

their envelopes,

and then

in the case of land-plants.

that, in addition to

thousands of orchids, several

Aroideae exhibit the porous, papery covering on their aerial roots.

But

still

more

frequently the air-roots of Aroids, which live as epiphytes upon trees, are furnished

with a dense fringe of so-called root-hairs in a broad zone behind the growingpoint.

The

hairs project on

all

sides

from the

roots,

which are surrounded by

air;

they are crowded very closely together and give the parts affected a velvety
appearance.

Besides several Aroidese, one of which {Philoclendron Lindeni)

di-awn on the

left

side

of

fig.

51,

many

is

other epiphytes, such as the South
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American Gampelia Zanonia, belonging to the Commelynacese, represented on the
right side of the same figure, and also several tree-ferns, display this velvety

Fig.

51.— Aerial Roots with ri.t

;

(111

till-

left

I'hUodendroii Lindeni, on the right Campelia Zanonia.

The roots of the tree-ferns are short, but spring in
thousands fi'om the thick stem, and are so closely packed that the wbole surface is
clothed as it were by a woven mantle of rootlets. After some time these aerial
roots turn deep brown, whilst the hairs collapse and die, and both are converted
coating on their aerial

ro(;ts.

ABSOEPTIOX OF RAIN AND DEW BY THE FOLIAGE-LEAVES.
into a moulilering mass.

But

new

as soon as tliey perish other

with golden-browu velvet, make their appearance and take their
roots never reach the
ftinnot contract

ground or adhere

an organic connection with a

solid body.

air-roots,

so that their hairs

It is consequently also

draw moisture from the

impossible in this case for the root-hairs to

covered

These aerial

place.

any substratum,

to
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the

soil in

capacity of absorption-cells.

These root-hairs, however, are scarcely ever in a position to take up even the

The various species of Philodendron and the other epiphytes
which cover the air-roots hanging from the stem like

atmospheric deposits.

referred to, have large leaves

umbrellas, and every tree-fern also bears at the top of
fronds,

which prevents

falling rain

stem a tuft of great

its

from wetting the aerial

Moreover, the

roots.

very plants whose air-roots exhibit a velvety coating occur in woods where the
tops of the trees arch over the ground in lofty domes, and form a sheltering roof

On

against deposits from the atmosphere.
forests is saturated with

the other hand, the air within these

aqueous vapour, and

it is

certain that the velvety roots

have the power of condensing vapour, and that the root-hairs instantly suck up the
condensed water and convey

it

to the deeper-lying layers of

the tree-fern Todea barbata, after being transferred from
into a

chamber

full of

Thus, air-roots of

damp

moderately

air

vapour, condensed and absorbed in the space of twenty-four

hours water amounting to

may

The truth of

cells.

been established by the results of repeated experiments.

this has

6i

per cent of their weight.

way

There

is,

therefore,

no doubt

by plants, even though the instances
may not be very numerous. All plants in which this kind of water-absorption has
been hitherto observed grow in places where the air is very moist the whole year
round, and where there is also no risk of the temperature falling below freezingpoint.
Under other conditions, especially in places where the air is periodically
very dry, these plants would not be able to survive; for, although they possess
organs for the condensation and absorption of water, they have no means of protecthat water

be acquired in this

also

tion against the desiccation of these organs.

ABSORPTION OF RAIN AND
The

DEW BY THE

FOLIAGE-LEAVES.

idea that plants absorb with their roots such water as they require

intimately associated with our whole conception of plant-life, that

tliis

is

so

i^roccss is

commonly adduced for the purpose of analogies of the most various kinds, and one
looks upon the water-absorption efi'ected by aerial roots in the manner just described
really as a thing to be expected, notwithstanding the fact that in this case, as the

above account shows, the phenomenon

now

is

not so simple as

turn to the considei-ation of land-plants.

pots become flaccid, water

is

to be produced.
I.

We

If the leaves of plants cultivated in

it

with moisture.

In a short time the foliage

the roots having discharged their function.
Vol.

usually supposed.

poured as quickly as possible upon the dry

view of supplying the roots which ramify in
fail

is

becomes fresh and

Even

in the

open

soil

Nor does the

with a
result

elastic again,

air, it is

especially
16
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the soil in wliicli the I'oots are imbedded that a gardener waters on dry days,

may pour

although incidentally he

He

the water over the aerial pai-ts of the plants.

however, that the water which

sees,

falls in

them

dew upon

the form of rain or

the

foliage

and stems normally runs

trickle

down whenever the plant is shaken by the wind, and are sucked up by the
ground. This phenomenon must be due to tlie po.ssession by the leaves of

thii-sty

off

at once, or else collects in drops, which

special contriv^ances to prevent their being wetted.

the idea that foliage

is

It does not in

any

case support

as well adapted for the absorption of water as experience

has proved subterranean roots to be.

upon every unbiassed observer

This train of thought, which forces

itself

of the processes as they take place in nature,

is

certainly warranted in the majority of cases.

buried in the earth has an easily
passes from

damp

Each absorption -cell on the roots
permeable membrane, and, as is well known, water

earth through the cell-membranes into the interior of a plant

The water in the interior of the plant would be eijually easily
withdrawn through these cell-membranes by dry surroundings, but, as it is, this
with great

i-apidity.

scarcely ever happens, in consequence of the roots being situated underground.

the case of aerial parts, especially the foliage-leaves, the circumstances
different.

The

leaves have to yield

conducted from the
is

up

roots, because, as will

But

be more thoroughly explained later on,

this evaporation

in proper relation to the absorption of water

regulated to that end

times

—an

if

the plant

is

must not go too

far; it

by the subterranean

roots,

it

the

must be

and be

occurrence which flowering plants are unable to survive, although the

mosses described in former pages have that power.

cells,

intei'ior of

not to run the risk of drying up altogether at

foliage-leaves of flowering plants, evaporation

of

In

quite

to the air a portion at least of the water

only by means of this evaporation that the entire machinery in the

plant can be kept in motion.

ai-e

and

these, in addition,

is

Accordingly, in the case of the

confined to certain cells and gi'oups

have contrivances by means of which evaporation

can be entirely stopped on occasion of great drought.

make

contrivances which

it

It stands to reason that all

impossible for water to pass from the interior of the

leaves through the walls of the superficial cells into the surrounding air also hinder

the entrance of water into the leaves from the atmosphere.
It

would be altogether inconsistent with the system of arrangement of the sub-

ject adopted in this

book

if

we were

regulate the exhalation of water
to referring,

by way

by

to discuss here all the contrivances serving to

leaves,

and we must, therefore, confine ourselves

of introduction, quite briefly, to the following facts, namely,

known by the name of stomata,
by the exhaled water, do not admit rain or dew, or in

that those pores on the surface of leaves which are

and are used
general,

as doors of egress

any water

in the liquid state; that the so-called cuticle covering the exter-

nal walls of the epidermal cells in leaves

is

an additional barrier to both egress and

ingress of water; that when, in particular, this cuticle

is

furnished with a wax-like

coating, water does not adhere to the surface of cells so protected; and, lastly, that

atmospheric moisture can only penetrate into the interior of the plant at parts of
the leaves where the

waxen

incrustations are absent,

where water i-emains adherent

ABSORPTION OF RAIN AND
to the leaf surf aces,

DEW BY THE

and they are distinctly wetted.

the necessity and craving for water

and groups of

is an opportunity
same time as the water; and here,

at the

again, special contrivances are always present

absorption, and render

it

impossible whenever

which regulate
it is

one would suppose that amongst the

foliage-leaves, those are best

which take the form of

The

hairs.

composing the epidermis of

superficial area being as great as possible,

little,

little
it

As, moreover, the area of

haii- is small,

there would afterwards

evaporation through the surface of the hair, of the water once

and conducted into the

on the surface of a

and

one can scarcely in fact conceive a conforma-

contact between the cells of the leaf and of a

be but very

kind of water-

adapted to the absorption of water from the atmosphere

the contained matter relatively

sucked up by

this

not truly advantageous.
cells

tion better suited to the purpose of water-absorption.

leaf

In a word, these

interior of the leaf.

haii's

appear to be peculiarly adapted to the taking up of water, and

The hypothesis based on

these observations

indeed entirely applicable to the case of hairs occurring on the

leaflets of mosses,

not at
is

cells

very great, or when there

is

compounds

of acquiring nitrogenous

first

But even

kind usually act but for a short time as absorption-cells, and only wlien

cells of this

At
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all

favourable to

its

exhalation.

But

as has been already stated.

does not hold in the case of the hair-like struc-

it

tures which spring from the leaf -surfaces of flowering plants.

These are frequently

by water; rain and dew roll oft" them in drops, and cannot, therefore, be absorbed by them. This is true even of many soft trichomes (hair-structures)
which form investments upon leaves, and which seem to be more than any fitted
for the absorption of water.
For instance, experiments upon the woolly leaves of
the Great Mullein (Verbascum Thapsus) have shown that they neither condense
Small importance must be
aqueous vapour nor take up water in liquid drops.
attributed to the thickness of the cuticle, for sometimes it is the very cells which

not wetted at

all

are equipped with a cuticle of considerable stoutness that are adapted to admit

water, under certain circumstances, through their walls.

depends upon the presence of
that

is

to say,

wax

in the cuticle

much

the other hand,

and upon the contents of the

cells;

in particular

have a strong or weak

If the cells of the hairs are full of air

they are not adapted to

upon whether those contents

affinity for water.

On

the absorption of water.
If a hair is septate,
else

i.e.

only the uppermost

consists of a simple series of cells, only the

the series absorb water.

cells of

been observed that the lowest

cells

The same statement

distributed Stellaria tneclia, the

it

has

alone in hairs of the kind become absorption-

ceUs are aftbrded by the Alfredia, represented in
several other steppe-plants.

undermost or

Instances wherein

fig.

is

common Chickweed.

14, by Salvia argentea, and
made concerning the widely-

This last has hairs on the

intemodes of the stem, running down in ridges fi-om node to node.

Usually only

one side of the stem exhibits a ridge of hairs of the kind, and the ridge always
terminates at the thickened node, whence springs a pair of opposite leaves.

somewhat hollowed out and have their edges beset with
The hairy ridges on the segments of the stem are readily wetted

stalks of these leaves are

hairs like lashes.

The
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by

rain

The water that

tliey

cannot

downwards to the ciliate axils of the next lower pair of
drawn through the lash-like hairs in due coui-se and collected

leaves,

and retain a considerable quantity of water.

hold they conduct

where

it is

ring of water surrounding the node (see

fig.

becomes so voluminous and heavy that

it

52^).

If this

into a

accumulation of water

cannot any longer be retained by the

fringe of lashes, the surplus glides on to the unilatei-al ridge of hairs on the adjacent

internode

down

Fig.
'

Dwarf Gentian (Gentlana

ridges also

is

seen to be inclosed in a water-bath, and the

Dew aud

Kaiu.

Lady's Mantle (Alchemilla vulgarü).

'

62.— Hairs and Leaves
2

acatdis).

so soaked

ai-e

Accordingly, after a shower every

to the pair of leaves below.

node from which leaves arise

wliicli retain

Chickweed

haii-j'

(Stellaria media).

with water that they look like edgings of

glass.

All the

individual cells in each of the hairs are full of protoplasm and cell-sap, but only the
lowest,

which are very

become at

all

short,

relaxed in dry

really act as

air,

the fact

is

absorption-cells.

When

these cells

indicated bj^ the appearance on the

and 53 2). The protoplasts inhabiting them
attract water, and after being relaxed in the manner referred to the cells regain
their turgidity on being wetted, whilst the fine wrinkles on the outer membrane are
external cell-wall of fine strire (see

in consequence immediately

possess a less

53

smoothed

^

out.

Although the upper

cells of the

hair

thick cuticle, they, on the other hand, seem not to absorb any water,

but to serve rather to conduct
This case

fig.

is,

as

we have

it

said,

by

their surfaces.

comparatively rare, aud the corresponding absoi'p-

ABSORPTION OF RAIN AND DEW BY THE FOLIAGE-LEAVES.
tion of water
cells of

is

not very considerable.

But

it
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often happens that the uppermost

a septate hair are developed into absorption-cells.

The terminal

usually spherical or ellipsoidal and larger than the rest, or else this cell
into two, four, or a greater

number

of

cells,

the lower cells constitute a stalk supporting

cell is
is

then

divided

which together form a little head, whilst
In botanical
it (see fig. 53^ and 53*).

The

terminology structures of this kind are named capitate or glandular hairs.

protoplasm in the

Fig.

cells of

the head

is,

for the

most

part, of a

53.— iCauline hairs of SWiariu )?ie*'a; xllO.
2 Lowest cells of the same haire
« Cipitate hairs
x200.
Centaurea Balsam ita; xl50. ^ Cupilaie hairs of Pdarfjoaiumlividum; xl50.
;

cell-membranes are readily permeable by water, which

energy by the cell-contents.

The cell-membrane

as soon as water comes into contact with

layers swell
of

dark colour, and the

the

cell.

everywhere

excretion.

often very thick,

the outer layer

This happens, for instance, in
cells

is

thin,

many

fig.

53*).

many cases

true,

but

into the interior

pelargoniums and geraniums,

In other plants the walls of the capitate

and not only do the

cell-contents consist of a viscid

but the external surface of the wall
In

it is

discarded, the inner

go through a process of excoriation on every occasion of

the imbibition of water (see

like mass,

is

attracted with great

up and the water passes through these swollen layers

wherein the capitate

cells are

it

is

of

is

also covered

by a layer

gum-

of viscid

the viscid matter excreted by the glands spreads over the

entire surface of the leaf, so that the latter feels sticky

and looks as

if it

were

ABSORPTION-CELLS ON LEAVES.
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Many

coated with varnish.
i-oek

plants M'hich have their roots buried in crevices of

and no small number of herbaceous steppe-plants are quite thickly covered
Centav/rea Balsamita (see

with glandular hairs of the kind.

occurring on the elevated steppes of Persia,
latter group.

The advantage

may

fig.

53^), a plant

be selected as an example of the

of the structure of capitate hairs

not far to seek.

is

In dry weather the thick cuticle (Pelargoniiwi) or the varnish coating (Centav/rea
Balsamita), as the case
in question.

may

and groups of

be, prevents desiccation of the cells

But as soon as rain or dew falls, the cuticle and the coat
it is by their instrumentality that water reaches the

take up water, and
the

Thus, whilst the exhalation of water

cells.

Other epidermal

is

cells of foliage-leaves besides

hindered,

its

is

only had recourse to

when

of varnish
interior of

absorption

is

very

restricted,

the turgidity of the cells of the foliage-leaves has

diminished, and the water exhaled

by those

cells

ordinary apparatus of conduction from the roots.

If

is

not being restored by the

branches are cut from plants

which bear no glandular or other form of hair on their leaves or stems
instance, the leafy

stem of T/iesium, alpinum

sealing-wax, and the branches left

immersed
cells

in water, they freshen

—and

when

quite

as,

for

withered, are

up speedily and the leaves become tense

again, the

Here, then, decidedly absorption has taken

having recovered their turgidity.

Thesium

—

the cut ends are closed with

and,

wither,

to

place through the ordinary cuticularized epidermal
cells in

not.

trichomes are capable of acting as

absorption-cells, although this action, for reasons already given, is

and

cells

Certainly these epidermal

cells.

Wherever the epidermal cells
a coating of wax or any other

are not protected against wetting.

are not susceptible of being wetted

owing

to

contrivance there could naturally be no question of water being absorbed.

This

very circumstance, however, leads to the supposition that an important part in

water absorption

is

to be attributed to the alternation of wettable

parts on one and the

only those

cells of

same

leaf.

In the case of

the epidermis which

water which comes upon them, that
off the

is

lie

many

above the veins of the leaf retain the

to say, are wetted

intervening areas of the lamina.

and non-wettable

foliage-leaves one can see that

by it, whilst the water rolls

Indeed, there are in

many

instances

contrivances obviously designed for the purpose of conducting water from parts of
the epidermis not liable to be wetted to parts that can be moistened.

DEVELOPMENT OF ABSOEPTION-CELLS IN SPECIAL CAVITIES AND
GROOVES IN THE LEAVES.
The contrivances

last described are all

ation of water from the atmosphere.
contrivances,

which render

it

consist of a variety of
collected

But besides these we

possible

passing shower to be made of use

only adapted to rather a casual appropri-

for

to the

utmost extent.

number

little pits,

of other

Some

every

These contrivances

depressions and excavations, in which rain and

and protected against rapid evaporation.

or channels, others

find a

every rolling dewdrop and

species

dew

are

have deep hollows

whilst others again have basins, vesicular or bowl-
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shaped structures, to collect and absorb the water; and the construction of the

which prevents too rapid evaporation into the air of water
that has once flowed into the depressions, is as various as the form of the depressions
protective ajsparatus,

A

themselves.

short account of the most striking of these structures will

now be

given.

in

Such water-collecting grooves as are closed, so as to form ducts, occur principally
petioles and in tlie rachises of compound leaves.
For instance, in the Ash the

leaf rachis,

surface.

by a

from which the

Owing

leaflets arise, is

furnished with a groove on

its

upper

which are strengthened
up and curved over the groove, a
duct only gapes open at the places where

to the fact that the edges of this groove,

so-called collenchymatous tissue, are bent

duct or conduit pipe

is

produced, and this

the leaflets are inserted upon the rachis, and where, therefore, the drops of rain to

which the

fig. 54 ^ ).
The simple
and duets (fig. 54 " and
54^) are not merely transiently moistened, but inasmuch as the water is retained

and

hairs

exposed flow

leaflets are

oft'

into the groove (see

peltate groups of cells developed in the grooves

there for several days after a fall of rain, they are during that time immersed in a

regular bath of water, and are able to absorb the moisture very gradually.

many

In

Gentianeae

—most conspicuously

in the large-flowered

Dwarf Gentian

—

{Gentiana acaulis) the decussate pairs of radical leaves form a loose rosette (see
fig. 52 '^).
The larger dark-green blade of each leaf is flat and even, and only the
pale-coloured base

is

fashioned into a groove.

tissue of the leaf being pufled

up round

it,

This groove

and as

all

is

made deeper by the

the leaves of the rosette

is covex'ed by the lamina above it.
The rain or dew accumulated from the blade remains standing in this concealed
nook for some time without evaporating, so that absorptive apparatus with the
power of taking up water has plenty of time for the purpose. In this case the
absorptive apparatus is in the hindmost extremity of the groove, and consists of

arise close together, the groove of each leaf

long, club-shaped structures

composed of extremely thin-walled

and these act so energetically that

if

leaves are cut

off"

and

cells (see fig. 54*),

left to fade,

and

if

the

cut surfaces are stopped with sealing-wax, and the whole then bathed with rain-

up in twenty- four hours about 40 per cent of their weight of
water.
A similar phenomenon occurs in the case of a number of Bromeliacese
which adhere by a few roots to the bark of trees in the tropics, and have grooved
rosetted leaves, the latter covering one another, and being arranged in such a
manner as to form a regular system of cisterns. At the bottom of each cistern
there are special groups of thin-walled cells which suck up any water that flows in
water, they take

when

rain

On
little

falls.

the under surface of the leaves of the Cow-berry

{Vaccinium

Vitis-Idcea)

depressions are formed, and in the middle of each depression there

substances and act as absorbent organs.
surface of the leaf sets

drawn over

depressions occurring there, and

a club-

cells,

the edges on to the under surface,
is

is

which contain slimy, viscid
The rain which falls upon the upper

shaped structure composed of small thin-walled

fills

the small

taken up by the absorptive apparatus.

A

ABSORPTION-CELLS OX LEAVES.
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siiniliH-

contriviincu

American Bacharis.

is

also exhibited Ijy the leaves of alpine roses

For

instance, on the

Rose (Rhododendron hirsutwm) there
each of which

The

cells

is

a large

is

number

of discoid glands

supported on a short stalk and sunk in a

the entire glandular

disc,

little

hollow

54*),

(fig.

(fig. 54'"')

and contain slimy, resinous
These contents are also excreted, and then cover

composing the gland are arranged

matters capable of swelling up.

and those of the

under surface of the leaves of the Alpine

radially,

and often even the whole surface of the

form

leaf in the

-Absorption of Water by Foliage-leaves.

'Grooved rathis of the ash-leaf.
2.Section through tlie same
x30.
through the base of a leaf of the Dwarf Gentian x20. ^Vader 5ide
through a leaf of Rhododendron hirsutum.
;

;

of a light-brown

crumbly

crust.

When

3

peltate group of cells from the groove.

Section

^Section

upon Alpine Rose

leaves,

drops of rain

the whole of the upper surfaces, in each case,

<

ui a leaf of lifwdodeiidronhinfiituui; x30.

is

fall

in the first place moistened; but

without delay, and partly through the action of the hairs fringing the margin, the

water soaks on to the under side of the

leaf.

As soon as

it

reaches the glands

it is

taken up by the crumbly incrustation mentioned above, which swells up in consequence.

The

and each gland
moisture as

is

little cavities
is

in

which the glands are situated also

then immersed, as

required.

Owing

it

fill

with water,

were, in a bath, and able to absorb as

much

to the glands being invariably developed above

the vascular bundles of the leaf (see

fig.

54*), the water that is absorbed can be

conducted without delay by them to the places where

it

is

required.

As soon

as

the leaves of alpine roses become dry again, the mass of resinous mucilage again
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forms a dry crust over the glands and protects their tender-walled

cells

from too

great evaporation.

Very remarkable

also are the structures adapted to absorption

on the leaves of

saxifrages belonging to the group Aizomi, and on those of a large proportion of the

Plumbagineaä.

The saxifrages

in question

naked eye upon the upper surface

When

the margin

Fig.
1

is

have

depressions visible to the

of the leaves behind the apex,

dentate or crenate,

Absorptive Cavities and Cups on

r,5.

little

as,

and along the

for instance, in Saxifrar/a

l-'oliage-leaves.

s Section through an absorption-cup
' The base of this leaf
x 3.
x 25. < leaf of
Leaf from a shoot of the Aspen.
^ Leaf of the Evergreen Saxifrage (Saxifraga
& Section through part, of this leaf;
xllO.
AcaiLikolimon Senyanense.
Aizoon). 7 Two teeth from the margin of this leaf. The absorptive cavity in the upper tooth iucrusted with lime; the
lower one with the incrustation removed. ^ Section through a tooth from the leaf and its absorptive cavity xllO.
;

;

;

Aizoon

The

(see

cells

fig.

55®), one of

these cavities occurs in the middle of each tooth.

forming the outer edge of the tooth or scallop are always much

thickened, firm, and rigid; but the median portion of the leaf as a whole

and composed of a bulky
entering the leaf at

large-celled

its base,

parenchyma.

divides into a

number

is

fleshy,

The vascular bundle,

of lateral bundles

after

which either

run towards the margin without further ramification (as in Saxiccesia), or

else

form a net-work by uniting one with another in their course (as in Saxifraga
Aizoon). These lateral bundles terminate in the marginal teeth of the leaf and
immediately beneath the

little

cavities

which occur

there, whilst the extremity of

each bundle swells into a knob or pear-shaped enlargement strongly resembling
the roundish groups of spirally-thickened cells in the tentacles of the

Sun-dew
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fig.

1 ).

external walls,

The bottom of each depression
and the function of these cells

into the cavity.

It

is

made up

is

to suck

of cells with very thin

up the water

enlarged extremities of the branches of the vascular bundles, and

conducted to other parts of the
habitat

in

crevices

that flows

obvious that the absorbed water passes thence into the

is

Seeing that

leaf.

all

rocks on sunny declivities, they are

of

may

then be

these saxifrages have their

much exposed

to

The epidermal cells of the medial area and those
no doubt protected by a very thick cuticle (see fig. 55 *);

desiccation in times of drought.
of the extreme edge are

but in the case of the thin-walled

cells at the bottom of the depression there is the
danger of as much or even more water escaping through them, in the form of vapour,
than has been previously taken in during the prevalence of rain.

In order to prevent

this loss of moisture recourse is

contrivance for closing the cavity,

many

margin, or the spot where the depression occurs.

At that

a regular stopper which

but

leaf,

leaf is

to a

very remarkable
In

lime.

saxifrages this crust covers the whole face of the leaf, in others only the

over the cavity.

the

had

an incrustation of cai'bonate of

viz.,

is

spot the crust
fills

up the

is

entire cavity.

not adnate thereto, and

bent the crust

is

In the latter case

it

looks

always thickened, and sometimes

may

It rests

hke a

lid

forms

it

upon the epidermis

be removed with a needle.

When

ruptured and breaks up into irregular plates and

of

a

scales,

and a strong gust of wind would then easily strip ofi" the fragments and blow them
away. In species subject to this danger, as, for instance, Saxifraga Aizoon, in
which the rosetted leaves curl strongly upwards and inwards in dry weather, the
crust of lime

is

cells projecting

held fast

by

peculiar plugs which arise from individual epidermal

above the rest in the form of

papillae (see fig. 55*).

These plugs

are found principally on the side walls of the cavities, but are also scattered every-

where on the epidermis of the margin of the
lime that the latter cannot easily

falJ off,

be applied with the needle to detach
of

which these crusts consist

is

it

are so incrusted with the

must

sti'ong pressure

from the substratum. The calcium carbonate

by the plant from pores occurThe pores are constructed like ordinary

excreted in solution

ring at the bottom of the depressions.

stomata, but are, as a rule,

They

leaf.

and a comparatively

somewhat

bigger,

and

it

is

not improbable that,

when

once the lime crust has formed from the excreted solution, they take part in the
function of transpiration.

There

is

scarcely

any need

apparatus here described

whole upper surface

is

for further explanation of the

acts.

When

rain or

dew

falls

manner

which the

in

on a saxifrage leaf the

moistened directly, whilst the water soaks under the crust

fills in a moment the depressions, and is taken
up by the absorption-cells situated at the bottom of the latter. The calcareous
stopper imbedded in each cavity is only upheaved by this pi-ocess to a trifling

of lime, and, difiusing itself there,

extent.

In dry weather the crust

is

appressed closely to the epidermal

cells,

and

the stopper descends again and impedes the evaporation of water from the thin-

walled

cells

within the cavities.

The absorptive organs on the

leaves of Acantholimon, Goniolimon,

and a few
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other Plumbaginese, resemble in an extraordinary degree those pertaining to saxifrages.

face of a

The depressions are here found uniformly distributed over the
leaf, and when they are closed by a crust or scale composed

carbonate, the leaves are dotted with white spots, as
of a leaf of Acanthol imon Senganense given in

being removed, a
this cavity is

little

cavity

is

be seen in the drawing

Upon

the calcareous

.scale

revealed beneath, and one observes that the door of

composed of from four to eight

and with exceedingly thin and

walls,

may

55*.

fig.

entire sur-

of calcium

cells,

separated by radial partition-

The other epidermal

delicate outer walls.

cells

adjoining the cavity are, on the contrary, always furnished with a thick cuticle

(see

fig.

55

Whenever water

^).

is

turgidity of the cells in the leaves

being copiously supplied to the roots, and the
great, the cells

is

excrete bicarbonate of lime in solution.

forming the

floor of the cavity

Part of the carbonic acid escapes into the

water then forms a

air,

and the insoluble mono-carbonate of lime

fills

and covers the cavity, and often even spreads over the whole

in the

leaf,

crust,

which

constituting a

coherent calcareous coat.

—that
Statice — inhabit

All Plumbaginese which exhibit this contrivance
species of

where

in

Acantholimon, Goniolimon, and

summer no

rain falls for

months together, and the

siderable depth, so that extremely little water

the rigid leaves are protected

by a thick

is

slight loss of water, especially

and

cuticle,

when

soil

steppes and deserts,

becomes dry to a con-

available for the roots.
bj' crusts

against excessive evaporation of their aqueous contents,

some

to say, the various

is

still it

and

is

Although

scales of lime

difficult to

the noon-day sun beats

avoid

down upon

the

owing to the extremely arid nature of the soil, it is scarcely possible to
however small it niaj' be, by absorption from the earth on the part
of the suction-cells on the roots.
All the more welcome to plants of the kind is the
dew which sometimes falls copiously on steppes and in deserts in the course of the
night; it wets the rigid leaves, and, soaking immediately underneath the crusts and
steppe, and,

replace this loss,

scales of lime to the thin-walled cells at the

avidity by them.

down

tightly

evaporation.

walled

When

like lids

drought

bottom of the

cavities, is

absorbed with

returns witli the day, the scales of lime close

on the epidermis beneath, and, so far as

possible, prevent

In particular, they impede the exhalation of water from the thin-

cells at

the bottom of the cavities

—a

loss

which would otherwise be quite

and would be followed by a rapid desiccation of the entire plant. To
lids from drojjpiug ofl', there are either, as in Saxifraga
Aizoon, papilliform or conical projections from cells in the immediate vicinity of
the cavities, which projections often have hooked ends and confine the crust of
inevitable,

prevent the calcareous

lime, or else each cavity is

somewhat contracted

at the top

and enlarged below, so

that the lime stopper, being shaped according to the contour of the cavity, cannot
fall out.

A

significance similar to that attributed to calcium carbonate excretions belongs

covei-ing the leaves of a few plants growin the neighbourhood of salt lakes
deserts
and
ing on the arid ground of steppes
and on the dry tracts of land near the seashore. Owing to the fact that in these
also to the saline crusts

which are foimd
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.situations crystals of salt are

sometimes to be seen separated out from the

lying as a white efflorescence upon the ground,

soil,

and

used formerly to be believed that

it

the salt incrusting leaves and stems w^as derived, not from the plants in question,

but fi-om the

around, and had only spread from there over the various plant-

soil

But

members.

As a matter of fact, the salt observed on the
Reaumuria, Hypericojysis persica, and a few species

this is not the case.

leaves and stems of Frankenia,

of Taviarix and Stat ice,
in just the
saxifrages.

is produced from the substance of the leaves.
It is excreted
same way as the crust of lime, above described, is from the leaves of
To the naked eye the surfaces of the leaves in all the plants enumerated

have a punctate appearance.
to each dot, there

is

a

little

On

with extremely delicate external
walled

cell of

the kind

this divides, and,

to have arisen

is

closer inspection, it

walls.

by the time the

by

In quite

to be seen at the

which

young

constructed of

is

from two to four

Stomata

cell.

cells

leaves only a single thin-

bottom of each shallow depression.

leaf is full-grown,

division of the one

evident that, corresponding

is

cavity, the deepest part of

cells

But

are seen

are, in addition, intercalated in

membrane in the neighbourhood of these thin-walled cells, and, in the rainy
season, when there is no lack of water in the habitats of the plants in question, a
watery juice, containing a large amount of salts in solution, exudes from these
stomata.
The saline solution soaks over the whole surface of the leaf, and in a dry
the

atmosphere crystals form from

it

and adhere to the

leaf in the

form of

gland-

little

like jjatches or continuous crusts.

If these .tamarisks, frankenias,

and reaumurias are observed during a

rainless

season, the crystals of salt are seen under the noon-day sun glittering on the leaves

and stems, and may be detached in the form of a fine crystalline powder. But if
the same place is visited after a clear night, no trace of crystals is to be seen: the
little leaflets have a green appearance, but they are covered with a liquid with a
bitter

and are damp and greasy

salt taste,^

to the

The

touch.

saline solution not only covers the
visible as dots to the
ties differ

from the

naked

eye.

whole of the

leaf,

but also

fills

the

have
and the

crystals

attracted moisture from the air during the night, and have deliquesced,

little cavities

The thin-walled cells at the bottom of the caviand the guard-cells of the stomata, in

rest of the epidermal cells

that they are susceptible of being wetted, and they

allow the water, attracted by the salts from the

may
air,

act as absorption-cells,

and

to pass through their thin

walls into the interior of the leaves.

When

the air dries under the rising sun, crystals are again formed from the

jsolutiou of salts, and, covering the leaves

once more in the form of crusts,

depressions and protect the plants during the hot hours of the
evaporation.

Whilst, therefore, in the

dewy

fill

up the

day from excessive

night these plants are indebted to

their salt crusts for water, they are in the day-time preserved

from desiccation by

the action of the same contrivance.

'

Tlie salt incrustations

consisted principally of

which were removed from plants of Franlenia

common

salt (chloride of sodium).

nesium sulphate, calcium chloride, and magnesium chloride.

They

liispida, collected

on a Persian salt-steppe,

conttvined in smaller quantities,

gypsum, mag-
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of mention that papillse are developed near the absorption-

with a view to the retention of the

which hold

salt crystals, similar to those

The

the calcareous incrustations on the leaves of saxifrages and Acantholimon.

leaves of plants covered with crystals of salt are also for the most part furnished

with

to

little bristles,

which the

adheres so firmly that

salt

it is

not i-eadily detached,

even by violent shaking.

But however striking the analogy between the development and
lime crusts and salt crusts respectfully, there

former have not, like the

And on

on the shores of

wont

especially
of

latter,

summer

it

is

the sandy ground dries up to such an extent in the height

how

scarcely conceivable

The proximity

preserve their vitality.

the ground far beyond the high-water

plants growing in

The sea-water does not penetrate
and

line,

it

is

months

together, these plants

When

summer

in

—even though

in close

into

out of the question that the

layers of soil serving as substratum to the frankenias

by subterranean water.

are able to

it

of the sea has no immediate effect on the

moisture of the gi-ound in such situations.

irrigated

air.

In the hilly and mountainous tracts

laid.

the sea, where tamarisks and frankenias are

salt -lakes or of

to live,

that

the power of attracting moisture from the

must be

this particular stress

significance of

the essential difference that the

is

and tamarisks should be

there

is

an absence of rain for

proximity to the sea

Only the circumstance that they turn
the atmospliere by means of the excreted salts I'enders

—would

necessarily perish of drought.

to account the

moisture of

it

them

possible for

most inhospitable of all inhospitable sites.
which are periodically exposed to great dryness have the

to flourish in these

Many

plants

They

teeth on the leaf-margins thickened into little cones or warts.

somewhat and

The

at times are sticky.

glitter

and

viscidity are

tips of the

also glitter

due to a resinous

slimy substance, which often contains sugar and tastes sweet.

Tliis

substance

covers the teeth and sometimes spreads from the teeth inwards to a great dis-

tance over the face of the leaf in the form of a delicate film-like vai-nish.
greatest resemblance exists between this varnish (sometimes

and the secretions

The

as "balsam")

the glands on the leaves of the Alpine Rose and of the

of

glandular hairs on those of Centaurea Ealsamita.

which are intercalated
out from the other

known

It is excreted

in the epidermis of the foliar teeth,

cells of

by

special cells,

and are at once marked

the epidermis by the facts that their protoplasm

is

brownish colour and that their external walls are easily permeable by water.
excretion of the varnish-like layer takes place at a time

the varnish dries and thenceforward
of too

much evaporation from

aftbr'ds

the cells

on the teeth of the leaves by which
varnish

is

wetted

it

saturates

accessible to the cells beneath

itself

it.

it

it

when

when dry

at

its

is dis-

height

covers,

was

risk

and especially from those situated

excreted.

But

if

this dried film of

quickly with water and renders moisture

Thus
it

is

The

an excellent preservative from the

its

value

is

similar to that of the crusts of

lime and salt on the leaves of the plants above described.
the absorption of watei-,

the entire plant

When summer

tended with sap, chiefly, therefore, in the spring.

of a

When

guards against desiccation.

moist

it

effects
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The reason

lor the contrivance just described being exliibited especially

marginal teeth of the
spots.

If

leaf, lies in

summer

is

by the

deposited particularly at those

nights, one finds a

by noon

tooth on the margins; but

all

water by the coat of varnish.

loss of

dew

one looks at the leaves of the dwarf almond and plum trees in the

steppe-districts, after clear

many

the fact that

plants which

grow

in poor

dewdrop suspended

to every

the teeth are dry again and protected from

Moreover, not steppe-plants alone, but very

sandy

soil

on the banks of streams and

rivers,

exhibit this contrivance for the direct absorption of water from the atmosphere.

Instances are afforded by the Sweet Willow, the Crack-willow, Poplars, the Guelderrose, the Bird-cherry,
is

and miiny

others.

observed chiefly on the leaves of

It is at once evident that this contrivance

trees, shrubs,

and

tall herbs,

whüst

incrustations

of lime occur only on shorter plants with rosulate leaves spread out on the ground,

The grounds

or with rigid acicular leaf-structures.

reside in the fact that the weight of a crust of lime

A

of the diy film of vai-nish.

of this distinction

is

many

may

well

times as great as that

by the

load capable of being borne without hazard

by the

leaves of a Statice plant, they being spread out on the ground, or

Saxifraga Aizoon, would be unfit for the leaves of a Cherry or Apricot

rosettes of
tree,

or for

those of the Sweet Willow, or the Crack- willow; indeed the branches of these trees

would break down under the burden
In

many

cases only a

if

their leaves

were incrusted with

few of the mai'ginal teeth of the

lime.

leaf are transformed into

absorbent apparatus, and special contrivances then always exist to convey rain and

dew

The Aspen {Popidus tremula) serves as a very good example
Those arising
is generally known, two kinds of leaves.
from the bi-anches of the crown have long petioles and laminte of roundish outline and
with somewhat sinuate margins; those which are borne by the radical shoots have
to those teetli.

of this.

This tree has, as

shorter stalks and larger sub-triangular laminae sloping outwards; and the whole
leaf is so placed

and

upper surface in

its

its

margin so curved as

descent to flow

down towards

55^) originating from the lowest teeth of the

fig. 55 1).
Now,
two cup-shaped structures

the petiole (see

situated exactly on the boundary of lamina and petiole are
(fig.

which strikes the

to oblige the rain

leaf,

and so arranged that every

drop of rain descending from the lamina must encounter their shallow cavities and

them with water. These cups are brown in colour and the size of a grain of
Only
millet; and the cells of their epidermis are furnished with a thick cuticle.
the cells lining the shallow depression of each cup have thin walls, and they excrete
fill

a sweet-tasting, slimj^ resinous substance which in dry weather films over the
cavity like a varnish, and protects, at

an injurious
it

swells up,

and

is

A

desiccation.

all events,

When, however,

and the moisture

is

the cells lying beneath

this coat is itself in contact

then absorbed by the

cells in

against

the pit-like depression

transmitted to the vessels running underneath the cups (see

number

it

with water

fig.

55^).

of tall herbs, principally of the group of Compositae, have, like the

Aspen, leaf-teeth which are developed at the part where petiole and lamina join and
act as organs of absorption.

In some, besides, the margin of the green lamina

extends in the form of a narrow ridge

down

the pale canaliculate petiole; and,

when
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along the groove.
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narrow green ridge which runs

tliis

In Telekia, a handsome herbaceous plant of wide distribution in

the south-east of Europe, these teeth

—conical or club-shaped —springing from

the

margin of the petiole-groove are incurved, and are in general so placed that their
teeth are

situated cells

with very thin outer walls easily permeable to water, and

having contents with a strong attraction for

Fig.
1

with

rain, collected

conical teeth are moistened,
Lastly,

leaves in

we have

Thus, as soon as the groove of the

it.

56.— Water-receptacles.

In a Teasel, Dipsacus laciniatus.

petiole is filled

precisely on these obtuse tips of the

But

blunt apices project into the groove.

•

In the American Silphium perfoliatum.

from the surface of the

leaf,

the tips of the

and they suck up the water.

to mention the curious receptacles appertaining to foliage-

which water from the atmosphere accumulates and continues to stand for

weeks without being protected from evaporation by the excretion
substances.

Any

region or portion of the leaf

In Saxifraga peltata the lamina

is

may

is

special

participate in their construction.

shaped like a shield and forms a shallow plate

with the concave surface turned to the sky.

morus) the formation of basins

of

In the Cloud-berry (Rubuf: ChuTnce-

brought about by the margins of the reuiform

lamina being superimposed over one another as
species of Winter-green, especially in

if

to

make a

spathe.

In the various

Pyrola uniflora, the pale cauline

leaves.
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metamorphosed

inserted aliove to the green leaves, are

into little saucers.

In one

fig. 56'), and in the North American
Silphinm perfoliatum (fig. 56 ^) the two sheathing portions (vaginaj) of every pair of
opposite leaves are connate and form comparatively large and deep funnel-shaped
basins, from the middle of which rises the next higher internode of the stem.
In
several Meadow-rues (ThalictruTn galioides and T. simplex) the secondary leaflets,
which are opposite one another and shut close, almost like the valves of a mussel, are

species of Teasel, Dijysacus laciniatus (see

moulded so as to form

cavities for the retention of water,

and

many Umbelliferse,

in

such as Heracleum and Ancjelica, the vagina of each individual leaf

is

ventricose

or inflated, thus forming a sac enveloping the segment of the stem which stands

above

it.

These basins,

and dishes are always so placed, relatively to their

saucei'S,

surroundings, that the water derived from rain and

dew

is

directed into

them from

the surfaces of the leaves, or by the segment of the stem which rises from their
centres,

and thus

it is

that the depressions are

the water accumulated

is

leaves of the Alchemilla

absorbed

(fig.

52

^),

is

Whether

filled.

in all cases

certainly open to doubt.

much

of

In the case of the

which exhibit the phenomenon so conspicuouslj^
name of Dew-cup; the absorption of water

that the plant has received the popular
is,

at anyrate, very inconsiderable, and

here the

dew

retention of the

secures

advantages of a different kind to which we shall presently have occasion to return.

On

the other hand,

it

established that in the case of basins belonging to tall

is

herbaceous plants, particularly such as grow on steppes and prairies where often

no rain
hairs

falls for

a long interval, the water collected

and thin-walled epidermal

absorption

may

cells

is

absorbed by the glandular

developed within them.

be proved by a very simple experiment.

Silpliiiim, represented in

fig.

56 ^ be cut

form a basin by their union, and

let

oflf

The

fact of this

Let a stem of the

beneath the pair of connate leaves, which

the cut surface

1

with sealing-wax, so

e closed

up by the stem from below. If the water accumulated
in the basin is now emptied out, the leaves shortly become flaccid and droop; but if
the basin is left full of water, the leaves preserve their freshness a long while and
that no water can be taken

do not begin to wither
If oil is

basin.

until all the

water has evaporated and disappeared from the

poured upon the collection of water in the basin, so that evapora-

tion from the latter

is

impeded, a constant diminution of the water in the basin

is

water in question

is

observed notwithstanding; this leads to the conclusion that the
really taken

up by the

the tissue of the

The

first

absorption-cells at the bottom of the basin

leaf.

thing that

sti-ikes

one on surveying once more

all

the plants possessing

on their aerial organs special contrivances for water-absorption
proportion of them have taken up their abode in
rivers

and conveyed to

and streams, or

if

not there, at

all

exists of the

ground being thoroughly dried up.

How

we

that a large
the banks of

events in situations where no danger

inconsistent.

are

is

swamps and on

No

doubt this appears to be

to explain the fact that Gentiaueaj, ashes, willows, alpine

roses, bog-mosses, &c., are still in

need of water from the atmosphere, when

thej' all
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grow

either in

damp meadows,

peat-bogs, on the borders of never-failing springs, or

where their requirements

in ever-moist ravines,
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imbibitious water can be supplied

all

in respect of nutrient

around by means of the roots?

water and

A

glance at

which these plants occur may perhaps lead to a solution of the
the company
problem. In the damp meadows and along the margins of springs where gentians,
in

the Sweet-willow, and plants of that kind are found, the Butterwort (Pinguicula),

which has been described

in earlier pages

amongst carnivorous

plants, is

never

absent; whilst wherever the pale cushions of the Bog-moss spring, thei'e also the

Sun-dew

is

With

certain to spread out

its

community

reference to

tentacles for the capture of pi'ey.

of site the assumption

plants which flourish under identical conditions of

is

life

warranted that

all

these

endeavour to acquire the

same material by means of their aerial parts. Now, this material cannot well be
other than nitrogen, of which they do not find a sufficient store in the substratum.

What

then

is

more natural than that those

plants,

capture of animals, should use their aerial organs,
rain

though

direct nitric acid

in small traces only

compounds

may

up

or dew, to take

—

which

when

not adapted to the

ai'e

these are moistened with

and ammonia, which are contained

in the atmospheric deposits, instead of waiting

of such great importance to

them penetrate

into the

till

ground where they

chance to be detained at spots whence the roots could only obtain them after

When

long delay and by a highly complicated process ?

growing amid the sand and detritus
rocks, or epiphytic

on the bark of

one considers that plants,

on ledges, and in crevices of steep

of steppes,

are also able to acquire

trees,

little

or

no

nitrogenous food from the substratum by means of their roots, their especial equip-

ment with apparatus

for the absorption of atmospheric water becomes explicable

the gi-ound of the latter being the

is

of solution

on

and transport of nitrogenous

In the case of epiphytes and of plants growing on steppes or rocks,

compounds.
there

medium

the additional consideration that a supply of pure water, supplemental to that

which can be withdrawn from the substratum, must be very welcome to them in
dry weather, and that at such times it is a great advantage for the atmospheric
water to be absorbed directly by the aerial organs instead of reaching them in a
roundal^out

manner through the substratum.

If this idea is justified, the

atmospheric moisture taken up by the aerial organs

with the help of the above-described contrivances, would be of value to the plant
chiefly in being a carrier of nitrogenous

compounds, and in this acceptation would

have to be looked upon as water of imbibition.
tion of water

employed
it is

is

time, place,

not at

make any a
it

all

A

separate absorp-

I.

2^t'iori

statement concerning the moisture taken

has to play in the plant.

Most probably the allotment of

uniform, but varies considerably according to conditions of

and requirement.

a former occasion

Vol.

also used, at least in

which serves only for motive power, and of that which is in addition
compounds does not take place in a plant,

which part

functions

On

it is

in the construction of organic

not possible to

up, as to

Whether

can neither be asserted nor controverted.

part, as food-material

it

has been mentioned that small animals are not
16
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infrequently killed accidentally in the water

formed as parts

filling

of foliage-leaves, that pollen, spores,

blown by the wind

the larger kinds of basins

and

particles of earth also are

into these basins, and that, after the ensuing solution

and

decomposition of the organic and mineral bodies in question, the water exhibits a

brownish colour and contains organic compounds as well as food-salts in solution.
It

is

not necessary to repeat that these compounds are able to pass into the

intei-ior

of the plant with the water through the action of the absorption-cells which are

never absent from the bottom of the basins; but
specially in this connection the

have been observed.
found

it

seems proper to consider

most conspicuous cases of the phenomenon which

The greatest quantity

and undissolved,

of matter, dissolved

in the flat, saucer-shaped laminae of Saxifrac/a 'peltata,

is

which grows on the

Nevada of North America. The water in these saucers
is sometimes coloured quite a dark brown by the presence of decayed beetles, wasps,
centipedes, fallen leaves, and animal excreta; and when it evaporates a regular crust
sites of springs in the Sierra

is left

behind at the bottom of the reservoir.

the inflated vagina of Herucieum

brown water

2 cm. deep,

Three days after rain I

pahnatum, a

is

found in

species of cow-pai'snip, a pool of

and at the bottom a deposit of blackish,

the remains of decayed earwigs, beetles, and spiders, were
.same thing

still

still

oily

mud

in

recognizable.

which

The

observed in the cisterns of Bromeliacese and in the water-basins of

Dipsacus laciniatus and Silpidum perfoliatum
find there are cells also at the

(fig. 56),

and

is

interesting to

bottom of the basins of the Dip)sacus in question from

which protoplasmic threads radiate

forth, as in the case of the

Toothwort, and that numberless putrefactive bacteria always
in the water in these basins.

it

The quantity

make

of organic residue

chambers of the
their appearance

is less

considerable

in the saucer-shaped leaves of pelargoniums, but, on the other hand, earthy particles

are frequently met with in them to such an extent that,
evaporated, the concave surface of the leaf

is

when

the water has

covered with an ashen-gray layer

of earth.

Observations of this nature establish the conviction that no sharp line of

demarcation exists in respect of the absorption of water either between carnivorous
plants and land

plants, or

between land plants and saprophytes, or between

and carnivorous plants; and they lead further to the conclusion that
water, mineral food-salts, and organic compounds are susceptible of being taken up

sapi-ophytes

not only by subterranean but also by aerial absorptive apparatua
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Lichens.

— Cases of
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symbiosis of Flowering Plants having green leaves with the mycelia of Fungi

destitute of chlorophyll.

— Monotropa. — Plants

and Animals considered

as a vast symbiotic

community.
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In describing the vegetation of a limited area botanical writers are apt to desig-

The

nate the various species of plants as "denizens" of the country in question.

conditions under which the plants live are likened to political institutions, and the
relations existing

of

human

By no means

society.

analogies

these

amongst the plants themselves are compared to the
is

how

are dependent in various
flict

strife

the least important factor in the suggestion of

the circumstance that

opportunities of seeing

and

life

often as

a matter of fact one has

the species of plants which live together in a locality

ways upon one another; how they

for the food, the ground, for light

and

air;

exist in continual con-

how some

upon and

are preyed

oppressed by others, whilst others are supported and protected by their neighbours

and how, not infrequently, quite

ditf'erent species join

some mutual advantage.
As regards the preying

of one

detail in a previous chapter,

and

together in order to attain

upon another the subject has been treated in
was also stated then that the term parasite can
only be applied to those plants which withdraw materials from the living parts of
other organisms without rendering a reciprocal service in return. The host attacked
by a parasite supplies food and drink without being in any way compensated. One
it

might suppose that nothing would be simpler and easier than to ascertain the
existence of this relationship, and yet

many

difficulties

The main

determination of parasitism in individual cases.
fact that one cannot

difficulty is

due

to the

always say with certainty whether the host does not perhaps

get some advantage from the parasite which drains
case,

are encountered in the

its juices.

Should

this

be the

however, the latter would be no longer a parasite, and the relationship between

the two would rather be that of simple commerce and mutual assistance, an amicable association for the benefit of both.

Whilst discussing the second series of parasites, the fact was mentioned that the
plants

upon which the various

species of Eyebright fasten their suckers sutler

no

The rootlet organically
the autumn; but the Eyebright

apparent injury as a consequence of this connection.
united to the suckers does,

it

also withers at that season,

is

and

true, die
it is

away

existing in the green leaves of the Eyebright
latter withers, to the host-plant

permanent part

in

not inconceivable that the useful substances

may

be transferred, shortly before the

and deposited there at a convenient time

of the root as reserve-material,

and that

ultimately derives benefit from the so-called parasite.

in this

way

The idea here suggested

possibility for the case of

Eyebright and the grasses connected with

tained fact in the case of

some other

plants.

in the

the host-plant

it is

as a

an ascer-

For plants are known which unite to
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form a single organism and thenceforward so co-operate
ultimately both derive advantage from the arrangement.

in their functions that

The one takes

food-stufis

from the substratum and from the air and transmits them to the other; whilst, in

raw material is worked up, under the influence of
The organic compounds thus created are used
by both for the further production of organs, and therefore a connection such as
this must be looked upon as a true case of symbiosis, i.e. associated existence for

the green cells of the other, the
sunlight, into organic

compounds.

purposes of nutrition.

The

social communities of the kind must be assigned to
Cryptogams possessing an extraordinarily large number of
and differentiated into thousands of forms, representatives of which are
first

place

amongst

Lichens, a section of
species

Fig. 57.
^

Ei/hebe Eenieri ; x460.

'

— Gelatinous Lichens.

Collema imlposmn ; natural

size.

»

Section through

CoHcmo pMiposum; x450

everywhere distributed, from the sea-shore to the highest mountain peaks

j'et

by man, and from the tropics to the arctic and antarctic zones.
The partners in the Lichen communities appear to be, on the one hand, groups

scaled

and filaments

of round, ellipsoidal, or discoid green cells belonging to plant species

included under the general
cells or

name

of Algse; and,

hyph^, which are destitute of chlorophyll, and pertain

comprised under the general name of Fungi (see

The form assumed by a

fig.

;

to species of plants

58).

large proportion of these lichens

on stones, earth, bark, or old wood-work

pale, tubular

on the other hand,

is

that of incrustations

the entire structure of the lichen

is

either

ensconced and imbedded in the depressions of weathered surfaces of stone, or else

between the cell-walls of dead fragments of wood and bark, so that
that attention

is

only drawn to

or by the fructifications which

its
lift

it

often happens

presence by the altered colour of the substratum,
their heads above the substratum.

Lichens of the kind are termed Crustaceous Lichens, and the wide -spread

Graphic Lichen {Lecidea geographica)

group nearly

may

serve as an example.

allied to the first is that of Foliaceous Lichens.

A

second great

The form

of the
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best compared to the foliage-leaves of the Curled Mint,

is

with their corrugated or sinuate margins, or to those of Malva rotiindifolia.

may

also be described as a

number

of lobes radiating irregularly

repeatedly, and only lightly joined to the substratum
fore capable of being readily loosened
saxatilis,

and

bifui'cating

and there-

root-like fringes,

The

and detached.

which bear brown saucer-shaped

sentative of these Foliaceous Lichens.

by

fructifications,

light-grey

may

It

Parmelia

be taken as a repre-

The Fruticose Lichens are distinguished

as a

third group in which the thallus rises from the ground in the shape of a shrub,

whilst the cylindrical, fistular, and ligulate stemlets, which ramify profusely, are

only adherent to the substratum by a very small surface at the base.
are associated the Beard Lichens, which

hang down from the bark

the form of pale, copiously-bi-anched filaments.

Fig. 58.
1

Stereocaulon

ramulosum

Lastly, there is a fifth group, the

fT^

— Fruticose and Foliaceous Lichens.

- Ctadonia ftircata with Protococcus; x950
Coccocarpia violybäcea; section, x 650 (after Bornet).

Gelatinous Lichens, which

when moistened look
wavy jelly or as

black lumps of wrinkled and
strips

these

in conjunction with Scytonema; x650.
3

bands and

With

of old trees in

packed together into

little

like dark, olive-green, or almost
if

composed

of variously-divided

cushions.

In the gelatinous expansions last mentioned the algal

cells

are arranged in

moniliform rows and are interwoven with the hyphal filaments of the fungus

throughout the entire thickness of the thallus, as in Collema pulposum (see
fig. 57- and 57^), or else they foi-m regular ribbon-shaped double rows, interwoven
with few hyphse, as in Ephebe Kerneri (see

and

fig.

57^).

In crustaceous, foliaceous,

fruticose lichens, the algal cells constitute a disorderly

heap and are crowded

together in the middle stratum of the thallus, where they are imbedded between

an upper and a lower layer of densely
molybdcea

(fig.

felted

hyphal threads, as in Coccocarpia

58^).

Seeing the wide distribution of lichens

it

must be assumed that both partners

occurring in the lichen-thallus are able to range about with extraordinary ease and

When one observes how patches of the most various lichens are produced
few years after a landslip on the freshly-broken surfaces of the stones which

latitude.
in a
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have fallen down into the valley beneath, one can only explain the phenomenon by
supposing that the algal and fungal

concerned have been blown together, and

cells

that the opportunity has been afforded them on the blocks of stone of contracting

Now,

a union.

chlorophyll,

two

so far as regards one of the

and known as a fungus

fungi are swarming about

partners, viz.: the one devoid of

—the idea that everywhere in the air spores of

so familiar to us that the supposition of an occasional

is

stranding of individual spores, which are being blown about by the wind, upon the

moist broken surfaces of stones can encounter no opposition.

Respecting those

spores in particular which are ejected from the aerial fructifications of lichens, the
discussion of their life-history
later section; but
exists for the

it

and distribution must

make

necessary to

is

of course be reserved for a

here the one statement that provision

most profuse and distant dissemination of these

spores.

is no difBculty in realizing its
But when one comes to the Algte, the name at first calls up to mind the
green filaments which occupy our pools and ponds, or the bi'own wracks and red
Floridese of the sea-shore, and we ask ourselves how it can be possible for these
plants to occur on fractured surfaces of stone, especially on the debris of mountain

Thus, in the case of one of the partners, there

ubiquity.

sides.

Indeed,

it

certainly not Algae of these kinds that

is

construction of Lichens.

The name Algse

Thallophytes containing chlorophyll, and

is

properly only a general

it

is

besides those mentioned above, namely, to
Palmellacese, Chroolepideee,

take part in the

applied to

numbers

many

for all

of Nostocinese, Scj'tonemese,

and these are the kinds which

fall in

Owing

fungi and form lichens in conjunction with them.

name

small organisms

with the

cells of

to their minute size,

they are apt to escape observation, and, in general, only attract attention when

myriads of them clothe the bark of
they need but

little

water like other
injury and

make

moisture, and

liable

cliflfs,

their appearance on the substratum occupied

to

In these situations

stones, or earth.

not necessary for any of them to live under

they become desiccated without sustaining the slightest

algae];

stage of their development, as
light, are

trees,
it is

powdery

be blown

by them at the

coats, and, in this condition

away by a wind

of

fir'st

being extremely

moderate strength, and so

distributed over mountain and valley.

That

this dissemination

is

not merely hypothetical but an actual fact has been

by the following experiment, made in a mountain-valley in
the Tyrol.
A plane surface covered with white filter-papei', which was kept moist,
was exposed to a south wind; in the course of a few hours numerous particles, like
dust, adhered to the paper, and amongst them cell-groups of Nostocineaj and others
susceptible of easy proof

of the above-mentioned algae occurred regularlj'', in addition to organic fragments
of the

and

most various kinds, such as pollen-grains and spores of

fungi.

of paper,

All these bodies were deposited in the

and

in the

same way they

little

all sorts

of mosses

depressions on the sheet

rest in the grooves, cavities,

and cracks

in the

surfaces of stone, bark, and old wood-work, where they succeed in reaching a

provided.

Now,

meet with hyphae belonging

to the

further development as soon as the requisite quantity of water
if

at

these places the

little

algal cell-groups

is

LICHENS.
other potential partner, the latter embrace and enmesh them, as

above

figures,

and thus

is

is

produced the confederacy called a Lichen.

shown in the
The member

up nutriment from the external environment; it
possesses, in particular, the property of condensing aqueous vapour, and has, besides,
the power of bringing the solid substratum partially into solution by means of
destitute of chlorophyll takes

excreted substances;
cases,

effects

it

adhesion to the substratum, and, in a majority of

determines the form and colour of the lichen-thallus as a whole.

member, whose

cells

contain chlorophyll, undertakes the task of producing organic

matter, under the influence of sunlight, from the materials conveyed to

means it multiplies the number of its cells
same time, it yields to its mate so much as is necessary

and increases

to

keep pace with

it

The second
by

it;

this

in volume, whilst, at the

in order to enable the latter

in growth.

The number of algaj which enters
case, much less considerable than that
one species of alga

may

into a partnership of this kind

of the fungi,

and

it

in

is,

any

must be assumed that
The

unite with the hyphse of different lichen-fungi.

extreme variety, moreover, in the combinations of the two sorts of confederate
occurring on a very small area

is

obvious from the circumstance that

rare for half a dozen different species of lichen to spring
of rock no bigger than one's hand.

Whether they

all

up

side

by

side

it

is

not

on a patch

achieve an equally hardy

development, or whether some perchance are not crowded out and overgrown
by others depends on various external conditions on the chemical composition

—

and particularly on the conditions of moisture and illumination
question.
Lichens are very sensitive in this respect, and the different

of the substratum,
of the site in

sides of a single rock often exhibit quite different

growths of

A

lichens.

very

by a marble column near the famous castle
This column is octagonal, and has been standing in its place
of Ambras in Tyrol.
for more than two hundred years, with all its sides exposed to wind and weather.
instructive example of this

Lichens have settled on

ance that the stone

is

all

is

afforded

the eight faces, and, indeed, are present in such abund-

quite covered by patches the size of a man's hand.

Many

of these growths are but poorly developed, and not susceptible of being identified

with certainty; but altogether on this column there must be over a dozen difierent

which can only have been brought by winds. These species
are, however, by no means uniformly disposed; some prevail on one side, some
on another, and a few are confined exclusively to one of the eight faces. Of three
species of Amphiloma, the one named A. elegans is restricted to the warmest side,
species, the

i.e.

germs

of

the face exposed to the south-west; a second,

be seen on the upper part of the southern face;
occurs on the same face, but only near the ground.
aspect

Amphiloma murorum, is to
whilst Amphiloma decipiens
On the side with a northern

Endocarpon miniatum predominates, and on the north-west

face

Calopisma

citrinum and Lecidea are the prevailing forms.
What thousands of spores and algal cells must have been blown on to this
What complex processes must
pillar to enable all these combinations to arise!
have gone on before the selection of lichens best adapted to each diü'erent quarter
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of the compass

was

effected

on

this little

marble column!

It is necessary to add,

however, that lichens growing on stone, bark, or any situation of the kind do
not in

all cases

owe

their original appearance on the substratum to a fresh union

of Algae and Fungi, but that there

method

is

a second

consists in the transportation

by

mode

colonies to places often situated at a great distance
initial

from the spots where the

The process

union between Alga and Fungus was contracted.

—in the interior of

an

old, large,

is

;

When

enmeshed in a dense weft of hyphae.
little

more green

all

is

ruptured

single soredium

is

only visible as a bright dot, but

together they have the appearance of a mass of powder or meal lying loosely

upon the old

In dry weather this mealy efflorescence

lichen-thallus.

blown away with other organic
comes to

particles.

rest in the crack of a rock or

hypha} composing
lichen-thallus,

of the organic dust,
so that

it

is

easily

removed

on any suitable substx-atum, the alga and

is

able to repeat the process just described.

In regions where

regularly amongst the elements

and occur, indeed, mixed with fungal spores and

certainly happens not infrequently that

same cranny

two spots

of algal and fungal

which has arisen from an old

cells,

algal cells,

close together in the

of stone exhibit both sorts of lichen-growth, the one

by the concurrence and union
association

then, a soredium thus

continue to develop, and the organism grows into a larger

it

which

If,

lichens abound, soredia of the kind are found

its

algal

miniature social-groups, which are termed "soredia", come to the

To the naked eye a

surface.

gi'oups

a sufficient number of these

daughter-associations has been formed the thallus of the parent lichen

and the

as follows:

and fully developed lichen-thallu certain

of cells separate from the rest, each group consisting of one or
cells

This

of distribution of lichens.

air-currents of already completed social

newly produced

the other a daughter-

lichen, as a soredium,

and

is

continuing

development.

Another case of symbiosis

Cryptogams which
.systematic

names

live

allied to that of lichens is

socially

manifested by certain

together under water and have received the

of Mastichon ema, Dasyactis, Enactis, &c.

In them also a plant

containing chlorophyll, and belonging to the group of Nostocinece, appears as one

member

of the partnership; whilst the second

is

some

species of Leptothrix or

Hypheothrix.
The green moniliform rows of cells of Nostocineas are enmeshed
and wrapped round by the delicate, filamentous cells devoid of chlorophyll of the
Leptothrix or Hypheothrix; and later, by repeated processes of division, whole
colonies of green cell-filaments ensheathed in this manner are produced, which
to the

naked eye appear as small

in the spray of waterfalls.
rest

In

soft tufts, usually clinging to porous limestone

many

cases the filaments destitute of chlorophjdl

upon the moderately thickened cell-membranes

in other cases

them with

of

the green

algae,

whilst

they insinuate themselves into the thick cell-membranes, permeate

their webs,

and form

in conjunction

with them the sheathing envelope.

SYMBIOSIS OF PHANEROGAMS
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SYMBIOSIS OF GREEN-LEAVED PHANEROGAMS WITH FUNGAL MYCELTA
DESTITUTE OF CHLOROPHYLL.— MONOTROPA.
Another instance of symbiosis

observed to exist between certain flowering

is

The division of labour consists in the fungus-mycelium
providing the green-leaved Phanerogam with water and food-stuffs from the ground,
whilst receiving in return from its partner such organic compounds as have been

plants and mycelia of fungi.

produced in the green leaves.

The union of the two partners always takes place underground, the absorbent
The
roots of the Phanerogams being woven over by the filaments of a mycelium.
first root that emerges from the germinating seed of the phanerogaKiic plant
destined to take part in the association descends into the mould still free from
hyphaj; but the lateral roots and, to a

greater extent, the further ramifications,

still

become entangled by the mycelial filaments already existing in the mould or
Thenceforward the connection
proceeding from spore-germs buried there.
continues until death. As the root grows onward, the mycelium grows with it,
accompanying

a shadow whatever

like

it

its course,

whether the root descends

vertically or obliquely, or runs horizontally, or re-ascends, as

when

it

happens to be turned aside by a

of trees a

by

over

The ultimate

sometimes necessary
ramifications of roots

and the suction-roots of year-old seedlings, are woven
These mycelial
mycelial filaments in precisely the same manner.

hundred years

old,

filaments are always in sinuous curves

they form a

felt-like tissue,

they are almost black, and
roots

is

covered as

which

and intertwined

in various ways, so that

looks, in transverse section, delusively like a

colour the cell-filaments are mostly brown, sometimes

As regards

parenchyma.

many

stone.

is

if

it

is

rare for

by a

them

The epidermis

to be colourless.

of

hyphse form a complex

spider's web, whilst the

by open meshes through which
an evenly woven but very thin layer is wrapped

tangle of bundles and strands bz'oken here and there

the root

In other cases

is visible.

round the

root;

and

in others, again, the fungus-mantle forms a thick layer

envelops uniformly the entire root (see

fig.

insinuate themselves also inside the walls of the epidermal

pei-meated

by an extremely

Externally the mantle

is

fine

small-meshed

either fairly

cells,

and the

net

mjj^celial

(see

smooth and clearly marked

latter are

way through

When

the earth.

equal in length they look very

much

these branching

like ordinary root-hairs.

resemble them, but assume the function of root-hairs.
root,

which would

in

an ordinary

way

59^).

fig.

off"

from the

environment, or else single hyphse and liundles of hyphse proceed from
thread their

which

Here and there the hyphse

59).

it

and

hyph» are pretty
And they not only

The epidermal

cells of

the

act as absorption-cells, being inclosed in the

mycelial mantle cannot exercise this function, and have relegated the business of

sucking in liquid from the ground to the mycelium.
as an absorptive apparatus for the partner on

and the water

in the soil, together

with

all

The

whose roots

latter

it

undoubtedly acts

has established

itself;

the mineral salts and other compounds
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dissolved

in

that water, are caused liy the mycelial mantle to pass from the

surrounding- ground into the epidermal cells of the root in question, and thence

onward, ascending into

axis, branches,

and

Thus the fungus-mycelium not only

by entering

foliage.

no injury on the green-leaved plant
but confers a positive benefit, and it is

inflicts

into connection with its roots,

even questionable whether a number of green-leaved plants could flourish at all
The experience gained in the cultivation of
without the assistance of mycelia.
those trees, shrubs, and herbs, which exhibit mycelial mantles on their roots, does
not, at

any

rate, lead to that conclusion.

Every gardener knows that attempts

rear the various species of winter-green, the bog-whortleberry, broom,
bilberries, cranberries,

rhododendrons, the spurge-laurel, and even the

»

1

to

heath,

and

silver-fir

\

Fig. 69.
1

Roots of the White Poplar with mycelial mantle. 2 Tip of a root of the Beech with closely adherent mycelial mantle: xlOO
3 Section through a piece of root of the White Poplar with the mycelium entering into the external cells;
(after Frank).
X4S0.

the beech, in ordinary garden soil are not attended with imiform success.

Therefore,

mould from the top layer

of earth in

as is well

known,

consisting of vegetable

soil

woods or on heath

is

chosen for the cultivation of species of the genera Erica,

But

Daphne, and Rhododendron.

mould that can be made use
a long time

it is

no longer

of.

fit

it

is

When

not even every kind of forest- or heath-

earth of that nature has been quite dry for

for this purpose.

On

the other hand,

it is

known

that

the above-mentioned plants should be transplanted from their forest-home with the
soil still

clinging to the roots, and

also laid down as an axiom that the roots of
and should be cut as little as possible. The
this.
Firstly, fresh earth from a heath, or mould
it is

these plants should not be exposed

following reasons account for
recently

dug from the ground

all

in a

wood, contains the mycelia

still alive,

whereas in

dry humus they are already dead; secondly, the mycelia woven round the roots are
transferred together with the balls of earthy matter suspended to

garden;

and, lastly,

any considerable clipping of the

roots

them

into the

would remove the

ultimate ramifications which are furnished with the absorbent mycelial mantle.

The

f ailui'e of all

attempts to propagate the oak, the beech, heath, rhododendron,

winter-green, broom, or spurge-laurel,

by

slips or cuttings, if the shoot

which

is

cut
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and used for the purpose is put into pure sand, is explicable in the same way.
Limes, roses, ivy, and pinks, the roots of which possess no mycelial mantle, are
notoriouslj'^ propagated very easily by putting branches cut from them into damp
Rootlets are at once produced on those parts of the branches which are
sand.
off

buried in the sand, and their absorption-cells carry on the task of taking up

But though cuttings

nutriment from the ground.

of oak, rhododendron, winter-

no progress in their development is
to be observed, because the superficial cells of the rootlets, in these cases, have not
the power of absorbing food when they are not associated with a mycelium. It is
only when the slips from these plants are put into sand with a rich admixture of

green, bog-whortleberiy,

humus, the

germs

The

latter

and broom strike

root,

having just been taken from a wood or heath and containing the

some few are successfully brought to further development.
and the cuttings of several of the plants
even in sand mixed with humus before they have produced

of mycelia, that

result is even then often not assured,

enumerated die
rootlets.

Seeing also that the result of attempts to rear seedlings of the beech and the fir
where there could be no question of any union with

in so-called nutrient solutions,

a mycelium, has been that the plantlets dragged on a miserable vegetative existence
for a short time and ultimately died, we have good grounds for assuming that the
envelope of mycelial filaments
that the prosperity of both

The

is

is

indispensable for the Phanerogams in question, and

only assured

when they

are in social alliance.

facts ascertained in cases of analogous relationship lead one to expect that

the fungus-mycelia also derive some advantage from the flowering-plants, the roots
of

which they

cells.

The

clothe,

and

to

which they render the service of acting as

in question is

benefit

alisorption-

undoubtedly the same as that derived by the

hyphae of a lichen-thallus from the enwoven green

cells.

The mycelial mantles

withdraw from the roots of the Phanerogams the organic compoimds which have
been elaborated by the green leaves in the sunshine above-ground, and which are
conducted thence to

growing

all

parts, that is to say,

downwards

directions, to the tips of the swelling and elongating roots.

as well as in other

According to

this,

labour between the members of the alliance for joint
mycelium supplying the green-leaved plant with materials
frou) the ground, and the gi-een-leaved plant supplying the mycelium with
substances which have been worked up above-ground in the sunlight.

therefore, tlie division of

nutrition consists in the

The range

of species

certainly very large.
EricaceiB,

number

several Willows

and

The

live in

a social union such as

Pyrolaceae, Vaccinese,

is

here described is

and Arbutese, most,

if

not

Rhododendrons, Daphnoideaa, and species of i:m2oetm,m, Efcicris,

Genista, a great

mycelia.

which

All

We

roots of the

of Conifers, and apparently all the Cupuliferae as well as

Poplai-s are

find, too,

all,

and

dependent for nutrition on the assistance of

that this condition recurs in every zone and in every region.

Arhutus on the shores

of the Mediterranean are equipped

with

a mycelial mantle in precisely the same manner as those of the low -growing

Whortleberry of the High Alps.
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Special importance

is

giveu to

Phanerogams participating

in

it

hy the

tiiu social lite

tact that the cliief species of

are of gregarious growth and cover whole tracts of

country, forming boundless heaths and measureless forests,
various heaths, the oak, the beech, the

subterranean

wonder and

We

can

atlecting every

life

fir,

as, for instance,

The conception

and the poplar.

moorland and vast timbered tract

is

one

the

of this
full

of

interest.

now

why it is that the ground in woods is the abode of such a
No doubt some of these fungi draw their nutriment exclusively

see

profusion of fungi.

from the store of dead plant-organs accumulated there; but
in social connection

others, as certainly, are

with the living roots of green-leaved plants.

It

is

true

we

cannot yet state precisely what are the species of fungi which contract this sort of
union, or whether generally a definite elective affinity exists between certain fungi

and certain green-leaved

There

plants.

is

much

in favour of this supposition in

a few cases: but, on the other hand, it is very unlikely that each of the various
Phanerogams occupying a limited area of ground in a pine-forest, where a few
square meters of earth contain so
laurels,

bilberries,

many

cranberries, heath,

tangled roots belonging to pines, spxirge

and winter-green, that they can only be

be separated with difficulty, should select from the great host of fungi growing in
the forest a different partner.

In instances of this kind

it

seems just to suppose

that the mycelium of one and the same species of fungus enters simultaneously into

connection with

all

or several of the plants growing close together;

probable that the mycelia of

diiTei-ent species of

it is

fungi render to one and the same

flowering-plant the service of absorption according to the locality in which

This surmise
parts

is

supported by the fact that

when

similarly

it

occurs.

certain species, brought from distant

and regularly exhibiting mycelial mantles on the ends

of their roots, are

reared in our gardens and gi-eenhouses from seed, they unite in these abodes with
fungus-mycelia, which certainly do not exist in the regions where the Phanerogams
in question

grow

Thus, for instance, the roots of the Japanese

wild.

tree,

Sophora

Japonica, and those of the Epacridese of Australia, are found in European gardens
in social union

with fungi, which with us are native, but which certainly do not

occur in Japan or Australia; and

it is

therefore scarcely open to doubt that the

Sophora Japonica, to take one example, associates

itself

with ditierent fungi in

different regions.

Now

that the symbiosis of fungi devoid of chlorophyll

Phanerogams has been

discussed,

that most remarkable of

all

we

are for the

wrapped

which shoot up above ground bear no green

Such

is

with green-leaved

time in a position to deal with

cases of food-absorption wherein the subterranean roots

of a flowering-plant are completely

of chlorophyll.

first

in a mycelial mantle, whilst the parts
leaves, and, in general, possess

no trace

the case of Monotrojxi, the various species of which are

intimately allied in the structure of flowers and fruit with the Primrose and Winter-

and are met with scattered everywhere in shady woods. Their stems, which
are from 10 to 20 centimeters in height and emerge from the mould of the forestground in summer time, are thick, fleshy, succulent, and profusely beset with
green,

AND
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and the extremity of each

is

bent back like

cylindrical flowers are developed at the top of the stem with their

open ends turned to the ground, and are half-covered by the
about this plant (stem,

and flowers)

leaf-scales,

and the general impression

it

produces

is

much more

is

Everything

scales.

of a pale waxen-yellow colour,

that of a Toothwort, or one of

Towards

the colourless forest orchids, than of a species of primula or winter-green.

autumn, when ripe

fruits

have been produced from the flowers, the hitherto

drooping extremity of the stem

an upright

itself into

lifts

jaosition,

and dries up.

entire aerial portion of the plant turns bi-own

whilst the

Every disturbance

many

caused by the wind, however slight, shakes out of the spherical fruits

thousands of tiny seeds as fine as dust, which, like the winter-green seeds, consist of
only a few

cells,

within them.

and do not admit

any

of the recognition of

embryo

differentiated

Moreover, underground, the rhizomes, from which the small group of

pale stems have arisen in summer, continue to live through the winter,

number

of

new buds

On

are developed on them.

plant and removing the mould which conceals

it,

digging

down

to the hibernating

one finds at a depth of from 10 to

40 centimeters bodies like coral-stems consisting of dense masses of
together and ramifying multifariously.
fleshy,

and

brittle,

All

and are matted together

to

I'oots

crowded

root-branches are short, thick,

the

form turf-like masses, which are not

infrequently interwoven with the rootlets of pines,

Each

and a

firs,

and beeches, and have

all

up to the
mycelium
do not penetrate into the tissue of the root of Monotropa, nor do they send any
haustoria into the superficial cells of these roots. The hyphse and the epidermal
cells of the root are, however, in such close and continuous contact that sections
their interstices filled with

growing apex,

humus.

rootlet

enveloped, right

is

The hyphal filaments

in a thick mycelial mantle.

of this

exhibit a complete continuity of the tissues.

of
is

Monotropa is therefore only able to withdraw nutriment from the hyphal weft
the mycelium so far as its subterranean parts are concerned, and, seeing that it
quite destitute of chlorophyll,

and

its aerial

stem and leaves display no trace of

stomata, the possibility of creating organic matter and of adding in general to

substance by means of

its aerial

materials of which

constructed from the mycelium of the fungus, whilst

it

is

parts

is

excluded.

It therefore receives all the

not in a position to render anything in return to this mycelium that
previously derived from the latter.
matei'ials

whatever from the

still

If the

it

it

is

has not

mycelium subsequently withdi-aws any

living or decaying Monot7'opa, the process

one of restitution and not of exchange.

its

Thus, in

tliis

case, there

is

only

can be no talk of

when
The Monotropa grows in height and in circumference entirely
at the expense of the mycelium in which it is imbedded, so that we have here the
remarkable jihenomenon of a Phanerogam parasitic in the mycelium of a Fungus.
We so often come across the converse process in our experience that we cannot
reciprocity in the processes of nutrition or division of labour such as occurs

there

easily

is

symbiosis.

familiai-ize

mycelium

ourselves

with

the

idea

of

a flowering-plant

of a fungus of nutriment: nevertheless there

is

scarcely

draining the

anv other

inter-
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pretation possible in this case, for

all

the other hypotheses,

enters into connection with the roots of trees, or that

— such as that 3fonotropu

it is

parasitic in the first

and liecomes a
As a

stages of development, but subsequently detaches itself from its host

saprophyte,

—

rest

on inaccurate observations, and have long been disproved.

Monotropa ought to have been discussed at the same time as othei-s in
was not without intention that the description of this plant was
reserved for this place, for it would have been difficult to state and explain the
method of nutrition exhibited by it before some previous knowledge of the curious
phenomena of union of the mycelia of fungi witli the roots of green-leaved
Phanerogams had been acquired.
parasite

earlier pages, but it

ANIMALS AND PLANTS CONSIDERED AS A GREAT SYMBIOTIC
COMMUNITY.
If

we

look back at the cases of symbiosis already discussed and inquire what

their value,

we

find

it

consists in

is

an integration of the functions of plants j)0ssessing

chlorophyll and plants not possessing

The

it.

reciprocity here implied

at bottom, but a copy of the complementary interaction of plants

takes place on a grand scale in the organic world.

The

is,

however,

and animals which

associated plant, destitute

of chlorophyll, in which capacity fungi are always the organisms concerned, really

plays the same part in the social

of nature,

and

this is

fungi exhibit so

many

in

life

as

is

taken by animals in the great economy

harmony with the

fact that in other resjjects as well

similaiities to animals that in

many

instances one looks in

vain for a line of division to separate them from animal organisms.

no need for surprise

when

cases

Hence there is
come under observation wherein a quite unmis-

takably animal oi-ganism enters, instead of a fungus, as one of the partners in a
symbiotic community.

Certain Radiolariae have small yellowish spots upon them,

which were formerly held
with

cells

to be pigment-cells, but

furnished with true chlorophyll.

have proved to be

the fresh-water polyp, Hydra, and by the marine sea-anemones.
in social union

with these also in the shape of

little algse,

Similar properties are exhibited by

cells

Small algje occur

with membranes made of

cellu-

and containing chlorophyll and starch-grains in their protoplasmic bodies.
These algse are in no wise injurious to the animals with which thej^ are associated;

lose

on the contrary, their presence is beneficial, ^their partners reaping an advantage
from the fact that the green constituents split up carbonic acid under the influence
of the sun's rays, and in so doing liberate oxygen which may be again taken in by
the animals direct, and serve a useful purpose in their respiration and
cesses connected therewith.

body, will derive a further advantage from the
first

hand the

cai-bonic acid exhaled

living socially with animals cannot

latter,

by the animal

of

the pro-

inasmuch as

in breathing.

it

receives at

The small

algae

be reckoned as parasites in any case, nor

can the animals be looked upon as parasites of the

phenomenon

all

Conversely, the alga, in association with the animal's

algte,

but

we have

here the

mutual assistance and of a bond serving for the benefit of both
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and

in the others

which have been described above.
Several of the liverworts which live as epiphytes on the bark of trees exhibit

on the under surface of their

and are pressed

flat

(which are inserted on the stem in two rows,

leaflets

against the bark)

little

auricular structures, and in species of

The

the genus Frullania, these take the form of definite hoods or pitchers.
that trickles

worts in

down

its course, fills

the hooded receptacles referred to with water, and

longer in these protected cavities than anywhere

and the liverwort becomes dry
rotifers

(Callidina symbiotica and

in the

is

retained

a period of drought ensues

else, if

these cowls are the abode of tiny

C. Leitgehii),

which

on the

live

oi'ganic dust

In return for the peaceful home thus aflbrded

hooded chambers of the

question with nitrogenous food.

Now

again.

brought thither with the water.

them

rain

the trunks of the trees, washing the bark and wetting the liver-

leaves, the rotifers

supply the liverworts in

For as such must serve the matter excreted by the

Without the intervention of the

rotifers in the interior of the cowls.

living organisms (Infusoria, Nostocineae,

and spores) contained

rotifers, the

in the water could

not be converted into food by the liverworts, whereas the liquid manure arising

from the Infusoria, Nostocineae, and spores, digested in the bodies of the

rotifers,

contains highly nitrogenous compounds, which are of great value to the liverworts
in question, as indeed they are to all epiphytes living on the

bark of

trees.

It

stands to reason that the symbiotic liverworts and rotifers derive also a mutual

advantage from the fact that the oxygen

set free

by the former comes into the
by the rotifers into that of

possession of the rotifers and the carbonic acid emitted

the liverworts by the most direct method.

Moreover, these cases of partnerships further remind us of other analogous relations existing

between plants and animals, which

although they cannot be treated in detail

till

it is

later on.

necessary to refer to now,

A great

number of

flowering-

plants excrete honey into their flowers, and so attract flying insects to them,

which supply themselves plentifully, and in their turn render to the plants they
visit

the service of transferring the pollen from flower to flower, thus

possible the development of fruits
visit the flowers of

and

fertile seeds.

Yucca bring the pollen

rudimentary
moths.

fruits,

a result which

is

Certain small moths which

to the stigmas,

stigmatic orifices in order that mature fruits and seeds

making

may

and force

it

into the

be produced from the

indeed a matter of vital importance to these

For the moths lay their eggs in the carpels of Yucca, and from the eggs

larvae are developed

Yucca were not

which

live exclusively

on the seeds of

this plant.

If the

and did not develop any fruit, the larv^ would die of
phenomenon occurs in many other cases of the kind, where
both plant and animal reap some benefit. On the other hand, in the formation of
galls, which are produced by animals laying their eggs in particular parts of plants,
hunger.

A

fertilized,

similar

the advantage (with few exceptions)

is all

stnictures might most justly be placed
It is

obvious from

on the side of the animals, and these gall-

by the

side of parasitic structures.

all this that such of the

mutual relations of plants and of
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by the endeavour

their relations to animals as are occasioned

to acquire nutriment

are extremely various and often linked together and complicated or deranged

one another in the most curious manner.
socially connected

animal parasites.

by

Cases occur of a particular plant being

with another, and at the same time also beset by vegetable and

The absorption-roots

dense mycelial mantle, so that this tree

of the Black Poplar are covered with a
is

associated for purposes of nutrition with

the fungus to which the mycelium belongs.

Poplar as are

left free

by Toothwort

plants,

Such parts of the

roots of the Black
from the mycelium are fastened upon by suckers sent forth
which withdraw from the roots the juices absorbed by the

from the earth through the instrumentality of the mycelial mantles clothing
them.
Meantime, in the cavities in the leaves of the Toothwort various small
latter

animals are caught and made use of as nitrogenous food.
bears Mistletoe on

its

The thrush takes the

boughs, and

its

presence there

is

Again, the poplar-ti'ee

due to the missel -thrush.

Mistletoe-berries for food, and, in return, renders the plant

them on other trees. The parasitic Mistletoe takes its liquid nutriment from the wood of the poplar-tree; liut, on
the other hand, its own stems are covered with lichens, and these lichens are themselves a symbiotic community of algaj and fungi.
Within the wood of the poplarstems spread the mycelia of certain Basidiomycetes (Panus conchatus and Polyporus popidinus), whilst the foliage-leaves are covered with a little orange-coloured
fungus, Melampsora populina. In addition, no less than three gall-creating species
of PempJiigus live on the leaves and branches of the Poplar, and a number of
beetles and butterflies are nourished by them.
Certain lichens, mosses, and liverworts regularly settle on the bark of old trunks, and included amongst these may
be the species of liverwort which is inliabited bj^ rotifers. If all the plants and
animals which live upon the poplar-tree, within it or in association with it, are
counted, the number turns out to be not much fewer than fifty.
the service of dispersing the seeds and establisliing
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SOIL.

CHANGES IN THE SOIL INCIDENT TO THE NUTRITION

7.

OF PLANTS.
Solutiun, displacement,

and accumulatiou of particular mineral constituents of the soil owing to the
Accumulation and decomposition of dead plants. Mechanical changes
by plants.

action of living plants.
eflfected in

the

soil

—

—

AND ACCUMULATION OF PARTICULAR MINERAL
CONSTITUENTS OF THE SOIL RESULTING FROM THE ACTION OF PLANTS.

SOLUTION, DISPLACEMENT,

Reference was

which a dozen

made

in the preceding section to a marble pillar on the faces of

have settled in the course of centuries.

different lichens

monument

introduce to the reader's notice this unobtrusive
in its case the

nestling in

changes to which stone

its crevices.

may

It

I

subjected by the plants clinging to

is

again

in order to demonstrate

be premised, as a matter of course, that

it

or

when the

marble column was erected two hundred years ago the eight sides were polished,

and presented perfectly even
whole

But what is its appeai-ance to-day? The
as though corroded, and there are little
The idea might arise that depressions have been

surfaces.

rough and une\en: in parts

is

pits clustered together in places.

formed

in course of time

it is

by the impact

of drops of rain, but nearer inspection

shows that there can be no question that the inequalities have been produced in
this

way; on the contrary,

Especially on the

how

clearly

two

it is

ensconced, and

result of

of the lichens adherent to the stone.

how

this lichen, as

may

which

here be taken
is

it

it

continues to

no doubt that the process, the

literally, for there is

manifested in the formation of

The

converted into bicarbonate.

up by

grow and extends radially,
circles.
The expression

touches in ever-widening

latter,

the liclien as nutriment, whilst part

mainly caused by the
whereby the calcium carbonate

little pits, is

excretion of carbonic acid from the lichen's hyphae,
is

and south-west, one sees

each pit corresponds exactly in size to a species of grey lichen there

corrodes and etches the marble
"to etch"

by the influence

sides of the pillar facing south

being soluble in water,
is

washed away by the

is,

in part,

taken

rain.

In addition to this chemical action, the hyphal filaments exercise also a purely

mechanical influence.

A growing hypha penetrates

wherever the merest

particle of

carbonate of lime has been dissolved and accomplishes regular mining operations at
Projecting particles of the carbonate not yet dissolved are separated

the spot.

by

mechanical pressure from the main mass; and at the places in question where a
lichen

is

in a state of energetic growth, tiny loose

rhombohedral fragments of the

away by the next shower or else carried off"
by the wind. The same process as that which may be so clearly traced on
the marble pillar at Ambras takes place, of course, also on the limestone that has not
been carved or polished, in every locality where lichens exist at all. We notice it

lime are to be seen, which are washed
as dust

in the case of other kinds of stone as well

quartz rock
Vol.

I.

—for even

quartz

is

—in

dolomite, felspar, and even in pure

not able to witiistand the long-continued action of
17
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carbonic
of
to

and the

aci'l

nicclianical operations

which the hyph« act

Some

like levers.

the great suspension bridge across the

SOIL.

above referred to

in tlie

performance

of the powerfnl iron bands belonging

Danube

at

Budapest afford us the

opportunity of observing the mining operations of lichens on a substratum of pure

Of course

iron.

in these cases the decomposition

and solution

initiated

by the

carbonic acid varies according to the nature of the substratum; the result

however, invariably the same; there

is

always a

substratum, and a part of the dissolved matter

away

plant, whilst another part is carried

wind or

loss of substance
is

always taken up by the ailherent

either in .solution or mechanically

by

rain.

Mosses act in precisely the same manner as
(I'pocarpa

is lifted

away from

colony meet, the umlerlying stone

There

lie

lichens.

If a tuft of

the side of a block of limestone,

that in the neighbourhood of the place where

friable.

is,

on the part of the

is

all

Grimmia

becomes evident

it

the stemlets of the

little

moss-

threaded through and through, and rendered

the rhizoids imbedded between isolated particles of lime, which

are as fine as dust, and have been disintegrated by the chemical and mechanical

At

activity of the organs in ([uestion.

spots where plants of

the limestone always exhibits an obvious loss of substance in

Grimmia have
tlie

died,

form of unevenly

corroded depressions.

The
similar

fact that the roots of Phanerogams also alter the subjacent stone in a
manner may be proved by the following experiment. A polLshed slab of

marble

is

this

covered with a layer of sand, and seeds of plants caused to germinate in

The

sand.

roots of the seedlings as they

immediately upon the marble
contact with the stone.
roots are pressed

slab,

grow downwards come almost
onward in close

and, turning round, creep

After a short time the

pai-ts of

the slab against which the

become rough as though they had been etched; a solution of

individual particles of the carbonate of lime takes place under the influence of the

acid juice saturating the cell-walls of the root's
itself to

the naked eye as a roughness which

Whereas the

loss of

be at once detected

by

cells,

and

this circumstance reveals

readily perceptible.

substance affecting the solid substratum of plants

may

thus

removal of constituents of the air and of water
The ingredients withdra'wn by plants are instantly
more in the air by influx from the environment, and

sight, the

eludes direct observation.
replaced in water and

is

still

obviously no holes or pits are the outcome as in the case of a surface of limestone rock.

In the discussions that follow

it is

important to retain the conception that in

the process of vegetable nutrition certain substances

may undergo

local displace-

ment, accumulation, and aggregation, and temjjorary consignment to a state of
quiescence.
regions,

Ingredients of the earth's crust are borne upwards into atmospheric

and constituent parts of the

Lime, potash,

silicic acid, iron, &c.,

above ground

—into stems

and

air are cari'ied

deep down into the ground.

pass from disintegratetl rocks into the realms

leaves,

and to the tops of the highest

trees, whilst

carbon and nitrogen pass irom the aerial shoots and from the foHage spi'ead out in
the sunshine into the deepest shafts which the roots have bored for themselves in

ACTION OF PLANTS ON THE
the ground.

If

one were to mark out the space of ground from wliich the lime,

potash,

and other nutrient

derived,

its

and,

used in the construction of a birch-tree were

salts

bulk would certainly be found to be much larger than that of the birch:

we were

if

to try to estimate the

volume of

which has been converted into organic compoiuids
tributed in the form of carbon dioxide,

it

it

lives, to store

may justly

them up

When

dis-

the

be considered as

nutriment.

its

Every plant

in ever-increasing quantities in its

body, and in the case of long-liveil plants there

quite a considerable quantity.

was previously

would turn out to exceed the volume of

In this sense, every plant

the birch a thousandfold.

continues, so long as

through wliich the carbon,

air

in the tree,

an accumulator of those substances which serve for

own
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life

thus collected ultimately

is

of an accumulator of the kind

is

extinguished, those materials which were taken from the atmosphere are able to

atmosphere; but such mineral food as has been derived from the

r'eturn into the

gi'ound and lifted into the upper parts of the plant

ground

—and

has

A

original jjlace.
lies

thei'e

dead tree breaks down on the

on the ground and

Such part of

rots.

phere in gaseous form escapes; but the

from deep under ground during
the

Even though some

soil.

—particularly those

its

it,

by the

are retained

them are washed out

of

provocation, and the trunk

first

accumulated within

salts

its lifetime,

allow any part to return to the underlying strata.

Thus, wherever

it lies

pi'ostrate

men do

tlie

which

filter,

lixiviating

and do not

So, too, the nutrient salts

trunk which

is

raised

it

surface-layers of

by the

of the trunk

reach the foliage of plants are added to the top layers of the

go through much the same process as

its

substance as can pass into the atmos-

action of rain-water, the superficial layers of earth operate as a

undergoes decay as

above the

been amassed in a confined space, does not return to

soil;

which

for fallen leaves

broken by storms and

upon the ground.

not interfere by clearing

away

the accumulative agents

where there is no removal of the haulms of cereals from
fields, or of mown grass and herbs from meadows to serve as hay, or of timlier from
the forest wherever, in a word, the vegetable world is left to itself and tlie
in question,

i.e.

plants;

—

natural progress of e\olution
food-salts
earth.

power

is

not frustrated by any disturbing element

which have been amassed

will

Moreover, seeing that, as has been already pointed out, every plant has the
of possessing itself of substances of value to

it,

even when they are only

present in the environment of the roots in scarcely appreciable quantities,
possible for the top layers of soil to contain a considerable

which only occurs
with

—the

accumulate in the uppermost layers of the

difficulty.

in the subjacent rock in such small

The percentage

of lime yielded

by the

amount

it

is

of a substance

measure as to be detected

subsoil

on the Blöckenstein,

Upper Austria,
on Mount Lusen,

a granitic mountain 1383 meters high, on the borders of Bavaria and

was 27, whilst that

of the top layer

was

situated to the north of the Blöckenstein,
superficial layer.

When

19'7; the percentage

was

1"9 for the subsoil

and

H-Q for the

one considers that fresh plants strike root in the ground

near the surface and these again act as accumulators, and remembers in addition
that snails

make

their appearance in aliundance

wherever vegetable food containing
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to be found, tliat these suails again are to be reckoned as accumulators,

its

and

that their shells, which consist almost entirely of lime, remain after the animals'

deaths in the top layer of

soil, it is

not surprising to find that the earth-mould on a

much less than that yielded by
mould resting on argillaceous limestone.
still more striking than the influence of rock plants and land plants in transposing and accumulating lime is the agency of hydrophytes in causing the same
results.
In the trickling springs of mountainous regions as well as in the standing
granite plateau contains a proportion of lime not

pools of level country

and no

less in

the depths of the sea, plants occur which

obtain part of the carbonic acid they require by the decomposition of the bicar-

bonate of lime dissolved in the surrounding water.

which

is

insoluble in water,

is

The monocarbonate

of lime,

then precipitated in the form of incrustations upon

Many

the leaves and stems of the plants in question.

of these hydrophytes take

up

carbonate of lime into the substance of their cell-membranes; and in other cases both

phenomena

occur, that

is

they incrusted externally with calcium

to say, not only are

carbonate, but the cell-walls are also thoroughly impregnated

by the same

salt.

In

the streams arising from springs loaded with bicarbonate of lime in solution derived

from the heart of a mountain, a number of mosses regularly occur
curvirostre,

Tricliostomwm tophaceum,

Hypnwm

Gymnostomum

falcatum, and others besides.

These mosses and also several species of Nostocineae belonging to the genera
Dasyactis and Euactis become completely incrusted with
referred

to,

imbedded
calcified

the

lime, in

manner

but go on growing at the apical end as the older and lower parts

in lime die

In consequence, the bed of the stream

off".

and elevated, and,

which may attain to considerable dimensions.

known which

itself

becomes

banks of calcareous tufa are formed,

in course of time,

Banks

are no less than 16 meters in height; to

manner are
construct them mosses must
raised in this

have worked for more than 2000 years.

Numerous Stonuworts
wort (Myriophyll

it

711

(species of CJiara ov Nitella), the Water-milfoil

and CeratopliyUuvi), Water-crowfoots {Ranuncidus divari-

cutus and R. aquatilis), and more especially

which grow in continuous masses in

still,

and leaves

vegetation

till

fall

many Pond-weeds

(Potainogeton),

inland waters, incrust their delicate stems

and leaves with lime during the summer, but
their stems

and Horn-

in

autumn shrink away,

that

is

to say,

and decay, leaving scarcely any trace of the mass of

the advent of the following spring.

ever, are preserved, and, sinking to the

plants lived, form a layer which year

The calcareous

deposits,

how-

bottom of the water where the incrusted

by year

increases in thickness.

Anyone who

undertakes the investigation of the sequestered wastes of water in the shallow
lakes of lowland districts will be convinced of the magnitude of the scale on which
this

kind of accumulation must take

place.

As

one's boat glides over places

there

is

a luxuriant growth of the lime-incrusted Chara rudis and

there

is

a crepitating sound in

wood.

tlie

them, and

if

C. ceratophylla,

water like the snapping of dry sticks of

Great numbers of stoneworts are fractured by the boat as
one takes hold of the fragments they

feel like

it

where
bii-ch-

strikes against

a heap of brittle glass

ACTION OF PLANTS ON THE

What

fibres.

particular, clothes

Amongst pond-weeds, Potamogeton

off in scales as the plant dries, the

that a single leaf equal in weight to

weighing 1"040 grm.

luccns, in

shining leaves with a veiy stout, uniform

large

its

1

weight of which can he exactly

leaf.

Now, supposing one shoot

and covering an area of

crust,

The result of careful weighing showed
0'492 grm. was co\'ered with a calcareous crust

determined in the case of each separate

leaves,

'JÜl

a quantity of carbonate of lime must be deposited yearly at the

bottom of these lakes and ponds!

which drops

SOIL.

of this pond-weed,

having

square decimeter, decays in the autumn, and

five
lets

lime sink to the bottom of the pond, the approximate weight of lime deposited

its

each year on a square decimeter of the ground at the bottom
this process is repeated

50

every year, a layer

is

and consists of calcium carbonate and traces of

gi'ms.,

is

5 grms., and,

if

deposited in ten years which weighs
iron,

manganese, and

silicic acid.^

There

no doubt that

is

way

produced in this

it is

possible for calcareous strata of great depth to be

That

in fresh water.

lime have had a similar origin

is

also in times past lacustrine deposits of

inferred from the fact that the spore-fruits of

stoneworts (Characese) and the nutlets of pond-weeds have been found over and
over again inclosed in these formations of lime.

manner

in this
bulariiB

are, at present at least, less

undergo similar changes there, and

Calcai-eous deposits originating

frequent in the sea.

may

the sea bottom and of an accumulation of lime.

Still,

the Aceta-

be the cause of an elevation of

On

the other hand, in the sea,

the Lithothamnia and Corallinas play a predominant part, and fox'm

—just

like

and often indeed in conjunction with these and other marine animals

true corals,

lime reefs of great magnitude.

The agency
and

salts of

meadow

of

agate,

and

of plants

may

occasion accumulations of iron hydroxide,

potassium and sodium at particular places besides lime.
iron-ore, spring iron-ore,
flint,

and bog

by the conglomeration

accumulation of potassium and sodium
are processes

which take place
arises,

of siliceous-coated Diatomacea^, and the

salts in the superficial strata of salt steppes

essentially in the

why

it

is

The formation

iron-ore, the construction of tripoli,

carbonate of lime, although upon a more modest

The question now

silicic acid,

same manner

as the piling

up

of

scale.

that the substances which are stored in pre-

ponderant quantities in the vegetable frame, which are the main constituents of the
living part of plants,

and represent the alpha and omega

of plant

life,

are not pre-

Why do not carbon and
by the living plant, compounded by it
some measui-e in organic conqjoiniils, and

served as well as the mineral food-salts in question.
nitrogen, materials so eagerly appropriated

with the elements of water, secured in
constituting the fundamental

mass of the vegetable structure, remain behind in the
W^hen autumn comes and the lime-

same condition after the death of the plant?

laden pond-weed dies, only the calcareous crust

bottom of
'

111

the case investigated 96 per cent calcium carbonate,

per cent

silicic

falls to

the pond, enters upon a period of quiescence.

acid

;

the

last,

028 per cent

the gi'ound, and, at the

The

iron oxide,

from the Diatomacea;, settled on the calcareous

crust.

1 '01

tissue of the plant
manganese oxide, and

1 '51
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cai'bohydrates and albuminoid

its
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cumpounds

—cannot remain

dormant,

but are split up without delay into those simpler compounds of which they were

compounded in the summer; and, by the following spring there is nothing more to
be seen of any of the pond-weed's stems and leaves. Certainly this is only to such
a conspicuous extent true of plants living underwater; dead plants buried in earth

or exposed to the atmosphere are resolved less rapidly, and under certain circumstances deposits of organic remains on

limited areas are preserved even almost

unaltered through boundless ages.

Let us try to obtain a somewhat closer knowledge of these various degrees of

Thoroughly dried wood,

preservation.

leaves,

and

fruit, if

protected from

all

but

transient moisture, are capable of being preserved unaltered for long periods of time.

When wood

is

exposed in a dry place to the sun,

it

turns brown, and in the course

of years becomes quite black outside, the most superficial layers being regularly

carbonized, as

may

be seen particularly well in the case of

under the projecting roofs of old mountain

chalets.

woodwork

situated

This wood exhibits no sign of

In the dry chambers of old Egyptian graves

crumbling, mouldering, or rotting.

and flowers have been found which were laid by the side of the
corpses 3000 years ago, and they had not undergone a greater change than if they
had been dried but a few days. Even the colours of flowers of the Larkspur, the
Safflower, and other plants of the kind, were still to be seen, and the separate
fruits, foliage,

stamens in Poppy flowers were in a state of complete preservation.
fore

may

Dryness there-

be looked ujjon |jar excellence as one of the preventives of the decomposi-

tion of organic matter.

The same

by dryness

result as is secured

humous

in the cases cited

is

brought about in

The dead plants saturated with these acids
are not resolved into carbonic acid, water and ammonia, but preserve their form and
weight almost unaltered, and are converted into peat. Above the mass of peat new

the ground of moors by

acids.

generations of jjlants continue to spring up and produce ever fresh organic matter,

which, in

its

tum, becomes

peat,

and

a very deep bed of organic matter

is

may

added

to the

mass beneath, so that gradually

be accumulated in this manner.

In the low

country lying between East Friesland and the Hiimmling, from the river Hunte to
the marshes on the Dollart, there

is

a stretch of nearly 3000

sq.

kilometers covered

with a layer of peat which has an average depth of 10 meters.

Of minor importance is the preservation of dead plants and parts of plants in
snow and ice. The leaves, twigs, and seeds, which are carried by the wind on to
the snow-fields of the high mountains, remain there a long time almost without
alteration in respect of

form or

size;

they only turn brown under the influence of

the intense sunlight, and at last become quite black as though thej' were carbonized,

which, in

fact,

they

are.

So

also such insects as

meet their death on the snow-fields

are converted there into a black, cindery mass.

Indeed, even

all

the minutest

organic fragments lying on a glacier become carbonized, and this explains the fact
that the so-called cryokone, or snow-dust, which
allude

to,

has a graphitic appearance.

we have already had

occasion to
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Dead

and tree-trunks, when they

leaves, haulms, branches,

ground, as also

lifeless roots,
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rest

upon damp

rhizomes, bulbs, and tubers, buried in moist earth, pass

into a state of putrefaction, provided that their temperature does not fall below
freezing-point, that

is

to say, they are resolved into carbonic acid, water,

and

ammonia, the rapidity of the process varying directly as the supply of water and
the degree of temperature to which the dead matter

quantity of compounds of humous acid present.

exposed, and inversely as the

is

more dead fragments

If

of plants

accumulate within a particular interval of time on one spot than decay, a formation

mould takes place

of vegetable
destitute of

humus when

posed as soon as
of

dead.

it is

organic bodies

is

The general
it

water into

quickly decom-

by a dry

and

condition,

is

can only be prevented in moist surroundings by

the presence of large quantities of
to turn

is

fact turns ovit to be that the decomposition

prevented, or at least limited,

promoted by moisture, and that

enough

on the other hand, the ground remains

there;

the entire accretion of organic matter

humous

acids, or

by the temperature being low

ice.

This result directs attention to those inconceivablj^ small animate beings, which,
as has been proved

and are

killed

by experience, are arrested

by the

in their activity

antiseptic substances referred

the resolution of dead plants

is

to.

by

scarcity of water

That they are the cause of

corroborated by the facts that they are always

present where vegetable putrefaction

is

in progress,

and

that,

on the other hand,

decomposition can be prevented by rendering the access of these minute organisms
impossible.

First in importance in this respect of course are bacteria, the causal

connection of which with processes of dissolution, and especially with those decompositions,

which are known by the name of putrefaction,

Bacterium Termo, and

bacteria.

are the commonest.

is

established.

sevei-al micrococci, bacilli, vibriones,

Of these

and

spirilla,

Their multiplication and the withdrawal for this purpose of

substances from dead plants cause a splitting up of the organic compounds in the
latter.

The albuminoid compounds

volatile

are

first of all

peptonized; next, tyrosin, leucin,

fatty acids, ammonia, carbon-dioxide, sulphuretted

hydrogen, and water

are formed, this stage of the process being accompanied by the evolution of an
offensive

odour of decomposition, and

further oxidation.

later,

The carbohydrates, too,

nitrous and nitric acids
chiefly cellulose

and

ai-e

produced by

starch, are split up,

and the products of this analysis, in so far as they are not used up by the bacteria
for their growth and reproduction, pass in a gaseous condition into the atmosphere,
Moreover, the bacteria themselves
or into the water surrounding the dead plants.
battening
been
on vegetable matter, but
where
they
have
remain
at
the
spots
not
do
swarm away through the water, or else come to rest in a short time, in which case
if

the seat of their activity dries

conveyed to other dead plants.

up they are blown away by currents

of air,

and so

Similar decompositions can be induced by moulds

(Eurotiuvi, Mucor, Botrytis cinerea, Penicillium glaucum) as well as by bacteria,
and, in addition, the disintegration of

wood occasioned by

the mycelium of Dry-rot

{Merulius lacrymans), the green-rot of trunks of oaks, and beeches, caused by
Peziza aeruginosa, the mouldering of wood induced by the mycelium of Polyporios
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tlie red-rot, &c., all

dead plants, and

depcml on similar disruptions
in the ultimate dispersal of

i-esult

these in the air in the form of carbon-dioxide, ammonia, nitric acid, and water.

Thus, ultimately, the exercise of this destructive activity only eflects a return of
the compounds just enumerated

whence they had

—the most

important to plant-life

—to the regions

withdrawn by the plants when living. Carbon
and nitrogen, in particular, are set free from their bonds and given back to the
atmosphere in the form and comVjination in which they are capable of being
pi-eviously been

anew by

appropriated

living plants as food-material.

Considered from this point of view the phenomena of putrefaction and rotting

appear as important and even necessary incidents in the history of the substances

which are of the greatest importance to
innate in us
bacteria
their

—

is

all,

Abhorrence of putrefaction

plants.

is

and everything connected with it—in particular, the entire race of

To

looked upon with aversion.

estimate these processes according to

But when we overcome our

deserts requires a sort of self-abnegation.

repugnance and weigh the whole subject impartially, we come to the conclusion that
the continued existence of vegetable

occurrence of putrefaction.

life

and

of life in general

numbers

If the untold

of plants

depends upon the

which

die in the course

of a year did not rot sooner or later, but remained unchanged as lifeless forms, a
certain quantity of carbon

and nitrogen would be

sphere of activity and locked up, so to speak.

year by year, a time must come when
impi'isoned in dead plants.

would be one great bed

Not only

Thereupon,

all

all

idle,

being withdi-awn from the

Now, assuming

this to be repeated

the carbon and nitrogen would

life

would

cease,

of corjases.

putrefaction, but also the minute organisms

which excite putrefaction

appear in a more favoui'able light when viewed from this standpoint.
bacteria as act in the capacity of foes to the
village in the

form of infectious

tion of putrefactive bacteria
life

upon the

earth.

human beings. The
made manifest,

lirst

be

and the whole earth

human

race,

Let such

ravaging town and

diseases, be exterminated if possible;

but annihila-

would mean a disastrous interference with the cycle

of

These latter are not to be reckoned as enemies but friends to
invasion of dead plants and animals

effect of their

is

certainly

not in the most agreeable manner, for some of the substances

mentioned as being evolved in the early stages of the onslaught,

ammoniacal compounds, sulphuretted hydrogen, and the

viz.:

various

volatile fatty acids, are

disgusting to us; but as decomposition advances these phenomena, which are

.so

unpleasant to our senses, abate, and the action of putrefactive bacteria becomes
ultimately a beneficent
organisms.

The

process

of

final result of the

been termed mineralization.

It is

purification

of

the last remnants of dead

decomposition of organic bodies by bacteria has

a fact that nothing

is

ultimately left behind, in

the ground or water, of bodies decomposed by the indefatigable exertions of bacteria

excepting some nitric acid and the small quantity of mineral food-salts which has

been taken up by the living organism in

and

ash.

its

time and are

now

in the

form of dust

MECHANICAL CHANGES EFFECTED
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with water a glass which contains vegetable and animal remains in

tilling

a state of putrefaction and swarming with bacteria, one
process of mineralization from day to daj^

First,

enable*! to follow this

is

a decrease of the organic matter

clouding the liquid, accompanied by simultaneous increase of

ammonia and

nitrous

about two months, a complete clearing up
The water is now colourless and odourless, but a precipitate has
formed at the bottom, which contains, in addition to insoluble food-salts, bacteria in
a state of temporary quiescence on the termination of their task and waiting till

and

nitric acids, is observed; then, after

of the liquid.

No doubt

fresh prey becomes accessible.

same manner as

in the glass of water,

these processes occur in nature in just the

and the

so-called self-purilication of rivers,

for example, has been rightly attributed to mineralization.

It

was long ago noticed
up

that the water of such rivers as flow through great towns and consequently take

and vegetable refuse contains no discoverable
trace of all these impurities a few miles below the mouths of the drainage pipes and
The water of the Elbe, which receives the refuse of the towns of Prague,
sewers.
considerable quantities of animal

Dresden, and Magdeburg,

is

purposes without protest^.
already by the time
again,

so jiure at

The

Hamburg

that

Seine, after taking

it is

there used for drinking

up masses of rubbish

in Paris, is

reaches Meulan, a distance of 70 kilometers, clear and pure

it

and does not even exhibit there any traces of the organic matter received in

Were

the great city.

not for the activity of the putrefactive bacteria, this

it

puriücation would never take place; and although the statement that putrefactive
the best of purifiers sounds at

bacteria are

acknowledged

to be consistent

first

like a

paradox,

it

must be

and based on experience.

MECHANICAL CHANGES EFFECTED IN THE GROUND BY PLANTS.
All the alterations hitherto spoken of as being brought about in earth and

under the influence of vegetation subsisting therein are reducible to chemical
transpositions.

Added

The penetration

of the rhizoids of a rock-moss or the hyphaä of a crustaceous lichen

into limestone

to these, there are always certain purely mechanical changes.

accompanied, as has been already stated, by a solution of part of

is

the substratum and a mechanical separation of another part; the rhizoids or hj^phse,
as the case

may

be,

When

underlying stone.
the substratum

is

the hyphse and rhizoids die, the corresponding piece of

left porous,

enabled to settle on
into stone

becoming imbedded amongst tiny detached fragments of the
and admits

although they

it,

and pulverizing

it

in the

true of the roots of Phanerogams.
cells displace particles of

may

air

same degree as

their predecessors.

The food-seeking

root-tips

doubt these passages mostly collapse like

This

is

also

and their absorption-

earth as they insinuate themselves, and

later on, the soil at those particular places is

No

and water, whilst other plants are

not perhaps possess the power of eating

when they decay

by passages of varying size.
the abandoned shafts and galleries of a

intersected

mine, but some trace of root-action always remains behind in the shape of an
^

This was written before the last outbreak of cholera.
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increased looseness of the

inasmuch as

it
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soil in tlie locality,

a result of the greatest importance,

enables air and water to permeate to a depth

much more

quickly by the ways that the roots have previously opened up.

Dead

underground constitute, moreover, the source of the carbonic and

easily

and

roots rotting

which

nitric acids

help to render available the mineral constituents, and so serve the tui"n of subsequent

generations of plant-settlers on the same spots, whilst they accomplish fresh disintegration of the substance of the

soil.

however, the subterranean parts of plants

ai'e continually engaged in mining,
and so change in various waJ^s tlie position of the component particles of soil, the
organs above ground exert an influence in some measure opposed thereto, in that
they retain and bring to rest particles of earth which are set in motion Ijy currents

If,

of air or water.

In the section that treats of the absorption of nutrient salts by

was directed to the fact that the dust pervading the atmosand blown from place to place by the wind, is arrested to a remarkable extent
by mosses and lichens. One need only detach a small tuft of the common Barbula
muralis, which everywhere occurs on walls by roadsides, to convince oneself of the
lithophytes, attention

phere,

extent to which dust from the road
of the tenacity of

its

is

lodged amongst the leaves and stemlets, and

Moreover, not only such dust as rises from roads,

adhesion.

but also that variety which, though not easily observed, yet
mountain-valleys, of arctic

crust, is arrested in those localities

by mosses and

gams

is

besides, the

growth of which

fills

the air of remote

and of the most elevated parts of the

ice-fields,

liverworts,

earth's

and by many Phanero-

similar to that of mosses.

There

not

is

much

dust clinging amongst the stemlets of the dark Grimmias, Andreajas, and other

less

rock-mosses, which
crags,

than

grow

in small cushion-like tufts

attached to the Barbula living

is

tufts in question is detached

from

its

l)y

on weather-beaten mountain

the dusty roadside.

If one of the

substratum, a fine powder composed of mica-

number of minute organic fragments pours out from between the moss-stems, whilst another portion of this finely
powdered earth is left clinging to the leaves and stemlets, and is found to be reguscales,

granules of quartz, chips of felspar, and a

larly adnate to them.
It is never,

however, the

stems that arrest and

cany

still

fresh and living upper parts of these leafy moss-

dust, but

dead half of the moss, whether

still

The lower

always the older dead parts below.

in a state of preservation or already rotting,

is

alone capable (in consequence of characteristic alterations in the lifeless cell-tissue)

The under part of moderate-sized cushions of
moss constitutes a compact mass composed half of imprisoned dust and half of
of holding fast the atmospheric dust.

brown

lifeless

favourable
thither

moss-stems.

These

little

become a

cushions, clothing rocky crags,

the germination of a whole host of seeds, which are conveyed

site for

by the wind and detained

in the

same manner

The

as the dust.

seedlings

arising from these seeds send their rootlets into the sulyacent portion of the bed

of moss,

where the

interstices are full of dust or finelj^-divided earth.

find all the conditions prevailing necessary for their nourishment,

and,

little

by

little,

and

crowd out the mosses which received them

Here they

tliej'

so

expand,

hospitably.
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fomiing ultimately a bed of flowering plants, including in especial abundance

and composites.
aquatic mosses and algas

rei^resentatives of the orders of grasses, pinks,

Many

water-plants

— in

particular,

—possess,

an

in

almost greater degree than lithophytes or land plants, the power of laying hold of
inorganic particles, and thus exercise a far-reaching influence as mud-collectors on
the conformation of the ground.

It is

wonderful how plants are able to arrest

by a

quantities of the fine sand hurried along

lai-ge

although they are exposed

flood,

dark green alga Lemanea
moss Cindidotus riparius, which cling to rocks in
the cascades of clear and rapid mountain torrents, are so conglomerated by mud and
sand that they cannot be freed therefrom until the tissue has become dry and

The

to the violent rush of the water.
fluviatilis and

tufts of the

of the aquatic

Liinnobium raolle, which grows in the turbid waters from glaciers, has
such an abundance of earthy particles adhering to it that only the green tips of the
leaf-bearing stems are visible above the grey-coloured cushions imbedded in the

shrivelled.

The

mud.
clear,

felted masses of

Vaucheria clavata,

filling

mud

gently-flowing streams, are so mixed with

fished out, the

mud

weight of

clinging to

On

dead parts which serve to arrest the mud.

that

if

a lump of this alga

exceeds that of the alga

it

In these cases of submerged plants,

hundredfold.

the channels of apparently

it is,

lifting

up a lump one

—are living and

phyll; the fundamental mass has become colourless and
parts,

which form a thick

the finely-divided
ofi'

felt of

mud and

a

again, not the living but the

that only the uppermost and youngest prolongations of the filaments
at the periphery of the algal cushion as a whole

itself

is

sees clearly

—those situated

filled

with chloro-

But these dead

lifeless.

interwoven filaments, alone retain in their meshes

sand in such surprising quantities; these particles

An

the green living parts without adhering to them.

in this connection is the fact that the dead cell-membranes swell

slightly mucilaginous, so that fine particles of

swollen substratum thus formed.

Wooden

mud

slip

important consideration

up and become

lodge more easily in the soft

stakes stripped of bark and fixed in a

strong current show this very clearly, as do also the trunks of trees that are thrown

up by

floods

the stream.
posed,

it

and

lie

stranded on the shore with their bared boughs projecting into

However strong the

wood

in that condition

deposit does not

If a piece

become detached

is

cut

and exposed

ofi"

until the wood-cells

as they are moist the particles of

ex-

mud

to the air, the earthy

have dried up and shrunk.

continue to adhere to thein.

This mechanical retention and storage of dust by rock-plants and of
aquatic plants

is

of the greatest importance in determining the

earth's covering of vegetation.
lichens,

is

covers itself in a short time with a grey coat consisting of earthy particles

brought down by the water.

As long

current to which

minute mosses and

lichens, mosses,

and

The

alga3.

first settlers

On

on the bare ground are crustaceous

the substratum prepared

algse are able to gain a footing.

and leaves pertaining to

mud by

development of the

The dead

by them,

larger

filaments, stems,

this second generation arrest dust in the air

and

mud

in

the water, and thus prepare a soft bed for the germs of a thii-d generation, which
on rocks consists of grasses, composites, pinks, and other small herbs, and in water
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of poud-weeds, water-crowi'oots, lujrawort, and various plants of

tliu

kind.

Tlie

and the third
develops more luxuriantly than the second. The third may be followed by a fourth,
Each successive generation crushes out and supplants the one
fifth, and sixth.
second generation

preceding

As on

is

produced in greater abundance than the

it.

the rocky heights and in the roaring torrents of mountains, so also on the

sandy plain and
vegetation

in the

depths of the

At

taking place.

is

all

sea,

The

first settlers

a perpetual variation in the nature of the

times and in

tions displacing the older and building
decessors.

first,

all

places

we

see

upon the foundations

have a hard

fight

younger genera-

by

laid

their pre-

with uncompromising elements to

Years go by before a second generation

seize possession of the lifeless gro\md.

enabled to develop in greater luxuriance upon the earth prepared by the
occupiers;

vegetable

but there

and

life,

its

no cessation

is

in

the productive and regulative effects of

energy and aptitude in the work result in the erection of

green edifices over wider and wider areas.

New

and others on the plant forms adapted

mouldered dust of dead

races,

hundreds and thousands of years, the changes go

at length the tops of forest-trees
of a
race,

number
has

its

of

bygone

wave above a black and deep

genei-ations.

epochs and

its

history:

Thus, the

life

its

germs are established upon the

substratum, and

so, for

is

first

soil,

to the altered
on, until

the battle-field

of plants, like that of the

human

as in the one so in the other a continual

struggle prevails; processes of ousting and of renovation are always in progi'ess, and

there are ever

new

arrivals

upon and departures from the

scene.

CONDUCTION OF FOOD.

1.

MECHANICS OF THE MOVEMENT OF THE RAW FOOD-SAP.
Capillarity

and root-pressure.

—Transpiration.

CAPILLAEITY AND EOOT-PRESSUEE.
Unicellular plants

make

use individually of the food material which they

absorb from their surroundings, and work

it

up

into the organic substances

which

they require for their structure and increase in bulk, and also for the production of
future generations.
cells,

there

is

In

all

a division of

plants composed, on the other hand, of aggregates of
lalx)ur.

Of the protoplasts occupying the

cell-cavities

of such larger plant-structures, one jjart provides for the absorption of the water

and food-salts, another for the taking in of the e'ases which are used as food,
and yet another part works up this food into organic substances for constructive purposes.
The centres in which these various industries are carried on are
frequently situated at some distance from one another, and it is obvious that
there must not only be some communication between the various regions of activity,
but that active forces must come into play which will effect the transport of the
food from the cells whose function

it

elaborated into building material.

It is evident that the greater the distance is

is

to receive

it,

to those in

between the various centres of the plant in question, the more
performance of this task.
cells

In aquatic plants and lithophytes,

all

which

it

is

difficult will

of

whose

to be

be the

superficial

have the power of taking in nourishment from their environment, these

distances are proportionately small, while they attain their greatest dimensions iu

land-plants whose roots are embedded in the earth, and whose leaves are suiTounded

by

air.

In trees the food materials which are taken up by the absorbing roots

beneath the ground must frequently travel far more than 100 metres before reaching the topmost leaves.
rising

must be able

The path

to the

summit

is

very

to overcome the force of gravitation,

steep,

and the

fluid in

which has no inconsider-

able significance at heights such as these.

Naturally, desire for knowledge has at

all

times directed attention to this

phenomenon, and the most diverse attempts have been made

to explain by what
means the food-sap taken in by the roots of trees is enabled to i-each their
summits. It was first considered to be in virtue of capillarity; that just as oil,
alcohol, or water, is drawn up the wick of a lamp, the liquid food can rise in the
delicate tubular cell-formations called vessels, which, united together in gi-oups or
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But

bundles, traverse the stems and leaves of plants.

above and below, and therefore

At

developed in them.

best

impossible that capillarity should be suiBciently

it is
it

could only raise the sap a trifling distance, and

could never convey fluid to a height of

many

plants the ascent of the sap

superficial parts
vines,

many

metres.

It is

a striking fact that in

most vigorous after the evaporation from the

is

exposed to the air has been weakest.

the outflow of sap from the

i.e.

vessels are closed in

tlie

flat

The

so-called

"weeping" of

surface of a cut vine-bi-anch, does not

summer and autumn, innnediately after the branch has been
foliage, and when its extensive leaf-surfaces have given up

take place in

adorned with

quantities of moisture to the surrounding air;

when

fullj'

large

occurs at the end of the winter

it

brown branches rising above the ground are still in
The cause of the ascent, or at least of the ascent
in the lower leafless branches, must therefore be sought for in the absorbent roots,
and it may be assumed that here the same causes are at work which induce the
sleep of the plants,

a bare and

the

leafless condition.

fluid food materials of the

surrounding earth to enter the superficial

the

cells at

root-tips.

It has already

been shown that the contents of these

cells

suck up the water of

the nutritive ground with great force in consequence of the chemical affinity they

have for

it,

by

or in other words, that the fluid reaches the interior of plant-cells

endosmosis;

has also been mentioned that in consequence of the taking in of

it

water the volume of the cell-contents increases, producing pressure from within

outwards on the

cell- wall,

and the

three cases might be deduced:

throughout that

it

cell

—

swells

first,

and becomes turgid. From

suppose that the cell-waU

allows the- entrance of water into the

cell,

is

this

one of

so composed

but not

and

its exit,

that consequently the cell-contents absorb water, but that a filtration of the same

towards the exterior cannot take
virtue of

its

elasticity

Granted

place.

would yield

this hypothesis, the cell-wall

by

to the pressure of the cell-contents, but only

within the limits of that elasticity; hence a condition of tension would be produced,
in

which the reciprocal pressures of the
In the second

equilibrium.

case,

and cell-contents would be

cell-wall

suppose that the pressure of the cell-contents

in
is

greater than the force of cohesion between the molecules of the cell-wall, this

consequently ruptures, and the cell-contents issue from the rent which

This phenomenon

is

seen in certain pollen grains

a second the cells alisorb so

contents

still

absorb the

much water

fluid,

and the

when

is

placed in water.

formed.

In half

that they double their volume; the

cell- wall

cell-

can at length no longer withstand

and the contents, from which the pressure is now removed,
pour through the opening, and are diffused in the surrounding water.

the pressure;

There

is

it

bursts,

a third ease possible.

Suppose that

are not of identical structure; that the wall which
is

in a
is

given

cell

the opposite walls

in contact with the

damp

earth

so organized as to allow the entrance of water, but not its filtration to the

exterior, while the opposite wall oflfers only

a slight resistance to such

filtration;

then by the increasing pressure of the cell-contents fluid will be forced through
that wall which öfters least i-esistance, and the greater the affinity of the

cell-
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contents for the fluids in the nutritive earth, the more abundantly and energetically
will

The phenomenon can be well
Mucor Mucedo, which makes its appearance
and

succulent fruits;

mycelium of the

in the

such

in

so-called Dry-rot,

Fluids are sucked up by the lower portions of

mans.

seen in some moulds,

be carried on.

this

especially

tlie

tubular

quantity

j\[ert(.liu.'<

cells

on

lacry-

which cover

the nutritive substratum, and expelled again through the walls of upper parts
of the

same

mycelium

which project freely into the air. These upper portions
appear as though ornamented with tiny dewdrops, which

cells,

cells

and attain

case of the Dry-rot coalesce
cellars,

where

in the

Damp woodwork

to a considerable size.

this fungus has established itself,

of the

in

often thickly besprinkled witli

is

the drops which have been excreted on the surface, and

if

a lamp

is

brought into

the darkness, and the infected places illuminated, hundreds of these tiny dnjps

Suppose

sparkle and glitter like the "jewels" in a cave of stalactites.

such a

cell,

one wall of which

which the

to that tlirough

absorb the liquid, and,

allows fluid to enter, is attached

fluid enters, to

tubular, the sap

if

another

may

rise

cell;

tlien that

by the wall opposite

then this second

higher and higher in

cell will

it,

and by

the pressure of the liquid continually arising from below, even be forced through

other higher cells which are capable of liltration.

Naturally the rising current of

sap thus generated follows the line of the least resistance;

where

this action terminates

is

the fluid will emerge from these pores in the form of drops.

not only in

country

if

many

if

then the cell-tissue

perforated by canals ending in pores on the surface,

This actually happens

large-leaved Aroids, but also in plants growing in the open

the air which jjasses over the leafy parts above the ground be very

humid, and the

soil in

which the roots are buried proportionately warm. In manj
may be seen issuing from the thin-

plants with succulent foliage, drops of water

and pores of the leaves when the almost saturated air becomes cooled
after sunset, while the soil, round about the absorbent roots, having been exposed
walled

all

cells

the day to the sun's rays, retains

its

higher temperature.

Young

lilades of

corn have rows of such drops, which look exactly like dewdrops, and have often
This extrusion of water from the leaves can easily be
by placing the plants in a saturated atmosphere, and at the
same time slightly warming the earth round the roots. There is no doubt that
the sap which exudes from the leaf-pores originates in the nutritive soil, and is
taken up by the absorbent cells of the root; from these the vessels and cells of
the main root and stem, through which the sap can filter, carry it up to the leaves.
been mistaken for them.

produced

If,

artificially

therefore,

we

cut across a stem a

little

distance above the ground,

the sap, which has already accomplished half
the cut surface;
of

i.e.

we

shall

which mention has already been made.

from such a cut surface

is

in

its

see the remarkaljle

many

made use

phenomenon

The quantity

of

cases astoundingly great.

called "weeping",

sap which flows

In Java certain

damp woods,

are

The watery sap flows so abundantly
a very short time it will fill a glass, and forms a cool and

of as vegetable springs.

from a cut branch that in

shall see

journey, welling up as drops on

Cissus plants, belonging to the family of lianes and living in
actually

we
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Many

refreshing beverage.

Araliacese also furnish a sap

native Indian genera which are used as
received the

name

Some

for drinking.

tit

vegetable wells have on this account

of "plant springs" (Phytocrene,

e.g. P. ffigardca and bracteata).
Agave ainericana, an American plant which is
cultivated in European gardens under the name of the "hundred years' aloe", be
cut across, in twenty-four hours about 365 grammes, and in a week more than
2500 grammes of sap will flow out. This exudation continues for four to five
months, and a vigoi-ous Agave will produce in this time as mucli as 50 kilogrammes

If

young

the

flower-stalk of

of sap, which will ferment, since

and

is

The quantity

called " pulque".

A

it

contains both sugar and albuminous substances,

indeed used by the Americans in the preparation of an intoxicating drink
of sap

branch 2i cm. thick, cut across

over 5

kil.

of sap.

1^^

which exudes from vines

m. above

tlie

obtained,

also very gi-eat.

ground, produced within a week

In a week, from the cut stem of a rose, more than

From maples and bii-ches a proportionately
when the trunks are cut about a metre above

exuded.

is

large

amount

was

1 kil.

of sap can be

The sap which

the ground.

flows from species of maple contains pure crystallizable sugar, and in some North

American

species this is present in such

abundance that

was found

it

to be

worth

while to collect the sap, at least in former times.
It

should be noticed that the volume of the exuded sap

is

in all these cases

greater than the volume of the root together with that of the stump of the stem

from which the sap

is

forced out, and this

is

a proof that

it

does not consist only of

the water which was contained in the root and stem stump at the time of cutting,

but that there

is

a continual

upward current

and that the absorbent

of sap,

the roots, for a long time after the operation, continue to

cells of

draw up water from

their

environment.

An

ingenious experiment was performed at the beginning of last century in

order to ascertain the amount of pressure

by means

the cut svirface of the vine and other stems.

A

of

which the sap

is

forced fron»

vine stem M'ithout branches and

about the thickness of one's finger was cut across in the spring at a height of about

80 cms. above the ground, and on the root-stock was fixed a glass tube with a
double bend, in such a

way

that one end fitted exactly over the cut surface of the

stump, and the tube was then
wliich welled

few days

it

By

with mercurj\

actually reached a height of 856

mercury 760 mm. high
of the earth, or of a

pressure

filled

the pressure of the sap

from the cut surface the mercur\- was forced up the

is

mm.

The weight

tuTie,

and

equal to that of a column of air as high as the atmosphere

is

forced out of the vine

is

considerably greater than the

weight of one atmosphere, or of a column of water of the height mentioned.
it

a

column of water about 103 m. high, and consequent!}- the

hy which the sap

these data

in

colunm of

of a

From

has been estimated that the sap can be raised through 11 '6 m. by the

pressure originating in the absorbent cells of the root.

The pressure

is

naturally

greatest in the lower portions of a stem, and gradually diminishes towards the

higher regions: the ascending current of sap to which
uniform, but shows daily, and even hourlj^ fluctuations.

it

gives rise

is

also not

Moreover, the quantitj^ of

TRANSPIRATION.
sap exuded, neglecting these said fluctuations,

and then becomes gi-adually
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greatest soon after the stem

is

is cut,

outflow ceases entirely with the

less until finally the

death of the stump.

The magnitude

of the pressure,

absorptive power of the

The

cells,

and the quantity of the sap

vary with the circumstances of the plants considered.

pressui'e appears to be greatest in species of vine,

already remarked,

will support the

it

In the stem of the Foxglove

in the vine stem, as

354 mm.;

is

high.

mm.

poppy stem 212 mm.;
the White Mulberry tree 12
in the

In the majority of herbaceous plants this pressure

high.

mm.

equals the pressure of a coliamn of mercury 461

it

stem of a bean 159 mm.; and in the trunk of

in the

and

weight of a column of mercury 856

high; in the stem of the nettle the column

mm.

up by the

foi'ced

is

quite sufiicient to

drive the sap from the root- tips up to the leaves and top of the stem; but this

is

not the case %vith leafy trees and pines, with palms and creeping and climbing

Although watery

plants.

a height of

and the leaves of such
high; and

tlie

can be raised according to the above calculation to

fluid

m. by root-pressure, there

11 "6

trees

and climbing

question which presents

is still

a great distance between this level

plants,

which may be as much as 160 m.

carried to the higher regions from this level to

may

It

be supposed that

which the water

driven,

is

By

itself is this:

which

wliat

raised

it is

means is the sap
by root-pressure ?

are present at the various heights in the stem to

cells

which act in a manner similar

cells

which actively absorb, whose

tion,

and which therefore are able

cell-wall

to force

to those of the root;

on one side only slightly

up

tlie

sap a

little

higher.

the following experiments seem to support such a suj^position.

branch he cut from the middle portion of a

tree,

i.e.

resists filtra-

The

results of

If a piece

of a

and the lower end be peeled and

placed in water, sap wiU flow out from the upper cut surface with considerable

The same thing occurs when a

force.

leafy branch

is

placed in water so that

leaves are submerged, while the upper cut piece of the branch projects a good

In this case the

out of

tlie

cells.

However, even

water.

levels of the plant
this

if,

as

is

cells of

way

the leaves must function as the absorptive

probable, parenchymatous cells are to be found at all

stem behaving exactly like the absorptive

arrangement would scarcely

suffice in all cases to cai-ry

Atmospheric pressure as well as the rarefaction of the
the stem during the

its

summer have been made

current of the sap, and this role

may

air

the root,

cells of

the sap to

its

destination.

observed in the vessels of

use of in explaining the

upward

actually belong to these factors; but all these

mechanical powers are quite overshadowed by that one which has been termed by
botanists " Transpiration".

TRANSPIRATIOK
By

transjii ration of plants

surrounding air

—

briefly

and

we mean

the act of giving

off"

aqueous vapour to

escapes from the cells of the plant which are in contact with the

air,

the formation

of these cells being specially adapted to the process of evaporation, just as
Vol.

I.

tlie

Vapour

in plain terms, the perspiring of plants.

it is

18

given
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from moist inorganic bodies and exposed

off

Of the materials which are

liquids.

held in solution in the sap of plants, only those which have the property of passing

from the

iluiil

to the gaseous condition, at the

same temperature which transforms

water into water-vapour, can evaporate with this
behind, and the natural consequence

more concentrated.

the others I'emain

that the sap in the transpiring cells becomes

is

which contains

If water,

AH

fluid.

of sugar, organic acids, nitric, sulphuric

in solution

and phosphoric

extremely small quantities

and

acids,

salts of potassium,

and iron, be set to evaporate slowly in a shallow dish, it will gradually
come about that only a thin layer of fluid is left on the bottom of the dish; but this
calcium,

now

of the sugar, organic acids,

i.e.

of

seen to consist of a very concentrated solution of the substances mentioned;

is

and the various

such a concentrated solution,

liquid condition

from

its

ing

it

it

salts.

In the same

way

up.

If

cell,

that

is

of exhaling water, the condition of equilibrium

However, the balance

to say, of suck-

from the neighliouring

cell.

between them

and the

cell

of water, takes

up

natui-ally tends to be restored,

by the evaporation

whose sap has become more concentrated
fluid

cell in

two adjacent cells contain sap of the same density, whilst only one of

will be destroyed.

watery

the contents of a

more concentrated by evaporation, and thus obtain the

of abstracting water from the environment of the

them has the power

Now

picture a chain of cells containing

abundance of sap connected with one another by
filter,

It has also all the properties

has the power of sucking in water in the

surroundings.

20ntact with the air become

power

i.e.

cell-walls

through which

and let them be so an-anged that only the uppermost

member

fluid

can

of the chain

is

having become

in contact with the atmospheric air.

The sap

concentrated by evaporation will

of all exert a suction on the cell immediately

first

of this

uppermost

cell

As fluid is withdrawn from this second cell, its sap also undergoes concenand in consequence produces suction on the third cell, the third in like
manner on the fourth, the fourth on the fifth, &c., passing from above downwards.
In this way innumerable compensating currents are set up between the adjoining

below.

tration,

cells,

which, however, never lead to true e(|uilibrium as long as evaporation con-

tinues in the cell in contact with the

air,

but combine together to form a single

ascending stream.

Such a current actually

exists in all living plants

portions above the ground and in contact with the

are

embedded in a damp nutritious

Current.

Its source is the fluid

soil.

which evaporate from the

air, \\hile

their lower extremities

This has been termed the Transpiration

which has been drawn from the earth by the

absorptive colls and brought within the sphere of the living cells of the plant;

may

retain for this fluid the old

and very appropriate name "crude" or

"

we

raiv sap".

and destination are determined by the position of the evaporating cells,
path
is
through the wood, which in ti"ee-trunks is inserted as a huge layer
and its
between the bark and the pith; in lesser stems it passes through the bundles and
Its direction

cells and vessels which traverse them, being connected, deep under
by
groups
of parenchymatous cells, with the absorptive cells of the
the ground,
young rootlets, or with the hyphae of the mycelial mantle, which replace the

strands of

woody

TRANSPIRATION.
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absorptive cells (beech, &c.).
the

"

veins

" of

These bundles pass above into the leaves, forming there

the leaf-blade, which spread out into an extremelj^ fine network of

tiny strands, and terminate quite close to the evapt)rating cells on the surface.

wood

the

actually t'onns the conducting tissue of

transpiration current

tlie

That

is satis-

by the existence of old trees whose trunks have long been
lioUow, whose pith is disintegrated and fallen away, and which have also been deprived of bark around their base. In the olive plantations at Lake Garda, one of
which is reproduced in figure (JO, many trees are to be seen in which the lower part
of the trunk is not onlj' hollow and without bark, but is also often tunnelled and
factorily demonstrated

split, so

projjs,

stilts.
The only
by means of these
below and are composed entirely of

that the upper part of the tree looks as

communication between the

soil

if it

were raised on

and the upper part of the

which are continuous with

tlie

roots

tree is

woody cells and vessels. And yet these olive-trees are still vigorous, putting out
new branches and leaves every year, and blossoming and producing fruit; and
they derive their necessary food from the ground by sujiplies which have no other
upward path than the wood of these pi'ops.
Moreover, by repeated experiments it has been proved tliat the bundles of woody
cells and vessels which are united together into a woody cylinder, inserted between
the pith and the cortex in the trunks and stems of trees and shrubs, serve as conductors of the transpiration current.

If a ring of cortex is

of a leafy plant, whose leaves are transpiring in dry

air,

removed from the stem
and are supplied with

water from below by the transpiration current, this flow of sap to the leaves will
not be interrupted, and the leaves remain firm and tense.

But

as soon as a piece of

the

wood

tlie

cortex be left entire, the flow to the leaves stops immediately, and they become

is

removed or the above-mentioned strands are cut

tlirough, even

and hang down in a withered condition.
The cellular formations of the wood and strands, which function

though

flaccid

ductors of the crude nutritive sap to
cells

and

organs

air,

chaiid)ers,

—

on an average

1

eitlier

mm.
by

lono-

"

fig.

10^ and

in proportion to their width,

The wood-cells are elongated

tracheides".

and O'05-O'l nnn. broad, and

their walls are

reticulate or annular bands, or spiral tlireads project-

ing slightly from the inner wall into the lumen, or

are represented in

wood-

it

and the wood-cells

unequally thickened,

—as already mentioned

was believed that they were analogous to the respiratory
tracheae
of insects; therefore these wood- vessels were also

and

—the so-called

called "trachefe",

are

Formerly the idea was held that these structures served for

%uood-vessels.

the passage of

tlie leaves,

as the con-

fig. 10".

which

is

by

so-called bordered

jjits,

whicli

The wood-vessels are tubular, and very long
never more than a fraction'of a millimetre:

they extend uninterrupteilly through stalks, brandies, leaves, perhaps even through
the entire plant from the root-tip to the crown.

Thc'y are composed of rows of cells

whose separation walls have been broken down.

The walls

of the wood-vessels

exhibit similar thickenings to those of the wood-cells or tracheides.

cliambers and tubes of

tlie

wood, with their bordered

pits

When

the

and projecting bands, are

fully developed, the living protoplasm whicli carried on the building forsakes the
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in fully formed wood-cells and vessels living
They must be regarded in a certain sense as
dead structures, for they have no further power of growth, and the reciprocal
pressure of wall and contents observable in absorptive cells and other cell-cavities
occupied by living protoplasm, which has been termed "turyescence", is never seen

scenes of

its activity,

aud consequently

protoplasmic contents are wanting.

in them.

In the walls of the wood-cells as well as of the vessels, woodj' material (Lignin)
is

It appears to be in consequence of this that

deposited.

they are

much

less

The

capable of swelling than are cell-walls which consist chiefly of cellulose.

amount

of sap

lignified walls,

small.

On

which presses

its

way

in

between the groups of molecules of the

and with which these walls are saturated,

is

the other hand, of course, this imbibed sap

is

also comparatively verj'

conducted much more

quickly through the lignitied walls of the

cell chambers and tubes than through nonup by the intei-molecular stream through the
woody walls of the cells and vessels than by the ascension of the raw nutritive sap
in the interior of the wood-cells and tubes.
If no evaporation is going on from the

lignified walls.

More

fluid is carried

leaves, or if this is only

veiy

slight, the vessels

aud

become

cells

soon as transpiration becomes active, part of the sap
supplies do not arrive quickly

enough a limited amount of

which of course must be in a very
which oppose

its

septate vessels than through the

through the
verse walls.

latter, to

i-arefied

The passage

entrance.

is

much

filled

As

with sap.

taken up, and

fresh

if

air can get in temporarily,

condition on account of the obstacles

of the sap

shorter

quicker through the non-

is

woody

the transpiring leaves, must

filter

cells.

The sap on

way

its

through innumerable trans-

This filtration will of course be materially helped by the bordered pits

with which the wood-cells are so regularly provided; for the extremely delicate

membrane which

is

stretched between the

two

cavities of such an apparatus at

rate allows the sap to pass through very easily.

clack-valves,

and they

The bordered

appear to regulate the sap-stream, though the

also

any

pits are exactly like

way

in

which they do this is not yet completely understood. The nearer the path of the
raw sap appi'oaches to the spots in which evaporation is being carried on, the greater
is

the

number

of cells in the sap-conducting strands, while the vessels in the

become fewer and fewer.

The termination

of the whole sap-conducting apparatus

consists entirely of cells

whose walls are

Between

and the transpiring

this termination

same

stiffened
cells

by

spiiul

bands on the

some parenchymatous

inside.

cells

with

it must again be insisted,
and chambers composing the sap-conducting apparatus have no living-

living protoplasmic cell-contents are interposed, whereas,

the tubes

protoplasm in their interior.

The whole mechanism

for the transmission of the

raw

nutritive sap

may

be con-

sidered as a system of tubes and chambers jjrovided with clack-valves, into which

the fluid taken

up by the absorbent

ducted to the transpiring

cells of

root-cells is forced,

the place of the green leaves in leafless branches.
of cells at certain levels, as

it

and through which

it is

con-

the green leaves or of the green cortex, which takes

This does not exclude the activity

were at intermediate stages of the road traversed by
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tlie

which have the power of invigorating

current,

necessary, and also of lessening

it

tiie

stream, of hastening

under certain circumstances.

that in case of need fluid nourishment in

tlie

Also

higher regions of the stem

it

if

arranged

it is

may

reach

the leaves hy side paths.

The

cells

which by means of the exhalation

of aqueous

vapour into the atmos-

phere originates the transpiration-current are, as already mentioned, not far from the
In some mosses they are freely ex-

terminations of the sap-conducting apparatus.

posed to the

In the PolytrichaceiB and several other mosses (Barbida aloides,

air.

ambigua, riglda) they form short chains of

cells like strings of pearls, or

projecting from the grooved concave upper surface of the tiny leaves (see

Again,

among

the liverwoi"ts are forms,

e.g.

large characteristic air-chambers in the

On

(51 ^).

bands

fig.

61

-).

Marchantia polymorpha, which contain

body

of their gi-een leaf-like thallus

(fig.

the floor of this chamber are green cells which are so gi-ouped together

iilll IIJ

Fig.
1

61.— Transpiriug

Cells.

Vertical seütion through an air-chamber of the Liverwort Marchantia polymorpha; x300.
a leaf of the Moss Barbnla aloides; x380.

as to remind one of the shape of the Prickly Pear (Opiintia).
thin-walled,

and

is

it

from them that water

is

''

Vertical section through

These green

evaporated.

They

cells are

are not quite

freely exposed, like those of the mosses mentioned above, since the roof of the

chamber, composed of transparent

cells, is

extended over them: a chimnej'-shaped

open through the roof of each chamber bj' which the watervapour given off" from the opuntia-like cells can escape. These Marchantias furnish
a transitional form between the freely exposed transpiring cells on the upper surface
passage, however,

is left

of the leaf of the moss and those of flowering plants.

In flowering plants the

transpiring cells are situated as a rule in the interior of the green leaves, and also
in the green coi'tex of leafless branches, forming a part of that gi-een tissue which

has been termed chlorenchyma, or

Leaves

may

when

in the leaves, m€so}ihyll.

be described as consisting of

cells filled

with leaf-green, or chloro-

and joined into layers above one another so as to
containing abundance of sap; this green tissue pierced

phyll, placed closely together

form a

soft

mass of

tissue

by the branched water-conducting strands
tissue mass; the

in

many

places

w^hose ultimate divisions terminate in the

whole surrounded and shut in by a firm

by stomata.

purpose of conducting

away

cuticle

which

is

perforated

Cellular passages are also regularly arranged for the

the organic materials manufactured in the green

cells,

whilst groups of cells for the support of the whole, ser\nng as beams, strengthening
props,

and the

like,

are placed at definite points.
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In most thin membraneous leaves
constructed, and the difference

is

tlie

upper and under sides are difterently

not confined only to the cuticle, but

is

also plainly

The green cells below the epidermis on the upper
have the form of prisms, cjdinders, or short tubes, and are arranged

recognizable in the green tissue.
side of the leaf

very regularly in ranks and
tribe,

they

lie

In the leaves of plants belonging to the

files.

with their long axes

pai-allel to

lily

the surface; but in most other plants

these cylindi'ical cells have their smaller side directed to the surface, and stand side

by

side like palisades,

these jialLsade-cells,

another stratum of

and bordering on the epidermis

of the

much looser texture (see
crammed witJi chlorophyll, and

cells of

under layer are not so

a

Fig.
>

Below

with only very narrow air-passages between them.

fig.

under side of the
62

The

^ ).

thei-efore

leaf, is

cells of this

appear a lighter

62.— Spongy lissue.

- Spongy tissue In leaf of Daphne Latireola. — I'he epiilerniis ami
upper side of the leaf are removed. The epidermis of the under side of the leaf, with its stomata,
can be seen through the spaces in the spongy tissue; x320.

Vertical section through leaf of Franciscea eximia.
palisaile cells of the

green than the palisade-cells.

In shape they are

elliptical,

rounded, angular, sinuous,

or generally very irregular; usually they possess protuberances which project in
various dii-ections, and they are so arranged that the outgrowths of adjoining cells

come

into contact with one another.

stretching out their

It looks as if the

arms and extending

their

neighbouring

cells

were

hands to one another, and consequently

many-armed cells ". When several adjoining stellate
cells are connected together in the manner just described so as to form a tissue,
lacunEe and passages are seen in the tissue, which are broken through by the joined
arms of neighbouring cells as if by pillars, couplings, and bridges. The whole tissue
these cells have been called "

has the loose perforated appearance of a bath sponge, and

spongy

tissue, or

spongy jKcrenchynui

This spongy tissue

is

(see

fig.

is

called accordingly

62-).

the proper place for transpii'ation.

Nowhere

else in the

plant are the conditions governing this process so well fulfilled as just here.
surfaces of the cells are rendered large in proportion to their size

The

by their out-

growths; and they impinge as far as possible on the larger or smaller lacunaj,
gaps,

and passages

filled

with

air,

which

all

communicate with one another, thus

constituting an unmistakable ventilating system.

Since the spongy parenchyma in the leaves described does not

lie

freely exposed,
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but

is

shut off froua the atmosphere by a firm cuticle tlirougli which water-vapour
difficulty, the

can only penetrate with great

aqueous vapour which

is

exhaled by

the branched and other cells of this parenchyma would saturate the lacunae, and

There must, therefore, be -a

further cvapoi-ation would be thereby prevented.

direct comuiuuicatiou with the outer air surrounding the leaf; the epidermis of the

must possess apertures through which the water-vapour can

leaf

escape.

The already

repeatedly mentioned stomata are to be looked upon as such apertures.

Stomata
all

divides

arise in this

it

two

into

in a particular epidermal cell a partition wall first of

way;

This cell-wall

cells.

and the

splits,

cleft widens,

forming

a short canal which pierces the epidermis, and constitutes a connection between the
outer air and the air-containing lacunce in the interior of the
is

and the two

called the pore of the stoma,

These two

cells.

cells regulate

cells

which border

cells of

are termed

it

the outrush of aqueous vapour,

which has been excreted by the thin-walled

Tliis short canal

leaf.

yuard

of that vapour

i.e.

the spongy parenchyma, and

passed into the adjoining passages in the interior of the

leaf.

That cavity which

placed immediately beneath the narrow, short canal of the stoma, and

by passages with other spaces further within the green

is

is

connected

tissue of the leaf, is

termed

the respiratory cavity.

The number

of the stomata or transpiration-pores

the leaf varies very considerably.
1 sq.

mm.

In the leaves of cabbages {Brassica oleracca) in

and on the under side over 700.
of the under side, over

of the upper surface there are nearly 400,

In the leaves of the olive-tree, on the

same extent of surface

On

Succulent plants have remarkably few stomata.

600.

of the House-leek (Seinpervivum tectorum)

acre) only 10-20 are to be met with.
of surface,

oak

which pierce the epidermis of

leaf,

and

1 sq.

mm.

of the leaves

of the yellow Stone-crop {Scchvm

In the majority of

cases,

on a similar extent

The under side of an
They are in most
stomata.

between 200 and 300 stomata are to be found.

50

sq.

cms. in area, showed over

two

million

cases scattered fairly uniformly over the surface of the leaf; on the leaves of grasses

and

pines, as well as

on the green stalks of the

horsetails, thej^

form straight

regular rows which run longitudinally; on the leaves of some species of saxifrage

(Saxifraga sarmentosa, japonica, &c.) they appear crowded together in small
isolated groups; and on the leaves of the Begonia they are generally to be seen side

by

side in pairs.

overlies

Obviously they are principally developed just where the epidermis

spongy parenchyma, and as in the majority of cases

situated towards the under side of the leaf, the greater

found on this
In most

number

this

parenchyma

is

of stomata are to be

side.

flat

membraneous

and one towards the

earth,

being restricted to the under

which have one side directed towards the skj'
stomata are entirely wanting on the upper surface,
leaves,

side.

An

exception to this

flat leaves which float on the surface of water,

e.g.

is

aflbrded

hy the

orbicular

those of the floating Pond-weed

(Potamogeton natans), of the Frogbit (Hydrocharis morsics-rancc), and of the
These are covered with stomata on the
w-ater-lilies {Nymplia:a, Nuphar, Victoria).
upper

side,

while on the lower

side,

which

is

in contact

with the water, stomata are
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entirely absent.

On

the upright leaves of flags, asphodels, auiaryllis, and various

other bulbous plants, and on the vertical leaf-like structures (phyl lodes) of the

Australian acacias, as well as on some of the needle -like leaves of conifers, the

stomata occur on both sides in almost equal number.
other plants, having, in
altering

the

position

common with

of

their

the mimosas, the characteristic faculty of

leaflets

stomata are found on both sides of the

In the mimosas and various

when

externally,

stimulated

numerous

leaf.

The length of
stomates varies between 002 and 0'08 mm., the breadth between 001 and 0'08 mm.
Pines, orchids, lilies, and grasses have the largest stomata; water-lilies, olives, and
Most stomata are

elliptical

when

open; rarely circular or linear.

some fig-trees, the smallest.
The stomata in the epidermis, the passages and

cavities

below them into which

the thin-walled cells of the green tissue evaporate water, and the sti'ands through

which the sap

is

conducted from the roots to the green

tion with one another like the various parts of a machine.

mechanism helps and depends upon the

is

immediate result of the common
is

brought by the

In the main, therefore, the result obtained by

absorptive roots into the plant.
transpiration

others, the

in connec-

Each portion of the

elevation of tliat nutritive fluid which

work being always the

work

tissue, all

the same as that which root-pressure aims

at,

and

it

might be

thought (taking for granted the truth of the above statement) that either rootpressure or transpiration

is

superfluous.

Or perhaps

transpiration and root-pressure

work in a complementary manner together. Perhaps the conditions between the
two forces are so arranged that the fluid taken in by the absorptive cells from the
nutritive soil is forced up to a certain level by root-pressure, and from thence is
promoted to still higher levels by means of transpiration? This would suggest a
comparison with the raising of water from a spring situated in a valley-basin surrounded and shut in by mountains. In the depth of the basin exists underground

water which

is

fed

by the subterranean supply coming from the mountains.

Ac-

cording to the pressure of this supply, the water in the lower eai-th-strata of the

This pressure

basin rises to a certain height.

is

not strong enough, however, to

drive the water to the surface of the basin, and in order that
is

necessary to employ a pump, which will reach

which
diflfers

is

in

saturated

by the underground

summer and

winter.

neighbouring mountains, which

It

down

it

depends also

reach

this, it

to that stratum of earth

But the level
upon the amount of

water.

may undergo

may

this

water

rainfall

on the

of

In some years the

great fluctuations.

underground water in the spring has almost risen to the upper opening; at other
times only the deepest strata of the valley-basin contain water. The pump, by

which the water has to be

raised,

must be constructed with

all

these possibilities in

must be so regulated that the absorbent action is felt as far down as the
deepest position which the underground water is known to take.
Transpiration beha\es in like manner in the portions of a plant above ground,
and its action on the fluid food taken in by the roots may be compared with that of
view, and

a suction-pump.

It

would be a quite inadequate arrangement

if

the sucking action
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by transpiration could only reach down to the highest level attained by
the water which has been forced up V)y root-pressure, and precautions mast be
taken that, in case of the abatement of the root-pressure, water would be raised
from the lower positions up to the transpiring cells, and that under certain condi-

proiluced

tions the action of transpii'atiou should reach even to the absorbent cells at the
It has been shown by experiments
summer more water by transpiration than

root-tips.

the

pressure,
is

that plants with large leaves lose in
forced

is

leaves through the stem as far as the root-tips.

many

plants, just

when
little

the most active evaporation

sap

is

forced into the stem

of a vine be cut aci'oss in the height of

into the stem

by

root-

The conclusion drawn from this
makes itself felt down from the
It has also been shown that in

and yet the leaves do not become faded.

that at certain times the effect of transpiration

none, or only very

up

is

by

taking place in the leaves,

summer, when the

unfolded some time and are transpiring actively, no

If the

root-pressure.

gi-een leaves

" teai's "

stem

have been

are seen on the cut

The vessels contain rarefied air
and water can be sucked through the stump by the vessels even in the

surface of the stump, no drops are pressed out.

but no sap,

direction of the root.

Let us pause here in order to get a clear idea of the relations between transpiration

and root-pressure.

Given the conditions for an abundant evaporation from

the aerial poi'tions of a plant

while that of transpiration
the sap.

If,

is

air,

water, and an appropriate
is

diminished,

and governs the whole of the movement of

—

—

up the sap

which i-emain

if

the air

very damp, or

is

if

the branches of

then root-pressure comes into play, and, supported by

with absorbent contents which

and replace

dry

on the other hand, the conditions for evaporation from the aerial por-

the plant are not yet in leaf

force

faii'ly

—then the action of root-pressure

increased,

tions of the plant are unfavourable

cells

a

i.e.

development of transpiring surface

occiu- in the

to the tops of trees

and

So

leafless all the winter.

higher regions of the plant, can

to the highest shoots of vine-branches

far, therefore,

root-pressure can supersede

a fact of great importance in places where the air

transpii'ation,

is

sometimes very damp, and in countries where the trees and lianes shed their leaves
in

autumn; at the commencement

yet put out their new
spiring surface.

It is

foliage,

of the next period of vegetation they

and therefore do not possess a

very probable that in the autumn, when preparing for the

winter, certain cells in trees

and

lianes provide themselves

of which in the coming spring they

This would also partly exjslain

a

strong

upward current

that the water
long,

A

is

have not

sufficiently large tran-

how

of sap

it

may

with materials by means

exercise a very strong sucking action.

comes about that in the spring there

in the still leafless trees

is

such

and vine branches, and

conducted up even to the topmost shoots of lianes 100 metres

which have shed

all

their leaves in the previous autumn.

perfect substitute for transpiration in the form of the pressure produced

the absorbent cells

is

by

seen in moulds, in the already-mentioned dry-rot fungus, and

generally in leafless cryptogams:
gi-een leaves nor stomata,

and

possibly also in those orchids possessing neither

in other

humus

plants (saprophytes) such as the
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Monofropa, mentioned earlier

mycelium

On

of fungi.

leaves, a complete

which stands

on,

such a peculiar relation to the

in

the other hand, in most green flowering plants which bear

replacement of transpiration, continuing for a long time,

Experience has shown that gi-een leafy plants,

advantage.

when kept

is

not an

for a long

while in an atmosphere saturated with vapour, cease to grow and become unhealthy;

This happens even

they lose their leaves, and at length succumb altogether.

the

if

amount of light, the temperature of the atmosphere and of the earth, the composition and humidity of the .soil, in short, if all the other conditions of life are the
It follows

most favourable that can be imagined for the plants in question.
this that it is not

whether

it is

how

immaterial to leafy plants

drawn up by

transpires, water, in the

transpiration, or forced

form of vapour

only,

is

from

the sap reaches the leaves,

up by

If the leaf

root-pressure.

given off to the atmosphere

;

the

all

materials which have been brouoht in solution from below to the leaves remain

behind in the

cells of

the pores of the leaves

the

by

leaf.

If,

on the other hand,

root-pressure, salts, sugar,

fluid

water

is

pressed from

and other compounds are always

to be found in the exuded drops, having passed through the cell-wall in solution in

the water.

\Mien

it is

a question of secreting sugar as a

or salts for a protective covering,

up, but is on the contrary a fundamental part of the
If this is not the case,

and

if

means

of alluring insects,

such an exudation cannot advantageously be given

economy

of the

whole

plant.

materials which have a part to perform in the leaf

by

the formation of organic substances are exuded with the drops of water, and the

drops falling from the surface of the plant trickle to the ground, there
material,

is loss

of

to the advantage, but rather to the detriment,

which does not contribute

of the organism.

The

signitication of transpiration

tion not only is water brought
plant,

but nutritive

is

be explained in this way.

By

transpira-

from below to the more highly situated parts of the

salts in solution are also

branches and leaves which
ascended water

may

conducted to the green tissue of those

are exposed to light

only used as a

which have been taken from the

medium
soil

and

air.

The greater part

of the

for the transmission of mineral salts,

When

into the plant.

it

has reached the

leaves, most of the water evaporates into the atmosphere, while the salts conducted

by

it

into the green tissue remain behind, in order to take part in the chemical

changes by which organic compounds are manufactured out of the raw materials.

These

salts are indispensable here,

corresponding degree.

and

transjjiration is therefore also necessary in a

Without transpiration,

it

would be impossible that

whose green branches and leaves are surrounded by
before

all

other plants on account of their superior

air,

size,

could be properly nourished

CJnsequently transpiration must be regarded as one of
processes of terrestrial plants.

plants,

or that trees, which rank

tlie

most important

life-
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of accelerating transpiration.

— Maintenance

of a free

passage for aqueous vapour.
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do not transpire; therefore they do not require

A(pi,atic plants

largest

Floridese

eitlier

vascular

Neither trees nor shrubs grow under water, and even the

bundles or stomata.

and the most gigantic sea-wracks have no wood nor stomata.

These structures are on the other hand very important for land plants, and in these

When

they are developed in extraordinary variety.

humidity and temperature of the

What

surprising.

one considers how much the

those very conditions which influence the

continually changing,

are

transpiration of plants,

air,

diversity

tliis

not really

is

endless series of gradations there are between the

damp

a tropical estuary, and the arid wastes in the interior of large continents
varieties of temperature in the different zones

changing seasons; what

differences,

and regions

of the earth,

I

air of

What

and in the

even in a narrow space in a single small valley,

between the conditions of moisture of the air and ground in the deptlis of a shady
glen,

and on the sunny, rocky

slopes!

In the one place the air

is

so saturated with

water- vapour that even evaporation cannot take place from exposed pieces of water,

much

then from plants; in the other

less

plants can hardly suck

will

is

much

to

is

so strong that

compensate for the water

In the former case contrivances must be devised

promote transpiration as much as

important that too

and the sun

so dry

up enough from the ground

evaporated from their surface.

which

it

possible; in the latter, however,

evaporation, which would cause the drying

it

is

up and death

of the plant, should be prevented.

One

of

the most important ways of increasing transpiration consists in the

development of

many

cells

extent with the atmospheric
of vapour can be exhaled

whose surface
air,

from them.

not rendered

of air to these cells

is

of these cell-groups,

which help

It is

Further,

difficult,

it

is

of importance that the access

and that as great a portion as possible

in transpiration, are reached

leaf, in

contact with the

vapour, directly to the atmosphere.

by the rays

of the sun.

air,

air,

oft"

unlimited water, in the form of

cells,

whieli

ai-e

directly in contact with

are almost always rather thicker than the inner and side walls; moreover,

the outer wall
" cuticle

give

In plants possessing leaves provided with

stomata, the outer walls of the ejjidermal

",

is ovei'laid

by the already repeatedly mentioned

through which water-vapour can pass only with

ferns, especially in the tree-ferns, wliich

traversed

warm

in contact to the greatest possible

only in the delicate-leaved mosses, which have no stomata, that the whole of

the cells of a

the

is

and which are so organized that water in the form

air,

by streams

grow

in

covering, termed

difficult}'.

In tropical

narrow wind-sheltered

ravines,

and which spread out their fronds in the still, damp,
the outer walls are so thin and delicate, and are covered bj- a cuticle of
of water,
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sinks only a few degrees below satura-

a transient sunbeam enters the ravine even for a short time, they

immediately give off water-vapour.

Apart from such
is

cases, the exhalation of

scarcely worth noticing;

Here are

parenchyma.

it

is

water-vapour from the superficial

almost entirely restricted to the

to be found, indeed,

First of

be accelerated, the green, spongy tissue

to

is

the spongy

very striking arrangements, which must

be regarded as contrivances for inci-easing transpiration.
transpiration

cells of

cells

where

all,

very strongly

is

developed, the air-containing lacunoe and passages, which peneti-ate the net-work of

branched

cells

like a maze, are enlarcjed

and numerous, and the

collective free

surface of all the air-bordered cells in the interior of the leaf has a

extent than the mere outer surface of the epidermis.

by damp warm

plants which are always surrounded

Brazilian Franciseea eximia, of which a section

the entire thickness

is

made up

of loose

is

many

62

fig.

^,

almost
it is

soon as the

cells of this tissue as

few degrees above that of

raised even to the extent of a

is

in those of the

e.g.

represented in

the moist surrounding air by the sunbeams falling upon

In

air,

much greater
many tropical

wide-meshed spongy parenchyma, and

evident that water will be exhaled from the

temperature of the leaf

In the leaves of

it.

such plants which urgently require a help to transpiration on account

of their situation, the cavities of the spongy parenchyma are extraordinarily enlarged

and widened at certain points where the greatest numljer

The

of stomata are developed.

between such places and other parts of the

difference in appearance

having

leaf

dense spongy parenchyma can indeed be recognized by the unaided vision.

In such

a leaf looked at from above, the large-meshed portions of the spongy parenchyma

appear as lighter spots in the dark-green grounding; the leaf

with white.

This

is

not only the case with

many

is

flecked

and marked

plants of damp, tropical forests,

but also in those of temperate zones, such as species of the genus Cyclamen,
Galeohdolon luteum, the Lungwort {Pulmonaria oß.cinalis), and frequently also in

Hepatica

triloba, if

they grow in very shady places on the

It must, of course, not be forgotten that all the
leaves,

which have been named

damp ground

of a forest.

white spots and markings of green

collectively "variegations", are not

due to this cause.

In those nettle-like plants, known as Baihmerias, the white spots on the central
part of the leaf lamina are caused
cells,

by

peculiar groups of crystals in the epidei-mal

the so-called cystoUths, which reflect the light; in some Piperacese they are

due to groups of epidermal
palisade

cells

are absent;

formation of aqueous

cells

in

tissue,

which are

filled

with

air,

other plants, again, they

and below which the

may

be caused by the

a structure which will be discussed

later.

In

many

of those plants with variegated leaves, which are so extensively cultivated for

purposes of decoration, the variegation
pathological,
Since, as
light

and

is

number

it is

of

not normal, but must be considered as

no way connected with

we know by

and warmth,

I'estricted

in

is

trausj^iration.

experience, transpiration of green leaves

evidently an advantage for

sunbeams can obtain

all

is

increased

by

those plants to wliich only a

access, if their leaf-blades are

very large
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and have

.such

the

The

full.

a form arid position that the .small .supply of light can be utilized to
re.sultant action is just the

moderately illuminated, or
If this

argument

if

500

cells

same whether 1000 green

cells

are only

are illuminated by a light twice as strong.

will not aj^ply to all plants,

certainly fully applies to some, and

it

a fact that plants growing in damp, shady places are characterized by their

it is

comparatively large, thin, delicate

These

leaves.

are also spread

leaves

out

horizontally in such localities; they are smooth and not wrinkled; neither rolled

Suppose we enter a thick wood in the north temperate zone,

back nor bent up.

Germany.

jjerhaps in S.

By

the side of

delicate-leaved

ferns

grow

species of

Corydalis (Corydalis fabacea, solida, cava), together with species of Dentaria

mercuiy {Mercurialis perennis), Isopy-

(D. hulbifera, digitata, enneaphyllos), dog's

rum

thalictroides, bitter

Lunaria

vetch (Orohas vermis), woodruff (Asjirrula

rediviva, herb Paris (Paris quadrifolia), cuckoo-Tpint

spurge-laurel

(Daphne Mezereum), and many other

odorata),

(Arum rtiaculatum),
belonging to very

species

having the couuaon characteristic of possessing flattened
and no covering of hairs. If a Ijrook ripples through the shady wood,
growing on its banks will be found the yellow balsam (Impatiens nolltangere),
the broad-leaved garlic (Allium ursinw)n), Streptopus amplexifalius, and the
different families, but all

leaves

butter-burr (Petasites officinalis), with
their large, smooth, flat leaves.

found the largest

leaves.

its

huge

foliage, all

In such places in

S.

again characterized by

Germany

are generally to be

Those of the butter-burr attain to a length of over a metre,

and are almost a metre broad.

The fronds

of the

common

Ijracken-fern (Pterin

aquilina) are equally large in such situations; and on the ground in damp,

shadj''

alder woods, growing in comparatively cold mountain glens, another fern (Poly-

podium, cdpcstre)

is

to be

met with, whose frond

is

\h metres long.

But

thej' only

when growing in the situations described, in the damp
and shady woods. One would expect that under similar conditions

possess these extended leaves
air of

cool

outside the wood, the leaves would exhibit a more luxuriant growth, and would
larger size in consequence of the influence of a higher temperature;

attain to a

still

but this

not the case.

is

In the drier air and sunshine on the unshaded banks of a

rivulet, the leaves of the butter-burr are scarcely half as large as those

the neighbouring cold shady glen, from whose

dim

damp

cold,

air in the

size to

in

light the brooklet flows out into

the open country; and on sunny ground neither of the

even approximately reach that

growing

two a])ove-named

ferns will

which they grow when surrounded by the

depth of the alder wood.

This diflerence in the relative size of the lea\es of one and the same species,
according as to whether they grow in sunnj»^ places in dry

damp

air, is

becomes

Thus

by
are

or in shadj^ spots in

sometimes carried so far that the whole physiognomj'' of the plants

altered,

and they might easily be thought

species of Convallaria Polygonatiom,

rivulets,

rich

air,

show

growing

to belong to distinct species.
in

shady meadows watered

leaves at least three times as large as those which

damp earth on the steep sides of
warmed by the sun all the day.

rocks

down which water

grow on the

rushes,

where they

This comparison might be illustrated by
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numerous other plants of the flora of Central Europe, which are fsonietiuies to be
found ill damp, shady woods, sometimes in sunny fields; but the above examples
will suffice to

the smaller

demonstrate the fact that in shady places and

amount of

An

air, in spite

soil is less,

of

the

sunny places where they

leaves will, notwithstanding, have a greater size than in

are surrounded by a drier

damp

and even when the humidity of the

heat,

aii'.

apparent exception

is

when

to be found only

On

the tree-line in Alpine regions.

these plants are situated above

the sunny slopes of Monte Baldo, in Venetia, far

above the wood-line, Corydalis fabacea grows with the same luxuriance as in the

shady

and on one place on the Solstein chain, in
1800 metres above the sea, dog's mercury and Guleobdolon

forests of the lower hilly regions;

the Tyrol, at a height of

luteiun, species of valerian, spurge-laurel,

and ferns can be seen

rising above the

boulders with leaves as large as those growing in the shade of the woods below.

But

an apparent one.

this exception, as stated, is only

on Alpine heights flooded with

woods 1000 metres lower

the air

consequently,

air,

just as

is

For weeks the mist sways

in the valley.

around the heights, and the

down

light,

Where these plants flourish
damp as in the depth of the

is

Indeed, the fact that plants, which one

in the valley.

inhabiting the shady woods in the depth of the valley,

unshaded places with leaves of the same

size

like

grow

and shape as

is

absence of

Plants,

woods

accustomed to see

in Alpine regions on

before, is a proof that

the large size of their leaves in the dark woods of these lower places
tlie

drapeiy

certainly not drier than in the

not due to

is

but to the very moist condition of the air which prevails there.

light,

whether in the shade of the

forests, or

on the illuminated heights

of the

mountains, endeavour to compensate for the detrimental influence of the greater

humidity of the

by the formation

air

So far the increase of
helping transpiration.

Tliis

method

much more

in the tropics in a

of an extensive transpiring surface.

may

leaf surface

striking

Especially in the most characteristic

observed

how

air,

districts where, in

and how

in the temperate zones.

may

it

be

it is

that palms develop the largest leaves just in those

consequence of the air being saturated with aqueous vapour,

plants can only transpire with difficulty.
gigantic Gorypha umbraculifevd.

the spot by Ransonnet,

and

way than even

plant-structures of the tropics

intimately the size of the leaves corresponds to the conditions of

moisture of the

plants,

be considered absolutely as a means of

of increasing transpiration comes into action

is

its leaf-l:ila<les

In similar situations in
gigantic feathers.

The

given in

A

In the dampest parts of Ceylon grows the

copy of a drawing of this

fig.

63.

It towers

tree,

sketched on

above the tops of

all

other

are from 7 to 8 metres long, and 5 to 6 metres broad.

Bx-azil

the palm

Raphia

tcedigera spreads out its fronds like

petiole of this leaf alone is 4 to 5 metres long,

and the green

—

from 19 to 22 metres long and 12 metres broad the greatest
Others palms besides these
extent which has hitherto been observed in any leaf.
giants, whose fronds wave all the j'ear round in a damp atmosphere, are but
feather-like blade is

little

find

inferior to them.

room and

shelter,

Under one
and

if

leaf of

the Talipot ten persons can easily

the pinnate leaves of the Sago-palm be imagined
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propped up against the houses in the

streets of our towns, their tops would reach to
would be possible to climb up to the windows by them as
if by the rungs of a ladder.
Many of these palm leaves if placed in an upright
position would be equal in height to our forest trees.
In all the.se leaves the
epidermis is only slightly thickened, the spongy parenchyma is well developed,

the second story, and

it

stomata are present in large numbers, and the surfaces of the leaves are so directed

towards the incident sunbeams that they are abundantly illumined and warmed

The

throughout.

become decidedly heated by the sun's

leaves

in the saturated air of the tropics, the necessary

Arrangements similar

possible.

Aroids and Bananas.

to those of the

amount
palms

in the moist

It

is

plants

heavy

and

thus, even

of transj^ii-ation becomes

may

be observed in the

These also develop their most extended leaves in the

saturated or almost saturated atmosphere on the banks of

and

rays,

air of tropical

primeval

still

or flowing water,

forests.

obvious that means of increasing transpiration are required in those water-

whose roots are in the wet mud at the bottom of lakes and ponds, whose

stems and leaf-stalks are directly surrounded by water, and whose leaf-blades float

on the surface of the water, as for example the water-lilies (JHyviphcea, Victoria),
the Frogbit (Hydrocharis m,orsus-rance), and the Nymphsea-like Villai'sia (V.
oiymphoides).
lie

side

by

The blade

side flat

of the leaf

is

disc-shaped in

on the surface of the water.

and ponds are covered with the

all

these plants, and the discs

Frequently large areas of lakes

floating leaves of these plants.

The

Avhole of the

upper side of such a leaf can receive the rays of the sun, and the leaf

is

thus

warmed and illuminated throughout. The under side of the leaf is coloured violet
by a pigment called anihocyanin, which we will consider more in detail later, and
of which it need owXy be mentioned now that it changes light into heat, and thereby
materially helps to

warm

the leaves.

The aqueous vapour which is in consequence developed cannot escape below
air-sf>aees which permeate the leaf, because the under side, which
The ujjper side is so
floats on and is wetted by the water, possesses no stomata.
from the large

richly furnished with stomata that

on

1 sq.

mm. 460

single water-lily leaf about 2| sq. dms. in area, about

alone provides a means of exit, and

it

is

Hi

are to be seen, and on a
millions.

This upper side

therefore important that the passage

should not be obstructed at the time of transpiration.

If the rain should fall unre-

strainedly on the upper side of the floating leaves, the collected rain-water might
i-emain there for a long time, even while the
after the

sunbeams breaking through the clouds

shower are warming the floating leaves and inciting them to transpire.
is made hj which it is rendered an

In order to avoid this an arrangement
impossibility to

wet the upper

side of the floating leaves.

The

falling rain is

formed

and does not spread over the leaf-surface so as
on the leaves in
many of these forms, such as in the widely distributed water-lily {Nymphcea alha),i\iQ
leaf, where it joins the stalk, is somewhat raised, and the edges are bent a little up
into round drops on reaching them,
to

wet

ixnd

it.

down

But

in order that the drops should not remain long

in an undulating manner.

This gives

rise to

very shallow depressions

2m
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round the edge of the

disc,

on account of which the drops of water

roll

down from

the middle of the leaf to the edge on the slightest rocking movement, and there
coalesce with the water

This puckering
the margin of

of

the leaf

attended

is

on which the leaves

float.

"

.-

-;,

,

-^

;

t

in the water-lilies

hy a phenomenon
although

which,

not directly asso-

with

ciated

the

matter in hand,

is

so full of interest

that

cannot be

it

without

passed

we take

If

notice.

a boat in the bright

sunshine

mid-

at

day, and float over

the calm inlet of a
lake,
is

whose surface

overspread with

the leaves of water-

and

lilies,

water

if

clear

is

bottom,

the

the
to

we

the sha-

shall see

dows of the leaves
which float on the
sketched

surface

out on the ground

But we can

below.
scarcely

believe

our eyes

—these do

not look like the

shadows
leaves
lilies,

of

the

of

water-

but

rather

of the fronds of

Fig.

huge fan-palms.

63.— Cory2}ha umbracxtUfera

of Ceylon (after Ransonnet).

Fi'om a dark central portion radiate out long dark

which are separated from each other by as many light bands.

strips

The cause

form of shadow is to be found in the undulating margin of the floating
The water of the lake adheres to the whole of the under surface of the
as far as the edge, and is drawn up by capillarity to the arched portions

this peculiar
leaves.

disc

of

Vui..

1

19
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The

of the uiiilulating margin.
raised water,

and so a

curved margin

is

formed on

each concave part.

tlie

by

suu's rays are refractuil as through a lens

light stripe corresponding to each

this

convex division of the

bed of the lake, and a dark stripe corresponding to

These are arranged in a radiating manner round the dark

central portion of the shadow.
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met with

Special arrangements are

falling

on the upper side of the

cause the greatest olistacle to
in the stomata.

The width

may

in order

Water

the form of rain and dew, threatens to

leaf, in

tliis

which possess stomata,

continue without hindrance.

in all plants

that the giving off of aqueous vapour

free passage should

be able to collect directly

it

of an open stomate does not render the entrance of

As long

water by capillarity impossible.

as light and

warmth

exercise their power,

as long as the temperature in the neighbourhood of the spongy parenchyma

higher than that of the surrounding

air,

and water-vapour

in conse(iuence

is

pro-

is

duced in the s^^ongy tissue and driven out with force from the stomata, such an
entrance

and

is

indeed inconceivable.

It is impossible for

aqueous vapour to pass out

same time for fluid water to enter by the same passage and through the
.same gate.
But should the leaf become cooled by radiation after sunset, and dew
be dejDosited upon it, or should a cold rain trickle down over the leaves, and the
at the

stomata have been unable to close (juickly enough,

might

enter, just as it enters a retort

it

is

quite possible that water

(whose narrow mouth dips into water, and

whose contents have been vaporized by placing a lamp under them), when the lamp
But putting
is removed, and the bulb of the retort with its contents becomes cooled.

way

aside the possibility of water thus pressing its

the formation of a layer of water over the

cells in

and

is certain,

that

the immediate neighbourhood

of the stomata would cause great injury to the plants; and
transpiration, but also the free entrance

much

in, this

this,

not only as affecting
Therefore, the im-

exit of gases.

mediate surroundings of the stomata must be kept open as a path for aqueous
vapour, and no water must be allowed to collect and take up a position there.

Stomata are much too small to be seen with the naked
ascertained

stomata are to be found.
after a short time

places remain dry.
film,

A

twig or a leaf

is

However,

it

can be

leaf or green branch,

dipped in water, and then withdi'a\vn

and lightly shaken; some spots

will be

found wet, while

Where water remains and spreads out

no stomata will be found in the epidermis

one can be sure of finding them.
this

eye.

by a very simple experiment whereabouts, on a

;

to

otiier

form an adhering

but where the twig or leaf

is

dry,

In 80 per cent of cases experimented upon in

way, only the upper leaf-surface became wetted, while the under side kept

dry; in 10 per cent both sides remained dry; and in the other 10 per cent the

upper side kept dry, while

it

was the under

side

which was wetted.

corresponds the actual fact that in far the greater

number

side possesses most stomata, while the upper side

free

is

With

this

of instances the under

from them.

It

seems as

if
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this circumstance could be explained thus, that the

towards the

upper side is usually turned
and that the stomata are on this account collected together on
which is sheltered from it. This explanation, however, which at

rain,

the under side,

sight seems so plausible, does not cjuite correspond to the true state of the case.

first

The consideration
to

of the reasons for believing that

have the upper side of the

thing must be noted here,

which

—that

most cases contains

in

it is

an advantage for the plant

from stomata will indeed come

leaf free

later,

but one

the side of the leaf tui-ned towards the ground,

Of

the stomata, remains anything but dry.

all

when

course the rain-water only reaches the surface of the horizontal leaf-blade

the margin

so formed that the adherent layer of water

is

drawn over gradually from the upper

to the

under

side,

which wets the surface
and that

is

is

very seldom

the case; but the wetting of this surface by mist and

on this account.
ing, as a rule

On

taking a

through

stroll

fields

dew is all the n^ore important
and meadows on a dewy morn-

only the upper surfaces of the leaves come into view, and one might

dew is
dew " falls

easily be led to think that the

deposited only on this side.

nse the expression that the

".

comes down like
lower surface

dew

because

and that

But one has only

dewdrops.

that

rain,

this is the idea that the

dew

becomes covered with

leaf -surface

to turn the leaf over to convince oneself that the

likewise bedewed, and on a closer examination it will even be seen
more importance in connection with the lower than the upper side,

remains there so

it

upper

constantly

is

of

is

Underlying

onljr the

We

much

When

longer.

the sun

is

ah-eady high in the

heaven, and the dewdrops have long disappeared from the upper surface, and transpiration

in full force, the

is

under side

may

majority of cases the stomata

If in the

be found studded with dewdrops.

still

lie

on the under

exposed to the danger of being covered with water as

why

evident
to be

much

and

side,

this side is

as the upper one,

it is

contrivances for hindering the access of water to the stomata are

found much more abundantly on the under than on the upper side of the

leaf.

The most important

of these arrangements are the following:

First the coating of wax.

a fine crust which
thin layer
"

bloom

of

which

is

This

is

either in the form of a granular covering; or as

closely to the epidermis; or,

easily

rubbed

off,

to

mountainous

may

low countries, of which Primula farinosa

damp

ground, and on the lower side of these leaves
is

as a continuous

districts

and

to the

is

lei5,ves

spreading over

a white coat, which under

seen to consist of a collection of short rods and knobs of a

If such a leaf is

withdrawn, the upper

moors

be taken as the most widely

and best known representative, have a rosette of

the microscope
nature.

most commonly,

forming a delicate film popularly known as

A group of primulas, belonging

".

distributed

the

fits

waxy

plucked and placed in water for a short time, and then

which

by a
which are the stomata protected by the
coating of wax, remains quite dry, The lower surface of the leaves is
side,

is

quite free fi'om stomata, will be moistened

layer of water, while the under side, on
gi'anular

covered with a fine closely adherent

damp misty

wax

places near rivers {Salix

layt'.r,

in

many

of the willows

growing

in

amygdalina, purpurea, pruinosa), as well as
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ill

a great uumber of rushes, bulruslies, and recd-like

gi'asses.

It'

when

the

dew

heaviest one roams through a thicket of willows, or across a moor, one

may see

plenty of drops hanging from the under side of the leaves, but they do not

actuallj'^

falls

wet

this surface,

down.

It

is,

and on the

slightest

movement

of the leaves they roll off

indeed, in consequence of this that one

is

more

and

fall

likely to get thoroughly

wet by walking tln-ough meadows and dwarf willows than by an excursion through
country overgrown with ordinary herbs. The two white stripes, so well known on
the under side of fir leaves, are also formed by a waxy coat, which prevents the
stomata below from being wetted.

In species of juniper

{e.g.

Sabina) the two white stripes occur on the upper side of the
ing to see

how

grasses, to

which we

shall refer later for other reasons

only possess stomata on the upper side of the

wax

it is interest-

are situated.

Generally speaking,

leaf,

wax

is

junipers

for

from stomata, these

free

is

being present only on the wax-coated region of the upper

of

and

leaf,

the distribution of the stomata again corresponds;

belong to that group of plants whose under leaf-surface

Many

contmunis, nana,

J.

siile

(e.g.

the

of

leaves.

Festuca punctoria),

and again only where the

strips

a protection from moisture, and

is

most frecjuently formed when the stomata make their appeai-ance on the upper side
of the leaf.

The

leaves of peas, nasturtiums, woodbine, poppies, fumitorj%

pinks, cabbages, woad,

and many other cruciferous

the upper surface, also produce a covering of

upper surface of a cabbage-leaf

rolls otf in

glaucophyllu/in and aiwrodocarpuin), on

manica, piimila, pallida), a& well as on the

many

plants,

which have stomata on

there.

Water poured on the

wax

the form of drops, exactly as

In the fronds of fems

a duck's back, without wetting the surface.

many

(e.g.

it

runs off

Polypodiuvi

the upi'ight leaves of Irises (Iris gervertical leaves

and

leaf-like

branches of

Australian acacias and myrtles, and lastly in the erect whiplike, leafless or

scantily-leaved papilionaceous plants (Retama, Spartium), the stomata are pro-

wet by a coat of wax.
The formation of hairs furnishes another barrier to the entrance of water into
the stomata. We shall come back again to these sti-uctures, which serve so many
different purposes in the plant economy, but here only those hairy and felted
tected from the

whose task is to hinder the wetting of the stomata will be considered.
Examples of these are furnished by many Malvaceae which grow in marslies and
ditches (e.g. Althcea officinalis), and also by some mulleins (e.g. Verbascicm Thupsus,
covex-ings

phlo'inoides),

whose leaves are provided with stomata on both

hairy coverings which
valleys of the

it is

impossible to moisten.

In the

surfaces,

and with

damp meadows

of the

Lower Alps grows Centaur ea Pseudophrygea, whose lai-ge leaves,
much wrinkled. The stomata are only

hairy on both sides, are very rough and

situated in the hollows between the ridges.

When

rain

bedewed, the water remains in the form of drops on the

falls,

or the leaf becomes

haii-s of

the elevated por-

In many alpine plants, for
and the cells in the hollows are not wetted.
villosum),
after a fall of rain or dew
(Hieracium
example the Hairy Hawkweed
tions,

tlie

long projecting hairs of the leaves are thickly beset with drops of water,

none of which can reach the stomata on the epidermis beneath.
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with two-coloured leaves,

such as those whose upper surfaces are green, smooth, free from stomata and easily
wetted, while their under surfaces, covered with gray or white hairs, and rich in

stomata, which cannot be wetted, are generally to be found on the banks of rivers

and streams.
In the open woods which
tainous districts,
twigs, leaves,

skii-t

the banks of rivers in the valleys of moun-

on summer evenings, and

in places whei'e mi.st rises

i.e.

and stalks are covered with drops

Gray Alder {Alnus incana) and

plants are the

and as undergrowth everywhere the Raspberry
coloured leaves just described.

most

of water, the
tlie

—

all

all

the

characteristic

Gray Willow (Salix incana),
plants adorned with the two-

Leaving the region of woods growing on river

banks for the neighbouring meadows, through which ripples fresh water from a
and where everything drips with dew from evening until the middle of

spring,

the following day,

we come

home

to the natural

green on the upper and white on the under

of herbs and shrubs with leaves

There Fuller's Thistles (Cirsium

sides.

heterophyllwm and canum) grow luxuriantly, and the Meadow-sweet, with
large two-coloured leaves; whilst the whole course of the brook
Colt's-foot (Tussilago

Farfara) with leaves which

may

is

its

bordered by the

be considered typical of this

group.

What

a contrast does this present to the lofty vaults of a dense

only a thousand paces away, where on the shady ground
formed, and wliere the leaves which canopy the brown

thorough wetting!

No

parti-coloured leaf

is

to

Vje

soil

forest,

little

perhaps

or no

dew

is

are never exposed to a

found there, no leaves whose

is green and smooth, while the under side is covered witli white
and plants which exhibit a thick coating of wax on their under surface, like
the Primula farinosa of the moors, are also absent. On the other hand ferns are
here, as for example the Hard Fern (Blechnum S-picant), whose leaves are furnished

upper surface
haix's;

with stomata which open quite without protection on the tops of projecting undulations.
This contrast between the leaves of plants in the open marshy countiy and
is

found, not only in the colder territories of the north,

districts.

Moreover, plants whose leaves are covered with white

in the interior of forests

but also in tropical

hairs on the under surface are never to be found
trees

rather, plants

close leafy roof of

Here

huge
occur,

having totally unprotected stomata opening on slightly raised areas

of the surface, as for example in

Pepper family,

A

under the

which prevent nocturnal radiation and the formation of dew.

e.g.

Peperomia

Pomaderis

phylicifolia,

arifolia (see fig.

and on the leaves

of the

64' and 64*).

very remarkalile contrivance by which stomata are pi'otected from moisture

consists in providing the stomata of the

upper surface with countless

papillas

and

between them, of course, being innumerable hollows and
depressions.
Falling water-drops roll off such surfaces; the water cannot displace
the atmospheric air in the depressions, and therefore the leaves and stems, in so far

cone-shaped projections

;

as their epidermis presents the aforesaid irregularities, appear covered with a thin

layer of

air.

As

the stomata are situated in the small hollows, they always remain
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dry,

and even

come

that particular part of the plant

if

leaves:

first,

is

wholly immersed, they do not

There are two causes for

into contact with the water.

arched outwards; or secondly, solid peg-like projections

and

tli(^

unevenness of the

the outer walls of a portion of the superficial cells niaj^ become strongly

may

arise

from the

cuticle,

to these projections the air adheres so firmly that it cannot be displaced

even

by a considerable pressure of water. This protection of stomata against moisture
by papilla-like outgrowths is to be found especially in marsh plants which are

On

exposed to a changing water-level.

the banks of streams and rivers, and

1

lg^pß^}ri0:p'.^0ff0iBP'P'f?W0S^P^'f^0',e

Fig.
1

64.— stomata.

Surface view of .a portion of tlie froud nl the fern Ncphrodium Filix-mas. - Vertical section through this portion.
* Vertical section through this portion ; x350.
3 Surface view of a portion of the leaf of Peperomia arifolia.

where water welling up from below forms pools and ponds, it may happen that
plants are submerged for a week at a time, and then again remain diy for some
months.

Most of the plants growing

in

such situations, particularly the sedges

Carex stricta and paludosa), the rushes
fistular grasses {Glyceria spectahilis,

plants

{e.g.

Scirpus lacwstris), most of the

tall

Phalaris arundinacea, Etdalia japonica), the

which gi-ow with the sedges
many other marsh

arnphihium), and

{e.g.

Lysimachia

cells,

thyrsiflora,

plants, are all saved

having their stomata wetted during their submersion

growths of some of the epidermal

{e.g.

b}^

Pohjgonuvi

from the danger of
the papilla-like out-

near the stomata, as sho\vn in the figures

on next page.

Bamboos, and the grasses Arimdina/ria glaucescens and Phyllostachys ham-
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which so much resemble the bamboos, besides some sedges

(e.g.

Carex

hand the above-named peg-like projections of the
cuticle; these are shown in the section of a bamboo leaf in fig. 66^).
On plungingsuch a bamboo leaf in water, a surprising sight presents itself. The upper side,
covered l)y a dark green, smooth, flat epidermis, with no stomata, becomes wet all
over, and retains its dark colour and dull appearance; but the under surface, bluegreen in colour, and beset with stomata and thousands of cuticular pegs, does not
allow the air to be displaced; and this layer of air, spread thin over the surface,
j)endula), exhibit on the other

glistens
to

any

under water like polished

extent,

and may even be

ing air-stratum

upper surface

not dislodged.

is

is

left

silver!

The

leaf

may

be shaken under water

submerged for a week, but the silvery

now taken

If such a leaf is

quite wet, but the under surface

is

glisten-

out of the water, the

dry, like a

hand which has

been dipped in mercury and then withdrawn, and not the smallest drop of water
1

\j

Fig.
1

65.— Protection

of

Stomata from Moisture by Fapilla-Uke outgrowths of the Surface.

Vertical section through a portion of the leaf of Glyceria spectabilis.

3

Vertical section through a portion of the leaf of

Carex paludüsa ; x 200.

adheres to

On

it.

numerous small

air- bubbles are at once

At length the

of the leaves.

cuticular pegs

placing a vessel of water, in which some

is

the silver lustre

leaves are

If

now

air,

from the submerged portions

silvery lustre disappears,

replaced by water.
is

given

oft"

and the

air

between the

the leaves be completely submerged,

only shown on those parts which were not previously immersed,

and where water could not replace the exhausted
in this region

bamboo

under the receiver of an air-pump, and then pumping out the

half immersed,

having been again supplied with

air

air;

—the spaces

round the pegs

on the oi^ening of the stop-cock

pump in order to submerge the leaves. It may be imagined from this
experiment how much the stomata would be damaged by water if the plants

of the

mentioned were not protected from moisture by the pegs to which the air adheres
so strongly.

In

many

plants which

foliage is evergreen

grow

in the sunshine,

and particularly

activity of the sap (while later

it is

exposed for months to dry

to be

found surrounded by an embankment, or sunk

Even

in the leaves of

e.g.

in those

whose

and only exposed to moisture at the time of the greatest

many

air),

the stomata are

in special pits

and furrows.

indigenous plants, which are green in the summer,

those of the Carrot (Daucus Carota), the guard-cells of the stomata are so
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over-arched

l)y

the neighbouring epidermal cells that a sort of vestiliule

in fi-ont of the true pore.

come

It

to such places are not able to press out the air

from

Protea mellifera, two Australian shrubs
with, but here the stomata are

still

(see

fig.

Hakea ßorida and

In

arrangements are met

67), similar

more over-arched,

anyone looking at the surface of the

and there-

this vestibule,

fore cannot penetrate to the guard-cells of the stomata.

to

formed

is

can easily be imagined that drops of water which

so that they are only visible

through small holes at the top of the

leaf

The stomata on the green branches of various species of Ephedra are
surrounded by mound-like projections from the cuticle of neighbouring epidermal
cells, and are at the same time somewhat sunken, so that an urn-shaped space is
dome.

X'

'

"OOmOOOOi__^^^^,
sf\'-!?\hAj\ru7nj"iJ^5

Fig. 66.
'

Vertical section of a

Bamboo

-Protection of Stomata from iloisture by Cutlcular Pegs.

leaf

;

x ISO.

! Part of the lower portion of the section ; x
portion of the section x 460.

460.

»

Part of the upper

;

formed above each stoma, from which water cannot dislodge the
leaves of

Dryandra florihunda, one

of the Proteace»

Australian bush, several stomata occur at

under side of the
like

leaf,

structures which

the bottom of

interlace

on the lower side of the

delicate

small

air.

On

and form a

loose

felt-work,

hair-like structures

leaf,

pits

on

easily

the
hair-

penetrated

the leaves of the Oleander
are at the bottom of deep

and the entrance to them

(see fig. 73').

beset with extremely

is

The oleander

fringes

the banks of

streams in the sunny open country of Southern Europe and the East, and in
natural position
transpiration

is

it is

its

rain, mist, and dew, just when
But even when the leaves are covered

most exposed to wetting by

an absolute necessity for

it.

on both sides with a layer of moisture, none can force
lined depressions

the

in the thick

and from the side walls of the depression spring

by gases but not by fluids (fig. 68). The stomata on
{Nerium Oleander) are similarly situated. These also
pits

which grows

its

way

into the hair-

which conceal the stomata, and consequently transpiration

hindered even in the wettest season of the vear.

is

not
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Stomata, which are spread over the green tissue of stems and flattened shoots,
are frequently sunk in furrows, channels, and

pits, in

plants whose greatest activity

occurs in the short rainy season, and they are saved from wetting in this position

by the most varied contrivances. On the rocky shores of Lake Garda, and up over
the mountain slopes to the heights of Monte Baldo, grows Cytisus radiatus, a
shrub of unusual appearance (see

69

tig.

i).

Its

branches only possess rudimentary

green leaves, and are themselves furnished with green
role as that assigned to the

tissue,

which plays the same

mesophyll of the leaf-lamina in normal foliaceous plants.

^K

Fig.

1

Vertical section through a leaf of

67.— Over-arched Stomata

Hakea fiorida.

of Protea melli/era.

of Australian Proteaceie.

Surface view of the same leaf ; x 320.
Surf ace view of the same leaf ; x360.

-

*

3

Vertical section of a leaf

These green branches bear very numerous secondary branches inserted in decus-

On

sating pairs.

similar in form,

development

is

new

the secondary branches

and arranged

taking

j^lace,

which Monte Baldo belongs,

in the

it,

this

is

very great.

In dull weather, rain and mist, or

water on the

soil,

dew

and on the plants

particularly in the alpine region of the above-named mountains, on the

westerly slopes leading
in question.

At the period when

the humidity in that part of the Southern Alps, to

in fine w^eather, deposit large quantities of

covering

shoots develop every spring exactly

same manner.

It

is

down

to the lake,

which are thickly clothed with the shrubs

therefore important that the rod-like branches of this Cytisus

should be able to breathe and transpire without hindrance, and that the short time

during which the conditions for these vital transactions are favourable, should be
fully

and wholly taken advantage

of.

Here again the point above

all

others to be
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aimed at

to

is

keep a free passage for the water-vapour which must escape from the

To bring

stoniata.

which are sunk

this about, the

in the green tissue,

Water cannot

branches.

stomata are situated in grooves

filled

with air

and which give a striped appearance to the

force out the air from these

narrow furrows which run

along the green branches and twigs, six of them to each branch.

The

liranches

may

remain submerged in water for an hour without a trace of moisture entering the
furrow. Moreover hairs are present in the furrows as a guard against moisture.
These cannot be wetted, and the air adheres to them just as to the cuticular pegs of

bamboo

the

A

leaf.

clear idea of this

shown

arrangement

given in the transverse

is

The adjacent section of the green
branch of the Australian Gasuarina quadrivalvis shows that these curious plants
also have exactly the same ari-angements, that the stomata he at the bottom of
section of the stem

in

69

fig.

*

and 69

*.

2

68.

1

—Stomata in Pit-like Depressions.

A portion of the hairs which fill the pit is removed, in order to
Vertical section through a leaf of Z>ri/a7!(fra.rforj&Mnda; x;JOO.

Surface view of a leaf of Dryand ra ßoribunäa.
the stoniata; x350-

-

narrow furrows which run along the green

leafless branches,

show

and that peculiar

hair-

structures are present in the furrows, to which the air adheres, foi'ming a barrier

against water, exactly as in those of the Cytisus.

work

finish their

The

Casuarinse, which

must

for the year during the very short rainy period of their native

country, require during this time arrangements providing for unhindered transpiration

no

less

trivance

is

found to be present

in only a limited

number

twenty papilionaceous shrubs, most of wliich belong
genei'a

Altogether this con-

than does the Gytisios in the Southern Alps.

Retama, Genista,

Ulex,

Spanish

flora, of

the

and Sarrothamnus, in addition to the AustraKan

Casuarinas, and in allied species of

Cytistis (Jiolopetaliis,

equisetiformis, candicans, albus, &c.).

occurs in a small species of

of cases; in perhaps only

to tlie

Most remarkably

Broom (Genista

lyilosa),

which

purgans, epJiedroides,
also this
is

arrangement

distril)uted over the

mountains of Central Europe, over the heaths of the Baltic Lowlands, Denmark,
Belgium, and England.

And

the presence of this contrivance here

is

the more

strange, from the fact that the green branches with their furrows, in which

stomata, are not

leafless, but,

on the

contrary', are pro\-ided

lie

with a coinparativeh^

well-developed foliage.

Among

the most peculiar plants whose stomata are concealed in hidden nooks.
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impenetrable by water, are two very small orchids, of which one, Bolhophyllum
minutissimmn, grows in company with mosses on blocks of sandstone and on the
bark of trees in the rocky ravines near Port Jackson, and on the Richmond River

on the east coast of Australia; the other, Bolhophyllmn Odoardi,

Fig.
'

09.— Stomata

iu tile

FuiTows

of

lives in similar

Green Stems.

Branch of Ci/«si(s rarfia(«s natural size. 2 Portion of a branch xlO. 3 Cross section of this branch x30. < Part of tlie
same section x 150. ' Branch of Casuarina quailrimlvis natural size. « Portion of a branch x 8. ' Cross section of
;

;

this brancli;

;

;

;

x30.

s

part of the cross section

situations in Borneo.

(from 2 to 5

mm.

;

;

xl30.

Both have a filamentous rhizome from which spring rootlets
mm. thick), arranged in pairs, by which they attach

long and O'S

themselves to the stone and the bark of

trees.

Above the

origin of each pair

mm.
mm.
thick, with an aperture on the upper surface, scarcely xV mm. broad, leading into a
hollow chamber within the disc-shaped tubers, about 0-5 mm. broad and Ol mm.
high (see figure 70).
The leaves of Bolbophyllum minutisdmum are reduced
of rootlets

is

a

little

disc-shaped tuber, from li to 3

in diameter, and h
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to tiny j)oiiited scales aliout

A

mm.

in length;

two

of

them are situated

mouth of each cavity, aiul are inflected towards one another across it.
phyllum Odoardi, each of the small tubers hears only one small green
is

about 1| nun. long and

chamber

(see

70

fig.

hollow tubers.

1

mm.

broad, and

is

In Bolholeaf,

which

placed close to the opening of the

Stomata are found exclusively

^•^•'').

at the

in the interior of the

Water cannot enter through the narrow mouth

into the air-containing

chamber, and even when, in the rainy season, the whole of the mossy carpet, in

which these smallest of

orchids are interwoven,

all

is

saturated with watei', their

transpiration continues unhindered, provided that the other conditions on which

depends are

it

which prevent moisture

It is obvious that these structures

fulfilled.

reaching the stomata during the wet season of the year can take on another function

Fig. 70.

'^

Iltdbophylhimminutls.'^i.invin.

2

Oduaidi.

5

A

lie in

Hollow Tubercles.

;

;

different affinity,
rolled leaf is

of "rolled leaves",

is

which are observed

in so

and

always undivided, of small

thei-efore living

Bolbophyllum

this

must be

this,

stiff,

or less extent, while the upper side, turned skyward,

is

still

is

sometimes

and usually ever-

through two or three periods of vegetation.

the lower side which faces the soil

leaf is rolled so as to inclose

plants of widely

from the stomata.

area, generally linear, but

are bent ilown and more or less rolled back, even whilst

In consequence of

many

also connected with the keeping of water

ovate-linear, elliptical, or even circular in outline; always

green,

*

xl5.

;

;

later.

The occurrence
The

whose Stomata

seen from above x8. 3 Vertical section through this tuber
tuber x 6. ^ Longitudinal section through this tuber x 6.

dry period, wliich may follow immediately; but

in a succeeding

spoken of again

— Orchids

a tuber

Its edges

hidden in the bud.

hollowed to a greater

arched.

Frequently the

an actual chamber, which only communicates with the
is the case, for example, in the Crowberry

outer world by a very narrow fissure, as

The rolled-back margins of the leaves in this plant almost touch
one another, and the epidermis of the lower side of the leaf foi'ms the actual

{Empetriiin).

lining of

the cavity which resulted from the rolling of the leaf (see

fig.

71

-).
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margins do not

If the bent-back

which

fit

so closely together, a groove

801
appears on

more or less sunken according to the extent of
for
example
in
tlie
Heaths {Erica caffra, vestita, &c., see fig. 71*).
the rolling, as
Oecasionallj' a groove is developed which divides into two side furrows running
the under side of

tlie leaf,

is

V.r,

f

iflro

i'ig. 71.

1

Erica cafra

;

x 2S0.

-

—Transverse Sections through KoUed Le.ives.

Empetrum nigrum

x 160.

;

5

3

Androrneda tetragona
x 200.
;

;

x 150.

*

Tylanthus ericoides ; x

130.

Salix reticulata

beneath the rolled edges, as for example in the leaves of Androvieda tetragona
71^),

and

in those of the

Cape Rhainnea, Ti/lanthus

ericoirfes (fig. 71*).

The

(fig.

central

by the rolled-back leaves is also frequently divided
two longitudinal grooves, and in such a manner that the tissue below the

portion of the space framed in
into

midrib of the leaf
leaf, thei-efore,

may

project as a bi-oad strong band.

On

the under side of the

are three longitudinally elongated parallel projections, a central one

under the midrib, and two

latei-al,

which have been formeil by the rolled-back margins-
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of the leaf.

Oa

are apparent to the naked eye as light stripes
portions.

This

lie

the case, for example, in the leaves of the Azalea 'procumhens,

is

also in one of the Ericaceae

known by

with a close-matted carpet

soil

two deep grooves, wlneh
between the dark gi-een projecting

the right and left of the middle ridge

name of
wherever it makes
the

which covere the

Loiseleurea,

appearance, and

its

widely

is

distributed through Labrador, Greenland, Iceland, Lappland, and generally through

the whole Arctic region, as well as over the high mountain.s of Scandinavia, the

The annexed

Pyrenees, Alps, and Carpathians.

section through a single rolled leaf of Azalea, a

figure 72 represents a transveree

hundred and forty times

its

natural

size.

Occasionally several strong anastomosing ribs project from the under side of

the rolled

may

situated, as

be seen in the leaves of the widely distributed Willow, Salix

•reticulata (see fig. 71

Although

and

small pits and depressions in whose depth stomata are

leaf, inclosing

all

fre(juently

these, filled

*).

these rolled leaves have an appearance of firmness and solidity,

remind one of the needle-like leaves of the

up with a very

room than the palisade
upper epidermis of

conifers,

all rolled

leaves

waxy

unlike

are,

spongy parenchyma, which takes up far more

loose

side.

The

uneven and

finely

tissue lying beneath the epidermis of the

wrinkled, destitute of any

they

is

easily wetted, fre(juently

upper

covering; the cells strongly thickened on their

outer walls, and pressed closely together, so as to leave no spaces between them.
the under side

very

Here stomata

different.

ai-e

present in great number, and

Marsh Andromeda, the WhortleWillow
{Andromeda,
Reticulate
and the
iiolifolia, Oxijcoccos palustris, and

the epidermis
berry,

it is

On

is

either covered with wax, as in the

Salix reticulata), or

it is

clothed with a fine felt- work,

as,

for example, in

Ledum

Very often peculiar rod-shaped or filamentous projections of the cuticle
are pi-esent, which at first sight might be taken for hairs, but which differ from
Figs. 72 and 71 ' ^ show these structures (which
hairs in being solid, not hollow.
may be considered as counterparts of the cuticular pegs on the bamboo leaf) on
the under side of Azalea p)''''Ocumhens, Erica caffra, and Andromeda tetra(]ona,
as well as on the edges of the fissure which leads into the hollow leaf of the Crow-

palustre.

-•

berry

{Empetrum nigimm).

These structures are to be found almost without

exception in the heathers of the northern moors as well as in the Mediterranean and

Cape

flora.

The importance

that air adheres to

it

of this continuous delicate coat lies chieflj^ in the fact

as to the cuticular l^egs of the

firmly that even water, under considerable pressure,

is

bamboo

leaf,

and indeed so

not able to displace

it.

On

placing a leaf of Azcdea procumhens under water, two elongated air-bubbles are
seen along the two longitudinal furrows, wliich glisten like two strips of silver.

Even shaking the
branch has been

leaf to

left

and fro

submerged for a week,

in whose depths the stomata
will be seen that the upper

away from

will not dislodge these air-vesicles,

occur.

this air will

If the

side.

if

the

cling to the depressions

branch be removed from the water

side of the leaves

the stomata of the under

still

and even

is

And

it

wet, while water has been kept

as with Azalea procumhens, so

is
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with

all
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other rolled leaves, whether they belong to Cape plants or to heath plants

of the Baltic lowlands.
It

cannot be doubted that the mechanism of rolled leaves, as just described,

furnishes a protection for the stomata against moisture, and keeps open a passage
for aqueous

The question is now only how it comes
be met with in plants of such widely distant

vapour and excreted gases.

about that this arrangement

to

is

countries and under such differences of climate ?

In order to understand this clearly,

let

regions which are specially characterized
leaves.

First,

by the abundance

of plants with rolled

on one of the high ridges of the Central Alps, whei-e the low-lying

Azalea spreads a thick covering over the

Fig.

us imagine ourselves in some of the

72.— Vertical Section

tlu-ougli a

soil,

where Erica carnea

Rolled Leaf of the Trailing Azalea

weave
rooted,

ccesia,

xl40.

(.(!za(t'aproc«ni(»(;?is);

Homogyne

covers broad slopes, where Dryas octopetala, Salix reticulata,

Saxifraga

in great quantity

discolor,

and many other plants which possess evergreen rolled leaves
The ground in which all these plants are

their carpet over the stony earth.

and from which they draw

and retains a large quantity

their fluid nourishment, has

of water, not only

from

many

natural dikes

the melting of the

winter mantle of snow, but also from the abundant rain of summer.

heavy

For weeks

together the heights are wrapped in a cold mist which saturates everything with
moisture,

and drops of water hang

from

stems

the

and

leaves,

unable

to

At length the
water on the plants begins to disappear. But even during
all the plants become covei-ed with a very heavy dew in

evaporate as long as the air remains so supercharged with vapour.

sky

clears again,

and the

the fine night following,

consequence of their rapid cooling and radiation, and this not unfi-equently remains
until the middle of the

and particularly

if

next day.

Transpiration at last occurs

this state of things will continue

?

Each moment

to the evaporation, so important for the plants,

The

outlets for

when

the sun shines,

But who knows how long
precious, and every hindrance

dry winds sweep over the heights.
is

would be a

distinct disadvantage.

aqueous vapour on the under side of the leaves especially should not

be obstructed, and the above described contrivance

is

arranged with this end in
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view.

can

It

liiinlly

Lo (hnilitod that the earlier mentioned plants of high moun-

tainous regions cease to transpii-e for weeks at a time in the wet seasons,

when a

thick unbroken mist cover's the slopes, and earth, stones, and vegetation are dripping

with moisture; and of course the conduction of food-salts to the green leaves
interrujjted

to a corresponding extent.

If

one considers

how

short a period

is
is

afforded to plants of high mountain districts in which to perform their year's work,
it

how

will be understood

the most active means for promoting transpiration must

be bi-ought into play, and

how

everything which might interrupt or limit this

must be avoided. A few months
snow has melted on the lieights, fresh snow again falls, ami entirely
prevents growth and nourishment during the long winter.
process, so important to the welfare of the plant,

after the last

many

These climatic conditions account for the fact that so
almost

all

those having rolled leaves, are evergreen.

sunbeam during the short vegetative

pei'iod

It

is

Alpine plants,

necessary that everj'

should be utilized, and that the leaves

retained from the previous year should be able to transpire and to form organic

materials on the

first

may have become

sunny day

after the winter

only slightly warmed.

It

snow has melted, although the

may

perhaps be urged against this

explanation that though, in the steppes the period of vegetation
brief space of three months, nevertheless evergreen plants

But the conditions

completely absent.

of moisture

soil

is

restricted to the

with rolled leaves are

on the steppes during

this three

months' vegetative period are essentially different from those of the high mountain
region.

In the steppes, transpiration

is

never brought to a temporary standstill by

too mucli moisture; evaporation can take place uninterruptedly from the leaves, and

With the

they have to be protected not from moisture, but from over-transpiration.

excejDtion of the halophytes and a few other growths which are particularlj^ well

protected, no plants, on account of the exti'eme dryness of the air, can retain their

green foliage in the height of

summer on

the steppes.

.Some of the plants which adorn the high mountains of southern regions make
theii-

Dwarf Willows, and Dryas {Azalea lyrocumhens, Salix

Dryii.H octopetalu)

is

found on the

soil

underfoot.

which remain green during the winter
provided with rolled leaves.
that the

number

greater than on

Even

time in which

if

{e.g.

it is

reticulata,

In addition are other small plants

öass'iope tetrtKjona),

which are similarly

we were not informed by

of foggy days in the course of the short Arctic

tlie

Arctic explorers

summer

is

much

mountain heights of the south, and that therefore a help instead

of a hindrance to transpiration

lie

The same carpet of

appearance in the lower plains of the extreme north.

Trailing Azalea,

possible to

is retpiired, tlie

draw

utmost use being made of the short

food-salts from the

soil,

we might

infer this to

the case from the frequent appearance of these small carpet-forming plants with

their evergreen rolled leaves.

Apart from other considerations, and disregarding

the development of the various floral areas in jaoint of time, the above signification
of the evergreen rolled leaves explains the similarity
arctic flora

and

partial identity of the

with that of the heights mentioned.

Let us turn

now

to the low-lving countrv along the

North and Baltic

Seas,

and
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which extend as far as the northern slopes of the Alps. Where man
has not transformed the ground into arable soil, only moor and heath, heath and
moor, are seen in wearisome monotonj\ On the moors especially ai-e always the
to the lowlcinils,

—

same plants various Heaths (Calluna vulgaris. Erica Tetralix, Erica cinerea).
Black Crowberry {Empetrum nigrum). Whortleberry {Oxycoccos palustris). Marsh
Andromeda {Andromeda polifolia), Wild Rosemary {Ledum palustre) all plants

—

Some

with e\-ergreen rolled leaves, just as on the mountain heights.
evergreen bushes,

common Ling {Calluna vulgaris),

the Crowberry and the

viz.

of these small

maj-

be traced in an unbroken range from the plains up to a height of 2450 metres on

Strange to say, these plants do not blossom

the slopes of the Alps.

the lowlands than on the high Alpine regions, and

it

Callwna blooms rather sooner at a height of 2000 metres than

How

of the Baltic lowlands.

this

is

^

The winter snow has gone,

thing around

is ali'ead}'

on

in the northern portion

still

concealed under their cold white

While every-

to be sure, but not the winter!

in blossom, while the ear is already visible

neighbouring moor

rye, the

earlier

The winter snow has long disappeared from

the lowlands, while the hill-sides above are
covering.

much

has actually been shown that

is still liismal,

waste, and

A

lifeless.

on the stalks of

month or

so later

the absorbent roots of the plants

is a stir on the dry soil of the cold moor, and
which have evergreen rolled leaves commence their activity. When the warm days
of midsummer arrive and the sun sends down its powerful rays, the temperature of

there

the

quickly increases, and indeed rises far more than would be thouglit possible.

soil

The damp cushion

mid -day

of bog-moss at

feels quite

wariu; and a thermometer

placed 3 cms. below the surface in the uppei-rnost mossy layer of a moor on a
cloudless summer day (22nd June) showed a tempei-ature of 31° C. while the tem-

An unpleasant vapour rises

perature of the air in the shade was 13°!
earth,

which

disagreeable.

Scarcely has the sun set in glowing red on the horizon

vapour condenses into patches of mist which
branches, and leaves
is

ai-e

is

settle

this

if

it

hail rained

This process,

throughout the night.
is

when a
when

only interrupted

the sea blows, driving masses of cloud over the heath, or

copious rain saturates the

soil.

It

needs no further showing that under such condi-

abundant and continuous transpiration from plants

tions an

when

over the dark expanse; stems,

regularly repeated during the fine weather,

damp wind from

damp

covered with drops of water, and next morning everything

as thoroughly soaked as

which

from the

on the surface, and makes a walk over the moor particularly

settles

impossible,

and that

to the leaves for ti'anspiration, the outlets

which are allowed

in the short intervals

is

from the wide-meshed spongy parenchyma must not be olistructed and it does
not need further proof that the evergreen rolled leaf is the form most suited and
;

adapted to these conditions.

The

flora of the

the Baltic lowlands

Good Hope may not unjustly be compared with tliat of
countless low bushes which are very like Heaths, Wild Rose-

Cape

of

—

mary, and Crowberry in appearance

—

all

with small rigid evergreen leaves, and entire

rolled-back margins; the upper side of the leaf usually dark green, the under side

having the same arrangements as shown
VOL,

I.

in the rolled leaves of plants

growing on
20
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moors whicli

ami in the eijld Ai-ctic tumlni. Tiiis shruljby
Cape belongs indeed in part to the same families as
are to be found in abundant varii'ty; as many as 400

liorder tlie Baltic Sea,

evergx'een vegetation of the

Heaths especially

these.

species can be counted

—many more than are furnished by the whole of the

the world taken together.

But a great number

of species

from other

RhamneEe, Proteacese, Epacridese, and Santalacese, possess an exactly similar

and without

Tilossom

and

fruit are often indistinguishable

evergreen bush vegetation

is

not distributed

from the heaths.

over the Cape, but

all

rest of

families, viz.
foliage,

This low

restricted to

is

the neighbourhood of the coast, to the country which sloj)es in terraces

down

to the

south-west, and to the celebrated Table Mountain, rising abruptly above Cape Town.

The aqueous vapour brought by the sea- winds condenses directly over these regions,
and for five months, from May till the beginning of October, the soil is not only
soaked by abundant rain, but what is perhaps of even greater moment, all the evergreen bushes are kept in a

damp

by the

condition

and often are

falling mist,

dripping with water just like the heaths on the moors of the Baltic lowlands.

When
is

the development of vegetation on the lower terraces of the south-west coast

at a standstill on account of the increasing dryness, the

Mountain
cloth

",

much

is still

enveloped in the celebrated mass of cloud

It

however, in this

is,

April; on the lower terraces from

May

cold,

damp

period that

In the northern regions and

of the year's

but in the Cape the dryness of the

upward current

soil is

work

in plants is limited

the cause which brings the

of the sap in vegetation to a standstill for so long a time.

however, this dryness

is

time as

moisture on

new

to September.

on mountain heights the beginning and end

this

its

Most of the plants on the heights
shoots in Februarj', March, and

the growth of the plants in question takes place.
of the Table Mountain blossom and put forth

by the

of the Table

as the "table-

and the plants growing on the ridges and plateaus are during

saturated as the Trailing- Azalea, which robs the south wind of

the mountain ridges of the Central Alps.

coast,

summit

known

At

the

never so severe that the plants are exposed to the

danger of withering up altogether, as on the steppes.

As on

the south-west coasts of the Cape, so

is it

round about the Mediterranean

of Europe, which is swept by sea-winds laden with vapour
from the Atlantic; for example, Portugal and the south-west of France, which are
in like case, characterized by an abundance of low bushes, with evergreen rolled
Here also the year's growth
leaves, and esi^eeially by some gregarious heaths.

Sea and in the west

takes place in the wettest season, and ai-rangements must be

made

that during this

period the formation of organic materials, the withdrawal of food-salts from the
soil,

and consequently unhindered transpiration

may

be carried on.

Here, too, dry-

ness interrupts the activity of the absorbent roots, and the evergreen vegetation of

the coast-line extends inland as far as the

while

still

damp

sea- winds

make themselves

further inland a steppe-like vegetation preponderates.

The analogy

felt;

pre-

sented by the Mediterranean flora goes so far that, on the southern point of Istria,
for example,

quantities of

which may be comjiared as to shape with the south point of Africa,
the evergreen Erica arborea are only to be found on the south-west
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coast district on a comparatively

narrow

strip of land

;

while in the interior of Istria

the waste dry terraces of the Tschitscherboden (which might be compared with the
arid plains of the Cape)

Why

show no

trace of a heath vegetation.

the plants with evergreen leaves which

heiglits of the Alps,

grow

in the far north, on the

on the Baltic lowlands, on the shores of the Atlantic Ocean, on

the Ijorders of the Mediterranean basin, and at the Cape of
of the

same

species, is

a question which cannot be answered here;

proper to point out that
year's

winter

work
is

is

Good Hope

all

are not

yet

it

all

seems

plants furnished with evergreen rolled leaves, whose

stopped by dryness, would freeze in countries where the earth in

covered with snow,

be entirely altered by the

i.e.

the molecular structure of their protoplasm would

would

frost, Avhich

kill it;

while the protoplasm of the

analogous northern forms would suffer no harm from the cold.

It is well

worthy of

remark in this connection that some of the last-mentioned plants have an extra-

may

ordinarily wide distribution; that they

actually be found, quite similar in

appearance, in the bleak north, and in the southern districts,

which we have shown to account

of moisture

the places mentioned.

only those conditions

for the form
Heath (Baboecia ])olifolia) may be found
Portugal, and the common Ling (Calluna vulgaris)

Thus the

along the Atlantic coast as far as

if

of the leaves obtain in

Irish

grows just as well at a height of 2450 metres above the sea beside the glaciers of

by

the Qitzthal in the Central Aljjs, as further south on the Abazzia, surrounded
laurel groves

3.

on the sea-coast of

Istria.

PEEVENTION OF EXCESSIVE TEANSPIEATION.

Protective arrangemeuts on the Epidermis.

— Form

and Position

of

Transpiring Leaves and

Branches.

PROTECTIVE AERANGEMENTS ON THE EPIDERMIS.
The

relation of the

form of the evergreen rolled

The part played by

but exhausted in the foregoing account.

anything

leaf to transpiration is
this

form of

leaf, in

particular during the dry season of the year, yet remains to be discussed.

necessary during the wet period that transpiration should be increased as
possible,

and that everything which might

from the stomata should be kept away,

restrict the exhalation of

it is

also of importance that

If it is

much

as

aqueous vapovir

on the appear-

ance of the dry season the equilibrium between the water taken from the

soil

and

the water excreted by the leaves should not be destroyed, and that an excessive

evaporation from the p)ortions of the plant above ground should be hindered.
seasons bring

new problems

to be solved.

At

the time

when

begins to ascend from the soil saturated by the winter rains,
transpiration; later on, in the dry period,

we have

which might attend excessive evaporation.

It

is

New

the water-current

we have an

aid to

a protection against the dangers
certainly of great interest to see

PROTECTIVE ARRANGEMENTS ON THE EPIDERMIS.
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how

a whole group of the aiTaugeiuents discussed above,

leaf is

not the least noticeable, serve, at

different times of the

same day, two

the rolled

seasons of the year, and often at

distinct purposes, as indicated.

While the green

stomata themselves.

First, the

diffei-ent

among which

tissue has

need of food-salts

the manufacture of organic materials, they cannot be too widely

from the

soil for

opened;

everything

is

welcome, then, which promotes transpiration, and conse-

quently assists in the elevation of fluid nourishment from the saturated

soil.

But

if

the temperature and dryness of the air increase after the green parenchjaiia has
finished its j'early task, or

the soil from which the absorbent roots have hitherto

if

derived their supply of fluid become so dry that the water exhaled from the aerial
Ijositions

can no longer be replaced,

should be closed.

This

is

which have been termed the

it is

of the greatest importance that the stomata

brought about by the two
"

cells

bounding the stoma,

" cells.

guard

In order to clearly understand the mechanism of the opening and closing of
stomata,

it is

necessary to examine the structure of these guard-cells more in detail.

Both are bean-shaped in

outline, their concave surfaces being turned

towards the

stoma; they are only connected with one another at their extremities.

convex sides they are in contact with ordinary epidermal
are in contact with the atmospheric air,

and

cells

;

By

their

their outer walls

their inner walls with the

spongy

Both the innermost and outermost walls of the guard -cell are

parenchyma.

strongly thickened, but the wall by which they are connected with neighbouring

epidermal

cells,

thin, elastic,

as well as that portion which directly borders the stoma,

and

extensible.

caoutchouc, and they be fitted together like an actual closed stomate
forced into

them under considerable pressure

is

relatively

two such guard-cells be imitated

If the fiffure of

in

—water being

—the curvature of the thin and

elastic

The side wall in contact with the
neighbouring epidermal cell bulges out, and at the same time the whole cell becomes
elongated in a direction perpendicular to the surface. By this means the two
portions of the walls will be most altered.

guard-cells are forced apart.

caoutchouc

cells,

they again

When
fall

the water

is

allowed to flow out of the swollen

back into position, the two portions of the walls

which border the stoma coming into contact with each other and closing the opening.

The same thing occurs

they become distended, they separate from one another;

resume their original

As soon

in the actual guard -cells of the living plant.

position, they

come

when they

closely into contact again.

relax

as

and

This process

bears a strong resemblance to the changes in the cells of the pulvini at the base of

the sensitive leaves of Mimosa, which will be described later, and

probable that

it

may

is

highlj'

That the guard-cells
hy absorbing fluid, and then
water, can be shown by first

be traced back to a similar stimulation.

actually separate from one another
close

it

by swelling

up,

i.e.

together again in consequence of the loss of

by a solution of sugar. In the foi-mer
and it may therefore be considered an
established fact that a closing movement is brought about by the extra loss of water
in dry air. But if these pores, through which water vapour escapes when the plants
supplying water and then withdrawing

it

case the stomata open, in the latter they close,
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are full of sap, close as soon as there

is

much

a danger of too

mechanism must be considered as excellently regulating
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evaporation, the

transpiration,

and as pro-

viding a true preventative against over-evaporation.

This closure of the exhalent chambers in the interior of the
is,

would alone be

If the epidermis

danger.

the spongy

from

it

but a very few cases to ward

sufficient iu

parenchyma

also into the

leaf,
ofi'

important as

which stretches over the thin-walled transpiring

is itself

cells of

thin-walled and succulent, water will be exhaled

dry atmosphere; this

loss of

water from the epidermal

cells is

compensated for by water drawn from the neighbouring parenchymatovis cells
the interior of the leaf, and ultimately the leaves would wither up if the supply
water from the roots were stopped or became
cells

must

lie

it

this threatened

of

Therefore the epidermal

insufficient.

When

adequately prevented from exhaling.

in

this is the case,

and when

the stomata are closed, the spongy parenchyma, and, generally speaking, all the

succulent cells iu the interior, are securely protected.

The walls

of the epidermal cells in the first stages of their development are

and are uniformly thin and delicate on all sides. The
contact with the air, then becomes thickened and divided into

composed mainly of

cellulose,

outer wall, which

iu

is

an inner and an outer

—the

so-called

changed, and

layer.

cuticle "

"

The inner

—undergoes

retains its original character, but the outer

consequence of this metamorphosis

when

it

which

the cell-wall

is

becomes

and aqueous vapour.

and the outer corky

is

less
it

and

less

permeable to

becomes at length almost

Frequently, between the inner

layer, other so-called

formed, whose chief constituent

In

termed cutin or suberin.

becomes

has attained a considerable thickness

entirely impervious to water
cellulose

cellulose

replaced by a mixture of stearin and the glyceride of a fatty acid

is

(suberic acid), forming a tallow-like fat

water, and

The

great modifications.

"

cuticularized

are

layers"

again suberin, and which often attain to a con-

siderable bulk.

Aquatic plants, wliich are not exposed to the danger of excessive evaporation, of
course do not require this protection.

Plants whose leaves are surrouudeil by

on the other hand, can never entirely dispense with
corky layers

Where the
leaf -cells

is

air

it.

The thickness

extremely variable according to the condition of humidity of the
is

very

damp throughout

air.

the year, the outer wall of the epidermal

appears to be only slightly thicker than the inner, and the cuticle only

On

forms a thin continuous layer.

the other hand, plants which are temporarily

exposed to dry air possess very highly developed cuticular

strata.

the leaves are evergreen and remain several years on the branches,
the Holly {Ilex Aquifolium, see
fig.

air,

of these

fig. 73'-),

and

in the

Especially
as,

when

for example, in

Oleander (Nerium Oleander,

73^), the cuticular layers are so strongly developed that the outer wall of the

epidermal

cells is

many

times thicker than the inner wall.

for example, the Mistletoe
live epiphytically

(tig.

73^), those tropical orchids

Evergreen parasites,

as,

and Bromeliaceffi which

on the bark of trees and are often exposed to great dryness

in the

hot season of the year, cactiform plants, and generally the majority of succulent
plants, possess epidermal cells

with very strongly thickened outer

avails.

This

is

so
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also in the case of the pines

with evergi-een needle-shaped

leaves, where, as

a

rule,

the water compensating for that exhaled by the leaves cannot come quickly through

open channels, but only slowly through the woody cells. Usually the cuticle and
cuticular layers are of equal thickness over the whole leaf surface; this is so espe-

Not

smooth, shiny, leathery evergreen leaves.

cially in

irregular thickening is seen, particularly in the

circular ramparts are raised, as in Protea viellifera (see

Bamboo

jections are formed, as in the
arise, as in the rolled leaves of

(see

fig.

infrequently, howevei-, an

neighbourhood of stomata, where

66), or

fig.

67

'),

or peg-shaped pro-

elongated hair-like filaments

Azalea and many Heaths

and

(see figs. 71

72).

It would, however, be erroneous to suppose that this formation of a thick cuticle

on the epidermis

is

a peculiarity of evergreen leaves.

-Thickened Stratified Cuticle.

Fig. 73.
1

all

Plants which are surrounded

Vertical section of a portion of the leaf of Mistletoe (Visciim album); X420. - Vertical section of a portion of the leaf
^ Vertical section of leaf of Oleander {Nerium Oleander]; x320.
of Holly {Ilex Aquifoliuiii); x500.

the year by a

to the

damp

atmosphere, and are never exposed in their natural condition

danger of too much evaporation,

the outer wall of the epidermal cells

is

verjr often

not at

all,

have evergreen

leaves,

and yet

or only very slightly, thicker than

the inner; and conversely, plants with apparently thin delicate leaves, which are

green only in the summer, have quite conspicuous thickening-layers.
of these conditions

is

many

very well that

plants, although

damp

never be removed from the

become desiccated
and exposed
sented in

its

at Vienna,
leaves.

On

to the air.

a

it

A

day,

when

fropinqua, which

carried into the open

is

repre-

74 opjwsite, was grown in the botanical gardens

developed in the

summer

which have been taken out of water

species of palm, Caryota
fig.

know

they appear to be capable of resistance, can

damp

air a magnificent

stem with

fine lai*ge

the temperature of the open air coincided with

that of the greenhouse, this Caryota, together with the tub in which

was

knowledge

air of the greenhouses, because the leaves then

like those of aquatic plants

native habitat in

and

A

of the utmost importance in plant culture, and gardeners

and placed

in a

somewhat shady

place,

it

was

rooted,

but partlj' exposed
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to

One

heat.

tl)(^ suii'.s

day, after a

warm diy

east

wind

swept for only a short

liad

it became quite brown, and in the evening all the leaves were
up and dead. And yet leaf-segments of tliis palm appear to be firm,
leatliery, and dry, anil one would liave supposed them to l^e particularly well protected against drying up.
The section of part of a leaf which is represented in

time over the foliage,
entirely dried

fig.

75,

This shows that the epidermal

however, corrects this impression.

by which the firmness

certainly very compact,

of the leaf

cells

are

materially increased,

is

but that their walls are not thickened, being only like those of a delicate fern in

Under

this respect.

which form the

these small thin-walled epidermal cells

so-called

aqueous

lie

large succulent cells

the structure of whose walls likewise

tissue,

cannot limit evaporation; below these are the large succulent

A

tissue.

make

glance at this leaf section will

it

cells of

clear that this

the gi-een

palm

is

well

spaaoapcapjqppoQO!

''^/

Fig. 75.

adapted to
tion,

its

— Vertical sectiou of a pnitii

warm damp

i-ubbed

ofl",

if

warm,

on both sides of the
it

leaf,

which are

coverings,

many

Rutacese of steppes, in

and spurges

air of a Continental climate.

frequently colouring

From what has been
especially to be

acacias

—that

is,

it

pale blue, grey, or white

said,

met with

is

assigned of protect-

one would expect that
in the Cruciferae

and Myrtacefe of Australia, and

of the Mediterranean flora,

the epidermis

never exposed to a strong evaporiza-

has already been stated that the role

nig the stomata from moisture.

waxy

it is

260.

excretions of the cell-wall which form a delicate bloom, easily

instead of dark green,

these

Caryota propinqua; x

k'af of

habitat, ^vllere

but not to the dry, even

To the wax-like

mmämm

would

in the structures over

and

in the pinks

also be aljle to limit transpiration in

which the bloom-like covering extends.

Experiments specially undertaken, have also shown that in the same space of time,
similar conditions, leaves whose bloom had been carefully

and under otherwise
rubbed
been

otf lost

almost a third more water than others whose

waxy

covering had

left intact.

That the varnish-like covering of the epidermis, composed of a mixture of
mucilage and resin ("balsam"), which is excreted from capitate Imirs and other
glandular structures,

is

able to restrict transpiration has also been pointed out.

These coverings are especially developed in
particularly in a whole group of Cistus
ferus, moni:peliensis, &c.);

—

height of sunnner

as,

many

plants of the Mediterranean flora,

(C laurifoUus,

populifoliu^, Clusii, ladwn'i-

further in shrubby plants which develop

for example, in

Inula

viscosa,

which

is

so

late, in

the

abundant on the
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Centaurea Balsamita of the Persian

steppes and Grindelia squarrosa in the prairies of North America) are likewise

protected throughout

life

from over-vaporization by vaniish-like coverings of

this

kind; while the foliage of Cherry, Apricot, and Peach trees, as well as of Birches,

Sweet Willows, Balsam and Pyramidal Poplars, and the Black Alder, is only covered
it has just burst from the buds, and the

with such a varnish while young, when
outer walls of the epidermal

cells

have not yet become sufficiently thickened; later

on, howevei-,

when

which limits

transj)iration disappears.

the cuticularized layers have become fully formed, this covering

Only on those

places of the epidermis,

by

the outer walls of the cells remain very thin and permeable
this coat of

balsam retained until the leaf

is

to be

thrown

ofl";

fluids

and

where

gases, is

but in this case

it

probably regulates the absorption of atmospheric water.

How

far the incrustaiions of lime

of atmosi^heric water

by

and

salt excretions

organs situated above the

considered in the section on water absorption.

take part in the aljsorption

ground has likewise already been

It is obvious that these concretions

and coverings of the epidermis must be capable of restricting transpiration.
Incrustations of lime are principally found in plants which grow in the clefts and
crevices of rocks; excretions of salt are only observed in shore-plants and those of
steppes and wastes, but then always on low bushes and shrubs with small narrow
leaves,

and herbs whose

found.

High

of lime and

foliage rests

on the

trees could not support the

salt,

even

if

their trunks

soil.

The reason

for this

is

again easily

weight of leaves loaded with incrustations

and branches possessed the greatest strength

imaginable.
It has

been observed that plants whose leaves are covered by incrustations of

or whose epidermal cells are strongly thickened on their outer walls by
corky layers, are almost alwaj's destitute of hairs; while plants, on the other hand,
whose epidermal cells possess delicate outer walls, if they are not surrounded
lime and

salt,

by a damp atmosphere throughout the
furnished with structui-es

known

year, nor

submerged

in water, are usually

as plant-hairs (trichomes); from which

inferreil that the hairy covering of the leaf or stalk in question

is

it

may

able to protect

be
it

way as the corky layers. Of coui-se only those
meant whose protoplasmic contents have disappeared, and which have
become sapless and filled with air; for tho.se hair-structures, which consist of cells
rich in sap and osmotic contents, would not help in preventing evaporation from the
they are themselves in need of protection, and special protective
deeper tissue
from drying up in just the same

hairs are

;

arrangements exist for them, as already

set forth in the discussion

on the absorption

Such structures would, if unprotected,
and continually absorb fluid from adjacent
This action does not take place in air-containing cells, and if their
cells below them.
dry membranes, and the air which they inclose, are interpolated between the dry

of water

by

aerial portions of the plant.

give 0Ö" water to the suiTounding

air,

atmosphere and the succulent tissue below, this latter will he protected from evaporation, like

damp

earth covered with a layer of dry straw or reeds, or the fluid at

the bottom of a bottle whose neck

is

closed with a plug of cotton-wool.
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The importance
surface of fluid or a

On

the other hand,

must

of air-containing cells as a covering for succulent tissue

also be considered in another i-elatiou.

damp body

if

is

the heating

known

It is well

much

that evaporation from the

by the warmth

increased

of the sun's rays.

restricted, so also is the evaporation.

is

If

we use

a dry cloth to shade from the sun, we lower not only the temperature, but also the

amount

of evaporation

may

on leaves

The covering

from the shaded body.

be compared to such dry screens, and

by the following experiment

:

—Take

two

its

of air-containing hairs

action

may be

demonstrated

of the bi-coloured leaves of a

Bramble

bush, which are smooth on the upper side, but covered with a white felt-work of
hairs on the lower,

and whicli are exactly similar in

size

and position with regard to

the sun, being situated very near each other on the stem.

wrapped round thermometers,
meter bulb has

its

which covers one thermo-

in such a w^ay that the leaf

white felted side turned towards the sun, that covering the other,

the green hairless side,

smooth green side

If these leaves are

it

found that the temperature in the leaf whose

will be

directed towards the sun will in less than five minutes rise

is

2°-5° above that of the leaf

whose white felted side is so directed. If such leaves
some with the white felted side, others with the

are plucked and exposed to the sun,

smooth green
the former.

side uppermost, the latter

plant tissue, which

is

and exhalation from

The

always shrivel and dry up much sooner than

There can be no doubt, after

this,

of,

this tissue.

significance of the coverings of hair

the sun, particularly on the under sides of
discussed.

that a diy coat of hair over succulent

exposed to the sun's rays, considerably restricts the heating

on portions of plants turned away fi'om
flat

and

rolled leaves, has already been

These coverings are only of slight importance as a means of protection

against over-transpiration.

In rare cases, indeed,

it

happens that the hairy covering
so to speak,

must

and turned that the

sun's

on the side of the leaf turned from the sun, the lining of the
act as a protection, since the flat leaf -lamina

is

so twisted

leaf,

There are certain ferns of

rays strike not on the upj)er but on the under surface.

Southern Europe (Geterach qßcinarum, Cheilanthes odora, Kotochlcena Marantce),
which, contrary to the habits of most of this shade-loving group, grow on blocks and
walls which are exposed to the burning sun.

the leaf

is

hair-scales.

sniooth, but the under,

In these ferns the upper surface of

on the other hand,

is

thickly covered with dry

In wet weather the leaves are spread out

surface uppermost; in dry weather they become rolled up,
side is then exposed to the sun

growths of the Mediterranean

and

flora,

to

Among

dry winds.

a like behaviour

flat,

is

with the smooth

and the under cottony
the low herbaceous

shown by the

W'idely distri-

buted Hawkweed, Hieraciuvi Pilosella, whose radical leaves, forming a rosette on
the

soil,

work

appear green on the upper and white on the under

of star-shaped hairs.

In places where the ground

there have been no show^ers for a long while,

it is

iisually seen that

of the leaves turn up,

and then by degrees the whole

so that the lower side

is

turned towards the sun's

functions as a protective screen to the whole

leaf.

side, bj^

leaf

raj's,

reason of a

easilj^ dries up,
fii-st

the margins

becomes bent and

ami the white

felt-

and when
rolled,

felt of hairs
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between the haiiy covering on the upper side of the

piration stand out, most strikingly, in those districts

leaf

and

ti-ans-

where plants during their

vegetation period are, as a rule, exposed to dry air only for a few hours each day,

and cold

—as

is

frost

the case, for example, in the Alpine region of mountain heights.

On

is

not interrupted by a long

the Alps, the drying up of flowering plants

Fig 76

cases, viz.,

crags,

where the

and on rocky

showers

warm dry

by

and where their activity

fall for

— Eielueiss

scantj^ soil

G

by the sun only occurs

laihalu

them.

only watered by rain, mist, and dew.

slopes, &c., is

several successive days,

pressing need of

Under
means of
all

no

soil

may dry up

to such

fluid food to the plants

these circumstances plants growing there have most
lessening transpiration in the leaves.

sides

frages incrusted with lime.

If

and the south wind blows over the heights

these are to be found, almost without exception, plants

thickly covered on

very few

on the narrow ledges of steep projecting rocks, and

an extent that they are unable to supplj' the necessary
in

in a

m Leontopodnnn

with a clear sky day and night, these scanty layers of
rooted

period, but

with
This

hairs, together

is

In places such as

whose leaves and stems are

with succulent plants and saxi-

the habitat of the felted Whitlow-grass {Draha

PHOTECTIVE AUUANGE.MENTS ON THE
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tomentosa, utellata), of the grey-leaved Ragwort {Senecio incanus and Carniolicus),
of the magnificent silky Cin(juefoil {Potentilla nitickC),
bitter

(Achillea

Milfoil

Clavenncc);

especially

and of the white-leaved
of the most

this the haliitat

is

celebrated Alpine plants, of the scented Edelraut and the beautiful Edelweiss

fonner (Artemisia Mutellina) with a grey shiiinuering silky

{Gnaphalium Leontopodiuvi) wrapped
vertical section of the Edelweiss leaf
cells

white flannel.

in dull

(see

77

tig.

^),

coat,

On

—the

the latter

looking at the

one sees that the epidermal

with their thin outer walls would be unable to regulate exhalation and drj-ing

in the sun,

and that a powerful protection

is

afforded against too rapid evaporation,

by the possession of a layer of sap)less, air-tilled,
The Edelraut, Ragwort, and the other plants named,
which grow on the sunny rocks of the Alps, show these same characters of leaf
structure, and what has just been said about the Edelweiss applies fully to them
also.
It should be mentioned that on the heights of the Pyrenees, Abruzzi, and
Carpathians, as well as on the Caucasus and Himalayas, the plants growing on
sunny ridges of rock, where they are exposed to the wind, are covered with silk and
in case of extraordinary dryness,

interwoven hair-structures.

wool exactly after the uaodel of the Edelraut and Edelweiss, and that there

Himalayas an Edelweiss which

is

on the

Avonderfully similar to that of the European Alps.

In the far north, on the other hand, where the

connnon with that of the Alps,

is

tliese

flora in other respects

has so

much

the rocky crags for herbs and shrubs, whose leaves are furnisheil with silky or
like coverings

places

on the upper surface,

is

—

as, for

felt-

The genera which grow on these

futile.

and form a characteristic feature of the vegetation in consequence of

great aljundance

in

plants are absent, and generally a search over

example, Diapensia Lapponica,

Andromeda

their

liypnoides,

Mertensia maritima, Draha alpina, and others, possess remarkably smooth green

When

leaves.

hairy coverings are present, they are restricted to the under leaf-

They

are never found on the plants of

damp marshy

ground, or by the side of water

surface, especially to that of rolled leaves.

rocky

slopes,

which

is

but only on those of

for a short time free

from

ice.

Here, however, they certainly do not help

to lessen transpiration, but function in the
It is indeed not too

rolled leaves.

much

way

described above in the discussion on

to connect these facts with the conditions

whose foliage is silky
or felt-like on the upper surface, by saying that a drying up of the soil and a
limiting of the water supply never occurs on the narrow terraces of steep rocky
declivities in Arctic regions, and that therefore there is no danger of over-evaporation to plants growing in those regions.
of the climate,

It is in

and especially to explain the

alisence of plants

keeping with this explanation that on Central and South European

mountains, on whose heights an Alpine vegetation

is

to be found, the

number

of

forms having silky and felted foliage increases as these mountains are situated
further south, and the more they are exposed to temporaiy dryness.

Edelweiss type are

Alps their nmnber
in a

still

is

Plants of the

wholly foreign to the Riesen -Gebirge; in the Northern

comparatively small, in the Southern Alps they increase

surprising manner, and

the sunnnits of

the Magellastock, the ridges of
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Nevada, and

mount ains

tlie

of
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Greece are unusually rich in such

forms.

growing in such situations are protected against the dangers of too rapid
and too abundant evapoi-ation, how much more must this be the case in those regions
If plants

wliere,

with the increasing warmth of summer, the number of showei's steadily

diminishes; and where the soil becomes dried

more and more deeply, so that all the
plants whose roots are near the surface are unable to derive a drop more water from
it ?
All plants which are to survive the dry period in such places must during this
time

entirely' cease transpiring

—they

must, as

it

were, turn into a chrj'salis and

summer. They actually do this in all sorts of diflerent ways, and
by the most diverse means.
One of the commonest and most widely spread
methods is, without doubt, by having the transpiring organs clothed with a thick
sleep during the

covering of dry air-containing hairs.

by the

flora of the

Plenty of examples of this are furnished

Gape, Australia, Mexico, the savannahs and

World, and the steppes and deserts of the Old.
Brazil, Quito,

like

and Mexico, there are large

New

tracts covered

with gregarious spurge-

growths and grey-haired species of Croton, and when

these bushes to and fro, undulations are set

whole ajipearing like a billowy sea of

by

the

jirairies of

In the dry elevated plains of

tlie wind lilows, moving
up over wide extents of country, the

grej' foliage.

A

similar picture

is

presented

Fainciras belonging to the Compositse, or by the Lycltnophova, on the high

tJie

Nowhere

plains of Minas Geraes in Brazil.

in the whole world, however, does the

presence of hairs on foliage, as a protection against exhalation, apj^ear in such an

abundant and varied maimer as

known

in the floral region

as the Mediterranean district.

The

trees

surrounding the Mediterranean,

have foliage with grey hairs; the

low undergrowth of sage and various other bushes and semi-shrubs (for which the

name

"

Phrygian undergrowth

",

used hy Theophrastus,

may

l^e

retained), as well as

the perennial shrubs and herbs growing on sunny hills and mountain slopes, are

grey or white, and the preponderance of plants coloured thus to restrict e\'aporation has a noticeable influence

He who

on the character of the landscape.

has only

heard from books of the evergreen plants of the Greek, Spanish, and Italian
feels at the first sight of this

deceived,

and

is

floras,

grey vegetation that he has been in some degree

tempted to alter the expression "evergreen" into "ever grey".

conceivable sort of hair structui-e

is

to

lie

met with

in these parts

thick velvet, and white wool mixed in endless variety.

covered with a cobweb; there another as

if

Here

is

Every

—coarse felt-work,

a leaf looking as

if

bestrewn with ashes or clay; here a leaf

surface, covered with closely pressed hairs or scutiform scales, glistens like a piece of
satin;

ami here again

is

a plant with such a long flock of hair

imagine that sheep in passing had

left pieces of their fleece

tliat

hanging on

one might

it.

There

is

hardly a family in the flora of the Mediterranean district which does not possess

members

richly provided in this way.

this respect, especially the

The Composites are the most remarkable

in

genera Andryala, Artemisia, Evax, Filago, Inula, and

Santolma; then come the Labiates of the genera Phlonnis, Salvia, Teucrium,
Marrubium, StacJiys, Sideritis, and Lavandula; rock-roses, bindweeds, scabious,
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and plants of the Spurge-laurel family ^just those
main part of the vegetation on the shores of the
Mediterranean Sea, and which possess a thickly-woven covering of hair. Indeed
representatives of families such as the Grasses, whose members are usually bare,

plantains, papilionaceous plants,

plants which constitute the

here appear to be quite shaggy with hair.

many

species,

which have a wide range of

It is also

from drying up, by developing

and which, from Scandinavia
can in the South protect them-

distribution,

to the coasts of the Mediterranean, have bare foliage,

selves

very interesting to see that so

haii'S

For instance,

on their epidermis.

fi'om

Northern and Central Europe as far as the Alps, the epidermis of the stems and
foliage of Silene inßata, Campanula Bpeculam, Galiavi rotvMdifolium, and Mentlia
Pidef/iuin

is

smooth and bare;

in the South,

—particularly in

Calabria,

—the

leaves

and stems of these species are covered with thick down.
Next to the Mediterranean flora, the neighliouring Egyptian and Arabian desert
regions, the elevated steppes of Persia and Kurdistan, as well as the lowlands of
Southern Russia and the plains of Hungary, show a comparatively large number of
whose leaves are thickly coated with hairs on both surfaces. Their number

species
is less

than that of the

flora of the

and deserts the dryness

of the

Mediterranean

summer

is

district,

because in the steppes

greater than in that region, and even

thick haiiy coverings are not always a sufiicient protection against this drj-ness, and
also because in

some

of these districts the dry period passes directly into a severe

Since on

winter, and the hairs would öfter but a poor protection against the cold.

the coasts of the Mediterranean Sea the winter temperature never

falls

below

freezing point, evergreen and grey leaves remain there unmolested, and recommence
their activity at the beginning of the next season.

The

successive develojiments of certain plant forms are verj' instructive with

regard to the relations existing between whole
the steppes, Meditei-ranean

make

first

and

district,

and

crocuses,

and

stars of Bethlehem,

always have bare

foliage.

food-salts

same

Their transpiration

up, blossom,

all

winter or spring

but the saturated

soil

provides a

The shrubs which sprout

at the

and hellebores, as well as the host of annuals which spring

and fructify

these plants

is

first

veiy active in consequence of

evaporating water, and also has ready in a free state the

in

an inconceivably short time, almost

foliage, especially in the steppes.

mences,

air,

which are required for rapid growth.

time, the peonies

and woody plants;

asphodels, amaryllises,

the rapidly-increasing temperature of the
sufficient sultstitute for the

In

The numerous tulips,
and all the other

thickly-haired immoi'telles.

bulbous growths, which begin to sprout immediately after the
rain,

transpiration.

and at the Cape, bulbous plants and annuals

their appearance; then follow the perennial grasses

finally succulent plants

narcissi,

floral regions

ai'c

all possess

bare

Towards midsummer, when the drought com-

already in fruit; their foliage, which until

now

has been

actively at work, begins to turn j'ellow and to dry up; their succulent tubers and

bulbs are imbedded below the surface in

soil

which

is

now

as hard as a stone;

and

the seeds which have fallen from the annual plants are easily able to survive the
aridity of the

summer and

the severity of the winter, since they are inclosed in
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protective coverings of great variety.

summer on

activity during the

would succeed very badly

plants which are

still
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to retain their

the steppes or in the Mediterranean floral district

only furnished with the bare foliage of the spring

if

vegetation.
If such a plant is to be protected from drying up, its transpiration
must be lessened. This is effected by various protective arrangements, but best of
all by a thick coating of hair.
The papilionaceous plants and species of Orache,

above

the immortelles and

all

misia), which are

still

in

wormwoods

{Helichrysuni,

Xeranthemum, Arte-

bloom in the height of the summer and can bear the

strongest heat of the sun, are, as a rule, thickly covered with hair, and regions,

month before were clothed in fresh green, are now shrouded
With the transition from the wet period of the spring and winter
the dryness of midsummer, there is a corresponding gradual transition from

wliich perhaps only a
in dismal gray.

rains to

the green of the bare, succulent hyacinth leaf to the grey of the rigid felt-covered
leaf of the immortelle.

A

is shown in Mediterranean floral districts by many
and perennial plants which one spring give rise to a rosette of leaves close
the soil, and in the spring following to a stem bearing both leaves and blossom,

peculiar appearance

biennial
to

which

arises

from the centre of the

rosette.

This rosette formed in the

has to live through the dry hot summer, and
haii's;
is

is

first

spring

therefore covei-ed with felted grey

the stem formed in the second j'ear which gives rise to the blossom, since

formed during the wet period, has no need of the protective

fore furnished

hairs,

and

is

it

there-

The Salvia lavandtdcufolia and Scahiosa
Hieracium gymnocephalum of Dalmatia, and in the
the wide-spread Helianthemum Tuber-aria may be mentioned

with green

foliage.

pulsat'dlokles of Gi'anada, the

Mediterranean

flora

as examples of such plants.

Their appearance

is

so strange that one involuntarily

asks whether this green leafy stem really belongs to the grey rosette of leaves, or

whether some one has not been playing a joke by putting together the stem and
rosette of

two

different kinds of plants.

These hair- like

structui-es, called

"covering hairs", whose function

is

a pro-

tection against excessive exhalation, exhibit a very great variety with regard to

form.

Notwithstanding this diversity, however, a certain degree of uniformity

must not be overlooked, inasmuch as in individual species the same kind of hairs
The coat of hair contributes not a little to the characteristic
appearance of the species, and therefore has always been considered of especial value
in description and discrimination.
As a help to description the older botanists

are always present.

introduced a series of expressions into botanical terminology by which to denote
shortly and tersely the most pronounced varieties, and this seems to be the most
suitable place for explaining these terms
signified

First, those

the forms of covering hairs which are

covering hairs consisting of a single epidermal

cell, which grows out
must be distinguished and set apart from those
have become multicellular by the formation of separation walls.

beyond the other epidermal
M-liich

i.e.,

by them.

cells,

Unicellular clothing hairs in

many

cases only project slightly above the surface
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of the

luat'

to wliicli they belong; they

bend down nearly at a right angle almost

immediately above their place of insertion, so that the long tapering part of the hair
cell lies

on the leaf-surface, as shown in

numbers and

-fig.

77

When

^.

such hair- forms, in great

parallel to one another, entirely cover the surface of the leaf, light is

strongly reflected from them, and the surface looks just like a piece of

a covering of hair, which

Such

silk.

seen particularly well on the shining foliage of the South

is

European bindweeds {Convolvulus Cneorurii, nitidus, olewfoliux, tenuissvimis, &c.),
termed "silky" (serlceus). Two varieties of this may be distinguished, viz. the

is

more usual case

in

which

the hairs of the leaf

all

where the hairs assume a

the rarer case

lie

parallel

with the midrib, and

on the right and

different position

left

of

the midrib, the whole of those on either side being respectively parallel to the
lateral ribs of their respective sides.

the observer, in

appearing

any one

from one half of the

position,

is

also

we admire on

shown

altogether absent, or

is

on the surface, but

lie

rise

known

only present to a small extent.

When

as satin.

up from
"

much

shaggy

Hairs which consist of single elongated air-containing

cells,

twisted and bent, with thin and pliant walls, are called wool-hairs, and the

covering formed by them

is

said to be

Woolly hairs are always twisted
fre(juently almost like a corkscrew.
to the

movement

It should also

of the

hand

The

•).

latter case is

Multicellidar clothing

epidermal

woolly

spirally,

As

"

or " tomentose

sometimes

loosely,

a rule the spiral

cells

is

whose direction

be noticed whether the elongated twisted

by

like

far the

hairs

tlie

dicular to the plane of the

a ribbon, as in

originate

In the

fig.

77

-),

by the repeated

tig.

same as that already stated
are also produced

78

by

division

first

of

them are perpen-

case the cells are usually arranged like

—as,

haii-s.

for example,

the surfaces clothed with

is

When

such

ficial cell

by the formation

of a

septum

arti-

the case in the

them appear

like velvet;

unicellular covei-ing hairs.

to be
is

the

Silky coats

by such a peculiar form as

These hairs are developed in the following manner.

fig.

^.

shown by

multicellular hairs, even

sented in

certain

and twisted and entwined, the leaf appeal's
77^), and to the naked eye this form of covering
to be

*),

These dividing walls

are elongated, curv'ed,

covered with wool (see

77

fig.

Gnaphcdhim tomentosuni

surface of the leaf or stem, or some of

leaf.

left.

the wool-hairs are

most common.

culated hairs are short and not interwoven-

when they

said to be to the

cells of

the links of a chain, anil are termed jointed or articulated

beautiful gloxinias (see

{lanuginosus).

sometimes tightly

in the opposite direction
is

caused by the formation of separation walls.

are either all parallel to

"

South European Ceniaurea Ragusina (see

whether they are compressed
77

"

of a watch,

circular in cross section, as in the

(fig.

is

very

" {holosericeusy.
"
"

velvety

they are of greater length and situated further apart, the expression

(villosus) is used.

the

the shimmer

it,

If the hairs are short,

numerous, and closely pressed together, they are said to be

or

the other half therefore

leaf,

the wings of certain butterflies, and

by that variety of silken material

unicellular hairs do not

if

meets the eye of

reflected light then only

In such a case the whole leaf has that peculiar shimmer, changing

dull.

on the slightest movement, which
wiiich

The

is

repre-

A

super-

parallel to the leaf-surface divides into

two
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repeated and gives rise to a small chain of three, four,

or five short cells which project slightly above the surface of the

leaf.

The top

cell

does not divide fm-ther, but enlarges in a striking manner, not, oddly enough,

lengthening in an upward direction, but transversely, parallel to the leaf-surface,

forming a lancet-shaped, rod-like structure, which shades the

by

its sister cells

as

if

on a pedestal.

leaf,

and

is

supported

Thousands of such curious hair-structures,

g!/^f%
Fig.
I

77.— Covering Hairs.

Articulated wuully hairs of GnaphalUnn Lemitopudinm. " Articulated velvety hairs of Gloxinia speciosa. 3 silky hairs of
* Ribbou-Iike flattened woolly hairs of Gnaphalium tomentosum.
s Spiral woolly hairs of CenConvolvtthis Cncoruia.
taitrea liaijttiiina.
8

6

Stellate hairs of Alystmiit Wüizhirkü.

Vertical section of the

may

which
close

they

same

best be

hairs.

* .Stellate

hairs of

?

Umbrella-shaped hairs of Eoniga npinosa; surface view.
x about 50.

Draba Thomasii.

compared to compass-needles, clothe the surface of the

leaf in

proximity to each other, and when they are arranged in a regular manner,
reflect the light uniformly,

and produce a

distinctly silky lustre.

lessened to a greater or less extent.

twisted, this lustre

is

called T-shaped,

distributed in a remai'kable way.

is

Numerous

several Crucifers (Syrenia,

Eryshuum), native on the steppes

Russia, the magnificent Aster ai'gophylliis of Australia,
Vol.

I.

ai-e

species of Astra-

galus, the .scabious of the Mediteri'anean flora (Scabiosa cretica, hymeltia,
foliii),

they

If

This variety of hairs,

gramini-

of Southern

and particularly numei-ous
21
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species of woi-ni woods; the

>Soiitli

European Artemisia arborescens and

arrjentea,

the Artemisia sericea and laciniata belonging to the steppes and Siberian

Common Wormwood,

Artemisia Mutellina, growing on the rocky crags

raut,

owe

flora,

the

Artemisia Absynthium, and the frequently-mentioned Edel<if"

mountain heights

—

all

their silky appearance to these T-shaped hair-structures.

It

may

also

happen that the

cell

which

is

elongated transversely

{i.e.

parallel to

m

L^'

Fig.
'

Floccose
<

liairs of

hairs of Correa speciosa.

Actinia-lil^e

dettoidea.

Verbascum thapsiforme.

x about

above the epidermis,

many-rayed

The rays
tigs.

is

77*).

of

is

the uppermost of the small group of cells projecting

prolonged iu three, four, or even more directions, so as to

stellate appearance.

four, or

78.— Covering Hairs.

s T-shaped hairs of Artemisia mutellina.
Tutted hairs of PotentUla cinerea,
« Stellate hairs of Aubretia
' Scutiform scales of Etceagnut angustifolia.

50.

the leaf -surface), and which

have a

2

stars,

Thus the covering of the

leaf is seen to consist of three,

each supported on a short stalk

the stellate cells are frequently forked, as in

(.see figs.

78" and TT").

Draba Thomasii

(see

In rare cases they have a comj^aratively large central portion, and are

only divided at their circumference into short rays; they then look exacth' like
small sunshades spread out over the leaf-surface.
represented in

figs.

77

^

and 77

*,

This elegant form, which

has a particularly beautiful

appearance

is

in
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Koniga

spinosa, a

member

All these clothing hairs,

of the Mediterranean flora.

with star-shaped indented upper
" stellate hairs " (pili stellati).

cells,

823

are grouped together under the

name

of

In Cruciferas and Malvaceae they occur in endless

variety.

When

the uppermost

of the group forming the stellate hair

cell

separation walls, which in part are

branched hairs are the

always an-anged in a

perpendicularly to the leaf-surface,

7y.— Pliuty armour of Rochea falcata.

2 Surface vie^v
on the right hand the vesicular distended portion
removed aud the stomata are brought into view; x350,

Section perpendicular to the leaf-surface.
superficial cells is

stellate

;

manner and are usually

tinguished from the part which supports the branches.
like a pedestal,

When

and

the pedestal

is

is

divided by

In branched hairs the branches, which are almo.st

result.

Fig.
1

placed

is

of

some

unicellular, can be dis-

This portion usually looks

sometime.s multicellular, sometimes formed from a single

very short, and the

cell

supported by

it is

cell.

divided by several

radiating divergent septa, which are either oblique or perpendicular to the leafsurface, tufted hairs {pili fasciculati) are formed.

These look like sea-urchins

lying on the surface in close proximity to each other; they vary very
size,

much

in the

number, length, and direction of their branches, and they are particularly

abundant on the cinquefoils (Potent ilia cinerea and arenaria),
roses (Cist us

When

and Heliantliemum).

the foot-stalk

is

A common

form

is

cistus

and rock-

repi-esented in

tig.

very short, and the radiating branch-cells borne by

78^.
it

are
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joined to one another, a stai'-shaped, ribbed, multicellular plate, indented at the

margin,

produced (see

is

These plates are generally

78^).

tig.

flat,

lie

on

level

the surface of the leaf or stem, overlap one another with their indented margins,

and cover the green surface of the leaf so completely that it appears to Ije white
instead of green, and invest it with a bright, almost metallic, lustre.
Such lea%-es
are said to be

"

scaly

"

(Lepidotus).

The

best

known examples

of

such leaves,

covered with shining silveiy hair-scales, are those of Mceagnus and of the Sea
Buckthoi-ns (Hippophae).

If the plates are bent, irregularly fringed, and lustreless,
them looks just as if it were strewn with bits of claj-, and is
Examples of this are well shown by the leaf{furfuraceios).

the leaf covered with
said to be " clayey "

coverings of

many

When

plants allied to the Pine-apple (Bromeliacese).

and

of the hair is supported on a moderately high pedestal,

cell

is

the top

divided into

numerous radiating daughter-cells which diverge from one another, a structure is
produced which is somewhat like a knout, or, if the radiating cells are short, like a
sea-anemone (Actinia). This form of hair is seen, for example, in the Southern
and Eastern European Pldomis, in many mulleins (Verbciscwni Olymp icum), and,
with multicellular pedicels, on the leaves of Correa speciosa, an Australian shrub
fig. 78*).
Occasionally a branched hair produces several whorls of branches
above one another, and then hair-structures are formed which resemble stoneworts

(see

(Cliaraceffi) or

miniature

fir-trees

under the microscope.

When many

a magnifying-glass like a small plantation, and the analogy
storied tree-shaped hairs, like the

higher many-storied ones.

This

is

undergrowth

Many
balls,

naked eye

like flock,

heightened

is

in a high forest, occur

one-

if

under the

the case in the Torchweed, Verbascicm thapsi-

forme, whose hairs are represented in
to the

such tiny

with interwoven branches, they look under

tree-like hairs are placed close together

fig.

78

Hair-structures like these appear

1.

and are described as

" floccose "

hairs (j^ili floccosi).

of these have the peculiar habit of rolling themselves together into small

which make the leaf-surface look as

powder.

This

is

if

it

were liestrewn with coarse white

the case, for example, in the mullein

known

as

Verhascum

verii-

lentum.

In the crowded condition of

unbranched woollj^

cross one another, intertwine,
felted

mass which covers the

are termed
"

tomentose

layer,
is

" felt "

stellate

and tufted

hairs, it is unavoi<lable that the

and be more or
sui-face of the

less

hairs, of

branched floccose and

neighbouring hair-cells should
interwoven; and thus arises a

organ in

c|uestion.

Such haii'-masses

{tomentutn), and the varieties are distinguished as " felted

") stellate

or woolly hairs, &c.

Often the

felt

"

(or

only forms a thin loose

through which the green of the leaf-surface can be seen; but occasionally

it

so thick that the leaf appears snow-white.

While

in all these cases the covering

elongated

—usually,

indeed,

which protects the leaves and stem of the

woven from air-containing cells, cylindrical and
very much elongated— in some thick-leaved plants,

plant from over-transpiration

is

especially in species of the

genus Rochea, a native of the Cape, these

vesicular and

they are arranged

distended;

in

rank

and

file

cells

become

adjoining

one
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anotlier, so that

epidermal

taken together they form a layer which spreads over the other

The ordinary epidermal cells are small and only
outer walls, as shown in the illustration above. The

a coat of mail.

cells like

on their

slightly thickened
cells

which are placed together

to

an luiusual way: their stalk-like
epidermal

cells, is

form the armour, however, are enlarged

base, looking as if

wedged

in quite

between the ordinary

in

indeed comparatively large, but the bladder-like swollen portion

dimensions which are about six hundred times greater than those of the

exliibits

ordinary epidermal
almost
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The

cells.

packed together, and become

vesicles are closely

Where a

the mutual pressure they exert on each other.

cubical liy

space

might occur, the bladders form protubei-ances and bulgings at the side which

way

together in such a

that a completely closed coat of mail

expression " coat of mail "
cells of

is

in

The

the more justified here since the swollen bladder-like

Rochea are as hard as pebbles.

cell-walls,

fit

the result.

is

Large quantities of

and by burning them a complete skeleton in
It needs

the case of the silica-coated Diatomacese.

silica

are present in the

can be obtained, as in

silica

no further explanation that in

the dry season such a coat of armour affords to the succulent cells

it

covers an

excellent protection against evaporation.

There
cells

however,

is,

still

The

another point to be considered.

on fuUy-gi-own leaves are

still

vesicular swollen

occupied by protoplasm, which forms a thin

layer round the walls, while in the centre

is

only in older leaves that the bladder-like

cells

a large cavity

become

filled

filled

with cell-sap;

with

it is

As long

air.

as

they contain watery cell-sap they serve as reservoirs of water from which the green
chlorophyll-bearing cells below can obtain supplies at the periods of greatest

drought,

when

all

shows how well the

silicified

fact,

that the water-reservoirs

many

aids to exhala-

walls of these bladders function.

They may be

are situated on the exterior of the plants,
tion,

This

other sources are exhausted.

where there

exist so

whose mouths are directed towards the green
whose walls allow absolutely no water to pass through.
compared

to glass vessels

tissue,

and

FORM AND POSITION OF THE TRANSPIRING LEAVES AND BRANCHES.
The enlargement

of the green leaf-surface has been already explained as a

of increasing transpiration,

sidered

grow

in

damp

air.

restriction of transpiration.
areas, in

which the activity

which

is

of special importance

if

means

the j^lants con-

Similarly a diminution of the green surface signifies a

This relation

is

illustrated

of the vegetation

increasing dryness, the foliage of the plants

goes a diminution.

when

It is also a

is

well-known

is

by the

fact that in all floral

restricted or entii'elj' stopped

not so widely outspread,
fact that one

i.e. it

and the same

by

underspecies,

gi'own in a dry sunny position, will exhibit smaller, and in particular, narrower

leaves than

when

it

has been grown in a

damp

situation.

This

is

well seen in

passing from the mountainous districts bordering the Hungarian lowlands to the
plains of the lower regions.

Linum

A

number

hirsutum, Alyssum montanum,

and herbs, Anchusa officinalis,
Thymus Marschallianus, &c., exiiibit on

of shrubs
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the dry sands of

plains

tlie

much narrower

leaves than in the valleys of the

the leaves has to be considered,
Strictly speaking, there

the formation of grooved depressions on the sur-

i.e.

no lessening of the whole surface of the

is

only of that portion of the surface which

we

point with which

is

exposed to sun and wind.

is

the

which are not

to be considered; whilst the extent of the grooved depressions,

neglected.

On

abundant.

For the most part the crumpling

first

is

With regard to the exhalation of water, only
influenced by the agents for increasing transpira-

exposed to the sun's rays, nor to dry currents of

when

but

leaf,

This

are concerned.

the extent of the surface directly
tion

moun-

In conjunction with the narrowing of the foliage, the wrinkling of

tainous regions.

face.

ANIJ UUANCHES.

air,

may

be in a certain measure

the whole, plants with wrinkled and grooved foliage are not very
is

to be seen

on quite young leaves

they break through the bud-scales, and when their epidermal

yet sufficiently thickened with cuticular matei'ial.

Later,

when

become smooth, and the

cuticle is advanced, the wrinkles gradually

cells are

not

the formation of the

becomes

leaf

flat.

been pointed out that those pit-like depressions, on the

It has already

which stomata are concealed
piration.

Thei-e

(cf. figs.

68 and

73),

may

floor of

also serve to restrict trans-

no contradiction in the statement that the same structure at one

is

time hinders the entrance of water and the wetting of the stomata at the bottom of
the

pit,

and at another time prevents
Each has

over-ti'anspiration.

during the summer

acere,

sun and to the

ceased, evaporation

its turn.

sleep, is

warm diy

air,

direct contact with

When

dry winds and consequent

the foliage of the Australian Prote-

exposed for months to the scorching rays of the

and when

all

from the leaves must be

supplies of water from the soil have

restricted as

much

as possible;

that the pit-like depressions perform their duty in this respect.

When,

it is

then

later on, the

plants are aroused fi'om their long sleep, and have to provide themselves with food,
to grow, blossom,

and fructify in an extremely short space of time, while violent

showers of rain are pouring down from the clouded sky, and
dripping with wet;

it

is

all

the leaves are

then very important that, in spite of these exceedingly

unfavourable conditions for evaporation, an abundant transpiration should nevertheless take place,

and that the function of the stomata should lie
These pit-like depressions, which in the dry

impaired by the moisture.

vented evaporation,
In

many

now have

to

in

no way

jDeriod pi-e-

keep moisture away from the stomata.

plants evaporation from the superficial tissue

is

restricted

by the

contact of the leaves to their supports, like the scales on the back of a
up)per side of a leaf in contact with the stem,

and frequently adhering

to

fish.
it, is

close

The
thus

deprived of the means of exhalation, and transpiration can only take place on the

somewhat arched or keeled under
for example, in the Tree of Life

side of the green scale-like leaf.

(Arhor

vitce),

in several species of Juniper, in

Thujopsis, Libocedrus, and various other Conifers.
notice that in sevei'al of these Conifers the
close pressed to the

from

it if

little

This occurs,

It is not without interest to

green scale-like loaves

onlj'

become

stem when they are exposed to the sun, whilst they project

the brunches in ([uestion are shaded.

FÜRxM

A

t'urtlier

AND

I'OSITIOX

reduction

uf
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evaporating surface

the

development of thickened or fleshy
considei-ation as clear as possible,

observations.

By

perhaps well to insert here the following

altering the form of a sheet of lead 8 cms. square

thick into a solid cylinder, the diameter of this cylinder
the whole surface of the cylinder

The

brought about by the

is

In order to render the points under

leaves.

it is

is

only

one-fiftli of

is

is

1

1 cm.,

mm.
and

that of the previous flat sheet.

how much

the transpiring surface of a thick cylindrical leaf than of a thin flattened

Such thickened

one.

and

seen to be only

application of these figures to the tissue of a leaf demonstrates

smaller
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leaves,

which approach more or

less to

the cylindrical shape,

are to be found regularly where transpiration has to be reduced for a considerable

time

—

as, for

example, in the mountainous districts of Central and Southern Europe,

soil which easily dries up, and on stone walls
and battlements (Snhim album, reßexum, dasyphyllwm, atratum, Boluniense,

in the

genus Seduvi, growing on sandy

Hisjxmicum, &c.). They also occur in a .striking manner in many tropical orchids
which grow on rocks, or epiphytically on the bark of trees in the East Indies,
Mexico, and Brazil, exposed for more than six months to gi'eat aridity (Brasavola
cordata and tuber cuh da, Dendrohiwm junceum, Lejototes bicolor, Oiicidium
Cavendisfuanum and longifoUutn, Sarcanthus rostratus, Vanda teres, and many
others)
but especially are they found in aloes and stapelias and species of
;

Cotyledon,

Crassula, and

districts of the

Cape.

Mesemh'yanthemum, whose habitat

in the

is

dryest

Several Umbellifer», Composita3, and Portulaceae (Inula

Crithmum maritimuTn, Talinwm fruticosuvi) growing on stony places
sea-shore in the liuruing sun, and many salsolas of the deserts and salt

crithmoides,
of the

steppes, as well as finally

some

Proteacere,

exposed to the droughts of Australia

—

all

which

for two-thirds of the year are

are characterized

by

their development of

fleshy leaves.

Just as thick-leaved plants have acquired their succulence by a modification
of their foliage, .similarly, in the so-called cactiform plants,

become thick and

fleshy,

and take on

it is

the functions of leaves.

the stems which

Here the green

tissue is situated in the cortex of the stem, the epidermis covering it contains

stomata just like the epidei'mis of foliage-leaves, and the green cortex transpires,

and functions on the whole exactly as the green leaves
of

the cactiform plants are richly branched and

sometimes much resemble thick -leaved

plants.

do.

When

the stems

the branches are short, they

Frequently also the separate

portions of the stem and branches take the form of fleshy leaf -like discs, as in the

genus of the Prickly-pear (Opuntia), and such stem-structures
taken by the uninitiated for thick leaves.

ai"e

usually mis-

Gardeners, as a rule, group the thick-

leaved and cactifonn plants together under the single term "succulent plants".

To

the cactiform plants belong the opuntias and cacti, species of Cereus, Ecliino-

cactu«, Melocactus,

Brazil

and Mamillaria, which are distributed from

over Peru, Columbia, the Antilles, and Guatemala.

Chili

These

and South

are,

however,

especially developed on the high plains of Mexico in astonishing variety of form.

To the cactiform

plants belong also the leafless candelabra-like tree-shaped spurges

Ftnai axij I'osrnox ok jhe tkanspikixg leaves
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of

anu bkanxhes.

These plants are exposed, far more

Africa and the East Indies.

the

tlian

thick-leaved plants, for the greater portion of the year to extraordinary dryness.

Their usual habitats are dry sandy and stony plains, waste rocky plateaus, and
crevices of rocks

which are almost completely wanting

They always

in soil.

inhabit

regions where no rain falls for about three-fourths of the year, and which usually

The whole organization of these plants
Dry scales and liaii-s are produced
instead of foliage-leaves, or these are often metamorphosed into thorns which
project in great numbers from the thick stem - structures, and efficiently protect
them from the attacks of thirsty animals. The epidermis of the pillar-like, discbelong to the driest parts of the earth.

corresponds to these conditions of their habitat.

shaped, or spherical stem-portions

thickened on the outer wall, so as to almost

is

resemble cartilage, and frequently

forms a coat of mail round the deeper-lying

it

much

green tissue by the abundant deposition of oxalate of lime (as

Most of the succulent

by oxalate

fortified

aggregates of

is

whose

cell-walls,

is

that,

are

of lime, silicic acid, or suberin, have in their tissue peculiar

always so apportioned that

"

fall of

the

.

The water

in these reser-

from one rainy season to another; that

which exhales the stored-up water does not

from drought during the dry season.

immediately after the

"

aqueous tissue

it lasts

to say, the adjoining green tissue

suffer

air,

which apparently serve for the storing-up of water for the dry

and which have been termed

season,

voirs

cells

plants,

as 85 per cent).

which are in contact with the

Also,

is

it

contrived in these plants

the reservoirs are again

first rain,

filled

with

water, and that the emptying and filling of the cells and the decrease and increase

of their volume exercise no harmful influence on the adjoining
plants have been not inaptly compared to camels, the

" shi])s

Succulent

tissue.

of the desert "

,

which

provide themselves with a large quantity of water, and are then able to dispense

with further supplies for a long time without injury.
tissue are comparatively large

and

forms a delicate layer round the walls

— that

with watery, often somewhat mucilaginous,
tissue

is

The

cells of

the aqueous

their walls thin; the active protoplasm within
to say, a sac

is

fluid.

whose cavity

is filled

In the cactuses the aqueous

hidden as much as possible in the interior of the thick rod-shaped or

spherical stem; also in

many

thick-leaved plants, such as some of the European

Sedmn album, dasyphyllum, glnucmn);

species of the genus

Sedtcm

African

the genera Aloii and

species

of

(e.g.

Mesembryanthemum

(e.g.

in South

Mesembry-

anthemum, blandum, foliosum, sublacerum), the aqueous tissue is concealed in the
interior of the leaf, and is usually composed of cells surrounding vascular bundles
there situated. In Sedum Telephium, known by the name of Orpine, as well as in
species of House-leek {Sempervivum), and many salsolas growing on steppes, the
ramifications of the vascular bundles are enveloped in a mantle of green tissue,

and the bundles, which

are, as it were, overlaid

with regard to the colourless aqueous
like green strands in a transparent

Mexican Echeverias the aqueous
tissue,

and

tissue,

with green

matrix which

tissue

is

cells,

are so arranged

that to the naked eye they look
is

as clear as water.

In the

inserted as broad stripes in the green

in the thick-leaved orchids it appears as if sprinkled

between the green

KOUM AND
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numerous other thick-leaved plants serves as a

in

water in a marvellous way.

for

epidermal

Individual

enlarged and project beyond the others in the form

shown

store-hou.se

are then

cells

greatly

of sacs, clubs, or l)ladders, as

These bladders either

in the picture of Rocliea (fig. 79).
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fit

together into a

one-laj-ered extended coat of armour, or they are frequently placed irregularly side
by side or above one another. In some instances they form isolated groups or occur
singly,

and appear then to the naked eye

like protuberances

on the green stems and

leaves, where they glitter and sparkle in the sunshine like an endn-oidery of dew-

Many

drops.

leaves and branches

—

as,

for example, those of the widely-distributed

Ice-plant (Meseinbrya'nthev%um cristallinum)

candied fruit covered with

When

clear, colourless,

—have

the greatest resemblance to

sparkling sugar crystals.

the walls of the enormously-distended vesicular or bladder-shaped cells of

the epidermis are

as are those of the repeatedly-mentioned Roclwa,

silicified,

it is

which they contain is not exhaled into
inclosed
in
a glass bottle and can only be given oft
the air; the fluid is, so to speak,
But when the walls of the bladder-like giant
in the direction of the green ti.ssue.

easily understood that the

not

cells are

silicified,

watery

cell-sap

and not even particularly thickened, what

the aspect of the Ice-plant one would think that a single

From

suffice to shrivel

and dry

uf)

the watery vesicles.

may be

Leafy twigs cut from the Ice-plant

left all

But

is

the result

?

warm diy day would

this is certainly not the case.

day on the dry ground

in

dry air

and sunshine, and the large bhukler-like cells on the surface will not lose their
aqueous contents.

After a week they liecome collapsed, having given up their

water, not to the atmosphere, but to the green tissue covered by this swollen coat.

Without doubt
but

cell-wall;

this

it is

i^henomenon

as certain that the constituents of the cell-sap, which

vesicles are also important,
this

aqueous

to be associated with a peculiar formation of the

is

and

it

fills

the

must be assumed that substances are dissolved

in

fluid wliich restrict the evajjoration of the water.

These substances, which hold water with great energy, and thereby enable the
plants in question to survive through periods of the greatest dryness, are jDartly

gummy, and

viscous,

resinous fluids, partly

watery pulp of crushed mistletoe

may be

berries, tised

It is well

known

that the sticky,

in the manufacture of

"

bird-lime

",

exposed to the air for months without quite drying up, and the mucilaginous

juices of
cially

salts.

many

cactuses and thick -leaved plants behave in a similar manner, espe-

those of the

possessing

them

Cape

aloes,

to withstand the

of the salt steppes

and

which exhale no water, and enable the plants
drought for months.

In the thick-leaved plants

deserts, the fluids are rarely resinous or

gummy, but they
common

frequently contain a surprising quantity of salts dissolved in water, such as
salt,

chloride of magnesium, and the like;

proportionately large quantities.
see the thick-leaved salsolas rising
lent,

when

the ground

is

It is

and these

also obstinately retain

water in

one of the most surprising of phenomena to

above the

soil of salt stej^jjes,

at its driest in the height of sunnuer,

green and succu-

when

for

months no

when
amount

clouds have tempered the sun's rays and not a drop of rain has fallen, and

almost

all

other plants have long ago turned yellow and faded.

The

lai-ge
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of salts contained in the sap of these plants renders theiu capable of a resistance

which

almost greater than that atibrded by mucilaginous materials and gum-resins.

is

It must,

however, be remarked here that not

green leaf- or stem-cells contain-

all

ing abundant water have the function of storing

up

it

for a

aqueous cell-groups and strands adjoining the green
outer aqueous tissue, in very

many

cases, has

conducting of carbonic acid to places where

dry season, and that the

tissue, especially the so-called

another important function,

it

the

viz.

can be assimilated, but this will be

described in the next chapter.

An extreme

reduction of the leaf-surface, combined witii a formation of

transpiring tissue in the cortex of the stem,

known by

the

name

is

also

shown

They

of " Switch " plants.

in another

jji-een

group of plants

are characterized

by

thin rod-

shaped stems and bi-anches, while the cactiform plants, on the contrary, always have

and massive, thickened, fleshy and rigid stem-strucby the wind. The switch-plants maj' be subdivided into
those which are flexible, hollow, and only slightly branched as, for example, the
horse-tails (EqvAsetum), reeds (Sclrpus), rushes (Juncus), bog-rushes (Schcenus), and
several eyperuses (Cypenis); and into broom-like shrubs with rigid woody boughs
their axes but little branched,

tures which are unaflected

—

breaking up into innumerable branches and twigs.

The former

are distriljuted over

the whole world; the latter are principally to be found in Australia and in districts

bordering on the Mediterranean Sea.

some genera

of Papilionace«

and

In Australia

it is

chiefly Casuarinas

and

Santalace» (Splnerolobium, Vimvnaria, Lepto-

meria, Exocarpus) which take on this odd form, and some of them even attain to
the size of trees.

In the Mediterranean flora isolated species and groups from the

families of Asparaginese, Polygalacete,

and Resedaceaj are seen with

shaped, leafless branches, which project
again,

stifily into

thin,

stiff",

rod-

the air with green cortex; but

most of these plants belong to the Papilionacese and Santalaceae.

Several

switch-plants of the papilionaceous genera Retama, Genista, Cytisus, and Spartium,

growing together, often cover wide

tracts of country in densely-crowded masses,

and thus conti'ibiate not a little to the scenic peculiarity of the district. Many small
rocky islands oft' the coast of Istria are entirely overgrown by Spartiuin scoparimn,
whicli

is

represented in the illustration opposite.

In

May

large golden flowers,

scented like acacias, apjjear on the green rods of the Broom, and then for a short

time the dark green of the switch-plant

is

changed into a

golden yellow islands rising above the dark blue

sea.

On

brilliant j-ellow.

passing near the coast, just at this time, the remarkable phenomenon

This

floral

is

seen of

adornment

is,

however, but transitory, and nothing more monotonous and desolate than such a

dry unwatered

The

islet,

covered with these shrubs, can be imagined

Spartiumfi belongs to those switch-plants which are not entirely leafless, but

which develop

little

green lancet-shaped leaves at intervals on their long twigs.

But

these are of such secondary importance that their green tissue can only form the
smallest jDortion of the organic substances necessary to the further growth of the
plants,

and

branches.

this duty
The cortex

chiefly falls to the share of
is

also characteristically

the cortex of the switch-like

formed in accordance with

this fact.

FORM AND POSITIOX OF THE TEANSPIRING LEAVES AND lUiAXCHES.

Under the

epidermis, whose outer walls are

much thickened and
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coated with wax,

five to seven
is the green transpiring tissue or "chlorenchyma", consisting of from
the stem,
round
mantle
continuous
rows of cells. This green tissue does not form a

but
ficr.

Below

81).

bast,

this cortex of alternating green tissue

strips of

and

hard bast (see

strips of bast are soft

a very large pith; but these have no further interest for

cambium, wood, and
It is, however, worthy of remark that

ua here.

Fig.

in the green strands of the cortex

80.— Switch-plants.

Bushes of Spartium ncopariuiii near Ruvigno

of the Spartium, the

them, so that here there

wide canals and passages.

Over each

'-).

the chlorenchj-ma

and that only very narrow air-passages ramify between
no formation of a spongy parenchyma penetrated by

On

the other hand, large cavities occur where the green

and these act as substitutes for the wide ramifying
is to be seen in the epidermis through

of the cavities a stoma

which the water vapour, exhaled
81

cells of

is

tissue touches the epidermis,
canals.«

in Istvia.

crowded green chlorophyll-containing

closely adjoin one another,

fig.

by

divided into from ten to fifteen thick strands

is

chiefly

The stomata are proportionately

from the green
small, but their

cells,

can escapje (see

number

is

very great.

Since the guard-cells are not so strongly thickened on their outer walls as are the
other epidermal

cells,

the stomata appear to be

somewhat sunken.

By this

arrange-

ment, and also by the epidermal coating of wax, they are protected from moisture.
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In the CasuariiiesB and in Cytisus radiatas (see

LEAVES AXl)
69), the

fig.

liKAN'CHES.

green tissue

is distri-

buted in the cortex of the branches exactly as in the case just described;
of green tissue traversing the stem are deeply cut into

sti-ips

liut

the

by longitudinal

In some other leafless switch-shrubs, such as species of the genus

furrows.
EiiJiedra,

the clilorenchyma forms a continuous and uniform mantle round the

by strips of bast. But in this case the stomata are distriljuted
unifox*mly over the whole surface of the rod-shaped branches, while in the brooms,
Casuarinese, and in Cytisus radiatus they are absent from those portions of the
stem, uninterrupted

epidermis whicli cover the strips of hard bast.
Plants with leaf-like bi-anches or cladodes are distinguished from switch-plants
1

C^"*^'

i^'^

•.'•

rWm,

>

")

'c-'

Fig. 81.
I

by the

— Switch-shrubs.

Fart of stem of Spartium scoparium cut tr.insversely

x

;

Tart of the transverse section

30.

fact that all their shoots are not circular in section, but

looking as though they had been pressed out.
the so-called "short branches

", i.e.

when on

When

rounded stems.
first

scales

^

On

c3'lindi"ical,

plants, viz.

acideatus), each at

the

and 82

young

^),

Why

should these

illustration opposite at once

two cladode-bearing

Hypoglossum and
(see figs. 82

The

shoots,

flattened,

a stem only the ultimate, comparatively
like ordinary

two

flat

on the

sessile

This explanation of them, however, given by botanists,

sight satisfactory to the uninitiated.

fully grown.

some are

have quite the appearance of leaves which are

branches, and not leaves?
It represents

x 240.

this flattening is restricted to

short branches are flattened, the main axes remaining
stalks, these structures

;

not at

is

green structures be

makes the matter

species of Butcher 's-broom

an early stage of development and also when

which have just made their waj^ out of the

soil

the true leaves can be seen in the shape of small sessile pale

on the long, rounded, finely-ridged axis: and from the angles which these

make with

clear.

{Ruscus

the long axis arise darker,

much

scales

thicker organs wliich i-apidly increase

in size, while the supporting covering-scales

become dry, shrivel up, and

finally

FORM AND
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disappear, leaving no traces.

Since the

members
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wliich arise from the axils of

leaves (whether these are small clothing-scales, or large green laminae does not

matter) are not considered to be leaves, but shoots, the

flat leaf-like sti'uctures

Butcher's-broom are also regarded as shoots, and are named
(cladodes)

—

oi-,

Young

of the

flattened shoots

considering their similarity to leaves, " leaf-branches

Fig.
1

"

"

(phylloclades).

82.— Plants with Leaf-like Branches (Cladodes).

shitot of lirtsat^ ny2)oglossum.

'^

The same branch fully grown, with flowers on the cladodes.
* The same branch with flowers on the cladodes.

3

Young shoot

of Enseals aculeattfs.

This view

is

strengthened materially by the fact that these leaf-like structures, in

their further development,

ordinary cylindrical axes.

and from the

and
That

in the production of shoots,
is

axils of these scales arise stalked flowers (see

ultimately fructify.

behave exactly like

to say, small scale-like leaves spring fi-om them,
fig.s.

82"^

and 82

*)

which

Plants possessing such phylloclades are not very numerous on

FORM AM) POSITION OF THE TUANSI'IUINO LEAVES AND BRANCHES.
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The

the whole.

IJutcher's-brooins, chosen

above as examples, belong to Southern

Europe, and occur in large (juantities on the

Koil of

dry woods, where everything

is

wrapped in deep sleep during the height of summer. In the Antilles, and in the
prairies of the East Indies, are about twenty shrub -like species, belonging to

New

the genus PliylUmthus of the Spurge-family.

Zealand also possesses one of

these peculiar phylloeladous plants, belonging to the papilionaceous genus

In the species of both these genera (see

tnichelia.

fig.

Car-

83) the flattened shoots are

exceedingly like lancet-shaped foliage-leaves, and the true leaves are transfoniied
into small

These tiny scales are situated on the margins of the

pale scales.

and from their axils arise stalks bearing the flowers and fruit. On
South America occur the remarkable colletias, of which a species,
The leaflets on these extraordinary
cruciata, is represented in fig. 83.

phylloclades,

the

Andes

Colletia

of

shrubs are diminutive, but not pale and scale-like; whilst the gi-een phylloclades,

form very strong flattened organs, tapering
to a point, and placed opposite one another in jDairs, so that each pair is always at
right angles to the couple next above or below. Yet another arrangement is seen

which play the part of the

foliage-leaves,

in Coccoloba 'platyclada (Polygonacese), a native of the

But

Coccidus Balfourii, growing in the island of Socotra.
t;nter into all these variations in detail

it

;

is

Salomon
it is

Islands,

in

enough to have bi'ought forward

the most striking forms of phylloeladous plants which are represented in

and

and

impossible here to

figs.

82

83.

in all

If

these peculiar plants the branches are flattened

and spread

out, it

cannot indeed be asserted that the surface of their transpiring tissue has undergone
diminution, and tlius far of course this strange development has nothing to do with
the restriction of transpiration.

must be sought

The arrangement by which

for elsewhere.

It consists in this

:

this

which turn their broad surfaces

brought about

Contrary to most

directed that their surfaces are vertical and not horizontal.
leaves,

is

the leaf-like shoots are so
flat

fully to the incident light, the flattened

shoots are placed vertically so that at mid-day they only cast a very narrow shadow,

and do not

stoji

the sunbeams on their

way to

such a leaf -like structure placed vertically, as

than a foliage-leaf whose surface
carried on in the green

cells,

is

the
it

soil.

wei-e

however, that
less

The work
not hindered by this

opposed to the mid-day sunbeams.

under the influence of

position of the leaf-like organs.

It is obvious,

on edge, will exhale much

If the vertical

light, is

green surfaces are not so well

illuminated by the sun's rays during the w^armest part of the day, this

is

abundantly

compensated for by the fact that their broad surfaces are exposed to the light both
of the

morning and evening

the heat

is

be feared as when the sun
alone

sun.

On

the other hand,

not so powerful, and consequently there

—not illumination—

and therefore

this

is
is

when

the sun rises and

sets,

no such rapid exhalation to

To put the matter
by the vertical position

in the zenith.
restricted

is

shortlj^ transpiration

of the green laminae,

metamorphosis has rightly been considered a protective measure

against excessive transjiii'ation.

This arrangement

is

only found in plants of dry regions, where transjjiration
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water cannot be drawn from the

tlio

contrary, the clanger

is
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often iunninent that

quantity to replace that lost by

soil in sufficient

exhalation.

The

phylloclades, moreover, are only a type of a large

in a word, all agree in this; the edge or

narrow

towards the zenith.

structm-e, not the broad surface, is turned

Fig.
*

1

83.— Plants with

Cotletia cruciata.

2

number

Le.it-like

Brauches
»

Carinichelia aitstralis.

of organs which,

side of the flattened exhaling

In

many

of the

(Clailodes).

Phyllanthus speciosus.

vetches of the Southern European flora {Lathyrus Nissolia, Ochrus), but especially
in

a large number of Australian shrubs and

foliu, falcata, myrtifolia, arrnata, cultrata,

leaf-stalks

ment

which

(Acacia longi-

Melanoxylon, decipiens,

&c.), it is the

and then the developor has the appearance of an appen-

are extended like leaves placed vertically,

of the leaf-lamina

dage at the apex of the
Myrtaceaä and

trees, principally acacias

is

either entirely arrested,

flat

green leaf -stalk, or

"

phyllode", as

it is called.

Proteaceae, especially in species of the genera Eii^calyptus,

In

many

Leucaden-
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(Iron,

Melaleuca, Protea, Banlcma, and Grevillea, the

leat'-l ilade.s

iiUAN'CHES.

themselves are not

placed horizontally like tlujse of our maples, elms, beeches, and oaks, but verticaHj'

Imagine now an entire wood of such

on edge, like the phylloclades and phyllodes.

eucalypti and acacias, on which the mid-day sun

is

pouring down

its rays.

If it is

not exactly literally true to say that each vertical leaf only easts a linear sliadow at
noon,

it is

much shade on

the gromid of sncli a

way everywhere between

the erect leaf-blades,

at least certain that there

The sunbeams

wood.

find their

not

is

it is impossible to speak of the dim forest-light
The Casuarine.e, which grow with eucalyptus, acacias,
do not help to make such woods shady, and thus one is quite

penetrating the depths below, and

under such circumstances.

and

Proteaceffi

justified in

speaking of the shadowless forests of Australia.

Although Australia stands alone

in the variety

and abundance of

its

plants

possessing vertical leaf-blades, other floral areas fui'nish numerous and remarkable

examples of this arrangement.

LJL
Ö

so-called

" eijuitaiit "

leaves

{Tqficldia, Nartliecmin),

Ferraria,

One has only

belonging to

numerous

to think of the curious shape of the

many

plants

of

the Daft'u

i

jJl

family

and the closely-related genera. Gladiolus,

irises,

The leaves

Witsenia, Montbrefia, &e., chiefly natives of the Cape.

exhibit the peculiarity of being folded together lengthwise, and the sides thus

Only

brought into contact become fused to one another.

two halves remain

join the stem do the

at the point

where

thej'

forming a groove in which

distinct,

is

The formation of such equitant leaves from
may perhaps be illustrated by taking a strip of paper smeared

inserted the base of an upper leaf.

ordinary leaf -blades

on one side with paste and folding

broad surfaces are

much

to those of the rising

less

Such equitant leaves are

so directed that their

exposed to the perpendicular rays of the mid-day than

and setting sun.

In the Mediterranean

flora,

met with whose leaves look
the stem.

longitudinally so that the pasted sides are in

it

contact and become joined together.

as

and on many
if

steppes, plants are not seldom to be

they had not been a file to free themselves from

In such plants the projecting portion of the foliage-leaf

but the margins are continued for some

and wings.

way down

Leaves of this kind are termed

abundant amongst Composites,
but they also occur in

many

viz. in

"

tlie

decurrent

is

very small,

stem as projecting strips
".

They

are particularly

the genera Centaurea, Inulu, HelicJirysum;

Papilionaceous plants and Labiates.

these vertical wings, which traverse the stem,

is

The

position of

exactly the same, with regard to

the sun, as that of the phyllodes, phylloclades, and e(iuitant leaves, and they behave
in respect to transpiration in exactly the

In

many

same way.

plants the blades of the foliage-leaves

position, but gradually

assume

it

when young have not a

during development,

i.e.

the blades at

vertical
first

are

turned so that the flattened surfaces are horizontal and face upwards and do^^^lwal•ds.
Later they twist round at the point where thej' are inserted on the stem, so that
their

margins become directed upwards and downwards.

pecidiarity

and shrubs.

is

observed in

But

many

eucalypti

As already

stated, this

and various other Australian

trees

plants in sunny situations in other regions also exhibit this
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verticale)

lu the Spanish

for example,

flora,

whose leaves are so twisted with regard

forcibly of the Australian acacias.

Many

an UmbelHfer {Bupleutmm

is

to the sun that they

Composites, especially

buted Wild Lettuce (Lactuca Scanola), growing on dry

Fig.
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soil

tlie

remind one

widely-distri-

in Central

Europe,

84.— Compass Plants.

^ Lactuca Scariola, seen from the
- The same plaut seen from the south,
^SUphium lacinMum, seen from the east.
4 The same plant from the south.
Both species are considerably reduced.

exhibit this

contrivance in a striking manner.

A

east.

Composite shrub, Silphiuni

laciniatam, to be found in the prairies of Noi-th America, from Michigan and

Wisconsin as far south as Alabama and Texas, has obtained a certain renown by
reason of the remarkable twisting of

its leaf -blades.

in the prairies that in these plants (represented in

fig.

It long astonished hunters

84) the leaf -laminae, especially

those springing from the lowest portions of the stem, not only assumed a vertical
Vol.

I.

22
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broad surfaces of each

position, but tliat the

living plants as they

grow

leaf

always faced the rising and setting
sunny meadows look as though

in the

Healthy
they had been laid between two gigantic sheets of paper, somewhat pressed, and
dried for some time in the way plants are prepared for herbariums, and had then
sun.

been removed from the press and set up so that the apex and profile of the vertical
leaf- blades point north and south, i.e. in the meridian; while their surfaces face
the east and west.
plants on

This inclination

is

so well

and regularly observed by the living

hunters are enabled to guide themselves over such

prairies, that

tlie

under a clouded sky, by means of these plants: for this reason Silphium laciniatum has been called a " compass " plant. The life of the compass
regions, even

plant

is

assisted

this placing of the vertical leaves in the meridian, in that the

by

broad surfaces are placed almost at right angles to the incident sunbeams which
illuminate them in the cool and relatively damp moniing and evening, while at the

same time they are not too strongly heated nor stimulateil
At mid-day, on the other hand, when the sun's rays only
leaves, the heating

to excessive transpiration.
fall

and transpiration are proportionately

on the

slight.

profile of the

It is of interest

that the leaves of these compass plants, as well as those of the above-mentioned

Lettuce repre.sented with the compass plant in
position

when they grow on

damp shady

level,

where there

places,

moderately

fig.

drj',

84,

show

this inclination

and

unshaded ground, and that

in

no danger of over-transpiration from the

is

powerful rays of the noon-tide sun, the twisting of the leaves does not take place,

and they are not brought into the meridian.

The placing
vertically

may

when

of their leaf-blades parallel to the
in dry

sunny

many

be seen in very

generally speaking, a

is,

plants, including shrubs

native of Southern Europe,
noticeable in this respect.

places,

viz.

ground when

and

trees.

in the shade, but

phenomenon which

A

species of lime, a

the Silver Lime (Tilin argentea),

On dry

hot

summer days

is

particularly

the leaves assume an almost

on those boughs and twigs which are exposed to the sun.
If the tree stands at the foot of a wall of rock, or on the edge of a thick wood, so
that a portion of it is shaded, the leaves on this shaded part remain extended
vertical position, but only

Such a tree then presents a strange aspect, as the leaves are of
two colours dark green on the upper side, and white on the under surface by
reason of a fine felt-work of white stellate hairs and it is scarcely credible at fii-st
horizontally.

—

—

sight that the shaded and sunny portions of the tree belong to one another.

In the compass plants and also in the Silver Lime the alterations in the
direction of the leaves are brought about

groups of
periodic

cells in

the leaf-stalk.

movements

leaf -folding of

many

of numberless jjlants
grasses;

and

by

alterations in the turgidity of certain

It is exactly the

it is

same cause which produces the

with pinnate or palmate leaves, and the

natural to conjecture that these phenomena

of movement are also connected with transpiration.
case.

This

is

in part actually the

In consequence of alterations in turgidity of the pulvini, the pinnate leaflets

of the Gleditschias and some Mimosas rise up after sunset, while those of the

phas

fall

<lown,

and assume a

vertical position during the night: but this

Amoris

con-
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nected with the nocturnal radiation of heat (as will be explained later) and not with
exhalation.

It

and

of leaves

is,

however, equally certain that the placing together and folding up

many

leaflets in

other plants

brought about in order to prevent

is

over-transpiration and consequent withering up.
of Brazil

and Mexico, when

in their native habitat

Many
and

shrubby, thorny mimosas

position,

extend their

leaflets

when evening approaches, contraiy to the behaviour of the well-known
(Mimosa pudica), and they remain in this position throughout the
Next morning they are still widely outspread. As soon as the sun has

horizontally

Sensitive Plant
night.
risen,

and

its

beams

on the

fall

foliage, tlie leaflets

shut together; the menacing

which until now have been hidden by the extended

thorns,

become

leaves,

apparent; and the leaflets remain in the vertical position during the hottest and
driest

hours of the day.

There

horizontally.
leaf is

Towards sunset they again

and are extended

rise

but one exception to this cycle of changes

is

shaken by the wind, and

if

tlie

—

if

sky has been gray and clouded

the opened
all

In

day.

the former case, under the influence of the wind, a rapid closure occurs; in the
latter

case,

when

the weather

is

bad, they remain open all day.

RutacefE, Porliera hygrometrica, behaves like these mimosas.

country of these
has even Ijeen
closed,

made use

of the

of the leaves

when the vertical leaves are
when they are open, damp cool

of for weather predictions, for

diy hot weather can be reckoned upon

weather.

;

In the cultivated Bean {Pliaseolus), moreover, alterations of position in

parts of the leaflets
is

where they abound, the opening and closing

j)lauts,

One

In Peru, the native

may

When

be observed to take place during the day.

powerful, the leaflets assume a vertical position, so that at noon

tlie

the sun

sun's rays

only reach a small portion of the blade.

In several species of Wood-sorrel belonging to the South African
also in the widely-distributed

Common

Wood-sorrel (Oxalis Acetosella),

noticed that the leaflets, as soon as they are directly struck

down, so that their under surfaces

—on

by the

flora,
it

and

may

be

sun's rays, sink

which the stomata are situated

— face one

another, the three leaflets together forming a pyramid; while these same leaflets
in

damp shady

places remain extended.

The

quadrifolia, which grows in marshes and

leaflets of
is

the water fern, Marsilea

distributed through Central

and

Southern Europe, temperate Asia, and North America, are very similar to those of
the Wood-sorrel, but carry their stomata on the upper surface.

remain floating

on the surface of water, these

leaflets are

the water-level sinks and the leaflets become surrounded

above in the sunshine, and their position becomes

As long as they

extended, but as soon as

by

air,

vertical,

they fold together

precisely as in the

compass plants.

As another phenomenon of this kind the
must be specially mentioned.

of grasses

grasses exhibit a very

morning or
fluted

in the

diff'ei'ent

periodic folding or closing of the leaves
It has long

been noticed that certain

aspect according as they are observed on a

noon-day sunshine.

dewy

In the morning their long linear leaves are

on the upper surface, or spread out quite

flat.

As soon

as the humidity of

the air diminishes, in consequence of the higher position of the sun, tliey fold
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together lengthwise: again after sunset thej- widen ami lieconie
process

may

or fluted.

be repeated twice on a sunuuer's daj' within twenty-four hours,

storm intervenes at niid-da}- and
this

flat

is

followed

a

b}-

depends upon the conditions of humidit}^ of the

sunny afternoon.
air, is

This
if

a

How much

demonstrated by the fact

when grown in pots, can be easily made to open and close their
by alternately sprinkling them with water and placing in damp air, and then
a short time exposing them to drj' air.
The leaf -folding in various species

that such grasses,
leaves
for

of Sesleria

is

The

exceedingly quick and also very interesting.

species of this

genus grow principally on the Alps, Carpathians, and Balkans.

They always
grow together and often cover wide stretches of liilly and elevated districts with
thick grassy turf.
One species {Sesleria caerulea) is distributed over Northern
Eui-ope in Finland, Sweden, and England.
The closing of the leaves of these moorgrasses reminds one strongly of the Venus Fly-trap {Diona'a muscipula), which has
already been fullj^ described. It is indeed an actual shutting together of the two
halves of the leaf.
As in the leaf of the " Fly-trap", the midrib of the leaf of the
Sesleria remains in its original jDosition unaltered also the two halves of the leaf do
not come flatly in contact, but rise np obliquelj' so as to leave between them a deep,
;

narrow, groove-like cavity, widest at
leaf turns its

its

lowest part (see

fig.

upper surface, rich in stomata, towards the sky, the two raised halves

of the folded leaf are parallel with the incident sunbeams,

moor-grass

While the open

85-).

may

and the folded

then be compared to the equitant leaf of an

iris.

leaf of the

In the cavity

produced by the closing up of the leaf are the stomata, howevei', and thus the gi-een
tissue

next them

from the
The epidermis of the lower surface, which is exposed on
the agencies which excite transpiration, possesses no stomatci,

excellently protected from the sun's rays as well as

is

direct action of the wind.

the folded leaf to

but

is

A

all

provided with a thick

cuticle.

leaf-folding similar to that of Sesleria, along the midrib, has been observed in

the leaves of

Carpathians.

Avena

2)laniculmis, which grows in sunny fields on the Sudetics and

It also occurs in

Avena

coirqyressa,

and many others related

to these

The folding or closing of the leaves in the large section of fescue-grasses
In Sesleriu, the opened upper sur(Festttca) is carried on somewhat diflerently.
face of the leaf forms onlj- a single shallow groove, and the folding only occurs at
species.

the midrib; but on the upper side of the fescue-grass leaf several parallel grooves

are to be seen, and the green tissue

is

divided up

by these grooves

jecting ridges, exhibiting a very remarkable structure.

into sevei^al pro-

In each ridge can be

dis-

tinguished the base which forms a part of the under side of the whole leaf: then
the ajDex opposite the base, belonging to the upper surface of the entire leaf: and
finall3^

the two side portions forming the sloping sides of the gi-ooves which run

between the ridges

(see figs. 87

The greater part

and

88).

of each ridge consists of green tissue.

ridge only open on the sloping sides facing the grooves.

The stomata on the

Neither the crests of the

ridges nor the lower surface of the leaf exhibit a single stomate.

The apex

is

without

chlorophyll, and almost always has a border of elongated cells with strong elastic
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walls under the epidermis;

tlie

same thing occurs on the under

the base of the ridges), which

iit

is

simple here as in the Seslerias.
channel, widened at

its

side of the leaf

formed of one or several layers of

The

chlorophyll, but furnished with thickened walls.

341

cells

closing of the leaf

(i.e.

without
is

not so

There the leaf-folding only produced a single deep

base: in the fe.scue-grasses all the small grooves between

the ridges become narrowed

by the

closing,

i.e.

by the upward

inclination of the

right and left halves of the leaf, those adjoining the central ridge to the greatest

Fig.
1

85.— Folding of Grass-leaves,

2 Vertical section through
Vertical section through an open leaf of the thin-leaved Moor-grass (Sederia tenuifolm).
a closed leaf
Portion from the centre of an open leaf x300.
x40,
=*

;

;

extent, those in the neighbourhood of the approximated margins in a lesser degree
(see

tig.

88

Since the stomata

-).

transpiration

is

lie

on the

sides of the ridges, it is obvious that

checked to the utmost by the closing and consequent aiaproximation

of the opposite sides of each groove.

among various fescue-grasses are to be found maiiifold
number and shajje of the ridges, also with respect to the fomiation

In individual cases
difierences in the
of the
its

under surface of the

expanded condition.

leaf,

There

and most of
is

all in

the form assumed

a large group of festucas

by the

leaf in

which are said to be

poisonous by the shephei-ds in the mountain regions of Spain, and in the Alps, the
Taurus, and the Elbruz.

These will be spoken of again

damp weather they form only

later.

When

open in

a moderately narrow main furrow, with several
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narrow secondary grooves leading from
an open
fig.

leaf of Festuca alpestris,

86°).

it,

as can be seen in a vertical section of

a plant very almndant in the Southern Alps (see

In Festuca alpestris, the lilunt apex of each ridge has a border, three

layers deep, of cells destitute of chlorophyll, and the lower side of the leaf

vided with an actual armour of thick-wuUed bast

Fig.
1

86— Folding

cells,

is

pro-

covered by an epidermis.

of Grass-leaves.

- Vertical section tlinmgh an entire open leaf.
Vertical section through part of the open leaf of Slipa capillata; x240.
3 Vertical section through a closed leaf; x30.
«Vertical section through a portion of the leaf of Festuca alpestris; x21Ü.
' Vertical section through an entire open leaf.
Vertical section through a closed leaf; x30.
<•

whose outer walls are much thickened.

A

Festuca punctoria, a native of the Taurus,
plant, the leaves,
is

when

vertical section
is

through the leaf of

represented in

fig.

88.

In this

open, present a fairly shallow depression; the under surface

clothed with a protective mantle of five layers of strong cells devoid of chloro-

and possess only a single layer of covering cells,
provided with an extremely strong wax-like coat. The open leaves of Festuca Porcii,

phyll; the ridges are rounded off

FORJI
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a native of the Carpathians, are relatively thin (see

epidermis of the under side

is

no mantle of bast

figs.

cells

87

*

and 87 *).
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Below the

as in the species already

described, but only isolated strands of bast; however, the crest of each ridge is

furnished with a strand of bast
the whole leaf

is

traversed

by

cells;

the ridges themselves project very much, and

six deep

narrow grooves.

In the three fescue-gi-asses cited here as examples, and in

genus Festuca, forming the main part of the turf of our

fields,

all

species of the

a vascular bundle

«

,

-i./??isi

Wmtf
AozDcrcr:.-

Fig. 87.
1

.,

— Folding of Grass-leaves.

- Vertical section through an open leaf ;
x 24.
Vertical section through a closed leaf of Lasiagrostis Calamagrostis.
* Vertical section through a portion of the open leaf ; x 210.
* Vertical section through a closed leaf of Feaiuca Porcii.

«

Vertical section through an open leaf; x24.

6

Vertical section through a portion of the open leaf; x210.

surrounded by green tissue traverses each ridge.
other gi-asses, the green tissue of each ridge
vascular bundle

is

is

In the hinged leaves of

many

divided into two portions.

The

bordered above and below by strands of thick-walled

cells

devoid

of chlorophyll, and thus arises a strong septum in the green parenchyma, beautifully

shown
in

fig.

in the transverse section of a leaf of Lasiagrostis Calamagrostis, illustrated

87.

and lower

In the leaves of the Feather-grass {Stipa capillata) are alternating higher
ridges; a vertical section

is

shown

in

fig.

86

^--'^

In the higher ridges

occur septa similar to those in Lasiagrostis, but in the lower there
cular bundle surrounded

by green

tissue as in the fescue-grasses.

is

only a vas-

No

less

than

FORM
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twenty-nine ridges can be connteil on the

a plant widely distributed
it

clothes the

AND

POSITION OF TIIK TRANSPIRING LEAVES
leal'

of the ahove-mentioned LuawjroRtis,

in the valleys of the

sunny slopes

in thick masses.

liRAXCHKS.

Western and Southern Alps, where

When

the leaf folds up, the twenty-

eight grooves between the ridges, on whose sides are the stoniata, become narrowed,
entire leaf assumes a tubular form, so that transpiration

and the

pletely suspended.

In Stipa capillata, which

the same thing occurs (see

whose

sides are the stomata,

ridges,

In both grasses the closure of the grooves on

86^).

fig.

is

almost com-

is

very abundant on clay steppes,

is

completed by short

stiff

hairs on the

summit

of the

which interlock when the ridges approach one another, and so block up

access to the grooves

(fig.

86

would take us much too

It

^).

far to describe the

numerous other modifications which are to be met with in the structure of hinged
The examples given suffice to make it evident that the danger
of over-transpiration is avoided by the folding of the leaf, and that amongst

grass -leaves.

the gi'asses very

many arrangements

obtain in order, sometimes, to expose those

green parts of the leaf whose epidermis
sun,

and

and of the surrounding

is

supplied with stomata to the raj^s of the

withdraw them, according

at other times to
air,

to the

humidity of the

soil

thus suitably regulating transpiration to the existing

circumstances.

The mechanism by which

ways

—either the process

ing of the
cells,

"

as in the mimosas.

should be

still

may

be explained in two

due to hygroscopic changes, as in the opening and

is

Rose of Jericho

grass-leaves open and close

",

former alone were the

If the

case, a dry,

capable of opening and closing in accordance with

any

condition; but a leaf of

clos-

or to alterations in the turgidity of certain gi'oups of

when

of these

cut

after being moistened for a considerable time,

ofi'

dead grass-leaf

damp

its

or dry

and dried no longer opens, even

and therefore the

cannot be accepted, at any rate for most of the grasses.

explanation

first

AjjjDarently, the

mechanism

consists of alterations in the turgescence of those groujjs of cells situated in the

angle of the grooves.
sist of peculiar

Since the floor of the grooves was frequently found to con-

thin-walled cells destitute of chlorophyll, and

filled

with colourless

was concluded that the ojDcning and closing of the gi'ass-leaves was
change
However, this was going too far.
in turgidity of these cells.
due to the
These cells in most instances, for example, in Festuca piunctoria (see fig. 88 -), would
watery

sap, it

be much too delicate to
turgidity, or to open
cells are

Moreover,

when

it

by

their increasing tur'gescence.

completely wanting
it

is

(e.i/.

in

In

their loss of

grasses these

Feduea alpedris and Stipa

capillata,

observed that the 023ening and closing of the leaf

is still

fig. 86).

carried on

the thin-walled cells at the bottom of the gi-ooves are destroyed, artificially, by
of the

movement must

for in the alteration of turgescence of

other

cells

mantle of several layers of thick-walled

cells is

puncturing with

leaf,

by

many

unaided, the closure of the leaf

effect,

fine needles.

The cause

their walls are seen to swell

gescence of the parenchymatous

must be capable

of swelling

up

When

a

present on the under side of the

up simultaneously with the

cells.

therefore be looked

below the grooves.

Of course the inner

alterations of

cell-layers of the

to a greater extent than the outer,

and

tui'-

mantle

this has

FORM AND
actually been

walled

POSITION'

shown

cells at
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species.
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Moreover, although the thin-

the bottom of the furrows are not considered sti'ong enough to bring

about the opening and closing by changes in their turgidity alone,
asserted that they have

no other part

to play.

When

no means

it is liy

they are constructed as in

the leaves of the moor-grasses and in the fescue-grass of the Taurus (Festuca

punctoria,

figs.

85 and

tage to the plant

by the

lies

88),

in the fact that

closure of the leaf,

Their advan-

they certainly are not without a purpose.

they can be much compressed without harm

whereby the neighbouring parenchymatous

cells are pro-

t Grass-leaves.
'

Vertical section through an open leaf of Festuca punctoria, of the Taurus.
2 Vertical section through a closed leaf
^ Vertical section through a portion of the open leaf
x 280.

x 40.

;

;

tected from injury; also that

and

by means

from the atmosphere

sap, carbonic acid

lastly, that in case of necessity,

mind one strongly

filled

water can be absorbed from the

and possibly they can function

where these grasses grow naturally, a

long period of drought, or

water reaches the

which are

with watery

conducted to the underlying green tissue;
air.

They

re-

of the thin-walled groups of cells of foliage-leaves used for the

direct absorj^tion of moisture,
in places

of these cells,
is

if

dew

falls

slight

shower of rain

during clear nights,

roots, since it is retained

in this

little

way.

If,

falls after

a

or none of the

by leaves overspreading the

soil.

But

the water easily runs into the furrows of the folded leaves of grass, and since the
large thin-walled cells at the bottom of the grooves can be wetted, they offer to the

water which can pass through them the shortest path to the
interior of the leaf.

gi'een cells in the
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A

process, very similar to tiie opening

observed in the true mosses, in

treated

of.

leaf (see

fig.

89),

cells,

in

some

of

niay be mentioncnl that the

it

which are present on the upper surface of such a

only remain exposed to currents of air as long as this air possesses

the recjuisite degi-ee of humidity; that

upper surface the bands

pi-oject

is

to

.say,

the blade of the leaf frrnn whose

only remains expanded while that

is

the case

S9-0.

(fig.

As soon

as the air becomes dry, the lateral portions of the leaf-l>lade bend

upwards, and envelop the green ridges like a mantle

iSiil^T

ÄX

;

«a
.1

Fig. 89.

'-

— Folding of

Moss-leaves.

But here again

it

slit

The

leaf

damp and

i

The

leaf dry

and

folded,

open; x85.

and only retain communication with the surrounding
is left open between the inflected leaf-margins.

inclosed in a hollow chamber,

by a narrow

These are then

89 M.

(fig.

Transverse sections through the leaf of a Polytrichum (Polytrichum commune),

air

also to be

is

and

of the leaves of these mosses has been already

In addition to the description there given,

ridges of thin-walled green

grass-leaves,

species of the genus Polytrichuvx,

all

The peculiar structure

the Barbulas.

and closing of

I!UA\CHES.

above, which

should be noticed that the highest

cells in

each ridge are strongly

thickened on the part turned towards the opening, which doubtless helps to lessen
The opening and closing of the Polytrichum takes place very rapidly.
transpiration.

By

repeated hygrometric changes in the

air,

the process

may be

performed naturally

several times in a single day.

In Polj'trichacece, which have been plucked while their

leaves were open, the closure

is

seen to be completed, in dry

air, in

a few minutes.

and never reopen, even when kept
damp for a long time from which it may be concluded that the mechanism of the
opening and closing cannot be due to a simple hygroscopic phenomenon. Probablj^,

Dead and withered

leaves are always closed,

—

the same mechanical forces come into action as produce the folding of leaves of
grasses; but the process in moss-leaves

not merely in the upward
ture

and

is

much more

complicated, since

inclination of the leaf-edges, but also in

spiral twisting of the

whole

leaf.

it consists,

an upward curva-
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TRANSPIEATION DURING VARIOUS SEASONS OF THE
YEAR. TRANSPIRATION OF LIANES.
Young

aijd

Leaves.

— Fall

of the Leaf.

— Connection

between the structure of the Vascular

Tissues and Transpiration.

OLD AND YOUNG LEAVES.
The various regulators

of transpiration, hitherto described, either persist in the

plant-organs in question throughout
time.

They

are present throughout

life,

or only remain for a comparatively short

life in

evergreen leaves, particularly in regions

where wet and dry seasons alternate during the year.

In this case the plants

require jiowerful aids to transpiration in the rainy season, and in the dry season

abundance of protective measures against excessive

Evergreen leaves

loss of water.

cannot afford to dispense with either the promoting or inhibiting arrangements
after the expiration of the first year, because for several years they

pass through both these seasons.

only lasts for a single summer.
v^egetative period,

It

is

have

still

to

otherwise with those leaves whose activity

These burst from the buds at the beginning of the

and then unfold, transpire and respire for a few months, pro-

ducing organic materials, and conduct them towards the places where they are

At

required.
of

frost,

the

commencement

of the drought, ho\\'ever, or on the appearance

they turn yellow and fade, are detached from the stems and branches

which bear them, and

die.

In leaves of this kind, an arrangement which

necessary during the

first

season

may become

become disadvantageous under changed external
be benefited by freeing

itself entirely

—

superfluous later

influences,

and the

from the contrivance.

It

it

leaf

new and

very

would then

would often be

useful to the plant to substitute in the place of a protective contrivance,

only beneficial at the commencement

is

may even

which

is

of the vegetative period, another arrangement

altered conditions.

In the so-called deciduous leaves,

fitted to

the

in those

which throughout the year are only active

in the

i.e.

summer, often only

two months, it is a fact that an alternation of this kind may be regularly
observed in the mechanisms which govern transpiration.
for

It will

be noticed in a young foliage-leaf wliich has just pierced through the

ground, or in one which

is still

half-hidden between the cotyledons of a seedling, or

surrounded by the loosening scales of a winter bud, that the development of that
portion wliose duty will later on be to transpire and assimilate,

is

very backward.

The leaf-veins are already very prominent, but the green tissue is in quite a rudimentary condition. It is not only that the extent of the surface is very small,
but that the epidermis which covers it is not yet properly developed; the outer
walls of the epidermal cells are not yet fortified with a cuticle, and are consequently
neither water-tight nor impermeable to aqueous vapour.

wind, the green tissue would at once dry up.

When

the

If

exposed to sun or

young

foliage-leaf

has

MH
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its

way

conditions

are

forced

out of the bud above the
still

same, and

the

or from between the cotyledons, the

soil,

therefore

particularly efficacious

protective

arrangements are required that the leaves just merging from the bud, and thus
exposed to the vicissitudes of the weather,
green transpiring tissue

Some

may

of these protective contrivances

period of the leaves, and are lost

seen in the adult leaves.

may grow up

pr(jperly,

i.e.

that their

be normally developed.
belong exclusivel}' to the developing

when they become

The most

fully grown.

Others niay be

striking instances are perhaps the diminution

of the surfaces directly exf)0sed to the sun

and wind, the

vertical inclination of

the leaf-blades, and the concealment of the green tissue under a protective mantle.
Tile diminution of the surface directly

exposed to the sun and wind

is

caused by

the position which the foliage-leaf takes
here,

up within the bud. .Space is very limited
and the youngest and smallest leaves appear to be fitted into the space by

the rolling, or folding, or crumpling of their blades.

great advantage

when

This diminution

the leaves open out into the daylight:

it

protection against the drying ujj of the green tissues, and
until other protective measures are developed,

In

life.

many

Polygonacese

(e.g.

is

obviously of

constitutes a special

is,

therefore, retained

and in some cases even throughout

Polygonum viviparv,m and

Bistorta), in species of

many

Butter-bur (Petasites), in some Primulaceae, and especially in

The midrib, and
remains flat, and the

the green portions of the leaf are rolled.

bulbous plants,

freipiently a fairly broad

right and left halves are
up from the margins, sometimes towards the upper, sometimes towards the
lower surface. The stomata are chiefly, or wholly, to be found on the concave side,
beneath which lies the soft green tissue with its ramifying air-passages. In the
Crocus, the two halves of the leaf are rolled outwards; thej' are connected together
by a broad, white, central stripe which is not rolled, and is devoid of chlorophyll;
in the Star of Bethlehem (Ornithogaimii), whose leaves are travereed by a similar

central strip of the leaf in addition,
rolled

white

strijje,

the leaf margins are rolled inwards.

In species of Crocus the stomata

are placed in the tw^o grooves on the tmder surface; in the Star of Bethlehem, in

the grooves on the upper surface.

The

central stripe of the

plants mentioned always remains

flat,

but in young fern-leaves, which are also

rolled, the

strongly-developed midrib

and thus the green feather-like
above the other.

Most ferns

is

young

leaves in the

curled spirally inwards like a watch-spring,

pinnae, springing

from the

rachis, are placed

one

in their native habitat rarely require special protec-

tion against over-transpiration during the first stages of development; but
this is necessary, it is afforded in every case

when

by the form assumed by the young

Moreover, in such instances special protective enveloj^es are,

leaf just described.

as a rule, to be found,

which

will be

spoken of

later.

Leaves are not so often crumpled as rolled on

first

emerging from the bud.

In

crumpled leaves the net-work of anastomosing veins forms a strong lattice-work, and
the green leaf-substance, fitted into the interstices of the

bubbles or sunken into
•of

paper or

cloth.

pits,

lattice, is

swollen up like

giving the whole leaf the appearance of a crumpled sheet

The vernation

(or \)OHit\on occupied

by the

leaf in the

bud)

is

34^
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therefore aptly termed

those of the

many

".

Leaves specially uoticeable in this respect are

dock (Rmnex), rhubarb {Rheum), and also of several

species of

(Primuia

primulas

spring

cruinplecl

acaulis, elatior, denticulata,

Frequently the

&c.).

crumpling and rolling occur together, leaves with crumpled vernation having their
lateral mara'ins also

Young

somewhat

i-oUed inwards.

which have just burst from the bud, and

leaves

possessed there, are very often seen to be

Kijj.

',

2

Wild Cherry (Prunus
'

as

it

aviinn).

^,

*

Lady's-mantle (AlchemUla vulgaris).

it is

".

still

retain the form they

The veins

of the leaf form,.

of Lcives.
e. 6 Wayfaring Tree
( Viburnum Lantana).
Wood-sorrel {Oxalis Acctosclia).

regia),
8

only the green portions between which are

Fi-om the multiplicity in form and division of the leaf-veins, the kind

and manner of folding
radiating veins,
tig. 90'^,

plaited

00— Unfolding

Wahiut (Juglans

were, the fixed framework, and

laid in folds.

"

as,

the leaf

is

is

also very varied.

When

for example, in the Lady's-mantle

the leaf-blade

is

traversed,

(AlchemiUa vulgaris), shown

by
in

folded in vei'nation just like a fan; the veins which radiate out

in the adult leaf are as yet parallel to one another,

and the green portions which in

the fully-formed leaf are stretched between the veins, form deep folds, which are
closely

packed together.

The same arrangement occurs when each

of the radiating

OLD AND YOUNG LEAVES.
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veins becomes the midrib of a leaflet, as in the cinquef'oils, and species of clover

imd Wood-sorrel. Each leaflet is folded up along the midrib like a sheet of paper,
and the folded leaflets are placed side by side in the same way as folded leaves
in a book.

When

the leaves are pinnate, and the leaflets are ai-ranged in pairs on a

rachis, the latter ai-e folded together along their midribs,

as to resemble the pages of a book.

roses the rachis

is

so short in the

from one

and placed side by

side, so

This vernation occurs in roses. Mountain Ash

{Sorbus aucwparia) and Walnut {Juglans regia), see

•originate

common

bud that the

90^ and 90 ^

figs.

springing from

leaflets

it

In the

appear to

In most maple-leaves and those of

point, as in the cinquefoils.

Saxifraga peltata, the folding takes place not along the radiating veins alone, but
along the short lateral veins which spring from the lai-ger radiating ribs. In this

way

small folds are inserted between the larger, and this vernation leads up to that

which was described before as "crumpled". The leaf -folding exhibited by the
foliage of the Beech (Fagus silvatica, see fig. 92), the Hornbeam and tlie Hophornbeam (Carpinus and Ostrya), the Oak (Quevcufi), and many other plants, whilst
in the bud,

is

Each

very characteristic.

and numerbony
The green portions of the leaf form

foliage-leaf possesses a midrib

ous strong lateral veins, which run right and
processes from the spinal column of a

fish.

left

from the midrib

like the

deep folds lietween these lateral veins, which are as yet very close to one another,
folds are thus arranged exactly as in a fan.

and the

occurs in

time after

it

has burst from

The right and
over, the

leaf,

first

At

fit

over one another so

sight they appear to form only a simple leaf-blade.

two halves which are

like secretion.

Each

halves are so flatly folded together, and

left

completely, that at

it, is

Yet another method of folding

while in the bud, and for some
folded along the midrib only (see figs. 90 ^ and 90 "-).

the CheiTy (Prunus avium).

in contact are actually joined

this stage of

by means

of a balsam-

and this
young undeveloped

development they are always

brings us to another protective contrivance to be observed in

More-

erect;

leaves.

It

be stated that, with the exception of a few

may

foliage-leaves
leilons,

when they emerge from
way through

or as they force their

the

directed that their blades are not horizontal.
indeed, the green transpiring, but
vertical position.

"

crumpled

the bud-scales, or

still

soil into

In this

all

young

the light of day, are so

first

stage of development,

Their blades usually exhibit the direction observed in phyllo-

and

tofieldias, in

the compass plants during their greatest activitjr, and in
folded together in dry

erect, as in

forms,

delicate, portions of the leaf have always a

clades and phyllodes, in the equitant leaves of irises

when

"

from between the coty-

air.

the leaves of

the leaves of grasses

Sometimes the entire extended or

most bulbous plants and grasses; or the midrib

is

rolled blade is

inclined towai-ds the

at noon.

which case the halves of the leaf are folded together and the two
into contact, forming a sharp edge which is turned towards the sun
This is seen in some grasses (Glyceria, Poa), and in the Cherry {Piijunus

avium).

If the blade is

horizon, in

mai-gius

come

not erect, the stalk of the leaf

is

perpendicular while the
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hangs from it like a closed parasol, as in Podophyllum, Cortusa,
and several Rauunculacere.
In the Horse-chestnut (Jisculus
Hippocastanum) the folded leaflets are erect when they emerge from the bud; they
delicate blade

still

Hydropliijlliim,

down

then sink

so that their apices point to the gi'ound

and

;

later,

when

the

epidermis has become more thickened, they again rise until they are almost

Leaves of limes {Tilia grandifolia and parvifolia) are vertical when
break through the bud, the apex directed towards the ground; it is only

horizontal.

they

first

with its surface. The upright leaf-stalk is
and the vertical folded leaflets depend from the
This arrangement is shown in the common Wood-sorrel, and

they become almost

later that

jjarallel

often bent like a hook at the end,

honked portion.

many

other plants (see

A

third

young

method

90^).

The envelope

many

two

plants

is

frequently furnished by the so-called stipules.

lobes arise on the right

and

the leaf-stalk at the point of

left of

junction of the leaf and stem, and these have been termed
oaks, beeches, limes, magnolias, and

figs,

membraneous,

portions of

and coverings, which exhibit the

leaves consists in the formation of .screens

greatest variety.

In

fig.

of protecting these delicate undeveloped green

"

stipules " {utipuloi).

numerous other

In

plants, the stipules are

without cldorophyll, and they appear like scales placed

pale, usually

as screens in front of the small, tender green leaflets

when they

burst through the

bud, and in any case must be considered to protect

When

92).

fig.

once the young leaf

them from the sun's rays (see
has grown beyond the top of these screens and

no longer needs them, they shrivel up, are detached, and
Millions of such fallen scales, called in botanical terminology

fall
"

to

the

ground.

deciduous stipules

"

are to be seen on the ground in oak and beech forests shortly after the leaves have

attained their normal

The

size.

stipules of magnolias, particularly of the Tulip-

{Liriodendron tulipifera), a native of North America, but now cultivated

tree

over Europe, are very remarkable (see

fig.

They

91).

boat-shaped, and are always so arranged in pairs as to form a closed cup.

up within

this

membraneous, slightly transparent cup can be seen the young

stalk being bent into a hook,

its

if

in a small

much thickened

greenhouse
that there

;

is

it

Shut
leaf,

and the two halves of the blade folded together
In this position the leaf grows gradually

along the midrib like those of the Cherry.
as

all

are comparatively large and

enlarges,

and

as soon as the epidermal cells are so

no further danger of

it

drying up, the cup opens and

the two boat-shaped stipules separate from one another, shrivel up, and at length
fall

off".

Only two

scars at the base of the leaf

situated here in the spring,

remind one that two stipules were

whose function was

to protect the delicate

young

leaf

from desiccation.

One

of

the most noticeable arrangements for the protection of the tender,

undeveloped green tissue consists in the peculiar grouping of the leaf-veins.

may

vernation.

Each individual

leaf is erect, usually a

which

is

turned towards the incident

light,

bent at the apex and

little

margins, and slightly hollowed so that the upper surface
side,

This

be best observed in foliage-leaves which are folded along the lateral veins in

convex.

is

concave, and the lower

Since the midrib of the
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leaf is

.still

comparatively short, while the numerous lateral veins, ou the contrary,

are already strongly developed, the latter must
actually

come

which

tunied towards

is

into contact.

Fig. 91
I

A twig
3

jit

the end of which

so close to one another that they

— Leat-unfoldiiig of the Tulip-tree (Liriodendron

stipule artifleially

removed

-

End

fi-om the

of the

tuUpifera).

same twig, the leaves being further expanded.
* One of the stipules about to fall off.

upper bud.

only the thick lateral veins, devoid of chlorophj'll, stand out side

supporting framcwoi-k of a rush mat.

between the

which

is

veins,

if

by a

The green portions

roof,

They

bj- side like

of the leaf,

form j^rojecting folds on the concave surface,

turned from the sun.

of ribs as

leaf,

sun, nothing can be seen of the delicate gi'een tissue;

leaves are beginning to unfoUl.

tlie

The anterior boat-shaped

tlie

lie

Consequently on the under surface of the erect

i.e.

the

which extend
on the

surf.ice

are thus hidden behind the close-pressed layer

and are consequently protected as

efficiently as possible

from

OLD AND YOUNG LEAVES.
the sun

and wind.

are not open to

them

is

tlie

The

ribs them.selves ai-e

of cellular structures

which

danger of over-transpiration, and the epidermis which covers

When

entirely devoid of stomata.

twigs are opposite,

composed

.353

erect,

and concave, and their margins are

an actual capsule round the apex of the

(Viburnum Lantana),

the leaves at the ends of the

illustrated in

shoot.

fig.

young
form

in contact, tliey

This occurs in the Wayfaring Tree

90'.

The small

project into the interior of the capsule, and the

still

folds of

green tissue

closely-pressed lateral veins

and at the same time furnish a protective covering for the
portions
of the leaf.
As soon as these are fully developed, and the
enlarging green

form the outer

wall,

Fig. 92.
1

—Unfolding of Beech-kaves.

stipules surrounding the foliage-leaves are visible above.
3 The same twig further
Further stage of development, the folded foliage-leaves being visible between the stipules.
* Lower surface of a young folded leaf.
* Portion of the same leaf
the depressions caused by the folding
developed.
6 .Surface view of an unfolded leaf; the stipules are withered and about to fall.
are bridged over by silky hairs.
"
' Vertical section parallel with the midrib.
Vertical section of a leaf at right angles to the midrib.

The brown bud-scales have been loosened, and the raembraneouB
2

;

epidermal

cells

are correspondingly thickened, the projecting folds become smooth,

the veins separate from one another, and the whole leaf becomes
horizontal instead of a vertical position,

surface to the incident light (see
It

fig.

flat,

and turns the upper instead

assumes a

of the lower

90*).

has already been repeatedly stated that coats of varnish as protective

coverings are especially to be met with on

young

leaves,

which they guard from

over-transpiration and desiccation during their development, and that

when

the

leaf-laminsB

become provided with a cuticularized epidermis, these coats disappear.

It has also

been pointed out, incidentally, that coats of hairs are of great use as

protections
Vol.

I.

and screens

to the

young

foliage-leaves

when they

first

emerge from the
23
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The

bmls.

ment

number

leaves of a great

of development.

Long

between the flattened epidermal
tlieir origin,

commence-

of plants are only hairy dui'ing the

hair-cells

may

be seen inserted by their narrow bases

these at an early stage shrink

cells;

up

close to

oft'.
They may remain hanging to the leaf for a little
thrown or pushed off by the enlargement and expansion
or are frequently blown away by the wind. The leaflets, which

and then break

while, but afterwards are
of the leaf-blade,

were originally quite thickly clothed with

smooth and

on both

gi'cen

A

sides.

then appear partially or entirely

hairs,

remarkable instance of this

ÄTnelanchier vulgaris, whose foliage, early in the spring,

is

furnished by

folded along the midrib

is

and covered with snow-white wool, reminding one strongly of the Edelweiss, while
in the summer no trace of the covering remains.
The White Poplar (Populus alba),
and mountain-ashes behave in

pear-trees,

when they make

their

way through

like

Horse-chestnut leaves,

manner.

the brown, loosened bud-scales, are thickly

covered with wool, but during the spring they lose this so completely that only
here and there on the fully-formed leaves can remnants
to the leaf.

It

however, not

is,

or wholly thrown

oft'

onlj^

be observed clinging

woolly coverings that are later either partially

On

superfluous.

as

still

the

foliage-leaves

which

fall oft'

Rhul)arb

as soon as the epidermis

(Rheum

Ribes) brittle, candelabra-like, short-branched

situated on the edge of the loaf, which
later,

when

many

mulleins

of

no further

use,

is

stellate

trichomes are

much crumpled at an early

they break away in pieces and

hairs

In a species of

sufiiciently thickened.

is

the already-

of

mentioned Wayfaring Tree (Viburnum Lantana) appear felted

fall

oft'.

and

stage,

Again, in

Verbascum pulverulentum and granatense), thei-e are branched,
shrub-like hair-structures which become detached from the surface of the fullydeveloped leaves, and are carried away in loo.se flakes by the wind.
The covering of the young leaves of the Beech (Fagus silvatica) consists of
silky hairs, and the way in which these are arranged and utilized is so peculiar that
At first sight, the vuider
it is woi-th while to inquire further into the details.
surface of the

(e.g.

young beech-leaf

appeai-s to be entirelj^ covered

on a closer examination, however,

it is

with silky hair;

seen that the hairs are onlj' inserted on

the margins and on lateral veins, and that the green portions of the leaf are in
reality perfectly
leaf are

smooth and

thrown into deep

free

from

Since the green portions of the

hairs.

folds (see figs.

92* and 92^), and the veins are

close to one another, while the tops of the silky hairs springing

reach far beyond the vein next to them,

which are regularly arranged,

the furrowed depressions caused

Each

the folding are completely covered over.
hairs,

all

side

by

gi-oove

them

when

is

protected from the sun until

this

is

liairs.

its

The green

epidermis

the case the folds flatten out

(fig.

is

by

bridged over by the

is

to one another;

side, parallel

the leaf appears to be clothed completely in a delicate silken coat.

be no doubt as to the function of these

still

from these veins

tissue

thus

There can

overspanned by

sufticiently thickened,

and

92*) and the leaf assumes a

away
They have become

horizontal instead of a vertical position, thus turning the lower surface

from the sun, and rendering the hairs of no further

use.
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superfluous,

and usually

fall off

are shrivelled, insignificant,

The dry membraneous

The young frond

through the

soil,

and

lateral

is

wild fern

we meet

—say of

spirally rolled, although

to the wind.

it

Nephrodium

has forced

Moreover, nothing

is

its

way

to be seen

later adorns this fern; the lower part of the midrib

veins appear to be stre^vn with

membraneous brown

remain on the lateral veins, they

on young fem-leaves should be mentioned
first

is still

now exposed

which

still

and meaningless.
scales seen

Filix-mas.

of the fresh green

they

if

Let us examine a frond of the

here.

its

— or,

and shreds.

scales

and

being entirely covered with dry

chaff",

Later, as the leaf unrolls

more and more,

green fronds also become expanded, but by this time the cell-walls are sufiiciently

In ferns which grow in

strengthened, and no longer require the chaffy coat.

sunny, rocky situations, and as epiphytes on the fissured bark of old trees in
tropical regions, this coat of chaflfy scales
earlier, in

such plants

it

throughout

persists

is

even more noticeable, and, as stated

life.
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Just as

many phenomena of

upon transpiration

the sprouting and unfolding of foliage are dependent

at the close of that pei-iod.

service,

and

it

dies,

falls to

can continue

its

Sooner or

growing apex of the
quite gradual,

the year.

it

decays.

it

As a

new

rule, as the

shoot, the lower, older leaves wither

and takes

place, like the

has rendered

In districts where the vegetation

activity uninterruptedly throughout the year, there

noticeable about the fall of the leaf.

is

the activity of each leaf

later, of course,

becomes detached from the stem to which

the gi-ound, where

processes,

with transpiration

but chiefly that of the fall of the leaf, stand in causal connection

entirely ceases;

many

at the beginning of the vegetative period, so

is

nothing verj'

leaves arise below the

up and decay; the

development of new

leaves, all

fall

through

In neighbourhoods, however, where the changes of climate prevent the

uninterrupted activity of plants throughout the year,
Trees and shrubs, and

many

it

smaller plants, shed the whole

is

essentially different.

of their foliage in a

few

days at certain annually-recurring periods, and then remain with bare branches for
a considerable time, apparently quite

lifeless.

This

long, hot, dry period follows the short rainy season,

where the long-continued
deep

sleep.

months

frost causes

is

the case in regions where a

and

also in

very cold

districts

an icy winter, and the plants are locked in a

In tropical and sub-tropical regions, where no showers occur for

at a time, the branches

become stripped

many

Even at the begin-

of their leaves.

ning of the dry hot season, they remain apparently dead for months, but again

break out into leaf at the commencement of the cooler rainy season, when invigorating moistui-e

is

supplied to the parched ground.

regions of the temperate zone in which there

rainy and dry seasons, and rain

falls

the other hand, in those

no sharp distinction between the

every month, the foliage

trees at the beginning of the cold period,

leaves once

is

On

is

and after the winter

more burst from the buds on the branches.

stripped from the

is

over, fresh gi-een
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It certainly appears strange that the leaf-fall should be

sometimes connected

cold, and sometimes with that of hot weather.
And yet this
Heat and cold ai-e only the indirect causes; the primary cause of the
fall of the leaf is the danger threatened to the plant by the continuance of transpiration when either heat or cold is excessive.
The danger of transpiration during continued dryness of soil and air scarcely requires much explanation. The conditions
may be summed up in a few words: the throwing off of the transpiring surfaces when
the drought commences, and the temporary stoppage of the sap-current i.e. the so-

with the approach of

is

the

fact.

—furnish one of

summer sleep "
rounded by air against
called "

the best protective measures in plants sur-

excessive transpiration and withering.

It is

more

difficult

commencement of the
by some culture experiments which illustrate

to explain the connection between the fall of the leaf and the

This

cold period.

these relations.

best indicated

is

When

the

soil,

in

which are cultivated plants with actively trans-

piring leaves (melons, tobacco, and the like),

is

cooled

down

to a

few

degi-ees

the air and the humidity of both soil and air are entireljr favourable.

lowering of temperature in the
therein

is

"

phenomenon

— frozen

frozen "
is

said to be

which

The

apjjear to be burnt or charred.

said to be

is lost

by

when

black,

freezing point, which

The

plants.

It is

jjlauts are in reality dried

and consequent lessening of the
In regions which annually pass

cold, the leaves of the plants are as liable to

cooling of the soil round their roots

in the catingas of Brazil

foliage-

brown or

due to the peculiar sensitiveness of these

stream of fluid up to the transpiring foliage-leaves.

by the

the

In the ordinary language of gardenei's they are

at a temperature above the

of the low temperature of the soil

through a long period of

from the

transpii'ation

leaves wither, dry up, tui-n

incorrect to speak of freezing in this case, however.

up by reason

By

the absorbing activity of the roots buried

soil,

so reduced that the water

leaves can no longer be replaced.

and

above

a short time become faded, even although the temperature of

zero, the leaves after

when winter

be dried up

approaches, as are the trees

the hot dry season commences.

They

also

denude

themselves of their leafy raiment as these do, since otherwise they would be

unable to

make good

the water exhaled

by the

leaves.

When

the temperature of

the air sinks below zero, frost ensues, and the water in the plant stiffens into
this hastens the fall of the leaf,

frost set in,

made

but

and where the leaves

it

still

was already

ice;

partially accomplished befolge the

cling to the branches, preparations are

akeady

which is brought about by the limitation of transpiramust not be concluded from this that plants foresee the approach of winter,
and that the preparations for the fall of the leaves result from such an intelligent
foresight; the phenomenon is much more easily explained on the assumption that
in a climate which renders necessary a long cessation of transpiration, those plants

tion.

for their detachment,
It

and multiply best whose natural characteristic is to follow a period of
energetic work by a long season of rest.
The ultimate cause of this instinctively
flourish

adaptive periodicity

is

certainly not yet explained;

it is

as mysterious as those life

and phenomena which regularly recur at certain periods, which are perhaps
hastened or retarded by favourable or unfavourable external conditions, but cannot
processes
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endea\'ours to carry out,

without immediate external stimulus.
It is highly interesting,
fall,

to observe

how

with respect to the acceleration or retardation of the

leaf-

the same species of plant will behave under various favourable

or retarding external influences; or how, in each region and locality, a selection has

been made to a certain extent of the plants best adapted to the given conditions.
First

it

is

to be noticed that,

under otherwise similar circumstances, the foliage

remains green for a longer time, and

where the
ferns,

soil

and

air are

is

more humid.

retained longer on the branches in places

In damp, shady, wooded glens, not only

but the leaves of birches, beeches, and aspens are

sunny

hillocks close at

hand the brown leaves

flutter

still

green while on the

down on

to the withered

fronds of the Bracken Fern.

The most remarkable
loses its leaves

From

much

fact,

earlier

however,

is

that in elevated mountain regions a plant

than does the same species growing in the lowlands.

the fact that in the Alps, the lai-ches and whortleberry bushes, on the upper

limits of the woods,

put forth their green needles and leaves about a month later

than in the valleys at a height of 600 metres above the

sea, it

would naturally be

expected that this considerable delay would be compensated for by a corresponding

postponement of the ending of the year's work, and that the

fall of

the foliage on

wood would also be postponed for about a month. But this
is far from being the case.
The same species of larch which becomes green a month
later, up on the mountain slopes, also turns yellow a month earlier in the autumn.
the upper limits of the

While the whortleberry bushes in the depths of the valley are

still

adorned with

dark-green leaves, the same species growing in the glades on the upper limit of the

wood, already, from the valley, appear to be shrouded in deep crimson.

Their leaves

are becoming discoloured above, and are withering and dropping from the twigs.

The explanation of this phenomenon follows naturally from what has just been said.
In the high mountain regions where tall trees find their uppermost limit, the ground
is

frequently covered with frost at the end of August; snow

falls

regularly in the

and although this may be melted in sunny places, the soil
is nevertheless thoroughly cooled by the water so produced.
The days rapidly
become shorter, and the sunbeams can no longer replace the heat lost by radiation
first

half of September,

The temperature of the soil in which the plants are
rapidly, and the immediate results are that the absorbent

in the lengthened nights.

rooted consequently falls

roots stop working, the decolorization progresses,

no longer able to repair the

loss

and the

foliage-leaves,

caused by transpiration, wither and

which are
fall

away.

Accordingly, on this upper tree limit, only those larches and whortleberry -bushes

can thrive which are organized to commence their year's work a month

and to

finish it

a month

earlier,

later,

than those which have taken up their position

1400 metres below.
Tliis

obviously applies not only to the larches and whortleberries, cited here as

examples, but to

all

other plants whose range of distribution extends from the

lowlands up to the wood limit on the slopes of the mountains.

It also applies
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further to those plants which have a wide horizontal distribution; for example,
to those which

grow wild or are

foot of the Alps to

By

Mediterranean.

South

Italy,

cultivated from

the lowlands at the northern

and even further south, on the further side of the

journeying southwards,

it

will be seen that the beeches

elms which, on the northern foot of the Alps near Vienna, lose their
tlie

and

coloui- in

beginning of October, are never discoloured before November on the moun-

tains of Madeira,

and that whilst the planes already show

North Tyrolese valleys at Innsbruck, they retain

leafless

branches in the

their leaves (although these are

turning yellow) on the mild shores of Lake Garda at the southern foot of the Alps.

In Palermo they are

still

adorned with dark-green

certain instances remain green all winter in Greece,

when Pliny spoke
plant, in Poti,

of evergreen planes.

on the Black Sea, retains

The

Planes, indeed, in

foliage.

and thus far

is

a deciduous

green leaves through the whole winter.

its

In the oases of the North African deserts the Peach-tree keeps

and green from one vegetative

was no myth

it

which in the north

Elder,

its

foliage fresh

and while the blossom of this tree
in Central and South Europe unfolds on branches which have lost their foliage in
the previous autumn, in the oases the flowers are situated amongst the still green
It may be confidently assumed that here
leaves of the last pei-iod of vegetation.
also the cause is the temperature and humidity of the ground, and that the planes

and peaches, whose
and

relatively

From

jjeriod to another,

soil,

damp

are buried in a

are the last to throw off their foliage.

these considerations

all

autumn and winter

roots at the end of

warm

it

cannot be doubted that the stripping of the

depends upon the stoppage of transpiration, and primarily upon the dry-

foliage

ing-up of those sources from which the transpiring leaves derive their water.
Plants which denude themselves of their foliage of course lose with
material, for

whose production they have

toiled for

much

it

months; but this

organic

loss will

stand

no comparison with the advantages gained by the abscission of the leaves.
only a framework of emjDty

reality, it is

—which

portion of the plant

is

cells

thrown away.

— the

In

dead envelopes of the living

The protoplasm has opportunely

withdrawn, the plastids which carried on their activity in the

cells of

the foliage

have migrated thence and taken up winter quarters in other sheltered parts of the
plant

—in

the stem, roots, or tubers, and have there deposited eveiything which

The empty cells
The leaves fall to the ground,
where they decay and help to form natural mould, of which the posteritj^ of the
deciduous plants reap the beneflt. Since, by the formation of albuminous compounds in the leaves, an abundance of calcium oxalate arises which is of no further
will be of use in the following year, such as starch, sugar, Szc.

can thus be easily sacrificed to the

common

weal.

consequently stored up in such quantity at the end of

use to the plant, and

is

summer

becomes burdensome to the plants, the throwing

foliage

that

must

it

at last

really be regarded as a

method

of

off"

of the

removing waste materials, and

may

be compared to the excretion of waste which occurs in animals.
Finally,

it

should be noted that only plants whose foliage

lies flat

on the groxind,

or whose branches and twigs are very elastic and bear needle-shaped leaves, are
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Trees, bushes,

and shrubs with broad

out-

spread leaves, such as planes, maples, limes, beeches, and elms, are not capable of

supporting the weight of snow lying on their large leaf-surfaces.
occasionally happens, mountain and valley are covered in

snow

Wlien, as

in the

autumn

before the leaf-fall has commenced, or when, late in the spring, to the terror of the

farmer,

snow

falls

on wood and meadow after the young leaves have attained to a

The large-leaved shrubs are
pressed down and their stems broken.
Branches as thick as one's arm and huge
tree-trunks are shattei-ed, and in the woods quantities of maples and beeches are
felled, or even uprooted.
Such devastation would recur every year in regions
with snowy winters if the leafy trees did not strip off their foliage in time, and
it can easily be imagined what would happen to the woods after a series of such
considerable

size,

the devastation produced

is feai-ful.

catastrophe.':!.

There
about by

is,

consequently, a widespread idea that the autumnal leaf-fall

This idea

frost.

and November

in October

falls

below

zero, quantities of

scarcely be denied that the fall of the leaf

is

in

to a temperature

below zero the leaves do not

autumn even though no

therefore, as already stated, that frost

that

it

immediately; while,

frost has occurred.

favourable to the

commencement of the process
brought about by its sole agency.

hastens the

of the foliage
Tlie

is

is

;

cells,

&c., is at la.st

It can only be said,
fall

of the leaf,

is

brought about by the

from the co-operation of a special

has been termed the layer of separation.

As a

and

but not that the detachment

detachment of the leaves from the branches

formation of a peculiar layer of

can

frost,

August or beginning of
fall

on the other hand, the foliage of limes, elms, maples, cheriy-trees,
stripped off in the

it

the

demonstrated by the fact that

is

plants with leafy branches are exposed at the end of

September

Though

some measure connected with

not always the immediate cause,

tliat it is

when

brought

leaves drop from

branches in the early hours following the cold bright nights.

still

is

founded on the observation that when the temperature

is

rule, leaves

tissue,

which

cannot detach them-

selves without the previous formation of this tissue, not even if they are exposed
for a long time to a very
stifiened into ice.
is

made up

frost

low temperature, and the sap in their

That portion of the

of a strong tough tissue,

would not

hand, which

is

suffice to

colls

and

vessels

is

leaf in whicli the separation is to take jjlace

and the mechanical alterations produced by the
The separation-layer, on the other

complete the rupture.

formed within

succulent parenchymatous

this tissue in

cells,

one or several definite places, consists of

whose walls are so constructed that they are

easily

by mechanical or chemical agencies, thus rendering possible a disintegration of the cell-tissue.
The incitement to the construction of a layer of separation
is indeed usually the limitation of transpiration by the gradual cooling of the
ground, and the cessation of the absorbing power of the roots in those regions
which experience a cold winter. As soon as this restriction of ti-anspiration
commences and it varies very much, as shown in the previous discussion, with the
separated

—

latitude

and altitude of the region

in question

—thin-walled

cells arise in

the lower
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portion of the leaves and leaflets, which rapidly increase

by

division,

and

in a short

time form a zone, readily to be distinguished from the thick older tissue by

its

somewhat transparent. Usually this zone
lighter tint and by
is formed in the petiole, and at those places where the vascular bundles become
narrowed in passing from the twig to the leaf -blade, there to divide up into the ribs
and veins. The growing tissue is inserted just at this place; it actually presses and
As soon
tears the other older cells apart, and even causes a rupture between them.
the fact that

as the separation -layer

it

is

has attained

proper tliickness,

its

thin- walled

its

separate from one another, but so as not to injure or burst their

any way.

It

seems that the so-called middle lamella of the cell-wall

cells

membranes

in

dissolved

by

is

organic acids, and that thus the continuity between the cells of the separation-layer
is

The most

destroyed.

trifling cause will

and a fracture between the

cells of

now

effect

a splitting in the loose tissue

the separation-layer; and

shock follows, the detachment ultimately takes place of

the leaf

is

As a

about a complete severance.

leaf helping to bring

hastened by external influences.

leaves; the alterations in

quent thawing of the

vascular bundles which are

still

other external

the weiglit of the

however, the

rule,

of

fall

wind brings down the
and chill and the subse-

Ever}^ gust of

volume dependent on the

cell-sap, aid the

when no

itself,

frost

severance and also hasten the tearing of

entire;

and thus

it

happens that thousands of

leaves fall to the ground even in the absence of wind, especially when, after a
frosty night, the rising sun illuminates the autumn-tinted leaves,

and

dissolves the

frozen sap.

The region where the separation is effected is usually sharply marked off, and it
looks as if the leaves and leaflets had been cut through with a knife. The severed
surfaces present a variety of contours, according to the shape of the leaf-stalk.

Sometimes
one of a

it

is

horseshoe-shaped, sometimes triangular or rounded, or

trefoil-leaf,

and sometimes

it

has an annular shape.

The

it

plane-tree leaf has at the base a conical swelling which incloses a bud;
leaf falls a fissure is

formed entirely going round

it.

Many

reminds

stalk of the

when

the

of the separation

leaf-stalks are like the articular surfaces of

the long bones in

skeleton (of the radius, tibia, and at the elbow).

Vine leaves form

surfaces of the

the

human

two

layers of separation, one close to the stem at the base of the leaf-stalk

the other at the upper end of the leaf -stalk immediately below the blade.

In the

palmate leaves of the Horse-chestnut and Virginian Creeper {Ampelopsis), in the
compound leaves of Spircua Aruncus, in the pinnate leaves of the Chinese Tree of

Heaven {Ailanthits glandulosa), and in the bipiunate leaf of the North American
Gymnocladus Canadensis, a small separation layer arises belovr each leaflet, and a
Such leaves, consisting of
larger one, in addition, at the base of the leaf -stalk.
several leaflets, collapse like houses built of cards when touched, and under the trees
late in the

autumn

lies

a confused heap of

leaflets

and

times looking like long rods (as, for example, in the

leaf-stalks, the latter

some-

Ailanthus and Gymnocladus),

sometimes almost like long bones (as in the Horse-chestnut, fig. 93).
Frequently the layer of separation is so situated on the leaf -stalk that after the
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detachment a small portion of the stalk remains on the branch. This is the case in
the so-called Syi-inga, or Mock Orange (PhiladelpJms), where the scale-like part
has to protect the bud situated just above the leaf-stalk.
In some trees and shrubs defoliation is very rapid, in others only gradual.

which

is left

In

the Japanese Maidenhair Tree {Ginkgo biloba), the formation of the separation-layer

and the detachment of the leaves

is

completed in a few days; in hornbeams and

oaks the stripping of the foliage continues for weeks, and frequently only a portion

93.— Leaf-fall of the Horse-chestuut

of the dead leaves

is

thrown

off in the

(^I'Jsctdns IJ ippucastaiuim).

autumn, the remainder not until the

close of

the winter.
It is also

worthy

of

remark that

in

some

trees the leaf-fall begins at the

end of

the branches and gi-adually proceeds towards the base, while in others the contraiy
is

the case.

In ashes, beeches, hazels, and hornbeams, the apices of the branches are

leafless

when

poplars,

and

the

lower parts

pear-trees,

still

bear firmly-fixed foliage; in limes, willows,

on the other hand, the lower portions of the branches are

seen to lose their leaves early in the autumn, the denudation gi'adually extending

upwards; on the extreme ends of the branches some leaves, as a

rule, obstinately

remain for a long time, until they also are at length whirled away by the
snowstorm.

first

THE VASCULAR TISSUES AND TRANSPIRATION.
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CONNECTION BETWEEN THE STRUCTURE OF THE VASCULAR TISSUES
AND TRANSPIRATION
between the contriv%ances regulating transpiration in the immediate neighbourhood of the green tissue, and those mechanisms which
effect the transport of the crude sap from the roots, through the stem and branches,
It is naturally to be expected that

up

to the region of this transpii-ing tissue, a

Where much water

is

mutual co-operation will

exhaled from the surface,

exist.

much water must be

supplied,

and in tracts leading to extensive and strongly-transpiring leaf-blades, the fluid
moves moi-e quickly than in a conducting apparatus leading to gi-een tissue, which
In pines, whose stiff acicular leaves
transpires but slowly and to a small extent.
transpire but little, the raw food-sap moves much more sluggishly tlian is the case
with maples, whose flat leaves give off large quantities of water in the form of

The quickest movement, however, is
whose stems, a few centimetres in

vapour.
plants,

exceeding 100 metres.

This

is

to be found in twining

thickness,

may

attain

and climbing
to a length

the case in those peculiar climbing palms, which at

wind over the ground in numerous snake-like coils, and then rise to the tops
Climbing palms
of the highest trees, and unfold their leaves there in the sunshine.
(Rotang) are known whose stems actually attain a length of ISO metres, and which,
when they have reached the summit of the trees after numerous windings, become
first

erect

and extend

their larger pinnate leaves just like the straight-stemmed palms.

The illustration opposite (fig. 94) depicts in the background the edge of a wood up
whose trees have climbed examples of such a s])ecies of Rotang.
Many hours of the day may pass, when, on account of a clouded sky and the
great humidity of the

air,

the transpiration in the wide-spreading leaves above the

tops of the trees will be extremely
leaves

little

become thoroughly warmed, a

exhaled in a very short time.

;

but when the sun shines brightly and the
lai'ge

quantity of water vapour must be

This quantity of water must be replaced, and very

quickly, but by means of a stem 180 metres long and only some centimetres tliick.
Tn order to render the replacement possible, everything which might hinder the

rapid

movement

of the water

and

its

dissolved

especially the resistance of the conducting tubes,

The forward movement

possible.

more

difficult as

amount

of

of

fluids in

food-stuffs

must

Ije

a channel

on

its

long journey,

minimized as much as
is,

however, rendered

the tube narrows, because in a narrower tube a relatively larger

tlie fluid

adheres to the inner surface, and therefore

it is

necessary, in

order to obtain a rapid movement, that this adhesion be reduced as far as possible.
This is most simply effected by widening the channel, since the adherent surface
is

thus diminished in comparison with the large amount of the fluid passing

tlirough.

As a matter

of fact, in the stems of climbing palms relatively very wide

tubes are to be seen, through which a large quantity of fluid can be brought

from the roots
actually occurs.

to the transpiring leaf-surfaces in a

very short time, and this

The climbing palm, Calamus angustifolius, has conducting tubes
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mm.

diameter, and in the species of Rotang illustrated in
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fig.

94

they are almost as wide.

l-'iS-

What has been

94.

— ludian Climbing Palms {Rotang).

From a

plioto^raph.

Rotang or Climbing Palm
and climbing plants known by the name of lianes,
arc; the wider, the longer their stems and the larger

stated here with especial regard to the

applies also to all other twining

and their sap-conducting

tulies
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their transpiring leaves.

many

In very

lianes the cavities of the conducting vessels

can be plainly seen with the naked eye.

This

is

section of the liane represented in natural size in

Fijj. 95.

I

the case, for example, in the crossfig.

95

^.

A

diameter of J

mm.

is

—LIunes.

s ilcnispcnnxim CaroUnianuin.
Cross section of a Itane-Uke ArUtolochia.
Portion of tne stem of a tropical Ariatolochia,
* Cross section of the twining stem of Meniwermum (magnified).
« Portion of a liane (probably an AscUpiad) gathered in
•

a tropical forest

not at

all

;

uat. size.

rare in passion-flowers

and

aristolochias, and, generali}' speaking, in

twining and climbing plants; whilst in

even been observed to be

0'7

mm.

many

in diameter.

lianes the conducting tubes

most
have
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9Ö.— Arnids {i'hilodeiidron pertusum aud Philodendron Imbe) with cord-like atnul
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A

method of conducting water from tlie soil to the green
by some large-leaved tropical Aroids wliich climb up trees,
and are provided with aerial roots. These plants have really two kinds of aerial
roots, viz.: shorter ones, which are at I'ight angles to the stem, by means of which
they climb up their support, usually old tree-trunks; and longer ones, passing
pai'ticularly noticeable

leaf -blades is exliibited

down

perpendicularly

to

the ground

Tornelia fragrans {Philodendron pertusv/m) represented in
roots attain a length of 4-6

In the Mexican

ropes or strings.

like

fig.

96, these latter

They are
As soon

metres and a diameter of 1-2 cm.

uniform thickness, brown, smooth, unbranched, and quite straight.

of
as

they reach the ground, the tip bends rouml almost at a right angle, and sends
a

number

the

which are covered with an actual fur of root-hairs into
The bent end then enters the soil for a short distance, and thus the
aerial root is rendered fairly tense.
As a rule, two such cord-like aerial
originate below each new leaf, and it seems as if this arrangement wa.s
of lateral roots

soil.

entire

roots

from the

specially adapted to transport the necessary food-sap

luxuriant leaf above by the shortest path.
actually the

and

case,

it

is

especially

prominent part in the transport.

On

But

it

centi'al strand,

cutting through one of these cord-like aerial

The woody portion

is

immediately seen to ooze from

of the root,

fluid

the same force all through the year.
are cut through in the summer,
aerial roots of tropical aroids,

when

which here forms a

exuded in thirty-six hours amounts to as much as 17 grms.

noteworthy that the root-pressure here, according to

cut across.

these plants

for this is

contains veiy wide conducting tubes, like those in the stems of lianes,

and the quantity of
It is

to the large

so,

remarkable that root-pressure takes a

roots about a span above the ground, watery fluid

the m.iddle of the cut surface.

soil

not only seems

all

grow

it

In the vine this
is

it

not the case.

Vines

wliicli

well known, no longer weep; the cord-like

on the other hand, weep at

Indeed, the vegetative activity

the year, and

is

appearances, acts with

all

is

all

seasons of the j-ear

never entirely interrupted in

should be remembered, in connection with this

fact,

warm, and where their
humidity is only subject to slight variations. It may happen that in damp, warm
places transpiration from the leaves ceases for a time entirely, and tlien it is very
necessary that the amount of food -sap should be forced up to the leaves bj^ rootthat they

in places wliere the air

pressure in order that they

may

and

it

is

are always

be supplied with the food-salts they require.

water, which contained dissolved food-salts,

and

soil

is

of

no use when

it

The

has given these up,

therefore forced out of the stomata, these in consequence being trans-

formed into ivater pores.

The

aerial

roots,

which form the shortest and straightest channels

for con-

ducting the raw food-sap to the leaves, are, moreover, of great importance to these
tropical aroids, since

it

not infrequently happens that the lower portion of the

stem in an old plant dies

off,

leaving the upper part, wliich

trunk of a tree by the earlier-mentioned short supporting

no direct connection with the ground.
to

The supporting

roots

supply the fluid food required, and the whole plant

is

roots,

fastened to the

and therefore

would not be
is

in

sufficient

therefore provided
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with this food only through these cord-like aerial roots which are sent down into
the

soil.

These few examples are enough to show that the construction of the stem and

most intimately related

roots stands

green tissue

members,

is effected

i.e.

by the

in detail,

5.

But

the architecture of the stem,

processes to be described later,

it

inasmuch as the transpiring

to transpiration,

structure.

is

since the construction of these plant

also

would not be

dependent upon various other vital

and their treatment must be postponed

until a later section.

CONDUCTION OF FOOD-GASES TO THE PLACES OF
CONSUMPTION.

Transmission of the food-gases in land and water plants and in lithophytes.

aqueous tissue
It has

— Significance

of

conduction of food-gases.

in the

been repeatedly pointed out that a division of labour occurs in

plants, so that one portion of the cells provides for the reception of
salts,

here

fitting to discuss their relations

large

all

water and food-

another for that of food-gases, and yet another for the conduction and

ti'ans-

mission of fluid and gaseous nourishment to the places where they are consumed.

How
green

the aqueous food-salt solutions derived from the

tissue,

phenomena

what contrivances are

are bi'ought to the

soil

thereby brought

into

action,

and what

of plant-Ufe are related to this conduction have been discussed, as far

and

as practicable, in the previous pages,

it

conduction of the solutions of food-salts.

now only remains
This

transmission of the gaseous food-materials.

is

far

The most important

question are carbonic acid and nitric acid.

conducted by means of water to the green

Carbonic acid

tissues.

The

to describe the

more simple than the
of the food-gases in
is

continually being

shortest passage

is

to be

found in aquatic plants whose protoplasm, provided with green chlorophyll and in
need of carbonic
cell-wall,

acid,

is

only separated from the surrounding water by a thin

while this water always contains carbonic acid, though perhaps only in

small quantity.

Under

the influence of sunlight, the groups of green cells in

liydrophytes form a centre of attraction to the carbonic acid, which

is

sucked up

with great energy from the surrounding water, passes easily through the cell-wall,

and so conies directly into the neighbourhood of the green protoplasm,

i.e.

that

The green cells of water plants therefore
furnish an apparatus for both absorbing and decomposing cai'bonic acid, and
usually no further means and no special conduction through other cells are required.
In lithophytes it is otherwise. Here we have the remarkable fact that they are
place

where

its

decomposition

is effected.

only active at times; only, that
rain,

is

to say,

when they

are sufficiently moistened

by

dew, and mist, and are to some extent submerged for a time by heavy down-

pours.

In dry air their vital activity

is

suspended; they then adhere to the rocks like
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withered turf and dry

But as soon as they arc moistened, or can

scales, as if dead.

condense moisture from the

air,

they are aroused to renewed vitality, and then suck

up with great eagerness atmospheric water, which always contains small quantities
and also traces of nitric acid. In the rock-inhabiting mosses

of carbonic acid gas,

the

wliich absorb water from the atmosphere containing carbonic acid, are also

cells,

those in which the decomposition of carbonic acid takes place.
these mosses behave exactly like aquatic plants; nor

is

it

In this respect

perhaps supei-fluous

here again to point out the interesting fact already mentioned, that there are mosses

which permanently

live

under water, and there behave like true water plants,

live on rocks, where they remain dried up for
weeks together, and only re.sume their activity when wetted by rain. It is to be
taken for granted that such damp, water-saturated mosses have the capacity of
absorbing carbon dioxide from the surrounding atmosjjhere.
The carbon dioxide is
changed into carbonic acid by its passage through the cell-wall saturated with

though they are able equally to

Probably

water.

only

it is

when

carbonic acid

is

reaches the protoplasm provided

dissolved in water that

it

reaches

In lichens the carbonic acid which

the active protoplasm in the cells in question.

with chlorophyll

also

is

dissolved

in

water;

cells do not come in contact with the atmosphere,
by a layer of hyphal threads. Thus the conduction to
by means of the hjq)hal layer destitute of chlorophjdl.

however, in most lichens the green
but are separated from

it

the green cells takes place

In land plants also the

cells

which are

tilled

with chlorophyll-bearing protoplasm

seldom come directly into contact with the atmosphere; usually the green tissue

surrounded with an actual mantle of water.
epidermal

cell

ej)iilermal

contains very watery fluid,

cells

the protoplasm

That

or, in

constitutes

to say, the cavity of each

is

other words, in the fully-formed

merely the parietal layers without

These epidermal

chlorophyll, their large cavities being filled with water.
closely to each other,

by stomata.

and on the upper

is

cells fit

side of the leaf are only rai-ely interrupted

Usually the epidermis on the upper side of the leaf gives

rise to

a

layer of cells with clear watery contents, directly bordering on the green palisade
tissue;

and

as the carbon dioxide of the atmosphere has to pass

to this green tissue, it

epidermis.

There

must

first

becomes changed into carbonic

it

from the upper side

of all pass through this watery cell-layer of the
acid,

and passes from

this

epidermal sphere of activity, not in the form of gas, but dissolved in water, to the
cells

of

the palisade

tissue

influence of sunlight uses
material,

it

continues.

below.

Since the green palisade tissue under the

up the carbonic acid

becomes a centre of attraction for

At

first

in the

the carbonic-acid-bearing contents of the contiguous cells are

eagerly absorbed, and indirectly carbon dioxide also
air

and made

manufacture of organic

this acid as long as the illumination

to force its

way

great resistance to this entrance.

into the epidermal
It has

is

drawn from the surrounding
The cell-wall oflers no

cells.

been proved that carbonic

carbon dioxide, passes very easily through the

cell-wall.

evident that the small quantity of carbon dioxide

is

acid, or rather

According to

all this, it is

drawn from the

air

by the

green illumimated tissue of the leaves and stem, that carbon dioxide streams
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rapidly towards these parts, penetrates into the epidermal

carbonic acid,

epidermal

changed into

cells, is

and reaches the green tissue by means of the aqueous contents of the

cells.

According to the previous statement, which has been discussed in

detail,

the

epidermis has also to pi'ovide for the transmission of the carbonic acid to the places
of consumption, viz. to the green tissue.

In accordance with climatic and other

local conditions,

and corresponding to the
is well known, endless

individuality of separate species, the epidermis presents, as

This variety of formation

variations in structure.

part which

it

or outer aqueous tissue,

grow

in

for carbonic acid, that

it

transpiring leaf-surfaces,

soil
as,

is

situations

which

cells

In

layers.

all

lie

In evergreen

little variation.

limited,

is

by root -pressure

and

to the large

lumen,

for example, in the Oleander,

above the green palisade tissue are

those plants also whose outermost cells

have much thickened

with the

as,

like.

form of a water mantle

where transpiration

often conducted

in contact

air

in the

for examples, in tropical bananas, palms, mangroves,

and peppers, the aqueous

always arranged in several

is,

exhibits comparatively

warm, damp

where the water of the

figs,

concerned chiefly with the

has to play as a protective covering, as strengthener, and the

As a conducting apparatus
plants which

is

walls,

and consequently a

which grows on the

restricted

sides of brooks (see

and in the proteaceous Bryandra ßoribunda growing in the Australian
bush (see fig. 68), the water mantle consists of a double layer of cells. When the
green tissue is penetrated by vascular bundles and groups of strengthening cells
without chlorophyll, the aqueous epidermal layer is also interrupted, and is usually
fig.

73

^),

only co-extensive with the palisade

aqueous

cells

cells.

In the leaves of grasses the colourless

form rows which are placed above the green assimilating

tissue,

and

surround this tissue as an actual mantle.

The demand

of

the green tissue for carbonic acid regulates itself to the

But the consumption is at a
and greatest warming of the green

consumption in the formation of organic substances.

maximum
tissue,

at the time of strongest illumination

and therefore coincides with the most abundant transpiration.

time the carbonic-acid-bearing sap
tissue

with great eagerness

is

drawn by the

from the epidermal

abundantly that a quick replacement

is

impossible.

At such a

active protoplasm in the green
cells

But

lying above, often so
in consequence of this

the epidermal cells lose their turgescence; they collapse, and the hitherto tense

epidermis presents a flaccid appearance.

In order that this collapse

without injury, the following contrivance has been devised.

The

may

take place

side-walls of those

which form the epidermis, i.e. the outer aqueous tissue, are delicate, thin, and
flexible, and as these cells give up a portion of their sap, their side-walls are folded
cells

together just like a bellows from which the air has been expelled.

When

the cells

become again filled with fluid, the folds are straightened out as in a bellows filled
with

air,

and the

cells

regain their former tenseness.

In the course of the foregoing representation
transmission of carbonic acid through the epidermal
VOL.

I.

we have only
cells rich in

described the

watery

cell-sap
24

on
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the upper side of the

But

leaf.

takes place on the under side of

it

must not be forgotten that the same process

tlie leaf,

particularly

when the green

also

tissue is not

and spongy parenchyma, and also when the epidermis is
provided with stomata both on the upper and under sides of the leaf. In certainly
70 per cent of all leafy plants the arrangement is such that palisade tissue occurs

divided into palisade

cells

beneath the succulent epidermis

of the

upper

under

side,

this

parenchyma, and again under this the epidermis of the lower

abundantly pierced by stomata.

again spongy

which

side,

is

It can therefore be assei'ted, for the majority of

plants with green foliage, that the epidermis of the upper side chiefly regulates the

transmission of carbonic acid to the palisade

by the epidermis

regulated
It

and that transpiration

is

chiefly

of the lower side.

hardly probable that carbonic acid finds entrance to the green tissue

is

At the time when the demand

through the stomata.

maximum

in

food-salts

from the

be called,

cells,

soil

up

for carbonic acid

and the water which provides for the transport of the
to the small chemical laboratories, as the palisade cells

is

streaming out of the stomata, the carbon dioxide of the air

can hardly stream in through the same avenues at the same time, and
concluded that when, generally speaking, this gas
is

But

rapidly expelled from the stomata in the form of vapour.

is

while water-vapour

the occurrence

at a

is

quantity of food-salts must be

the green tissue, a considerable

delivered to the green

may

cells,

is

it

may

be

absorbed through the stomata,

exceptional.

Concerning the

filling of

the epidermal cells with water and carbonic acid,

it

should be here again pointed out that in not a few plants the absorption of rain and

dew

takes place directly through the foliage-leaves.

Since rain and

dew always

contain small quantities of carbonic acid and traces of nitric acid, this method of
fiUing the epidermal cells

is

so

much

the less to be undervalued.

green foliage-leaves the continuous epidermis above the palisade

In very

cells is

many

capable of

being moistened, while the lower epidermis, rich in stomata, on the other hand,

kept diy by the most varied contrivances; and

it is

is

very probable that in such cases

dew is taken up by the whole epidermis of the upper leafwhen these epidermal cells have a short time previously given up

the water of rain and
surface, especially

tissue, and have become consequently
must be concluded, from their shape and
position, that the filling of the epidermal cells is only caused by the watery sap
brought from the roots, and indeed only by means of the green palisade tissue,
i.e. of the same tissue w^hich, on occasion, again receives watery fluid from the

a portion of their contents to the green

somewhat

collapsed.

epidermal

cells.

In

many

cases

it

The water arriving from the

by the

palisade tissue to the epidermal cells at certain times,

acid

required, in order that cai'bon dioxide

is

changed into carbonic
acid

is

set

up

may

This periodic alternation of absorption and expulsion

explained in the following manner.

acid.

When

tliis

may

off,

now

when no

drawn from

carbonic

the air and

has happened, and a demand for carbonic

in the palisade tissue, this tissue

previously given

there be

i.e.

be

given off

soil is

of course accompanied

takes back the water

by the absorbed carbonic

it

acid.

hud

FORMATION OF ORGANIC MATTER FROM THE
ABSOEBED INOEGANIC FOOD.

CHLOROPHYLL AND CHLOROPHYLL- GRANULES.

1.

Clilorophyll-granules

and the sun's

rays.

— Chlorophyll-granules and the gi-een tissue under the

influence of various degrees of illumination.

CHLOROPHYLL -GEANULES AND THE SUN'S RAYS.
In the former section of this book
serves as food for plants

is

has been described

it

conducted to the green

how everything which
Food-salts, food-gases,

tissues.

—

and water arrive at the same goal by the most diverse contrivances to the green
cells as those places where the raw material is worked up and organic substances
pi'epared

from

it;

to the place of need

where the materials for further building and

development, for rejuvenescence, multiplication, and reproduction of the plants in

The question how living plants manufacture organic
substances in the green cells from the raw materials which stream to them, particularly from the raw food-sap and carbonic acid, must now be discussed.
First, it should be remembered that the formation of organic materials always
question have to be provided.

commences with the decomposition of the absorbed carbonic acid. This decomposition, however, is only carried on by that protoplasm in which are imbedded
cldorojjhyll-granules.

The protoplasm

by the help

cated task

of these

therefore really the organs on

in question can only accomplish the indi-

structures,

fore,

precede

all

It is in them that
upon which depends the renewal, and

which everything depends.

those remarkable processes are carried on,

ultimately the existence, of

and the chlorophyll -granules are

The

all life.

description of these organs must, there-

further discussion.

Having regard

to

the importance of

chlorophyll -granules appears to be

their

function,

simple enough.

It

the
is

structure of

possible

that

the
later

and methods of observation more perfect than those
wiU furnish more accurate details about their minute structure,

researches, with instruments

now at our

disposal,

and particularly as
imbedded.

to their dissimilarity

In the meantime, only this

the chlorophyll-granules differs but

surrounding protoplasm.

Like

all

from the protoplasm in which they are

much

little

is

known

—that the

in its structure

ground-work of

and composition from the

sharply-defined protoplasmic bodies, chlorophyll-

granules exhibit a pellicle-like thickened outer layer; the inner portion, on the
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other hand,

may

is

formed of a porous mass of reticular or

best be compared to a bath sponge.

Tiie holes

scaffold-like strands,

which

meslies of this spongy

and

ground substance contains a green colouring matter, which is dissolved in
material, and clothes the continuous small spaces in the form of a parietal

colourless

an

oily

layer.

This green colouring matter of the chlorophyll -granules, wliich has been

called chlorophyll, is easily soluble in alcohol, ether,

and chloroform.

If

green

leaves are steeped in an alcoholic solution, they become blanched in a short time,

and the colouring matter passes entirely into the fluid. The alcohol assumes the
beautiful green colour which the leaves formerly possessed, and the previously

now

green leaves are

In transmitted light

to be seen floating in the green alcohol.

the solution appears a beautiful green

;

but when observed in reflected light

it

appears blood-red, and therefore the colouring matter displays a marked flv/yrencence.
If

a fatty

oil is

added

together, the green colour passes into the

added medium,

wliilo in the alcohol a

The chemical

yellow substance remains, which has been termed xanthophyll.
composition of chlorophyll
It

asserted that

is

crystals obtained
light,

it is

is

to earlier belief,

not yet so clearly understood as

we

could wish.

it

is

The

possible to obtain chlorophyll in a crystallized form.

form green ti'ansparent rhomboids, which, when exposed
free

weak

This chlorophyll behaves like a

slowly decompose again.

up

green-tinted alcohol, and the two are shaken

to the

from

iron,

to the

acid contrary
;

but leaves behind almost 2 per cent of ash,

some calcium, phosphoric and sulphuric acids. The
these crystals must be preceded by a series of long-

consisting of alkalies, magnesia,
fact that the production of

continued operations, together with the fact that chlorophyll

and

easily decomposed,

always allows us to suppose that the

is

extremely delicate

crj-stals

mentioned are

only a product of decomposition, and do not belong to that chlorophyll which
It was previously tliought that
colours the chlorophyll-granules in living cells.
chlorophyll was a mixture of two colouring matters, viz. a blue and a yellow, until
later researches

demonstrated that this supposition was unfounded, and that a

false

impression had been received through observation of the process of decomposition.

A

characteristic absorption spectrum has been obtained for chlorophyll,

especiallj^ useful in all cases

where

it is

which

is

a question of demonstrating the presence

of very small quantities of the colouring matter in

any parts

of the plant.

With

enough to say that the whole of the violet and blue and the
ultra-violet rays are cut off from the spectrum, and that it exhibits seven characterIt may be further remarked here that after
istically distributed absorption-bands.
respect to this

it is

treating the chlorophyll with hydrochloric acid tiny crj^stals arise, which have been
called hypochlorin.

The

results of all these researches

upon the part which chlorophyll plays

have thrown but

in those processes

little

light

which commence with the

decomposition of the absorbed cai-bonic acid in the chloi-ophyll-granules.

Compared with the

size of the wliole mass, chlorophyll

small fraction of the granules

it

colours green, and

when

forms only an extremely
it is

withdrawn by the

addition of alcohol, only the colour and not the size of the gi'anules in question

found to be altered.

is
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Chlorophyll-gi'anules appear to be imbedded in protoplasm from their origin
until their disaj^pearance.

when

other words,

watery

When

is

large
is

filled

sac-like

or, in

with

and only

chamber, then the chlorophyll-granules are usually

cell

middle layer of the parietal plasma, so that they are separated

in the

from the cell-wall, by a layer of colourThe same thing occurs when the chlorophyll-granules are

imbedded in the plasma strands which are stretched across the
figs.

and

—

sap-filled central cavity, as also

protoplasm.

less

situated round the wall

the central cavity of the protoplasm

forms a thin covering to the

from the

is

and the plasma which surrounds the sap-cavity

cell-sap,

imbedded

the protoplasm

5^ and 5^).

cell -cavity (see

Frequently the chlorophyll-granules project like warts, and thus

give a knotty appearance to the protoplasmic strands; but even then they are

always covered by a thin colourless layer of pi'otoplasm.
In spite of this close connection, chlorophyll-granules always appear

to

be

sharply defined, and exhibit in their entire development a certain separateness from
the protoplasm in which they

They

enlarge, divide,

With

their form.

may

and multiply, and occasionally in the course of their

respect to their shape there

and leaves of higher

of the stem

reasonably be supposed to take their origin.

is little

life alter

variety in the green tissue

The chlorophyll-granules almost always

plants.

appear there as rounded or occasionally angular, sometimes even as lenticular or

A

many-sided grains.
plants which live

In the

Algag.
fig.

m

of

greater diversity

is

observed in those simple green

in water, and have been classed together under the name of

cells of

Plate

much

I.,

the green filaments of Zygnema, which are represented in

the chlorophyll

bodies are

stellate,

and are so arranged

in

two stars side by side. In species of the genus
each
Spirogyra (Plate I., fig. I) they form spirally wound, usually knotty, bands, and in
most species of the genus only one band in each cell; but in some species there are
two bands, whose spirals cross one another, whereby very ornamental structures
cell

that there are usually

In species of the unicellular

come into view mider the microscope.
(Plate

I., fig.

axis of the

k),

cell,

Penium

the chlorophyll bodies form plates or bands parallel to the long
projecting against the cell-wall in all directions.

single green plate

is

observable,

which divides the cavity of the

cell into

similar halves; (Edogoniwrn exhibits a latticed plate; species of

have plate-shaped chlorophyll bodies which

lie

In Mesocarpus a

two

almo.st

the genus

Ulva

close to the wall; in the cells of

Podosira are seen disc-shaped chlorophyll bodies which jut out in all directions;
and in the liverwort Anthoceros the chlorophyll bodies are in the form of hollow
spheres surrounding the centres of the

The number

cells.

of chlorophyll-granules in the protoplasm of the cell varies from

In the

one to several himdreds.

cells of

selaginellas there are usually 2-4; in

those of the luminous moss, Schistostega osmundacea, to be described later more in
detail,

4-12 (Plate

20-100,

plasm

I., fig.

many even

is

so

200.

p).

The green

In the

cells of

cells of

most leafy flowering plants contain

Vaiuiheria (Plate

I., fig.

a-d), the proto-

crowded with tliickly-pressed small green granules as

to

think that the whole cell-body contained but a single chlorophyll mass.

make one
Foliage-
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leaves, in wliich a distinct separation
is

completed, always show

between the palisade and spongj' parenchyma

many more

chlorophyll-granules in the former than in

Careful countings have shown that the palisade

the latter.

three or four times

When

the adjoining cells of the spongy parenchyma.
cell ai-e

so

many

cells

usually contain

—occasionally even six times—as many chlorophyll-gi'anules as

that the whole inner wall of the

the chlorophyll-granules in a

cell

can be covered with them,

they arrange and distribute themselves very equally in this manner, ami such
appear uniformly green.

It

then seems as

with chlorophyll-granules, but this

filled

of the protoplasm filled

with

cell-sap

is

if

not really the ease.

The

central cavity

never contains a single chlorophyll body.

The chlorophyll-granules imbedded in the parietal protoplasm can
the most remarkable displacements, which we will forthwith describe.
With regard to shape, cells with active protoplasm, containing
granules, exhibit the widest variety.

found

to be

(Plate

I.,

in the

tig. /;),

Esj^ecially are

group of Desmids which

crescent-shaped (Plate

I.,

live in

tig.

i),

imaginable

all

water

:

chlorophyllcell

shapes

rod-shaped, cylindrical

others for which

Algae,

which to the naked eye seem composed of green threads, are

which

are, for

would be hard

undergo

also

and

tabular, stellate, tetrahedral,

many

it

cells

the whole cell-chamber were entirely

to find short

The

and suitable names.
built up of

the most part, tubular and cyKndrical (Plate

I.,

figs, a, b,

and

cells
I,

m).

Nostocacese the cells wliich form the tissues are spherical; in Mosses

In Lichens and

and Liverworts they are pentagonal and hexagonal.

As already mentioned
Phanerogams
branched

cells

is

in

former sections, the green tissue in the foliage of

formed, in the majority of instances, of two kinds of

forming the sjjongy parenchyma, and of cylindrical

stitute the palisade tissue (Plate

being not

much

I.,

fig. r).

The

cells wliich

—of
con-

latter are often short, their length

greater than their width, but usually they are five or six times, and

occasionally even ten or twelve times, longer than broad.

palisade-shaped

cells

cells

In bulbous plants the

are arranged parallel to the upper leaf-surface, but in the

majority of seed-bearing plants they are at right angles to the upper surface of the

shown in the cross-section of a leaf of the Passion-flower in Plate I.,
The green cells below the epidermis of pines and various firs exhibit a very

foliage-leaf, as
fig. r.

peculiar form.

In contour they appear angular and tabular, and are

to one another without intercellular spaces.

upper surface of the
cell

is

From

which the

by means of wliich each
Such cells remind one of
separated by boarded parti-

leaf trabeculEeprojeet into tlie interior,

divided up into niches usually of equal

stables in

fitted closely

the cell-walls parallel to the

stalls of

size.

the different horses are

The projecting trabecule are always so arranged that the entire cell-chamber
appears like a group of palisade cells whose side walls separating one from another
tions.

have been interrupted.

These partitions, which, as stated, are to be found in

many

—especially in the Monkshood
(Äconituvi), Peony (Pceonia), and Marsh Marigold (Caltha) — increase the internal
firs,

but also in

grasses and

surface of the chamber, and
this

means many more

many

Ranunculacese

this appears to be advantageous,

inasmuch as by

parietal chlorophyll-granules can find a place than

would
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of equal dimensions, but devoid of such projecting

trabeculae.

shown by very accurate investigations that the quantity of organic
cell, by the decomposition of carbonic acid, is greater the
greater the number of chlorophyll-gi-anules, provided that all of them are so
It

is

substances formed in a

arranged witliin

its

chlorophyll-granules filling the cell irregularly would be

The

result.

A heap

protoplasm that they can discharge their functions.

small, green chlorophyll-granules must,

that no one deprives another of light, and this

is

little

of

suited to effect this

on the contrary, be so arranged

most easily

a many-storied plant-structure, composed of numerous

cells,

possible, especially in

when

the chlorophyll-

granules are grouped together like the stones in a mosaic, and are arranged along

When, moreover, the light
through a window into the

unhindered through certain

the walls in this order.

falls

portions of wall, as

cell-cavity, all the chlorophyll-

The larger the extent of
more chlorophyll-granules can be accommodated on it, and there-

granules there situated are almost equally illuminated.
wall surface, the
fore the

such

more abundantly can the decomposition of carbonic acid be carried on
For such green multicellular tissue, whose most important function

cells.

in
is

the decomposition of carbonic acid and the formation of organic substances, the
parietal

grouping of the chloroi:)hyll-granules, the above-mentioned infolding of the

inner surface of the

cells,

generally the increase of the inner surface of the

walls clothed with clalorophyll,

cell-

accordingly the most advantageous arrangement

is

for the best possible utilization of the available space.

When

one speaks of the

"

green

"

of plants one thinks first of all of the foliage-

The name " chlorophyll
by leaf-green " might lead to the idea that cells and tissues provided
with chlorophyll are only to be found in the leaves; but this would not at all
correspond to the true state of the case. Those plants which are not differentiated
into stem and leaves, especially the many kinds of green water-plants classed under
the name of Algse, generally consist entirely of chlorophyll-bearing cells. In those
leaves, in

translated

which that colour

is

especially noticeable.

"

mutually-nourishing combinations
while the other

When

is

named

Lichens, one of the partners

without,

is

provided with, chlorophyll.

stem and foliage-leaves are clearly

difFei-entiated,

a portion of the tissue

is

more or less rich in the same.
Chlorophyll-containing tissue is found in all the members of these stem-plants, in
roots, in stems, in foliage, in floral leaves, in fruits, and seeds.
In tropical orchids
the aerial roots when dry appear white and are seemingly quite devoid of
deprived of chlorophyll while the other portion

chlorophyll; but

when moistened

porous covering

is filled

their green colour

with water, and

its cells

the green tissue-layer below shines through.

cum

globulosum, funale, and Sallei, which,

tissue

is

is seen,

because

when

the outer

become transparent, the colour of

There are even

when not

Angroe-

orcliids, e.g.

flowering, have no other green

roots, and in which not only the absorption of foodworking up of the absorbed nourishment, particularly the

than that in the aerial

materials, but also the

decomposition of carbonic acid and the formation of organic substances,

is

carried
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on by the green tissue of the aerial roots. Green tissue is much more frequently to
be met with in stem-structures than in roots. Hundreds of rashes, bulrushes,
cyperuses, and horse-tails, as well the Casuarineae and species of Epliedra, included
under the switch plants, many papilionaceous plants of

number

Genista, and Spartium, a
plants, the

Duckweed (Lemna), and
green

82), contain

fig.

branches.

tissue,

tlie

genera Retarna,

of Salicomias, tropical orchids,

and cactiform

the plants possessing flattened shoots (see

all

without exception, in the cortex of their stem and

Also ovaries and fruits which are not yet fully ripe are so univer.sally

coloured green that in popular language green fruit and unripe fruit are synony-

mous.

Chlorophyll

more rarely observed

is

and

diflTerentiated into axis

green tissue

in the

only seldom

leaf

cotyledons.

in seeds.

—

The seeds

Those whose embryos are

as,

for example, in the pines

of

orchids,

marvellously small, consist of only a single group of parenchymatous
trace

is

them

to be seen in

of a radicle or cotyledon.

of germinating a short time,

and

These are

behave in a peculiar manner.

epiphytically on the bark of trees,

it is

They only

—show

those living

especially

cells,

and no

retain the capacity

important to these seeds, which are poorly

supplied with reserve food, that immediately after leaving the fruit-capsule they

may
to

be able to provide themselves with nourishment from their surroundings, and

manufacture organic substances from this food.

This they can naturally only do

by the help of chlorophyll, and it is interesting to notice that they also are actually
endowed with this substance. Even when they are still inclosed in the capsule of
the parent plant these seeds become green, and when they are carried by the wind
into

some

function.

and

up

cleft

on the bark of an old tree-trunk the chlorophyll

is

able at once to

After a short time a small green tubercle gi-ows out of the gi-een seed,

fixes itself

by absorbent

the substratum, then very gradually

cells to

it

grows

to form a large plant-stem.

Large flowers whose

petals,

from the commencement to the end of the flowering

On

period, exhibit a green colour are esteemed rarities.
leaves, rich in chlorophyll, are of very
floral colour also,

common

the other hand, small floral

occurrence.

during the flowering period, from white, red,

The change of the
violet, and brown, to

green, has been frequently observed in small as well as in fairly large flowers.

very striking example of this

is

the Black Hellebore {Hellehorus niger).

When

A
its

flowers open, the outer large leaves situated below the petals (which are transformed
into small nectaries), are snow-white,

surroundings.

whom
insects,

From

and show up conspicuously from

they are eagerly sought out.
pollination

When, by means

fall

Chlorophyll

is

off",

these honey-sucking

of

fresh green appears in

like

by

foliage-leaves.

The

nectaries

but the large sepals remain and take up another function.

abundantly developed in their

attracted insects

by

brought about, the small nectaries, as well as the large

is

dazzling- white outer floral leaves called sepals, become superfluous.

forthwith

their darker

afar they attract the attention of honey-collecting insects,

its stead,

and the same

their conspicuous colour

A

similar alteration

cells;

floral leaves

now

of

the wlüte colour disappear;

which previously had

fvmction as green leaves exactly

colour,

which

also

has the same
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significance, is observed in

such a change of

it

is

If,

leaves

not common.

is

in all the

These

members

cursory

of a plant,

also true that foliage-leaves chiefly contain the green tissue, so that

certainly in 90

carbonic acid

orchids and liliaceous plants, but on the whole

function in floral

show that chlorophyll may appear

observations must
althougli

many
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is

per cent of

chlorophyll-bearing plants the decomposition of

all

carried on in the foliage-leaves.

now, after the description of the arrangement, form, and distribution of

we would

chlorophyll-granules,

also learn

by means

are formed in the cell-chambers

an inquirer who

in the position of

something as to

visits

He

and

also

together,

organic substances

of these structures,

we

find ourselves

a chemical laboratory without a guide,

and wishes to ascertain in what way some material
manufactured.

how

—for example, a pigment—

is

notices apparatus set up there, sees the raw materials heaped
finds

the finished jaroduct.

warmth

proceeding, he can also observe whether

the manufacture

If

or cold

and greater or

are brought into action as propelling forces, and he can,

if

actually

is

less pressure

intrusted with the

manipulation necessary to the production of such pigment, imagine the relation
of the difi'erent parts to the whole.

incomprehensible, or quite unknown.
the transformed
visitor's

It is

raw

Of

tlie

details, indeed,

and with regard to the propelling

material,

must the

forces,

knowledge remain incomplete.
not otherwise with us

when we would

inspect the processes carried on in

We

the cells where chlorophyll-granules develop their activity.

apparatus,

know

much must remain

Especially with reference to the quantity of

we

see the eftective

we

recognize the food-gases and food-salts collected for working up,

that the sun's rays act as the motive force, and

which appear completed

we

also identify the products

By

in the chlorophyll-granules.

careful comparison of

various cells containing chlorophyll, on the ground of observations which establish
the conditions under which the manufacture of organic substances succeeds best

and worst, having found by experience that under certain external conditions the
whole apparatus becomes disintegrated and destroyed;

it is

indeed permissible to

hazard a conclusion about the character of the propelling
altogether puzzling

bring

it

is

how

the active

foi'ces

work,

how

one

with

another, and

is

the sun's rays are able to

shortly appear

combinations under a wholly different arrangement.
gain a clear idea of these processes, because
the

But what

about that the atoms of the raw material abandon their previous grouping,

become displaced, intermix

of

forces.

atoms called

combination

or

decomposition,

it is

but of

is

stable

the more difiicult to

not a question of that displacement
that process which

Decompositions and

synthesis.

It

in

analyses,

even

is

of

known
tlie

as

most

complicated compounds into simple combinations are well understood, but not
so the converse.

It is

always considered a fortunate occurrence when a chemist

succeeds in producing from

its

fundamental elements, or from the simplest com-

bination of these, one of those complicated bodies, which are, nevertheless, formed

with such ease in plant

cells.

When

sugar

is "

made

"

in a manufactory,

it is

not

that carbon and the elements of water are used, although these are so abundantly
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at disposal, but only that the sugar

from

Consequently
factories;

which has been formed synthetically

isolated

is

substances in those tiny chemical laboratories, the vegetable

tliese

it

is

to say that sugar

really incorrect

we should only say

cells.

"made" in our manuby the plants is

is

that there the sugar manufactured

separated from other substances and prepared for further use.

Although

it is

not possible to represent the processes concerned in the synthesis

beyond all doubt, one is justified in
must be looked upon as an hj'pothesis when
we consider the movement by which the atoms of the food-gases and food-salts are

of organic materials in plant cells as a matter

And

taking refuge in hypotheses.

displaced

it

by the sun's rays in the vegetable cells as a transmission of the vital force
The atoms have arranged themselves by tliis movement in a different

of the sun.

order, they hold

and support one another, they are

mutual tension has been
spring of
is

all

The

set up.

The now

these changes.

and a condition

stable,

vital force of the

of

sun has become the hidden

formed by synthesis

stable organic material

thus equipped with an adequate supply of energy, designated in other words as

latent heat.
loose,

If the

atoms of the organic material from whatever cause again break

abandoning their combination and arrangement, they perhaps so displace and

rearrange themselves that those groups which previously existed are formed again,

and thus the potential energy
warmth.

When

been changed

a tree-trunk

changed to

is
is

vital force, the latent heat to sensible

consumed, the vital force of the sun, which had

by the formation

of

cellulose

composing the wood of that time into latent
active energy;

and when we burn

ago brought about the
imprisoned in the

coals,

formation of

coal, will

and the other organic materials
force,

the sun's rays, which thousands of years

substances and were

organic vegetable

again be set

free, will

warm

our rooms, drive our

Keeping

machines, or propel our steamships and locomotives.
is

again transformed into

is

this idea in view,

it

at least possible to imagine the mechanical significance of the sun's rays in the

formation of organic substances in plants, and

it

may

be reckoned that the

quantity of oi'ganic substance produced stands in a fixed proportion (which

may

be

expressed in figures) to the store of energy in the same.

One circumstance on which
various rays of which sunlight

and

refrangibility, which,

particular stress
is

must here be

laid

that the

is

composed, the rays with various wave-lengths

some of them

at least, appear to our eyes as the dift'orent

coloured bands in rainbows, play each a very distinct part in the formation of

organic materials in plant
i.e.

of those

cells.

Under the

influence of the blue

the oxidation of the organic materials called carbohydrates
say,

not

and

violet rays,

which are most highly refrangible and have the smallest wave-lengths,

the

formation

but

the

decomposition

and

is assisted,

that

transformation

of

is

to

these

compounds are favoured. The red, orange, and yellow, i.e. those rays which are
less refrangible and have a greater wave-length, behave quite otherwise.
These
favour the reduction of carbonic acid, assist the formation of carbohydrates from

raw

materials,

and are therefore chiefly concerned in the originating
When a sunbeam passes through a colourless glass

organic substances.

of

such

jjrism a
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continuous spectrum
orange, and red.

body, which

is

If the

may

—

produced violet, dark blue, light blue, gi-een, yellow,
same sunbeam passes through a transparent but coloured

be either solid or

from the spectrum.

37 &

fluid,

whole groups of colour absent themselves

Dark bands appear

in the corresponding places,

that the light in question has been absorbed by the coloured

and we say

body.

Now,

if

chlorophyll has the property of absorbing those colours of the spectrum which are

not advantageous in the formation of organic substances from raw material, the
role of this chlorophyll

moreover, that

many

cannot be too highly estimated.

It

must not be overlooked,

bodies have the capacity of absorbing light rays of shorter

wave-length, and, on the other hand, of giving out rays of greater wave-length.
It

is

precisely those pigments

which possesses

chlorophyll,

which are distributed in
this

property called

plants, again above

fluorescence

therefore also assign this significance to chlorophyll, that

it

;

all,

and we must

can transform rays of

which are useless in the synthesis of organic materials into those which show

light

the best possible action in this respect.

the fluorescing pigments of jjlants

If

and blue rays
goes further, and that

(chlorophyll, anthocyanin, phycoerythrin) can transform the violet
into yellow

and

red, it is to

be supposed that their activity

they will be able to change rays of small wave-length and higher refrangibility into
rays which are found beyond the red, which are imperceptible to our eyes, and

which possess very great heat-giving powers,
able

transform light

to

into

heat.

or, in

From

all

other words, that they will be

this

it

may

be seen that the

significance of chlorophyll in the formation of organic materials

a retention or extinction of those rays which might hinder the

First,

fold.

would be three-

formation of those compounds

known by

the

name

of carbohydrates; further, the

ti-ansformation of rays with short wave-length into those of longer wave-length,

which, according to experience, most favourably

eflfect

starch; and, finally, the conversion of light into heat,

the production of sugar and

and ultimately into latent

heat.

CHLOEOPHYLL- GRANULES AND THE GREEN TISSUE UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF VARIOUS DEGREES OF ILLUMINATION.
If it is

beyond question that organic materials can only be formed from the

absorbed carbonic acid in the presence of chlorophyll,
certain that the sun creates
rays,

and

it is,

on the other hand, equally

and works through these formative processes by its
becomes the fountain of all organic life. The

thus, as the propelling force,

day follows night, and during the night the j^rocess just menBut
tioned, upon which the existence of the living world depends, is interrupted.
even in the daytime also, the strength of the sun is very unequal; it is one thing at
mid-day, when the source of light is in the zenith and the rays fall perpendicularly
sun

rises

and

sets,

on the earth, and quite another in the evening, as the illuminating orb sinks
below the horizon and the
Clearly

it is

last rays spread

almost horizontally over the surface.

anj^thing but a matter of indifterence to the organs possessing a certain
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what manner the sun's rays light upon them, or what
quantity of vital force is transmitted to them in a given time. Various species of
plants may make very different demands for sunlight, but for each individual
species the need of propelling force fluctuates only within veiy narrow limits, which
cannot be exceeded without injury. The greatest j^ossible equality in the supply of

amount

of chloro^jhyll in

propelling force

is

an indispensable condition of a successful

meet the inequality in the flow of
various parts of the day,

it is

light

arranged that the green organs can turn towards the

and that according to the hour of the day and the strength

sun,

at that particular time, they can take

show

the cells also

demand

the

up a

this capability of

of the sun's rays

and again

definite position,

And, indeed, the green chlorophyll-granules

position with ease.

In order to

career.

on bright and dull days, and also during

accommodating themselves

alter this

in the interior of

in accordance

with

for light as well as the entire cells, and, finally, even the green leaves,

together with the stems and branches which bear them.

would obtain a clear idea of the withdrawal of the chlorophyll-granules
from the sunlight, one must remember, first of all, that these green bodies, whatIf one

may

ever

be their form, are imbedded in the protoplasm of the

protoplasm

is

mobile and easily capable of displacement

—

or, in

and that the

cell,

other words, that

the protoplasm which contains the green chlorophyll-granules twists and rotates

within the

cell it inhabits,

and can transport the granules hither and

definite places

they

;

may

Still

again be separated from one another, and distributed

equally throughout the whole
clavata, represented in figure

In the

cell-body.

a on Plate

I.,

tubular

this is only the case

of

cells

Vaucheria

the protoplasm forms a lining layer on

the inner side of the colourless transparent cell-wall, and

with round chlorophyll -granules that the

But

thither.

Chlorophyll-granules can be temporarily heaped up and crowded together in

more.

so thickly studded

is

appears of a unifoi'm dark green.

cell

with light of modei'ate intensity.

When

strongly illumi-

nated the chlorophyll-granules move apart from one another, arrange themselves in
isolated balls,

zones

may

and

in a

very short time, in each tubular

cell,

dark -green spots and

be seen corresponding to the crowded gi'anules, and light, irregular

bands appearing in those places from which the chlorophj'll has been withdrawn.
If the intensity of the light diminishes, the

equal distribution and colom-ing

which

lives in

is

green clusters dissolve, and the former

resumed.

In another filamentous green

cylindrical cells contains a plate-like chlorophyll body,

turns

itself at right

is

in this

way

utilized to the

is

cell

utmost possible extent.

appears of a uniform green colour.

Mesocarpus

cells,

in

weak

diffuse light
side,

i.e.

turned to the sun, and the incident

chlorophyll body usually extends right across the
the

which

In this position the broad

angles to the incident rays.

the larger surface of the chlorophyll body,
light

alga,

water and belongs to the genus Mesocarpus, each of the long

cell,

As

the plate-like

under the conditions indicated,

If the full rays of the

sim

fall

on such

the plate-like chlorophyll bodies begin to turn so that the plane

of the plate is parallel to the direction of the rays.

smaller surface of the chlorophyll body,

is

Now

the narrow side,

i.e.

the

turned to the rays, and only a dark-gi'een
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This turning movement of the chlorophj'll body

very

is

quickly performed, and can be repeatedly effected by darkening and illuminating
the cells of the Mesocarpus filament.

In

which are joined together

cells, too,

movement

many

displacement and

tissues, this

It has

of the chlorophyll-granules often appears.

long time that in the
leaflets of

form

to

been noticed for a

prothallium of ferns, in the leaf-like liverworts, in the

mosses, and even in the large, delicate foHage-leaves of flowering

plants, the green tissue appears to be coloured a lighter or

darker green according

under the influence of intense sunlight

to the intensity of the incident light; that

they become blanched and yellowish-green, but in

weak

light

assume a darker

tint.

paper be placed on a foliage-leaf, illuminated by the sun, so that

If a strip of black

only a portion of the leaf -surface

is

covered by

it,

and

if

the paper be removed after

a short time, the portion left uncovered and illuminated by the uninterrupted rays
of the sun appears light green, while that part on

from which the sun's

raj^s

were withheld,

have shown that this change of colour

is

which lay the

dark green.

is

strip of paper,

due to displacement of the chlorophyll-

In difiuse light the chlorophyll-granules group themselves on those

gi'anules.

and

Careful investigations

cell-

walls on whose surface the light falls perpendicularly, and consequently in the
cylindrical palisade cells of the foliage-leaf on the small walls parallel to its
siu'face,

and

it

is

As soon

formed by them)

clear that such cells (and therefore the tissue

have a dark-green appearance when looked at in the
as they are illuminated

by

upper

dii'ection of the incident light.

direct sunlight, the chlorophyll-granules retire

from these walls and take up their position on the cell-walls which are parallel to
In palisade

the direction of the incident light.

cells

the chlorophyll-granules group

themselves by the side of the long lateral walls, while the short walls, which are at

and

right angles to the rays, are colourless
cells of

free

In the branched

from chlorophyll.

the spongy parenchyma the chlorophjdl-granules, which in diffuse light

were equally distributed in the

heap themselves together in groups

the central portions of the cells become

branches, while
chlorophyll.

cell,

clear

and

fi-ee

in the

from

The whole tissue, however, in which this displacement has been
much paler than before, and displays usually a decidedly

completed appears
yellowish-green
intensity

of

tint.

This change of position of the granules, according to the

illumination,

may

be

particularly

constructed leaf-like duckweed, especially in

well

Lemna

the green tissue of this j^lant, vertical to the .surface, are

With
is

these

phenomena

is

seen

in

shown

Funaria hygrometrica, a moss very common on
rocks, the chlorophyll-granules,

They
green,

very simply

in

fig.

97.

indeed also connected the alteration of shape which

observed under vai'ied illumination in chlorophyll-granules.

flattened out, angular,

the

Three sections of

trisulca.

which are

In the

piles of charcoal,

damp

leaflets of

walls,

and

close to the outer walls of the cells, are

and comparable to small polygonal

tablets, in difiuse light.

by them appears an uniform
Hues remain between them. As soon as direct

are also so arranged that the entire wall covered

and only narrow, colourless

sunlight falls on

them they quickly

alter their shape, the tablets

becoming hemi-
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Spherical or spherical bodies, which project towards the centre of the cell-cavity.

By

this

means the area

of the chlorophyll-granules attached to the cell-wall

and consequently the green of the

contracted,

In the leaves of

many

flowering plants,

is

leaf -surface in question is diminished.

the ehlorophyll-gi-anules which are

also,

distributed in the palisade-cells along the elongated side-walls appear, in diffuse
light,

hemispherical or even conical, and project towards the centre of the cells so

that they are illuminated to the greatest possible extent

by the

light rays passing

Under the influence of direct sunlight they flatten out, become discshaped, and withdraw to some extent from the blight rays passing through the
The significance of all these processes, the changes of shape
centre of the cells.
as well as the displacements of the chloropliyll-granules, is evident when it is
through.

considered that an over-abundance as well as a deficiency of light would be

and that for every

prejudicial,
Ijy

the chlorophyll-granules

species the quantity of the sun's rays absorbed

Protoplasm, provided with chlorophyll,

definite.

is

^np^Q^Qc

Dpno^pc

O^^^^T-

L

I

t~T3
97.— Position

Fig.

of tlie Chlorophyll-granules in the celU oj the Ivy-leaved
1

tries

under

In darkness.

'

In direct sunlight.

'

trisulca).

In diffuse light.

circumstances to obtain this definite

all

Duckweed (Lemna

illuminated, chlorophyll-granules maintain a shape

When weakly

amount.

and position

in consequence of

which they present the largest possible surface to the light; when strongly illuminated, they assume a shape and position by which the smallest possible surface is
These processes, especially the displacement of the chlorophyll-granules,
lie brought about by

so exposed.

obtain a heightened interest from the fact that they can only
the streaming movements of the irritable protoplasm.
that

it

is

really

imbedded in

it

living

which
them to the

protoplasm

in order to bring

displaces

It

must be borne

the

Many

chlorophyll-granules

by

much nor

too

little

displacement of the chlorophyll-granules in the interior, but

the light

it

unicellular water-plants, especially zoospores, attain the

the entire

cells.

of their

cilia,

and

best adapted to the given conditions.
in a limited area,

it

may happen

they swarm about in
Or they may
cloud.
selves side

by

side, so

always happens

illuminated.

same

result not

by movements of
swimming towards

may be seen
way thej' take up the position always
many swarm-spores are collected together

These green unicellular organisms

by means

mind

places best suited to the illumination

then existing, and to place them in sunlight or shade; so that
that the displaced green bodies are neither too

in

in this
If

that they

all

travel to one particular place; there

the water and appear to the naked eye like a

little

green

settle on the bottom of the pool, there arranging them-

that no one deprives another of light, and they then appear
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pluvialis are cultivated in a

stripes

and patches.

white china dish

flat

If
filled
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swarm-cells of Sphcerella

with rain-water, and one-

darkened by means of an opaque body while the other half
remains illuminated, the whole of the swarm-cells swim from the darkened to the
half of the dish

is

up a

illuminated water in order to take

regard to the

If

light.

now

position as favourable as possible with

the china dish

is

turned round so that the hitherto

illumined portion becomes darkened and light falls on the part previously obscured,
the swarm-cells forsake the position which they had recently taken up,

the

now darkened

place to the illuminated side opposite,

swim from

and arrange themselves

there according as the illuminating conditions are favourable.

instead of the Sphcerella pluvialis discussed above, clumps of Vaucheria

If,

clavata are cultivated in a china dish

filled

with water, and the water

growing

partially darkened, together with the green tufts

the

cells,

which are elongated and

where they can

places

find

I.,

consists of

cells,

again

is

wiU be seen that

it

end those

Vaucheria clavata, which has been

the best light.

long tubular

it,

fixed at one end, seek with the other

repeatedly cited as an example, and which
Plate

in

is

represented in the middle figure on

frequently bulging and branched, whose

blunt growing ends appear dark green, while the lower dead portions are branched

and coloured yellowish-white. The prcjtoplasm

is

so richly studded with chlorophyll-

granules that the entire inner wall of the tubular

At the bottom

lining.

plants,

cells

which

of shallow pools,

they foi-m hemispherical clumps, and

all

is

appears covered with a green

the natural habitat of these

the tubular

cells

which compose

the clumps have their green ends directed upwards towards the source of light.

The same thing occurs when the Vaucheria cultivated in the china dish is
uniformly illumined from above; but, if partially obscured, those filaments over
which the darkening shadow is thrown very quickly alter their position. They
bend towards the light side, and then the clump looks just as if its filaments had
been combed in this direction.

Moreover, the same thing

china dish containing clumps of Vaucheria (on which until
fallen

uniformly from above)

is

so that the light can only reach

it

from one

The green
phanerogams,

work

when

the

diffused light has

all

is

the filaments, or

light,

and

if

they

universally in a line with the direction

After a few days these Vaucheria clumps also look as

if

they

out.

tissues of thallophytes,
i.e.

Here, again,

side.

bend towards the source of

continue to grow, the increase in length

had been combed

also seen

placed at the further end of a one-windowed room,

rather, tubular cells of the clump,

of the incident rays.

is

now

and the green leaves and stems

of ferns,

those extensive combinations of green cells whose function

and
is

to

harmonious manner, and to manufacture organic substances for the

in a

plant to which tliey belong from carbonic acid with the help of other foodmaterials;

swim

these

behave in the same way as the individual green

freely in water,

at one end.

and as the tubular

Arrangements are necessaiy

always be placed in the most favourable

cells of

for these likewise,
light.

cells

which

Vaucheria, which are attached

Of

by which they can

course, in these plants

where
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division of labour has been so far developed, the conditions are not so simple

which consist only of single

as in those plants

and

cells,

it

is

naturally to be

expected that, according to the cliaracter of the individual species and the places

which they

arrangements would be very varied.

inhabit, the

be kept in mind that each spot on which a plant has settled

may undergo

time

alterations in consequence of

The

fact

itself in

must

also

the coui-se of

which the amount and strength of
Long-lived plants, which grow

the light affecting that part varies considerably.

vigorously in height and breadth, alter in their relation to the sun in various
stages of growth,
least,

must

view,

it

and mu.st

also alter their

form in a corresponding manner,

or,

at

and position of their green tissues. All tliis requires
a multiplicity of contrivances which are, as a matter of fact, innumerable, and the
exhaustive treatment of which is scarcely possible. In order to obtain a general
alter the direction

some of the most remarkable of the long

will be better to pick out

of arrangements

whose

series

significance lies in this, that each species of plant receives

much nor

for its green organs neither too

too

little light,

and to describe them

in

their relations to light as types of smaller or larger groups.

We

will

begin with those arrangements which

a peculiar habitat, and,

first

of

we

all,

ai-e

rendered necessary by

will investigate those plants

which have

taken up their quarters in caves or grottoes, and there pass through

In deep excavations shut

stages of development.

off entirely

human

well as in those which have been formed without

which have been dug

in order to obtain

with chlorophyll-bearing

which we

cells

and

tissues

all

their

from the Hght, as

interference,

and those

and water, plants
are completely wanting.
The plants

metal

find there consist only of pale fungi,

ore, coal, salt,

which

live

on the scanty organic

compounds which the infiltrating rain-water brings with it into the depths from
the surface of the sunny land above, or which have established themselves on
organic decaying bodies brought there by chance or intentionally

men.

It is otherwise in caves, mines, grottoes, pits,

to penetrate from above or from the sides, even

small apei-ture.
it is

actually astonishes one at

illuminated only from one side,

first
is

wells,

by animals and

where

light

is

able

only tkrough a comparatively

if

Truly the vegetation developed there

a very remarkable circumstance that there, as a

What

and

is

not very luxiu-iant, but

rule, the plants are still green.

sight of this vegetation, flourishing in caves

the fact that they exhibit the most beautiful

and vigorous green, a green much fresher, indeed, and more pronounced than
that displayed by the plants outside. Thus the Hart's Tongue {Scoloj)endrium
officinarwm), widely distributed in Southern Europe, when adorning the deep shady
walls of rocky ravines

is

coloured a

places in the open country

worts which cover the

where

damp

much brighter green than when it grows on stony
light can reach

it

from

all sides.

Also the liver-

stones with their leaf-like thallus, in gi-ottoes through

show there in the half-light a distinctly richer gi-een than when
outside the grotto.
But this phenomenon is most striking in the prothallia of some
ferns belonging to the section of the HymenophyllaccEe, and in many mosses.
A tiny mos.s, called popularly the Luminous Moss, but which has received from
which waters

ripple,
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Schistostega osviundacea, has even attained a certain celebrit}'

It

found distributed throughout the Central European granite

is

mountains, but

is

only to be met with in clefts of the rocks, caves and

As a

it

covers the yellow, clayey earth and the decayed and

similar spots.

rule

disintegrated pieces of stone

On

grottoes.

which form the

soil

of

these caverns

and small

looking into the interior of the cave, the background appears quite

dark, and an ill-defined twilight only appears to fall from the centre on to the side

on the

walls; but

level floor of the cave

innumerable golden-green points of light

sparkle and gleam, so that

it

might be imagined that small emeralds had been

scattered over the ground.

If

we reach

curiously into the depth of the grotto to

snatch a specimen of the shining objects, and examine the prize in our

we can

a bright light,

scarcely believe our eyes, for there

lustreless earth

and damp, mouldering

Only on looking

closer will it be noticed that the soil

nothing

else

but dull

a yellowish-grey colour.

bits of stone of

spun over in parts with dull green dots and delicate

is

hand under

and stones are studded and
threads, and that, moreover,^

there appears a delicate filigree of tiny moss-plants rising star-like, j)ale bluish-

green in colour, and resembling a small arched feather stuck in the ground.

phenomenon, that an object should only shine in dark rocky
lose its brilliance

when

it

is

clefts,

brought into the bright daylight,

is

This

and immediately

so surprising that

how the legends have arisen of fantastic gnomes, and
who allow the covetous sons of earth to gaze on the gold

one can easily undei'stand
cave-inhabiting goblins

and precious stones, but prepare the bitter disappointment for the seeker of the
enchanted treasure; that,

when he empties

raked together in the cave, he sees
only

common

earth.

careful examination
of ^threads

two kinds

floor of

rocky caves one

may

discern

of insignificant-looking plant-structures, one a

by

web

studded with small crumbling bodies, and the other bluish-green moss-

The threads form the

plants resembling tiny feathers.

the green moss-plants
this

out of the sacks, not glittering jewels, but

roll

been mentioned that on the

It has

out the treasure which he has hastily

grow up

so-called protonema,

comes about will be described

in

another place; here

it

and

How

as a second generation from this protonema.

only interests us that

the gleams do not issue from the green moss-plants, but only from their protonema.
If this is
fig.

p on

viewed under the microscope a sight

Plate

I.

From

is

presented like that depicted in

the much-bi-anched threads, composed of tubular

up

spread horizontally over the ground, numerous twigs rise

groups of spherical
lie

in one plane,

cells

arranged like bunches of grapes.

and each of these planes

is

entering through the aperture of the rocky

have longer or shorter

stalks,

cells,

which

vertically, bearing

All the cells of a group

at right angles to the rays of light

cleft.

The grape-like groups

of cells

but they always appear in rows side by side and

behind one another, placed cup-like, that the anterior groups do not deprive those
behind them of too

much

of

the light which enters the cavity.

spherical cells contains chlorophyll-granules, but in small
six, eight,
\ui. I

or ten

and they are always

collected together

Each of the

number; usually

four,

on those sides of the
•

26
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turned towards the dark background of the cave.

cells wliich are

There they are

grouped like a mosaic, and usually so that one green granule forms the centre,
while the others surround it very regularly in a circle. Such gi-oups remind one of
the arrangement of the floral -leaves in Forget-me-not flowers, and give a very

ornamental appearance to the
layer, which,

form a

With the exception

spot.

Taken

cells.

together, these cldorophyll-granules

under a low power of the microscope, appears as a round green
of these cUorophyll-granules the contents of the

are colourless and transparent, and share these characteristics with

The

delicate cell-wall.

rocky

which

light

falls

on such

tlie

cell

unusually

through the opening of a

cells

behaves like the light wliich reaches a glass globe at the further end of

cleft

a dark room. The parallel incident rays which arrive at the globe are so refracted
that they form a cone of light, and since the hinder surface of the globe is within
If this disc, on which the refracted rays of
this cone, a bright disc appears on it.
light

furnished with a lining, this also will be comparatively strongly-

is

fall,

and

from the darker

illuminated by the light concentrated on

it,

surroundings as a bright circular patch.

This lining has the power of manufac-

turing organic substances in the spherical

cells of

Moss, and in this

advantage;

it is

way

the scanty incident light

will stand out

the protonema of the

is

Luminous

turned to the greatest possible

refracted and concentrated on those places

where the

chloropliyll-

granules are situated, and consequently these receive in the dark recesses an

amount
worthy

of light

which amply

sufiices

for their special

functions.

It is

well

of notice that the patch of green chlorophyll-granules on the hinder side

of the spherical

cell

beyond

rays, while

extends exactly so far as

where there

this region,

granules are to be seen.

it

illumined by the refracted

is

no illumination, no chlorophyll-

is

The refracted rays which

fall

on the round green spot

are,

moreover, only partially absorbed; in part they are reflected back as from a

concave mirror, and these reflected rays give the

cells of

the protonema a luminous

This phenomenon, therefore, has the greatest resemblance to the

appearance.

appearance of light which the eyes of cats and other animals
places,

process,

only illumined from one

side,

an oxidation, as perhaps does the light of the glow-worm or of the

mycelium

of fungi

which grows on decaying wood.

Since the reflected light-rays

take the same path as the incident rays had taken,
the Schistostega can only be seen
light.

displaj' in half-dark

and so does not depend upon a chemical

when

the eye

is

it

is

clear that the

gleams of

in the line of the incident i-ays of

In consequence of the small extent of the aperture through which the light

penetrates into the rock

phenomenon

described.

cleft, it

we

If

prevent the entrance of the
reflected.

It

that some light at anyrate

an indescribable charm.
exemplified

in

light,

therefore, better

is,

groups of

many thousands

is

not always easy to get a good view of the

hold the head close to the opening,

and obviously

when looking

in that case

placed

no light can be

into the cave to place one's self so

may reach its depths. Then the
What has just been said about
cells

we thereby

behind one

are found in a very small area.

spectacle has indeed

the isolated cells

another,

of

is

which usually
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shady

in deep

places, principally in

hollow tree-trunks, and are noticeable there for their glossy green, Hookeria
splendens

is

especially

worthy of

To be

attention.

protonema of Sch ifitostega, but the appearance

brightlj^ as the

do not shine as

sure, its leaves
is,

on the whole, much

The leaves of Hookeria
They are
are comparatively large, but at the same time very thin and delicate.
composed of a single layer of rhombic cells, very convex above and below, so tliat
the whole leaf may be compared to some extent to a window with very small
The chlorophyll-granules are here arranged
so-called " bull's eyes " in the glass.
the same, and here also a similar development

with far

the cause.

is

than in the protonema of the Luminous Moss, but they

less regularity

are heaped together just as in that plant on the side of the leaf facing the ground,

that

is

to say,

which

turned from the

is

The

light.

side

which

The hemispherically-

direction of the scanty incident light lias no chlorophyll layer.

convex

cells,

opposed to this scanty light wliich

glass lenses; they concentrate the

up on the other
rise to

weak

light

on one side of the

falls

leaf,

act like

on the clilorophyll-gi-anules heaped

on the other hand, light

side; but,

turned in the

is

and

also reflected,

is

the green lustre with which the Hookeria shines forth from

this gives

its

dim

sur-

roundings.

Like those plants which inhabit rocks, grottoes, and stone
obscurity of hollow trunks, plants whose habitat
in the depths of lakes

and ponds, are only

illumination becomes the

visited

clefts,

and the shady

at the bottom of the sea,

is

by weakened sunbeams.

dimmer the deeper the habitat

and
The

in question lies below

tlie

surface of the water, since the intensity of the light penetrating the water diminishes

with the inci'easing length of the distance travelled.

At a depth

of 200 meti-es

under the sea complete darkness reigns; at 170 metres the intensity of illumination
like that observed

above the water on a moonlight night; such an illumination

insufficient to enable chlorophjdl-bearing plants to

more than 90 metres that light
decompose cai-bonic acid, and this depth

of not

chloi'ophyll-bearing plants.

weak

is sufficient
is

is

manufacture organic substances

from the absorbed raw materials, even although the plants were provided with
possible aids for the collection of this exceedingly

is

light.

It is

all

only at a depth

for the chlorophyll cells to

ascertained to be the lowest limit of

Moreover, these figures are only applicable in the most

favourable circumstances in Inroad daylight, and only

when

the water

is

very clear

and transparent, which really only seldom occurs, we might even say exceptionally.
The substratum on which the submerged plants are situated, whether
usually sloping, and

most

by the oblique rays

sand,

mud, or rock,

sun.

Frequently also small solid particles are suspended in the water, even in water

is

is

which in the aggregate appears to be quite
siderably weakened.

visited

clear,

and so the light

is

of the

again con-

This happens especially in the neighbourhood of steep coasts,

where the seething of the waves works uninterruptedly at the destruction of the
solid shore, and consequently at a depth of 60 metres on such steep declivities,
plants possessing chlorophyll are seldom

GeneraDy speaking, the vegetation

met with.

in the sea

is

limited to a zone of about 30 metres
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whose widtli varies with the steepness of the

Below

slioi-e.

this

naiTow

and the depths of the ocean are in all
This statement is not contradicted by the fact

girdle, vegetation is practically extinguished,

parts of the globe a plantless waste.

that sea-wracks have been found showing a length of 100,

and 300 metres,

as, for

it is

alleged even of 200

example, the celebrated 3Iacrocystls pyrifera, between

Zealand and Tierra del Fuego.

These sea-wracks do not

rise

perpendicularly from

the bottom to the surface of the sea, but proceed from steep declivities, and
at an angle to the surface, on

One must imagine

curi'ent.

which occur

attain a length of

grow

which account they often take the direction of the

their position in the water to be almost like that of the

Floating Pondweed, or the Water Crowfoot {Poiamogeton fluitans and
fluitans),

Xew

in brooks only a

Ranunculus

few decimetres deep, and nevertheless

maj''

more than a metre.
which grow in the dim light, deep
would behave exactly like the grotto-inhabiting

It is naturally to be expected that plants

under the water on a rocky

Luminous Moss; and

if

into chains, the cyst-Kke

reef,

the barrel-shaped and spherical cell-structures connected
and berry-shaped outgi'owths of the unicellular Caulerpas

and Halimedas, as well as the facetted

cell-walls of those diatoms living in the

abysses of the sea in dim twilight, are accepted as contrivances by which light
collected

and focussed on those places within the

are heaped up, then no mistake will be made.

cells

is

where the chlorophyll-bodies

Several of the sea-inhabiting Floridese

and sea-wracks belonging to the genera Phylocladiu, Pohjsiphonia, Wrangelia,
and Cystosira, even exhibit under the water a peculiar luminosity which may be
compared with that
essentially different.

of the

Luminous Moss, although the

In the superficial

cells of

optical apparatus is here

the luminous Phylocladias are to be

found plates segregated out of the ^^I'otoplasm and closely adhering to the outer
walls,

which contain a large number of small crowded

minute lenses the blue and green rays are chiefly
iridescence

is

produced.

lenticular bodies.

Fi-om these

and thus the peculiar

reflected,

But, on the other hand, yellow and red rays are refracted

on to the chlorophyll-gi-anules, and consequently these plates must be regarded as
an apparatus for focussing the
of water, has

In the depths of the
account

of,

light,

which, by

passage through the thick layers

its

undergone a considerable diminution.
sea,

however, another optical phenomenon must be taken

by which the illumination of chlorophyll-granules

there becomes in the end a favourable one, and that
phyll, the fluorescence of that I'ed
teristic colour.

of

all,

In order to

pigment

make

this

to rectify a wide-sjjread error

to

is

in the plants

growing

the fluorescence of erythro-

which the Floridese owe their charac-

plienomenon

clear, it

seems necessary

first

with regard to the colour of water generally,

and particularly of sea- water. In the very attractively-written work by Schleiden,
The Plant and its Life, the seventh chajster, which treats of the sea and its
inhabitants, begins witli the followin"- lines:
deeps,

—"O learn to know them, the horrible

which are concealed beneath the shining treacherous

the blue of the sky vanishes, the light of day

you, then a flaming red, as

if

is

you were plunged

surface.

You

descend,

gone, a fiery yellow surrounds
into a

watery

sea-hell,

without
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and

purple, tiually black,

This description

".

is

founded doubtless

on the account of divers of the olden time, according to which red light should

These accounts must, however, be

predominate in the abysses of the ocean.
retained only to the following extent.

The

cliffs

and the rocky bottom to which

the divei-s descended might have been richly carpeted with red Florideae, possibly
also just then the strata of
algffi,

mouth

the

metres
of

is

which

water above were

filled

so-called " flowers of the sea

which cause the

with those unicellular red
In the neighbourhood of

".

Tejo at times a superficial area of sixty million of square

of the

coloured scarlet by Protococcus Atlanticus, a unicellular alga, 40,000

only

cover

square

a

millimetre

;

and Trichodesmiuvi Erythrceum,

another microscopic alga consisting of bundles of delicate articulated threads in

innumerable milliards,

the watery strata in the

fills

Red Sea

as well as in the

Indian and Pacific Oceans, so that there immeasurable stretches of water receive
a dingy red colouring.

When

these alg^

to blossom, and at those times the depths

At times

in a reddish-yellow twilight.
in the

Lake

of

fact that the

Geneva when

its

make

may

their appearance the sea

is

said

appear to the diver as shrouded

the same colour has even been observed

waters had been disturbed;

it

is

due to the

blue rays of the incident light are weakened by the fine atoms

suspended in the water.

With

respect to this occurrence,

we may

consider that

the above-mentioned accounts of divers are not the results of intentional deception,

but only refer to particular

a matter of
is

blue,

fact,

cases.

They cannot be applied

universally.

As

the colour of sea-watei-, in direct as well as in reflected light,

and the diver who

and non- blossoming

sea,

carries

is

on his work at the bottom of the untroubled

not surrounded there by red, but by blue

light.

The greater the quantity of salt contained in the water, the deeper the blue. This
blue nowhere appears so beautiful and so deep in tint as in the Dead Sea, and in
the region of the Gulf Stream and of the Kurosiur, where the water is particularly
ricli in dissolved salts, and also has in the ujjper strata a comparatively high temperature.

The blue colour

of the water

is

explained thus: from

among

the rays

which are characterized by different wave-lengths and different refrangibility
(which, taken together, form colourless daylight, and which

we admire

separated

and yellow are absorbed

in their

passage through the water, and only those rays which are characterized

by high

in the colours of the rainbow), the red, orange,

The rays on the further
side of the red, not perceptible to our eyes, the so-called dark heat-rays, are likewise absorbed in their passage through the water, and an object at some depth under
water would therefore only be readied by rays of high refrangibility, particularly
blue rays. The conditions of illumination for plants growing in the depths of the
refrangibility, viz. the blue, are allowed to pass through.

ocean are consequently in reality quite unfavourable.
of the light falling

weakened by

its

on the surface of the water

It is not only that a portion

is reflected,

and the other portion

is

passage through the water, but besides, those rays which are

necessary to the formation of organic matter

by the chlorophyll-granules

in the

CHLOROPHYLL AND LIGHT INTENSITY.
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plant cells are abstracted from the light which passes through; for the chlorophyll

granules need just the red, yellow, and orange rays

if

they are to

their

perfoi-ui

functions; only under the influence of these rays can the decomposition of carbonic

oxygen, and the formation of carbohydrates, take place.

acid, the separation of

The blue rays do not

they are even hurtful to these

assist at all in this respect;

processes, since they assist

the oxidation, that

is,

the decomposition of organic

now

Consequently, phycoerythrin, the red pigment of the Florideae,

substance.

appears, and indeed so abundantly, that the chlorophyll-granules in the interior

are quite hidden

that

is

to say,

by

This colouring-matter displays a very marked fluorescence,

it.

absorbs a large portion of the light rays falling on

it

out other rays of greater wave-length.

by

it

and

to yellow, orange,

red,

The

Ijlue

it,

and gives

rays are to some extent changed

and thus the chlorophyll-granules

finally receive

those rays which act as the propelling force in the decouq^osition of carbonic acid.

But

this also afibrds

an explanation of the remarkable phenomenon that

sea-

plants are only coloured green close to the shore, and only in the most supei-ficial
layers of water, while lower

down they appear

emerald-like Ulvacece and Entermorphas

red.

Only quite on the surface the

sway hither and

thither,

forming thus a

light-green belt; these algaj are to be sought for in vain in the depths beneath; of

the plants which flourish below this region
green; this
red.

mark

it

can no longer be said that they grow

of vegetation has entirely vanished.

All the innumerable Floridese are reddened

Green has given place to

—sometimes

a delicate carmine,

sometimes a deep purple; then again a light brownish-red and a

and as we admire

in the

dull,

bush the innumerable gradations of green

dark crimson,

colour, so

is

the

eye delighted in the manifold shades of red, in which the different variegated
species of Florideie, intermixing with one another, display themselves.

Let us

now

leave the blue twilight of the sea-depths, and set foot on the strand

lapped by the blue waves sparkling with white foam, and climb up one of the rocky

Around us

crags rising there above the seething waters.

is

the bright daylight,

and broad terraces of rock thickly overgrown with plants, all brilliantly illumined
by the unclouded sun. But where is that fresh green which we expect to find up
here according to the foregoing definitions in herbs and bushes? Here are not green,
but grey foliage and branches, white-haired stems and leaves, and the whole

woven and bound together into a cai'pet, which looks as if it had been stre^vn with
ashes, or as if the wind had for a week brought hither the dust from the neighbouring streets and deposited it. The plants here on the sunny rocks have provided themselves with silky, woolly, and felted coverings for the purpose of softening

In the depths of the sea and in the grottoes of the

the too glaring light.
rocks, the light

was too weak;

here, however,

it

is

too strong.

slate

The chlorophyll-

granules tolerate neither the one nor the other; they require light of a definite
intensity.

If the limit,

which

overstepped, the chlorophyll
to the plants than

if

account of the want of

is

in this matter

destroyed.

is

exactly defined for each species,

Too much

light

may

is

be no less injurious

the chlorophyll -granules are condemned to inactivity on
light.
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How

quickly a glaring light

in the green Sea-lettuce

rocks; a second w^ave as

The

stones.

sea

able to desti'oy the chlorophyll cau be well seen

In a high sea a violent wave tears

on the shore below.

known under

fragments of the Ulvacea3,

shingle of the shore,

is

it
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the

name

of Sea-lettuce,

rushes up washes the leaf -like structures on to the

and there

now becomes

remains with other debris lying amongst the

it

calm, the sky has cleared, the sun's rays are again

As long

burning with undiminished strength on the shadeless strand.
lettuce adhered closely to the rocks

even at a low
is

tide, sufficed to

chlorophyll

is

has lain for a

was submerged

it

somewhat temper the

this light-regulating covering of

depi'ived of

destroyed.

week

in

and spirogja-as which
ments.

below the surface of the water

emerald green; the water in which

brilliant

fill

Two decimetres

cells.

little

depth,

sunlight; but the stranded Ulva

A

cellar.

similar appearance

is

also seen in confervas

stagnant pools of water with their masses of united

fila-

below the water they display a beautiful dark-green colour,

that the masses of filament

the

some

as the Sea-

displayed a

water, and in a few hours its

while close to the svirface they appear a yellowish -green, and

quite bleached; the

to

it

turned yellow, and looks like a lettuce-leaf which

It is

a dark

from the coast-

come

undimmed

to

lie

if

the pool dries up so

on the damp slime, in two days they are

sunlight has completely destroyed the chlorophyll in

In the depth of beech-groves the Woodruff {Asperula odorata) raises

leaves arranged in whorls on the stem

;

over

it

its

the thickly-leaved branches of the

beeches bend together, forming a roof through whose interstices only here and there

a weak sunbeam finds

its

way

into the depths.

the Woodruft" appear of a deep, dark -green tint.

resounds through the forest

— the

beeches are

wood

demolished, and the floor of the

is

In the dim light the leaf -stars of

Now

felled,

the axe of the woodcutter

the shading roof of foliage

exposed to the glaring sunbeams.

is

Within

two weeks the W^oodruff can no longer be recognized; it has become sickly and pale;
the leaf -stars have lost their dark green, and the chlorophyll has been destroyed by
The same thing occurs with ferns as with the Woodruff. In the
the glaring light.
between steep- walled rocks, and on shady northern
they are tinted dark green; in sunny situations they become pale,

dimness of the floor of the
declivities

forest,

and then are noticeably retarded in growth. All these plants are not organized to
adapt themselves, in the case of an alteration of the illumination of their habitat, to
the new conditions and to protect themselves from the undimmed rays falling on
them.
of light

They
is

are only fitted for the shady floor of the wood,

their death.

But how

is

the vegetation protected in a habitat where during the whole of

the vegetative period full light predominates, where the sun
rise

and an over-abundance

It has already

to setting with uninterrupted power?

plants on the broad ridges

makes

itself felt

from

been pointed out that the

and terraces of the rocky shores of the Mediterranean are

shrouded in dull grej^ clothed in silk or wool, or else overstrewn with chaft-like
In reality it is not
scales, and consequently have lost their fresh green colour.
quite correct to say that they have
especially those of the palisade

" lost "

the gi-een, for their parenchymatous

and spongy

tissues in the foliage-leaves, are

cells,

no

less
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rich in clilorophyll-graiiules than those of Hhaded plants, only they have developed

from their epidermal
as covering hairs.

green

cells

those structui-es which have been previously described

These cellular structures, devoid of chlorophyll, cover over the

and thus give to the

tissue,

grey or white colour.

leaf in question a

play the part of awnings and light-extinguishers, and
leaf appears just as green as one that has

when they

They

are removed the

been plucked from the shade of the wood.

and woolly coats may thus doubtless take on the function of
meet, therefore, the same contrivances apparent!}' which already
on a previous occasion have been treated of, viz. when describing the protective
Silky, velvety,

We

extinguishers.

Thus through these structures two birds

measures against excessive transpiration.
are killed with one stone.

All contrivances which keep off too glaring sunbeams,

and thereby hinder the destruction of chlorophyll, at the same time diminish trans-

and inasmuch as these contrivances perform two such important functions
wide distribution and great diversity is accounted for-

jjiration:

for the life of plants, their

Suited to the conditions, adapted to the habitat and season of the year, and in

harmony with other developments, they change
which are placed above the

•covering hairs

against too intense light, and
all

account.

The development

cell-sap,

a,t

Besides the

gi'cen tissue, as a protection

and shade

the same time against excessive transpiration,

of one or several layers of

cells,

filled

with watery

above the tissue exposed to the sun's rays, the thickening of the cuticular

waxy and

the

formation of wrinkles,

—

varnish-like

coatings,

the

lime

incrustations

the diminution of the illuminated portion of

excretions,

foliage

a thousand ways, and thus

the other contrivances previously described are to be taken into

obviously

layers,

in

a diversity which can scarcely be treated exhaustively.

disjjlay

all

folds, pits,

and

salt

the leaf-surface, the

and grooves on the illumined surface of the

these are able to interrupt

and diminish the

ra3's

and

to reduce their

intensity to the right degree.

The number of the sjjecial contrivances which simply secure chlorophyll from
by too glaring light, without at the same time protecting the green
First of all, we
tissue from excessive transpiration, must indeed be very small.

destruction

may mention

the dry thin-skinned scales which in

the green leaves.

which

in masses

many

plants are inserted between

These are seen, for example, in species of the genus Paronychia,

have their habitat in sunny

places,

and produce

silver-glittering

transparent scales, devoid of chlorophyll, close to that portion of the stem from

which the small green leaves

and which,

originate.

These

scales,

here, are usually as large, occasionally

which are designated

stipules,

even larger, than the green leaves,

take up naturally such a position in the plants growing on shadeless hillocks that
the sun's rays

weakened

first

of all fall on them, and only reach the green leaflets in a

state.

Another arrangement, which indeed
chlorophyll

by

is

able to restrict the destruction of

the

the sun's rays, without aflecting transpiration, consists in the

development of a blue or violet colouring-matter in those ceUs which compose the
superficial covering of the leaves

and stem which

is

directly illuminated

by the

sun's
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found, for example, in the leaves of the aromatic

in

Satureja hortensis, originally gi-owing wild in the Mediterranean
cultivated in gardens under the

portion

the

is

name

Summer

of

represented in cross section on Plate

floral district,

and

Savory, of which leaves a small

I., fig. (/,

Before

printed in colours.

sunbeam reaches the chlorophyll-granules of the green cells in the middle of the
must pass througli these epidermal cells filled with violet sap, and here it

leaf, it

becomes so weakened and also so changed that an injurious influence on the
chlorophyll-granules

is

We

out of the question.

must not omit

to notice here that

the violet liglit-reducing colouring-matter in the epidermal cells

more abundantly

is

developed the intenser the light to which the plants in question are exposed.
plants of the

Summer Savory grow
any

the upper sides, and scarcely

discovered in the epidermal

cells.

in

shady

If,

on the other hand, they have germinated in

then of that deep tint shown in Plate

is

Summer Savory

ago I cultivated seeds of the
of

remain green on

places, their leaves

traces of the violet colouring-matter are to be

shadeless distiicts, both stem and leaves are coloured dark violet,
the epidermal cells

If

2195 metres above the sea-level in the

my experimental

in

As

Tja-ol.

and the

I., fig.

garden at a height

known, the

is

mucli more powerful in the Alpine heights than in the valley, and
indeed, to be expecteil that the leaves of

cell-sap in

Some years

q.

sun's rays are

was therefore,
the germinating plants would be of a much

darker tint than in the shadeless gardens of the valley below.

In

it

the colouring-

fact,

matter developed in extraordinary abundance; even the stems and leaves actually

became a dark brownish

It

violet.

is,

therefore,

beyond question that the quantity

of colouring-matter in the epidermal cells directly exposed to the sun increases

with the increase of the intensity of the
chlorophyll can only occur

when

Obviously this protection of the

light.

the plants possess the materials for forming the

pink colouring-matter in their green organs.

When

this is not possible,

characteristic constitution of the protoplasm does not permit the

named

the colouring-matter

in the

foliage-leaves, the chlorophyll

tected against tlie glaring light in another

able to

ward

entirely.

ofi"

and

if

the over-abundance of sunlight in the

new

—a

Summer Savory

brilliant for the

plants; the leaves turned yellow, their chlorophyll

its

adapt

light intensity,
at hand, the

and

it is

its

flax-

seedlings

cuticular strata suitably

the position and to provide

Savory, whicli requires just as

long vegetative period as

situations.

also not organized to produce

itself,

under the increased

with corresponding sun-shades and light-extinguishers.

Summer

in

Flax has not the capacity of manufacturing the

superficial cells,

itself to

sunny

germinating

was destroyed, and the

covering hairs on the leaves and stem, or to thicken
in a word, to

not

position, it peiishes

flourishes in the valley as well as in the plains in

became pale and perished.

is

plant which bears the direct sunlight quite

However, the light of the Alpine region was too

colouring-matter in

the

must be pro-

the plant species

Flax {Liniun usituti^sivium) was sown next to the

the Alpine experimental garden
well,

way, and

when

development of

flax,

reached

tlie

While

much warmth, and an

close

equally

flowering stage, and even producetl ripe

fruits capable of germinating, the flax died before the

development of

its flowers.
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From

may

experiments two things

tliese culture

brilliant light is able

to influence the distribution

impassable barrier for

many

of

them

be learned
ol'

:

first, tliat

a very

plants and to set

up an

and secondly, that many plants have the

;

capacity of adapting themselves to various degrees of light intensity; but in conse(pience of this they occasionally develop such a varying character that they
lie

mistaken for vpholly

<'ifferent

But

species.

shall

I

return again later

might

when

Here we shall
only discuss, in order to prove and make clear the connection between certain plant
characteristics and the conditions of illumination, how it happens that the surface

new

speaking of the origin of

species to this result of cultivation.

of foliage exposed to the direct i-ays of the sun

so frequently coloured violet or

is

completely covered over with hairs, while the leaves of the same species

red, or is

they have been developed on shady

remain almost bare;

how

it

if

dispersed light are coloured green, and

soil in

happens that plants of cme and the same species in the

deep valleys possess but few hairs, or are provided with but thin cuticular layers,
but on the sunny slopes of high mountains are shrouded in thick grey or white

fur,

or appear thick and almost leathery in consequence of strongly-developed cuticular

In order to prevent misconception,

layers.
all this

it

must indeed be pointed out here that

only refers to the epidermis over the green tissue which

is

exposed to direct

or diffuse sunligiit, chieflj^ therefore, to the upper side of the foliage-leaf, and that

when

the blue colouring-matter and also the covering hairs are developed on the

under side of the

leaf,

or in floral leaves devoid of chlorophyll, they have then an

essentially different significance,

When

which

measures

protective

describing the

will be described in the

next section.

the green tissues against the

of

dangers of over-transpiration, the vertical direction of branches, flattened shoots,
phyllodes,
irises,

and

especially of the green leaf -surfaces,

and of the

was pointed

out.

The

leaves of

so-called compass-plants, the flattened outspread petioles, with

many

their edge directed towards the zenith, in so

Australian trees and shrubs,

was pointed out that the
leaflets of many papilionaceous plants, and the leaves of numerous grasses,
temporarily take up a position by sinking, rising, and folding together, in which
not the broad side, but the narrow edge, is exposed to the vertical rays of the
were there more especially described, and

finally

it

mid-day sun.

A

leaf-surface

will transpire

sun

falls

which assumes one

much

of

these positions with regard

vertically, or almost vertically;

but by such a position the leaf

afforded a protection against the too vivid light of noon.

morning and evening are not

vertical leaf -surf ace at

to the sun

than a foliage-leaf on whose broad surface the mid-day

less

is

also

The rays which reach a

so intense as to be able to

destroy chlorophyll; they have rather just that inteusitj^ which the chlorophj-ll-

granules require for their activity.
the chlorophyll-granules
the

vertical

direction

is

of

Therefore,

not restricted, but

by

is

the green surfaces

this

arrangement the function of

actually assisted, and in this sense
is

to

be looked upon also as an

arrangement for regulating the activity of the chlorophyll-granules.
It is evident after this explanation

that herbs with vertically-directed leaf-
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surfaces are never to be

grow no

irises

shady

in

the floor of a thick

wood

and no compass-phxnts these are at home on the ridges of rocky
;

if it

happens that a seed of such a plant

wood and germinates

there, developing foliage-leaves, then

mountains, and on treeless prairies, and
falls into

Ou

pkxces.

the shade of a

the leaf-surfaces do not assume a vertical position, and twist and bend themselves
until their broad surface is turned
If the light falls

leaf-surface

towards the scantily-penetrating diffuse

from above through

becomes horizontal and parallel to the ground;

close together to

form a

opaque canopy, and the

thick,

light.

the interstices of the leafy covering, the
if

the crests of the trees

ditiuse light penetrates

from

the side between the trunks of the trees, the leaf-laminae bend and turn to the

openings of the wood, giving the impression that they are looking out longingly

sunny country which borders the dense, deep-shaded forest.
The same thing is seen under every small shady bush, and, generally speaking, in
places where dissimilar tall plants overlap one another, and where the leaves of

to the

all

the lower are arched over
species,

by those

of the higher plants.

If they belong to different

they cannot be said to have any consideration for one another.

Each looks

and the lofty species do not trouble themselves about the
from the soil under their leaves. If in the depths below
find
all they require in the diffuse light and the green rays
there are plants which
passing through the leafy roof, very well; if not, these lower plants must perish in

out only for

itself,

inferior stuff

which

the shade.

But

arises

it is

otherwise

the leaves overlapping each other belong to one

if

and the same branch, to one and

tlie

same plant; where they must co-operate

for

the weal of the whole plant, and the whole can only maintain itself in the struggle
for existence

by harmonious division

no

take too

leaf shall

much

light

of labour.

away from

Therefore care must be taken that
another; that one shall protect and

support the other; that neighbours shall not jostle
turn,

and extend

And

itself in oi-der to best

this foresight actually occurs.

of the leaves

adapt

if

itself to

one or the other has to bend,
the incident light.

It is exhibited, first of all, in the position

on the stem, or in other words, in the regulation of the intervals

between the places of origin of neighbouring leaves; secondly, by the fact that the
stalks of the green leaf -blades

have the capacity of rising and sinking, twisting and

bending, and also of elongating
leaf-surfaces possess.

if

required; and thirdly, through the form which the
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THE GREEN LEAVES.

2.

Distribution of the greeu leaves on the stem.

— Arrangements

— Relation

between

for retaining the position taken up.

and form of green leaves.
arrangements of greeu leaves

jiositiou

— Protective

against the attacks of animals.
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Landscape painters

same time

artistically;

tell

us

how

how

difficult it is to treat foliage correctly,

and at the

hard, for instance, so to reproduce the leafy

crown of

maples, beeches, elms, limes, and oaks that they shall immediately be recognized
for that

which they are intended to represent, and at the same time that that effect
sliall be produced which is aimed at in the picture.
The variety of the

and tone

foliage is caused not least by the distribution of the green leaves on the branches,
and by the branching dependent upon this; things as definite as passible for each
.species of tree,

On

and, generally speaking, for every plant.

cutting various leafy branches and observing the distribution of the leaves

on them, the following differences

fii-st

strike the eye.

In numerous plants

it is

seen that two or more leaves orioinate at the same height on a T)ranch, while in

many
is

other plants, at a particular level of the stem or branch, only a single leaf

In order to be able to understand these circumstances,

pi'oduced.

to imagine the leaf-bearing shoot or stem as a cone.

it is

The apex

advisable

of the

corresponds to the upper end, and the base of the cone to the lower portion,
the oldest part of the shoot.
state; it continues to

but

is

grow

The whole shoot

at the apex,

is

to

not at any time in a completed

and at the upper part

is

not only younger,

bulky than the older portions lying nearer to the base.
indeed be quite well compared to a cone, although this form

also less

therefore,

cone
i.e.

seldom so noticeably to be met with as in the following diagrammatic

It can,
is

only

figures.

That which applies to the age of the various portions of the shoot naturally
applies also to the leaves projecting from the shoot.

That

is

to say, the lower

leaves of the shoot are the older, the upper leaves are the younger.

the top of the cone (see
arise, first of all,

fig.

looking at

appear to

from the circular disc which forms the base of the cone, while the

younger leaves originate
is

On

98), the places of insertion of the older leaves

close to the apex, therefore close to the centre.

to a certain extent divided

up by the leaves

The stem

into sections one above another.

somewhat thickened or knotted at those jjlaces where the leaves
and therefore the filaces of origin of the leaves are designated as
Each portion of the stem lying between two successive nodes is called an
nodes.
When two leaves project at the same height from the stem, they are
internode.
inserted opposite one another, not unlike the two extended arms of a human body,
Usually

it

is

project from

it,

and they appear on the cone-shaped stem (whose cross section at all heights
forms a circle) at a distance from one another of exactly half the circumference
of the circle (180°), (fig. 98^).
If three leaves spring together from the stem,
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example, in the Oleander, these are separated from one another in a

as, for

horizontal direction

by one-third

leaves springing from the

members

the individual

of the circumference of the circle (120°).

Several

same height form together a whorl, and the distance of

of a whorl

fi-om

one another

the horizontal

called

is

The divergence amounts to i in fig. 98 ^ and ^ in
the circumference of the circle, and can be thus shortly expressed by

distance, or the divergence.

98^, of

fig.

means of these
It

fractions.

very remarkable that the whorls which follow after and above one

is

another according to their age on one and the same shoot do not originate at
corresponding places of the circumference, but are displaced regularly with regard

Thus the point

to one another.

two-membered whorl

of origin of the second

in

Fiy 98.— Plau of Wliorleil Pliyllotaxis.
1

98

fig.

^

is

Two-meliibertMl Whorl.

The third whorl
it

Three-menibered Whurl.

shifted through a quarter of the circumference

angle) from the point of origin of the

and so

'^

is

stem

is

and

circumference,

{i.e.

through

far,

generally speaking, as foliage-leaves are to

it (fig.

98

^).

whorl

If a

is

composed of

the successive whorls be displaced through one-sixth of the

if

as, for examj^le, in

the Oleander (see

fig.

98

'-),

six rectilineal series of

leaves or orthostichies originate, running parallel to one another

The

down

the stem.

leafy stem can also be imagined as divided into stories, each of

displays the same number, position, and distribution of the leaves, and

completely in the plan of
case

(fig.

case

(fig.

a right

90°,

and lowest two-membered whorl.

elongated in the case described, four rectilineal lines

appear to be developed on

iprthostichies)

three leaves,

If the

it.

oldest,

again shifted through a right angle with regard to the second,

continues up the stem as

be found on

first,

its

construction with the adjoining story.

98^), each story possesses four leaves in the
98^),

it

possesses

a distance of G0°.

would be so alike

two

If the stories standing
in

form of a

sets of three leaves separated

which
agrees

In one such

cross; in

another

from one another by

above one another are separated, they

arrangement as to be easily mistaken for one another.

Each
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originates below and ends above exactly like

tlie

one

ovei*

and the one under it, and
summit of the

the only difference rests in the fact that the sections closer to the

branch have smaller diameters, and often also a somewhat different outline of their

The plan

members.

of construction

is,

however, as stated, exactly the same in the

successive stories.

In those instances where each story consists of two whorls of leaves, which are
displaced with regard to one another through a certain angle, especially in the very

common

case

where the whorl

one another in

paii's,

is

two-membered,

where the leaves are opposite

i.e.

and where the successive

leaves are alternately

pairs of

displaced through a right angle from one another, appearing thus like a cross, the

This arrangement

leaves are said to be decussate.
ashes, in

and

lilac

elder

olive-trees, in

is

seen especially in maples and

and honeysuckle, in

labiates,

gentians,

Apocynacete, and numerous other families of plants.

more common than this arrang-ement of the leaves is that which has been
called the spiral.
Here at one and the same height only a single leaf originates
from the stem, and therefore all the leaves of a stem are not only shifted with
Still

respect to one another in a horizontal, but also in a vertical direction.

If

one

imagines the nodes of a stem with decussate leaves to be so arranged longitudinally
that the leaves are inserted no longer at the same heights, but at definite intervals

above one another, then from the decussating,

many

produced.

In

bucktiiorns

{e.g.

longifolia),

willows

Rhainvus

and

also in

{e.q.

i.e.

whorled, arrangement a spiral

cathartica), in the speedwells

many

is

Salix purpurea), and very regularly also in some
{e.g.

Veronica sp'uxita and

composites leaves ai'ranged jjartly in whorls and

partly in spirals occur on the same axis, and doubtless the one merges into the
other, but for the sake of clearness it is better to

a

line

between them, even though

It niay be observed that

keep them

distinct,

and to draw

be an imaginary one.

it

stems with spirally-arranged leaves are constructed

exactly like those which bear leaf-whoi-ls, and that they consist of

many

stories

each displaying a similar plan of construction, so that the number, position, and
distribution of the leaves

followin

;

arise

from the circumference of the

These two leaves are displaced with regard to one another in a horizontal

as well as vertical direction,

circumference of the
line

repeated in each story, and as a matter of fact the

In each story only two leaves

First case.
stem.

is

plans of construction are actually to be found very frequently.

and their horizontal divergence amounts to half the

shown

circle (180°) as

in the plan in

fig.

99

^.

If

a continuous

be drawn from the point of insertion of each lower older leaf to the younger

one next above
It has

it

on the surface of the stem,

been called the genetic spiral.

each story only a single spiral band.
third,

and perhaps in many other

axis.

In this

way

In the

this will display the
first

case here discussed

This arrangement

stories

form of a

is

it

spiral.

forms in

repeated in the second,

which follow successively on the same

the lower leaf of the second, third, or fourth story alwaj's

exactly above the lower leaf of the
leaves of all the stories.

Thus two

first story.

The same

lies

applies to "the upper

rectilineal lines or oi-thosticliies ai-e

formed on
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by the leaves situated vertically above one anothei-.
what comes to the same thing, they are separated

the cii-cuinfeience of the stem

The two
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lines ax-e opposite, or,

from one another by half the circumference of the stem. This arrangement of the
leaves, which may be observed, for example, on the branches of elms (Ulmus) and
limes (Tilia),

Second

is

called the one-half phyllotaxis.

Three leaves are developed in one story, each at a dutinite height,

case.

an under, a middle, and an upper

In a horizontal direction two of the leaves

leaf.

following one another in age are always shifted from one another through a third
part of the circumference (see
is

fig.

99

connected with that of the middle

by a

leaf

line,

and

If the point of in.sertion of the

").

leaf,

this line is continued to the beginning of the

Now

thus formed surrounding the stem.

spiral

i.s

which

WL' will call the lowest,

same way.

next story, a single

above the story just described,

a second follows, which

leaves arranged in exactly the

lower leaf

and this again with that of the upper

is

The lower

again provided with three

leaf of the second story

is

situated vertically above the lower leaf of the first story, the middle above the

and the upper above the upper

middle,

leaf,

and the same arrangement

is

continued

In this manner three rectilineal lines, or orthostichies,
all the stories.
on the circumference of the stem from the leaves situated above one another,

through
arise

and each of the

This arrangement, which

and beeches,
Third

Five leaves originate in each story, which are designated according

case.

first,

second, third, fourth,

These

highest the youngest.
direction,

age,

and the

amounts

is

called the one-third phyllotaxis.

is

to age as the

from the other two by ^ of the circumference.
to be found on the upright branches of alders, hazels,

lines is sepai-ated

to

shifting,

five leaves

i.e.

and

fifth,

the lowest being the oldest, the

give place to one another in a horizontal

the horizontal distance between two leaves next in

f of the circumference of the

circle (see

the plan,

fig.

99

^).

If

the five leaves are joined together in succession according to their age, a spiral
line is

obtained consisting of two revolutions, and the

forms two circuits round the stem.

manner,

is

built

up

of

two or

''

genetic spiral " consequently

whose leaves are arranged in this
then the similarly numbered leaves

If a stem,

several stories,

are situated in straight lines above one another, the first (lowest) leaves of all the

same way the second, the
Thus five lines are developed on the circumference of the stem by the
third, &c.
leaves situated one above the other, and each line is separated from another by
i of the circumference. This arrangement, which is found in oaks, round-leaved
stories

form together one straight

willows, and in

Fourth

case.

many

buckthorns,

line (orthostiehy); in the

is

designated the two-fifths phyllotaxis.

Eight leaves are to be found in each story, which

numbered from one to eight according

to their age.

Any two

may

separated from one another horizontally by ^ oi the circumference (see
If

a line be di-awn starting from the

first

and lowest

leaf,

again be

successive leaves are

joining

all

fig. 99'').

the eight leaves

of the story in the order of their ages, this forms a spiral line, or " genetic spiral

which traverses the stem three times.
the leaves

In a stem consisting of several such

named by the same numbers

are placed in

",

stories,

straight lines above one
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another, and accoixiiugly

Each

line is separated

eij^-ht

from

its

rectilineal lines (oi-thostichies)

neighbour by

{-

of the circumference.

ment, which occurs in roses, raspberries, pears, and poplars,
barberry,

Yet a

is

run down the stem.

in

This arrange-

laburnuns, and in the

called the three-eighths phyllotaxis.

tifllt.

case

is

very often to be found in trees and buslies with narrow

Sweet Wilkjw,
Each story contains thirteen

leaves, viz. in the Almond-tree, in the Goat's-thorn, in the

Sea Buckthorn, and

many

Spiraea bushes.

Fig.
1

99— Plan

in the

leaves.

fiT Spiral Phyllotaxis.

- Oiie-thinl riiyllotaxis.
The conical stem
3 Two-fifths Phyllotaxis.
< Three-eighths Phyllotaxis.
One-half Phyllotaxis.
horizontally projected; the points of insertion of the leaves on the circumference of the stem marked by a dot.

which may be connected by a
tions.

The number

spiral line,

i.e.

a

"

genetic spiral

between two leaves following one another in age
138° (see

fig.

",

with

five revolu-

of the straight lines here amounts to tliirteen, and the distance
is

^ of

the circumference,

i.e.

100).

common, or rather not demonstrable with tlie same jjrecision, are
instances in which one story shows twenty-one leaves which are connected by a
genetic spiral with eight revolutions; and wdaere a story includes thirtj'^-four

Not

so

leaves which are connected

by a genetic

spiral

with thirteen revolutions.

In the

one case any two leaves next one another in age in a story are separated from one
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another ^j of the circumference; in the otlier case by J^; and from this it follows
that in the one instance there are twenty-one, and in the other thirty- four orthostichies.

we

If

place these actually-observed
8
13
TT> TTT-'

instances together,

we have

the

series

S _S
6> 8> l7r>

1
'S'

2.

But the variety of the conditions on which the leaves are arranged is not
exhausted by a long way. Although but seldom, still cases have been observed
and also in the series
which can be placed together in the series ^, i, f, ^, -/jj
,

T>

Iii

f TT> Ts
>

iill

these series this

Fig. ino.

in each individual fraction
inators,

and the numerator

very remarkable peculiarity occurs, that

— Plau of Five-thirteenths Phyllotaxis.

the denominator
is

equal to the

is

equal to the

sum

of

sum

of the

denom-

the numerators of the

two

preceding fractious.

Moreover

it

must be here particularly mentioned that the divergence, by which

the leaves following one another in age are separated in a horizontal direction, is

the more difficult to establish the smaller
three-eighths arrangements
shoots, although occasionally

it

becomes.

^J-

one-third, two-fifths,

doubt arises as to whether the three,

orthostichies represent completely straight lines.

the

The

five,

But the demonstration

arrangements, especially in green hei'baceous stems,

is

very

and eight
of

I.

^ and

difiicult

uncertain.
Vol,.

and

are the most easily demonstrable on the full-grown

36

and
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There are only few plants on whose branches or axes several
twenty-one or thirty-four successive leaves
that on

many

On

in each.

stories occur

the other hand,

with

happens

it

shoots, not even one story is completely formed, or in other words,

that in more than a hundred leaves which project from the axis, no two are to be

found situated quite vertically above one another, and consequently,
sought for in vain, and

rectilineal lines are

estimate

how many

it is

many

In

rectilineal orthostichies are out of the question.

in these cases,

fir-cones, for

example,

impossible, even approximately, to

leaves are included in one story.

It has

that in such cases the leaves of a story are innumerable, and

been also conjectured
the fraction

if so,

by

which such a system of leaf-insertion would be represented would be an absurd
figure.

In such shoots
leaves, that

when
when
lines

to

is,

it

is

anything but easy to establish the successive ages of the

number them

in their proper order of development, especial!}'

the leaves are thickly crowded together.

This becomes the more

the leaves on such very crowded axes arrange themselves in spiral

which are much more apparent to the eye than the
These spiral

genetic spirals.

difiicult
series,

or

development or

lines of

which are seen on shoots of many succulent

series,

plants (Sedum, SeTnpervivum), on species of

Pandanus and

Yucca, on the branches

of lycopodiums and conifers, and especially also in the inflorescence of crucifers

and the cones

of

many

taken as an example

—

firs,

of

which a pine-cone, represented in

these series are called paras^icA-ies.

fig.

order to ascertain which leaves succeed one another in age, thus
all ascertaining

how many

many

on the axis examined.

to the left

such

jiarallel spiral lines

direction.

left,

and

may

be

utilized in

— by

first

ascend to the right, and

of

how

In a pine-cone, for example (see illustration

below), eight such lines or parastichies are seen to ascend in a

oblique direction to the

101,

They may be

five to the right in

a rather

somewhat sharply

less

sharply oblique

In order to find out which leaves succeed one another in age, the lowest

leaf is called

1,

and the numbers 8 and

leaves of those steep parastichies,

of 8 respectively,

9, 17, 25, 33, 41,

the right, which adjoin

1,

on the

5 are used in the following
left

adjoining

The leaves

&c.

1,

The
by additions

manner.

are numbered

of the less steep parastichies on

are numbered, on the other hand,

li}'

additions of 5

The numbering of the other parastichies is then
easily completed by subtractions and additions of the numbers 8 and 5, and the
numbers so obtained represent the successive ages of the leaves on the cone. This
somewhat complicated arrangement may be best demonstrated by imagining the
surface of a leafy, almost cylindrical axis, e.g. of a pine-cone, to be slit up longitudinally, rolled out flat, and extended so that all the leaf -scales lie in one plane, aa
respectively,

6, 11, 16, 21, 26, &c.

represented in the plan illustrated in the right-hand figure opposite.

Naturally the most lively interest has been aroused at
metrical ratios of phyllotaxis here generally reviewed, and

it

all

times by the geo-

could not

fail to

that the most diverse speculations should have been connected with them.

not the place to consider these in

detail,

follow

This

is

but in so far as the remarkable and

actually existing conditions of the geometric arrangement of the leaves have a
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them must not be
number of orthostichies,

sicnificauce in the life of the plant, the attempts to explain

passed over.

First of

all, it

must be pointed out that the

of the leaf-members of a story, as well as the

i.e.

made by the

number representing

story, is connected

genetic spiral in each

In order to

horizontal divergence between consecutive leaves.

us

draw a

spiral line

on the surface of a cone, as shown in

between the dots

is

quite immaterial,

is

it

Fig.

by the distance

12

;

and

99,

let

of the

interval

originally fixed upon.

left,

start

from the points

the five turned less steeply to the right, from the points

Suppose that the dots are placed on the

us place

101.— Piuastichies of a Pine-cone

eight parastichies turning steeply to the

2, 7,

this clear, let

only of importance that the successive

dots shall remain separated from each other

The

fig.

make

The length

dots on this line at regularly recurring intervals.

the circuits

with the extent of the

spiral line at intervals of

^ of

1, G, 3, 8, 5,

4, 1, 3, 6, 2.

the circum-

ference of the circle (36°), then in each revolution of the spiral there will be 10
dots, separated

by equal distances from one another.

the spiral line has completed the

dot

lies

of the cone,

cii'cuit

vertically above the first dot,

and with

it

With the tenth jL however,
i.e. of the axis.
The eleventh

begins a

new

revolution and a

new story. On such a stem ten orthostichies would necessarily be produced, and if
we substitute actual leaves for the dots, the phyllotaxis will be represented by y^.
As another example, let us place the dots on the spiral line at horizontal distances
of f of the circumference.
How will the dots then be arranged? Dot 2 is f of the
circumfei-ence of the circle

f+^ + f + f = f
Dot 4

is

1;

not quite vertically above dot

two, therefore,
intervals

from dot

dot

3,

of the circumference from dot

coming exactly above

on the second revolution of

1,

-f

1,

+ f = f dot 4, f+^ + f = f; dot 5,
measured along the genetic spiral.

and dot

;

5 lies

beyond

it,

neither of the

More dots are now placed at the same
the spiral line; first dot 6, which is ^, then
1.
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dot

7,

which

is

and, finally, dot

^nf-,

along the genetic

Dot 8

spiral.

is

second revolution of the spiral line
first

which

8,

is

found to

i^ of the circumference from dot

lie

exactly above dot

This

completed.

is

same way

i.e.

—seven

a stem whose leaves are

as the dots in the example just descrilied

which are always separated from one another by
horizontal direction

1,

the termination of the

is

On

and with dot 8 a new one commences.

story,

distributed in the

|-

1

and here the

—any two of

of the circumference in a

and the genetic

orthostichies will be produced,

spiral,

the line which connects the leaves consecutively following one another according

to their age, will

make two

Such an arrangement

revolutions round the stem.

would be designated as a two-sevenths

Fi-om these examples

jihyllotaxis.

it

follows

that a definite f)hyllotaxis corresponds to each horizontal divergence between leaves

may

following one another in age, whatever this

long as

be, as

The divergence measured along the circumference

constant.

large or small.

only remains

it

of the stem

may

be

Finally, there will be an equal distribution of leaves around the

stem, and they will project at equal horizontal distances in as

many

directions as

by the denominator of the fraction representing the divergence. But the
spiral line which connects all the leaves represented by the denominator with one
another will make as many circuits round the stem as the number constituting the
numerator of the fraction. In other words, the extent of the horizontal divergence
always gives us the phyllotaxis. The denominator of the fraction is equal to the
number of orthostichies, and the numerator is equal to the number of revolutions
made by the genetic spiral in each story.
The observation already alluded to above, according to which those fractions
by which the phyllotaxes actually found in plants may be expressed as membei-s
It has been found that the
of a definite series, must now be considered further.
horizontal divergences between consecutive leaves respectively form part of a
are given

continued fraction of the form

--I
in

which

is

5;

a whole number.

If for z

we

substitute the

parts of the fraction will give us the series \,
series 1, ^, f, f,

and

if

among

s=

4,

-j^,

^

is

obtained.

the series becomes

\, \,

f

,

If

-^-^, -f-^,

-^

the phyllotaxes, those represented

all

f,

= 3,

-J,

number

f, t%,

1,

the series

\, \,

It is

the succes.sive
If s

-J^.
-f,

/y,

=

2,

-j\, ^fV

the
,

remarkable here that

by the numbers

-l-,

f,

-f,

f, -j%

occur most frequently, while phyllotaxes belonging to the other above-quoted
series are

only occasionally met with.

Thus, as a matter of

fact,

the series occurs

The advantage offered by the series
produced from this number has been explained in this way: by it, on the one hand,
phyllotaxes are produced by which an equal distribution of the leaves is obtained
by the smallest possible number in each story; and, on the other hand, phjdlotaxes
again in which leaves may project from the stem in very many different directions.

oftenest in

which

2

is

substituted for

The reason why each

z.

species of plant arranges its leaves, even while in the
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bud, in the most advantageous manner, quite independently of external influences,

without the knowledge, so to speak, of the conditions to which
exposed in the future, can only be explained by the

will he

foliage-leaves

Just as crystals are formed from the aqueous solution of a

of its protoplasm.

which, according to the nature of the

salt

its

specific constitution

salt,

are sometimes six-sided, sometimes

and whose edges always
and partition-walls arise in the
growing cells, by which these cells become articulated and divided; and the shape
and position of these intercalated walls and their geometrical ratios are no less
three-sided,

whose surfaces are always the same

form exactly the same angles, so bands,

definite in the

most diverse plant species than are the surfaces of the crystals

But that which applies

arising from the salt solution.
of the individual cells
of cells
is

—a

tissue,

constructed.

originates

is

constitution

in outline,

bars,

must

also apply to the plan according to

a growing shoot, a stem with

The

to the plan of construction

its leaves,

which a group

even the entire plant

position on the circumference of the stem at which a leaf

certainly not determined

and composition

by chance, but

is

based upon the molecular

of the protoplasm of the species of plant in question;

the leaves on an oak-branch always arrange themselves in f phyllotaxis,
the constancy of the arrangement is neither more nor less remarkable than the

and

if

constancy of the size of the angles in an alum octahedron.
It

should be noted here, in this connection, that the geometrical arrangement

of the cells in simple elongated tissues, easily accessible to observation, is exactly

similar to the arrangement of the leaves on stems.

For example, the

cells

on the

hair-like stigmas of grasses follow the one-third arrangement veiy beautifully.

A

connection between the geometrical arrangement of the cells at the apex of a

growing stem, and the geometrical arrangement of the leaves on the same,

now

A

also be considered.

point of the stem

group of

by the repeated

of these dividing cells

is

cells is

formed out of each

cell at

intercalation of division-walls.

geometrically defined, and

may

the growing

If the position

the partition-walls resulting

if

from their division assume definite directions in each species of plant, then the

arrangement of the cell-groups produced from these

must

also be geometrically defined.

of cells

which build up the stem a

cells

which build up the stem

Supposing now that from each of these groups
leaf arises, then the distribution of the leaves

on the circumference of the stem will be only a repetition of the distribution of
the cells at the growing point of the stem.

In the simplest of

in that of a moss-plant, this relation is noticeable

complicated construction
of

it is

enough; but in

not so easily demonstrated.

and

and the groups of

distorted.

cells

j^lants of

more

In these the constancy

the geometric ratios of the cells at the growing point

diSiculties,

leafy stems,

all

is

beset with

many

produced from them are also much displaced

Nevertheless in each form of plant a uniform plan of construction

very probably exists; and

it

may

be taken for granted that in each species the

arrangement of the atoms in the protoplasm, the ai-rangement of the

cells,

and the

arrangement of the leaves, are based upon the same symmetrical construction.
Indeed, even the displacements and torsions of the cells which occur in leafy
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stems without doubt take place according to

may be

although they

rule,

in part

due

Numerous comparative observations have shown that the

to external causes.

and especially the lengthening of the growing stem, does not always
follow the direction of a straight line; that, rather, a spiral torsion of the cells and
building,

stem by

tissues not infrequently occurs, so that the idea that such a
Itores its

way through

the air

is

twining of the stem, which will be discussed

growth

its

This does not, indeed, refer to the

quite justified.

later,

but to the torsion of the tissue

mass of a straight stem which remains straight after the torsion has been effected,
and which may best be compared to the twisting of a bundle of rectilineal strands
form a

to

In every bud from which a leafy branch

string.

may

the leaves

of origin of

be seen on the periphery of the

still

very short

and outline of the leaves are perceptible,

conical axis; fx-equently, also, the shape

and the position and divergence of the
established.

points

arises, the

leaf

-

insertions

can be geometrically

the axis has elongated, and an extended branch been produced

If

from the bud, the arrangement displayed by the fully-formed, displaced leaves does

The phyllotaxis has become

not always coincide with that in the bud.

reason of the pressure which the individual gi-oups of

l)y

cells exercise

altered

on one

another in their increase in length and breadth, and in consequence of displace-

ments connected with these pressures,
to one portion of the stem only,
is

seen,

and occasionally

it is

torsions arise.

i.e.

an actual transition

ver^'

If the torsion is restricted

of one phyllotaxis into another

pronounced.

In order to make clear the alterations arising in this way,
to

remove the leaves from a herbaceous leafy stem, to hold

and to twist

it

insertion of

of

from the

as a bundle of threads might be twisted into

The

and new, often very complicated, leaf-arrangements come

alterations produced

rendered evident by a consideration of
dots on the three thick lines of the

by the
fig.

of

equally distribiited over

between two consecutive
-jJif

leaves, foUowino'

and

much

as

leaves

come

-j

of the circumference.
to

lie

By

be

Let us suppose that the black

lengthened, which

Suppose now that

stem.

Each

is

quite definite and

piortion

one another in age,

is

of

the

stem

twisted through,

in consequence of this the divergence of the

no longer J of the circumference,

is

also

which are separated from one another

portions of the

of the circumference (24°),

leaves

is

all

it

may

conical stem, horizontally projected

of the circumference of the circle (120°).

^

the stem has undergone a torsion as

say

torsion of the stem

102.

young

in this illustration, indicate leaf-positions

by a distance

only necessary

by the two ends,
a string. The points

the leaves are thus mutually displaced, parastichies are formed

orthostichies,

into view.

it is
it

i.e.

120°,

but 120°+ 24°

= 144°,

or,

as

reason of this the points of origin of the

in the positions indicated

pi'oduced from a one-third phyllotaxis.

by the thinner lines, and a two-fifths
In the same way the three-eighths

from the one-third phyllotaxis if the consecutive dots are displaced ^V o^ the
circumference (15°) by the torsion, and the horizontal divergence no longer amounts
arises

to

^ of the circumference, but to

one-half phyllotaxis

if

f.

The one-third becomes changed

into the

the second leaf of a story, which in the bud was separated
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from the
stem,

that

is

it

first

by

^-

the circumference, in consequence of the torsion of the growing

displaced about ^ the circumference (60°); that
is

now
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separated from the

first

is

to say, exactly so

by half the circumference

much
This

(180°).

particular alteration can be very well seen in the developing branches of beeches,

hornbeams, hazels, and

many

other trees and shrubs.

appears to be one-half.

Fig. 102.

Since, as a rule,

In the buds the leaves have

now woody branches

the phyllotaxis

amongst buds, the simplest

cases, especially

a one-third arrangement, in the fully formed,

— Displaceraeot of the leaf-positious in consequence of torsion of the stem.

Transformation of the one-third into

tlie

two-fifths phyllotaxis.

Dot

2 is displaced

the one-third arrangement, are most frequently observed,
the

number

of original phyllotaxes

is

by torsion to

it

really only very small,

2';

dot 3 to

3',

Ac.

appears probable that

and that complicated

leaf

arrangements, which are represented by fractions whose numerator consists of

two

figures,

frequently are produced by torsion of the individual parts of the stem

during their growth.

It still

remains to point out here that the phyllotaxis becomes

the more complicated, the less the
is,

indeed, evident

in plants

amount of

by an internode, which
worthy of note, that
or more together at the same height on

torsion undergone

from the preceding representation.

whose foliage-leaves originate

2, 3,

It is also

the stem (which therefore possess whorled leaves), such torsions of the internodes,

and alterations of the phyllotaxis dependent upon them, very frequently occur.
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RELATION BETWEEN POSITION AND FORM OF GREEN LEAVER.

Now

that the distribution of the green leaves on the surface of the stem has

been generally described,

it is

possible to discuss the relation of the phyllotaxis to

the length and breadth, as well as to the shape and direction, of the leaf -blades.

huge densely-leaved

If a small leafy moss-plant, or a

tree be examined, it will

always be found that the number of orthostichies on the straight stems becomes
If the leaf -blades are circular, like
smaller as the leaf -blades become broader.
those of the Judas Tree (Gerds Siliquastrum), or

if

they are broadly ovate or

and elms, or if they are not
those of the Aspen {Poptdus tremtda),

cordate, being broadest at the base, like those of limes

perhaps borne on very long

petioles,

like

i.e.

then they pass down the stem in two

lines,

If the leaf-blades are bi'oadly elliptical,

and

have but short

also

thus displaying a one-half phyllotaxis.

and therefore broadest about the middle,

stalks, like those of beeches, alders,

and

hazels, then

they

are arranged regularly in three rows on the erect branches and display a one-third
phyllotaxis.

and

at the

If the leaves are obovate,

same time have only short

they are arranged in

five Knes,

i.e.

broader at the top than at the base,

stalks, as, for

example, those of oaks, then

according to the two-fifths phyllotaxis.

If

they

are lanceolate or oval, like those of the Almond-tree, they usually have the threeeighths phyllotaxis;

and

narrow linear leaves on the twigs of the

finally, the

Genista tinctoria, as well as the long narrow leaves on

rod (Solidago), are regularly arranged
mosses the same relations hold good

;

tlie

stems of the GoldenIn the

in a five -thirteenths phyllotaxis.

the broad leaves of the

display the one-third; the elliptical and oval leaves of

many

Mnium,

species

earth-mosses (Barhula)

the two-fifths; and the narrow linear leaflets of polytrichums the three-eighths,
five-thirteenths,

and more complex phyllotaxis.

This connection between the

breadth of the leaf-blade and the number of rectilineal leaf-rows on the erect stem
is

very noticeable even in members of the same genus, and in this respect perhaps

no genus is so instructive as the willow. Thei-e are willows with circular, elliptical,
oval, and narrow linear leaves, and in these it can be plainly seen that the number
Salix
of orthostichies increases in proportion as the leaves become narrower.
herbacea with circular leaves has a one-third, Salix Caprea with

a

two-fifths, Salix

pentandra with lanceolate

elliptical foliage

and Salix

foliage a three-eighths,

iTicana with linear leaves a five-thirteenths phyllotaxis.
If

we

and look

take erect branches from each of these willows, placing them

down upon them from

above,

we

see

how

the three,

thirteen rows of leaves radiate out from their respective axes.

all

together,

eight,

five,

But

it

is

and
also

plainly evident that in each case the neighbouring rows so adjoin one another as
to leave

no gaps between them, so that the space round the stem

to the greatest possible extent.

broad leaves, in other cases

In one

five or eight

case, therefore,

we have

be utilized

three rows of very

rows of moderately broad

in another instance thirteen rows of very narrow leaves.

may

leaves,

and again
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All the rows of lecaves, whether there be three, five, eight, or thirteen of them,

by the sunbeams which strike them from above in the
direction of the axis of the branch; no row throws another into the shade, and only
the upper individual members of a row standing above one another can deprive the
lower members of light. But even this shading is avoided, chiefly by the adaptation of the length and direction of the foliage-leaves to the height of a story.
If the stories are low, so that the consecutive leaves of a rectilineal row are

are equally illumined

separated only by short distances, then the leaves are short;

then the leaves are long; the length

is

the stories are high,

if

alwaj's so arranged that the

penetrate into the space between every

two

leaves of a row,

and

sunbeams can

can, so to speak,

illuminate the interior of the story.

remembered here that the sun does not shine down vertically upon
branches having an upward direction, that its rays, even at the equator, fall
oliliquely in the morning and evening, and at these times illuminate the space,
bounded above and below by two consecutive leaves of a row, just like the rays of
But this does
the risino' and settinrj sun which enter a room through the window.
It should be

not say that no leaf

is

thrown

would be impossible, from the

into the shade throughout the entire day.

fact that the sun's rays at each

at a different angle on the plants

The leaves

soil.

which

remain firmly fixed

and immovable

of one side are partially shaded in the morning,

other side in the afternoon; or they are only illuminated

upright stem, wliich

is

set

round about with projecting

by

This

hour of the day

fall

in the

and those of the
and the

diffuse light;

leaves,

must necessarily

But these shadows, like
must continually move forward

shade a portion of tliem for a short time during the day.
the dark lines

thrown ly the gnomon of a

sun-dial,

with the sun, and only remain in one place for a

The entrance

of the sun's rays

little

while.

between the leaves situated above one another

moreover, matei-ially influenced by the direction of the leaf-blades.

A

is,

leaf pro-

upwards from the stem, with its midrib in the plane of the
incident rays, will not at any hour of the day deprive its lower-placed neiglibour of
too nu:ch light, or at any rate to a much less extent than will a leaf whose blade is
extended horizontally or sloped a little in an outward direction, and which presents
This explains a phenomenon which is
its broad side to the incident sunbeams.

jecting oblicjuely

seen very often in annual and biennial composites and crucifers with straiglit, erect

The lowest leaves of these plants form a right angle with the axis of the
stem, and lie with their broad surfaces on the soil, completely covering a larger or
smaller area.
These can obviously not take away the light from any other leaves
of the same plant.
Tlie leaves inserted higher up the stem are, on the other liand,
but rather in an upward direction, and form an
longer
horizontally,
no
extended
stems.

angle with the stem which

is less

than a right angle; and the highest leaves even

approach the upright, their midribs lying in the plane of the incident noonday
rays.

In accordance with this adjustment, an alteration of the dimensions, particularly
of the length of its leaves,

may

be observed at different heights of an erect thickly-
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The lowest

leaved stem.

next above these

are,

leaves originating next the soil are the longest; the leaves

on the other hand, visibly shorter, and often in the region of

the flowers are changed into insignificant scales closely apjilied to the stem.
easily be seen in every plant of the Shepherd's Purse (Capsella

Bursa

It

can

pastoris),

on

every mullein (Verbascum), and every hawkweed (Hieracium), that such small
upwardly-directed leaves cannot

them

either in the

same or

injui-e

by overshadowing the

in adjacent rows.

Leaf-mosaic.

Fig. 103.
1

Leaf-rosettes of a Crane's-bill (Geranium Pitrenaicum) seen from above.
8 Leaf-rosette of a Bell-flower (Campanula pitsilla) seeu from above.
Arbor Vita) (Thuja).

Many
number

of

order that
is

-

Leaf-rosettes of a .Saxifrage (Saxifraga Aizoon)
*

Ailpressed scale-liiie leaves on the twig of an

plants produce within a year, at the ends of their upright shoots, a large
leaves which radiate out

from the stem with very small horizontal

divergencies, standing close above one another,

it

leaves growing below

all

the leaves of such a rosette

may

and forming a so-called

rosette.

receive an equal proportion of

In

light,

absolutely necessary that the upper leaves should be considerablj- shorter than

the lower.

And

in all rosettes this

is

interesting modifications are to be seen.

Echeveria and Sempcrvivum), and in
species {Saxifraga

Aizoon)

is

actually the case.

However, some very

In rosette-forming succulent plants

many

represented in

{e.g.

saxifrages {Saxifraga), of which a

fig.

103", the leaves are tongue-shaped

or spatulate, and about twice as broad near the further end than at

tlie

point of
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It is unavoidable that the narrower,
upon the abbreviated axis.
proximal halves of most of the leaves should be covered by the leaves above and
But these covered portions are always destitute of
fail to receive sufficient light.

insertion

and

chlorophjdl,

so have no need of direct sunlight.

hand, which display green tissue, can
simultaneouslj'

by the

sun.

In

found in the leaf-stalks of the
that

is

lovi-er

Fig.

this

arrangement be

all

on the other

well illumined

other instances the increase in length

is

only

These increase in length,

by them are moved out

of the

shadow

of the

104.— Formation of a Leaf-Mosaic by the lengthening (relative sliortening) of the Leaf-stall«.

Balsam (Impatiens parvißum).

This

leaves above.

{Campanula

the sub-alpine regions.

s

Green Amaranth (Amamntus Blitum).

3

Thorn-apple (Datura Strammnmn).

the case, for example, in the leaf-rosettes of

is

Pyrenaicum, represented in
bell-flower

by

distal halves,

leaves of the rosette.

to say, until the blades borne

Sraall-leaved

tlie

many

The

fig.

pusilla,

103 \ and
fig.

Geranium

in the leaf-rosettes of the dainty little

103") growing on the dtibris-covered slopes of

In these bell-flowers the great difference in shape between

and those clothing the flower-stalk is worthj»- of remark. The
which spring at an acute angle from the stem, are narrowly lanceolate, and

rosette-leaves

latter,

have very short

stalks,

have long stalks, and
leaf -stalks,

possess a broad, ovate blade.

which have no chlorophyll,

arrangement
also to the

while the lower rosette-leaves, extended flatly over the

all

if

It is

soil,

no disadvantage to the

they are placed in the shade.

But by

this

the broad, green leaf-blades are well illumined, and this applies

more loosely-arranged, upwardly-directed, narrow leaves of the stem.
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The

many

leaves of

plants with elongated, erect stems, though at a moderate

distance from one another, are often arranged in a kind of rosette, and
eflected

by the

stalks of the lower leaves

marsh-plants, whose

flat

leaves

becoming considerably longer than those

This condition

the leaves situated near the apex.

of

is

especially seen in

on the surface of the water,

lie

this is

tlie

Villarsia,

viz. in

many species of the genus Callitriche, and
Among teiTestial plants this grouping of
by many Amarantacese. In the erect shoots of

Hydrocliaris, Polygonum, ainpJiihium,

many

water-inhabiting Raiiunculaceis.

the leaves

is

displayed particularly

Amarantits Blitum,
are

six,

illustrated in

row

104^, the stalks of the lower leaves of a

fig.

In this

seven, or eight times as long as those of the upper leaves.

way

the

whole of the green foliage of the plant can be spread out almost at the same level
without any one overshadowing another.
In plants with elongated stems, the mutual encroachment of the numerous
We
leaves situated one above anotlier is also prevented by a further arrangement.

mean

the development of the leaves in the form of gi-een scales adpressed to the

stem, as observed in so
in

fig.

103

many

conifers,

It is true that only the

*.

the sun's rays, but the efiect

e.g.

in the twigs of a Thuja, as represented

under surface of the small

the same as

is

leaflets

can meet

only the upper side had been

if

illumined, as, for example, in those leaves projecting from the erect stems at a right
angle, or inclined with their

apex towards the

by

clothing the stem are arranged side

Since the small gi-een leaflets

soil.

side, like

the

tiles

mutual withdrawal of

can be

light

said

to

on a

roof,

and the greater

by the adjoining

portion of the under surfaces remains uncovered

occur,

in

spite

of

no

leaves,

the crowded

arrangement.

The arrangements
in

of green leaves as just described relate exclusivelj^ to instances

which the blade of the

nor comjjound, but

leaf is neither lobed

below

entire.

A

leaf

having the

can deprive another, originating a

little

same shape and

inclination, either entirely or almost entirely of

size,

the sun's rays, only

and the same

when

A

entire.

it

fi-om the erect stem,

whose green lamina

leaf

is

sinuous, lobed,

divided, or incised, will always allow abundant sunlight to pass between the lobes

and segments on

to the leaves below

;

and the deeper, wider, and more numerous the
and segments, the more

incisions producing the separation into lobes

light passing through.

Of course

shadow

strips of

will be the

will be formed, but they

their position during the day, remaining in one spot

onlj' for

move

a short time; and

it

would appear that such a rapidly passing shadow has anjHliing but an injurious
on the green tissue. From this it follows that in plants with divided foliage,

eflFect

the adjustment described previously for the case of entire leaves

As a matter

of fact, in plants

whose

same

angle,

and the stem

with lobed or pinnate leaves closely covering
in

superfluous.

foliage-leaves have a much-divided blade, the

fully-grown upper and lower leaves are of equal length; they
erect stem at the

is

is,

it

all project

from the

generally speaking, never clothed

like scales.

In the Fennel and

Dill,

Chamomile, Larkspur, and species of the genus Adonis, the lower and upper

leaves of the stem are so alike that

it is

hardly possible to say whether an isolated
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single leaf

had been plucked from the lower or upper part

lowest leaves of

all,

whose shadow

Only the

of the stem.

on the ffrouud and not on neiirhbourintx

broader sections; the others are equally divided and project

leaves, are divided into

at equal

falls

413-

intervals round

the stem.

While the Mullein, with

its

entire foliage-

rapidly diminishing in size towards the summit, presents a pyramidal

leaves,

appeai-ance from a distance; the Fennel
are similar all along the stem, rise

up

and Larkspur, whose finely-divided leaves
In other words,

like cylindrical columns.

if

the extreme outer point of all the leaves of the last-named plants are connected

Only when

together in a surface, this will take the form of a cylinder.
leaves are

divided

projecting,

crowded above one another on a very short stem,

for

as,

example, in ferns, and where the plants are growing in shady places where the
light is
in

very scanty,

it

order not to miss too

The perforation

many

aroids, has

much

of the enjoyment of the light.

of the leaf-blades,

now

Brazilian Monstera

happens that the lower leaves are raised above the upper

which

The

to be considered.

egregia,

The

plants;

folded.

They

in this respect are the
illustrated

in

96,

fig.

gaps in the leaves,

in consequence of the

circular or elliptical holes do not originate late

on in the leaf-blade, but can actually be seen
leaves are yet

known

and the Tornelia fragrans,

which has also been called by gardeners,

Philodendron jJertusum.

observed, though but seldom, in

is

best

when

the small and undeveloped

are always formed on the upper leaves of older

the leaves of younger, shorter specimens do not possess them.

This

circumstance suggests that the holes have the same sigTiiticance as that previously

They

assigned to the deep incisions and clefts between the leaf-lobes.
in

the broad

upper leaves whose shadow extends over a large

are chinks

through

area,

which a portion of the obliquely i'alliug rays of light can reach the more deeply

The peculiar notches in the blades of certain leaves of the Black
{Morns nigra), as well as of the Jajianese Paper Mulberry
They are only
{Brou^:sonetia jyaj^yrifera), may be explained in like manner.
found on the upper leaves of a branch, and are best seen on the erect slender
situated leaves.

Mulberry -tree

shoots

which spring from the base of old trunks.

leaves,

only one half has an incision extending almost as far as the midrib; some-

times again

both halves are provided with deep

leaves of the Black Mulberry-tree the blade

segments by several incisions on both

sides.

closely together, are observed at mid-day,

the sun, the

shadow

of the

is

Sometimes, in these highest

clefts;

in

often divided

the

up

highest shoot-

into fairlj'

If such developing shoots,

when they

narrow

crowded

are dii'ectly illumined

by

upper leaves can be seen sketched out on the leaves

below, but to each incision and indentation of a leaf at the a^^ex, a patch of light

con-esponds on the leaf-surfaces in the stories next below.
the holes above

had been

closed;

innnediately

it

Suppose now that

would become darkened under-

which continually move according to the position of
the sun from place to place and from leaf to leaf would be wanting, and the
activity of the green tissue in the leaves of the lower region would be to some
neath, the spots of

extent impaired.

light
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was not without reason that

It

in each separate instance liitherto described,

emphasis has been laid on the fact that the foliage-leaves in question were situated

on erect stems, and
ditions on

one

this

horizontal

must again be particularly pointed out

not always fitted to the other.

is

only needful to bend

down an

It is easy to

make

erect leafy maple-branch until

it

The con-

here.

branches are entirely different, and what

is

this

suitable for

evident.

It is

becomes horizontal,

and it will immediately be seen that the .surfaces of the leaves on the branch
assume a position and direction very different from their previous attitude. The
narrow side, instead of the bi"oad side as previously, is directed towards the
incident light, and the leaves

now

stand above one another which formerly stood

opposite at the same height from the ground.
leaves on the erect branch
is

now

stalks

and twigs, since

less

arrangement of the

and

foliage-

contrary

beneficial, the

of the foliage-leaves or shoots

by way

of plants, however, occur not only
It signifies the

frequently.

If the

j)reviously .suitable

Such alterations in the position

the case.

and branches

was

of exception, but very

that strong winds bend and incline the leaf-

this alteration of position

is,

as a rule, only of short dura-

and when the storm is past, the former position is again taken up. The
pressure which snow exerts on plants in regions where in winter the fall is heavy,
is, indeed, of more importance, and can produce alterations in the position of the
tion,

twigs and branches which are of longer duration.
the fact that perennial plants add a
year, that they

and not only

new

But most important

of all

always develop each year new sprouts above those already

at the apex, but also

is

portion to the end of their shoots every

from buds which

arise lateral I j'

existing,

on the branches.

Let us observe a young maple whose topmost branch terminates in three buds.

Twigs

from the three buds with the renewal of activity in the spring; the
bud grows directly upwards, the two lateral rise obliquely; all three are
thickly leaved, and the foliage of the three twigs covers over and shades three,
four, perhaps ten times as large a space as the pair of leaves from whose base
issue

central

the buds had developed in the previous summer.

Now, above the centre of the maple as it was in the previous year, what
may be termed a new richly-leaved and thickly overshadowing little maple-tree
grows up.

That mutual consideration, which

same

of the

plant,

and which was described

is

otherwise observed by membei-s

earlier,

here ceases.

The

leaves of

the topmost shoot are, of course, so arranged that no mutual injury

but very
as

little

attention appears to be paid to the leaves below, as

to the lower

grasses

little

is

done;

perhaps

and herbs which grow under the maple-tree on the

ground.

But what

ai'e

the branches to do \\liich spring from the buds in the centre

of the maple-tree under consideration?

If

they take the same direction as the

branches at the extreme summit, they will come into the area of the dark shadows

thrown by the numerous broad leaves of the top branches. They are, therefore,
compelled to take up another direction if their leaves are not to perish from

want

of light.

And, as a matter of

fact,

this

is

what they

do.

They arrange
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themselves,

thiit

is

to say,

I'ÜSITKJN

more or

AND FOKM

less

GREEN LEAVES.

(JE

hori/on tally, and increase in length in

this direction until their leaves project outside the sliadow of the

branches, so that the}'

may

be

alile

thei-e

to catch

tlie

topmost leafy
All this

sunlight.

observed not only in maples, which have been selected as examples, but in
richly-leaved

trees

and shrubs;

upwards, the next lower

and the lowest of

all

rise

the

is

all

topmost branches are directed vertically

obliquely,

frequently even

those
incline

still

lower extend horizontally.

The twigs

earthwanls.

the

of

older, lower branches

which have grown
beyond

out

shaded
again

the

area
try

often

to

and assume a
tion

which

similar
tlie

rise,

direc-

almost

is

that

to

of

highest branches

Such

at the summit.

and twigs

bi-anches

then display a curvature which
a

Roman

is

like

f\J lying

Oaks and

sideways.

horse-chestnut trees
striking

furni.sh

examples

of

this.

The phenomenon is
shown still better
in firs (sec
in

fig.

105),

which the twigs

springing from the
Fig.

106.— Erect leafy Twig

of tlie

Norway Maple (Acer plotanorda^)

lowest branches fre-

quently
vertically.

that

it

is

This

last

circumstance

is

also of

interest

in so far as

rise
it

almost

indicates

not only the weight of the leaves which brings about the altered

direction of the branching, but that

it

depends also on other conditions, to be

discussed later on.

In the terminal twigs of the lowest branches, which are again turned upwards,
the same distribution and direction of the leaf-blades as are displayed

by the

summit will naturally be resumed; but it is not so in the case
of those twigs which retain a horizontal direction, or whose summits are even
inclined towards the ground.
Suppose that the maple-twig, which is illustrated
here, has not grown from a central bud of the summit, and does not rise vei'tically
erect twigs of the

upwards, but

tliat it

has been developed from an oldei\ lower branch, and

is

extended
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retains the

on the horizontal twig

If the surface of the foliage-leaves

almost horizontally.

same direction as those on the

41^

erect twig here represented, this will

be the most disadvantageous position imaginable with regard to the incident light.
It is

urgently necessary that they should alter this position and again arrange
This rearrangement of the leaf-surfaces

themselves suitably.
the horizontal twigs

is

an adequate twisting of the internodes
occurs;

or the

leaf-stalks

to the leaf-blade

proceeding from

carried out, and, indeed, in four different ways.
is

Either

effected; or a twisting of the leaf-stalks

do not undergo actual torsion, but their inclination

becomes altered;

or, finally,

individual leaf-stalks lengthen to an

extraordinary extent; so that the blades borne by them are carried far beyond

Twisting of Internodes and Leaf-stalks.
1

Erect twig of the large-flowered Rock Rose {Helianthemum grandifiorum), 2 Procumbent twig of the same plant.
» Erect twig of Diervilla Canadensis.
^ Twig of the same plant, bent downwards.

their neighbours.

are also combined in

The

naturally very frequently happens

It

many

first instance,

decussating short-stalked leaves, as

Lonicera and

may

the twi.sting of the internodes,

and hornbeams, and especially

beeches,

JJ'iervilla, in

that these alterations

ways.
be observed in hazels

in trees, shrubs, lianes,

for examjjle in

and bushes with

Cornus and Thunhergia,

Androsoemurfi and Hypericum, in

Coriaria myrtifolia, Gentiana asdepiadea, and innumerable others.
represents

an

erect

As soon

twig of Diervilla Canadensis.

in

Thymus and Vinca,
as

Fig.

107

*

such a twig

develops no longer upwards, but horizontally, a twisting of 90° takes place in each
internode,

and the consequence

is

that the surfaces of

up the same position towards the sun, as shown

now no

in

all
fig.

the pairs of leaves take

107

*.

The

leaves are

longer ari-anged in four, but in two, rows.

Very often twisting
VOL.

I.

of the petioles goes

hand

in

hand with that of the
27

inter-
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The

nodes.

where

torsion of the leaf-stalks of the Judas Tree (Cercis SiliqvMstrwm),

this alone occurs,

and
in

without a simultaneous twisting of the internodes,

i.e.

The leaves

particularly striking.

especially well in the suckers, are arranged in the one-half phyllotaxis,

two rows.

The

on the erect branches are parallel with the ground.
and held horizontally, all the leaf-laminae will be directed

at right angles to the earth.

the

this direction if

The

however.

i.e.

leaf -blades

If a sucker be cut off

assume

is

of the plant, as can be seen on the erect twigs,

stalks of

all

One might perhaps expect that they would
twig had grown horizontally. Anything Ijut

also
that,

the leaves twist round instead, until the laminae,

or blades they bear, are again placed in a direction parallel with the gi-ound on
the horizontal branches, and the result

Fig. 108.

is

that the leaves on

all

the branches of

— Horizontally growing leafy twig of the Paper Mulberry-tree (Broussotietia papyri/era).

the Judas Tree, whether erect, oblique, horizontal, or inclined towards the earth,

always present the same attitude

The

to the incident light.

third case, the alteration in the inclination of the blade to the leaf -stalk,

which, on the whole,

is

but seldom met with,

is

represented in the best

known

example, the cursorily mentioned Japanese Paper Mulberry {Broussonetia papyri/era) in

fig.

In this plant the leaves are decussate,

108.

i.e.

arranged in four

rows, each pair of leaves being inserted at the same level, and the successive
pairs

arrangement seen
fig.

In erect twigs, therefore, they display the

alternating at right angles.

107

^).

the

in

The following

maple (see

twigs of
alteration,

however,

is

fig.

branches of the lower boughs of the Paper Mulberry.
leaf -stalk of

slightly inclined.

it

supports, which

The other

twig; the leaf-blade
is

In each pair of leaves the

one leaf becomes parallel to the surface of the ground, and

plane of the blade

quently

106) or of Diervilla (see

seen to occur in the horizontal

it

leaf -stalk,

supports

is

is

however,

bent

lies in

the

also almost horizontally extended, or but

down

rises vertically

from the horizontal

at right angles from

here again parallel to the surface of the gi-ound.

A

it,

and conse-

slight torsion of

the internodes, a shortening of the erect leaf-stalks, and a diminution of

tlie

leaves
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borne by them, certainly assist in the completion of this peculiar arrangement of
the leaves; the above illustration will demonstrate other particulars far better than
the most detailed description.

The elevation of individual leaf-stalks above the horizontal branches occurs,
somewhat more often in low semi-shrubs and herbs, than in trees and shrubs,
whose shoots, furnished with decussate leaves, come to lie flat on the ground,
as in some species of speedwell (Ver^onica officinalis and Chamcedrys), and in
many species of Kock Rose {Helianthemum). In the large-flowered Rock Rose
(Helianthemum grandiflorum), an

Fig.

erect branch of

109.— Leafy Twig projecting laterally from the Stem

of

which

illustrated in

is

fig.

107

',

tne Norway Maple {Acer platanoides).

the leaves are arranged in pairs and placed crosswise, so that they occur on the

stem in four rows.

If

such a shoot bends

of the leaf -stalks occurs first of

the

soil;

but another alteration

all,

is

down over

the ground, a slight twisting

so that their leaf-blades

its

blade

is

to

lie

parallel to

In every alternate pair of

yet to be noticed.

leaves one of the leaf-stalks rises up, and

come

bent

down almost

at a right

angle and lies above the horizontal stem as shown in fig. 107 -. In consequence of
this alteration of position the leaves no longer form four rows as on the erect
shoots, nor two as in Diervilla, but three rows, the middle one, however, consisting
of a smaller

number than

The fourth

case,

the two side rows.

which

individual leaf-stalks.

Norway Maple {Acer

It

still

may

remains to be discussed,

is

the increase in length of

be very well seen in maple-trees, especially in the

platanoides), and this species will therefore serve us as an

shows an erect branch of this maple. The stalks of every pair
But how entirely
of opposite leaves are of equal length on the erect branch.
different in respect to length are those leaf-stalks which embellish the horizontally-

example.

Fig. 106
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branches of this species.

directed

siderably longer than the other;
three times as long as

its

this striking dissimilarity?
If all the leaf-stalks

cases.

Here one of the pair always appears conand it is not a rare occurrence for it to be

may

neighbour, as

The reason

again the same as in

is

all

the previous

were to retain the same length on the horizontal twigs

which they have on the erect branches

(see

fig.

106), then one of the leaves of

every alternate pair would come to be very unfavourably situated in
This detrimental condition must be prevented, and this

shadow.

And why

be seen in figure 109.

neighbour's

its

may

most simply by the leaf-stalk increasing in length until the blade
projected beyond the area of the shadow.

be effected
carries is

it

^^tr-

Fig. 110.
1

Beijonia Drcgei

may

It

gruwiug

—Leaf-mosaics of TJnsymraetrical Leaves.

in front of a vertical

walL

-

Ficus scandens, growing on a vertical wall

be expected that alterations of direction, shortenings and elongations,

similar to those just described in the case of the horizontal leafy twigs of the lower

boughs of

trees,

shrubs, and bushes, will bo found on those plants which are

attached to a steep face of rock, a vertical wall, or to the bark of an upright tree-

As a matter

trunk.

of fact all the instances discussed here are again

various climbing and twining growths, as well as in those whose stem

met with
is

in

parallel to

it, e.g. as in Rhamnus pumila, and in
But here the leaf-blades do not place themselves parallel to the
that surface on which the plants in question are supjjorted, or which

a vertical wall without being attached to

many

begonias.

ground, but to

they adjoin.

most

In these plants another peculiarity

fitting to

speak of

hei-e, viz.

the want of

majority of plants each foliage-leaf
to the leaf-stalk, into

climbing

figs,

in

is

is

often observed which

symmetry

of the leaves.

it

will be

While

in the

divided bj^ a midrib, running from the apex

two similar or almost

Celtis occidentalis, elms,

similar halves, in the begonias,

and numerous other

plants,

many

the

two
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The dissimilarity is
seen principally at the base of the leaf it looks as if a piece had been taken out
The
of one side, or as if the leaf had there been cut off obliquely (see fig. 110).
most
at
correct explanation of this want of symmetry will perhaps be arrived
portions of the leaf separated

by the midrib are very

unlike.

—

easily
let

by supposing the suppressed portion

to be completed, or in other words,

us suppose the smaller half to be just as

and well-developed as the

lai-ge

added portions would be covered over by the
neighbouring leaves, and consequently they would be deprived of light, and that
in these parts, therefore, the chlorophyll-bodies, if present, would not be able to
other.

It is then evident that the

Älosaic vi Leaves of unequal size.

Fig. 111.

1

Projecting branch of Deadly Nightsliade (Atropa Bellndunna) looked at from above.
seen fruni above.

-

Sclaginclla Helvetica,

carry on their activity.

These portions of the foliage -leaves would accordingly

be superfluous, and

foreign to the

leaf-tissue

for

superfluous and

apparently
material,

is

and

it

is

no purpose whatever.
to

in

useless;

attain

ways

of plants to manufacture so

Plants

the construction

the organs

of all

the

the greatest possible result with the least

to utilize the given conditions,

much

never form anything which

above

all,

is

principle

amount

of

the existing space, as far as

possible.

Yet another phenomenon,

viz.

plant,

must be considered from

looks

down upon a

horizontally-projecting branch

(^Atropa Belladonna, see

fig.

in quite a peculiar manner.
of their shape it

the unequal size of adjoining leaves on the same

this point of view.

happens

Ill

^),

The

that,

It

must

of

strike everyone

who

the Deadly Nightshade

that larger and smaller leaves are here arranged
larger leaves stand in

two rows, and

between every two, gaps are

left

in virtue

near the stem.
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These cannot be of use as apertures, through which light can pass to leaves
situated below, for the simple reason that, as a rule, no other leaves requiring light

are to be found under the branches in question.
inserted in these gaps,

now

Smaller green leaves are

which serve as protective leaves for the

flowers, that

is,

whose function also coincides entirely with that
The small leaves twist and turn until each comes to

lie

indirectly for the fruits, but

the large foliage-leaves.

of

exactly in the middle of a gap, where they neither encroach upon the large leaves,

nor are encroached upon by them.
in the gaps

Fig.

Stramonium), and
fig.

104 ^

appeal's to be

in

liorizuiital

Twig

of

Impatiens parviflora,

112.

Thorn-apple {Datura

size.

illustrated respectively in

104',

fig.

This mosaic-like fitting together of larger and smaller blades

e.g.

It has

symmetry

of

the leaf-base in short-

of

in the wall-climbing stem of Flcus scandens (see

and on the older horizontal branches
fig.

in the

an Elm {JJbmis) seen from above.

combined with the want

stalked leaves, as

in

exactly similar insertion of smaller leaves

112.— Mosaic of Unsymnietrieul Leaves of unequal

Leafy

and

An

between the larger can also be observed

which

of elms (JJlmus), one of

is

fig.

110

-),

illustrated

been already mentioned that the blades with erect

petioles,

arranged in the central rows on the Paper Mulberry, are considerably smaller than
the lateral rows of leaves with horizontal stalks (see

fig.

108).

This diflerence in

the size of the central and lateral rows of leaves on horizontal stems

is

very

noticeable also in the dainty selaginellas, belonging to the faniilj^ of Lj-copodiacese,
of which a species {Selaginella Helvetica)
It is

is

represented in

fig.

worth noticing that the occurrence of leaves of two

as well as the ma^aic-like arrangement

and

Ill

sizes

^.

on the same stem,

fitting together of the leaves in

one
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observed especially in plants growing in dark or half-shaded places.

There they do not require to protect themselves against an over-abundance of light,
but on the contrary have to make what use they can of its scanty amount, and
this is best effected

by the

fitting together of all the leaves

like the stones of a mosaic.

It

symmetrically circular or

is,

on a stem in one plane,

of course, not so easy to produce a mosaic
leaves;

elliptical

from

but unsymmetrical, or rhomboidal,

triangular, pentagonal, and, generally, polygonal blades lend themselves particularly

Excellent examples of this are furnished in the leaf-

well to this arrangement.

mosaics in

fig.

110, as well as in the elm twig represented opposite.

formed by the ivy on the ground of shady woods
this respect.

In the picture below, which

of ivy carpeting the

ground

of a wood,

Fig.

Ivy on

have in the course of time

is

leaf -mosaic

a faithful reproduction of a piece

seen

how

the lobed, five-pointed leaves

113.— Leaf-mosaic.
tlie

fitted into

into the indentations of another,

it is

is

The

particularly instructive in

and

ground of a

forest.

one another.

The

lobes and points of one'fit

thus originates a layer of leaves than which

one better fitted to the given external conditions could hardly be imagined.

In this

we no longer see two rows of leaves symmetrically arranged on the
What manifold elevations and depressions, torsions, displacestem.

mosaic, indeed,
horizontal

ments, and elongations must have taken place in order to produce such a leaf-

mosaic from the regular rows of leaves!

But we learn from the

considei'ation of all

these instances, that not only the arrangement and distribution of the foliage, and

the direction and length of the leaf-stalks, but the size and even the shape of
the leaf-blades also,

and the resultant mosaic-like piecing together, stand in causal
and that in dimly-lighted situations

relation to the conditions of illumination;

plants endeavour to utilize,

and turn to account, the sunlight

the foliage-leaves as far as possible
to the given conditions of space.

by the means

for the green tissue of

at their disposal,

and with regard
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ARRANGEMENTS FOR RETAINING THE POSITION ASSUMED.
When

the green tissues of plants have once assumed the po.sition most beneficial

to them, they
alteration

must be kept

must be

and any further
The displacements, curvatures, and

as long as they can be in that position,

as far as possible avoided.

extensions described in the preceding pages, representing a struggle for the best

arrangement of the green tissue for

light, must not be restricted; whilst distortion,
and rupturing of the chlorophyll -containing tissues, which would be

folding,

synonymous with the destruction
be warded off.
In the depths of

of the

portion

question,

in

water, at the bottom of pools, ponds, and

still

assumed by the fully-developed plants

alteration of the position

must obviously
lakes,

an

in consequence of

an external stimulus occurs but seldom; and although currents and eddies are set
up in the water by passing aquatic animals, and temporary oscillations caused in the
water-plants, these quickly subside, and the agitated portions return forthwith to
their original position, having suffered no injury.

In aquatic plants of this kind

there are no special contrivances for strengthening the individual organs, and in
particular no contrivances

crushing.

The small amount

withstand the thrusts, and

the

for protecting

and

of strength

pulls,

green

tissue

from rupture and

elasticity of the cell-walls suffices to

and the pressures which make themselves

felt in

the depths of the water, and to restore the temporarily displaced green portions to

Firm woody

their right position.

play such an important

Woody

plants neither

quickly

collajDse, in

grow

and strands

in the sea,

nor in fresh water.

air;

the leaves collapse of their

on to the substratum.

They

which

wanting here.

Aquatic plants, indeed,

by which means

is

weight, and sink

penetrated by comparatively large air

their specific gravity,

becomes much diminished.

own

are able to retain an erect position in

the water, because a portion of their tissue
spaces,

of elastic bast-fibres,

consequence of the absence of wood and bast, when brought

from the depths into the
flaccidly

cells,

in the aerial portions of plants, are

f>art

If aquatic plants

compared with that of the water,

were not firndy attached to the sand

and

slime, or

But

as they are fixed in the depths, the air spaces within the green tissue of the

submerged rocks, they would

rise to the surface

and

float there.

bearing the leaves cause these organs to remain erect as

leaves or stalks

if

suspended in the water.
Plants growing in running water, and such as are exposed to the lapping of
the waves on the shore, are indeed subjected to a severer proof of their firmness

and

tenacity.

Thus many

of them,

e.g.

sea-wracks on the sea-coast, the long-

leaved pondweeds in the quick-flowing mountain streams, and the Podostemacese
in the rushing torrents

and waterfalls

in tropical regions, are actually swaj'ed

hither and thither and continually shaken, and accordingly due allowance must

be made in their construction for this circumstance of their habitat.
of these plants

is

much tougher than

The

tissue

that of the Characese, of the Naiadaceae,
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of

Water

Milfoil,

and of various others which lead a peaceful

in the depths

life

Their tissues are not feeble, but elastic and pliant, and

of calm waters.

Many

sea-wracks look just like leathern straps and bands.

many

of these sea-wracks

are periodically left lying on the dr3' ground at low tide, but they do not in con-

sequence shrivel, or at least not

if

pliant leaf-like surfaces flat on the

the water soon returns, but

dry sand or

stone.

When

with their

lie

the tide returns,

they are again gradually raised up, and assume an upright position in the surI'ounding water; and this

is

materially assisted in the sea-wracks

by the swollen

bladder-like cavities, in reality swim-bladders, which they contain in their tissues.

Many

species

of

Characete,

but

still

more the Lithothamnea3 and

acquire an increased capacity of resistance against

CorallineiB,

the force of the waves

by

the deposition of lime in the cell-membranes; others again so closely apply their
large surfaces to the rocky reefs

and stones

of the shore, that they look like

coloured patches on them, so that the crushing or tossing effect of the surging

waves

entirely obviated.

is

This applies, for example, to Hildehrandtia rosea

and Hildehrandtia Nardi, which cover the stones with blood-red patches.

Many

marsh-plants, which are only partially, and often only temporarily,

submerged, whose floating leaves are half in contact with water and half with
air,

whose leaf-blades are wholly raised above the water, behave just

or

these water-plants.

The

alteration of

the

like

water-level brings about, of course,

a higher or lower position, on elevation and sinking of the floating leaves, but
this is effected

and the

The stem

without the slightest rupture of the parts in question.

leaf -stalks,

which proceed from a stock rooted at the bottom of the water,

resemble long strings and threads to whose upper ends the leaf -blades are fastened.

At the

liighest water-level the floating leaf -discs stand perpendicularly

stock to which they belong, which

is

rooted in the depths.

above the

water then

If the

on its surface, fall with it, and at the same time separate
The stalks and stem proceeding from a stock perform approximately the same movement as that seen in the ribs of an umbrella held downwards
and then opened.
As soon as the level of the water rises again, the reverse
movement naturally occurs. Many of these marsh-plants, as, for example, the
Water Chestnut {Trapa), also possess air-bladders in the floating portions of their

sinks, the leaves, floating

from one another.

leaves,

having the same function as those of the sea-wracks.

are consti-ucted like those of aquatic plants,

these.

a more or less disc-like form, and whose under side
the upper with the

air,

Moreover, usually

Submerged leaves, which
and floating leaves which display

two kinds of green foliage-leaves are noticed in

is

in contact

but which under certain circumstances

surrounded with air without injury.

If

with the water,

may

be entirely

the marsh should dry up, long thin

stems and leaf-stalks would be anything but beneficial; the metre-long leaf-stalks
of a water-lily

would

would not be able

to support the leaves in

an erect

position, but

and become bent. Stretched out on the ground, also, such long filaIt is seen, too, that marshmentous leaf-stalks would not be advantageous.
The
plants of this kind immediately become modified when the water recedes.
fall
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fresh leaves have only short stalks,

and these become

they are well able to sujiport the leaves.
this.

In

Pohjgonwn amjildhium,

so strong

and

elastic that

Water-lilies are striking examples of

the long stems of the aquatic form, bearing at

their upper ends groups of floating leaves, are

much

thinner tlian the short stems

from top to bottom.
which are surrounded with air are much more exposed to
being torn, bent, and broken up by violent gusts of wind than those

of the terrestrial forms, vt'hich are uniformly beset with leaves

The green
the danger of

which

tissues

live either

When

wholly or

green tissue

leafless switch-plants,

is

^Jartially

submerged in water.

only developed in the cortex of the branches, as in the

the branches are always elastic and supple, and in order to

produce this quality, bundles and strands of hard bast,

shaped thick-walled

i.e.

elongated spindle-

fibrous appearance, are inserted at suitable places.

cells of

The wood in tliese branches is also very tough, and gusts of wind can consequently
do them little harm. They are often prostrated by storms; but when the wind
subsides, the branches forthwith rise up, and in consequence of their elasticity,
resume their former position towards the light. The lunidles of hard bast-cells

many instances regularly with the green tissue, as, for example, in
Spartmm swparium, illustrated in fig. 81, and, generally, very manifold con-

alternate in

trivances are

to

be found

the

in

construction

internal

hindering the bending up and crushing of the green

of

the branches

for

tissue.

grow up
the atmosphere, and there are many plants whose foliage

Leaves, as well as stems and branches, have originally a tendency to

perpendicularly

in

remains throughout

life

in

this

Obviously these leaves are no

position.

less

exposed to damage by storms than are the upright branches of the switch-plants.
It must be borne in mind that gusts of wind rush over the ground in waves like
a powerful torrent, and that the direction of the air-current is usually parallel
to the surface of the earth.
Plant-organs which grow up from the gi-ound are
struck at right angles by such gusts, and are thus exposed to the most violent
Leaves, especially, whose blades are inclined at right angles

attacks of the wind.

to the direction of the storm, are

whose blades

lie parallel

much more

to the current.

The

and crushed than those

easily bent

eflect of the

attacks of wind increases

and a large
by
the wind than a small leaflet
bent much more

in proportion to the extent of the surface exposed to the air-current,

upright projecting leaf will

which

lies close

In what

lie

to the stem like a

way

.scale.

can the dangers of rupture be v/arded

grows towards the

light of heaven,

sides to the attack of

wind?

is

First of

oft'

surrounded by
all,

at

any

rate,

from a green

leaf whicli

and is exposed on all
by the same developments

air,

as those mentioned in the case of the upright green bi-anches of switch plants,
i.e.

a suitable placing of the green tissue between

flexible, elastic, fibrous

bundles

by support from thick-walled woody cells, and other cellular formaby these means firmness is given to the whole structure with the least

of bast-cells,
tions;

possible expenditure of
tissue can,

by

itself,

material;

an arrangement which the thin- walled green

never have on account of

its special

function.
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But the whole shape and position
circumstances, for the simple reason

winds would

i-egard to the prevalent

supplanted by

may

must

of the leaf

also be adapted to the

unsuitably with

that a plant constructed
suffer injury, perish,
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Therefore,

other species better adapted to the given conditions.

upon as an adaptation of form when a

so far be looked

later be

and sooner or

with

leaf lies

it

its

surface parallel or only slightly inclined to the surface of the earth, and therefore

the wind, so

to the direction of

the

tliat

moving currents

strike

at a very

it

oblique angle, and rupture of the blade can hardly ensue.

Since this position

most plants

-with regard to light,

of the green leaves
it

is

also very favourable for

not surprising that

is

falling,

In such

occurs so generally.

it

and occasionally a bending of the blade

is

flat leaves,

a rising and

But such an attack on

tlie leaf -blade,

or inclined sliglitly to the horizon,

is

which

is

when

unavoidable, especially

the gust of wind comes from that side towards which the tip of the leaf

turned.

is

parallel to the surface of the ground,

rendered as

little

injurious as possible

by two

arrangements.

One

consists in the fact that the moderately

stifl'

leaf-blades can turn like

many

reed-

Japonica,

and

weathercocks on the stem from which they project; this occurs in
grasses,

like

particularly

in the widely-distributed
in

immense quantity

banks of

rivers,

in

Phularis arundinacea,

The

Phragmites communis.

in the

marshy lowlands,

Eulalia
latter,

which often grows

in the depth of valleys,

and on the

develops lofty, slender culms bearing numerous leaves.

leaves, like all grass-leaves, consist of a linear, fairly broad,

These

and tapering blade

projecting from the stem; and also of a sheath in the form of a hollow cjdinder

surrounding the haulm, and from which the portion of the haulm in question
proceeds as from a tube.

As long

as the

haulms and leaves are not fully developed,

the leaf-blades are strongly directed in a line parallel to the culm;
decline, project horizontally,

their apices are directed

and

finally

groundwards.

they cannot be bent by light winds.

later,

they

become even somewhat depressed, so that
They then remain flat, and are so stiff" that

Moreover,

a stronger gust occurs, they do

if

not bend, but twist round like the weathercock on the roof-gable in the direction
of the wind.

This

is

rendered possible only by the fact that the haulm and the

tubular leaf-sheath surrounding

it

are very smooth at the surfaces in contact

with each other, and that the leaf -sheath

may undergo

a slight splitting without

damage.
This development
there

is

is

found in the reed-like grasses mentioned; and

in

them

a further contrivance, an interrupted membrane or flap inserted at the

boundary between the blade and sheath;
of rain-water,

this protects the sheath

and consequent increase of

friction,

from the entrance

rendering the twisting

difficult.

The common Reed {Phragmites co7nm.unis), growing in quantities, presents a
characteristic appearance, in consequence of the arrangement here described, every
time a breeze passes over such a bed. If the wind blows from the east, all the
leaves are directed to the west;

turned to the

east.

if

it

comea from the west,

The whole mass looks as

if it

all

their apices are

had been combed, as

if all

the
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leafy blades had been stroked like the hair of a horse's

mane

in the direction of

the wind.

The second arrangement

for protecting broad flat leaves against crushing

ami

is

observed in fan-palms, in maples, poplars, birches, in pear and apple

trees,

innumerable other woody growths of

development

It consists in the

all regions.

in

The Aspen (Popidus tremula), which may be regarded
as the best example, exhibits leaves on the branches of its crown, whose circular
blades are always somewhat shorter than the stalks.
At the slightest movement of
the air these are seen to tremble and sway hither and thither, and this phenomenon
of long, elastic leaf-stalks.

so striking that

is
""

has furnislied the nucleus of

it

tremble like an Aspen leaf

But even

".

in the

many

sayings, such

most severe storms

as

to

only

is

it

by the

the leaf-stalks which bend, having acquired a high degree of elasticity

The leaf-blades borne by them remain flatly exThey are not bent by the wind, and, therefore, these

development of bast strands.
tended,

and

stifl',

«lastic leaf -stalks

many

In

ward

grasses

and barley

rye,

rigid.

—

—for

it

danger of fracture from the blades they support.

off the

is

example, in the most widely-distributed cereals, wheat,

observed that the

green leaves developed by the

first

seedlings are erect, while

those developed later, which arise from the slender

haulm which springs from

their midst, are

In

many

in the

other plants with

Reed-mace {Typlid) and

assume an

erect position

erect, are far

require
flatly

much

much

in

many

and remain so

more exposed

to

tlie

more or

with the ground.

less parallel

contracted subterranean stem-structures,

bulbous plants,

until they fade

the

all

and

die.

viz.

foliage-leaves

Leaves,

when

wind passing horizontally over the ground, and

stronger protections against bending than those which are extended

over the

and

soil;

in order tliat they

may

be able to escape fracture, they

must be provided with specially effective contrivances.
The fistiilar leaf is to be regarded as one of the most striking of these
contrivances.
Fistular leaves ai"e always erect at the lower end, where they
surround the stem or the neighbouring leaves, like the equitant leaves of
they are sheathing and hollow, terminating above in a hollow cone.
conspicuous midrib

towards

tlie

uniformly

;

a sliallow groove

central axis of

all

round.

tlie

It has

is

There

irises;
is

no

frequently seen on the side directed

whole plant; otherwise the holloM'

no appearance of

leaf is developed

special resisting capacity,

and those

cellular elements which, as a rule, are used to increase strength, are absent;

and

Mke

scarcely

all tubes, it

possesses a relatively great resistance to flexion, and

injured, even in violent storms.

common;

it is

On

it is

the wliole, this striking form of leaf

most often seen in bulbous

plants,

e.g.

in Chives

and in the

yet,

is

not

Common

and Winter Onions (Allium SchcenoprasuTti, Cepa, and fistulosum). Structures
are more often met with which resemble the fistular form to some extent,
since their long green blades are rolled
side facing the central axis of the

The

up

lengtliwise,

sometimes towards the

whole plant, and sometimes away from

rolling observed in leaves of crocuses is

particulai-ly noticeable.

central strip runs the whole lengtli of the erect leaf, whicli

is

A

it.

white

bordered by two
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At

green bands.

is

two green bands appear

sight these

first

not really so; each

may

be distinguished by

have been described in

from them

differ

The npiral

but they are

flat,

convolute, and thus in the crocus-leaf there are actually

green tubes united to the white central stripe, which
This leaf

to be

42!>

some

in

which

respects,

although they

in significance.

another contrivance of this kind.

leaf furnishes

It is frequently

young

seen in the leaves of bulbous plants, bur-reeds, and grasses, principally in
plants

—

as,

is

The leaves

Sometimes but a single

New

of the

tenax),

and those of the Asphodel {Asphodelus

and

some

of the Lesser

most only a single

pines, exhibit only a half, or at

rotundum, ohliquum) present two to three, those
four, and the Persian Sternberg ia stipitata five to

resembles the fistular leaves in

its

But

looser in the bent leaf.

i.e.

wind

as soon as the

by an upright

the whole of

a large

amount

twisted erect

surface

its

of bending,

leaf,

is

When

possesses

it

a

wind the leaves are

somewhat

and the leaf returns
The advantage

resumed.

is

an erect

when one imagines

same wind-pressure.

side to the

Leaves

spiral leaf

the spiral becomes
subsides,

spirally-twisted leaf over

to wind, becomes quite obvious

leaf,

six revolutions.

That such a

beyond question.

leaf, is

to its vertical position, the previous form of torsion

by

of Sternhe rf/ia Clusiana

also be noticed in the Reed-mace, that in a strong

not only bent, but are also somewhat elongated,

possessed

irises,

spiral twist; those

mechanical significance, and that

greater resistance to flexion than a flat

may

many

Bulrush (Typha angustifolia), and numerous species of Garlic (Allium

of this kind have, consequently, a curled appearance.

It

spiral

Zealand Flax (Pliormium

albus), of narcissus, of

senescens,

three to

Leaves spirally

rye.

found, or even only a half revolution; sometimes two, three, often even

four circuits are described.

of

and

for example, the first green leaves of barley

twisted like this are always long, narrow, and erect.
revolution

two

destitute of chlorophyll.

position from the rolled leaves

its erect

and which are similar

detail,

is

flat one,

with regard

the two forms exposed side

the gust strikes an erect

flat

and

rigid

encountered at right angles, and the leaf undergoes

and possibly fracture; but when

strikes a spiiully-

it

the various portions of the blade are met at different angles; the

air current becomes, as

it

were, diffused into innumerable streams, which, passing

along the revolutions of the spiral, effect only a comparatively small curvature, and
scai'cely

ever cause the leaf to be broken.

the wind, from a distance the

When

these spiral leaves are

movement has a very

peculiar look,

swayed by

much more

like

trembling, tossing, and twisting than like bending.

The arched form

of leaf

is

closely allied to the spiral.

It, too, is

found in long

At the commencement of development the arched leaf is
one plane, but when fully developed it takes the form of a bow,

ribbon-shaped leaves.
erect

and

lies in

with the convex side directed upwards.
lofty

stems,

or

may

originate

close

to

noticeably in those grasses whose habitat
of,

woods and on steep mountain

Calamagrontis

Halleriana,

slopes,

may

It

the
is

e.g.

soil.

spring from the sides of erect

Arched leaves appear very

on the ground
in

Milium

in,

and at the margins

effusum,,

Brachypodimn silvaticum, Avena

Melica altissima,
flavescens,

and
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When

Triticum caninum.

formed by them

is

In

this or that side.

may

arch

either

the wind sways the leaves of these phmts, the arch

narrowed or widened, according as the wind comes from
air the leaf

still

assumes a middle

Although the

position.

be widened or narrowed by the wind, in no case does the bending go

Moreover, these leaves are rendered so elastic by a

so far as to break the blade.

suitable arrangement of bundles of bast, that even violent stonns cannot do

much harm.

These arched, overhanging, ribbon-like leaves are often further

complicated by the fact that
present a combed appearance
twist round the haulm.

margin

of a

them

wood

all

This

or on the

is

seen especially

when

narrow terraces of a rock

are only illumined on one side.

with the illumination, and

the leaves are turned to the same side so that they

—like those of the reed— although their sheaths cannot

is

The one-sided

due to the

the plants are growing on the
face,

i.e.

on places where they

direction of the leaves

is

connected

fact that a semi-arched leaf turned

towards

the gloom of a wood, or towards a shady rock-wall, \\ould not olitain sufficient

This gives

light.

rise,

indeed, to an inversion of the leaf-blade, so that the originally

lower side of the leaf becomes the upper.
It is scarcely necessary to state that the relations

a no

less

important influence in the determination of the shape of the spiral and

fistular leaves

than in the above-mentioned grasses, whose leaves are arched, over-

hanging, and partially twisted.
it is

with regard to light exercise

If these relations are not

taken into consideration,

not because the significance of light in these special instances

ciated, but only because a clear

is

not appre-

view of these extremely complicated conditions can

only be obtained by a rather one-sided treatment.

PROTECTIVE ARRANGEMENTS OF GREEN LEAVES AGAINST THE
ATTACKS OF ANIMALS.
The matrix

of the chlorophyll-granules

protoplasm, and, like

it,

is

very similar in composition to that of

consists of nitrogenous

compounds; by the activity of the

chlorophyll-bearing cells sugar and starch are produced, and the green cells contain

not only albuminous compounds, but also carbohydrates, and these, too, in a form in

which they are digested with comparative
green
it is

cells

ease.

furnish a very desirable food for innumerable animals.

well-known, live exclusively on a vegetable

bearing

What wonder,

tissues.

On

diet,

then, that these

Many

animals,

and principally on chlorophyll-

the other hand, the plants in (juestion would perisli with the

if the store of reserve food in them were
The animal and vegetable kingdoms in this sense are at war with
one another. The instinct of self-preservation forces animals living on green
vegetables to seek their food at any cost, to seize the plants unsparingly, and
Herbivorous animals
wdien their hunger presses, to destroy them root and branch.
cannot, like men, foresee that in the consumption of the means of subsistence the
plants robbed of all their green organs must perish, that consequently in the
following years for them and their descendants food will be wanting, and that

loss of all their

also exhausted.

green organs, especially
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in the destruction of their food-plants, their

removes a portion from
to this

own

existence

is

imperilled.

the plants serving for his livelihood, a limit is

man

If

always fixed

consumption which prudent consideration and foresight never overstep. He
is necessary to the plant in order that it may maintain

always leaves as much as
itself

Indeed, he even tries to assist and to further the nourishment,

and multiply.

growth, and multiplication of the plants useful to him, and

is

at considerable

trouble to protect and to save serviceable vegetation from the ravages of animals.
This protection of man, however, is limited to a comparatively small section of

plant species;

all

those from which he derives no benefit remain uncared

for,

and

would be surrendered to the overwhelming onslaughts of animals, and final
destruction, if means were not at their disposal by which they could protect and
these

Of course these means are not adapted to offensive attacks
upon the animal kingdom; and the attitude of the vegetable world towards animals
must not be looked upon as one of war, but rather as an armed peace.
But if plants have only at their disposal means of defence, these are none
maintain themselves.

the less dangerous to oftenders, and not only equipments comparable to pointed

weapons, but also poisons and corrosive fluids are abundantly turned to account.
It is to be pointed out that these are only
First of all, with regard to 2^oisons.
developed in those parts and to an extent necessary in order to preserve at least the
Moreover, it
greater portion of the foliage, and then also the flowers and fruit.

must be remembered that the same chemical compound does not act as a poison to
The foliage of the Deadly Nightshade {Atropa
an equal degree in all animals.
Belladonna) is a poison to the larger grazing animals, and by them is left undisturbed; but the leaves of this plant are not only non-poisonous to a small beetle

The larvte of this
which, however, by no means prevent

(Haltica Atropce), but form this animal's most important food.
beetle often eat

numerous holes

in the leaves,

the development of the Deadly Nightshade.

Accordingly these leaves are protected

them only against wholesale extermination limited
The same
portions of them can be surrendered and sacrificed with impunity.
thing occurs in numerous other plants which contain poisonous alkaloids, or other
by the alkaloid contained

materials harmful

to

in

large

;

herbivorous animals.

It

is

puzzling

how

animals find out the materials in the leaf which are injurious to them.
instances the plants in question possess characteristic odours

gi-azing

In

many

which act offensively

men at any rate, as, for example, the Thorn-apple
(Datura Stramonium), the common Henbane (Hyoscyamus niger), the Hemlock
{Conium maculatutn), the common Birthwort {Aristolochia Clematitis), the Dwarf
Elder (Sambucus Ehulus), and the Sabin {Juniperus Sabina); many other poisonous
on the olfactory nerves of

species,

however, which are likewise avoided by grazing animals, bear leaves which

—

as, for example, the numerous
Monkshood {Aconitum), Black Hellebore {Helleborus niger), the White
Hellebore {Veratrum album), the Meadow Safiron {Colchicum autumnale), the
Mezereon {DapjKne Mezereum), species of Spurge {Euphorbia) and Gentians
(Gentiana), which are never disturbed by stags, roes, chamois, hares, and just as

to

men

are odourless as long as they are intact

species of
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by oxen,

little

horses,

and sheep, not even by the omnivorous

plants remain undisturbed in

no

effect

wood and meadow,

As long

goat.

a.s

the

their cliaracteristic materials have

on the olfactory nerves of men, but they must make themselves known to

by the sense of smell, and this even before the plants have
The fact that plants which contain no alkaloids, and
poisonous
to men, are at the same time carefully avoided by
generally are not
grazing animals makes it probable that to eat them would be in some way injurious
This remark applies particularly to mosses, ferns, succulent
to these animals.
plants (Sempervivuvi and Sedum), many cresses {Lepidium Druha, perfoliatum,
the animals mentioned

been bitten and injured.

crassifolium), Toadflax {Linaria vulgaris), the Greater Plantain (Plantayo major),

and many oraches.

That

horse-tails (EquisetuTn), the gi-een leaves of

the Crowberry and Bear-

(Empetrum and Arctostaphylos), the Rhododendron and Cowberry (Rhododendron and Vaccinium Vitis-Idaa), and numerous otlier low evergreen shrubs,
whicli form a chief constituent of the vegetation of heaths and moors, as well as
berry

the declivities of high mountains; further, that the Proteacese and Epacrideaj which

compose the bush of Australia and the Cape, are avoided by the animals seeking
their food there,

very

is

indeed explained by the fact that the tissue of these plants

difficult to digest in

cuticular strata.

It

is

consequence of strongly developed and partially

certain, therefore, that in the formation of

and in the deposition of

cuticle,

silica in

a very thick, firm

the cell-wall, a protective measure

provided against the attacks of grazing animals; though, of course,

supposed that this

In

many

including

is

the only function discharged

by these

is

must not be

plants water forms an excellent protection against grazing animals,

that which falls as rain and

dew on

the foliage -leaves, and

then

In the morning

the plants are richly bedewed, the ruminants do not usually graze; they wait

until the cold

and

it

structures.

remains for days and even vreeks collected in special hollows.

when

is

silicified

dewdrops and rain-drops which adhere to the leaves are evaporated;

later also, they leave

remain.

on one side those plants on wliich the rain-drops

In this respect the Lady's-mantle (Alchemilla vulgaris),

popular language by the name of Dew-cup (illustrated in
striking instance.

fig.

known

52

-),

is

still

also in

a very

Rain and dew remain collected here at the bottom of the cup-

shaped leaves, when already, in the meadow round about, the surfaces of other

While these latter, if they are not protected in
by
the grazing animals, the Dew-cups remain undisother ways, are devoured
This is not caused, as in the ferns, by tiie
turbed, and are evidently avoideil.
possession of certain objectionable materials since the leaves of an Alchemilla,
from which the water has been shaken, are eagerly taken as food by the gi-azing
animals, which must, therefore, in some way dislike to feed on leaves on which
plants have become quite dry.

—

water

is

standing.

The most important role in the defence against food-seeking animals is
performed by the organs terminating in strong, tapering, sharp points, which
In botanical
wound offenders, and may be called the weapons of plants.
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ai-e

known

A

as s^jlnes and prickles.

composed of wood, or whose interior

is
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structure which

at least traversed

springing from the wood, and which, therefore, ends in a firm sharp point,

On

a spine (spina).
pi'oceeds

is

called

is

a structure which

from the epidermis or cortex of a plant member, contains no vascular

bundle within,
is

the other hand, a prickle (aculeus)

nuiinly

is

by vascular bundles

may

be multi- or unicellular, but always terminates in a point which

capable of wounding the skin of the offender.

This distinction

much

is

not always an

upon it.
arise
prickles
may
from
all
the
plant
members
and organs, and
Spines and
appear at all heights. They are observed most usually on or near the green tissues
easy one to make, and botanists have never laid

stress

to be protected, but often even the road to the green organs, passing over the leafstalk, the stem,

and occasionally

and spines

order that in this

in

particularly

snails,

also over aerial roots,

way

is

provided with prickles

the animals which feed on vegetables,

which creep up from below, may be kept

off.

Thus very

pronounced spines are seen, for example, on the aerial roots springing from the
lower part of the stem in Thrithrinax aculeata.

The lower portions

of the

main

axes up which these animals must climb in oi-der to reach the green portions are

armed with spines or prickles, in many Bombax and Paiidanus, in ErythryneiB,
gleditschias and roses, and in the fan -palms very abundantly on the leafstalks.

The size, direction, position, and distribution of the weapons depends generally
upon the nature of the attack, on the form and size of the food-seeking animals,
and on the nature of the implements at their disposal. The gigantic floating leaves

armed with prickles on the under surface and on
the tumed-up margin, i.e. only where they are exposed to the attacks of plantIt is also an interesting fact that many woody plants are
eating aquatic animals.
only protected when young, i.e. while they are short and their foliage can be
reached by ruminants, viz. by goats, sheep, and oxen; but on the boughs and
of the Victoria regia are only

branches removed beyond the reach of the mouths of these animals, no prickles

Young, low

and spines are developed.

trees of the

Wild Pear, only one or two

metres in height, bristle with the spines into which the ends of the

woody branches

crown of trees four or five metres
The same thing occurs in the Chinese Gleditschia

are transformed; while the branches of the

high remain without spines.
(Gleditscltia Chinensis),

and

in

the Holly (Ilex Äquifolium).

can be seen that the leaves of the crown of

tall trees

In the latter

it

have almost entire margins

and are unarmed, while the margin of the leaves in shrubby specimens

is

di-awn

out into bristle-like, pointed teeth.
Plants

armed with weapons

for

arranged together in two groups.

warding

One

of

ofi"

the attacks of animals

may

be

these consists of those forms which

by structures actually developed on the organs in
question, and the other group comprises those forms which have no such capacity
of self-help, where, rather, one member protects another, and where division
protect their green

tissue

of labour has bi-ought
Vol.

I.

it

about that certain plant-organs deprived of chloi'ophyll
28
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and metamorphosed into weapons assume the protection of the unarmed adjoining
chlorophyll-])earing members.

To the

first

most of those

division belong chiefly

which have

leafless plants

developed green tissue in the cortex of their branches and twigs.

green branches of these plants are, as a

rule, so firm

Indeed, the

and rigid that one would

imagine they would scarcely ever tempt animals to eat them.

But

"

hunger

hard master", and in cases of necessity, as shown by experience, even the
switch-like shrubs of the Mediterranean

may

order that they

and other

floral districts

not succumb entirely to these assaults,

green-branched plants are suitably armed by the possession of
their green branches,

are actually built

up

which confront the
entirely of

them a very peculiar appearance.

gives

Many

assailants.

much-branched green

In

are attacked.

many

a

of the leafless

sj^ines at the

ends of

of these plants, indeed,

spines,

The spinose

is

stiff"

which

flora of

fact, of course,

Spain and of the

opposite coast of Africa exhibits a whole series of these plants, but here only the

Furze {Ulex nanus, Gallii, micranthus), and the spring Asparagus {Äsimragus
horridus, Broussonetia, and retrofractus) need be cited as examples.

Also the

green leaf -like branches of plants with flattened shoots, which are not protected by
poisonous substances like those of Phyllanthus, run out into sharp points, as

be seen in the European Butcher's-broom (Rioscus aculeatus), illustrated in

and

may

fig.

82,

in the South American Golletia cruciata, represented in fig. 83
The weapons developed on green leaves are far more complicated than the
^.

implements with which green stems are furnished.

In some instances points which

wound aggressors project from the ends of the ribs and veins which form the groundwork of the leaves, rising up like needles above the green tissue of the foliage; in
other cases they consist of

epidermis of the green

on the surface,

like

and are

inserted,

daggers.

In the

leaf,

little

which are seen traversing the
project

hard

beyond the green

cells;

and groups

cells

of cells

which originate from the

sometimes at the margin, sometimes
first

instance the vascular bundles,

leaf as ribs, are provided, at the point

tissue

and terminate as

spines,

where they

with a covering of very

and cell-groups springing from the epidermis
and pointed hairs, exhibit thickened and strongly-

in the latter case the cells

and rising up as

prickles, liristles,

The following equipment appears particularly often in several
and rushes, in species of the genus Yucca, in several
Acantholimon,
caryophyllaceous plants {Drypis and Aeanthophyllum), in
belonging to the order PlumbaginejB, and in some saltworts and succulent plants
The gi-een leaves are
{Umbilicus sjnnosus, Sempervivum acuminatum).
silicified

pines,

walls.

many

grasses, sedges,

numerous, usually crowded thickly together to form a
the axis in

tiift,

and project from

the directions of the compass; they are rigid, undivided, linear,

all

round or triangular
This form of leaf

in cross section,

may

and terminate

in a sharp, strong, piercing spine.

be termed acicular (or needle-shaped).

events, such leaves have exactly the

unaltered products of nature are
actually serve as needles.

still

In

many

cases, at all

form of needles, and in regions where the
preferably used as tools and utensils, they

That plants possessing leaves with these needle-like
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I'HOTECTION OF

points are excellently protected against the attacks of animals, scarcely requires to

be proved more in detail; however,
interesting examples.

and on the
see

fig.

oj^jjosite

86^), is

mountains behind Vallarsa, a species of grass (Feduca

found

liere

and

i'ig. li^.

there,

district,

whose

— LJruup uf

I'igid leaves,

lliistLs

i^Ciiifiuiii

>u

projecting in

ulpefitris,

all directions,

,aU).

This grass

is

the plant most detested in the

and the shepherds try to destroy

it

by burning, whei-ever it appears
other plants growing between

terminate in needle-shaped points.

whole

might be indicated by special mention of two

it

In the Southern Alps, in the neighbour! lood of Monte Baldo,

in quantity, since the grazing animals,

when seeking

the patches of Festuca alpestris, cut their nostrils so severely that they often retui-n

from their grazing

in a bleeding condition.

It is

remarkable that when these grasses

can be easily uprooted, the gi-azing animals themselves bring about this destruction.

The Mat-grass (Nardus

stricta),

when growing

in the

meadows,

is

seized

low down
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betwecni the teeth of the oxen, toni from the groiuid, aDtl dropped, so that

with dries up and perishes.
b^'

I

saw thousamls

oxen, lying, dried and bleaclied

by the

of Oberiss, in the Tyrolese Stubaithal.

accomplish this clearance of the

It

of

tlie tufts,

sun, on the

it

forth-

which had been rooted up

meadows on

tlie

Almboden

must not be supposed that the animals

meadow

deliberately;

but

it

may

indeed be

admitted that they root up the patches of Mat-grass in order thus to obtain the

^

*"H1^.:
i^o^., --.^->-'

Fig. 116.

Acanthus

spinosissimtis.

enjoyment of the other plants growing lietween them, and avoid the risk in doing
so of

wounding

A

their

mouths with the pointed Mat-grass

leaves.

considerable proportion of plants with sharp acicular leaves inhabit steppes

by the great di-yness of their summer, particularly the
where they form a remarkable feature of the landscape.
This applies most of all to the numerous species of the genus Acantholimon, a
group of which, intermixed with spiny Tragacanth bushes, drawn from nature by
specially distinguished

elevated steppes of Persia,

Stapf,

is

exhibited in

fig.

114.

Like gigantic sea-urchins, lying strewn in groups

on the sea-bottom, these plants, growing in hemispherical patches, live on the stony
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soil of

the elevated steppes, where they are so well protected

by

their needle-shaped

round from the stem, that they are never eaten Ly gi-aziug

leaves, projecting all

animals.

With the

acicular

form of foliage-leaves are ranked those which

may

be best

compared to the process of the sword-fish. The outline of the leaves belonging
to this form is linear, or linear-lanceolate, generally they are elongated, and

Many

often also slightly curved.

same time very hard and

rigid

of

them are thickened and

on the

The

outside.

fleshy,

points,

but at the

produced by the

terminations of the vascular bundles, spring from both margins of the
in the majority of instances stand at right angles to the margins;

Each

are they directed forwards.

leaf

leaf,

and

more rarely

either ends in a strong-pointed thorn,

as in the agaves, or in a bundle of threads, as in Bonapartea and Dasylirion.

The teeth on the leaves of the last-named plants remind one most in form,
surface, and colour, of the scales of a shark, and can inflict frightful wounds on
those who come too closely into contact with them.
The table-land of Mexico
is particularly rich in plants with leaves armed in this manner; that country is
especially the habitat of agaves and Bromeliacete, of species of Dasylirion and
Bonapartea.
The Cape also is the home of a series of these forms, viz. those
belonging to the genus Aloe.
Species of Eryngium, with agave-like leaves
{Eryngitim hromelia'folium, pandanifolium, &c.) belong to Mexico and South
Brazil.
It is worthy of note that several aquatic plants, such as Hydrilla,
Naias, and the Water Soldier (Stratiotes aloides), have their leaves similarly
armed, and are thus protected from the attacks of plant-eating aquatic animals.
A third form of foliage-leaf, armed with spines, is that of the thistle. The
word thistle is here used in its widest sense, and is not restricted to species
of the genus Carduus and Cirsium (see fig. 115).
By the term thistle-leaves are
indicated all those which are more or less lobed and divided, whilst the margins
and the extremities of the lobes are provided with stiff", projecting spines. Such
leaves are possessed by very many composites of the genera Carduus, Cirsium,
Chamaipeuce,

Onopordon,

especially also in

many

Carlina,

Umbelliferae

{e.g.

Eryngium

Cachrys spinosa), some nightshades

spinosa,

Kentrophyllurn,

Ecldnops,

{e.g.

Carduncellus,

am,ethystinum,, Echinophora

Solanum argenteum, pyra-

canthos, rigescens), several Cycadese {Zamia, Enccphalartos),

and are \&vy strongly

developed in Acanthus, of which a species. Acanthus spinosissimus, gi-owiug
in the Mediterranean floral district,

Nowhere
in such

in the

whole world

is

is

illustrated in

fig.

116.

the thistle-leaf met with so abundantly and

manifold varieties as in the Mediterranean

flora;

Spain and Greece,

Crete and Algeria, are particularly rich in districts covered with
leaves often appear divided into three, four, or

numerous

points,

sections,

being transformed into
leaf;

and

stifi"

The ends

lobes.

points, not

all sides, like

of all

much remains

only a small narrow green lamina

and white spines on

five portions,

is

seen,

thistles.

and

split

Thistle-

up

into

the separate portions

of the green tissue of the

from which radiate out yellow

lances of various lengths
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Prickle structures,
of leaf-ribs, but
multicellular,

which are not

which originate

to be regarded as

In

metamorphosed terminations

fi'om the epidermis of the leaf, are

sometimes unicellular.

The former are termed

weapons, barhs are particularly

(setce).

worthy

These are formed by obliquely directed conical

project

this

from the margin of the

somewhat

bent,

beset with these

apex
cells,

exhibit,

cells,

which

and terminate in a hard silicified, generally
and 117^). Leaves, whose margins are thickly

under the microscope, a saw-like appearance.

Fig.

^

of

leaf,

117''

(figs.

series

sometimes

prickles (acidei),

the latter bristles
of notice.
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It is

117.— Weapons of Plants.

s Vertical section througli a
2 Upper portion of this barbed bristle ; xl80.
Opuntia Raßnesquii; x25.
* Capitate termination of a
part of the leaf, based with stinging hairs, of the Stinging Nettle {Urtica dioica); x85.
^ The capitate termination broken off; xl50.
6 pointed bristles of Echium Italicum; x40.
stinging hair; xIdO.

BBLVhed\}Tisi\e5 oi

'

Margin

of a scabrous leaf, beset

with barbs, of a Sedge (Carex

barbs, of a Grass {Featuca arundinacca)

;

to be noted that leaves of this kind can,
as saws.

If such

striata); x200.

8

Margin of a scabrous

leaf,

beset with

xlSO.

under certain circumstances, really act

leaves are very gently stroked

in

the

direction opposite

to

that of the points, they do not, of course, immediately cut the hand, but they

do not bend, and under increasing pressure, the lamina of the leaf becomes
arched.

Since the leaf

is

also well

stiffened,

a resistance

could scarcely have been expected from so fragile a

leaf.

portions of these leaves have been laid be shaken, the bits

opposed to that of the points of the barbs.
is

impossible, because

get into the

it

is

Movement

opposed by these apices.

mouths of ruminants, they can

easily

is

encotmtered which

If

a surface on which

move

in a direction

in the opposite direction

When

such leaf-portions

move forward

to a particular
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and

side,

a particular manner, such as does not suit the purposes of the

in

grazing animal, and

margin

by no means welcome

is

such a scabrous

of

a

leaf,

wound

is

to

the margin acting like the teeth of a fine saw.

It

when

Carex stricta and

{e.g.

G.

stroking the

fii-mly

points on

silicified

readily intelligible that

is

grazing animals will shun such scabrous leaves; indeed,
tion that they seldom (and then only

By

it.

produced, the

it is

a matter of observa-

impelled by gi-eat hunger) eat sedges

and those grasses which possess particularly

acuta),

sharp-edged leaves.
Still

and 117

worse than the barbs of scabrous leaves are the barbed
which,

^),

is

it

true,

rise

like warts,

prickly pears.
will certainly

If

with

They are always found surrounding the buds,
above the green tissue in opuntias or

such a spot be ever so lightly touched, small

at

bristle is

On

trying to pull out these small brown bristles

much deeper

only made worse, for they then penetrate

composed of numerous

rigid,

at the upper end each of these cells

fusiform

wedged

is

very hard, backwardly-directed, pointed end
is set
it is

bristles

stifl"

remain sticking in the skin of the hand, and will produce a very
into the

and may produce violent pain and inflammation.
The reason of all this
once evident on examining one of the bristles under the microscope. Each

skin,
is

is

bristles

fine

unpleasant itching sensation.
the matter

117^

but rarely occur in plants; indeed, almost exclusively

on the branches of opuntias.

which

bristles (figs.

When

with barbs.

is free,

arranged in spiral rows;

between the

others, but the

and thus the whole structure

once the point of the bristle has penetrated the skin,

held there by the barbed

moved forward

cells,

in

With the

cells.

slightest pressure they are easily

in one direction, hut on trying to produce a

movement

opposite direction, the free ends of the cells resist the attempt, and

it

in the

unavoid-

is

able that the forcible extraction of one of these bristles should injure a larger

area of the skin than would have been thought possible from the small size of
the structure.

Another form of weapon originating from the epidermal
stiff

hairs or

and wound

with hard

like needles,

They usually
and

bristles,

project

their points are turned in the direction

They appear

are

largest

bristles.

from which an attack might be expected.

much

imbedded

This comparison becomes the more fitting since the pointed

surrounded at their base by very regularly arranged

cells

above the surface like a cushion, or often like a short white cone.

this elongated cell is

is

formed of a single

and becomes

fully developed, loses its protoplasm

hardened by the deposition of

thickened by small knobs

numerous groups

of

crowded together,

resemble pins with their heads

bristle itself on the end of this pedestal

in

leaves, closely

gigantic in comparison with barbs, for even the smallest are

in the leaf-blade.
bristles

consists

cells

and sharp apex, which prick

though only unicellular; they are called pointed

from the surface of the green

longer than these, and the

rise

silicified cell-wall

(fig.

117'^).

of the vegetable

with

filled
silica,

and

Although pointed

kingdom, one group

is

cell,

air.

which,

The

when

The wall

of

usually unequallj'-

bristles are
is

which

developed

especially so armed.
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consequence of

thus named, indeed, in

Boragineas, which has been

the family of the

is

its characteristic

armour.

are furnished in abundance particularly

from which the pointed bristles in

by
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Examples of the equipment described
species of the Viper's Bugloss (Echiiim),

117^ are taken, and of the genera Onosma,

fig.

Comfrey (Si/mphytum), and Borage (Borago).
On the leav^es on Nettles, Loasacere, Hydrophylle», and Euphorbiacea3, occurs
a very peculiar mode of

protection

the attacks of large herbivorous

against

animals, in the formation of stinging hairs or

formed of single large

which

urens,

cells like

the pointed

much

lower end, and are

like a club at the

belongs

Only

upper

the

is

Thoy exi:iand
Wigandia

Boraginc».

liristles of

elongated above.

Hydrophyllese,

to the

These stinging hairs are

liristles.

in

free

end

finely

pointed; in the species of the genus Jatropha, in Loasacete, and in nettles, the

extremity

swollen into a small head, which

is

shaped bend the

cell -wall of

so that the slightest contact suffices to

a very sharp point

off obliquely,

rupture

is

the stinging hair

is

bent to one
is

break off the head.

At the knee-

side.

extremely thin

117

(figs.

As the head

is

poison-tooth of a snake or the nozzle of a hypodermic syringe.

The breaking,

independently of the extreme thinness of the cell-wall below the head,
brittleness of the hairs,

is

and

calcification,

modification
hairs.

The

neither

broken

by the

produced, and the opening formed

not horizontal, but oblique, so that the broken end resembles the

is

by the
by the

^•''•^),

of

in

and

this is caused

Jatropha by the

the cell-wall, however,

is

by the

silicification,

silicified

nor

This

lignification, of the cell-wall.

to

restricted

the upper part of the

cell-wall of the club-like swelling at the base of
calcified,

helped

is

sometimes

the stinging hair

but consists of unaltered cellulose, and yields to

an external pressure, so that by such a pressure the outflow of the cell-contents
is

assisted.

By

these means, also, the stinging hair

is

which property certainly plays a very important part
of the cell-contents

from the

head has been broken
of the hair

is

splintered,

silicified

When by

off.

as,

for example, the skin of

into the

wound

or calcified funnel-shaped

so formed.

apex after the

a pressure from above the

and the head broken

of rupture penetrates into the

enabled to become turgid,
in the outflow or outspurt

oflf,

brittle

end

the point formed at the place

body causing the pressure, provided
animals; and the contents

men and

this
ai"e

is

soft,

injected

In the fluid contents of the stinging hair a substance

occurs together with formic acid, resembling the unorganized ferments or enzymes,
it is this which produces the violent inflammation round the wound formed
by the puncture.
The painful sensation felt immediately after the puncture,
which is popularly called " burning ", on account of its resemblance to that

and

produced by a burn,

is

indeed caused by the formic acid: but a series of other

phenomena which are observed
account of the enzyme, which

after the
acts

like

puncture, can only be placed

When numerous

a poison.

hairs penetrate the skin in close proximity, a

wide area becomes reddened, and

inflammatory swellings, with violent pain, are produced.
nettles,

viz.

Urtica

dioica

and urens, give

to the

stinging

rise

to

Even the European
burning and

unpleasant
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and very severe attacks, tetanus, &c. are produced, as by snake-bites,
by the Urtica Stimulans of Java, the Urtica crenulata, which is a native of
India, and the Urtica mentissima, growing in Timor.
Generally, an analogy
between stinging hairs and the hollow poison-fangs of snakes cannot fail to be
itching,

recognized.

The mass
phyll-bearing

on one side

which the

of tissue in
cells,

it lies

and

imbedded

consists of chloro-

whenever a stinging hair

flexible;

is

pressed

close to the leaf-surface, so that the point does not penetrate

the skin of the tingers pressing
the pressure

and

elastic

is

stingine; hair is

and does not form, or

it,

When

wound.

poison, a

removed, the hair becomes erect again in virtue of the elasticity

is

and

of its knob-like support,

Upon

directs its brittle point outwards.

this fact

depends the trick of stroking a nettle with the hand so as not to be stung.

unarmed part

lower,

whose

of a leafy nettle,

projecting stinging hairs,

is

foliage is beset with

taken in one hand, and the other hand

from below ujjwards over the

and

foliage,

in

this

pressed on to the leaf surfaces and do not wound.

way
But

the nettle
off",

corrosive fluid.

The

Their foliage

indeed, eaten

is,

nettle

new

can always develop

any
hair,

Grazing

it.

and do not

hairs,

of their mouths, get poisoned

let

by the

by the
is

larv£B of

Vanessa Urtica: in spite of the

restricted to only a portion of the leaves;

they

leafy shoots from the intact stems and buds, and, at

the nettle does not perish on account of the ravages of these larvae.

rate,

This

touched

therefore, well protected against larger animals.

is,

stinging hairs, but this injury

is

the perforated

points penetrate the skin and discharge their poisonous fluid into

animals carefully avoid plants furnished with stinging

mucous membrane

then passed

is

the hairs touched are
if

from above, the heads of the hairs are immediately broken

their nostrils, nor the

The

innumerable

is

most suitable place for the consideration of a form of plant-

also the

whose

cells,

indeed, possess no

stiff"

silicified

and which,

walls,

therefore,

do not prick and wound, but which, nevertheless, keep the plants they clothe

from injury by grazing animals, and which thus far must
agents for protecting the green
described

when making

transpiration.
species

of

Such

the genus

These hair-structures have already been

tissue.

clear the protection afforded to leaves against excessive

hairs,

as

Mullein

reminding one of tiny

also be regarded as

we

(Verbascuni).
are

fir-trees,

shown by many

saw, are particularly well

easily

These branched, radiating

leaves from which they spring, and a very slight pressure of the hand
to lift

the

off"

haii-s

numerous

flocks of this hair-felt.

of the leaf-felt are not

stiff"

and

hairs,

detached from the surface of

Although the
prickly,

cells

tlie

is sufficient

which build up

and do not penetrate into

the skin, they veiy readily remain hanging to the smallest inequalities on the
surface of the disturbing body.
of their

mouths

If grazing animals bring

tlie

into contact with the leaves of the Mullein, this

immediately become covered with flocks of the detached

mucous membrane
mucous membrane

hair-felt,

which establish

themselves in the inequalities of the surface, and they certainly produce anything

but a pleasant sensation.

On

the

peculiar

adhesion of the

felt-haii-s

of

the
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Mullein to

mucous luembraae

the

people observe in

preparation of

the

necessity

the

rests

Mullein.

for

caution which

the

The flowers

Mullein

the

of

have been used from time immemorial in the preparation
hot water is poured over the flowers, which are covered on

(VerbascicTTi thapsus)

When

of a tea.

the under side, just

is

the

like

of the felt are detached,

with a

foliage-leaves,

and remain floating

fine

not filtered through a piece of linen, some of the hairs

membrane

of the

may

mouth, and there produce an intolerable

This unpleasant sensation

certainly

is

felt

in the infusion.

and

it

portions

hair,

If the decoction

stick to the

mucous

and

itching.

irritation

much more powerful

taking the leaves of Mullein in their mouths than with us
unfiltered mullein tea,

of

animals when
when we drink

in

no doubt deters animals from eating the foliage of

the plants in question.

The protective mechanisms

just described are all borne directly

many

by

tlie

par-

plants whose foliage

is
But there are
unei[uipped with armament of this sort, and in which adjacent parts of the plants
One may instance all such plants as have soft, unarmed
afibrd the protection.

ticular organs needing protection.

leaves, sheltered

from attack by

transformed into spines.

lateral shoots

The stem

and branches of these plants are not clad with foliage entirely to their summits.
The ends are usually leafless, and look as if their leaves had been stripped oflT.
Generally speaking,

if

leaves are present on the summits of the branches, they

are stunted, small, indicated only

tapering, and terminates in a

out in

all

by

scales

and protuberances, and are anything

Consequently, the end of the

but an attractive food.

directions with

stiö',

sharp spine.

leafless

collected behind the apex, a

most

apices, while
eflicient

woody branch appears

In a bush whose branches project
their green

system of defence

foliage - leaves are
is

produced, resting

The green leaves can carry on the work assigned to
them undisturbed under the protection of the spines, and if it happens now
and then that a large food-seeking animal, driven perhaps by greed or hunger,
pushes his mouth carefully between the confronting spines, and knows how to
upon division of labour.

procure some green leaves from behind the spines, the existence of such a bush
is

not seriously threatened.

The Alhagi shrubs

of steppes, as well as several

broouis and Cytisus shrubs, viz. Alhagi Kirgisorum, Genista horrida,

and Cytisus

spinosus (fig. 118^), exhibit the protective mechanisms just described in a marked
manner.
In many other shrubs, such as sloes, sea buckthorns, and buckthorns
(Primus spinosa, Hippopliae rhamnoides, Rhamnus saxatilis), the same contrivance

is

indeed met with, but

leaves are quite young.

Only

it

only has the

full significance

so long as the tender leaves,

while the foliage-

which have just emerged

from the buds, are overtopped by the spiny branches are they protected from being
devoured; afterwards when they have developed, those only are protected which
clothe the base of the spiny branches.

On

the long axes of the Hawthorn, in

the axils of the lower foliage-leaves, there are always developed, close together,
a long spine and a small bud, in the axils of the upper leaves a bud only. In

the following year, reduced axes develop from

the buds situated close

to the
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long, shiny,

brown

spines,

which often bear flowers; but from the buds on

half of the shoot, a long axis arises,

Spines, which on the

4 cm., in

C.

American

which repeats the development just

species of hawthorn,

rotundifolia, 6 cm., and in

become

desci'ibed.

in Cratcvr/us coccinea,

Grits galli, 7-8 cm. long, resemble

C.

which have to protect these developing reduced

sentinels

upper

tlie

axes.

Most of these

bushes develop horizontal projecting branches, and therefore extend as far transversely as vertically, and since the spines remain for

many

years, the leaves of

these axes, which, in later years, spring laterally from the branches, almost

all

interior of the bush, behind the old spines, are protected

in the

by them.

In

mimosas, the spines situated on the branches do not indeed

Brazilian

several

beyond the outspread leaves, but as soon as animals disturb the
they are revealed from their concealment behind the protective defence of
project

leaves,
spines,

and the animals retreat before the sharp points now confronting them.

A

very peculiar

x-elation

between green leaves and spines

observed

is

most of those semi-shrubs which Theophrastus
under the name of

"

spinosa, represented in

fig.

may

in

grouped together

In these semi-shrubs, of which

Phrygana ".
118',

in olden times

the

Vella

be selected as an example, each shoot

growing out from the winter buds develops green foliage-leaves on the lower
half

and above

these,

and frequently

the region

in

also

of

These spines, which,

green lateral twigs ti'ansformed into sharp-pointed spines.
in

many

instances, as

when they appear

in tlie region of the inflorescence,

be considered as metamorphosed flower-stalks, are at
contain green tissue in their cortex, and function at

In the

foliage-leaves situated near them.

agents on account of their softness;
the shoots;

they

and

still
stiff",

the spinous tips of

remain, and do not

they

in the

off".

now wound anyone who

first

first

soft

may

and succulent,

exactly like the narrow

year they play no part as protective

first

autumn, the green leaves

the bi-anches are

fall

the inflorescence,

also

fall

from

dead and withered, but

During the summer, having become hard
seizes

them roughly, and

obviouslj' protect

the shoots which spring from the lateral buds in the following year behind their

dried-up ends, in which the development just described
in time, bristling shrubs,

spiny branches, and

and shrivelled
This

"

which

it

which often look as

in the winter,

Phrygian

"

underwood

and
is

occurs in masses, but

floral districts.

is

repeated.

Thus

arise,

from whose periphery radiate out a quantity of dried-up
as if the

if

the branches had become frozen

whole plant were in a dying condition.

not certainly an embellishment of that region in
it

forms a highly characteristic feature in certain

The Mediterranean area

is

particularly rich in these " Phiygian

bushes, and sjiecies belonging to the most diverse families develop in this form.

To mention only a few examples, of Crucifene, Telia spinosa and Koniga spinosa,
of Rosacea3, Poterium spinosuvi, of papilionaceous plants. Genista Hispanica and
Onobrychis cornuta, of Compositas, Sonchus cervicornis, of Euphorbiaceae, Euphorhia spinosa, of saltworts, Noea spinosissinia, and of Labiatea?, Teucrium
svbspinosum and Stachys spinosa, may be pointed out. The elevated stepjies
of South-west Asia also exhibit Plirygian forms,

and indeed,

chiefly, as isolated,
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and

prickly,

spine-stiftened,

low bushes, growing together with thorns, and low
In northern
is protected diflerently.

Tragacanth-shrubs, in which the green foliage

summer

regions not exposed to

enough green fodder,

this

drought, where grazing animals find in

form of plant

almost entirely absent.

is

summer

It is only

in the heaths and pine forests of Central and Western Europe, in some
broom (Genista Germanica and Genida Anglica).
In these regions, certain shrubs and young trees, which do not possess the
spine formation described above, acquire from the grazing animals themselves a

met with

species of

shape which strongly resembles the Phrygian form.
following manner.

If

young

ti'ees

beeches, oaks,

of

It is

and

brought about in the
larches,

or bushes of

Ling (Calluna vulgaris), are accessible to goats, sheep, and oxen, these
the ends of the

fi-esh

shoots, together

bite off

with the leaves attached to them.

The

remaining poi-tion of the mutilated shoot in the neighbourhood of the wound
dries up, but the part behind keeps alive, and the buds on it develop even more
vigorously than would have been the case

if

the mutilation had not occurred.

The shoots wliich in the following year arise from these buds, however, may
suffer the same misfortune; they may again be pruned by grazing animals, and
when this is repeated every year, the mutilated beeches and larches at length
come to resemble the beeches and larches of old French gardens, which have
assumed the shape of pyramids and obelisks in consequence of the continual

The branches of these small mutilated trees
hard
twigs on the periphery of the crown are so
and
the
dry,
become
crowded together, that even the greedy goats are prevented from breaking through
the armour, and abstain fi-om pulling out the green shoots from behind the dry
stumps. Thus at length the unprotected plants obtain a defensive armour which
clipping of the gardener's shears.
so thick,

is

capable of saving them entirely from the further attacks of grazing animals.

Many

of these

young mutilated and

strong lofty specimens;

undergo

in their

bitten trees, of course, never develop into

but in some species the rough treatment which they

youth does not result

in lasting injury.

to larch-trees gi-owing in Alpine valleys.

The young

This applies especially

trees gradually

form thick

branched bushes in their struggle with the goats, and a top cannot be definitely
distinguished in them, since the central shoots, as long as they can be reached by
the goats' mouths, are not spared.

But, at

last,

after a

number

of years, the

bushy larches attain to such a height and circumference, that the goats can no
longer reach tlie upper shoots. And behold, a, strong shoot arises from the middle
of the

much-branched bush, develops a whorl of

lateral branches, elongates

from

year to year, and being no longer harassed by the grazing animals, grows up

For a long time, at the lowest portion of the tree, may
be seen projecting the oldest lateral boughs, which have become aljundantly
branched in consequence of the mutilation, and which serve to protect and defend
into a lofty larch-tree.

But gradually these lower branches decay, and
crumbling on the ground; thus the last reminiscence of their severe youth is

the developing central stem.
fall

obliterated.
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The contrivance foi- protecting the green tissues of the cactuses, depending
upon a division of labour, is accomphshed in a very peculiar way. Our conception
of a plant is a stiff grey or brown stem bearing soft green leaves.
In the
most important types of which we have already

cactus-like plants, however, the

New

recognized in the Cactacese of the

and succulent, and the leaves

brown

spines.

Food

is

of the stem, in wliieh,

The

and not

in the leaves,

tissue

touched no more than

us as most strange in

are transformed

is

green
or

into stiff grey

conducted to the green transpiring tissue in the cortex

keep guard that the green
is

Here the stem

reversed.

is

suppoi-ts

it

leaves wliich have been changed

stem

World, and the columnar Euphorbiaceaj

Asia and Africa, everything

of Southern

tlie

in

into

spines,

materials are produced.

on the other hand, have to

the cortex of the columnar or flattened

necessary.

is

new organic

This reversed state of things strikes

opuntias (Plate IV.), because here the portions of the

stem have the form of thick

elliptical

held by non-botanists to be leaves.

leaves,

But the

and

consequently are usually

spines, or, strictly speaking, the

transformed into spines, occasionally attain to an extraordinary length

leaves

They

in these opuntias.

magncantJui, and

are

3-5 cm. long in Opuntia Tuna, decurtiana, and

even 8 cm. in Opuntia

longif<pina.

It

has

already been

mentioned that the buds of opuntias are based with very small barljed

bristles,

and consequently these plants are armed with a twofold defence against possible
attacks with large spines, visible from afar, and with these horrible small incon-

spicuous barbed bristles.

In the cactus-like plants the variety of weapons

is

very great, and if all the various forms of long and short, thick and thin, knotty
and smooth, straight-pointed and barbed, arched and wavy spines and bristles
were placed together side by side, quite a goodly collection of arms would be the

A

result.

single species often bears three or four kinds of weapons,

and these

are arranged and distributed in a great variety of ways, and in this respect a
diversity

is

developed which has a fascinating

effect

on an^-one who has an inborn

and we can understand how it is that so many
to the study and culture of these
curious representatives of the vegetable kingdom.
Although it is impossible
to show the connection between the kind of armour and the attacks to be
taste for such changes of form,

lovers of

warded

flowers

off in

have devoted themselves

each individual instance, even the most cursory glance shows us

that the points of the spines, however these

may

be shaped and arranged, are

always placed in front of that portion of the stem which
green

tissue.

In the columnar euphorbias,

e.g.

in

is

best furnished wdth

Euphorbia

cosrulescens,

stems are furnished with shallow longitudinal grooves clothed with green

On

the

tissue.

the ridges between the grooves are inserted pairs of divergent spines with

and thus ward off every assault on the green
seen in the columnar Ccreus, and in the cone-

their points in front of the grooves,

Exactly the same thing

tissue.

is

shaped Eckinocactas and Melocactus.

On
arises

looking at these columnar, flattened and spherical

whether

it is

Ciictuses, the

question

necessary for them to be surrounded with such a complicated
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system of

the method of

According to the ordinary conception of

spines.

would be thought that these
green clumps, pillars, and balls, even without their terrible equipment, would
form auj'thing but choice. food. But when they are seen in their original habitats,
feeding of the herbivorous animals referred

it

is

While on the stony and sandy plains and slopes which form

the habitat of cactuses,

all

other plants have long been withered, and a green

can no longer be seen for far and wide,

dried up, and

it

have every need to protect themselves and to defend

easily seen that they

their existence.

leaf

to,

when

all

the sjDrings of water are

not a drop of rain has moistened the ground for months

remain always fresh and

—then

and by the assistance of their
central aqueous tissue, they are able to survive through the greatest drought
But at such periods of
and aridity which are ever observed on the earth.
drouglit, every cactus-ball appears like a cordial to the hungry and thirsty
the cactuses

still

gi'een,

and frequently even as the only alternative

animals,

In spite of the

to death.

frightful spines with which species of Melocactus are bristling, these are sought

by the wild asses in the plains of South America at the periods of greatest
drought, and are rooted up where possible by their hoofs in order to get at the
juicy tissue of the unarmed lower parts; or the animals try to split the cacti
with their hoofs, and in this

way

to get at the interior, in

which proceeding

it

very often happens that the assailants injure themselves by the spines and receive

dangerous wounds.

Next

to the cactuses, the strangest spine-formations are exhibited

by the low

half-shrubby tragacanth bushes (Astragali) belonging to the group Tragacanthacei,
which, in an inexhaustible variety of species have their habitat throughout Southern

We

will

species,

and

Europe, but chiefly in the east, on rocky mountains and elevated steppes.
pick out one,
explain

viz.

Astragalus Tragacantha, from the large number of

by words and picture the remarkable protective contrivance

foliage-leaves (fig. 118^).

On

observing this plant very early in the spring, a tuft

grey spines, whose points are directed upwards and outwards,

of

numerous

is

seen on the free extremity of each branch.

lies

long, dry,

of its green

In the centre of this tuft of spines

The
bud to develop, and the close-pressed pinnate leaflets
out, and unfold; but weeks pass by, and the leaflets are

a bud, which forms the top and termination of the branch in question.

warmth

of spring causes this

become loosened, stretch
always

still

surrounded by the bushy garland of spines.

Their green colour can

only be seen shining through from behind the long spines as from behind the grey
lattice

bars of a cage.

When

they are fully developed, and

when they have

somewhat lengthened the branch they adorn, the uppermost
project

beyond the points of the

spines.

But

see

—the end

leaflets

leaflet

situated on the rachis of the pinnate leaf has already dropped

pair of the lower leaflets with
last year's spines

it

(fig.

118^), and

all

now

which had been
off,

and often a

projects

beyond

The rachis of the leaf at
was formerly inserted becomes hardened and
Then comes autumn, the period of the leaf-fall.

has also become changed into a spine.

the point where the terminal leaflet

transformed into a pricking point.

that

also

at length
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Most deciduous shrubs now throw

by means

the suimner,
the leaf

is

off the leaves

with which they have worked

of the formation of a layer of separation at the place

But

inserted on the stem, as previously described.

Only a portion

the tragacanth bushes.

leaves were surrounded are cast

leaflets of

where

this does not occur in

of the long grey spines

The

off.

all

by which

this year's

the present year are

now

detached fi'om the leaves; the strong midribs or axes whose ends had already

become changed into spines during the summer remain firmly joined to the stem
and dry up, forming thus a new stiff tuft of spines whicli is as like the one thrown
off as one

year,

egg

is

to another.

now changed

Accordingly the dried-up remains of the leaves of one

into sjaines,

become an apparatus for protecting the developing

green leaves of the year following.

Observation in the natural state shows that

these projecting spines are capable of protecting the green leaves behind

One may

the attacks of grazing animals.

how grazing animals

see

them from

stop in front of

the shrubs bristling with spines, and actually abstain from further attacks after the
first

attempt, although the foliage of the tragacanth named, like that of other

papilionaceous plants, would furnish a very desirable meal.
Different from the

summer time

kinds of leaves:
foliage,
tlie

Tragacanth

is

first,

On

the Barberry (Berberis).

at a shoot in vigorous growth,

looking in

will be seen to be beset

it

with two

with leaves which have anything but the appeai-ance of

being transformed entirely into spines like those of the cactuses.

These at

base of the shoot are drawn out into from five to seven, and further upwards

shown

into three, needle-shaped points, as

in figs.

118^ and 118".

Short branches

beset with ordinary green foliage-leaves arise simultaneously in the axils of these

metamorphosed

These short branches terminate in buds which develop

leaves.

early in the following year, and then form either flowers, or long branches.
foliage-leaves of the short branches, below these buds, fall

three-pronged spines at the bases of the short branches,

i.e.

ofl"

in

autumn.

The
The

of the buds which have

passed through the winter, remain behind, and radiate out from the shoot with
their three needles in three directions.

buds at the end of the short branch

Now, when in the following spring the
and young tender foliage-leaves buret

swell,

from them, these are excellently protected against being devoured as long as the
points of the three-pronged spine

still

project

beyond them.

In Rohinia Pseudacacia, popularly known by the name of Acacia, and also in
numerous other robinias as well as in several Siberian caraganas (Caragana
microphylla and pygmcea), the stipules
in Berberis, the whole

leaf.

In

all

ai-e

transformed into prickles, and not, as

Leguminosse, structures arise right and

the place of insertion of the leaf on the stem,

account of their position.

but are transformed into
foliage-leaf

They
brown

known

left of

as stipules (siipidce), on

are not leaf-like in the robinias and slirubs named,
spines

becomes detached and

drawn out

falls off in

into a sharp point.

Wlien the

autumn, both the spinous stipules

remain behind and persist even on into the following summer.

In the axil of the

spine-stipules is situated a bud which unfolds in the following spring.
Here we have again repeated the same protective mechanism as was previously

two divergent
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As loug

sketched iu the case of the Barberry.

as the

remain in this situation between the two spiny stipules

by animals; the protection

is

only at an end

young tender
(fig.

118

*)
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foliage-leaves

they are avoided

when they have grown beyond the

points of the old spiny stipules.

Most of the last-described protective contrivances only defend the green foliage

Fig.
1

118.— Weapons of Plauts.

Branch of the Trai^acanth bush (Astrafjaltis Tragacantka) in si)ring. 2 a single leaf of this Tragacanth from which the three
upper leaflets have fallen. 3 Leaf-axis from which all the leaflets have fallen. * Portion of a shoot of Robinia Pseudacacia
s The spiny Cytisus {Cytisus spinosus).
in spring,
*, 7 Portions of branches of the Barberry (^Berberis vulgaris) in spring.
8 Vella spinosa
the end of last year's shoot is dried up this year's shoot bears flowers.
;

whilst
If,

it

is

;

young.

But

prickles, are eaten, this does not so

remains, and this

From

is

when protection is most needed.
which have grown beyond the points of the

this is exactly the time

later on, isolated foliage-leaves,

much

matter, as part of the foliage

still

certainly

really the important point.

the fact that the protection of the

young green

leaves

is

secured

by
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a portion

of the old dead leaves,

by dried-up structures of the previous year, in
tragacanth bushes and also in many caraganas, and generally in numerous other
plants, two things may be learned: first, that one and the same plant-member may
in the course of a year change its function; and secondly, that dead, withered
portions are often called upon to play an important part in the life of a plant. The
same thing is frequently observed in flowers and fruits.
It often happens, for
example, that floral leaves, which originally served to allure insects and to protect
the pollen from moisture, are of use later on when dried, in the dissemination of
In foliage-leaves, on the other hand, such a change of function
the fruits and seeds.
is comparatively rare, and is hardly ever observed except in the plants of steppes
and of the Mediterranean flora.
It would naturally be expected that the protective contrivances required by the
green tissue against an excessive destruction by animals, would also exercise an
influence on the gregarious growth of plants as well as on the dwelling together and
distribution of plants and animals; and this is proved by numerous observations.
Let us suppose ourselves in a country where plants of a hundred diflferent kinds
grow up side by side. The shrubs, bushes, and herbs, mixed together, contain the
most diverse substances. Some abound in milky juices; others are as bitter as gall;
whilst others again taste frightfully sour or contain in their sap alkaloids, the

partaking of which would be deadly to

many

animals.

Here

is

a plant armed with

stinging hairs; there from a bush radiate out innumerable spines; and again in

other places thistles rear their prickly leaves.

The one prevents

snails

from eating

the foliage, the other caterpillars or grasshoppers; a third, goats; a fourth, horses,

Let

&c.

it

be supposed that the country producing this rich vegetation

temporarily quite shut

ofl"

a numerous herd of some
plants

is

not at

from everything which creeps or

species of animal against

flies.

But now

is

arrives

whose attacks one portion

of the

protected as completely as possible, a second portion only partly, a third

all.

What

devoured, while the

will

The

be the consequence?

first will

remain uninjured.

last will

be wholly or partly

If this is often repeated, at last

the one will vanish from the scene, while the other will develop in overwhelming

But

quantity.

in this

manner the

peculiar composition of vegetation in places

where grazing animals regularly appear
It

must

strike everyone

who

is

naturally explained.

visits the

Alps that in the neighbourhood of the

cow-chalets a luxuriant vegetation springs up from the richly-manured

tempting in appearance, but nevertheless

The shepherds do not prevent
is

when

disturbed,

Thistle

Fuller's

dioica,

very

the animals from eating of this luxuriant gi'owth;

which are poisonous or disagreeable

The bush

it

consists

to the animals, or

which

—

wound them viz. of Monkshood, Good King Henry, Nettle, and
{Aconitum, Napellus, Chenopodium Bonus Henricus, Urtica

Cirsium spinosissimum), which are found together

much

soil,

unattacked by the grazing animals.

not necessary, for instinctively they detest these plants.

entirely of species

so

left

here,

and have developed

the more vigorously, since the other species originally existing (wliich were

innocuous and undefended) have been long ago destroyed by the gi-azing animals.

PROTECTION OF GREEN LEAVES AGAINST ATTACKS OF ANIMALS.

On

the forest pasture of the

ground are mosses and

Lower Alps often
which

ferns,

ai-e

Gentiana asclepiadea and Aposeris

bitter

by

detested

all

all

that
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to be seen covering the

is

offensive to the animals, along with the
foetida,

abounding in a malodorous milk,

In some meadows in the Central Alps the fern

ruminants.

Allosoms crispus, and with

it the Mat-grass (Nardus stricto), are so prominent that
any other species of plant are to be seen there. Again, in other places, the
ground is overgrown with the Bracken fern (Pteris aquilind), detested by grazing
oxen, and also with prickly juniper-bushes. On the cultivated gi'ounds near Trieste

scarcely

the

stiff,

prickle -leaved

impresses one
spots

where

by

and

steel-blue

profusion.

its

cattle are

Eryngium {Erynginjm amethystinum)

In the Hungarian uplands one

may

recognize the

kept by the abundant occurrence of Xanthiii/m spinosv/m and

Eryngium

campestre, of tall tliistles and of Mullein, of Thorn-apples and Henand of several species of spurge, which are only eaten by the animals under

bane,

It is thus

the greatest stress.

shown by a hundred examples that

to the pastur'age of larger animals, those plants

are not attacked

bj''

the animals, in consequence of their poisonous and disagreeable

properties, or because of their defensive spines

A
This

in tracts exposed

always obtain the upper hand which

and

prickles.

phenomenon connected with the conditions here described deserves mention.
is

the regular occurrence of defenceless plants under the protection of those

which are provided with abundant means of defence.

Thus certain wild vetches
and Umbellifers (species of Vicui, Lathynis, Anthriscus, Myrrhis, JSgopodium,
Chcerophyllum, &c.), which would furnish very good fodder for grazing mammals,
are regularly seen in the prickly hedges along the roads,

which form a belt around

forests.

and under spiny bushes,

The bushes defend not only

their

own

foliage,

but also that of the delicate vetches and Umbellifers which have established themselves

under their protection.

In neighbourhoods where the primeval character and

distribution of the vegetation is almost entirely lost, the companionship of certain

plants

is

so general that one

however, this

is

might be tempted to regard

certainly not the case, for the advantage

it

as a symbiosis.

is all

on one side

Here,

—that

armed with spines against the assaults of
animals, under whose branches the defenceless plants have grown up, receives no
thanks, no profit, and no return from them, and certainly does not afford the proof the plants protected; while the bush,

tection intentionally.

METABOLISM AND TRANSPORT OF
MATERIALS.
L—THE

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN PLANTS.

Carbou Compounds.

—Metabolism

in Living Plants.

CAEBON COMPOUNDS.
be expected, from analogous relations in the inorganic world,

It is naturally to

that the variety to be observed in the vegetable

upon the diversity

smell, should dejDend

dividual species.

Numerous

kingdom

as to colour, taste, and

of the materials manufactured in the in-

characteristic materials

have been shown by the

searches of chemists to belong to certain species, and in the

names given

to

re-

many

of

these (as in the terms oxalic acid, benzoic acid, salicin, amygdalin, asparagin, nicotin,

strychnin, atropin, cocaiu, &c.)

we

recognize the names of well-known plants.

But

would be erroneous to suppose that the series of substances belonging to the
kingdom would be exhausted by the sugars, acids, salts, alkaloids, oils,
ethers, and jjigments which are already known to us by their varied effects on our
it

vegetable

nerves of taste, smell, and sight.
is

What

is

accurately known, indeed, in this respect

apparently only a fraction of what actually

venture on even an approximate estimate of

Only

this

much can be

In the meantime

exists.

affirmed with certainty, that their

than that of inorganic or mineral bodies.

we cannot

the substances produced

all

This

is

number

is

by

plants.

far greater

the more remarkable,

.since

the

up are comparatively so manj%
elements of
whilst the elements which serve as building materials for organic compounds are
The fact is thus explained, thnt carbon, an element whose chemical nature
so few.
which the inorganic compounds are

admits of

its

built

union with other elements in inexhaustible combinations, ajjpears

as the centre of all organic

compounds

in plants.

For the purpose of the following discussion

it is fitting, first

a brief sketch of this important property of carbon.
element,

by which

is

meant that each atom

Chemists

of

call

all,

to give here

carbon a tetrad

of carbon enters into combination with

four atoms of another element, and can fonn a mechanically inseparable group,
a molecule.

It can be

centres of attraction,

shown that each atom
i.e.

of a tetrad element possesses four

four connection points, to which the atoms of other

elements become attached, and where they are held

bonds of union, and

ai"e

i.e.

said to be saturated

fast.

when

These points are called

other atoms have become

CARBON COMPOUNDS.
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annexed or united to them, or free when this is not the case. When, for example,
four atoms of hydrogen unite with one atom of carbon (represented graphically in
figure 119, with its four bonds of union), its four bonds are thereby saturated, and

known

a molecule

as

marsh gas

is

each other, and to a

much higher

Apart from

produced.

also has this remai'kable property, that its

atoms can also combine with

degree than the atoms of any other

Carbon atoms themselves, and not the atoms of other elements,

element.

saturate the separate, free bonds of union in such instances,

way

tetravalency, carbon

its

and

in this

produced groups of atoms, each of which behaves like a

are

chemical unit.

'^'

Suppose that one of the four bonds of an atom of carbon has united

with one of the four bonds of a second carbon atom; then a group of atoms

shown

like that

in

120 will be the

fig.

Where

result.

the two carbon atoms

have become connected their bonds of union are saturated; but in each atom
there are

annex

six

now be

three unsatisfied bonds, and accordingly they can together

atoms of another element.

considered as hexavalent, and

drogen, a
of

still

compound

is

produced which

The pair of carbon atoms may
they annex six atoms of hy-

if
is

called ethane.

If three

carbon combine together, so that one bond of each

is

united to a

bond of the neighbouring atom, as represented graphically in
four bonds are saturated and eight remain free.

may

atoms

fig.

121,

These free bonds

ng.

120.

be satisfied with atoms of other elements, for example, again with

Thus a compound arises which contains three atoms of carbon and
and which has been called propane. In like manner four, fi.ve,
&c. atoms of carbon may enter into combination together, in which case the remaining ten, twelve, &c. bonds of union, which remain free, may be saturated with
hydrogen.

eight of hydrogen,

atoms of other elements.

we suppose

If

that

all

the free bonds are

by hydrogen, we then have a series of hydrocarbons whose
successive members differ from their predecessors by the increment of
one atom of carbon and two of hydrogen, but which must each be
satisfied

regarded as a chemical unit,
particular

i.e.

as a chemical

individual

not

substance with peculiar properties

and as a

possessed

by the

others.

two comparable
series, whose members respectively contain two and four atoms of
pig. 121.
hydrogen less than the corresponding members of the main series;
and here the carbon atoms, from which the atoms of hydrogen have been removed,
Parallel

with

this

of

series

hydrocarbons

run

must have combined with one another by the bonds thus liberated.
The view that several atoms of carbon are only grouped in one direction
linear series,

means
is

in

and that the neighbouring atoms are only mutually combined by

of one of their four bonds, as

not always confirmed.

In

many

carbon atoms are distributed in

shown

in the

instances

we

above graphic representations,

are obliged to suppose that the

sevei-al directions in space,

and are combined into a

net-work, or grouped in the form of a hexagon, perhaps in the manner illustrated

CARBON COMPOUNDS.
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in

Here each of the

122.

fig.

neighbours by one,

When

free.

and

atoms

six carbon

is

always united to one of

its

to the other by two, bonds, and thus only six bonds remain

by atoms

these are saturated

important compound called benzene.

In

of hydrogen,

all

the free bonds of the carbon atoms have been satisfied
these combinations have

all

we have

a molecule of that

the special instances hitherto mentioned

by atoms

of hydrogen,

been found actually realized in nature.

It is

and
an

extremely impoi'tant property of carbon, as regards the chemistry of vegetable
substances, that all the free bonds of

may

these

be,

groups of atoms, no matter how numerous

its

Whilst other elements can only form

can be satisfied with hydrogen.

a very limited number of hydrogen compounds,

But

quantity of hydrocarbons.

this

is

not

we have a

practically unlimited

These hydrocarbons form the

all.

by the

foundations of innumerable other compounds which are produced

displace-

ment, by atoms of other elements, of one or several

atoms of hydrogen in each member of the hydrocarbon

Many

series.

of the substances occurring in plants are

hydrocarbons in which a part of the hydrogen has
been displaced by oxygen; in others the hydrogen
partly replaced by nitrogen; or for the hydrogen

is

may

be substituted the so-called compound radicles (groups
of

atoms which play the

pai-t of

an element in com-

bination), as, for example, cyanogen, hydroxyl, &c.

the

Fig. 122.

number

of

compounds

in

which carbon

is

If

com-

bined with nitrogen is indeed large, the number of
compounds obtained from them by the partial replacement of the hydrogen by
some other element, and known as derivatives of hydrocarbons, becomes almost
beyond conception.
Finally, the astounding variety

and

which one and the same compound can exhibit

outward appearance, in form,

in its

in

colour, hardness,

and transparency,

due to the inexhaustible permutations in

smell, is

its

in taste,

percentage com-

shown by the hydrocarbons as well as by their derivatives.
The same phenomenon is here repeated as is observed in pure carbon uncombined
with any other element. It is known that carbon appears either amorphous as
position,

which

is

charcoal, or crystalline as diamond, or as gi-aphite

which belong

them

in

—in

the latter case, in crystals

system than those of the diamond, and differing from

to another

colour, hardness,

and

specific

gravity.

It

not easy to imagine a

is

greater contrast as regards phj^sical properties than that showai
substances, and

yet

it

beyond question,

is

The same thing happens
starch,

and

in

some

of

that, chemically,

the

by

these three

they are

identical.

compounds of carbon.
Dextrin,
same percentage composition;

have, for example, the

cellulose all

each molecule contains six atoms of carbon, ten of hydrogen, and five of oxygen.

And

yet

how

diflTerent

behaviour to heat and

We

these bodies seem to our senses;

light, to

how

different

is

their

various solvents, and to other chemical compounds!

explain this remarkable phenomenon by the

way

in

which the atoms are
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grouped, and imagine that the varied arrangement of the atoms building up a

molecule finds expression in the whole mass of the substance in question.

If

five red balls are placed close together in a frame,

they

six black, ten blue,

and

can be grouped in the most diverse ways into beautiful symmetrical figures.

They

effect of the figures

It

same

are always the same balls, they always take up the

may

pi'oduced

by the

arrangements

diflferent

space,
is

and yet the

wholly

distinct.

be imagined, similarly, that the appearance of the whole mass of a

carbon compound becomes different in consequence of the arrangement of
atoms, and that

not only

undergo very striking

A

appearance, but

the

even

the physical

its

properties

alterations.

glance back at the history of the development of carbon compounds, very

how

becomes possible that
many thousand diflerent organic substances are compounded from carbon and
briefly stated here,

will

a few other elements,

render suflaciently clear

viz.,

hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen; and

markable chemical nature of carbon.
are formed are extremely simple,

how

this almost

compounds

is

connected with the re-

The materials

of

which these substances

multiplicity of vegetable organic

infinite

it

and the changes undergone by plant-substances
rejection, on the grouping and arrangement,

depend entirely upon the insertion and
of the

atoms of a few elements.

METABOLISM IN LIVING PLANTS.
In the living plant these combinations, decompositions, and rearrangements
are accomplished

with great

ease,

and multitudes of substances, which cannot

be manufactured, either directly or indirectly, in a chemical laboratory, are pro-

duced in plant

cells,

with a hand's turn, so to speak.

to those organic materials already generally described

This applies principally
in a

previous section of

which have been formed from inorganic food, from carbonic acid
It is exactly these, however, which have the greatest claim upon
our interest.
They are of the utmost importance to everything which lives

this book,

and water.

and moves on our earth; their formation
contx-cists

is

in nature, they form the bridge

organic world, the dead with the li\äng.

the adjustment of one of the greatest

which connects the inorganic with the
As a matter of course, these primary

organic substances, derived from carbonic acid and water, are the starting-points
for

the other chemical compounds of which the bodies of plants and of

all

animals are composed;

or, in

other words, they form the commencement of

these further chemical changes in living cells

all

which are understood by the term

MetabolisTn.

The process

of formation

whole, easily comprehensible.
acid, is

when
of

of
It

these
is

primary organic compounds

known

absorbed by plants, and that oxygen

is

is

given out;

it is

also

is,

i.e.

on the
carbonic

known

that,

on in a plant kept in a confined space, a volume
given out which is equal to the amount of carbon dioxide taken

this process is carried

oxygen

that carbon dioxide,

METABOLISM IN LIVING PLANTS.
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up and consumed by the

In this way, without doubt, a reduction of

plant.

the cai-bon of the carbon dioxide occurs, and hand in hand with this reduction

Thus

a union of carbon with water must take place.

is

formed some one

The process has been interpreted
compounds known as carbohydrates.
in the following manner.
The carbonic acid is reduced in the gi-een cells, by
the separation of oxygen, to carbon monoxide; this combines with hydrogen to

of the

form a body known by the name of formic aldehyde, and from

this is produced,

This latter
by the action of alkaline substances, a carbohydrate.
more easily understood, from the fact that it has been found possible

process

is

to produce

a sugar from the formic aldehyde (which consists of one atom of carbon, one
of oxygen, and

two

of

Thus a

hydrogen) by means of lime.

would be established as the
It is scarcely probable,

cell.

however, that this carbohydrate alone forms the starting-

point for the whole of the other organic compounds in

much more

definite carbohydrate

organic substance formed in a vegetable

first

all

living plants.

It is

likely that in the large, fundamentally different series of plant-forms,

in Fucacere, Floridese, mosses, ferns, conifers, grasses, palms, &c. different carbo-

hydrates are produced as the
It

first

must not be forgotten that

organic derivatives of carbon dioxide and water.

in

this

building process the protoplasm of the

green tissue plays a very important part, that this
that the structure and

is

actually the builder, and

chemical composition of the constructor,

or,

in

other

words, the specific constitution of the protoplasm, will not be without influence
in the carbohydrate

on the arrangement of the atoms

The whole

formed.

of

been termed assimilation, and by it is meant that the protoplasm
forms materials from the inorganic food absorbed, resembling those

this process has
in each plant

which the protoplasm

of

tinues to organize after

the bounds

now

drawn

for

itself is
its

it

own

by

its

made
type,

Assimilating protoplasm thus con-

up.

and in

own atomic

this

matter cannot pass beyond

The assumption

construction.

is

justified that in these fonnative processes assimilation takes effect from the

beginning, and that protoplasm which exlaibits a different constitution, and which
is

known

to

have the capacity of choosing between the mineral

form different carbohydrates.
the

first

organic

compound

However

this

may

be, this

arising in the green cells

is

much

food-salts, will
is certain,

that

a kind of sugar or some

other dissolved, undemonstrable carbohydrate.

Under the

influence,

and by the means of living pi-otoplasm, and

in accordance

with the requirements of the plant species in question, very diverse altei-ations
and the most varied arrangements and connections, insertions and separations
of the atoms are carried on in these primary carbohydrates, and as long as the
plant
this

is

alive,

a continuous transformation of the materials takes place.

transformation

is

carried on

in very

many

directions.

First,

are formed indirectly or directly from the primary carbohydrates.
tribute to the extension of the protoplasm

Without them no increase in

They may be

fitly

cells,

And

compounds
They con-

and the envelopes produced from

it.

or growth of the plant, would be possible.

termed the building materials.
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Of the various
sidered;

sorts of building materials, the

albumens must

be con-

they are to be reckoned as the most important constituents of living

protoplasm.

Although their chemical composition has not as yet been ascertained

with complete certainty,

it is

known

that, besides the

carbohydrate constituents,

albumens contain nitrogen and 0'8-l"7 per cent of sulphur;

Fig. 123.— Crystals
'

first

and

that carbon with

Crystalloids.

Vertical section through a fallen leaf of the Virginian Creeper (Ampelopsii hederacea). In some of the cells are clusteredcrystals, in others bundles of needle-shaped crystals (raphides); in one cell there is a single envelope-shaped crystal.
2-ä Solitary and clustered crystals and raphides of oxalate of lime; more highly magnified.
« Spliere-ci-ystals in the

on the outer side of the hyphal thread from
Section of a portion of a Potato-tuber with crystalloids
and starch-grains in its cells. 9 Crystalloids in the cells of a gland on a Potato-leaf. ^0-^2 Crystalloids in aleurone grains.
10-I6 tVom the seed of Kicinus communis ; very highly
1^. i^ Isolated crystalloids.
13. 14 Globoids in aleurone grains
interior of a swollen bladder-like hypha, with small chistered crystals

PhalUts caninus.

^

A

single needle

from a bundle

of raphides.

;

8

magnified.

many, perhaps with more than a hundred, atoms takes part in the construction
of a molecule, and that consequently the molecules of albumen are very large.
In order that a carbohydrate
nitrogen and sulphur, at

any

may become
rate,

transformed into an albuminous body,
must be drawn into the combination. Nitrogen

METABOLISM IN LIVING PLANTS.
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is

from

obtained

and ammonia, and sundry of

acid

nitric

The

the crude sap to the place of consumption.

Uberated from this

with oxalic

acid,

and

salt,

this is

liberated nitric acid

and
i.s

brought about by the union of the calcium

crystalline masses of

now

the

combines

then

acid

nitric

with

Sulphur

The

The

crystals.

Among

casein,

and

fibrin.

The

iibi'in.

in

acid,

liberated sulphuric acid

the same

glutin contained in com,

of

almonds

is

in water,

is

lentils,

these

may

cells

in the

some way,

in

enter into the molecule

a mixture of a casein and a
insoluble

Thus, for

forms.

a soluble casein, and goes into
to the

and other pulse

and can only be dissolved by pepsin

all

must then,

made by adding water

the legumin contained in peas, beans,

though

is

All these albumens appear in soluble and

when milk

manner

the vegetable albumens are to be distinguished albumin,

example, the conglutin contained in almonds
solution

this

oxalic acid forms an insoluble salt with the

undergo a further reduction, in order that sulphur
of the albumen.

amide

the calcium sulphate, or fi'om

calcium or other base of the sulphate, which separates out in the

form of small

an

forming

formed by the union of

is

derived from

is

some other sulphate, by the intervention of oxalic
as just described for nitrogen.

123).

(tig.

supposed that the nitrogen

It is

hydrocarbon,

a

and that the albumen

(asparagin, leucin, tyrosin),

with a carbohydrate.

oxalate of lime

reduced in a manner analogous to that of the

carbonic acid in the formation of carbohydrates.
of

nitric acid must, of course, be

a portion of the carbohydrates, the two thus

derived from

fijrming insoluble crystals

The

compounds,

their

These are absorbed by the plant and conveyed by

especially calcium nitrate.

almonds; while

seeds, is not soluble

in the presence of

albuminous compounds cannot be recognized by

an

acid.

Al-

anj' definite

form, the aleurone grains and the so-called crystalloids have perfectly definite
shapes.

The

crystalloids are

the appearance

Next

to

albuminous substances, the most important building material

is

cellulose.

This

is

a carbohydrate consisting of six atoms of

carbon, ten of hydrogen, and five of oxygen, and
sugar-like carbohydrates.

The transfonnation

is

is

produced from the primary

effected

by the living

protoplasts,

At

which form a layer of cellulose on their periphery, called the cell-wall.
this cell-wall is

carbohydrate

is

first

mainly composed of pm-e cellulose; then, according to need, the
changed by the protoplasm, either wholly or partially, into some

other carbohydrate, either into
cellulose

exactlj'

of crystals (fig. 123^'^-).

the

to be noticed

formed of albuminous substances, and have

becomes mucilaginous,

woody
as, for

material (lignin) or cork (suberin), or the

example, in the seed-coat of the Quince.

In the stems and branches of cherry, plum, almond, apricot, and peach trees, the
cellulose is generally hardened into a sticky, shapeless, amber-coloured substance,

which exudes from the
ginn (cerasin).
in the stems of

fissures of the bark,

and

is

known by

In like manner gum-arabic (arabin)

some

acacias,

is

the

name

of cherry-

formed from the

cellulose

and gum-tragacanth in several tragacanth shrubs

(species of Astragalus).

Protoplasm forms cellulose from a portion of the primary sugar -like carbo-
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hydrate at certain points in the interior of

substance as well as at

its

in addition to another carbohydrate, the so-called granulöse.
löse,

periphery,

and granu-

very intimately intermixed, appear in the form of grains, and the mixture

called starch or amj^lum.

They appear regularly
they are

first

Stai-ch-grains are

in chlorophyll-bodies

formed to

all

among

is

the commonest of cell-contents.

and are conveyed from the places where

parts of the plant.

Fig.
I

its

Cellulose

This of course

is

only eflected

by

124.— Variuus Forms of Starch-grains.

From tlie seeds of the Corn-cockle (Agrostemnm Gilhago). 2 From a grain of Wheat. « From Spurge. * From a Bean seed,
From a grain of Maize. 6 From the root-stock of Canna. 7 From a Potato-tilber (inclosed in cells). 8 From a Potato'» From the seed of Lolium temidentum,
" From
» From a grain of Oats.
tuber (isolated and very highly magnified).
the corm of the Meadow Saffron {Colchicum autumnak). 12 From a grain of Rice, is From a grain of Millet. All highly
fi

magnified.

the solid starch bodies being
another,

by

described.

made

fluid, as

often as they pass from one cell to

the help of an accessory substance, called diastase, which has yet to be

In

many

of reserve materials,

become so accumulated that the

tissues the starch-grains

appear to be crammed with them (see
i.e.

124

fig.

of those materials

after their formation, but are put

away

'').

Starch

is

cells

one of the most important

which are not consumed immediately

for a time in store-rooms or reservoirs,

then consumed as required in the places needing them.

For example, they

and

may
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remain

in seeds unaltered for years,

and as

the seedling begins to develop, the starch

is

if

dead;

the seed germinates, and

1>ut if

dissolved, that

is

to say,

becomes changed

finally is made ase of in the construction of the cellby a fresh transformation. Starch-grains in various
The largest gi-ains
species of plants differ very much in size as well as in shape.
exhibit under the microscope alternating blue and red zones, which are accounted
The
for by the diffei-ence in the amount of water contained in the several zones.

into another carbohydrate,

and

walls of the growing seedling

and the red-tinted more water. Many starch-gi-ains exhibit
or hilum which is rich in water, and which is situated excentrically
nucleus
the grains of the Potato and of Canna (fig. 124^); centrally in those of the

bluish zones contain

a

"

in

less,

"

Wheat.

A

may

space

be present instead of the hilum, as in the starch-grains of

beans and other pulses
of the hilum.

(fig.

124^), in consequence of the drying

the Corn-cockle

of the substance

Those of species

{Agrostemma Githago) are fu.siform and club-shaped (fig. 124^).
of Euphorbia resemble tiny bones (fig. 124^), and others again are

angular and cornered like crystalline figures
is

up

In most plants the starch-grains have a rounded form; but those of

when

seen especially

(figs.

124^ and 124^^).

This last form

the cells which serve as store-houses are densely crowded

with starch-gi-ains so that growth becomes checked, and a mutual flattening takes
In the Oat and Rice

place.

many

together to form ellipsoidal grains

corm

of the

Meadow

small angular starch -granules are cemented

(figs.

124

^

and

124^"),

Saffron, regular groups of four

a hollow hilum, are found

(fig.

124'^).

and

in the starch

from the

rounded grains, each exhibiting

Granulöse forms the chief of the two

carbohydrates which are intimately mixed to form

stai-ch.

and is therefore extracted by it, while the
which is of great importance witli regard
in such abundance in flour and bread.

remains behind insoluble, a fact

cellulose

It is soluble in saliva,

to the digestibility of the starch present

In close connection with these essential building materials are other substances
which, though not themselves serving as building materials, take an active part in

These furnish the conditions under which the manufacture and

their production.

transport of the building substances, and the growth and propagation of the plants

can occur.

They avert

to the plant in a

To

injurious influences, regulate light and heat,

hundred minor

these substances, which

and are

of use

directions.

may

be termed accessory, belong,

first

of

all,

the

pigments chlorophyll, phycoer^^thrin, and anthocj^anin, which are so important on
account of their relations to light and heat, and whose role has already been alluded
to.

Then we have those compounds whose function

is

to allure animals to the

plants in order to bring about fertilization or the distribution of the seeds and
spores, or wliose significance lies in the fact that they frighten

which might be injurious

to the plants.

and ward

off

animals

In this connection are of course to be

mentioned colouring-matters which are formed in flowers and fruits in order that
these
plant:

may

be rendered visible at a distance to those animals whose visits benefit the

first of all,

anthocyanin, which in the presence of acids

is red,

but otherwise

appears violet or blue; and then anthoxanthin, to which most yellow flowers and
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the other hand must here be mentioned that scarlet-red

colouring-matter, as yet Httle

known, probably belonging

to the anthracenes

and

madder-red, which perhaps serves to frighten animals, and which

allied to the

is

so pronounced, for example, in the accrescent calyx surrounding the fruit of the

Winter Cherry {Phy sails Alkekengi).
Besides the colouring -matters, sweet-tasting substances, especially cane-sugar,

and

mannite and

also

play an important role of a similar nature.

dulcite,

their function can only be discussed in detail later on,

it

is

Rye

to point out here that the distribution of the spores of Ergot of

jywrpurea), for example,

brought about by means of a sweet

Although

nevertheless well
(Clavicej^s

by the
The insects in
sucking and licking up this fluid carry off the spores of the Ergot, and then deposit
them ou other plants. Countless plants secrete sweet honey in certain parts of their
flowers, which serves to attract bees, humble-bees, and butterflies, whose task is to
carry the pollen from flower to flower. Certain animals, on the other hand, whose
visits would be injurious to the flowers, are kept away, or still better, diverted from
them by the honey secreted at the base of the foliage-leaves, which serves as a
mj'celium, which

is

is

fluid excreted

eagerly sought for by ants and other insects.

counter-attraction.

The numerous
life

and halsams have a

ethereal oils, resins,

The

of the plant.

like significance for the

ethereal oils are principally hydrocarbons, only a few con-

taining oxygen in addition; oils of lavender, cumin, and eucalyptus,

and camphor, and many others
hydrogen.

consist of ten

and particularly in their

be observed from the few examples

cited.

and

Orange-ti'ee,

turpentine

In spite of this similar percentage they differ very markedly in their

optical properties, their boiling point,

flowers,

oil of

atoms of carbon and sixteen of

fruit contain ethereal oils

having different odours,

whose leaves yield "petit grain", the flowers

of orange.

But

hydrogen atoms,

it

smell, as can indeed

There are some plants whose foKage,
as,

neroli,

for example, the

and the

fruit oil

same number of carbon and
difference depends upon the varying

since these thi-ee oils contain the

must be assumed that

their

arrangement of the atoms in a molecule.

The majority

of these oils are trans-

formed into resin by the addition of oxygen, or mixtures of

volatile oils

and resins

which are called balsams. Volatile ethereal oils, which are perceived
by the olfactory nerves even at a distance, function in part as means for alluring
animals which benefit the plants in question by transferring the pollen or
are produced,

disseminating the fruits, seeds, or spores; but they also function in part as measures
for protecting the plant against attacks

from the animal kingdom.

The

latter is

the case especially in foliage-leaves with powerful odours, and in resinous

and these are not used by animals as

food.

fi'uits,

Balsams, which cover foliage-leaves

issuing from the buds like a varnish, form a protection against excessive transpiration,

and also render material help

has been already described.

The

in the absorption of

water by the

leaves, as

viscous excretions, formed of a mixture of resin

which are formed so abundantly

and mucilage on the stems and

leaf-stalks,

caiyophyllaceous plants, keep

animals which try to climb up the stem to reach

off'

in
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the flowers in order to obtain the honey, but which would not be welcome guests
to the plant.

Fats take a part in the

of plants similar to that played

life

may

Fats are combinations of fatty acids with glycerine, and
groups; in one group the members dry up
of carbonic acid, as, for example, in

very reason in

oil

painting.

poppy

when exposed
and linseed

oil

In the other group,

e.g.

in

to the air
oil,

by

ethereal

oils.

be divided into two

by the separation

which are used

almond and

olive

for this
oils,

the

members remain fluid when exposed to the air, and give rise to malodorous fatty
and when this change occurs the body is said to become rancid. The most

acids,

abundant production of

fats takes place in fruits, seeds,

stored up as reserve materials, but in

many

Nor must we

tive or protective agents.

and

spores,

where they are

instances they also function as attrac-

forget the crystalline or

amorphous fatty

excretions formed on the epidermis of foliage-leaves, stems, and fruits, which are

known

popularly

as "

bloom ".

These are very like wax, and have a very manifold

they prevent hurtful moistening by water, regulate tran.spiration

significance;

under certain circumstances, and can also ward

The branches

animals.

of

many

for example, those of Salix jyvuinosa
like,

ofi"

the disadvantageous attacks of

willows which bear honey-laden flower-catkins,

as,

and daphnoides, are provided with these wax-

extremely smooth and slippery coverings up which the unwelcome wingless

ants, scenting the

honey in the

catkins, in vain try to climb.

Alkaloids and glucosides are developed principally as means for protecting
the green tissues of the leaves and fruit, and the underground portions of the

—the

by

roots, rhizomes, tubers,

and bulbs

— against

demolition and extinction
by the presence of nitrogen in
them.
Some of them contain no oxygen, and are volatile, as, for example,
trimethylamine, which occurs in the leaves of many oraches, and in the flowers
of Hawthorn and Pear, as well as in the American Pachysandra. Most, however,
are non-volatile, and contain oxygen.
To this latter class belong the well-known
alkaloids
morphine, nicotine, atropine, and strychnine, which are poisonous
to man and most mammals; also the well-known drugs
quinine, Cocain, and
plants

The

animals.

alkaloids are distinguished

—

—

many

others.

Leaves provided with these materials are rejected as food by

grazing animals, and consequently they at least

flowers can serve to attract insects.

may

Only the

protecting the plants from being devom-ed.

be regarded as efficient in
volatile

Glucosides, of wliich

trimethylamine in

more than a hundred

are already known, have a use very similar to that of the alkaloids.
is

Saponin

man and mammals; amygdalin splits up into the poisonous prussic
bitter almonds and sugar; and many others behave in exactly the

poisonous to

acid,

oil

of

same way.
cortex,

and

Tannin has an extremely
fruits

from being eaten.

bitter taste,
It is

and therefore protects branches,

interesting to see, that in

many

fruits

which are distributed by means of animals, the pericarp remains acid and unwholesome

in consequence of

within have matured.

changed; they are

split

bitter or poisonous

glucosides,

until the seeds

hidden

As soon as they can germinate, the glucosides become
up by means of ferments, which will be described later,
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or by the acids which are present in such abundance, into sugar and various other

harmless materials, and the pericarp, which, until

unwholesome, becomes sweet and

now forms an

as a protection,

now

inclose, are

covering

now had been

sharp, acid, and

The same coat which formerly served
The ripe fruits, with the seeds they
food, especially by birds; the sweet

luscious.

attraction.

sought for and eaten as

digested, while the seeds, excellently protected against the action of

is

digestive juices, are excreted with the waste materials of the food,

where they are deposited; thus the widest dissemination of the

in the places

plants

brought about.

is

and germinate

All this will be discussed in detail later

agents of plants are being considered; but

when

distributing

seems appropriate to mention these

it

processes here in order to point out that the metabolism of materials in plants keeps

pace with the requirements for the time being; that even
labour in the plants

is

as

much developed

when

the division of

as in the cases just mentioned, the

arrangements and displacements of the atoms, and the decomposition and formation
of chemical

time,

i.e.

compounds, are always carried on in the right place and at the right

always where and when the plant

the reasons for

all

inter-relations of animals

The

and

means of the
and nitrogen

benefited thereby;

acid,

and that frequently

when we

consider the

plants.

significance of salts of sulphuric

of these to oxalic

is

these changes only become intelligible

and

nitric acids, as well as the relations

have already been discussed and explained

and

latter the sulphuric

for the construction of

— how

sulphur

nitric acids are liberated, yielding

albuminous substances.

by

If oxalic acid ac-

cordingly does not appear to be a necessary plastic constituent of the framework
of the plant,

it is

The same thing

nevertheless quite indispensable as an accessory to metabolism.

are only accessories in the transformations, or intermediate
final stages of

They

applies to the other organic acids which exist in plants.

the compounds formed in the plants,

viz.

steps

between the

between the

first cai'bo-

hydrate on the one hand, and the completed substance used for building or further

Under

purposes on the other.

these conditions,

number

that the
citric,

of organic

salts

and malic acids may be

such acids are

them are
so-called

also

have an acid

cited

fats

example, butyric and formic acids, the
in the stinging hairs of nettles.

glucosides are decomposed
sugar.

It is interesting

It is also intelligible

Oxalic, tartaric,

as examples, but more than two hundred

found in animal bodies,

which form

reaction.

should be extremely large.

known which have been

fatty acids,

intelligible that the organic

parts of the plant, and that the juices

acids should be distributed through all
in living plants almost universally

it is

detected in various plants.

viz.

isolated

members

when combined with

latter, as

Many

of

of the series of the
glycerine,

as,

for

already stated, being also contained

It has, moreover, been already pointed out that

by organic

acids,

and give

rise to various

kinds of

with respect to these sugars that they arise as the

first

organic products (which result from the assimilation of carbonic acid), and also

again as the terminal members of a very long chain of transformations and
decompositions of glucosides effected by the action of organic acids.

An

imi^ortant
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role

may

be assigned to the organic acids of the type of oxalic and formic acids

with regard to the turgescence of

cells

with great energy to replace that

lost

in living plants, since they

suck up water

by evaporation, and are thus able

to main-

tain the turgidity.

An

especial function

understood asparagin, tyrosin, leucin, glutamin, &c.
sjDlitting

up

of albumens, but at the

These are

same time they promote the reconstruction

of these substances in the living protoplasm.

When

derived from the albumen, together with the amide,

draws to

itself

This process

the carbohydrate, which
is

is

used up, the amide again

a fresh carbohydrate (which has just been formed in the gi-een

enters into combination with

cells),

by which are
produced by the

also assigned to the so-called amides,

is

may

it,

and in

this

way

again forms an albumen.

be repeated indefinitely, and will be referred to in the dis-

cussion on respiration.

Moreover,

cannot pass through

when albumens, which,

the cell-wall, are

another, they are probably

in their usual condition,

from one place

be transmitted

to

to

transformed into asparagin, or a similar amide,

first

which again becomes a complete albuminous compound by the union with a
carbohydrate in the place where the albumens are to remain.
Finally, the group of enzymes or ferments comes under the head of accessories.

These substances, so extremely important to the

Life

of plants, have

the remarkable property of being able to decompose other substances without

themselves being split up, and

can produce very marked

in consequence a very small quantity of

results.

They

all

them

contain niti'Ogen, and are widely

distributed in plants, but since they are only formed in minute quantities in the

where they are required,

places

How

they arise

is

They

albumens.

are to be

dissolved; for example,

their presence is not always easy to demonstrate.

a problem; perhaps in the same way as the nitrogenous

still

when

found wherever

solid bodies are to

the stores of organic food,

i.e.

be liquefied or

the so-called reserve

time in the seeds, tubers,

materials,

which have remained resting for a long

and

and have been, so to speak, put out of the way, are to be

roots,

and again brought
through the
in

into

cell- walls

action;

further,

when

liquefied

which cannot pass

substances

are to be brought into a condition suited to this translation,

which case they act

like

the amides previously described;

further

still,

as

often as organic compounds are to be absorbed as food, insects and other animals
to be digested

up by

by

insectivorous plants, the dead bodies of plants to be broken

saprophytes, or the organized portions of living plants to be consumed by

parasites.

When

the sucking cells of the parasitic plants wish to obtain the

juices of the host-plant;

way

when

the hyphse issuing from the spores

make

tlieir

through the epidermis into the interior of the plant on which they have

fallen;

or hyphal threads in the interior of a many-celled tissue wish to pass

from one chamber into another, they must dissolve the cell-walls, thus creating
an open passage for themselves. Enzymes also appear to come into action wherever
those remarkable processes are carried on which are

which

will be considered in the following pages.

known

as fermentations,

and

supposed that

thej'

It is to be
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form a constituent of the protoplasm of the fermentative organism, and themselves

and decompose their environment through the cell-wall.
The most important enzymes are, first, pepsin, which peptonizes albumens
the presence of weak acids, i.e. changing them into a soluble condition, whereby

affect

in

they are enabled to pass througli the partition-walls fi'om one cell-chamber to

The pepsin contained

another.

from that

in plants does not, indeed, differ

gastric juice of animals, so that the part performed in both cases

the same.

In the stomach of animals

it

is

in the

essentially

has to perform the important task of

bringing the albumens taken in as food into a soluble form, so that they can

then enter the blood.

been alluded

to.

The presence

of pepsin in insectivorous plants has already

Another enzyme to be mentioned

starch grains soluble, since

is

which makes

diastase,

decomposes them into sugar and dextrin.

it

It is

found wherever stai'ch-grains have been stored up when they are again to be

Emulsin and myrosin should also be pointed
and to be assimilated.
They decompose glucosides in the manner already described, and thereby

utilized
out.

to sweet sugar, especially in fruits;

give rise

other decompositions,
in

as,

almonds into glucose, prussic

Papain, occurring

emulsin.

but they can also

for example, the splitting
acid,

and

up

oil of bitter

in the fruits of

various

effect

amygdalin contained

of the

almonds, which

is effected

by

Garica Papaya, and invertin, which

has been observed in Yeast, are to be regarded as enzymes.

All substances

which

have a decomposing action on their environment, without at the same time undergoing any chemical change themselves, are called ferments, and, so
are to be considered ferments.
certain conditions, acids

It

far, all

enzymes

has been demonstrated, however, that under

— for example, phosjjhoric acid—and

even water at a high

temperature, exhibit a ferment action, and for this reason the

name enzyme has

been chosen for the nitrogenous compounds detailed.

We

have now enumerated the most important of those substances whose

building
wliat

up and breaking down, whose transformations and

interactions constitute

we

recognize as the

2.

TRANSPORT OF SUBSTANCES IN LIVING PLANTS.

life

of plants.

Meclianisms for Conveyance to and

fro.

— Significance of Anthocyanin in the Ti'ansportations
— Autumn Colouring of Foliage.

and

Tran-sformations of Materials.

MECHANISMS FOR CONVEYANCE TO AND
It

FRO.

has already been explained that the decomposition of carbonic acid, and

the formation of organic matter out of the absorbed gaseous and liquid inorganic
food, can only occur in cells

which contain chlorophyll-bodies.

arrangement of the chlorophyll-corpuscles in individual

form and arrangement of these green
Vol.

I.

cells

cells,

The shape and
and further, the

themselves, have also been there
30
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described.

It

moreover, been

has,

in

their

all

and

finally,

cells

stated

that numerous

plants exist -which

that others, which are multicellular, exhibit

consist only of single green cells;

the same shape and grouping of the chlorophyll-corpuscles;

that in most seed plants, a division of labour has taken place in

each plant, so that certain
are always destitute of

cells

only are provided with chlorophyll, while others

Many

it.

parasites are quite free from chlorophyll,

and

consequently are unable to decompose carbonic acid and to manufacture organic

They

materials.

are obliged to suck these up from their hosts.

Closely connected

with these are cases of symbiosis, in which plants possessing, and plants devoid
of,

chlorophyll enter into partnership, and in which the latter receive in exchange

certain freshly-manufactured organic substances from the former.

The conclusion

formed by the saprophytes, devoid of chlorophyll, which
derive their organic materials not from living green plants, but from dead animal
of this long series

is

or vegetable bodies, and from the

lifeless

organic substances arising out of plants

or animals.

In the green unicellular plants,

two

which are

species of

illustrated in

fig. i, k,

as,

for example, in the Desmidieae,

Plate

I.,

all

the various combinations,

arrangements, and separations of the atoms which lead to the formation of sugar,
starch, cellulose, chlorophyll, albumen, &c. are accomplished within a single cell;

and these minute plants furnish evidence that the manifold changes of the
materials connected with growth and construction can occur side by side at the

same time and in limited compass. In order to be able to demonstrate this, it
must be assumed that each tiny protoplasmic mass, which forms the living body
of the single cells, is made up of various portions to which are assigned different
functions.
One breaks up carbon and forms carbohydrates; another takes up
these carbohydrates and forms albumen from them; and yet another transforms the
sugar into cellulose and builds up the cell-wall.
With this assumption, however, is necessarily connected the further assumption
of a transportation of materials. In unicellular Desmidieae, the path which the
sugar produced in the
the periphery of the
long;

centi-al chlorophjdl-bodies

cells, is

has to travel in order to reach

perhaps only two or three thousandths of a millimetre

however, a measurable distance, and therefore there

it is,

conveyance and removal of sugar in

cells of

is

such a thing as

The transportation is
the protoplasm, and perhaps

Desmidiete.

without doubt again carried on by certain portions of

the manifold strands which are observed in the substance of the protoplasm are
associated with this.

have to follow,

In multicellular plants the road which

in order

to reach

to the space of a single tiny

This

is

cells of

especially the case

cell,

when

a plant, as happens in

seed-plants.

the

materials

their destinations, though frequentlj' limited

often represented

is

by a long row

of

cells.

certain functions are assigned to the different

many

The materials formed

in

spore-bearing plants, but

still

the green leaves of a moss,

oftener in
if

the}' are

to be employed in the construction of the spore-capsule and in the production
of spores,

must be transported from

the moss stem

— a road

cell

to cell, to the

archegouium situated on

which varies according to the species from some millimetres
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promote the growth of the

branches of an Aspen are manufactured in the long-stalked, gi-een leaf-blades

That they may reach the growing branch, they must pass down

of this plant.

the long leaf-stalk and travel

many thousand

along a road

the length of those cells in which they were formed.

whose few large

forming a plume, sway about at the summit of a slender

leaves,

in the green leaves

tance

is

have to travel over a road 20 or 30 metres

raflBlesias

growing thereon.

roots,

where

travelling materials,

it

and

What

should exhibit characteristic features.

may

The

dis-

serves as food to pai-asitic

It is naturally to be expected that in such instances

by the

the routes followed
stations,

long.

greater over which the sap prepared in the foliage of tropical vines

still

conveyed in order to reach the

point

Let us glance at a palm,

In order to reach the growing roots, the constructive materials formed

stem.

is

times exceeding

also the starting

and end

has been ascertained on this

be here briefly set forth.

The green

tissue

which

developed in by far the

is

cortex of green stem-structures, in foliage-leaves,

lai-ger

young

number

fruits, &c.,

of cases in the

more rarely

in

must be regarded as the first or departure station. In the
green multicellular thallophytes and in mosses, the chlorophyll-containing cells also
and

floral leaves

roots,

form the channels of removal for the materials which have been formed in the

cells,

and these are always extended lengthwise in accordance with the direction of the
In the leaves of mosses very frequently cell-rows and cell-bands

stream.

which converge towards the base of the
cells

and

ai'ise

in the vicinity of these points the

The conducting
the current.
But here

are most elongated according to the direction of the cui'rent.

the stem are also

cells in

no

leaf,

definite line

much

elongated in the direction of

can be drawn between the forms of the

station, in the channel,

cells at

the departure

and at the termination of the current.

whose leaves and stem are traversed by vascular
bundles.
These cells devoid of chlorophyll, and peculiar tubes belonging to the
bundles, take up the materials proceeding from the green tissues to conduct them
It is difiierent in those plants

Division of labour has been so far carried out in

to the places of consumption.

all

these cases that a portion of the cells undertakes the decomposition of carbonic acid

and the formation of the
of these first products;

manifold changes
labour

it is

may

organic compounds, and another the conveying

away

still

take place during the transit.

In such a division of

important that the organic compounds which have been formed in the

superficial green cells,

possible

first

but obviously this does not preclude the possibility that

under the influence of

light,

should be removed as quickly as

from the places where they are produced, so that the important process of

the decomposition of carbonic acid should suffer no kind of interruption.

on account of this rapid removal by the shortest path that the green

It is

cells

are

elongated in the direction in which they transport their products, and that the
neighbouring green cells are separated as much as possible from one another.
However they may be arranged in other respects, the indicated direction and
isolation ai-e

always observed by them under

all

circumstances.
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by

brought about by

The

isolation is

side,

assuming a cylindrical form in consequence of which they merely touch one

An

another, leaving large air-spaces between.
cylindrical cells,
is

i.e.

elongated

tlie

which the cylindrical

cell in

when densely
it

exchange of materials between these

question

convey the materials away from the green
the veining of the

parallel side

lie

a passage of materials transversely across their elongated sides

wholly prevented, and the transport of the materials

direction in

which

cells,

leaf,

which traverse the

is

effected only in that

within the strands which form

leaf -stalk

and stem as thick bundles, and

aggregated, form the chief part of the trunks of

would be erroneous

The organs which

elongated.

is

cells lie

to suppose that these strands

(i.e.

composed exclusively of structures for conveying away

woody

plants.

But

the vascular bundles) are

plastic materials.

ing these, and connected with them, are regularly found woody

cells,

Adjoin-

tubes,

and

other vessels, which conduct the mineral food-substances absorbed by the roots, and

the water in which these are dissolved, upwards to the transpiring tissues.

always added to these structures, which serve for

elastic thread-like bast-cells are

the two kinds of transport, by which means the whole
ness and elasticity.

Finally,

given the necessary firm-

is

In these strands, therefore, which are called vascular bundles,

the most varied structures with widely - difiering functions are found ci'owded

together in a small space, and

it

happens that the

cells

and

vessels

which serve as

the passage for the current of organic materials formed in the green tissues, only

occupy a very moderate share of the space.

Four kinds
discovered.

of

mechanisms

First of

all,

on the work of removal have been

for carrying

there are groups of parenchymatous cells which adjoin the

other elements of the vascular bundle, especially the water-conducting

and

vessels

woody

cells

which they usually surround, forming an actual mantle round them,

termed the vascular bundle sheath.

These vascular bundle sheaths are particularly

well developed in the foliage-leaves, and form there an important constituent of

the leaf -ribs and veins traversing the green tissue (see

fig.

126

-).

In the finest

and most

delicate veinlets, representing the ultimate terminations of the vascular

bundles,

the

few

water-conducting

surrounded by parenchymatous

cells.

cells,

stifiened

by

spiral

tliickenings,

are

These are continued on beyond the vascular

bundle, and frequently the finest veinlets are formed to such a large extent of these

parenchymatous

cells that they have been distinguished as a particular form of
by the name of nerve-parenchyma.
Next to the vascular bundle sheaths, medullary rays are to be regarded as

tissue

organs for convejdng the formed materials from the gi'een leaves.
also of

parenchymatous

cells

with

liguified walls

These consist

which are elongated at right

They form laj-ers of
which are situated between the vascular bundles, and connect the pith in the
centre of the stem with the cortex. Besides these medullar3- rays, which are known
angles to the axis of the stem-structure to which they belong.

tissue

as primary, quite similar layers are formed of

parenchymatous

the vascular bundles, which, however, are in no
centre of the stem, and which are

known

way

cells in

the borly of

connected with the pith in the

as secondary medullary rays.

On

cutting
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fir

or of a leafy tree,

it is
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seen that in most cases the vascular

bundles in the cross section are so arranged that they form together a ring round

This ring appears interrupted by the tissues just described, which

the central pith.

radiate out from the medulla;

Soft bast

is

and thus

explained their name, medullary rays.

is

to be considered as a third form of conducting

organic compounds formed in the green

parenchymatous
(cambiform

and frequently

cells,

cells),

I

for the

also of long,

narrow

cells

tapering at the ends

which are elongated in the direction of the bundle or strand

1234
Fig.

mechanism

It consists partly of thin-walled

cells.

5

6

r

lU

S

125.— Portion cut from a Branch of a Leafy Tree

Superficial coat (Epidermis).

2

parenchyma. 7 Sieve-tubes.
sheath. i3 Medulla or pith.

Corli (Periderm).
»

Cambium.

which they belong, and form a

' Cortical

parenchyma.

Pitted vessel.

9

x about

;

10

*

12

11
200.

13

Diagrammatic.

Vascular bundle sheath.

Wood-parenchyma.

tissue called the bast

to

11

*

Hani

Scalariform vessels.

parenchyma

The other part

of

often obliquely,

which give the tubes a jointed appearance.

(see

bast.
12

fig.

6

Bast

Medullary

125*).

consists of tubes which contain walls separated by comparatively large intervals, often measuring 2 mm., usually placed horizontally, but
it

Sharply -defined

perforated areas appear on the interpolated horizontal walls as well as on the
lateral walls of the tubes,

they have a sieve-like aspect, and are called sieve

the tubes themselves being called sieve-tubes, bast-tubes, or bast- vessels

The

soft bast

but rarely forms isolated strands,

as, for

example, in some Melasto-

macese; as a rule, strands of firm, elastic, string-like, hard bast cells adjoin
these have nothing to do with the transportation of materials,

a mechanical significance (see

fig.

plates,

(fig. 125'').

it,

but

and have merely

125^).

This fibrous or hard bast, together with the soft bast, forms in very

many plants
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one-half of the vascular bundles, the so-called bast portion, while the other half, the
so-called

woody

portion, consists of

and other water-conducting elements

woody

cells

intermingled with lignified tubes,

(see figs. 125*'

^^'

'').

Laticiferous tubes form a fourth mechanism for conducting
of the green cells

anastomizing, tubular structures which seem to penetrate

and

leaves, stem,

roots,

They may be
and

away

the products

These are thin-walled, much branched, frequently

126^).

(fig.

all

the parts of the plant,

without much regularity.

divided, according to their development, into laticifei-ous vessels

The former are produced from rows

laticiferous cells.

whose

of cells,

pai-titiou-

walls have become obliterated, so that the rows of cells have become converted into
tubes; the latter arise from isolated

enormously, become
cells of

much

cells,

which elongate

at first very small, but

branched, and whose branches penetrate between the

other tissues just as the hyphiB of parasitic fungi grow through the tissues

of their host-plants.

They

Laticiferous tubes are not to be found in all plants.

are particularly abundant in sj^ecies of Spurge, some thousand species of Compositse,
for example, in

the

Lettuce,

Salsify,

and Dandelion

Asclepiadeae, Papaveracete,

and Artocarpese.

trees, the latex often wells

up

arisen spontaneously,

hanging down

when

CoUophora

medium

from

in large quantities

and thickens into long

strings

pierced, a quantity of sweet, delicious

Amazon, from which

for colouring matters; finally the
is

the

rifts in

of Venezuela (Galactodendron utile)

utilis of the

dried latex

in

many

Oleander,

the bark which have

and ropes

of india-rubber

like a mantle.

The Cow Tree
here;

;

In the gigantic trunks of tropical Fig-

known

as opium.

is

is

especially

worth noticing

milk pours out from

it,

also

obtained a viscous latex, used as a

poppy {Papaver somniferwm), whose

In the majority of cases the latex

is

white, but in

Papaveracese other colours are also to be found; thus the Celandine (Chelidonium

majus) contains an orange, and the Bloodwort {Sanguinaria Canadensis) a bloodred latex. The milky Agarics (Lactarius) contain partly white, partly suljjhuryellow, partly orange, and vermilion latex.

In the foliage-leaves the laticiferous tubes run with the vascular bundles, and
occasionally replace the bundle sheath; at least, the bundle sheath

is defective,

and

only very incompletely formed where the laticiferous tubes adjoin the vascular
bundle.

It

has also been observed that in the stems of the Asclepiadeae, where

the laticiferous tubes are abundantly developed, the sieve-tubes are nuich reduced,

and

it

is

therefore supposed that the various mechanisms for conducting

materials are sometimes able to mutually replace one another.

away

It must, moreover,

be expressly noted here, that the laticiferous tubes do not serve exclusively to
carry

away

the materials manufactured in the green cells; they are used, under

and at certain times, as receptacles for reserve materials, exactly
as the medullary rays, sieve-tubes, and bundle sheaths which in the winter, when
certain conditions,

the decomposition of carbonic acid, and the formation of carbohydrates in the green
cells

have ceased, and when generally there

reservoirs, in

which stores are deposited

is

nothing to remove, function as

until the following spring.

The parenchy-
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matous

the vascular bundle sheaths which, in summer, had been used for

cells of

conducting

away

materials, are then

crowded with starch-granules, the pores of the

up during the winter; the

sieve-plates are closed

sieve-tubes, laticiferous tubes,

bundle sheaths, and medullaiy rays do not again commence their activity until the
next period of vegetation, when everything becomes liquefied, and the green cells
again form fresh carbohydrates.

These structures then serve again, of course,

chiefly as conducting organs.

With regard

to the junction of the conducting organs with the green

have a very great variety, but the

Fig. 126.
»

from the

Laticiferous tubes

many

different contrivances

— Org.ans for Removal

i.>f

may

cells,

we

be grouped into

Substances.

Lactuca virosa; x 250. 2 Vessels with spirally thickened walls, surrounded by the
bundle sheath, from a leaf of Eiciniis cmnimtnis x 210.

leaf of

;

two

chief forms, viz.

where the junction

is direct,

and where

it is

effected

by means

of specially interpolated cells.

In the

first

group, the switch shrubs are

entirely or almost entirely absent,
is

first

to be noted, in

and

in the

Broom

(see figs.

as, for

sheath,

and the

cells of

Here the ring of
is

surrounded

liy

a

the green tissue in the cortex are connected

on one side with the epidermis, and on the other with

this

the organic materials produced are given up directly.

many

example, in Cytisus

69 ^ 69 ^ 81^, and 81-).

vascular bundles forming the framework of the whole branch

common bundle

foliage is

and where the main portion of the green tissue

developed in the cortex of the rod-shaped branches,

radiatius

which the

bundle sheath, to wliich

In the foliage-leaves of

liliaceous plants, especially in the equitant leaves of irises, the

green

cells

are elongated transversely, forming a kind of bridge stretched between the vascular
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IjunillcH,

which run

from the base

ahiiost parallel

the bridge-like green cells

apex of the

to the

bundles on both

sides,

of

In other liliaceous

to the vascular bundle sheaths.

i.e.

Each

these vascular

the materials produced to the conducting portions of

delivers

leaf.

connected at either end with a vascular bundle, and

is

plants, especially in the leaves

and

gi-een

stems of species of onion, the green

are j)alisade-shaped, and their longer diameter

cells

perpendicular to the surface of the

is

Here we have only a one-sided connection with the
the vascular bundle, but the junction is again a direct one.

part to which they belong.

conducting

cells of

Finally, the peculiar connection of laticiferous tubes with the palisade-cells in the

must be considered.

leaves of species of spurge

Although the

laticiferous tubes

appear to be very much branched wherever they

occur in plants, the formation of branching tubes
in the vicinity of the palisade-cells.
It also

Many

is

nowhere

else so

abundant as

of the twigs directly adjoin these

lower ends of several palisade-cells, which are inclined towards one another
Plate

cells.

happens that single terminations of the laticiferous tubes impinge upon the

I.),

and that single

In

cells.

laticiferous

ramules push their

up without further intervention by

are taken

way

in

between these

examples the materials manufactured in the

these

all

(fig. s,

gi-een

tissue

the ultimate terminations of the

conducting laticiferous tubes.

Of the second group, which is characterized by the fact that the junction
brought about by specially intercalated cells, the first instance to be considered
that often observed in the leaves of grass-like plants, where the intermediate

which are

also called conducting cells, are

The green

unbranched.

cells

more or

less

is
is

cells,

extended transversely, and

lying under the epidermis are palisade-shaped, and

at right angles to the leaf -surf ace; the longer diameters of the cells lying below
these,

which are much poorer

in chlorophyll-corpuscles, are,

placed obliquely to the leaf -surface, or even parallel to

it,

on the other hand,
and apparently are

directed towards the large cells of the bundle sheaths in the middle of the leaf.

These

cells,

ducting

cells

much

of the bundle sheath,

But the commonest

substances.

are

poor in chlorophyll, therefore connect the palisade-cells with the con-

The

branched.

differently constructed

(see

fig.

foliage -leaves

is

whose long axis
and Plate I. fig. r).

cells,

62

'

tissue, the

by wide interstices.
by means of single

removal of the

which possess these branched
leaf.

cells

cells

are

Under the

seen the palisade-tissue, consisting of cylindrical or
is

directed perpendicularly to the plane of the leaf

Below these

which are connected with one another
a large-meshed

in the

which the conducting

on the upper and under sides of the

epidermis of the upper side
prismatic

and serve as agents

cases are those in

come the branched cells,
arm -like processes, forming

palisade-cells

by

their

frequently-mentioned spongy parenchyma, interrupted

The spongy parenchyma

is

connected with the palisade-tissue

processes bordering the lower, that

the palisade-cells; very often a single process

is

is

to say, the inner ends of

connected with the inner ends of

several palisade-cells, in which case these have a clustered arrangement.

the palisade-cells, the branched

cells of

the spongy parenchyma

ai-e

As with

connected witli
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the pareuchjana sheaths of the veins.
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of the

cells

spongy

pai-enchynia become agents in the ti-ansportation of the materials; with one branch

they take up the organic substances manufactured in the palisade-cells, and witli
another they deliver these materials up to the bundle sheath for further translation
to the places of

That the

consumption or storage.
the spongy parenchyma serve not only for conduction, but

cells of

have to perform several other functions, does not need to be confirmed in
It is

detail.

enough to point out that they contain chlorophyll-corjjuscles, and therefore

are capable of decomposing carbonic acid and of forming carbohydrates, although
to a

much

less

extent than the palisade-cells, which are so richly supplied with

Moreover, the excretion of aqueous vapour occurs in the spongy

chlorophyll.

parenchyma whose lacunfe and passages communicate with the outer world by the
stomata, and where also a vigorous inflow and outpouring of other gases takes

Then the part which the conducting structures play in the metabolism
All these structures contain active
the materials must not be overlooked.

place.

of

living

often

protoplasm,
it

in

all

there

is

a

influence of this living protoplasm,

very

although

cell -body,

protoplasmic

only in the form of a delicate parietal layer, and in

is

all,

under the

we have not merely a movement, but

also

an

inexhaustible and infinite changing of the materials, corresponding to the individuality of the species and to the requirements of the time being.

These structures

must then be regarded not only as simple channels for the fresh carbohydrates
produced in the green

cells,

but also as regions for transformations, where the

first

organic compounds manufactured in the green cells are prepared for ultimate con-

sumption at the end of the journey.

It is precisely in this resjDect that

from that conducting apparatus, whose task

essentially

is

they

differ

to transmit water

and

mineral salts to the green tissues, and which, as already repeatedly remarked,
present in the same bundle as the

When

materials.

cells

and

vessels

is

which take away the organic

once the water-conducting tubes and

cells

have attained their

full

dimensions, they no longer contain protoplasm, and no transformation of the trans-

mitted raw food-sap
dissolved in

employ the
hold, the

it,

is

carried on in them; the water, with the mineral food-salts

is

carried through

simile, often

woody

and

cells

them unaltered

to the transpiring cells.

To

used before, of the arrangements of a well-conducted housevessels of a vascular bundle

may

be compared to an

apparatus for delivering water and salts into the kitchen, so to speak; the green
tissue

forms the kitchen in which the raw materials are worked up and so prepared

that they can be brought back

by the removing

cells to

the places where they are

required and consumed.

That these two fundamentally

different kinds of conducting apparatus are so

universally found united together in one and the same bundle
fact that the places

which form the goal for one are at any

is

explained by the

rate to

some extent

the starting-point of the other; besides, of course, this combination economizes the

building materials.

AH

tected in their position,

conducting apparatuses must be strengthened and pro-

and therefore

it is

beneficial

and saves building materials

if
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the different structures taking part in the conduction are mutually of use to one

by the same

another, and are protected and saved from injurious external influences

arrangement.

The

vessels

and

cells

whose task

and the massive bodies of wood

to conduct water

is

such a firm support that the tliin-walled soft bast,

with them,

parallel

is

—hard

bast

elastic, cells

salts

it

however

—in

leaf-ribs

and

become

woody

lignified,

plants form

clings to these

and runs

In those organs which

and young
and tubes which

leaf-stalks, culms,

put in as an accompaniment of the

is

cells

These strands of thick-walled, but at the same time

conduct up and down.

and

when

excellently protected from breaking.

require to resist bending,

branches,

and

.vhich exist in the trunks of old

flexible

of hard bast prevent the organs which they adjoin from being

broken and ruptured even under the influence of a considerable push and
Let us look at the haulms, stems, branches, and

leav'es in

a

meadow

during the sultry period which precedes the outburst of a storm.
stirs,

even the supple haulms are

still,

and every part of the

of light, assumes that position with regard to the light

most

strain.

or in a

Not a

wood
leaflet

plant, that true child
beneficial to

it.

The

storm bursts, the wind whistles over the meadows, the leaves tremble, swaj', and
flutter,

the leaf-stalks shake, the culms

bow and

bend, the stems and branches are

smitten and arched so that their tops almost touch the ground; the foliage

is

by every drop that falls on it. An
and there perhaps may be still seen a group of
stems and leaves prostrate under the weight of the rain-drops, and part c f some
herbaceous stem which has been shaken by the storm bent like a bow, but the rest
stand again erect and motionless, as if they had never been disturbed by a breeze;

pelted with the rain, and shaken and displaced

hour later the storm

finally,

over; here

is

even the plants bent by the shock and so severely prostrated

bj'

the rain-

drops raise their branches and foliage, and everything again resumes the same
conditions and position as before the outbreak of the tempest.

But

this is only

rendered possible by the presence everywhere of the elastic flexible strands of
hard bast accompanj'ing the sieve-tubes and the other soft and delicate structures

which take part in the preparation and transportation of the organic materials. It
is indeed unavoidable that the cross section of the cells and vessels should become
narrowed in consequence of the push and strain caused by the gusts of wind, and
that, for example, the cross section of a cylindrical tube should become elliptical in
consequence of the curvature; but since the prostrated stem or leaf again rebounds
into the former position

by reason

of the elasticitj- of the hard bast, the alteration

produced by the push and strain
of function,
is

is

is

only tempoi-arj', necessitates no interruption

perhaps even beneficial to the movement of the materials, and, which

the main point, no rupturing and no permanent bending of the soft delicate-

walled structures ensues.

These

delicate- walled elements, especially those of the soft bast, are protected

against

harm from

cork, in

front of them

lateral pressui-e
(fig.

by the deposition of various

tissues, especially

125°), which, like the buffers of an engine, keep

considerably weaken, the lateral thrust and pressure.

off,

Remarkable contrivances

or
for
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and climbing planta

with perennial woody stems, and in those plants which are commonly called lianes.
In order to comprehend these contrivances rightly, it is necessary first to get an
idea of the position of the parts requiring protection in perennial

Fig. 127.

RhynchoBia

pliaseotoides, a

woody

plants.

Liane with ribbon-like Stems.

which neither climb nor creep, and which possess an erect, straight, column-like
trunk. As previously stated, in these plants to which belong the firs, oaks, beeches,
elms, limes, apple-trees, and, generally, the majority of leafy trees, the vascular

bundles are arranged in a ring round the central pith, and consist essentially
of the

woody

portion, serving to conduct the

raw

sap,

and the bast

portion,

which

employed in the transmission and transformations of the organic substances
formed in the green cells. These two portions are separated in the plants menis
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tioned

by a layer

which a

of tissue in

new

formation of

vei-y vigorous

cells is

From

this

cambium, which appears as

a ring in the circular cross section of erect stems,

cells

develop which on one side

carried on, termed the cavibium

(fig.

125*).

abut upon the wood already present

bast portion of the vascular bundle to the exterior.
in fact the

and on the other the existing

in the interior,

whole stem, increase in dimensions; and

In this
in the

way both

portions,

and

wood, in particular, arise

The cambium ring also
stretches; it becomes larger and larger, but always retains the same position and
relation to the wood and bast of the vascular bundle, and keeps its ring-like form
although the trunk in question may have become ever so old and thick, and may

annual rings which

the

are visible in a cross section.

exhibit hundreds of annual rings.

cambium

ring,

and

Here, therefore, the soft bast

screened towards the exterior

is

by various

lies

outside the

by hard bast

tissues,

and corky tissue among others, and the latter may undergo considerable development in trunks of many years' gi'owth; while the hard bast, on the contrary,
diminishes in older trunks, because
bending.

it is

Accordingly the soft bast

strong external lateral pressure

is

is

no longer required as a protection against
situated fairly near the surface.

The cork and other external portions

characterized as unfavour-able.

comprehended under the term hark afford a
In lianes

pressures in old stems.

make
and

elasticity in lianes

is

very

Apjjaratus for increasing

tiie

of the cortex

against small

sufficient protection
difierent, especially

those which

in

bearing capacity

would be superfluous, these tasks being performed by the

on the other hand, a protection against

required, for

lateral

pressure

roots, or

which they

encircle

and entwine, increases

in thickness, as

usually the case, then a lateral pressure on the adherent liane coils

And when,

able.

urgently

is

the support up which the lianes climb, to which they are attached

if

by adventitious
is

it

use of erect stems as supj^orts.

support;

Since a

not to be feared in them, this position cannot be

as a result of such pressure, the sieve-tubes

become squashed over considerable

distances, they are obviously unable to perform

and nutrition

their functions satisfactorily,

unavoid-

is

and bast parenchyma

will certainly

lie

Lianes are

impaired.

protected by the most varied contrivances against this source of injury, and some of

the most striking will be here

liriefly indicated.

In Rhynchosia pkaseoloides, the young, green, twining stem
section,

and exhibits a structure which does not

young normal
form a ring
green

cells,

—

stems.
first

In the centre

is

is

circular in cross

differ materially

a pith, round which the vascular bundles

wood, then soft bast, further out hard bast, then a layer of

and, finally, the epidermis, which envelops the whole.

expected that in the second

wood on wood and

from that of

3'ear,

soft bast

increase regularly in

It

might be

the newly-formed cells and tubes would deposit

on soft bast, and that the cylindrical stem would

circumference without altering

enough, this does not happen.

New

its

shape.

But, strangely

cambiums arise at two points near the
cells, by which the formation of wood

periphery of the stem, below the green
proceeds in the direction of the

and

soft bast

first

year's vascular bundle

accompanied by hard bast on the opposite side

ring
{i.e.

(i.e.

inside),

outside).

At
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year the stem

has added two rings, as

is

and since new portions are added

in

no longer

now

were, and

it

way

this

and new rings are always becoming annexed

as

circular,

appears
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the

at

first;

it

cross section;

in

elliptical

repeatedly from year to year,
to

already existing, the

those

stem gradually becomes ribbon-like, and exhibits a cross section like that shown
in fig. 128 -.
The soft bast has thus received the most protected position
imaginable, and lateral pressure

unable to interfere with

is

When

functions.

its

the supporting stem round which the Rhynchosia has twined grows enormously
in

thickness, the liane becomes

and experiences a

stretched,

the sap can, nevertheless, continue

its

lateral strain,

journeys unhindered in the soft

In the liane Thunbergia laurifolia, a cross section of whose stem
in

128^, the protection

fig.

Fig. 128.

is

represented

Here the green

obtained in quite a diSerent way.

is

but

bast.

— Transverse sections of Liane Stems.

^ Tecnma radicans; x 30.
Diagrammatic.
The various tissues are'
indicated in the following manner: Soft bast, entirely black; wood, larger and smaller wliite dots on a black ground
tissues, obliquely shaded ; curk (periderm), short lines pitli, reticulated.

^Thunbergia

^

laurifolia,

Rhynchosia phaseoloides.

hard bast and other mechanical

stem

hollow, and

is

;

the

cavity

vascular bundle ring which

first in

but are placed side by

side.

and wood

surrounded by an enormous

successive concentric circles, as

The cambium continues

in others,

In the

pith.

surrounds the pith, the wood and hard bast are

not arranged from the

places,

is

towards the

interior.

is

usually the case,

to form soft bast in

In consequence of

some

this,

the

by the wood (" bast-islands "), and
are consequently well protected against pressure.
The protection is increased
by the fact that this liane is hollow in the centre, and can "give", an un-

bundles of

common

.soft

bast appear to be walled in

feature in twining plants.

Sometimes the
position in niches

seen

especially in

delicate

soft

bast

is

and grooves at the periphery
several

radieans, which adheres to

of the

compression by

hard wood; this

twining Asclepiadeas and Apocjmacese.

most remarkable protective arrangements

leafless

protected against

its

branches are depicted in

is

found

in

129.

A

to be

of the

Tecoma
and whose

the climbing

substratum by tufts of aerial
fig.

is

One

its

roots,

cross section of the stem

is

shown.
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The young branches rooted to the wall are elliptical in transverse
section, being always somewhat compressed on two sides.
The outer portion
is composed of the epidermis, two layers of elastic parenchymatous cells below
Then comes the ring of soft bast, outside which
it, and a layer of green cells.
bundles of hard bast are deposited; then the rings of cambium and wood, and
in the centre a large pith, which sends out single- and double-rowed medullary
rays through the wood ring.
So far the arrangement of the various tissues
exhibits nothing particularly noticeable, and coincides with that in the young
branches of numerous woody plants.
But tracts of cambium cells are subsequently formed in a remarkable manner on the inner side of the ring of wood
adjoining the pith; these develop wood towards the exterior and soft bast on the
interior.
The constituents of the soft bast sieve-tubes and bast parenchyma
form quite conspicuous bundles which project into the pith, and being here
in

fig.

128^.

—

protected against lateral pressure, can perform their duties undis-

excellently

Should the conducting

turbed.

cells

and sieve-tubes

not perform their duty, these inner ones

still

of

the outer ring of bast

remain for the transmission of the

plastic materials.

Thus the various arrangements

of the constituents of the stem,

and especially

the position of the channels for the streams of materials formed in the green
tissues,

on the

and

strains,

exterior, according to the

conditions of
It

by the protection gained against the

in part accounted for

is

action of external pressures

is

and these act

individual

mode

to the

growing parts of

and the

matter

is

and branches

plants, the extremities of roots

conveyed; also to places where the

present become stimulated to fresh activity,

by

of life of the plant

its habitat.

especially, that organic

replaced

injurious

most varied way

in the

cells

already

where dead and dying ceUs are

fresh ones, and whei-e constructive materials in sufiicient quantity

must be at hand. Then again, the ti-avelling substances are directed to those
places where protective and attractive agents are necessary to contribute indirectly
to the maintenance and multiplication of the species, and where a consumption
of materials

is

connected with this protection or allurement.

It

is

thus of

importance, for example, that the honey excreted from certain parts of flowers,

which serves as food to the

insect guests

which

always present in suSicient quantity, and that

effect

fertilization,

in case of its

should be

removal from the

by bees or butterflies, it should be immediately replaced by fresh
supplies.
Care must also be taken that pepsin and other substances necessary
for digesting prey should be abundantly present in the pitfalls and other
mechanisms which serve for the capture of animals, and that a sufficient quantity
of alkaloids and bitter substances, which prevent ruminants from devouring
receptacles

foliage,

should be brought to the right places at the right time.

with the process of rejuvenescence and multiplication
those cells and groups of

cells,

also, it

is

In connection
necessary that

which become detached from the plant-shoot and

journey out into the wide world as spores and

seeds,

should be equipped with
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store of materials, so that tliey

for themselves the necessary food

may
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be nourished until they can manufacture

from the

air,

water, and

soil.

The

places

where

spores and seeds are produced, therefore, constitute an important destination for
certain journeying materials.

temporary

succulent green foliage

by the winter

Finally, it also happens that in regions

where a

the vital activity of the plants occurs, and where the

standstill of

is liable

cold, all the useful

Fig. 129.

up by the periodic drought, or frozen
substances are withdrawn from the threatened

to be dried

—Leafless Branches of Tecoma radicaiis, rooted un a w.iU.

leaves, and are deposited in a suitable form in safe places, and stored up for
employment later.
In these instances, these safe places, these storehouses or
reservoirs, form the destination of the transported materials.

Not only

are

enumerated, but

there

we

find

channels of

distribution

to

the

various

destinations

even distinct routes provided for the different substances

shown that the conducting mechanisms divide
The medullary rays and wood parenthe work to some extent between them.
chyma chiefly conduct carbohydrates, the former radially, and the latter longituditransmitted.

Investigations have

nally, in the stem.

The vascular bundle sheaths

rich in glucosides.

Certain tracts of cells in the

of the leaf-veins are particularly

parenchyma accompanying the

vascular bundles in the stem also conduct glucosides, while others conduct sugars
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(sugar sheaths), and ochers again are the route for the transmitted starch (starch
sheaths).

The

sieve -tubes

and bast parenchyma, on the other hand, convey
employed as constructive materials

principally albuminous substances which are
for the

growing and enlarging portions of the

This

important

relation of

the

plant.

bast

soft

the growing organs explains

to

which must be briefly described here.
First, the surprising increase of gi-owth in certain places which gardenei-s produce
by the operation of ringing. If two parallel circular cuts are made round a

many remarkable phenomena, two

of

through the whole thickness of cortex down to the wood,
and if the circular piece of cortex, together with the soft bast lying between
the two cuts is removed, the sap current in the soft bast from the upper portions

growing branch of a

to the base of the

down

the soft bast

tree

branch
is

is

The cut surfaces dry up; the route

interrupted.

therefore closed, and the part of the branch lying below

the excision can no longer receive from the soft bast the materials necessary
to its further growth.

The same

result

obtained

is

bj^

passing a cord tightly

round the young leafy liranch of a tree at some spot, say about half-way up.
In this

way

all

the soft tissues which

bast, are compressed, the sieve-tubes

tightly squeezed together,

lie

and

outside the wood, including the soft

parenchyma

tracts of cells of the bast

and the conduction

of

sap by them

to the

base

is

The ascending current of water
wood, flows on unimpeded in
can thus decompose carbonic acid and

rendered impossible by the strangling cord.

and dissolved

food-salts, in the deeper-lying firm

The green foliage -leaves
either case.
manufacture organic substances aliove the circular cut or ligature: these products are then conducted away; the albuminous substances enter the soft
but only travel as far as the place where the cut has been made or the
They can no longer pass these places, and consequently
ligature been tied.
bast,

the plastic albuminous materials become

dammed up above

and a particularly luxuriant growth of
develop from

these

"

ring

parts results.

"

or ligature,

Fruits which

to an
and become almost twice as heavy as they would have done

the blocked-up region of

extraordinary degree,

all

the

the

branch sometimes enlarge

had the operation not been performed.
The following phenomenon is also explained by the
plastic albumins takes place in the soft bast.

If a

fact

that the passage of

branch of a willow,

e.g.

of

off" and the entire cortex down to the wood be removed
from the lower third of the branch, and the branch so treated be then plunged
half-way into a vessel of water, after a time it will send out roots into the
But these difler from one another very much according as to whether
water.
they arise from the lower stripped portion of the branch or from higher up
where the cortex has not been removed. The roots developed from the stripped

Salix purpurea, be cut

portion are few and remain very short; those springing from the upper thickening

portion of the willow branch, where the cortex

is

intact,

are,

abundant and elongated, since they can
where the cortex, together with the soft bast, has been removed.

utilize the plastic juices

on the contrary,
above the place
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Both of the experiments described only exhibit the

mentioned when

results

performed on plants, the whole of whose soft bast bundles

lie

outside the

cambium

by ringing only takes place under these
conditions.
If plants are experimented on which possess internal bundles of soft
bast in addition to those lying near the surface, as in Tecoina, Thunbergia, and
ring, since interruption of the sap-current

many

others, the ringing does not

have the result described, because the inner

bundles of soft bast (being protected by the hard wood) are not cut through by the

and cannot be compressed by the ligature. It should, however, be observed
woody plants, whose soft bast lies entirely outside the cambium ring,
this result is restricted to the year in which the ringing or ligaturing was
performed. In consequence of the absence of supplies of albuminous materials

knife,

that even in

through the soft bast, the portion of the branch below the cutting or ligature

becomes unhealthy,

its

portions lying above

cortex dries

up and

dies,

and the disparity between the two

and below the ringed cut or the tight

usually

ligature

occasions the death of the whole branch tampered with in the following year.

In the tubular conducting mechanisms, especially in the laticiferous tubes, which
are entirely free from transverse walls,

and

also in sieve-tubes, in

which perforated

horizontal walls are inserted here and there, a transport of substances en masse

may occur,
of cells

but this

impossible in those conducting apparatuses consisting of rows

is

whose length

is

usually only three or four times their width.

numerous non-perforated partition-walls

tracts of cells the

In these

of the adjoining cell-

chambers are interposed, and must be passed through by the travelling materials.
Whether this passage through the walls be regarded as a diosmosis or a filtration,
it

is

at least certain that solid bodies of definite foi-m cannot traverse the walls.

Even starch-grains of the smallest diameter are always much larger than the
interstices which we imagine to exist in every cell-wall between the groups of
molecules; and therefore it follows that even the tiniest visible bodies must always
remain behind, as on a filter, in one of the two adjoining cell-chambers, that is to
say,

on one side or the other of the dividing partition-wall.

Accordingly, only fluid

materials travel through such cell-tracts as serve for the conduction of substances
in the soft bast,

parenchyma, and in the bundle sheath.

these routes, they

must be

take

This applies

which play such an important part

in the life of

first

especially to the starch-grains

If solid substances

brought into a soluble condition.

and not only share in the formation of cellulose, chlorophyll-corpuscles, and
fats, but are also heaped up in the storehouses of the plants as materials well suited
for storage during the summer drought or through the winter, for use in tlie next
They are also given to the seeds which have to lead an
period of vegetation.

plants,

independent existence, as the

first

If starch-gi-anules are to travel

hundreds of single
times reformed.
liquefied at the

has reached
Vol.

I

its

It

cells,

food for the journey after leaving the parent plant.

through the

cells of

the bundle sheath, composed of

they must be dissolved a hundred times, and a hundred

has been definitely proved that this transitory starch

beginning of

its

journey and again formed into

destination, but

that, as stated, a liquefaction,

solid only

and after
31

is

not

when
it

it

has
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passed through the dividing wall, a solidification, occurs in each of the succeeding

members

of a string of cells.

This

is

a very laborious and wearisome process, and

the question involuntarily arises, after observing these methods of transmission,

why

these

The wood

numerous partition walls
vessels

in the

rows of

cells

have been produced from rows of

why

dividing partition walls;

many

are the

are not done

cells

by the

away

with.

solution of the

transverse walls retained here to

complicate and retard the transportation of the substances?

must be supposed
that these cross walls, which break up the free channel, are in some way beneficial
to the plant, since they occur so generally and with such regularity.
It might be
thought,

first

of

all,

It

that these walls keep open the road, and that thereby the

delicate walls of the cells forming the channel are protected fi'om collapse.

from the fact that the

cells of

the periphery of the hard wood, are prevented from collapsing
position

Apart

bast parenchyma, imbedded in niches and grooves in

by

their sheltered

and nevertheless exhibit transverse walls, while the delicate-walled
which are anything but well-protected, possess none and yet do

laticiferous tubes,

not collapse

—apart

agent, and
thickenings.

from

this,

much

the support would be obtained

in that they prevent

certain places on the road.
as, for

better

by band-like

circular

has also been surmised that the cross walls inserted in the channels

It

might be of use
another,

such a delicate wall would form but a bad stiffening

Where

the

an excessive accumulation of
cells of

example, in erect stems,

sink to the bottom of the

cells

and

it

lie

is

solid bodies at

a cell-row^ stand vertically above one

found that the small starch-granules

on the lower transverse

wall.

If all the

were to sink to the
which would be anything but

solid corpuscles contained in the sap of a long vertical tube

bottom, of course an obstruction might arise
beneficial.

But the

significance of the partition walls

transformations they produce in the substances.

It

most probably

may

lies in

the

be safely assumed that

those materials which must pass through not merely the cellulose transverse wall,

but also the protoplasmic parietal layer of the cell-chamber, undergo an alteration
thus under the influence of the living protoplasm; that the position of the atoms

becomes

different,

or

that

new atoms

displaced, in short, that re-arrangements

enter into

combination and others are

and transformations occur from which

it

results that the transmitted materials arrive at their destinations prepared in the

best possible way.

With

this,

however,

previously stated, that these rows of

cells

we

return to the important theorem

have not merely the significance of a road

along which the materials, formed at the starting-points, are conducted unchanged
to the terminal stations; but that they also form places for the continuous ti'ans-

formation and alteration of these materials for subsequent use.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF ANTHOCYANIN IN THE TRANSPORTATIONS AND TRANSFORMATIONS OF MATERIALS. AUTUMNAL COLOURING OF FOLIAGE.
In connection with the foregoing results of investigations into the transmission
of substances, the fact must be noted that those agents which take part in the
transformations of carbohydrates and albuminous substances are to be found all
along the road which these follow and not merely at the beginning and end of the
Diastase, for example,

joui-ney.
cells

to be found everywhere along the strands of

is

forming the path of the transitory starch, and when these strands run near

the surface that colouring-matter called anthocyanin, a
tion of

In

which must be given,

many

is

also present.

it

is

coloured blue, violet, or red.

actually originate from one colouring-matter,
to the presence or absence

of acids, has

composition of colouring-matters

It is a

detailed descrip-

by

instances the route of the travelling substances can be recognized

the naked eye, since

pi-esent a

somewhat

whole group of them

is

is

which

Whether

is red, violet,

all

or blue according

The chemical

not been ascertained.

yet httle known, and

collected together

is

it

these tints

possible that at

under the name anthocyanin.

matter of indifference with regard to the question in hand, as also

question as to the

way

in

which anthocyanin originates

in plants.

It

is

the

need only be

mentioned here that the statement according to which anthocyanin arises from the
chloi'ophyll-corpuscles present in
since this

young plant organs cannot be

correct in all cases;

pigment occurs regularly in parasites entirely devoid of chlorophyll, in

the Balanophorese, Rafflesiacese,

and Hydnorese, in the Toothwort,

in

Monotropa,

In green-leaved plants
and numerous other plants destitute of green colour.
anthocyanin is most usually met with in places which have little chlorophyll, or

which have never possessed any, in flowers and
principally in leaf-stalks

fruits,

and herbaceous stems.

to widely-differing families the leaf-veins

and

along the ribs of leaves, and

In hundreds of species belonging

ribs, leaf-stalks

coloured violet, red, or blue, and this colouring

is

and leaf-sheaths are

co-extensive with the vascular

bundles beneath them.
It is difficult to

say whether anthocyanin exercises a photochemical

travelling substances in the given paths, or

whether

it

is

effect

on the

only of use in that

it

keeps back the light rays which would decompose the travelling materials. In
support of the latter view we have the fact that anthocyanin is much more
abundantly deposited in paths exposed to the light than in those which are shaded,

and that in shaded organs the same changes and transmissions of materials occur
as in those exposed to bright light,

where the

superficial cells are coloured

with

anthocyanin, and where consequently the paths of the transmitted substances below
are to

some extent screened.

It is noticeable that plant organs

thickly covered with hairs scarcely ever develop anthocyanin.

be concluded that anthocyanin,

when

rays, serves principally as a screen,
injui-ious light rays.

it

which are very

From

all this it

may

appears in places directly illumined by light

i.e.

as a protective agent or

awning against
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If the
Here another very remarkable phenomenon may be considered.
and scaly rhizome ot" Dentaria bulbifera be dug out of the dark forest

colourless
soil, it

appears beautifully white, as

vessel

which

is filled

if

carved out of ivory.

up with water and placed

If

it is

put in a glass

in the sun, so that the

rhizome

is

illumined by the direct rays, the white scales in a very short time assume a slight

and in a few days the whole of the scaly rhizome becomes coloured
a deep violet. The same thing happens with the rhizomes of several species of
violet tint,

Cuckoo-flower, Violet, Toothwort, &c., but in these
violet colour appears.

The

tissues

it

is

a

little

brought from the darkness

try to neutralize the influence of the light which

longer before the

i'nto

the bright light

injurious to certain substances,

is

and therefore anthocyauin must not be regarded Tiierely as an agent for protecting
That a far wider
chlorophyll alone, but other chemical compounds also.
significance in the life of plants

is

also assigned to

it

will be

demonstrated in the

following section.

Very often anthocyanin only appears temporarily, when the transmission of
food substances occurs on a very large scale. When seeds are germinated, and
their reserve matei-ials are conducted into the rapidly sprouting seedlings, such

as those produced from the starchy seeds of polygonums, oraches, palms, grasses,
&c.,

anthocyanin regularly appears, while later on

When

in spring the foliage-buds

to develop,
leaves, to

it

partly or wholly vanishes.

on subterranean root-stocks or branches begin

and the materials stored in the stem structures travel into the young
be employed there in further construction, these leaves do not appear

As

green in most cases, but reddish-violet or reddish-brown in colour.

instances

may be mentioned the well-known Tree of Heaven {Ailanthus glandulosa),
Walnut (Juylans regia), Pistaeia (Pistacia Terebinthus), the Sumachs (Rhv^
Cotinus and Rhus Typhinum), the Judas Tree {Cercis Siliquastrum), BerberidesB (Mahonia, Podophyllum, Epimedium), Ampelideee ( Vitis, Cissus, Ampelopsis),
the Trumpet Tree (Catalpa syringcefolia), the red-berried Elder (Sambucus
racemosa). Cherry (Prunun avium). Peony and Sea Lavender {Pceonia and
Later on, when the
Statice), and Rhubarb and Dock (Rheum and Rumex).

of this

transmission
act

is

eflected,

independently, the

when

the foliage-leaves are developed and are able to

green

chlorophyll

and the anthocyanin either vanishes
whei-e

it is

appears;

the

loaves

become

entirely or remains only in

gi-een,

those places

required as a protection to the chlorophyll, or for another important

purpose to be dealt with in the following section,

viz.

the transformation of light

into heat.

In

many

plants,

anthocyanin

is

again developed in great abundance

the leaves are obliged to stop their activity for a time

mencing dryness of the

soil,

or

delay of supplies of crude sap.

still

when

on account of the com-

more, on account of cold and the consequent

In order to describe this formation of anthocyanin

and everything connected with it, it is necessary to go back a little, and to discuss,
first of all, the metabolism and transport of materials connected with the stoppage
of activity

in

the green leaves at the close of the vegetative period.

These
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according as the leaves of the plant continue active through

differ essentially

one, or

through several vegetative periods,

i.e.

or lasting but one year, or evergreen, that

according as the leaves are deciduous
to say, lasting for

is

two or more

Evergreen leaves are so organized in all those regions whose climate

years.

necessitates a

temporary suspension of

may

they

vital activity, that

be able to

survive the periods of drought or frost of one or even of several years without

Before they enter upon

injury.

summer

their

sleep

in

regions

summer

of

drought, or their winter trance in regions with cold winters, alterations occur
in

their cells, which, in

water

the main, terminate in the diminution of the

contents and the formation of substances wliich will not be altered by the prevailing frost or dryness.

In regions where

we have a

winter sleep, the chlorophyll-

granules assume a yellowish-brown or brownish-red colour, and adhere together
in

clumps, which withdraw

ti-avelling

down

as

far

as

from the surface of the

possible

and occupying

to the floor of the palisade-cells

leaf,

their lower ends.

These alterations are only slightly apparent outwardly in perennial leaves preparing for their winter period of rest;

the only thing one notices

that the

is

which in summer are a vivid green, exhibit a darker green, or incline
brown or yellow; which change of colour is observed to the greatest extent
Thuja, Cryptomeria, Sequoia, GhamcBcyparis, Libocedrus, and generally in most

leaves,

to
in

evergreen conifers.

The changes which are accomplished

summer drought

onset of the

one year, at the

in leaves lasting only

or winter cold, are

much deeper

rooted and obvious.

These leaves are not clad so as to be able to defy the drought or frost, and
are therefore thrown off at the commencement of the unfavourable period.
If these leaves

were to

fall

without further ceremony,

all

the substances in the

amount

tissues of the leaves, whose production entailed a considerable

would be entirely
waste

lost.

But

it

part of the

is

carefully guarded against.

is

economy

Before the leaves

detached, the carbo-

hydrates and albuminous materials, in general everything which
plant, is

work,

plants that such a

of

ai-e

of

is

of use to the

conveyed from the leaf-blades into the woody branches or subterranean
and there deposited in places where they find a safe resting-place,

root-stocks,

In this
and can survive the drought of summer or cold of winter unharmed.
materials
manufactured
the
by
way the plant suffers only the slightest loss in
it

in

useful

the preceding vegetative

has been transported

than a dead

period;

into the

framework, and

their

for

the

leaves

stem-structures

contain

cell-chambers

granules, together with crystals of calcium oxalate,
further,

and are of no more use

which are found
colouring of

in

autumn

(see

fig.

123').

from which everything

now form nothing more
only

small

yellow

which cannot be employed

The shining yellow

the cells of fallen leaves, and to which

is

granules,

due the yellow

fohage, are to be regarded as the ultimate useless residue

The crystals
withdrawal of the transformed chlorophyll-corpuscles.
calcium oxalate have arisen in the foimation of albumens by the decomposition

after the
of

of nitric

and sulphuric

acids.

Both of them can be

sacrificed.

As a matter

of
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the rejection of these structures

fact,

no

is

in reality, since they are

sacrifice

only superfluous ballast by which, under certain conditions, the plants

hampered

in their next year's work,

The

most seasonably and suitably.

and of which they therefore
fall of

the leaf

may

may

be

rid themselv^es

be looked upon, so

far,

an excretion of superfluous matter, which, in deciduous plants, occurs only
once every year, but is then carried out on a grand scale. To the benefits which
as

this

wholesome excretion of waste, formed

in the metabolism, affords to individual

must be added the fact that the fallen leaf reaches the ground with its
abundance of lime, decays there, conti-ibutes to the formation of humus, which
contains calcium nitrate, and so becomes of use to the vegetable kingdom as a
plants

whole, as already described in detail.

The emigration

of the useful materials

in the interior of the branches
fairly quickly;

and root-stocks must, as a

most rapidly, of

be accomplished

rule,

where the period of vegetation during

coui'se,

which the foliage-leaves can be active

make

from the leaf-blades to the store-rooms

is

short,

when

the leaves

ai-e

obliged to

use of the favourable time to the utmost, and where the change of seasons
abruptly.

occurs

general

is

accessories

The materials withdrawn

travel

by the same route as in
The

taken by the substances normally manufactured in the leaves.

by which the carbohydrates and albumens
might (one would think) be the same

for emigration,

in one species one kind,

and

in another a different

to be

removed are prepared

in eveiy case.

But, just as

kind are developed when the

leaves are most active, so in different species at the close of the vegetative period,

when

we have again various
In many instances

the great emigration takes place,

various despatching and

protective agents.

are colourless, and are not recognizable by the naked eye even
in great quantity.

accessories,

and

the accessories

when developed

It can only be seen that the leaves lose their fresh green

on account of the change experienced by the chlorophyll bodies for the purpose
of emigration, and that a yellowish tint appears instead of the green colour, which
is

produced by the already-mentioned

the departure of

j'^ellow

these yellow granules

is

granules remaining behind after

In manj- leaves the number of

the chlorophyll-corpuscles.

so small that even the yellow tint

is

hardly apparent,

and these leaves then are a dirty yellowish-white, shrivel up very quickly, and
become brown.
Anthocyanin, however,

is

produced in

many

plants during the emigration of

the carbohydrates and albuminous materials, and to such an extent, that
plainly visible on the exterior.

it

becomes

It appears red in the cell-sap in the presence of

which occur very regularly as metabolic accessories in the autumn leaves,
acids are present, and violet when the amount of free acids is
but small. If there is an abundance of yellow granules together with the acid,
red anthocyanin, the leaf assumes an orange colour. Thus the green colour of the
acids

blue

when no

foliage changes at the period of the great

autumal emigration, sometimes into

yellow, or brown, or red, violet or orange, and in this

colour exhibiting the gi-eater variety the

way we have a play

more numerous are the plant

of

species
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growing associated together

in

the particular spot.

covered with silky or woolly hairs, or
is

changed in colour, the new

the hairs are felted or peltate, anthocyauin

tint

can be seen as

little

ously, on account of the hairy coat over the coloured
felted, silky, or scale-covered

as

was the green previAccordingly, such

cells.

leaves remain grey or white even

If plants of this kind

from the branches.

the leaves are thickly

but when the green tissue of these leaves becomes

scarcely ever developed;

also

if

If

when they

grow among others whose

fall

foliage is

bare, their

grey and white tints considerably increase the variety of the entire

collection.

But the greatest amount

is

of colour

is

sprinkled with plants having evergreen foliage;

meadow

relatively small space of

or

seen
it

when

may

wood appears decked

the neighbourhood

then happen that a
in all the colours of

the i-ainbow in the most manifold variety.

The splendour of colours exhibited by tropical forests, which is usually repremuch more magnificent than it really is, stands no comparison with
The forests of firs and
that developed in autumn in the north temperate zone.
leafy trees on the mountain slopes along the Rhine and Danube in Europe, and
on the shores of the Canadian lakes in North America at that season present a
scene of entrancing beauty. The heights along the middle course of the Danube,
for example, the region known as the Wachan, below the town of Melk, shows

sented as

wide expanses of

and Norway

forests, in

which beeches, hornbeams, evergreen oaks, common

maples, birches, wild cherries and pears, mountain ashes and wild

service-trees, aspens, limes, spruces, pines

and

firs

take a share in the greatest

Bushes of Barberry (Berberis vulgaris), Dogwood (Cornus sanguinea),

variety.

{Euonymus Europceus and verrucosus),
Dwarf CheiTy {Prunus Chamcecerasus), Sloe {Prunus spinosa), Juniper {Juni{Cornus mas), Spindle

Cornel

perus communis), and

up on the margins

many

Ti-ee

other low shrubs arise as undergrowth, and spring

of the forests.

The mountain

slopes abutting on the valleys

are planted with vines, and near by grow peach and apricot trees in great

In the meadows on the shore, and on the islands of the Danube,
poplars, elms, willows, alders, and also an abun-

abundance.
rise

huge abeles and black

dant sprinkling of trees of the bird cherry {Prunus Padus).
bitterly

cold

there;

The nights are

even in the middle of October, damp mists

hover over

the river, and hoar-frost covers the grassy regions at the bottom of the valley.

warm, the morning mists are dispelled by
the rays of the sun, a cloudless sky stretches over the landscape, and soft breezes,
swaying the threads of the vagrant spiders, blow from the east through the

But during the day

river valley.

The

all is

busy

from

hill to hill.

and

in the

unfolded!
firs

it

first

is

still

fairly

frosts are the signal for the beginning of the vintage;

in the vine-planted districts,

and the

call of

the vine-dresser resounds

But it is also the signal for the forests on the mountain slopes
meadows to change their hues. What an abundance of colour is then
The crowns of the pines bluish -green, the slender summits of the

dark green, the foliage of hornbeams, maples, and white-stemmed birches
forest stocked with

pale yellow, the oaks brownish-yellow, the broad tracts of
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beeches in

all

gradations from yellowish to brownish -red, the mountain ashes,

and barbei-ry bushes

cherries

purple, the cornel

the bird cherry and wild service trees

scarlet,

and spindle-tree

violet,

aspens orange, abeles and silver willows

And

white and grey, and alders a dull brownish-green.
distributed in the most varied and charming manner.

traversed

by broad

light

bands and narrow-twisted

symmetrically patterned; there again the Chinese
or the

summit

of a single birch, with

but a short time.

At the end

To be

is

there the forest

up among the

sure this splendour of colour lasts

and when the

the red, violet, yellow, and

all

is

an isolated cherry-tree

brown

shaken from the branches, tossed in a gay whirl to the ground, and

drifted together along the banks
foliage

of

of October the first frosts set in,

north wind rages over the mountain tops,
foliage

Here are dark patches

stripes;

fire

these colours are

lustrous gold springing

its

pines, illuminates the green background.

all

and hedges.

After a few days the mantle of

on the ground takes on a uniform brown

tint,

and in a few more days

is

buried under the winter coat of snow.

The autumnal colouring of the foliage in those parts of the North American
forest regions, whose vegetation presents the greatest analogy to that of the Old
World just described {i.e. in the neighbourhood of the St. Lawrence and from the
Canadian lakes to the Alleghany Mountains),
trees,

much

longer than in the forest

There also evergreen conifers grow side by side with

regions of Central Europe.

deciduous

lasts

and there again a

rich

underwood

flourishes in the forest regions.

—

To some extent we have exactly the same species composing the woods pines
and firs, beeches and hornbeams, oaks, ashes, limes, birches, alders, poplai's, maples,
elms, hawthorn, guelder-rose,

than in Central Europe.

and dogwood; but the wealth

of forms is far greater

In the neighbourhood of the shores of Lake Erie, for

instance (as repre.sented in Plate V., entitled

"Autumnal Tints on Lake

Erie"),

we have in addition to the trees enumerated the Rhus Toxicodendron and
R. Typhinum, the Tulip-tree, Western Plane, several walnuts, robinias, Gymnocladus, Liqvbidamber, and especially some Ampelidese which climb like lianes to the

highest tree-top.
colour in

This greater variety of species produces an even

autumn than

European

in the central

the deciduous trees begins in some

species

districts.

always at

riclier

play of

The change of colour of
the commencement of

September, and stretches over a whole month, so that the

fall of

the last leaves

The American beech
(Fagus ferruginea) changes colour exactly like the European; and the American
birches (Betula nigra and B. jxipyracea) exhibit in their autumn foliage the same
usually does not occur until about the middle of October.

golden yellow as do their European
flourish

allies;

but the autumn foliage of oaks, wliich

with an extraordinary number of species south of the Canadian lakes,

present every tint from yellow to orange and ruddy brown; the

rubntm) shrouds

itself in

dark

red, the Tulip-tree exhibits

Red Maple (Acer

the lightest yellow,

(Viburnum Lentago) and
Sumach {Rhus Typhinum), and the

the large-spined hawthorn bushes, the Sheep-berry
the

Rhus Toxicodendron become

violet, the

wild vines (Vitis and Ampelopsis), climbing up the branches of the

trees, clothe
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them
firs

With

in flaming scarlet.

this

4S9

gay assemblage

of vivid colours the

Canadian

Weymouth Pines the dull bluish-green of
Where such a wood is developed with all its wealth

mingle their deep, dark green, and the

their needle-leaved summits.

and where there

of species,

an opportunity of seeing

is

the soft light of a September day,

in a wealth of colour such as

it

the changing pictures of scenery and

i-evels in

meets with in no other forest countiy.

Of course the autumnal colouring
trees

pass slowly under view in

example, in a journey along the southern

as, for

shore of the Canadian lakes, the eye

it

not limited to the deciduous foliage of the

is

and shrubs enumerated, but includes the perennial low shrubs and herbs.

In

forms of the greater trees stand out, and the

forest regions, however, only the large

low bush only rarely forms a characteristic feature in the autumn landscape.

where

and where the clumps of low plants are the charac-

lofty trees are absent,

teristic feature, as in

the regions of the Arctic flora, and especially in the mountain

slopes above the tree limit, the matter

however, there

is

But

is

which can

scarcely one

quite different.

rival the

Alps of

of the autumnal change of colour of the vegetation.

Of these latter regions,
Central Europe in respect

It is especially in those parts

by the great variety of their flora and their
wealth of Ericaceae, where strata of slate and limestone alternate or lie side by side,
that the spectacle here described passes with a splendour of which the ordinary
summer visitor to the Alps can form no conception. The time of commencement of

of the Central Alps characterized

the display cannot be definitely given;

it

varies from year to year according to the

prevailing conditions of temperature and moisture.
fresh-fallen

colouring

snow remains

may make

its

for several days

If

appearance as early as

but

this;

the heights do not assume their white mantle of

September, after a storm, and

if

even at the end of August

on the slopes above the tree
if,

snow

as

is

until

the

limit,

usually the case,
the middle of

during the latter half of the month the

fi'esh

snow

melts and a clear sky prevails over the mountain heights, then the autumnal change
of colour
for

is

retarded so

much

wide expanses already

longer.

Below, in the depths of the valley, which

shade on account of the low

in the

the ground remains continuously whitened

by

frost,

tlie

while up above, on the

southern slopes of the mountain heights, the night's frost vanishes with the
glimpses of the sun, and soft breezes blow

over

lie

jDosition of tlie sun,

first

them throughout the day.

Ptarmigans and swarms of birds of passage journeying over the Alpine passes, but
stopping here for a short

rest,

are busy in picking

off"

the berries from

low

tlie

bushes which cover the slopes in great abundance; but the butterflies which were
so active in the

summer among

isolated scabiouses
linger,

And

the Alpine flowers have vanished; here and there

and the dark spikes of the late-blooming Gnaphalium
is in fruit, and the procession of the flowers is

but everything else

yet the slopes have

all

the

adorned with innumerable flowers.
herbs,

and

brightness

of

The deciduous

still

past.

summer meadows, which
foliage of the

are

low shi-ubs and

especially that of the stvmted thick-carpeting bushes (whose materials

are conveyed into the

woody branches and underground

even in this short time

red, violet,

and yellow

tints,

stem-structures) attains

which are

in

no wise inferior
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in

glow and brilliancy

whortleberries

and a

to the

leaves of the Bilberry

most vivid colours of
of

species

flowers.

The deciduous

bearbeiTy are most conspicuous.

(Vaccinium uliginosum) assumes a

While the

violet colour, the red

Whortleberries {V. vitis idoad) clothe themselves in deep red, and the Bearberry

The autumnal leaves of these plants
it is much
exhibit the most beautiful red observed in any autumnal foliage
more fiery than in the North American vines and the sumach trees; and when the
foliage of this Bearberry is illuminated by oblique sunbeams on a mountain slope,
the observer below might fancy he saw flames of strontium forking up out of the
ground. The leaves of many herbaceous plants also, such as Alpine geraniums and
Alpine hawkweeds, become coloured with anthocyanin at the margins, and along
the veins, or even over the whole surface, before withering; and .seen from a
distance, look like red, violet, and variegated flowers.
The Alpine willows, how(Arctosfaphylos alpina) in vivid scarlet.

;

ever, especially the carpeting Salix retusa,

The

bu.sh of Salix hastata

and

with the red-fruited Sorbus ChaTncB-Tnespihts, take a golden

S. arbuscula, together

yellow.

and the low

latter chiefly border the water-courses,

and on looking down from

above on the gullies and raxäues through which the water pursues

its

tortuous

way, interrupted by small cascades, these bushes are recognized as a twisted, golden
fretwork, thrown up against the darker background.

growth

of

Between the low under-

whortleberries and bilberries, but principally between the low-lying

sprays of Alpine

spring up everywhere white and grey lichens,
and the Iceland-moss, and some rocky ridges and

bearberries,

especially the Reindeer-moss

slopes are so exclusively covered with these structures

that they look fx'om a

The

distance like white patches and stripes on red, violet, and yellow grounds.

display of colours in Alpine regions

is

materially heightened

patches of dark tints are not wanting.

The number

by the

broad

fact that

of evei'green plants

is

com-

paratively large, and some of those species which appear in clumps retain their

green foliage under the long-continued winter coat of snow until the vegetative
period of the next year.

The

groujDS of

mountain pines (Pinv^^ hmnilis, Mvghus,

and Pwmilio), the rhododendron bushes {Rhododendron hirsutuvi and ferrugineum), the tufts of Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum), and the glistening carpet
of

the evergreen Bearberiy

tints,

(Arctostaphylos Uva-Ursi),

bring a certain calm into the gay confusion.

with their dark -green

The carpets

of

Azalea pro-

cwmhens, which in the autumn becomes brownish-green in colour, in consequence of
the collection of the chlorophyll-corpuscles of the green leaf-cells into

balls, also

moderate the glare of the picture in a harmonious manner.

The charming

spectacle of the colouring of deciduous foliage in Alpine regions

as a rule only lasts for about a fortnight.
for a short time,

all

twigs and branches.

Whatever useful materials were

have emigrated during

this time to the stem-structures,

snow

is

remain free from snow

still

present in the foliage

where they are to pass the

brown and blackened. Soon the wintry pall
spread upon the mountains; and the ridges, slopes, and hollows, fi-om

winter; and the fallen leaves become
of

If the slopes still

the red, violet, and yellow leaves become detached from the
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which flamed so recently

now

tints of red gold

between the dark mountain

pines, are

covered with dazzling white from the winter sky.

AND

3.— PEOPELLING FOECES IN THE CONVEESION
DISTEIBUTION OF MATEEIALS.
Eespiration.

—Development of Light and Heat. —Fermentation.
RESPIEATION.

One
species

of the

most remarkable things about metabolism in plants

own model and

its

is

in various species

the same

soil,

type, that the

is

that every

compounds which are manufactured

always remain the same in successive generations, and that from

the same water, and the same

air,

under equal illumination and under

the influence of the same temperature, the most diflerent organic compounds are

prepared by various species situated in close proximity.
square metre spring up from the forest

soil

savoury Mushroom, and the latex-swollen Russula; and
Corn-cockle, and

if

the seeds of Mustard,

Poppy (Sinapis nigra, Agrostonma Githago, Papaver Rhoeas)

are strewn on a garden bed of uniform
these seeds

Within an area of a

the poisonous Boletus sanguineus, the

grow simultaneously

soil,

by

side

so that the plants

their seeds

side,

germinated from

will

indeed exhibit

materials of the most \'aried composition, but every mustard seed, every seed of

the corn-cockle, and every poppy seed will present exactly the same compounds
as were possessed

by the

seeds sown,

compounds which the seeds

have contained for thousands of years.

by the

association of like to like always

supposition

of these species

This phenomenon can only be explained

and everywhere

in the plant,

and by the

that every molecule of a certain material not only operates as a

centre of attraction on its surroundings, but that the attracted atoms are grouped

according to the special type, just as hapjiens in the crystallization of mineral
substances.
If the

atoms

in the colourless cells of a seed

the soil are attracted in the

manner

germinating in the darkness of

indicated, arranged in a certain

way, and

connected together to form a solid body, the chemical equilibrium in those

must be disturbed.
the sap of these

cells,

the degree of concentration of their sap must have been

diminislied in consequence of their withdrawal,

neighbouring

cells.

cells

If the materials thus attracted were previously dissolved in

But

this dissimilarity

and

will be less than that of the

cannot be maintained, and therefore

a compensating movement occurs, which spreads to moi'e and more distant

cells;

other words, the materials stream towards the places of consumption.

We

or, in

return to this process, already once described, in order to review the propelling
forces

which are concerned in the metamorphoses and distribution of the materials.
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The process

of the combination of

atoms into a

body which we are now

solid

considering, for example, the formation of cellulose,

a performance of work

is

combined with the fixation of sensible heat and with the transformation of kinetic

But whence do the

into potential energy.

When

and kinetic energy?
carbohydrate

But

formed

is

a green

in

colourless cells derive their sensible heat

carbonic acid

this is not the case in cells

cell,

is

decomposed and sugar or some other

a sunbeam becomes imprisoned and fixed.

devoid of chlorophyll, especially in those working

in darkness under the ground.

The protoplasm

heat and kinetic energy which

it

by very

directly, but

material conveyed to

of these cells derives the sensible

consumes or renders latent from the sun, not

them by a portion of the
becoming decomposed, by whose synthesis in the gi-een

indirect methods.
it

It obtains

above-ground the kinetic enei'gy of the sun's ray has been changed into

cells

potential,

and the

and in

way

this

the potential energy becomes again changed into kinetic,

latent heat transformed into sensible heat.

The materials which the

manufacture out of inorganic food would be

cells

unused

capital lying

if

they were to remain in the condition in which they had

They must be turned

been formed.

to account, dissolved, transformed,

tributed; the impelling forces necessary for this are obtained

the opposite of that carried out in
is

split

their formation.

oxygen given

up,

out,

and

by a portion

material manufactured in the green cells undergoing a process which

carbonic acid

gi-een

an accumulated dead

mei-elj'^

dis-

of the

exactly

is

At the very time when

a carbohydrate formed, and heat

rendered latent thereby, cai'bohydrates are being decomposed, oxygen taken up,

Of course

carbonic acid excreted, and heat liberated.

this process of decomposition

cannot extend to the whole mass of the materials manufactured
It would indeed be al)surd

if

l.y

the green

cells.

became

in one part of the plant those materials

again disorganized and changed into air and water which in another part had

As a matter

of fact, this process of

to but a part of the materials

produced in the gi-een

been compounded of these same elements.
decomposition

is

limited

and the whole process may be most correctly represented thus: one portion

cells,

of the materials

formed from inorganic food

the further gi-owth of the plant body; but
possible

in the green cells is
this further

employed in

growth only becomes

the other portion supplies the forces necessary for the carrying on of

if

The one process

the building.

therefore just as important as the other; they

is

mutually supplement each other, and

this

supplementing

is

one of the most im-

portant life-processes of plants.
It

has been stated that in order to obtain the necessary impelling forces

oxygen
is

is

taken

liberated.

and

is

in,

the molecules

This process

is

to be placed in the

it

attacks are decomposed, and carbon dioxide

therefore an oxidation, a burning of organic material,

same category as the burning

occurs in animal bodies in respiration.

although here

we do

the case in animals.

the atmospheric

air,

of carbohydrates,

It is called respiration in plants also,

not find special localized respiratory organs as

In plants
that

is

all

which

is

usuallj'^

the living parts can breathe, and to them

to say, the

oxygen contained

in

it,

obtains access
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to roots

and

tubers, stems

and

foliage, fruits

and

seeds, green plants

and parasites

devoid of chlorophyll, jjlants with and without stomata, saprophytes and water
plants.

All these breathe as long as they are alive, and in plants no less than

in animals breathing

The

purposes.

first

and living can be used as synonymous terms for all practical
fundamental condition of respiration is naturally the presence

of free atmospheric oxygen.

When

cated and

die.

put under the receiver of an air-pump, from which

the air

exhausted, or in a chamber

is

the streaming
foliage

and

plants,

become

If plants are

movement

oxygen, the plants

and

if

filled

absent, plants,

hke animals, are

suflb-

with hydrogen, nitrogen, or coal-gas,

they exhibit phenomena of movement in the living
kept for a longer period in the atmosphere without

Even

die.

is

of the protoplasm in the cells ceases in a short time,

floral-leaves, if
rigid,

this

if

again brought into air containing oxygen, they

can no longer be resuscitated, but remain dead.

The parts

of plants

surrounded by atmospheric air are never in want of

oxygen, but roots often get into an unfavourable position whei-e the quantity of

oxygen

in the air of the soil is very small, or where the atmospheric air is replaced
by other gases. This explains why plants do not prosper in so-called " dead
earth, and why the roots seek principally those loose places of the upper strata
of soil which are porous and well-ventilated, and avoid the deeper-lying, badlyventilated, dead ground.
The decay of trees which have been planted in towns
and parks near gas-pipes, whose roots have been surrounded with coal-gas for some
time owing to a leak in the pipes, is also explicable in this way.

Aquatic plants take up the oxygen of the atmospheric air absorbed by the
water.

anyone,

Where there is none, vegetable
when sending off water plants,

life

under water becomes impossible.

tightly corks

up the

with the necessary water, under the impression that the plants, being
element, will thus bear the journey well, he will be sadly undeceived.

quantity of oxygen in the atmospheric air contained

If

bottle after filling
still

in their

The small

by the water

is

soon

exhausted, and the aquatic plants are suffocated within twenty-four hours, or even
in a

much

shorter time, just like fishes which have been conveyed in a tightly-

corked bottle of water.
All plants do not bi-eathe with the same energy, and in
difference can

leaves, possessing

foliage-leaves;

to a

much

any plant a great
The floral-

be noticed in the respiration of the various organs.

no chlorophyll, respire much more vigorously than the green

underground root-stocks, bulbs, and tubers, also without chlorophj-U,

greater extent than the green stem.

In the green organs of plants

exposed to sunlight two processes are carried on, the formation and the splitting

The

up of carbohydrates.
that

it

latter process, however, is so obscured

can only be observed with

laurel leaf the

amount

of carbohydrates

as great as of those decomposed,

A

great difference

difiiculty.

is

individual plant organs.

i.e.

It has

by the former,

been estimated that in a

formed in any given time

is

thirty times

respired.

also exhibited according to the stage of development of the

Roots, stems,

and leaves breathe much more vigorously
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when young than when
damp earth, respiration

When

fully formed.

seeds are allowed to germinate in

at first quite inconsiderable, but

is

when

the seedling begin to elongate, and

when

the parts of

by

the stores of materials furnished

the parent plant are dissolved and used up, respiration becomes very energetic.

when

Later on,

the help of

grown up so far that it can itself work with
which have meanwhile become green, respiration again

the seedling has

its

leaves,

The same thing occurs

diminishes.

in the development of buds; there, too, the

bud breathe

leaves just emerging from the covering of the

young

fully-formed green foliage.

greater extent than the
attained their full

size,

and are apparently quite

much

to a

That organs which have

inactive,

still

respire, is

shown

from the observation that roots and tubers which have been dug up in the
autumn and left in a cellar through the winter exhale carbonic acid without

any

In beet-roots which have been dug up a 1-per-cent

visible outwai'd change.

decrease of sugar, and an exhalation of carbonic acid corresponding to this decrease,

have been observed within two months, a proof that change of materials and
respiration can occur even in structures

which

dormant during the winter.

lie

According to what has just been stated about the significance of respiration
to the life of plants,

it

is

quite obvious that the energy of respiration

which

is

reckoned by the amount of carbonic acid exhaled from a certain organized mass,
or better, by the amount of oxygen absorbed, becomes greater the more vigorously
the plant grows, and the quicker

more

it

builds

up

its

from

fuel the greater the results required

body, just as a machine requires
it.

If

wanting or not

fuel is

present in sufficient quantity the machine stops, or does not perform as

work

as

should be capable of doing.

it

It is exactly the

same

If the respiratory materials are absent, respiration is discontinued

presence of oxygen, and
materials

and

their

ia

life

becomes extinguished.

insufficient the plants only

growth

will

it

is

prolong their existence with

When

the daylight, their

leaves

and other materials stored up

become green and manufacture new carbohydrates

under the influence of the sun's rays; and of these a portion

If,

in

open and the shoots grow up into

is

at once employed

as fuel for the further construction of the potato plants, that
respired.

difficulty,

shoots sprout from the "eyes" of a

at the cost of the carbohydrates
If this sprouting occurs in the

the tuber.

even in the

supply of these

the

be insignificant in consequence of the insufficiency of

materials for carrying on the work.
potato,

If

much

in living plants.

is

to say,

it

is

on the other hand, the development of shoots from potatoes takes

place in a dark

cellax',

their leaves cannot

become green, and consequently no

The shoots then only continue to grow so
materials stored up in the tuber last; when these are

carbohydrates can be manufactured.
long as the respiratory

exhausted, respii'ation comes to an end, and the shoots die

An

off.

approximate idea of the significance of respiration as an impelling force

in those changes of materials

whose end

is

the further growth of the plant

be obtained from a consideration of the following figures.

A

may

cubic centimetre

of carbon dioxide contains 05376 milligramme of carbon, whose burning furnishes
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The mechanical equivalent

4677 units of heat.

When

millimetres.

a carbohydrate

is

carbon dioxide exhaled a store of energy

and therefore by

gramnie-niillimetres,

height of 1987 metres.

gramme-

is

obtained which

a

gramme weight can

is

equal to 1,987,725

be raised to a

weighed 0-45 gramme) exhaled 55 cubic centi24 hours, and seedlings of mustard (which, when

dried,

metres of carbon dioxide in
dried later, weighed 0'55

it

1,987,725

is

every cubic centimetre of

however, been ascertained that seedlings of poppy

It has,

when subsequently

(which,

of this

respired, for

gramme) 32 cubic centimetres in the same length of time.
imagined what a large store of energy is obtained by

It can thei-efore be easily

respiration,

even although the

result, in

consequence of various interruptions and

obstructions, should fall far behind this estimate.

In comparing the living plant to a machine heated by

measure the work performed by

we

coal,

and trying

to

by the analogy
The comparison suggests
itself naturally from the fact that in both cases similar impelling forces come into
play, and that in both the necessary store of vital force is obtained by the combustion of carbon. Yet, on the other hand, combustion in a machine and respiration in a living plant are widely different.
The peculiarity of plant respiration
two

of the transactions in the

lies in

it

cases,

numerically,

the fact that materials are combined with the oxygen of the atmospheric

which would not enter into combustion with

air

are justified

which are obvious.

Neither carbohydrates,

outside the living plant.

either directly or indirectly affected in respiration

undergo, outside

the

carried on within

it,

plant

and

it

cell,

may

at

it

ordinary temperatures

nor albumins, which are

fats,

by the process

the alterations and

of combustion,

decompositions which are

be taken as an established fact that oxygen only

them when conveyed to them by means of the living protoplasm.
the transmitted oxygen is also restricted by the living protoplasm
to the carbohydrates and other non-nitrogenous compounds which it incloses.
Nitrogenous compounds are not respii-ed directly, and the quantity of nitrogen in

operates on

The

effect of

breathing plants

is

not lessened.

We

can only imagine these remarkable correla-

tions as occurring in the following manner.

are

first

The

protoplasm; the albumins, on the other hand, are

The

a carbohydrate.
is

starch grains and droplets of

oil

rendered soluble, and are then oxygenated by the oxygen brought by the

latter alone

not only not burnt, but

the sun's rays,

is

first split

up into asparagin and

becomes oxidized, for the nitrogenous asparagin

reconstructed into albumin, with the co-operation of

by attracting the newly-formed carbohydrates

of

the green cells

and combining with them.
If

we adhere

to this view,

it

at once becomes evident

how important

is

the

co-operation of respiration and the formation of fresh carbohydrates in the green
cells.

If,

in a plant, the production of

new

reconstruction of albumins cannot ensue.

carbohydi-ates should be suspended, the

At

first

all

the respirable materials

which yet remain in the plant are used up for the continuance of

action,

but

if

the formation of fresh carbohydrates remains unaccomplished, and even the last
reserves are consumed, then the plant becomes exhausted,

and ceases to breathe
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and

has lieen estimated that a plant, in which the supplies of freshly-

It

live.

formed carbohydrates are lacking, can consume over 50 per cent of

by respiration before

perishes from exhaustion.

it

overgrown,

i.e.

This

whose stems, developed

in the potato-tubers mentioned,

is

in

its

substance

the case, for example,

dark chambers, become

elongate exceedingly, while their rudimentar'y foliage-leaves remain

new formation

Here, in the dark, no

very small and destitute of chlorojDhjdl.

of

carbohydrates occurs, but respiration continues as long as any respirable materials
yet remain.

At

length,

consumed, the shoots die

was that
burnt,

way is
much as

made use

that can be

of in this

Their dry weight, however, is only half as
which they sprung; the other half has been completely

oft'.

of the tuber from

i.e.

changed into carbonic acid and water, which have rapidly evaporated.

Sunlight

is

not necessary to respiration, although without

of carbonic acid

and the formation

can be carried on
bulbs,

when everything

complete darkness.

in

it

Underground organs:

the mycelia and

rhizomes, runners, likewise

—

all

the

of

growth, the most important of

all

the processes stimulated

influence of light, will be discussed

when

plants

these normally

Respiration continues throughout the darkest night.

breathe in darkness.

by the

Breathing

roots, tubers,

fruit-stalks

classed together as fungi, as well as seeds buried in the earth

restricted

the decomposition

of carbohydrates cannot take place.

by

That

respiration, is

describing gi-owth;

concentrated light produces a rapid oxidation and disorganization of the organ
exposed, which, however,

must not be looked upon

as the respiration of the plant.

DEVELOPMENT OF LIGHT AND HEAT.
It is to

be expected that respiration will be more vigorous in plants the higher

the temperature, since the process of respiration

pounds, and
fact, it

all

combustion

is

is

a combustion of carbon com-

Of course

respiration) also increases with rise of temperature.

up

As a matter

helped by a rise of temperature.

has been observed that the exhalation of carbonic acid (that

to a certain point.

maximum between
quickly diminishes.

15°

Respiration

and 35°

may commence

even at

C. according to the species,

It entirely ceases at temperatures

is

of

to say,

this is true only

0°,

and reaches a

but beyond that

it

which produce coagulation

and which are followed by the death of the living protoplasm.
When once i-espiration is started, the oxygen necessary for the combustion of
carbohydrates is derived from the surrounding atmospheric air. But the first
of the proteids,

incitement to respiration does not proceed from

absorbed oxygen does not furnish the
into

which oxygen

is

made

first

this,

or in other words, the

stimulus to respiration.

to enter do not breathe

Dead

any more than do

plants

butterflies

which have been suftbcated by withdrawal of oxygen, and then subsequently
brought into the fresh air.
Oxygen cannot produce those movements of the
atoms which are peculiar to
completely suffocated.

life

either in plants or animals

which have been

Since only living plants can breathe, i-espiration must

be brought about by a force which

is

liberated in the living protoplasm, bj- that
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movement,

first

i.e. tlie fii'st

chemical process with which respiration commences, seems to be a splitting up
of the albuminous molecules in the living protoplasm, the

by which albumen

same process as that

separated into asparagin and a carbohydrate, perhaps into

is

asparagin, a carbohydrate, and carbon dioxide.

The next

be a withdrawal of oxygen from the

should be noted that this

air,

but

it

for the purpose of continuing the metabolic changes,

tiling, of course,

would
is

only

which have originated spon-

taneously in the living protopla.sm.

Heat likewise

oxygen with other substances,

liberated in all combination of

is

especially in every combustion of carbon compounds.

easUy demonstrable in the plant organ in which
the respiring tissue

it

is

This heat
set free.

is

not always

The heating of

counteracted by the evaporation of water and by i-adiation

is

in organs

above-ground, particularly in the flattened, outspread foliage-leaves.

Carbon

also reduced in the green foliage during the

is

of sunlight, and this
sensible heat.

Now,

to a certain extent,

organs

day under the influence

a process which goes hand in hand with the fixing of

since this process

it is intelligible

masks the

respiration in the green leaves

that the heat liberated

by

respiration in these

but seldom perceptible, and that as a rule green leaves actually

is

It is

cool.

is

feel

even probable that the pleasant coolness under a shady canopy of

not solely due to the interception of the sun's rays, but that the imprison-

leaves

is

ment

of

these rays

and the

fixation

primary carbohydrates also shares

in

of

heat during the manufacture of the

the cooling of the air surrounding the

But where these conditions are out

leaves.

of the question, the heat liberated

can be demonstrated in respiring vegetable organs just as iu animal bodies; and
if

respiring green leaves could neither transpire, nor radiate heat, and

if,

moreover,

a supply of carbohydrates were stored up in them, the heat liberated by respira-

would make itself evident in the immediate neighbourhood. This applies
more to subterranean bulbs and tubers in which transpiration and radiation
are not only partly or entirely absent, but which are incapable of manufacturing
carbohydrates for themselves as they have no chlorophyll, and which, consetion
still

quently, render no heat latent.

Germinating

seeds,

as these respiring

and seedlings without chlorophyll behave

in the

same way

underground organs, provided that they are protected against

evaporation and radiation.

Barley-coms which have begun to germinate and

are respiring vigorously raise the temperature of their environment quite notice-

ably

if

they

trated.

lie

heaped together so that the heat liberated becomes thus concen-

It is well

of malt heaped-up

known

that malt

is

germinated barley, and in the preparation

barley-corns are caused to germinate.

In this process the

temperature of the immediate neighbourhood rises 5-10° C. above the temperature
of the air

which surrounds the

heat in fungi

is

piles of barley-corns outside.

also veiy instructive.

which they build up their mycelia and

fruit bodies

or from the decaying remains of dead plants
Vol.

I.

The

liberation of

These derive the organic compounds from

from other living organisms,

and animals.

The

receptacles often
32
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develop very rapidly to a considerable
there

periphery of the receptacle
is

Respiration

mushrooms

in the

growth

on chiefly at the

carried

is

hymenial layer,

especiallj- in the

its

above the

fungi
soil,

gi-owing in their natural

have invariably

the tissue of the cap
actively,

i.e.

in the lij-inenial laj-er.

It

temperature in

carried on most

is

the central portion of the cap,

less in

is

Numerous

and rising but

free condition,

sho\A'n this result: the rise of

most pronounced where respiration

is

on

position

Transmission of the food, and in particular of a large

of water, takes place thi-ough the stalk which bears the cap.

observations of
little

—

veiy well protected from evaporation and radiation by

the lower side of the cap.

amount

this rapid

always a rapid movement of the food absorbed by the mycelium, com-

is

bined with an energetic respiration.

which

and connected with

size,

and least in the stalk, through which the watery fluid travels at a temperature
which difiers but slightly from that of the surrounding earth.
Respiration, of
For example, in Boletus edulis, from its size
and shape particularly well suited for these investigations, the following results
were obtained while the temperature of the surrounding earth was about 13° C.
course, cannot be considerable here.

temperatui-e of the stalk, 14-2-1 5-6°: temperature of the bodj^ of the cap, 15'2-16-8°;

of the hymenial layer,

167-181\

Fui-ther developed (but

fications exhibit higher temperatures

above the ground.

When

results.

quite fresh) fructi-

Observations on other fungi of the H\'menomycetes

j-ield like

the temperature of the surrounding earth was 12-2° Ladarius

scrobiculattcs exliibited in its stalk a tempei-ature of 148°,

Amayiita miiscaria
of the surrounding

in its stalk 142°,
soil

peculiar shape of

and

surrounding

eai-th

measurement of the temperature
it

is

its

cap of 160°;

showed a temperature of 122°.

the cap in these last-named fungi

hjnnenial layer, but

and in

15'2°,

while the temperature
imbricatum, 130° in the stalk and

in its cap

Hydnum

was 130';

14'5° in the cap, while the

separate

still

than youuger oues which have just appeared

is

body of the cap and

in the

The

not well adapted to a
in

the

probable that a slight difference exists between them,

similar to that found in Boletus.

The

pufl-balls belonging to the GasteromA-cetes

also exhibit a considei-able rise of temperature above that of their surroundings
in the respiring portions of their fructifications.

temperature of 158' was observed in the

Thus

in

Lycoperdon ccdatum a

sjjherical receptacle shortly before dehis-

cence, while the temperature of the surrovmding soil

was

onlj- 12'2°.

The liberation of heat appeai-s especially noticeable, too, in respiring flower-buds
and in the mpidly-growing stalks which bear them, as well as in opened flowers.
If the flowei-s are small, and if there are but few of them at the end of the stem,
or

if

ouh' a single small flower

liberated

makes

may

itself

is

boi-ne at the

easily escape observation: but

end of a dehcate

readily manifest, and gives rise to a

unintelligible that everyone

on observing

it

stalk, the heat

under very favoui-able conditions
for the

phenomenon
tii-st

time

so strange
is

sui-prised

it

and
and

and

delicate flowei-s gix>w buried beneath

the snow, and obtain the space they require

by melting the hardened snow. The
in point.
As the snow melts and the

puzzled.

I refer to the fact that small

Alpine Soldanella

is

a very

marked

instance
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tricklings therefrom moisten tlie earth below, the Soldanella plants are aroused

from their winter's

Their

rest.

come

into contact with the

here

is

zero.

Growth

arched flower-stalks begin to elongate and

little

hard under surface of the snow, though the temperature
carried on at the expense of the supplies of mateiials

is

obtained by the Soldanellas in the previous summer, which had been stored up
partly in the evergreen leatheiy leaves lying flat on the ground, and partly in the
short root-stock

embedded

and a portion

building,

The

in the soil.

reserves are employed as substances for

of tliem is respired, in order that

them

solve the rest, to bring

the force necessary for the work.

it

may

bo possible to dis-

where they are required, and

to the places

The heat

liberated

by

to obtain

this respiration melts the

gi-anular ice covei-ing in the immediate neighbourhood of the flower-buds.

sequence of this a cavity

becomes overarched as

is

formed in the

by a tiny dome

if

height; and the flower-bud borne on

it,

of

ice

In con-

above each bud, or rather, each bud

But the stem continues

ice.

which

is

to gi-ow in

respiring and giving out heat,

accordingly raised up in the dome-shaped hollow space and pushed into

it.

is

There

promotes afresh the melting of the

ice and an extension of the cavity, and thus
upwards through tlie ice-strata. This goes on until at
length the respiring and heat-producing Soldanella bud has melted an actual canal
through the covering of hardened snow, and makes its appearance above, the stem
looking as if it had been stuck into the snow. The flower-buds now open and the
pretty violet bells sway about in the wind. Naturally the snow will be penetrated
first where it is thinnest, i.e. near the margin, where also the melting from above
proceeds most rapidly. Consequently it is the edge of the snow-field mainly which
it

actually boi-es a path for itself

is

growing up through the holes. It is not at all uncommon
where 10-20 flowers appear on the border within a stretch a metre

riddled, the Soldanellas

to find places
long.

On

looking closer and making cuttings through the

velopment described
not a

little

may

surprising.

be seen side by

Two

side.

Here and there are

to be

ice, all

the stages of de-

other phenomena, however, are

found single Soldanellas whose

buds have already opened before they have emerged above the ice-covering.

These
and remind one of plantamber or small coloured splinters which have been

Soldanellas actually blossom in a small cavity of the

organs or insects inclosed in
fused inside glass
limited,

balls.

Tliis sub-glacial

ice,

blossoming of the Soldancllas

strangely enough, to the opening of the corolla;

is

not

the anthers actually

dehisce and liberate their pollen.

What
in

also surprises us very

much on

closer inspection

which the flower-stalks are situated narrow

is

the fact that the holes

like a funnel

towards the base, so

that there the ice touches the stem, or, in other words, that the canal

down below

is

by the stem. When it is remembered that the flower-bud which
and formed the canal had a diameter at least three times as large as
that of the stem, it would be expected that the stem would be placed in the centre of

completely

filled

melted the

ice

a comparatively wide hole.

But, as stated, this

is

not the case, and the phenomenon

can only be explained by supposing that the porous gi-anular
mass, and that the granules displaced

ice

forms a plastic

by the melting sink down

in

accordance
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with the law of gravitation, unite together where a boring has taken

place,

and

again form a compact mass in consequence of the regelation of the lower strata.
It has still to be

mentioned that the green leaves of the Soldanellas, which

below the snow and

ice,

becoming

flaccid

lie flat

during the growth of the flowers, and that

the reserve materials stored up in them are completely used up by the growing stem

The green leaves then become wrinkled and perish, while new leaves
develop after the snow has melted. These provide themselves with reserve food in
order that in the next period of vegetation the growing stem and flowei-s may

and

flowers.

be efiiciently noui'ished.

Here and there with the flowers of Soldanellas are found the young, but neverPolygonum viviparuTn, which grow up from
below into the ice, and occasionally melt holes in it close to the edge of the snowtheless yellowish-red, foliage-leaves of

The white flowers of Ranuncwlus alpestris growing in company with the
same habitat have, on the other hand, not attained to the capacity
of growing through the ice, and need as an incitement to growth a temperature
which is rather above 0" C; in consequence of which they always open their flowers
first in places fi-om which the snow has vanished a short time before.
The amount of the heat set free by the small flower-buds of soldanellas might
field.

soldanellas in the

be estimated by the quantity of ice melted, but so

many

sources of error enter into

a calculation of this kind that the numbers obtained cannot lay claim to
accuracy, and
figures based

we must be

satisfied

with the

fact,

even although

it is

much

not verified by

on a calorimetric experiment.

The melting

of the ice

by the heat

also of the greatest interest, since

warm

delicate flowers

it

liberated in the respiration of soldanellas

is

furnishes a proof that single, small, extremely

not only their

own

tissues but also their environment,

and

that the heat liberated in them does not become perceptible only because, as already

remarked,

it is

counteracted by evaporation and radiation which

ai-e

carried on at

the same time, and because the respiring flowers are usually suiTOunded by atmospheric
air

air, i.e.

by a medium which

which in one moment

the next instant, and

is

is

is

warmed by

movable, fluctuating, and unstable.
the respiring leaves

replaced by other

air.

This

is

is

carried far

The

away

in

the case especially in shallow

flowers with recurved leaves, or in salver-shaped corollas widely opened above, round

which there cannot be said
the form of an inverted
flowers;

if

bell,

to be

any stagnation

of air.

But

if

the flower has

as in the Foxglove, Gloxinias, and most campanulate

the floral-leaves bend upwards like a helmet, as in the Monkshood;

the flowers are tubular, inflated at the base like a
Aristolochias, or

flask, or

if

pitcher-like as in

form deep goblets as in the Cactacese and many gourds

—then the

air in the inclosed space is scarcely at all disturbed, there is stillness within the

flower, the air there collected

corner,

and

On

cool

is

and warmed

is

retained almost unaltered in

not very easily replaced by other

days a

rise of

meadow

quiet

temperature above that of the surrounding air can be

usually perceived in the interior of such flowers, even

In an Alpine

its

air.

when they stand

quite alone.

the interior of a flower of Gentiana acatdis in the morning
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when the temperature
meadow under a cloudy sky and
Campanula harbata showed a temperature

shortly before sunrise exhibited a temperature of lO'G^ C.

the surrounding air was

8'4°.

On

a mountain

calm air the interior of a flower of
16"6°,

and not far

of
in

of

on the borders of a forest the interior of the helmet-shaped

off'

Aconitum paniculatum, 146 while the temperature of the outside air in
both instances did not exceed 13'2°. The temperature of the air in the neighbourhood of a respiring plant shows a much greater rise if numerous, small, thicklycrowded flowers are inclosed in a common sheath, and especially when the space
inclosed is undisturbed.
In the same mountain meadow in which the temperature
of the interior of the ball in the above-mentioned campanula {Campanula harbata)
was tested, the Carline Thistle (Carlina acaulis) was also in full bloom. As the
sky was cloudy, the capitula were closed, i.e. the apices of the stiff, involucral leaves
sepal of

',

were bent together, and formed a hollow inverted cone over the flowers.

mometer placed between these

bracts and pushed

down

as far as the flowers,

A

ther-

showed

a temperatui-e of 20'4°, the temperature of the surrounding air being 13"2°, the dif-

was more than 7° C.
In palms, whose numerous small crowded flowers are covered by

ference, therefore,

large floral

sheaths or spathes, the air within these coverings exhibits a rise of temperature

which

so noticeable that

is

same thing occurs

it

can be

in the aroids.

felt

by placing the bare hand

The

inside.

Here numerous small flowers are united into a

spike on a thick fleshy axis, forming the so-called spadix, and each spadix

surrounded by a bract which at

first is

twisted together like a conical paper

being often distended like a barrel or inflated like a bladder.
into the characteristic shape, but always incloses a cavity

It is soon

whose

is

Ijag,

formed

air is hardly ever

With cai-e a thermometer may be
introduced into this cavity, and the temperature shown by it may be compared
with that of the surroundings. For example, it was found when the temperature
of the outer air was 2.5°, that in the interior of the spathe of the Brazilian TorneUa
fragrans was almost 38°. At the same air- temperature the interior of the spathe
disturbed

of

Arum

by the

influence of other air currents.

cordifolium, in the island of Bourbon, exhibited a temperature of 35-39°.

But the highest temperature has been noticed
This plant

is

very

common

in the Italian

Arum {Arum ItaVicum).

in the region of the Mediterranean flora,

and

is

fre-

quently to be met with in vineyards under bushes, and even in hedges and roadsides.

Its spadices,

spring through the

surrounded by large pale-gi"een spathes, push their
soil

like inverted conical

bags;

way

in the

the spathe begins to open

between 4 and 6 o'clock in the afternoon, and at the same time a peculiar fragrance,
like wine,
is

becomes noticeable in the neighbourhood of the plant.

introduced into the cavity of this spathe,

of the outside air
to 44°.

is

about

it is

If a

thermometer

shown that while the temperature

15°, that in the interior

has risen to

40°,

sometimes even

These Aroidese therefore exhibit a temperature in the neighbourhood of

their respiring flowers

which exceeds that of blood-heat.

In proportion as the energy of respiration inci'eases with the rising temperature
of the surrounding air

from morning

till

afternoon, the temperature in the interior
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of the flowers also rises, as

shown by the following observations which were

con-

ducted in a place in the garden shaded from the direct influence of the sun's rays:
Temperature
of the

in the interior of the bell-shaped corolla

Bed Foxglove,

)

Corresponding temperature of the surrounding

air,

Difference,

While the liberation of heat occurs
sequence of respiration,

which

of light,

..„^

„.„„

,

_._o

„,,..o

o, .no

)

8-7°

...

ISO"

...

17'2'

...

19-1°

...

19-5°

01°

...

0-2°

...

O.'r

...

0-9°

...

I"'

in all living plants,

in other respects appears to be in

processes of combustion,

and

a natural con-

is

of the combustion of carbon compounds, the development

i.e.

many ways

connected with the

observed in living plants but seldom.

is

It is

only recog-

nized with certainty in the Hj^menoniycetes, a group of fungi in which the rise of

temperature during respiration has already been described.

Hymenomycetes only

relatively

stages of development.

Most

But even

few are luminous, and these few only

fi-equently the luminosity occurs in the

of these

in certain

mycelium

of

mu.shroom-like forms {Agaricineoi), which permeate the wood of old tree-trunks
and the creeping roots of trees on the surface of the damp forest ground. This
mycelium forms thicker dark strands, frequently joined together by cross-coimections,

which penetrate principally between the wood and the cortex, and these form most
characteristic nets and lattice-works; it also consists of very slender dark threads,
which take up their position in the wood usually at right angles to the long axis of
the trunk; and, finally, there are extremely delicate colourless threads which

through the woody

cells

in the

manner shown

meate the entire wood, and are only perceptible

woven

into net-works,

on the

sides of the holes

in

fig.

32.

grow

These actually per-

to the laaked 63-6

when

thej^ are

and then ai-e seen as wliitish fringes and membi-anes situated
formed in the disorganized wood.

It is these fine threads

and webs

of the

mycelium which

exliibit the

remark-

Where they completely invest the wood-cells, it looks as if
were luminous, and we commonly speak of luminous wood and

able illumination.

the

wood

itself

the luminous decay of tree-trunks.
hibited

by the mycelia

other foliage-trees.

There

of various agarics,

is

no doubt that the luminosity

which destroy the wood of

Usually the Rliizomorph {Agaricus melleus)

out as the cause of the luminosity in wood, since this species

and where
there

is

no

it

has established

diflSculty in

itself

sends up every year

determining the

species.

But

is

is

firs

ex-

and

alone pointed

is

widely distributed;

many

receptacles, so that

since luminous

wood

is

also

observed in the pine forests of higher mountain districts where the Rhizomorph

no longer found, it must be concluded that the mycelia of various other agarics,
whose species cannot be determined on account of the absence of fructifications,

is

The light is best seen in the open, in midsummer
wet weather, when the wood permeated by the
mycelium has been moistened by the rain. But the moisture absorbed by the
wood nuist not exceed a certain amount. Too much saturation prevents the
phenomenon of luminosity just as much as excessive dryness. If the wood is
removed from the place where it slaines so well, the luminositj' rapidly diminishes.
exhibit the same phenomenon.
and autumn, after many days

of
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and ultimately entirely vanishes, although apparently the relations and conditions
of life are exactly the same as before.
I have repeatedly taken up luminous wood
at night, and having brought it home, have tried to reproduce as far as possible
the conditions under which the luminosity existed in the open; in the
the light was uuweakened, but after twenty -four hours

the

air,

ceases.

luminous wood

If the

entirely.
i.e.

A

of oxygen,
rise of

is

it

first

night

had usually disappeared

placed in a closed space where the renewal of

not cari-ied on to a sufficient extent, the luminosity soon

is

temperature

not favourable to

is

its

continuance, principally from

the fact that a higher temperature brings about an alteration in the hygrometric

In pure oxygen the wood shows a decrease rather than an

condition of the wood.

In the depths of the forest the luminosity

increase of light.

day

after

more than a week on the same trunk,

for

may

be observed day

the conditions of humidity

if

remain the same.
It
It

is

is difficult

to

compare the

other.

not so green as that of glowworms, and has not the brilliancy of the phos-

phorescence of the sea;

it is

phorus held under water.

a dull white Hght.

buted to luminous wood.

mycelium
out in

"

directions

all

and

"

will-o'-the-wisp

most resembles that of pure phoshas a strange and therefore

it

may, in part at any

rate,

be attri-

decayed tree-trunk penetrated hy the light-giving

If a

vigoi-ously struck, so as to split

is

It

In the gloom of the forest

uncanny appearance, and the

fly

from the mycelium with any

light emitted

fall

it

hundreds of fi'agments, which

into

scattered on the ground, each splinter becomes

The

luminous, and the dark forest ground seems to be strewn with dots of light.
luminosity of these fragments, however, comes to an end before the next night.

The Rhizomorph and other

only exhibit the luminosity in their

allied agarics

mycelium, their fructifications remaining dark under
of other agarics, viz. in the Brazilian

all

circumstances.

Agarieus Gardneri,

in

In a series

Agaricus igneus, a

native of Amboina, in Agaricus noctilucens, living in Manila, and in Agaricus olearitis,

which

is

widely distributed through the Mediterranean

fructifications

emit

of the cap, but

more

by these fungi

is

r'arely the stipe also

like that

from the mycelium of the agarics described

and the external conditions under which

it

permeated by mycelial threads.

At

grows among the roots of olive

trees

autumn, the luminosity

soon as the temperature
8-10°,
If

below

it

its

oxygen be kept away or withdrawn from the

Dying

agarics

become
It

is

less

as on the luminous

wood

golden-yellow fructification in

dry and wet weather.

immediately ceases;

it is

As

best at

does not increase but gradually diminishes.

vanishes, but as soon as the atmospheric air

tinguished at their death.

it

Agaricus olearius, a mushroom which

and forms

4-3°, the light

and under higher temperatures

reappears.

on

efiect

to be seen equally well in

is

falls

least in

pi-eviously,

occurs are also similar, except that the

hygrometric state has not such a noticeable

late

floral district, the actual

hymenium developed on the under side
which bears the cap. The light produced

usually from the

light,

and

is

less

air,

the luminosity immediately

again restored, the phenomenon
luminous, and their light

to be noted that not only agarics

is

ex-

with luminous

hymenia, but also those with lumLuous mycelia, emit light both by day and night.
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On

fine

days in the open the light

is

not seen, but as soon as these structures are

brought into a dark room, the phenomenon of
day.

The luminosity

of the night

is

to be seen, even diiring the

liglit is

not increased by sun-iUumination during the

phenomenon has nothing in common with that peculiar
exliibited during the night by fluor-spar, which has previously

day, and consequently the
pliospliorescence

been exposed to sunlight.

There are certain organic substances which shine in alkaline solutions when

oxygen

is

present.

It

seems natural to suppose that such materials are formed in

the agarics mentioned, and that oxygen

producing the phenomenon of

light.

of explaining the luminosity.

As

can only form surmises.

It

which deposit their eggs

conveyed

is

At any

to

rate this

them

in respiration, thus

would be the simplest way

to the advantage accruing to the plant itself,

we

seems most probable that the fungus-flies and beetles

in the mycelia

and which are connected with the

and

fructifications of

Hj^menomycetes,

distribution of their spores in a

manner

to be

described in detail later, are thereby guided to the fungi in the dark of night.

Many

of

these

flies

and

beetles only fly at

night, and, like

nocturnal animals, direct their path towards a luminous object.
fore, that the light

It

many winged
may be, there-

proceeding from the agarics cited serves as an allurement and

guide to the night-flying

Hymenomycetes

so

insects, just as the

odour and

and

brilliant colouring of other

which swarm

in

broad day-

thirty years ago the difference between plants and animals

was formu-

attracts the fungus-flies

beetles

light.

FERMENTATION.
About

lated as follows:

—Plants transform kinetic into potential energy, and fonn organic

compounds by the reduction of inorganic food, especially from carbonic acid, nitric
acid, and water; animals transform potential into kinetic energy, and decompose
and burn by respiration the organic compounds, formed by green plants, which
serve them as food.
This distinction, however, only holds good in part. On the
one hand, plants devoid of chlorophyll are not taken into consideration, and on
the other, it has been established that green plants also breathe, and therefore
transform potential into kinetic energy. The respiration of plants does not differ
either in its method or in its object and significance from that of animals.
In both
cases the living protoplasm withdraws oxygen from the air in order to convey it
to certain expressly prepared carbon compounds wliich have been rendered combustible, and in both cases these carbon compounds are burnt in order that the
necessary impelling forces may be obtained for further life and growth. But the
analogy between plants and animals holds still further in this respect. When
animals which are tenacious of life, e.g. frogs, are placed in an atmosphere containing no oxygen, they do not immediately perish, and do not at once cease to exhale
carbon dioxide, consequently they still convert a certain amount of potential
energy for a short time, by the combustion of carbon compoxmds in their bodies.
They cannot derive the oxygen necessary for this from the surrounding air; thei'e
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nothing

own

them except

left for

to obtain

it

from the

This cannot be carried on permanently, and

bodies.

a long time in an atmosphere without oxygen,
period, however,

same thing
is

orgcanic

it is

When

of

the frog

kept for

way

is

their

For a short

will at length die.

it

able to proloug its life in the

seen in plants.

is

if

compounds

Exactly the

indicated.

placed in a chainlier from which free oxygen

absent, they do not immediately die, but endeavour for a short time to retain

by

their life

combined oxygen, by withdrawing

utilizing

it

from nitrates which

have been absorbed with food, or from the organic compounds of their own
bodies, richly fui'nished

with oxygen.

to replace that usually derived

The oxygen obtained

it

sary for the continuance of

Carbon dioxide

life.

an atmosphere without oxygen, and heat

tion.

But

pheric

this

way

tliis

is

able

also bring about a

can therefore provide the kinetic energy neces-

combustion of carbon compounds;

in

in

from the environment, and can

is

then exhaled from plants, even

is

liberated just as in normal respira-

abnormal source of energy does not

oxygen continues lacking, the plants

last

very long.

exposed

to

If free

atmos-

unaccustomed

such

conditions at length perish from exhaustion and suffocation.

But

it is

also possible that living plants

may

exist in a region

devoid of free oxygen, but in which combined oxygen
that a plant, hitherto surrounded

oxygen

by atmospheric

for use in respiration, has been plunged

air

is

which

indeed

Let us suppose

present.

from which

is

obtained free

it

into a sugar solution, in wliich,

oxygen is absent, but which contains a large quantity in combinaand hydrogen in the form of sugar. Would such a plant be able
In most cases
to wrest the oxygen from the sugar and to utilize it for itself ?
But in a few instances the living protoplasm has the power of
certainly not.
of course, free

tion with carbon

splitting

up the

oxygen -containing compounds with which

fluid

it

comes into

contact, and can so obtain the oxygen necessary for the continuance of
It can also
position.

make

its life.

use of other materials liberated from combination in the decom-

This process has the greatest resemblance to respiration, carbon com-

pounds are actually burnt with the help of the derived oxygen; carbon dioxide is
The plant, the living protoplasm of which accomexhaled, and heat is liberated.
plishes all this, maintains itself alive, prosper.s,

This process, however,

a surprising manner.

is

and even grows and multiplies
not called respiration, but

is

in

known

as fermentation.

Of course the plants producing fermentation must not be supposed

On

large leafy structures.

the contrary, they are

all

to include

very insignificant and belong

exclusively to spore-plants which are devoid of chlorophyll, and which are generally classed together

under the name of fungi.

allied families. Bacteria, Yeasts,

in certain stages of

In particular there are the four

Moulds, and Basidiomycetes, of which

many

species

development are capable of inducing fermentation.

Bacteria, which are also called Fission-Fungi or Schizomycetes, are the smallest
of all living organisms,

and the question has repeatedly arisen as

to

whether they

are to be regarded as independent organisms, or as organized portions of dead, de-

composing protoplasm.

The

discussion of this question will be left to the second
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Here

volume.
rod-like

it

is

sufficieut to I'emark that bacteria

filamentous structures, very
cells

much resembling hyphal

break up, however, sooner or

look as

if

they had been

way

cells

which are frequently embedded

In this

".

individual members, and then

later, into their

of

Fission-Fungi

arise colonies of irregularly

in

by

destructive activity, belong.

In

accumulated

Many

a mucilaginous matrix.

can live and multiply without taking free oxygen from the
materials necessary for this

These chains of

threads.

fragments, tins appearance accounting for their

split into

name

"

appear as spherical, o\al, or

which develop by repeated transverse division into chain-like or

cells,

bacteria

They obtain the

air.

up a fermentation in tlieir immediate
neighbourhood, i.e. a splitting up of carbohydrates and nitrogenous compounds.
Fermentation gives rise to very different products, and makes itself evident in very
different ways, according to the composition of the bodj' attacked by the bacteria,
and according to the species to which the bacteria, which are commencing their
setting

many

instances pigments are produced, in conse-

quence of the decomposition, which colour the attacked body yellow, red,

violet, or

blue; at another time, as, for example, in the souring of milk, a molecule of milk-

sugar

is

decomposed into two molecules of

Bacterium

of the

instance, sugar

is

aceti, acetic acid is

split

up

lactic aciil; or,

and carbonic

into dextrin, mannite,

One

of Bacterium, in the so-called viscous fermentations.

mentations

The albumens are decomposed by the action

different

species of bacteria

into

by a

species

commonest

known

fer-

as initre-

of one or perhaps several

tyrosin, leuciu, various amines,

volatile

fatty

ammonia, carbon dioxide, sulphuretted hydrogen, hydrogen, and water;

and some of these make themselves evident by
unpleasant manner.

which give
bodies,

fei-ment action

acid,

of the

that to which albuminous compounds succumb,

is

faction.

acids,

by the

produced from alcohol; again in another

rise

To

their offensive

this class, too, belong the

to a decomposition of the liquids in living

which deprive the blood

of

odour in a most

most notorious of

oxygen and bring

all bacteria,

human and animal

aboiit in it various other

decompositions of organic compounds, and which are regarded as the cause of

epidemic and endemic diseases.

Contagions and miasmas are indeed for the greater

part, if not wholly, bacterial,

and the

nants, diphtlieria, small-pox,

and cholera

species
in

which produce splenic fever in rumi-

man,

ai'e

of such great interest that a

them in the next volume.
which are called Saccharomyces, consist of
spherical or ellipsoidal cells, which are much larger tlian the cells of bacteria,
and also multiply in quite another way. They increase by sprouting, i.e. knoblike outgrowths arise on the surface of the multiplying-ceUs which rapidlj' enlarge,
whole section

will be dedicated to

The various

species

of

yeast,

so that each outgrowth in a very short time
it

originated.

and may now

is

equal in size to the

cell

from which

The daughter-cell thus formed is detached from the parent-cell,
Occasionally several
produce daughter-cells by sprouting.

itself

successive buddings remain joined together, and then form colonies which some-

what resemble the

pricklj-

alcoholic fermentation.

pears or opuntias

in

miniature.

It causes gi'ape-sugar to split

Yeast produces

up into alcohol and carbon
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giving rise to a small quantity o£ succinic acid aud

dioxide, the process also

This fermentation

glycerine.

nature; there

it

is

at

any

is

never very noticeable in living plants in free

rate only cai-ried on to a small extent.

It

is

very

important in the extensive artificial production of alcoholic beverages, for example,
of wine, cider, beer, brandj', " pulque
fruit,

",

rum, and

many

and from grape-sugar, obtained from starchy

Moulds
naked eye

more, from grapes and other

consist of colourless, elongated, thin-walled
like

and roots.
which appear

seeds, tubers,
cells,

to the

These divide up by the intercalation

extremely delicate threads.

of transverse walls, but they do not separate into their individual elements like

The threads multiply very rapidly, and frequently numerous threads
are crossed and intertwined like the threads of a cobweb, forming a loose, white
net-work. They generally dwell on damp or fluid substrata, and closely invest
them with their crowded threads. They also penetrate into the interior of these
The cells which make their way into sugary solutions assume another
substrata.
form; they remain short, and increase by sprouting. The bud-forms of the mould
Only the parts of a mould
are often so like Yeast that they are mistaken for it.
the bacteria.

which respire and are

in contact

with the oxygen of the air develop spores, these

being usually distributed by currents of

air;

the parts submerged in a fluid to

which the free oxygen of the air has no access do not form spores, but they
multiply with incredible rapidity, just like Yeast and bacteria.
is

This multiplication

compounds contained in the liquids or
by the mould. The changes in the objects attacked
the acquirement by the mould of as many organic compounds

carried on at the expense of the organic

succulent bodies attacked
are not limited to
as

it

requires for food, but the whole mass becomes decomposed and destroyed,

and finally is wholly converted into carbon dioxide, water, sulphuretted hydrogen,
ammonia, and other volatile substances a process which has already been
This decomposition brought about in the absence of oxygen must be
describeil.
termed fermentation. If the fluids and succulent bodies attacked by the moulds

—

contain nitrogenous compounds, they

odour they give

ofl"

make

when undergoing

their presence

fermentation,

i.e.

known by

the unpleasant

putrefaction.

If,

on the

other hand, non-niti-ogenous compounds are fermented by a mould, alcohol

may

which has been attacked by moulds, the

cells

In sweet, fresh fruit

be produced.

mould which permeate the succulent tissue produce a fermentation of the
by which alcohol and ethereal oils first arise as products of decomposition,
It is
and by which the characteristic smell of putrescent fruit is produced.
ascertained that one species of mould, Aspergillus niger, when on the surface

of the
juices

of a tannin solution,

which means

consumes the tannin in the presence of atmospheric air, by
When this same species is submerged
is formed.

carlion dioxide

in the fluid,

and has no

into glucose

and

gallic acid.

into the blood of living
i.e.

free

oxygen at

It has also

men and

up the tannin completely
been shown that mould cells which get

disposal,

it

animals cause

splits

it

to decompose as do bacteria,

they produce severe diseases, sometimes ending in death.

Many

mould not only bear the high temperature of the blood without

species of
injury, but
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The

even develop very luxuriantly there.

whose species cause
fermentation are Mucor, Aspergillus, Penicillium, Botrytis, and Ewrotiwm.
Finally, in addition to bacteria, yeasts, and moulds, the mycelia of those fungi,
which are called Basidiomycetes (in reference to their characteristic reproduction,
which will be described in the next volume), can induce fennentation.
The
thread-like cell-chains of these

principal genera

mycelia look like mould-structures; they grow

through and permeate the dead bodies of plants and animals, dung and refuse,

and black meadow-soil, the humus of the
dead

But

trees.

forest,

living plants also, especially the

and especially the trunks of
wood of living trees, may be

When

penetrated by these mycelia, and the tree ultimately killed in consequence.
the mycelial threads penetrate into the

they are not

satisfied

places only with
results

I

of a living or dead tree (see

which they come immediately into

with which

is

fig.

32

^),

and destroying those
contact, and absorbing the

cell-walls,

the destruction as food; on the contrary,

if

position,

wood

with merely piercing the

we have an

extensive decom-

associated a liberation of carbon dioxide, water, and various

known, which give rise to a peculiar musty smell. The
weight, becomes rotten, and wholly transformed into a mass which

volatile materials, not well

wood

loses

on drying crumbles to powder, or into a fibrous asbestos-like substance.
it

the mycelium
is

by

is

Finally,

In popular language this fermentation produced by

disintegrates into dust.

called " rotting

".

By many

basidiomycetous mycelia the wood

not only changed into a powdery, Imt even into a liquid mass,

as,

for example,

the mycelium of the detested Dry-rot, or Wine-cask Fungus.
All these fermentations, whether caused

by the mycelia

of Basidiomycetes, the

bud-forms of mould, by yeast, or by bacteria, have one thing in common, that they

have been

set

up by ferment-causing

cells,

i.e.

by the

active living protoplasm

within them without the excretion of any special chemically-active materials

which would come directly into contact with

their surroundings.

protoplasm of the mycelia named, of bacteria,

yeast, and mould,

chemically unaltered;
less

it

vigorously further

effect

The

living

remains

itself

most energetically in the immediate neighbourhood,
and its efiect diminishes with increasing distance. The

acts

oft',

proceeding from the ferment-cells might be compared with the concentric

waves produced on the surface of water into which a stone has been thrown.
A hypothesis has been formulated, according to which the groups of atoms in the
ferment-protoplasm are supposed to be oscillating as long as

after the

manner
would

and

cells, ai"e

is

of a wave-motion.

Alterations in the construction of the shaken

tlius

result

the atoms, and decomposition of the compounds in

from the shaking so produced.

It has even

estimated that the vibrations which proceed from the living protoplasm

Yeast

it

propagated and convej^ed to the environment

molecules, displacement of
question,

it is alive,

oscillations are

imagined that these

propagated to a distance of

5'^

mm. from

been

of,

the surface of the

e.g.

cells,

and that they shake and alter the arrangement of the molecules of sugar even at
The shaking would of course vary according to the specific constithis distance.
tution of the protoplasm. It may be assumed that vibrations differing in quality
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proceed from differeut fermentative agents, and that consequently diverse decom-

by

positions are produced

This

much

is

different bacteria.

certain, that in fermentation, as in respiration,

of kinetic energy

free

set

is

by the

living protoplasm

a certain amount

and transmitted

to the

environment, and that in this respect fermentation and respiration behave

Thus

it

also

In

supplant one another.
this substitution is
liquid,

many

moulds,

very noticeable.

which serves for

its

as,

If the

for example, in

submerged in the

substratum, into the

oxygen, then the
respiration

we

liquid,

cells

become

so that

it

Mucor

racernosus,

mycelial threads rise up from the
air,

and

from the surrounding atmosphere, then respiration takes
is

alike.

becomes evident that fermentation and respiration can replace and

if

they can draw oxygen

place; but

if

this

mould

can no longer obtain free atmospheric

altered, pass into the sprout form,

observe in them the ferment-action described.

and instead of

Submersion

may

be regarded as an abnormal condition for these moulds, and perhaps for Yeast
also,

but for bacteria

it is

scarcely so,

and for them respiration must be regarded

rather as the abnormal condition.
I cannot close these speculations without again repeating that fermentation

and respiration are only carried on by living protoplasm, that the movements
which thus proceed from the protoplasm cease immediately life is extinguished,
and that these movements must be assigned to that force of nature acting
protoplasm for which I claim the old term " vital force

".

in the

GROWTH AND CONSTRUCTION OF

PLANTS.

1.— THEOEY OF GROWTH.
Conditions and Mechanics of Growth.

—Influence

of

Growing

Cells on their

Environment.

CONDITIONS AND MECHANICS OF GROWTH.
Whoever wishes

to germinate seeds

must moisten the earth

or else must supply water to the seeds in some other way.
tlie

its

water; the embryo bursts

for their

which
seeds,

if

The young

light.

desired should

grow or be kept

and the suitable watering of cultivated land

is

bi'ought to a standstill not

commencement of the rainy season
of growth.
The amount and duration

heat, the

striking

way

is,

and always has been, one

is,

less

by the

soil,

remarkable.

cold of winter,

Where
but by

each year, the signal for the

of the rainfall govern in a

the whole progress of plant development.

moisture soaks through the

Other plant organs

In uncultivated districts the

dependence of growth on the water supply appears no
vegetative activity

must now

in vigorous development are like the

the fundamental conditions of plant culture.

revival

seedlings

they are to flourish and increase in bulk, for they require

growth an astonishingly large amount of water.

it is

soil,

covering, sends out rootlets into the ground, and

stem and leaves grow up towards the

be diligently watered

of

its

selected as

The seeds absorb

most

As soon as the first
wake up from

after a long drought, the plants

their lethargy, the dry, sunburnt landscape becomes adorned with vivid green,

and the luxuriance of the shoots and leaves arising from the seeds and buds
stands in strict proportion to the quantity of water daily supplied to the growing
plants.

Why

do plants require these quantities of water?

The answer

to this question

when it was
shown how the absolutely necessary mineral food-salts were taken up by means
of water; how the water in which the food-salts are dissolved is conveyed by
root-pressure and by suction to the place of consumption.
But this is certainly
not the only significance water has for plants, for it would leave imexplained
has already been partly given in a previous section of this book,

why growing

seedlings which cannot yet absorb mineral food from the earth, and

which do not even require

it,

still

consume so much water.

It

must

also be

remembered that those chemical processes in vegetable cells in which mineral foodsalts are worked up do not yet themselves constitute growth, but only a preparation for growth.

Mineral salts play an important role in the transformations going
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and the manifold changes in the production of organic compounds of the food taken in from outside, and in the preparation of these compounds for building materials. But they are not directly concerned in the insertion
and fixing of the building materials in the living cell-body, in the further growth
of protoplasm, and in the increasing dimensions of the growing cells, which laston in the living

named

cells,

processes alone

concerned in

growth

may

Although only very
protoplasm of the

and

softer jjarts,

Exactly how far water

be looked upon as growth.

is

will be described in the following lines.

cell,

little is

yet this

known with regard to the minute structure
much is beyond question, that it consists of

of the

firmer

which form an extremely complicated net-work, ever varying in

structure from species to species, and with meshes filled with very

many

different

substances, with water, fluid carbohydrates, albuminous compounds, dissolved salts,

&c.

It

may

also be

work, resembling
that

is

to say,

imagined that

it

in structure

fluid substances

and

can be interpolated in the net-

moment

in consistency at the

of insertion;

which receive the same molecular arrangement, and so become an

The cell-wall also, at the periphery of the
a structure which renders it possible that between the

organized portion of the cell-body.
protoplasm, must possess

already-formed firm portions fluid molecules can be inserted, which then assume
the properties of those established portions.

This insertion, however, presupposes
the groups of

an extension of the firm parts already present, a separation of

molecules of the organized structures, and a place for the particles to be inserted,
and, on the other hand, repelling

and

attractive forces whicli control the portions

to be introduced.

We

are

now prepared

cells is acid,

that here a very important part must be

to admit

assigned to the turgidity of

cells.

and the acids and acid

As has been shown, the
salts

contained in

it

cell-sap of

growing

attract water from their

The water thus brought into the vacuoles
and indeed

surroundings with considerable energy.

of the protoplasm exercises a strong pressui'e on the peripheral layer,

on the cell-wall as well as on the protoplasm, which pressure

first

of all causes an

By

the elasticity of

extension of these layers beyond the normal cohesive limit.
the extended layers obviously a pressure

and

this condition of

mutual tension

existence of this turgidity,

it

is

is

exercised on the fluid in the interior,

called turgidity.

In order to explain the

must be taken for granted that the water conveyed
by the atti'action of the acids and acid salts

into the vacuoles of the protoplasm

does not go back again, in spite of the pressure
layers; that it rather is

protoplasm.

it

exercises on the surrounding

held fast by the molecules of sugar and albumin in the

Experience confirms this supposition, and

it

evident that water

is

penetrates with great energy from the surroundings into the

cells,

that the

cell

swells, the peripheral cell-layers experience a tension, and that yet no water pro-

ceeds through them.
stimulation, or

when

When

protoplasm forces out water in consequence of a

the strained layers are artificially punctured, only then does

the fluid come out of the rent formed like a tiny spring.

shows that the

But

this again only

fluid in the interior is subject to a strong contra-pressure

from the
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peripheral layers.

This pressure

obviously stronger the more elastic and the

is

firmer are the peripheral layers; and the elastic outermost parietal layer of the
cell is

of course adapted to exercise

an

especial reaction

on the

fluid in the interior

But that a pressure exists both towards the interior and in the reverse
which have no cell-wall and consist only of jirotoplasm,
shown by the fact that if rents are made in the outermost layer of myxomycetous

of the

cell.

direction, in structures
is

Plasmodia, fluid substances immediately pour out.
It is

indeed a matter of course that in a swollen, turcrid

cell

the molecules of

the peripheral extended layers will be separated beyond the usual limit of cohesion,

and

this is

near to assuming that in the widened interstices so formed fluid

moment they

materials are forced which become firm the

resemble in every

and hardening

way

are deposited, and then

the molecules they have driven apart.

of constructive materials,

This intercalation

which indicates an accompanying increase

in the bulk of the organized substances,

We

regarded as growth.

to be

is

thus

obtain a conception of the mechanism of growth, which, though only hypothetical,
in harmony with the external visible phenomena.
We are led to it especially
by the fact that only cells wdiich are turgid grow, whilst cells stop growing, even
although the necessary amount of fluid building material is present, as soon as
is

their turgidity diminishes.

The turgidity
swelling,

is,

important,
zones,

is

of cells, that

is,

the presence in them of water necessary for their

however, only one condition of growth; a second condition, no

Without heat there

warmth.

where the year

divided into

is

summer draws towards a
during the long

close,

is

and the days become shorter and

niglits the soil loses

more warmth by radiation than

shown

much

cooled,

and the whole energy of the plants

in previous sections, in

changing

itself into

is

less

in the temperate

summer and autumn, winter and

the day, and when, too, plants become very
entirely ceases,

When

no gi-owth.

spring, the

shorter,
it

when

gains during

growth above-ground

concentrated, as

we have

a chrysalis for the wdnter, in

withdrawing from the deciduous foliage the materials which can be employed

and in lodging them in protected store-rooms.
During the winter, then, the cooled portions, unprotected against frost, rest, and
their growth is completely interrupted.
At length winter is past, the last snow
in the ensuing period of vegetation,

has vanished under the breath of mild spring breezes; the hard frozen earth
liberated from the bondage of the frost;
trees adorn themselves with flowers

eveiywhere new

and fresh

foliage, the

seeds germinate, and the crops in the fields spring

farmer.

on

On warm, sunny

cool, dull

life

stirs,

meadows become

up vigorously,

is

buds swell,
green,

to the joy of the

spring days everything grows with astounding rapidity:

days the increase

is

only small.

If occasionally

the temperature again sinks low% then the growth

is

a relapse occurs, and

wholly arrested.

It has

been found that the increase of young herbaceous plants on two successive days had

sunk

in consequence of a

There
the

is

fall

sudden storm and visitation of cold from 8 cm. to h cm.

no doubt that such a decrease of growth stands in causal connection with
of temperature,

and

also that quick

growth

is

to he laid to the account of
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a rapid increase of heat, provided, of course, that the other factor of growth previously indicated,

viz.

water,

present in sufficient quantity.

is

been shown in a previous section that the mineral

It has

salts,

which plants

reqmre for the production of building materials, are brought by means of water
to the place of need, and that this transporting water is raised from below by
evaporation from the surface of organs exposed to the air and sun.
ration,

however, requires

much warmth, and

or retarded transpiration; that

is

partly dependent on quickened

on the greater or

to say,

is

no doubt that the

there can be

hastened or retarded development of vegetation

This evapo-

less

amount

of heat

The conduction of food-salts by means of water from the soil is, howby any means growth; it is only a preparatory process, as also is the

supplied.
ever, not

and the comphcated transformations
and distribution of materials wliich follow the elevation of the water from the
ground. Warmth is an essential condition of that process which is being here
formation of organic materials in green

discussed, that is of

growth in

its

cells,

narrow

sense, as well as of all these preparatory

processes.

The part taken by heat in actual

gi-owth, that

is,

in the transformation of fluid

building materials into firm, organized portions of the plant-body, and increase
of bulk of the cells, cannot be essentially different from that wlaich occurs in

other molecular re-arrangements and chemical changes.
valent theories,

is

Heat, according to pre-

tions of ether which are

of the molecules

in

known

as free heat can induce a corresponding motility

any ponderable body.

induces a state of

Similarly, heat

We

motility amongst the molecules of living protoplasm.

work

Those vibra-

the expression of vibration of ultimate particles.

must imagine that

done upon the organic bodies which constitute the building materials

is

of plants, that they are led in

and there transformed into

a

fluid state to the regions

solid

organized matter.

transformed into latent heat, and in this sense

sumption of free heat.
insertion of

new

Accompanying

we may

way

free heat

is

regard growth as a con-

an
The separation of these
by turgidity. Thus, by

this organizing action of heat there is

molecules between the pre-existing ones.

latter is of course

where they are required,

In this

brought about, as already described,

the co-operation of heat and turgidity, fluid organic materials are changed into
firm, solid, organized substances,

and in

this

way

the organized portions increase

in bulk, in other words, they grow.

EFFECTS OF GEOWING CELLS ON ENVIEONMENT.

Work

is

into action

the

not only performed in the interior of

cells,

which operate on the surroundings with

but pressures also come

irresistible

power.

What

apparently so delicate, are able to perform, borders almost on the in-

cells,

credible.

Where the filamentous hyphal threads
VOL:

I.

of crustaceous lichens have penetrated
33
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into the tiny ci'evices of stone, they crack

and crumble the permeated substratum

not only by lateral pressure, but they act also lever -wise, and vigorously press

up the shattered

The absorbent

particles.

cells or rhizoids of

worts also exercise a like action on their substratum, and this

is

mosses and

liver-

maintained, as in

the lichens, essentially by the fact that substances are excreted from the growing
cells

by which the substratum

is

partially converted

Moreover, the pressure which these delicate
their

damp

into

soluble

compounds.

exert on the substratum

cells

growth may be demonstrated by experiment.

by

upon

If liverworts are laid

folded filter -paper in a space satui'ated with vapour, in forty -eight hours

they will send out rhizoids which grow through the paper.

now

the cells of the rhizoids are
paper.

The

holes in which

seen certainly did not previously exist in the

threads in the filter-paper

felt of

The

is

so dense that starch-grains of

maize, having a diameter of only about 2 thousandths of a millimetre, cannot find
sufiicient space to slip through,

penetrate the

felt,

as these

holes must, therefore, be

threads of the

felt

and thus

less

still

can the rhizoids of liverworts

have a diameter of from 10
formed by the growing

first

to 35 thousandths.

cells of

must be powerfully driven asunder, and

the rhizoids.

this requires at

The
The
any

rate a comparatively large expenditure of force.

The hyphal threads of a mushroom, which unite to foi-m dense fi-uctifications
and grow up from the subterranean mycelium in a comparatively short time, often
raise considerable pieces of earth,

scrobiculatus,

Agaricus

vellereus,

and the cap-shaped

fructifications of Lactarius

and Hydnuni rejMndum are indeed frequently

thickly covered with larger and smaller fragments of earth, raised

upward growth. An instance is
was raised and shifted by the growing
their

also

known

in

by them during

which a stone of 160 kg.

fructification of a

fungus of the mushroom

tribe.

Nor

is

the pressure which the growing cells of flowering plants exert on their

which are

The absorbent

embedded

in the earth,

called root-hairs, appear fairly straight, although the sjjaces

between the

environment

less considerable.

particles of soil filled

colls of roots

with air and water are certainly not

rectilinear.

It

cannot be

doubted, therefore, that the i-oot-hairs in spite of their delicacy, nevertheless push
the small particles of earth on one side, and in their growth follow, as nearly as
possible, a straight course.

The

apices of the

main

roots of flowering plants,

when

they gi'ow downwards, form actual channels by pressure on their environment,

pushing the portions of
like a gimlet.

downwards by

And

it

soil

powerfully asunder, and penetrating into the ground

would be a mistake

gravity.

The

I'oots of

to suppose that they are only dra\\-n

bean-seeds wliich have been germinated in a

layer of water spread above quicksilver actually penetrate into the quicksilver.

It

has often been noticed that the roots of trees which have reached fissures in walls
or clefts of rocks are able to shatter the walls

further thickening.
noticed.

On

One

at least out of the great

and to crack the stone by their

number

either side of the little Tyrolese Gschnitz-thal

of instances
ai-e

may

here be

teiTaces strewn with

large blocks of stone, which are considered ancient diluvial moraines.

The blocks
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of stone are composed for the most part of crystalline schist, especially of gneiss, in
•which mica

sented in

and rooted

130), at a height of 2 metres,

one of these blocks (repre-

a larch has long ago established

firmly, so that the strongest of its roots

parallel to the direction of the

crevice

On

arranged in almost parallel streaks.

is

fig.

mica streaks.

By

grow downwards

itself

in a cleft

the thickening of this root the

became widened; half of the upper block was separated from the lower and

was raised about 30 cms. It is estimated that the weight of this raised portion
amounts to 1400 kg., and the root which was able to raise this burden exhibits in

I'ig.

its

130.— Elevatiun

rowth

ul a l;lnik of stuni' in

thickest part a diameter of only 30 cm.

larch root

is

Moreover, the burden overcome by this

small in comparison with that raised

large superficial roots

by the

which creep over the ground of the

were not always situated in
roots extended

in thiijkneäs vi a Lari'li Rnut.

this position.

under the ground.

As long

roots of old trees.

The

forest like gigantic snakes

as the trees were

young

Only with increasing thickness did these

their
roots,

pressing against the firmly compacted earth lying beneath them, become visible above
gi-ound, since they burst
this
all

must

through the layer of earth situated above them.

But with
which

also be connected the elevation of the whole trunk with its boughs,

bear upon the roots, and often weigh several thousand kilogrammes.
It is

a matter of course that gi-owing stem-structures also exercise a considerable

pressure on their environment.

do not in this respect

Those underground stems which are called runners

differ materially

from

roots,

and are similarly able

to shift
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and press asunder small stones and clumps

In

of earth.

many

plants the growing

points of the runners are covered with hard scales, which produce exactly the same
effect as the points of

an auger.

This applies especially to several grasses

Galamagrostis, Lasiagrostis, and Agropyrum).

The runners

common

of the

ing Couch-grass (Agropyrum repenii) bore through the roots of

trees,

through old and rotten but also through young vigorous specimens.

and not only
The runners

of the Couch-grass are often found penetrating through the centre of
tubers,

and

{e.g.

creep-

potato-

has been confirmed experimentally that these runners in their growth

it

are capable of even boring through discs of

Very

tin-foil.

instructive also

is

the

penetration of old tree-trunks by the stems of various small shnibs and shrubby
trees

whose growing points are comparatively

delicate

and

soft in texture,

not beset, like those of the Couch-grass, with hard pointed

where

a

in our

mountain regions are to be

forest has been cleared,

where not very long before
rising perhaps a metre above

seen, in places

dead stumps of

fir-trees,

The

the ground, and overgrown with cranberry and bilberry bushes.

where the saw has cut through the huge trunk

when on

these decayed stumps, as

if

it

Without

same

has a verj^ peculiar appear-

on the platform of

tlie

base of a

pillar,

—a

story

small colonies of cranberry bushes are seen to flourish luxuriantly

higher than on the surrounding ground.

surface

partly overgrown with the

is

plants as those growing in the soil round about, and

ance

and are

Almost every-

scales.

closer

investigation anyone

VFOuld tliink that these bushes had germinated from seeds which had previously
fallen into the cracks of the

on

stem

section,

and

it is

not a

little

surprising therefore,

splitting such old tree-stumps, to find that this is not the case,

but that rather

the cranberry bushes of the surrounding forest-ground have sent out their runners

grown up through
the decayed part between the wood

into the lower portion of the tree-trunk, and that these have then

the rotten wood of the stump— especially tlirough
and bark until they have again reached the daylight above on the exposed section,
showing at any rate that they must have exerted a very considerable pressure on
their surroundings.
The thin stems, also, of plants growing on boulders have
frequently to make a new pathway for themselves when their habitat has been
covered by a torrent with sand and stones a span high, and thus have to push out

—

of the

way

On

obstacles of comparatively large dimensions.

a forest

soil

covered

with sand and boulders I saw indeed how the delicate thread-like stem of a wintergreen (Pyrola secunda) had grown up more than 60 cm., and in doing so had pushed

on one side stones of a gramme weight.

If peas, beans,

buried in the earth and allowed to germinate,

germinating as

may

and stones are

and other large seeds are
how by the growth

be seen

and the earth

in which
and beech-nuts have been embedded, looks when the seeds are

of the seedling small clods of earth
pine-seeds, oats,

it

if it

raised,

had been rummaged and thrown up by mice.

A

fine

example

work done by growing stems must yet be instanced in the growth in
we have daily before our eyes, but only too easily
overlook on account of its commonness. A young beech trunk 50 cm. thick will
raise each year a crown which has a weight of two thousand kilogi-ammes
of external

height of the forest-trees which

through a metre, and iu
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more

larger forest-trees the figures become even

still

impressive.

And

all this is

accomplished by the invisible atoms of the living protoplasm,

which, set in motion
dispilace

by

heat, alter their position, attract

and repel one another,

and travel between one another, assume new groupings, and

in these

new

arrangements appear outwardly to our senses in altered form and increased volume.

On

glancing over these effects of growing

cells

and groups of

reminded involuntarily of the analogous phenomena of
ice is

formed in a glass bottle

force,

and the

filled witli

water,

it

splitting of masses of rock in high

where the temperature

in winter sinks

cells,

ice crystallization.

one

is

When

bursts the vessel with irresistible

mountains and in

all

those regions

below freezing-point depends in no small

degree on the freezing of the water which "has penetrated into the smallest crevices

and rocky

clefts.

crystallization.

And

an essential difference between growth and
Crystals are formed spontaneously from fluid substances, and
yet there

is

cells,

on

the other hand, never arise spontaneously from fluid materials, but always only

by

grow from the

depositions of small atoms on their surface.

Vegetable

means of an already present organized and living mass of protoplasm. Thus all
growth in living things is reallj' only a further development of what already exists.

The crystal can again be transformed into a formless fluid mass, can be reconstructed
from this fluid, and this alternation may be repeated innumerable times. In plants,
on the other hand, the passage from the formed, organized, to the formless, fluid
condition is synonymous with death, and from the gases and fluids which are
derived from the decomposition of a vegetable-cell a plant-cell never again forms
itself

spontaneously, that

is,

without the interposition of a living agent.

While, as

above remarked, crystals grow by the deposition of small particles on their surface,
growth of protoplasm takes place by the interpolation of new molecules between
those already present: these are separated from one another, and only subsequently

can parts of the

cell increase

2.

Sources of

Heat

by

deposition brought about

GROWTH AND

by

living protoplasm.

HEAT.

— Transformation of Light into Heat. — Influence of Heat on the Configuration and
— Measures which protect Growing Plants from Loss of Heat. — Freezing

Distribution of Plants.

and Burning.

— Estimation of the Heat necessary for Growth.

SOURCES OF HEAT.
Whence do

TRANSFORMATION OF LIGHT INTO HEAT.
With regard to
liberated by the plant

plants derive the heat necessary for their growth?

may

first of all think of that heat which is
and which can again find employment immediately after its
release, not only in metabolism and transport of materials, but also in growth.
Further, we may be i-eminded of that heat which is liberated by the breathing of

this question one

itself in respiration,
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animals and in various other instances of slow and fjuick combustion of organic
bodies,

which the growing plants can now and then directly

These, how-

utilize.

Heat which is liberated in respiration is
which the plants have absorbed on a previous occasion,

ever, are only derived sources of heat.
really only the sun's rays

and ultimately, so far as it comes under consideration for the life of plants, all heat
The heat which is conducted to plants from the soil, from
is derived from the sun.
water, and from air, also takes its origin from the sun, which is therefore to be
looked upon as the fountain-head of
It has

all

the heat utilized by plants.

been found that the sun sends out three kinds of rays distinguished by

their different periods of vibration,

and chemical

We

a body, work

little

which

intersect

on the surface

their efiects.

As soon

as they stiike

as the wave-circles

recognize and measure

is

rays, light rays,

These three undulating movements of the ether interfere with

rays.

each other in their course as
of water.

and known respectively as heat

them by

performed by the active force of these ether waves which we picture

and atoms

to ourselves as

movements

work appears

either as heat, or light, or chemical change.

of the molecules

of the

body affected; and this
But it is exceedingly

remarkable that only that movement wliich we regard as heat can produce that
transformation of building substances into organized materials, which

The

words, growth.

in the formation of the constructive materials,

in detail, are not able to cause

from inorganic food, has been jjreviously described
such an

effect,

that growth

at least directly.

is

There are even instances which justify the opinion

actually restricted and hindered

that growth can proceed in the deepest gloom,
factors

—turgidity and heat—are undiminished.

germinate in darkness.
roots

The

cells of

embedded deep under the

wholly deprived of

in other

is,

whose great importance
and generally, of organic compounds

vibrations which constitute light, and

soil,

by
if

light.

This

much

is

certain,

only the two earlier-mentioned

Seeds and the majority of spores

underground stems and scale

leaves, those of

grow

as well as the mycelia of fungi,

in regions

Moreover, plant organs which are brought from the light

light.

into darkness continue to

grow

there, provided

always that the necessary amount

of moisture and heat be supplied to them.

Nevertheless very numerous experiments tend to prove that growth can be
assisted

by

light.

cultivated in

two

The following

is

one of the most remarkable.

places, identical as to the

amount

growth, but differing in the intensity and duration of the flow of
exhibit a quicker growth in the place where the light can act on
fully

and

for a longer time.

for

twenty hours, than

them during

light,

they will

them more power-

Thus plants grow much more quickly

where they are daily illuminated

where they are exposed

If plants are

of heat affecting

in the far north,

in southern

latitudes

to the light for only twelve hours, even although in the

them in their northern habitat.
From the small table inserted opposite, giving the commencements of the flowering
periods best adapted for the comparison of a definite amount of gi-owth in
several widely-distributed plants, at Athens, Vienna, and Christiania, it may be

same space

of time comparatively less heat reaches

seen that Athens

is

about forty-six days earlier than Vienna, but Vienna only
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Amongst other species belonging to this
group may be mentioned Cyclamen repanduTii and G. hederifolium, Cardaviine
trifolia, Soldanella montana, Hepatica triloba, and Saxifraga Gewm and cuneifolia.
Growing in habitats similar to these are to be met biennial, occasionally
perennial, plants which in autumn form a rosette of leaves on their ei-ect stems
leaf

given in

is

fig.

r of

Plate

I.

which survive the winter; these are always coloured violet on the side turned
towards the gi-ound, while the leaves which develop in the following warm summer
on the elongated flower-stalks usually appear green below.
especially,

numerous Cruciferse

hrassicceformis);
(e.g.

this

group belong,

Euphorbia amygdaloides), bell-flowers
and hawkweeds (e.g. Hieracium, tenuifolium).

spurge

of

species

To

Peltaria alliacea, T^vrritis glabra, Arabis

(e.g.

Ga'nvpanula persicifolia),

(e.g.

and on the margins of
whose leaves do not survive the winter, but which produce on the stems
developing in the summer flat leaves whose under side contains abundant anthocyanin, as, for example, Senecio nemorensis and nebrodensis, Valeriana montana
and tripteris, Epilobium montanum, Lactuca miiralis, and many others.
Finally, deciduous shrubs are to be found in the depths
forests

Amongst non-European

may

species

be noticed

many Flowering

Eushes, Trades-

and Cypripediums, as well as the Japanese Saxifrages (Saxifraga sarmentosa and cortusoifolia), which are coloured deep violet on the lower
side of the leaf with anthocyanin, and are only found in shady spots in forests.
Since anthocyanin has been already indicated as one of the means of protecting
cantias, Begonias,

chlorophyll, the question
relation

must

of all be considered as to

first

does not exist in the instances just enumerated.
the foliage-leaves

possible that the violet side of

It

whether such a

might even be

now turned earthwards was

originally turned towards the incident rays of light, while the leaves

were

still

very young, and that the anthocyanin remains in the position once assumed in
consequence of the twisting of the leaves, without being assigned any particular
function on that account.

Opposed to

this idea, however, are the facts that in

the majority of the plants cited, anthocyanin

is

only

first

developed

when

the

side of the leaf in question has already been turned towards the ground; that in

many

species the violet side

ment; and especially that in

never turned upwards at any period of develop-

is

all

these plants which

grow

in the shade,

no protec-

tion of chlorophyll against an over-abundance of light appears necessary;

that,

on the contrary, it is important for these shaded growths that the scanty light
and heat should be appropriated and utilized to the utmost extent.
We cannot therefore assign to the anthocyanin on the under side of foliageleaves

any protective

influence

upon

chlorophyll.

On

the other hand, everything

goes to show that the anthocyanin developed here absorbs light and changes
it

into heat.

and dry

Light which, passing througli the

foliage, or the

and useless there.
becomes serviceable
of neighbouring

ground

When

itself in

and

would reach

fallen

dead

the depth of the forest, would be wasted

absorbed by the anthocyanin and changed into heat,

to the plants,

cells,

leaf,

and

it

can exert a helpful influence on the growth

to a less extent apparently also

on the metabolism and
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In the evergreen leaves of those plants in the

transportations of the substances.

depths of the forest which are natives of inclement regions, this advantage

is

obtained from the layer of anthocyanin developed on the lower leaf -surface, that

every sunbeam, even in the cooler seasons, can be utilized to the utmost.
in

harmony with

this explanation that foliage-leaves of

trees, shrubs,

It is

and high

bushes which grow a considerable distance above the ground, and have below

them other green

foliage-leaves, are

never violet-coloured on their earthward

and that in richly-leaved bushes whose lowest leaves

That portion of the

are provided with anthocyanin.

and which

in the highest green leaves,

is

lie

on the

side,

these only

soil,

light not turned to account

allowed to pass through them, can

still

be utilized by the lower ones; only that light which would pass through the
lowest leaves would be lost to the plants, and therefore
layer only on that side which

lies

That which occurs in plants of the
plants whose leaf-like stems or

The green

water.

violet absorbent

flat,

forest shade occurs similarly in those

Lemna

{e.g.

marsh

on the surface of the

disc-like leaves float

duckweeds

discs of

we have a

on the gi'ound.

])olyrrhiza), of the Frogbit

(Hydrocharis inorsus-ranoB), of the Villarsia (Villars la nymphoides), of water
lilies

(Nymphcea Lotus and

thermalis),

and of the magnificent Victoria regia,

are sti-ikingly bi-coloured, being light-green above

again

and deep

violet below.

Here

cannot be said that the anthocyanin forms a protection for chlorophyll,

it

but the violet colouring-matter can retain light in the

cells

on the lower surface

and so make it useful to the plants.
The
rays which penetrate the green leaf-discs and shine through the water would
otherwise be lost to the plants in question, for none of the species enumerated
of the leaf,

and can change

have submerged

and

violet

If anthocyanin

into heat

but possess only these floating

leaves,

on the lower

it

means

of a

green on the upper

were found, not only on the under but also on the upper side

would primarily be assigned to

of the foliage-leaves, then indeed the significance
it

discs,

side.

and

of protection for chlorophjdl,

of assisting the metabolism

and

transport of materials; but obviously the blue colouring-matter would not, on the

upper side of the

leaf,

behave essentially otherwise as regards

changing light into heat, than on the lower
importance of anthocyanin

lies,

not only in

side.

its

It is

capacity of

its

even probable that the

retention of the rays injurious to

metabolism, but also in the transformation of light waves into heat.
of this

view there

is

at least the fact that anthocyanin

is

In support

also richly deposited

on the upper side of the foliage-leaves at times when, and in places where, other
sources of heat are deficient, and that generally leaves

growing

in such places are entirely overspread

small annuals which

grow very

and stems

with red or

violet.

of

many

A

early in the spring at a low temperature

plants

number
{e.g.

of

Saxi-

fraga tndactylites, Hutchinsia petrcea, Veronica prcecox, and Androsace maxima)
Moi-eare usually coloured with anthocyanin on all sides of their growing organs.
over, seedlings
all

which spring up from the earth at low temperatures, and above

high Alpine forms in the neighbourhood of the snow -line, are abundantly
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provided with anthocyanin on both leaf-surfaces.

Sedum atniium,

Alpine

of Pedieularis

(e.g.

and stem of the

leaflets

those of Bartsia alpina, and, above

all,

numerous

species

Pedicidaris incarnata, rostrata, recutita) are coloured wholly

purple or dark violet, and this in habitats where the colouring could not possibly

be regarded as a protection for chlorophyll.
that widely-distributed grasses
cens,

Milium

effusum,

{e.g.

Aira

Poa annua and

It is also a

ccespitosa,

nem,oralis),

pale-green glumes, develop anthocyanin in

very striking phenomenon

Briza media, Festuca nigres-

which in the valley possess

them on lofty mountains, so that there
tint, and on this account the regions

the spikes and panicles exhibit a deep violet
in which grasses of this kind

in great quantities receive

a peculiar dark

Indeed, this tint becomes the more intense the nearer the habitat

colouring.

of the plants in question

the sunlight becomes.
as a

grow

means

is

and the more intense the action of

to the snow-line,

In this case anthocyanin can certainly not be looked upon

of protecting chlorophyll, as the glumes generally contain but

of that substance,

and take so

little

little

part in the fonnation of organic materials,

that the few chlorophyll-grains might be entirely absent without the plant suftering any damage.

On

of the elevated region

the other hand,
is

it

may

be supposed that the intense light

changed into heat by the abundant anthocyanin of these

glumes, that this heat reaches the germs hidden under the glumes, and there

favourably influences the gi'owth of the seeds as well as the transformations of

The same occurs

materials.

in the

numerous sedges and rushes growing

Alps, which have dark-violet, almost black, scales covering the flowers

nigra,

some

atrata,

(e.g.

in the

Carex

aterrima, Juncus Jacquinii, trifidus, castaneus), and probably

of the varieties of tint observed in the corollas of Alpine plants are also to

be explained in the manner indicated.
It is known that the floral-leaves of many plants growing on lofty mountains,
and in the far north, are coloured blue or red by anthocyanin, whilst in the same
species, growing in the warm lowlands and in southern districts, they appear white.
Particularly noticeable in this respect are the Gypsophyllas (Gypsophylla repens),

the Carline Thistle (Carlina aeaulis), the large-flowered Bitter-cress (Cardamine

amara), the

Milfoil (Achillea Millefolium),

have a very wide distribution, and occur

and many of those Umbellifers which

all

the

way from

the lowlands up to a

height of 2500 metres in the Alps, such as; Pimpinella magna, Lihanotis montana,

Ghcerophyllum Cicutaria, and Laserpitium latifolium.

Since

it

has been proved

that the colours of flowers are eminently important as a means of attracting

might be thought that the above cases are in some way connected with
Without wishing altogether to deny such a relation, the possibility,
insect-visits.
on the other hand, must not be excluded that anthocyanin plays the same part
insects, it

here in the flowers as in the glumes of grasses, and in the clothing scales of sedges

and rushes; and that

amount

of

in the cold Alpine regions, that

heat directly absorbed as such,

is

the

is

deficient in the

compensated for by such as

obtained fi'om light-rays by means of anthocyanin.
is also

which

is

In support of this view there

phenomenon that many plants which develop white flowers

in the

warm
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example, Lamiu,m album, produce late in the autumn, under a

very low temperature

(if

they bloom a second time), corollas whose upper side

is

tinged with red; and that in the winter, and in frosty habitats, the ray -florets
also of

many

Compositre,

for example, of the

as,

are coloui-ed red on that side which
is closed,

is

well-known Daisy

turned towards the sky

and towards the ground when the capitulum

is

(Bellis perennis),

when

the capitulum

open.

INFLUENCE OF HEAT ON THE CONFIGURATION AND DISTEIBUTION
OF PLANTS.

On

high mountains near the snow-line, and generally in

where the heat supplied to the plants
with a production of

phenomenon

is

all

those districts

extremely scant, there occurs, together

anthocyanin, a dwarf and

tufted

Usually this

habit.

explained by the large amount of snow, which must have a great

in these frosty heights

efl'ect

is

during the long winter, and

it is

believed that high

Alpine plants are protected by this form and position of their stems and leaves from

by the pressure of snow. It cannot indeed be denied that the pressure of
snow has some influence on the form and direction of the stem-structures, and

injury
the
this

influence will be explained fully in the following pages in a particularly

But

instructive example, viz. in the mountain pines.
of plants
It is

growing

this nestling

on the ground

in the high Alps can only be partially referred to this cause.

a mistake to suppose that the annual snow-fall increases with the height.

The amount

of

snow which

falls attains

a

maximum

at about 2500 metres above

This height marks only the upper limit of mountain pines, dwarf

the sea-level.

and at a height
Even where
of 3000 metres the snow is no deeper than far down in the valleys.
the maximum fall occurs trees are still met with there are yet larches and Arolla

junipers, alders,

and rhododendrons. Above

this the fall diminishes,

;

on account of the great

pines, which,

elasticity of their

direction of their older boughs, can bear very

becoming broken or crushed.
the

way

in

The willows

of

branches and the downward

heavy weights of snow without

mountain

regions, characterized

which their elongated stems and branches are pressed

by

to the earth

(Salix serpyllifolia, S. retusa, Jacquiniana, reticulata), and which are represented
in

fig.

131, grow, however, far above the tree limit, at a height above the sea

where the depth of snow, already beginning
in the valleys,

willows raise

to diminish,

is

in

no case greater than

where Purple and Sweet Willows, and other species of lai-ge-leaved
their straight stems several metres high above the ground on the

banks of streams.

It

must

also be

remembered that the woody growths

close to

the gi'ound in high Alpine regions are very often established on steep places, where
the snow could not easily

lie,

could in no instance be deeply piled up, and could not

The

exert a pressure on the stems and branches.

delicate Thj'^me-leaved

Willow

(Salix serpylUfoli(i) nestles with an especial predilection to the surfaces of rocks,

and covers them with an actual
found exclusively on steep

carpet,

declivities,

and the Buckthorn (Rhamnus

where

it

jn^inila) is

roots in the crevices of the

narrow
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rock gullcys, aud growing out from them overspreads like ivy the vertical rockfaces.

In

all

mining influence
sought.

snow cannot liave any deterupon the form of the plants, and some other explanation must be
not be perhaps that strong winds render it impossible for woody

these cases

May

it

it is

certain that the weight of

r.;,y-4g' a^l^-ia.\

Fig. 131.

— Alpine

Willows with stems and branches clinging to the ground in the Tyrol

plants with erect stems to

grow

in liigh

Alpine regions?

Observing the mist and

volumes of clouds rushing across the tops of the mountains, one gets some idea of
the strength of the air currents which operate there, and whoever has experienced
the eflects of a storm on a high mountain ridge can estimate the force of the powerful gusts of wind.

And

yet

it

would be erroneous

storms on lofty mountain heights
of

many winds

it is

is

to suppose that the force of the

greater than in mere

hill regions.

In the case

even certain that they increase in violence as they rush down

INFLUENCE OF HEAT ON CONFIGURATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PLANTS.
from the mountain ridge deeper into the

valley.

The Föhn-wind

appears on the heights as only a slight breeze, but accelerates

its

in the

525

Alps often

velocity as

it

enters

when it arrives tliere may be as destructive as a hurricane. Therewoody plants on the slopes of high mountains were unable to exhibit

the valley, and
fore
erect

if

the

growth on account of storms, then the neighbouring valleys must

deprived of upright

The clinging

of

trees,

which, however,

woody

is

known not

plants to the ground in high Alpine regions

regarded either as an adaptation to snow pressure or to storms;
the fact that in the high Alps the ground

and that plants lying on the

soil profit

by

is

relatively

also be

to be the case.

it is

must not be

due rather to

much warmer than

this higher temperature.

the

air,

I have ascer-

tained through numerous observations at different heights in the Central Tyrolese

Alps that the mean temperature of the

soil

exceeds that of the air by the following

amounts:

At

a height of 1000 metres, about 1-5°C.

1300
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3517 metres, a blackened thermometer in vacuo rose to even

101"7°, that

almost 14° higher than the boiling point of water, which at that height

is

only

is

88° C.

under such conditions growing plants which require

It is readily intelligible that

heat should nestle to the ground in high mountain regions, or more correctly, that

only such plants are capable of living at these heights which
use of the most abundant of
situation

and

settle

make

the best possible

sources of heat; which, so to speak, seek a

all

warm

themselves against the sunny stones and the Vjlack humus,

occupying and covering the rocky crevices.

Plants whose nature

is

to

grow

erect

with their woody stems in the air would not succeed well in Alpine regions, and
ultimately would be crowded out
relatively

The

warm

by

species

which thrive better by clinging to the

soil.

increase in the excess of the

the increasing altitude

is also

ground temperature above that of the

air

with

manifested in another phenomenon which, though

it

has been frequently observed and discussed, has not always been correctly inter-

The Ling {Callmia vulgaris), which extends from the lowlands at the foot
the Alps up to high Alpine regions, blossoms on the sea-coast in Istria usually at

preted.
of

the end of July; in Alpine valleys, which

opens

its first

lie

1000 metres above the

sea-level, it

flowers at the end of August, and therefore the retardation of flower-

ing at 1000 metres amounts to something' over a month.
expected that the Ling would

end of September, but

this

is

first

not

so,

for

this it

might be

on mountains of the Central Alps at 2000

metres the Ling nestling on the ground

middle of September.

From

blossom at an altitude of 2000 metres at the

By comparing

is

seen to be in full bloom before the

the time of blossoming of high Alpine plants

cultivated in the botanic gardens at Innsbruck, with the time at

which the same

species open their flowers at various altitudes on the neighbouring mountains, it

was shown that the retardation

of the blossoming

amounted

to a

mean

of 25 days

at an altitude of 500-1000 metres; an average of 18 days at 1500-2000 metres;

and 14 days at 2500-3000 metres; and

this can only be explained

by the much

greater intensity of the sun's rays in the high regions, and the consequent elevation
of the temperature of the ground above that of the

air.

It

must yet be mentioned,

for the completion of the observations here detailed, that all plants in the valleys

develop larger leaves and taller stems than those on lofty mountain

sites.

While

the Ling forms considerable bushes with erect branches on the coast of Istria,
plants of the same species on the slopes of high mountains 2000 metres above the
sea,

appear as dwarf shrubs, whose woody stems

tially

imbedded

in the

lie

on the ground and are par-

dark humus.

The great contrast which vegetation on a mountain exhibits in diflerent parts of
may be explained by the action of the sun's I'aj-s. On slopes illuminated
dii-cctly by the sun, the temperature of the soil, and indirectly that of the layer of
the world

air in contact

of this

with

it,

rises far

higher than on shady declivities, and in consequence

very remarkable differences

may

occur even in the closest proximity.

Ob-

servations of the temperature of the soil at a depth of SO centimetres, spread over
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three years, at Innsbruck in the Tyrol, and in the eight points of the compass round

an isolated conical
North.

sand-hill,

have shown the following mean temperatures:

MEASURES FOR PROTECTING GROWING PLANTS FROM LOSS OF HEAT.
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which now no longer spread beyond the narrow

circle of their confined habitat,

although they ripen seeds capable of germinating, and are met with again in great
quantities one or two degrees farther south. We may conclude that these plants were
first

by wind or other

lirought to their isolated habitats within the historical period

distributive agents,

of a vegetation

and everything tends to show that they represent the remnant

which was distributed very widely over adjacent

districts in ages

but have withdrawn thence in consequence of the severe climate which
has intervened; that is to say, have died and been replaced by other vegetation. That
such foundlings on isolated mountain slopes, often only a small steep ravine, or on

lono- past,

a single rocky

face,

could maintain themselves even in the later cold periods,

warmth can

explained by the fact that conditions of

is

prevail over very restricted

areas on the mountains which differ in toto from those of the environment, and are

The southern

only fovmd generally prevailing quite a degree further south.

slope

between Hall and Zirl, produces in limited areas Hop-hornbeams and Bladder-senna (Ostrya carpinifolia and Colutea arborescens); from
the boulders an umbellifer, the curious Tommasinia verticillaris, rises to the
height of a man; the rock terraces are overgrown with Stipa pennata, Lasiagrostis
Calamagrostis, Saponaria ocymoides, Doi'ycnium decumbens, and here and there

of the Solstein range,

one might imagine one's
It is

self

a degree further south on the other side of the Alps.

beyond question that the plant forms named on the warmest and most prowarmer period, and

tected of the Solstein range are remnants from a primeval

were formerly distributed generally over the adjoining mountain ranges. These
cursory remarks should show that the accurate knowledge of the relation of heai
to individual species of plants

may

render important help in speculations about the

history of our vegetation.

MEASURES FOE PROTECTING GROWING PLANTS FROM LOSS OF HEAT.
Since certain developments in plants have assigned to them the task of utilizing

may

external circumstances as far as possible so that heat

organs to the extent actually necessary,

it is

reach the growing

naturally to be expected that contri-

vances will not be wanting to protect them from an excess of heat, and also that
care will be taken that the heat once obtained
in

is

not again

harmony with what we know of the economy of vegetation
sun should lose by radiation in the following night

to the
it

had gained during the day.

It is

known

the night, and, indeed, that certain organs

that growth

grow more

It

lost.

would not be

that a plant exposed
all
is

the heat which

carried on during

in the night than in the

day, and in these an excessive loss of heat would be most disadvantageous.

As a matter

of fact arrangements exist for protecting plants

loss of heat.

These contrivances coincide

transpiration,

and have already been

subject, to

which therefore we may

in great part

fully described

refer.

from an excessive

with those which regulate
in

the discussion on that

But those developments which claim a

particular interest as measures of protection against the danger of excessive loss
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of heat which are not at all couuected with trauspiration, or only to a slight

degree, are brought together here in the form of a general sketch.
First of all in this respect are to be considered flowers of comparatively rapid

growth, whose parts therefore require

much warmth, but

for

which many of the con-

trivances suited to foliage-leaves are not well adapted as protective measures against

And

yet these flowers

heat,

even more than

other functions might be encroached upon.

loss of heat, since

especially require

an abundant protection against

loss of

other plants on account of their great sensitiveness.
snowdi-op, having already penetrated the

and the leaves sink down as

if

soil, is

If in the spring a blossoming

by a

surprised

frost,

the flower-stalk

withered, while the flowers outwardly are not

Anyone observing this might think that the green stem and leaves
had been injured, but that the flowers, on the contrary, had survived the catastrophe without harm. But exactly tlie opposite is the case. The stem and leaves
become erect with returning warmth and continue to grow, but the pollen in the
at all altered.

anthers of the flower

is

dead; also the ovules, styles, and stigmas are afiected so

that they wither and shrivel up: obviously the production of ripe seeds
of the question.

when

It

is

also observed that the pollen in the anthers

is

then out

is

best formed

the flower-buds in question are wai-med through by the sun, and

when

the

blossoming plants grow on a free open space which the sun's rays can reach.
Moreover, the
places; they
visited

by

floral

envelopes de\'elop

become

insects

much

better in such spots than in cool shady

larger, exhibit bi'ighter colours,

and consequently are more often

than those which receive relatively

little light

the danger that the flowers and flower-buds will again lose
the night, the heat which they have gained during the
felt

in open,

by

day

is

and

heat.

But

radiation, through

most likely

unshaded habitats, that in consequence of the great

to be

of heat

loss

the formation of the pollen in the yet closed anthers will be injured, and finally,
that the petals will also be disturbed in their growth and function.

avoid

this, in

liell-shaped,

many

cases the flower-buds

and

also the

and tubular, or leaves become arched

or umbrella above the stamens

and

pistils, in

In order to

open flowers are pendulous,

in the

shape of a dome, cap,

which case the inner portions of

such flowers are hidden as in a niche or groove.

In these hidden nooks they are

comparatively well -protected against loss of heat, and at least no radiation of

warmth towards

the night sky proceeds from the anthers and stigmas.

coverings spread over the stamens and

pistil,

night a great part of the heat obtained in the day.

much endangered,

since they

Only the

as a protecting roof, lose during the

These, however, are not so

have already obtained their normal

size

and have no

need of heat for further growth; besides, they are usually clothed with air-containing, hairy structures,

surrounded by dry membraneous edges or entirely transformed

into dry>parchment or paper-like scales, in

damage from

loss of heat.

warmer, in the morning
it

The

which case they can

suffer

befoi'e sunrise,

than the surrounding

air; here, closed in,

remains practically unaltered during the night; and this of course

useful to the warmth-loving anthers
VuL.

I.

no further

air in the pendulous bell-flowers is 1-2 degrees

is

exceedingly

and stigmas there hidden.
34
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many

In

instances the flower-lmds and

position periodically,

plants

liferous

ai-c

when a

only

i.e.

particularly

noticeable

Rivini and the Burnet Saxifrage
Carrot

(e.g.

in

flowers only assume an inverted
is

Many umbel-

to be expected.

this

especially

respect,

Falcaria

Pimpinella magna, and saxifraga) and
Daucus Caroia and maxivius). The sun has .scarcely set when in all

these species the stalks which bear
like, so

young

cold night

(e.g.

young flower-umbels bend downwards, crook-

that the flower-buds, which during the day have been turned towards the

now

and the finely-divided involucral leaves spread out like an
umbrella over the nodding umbel.
These finely-divided coverings radiate out

sun,

face the earth,

heat in the night without injury; the flower-buds below them, on the other hand,

manner described against the nocturnal radiation so fatal to
them; whilst the heat they absorb during the day is thus in great measure, if not
entirely, retained.
With the next sunrise the young umbels rapidly become erect;
their bent stalks rise up stiffly; and the flower-buds are again exposed to the
sun, as may be seen in the illustration of the Common Carrot (Daucus Carota)
are protected in the

inserted opposite (Fig. 132

young

^'

Later,

^).

when

fertilization

from radiation no longer

Young

•discontinued.

exists,

stamens and

of

several

scabiouses

flowers of pansies (Viola tricolor), represented in

plantains

(e.g.

Leontodon

the carrot.

hastilis,

Mentha

maritima) there are no such regular

fig.

132

^' •'

in

Plantago media, recxtrvata and

sylvestris,

periodic

movements;
still

in these the capitula

in bud,

and

and they remain in

advantageous to them. Afterwards, when the nocturnal

it is

heat can no longer be injurious to the anthers and stigmas, or

loss of

day and night

In numei-ous Compositae, Labiatse, and

spikes are always pendulous while the flow^ers are
this position as long as

is

Scabiosa lucida

(e.g.

named, as also do the single

like the umbelliferous plants

position next the umbels of

pistils

and the periodic bending down of the umbel

flower- heads

and Columbaria) behave

tive

has taken place, and the

fruits are developing, the necessity for protecting the

if

other protec-

measures have been developed meanwhile, the axis of the inflorescence becomes

stiffly erect.

In

ligulate florets,

many Composite

and

the involucres of the capitula or the peripheral

in other families the sepals

over the stamens and

pistils.

and

They thus form a

petals,

bend up after sunset

protecting roof under which

the temperature of the air alters comparatively slowly, and the delicate anthers

and stigmas are secured from

A

radiation.

very striking contrivance for protecting against

radiation

possess

is

also observed

in

two seed-leaves or

loss of

heat by nocturnal

the seedlings of flowering plants, in those which

cotyledons.

As long

as the embrj-o

surrounded by

protecting coats remains quiescent in the seed, the two seed-leaves are situated

with their upper surfaces in contact;

when

later,

when germination has taken

the radicle has penetrated into the earth and the seed-coat

is

the two seed-leaves become separated, turn their upper sides towards the

that the seedling above-ground resembles an open book.

place,

thrown
,sky,

off,

so

In this position the

broad surfaces are exposed to the sun's rays; they are also illuminated and warmed
as

much

as possible, and

if

they are coloured green, the formation of organic
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substances from inorganic food can be carried on in them.
frequently seen to increase in extent, and to

These cotyledons are

grow and function exactly

would certainly be a great disadvantage
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like foliage-

to green cotyledons of this

leaves.

It

kind

they were obliged to give up either partially or perhaps entirely in the

if

following night the heat received during the day.

In neighbourhoods where the

greater part of the seeds germinate at a low temperature, at the close of winter
at a time

when

practicable,

and

the nights are
especially

still

must the

warmth must be economized

long,
loss of

.-^~^»,v»:<ss^

Fig.

1

The umbel

of the Carrot,

be

day position.

prevented.

fe^^^^^o!^,-^^^^^^^

132.— Periodic bending of Flowers and Inflorescences.

*

radiation

- The same umbel, night position.
The same flower, night position.

This

is

3

Flower of Pansy, day position.

by the cotyledons, which are
a book, and whose broad surfaces are

accomplished

separated from one another like the leaves of

turned towards the sky, closing together

when

the sun

sets,

now have their narrow
much as possible

in the night is as

and again assuming

In this

that position which they occupied in the quiescent seed.

cotyledons

as far as

heat from the cotyledons by nocturnal

way

the two

edges turned skywards, and the loss of heat

This movement of the cotyledons,

minimized.

which on cloudless evenings and in exposed spaces occurs
cloudy skies and in places which are overshaded by

more quickly than under

trees,

has also the advantage

that the small foliage -leaves, which are visible on the rudiments of the shoot

between the cotyledons, are covered over through the night.
breaks, and the danger of excessive loss of heat

out in order to sun themselves afresh to their

is

full.

When

the morning

passed, the cotyledons again open
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This opening and closing of the cotyledons

is

seen particularly well in species of

clover and Birds-foot Trefoil {Trifolium and Lotus), in all

mimosas and Lauhinias,

wood sorrel (e.g. Oocalis
Valdiviana, rosea, sensitiva), in the gourds, cucumbers, and melons, in the Sunflower (Helianthus annuus) and in the Tomato {Solanum Lycojyersicum), in
species of Mimulus and Mirabilis, the Corn-cockle {Agrostemma Qithago), the
Chickweed {Stellaria media), and many others.
By alterations of position, similar to those exhibited by cotyledons, the so-called
compound leaves are also in many instances protected against nocturnal radiation.
By compound leaves are understood those which bear either pinnate or i-adiating
and numerous other leguminous

leaflets

on a common

plants; also in species of

stalk.

These compound leaves in some

cases,

which have already been alluded

to,

are

spread out during the mild night, but are, on the contrary, folded together under the

burning noonday sun.
in species

In by far the greater number of cases, however, especially

whose habitat

observed.

exposed to great cooling in the night, the reverse

is

In sunshine the surfaces of the

parallel to the ground, the

upper side

completely flooded by the sun's rays.

is

leaflets are

In order to avoid this the

is

fully

and

were retained after sunset,

the surfaces of the leaflets would be forced to give up

towards the night sky.

arranged more or less

turned to the sky, and

If this position

Ls

much

heat by radiation

leaflets fold

together either

upwards or downwards, and place themselves, so to speak, on edge. In this way
their broad sides become vertical, in which position they are protected from
radiation as

much

as possible.

There are provided for the accomplishment of these movements certain swollen
cushions of succulent tissue at the bases of the several
base of the

common

petiole.

parenchymatous thin-walled

leaflets,

and often at the

These are known as 2}ulvini and each consists of
cells

surrounding a strand of compressed vascular

bundles, which further

up becomes the midrib of the leaflet, which is inserted on
The parts of this strand where surrounded by the pulvinus are
supple and very flexible, but above the pulvinus they become stifi" and firm,
forming as it were the main support of the whole leaflet, so that indeed alterations
of position of the midrib are participated in by the whole.
In order to represent clearly how a movement is brought about in the leaflet by
means of its supporting pulvinus, let us imagine a straight rod which is only flexible
at the base, and is there held fast between two springs.
The pressures proceeding
from the two springs is equally strong, and the rod is therefore maintained in an
upright position. If the pressure of the spring relaxes on one side, the stick must
bend over in the direction of the diminished pressure. If the pressure of the two
the pulvinus.

springs be afterwards equalized, the rod will again assume
If for the rod

we now

sulistitute

a

leaflet traversed

by a

its

original erect position.

rod-like midrib,

i.e.

by

the

vascular bundle-strand mentioned above, and imagine two opposed halves of a
turgid cell-tissue instead of the two springs, then the leaflet will be kept upright

by the equal tension

of the pulvinus situated at the base of the strand

;

but as soon
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as the turgidity of the cells increases in one of the halves of the pulvinus, in con-

sequence of an increased afflux of water, this half elongates, bulges out, becomes
convex, and exerts a stronger pressure than the opposite half, so that the latter

becomes concave and much contracted.

The supple portion

of the bundle-strand

between the two halves of the cushion becomes bent, and the

*'ig.

1

7

Mimosa

Leaf of Tetrafjonoltibus siUquosus in day position,

midrib

is

s

xhe same

Leaf of AmorphafriUicosa
The same in night position.

s
6

formed by the continuation of the bent bundle-strand,

leaflet will also

stiff

iu night position.

in the direction of the concave half of the pulvinus.

occurs alternately

whose

133.— Alteration of Position of Leaflets in Compound Leaves.

Liiidheimeriy seen from above, in day position. 2 xhe same in night position,
s Leaf of Coronilla varia in day position.
* The same in night position,
in day position.

Leaf of

leaflet,

first in

be bent

is

inclined over

If the increase of turgidity

the one and then in the other half of the pulvinus, the

now

to the one, then to the other side;

and

if

the leaf-

support has a horizontal position, an alternate rising and sinking of the leaflet will
occur.

It is to be noticed here that the leaflet itself

remains actually quite passive,

and that the pressures which have come into play only operate

The commonest stimulation

in the pulvinus.

to periodic alteration of the turgidity in the pulvini
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is tlie

diminutiou of light and heat after sunset, and since the rising and sinking of

the leaflets effected thereby coincides with the nocturnal sleep of birds and other
animals, the

the

slcejj

phenomenon described has been

interpreted in this sense,

and termed

of plants.

The rapidity with which the movement of the leaflets is accomplished varies
very much in different plants, and even in the same species is sometimes quicker,
sometimes slower, according to external influences.
All the circumstances which
increase the turgidity of vegetable-cells have also an accelerating effect on these

movements.

It is still

the turgidity of

an unsolved problem how far light and darkness influence
pulvini.

tlie

It

supposed that the darkening produces an

is

increased afflux of water and an increase of turgidity in the whole pulvinus, but

more rapidly

than in the other; while the protoplasm in one half of

in one half

the cells of the pulvinus

stimulated by light to give up a portion of the watery

is

sap, lying at the time within the sphere of its influence, to the surroundings

which indeed not very much

is

In one section of plants whose

leaflets

assume a sleep position when darkness

sets in after sunset, the leaflets provided at the base

and

in the other section

may

A

is

is

very pretty example of this

upwards

When

serve as a type.

as a rule in

the elevation has

almost at a right angle

leaflets are directed either all three

to the horizon, or the terminal leaflet
ones.

with pulvini move upwards,

The movement

downwards.

ternate leaves, of which the clover

been accomplished, the

—by

explained.

bent up rather more than the two lateral

is

furnished by Tetragonolobus siliquosus,

by Desmodiwm penduliflorum as well
by various species of Lotus, Trifolium, Melilotus, Medicago. Pinnate leaves,
whose leaflets rise up and arrange themselves next one another like the leaves of a
closed book, are found on numerous small scrubby mimosa bushes of Peru, of which
represented in

figs.

133 " and 133

and

*,

also

as

a species,

Mimosa Lindheimeri

viz.

day and night

positions.

is

represented in

figs.

133

^

and 133

-,

in the

In the Australian Acacia lophantha and several other

true acacias, in SchranJcia aculeata and species of

^schynomene,

in the

American

Bampieri and in the widespread
shown how the erect leaflets of the

gleditschias, further in the Australian Clianthus

European Goronilla varia.
Goronilla

lie

In

133^

fig.

is

against one another very regularly in pairs.

Just as often, instances

are observed in which the leaflets of the pinnate or digitate leaves fall
after sunset.

An example

of this

group

is

afforded

American amorphas (Amorpha fruticosa), which
133

*.

These

which droop at night are

leaflets

Averrhoa Caramhola,

Gymnocladtis Canadensis, and
larly called acacia)

the widely-spread

is

is

leaf of

illustrated in figs.

133^ and

and

liquorice (Indigofera

and

Sophora alopeeuroides), in the American tree,
robinias, of which Rohinia Pseudacacia (popu-

{e.g.

in

planted everj^where as a decorative

common Wood

tree.

Sorrel (Oxalis Acetosella),

In like manner in
cf.

Indian pinnate-leaved Oxalis sensitiva, and in numerous American

With

downwards

one of numerous

also very noticeable in the Indian

in various species of indigo

Glycyrrhiza), in the sophoras

by the

respect to the radiation,

it

is

immaterial whether the

fig.

90*, in the

sorrels.

leaflets rise

up or
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sink down; the main point

and

this occurs in all the

that they turn their profile towards the night sky,

is

above-mentioned

But

cases.

should be noticed here

it

that besides the protection against excessive loss of heat, other advantages are

gained by the periodic alteration of the position of the
it

and

leaflets,

anything but a matter of indifference whether the

is

leaflets

in this respect

together

fold

Since the vertical position of the leaf -surfaces also furnishes

above or below.

an

important protection against excessive transpiration, various conditions of the leaf

For example, the

construction connected with this protection are also significant.

question whether the stomata are developed on the upper or under side of the

determined, inasmuch as the sides provided with stomata, as a rule, come

leaflet is

in contact

with one another.

Finally,

it

must net be denied that bedewing

an influence on the alteration of position of the delicate

A

great

also has

leaflet.

number of plants whose leaflets assume the sleep
phenomenon on bright days when shaken or

also exhibit this

position at nightfall

touched, and indeed

The

more rapidly under these circumstances than at the on-coming of darkness.

slightest touch of the finger, even shaking by a moderate wind, sufiices to cause

the leaflets of these plants to fold together.

In the Oxalis sensitiva of tropical

India even the disturbances of the air caused by the approach of
cause the pinnate leaflets to fall together rapidly,
several papilionaceous plants

man

is

enough to

and the same thing occurs in

Smitlda sensitiva and jEschyncmiene Indica), as
the immediate vicinity of

{e.g.

When we move away from

well as in several mimosas.

these plants, and complete stillness once

more reigns

in the air, the folded leaflets

The phenomenon that
they felt or in some
botanists
to name them
the
older
caused
approach,

again spread out and turn their upper surfaces skyward.

the plants close up, frightened at the approach of man, as

way became aware

of

his

if

Sensitive Plants.

From

a cursory examination

sensitive plants caused

by

setting in of darkness, are the

there
able

is

an

essential diflei-ence

by the

below a

it

appears that the folding of the leaflets in these

shaking, and the assumption of the sleep position at the

same processes; but closer investigation shows that
between them. Outwardly this difference is recogniz-

fact that in the sleep position,

leaflet

remains quite

rigid,

brought about by darkness, the pulvinus

while in the folding of the

shaking a relaxation of one half of the pulvinus occurs.
pulvinus of

sensitive

plants,

it

leaflets

produced by

In sections through the

seen that numerous intercellular spaces are

is

contained in that portion of the parenchyma which adjoins the flexible strand of
It is also seen in these sections that the thickness of the cell-

vascular bundles.

walls in one half of the pulvinus
that all these cells

is

three times as great as in the opposed half, and

communicate with each other by extremely

thick-walled portion of a pulvinus

is

disturbed with a bristle, no alteration

duced; but as soon as that side characterized by
ever so lightly,

it

changes colour.

It

If the

fine canals.

now

its delicate cell-walls is

is

pro-

touched

appears a darker green, due to the fact

that watery sap has been pressed out from the cells into the intercellular spaces.

The

slightest pressure is felt, accordingly, as a stimulus

by the protoplasm

in those
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and causes them to discharge a portion of their water into the adjacent spaces.
this means the turgescence in this part of the cushion is very much diminished,

cells,

By

the tissue becomes

flaccid,

and

in proportion as this flaccidity obtains the turgidity

in the tissues of the opposite half of the leaf-cushion increases.

portion of the water given

up by the stimulated protoplasm

and that thus the turgidity there

•opposite tissue,

is

It

is

seems that a

forced into the

Such a

augmented.

conti-ast in

the turgidity of the two halves of the pulvinus cannot be without influence on the
strand of vascular bundles lying in
the diminished turgidity, and the

its

leaflet,

centre;

becomes bent in the direction of

it

whose midrib

is

formed by a continuatiou

of the said vascular bundle-strand, follows this movement.

In nature, of course, stimulation of the protoplasm by contact of a solid body

only occurs exceptionally.

There the process described above

is

brought about by

falling rain-drops.
Few phenomena have such a
movements which occur in the foliage of the already
mentioned Oxalis sensitiva when rain comes on. Not only do the leaflets on which
the first rain-drops fall, fold together in a downward direction, but all the neighbouring ones perform the same movement, although they have not themselves been
shaken by the impact of the falling drops, and one is involuntarily reminded of the
children's game in which sloped cards are placed behind one another lengthwise in
a long series, and the fall of the outermost card, produced by the touch of a finger,
causes in a moment the collapse of all the others.
But it is not enough that the
opposite leaflets, until now flatly outspread, are depressed by the shaking.
The
movement is continued to the common leaf-stalk bearing tlie numerous pinnae.
This also bends towards the ground, and hangs down apparently prostrated, in
consequence of the alteration of turgidity in the pulvinus at its base. The rain-

currents of

and principally by

air,

peculiar appearance as the

drops

now

slide

over the bent leaf-stalk, whose point

and down over the depressed

leaflets,

is

turned towards the ground,

and not a drop remains behind on their

delicate surfaces.

The transmission
neighbouring

of the stimulus, at first received only

leaflets

and common

leaf-stalk,

and

finally

by a

single leaflet, to the

even to the whole plant,

reminds one strongly of the like pnjcess in the leaves of the Sundew and of the
Venus's Fly-trap.

It also recalls the transmission of the stimulus in the

of lower animals, and

is

indeed to be explained in a similar manner.

protoplasmic masses of the sensitive groups of

cells in all

protoplasm

Probably the

pulvini are connected

together by continuous delicate protoplasmic threads penetrating the cell-walls, and
the molecular disturbance of the protoplasm, produced by the stimulus, although at
first it

comprehends only a single

cell, is

transmitted like an electric current in

telegraph wires over the masses of protoplasm, strung together in close connection,

and linked by the
in

all, viz.

delicate plasma-threads; thus the

same phenomenon

is

produced

contraction of the cells and a forcing out of cell-sap into the intercellular

spaces.

The other

sensitive plants

except that there

is

behave like the above-described Oxalis sensitiva,

a diflference in the direction in which the leaves fold together.
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jEschynomene Indlca, an elegant herb-like plant with papilionaceous flowers and
extremely delicate doubly-pinnate leaves, as well as the Indian Smithia sensitiva
(which likewise belongs to the Papilionacese), fold their

Fig.

depress the

The same

common

134.— J/ujiosa pudica in day and

all

together above, and

nijrht positions.

leaf-stalk directly the first rain-drop has produced a shaking.

applies to several

humilis, viva), of which the
134.

leaflets

In these mimosas

mimosas {Mimosa pudica,
first,

sensitiva, casta, dormiois,

a species native in Brazil,

thei'e is really to

is

represented in

be noted a threefold movement;

first

fig.

of

the tiny leaflets fold together above, and at the same time direct themselves a
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so that each in front

little I'orwai-d,

behind

is

partly covered over

tlien the four ribs or axes, beset

it;

another like

fincrers

which

common

thirdly, the

liad

with

tlie

tiny

been outspread and are

Ly the one immediately
move towards one

leaflets,

now

and

closed together;

leaf-stalk, bearing in front the four axes,

droops downwards.

wood sorrel which have clover-like or fan-like
like
the above-mentioned Oxalis sensitiva, also fold
and
not
pinnate
leaves
leaves,
their leaflets together when shaken Ijy rain-drops.
In these species of wood sorrel,
The

leaflets of several species of

however,

we have again a way
The common

above described.

remain

erect;

of diverting water, essentially differing
leaf-stalks

from that

do not bend towards the gi'ound, but

on the other hand, the drooping

along the midrib,

leaflets fold slightly

each of them forming a sliallow groove, and as the rain water trickles on to the

and then flows through these channels to the ground. (Cf.
the lowest leaf, whose three leaflets are beginning to droop and to fold.)

delicate leaves,

From

the above

it is

of their leaflets lies in the rapid diversion

of the falling rain -drops thereby rendered possible.
is

',

indeed evident that one benefit which the sensitive plants

obtain by the sudden folding together

that this

90

fig.

By

this

we do not imply

the only advantage which ensues from the movements described.

It

frequently happens that dry, gusty winds and drifting sand and extraordinary
noon-tide heat cause the folding of the
it is

In the last-mentioned instances

leaflets.

rather the danger of excessive transpiration which causes the plants to place
all observations go to show that
by the assumption of the so-called
heat by radiation towards the starry

the broad surfaces of their leaflets vertically, and
the leaflets can escape very various dangers
sleep position

—in

the clear night, the loss of

sky; in the hot mid-day, drying up in consequence of rapid evaporation; in rainy
weather, the breaking up of the tender leaves and their inclination towards the

ground, as well as the collapse of the whole plant under the weight of the falling

drops in a sudden severe downpour of rain.

advantage

is

obtained by these movements.

fourth

It is possible that j-et a

Grazing animals which

snifl'

the

and disturb them with their mouths are
perhaps astonished and frightened at the sudden movements of the leaflets, and
delicate leaves of the sensitive plants

abstain from eating these uncanny
leaflets

p)lants, especially

pointed rigid spines become visible, as

is

when between the descending
especially the case in manj-

mimosas.
It

as the

cannot be too often insisted that the same and similar contrivances, as well

same and similar

processes,

may have

a very diflerent significance according

as they occur in this or that plant, in this or that habitat, and under these or

those climatic conditions; just

as,

on the other hand, several advantages can be

simultaneously obtained by one and the same contrivance.

Thus

for

instance,

the piosition which the leaves emerging fi'om the buds in spring assume
instructive.

When

the vegetative activity

is

when, moreover, the temperature occasionally
zero, the surfaces of the leaves just escaping

vertically

(cf. fig. 90).

During the

is

verj'

interrupted hj a cold M-inter, and
in clear spring nights sinks

from the buds are

daj' excessive trausjiiratiou

below

regularlj' placed

from the

still

thin-
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walled tissues

prevented by this position, and during the night the vertical

is

position of the

young

and

by it radiation, that is to
The young not yet completely developed
very sensitive, much more so than adult foliage,

leaves has this advantage, that

say, excessive loss of heat,
foliage

is

hindered.

in both these respects

is

depends upon the fact that the

this

and the composition

contents,

happen that in the same
conditions of

53&

plant,

latter is

comparatively poor in watery

the protoplasm has become altered.

of

It

may

under the same conditions of habitat and like

temperature of air and

soil,

while the young leaves perish after

bright nights in consequence of too great loss of heat, the fully-developed leaves

This brings us to the question, Wherein the damage to plants

no injury.

sufler

caused by great loss of heat actually consists?
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Pancratius,

and Bonifacius, whose names stand in the calendar
"
" Eismänner

Servatius,

against the 12th, 13th, and 14th of May, have popularly been called

Germany and

in southern

of the fall of temperature

the cause of which

is

They have received this nickname on account
which takes place every year about the middle of May,

Austria.

Later in the

not yet fully explained.

summer such

falls in

temperature, connected with cooling of the atmosphere on a large scale, occur on
certain days with

some regularity; but these have not received so much notice
field products, fruit and wine, as the relapses

because they are not so dangerous to

about the middle of the month of May.

Moreover, although really cold days occur
"

June or July, they are never followed by a frost, while the three " Eismänner
of May usually bring with them severe frosts at night, even in the mildest regions

in

of Central Europe, thus doing incalculable mischief to vegetation.

What
lost its

first

of all strikes us in a frozen plant-organ

On

elasticity.

stiffened foliage-leaf, a

along this

fold,

breaking a noise
fact

it

is

permanent fold

that

has completely

it

immediately produced; the leaf

is

and can no longer resume
is

is

bending and pressing back with the finger the frozen,

its

former position.

heard like the crushing of pounded

actually crystallized

ice

broken by the pressure and causes

ice,

broken

At the time of

and as a matter of

formed in the interior of the

As

crunching to be heard.

this

is

leaf

which

is

the tempera-

ture rises during the day, the frozen plants become thawed, but most of

them

which they possessed before the frost. The leaves
hang down flaccidly, are of a diflerent green, and are more transparent than
formerly.
The surface is damp, and the epidermis is easily detached from the
retain

no longer the

deeper tissue -layers.

elasticity

Graduallj' the

and assume a brown or black
leaves,

They

colour.

and the farmer says that the

What

languid

frost has

leaves

shrivel

up,

become

dried,

entirely resemble burnt or charred

burnt them.

takes place in the interior of the plant on account of this freezing?

The idea which

botani.sts

once held

is

plants stiffens to ice; but the ice takes

as

up a

follows:

the watery cell-sap of the

larger space than

was occupied by
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the fluid cell-sap, and consequently the wall.s of the

A

a glass bottle in which water has frozen.

however, no longer perform

tissue

whose

are rent can,

cells

Moreover, although the

its functions.

and by, the damage to the ruptured

torn and burst like

cells are

cell-walls

melts by

ice

Besides, the cell-sap

irreparable.

is

streams from the cell-chambers of a thawing plant, and the leaves and stem which

have thawed after freezing are seen

to be not only blackened, soft,

are also covered over with a watery film which

is

and pulpy, but

never absorbed again into the

interior.

Renewed

investigation has

shown that

this idea of the freezing of plants needs

no rupturing and bursting of the

First, in that

revision.

pressure of the ice formed in the interior of the

organs suri'ounded by air the formation of

in the interior of the cells

by the

occurs

In the tissues of plant-

cells.

does not usually

ice

interior of the cells, but in the intercellular spaces;

formed

cell- walls

and the

commence

in the

ice-crystaLs are first

only in those aquatic plants in which intercellular

spaces are absent.
If Nitella syncarpa, belonging to the Characese,

water of lakes and pools in Central Europe,
activity

its vital

cells is still

to

—2°

very

is

which

active,

met with

Even the streaming
and even if by further cooling

of the protoplasm in the
of the surrounding water

needles of ice are formed, the streaming of the protoplasm

The

recognized.

protoplasm

is

cells are

never

killed,

even at
of

its

— 3°.

It first begins to shi-ivel

water, shrinks

folded, contracted sac in the middle of the

between

this sac

a higher temperature the
cell-wall;

but

ceased to live;

its

be

and the

cell,

cell-wall.

ice melts, the

away from

up between

its cell-wall,

— 3°

fomis a

whilst the water excreted stiflens

If this Nitella be again exposed to

protoplasm expands, and

lies close to
it

the

has

molecular constitution has evidently become so fundamentally

by the separation

altered

still

incapable of again producing the streaming movement;

is

it

may

indeed somewhat compressed by the ice-needles, but the

and —4°, gives up a portion
into ice

in the clear

exposed to a temperatm-e of 0° C,

not disturbed.

is

is

from

of water

it

is

no longer

the ice alwaj's

first arises,

that a reconstruction

possible.

In the stems and leaves of plants surrounded by
as remarked above, in the intei'cellular spaces.
water,

is

air,

But

since usually air,

and not

contained in the intercellular spaces, the water stiflening into ice in them

must have been

And

first

excreted from

the neighbouring cells shortly before the

what actually happens. The structure of the ice-crystals
the
water has come from within through the cell-wall to the
plainly shows that
exterior, and that not once, but over and over again; for on the outer walls of
the cells which face towards the intercellular spaces the ice is seen in the form
of small discs placed above one another and combined into pillars, and these discs
freezing.

this

is

can have been only gradually formed one after the other.

however, raises the questions,

why

What

portions of the cell give

This observation,

up the water? and

does the water freeze in the intercellular spaces and not in those places

M'hich

it

occupied before the frost?

In answer to these questions

it

must

first
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be remarked that the water absorbed by the plants only partly enters into
chemical combination with the materials of the cell-body and cell-wall;

we have

another part, which

The

combined.

water of imbibition,

called the

and cell-body are saturated with

cell-wall

that

not chemically

is

this latter,

and the

cell-sap in the vacuoles of the protoplasm also contains a large quantity of such

In the cell-sap

water.

it

appears as the solvent of the acids,

and other

salts,

The water by which the protoplasm and cell-walls are
saturated, and which we must imagine filling the interstices, like capillary spaces,
between the groups of molecules, is indeed held fast by the molecules of the
protoplasm and cell-wall, and the water in the cell-sap by the molecules of acids
materials there present.

and

salts,

in the

but yet certainly not so energetically as the chemically-combined water

albuminous substances of the protoplasm.

What happens now
interstices, like

as in an

alum

body which holds

in a

paste, for example, or in

solution,

when warmth

to the freezing point of water?

immediately

stiflen

into ice as long as

many

as a solvent, and

salt-solutions

smallest

its

which the water appears as a solvent
it

down

cooled

is

very remarkable that the water does not
is

it

retained in the capillary spaces, or

can be cooled down to 5° C, some even to

When

below zero without freezing.

10°,

lower temperatures a stiffening

the water in

withdrawn, and when

is

It is

fast

occurs,

at length under the influence of

has always

a separation

still

taken place

previously; the water has run together from the finest interstices of the paste
into its larger spaces;

changed into

it is first

ice in these cavities,

of the salt solution has separated from the molecules of salt,

changed into

and the water

and

occurs, however, with the water saturating the cell-wall

—1°;

that ice

ice occurs in

The

a very few species only on cooling the plant-tissues

down

in mo.st instances the temperature

may

and

it

must sink

be formed in the cooled tLssue.

rated from the molecules

by which

it

was

And

to

—2°

—3°

or

in oi'der

indeed the water here has sepa-

hitherto held fast before

does not freeze in the interior of the

cellular spaces.

and

cells.

protoplasm, and serving as solvent of certain materials contained in the

to

first

ice-crystals.

The same thing
formation of

then

is

cells,

it

congealed,

but outside them in the inter-

In order that the water should get from the interior of the

into the adjoining intercellular spaces, a pressing
this pressure can only proceed

and squeezing

from the living protoplasm

is

necessary,

cell

and

in the cell-chambers;

consequently the process of freezing can be most correctly represented in this way,
viz.

that the protoplasm becomes stimulated and roused

by the lowering

of the

temperature to transport a portion of the water from the interior to the exterior of
the

cell,

by means

of contraction

and pressure.

What happens

thei'e is

accordingly

not unlike the excretion of watery sap into the intercellular spaces in the stimulated
pulvini on the leaf -stalk of Miviosa; but the advantage obtained
of

water in the two cases

course

is

is

very

different.

by the

excretion

In the cooled leaves the benefit of

to be sought for in the fact that the living portion of the cells

from destruction as long as possible by the formation of ice-crystals

is

protected

in the inter-
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If the

cellular spaces.

water were forthwith frozen inside the

groups of molecules of the living cell-body and

wall

its

cells,

between the

by a few degrees

of cold,

fundamental displacements and disorganizations of the groups of molecules would
be unavoidable.

On

the other hand, the ice-crystals on the exterior of the cells do

In the intercellular spaces they can form large

not produce such destruction.

may

clusters, the spaces

tissue

may

be even enlarged by them, and the adjoining portions of

be compressed and

split,

without a disorganization of the molecular

structure of the living cells occurring simultaneously.

shown by numerous other phenomena that the excretion of water described
does not connote the death of the living cells. It is also beyond doubt that the
It is

excreted water can be again received back subsequently under favourable conditions;

and that by slow thawing of the
again returns to the places
hand, the

cells are

previously occupied within the

it

finally the

If,

cell.

on the other

cells in

is

if

the cold

water retained by the protoplasm and indispens-

becomes changed into

existence,

its

the molecular structure

plasm of the

formed in the intercellular spaces, the water

no longer able to take back the separated water, or

becomes so severe that
ably necessary to

ice

the natural consequence;

question has been killed

ice,

then a disorganization of
other words, the proto-

or, in

by the

loss of heat.

Then we say

the plants are frozen dead.

Thus the difference between mere freezing and freezing to death is made clear;
and at the same time the experience of gardeners is confirmed, that the former is
not necessarity attended by the latter.
At what degree of cold freezing occurs, and at what freezing to death, depends
first of all

also, in

on the

specific constitution of the

each individual

organs exposed to the

changed into

sjjecies,

upon the stage

ice at various temperatures, so the

hydrojjhy te Nitella syncarpa

much

Sphcerella nivalis,
for months

thereby.

of

development arrived at by the

Just as the water in various salt solutions becomes

cold.

a different behaviour to that of another.

plants bear a

protoplasm of the various species, but

is

protoplasm of one species exhibits

It has

been mentioned above that the

frozen at a temperature of

— 4°

C.

Other aquatic

greater degree of cold without their protoplasm being killed.

which produces the red colour of snow,

to a temperature of

This Sphcerella

is

— 20°

is

C. in Arctic regions,

also frequently exposed to

exposed in the winter

and

verj»-

is

not destroyed

severe cold on the

snow-fields of the Alps during winter nights, and the same remark applies

various species of the genera

Epithemia and Navicida and

to

to other Diatomaceaa

found together with Sphcvrella nivalis living on the glaciers. It
may be mentioned here in passing that there are also animals which live with these
unicellular plants in the ice regions, and are not killed although they remain frozen

which are

to be

for months.

As soon

as they thaw, these Rotifers bring their cilia into action

again; the black Poduras,

known by

the

name

of glacier-fleas, take their flying

leaps, and the spotted spiders again stride with their long legs over the sun-iUumined ice-fields; while, on the other hand, the insects driven by the wind to these

glaciers are in a very short time killed

by the

frost
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The same thing occurs iu land-plants and lithophytes as with animals and
Plants which closely resemble each other externally and show
great similarity in their anatomy may yet behave quite differently in the matter of
aquatic plants.

While the Stone Pine and the Shore Pine (Pinus Pinea and Halepensis)

freezing.

cannot bear the frost of winter, the Arolla Pine and Bhotan Pine {Pinus Cembra

and

excelsa) flourish in regions

down

trees are cooled

— 2°,

where the trunks and acicular leaves of

weeks

for

—20'.

to

Rhododendron Pontieum

all

the

freezes at

but Rhododendron Lapponicum survives the severest cold of the northern

brought out of the greenhouse on a cold autumn night
into an open place where the temperature falls to —1°, they will be irretrievably
wintei".

If Eeheverias are

while most of the European succulent plants closely allied to the Eeheverias,

lost;

and agreeing with theni

in the structure of the fleshy leaves, endure the

degree of cold without injury

—not

northem Sedwm Rhodiola and
narrow ledges of rock faces

only for a night but even for weeks.

several Alpine species of house-leek

in the high Alps

same

The

growing on the

Sempervimum montanum and

(e.g.

Widfenii) are exposed for weeks to a temperature of —10°, and yet the protoplasm

There are also a number of biennial and

of their fleshy leaves does not freeze.

perennial plants which cannot actually be called succulents, but which nevertheless

form smooth, turgid leaves
outwardly in no

way

in the

autumn arranged

The leaves

are exposed to the greatest cold in regions where the winter

when

little

or no

often cooled

snow has

down

to —20°,

and yet the protoplasm

It

is,

in

would naturally be expected that

be killed with the

is

of these rosettes
severe, especially

and the temperature of the succulent tissue

fallen,

Grass (Cochlearia officinalis)

on the ground,

in rosettes lying

protected against loss of heat.

first hoar-frost,

this
its

is

is

The Scurvy
worthy of notice.
dark-green leaves would

not killed.

matter, particularly

smooth, turgid,

while in reality they endure a very consider-

able cold without the slightest injury.

There are few places on the earth where

such a severe winter climate prevails as on the shores of Pitlekaj on the northem
coast of Siberia,

November

the

In
where the Vega expedition passed the winter of 1878-79.
to — 16"58°, in December to — 2280°,

mean temperature amounted

in January to -26-06°, in February to -25-09°, in

— 18-93°. But these
— 30°, and-40^ and

March

-21

to

65°, in

April to

were only the averages; on many days the temperature
once the

minimum even

reached —46° C.

On

fell to

the summit of

a fairly high sand-hill over which the icy north and north-east wind swept almost

was observed.
1878, and had also partly

uninterruptedly, a plant of Scurvy Grass {Cochlearia fenestralis)

This plant had begun to bloom in the summer of
developed

fruit.

When

the winter began, however,

tliis

Cochlearia

still

possessed

unripe fruits, flowers, and flower-buds as well as succulent green foliage-leaves;

and

it

was

to be expected that the delicate succulent tissue

would be completely

destroyed during the long winter under the influence of the continuous cold.

But

whose tissue had undoubtedly been cooled down
summer of 1879
for a long time to — 30°, and frozen, began again to grow, and continued its growth
where it had been interrupted at the beginning of winter. The leaves resumed

in the

the plant,
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their functions as in the previous

summer, the flower-buds opened, and new

inflor-

escences sprang from the axils of the leaves, proving that the protoplasm of this

plant had not been killed even by a temperature of —46°.

Myrtle and orange trees freeze dead from —2" to —4°, cypresses and fig-trees
from —7° to —9°; vines at —21, oaks and beeches at —25', plums and chemes
at —31°,

trees at —33°,

and apple and pear

We

specific constitution of the protoplasm.
is

and

this can only be explained

are forced to assume that the cell-body

by a certain temperature, and
manner already described.

destroyed in one case

temperature, in the

by the

in another

by a

different

has been previously remarked that the temperature at which freezing takes

It

upon the stage

place also depends

known

that

woody trunks and

of development of the plants.

seeds Vjear quite extraordinary winter temperatures

water in the autumn.

— 63"2

when they have been poor

in

In Yakutsk and Werchojansk in Siberia, where the mean

temperature in January amounts to

noticed,

It is general!}^

branches, foliage, and flower-buds, and especially

— 42'8°

— 49'0°,

and

— 62'0'"

and where

and

were
above —30°,

(the lowest temperature hitherto generally observed on the earth)

where for months the temperature

in the shade does not rise

numerous herbs and shrubs are found whose upper organs
to a degree of cold at

which mercury

freezes;

exposed for weeks

ai-e

even birches and larches flourish

there with the most vigorous growth, and there can be no doubt that the

buds of these trees are every year cooled down

Moreover, eveiy winter the wood of the juniper and of spruce, of

are not frozen.

and

silver firs

wood and

for a long time to —30°, and yet

arollas sinks

down

to

— 10^

in inclement situations on the Central

European mountains, and the evergreen leaves of these woody plants become cooled
far below the freezing point of water without suffering the slightest damage.
this account the seeds inclosed in the berries

lowest temperatures without injury, which
these seeds require

two summers

severe winter of the

still

so

is

for ripening,

year in a

first

and cones of the

much

{Cytisics

Laharnum) do

not

named bear

On
the

the more remarkable since

and therefore must pass through the

unripe condition.

also are exposed to great cold through the winter.

Laljurnum

trees

fall off"

The seeds

of other plants

Thus, for example, those of the

as soon as they are ripe, but remain

hanging to the sides of the dehisced pods, and as these are not detached from the
branches until the following spring, the temperature of the seeds during the winter
falls

far

below

zero.

They

nevertheless

maintain

their germinating powers.

Laburnum seeds, which had been during the winter for weeks under the influence
of a temperature of —15°, germinated in the following summer, and so had
evidently suffered no injury from the cold.

Other

seeds, too,

even from tropical

regions, which had been experimentally subjected to temperatures of —40', were

not found to have lost their germinating capacity, antl consequently their proto-

plasm had not been killed even by
Since,

on the other hand,

laburnum, and

still

it

more those

the temperature to —2°,

it

is

this excessive temperature.

known

that the

young

fruits

and seeds of the

of tropical plants, are already congealed

follows that portions of that

by lowering

same plant

in varioixs
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by the lowering of their temperature
For the majority of plants the rule holds that death in

stages of development are aflected iliflerently

below the freezing point.

consequence of frost occurs the sooner, the younger and richer the tissues in question

The

are in water.
killed in the

foliage of beeches, hornbeams,

autumn, even after repeated

and deciduous oaks, which

frosts, withers, shrivels,

and

is

not

dries

up

when young if the temperature sinks below zero only for a single night in spring.
Even many Alpine plants which bear very low temperatures without injury, when
completely developed, may suffer harm if they are surprised by a frost at the period

When

of most active growth.

— 6°

sank to

on one occasion at the end of June the temperature

on the mountains near Innsbruck, already free from snow, at an

alti-

tude of 2000 metres, the young foliage-leaves of the Rhododendron (Rhododendron
hirsutum), which had just sprouted, and were not yet fully grown, were destroyed

on

all

the plants.

They became brown and dried

up, while the old fully-formed

green leaves, remaining on the same plants from the previous year, underwent no

from the frost.
Such phenomena can only be explained by the assumption that in young, undeveloped organs much water is present, and is not under the control of the living
alteration

As such water we may consider that which

protoplasm.

is

conducted from the

roots to the green tissue, to be there liberated in the form of vapour; that

which

mounts through the vascular bundles of the stem, streams through the veins of the
leaves, under certain circumstances is even forced into the intercellular spaces, and
This water is not retained by
passes out by the water-pores in the form of drops.
molecular forces, nor protected against freezing, but turns into
perature of

— 1°.

Since

it is

ice

even at a tem-

abundantly present in the young tissue when freezing

takes place, extensive ruptures and mechanical injuries to the water-conducting
tubes and rows of

cells

But

are unavoidable.

if

the conduction of the crude food-

young plant-organ during its growth, transpiration in it can
no longer occur jjroperly, and the transpiring cells become withered and dried up
even although their protoplasm should have suffered no direct harm from the frost.

sap

is

interrupted in a

Naturally connected with this discussion

is

the question whether a plant can

freeze at a degree of temperature above that of the freezing-point of water.

By

the majority of gardeners this question would be answered in the affirmative, and
their reply

would be founded upon the

leaved Coleus,
if

basils,

fact that tropical Acanthacese, variegated-

melons, tobacco-plants, &c., become withered, dry up and die

they are exposed for only a single night to a temperature of

of the great

outward resemblance between

this

phenomenon and

+ 2°.

In spite

freezing,

it

must

nevertheless not be called freezing, for the most distinctive processes of the freezing
of living protoplasm, viz. the excretion of
of this

water into

ice,

and

its inability to

water from the

cell-bodj'^,

the hardening

return to the cell-body, do not occur in

plants which are destroyed under the influence of temperatures above zero.

It has

been clearly shown that this so-called freezing of plants at temperatures above zero
is

really a drying-up in consequence of the disproportion

from the leaves and the absorption of water by the
Vol.

I.

between the transpiration

roots.

In consequence of the
36
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fall of

temperatui-e in the

soil,

the absorbent activity of the roots

that the loss of water by the leaves through evaporation can

The

leaves then become flaccid, shrivel

longer be replaced.

and dry up, are blackened, and look

exactly like leaf-structures which have been killed
strated

nr;

so restricted

is

by

frost.

can be demon-

It

by a veiy simple experiment that the cause of death is only the
soil.
If on autumn nights, when the temperature falls

to 4-1°

warm

gi-een-

fall

temperature in the
or

+ 2°,

"

very sensitive " Coleus plants in pots are brought from the

of

house into the open, the pots not being protected again.st cooling, these plants dry

up even the next

day.

If,

on the other hand, the plants are sunk in

is

strewn, and thus care

over which cotton-wool

is

warm sawdust

taken that the temperature of

the earth in the pots does not sink below +7", then the Coleus does not dry up, and

generally suffers no

harm even although

surrounded leaves should

fall

water to the transpiring leaves

the temperature of the air and of the air-

during the night to
is

sustained

by

the

-l-0-5°.

Since the conduction of

warmth

of the

soil,

these leaves

may be protected from the so-called "freezing" even when they cool down to -|-0"5°.
Do means also exist bj»- which plants may be protected from actual freezing?
To

this question the

answer follows naturally from the above discussion about the
If the plants in question can be hindered from assuming

real natui-e of freezing.

that temperature in which their protoplasm
against freezing
tive agents.

may

be aßbrded.

The plant organs

or covered with dried foliage.
tected against freezing

is killed,

then, of course, a protection

Usually bad heat-conductors are used as protec-

to be protected are clothed with dry straw

and twigs,

In regions with continental climates vines are pro-

by surrounding the lower portions

of the stock with earth.

Often plants are also protected by heaping up snow, and gardeners very generally

As

use snow as an excellent protection against freezing.

a matter of experience

of plants perish with us during those winters in

numbers

which no snow

Many

abundant.

snowed

species of shrubs

up, while the

upper half

and

rises

low trees, of

when

falls,

snow

is

which only the lower half

is

while they survive without injury the coldest periods of winter

the

above the surface are found after severe

winters to be frozen from the apices of the branches

down

to the level to

which

This happened, for example, in the Vienna Botanic Gardens

the snow has reached.

(1880) with several young trees of the deodar {Cedrus Deodora), with the bushes of

Fontanasia jasviinoides, and with shrubs of many species of jasmine and indigo.
But all these protective agents, twigs, straw, leaves, earth, and snow, fulfil their
function only in neighbourhoods where the cold period

In reality they ward off only the

duration.

use

lies in

first

is

of comparatively short

onset of cold, and their principal

the fact that the radiation of heat from the covered portions

is

retarded.

In long and continuous cold the temperature of the covei-ings not only gradually

Yakutsk a plant whose
—10° can no longer be protected even by the thickest cover-

sinks, but finally that of the covered bodies also,

protoplasm

is

killed at

and

in

ins of straw, leaves, or earth.

Moreover, in nature

we can only speak

conditionally of a natural protection

against freezing, and only in those regions where periods of great cold alternate
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with milder intervals during the winter, and where as a rule a warmer day succeeds
the cold night, which

is

the case wherever the sun does not remain during the

winter below the horizon for weeks or perhaps months.

All coverings

which

protect from freezing in temperate zones are therefore entirely useless in Arctic

The snow which, as

regions.

stated,

is

in the north temperate zone one of the best

protective measures against severe temperatures, cannot in the Arctic regions at all

hinder the penetration of the cold.

Kane found

Greenland at 63 cm. under the snow to

fall to

the temperature in North-west

— 2i;3°aud

— 16'3°

to

at 126 cm.

The observations which were undertaken during the wintering

below.

of the

Swedish Polar Expedition in Mussel Bay on the north coast of Spitzbergen, showed
that on the 14th February 1873,

snow had

—26°

fallen to

— 20°. On

when

the tempei-ature of the air

at 26 cm. below the surface,

the 23rd February the

snow

was —35°, the

and at a depth

of 35 cm. to

showed a temperature
On the North Siberian coast

at a depth of 30 cm.

was —32°.
the snow at a depth of 30 cm. was found by the Vega Expedition on the 22d March
to be cooled down to 16'1°, and the earth below it to —151°, while the temperature
At the middle of March the sandy soil penetrated by the
of the air was — 18'2
roots of the Northern Bent Grass (Elymus mollis) exhibited at a depth of 63 cm. a
of —21°, while the temperature of the air

.

temperature of —20°.
It is quite different in the north

snow,

if

only for a few hours of the day,

the surface.

When

temperate zone.
it

the sun shines on the

becomes warmed and usually melted at

In the Alps, during the shortest days in December,

ature of the air in the shade

is

—10°

to —15°, melted drops

may

when

the temper-

be seen in mid-day

down from

the sun-illumined roofs of the hay chalets situated high up on

the mountain slopes.

Three Swiss, who had determined for the purpose of meteoro-

trickling

logical observations to pass the winter of

of 3333 metres on the

1865-66 in the hut situated at an altitude

Matterhom, observed on the 18th December, 1865, and on

several other days, that in the sunshine the

snow was melted.

When

the sun sets

behind the mountains the melted water, of course, again freezes, but the next day
the same process

is

repeated, while in Arctic regions, in the

winter night, the fallen snow remains powdeiy.

On

months of uninterrupted

mountains of the temperate

and the
snow forms a crust

zones, in consequence of melting uuder the influence of the sun's rays

succeeding hardening during
of ice

the nights, the superficial laj'er of

which in time becomes so thick that wide stretches of snow-field may be

traversed without breaking through

it.

This alternation of thawing and freezing in the upper layers of the winter coat
of

snow has

this

important

use, that in

neighbourhoods where the sun shines in

the winter the deeper layers of snow, and the solid earth bearing the snow, are

never so

much

cooled as in the far north, where the cooling

months, and where, as the above figures show,

Minimum thermometers which were

it

may

continue for

actually does so continue.

placed in the earth in the year 1869 on various

mountain heights in the Tyrol, and at the end of the winter were dug up, showed
the following temperatures:

On

the rocky

summit

of the Hafelekar, at Innsbruck.
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at an altitude of 2343 metres, and 40 cm. below the surface, —5-3°; on the north

summit of the Blaser, at Trins, at an altitude of 2239 metres, 40 cm.
below the surface, —40°; on the northern slopes of the Patscherkofel, at Inn.sbruck,
1535 metres above the sea-level, 60 cm. below the surface, —2-9°. The layer of snow

side of the

lying on the ground at these three points was not a thick one, and varied from 30
to 60 cm.

Where

the snow-layer

thermometer gave the following
Blaser, at Trins, at

an

was

my

On

results:

altituile of

the south side of the

minimum

summit

of the

2239 metres, 40 cm. below the surface, +0-1°;

rather lower on the same mountain,

cottage of

at least three times as thick, the

viz. at

an altitude of 2086 metres, near the

experimental garden, under a snow-drift 3 metres thick,

on

-f 0-2°;

the Patscherkofel, at Innsbruck, 1921 metres in height, in the vicinity of Kreuz-

brunnen, 65 cm. below the surface of the ground, -j-01°; near the Heiligwasser,
at Innsbruck, at an altitude of 1261 metres, where the winter coat of snow had
attained a thickness of almost 2 metres, 75 cm. below the surface,

statements sufficiently show what a great significance

is

These

-|-1'35°.

to be assigned to

snow

as

a protective measure against cold in those regions which are not deprived of the

sun in winter-time. While the temperature of the soil penetrated by roots of plants
sank even under deep snow to — 20° on the winter station of the Vega in Siberia,
the soil occupied by the roots of plants on the Alpine heights of the Tyrol in places
covered with abundant snow, was never once frozen, and where the snow layer was

very

thin,

was cooled down only

to

— 5"3°.

Accordingly in the Alps, and generally

snow plays the

in high mountains of the north temperate zone, a thick layer of

part of an excellent protective measure to the

soil,

and consequently to the plants

rooted therein.

There are also plants
this protective measure,

in

Alpine regions which are apparently dependent upon

and whose structure makes

it

through the severe winter hidden under thick masses of snow.
in the

first

place,

them to survive
To these belong,

possible for

numerous bush-like woody plants of which Piiius humilis
may serve as an example. The stems of these pines ai'e

represented opposite

not erect like those of other species, but assume a horizontal position even

they attain a considerable

thicloiess.

certainly be able to sustain the ample
parallel to the
it is

stem

when

Stems of even 20 cm. diameter, which would

crown

in an erect position,

ground without, however, directly resting upon

it.

grow almost

In this respect

very remarkable that on the slope of the mountain the growing end of the
is

always directed towards the valley, and

peculiar habit of

growth occurs not only

in the

it

is

also noticeable

that this

mountain pines growing wild

in

the Alps, but also in those raised from seed in the botanic gardens of towns, and

must therefore be regarded as an inherent peculiarity. The boughs and twigs which
curve upwards from the main stems are exceedingly elastic, and when presseil
down stretch themselves out along the gi-ound. Since all the boughs of the crown
are turned upwards,

we

get here a considerable accumulation, so that in

many

old

clumps of mountain pines the numerous boughs are so thickly crowded and so closely
interwoven that progress through them

is

almost impossible.

The extensive

tracts
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many of them have
man during their whole existence. Woe to
way in such a tangled wood! The difficulties

of mountain pines are therefore avoided and left alone, and

never been penetrated by

the foot of

him who has the misfortune

to lose his

one has to encounter in a tropical primeval forest beset with lianes are not greater
than those with which one must struggle in attempting to press forward here.
Frequently the mountain pines grow so high that one

is

considerably overtopped

even when standing upright by the highest prickly branches.

make a

sible to
it is

little

It is

perhaps pos-

progress by climbing over the horizontal, arm-thick stems, but

vain to endeavour to find one's

way and

to gain

an outlook.

If

we mount on

one of the curved ascending boughs in order to see above the highest branches,
the bough bends down to the earth under our weight, along with the stem from

which

and we again sink despairingly into the sea of the dark-gi-een
occui's, however, under the burden of the
If then by chance the ordinary mantle of snow is added to by that

it arises,

Just such a down-bending

crowns.

winter snow.

from avalanches, the pressure increases so much that the branches are pressed
down to the soil. This process may go on to such an extent that even many
branches, which in the
directly on the soil

summer stand

a metre above the ground,

on account of the snow pressure.

When

lie

in the winter

the snow melts in the

following spring, and the branches are gradually lightened, they rise up again

and resume that position which
The process which is here carried on

in consequence of their extraordinary elasticity,

they occupied in the preceding summer.

automatically strongly reminds us of the manipulations of gardeners,

who

in the

autumn bend down
keep them in this position throughout the winter, and not till the next spring raise
them again and fasten them to erect sticks. In the summer the old leaves on the
ends of mountain pine branches, which wave above the ground more than a metre
rose-trees to the earth and cover them with non-conductors,

may be frequently seen plastered over with earth and small stones, and
anyone knowing nothing of the processes above described would not easily underhigh,

how

stand

these

small stones had come to be fixed in these situations.
the earth which

fact

moistened

the snow-water, forms the adhesive agent, which

bj»^

lies

diameter are attached by

stones

more than

Many

other Alpine shrubs beliave like the mountain pines,

1 cm. in

Dwarf Juniper (Junipenos nana) and
manner the rhododendron bushes are

As

on the branches through the winter,

a matter of

it

is

so efficient that

to the old tufts of leaves.
as, for

example, the

the Alpine Alder (Älnus viridis).
also pressed to the

In like

ground by the snow,

although not to such a great extent, and are thus protected against the great
cold,

and

particulai'ly against

In forest regions the dry

extreme radiation.
foliage,

which

falls

from the

trees

and overspreads

the ground and undergrowth to a greater or less thickness, appears also to be
usually an excellent protective agent.
forests of Central Eui'ope,

This foliage layer

is

thickest in the beech

and the sheltered plants include the Woodrufl" Lungwort,

Hepatica, Asarabacca, Sanicle, and Waldsteinia (Asj^erula odorata,
officinalis,

Hepatica

triloba,

Pulmonaria

AsaruTn Europamm, Sanicvla Europcca, and

Widd-
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beneath

it,
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unfrozen, even in very severe

winters.

Other plants, again, appear to be protected against extreme cold by the fact
Large numbers of bulbous and

that they retire underground during the winter.

tuberous plants manufacture organic compounds in their green leaves in the

sunbeams of summer,
portions.

warm

once transmitting them below to their subterranean

at

There, thick stems and tubers, fleshy scale-like leaves, and the rudi-

ments of new foliage and flowers (which, however, do not appear above-ground

Fig. 136.

—Detachment of special shoots of Potairwgeton crispus,

for hiberuation under water.

the same year) are produced from the materials supplied.
these

structures

After the winter

excessive cold, just like roots.
foliage-leaves,
fructify,

Throughout the winter

remain buried in the earth, and are there protected against

commenced

is

in the previous year, rise

over, the flower-stalks

up

in

and

order to bloom and

and to form anew, in the sunlight, organic materials for the subterranean

bulbs, tubers,

and root-stocks.

It

is

very interesting to notice that bulbs and tubers

bury themselves deeper in the earth the more exposed their habitat to radiation

and

cooling, the

more they are threatened with the danger that the earth will be
While, for example, the bulbs and tubers of

covered by only a thin mantle of snow.

Gagea lutea and Corydalis cava, when growing in the black humus of beech
under withered

foliage, lie

forests

only a few centimetres below the surface, in open
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meadows they

are only to be found at a depth three or four times as great.

many orchids, and of
may be actually used

position of the tuberous roots of
SaflFron

{Colchicum autumnale)

deeply in a

ground

neigliboui'liood the

friv-eu

just at that depth to whicli

The same thing

is

winter

tlie

is

fro.st fails

the corms of the
as

marks

Tlie

Meadow
how

to indicate

imbedded

frozen, for the.se occur

to penetrate.

also observed in aquatic plants.

In the

still

waters of lakes

and ponds the plants bodily withdraw before the advancing cold of winter, and an

The Water Soldier

actual retreat into the depths takes place.

sinks
it

down

scarcely ever freezes;

surface

till

late in the

(Stratiotes aloides)

before the connnencement of winter to the bottom of
it

passes the winter there, and does not rise

again to the

Potamogeton crisjms, figured above, produces

the following spring.

autumn, near the surface of the water, shoots possessing' short leaves

which are detached from the old stem before the uppermost layer of water
These sink into

tlie

depths, and bore their

way

into the

mud by

There, in their winter quarters, where there

extremities.
of

where

lake,

tiie

is

is

frozen.

their pointed lower

never any formation

these sprouts are excellently protected against injury from excessive cold.

ice,

Erect trees and shrubs, which rise up column-like above the earth, are

little

snow upon the ground.
Generally the leaves have been already shed, after they have delivered up such
substances as they contained of value. The leafless branches and the next year's
buds indeed remain above the ground, being thus exposed to the winter cold, which
affected

by the presence or absence of a covering

of

The branches are covered with a
if such a covering would be
against cold better than a mere epidermis.

they must be capable of bearing without injury.

tough and compact investment; and
able to protect the portion clothed

it

by

would seem as

it

For a very short period of cold weather such may be the

case,

but for a longer

period even the thickest coat would be unable to keep the cold from the covered
portions, just as little in fact as the

bark on old boughs and trunks.

In long-

continued winters, with uninterrupted severe cold weather, the interior of the

branches and trunks assumes the temperature of the environment, and
entirely

upon the

or not.

From

is

resisting capacity of the protoplasm

various ajipearances

it

may

it

whether the cooling

depends
is fatal

be concluded that this resisting capacity

greater the better the ojjportunity aflbrded to the protoplasm of suitably preparing

itself in

autumn

the foregoing
mild,

if

summer and autumn.

the advent of the

first fi-ost

summer was warm, and the
was much retarded, and the plant had
If the

time to become a chiysalis slowly, in preparation for the winter, then the branches

do not freeze dead; but
in

autumn,

if

if

the water of

wood, as gardeners say,

is

summer was cold and wet, and frosts appeared early
imbibition was not removed at the right time, and the

the

not

"

ripened", then a tolerably severe winter

may

result

in the death of the branch, of the same branch, indeed, which perhaps in previous
year's

survived without injury mucli greater cold.

Accordingly
or not, depends
its

we always come back

to this, that the freezing of a plant to death,

upon whether or not the condition

of the protoplasm

is

such that

molecular constitution becomes permanently disorganized in consequence of the
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cooling,

and

tliat

the most eftective protection

of the protoplasm

must be

we do not know

Since

itself.

to puzzle ourselves in surmises about

it is idle

resisting capacity of protoplasm differs
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souglit for in the constitution

the constitution of the protoplasm,

it;

only being certain, that the

this

much from

plant to plant, as well as at

and the same plant.
which have been obtained by the study of the burning of plants are

different times in one

The

results

analogous to those afforded by researches into the nature of freezing.

When

a plant organ loses

capacity of absorbing food, of breathing, and of

its

further development, in consequence of the rise of temperature,
it is

burnt.

The outwai-dly

visible appearances of

those which have been observed in plants killed
discoloured, exhibits a darker tint,

we say then

burnt plants resemble exactly

by

freezing; the green tissue

more transparent, fades and

is

that

dries up,

is

and

neither the svipply of water nor the reduction of the temperature can reproduce

The protoplasm

the previous conditions.
into

balls,

and

is

in the interior of the cells

detached from the cell-wall; water

stood hitherto in molecular combination with the protoplasm.

can be followed very

is

massed

which had

excreted,

is

These observations

aquatic plants whose cell-walls are so transparent

easil}^ in

that they allow us to see into the interior of the cell-chambers.
the water-plant Elodea, illustrated in

fig.

5

^

If the cells of

(page 25), are examined under the

microscope while the temperature of the surrounding water

is

30° C, the proto-

plasm will be seen to exhibit that active streaming movement described on
If the

temperature

is

raised to 40°, the streaming becomes slower,

ceases entirely, although the

Even

if

the temperature

p. 33.

and at 41°

protoplasm shows no other particular alteration.

and gradually to 50°, nothing is altered
any very noticeable alteration occur. Then the

raised to 45°,

is

in appearance; not until 52° does

starch-granules imbedded in the

protoplasm

split

up; the protoplasm

shrinks

together and forms clump-like masses around the fractured starch-granules.

protoplasm
coagulated.

now becomes
Subsequently,

become again living and

the

rigid,
if

albuminous materials

in

it

the temperature again sinks to 30°,

active,

constitution has suffered at 52°

and we must therefore assume that

an irreparable

The

are curdled or
it

does not

its

molecular

alteration, in fact, that it has been

killed.

In the main, therefore, burning depends upon the coagulation of the albumi-

nous compounds, upon the destruction of the starch-granules, and the decomposition of the protoplasm.

If the coagulation of the

albuminous compounds and

the alteration of the starch-gi'anules were always brought about

same temperature then probably

But such

perature.
different

albumen
and
50°.

is

temperatures
is

acids.

Nor does

plants would be

not the case.
(viz.

by one and the

same temThe various albumens not only coagulate at
"

burnt

"

at this

60°-80°), but the point of coagulation of

materially affected

When,

all

by the watery

for example,

many

contents,

the same

and by the presence of

salts are present, coagulation

salts

maj' occur at

the destruction of the starch-granules always occur at the same tem-

perature; large starch -grains, swollen with water, at 55°, smaller ones not

till

65°;
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and, in order
is

tliat

may

dry starch-grains

Under such

necessary.

whose protoplasm exhibits

conditions

not to be wondered at that plants,

is

30°, 41°,

other temperatures.

In the

and

52°, are seen to

cells of

till

53°-54°.

In the lattice-leaved Aponogeton fenestralis, gi-owing in

Madagascar, the coagulation and death of the protoplasm
algae bear

5^,

fig.

43° has been reached, and the

not formed into balls in consequence of the coagulation of the

is

till

occur in other water-plants at

Vallisneria spiralis, represented in

the streaming of the protoplasm does not stop

albumen

very

processes which have been observed in the above-

mentioned Elodea at

protoplasm

higher temperature

still

different coagulation points, should be " burnt" at

The

different temperatures.

it

be destroyed, a

even

still

higher temperatures.

first

occur at 55°.

Many

In the channels through which the hot

water of the Carlsbad spring flows, dusky

even at a tempera-

oscillarias flourish

ture of 55° to 56°; in the springs of Abano, which reach a temperature of nearly
60°, Sphcerotilus

themialis

is

to be found,

and in the Solfatara at Naples, the

side-walls of the rocky clefts, from which vapour issues at a temperature of 55°
to 60°, are covered with a green film of alga.

In plants which are not submerged in water, the watery contents as well as the
specific constitution of the

protoplasm have a material influence on the burning.

much higher tem-

the exposed tissues are poor in water they can sustain

If

peratures than

when very

turgid.

The highest temperature which the turgid

lithophytes and land plants can endure without being burnt

cells of

is

in most

In the sun, succulent plants can endure for a long time without injury

cases 55°.

temperatures of 50° to

53°.
The spores of moulds {Rldzopus nigricans and Peniglaucum) have been seen to germinate and develop at from 54° to 55°.
When dry, those cells and tissues which can be dried up without harm do not

cilliurii

perish

The crustaceous

even under the influence of far higher temperatures.

lichens adhering to the limestone rocks of the wild regions of the Karst of Istria

and Dalmatia {Aspicilia

calcarea,

are regularly exposed on cloudless

Verrucaria piurpurasccns, and

summer days

V. calciseda)

to a temperature of 58° to 60°

without injury, and the edible lichen (Lecanora esculenta), illustrated opposite,
often heated in the deserts, along with the stone on which

it

is

grows, to fully 70°,

and yet is not destroyed. Moreover, seeds which are deposited on the desert
and survive in this position the long periods of drought, do certainly

sands,

assume the temperature of their environment, and although at noon

amounts

to 60°-70°, it does not injure these seeds; since,

returns, they are roused

moistened

soil.

from their sunnner

The highest temperature

sleep,

when

and germinate

exceeds

75°,

and

in the cool

in the superficial layer of soil has

been

many

cases

observed near the equator at Chinchoxo on the Loango coast.
it

this often

the rainy season

Here, in

often attains 80°, and once attained to even 846°.

destitute of annuals during the rainy season,

Nor

is this

soU

and without doubt the dry seeds of

these plants have been lying for months in the sand, sometimes heated to over
80°,

without losing their germinating power.

It

has been proved experimentally

that seeds, which have been deprived by calcium chloride of as

much water

as
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even at the boiling point of water. Of various seeds from
which water has been withdrawn for fifty hours, and which have then been
heated for three hours up to 100^, those of duckweeds (49 per cent of the seeds
possible, are not killed

experimented upon)

still

germinated; of vetches, 50 per cent; of

of wheat, 75 per cent; of sweet marjoram, 78 per cent,

Even

to a temperature of 110° to 125°,

that

of

garlic,

there are species

60 per cent;

melons 96 per

cent.

months
a small percentage always germinated, and it is
whose seeds bear without injury still higher

which had been exposed for about

of seeds previously dried,

possible

and

fifteen

temperatures.

From

in

shown that the albuminous substances
the protoplasm may give up with impunity much water, and that by this
these experiments

Fig. 137.

surrender a protection

is

it

clearly

is

—Edible Lichen {Lecanora esculenta) in the desert.

obtained against coagulation and burning, up to a certain

point.

In nature, most contrivances by which plants are protected against burning

amount

in reality to a periodic surrender of water.

Lithophytes, especially crus-

taceous lichens, which are most threatened with the danger of being burnt, are
so organized that they can give

They then become

stiff"

and

up a great deal of water in a very short time.
and can be rubbed into powder, and it appears

brittle,

scarcely credible that these dried-up structures can ever live again.
lichens

the same thing occurs.

In the rock-

Also several Volvocineae, Sphterella pluvialis,

and various other simply organized plants, living in shallow pools and ditches,
dry up to dust along with the mud, after the evaporation of the water which had
accumulated in their habitat, and are protected in this dried condition against
burning.

If the dust,

which

is

warmed

daily for several hours

up

to 60

the period of drought, becomes moistened later on, all the tiny plants

during

wake up

again from their trance, and, as should not be overlooked, the rotifers and various
infusoria,

which are present

moment

affords

in the

same heated

dust, again bestir themselves,

and give evidence that the surrender of water at the right
the best protective measure against " burning " for animal proto-

flourish their cilia,
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plasm

up

alöo.

In deserts and steppes, aud in

to 70° in hot rainless seasons, there are,

When

all

it is

regions where the eartli
well

warmed

is

known, a great many annuals.

the hot period commences, leaves, stems, and I'oots are already dead, and

the plants have scattered their seeds.

These seeds, however, possess very

little

water, and yet can give up a portion of that they contain without injury; they

are thus protected in the best

One

way

possible against being burnt.

portion of the perennial plants of these regions throws off

foliage at

its

the close of the rainy period, and lives through the hot, dry period with leafless
and apparently dried-up branches; others expose the whole of their organs above
the ground to burning, maintaining themselves below the soil only, where the

earth never acquires such a high temperature
as

and

resting tubers, bulbs,

root-stocks.

;

It

these sleep through the hot period

should also be remembered here

that in regions where higli temperatures are not combined with great dryness, the

by the evaporation from the succulent tissue,
known, evaporating bodies always undergo a cooling.
Finally,

excessive heat can be diminished
since, as is well

the fact

is

to be considered that

where they are not exposed

Under the

many

plants choose places for their settlement

even on the hottest days of the year.

to burning,

protection of shade-giving rocks, and wherever the sun's rays are not able

and untempered, the

to operate directly

soil,

even at the equator,

may

not exceed

those temperatures at which succulent plant-organs cannot be burnt, and

warmth

could the normal

of the air in

still

shady places bring about such an

less

effect;

for the highest temperatures hitherto obser\ed in the shade rise scarcely above 40°
(42° in

Abu- Arisch,

in Arabia; 43'1°

on the river Macquarie, in

Austi-alia),

these temperatui'es the albuminous substances are never coagulated in

and

any

at

single

plant.

The question now is how the results obtained from researches into the phenomena
and burning can be brought into harmonj^ with the earlier ascertained
We
relations of heat to living plants, and especially with the theory of growth.
have conceived growth as a form of molecular work of living protoplasm, and we
of freezing

imagine the molecules and groups of molecules to be in a condition of heat-vibration
of definite extent; or, in other words, that for all work,

a definite degree of heat
limit, the position

is

necessary.

and especially for growth,

If the heat-vibrations exceed the fixed

and the mutual relations of the molecules

in the protoplasm are

made
The protoplasm has then lost the capacity of further maintaining itself
and increasing it is burnt and killed. The same happens if the intensity of the
Then again changes are produced
heat-vibration sinks below a certain degree.
in the substance of the protoplasm which are irreparable, and are followed by
Consequently', a superfluity as well as a want of heat can retard the
death.
completely altered, and disarrangements result which cannot subsequently be
good.

—

molecular action of
completely stop
different species
alcohol,

and

it.

tlie

living protoplasm

And

the interruption

which appears as gi'owth, and can even
is

brought about in the protoplasm of

under the influence of different degrees of heat; just as water,

mei'cur'j-

solidify at certain

temperatures, and become vaporized at
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certain others, so there

which

a temperature for the protoplasm of every species at

is

and another at which

it freezes,
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it is

But

burnt.

this leads to the conclusion

that the molecules and groups of molecules in all protoplasm vibrate definitely as

and intensity so long as the protoplasm

to extent

is living,

performing that work which appears to us as growth
definite

amount

of heat

—in

necessary to the maintenance of

is

apparently resting; and that consequently
heat supplied to the plants

is

even

if it is

not exactly

other words, that a

life

even in protoplasm

not correct to suppose that

it is

all

the

used up in growth.
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According to the mechanical theory of heat, which gives the best explanations
of numei'ous

phenomena

Should

as such.

it

especially to the
definitely

of

life, all

motion can be converted into heat, and measured

not be possible to apply this principle to the vegetable kingdom,

phenomena

how much

heat

is

of

Ought we not

growth?

to be able to estimate

required for plants for each of their performances

within a definite period, and therefore to determine their heat-requii-ement as a
This question has often been put, and experiments

constant numerical quantity?

have not been wanting

to supply the answer.

It

but also of great practical value, to be able to tell

would not be only of theoretical

how much

heat our forest trees,

our cereals and other economic plants, need for the accomplishment of their yearly
cycle of

life,

to

know

that cultivated plant,

how" much heat is
how much in order

and what degree of heat they require
capable of germination.
heat,

which might be

necessary for the germination of this or

whether

ripe fruits,

blossom,

to produce ripe seeds of full weight

and

were practicable to determine those quantities of

If it

this or that plant species

and whether or not

we

thermal constants of vegetation,

called the

able to estimate beforehand from the heat-conditions prevailing in
place,

may

that the germinated plants

its

would

cultivation

thi-ive,

whether

it

should be

any particular
could produce

would be advantageous and worthy

of encouragement.

Hitherto

the

results

obtained

in

this

direction

leave

very much

to

be

desired, but are nevertheless so interesting that they cannot be passed over in
silence

here.

First

of

all,

it

has

been proved with regard

to

the

earliest

phases of growth, the germination of spores and seeds, that not a few species are

The seeds of the White
Maple, and of the wild
violet, germinate at a temperature very near freezing, between 0° and 1°C.; others,
such as the garden cress, flax, spinach, onions, poppy, beet-root, and the English
rye-grass, germinate at temperatures between 1° and 5°; French beans, sainfoin,
mület, maize, sunflowers, at temperatures between 5° and 11°; tomato, tobacco, and
gourds at temperatures between 11° and 16°; cucumbers, melons, and cocoa beans
not until above 16°. That is to say, that melon seeds, if placed in damp soil
whose temperature lies below 15°, absorb, it is true, the moisture, and swell up.

able

to

germinate even at very low temperatures.

Mustard, of hemp, of wheat and

rye, of

the

Norway
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but that those alterations which really constitute growth are not produced in
the cells of the embryo at
soil rises

above 15° does the

But

the seed-coats.

all

tliis

Not

temperature.

embryo

elongate,

until the temperature of the

and the radicle bore

these figures would give

idea of the heat-requirements of germinating seeds, were

how

its

way through

by themselves a very incomplete
it

not also ascertained

long the seed must be exposed to the given temperatures in order that

embryo should

increase

and develop.

If

a hen's egg

three days to a temperature of 35° to 40°,

only take place

if

it will

With

seeds the case

selection of the results obtained in this relation:

of

its

exposed for only two or

not be hatched; hatching can

the egg remains for 20-21 days under the influence of this

constant temperature.

The seeds

is

is

the same.

The following

is

a
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add together the daily maxima

sun-temperatures fi-om the

of
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January

first of

until the event in question takes place.

A
many

way from observations extending
may be suitably inserted here.

selection of constants obtained in this

years in Central

Germany

(Giessen)

over

Constants for the Issue of the Foliage-leaves from the Buds.
Plane {Platanus acerifolia) 1503°.
Walnut (Juglans regia) 1584°.

Gooseberry {Ribes Orossularia) 478°,
Hazel {Cori/lui Avellana) 1061°.
Beech {Fugus silvatica) 1439°.

Constants for the Opening of the First Flowers.
Peony {Pwonia

Hazel {Corylus Avellana) 226°.
Mezereon {Daphne Mezeream) 303°.

Snowdrop (Galanthus

Laburnum

Laburmim) 1818°.
Mountain Ash {Sorbus aucuparia) 1844°.

nivalis) 311°.

Norway Spruce

Sweet Violet

( Viola odorata) 576°.
Cornel (Coriius mas) 576°.

C'orydalis {Corydalis cava) 863°.

Violet Willow {Salix Daphnoides) 968°.

Norway Maple

veris) 968°.

White Water Lily {NympluBa alba)
Arnica montana 2538°.

{Acer platanoides) 1100°.

Peach {Persica vulgaris)

1100°.

Gooseberry {Ribes Orossularia) 1138°.
Almond {ximygdalus communis) 1196°.
Gean {Prunus avium) 1265°.
Sloe {Prunus spinosa) 1265°.
Pear {Pirus communis) 1304°.
Bird Cherry {Prunus Padus) 1325°.
Apple {Pirus Malus) 1423°.
Plum {Prunus domestica) 1423°.
Alpine Woodbine {Lonicera alpigena) 1458°.
Oak {Quercu-s pedunculata) 1556°.
Lilac {Syringa vulgaris) 1556°.
Walnut {Juglans regia) 1584°.
BarbeiTy {Berberis vidgaris) 1615°.
Poet's Narcissus {Narcissus poeticus) 1615°.

Hawtliorn {Crataigus Oxyaeantha) 1649°.
Lily of the Valley {Convallaria inajalis) 1649°.

Horse Ch^sinwi {JEsculus Hippocastanum)

{Abies excelsa) 1904°.

Plane {Platanus acerifolia) 2115°.
Elder {Sambucus nigra) 2313°.
Deadly Nightshade {Atropa Belladonna) 2346°.
Acacia {Robinia Pseudacaeia) 2404°.
Scotch Pine {Pinus sylvestris) 2404°.

Apricot {Pruniis Armemaca) 843°.

Cowslip {Primula

officinalis) 1818°.

{C'ytistcs

1708°.

2506°.

Tulip Tree {Liriodendron tulipifera) 2538°.

Rosa centifolia 2538°.
Fox-glove {Digitalis purpurea) 2640°.
Carthusian Pink(Z'ictnZÄJtj Cart/tusianoru7n)2G40°.
Vine ( Vitis vinifera) 2878°.
Broad-leaved Lime {Tilia grandifoUa) 3033°.
Small-leaved

Lime

{Tilia

par vifolia)

3274°.

Oat {Arena saliva) 3444°.
White Lily {Lilium candidum) 3378°.
Chestnut {Castanea sativd) 3660°.
Immortelle {Helichrysum arenarium) 3918°.
Ling {Calluna vidgaris) 4164°.
Trumpet-tree {Calalpa syringcefolia) 4275°.
Blue Aster {Aster Amellus) 4874°.
Syi-ian Marsh-Mallow {Hibiscus Syriacus) 4986°.
Meadow Salfron {Colchicum autumnale) 5024°.
Ivy {Hedera Helix) 5910°.

Constants for the Eipening of Fruit.
Wild Strawberry {Fragaria vesca) 2671°.
Gean {Prunus avium) 2778°.
Mezereon {Daphne Mezereum) 2935°.
Red Currant {Ribes ridirum) 3069°.

Barberry {Berberis vulgaris) 4765°.
Carthusian Pink {Dia nth us Carth usianorum)^&li°.
Elder {Sambucus nigra) 4913°.
Pear {Pirus communis) 5024°.

Gooseberry {Ribes Orossularia) 3596°.
Alpine Woodbine {Lonicera alpigena) 4164°.
Mountain Ash {Sorbus aucuparia) 4339°.
Barley {Hordeum vulgare) 4403°.
Apricot {Prunus Armeniaca) 4435°.
Apple {Pints Malus) 4730°.

Cornel {Cornus mas) 5416°.
Plum {Prunus domestica) 5780°.

Vine ( Vitis vinifera) 5780°.
Peach {Persica vidgaris) 6004°.
Horse Chestnut {Alsadus Hippooastanum) 6034°.

Oak

{Quereus pedunculaia) 6236°.
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Constants for the Com>iencement of Leaf-fall.
Bird Clierry {Prunus Padus) 6179°.
Small-leaved Lime { T ilia parvifolio) 6644°.

Hazel {Corylus Avellana) 6884°.
Gooseberry {Rihes Grossulatki) 6884°,
Beech {Fagus sihatica) 6884°.

Elder {Sambucus nirjrd) 6644°.
Alpine Woodbine {Lonicera alpigena) 6759°.
Pear (Pirns communis) 6788''.

Walnut

Vine

(

Vitis vinifera) 6913°.

Oak {Quercus pedanculata)

{Juijlans rec/ia) 6816°.

6979°.

Ai)ple {Pirus Malus) 6999°.

Trumpet-tree {Catalpa syringcnfolia) 6816°.

Chestnut (Caslanea saliva) 7(123°.
Gean {Pnmus avium) 7023°.
Plane {Platanus acerifolia) 7145°.

Violet Willow {Salix daphnoides) 6838°.

Horse Chestnut {^scidus UippocaManum) 6863°.

Although the computations which have been made at different places and over
by vj&y of trial, have given figures which do not differ materially
from the above, and it seems as if these constants actually justified that term, yet

several years,

confidence in

them has been

to

some extent diminished by the following considera-

tions.

With regard

to the germination of seeds

it is

that the heat libei'ated in respiration from the

the

soil, lias

not a

little

concluded from various phenomena
cells,

as well as the temperature of

influence also on the process of growth.

Seeds in whose

protoplasm has once been set in action by an external impulse, perhaps by

cells the

a minimum of radiated or conducted heat, respire with a
In this

way

heat

liberated that not only

fair

amount

of activity.

them are consumed, and so much
embryo able to develop, but heat may be
even given up to the environment. Radicles of germinating maple and wheat
seeds, which by chance were found in an ice cellar, were observed to grow down
is

the reserve materials stored up in

into the blocks of ice,
ice

by the

radicles,

and

which

is

the

this could only

pusli their

way

buds of the Soldanellas already described.
tion

it

may

have happened from the melting of the

into the cavities formed, like the flower-

In

many

cases of observed germina-

therefore be doubted whether the growth of the

embryo alone

is

to

be laid to the account of the measured heat, supplied to the seeds from their surroundings.

On

the other hand,

it is

doubtful whether the heat (registered

thermometer), which reaches the plants from outside,

One part may be used
another portion

may

is

by the

emploj'ed only in growth.

in order to maintain the plant-organ in question alive;

be useful in the production, and in the transformation and

transmission of constructive materials, and only a residual portion can then participate in growth.

But

this is not

all.

It is also doubtful

whether the positive heat

entering the plants from outside, can be always completely disposed

of,

within

the given space of time, in the various chemical transformations and molecular

arrangements carried on in the interior of the plant, and whether an unused
surplus

is

calculation.

not sometimes present which should be really withdrawn from the
It is tacitly implied in the reckonings that if the plants are

exposed

to a constant temperature of 20° for 12 hours, the total heat which was able to
raise the
plants.

mercury up to 20°
But that this is not

would also be turned to account by the
shown by the following observations:

in that time
so, is
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Isolated species of course exhibit puzzling deviations in this respect.

are necessary.

The Acacia (Rohinia Pseudacacia) develops its flowers in Southern Italy before its
leaves, and when the acacia trees are already in full bloom their foliage-leaves are
still minute and unexpanded.
North of the Alps the foliage-leaves evei'ywhere
unfold at the same time as the flowers; and yet we always reckon the heat
indicated by the thermometer as if it were utilized in an identical manner by
associated plants in
Finally,

it

all

stages of development.

must be pointed out that

which are carried on in

certain alterations

its apparent rest, and which have a great
phenomena of growth visible to the eye, are completely
excluded from observation and registration. If potato-tubers are dug up in autumn
and put in a cellar, it seems as if all movements and chemical transformations were
entirely stopped in their individual cells.
The potato-tuber lies tranquilly resting

the interior of a seed or plant during
significance for those later

in the

dark

winter.

which a constant temperature of 10°

cellar, in

prevails,

throughout the

Spring arrives; above-ground everything germinates and sprouts from the

soil, and we connect this phenomenon with the powerful heating caused
by the rays of a more vertical sun. No heat-giving sunbeams reach the cellar,
however. The temperature of the aii-, of the earth, and of the potatoes which have
been lying there for months is always the same, 10° even perhaps now a fraction

sun-warmed

—

lower, since according to experience the lowest temperature in the cellar

is

not

reached until the end of the winter.

Nevertheless the potato begins to grow and to

send out a slender shoot from one of

its

buds, as

if it

until

now

in

March ?

Why

did

it

knew

Why

time for sprouting and growing, had arrived.

that spring, the proper

does the growth not begin

not commence in December, since external

influences, pai'ticularly the temperature of the environment,

different within the cellar then

from what

now

it is

was not

in spring?

in

any way

There can be only

is, that in December the potatoes were not yet
They were only apparently in absolute rest; in reality

one answer to the question, which
equipped for growth.

chemical transformations, the pi-eparation and production of constructive materials,

were being carried on in the

cells,

and

in

December, January, and February, these

were not far enough advanced for the tubers

and

roots.

Not

now

until

now

in

until

which

outwardly manifest as growth.

cells of the tubers in

roots,

for development completed,

can that transformation of the constructive materials occur

and not
is

to be able to produce stems, leaves,

March are the preparations

autumn, were not

The organic compounds, contained by the
for the formation of stems, leaves, and

fit

even under the influence of a temperature of

therefore, a definite period of time,

and

20".

All these processes require,

this can neither be replaced

nor sensibly

shortened by a rise of temperature.

In the undergrovnid bulb of the Snowdrop (Galanthus
of the leaves

nivalifi) the

rudiments

and blossoms of the following spring are already formed during

the summer, and at the end of

September

all

portions of the futui-e flowers

can be recognized between the enveloping sheaths and bulb-scales.

It

might

be thought an easy matter to force this bulb by raising the temperature and
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soil, so that we might have the Snowdrop blossoming
But very many experiments have shown that bulbs so

moistening the surrounding

even in November.
treated,

although they develop

leaves

and

an

inflorescence,

develop their flowers, and always perish prematurely;

do not properly

while four months later

the growth of the leaves and flowers takes place easily and quickly at temperatures

which are not much above

zero.

And

in

many

root-stocks, in

most buds

of

branches above the ground, and in numerous seeds and spores, the same thing
occurs as in tubers and bulbs of which the Potato and
as

well-known examples.

How many

spring, ripen their fruits in the early

summer, and whose

the parent plant in the height of summer,
the soil in which they are imbedded

Snowdrop have been

is

selected

plants there are which blossom early in the

lie

seeds,

being detached from

Although

scattered on the ground!

damp and

sufliciently wai-m,

and although

all

the external conditions of germination are fulfilled, yet they do not germinate in the

same year

Not

which they have been produced.

in

until the following spring

do

the embryos put forth their rootlets, and then usually under conditions apparently

much

favourable than those of the previous

less

summer and autumn.

These seeds

are not yet ripe, or rather, perhaps, they are not yet capable of germination

they

fall

from the parent

plants.

The materials contained

in their cells

when

must

first

pass through a process of transformation before they can promote the development
of the

embryo, and this transforming process can in no wise be hastened by

creased supplies of heat and moisture.
of hazel, beech,

In

many

in-

large seeds, as, for example, those

and almond, this difference between seeds just fallen from the tree

not yet capable of germination, and the seeds which have been mellowed and can

may be easily perceived in their consistency, taste, and smell. The
phenomenon here described is found in a specially remarkable manner in the fruits
If in autumn water-chestnuts just i-ipe be
of the Water Chestnut (Trapa natans).
placed in water, and the temperature of the water be kept thi-ough the winter at
15° C, the rootlets of the embryos will not emei-ge until the coming spring, and not
then on account of a higher temperature, but at the same temperature to which they
germinate,

have been continuously exposed for six months.
raised to 20° the

growth of the

If the

temperature of the water be

rootlets is not accelerated,

and the increased tempera-

an incitement to growth until after the seeds
have been suitably prepared for a period of six months. Gardeners say that such
seeds must "mellow" and "ripen after gathering", and they have indeed hit the

ture cannot

become

effective as

mark with this latter expression. Some spores also must mellow and ripen for
Many, of course, germinate immediately after their detacha much longer time.
The so-called resting spores, however, always pass
ment from the parent plant.
through a quiescent period, whose duration usually can be determined with

gi-eat

by altered external influences. Very
remarkable is the fact that in the seas of tropical regions, whose waters possess
the same chemical composition, temperature, and illumination from one year's end
to the other, certain species of red seaweeds develop in March, others in June, and
accuracy and

may

be shortened a

others again in October.

little

In these instances

all

grounds for an explanation are
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with certainty that the increase or diminution

It can only bo stated

wanting.

of heat does not take

any part

be going too far to assert of

remarkable periodicity.

in this

by them, could not be shortened by external

Many

temperatui-e.

seeds,

such as those of

any season

resting stage, germinate at

also well

and the warmer the

;

by rise of
and numerous

influences, especially

cress,

mustard, barley,

they are supplied with the necessary

if

the more rapid

soil

is

enough known that there are plants which,

may

deners,

tlieir

development.

and

whose resting

Lilac,

summer

period lasts in Central Europe from the ripening time of the seed in
the spring of the next year,

greenhouse in warm,

in January,

previous
I

once.

after

Under

until

may

be forced even late in autumn

soil,

soon after they have ripened their seeds and

if

planted in a

these circumstances they produce their flowers even

in these plants, consequently, the materials manufactured in the

and

summer may be used

as constructive materials for

remember once drawing the shoot

had

it

rest.

damp

It is

to use the language of gar-

Tulips, Lilies of the Valley,

be "forced".

have begun to

however,

which appear as unwelcome guests on cultivated land, have no

so-called weeds,

moisture

It would,

that the resting period, normally observed

all species

lost its foliage in the

growth almost at

of a Clematis plant rooted in the open,

autumn, through a narrow crevice 3 metres above
Leafy shoots were developed

the soil into the interior of a neighbouring hothouse.

from the buds of the upper portion thus warmed even in December; while the
lower portion of the same plant, situated outside the hothouse and surrounded by
In this plant

the materials manufactured in the

cold air,

was

summer

could be used as constructive materials as soon as ever they had been

still

frozen.

also,

deposited in the reserve storehouses.

The same must indeed be the case

in those plants

spring, but yet often in years characterized

open

in October; the

by

which bloom normally

particularly mild autumns, buret

buds destined for the next spring thus sending out fresh leafy

— for example, many apples

shoots and blossoms twice in the same year
chestnuts, violets

Although

it

in the

and horse-

and strawberries, many primulas, gentians, and anemones.
be doubted whether the constants hitherto computed can be

may

taken as an accurate expression of the heat consumed by plants for growth in their
various stages of development, nevertheless their value must not be under-estimated.

Comparisons of results obtained in various places by the same methods, with the
same instruments, and on the same species, will without doubt yet lead to many
interesting conclusions.

phenomena

The determination

flowers, of the ripening of the fruit,

stations of observations as possible
self,

but

is

of the

commencement

of the various

of development, the determination of the unfolding of the foliage

—

;

and

this

upon the geography of

fine plants in their distribution

leaf-fall

—at

as

no

less in its

bearing upon the

plants, since the barriers

it-

life

which con-

can be in great part explained by the fact that the

species in question are unable to comjjlete their annual cycle of development

further side of the boundary.

and

many

not only a highly attractive problem in

is

also of great scientific value

of plants generally, than

and of the autumnal

on the

Finally, also for climatology, since the yearly process
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of development, in

many

cases,

much more

clearly exhibits the climate of a district

than the readings of instruments erected in the places in question.
phaenological observations, that

is,

The

so-called

the determination of the awakening of nature at

the close of the winter, or at the end of the

summer

times at which growth and blossoming reach their

drought, the ascertaining of the

maximum, and

the fixing of the

period at which the organism, on account of the unfavourable external conditions,
falls into

a winter or

summer

sleep, are

consequently of interest even

if

we

are

unable to reckon the heat constants for the commencement of these phenomena.
The results of such phajuological observations liave been already made use of
repeatedly on pp. 519 and 525, and

may

it

has been there shown

how

valuable these

be in questions concerning the relations of heat to growth.

We

cannot close this chapter without touching upon two valuable results of

phaenological observations, although only in passing.
first of all

latitudes in

Lat.

tables gives

Europe in the spring.

Comparisons with Lesina in

North

The following

a view of the retardation of vegetative development with increasing

the Adriatic Sea, JfS' 11'

Nor. Lat., 16° 40' ^ast Long.
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gas and water begin and end in the manner best adapted to the given conditions;
while the pillars and beams are placed where something has to be protected, borne,
or prevented from bi-eaking down.

Such

structures, just like the buildings produced

the idea of fitness of

means

by the hand

man, convey

of

human

Indeed, they often surpass mere

to ends.

creations in the suitability of their arrangement.

It can hardly be invariably

said of man's designs that they are carried out in a

way

completely suited to the

requirements of the case; while no plant lives and maintains

adapted to the given conditions of

most i-emarkable thing about

by external

directly

it is

life

itself

which

that this adaptation in plants

is

position,

stages of development; that

even in their

first

not

The

not produced

influences, but that rather the individual portions

most suitable form and

is

in the most advantageous manner.

assume the

rudiments and very early

at a time in Mdiich the forces acting outside the

is,

plant can have no considerable influence in directly moulding

Such an

form.

its

adaptation presupposes, however, a law of form; in other words, a plan of construction, a plan concei'niug the division of space best suited to the future division

of labour, a plan of the

most advantageous construction

of the

whole framework,

the most suitable position of the conducting and ventilating mechanisms, and
besides,

which

much

will benefit the plant in the future.

This supposition being forced upon

us,

the question arises as to whether

Plants are not

of the constructive plan of a house, certainly not.

by themselves, but

to a plan devised

it

is

In the sense in which we speak

correct to speak of a constructive plan in plants.

l:)uilt

accoi-ding

their oi-gans receive their definite form, as if

according to a prescribed law, from inward necessity, like the crystal whose shape
is

dependent upon and founded in the chemical composition of the

which

it

is

But just as we can speak

formed.

and

of the plan

fluid

from

elevation, of the

symmetrical arrangement, even of the plan of construction, of a crystal, equally
well can
of

we speak

growing

plant

by

of the plan of construction, or,

plants.

its

The plan

of construction

specific constitution,

and

is

we

if

prefer

it,

the law of form,

given and traced out for every

so far every species has its

independently of the external influences which

it

own

plan quite

follows, indeed, is compelled to

follow, as long as the constitution is not altered.

But by

specific constitution

position, the

molecules.

definite

We

number

understand

we do

not merely understand the chemical com-

of atoms,

fux'ther the

and their

characteristic

grouping into

union of molecules in definite groups of a

higher order, which must be regulated in the plant body just as in the body of a

This arrangement of the molecules

crystal.

every species of plant;
associated with the

further,

we must

is

characteristic,

growth of the molecular

gi-oups, already

subordinated to the laws of symmetry prevailing there, and
not only

specific,

When we
tion in

we must

suppose, for

believe that the substance
present,

tliat this

which is
is always

grouping

is

but also constant and invariable.

speak of crystals, we do not mean to say that the processes in ques-

them and

in plants are identical.

It is

much more

probable that there

is
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a fundamental difference between the construction of crystalline bodies and plant
is bound up with the distinction between inaniand that especially are the organized parts of plants

bodies; that this very diflerence

mate and living
fitted

by

structures,

their characteristic structure to those

movements which appear

to us as

life.

Molecules, united in the growth of crystals, admit of no further insertion of

no rearrangement and transformation,

plastic substance, of

molecules between those already present, as

When

organized bodies.

of

no addition of new

the case with the molecules of living

is

the molecules of water penetrate into a salt crystal, the

molecules of salt separate from one another, and break away, so that
disintegration

and solution

smallest constructive

||the

considered

phenomena

of

organized

as
life,

bodies;

we

call life.

they are

not

and form no object susceptible

natural force which

we

its

The

further development.

which characterize the living organized

particles

parts of plants, which in the aggregate

be

and not

a

shows at any time those displacements and movements

crystal, moreover, never

of

of the crystal,

we have

They

call vital force.

Crystals, therefore, cannot
directly

concerned

in

the

to the influence of that specific

are not, and

wUl never be

living,

just as they cannot die.

The analogy between the

structure of crystals and of plants consists only in

the fact that in both cases the grouping of the molecules cannot proceed

must always follow definite laws
visible
form of the finished structure
external

gularly, but

and

specific

irre-

of

symmetry.

is

the expression of a particular

In both cases the

grouping of the molecules, and of molecular aggregates known as

micellce.

Many

attempts have been

groups of molecules or
constructed.

prising

made

some idea of the actual shape of these

to glean

micellae, the bricks

—so

to speak

—of

which the plant

That the hypotheses brought forward are very divergent

is

is

not sur-

when we remember how few are the data of actual fact that have been
how readily these data admit of varying interpretation, and how

observed, and
full

a scope they offer to the imagination of the investigator.

Not long ago the idea found almost general acceptance that micell« were

many

crystalline in form.

In

regular systems of

striae

space,

cell-walls,

and strongly resembled the

certain crystals

the dark

(e.g.

field in

and especially in certain Desmidiese, very

were observed, which ran

of calc-spar).

strife

off into three

dimensions of

connected with the cleavage planes of

Since these, and generally

the polarizing microscope, that

is

all cell-walls, light

up

to say, appear doubly refractive,

the assumption was supposed warranted that the cell-walls and other organized
substances consist of crystalline doubly refractive micellae, which

lie

loosely but

was imagined that every micella was
surrounded, when moist, by an envelope of water, and that on drjnng, the micellae
came into mutual contact.
But later researches have shown that the double
refraction can be produced by pressure and strain in substances which do not
normally exhibit this property, and that the refraction in the polarizing microin regular

arrangement next one another.

It
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not always indicative of the crystalline nature of micellce.
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striation

brought about by dissimilar chemical constitution and unequal quantities of

water in the successive strata of molecular groups, and

where the groups of molecules do not possess

well,

may

be present, equally
Moreover,

crystalline form.

the results which have been obtained by the so-called carbonization or pulveriza-

By

tion of the cell-walls goes against tlie assumption of crystal-like micelliB.

treating with sulphuric acid, heating

hydrochloric acid, the cell-wall

is

up to 60°-70°C., and then operating with
broken up into extraordinarily small fragments,

exhibiting parallel strise and frequent clefts; and these often subdivided into short,

veiy

which filaments break up by pressure

line filaments,

in a

A

homogeneous gelatinous matrix.

cannot be demonstrated in this ground-substance.

bounded by plane surfaces and

rectilineal edges,

smallest visible portions of crystals.
of experiment tend rather to

into granules

imbedded

geometrical crystalline form

definite

Moreover, the granules are not

and have no resemblance

by

All the observations obtained

to the

this class

show that the granules are grouped into filaments,
by extremely delicate proto-

or lamelliB, or both, that they are joined together

plasmic threads, and that the cell-wall possesses a reticular structure.

If these

granules and filaments are not themselves the micellae, but groupings, rather, of a

higher order,

still

their outlines in

no case suggest the forms of crystalline

micellae.

The idea that the micellfe possess a reticular form was corrected much earlier. If
the same rule which prevails in the grouping of the molecules into micellae would
also hold in the association of micellae into

into bodies

hope to

which are in

dei'ive

groups of high order, and ultimately

their outline recognizable

by our

senses,

then one might

the form of the micellae, and even the form of the molecules

themselves, from the form of the smallest visible portions of the plant.

This

supposition would lead to the conception of reticular micellae and reticular molecules in the organized parts of plants.

It

is,

however, very noticeable that

all

researches concerning the form of the smallest visible elements of protoplasm point
to a reticular structure.

In the dry coating of the so-called plasmodia of myxo-

mycetes, which contains no cellulose, but consists of protoplasm (in which

ai-e

deposited crystals of calcium oxalate), for example, in the plasmodium of Leocarpus
fragilis,

it

is

seen that the entire papery skin consists of twisted threads extend-

ing in

all directions,

of this

net-work are

which anastomose
filled

in a reticular

manner, and that the meshes

with a highly refringent substance.

In the hyaline ectoplasm of the living protoplasm which inhabit the

ehamber, veiy fine threads have been observed lying side by
protoplasm

is

displaced and killed

by

side,

alcohol, it can be ascertained

colouring matters that the whole cell-body

is

built

up

and

by the

in rows,

Within the threads are to be

cell-

this

aid of

of very minute threads

connected into a net-work, and that the meshes of this fine net-work are

a fluid substance.

if

filled

seen, however, corpuscles

with

arranged

which have received the name of microsomata.

The whole protoplasmic cell-body, including the cell-nucleus, appears generally
same structure, for in the processes which lead up to the division

to possess this
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and shorter or longer, straight

see therein granules, rods,

and curved tortuous threads, twisted

in balls,

and anastomosing into net-works,

which undergo the most wonderful displacements, as

will be described

in

the

following pages.
All these observations at
micellae;

any

rate do not contradict the supposition of reticular

and since the conception of molecules

built

up from atoms grouped

in

manner has not been contradicted by chemists, the hypothesis should find
Of course the hypothesis of the net-like form of the
supi^ort from this fact.
this

upon an assumption, the accuracy of which

micellfe is based

doubts.

It

questionable

is

groupings and connections.

whether the same rule always holds

in

all

these

Just as pointed crystals often join up into spherical

groups, whose construction follows other laws of

by the molecules of which the individual
possible

many

subject to

is

symmetry than are observed

crystals are composed, so

it

is

always

that the combination of the micellse into visible bodies follows other

rules than the union of the molecules into the micellae.

This change in the relations of symmetry, occuring in minerals, gives
to the idea of the possibility that micellaj
is

form of

symmetry must

of

rise

possess a spherical shape, that

symmetry which can be imagined
under all conditions, and if the

to say, the highest degree of

Some form

may

in a body.

crystalline

exist

micellfe is excluded, then there remains the possibilitj^ of reticular

and

spherical micellae.

Although our
of this

kind,

thirst for

still

knowledge

finds but little satisfaction in hypotheses

they are not on this account to be held in contempt.

The

minutest structure of every substance, whose movements appear to the pei'ception
of our senses as

life, is

far too complicated for us to be able to bi-ing

able to form a clear

imagine the groups of
at

life

into the

of plants;

all.

Though we may deny
be produced by
oxalate (see

forms the
in

it

and in order that we may be
picture of all these matters, it is better at any rate to
molecules as net-works and spheres than to imagine nothing

scope of our observations on the

fig.

many

123'') are

melynaceaj,

of lime

The

&c.).
is

found

verj'-

myxomycetes.

pellicle of

the cell-membranes of

thamniese,

to the micellffi a crystalline nature, actual crystals can

organized portions of plants.

many

without form.

silica

Such

calcium

gi'oups of crystals are also to be found

carbonate of lime excreted

are

crj'stals of

flowering plants (Cactacese, Nyctagineaj,

likewise crystalline.

and of

Groups of

regularly deposited in the net-work which

in

Com-

the cell-walls of Litho-

In other cases these excretions and depositions

not crystalline, but amorphous, which literally means

But we must be

careful not

to be misled

by

this

expression.

These substances cannot be conceived of without a definite shape governed by conditions of symmetry, only they are not composed according to the laws of symmetry
governing crystals, ami the word amoi-phous should therefore be interpreted here
as non-crystalline.

It does not lie within the scope of these

remarks to enter

into details about the hypotheses as to the shape of the molecules

and

gi-oups of
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much must be

but this

silica;

said with regard to these depositions, that they cannot be looked
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upon as organized

substances.

Here

is

the proper jjlace to consider investigations as to the size of molecules.

In these researches,
gas,

especiallj^ for the

very various phj'sical facts

offer

ascertainment of the size of molecules of

themselves as data, such as the coefficients

of condensatiou, the deviations from Boyle's law, the variability of the coefficients

of expansion, the heat of evaporation, and, finally, the constants of dielectrics.

The

For example, the estimates of sizes given for a
by
methods differ from one another far more than those
which have been obtained from different gases by one aud the same method. But
results difier considerably.

certain gas

ditt'erent

all calculations agi-ee

must

of gas

that the diameter of the hypothetically spherical molecules

between the hundred-thousandth and the millionth part of a

lie

and that these limits cannot be overstepped, either above or below, to
any great extent even in the extremest cases. A cubic millimetre of gas would
millimetre,

thei'efore contain

into a fluid, the

The length

about SC6

number

billions of molecules,

of light-waves

the diameter of a molecule
millimetre, this

is

and

the eas were condensed

if

a millimetre would increase to a

in

is

trillion.

of the smallest of measurable dimensions.

If

taken in round numbers at the millionth part of a

is

700 times smaller than the wave-length of red

liffht,

and the

diameter of a molecule bears about the same proportion to a millimetre, as a
to a

millimeti'e

of

stretch

2

beyond the conception of our
are unalile to disclose

them

kilometi'es.

senses;

Particles

these dimensions are

of

even the highest powers of the microscope

to us, as

is

shown by the following

considerations.

Sheets of gold-leaf are produced, whose thickness amounts to only a hundredth
part of the wave-length of light, and which accordingly contain only 3-5 molecules
of gold above one another.

and

may

this

These gold-leaves are transparent to white

chinks between the molecules.

Nevertheless this leaf appears as a continuous

mass under the best microscopes, and
molecules composing
are

is

it.

the

is

not possible to recognize the individual
circumstances, our microscopes

only particles which comprise pei-haps two milUou

Since there are no certain data to enable us to measure

number

from which

of molecules

the molecules are gi'ouped in them,
as to the size of micellfs.

scope

it

Under the most favourable

able to render visible

molecules.

in their outline

The

it

would be rash

to

present,

all

and

and shape, especially those of albuminous

the probability

conclusions on

this

is

great

in

perceivmg micellis with the micro-

number

bodies,

of atoms (see p. 45G)

wholly excluded, particularly since our mici'oscopes are
Still,

how

what manner
attempt any conjectures

micellaj are built up,

possibility of

molecules are composed of such a large

improvement.

light,

be regarded as a proof that rays of light penetrate through the

still

is

whose

not to be

capable of

much

but a remote one, and as matters stand at

subject

would be of the nature of theory, in

which one uncertain hypothesis has to furnish the foundation for a second,
still more doubtful.
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Though

we

improbable that

it is

shall ever succeed in seeing the micellae of

which the organized living portions of plants are built up, and though all attempt-s
to form a picture of these tiny units are only founded upon conjecture and hypothesis, still

we can

follow with our eyes the general opei-ations, the constructive

and shaping activity of the protoplasm.
This formative activity can be most

easily observed in the comparatively large

protoplasmic bodies of myxomycetes, in their so-called plasmodia; therefore some of
the most striking of these processes will

The myxomycete Leocarpus

now

fragilis,

be briefly described.

which commonly occurs on the bark of

dry, fallen branches of the Pine, forms a viscous yellow mass, looking deceptively

The dead branch

yolk of an egg.

like the spilt

substance, in which

is

covered by a thin layer of this

no particular projections can be recognized. Quite late in the
During the night, howcertain places into knobs and warts, and the whole mass then

evening Leocarpus can be seen in this plasmodial stage.
ever, it rises

up

in

has a coarsely gi-anular appearance.

Towards morning, pear-shaped

bodies, sup-

ported on thin stalks, are produced from these protuberances, which are
longer viscous, but exhibit a thin dry

now no

Within, they have become trans-

pellicle.

formed into numerous hair-like threads, with black powdery spores lying between
the threads. Leocarpiis needs about 12 hours for this manifestation, and if one has
the

to observe the

jiiatience

actually see

how

it rises

mass shaping

itself

throughout the night, one

from the substratum, rounds

itself

ofi',

may

forms a skin, and

Dictydiwm umhilicatum develops its plasmodia in
the same way as Leocarpus. The light brown, irregular, flowing mass of protoplasm gathers itself up into a round cord, which becomes thickened in a clubshaped manner at its upper end, and then spreads out into a delicate net -work
with spherical outline. Between the meshes of this net-work the protoplasm
separates out into black powdery spores, which are at the mercy of the slightest
breath of wind. The slimy protoplasm of Stemonitis fusca, on the other hand,
rises up in the shape of numerous closely-compacted strands about li cm. long.
Each individual strand is divided into a lower, stalk-like portion, and an upper,

assumes the pear-shape form.

thick, cylindrical body.

This

and divides into a central
very

the spores to

from which proceed

axis,

fine reticulating threads

and at the periphery

at first of slimy consistency, but soon becomes dry

is

into a very delicate skin,

fall out.

all

which

the observer in about ten hours.

later

The protoplasm

is

ball,

and

it

assumes as a plasmodium.

in this is separated out

spores,

on ruptures and allows
is

con-

accomplished under the eye of

of Chondriodei-Tna diffoi^me can

scarcely be distingiiished from that of Stem on it is fusca,

the form which

an endless number of

This entire shaping of the protoplasm, with which

nected a change of colour from white to purple,

is

i-ound

which break up into thousands of powdery

and yet how very

First, it is

different

massed into a round

an enveloping skin of innumerable single slender
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and a large quantity of dark spores which

threads,

Soon

skin.

ujd

the space inclosed bj' the

skin breaks up into stellate projecting lobes at the free apex

after, the

and now the dark spores can pour out

of the spherical body,

The protoplasm

fill
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of

Didymium

Clatroptychium ditierently again.

which the protoplasm

shapes
If

itself

we were

to

of this gi-oup of plants assumes,

to actually describe the shapes of all

open

of the

vesicle.

and that of
exhaust the multiplicity of form
quite

myxomycetes.

diflerently,

we should

be obliged here

The above examples

will

establishment of the fact that apparently quite similar protoplasm

suffice for the

becomes, in each species, speedily transformed into a definite structure.

It only
remains to be noticed that the shape assumed by the specifically different proto-

plasm

is

quite independent of external conditions

;

and that

in the

same

light,

with

the same degree of humidity, and at the same temperature, under the same glass

and the cylindrical strands of Stemonitis develop
Myxomycetes cf. vol. II., fig. 355).
pellicle which bounds the plasmodia of myxomycetes contains no deposited
cellulose, and there is consequently in these plants generally no distinction
between the pellicle and the body of the cell. The protoplasm of other plants,
however, always provides itself, sooner or later, with an envelope in which cellulose
can be demonstrated. Of course, cellulose is often present in the cell-wall only in
small amount thus, in yeast, as well as in the majority of fungi, the main part of
the membrane is formed of nitrogenous compounds. Various phenomena lead to
the conclusion that by the development of cellulose in the skin, advantages are
obtained which are not enjoyed by myxomycetes, with their brittle pellicle built up
of firm nitrogenous compounds.
The soft protoplasm is better protected against
external
influences
injurious
by the cellulose wall, and the whole structure obtains
that firmness and strength which are absolutely necessary, especially to plants
composed of numerous cells.
Moreover, the cell-wall must not be conceived as always a rigid covering,
as a chamber with immovable walls.
In many instances it is rather to be
compared to the skin of an animal, which adapts itself to each alteration in
shade, the pear-shaped Leocarpus,

by
The

side

side (for illustrations of

;

the shape of the body.

by the surrounding

In no case

when

the elasticity of the protojilasm hindei'ed

Frequently the cell-wall takes no share in the

cell-wall.

visible plastic processes of the

is

protoplasm which

it incloses,

and

the transformations have been completed in the space

protects.

In

many

instances,

it

usually perishes

it

surrounds and

on the other hand, the outline and shape of the

wall alter in correspondence with the alteration of the protoplasm inclosed

These remai-ks had

first to

by

cellit.

be made in order to rightly understand the plastic

processes to be described successively as Segregation,

Gemmation, and

Cell Division.

In the case of the Segregation associated with most of the previously described
Plasmodia,

it

is

to be pointed out as characteristic that the protoplasm divides

within a rigid, enveloping cell-wall into completely separate portions of identical
shape,

The

and develops no partitions continuous with the surrounding

inclosing cell-wall stands in

no

direct contact

cell -wall.

with the formed protoplasmic
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Even when the wall remains, and

masses.

not ruptured nor disinter^rated,

is

new

separated from the protoplasmic masses by the

have meanwhile surrounded themselves.

and

.size,

For every species of plant the number,

.shape of the bodies arising in

some

species several thousand

again, the

up

into

number

halves.

is

In othera,

arise.

Frequently, indeed, the protoplasm only splits

If the

number

masses are

large, the individual

is

exceedingly small, and can only be recognized
the number

division are

In the cell-chambers

minute protoplasmic bodies

very limited.

is

two similar

by

the interior of a cell

quite definite, though they vary from species to species.
of

when very

greatly magnified.

Some

exceedingly various.

is

If

The shape

limited, the divided portions are comparatively large.

of the structures

it is

with which these

cell-walls,

are spherical, elliptical, or pear-

shaped; others elongated, fusiform, filamentous, or spatulate; some are straight,

many

others are spirally twisted, and

are

drawn out

provided over the whole surface with short
cilia at

on

p.

cilia,

into a thread

;

others are

others again with a crown of

a particular spot, or with only a single pair of long

The

cilia.

illusti'ation

29 represents the most widely differing forms, without, however, exhausting

the wealth of configuration.
active movements,

dividing protoplasm

In the majority of cases the small bodies exhibit

and that even within the cell-covering which surrounds the
;

but sooner or later they come to

rest,

and then assume another

shape, or fuse with another protoplasmic body.

With regard
division,

many

to

by the bodies formed by

the further changes experienced

events

may

In one, the

be distinguished.

cell in

wliich the division

of the protoplasm has taken place opens, the bodies formed glide out separately

and swarm in the surrounding

Often they are concerned in

fluid.

fuse with other protoplasmic bodies in a
not,

they surround themselves with a

manner

fertilization,

and

to be described later in detail.

If

cell-wall,

but do not adhere together, or

develop into a cell-colony.

In the Water-net (Hydrodictyon), described on

p.

36

(cf. fig.

197, vol.

the

II.),

up into 7000-20,000 minute clumps which
movement.
At first a definite aim cannot be

parietal protoplasm of a cell divides

exhibit the so-called swarinine'

assigned to these movements, but after a short time the particles appear arranged

very regularly in a net with hexagonal meshes.
rods, each of

by excreted

which joins at
cellulose.

its

two

poles with

They assume the form
others, being

cemented to them

Instead of a protoplasmic parietal layer in the

question a miniature water-net

is

now

seen to have arisen.

with the disintegration of the parent-cell

:

its

cells

of short

cell

in

This l;>ecomes free

grow and increase in all
The process which

directions without, however, altering the shape once assumed.
is

observed in Pediastrum

water-net,

is

isolated itself
off,

(fig.

197, vol.

very much the same.

II.),

Here

a very small water plant allied to the

also the protoplasm of a cell

which has

from the others divides up into small clumps which round themselves

and swarm about for a short

time.

Gradually they come to

rest,

assume an

angular form, and arrange themselves so as to form two concentric rings in one
plane.

Where they come

into contact with each other, they excrete cellulose

and
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thus become connected into a tiny

many

This disc consists of as

disc.

cells as

there

are connected clumps of protoplasm, and presents almost the appearance of a honey-

Out

comb.
panions,

of this combination each cell can again separate itself

from

its

com-

protoplasm can divide up afresh, and generally the whole process

its

described above

may

be repeated.

The Water-net and the

discs of

Pediastrum develop young nets and

accordingly, from the divided protoplasm in the individual

discs

These escape as

cells.

from the space in which they were formed, and here a
In Glceocapsa, on the contrary,
definite isolation of the young cell-colony occurs.
of which a species (Oloeoca'psa sanguinea) is represented in Plate I., figs, n and o,
small colonies of cells

the young cell-groups remain joined together.

and two, into protoplasmic clumps, which

Each

The old cell- wall, however, does not
young cell-colony to escape, but it

thick cell-wall.

does not allow the
old cell-walls

many

ai-e

now

cell

always divides up, two

surround tliemselves innnediately with a
disintegrate nor rupture

seen layered one above another.

;

it

and the young and

stretches,

If this pi-ocess

is

repeated

times, protoplasmic balls arranged in pairs are to be seen inserted within a

whole system of concentrically
described

is

A process

stratified cell-walls.

similar to that just

observed in the ovules of seed-plants, and has been called, though not

very happily, "free cell-formation".

Gemmation

is

essentially

different

from the process just described.

observed in plants both with and without chlorophyll, but
in the vegetable

Its characteristic feature is that the

kingdom.

certain point of the cii'cumference of a cell pushes outwards,

It

is

not really frequent

is

and

protoplasm at a

in this

way

a wart

or bud-like elevation of the cell-wall, an actual protuberance, arises which, though
at first not very prominent, soon increases in area,

and in the end assumes the

size

and shape of the body from which it was produced. We may distinguish two
Either an open communication is maintained between the
kinds of gemmation.
outgi'owth and the structure from which it was produced, and no separation occurs
at the place of origin or, the parent cell is shut off" from the outgrowth by a cell;

wall which subsequently

from which

it

arose.

splits,

and the outgrowth

Very pretty examples of the

is

detached from the cell-body

first

Siphonese, especially in Vaucheria, illustrated in Plate

kind are exhibited by

The tubular

1, fig. a.

appear branched, each branch consisting of a tube ending blindly, and

branched tubes are in free communication with one another.
is

really only a single,

much-branched

cell

—of

course a

gigantic in comparison with ordinary plant-cells.

cell

bling a moss with axes, leaves,
also

cell,

and

cells

these

The entire Vaucheria
which must be called

Species of the genus Bryopsis

shape themselves similarly, but in these the outgrowths are

than in Vaucheria, the whole

all

tJie

much more

regular

branched and thus pouched, almost resemrhizoids.

In the genus Caulerpa the

cell

produces outgi-owths, some of which resemble roots, whilst others imitate the

shapes of leaves, reminding one, in some species, of small fem-fronds.

Of the second kind

of

of individual yeast-cells

gemmation yeast may be taken as a

is

ellipsoidal.

When

type.

The shape

the yeast-cell grows, the elliptical
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form

of the boily

When

sides.

retained for a time, and the ellijjsoid increases equally on

is

has once attained a certain

it

size,

and a wart-like protuberance

particular place,

all

the protojjlasm bulges out at a
arises at the periphery, at first

exceedingly small, but gradually increasing in extent, and at length reaching the
size of the ellipsoid

To say

from which

was produced

it

The

process.

cell-wall here

only passive

is

it

:

way

out at that point.

different places,

and each of

again form ^protuberances.

When

which

^).

beyond the periphery of the

it

the protuberance has

grown

originated, the sKghtest pressure

to separate the individual

protoplasm pushing

From one yeast-cell two outgrowths may arise at
them, when it has once reached a certain size, may
In this way the yeast sliapes itself into a structure

which strongly resembles the Prickly Pear
^).

and 371

not a correct account of this

is

projects

ellipsoidal parent-cell only because it is itself the skin of the

371

^

that the cell-wall of the yeast-cell protrudes or grows out, and that proto-

plasm immediately enters into the protuberance,

its

371

vol. II. figs.

(cf.

members

without any external stimulus the

in outline
to

an

{cf.

ellipsoid,

is sufficient

Plate IV. and vol.

II. fig.

equal in size to that from

and
Even

to disconnect the two,

of the irregular opuntia-like chain.
cells

separate, as

may

be well observed in

brewers' yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisice), which of all the species of yeast has

been most investigated.

The formation of yeast by the development of a cell-wall as a partition between
two adjoining cells reminds one of the division of cells which has now to be
described as the third formative process connected with growth.
The division of
the cells is always accomplished in the following manner: The protoplasm,
inclosed in its cell-wall, develops a partition in its interior by which it becomes
divided into two halves, and the cell-space into two compartments or chambers.

—

In some plants the

sister-cells

produced in division separate from one another, the

partition-wall becoming completely

split,

but in most cases the neighbouring

remain connected, and then in each of these the same process

way

arise multicellular structures, that

A

aggregates of

cells

repeated; in this

cells.

separation of the two cells arising from a division, due to the splitting of

the intervening wall,
plants,

is

observed in the Desmidiere, those small green aquatic

of which two species are represented

Desmidieaj consist only of a single

We

is,

is

have

cell,

in

PI.

haustible variety, often occurring in a restricted area,

only to a definite

size.

mained unaltered

in

When

form

of each species, however,

is

attained,

and after the

dividing-wall,

These remain connected for only a

calated cellulose wall splits;

in inex-

cell

has re-

to take place.

The

constricted in all species) quickly elongates and

The protoplasm then develops a

produced from the one.

considerable.

is

and forming a gay assemblage

form for a time, a noticeable change begins
is

Although the

I:

plan of construction, and always develops

once this size

central portion of the cell (which

expands.

its

i,

and disc-shaped forms

The ceU

growing in a meadow.

adheres with wonderful tenacity to

figs,

their multiplicity of

cylindrical, semilunar, tetrahedral, stellate,

like the various herbs

I.

and two
little

cells

are

now

while; the inter-

the two cells separate, and each forthwith assumes
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These elegant desmids claim
composed principally of cellulose, and
has a determinate outline, and in this, and in its pro-

exactly the shape which the parent had possessed.

our interest because although their wall
is

comparatively thick,

it

tuberances, and, generally, in

which has formed

its

is

entire shape,

it is

governed by the living cell-body

If such a desmid-cell extends in length or breadth,

it.

bulges out in one place and remains constricted in another, this

if

it

caused only by

is

the activity of the protoplasm, which shapes and transforms the body in accordance

with the constructive plan of the

The continued connection
origination of extensive

much more

walls, is

modifications

may

by

No

be distinguished of this process, which

of partition

than

less

and the

division,

by the repeated formation

cell-aggregates

usual than their separation.

many

construction of so

species.

of the cell-couples produced

different

five

connected with the

is

plants.

In the green aquatic filaments, of which two species (Zygnema pectinatwm

and Sjnror/yra arcta) are illustrated on Plate
veloped by the protoplasm of each

on the already existing

which

is first

vi

and

a wall

I,

formed

and resembles the diaphragm

cell-wall,

may

be de-

as a ring-like

band

in the tube of a

Gradually from this circular band a completely closed partition-wall

microscope.
is

cell,

I. figs,

produced, and the single

may

this process

cell

becomes divided into two.

In each of these

be repeated, and thus in a very short time

If the single cells are

cylindi-ical

much

of a string of pearls.

row of

tube divided up by numerous transverse walls.

swollen at the sides, the row of

The

arise a

These remain connected with one another, and the

four, eight, sixteen, &c., cells.

whole row constitutes a

may

cells

intercalated

cells

has the appearance

partition-walls in these plants are all

developed parallel to one another, and are placed at right angles to the axis of the
cell-filament.

The

fact of these intercalated partition-walls being parallel distinguishes this

process from another, which
partition-walls occurs in

is

characterized by the fact that the insertion of

two dimensions

of space.

In this case neither partitioned

tubes nor strings of pearls arise, but groups of cells arranged in one plane, which

membranes or leafy
often shown by marine algee which grow on

are plate-like in appearance, and, to the

This kind of structure

structures.

If all the cells

stones.

line of the plate is

the stone, which

If,

eye, look like

adhere to the substratum, as in Hildenbrandtia, the out-

more or

less circular,

and green or red patches are

to be seen

on

continually increase in size without altering their general form.

In this case there
plate.

is

naked

is

no obstacle which could

restrict the circular

on the other hand, only some of the

shape of the

cells adhei-e to

cell-

the substratum,

while the others rise up from the stone, so that the whole floats in the water as
a thin

film

development

(only attached
is

to the substratum at one

unsymmetrical.

It is suppressed

point), then

the

further

towards the substratum, and the

whole layer usually has a fan-like appearance.
If the

arrangement of partition-walls

space, a tissue is then formed.

Vol

I.

in a cell occurs in three

The tissue-body developing most

dimensions of

regularlj^ in this
37
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manner

such as

is

is

exhibitwl by Savcina ventrieuli, a vegetable structure which

will

be presently treated

one

cell

ol'

Here the eight daughter-cells produced from

in detail.

appear so connected with one another, that they present, taken together,

almost the form of a cube

(cf.

the eight corners.

in each of

Usually manifold variations

vol. II. fig.

372

One

^°).

which again form a

that a group of

cells,

In the so-called pollinia of orchids

large, irregular,

division,

clumpy mass.

which increases at the periphery

grouped into small

It frequently

happens

in tln-ee dimensions of space,

in consequence of the intercalation of division-walls, does not exhibit, as

have been expected, a symmetrical growth on
This form, which

of the three dimensions.

is

depends upon the development of a so-called

which forms to some extent the apex of a
base.

By

lie

Structures of such regularity are of course rare.

take place.

hundreds of daughter-cells are developed by repeated
balls

always comes to

cell

all sides,

but increases chiefly in one

stem structures,

specially observed in

By

apical-cell.

cellular

would

meant a

this is

cell

body constructed on a horizontal

the insertion of a partition -wall a chamber, a so-called segment,

formed from the lower half of the

apical-cell.

is

While fresh divisions are being

accomplished in this segment the upper half of the apical-cell again grows up to
the original size; and
it

if

a short time before,

and shape.
forthwith

After a
it

it

ofi"

that a segment had been cut oS" from

might be thought unaltered with

little

regai-d to size, position,

time the segmentation just described

again recovers from the

apical-cell cuts

know

one did not

loss,

and attains

repeated and

is

Thus the

to its original size.

one segment after another at the base, and builds a pedestal on

whose highest point

it

raised always higher

and higher, as

enthrones

itself.
it

The

apical-cell

were pushing

ing air or water at the head of a group of

cells;

its

comes in

this

way through

and

way

to be

the surround-

to a certain extent the

direction of growth, as well as the internal tissue of the groups of cells cut off from

the apex, are ruled and ordered

by the

processes of division carried on within

it.

This results from the fact that the position of the segments separated from
the apical-cell
definite

{i.e.

manner.

apical-cell,

of the intercalated separation-w'alls),
If

parallel to the

direction of

is

alwaj's arranged in a

the division-wall, which arises in the lower part of the

growth of the

base and at the same time at right angles to the
cell,

and

if

the further divisions arising in the re-

peatedly-divided segments occur in three dimensions of space, as

example, in the Characese, then the whole plant

chambers

of the lower story are

apical-cell, those of the

produced from the

is

built

first

up

is

in

segment cut

next higher story from the second, and so

whole structure, however,

is

the case, for
stories.
ofl"

fortli.

terminated above by the indefatigable

The

fi-om the

The

apical-cell,

which continues to divide in the same way as at the commencement of the edifice.
In other cases the separation-walls, which have been intercalated successively in
the lower part of the apical
in the Characeje.

of the shoot-axis,
is

They

cell,

take up an essentially difierent position from that

are frequently placed obliquely to the direction of growth

and the base

of the cell

is

either wedge-shaped or three-sided.

It

wedge-shaped, for example, in some liverworts {Anewra and Metzgeria) as well
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as in Selaginella (belonging to the family of the Lycopodineffi).

Here we have

and

inclined walls foi-med altei-nately on the right

left,

growth

segment-cells, arranged with regard to the axis of

The base

feather on their axis.
horse-tails,

most

of the apical-cell

and mosses.

ferns,

Such an

a three-sided pyramid, whose sides are not
this cell,

which corresponds to the base

not bordered

by other

cells,

but by the

and thus

like

the barbs of a

may

be best compared to

The

but somewhat convex.

side of

forms the free end which

of the pyramid,

The

the axis of growth of the organ.

and

parallel to these three slightly arched sides,

in

a regular succession, so that the

which are afterwards inserted in the segment-cells are partly

On

at right angles to the first-formed walls.
tliis

which

insertion of division-walls occurs

segments cut oS" appear arranged like the steps of a spiral staircase.

that in

is

or earth, or water; the three other sides,

air,

directed towards the base of the growing plant-organ, converge at a point
lies in

of

thi-ee-sided in the stems of

is

apical-cell

flat

two rows

arise

the whole

The walls

parallel,

partly

cannot be questioned

it

building, as in the buildings of men, the walls are intercalated at right

angles to one another in three dimensions of space.

we

In the root-tips of ferns and horse-tails,
apical-cell, as just described,

by the

also

but the construction

have a three-sided, pyramidal
to

is

some extent complicated

which corresponds to
The segments so cut oif, which divide

fact that division-walls also arise parallel to that side

the base of the three -sided pyramid.

many

up again

into

structure,

which has been called the root-cap, serves to protect the

the root-tip as

many

it

cells

pushes

by

its

radial walls, cover the apical-cell like a cap.

way

into the earth,

and would otherwise be exposed to

dangers.

In some ferns, and in most flowering plants, two, or even a group of
to be

This

apical-cell at

found at the tips of the growing stems.

Some

reduce the arrangement of these to three types, but
of this

work

to describe these in detail.

extremely complicated, that in
impossible, to follow
in the least alter

many

it

cells

are

trouble has been taken to

does not

lie

within the scope

That the construction

in these cases is

very

frequently even

cases

it

is

and to establish with certainty the

difficult,

plastic processes, does not

our conviction that the construction of the growing organs in

these plants is accomplished according to rule,

the form of every species,

which

is

and that a

indicated beforehand

definite plan underlies

by the

specific constitution

of the protoplasm.
It

must

also be here

remarked, to prevent misunderstanding, that in plants in

which numerous organs are developed with various functions,
parts are not
fact that in

formed

in the

same manner.

This, however,

each species the same constructive plan

directions of the septa inserted in the

a species of moss
are always the

may

same

differ

growing

much among

in the various organs.

is

is

much among

the growing

not opposed to the

invariably adhered

rhizoids, leaflets,

to.

The

and capsules of

themselves, but in each species they

In flowering plants,

in the formation of the root-cap, the stomata, the pollen-grains,

very

all

too, the processes

and so

forth,

vary

themselves, but these processes are retained in each species of
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In the same species the root-cap, stomata, and pollen-

plant with great coustancy.

grains are always found to be constructed on the same plan.

In poppy flowers
which had developed two thousand years ago in Egj'ptian soil, and which were
then placed in tombs as ornaments of the dead, the cells of the anthers and pollen
are foi'iued precisely as in popipy flowers which grow in our fields to-day.
It is

On

important to hold firmly to the fact of this constancy.

it is

foxmded not only

the possibility of distinguishing between species of plants, but, generally, the

conception of kind or species, to which

The

we

shall repeatedly return.

and

alteration of shape in the protoplasm

each case really only to the external contour.

and arrangements
as

far as

just described, refers in

Obviously, definite displacements

in the interior of the living protoplasm

and

of these alterations,
latter

its walls,

it is

lie

at the foundation

reserved for further investigation to establish these

they are visible and recognizable.

Hitherto the alterations

occurring in cell-division in the substance of the protoplasm, especially in the
so-called cell-nucleus,

have alone been accurately observed, and what has been seen

there has already been briefly stated on a previous occasion.

This

is

the place to

return to these remarkable phenomena, and to collect together the most important
results in a brief review.

Let us look at a

cell in

which the protoplasm

A

the whole interior.

fills

large

The protoplasm exhibits
when very highly magnified, granules, and fibrils, the latter long and short, curved
and straight, knotted and twisted or rolled into balls, and anastomosing into
cell-nucleus

is

visible

This

a net-work.

in the centre of the cell-body.

nuclear

In

fibi-ils.

appears most plainly, especially the filamentous

structure

The twisted threads there

formation, in large nuclei.

many

visible

have been termed

instances there seems to be only a single much-twisted

In other instances more are to be seen, and they

thread present in the nucleus.

appear to be distributed with some uniformity in the nucleus, as sho\vn in

fig.

138

^.

The change begins first of all with the division of the nuclear threads; from them
are formed numerous short, twisted rod-like, or granular portions, which journey
towards the centre of the nucleus, take up a position there corresponding to the
equator of tl:ke cell-nucleus, which may be compared to a geographical globe (see fig.
138 -), and arrange themselves into a plate which has been called the nuclear plate.
Soon, however, a detachment again occurs of the constituents of this plate. They
separate from each other, each fibril splitting into two, and seek the poles of the
spindle (fig. 138^). As they do .so the fibrils turn and bend themselves, usually so
that those going one way have the form of a U, and in the other of n. Arrived at
the region of the pole, the filamentous portions fuse, contract on every side into a

dense skein

A

(fig.

138*),

and thus from one

cell-nucleus

two

nuclei result.

system of very delicate filaments also plays a part in these movements of the

elements of the nuclear plate.

a spindle.
protoplasm.

This spindle

These filaments, as

arises,

may

be seen in

fig.

138

'-•

^-

* form

not from the nucleus, but from the surrounding

The spindle appears

to

serve the nuclear

guidance in their movements, leading the

fibrils

fibi-ils

to the poles,

for support

and

where they join
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After they have performed this function,

these spindle filaments have a further and no less important part to play.
at

the identical

place

where the nuclear plate was previously

accumulation of exceedingly small granules

arises,

to be

Almost
seen,

an

the repeatedly mentioned micro-

somata; and these are arranged to form a plate, the so-called

cell-plate,

which

two compartments. Apparently these spindlethreads serve also as conductors to these microsomata, and many of the small
granules are conveyed along them to the equator. But occasionally they arise
there directly, and help to produce the cell-plate.
The development of the cellplate does not seem to be always quite the same in different species, but it is
ultimately divides the whole

cell into

established with certainty that in

it

always formed, and that

cellulose micellae are

the partition-wall produced from them possesses the characteristics of a cellulose
wall, that is to say, of a cell-wall.

it

has been mentioned

138.— Changes in the Protoplasm of the Cell-nucleus during

Fig.
1

Already

(p.

44) that in

its Division.

The nuclear fibrils distributed through the whole nucleus. 2 The broken-up nuclear fibrils arranged as the nuclear plate.
8 The elements of the plate separating from one another.
* The same elements forming two skeins at the poles of the
(After Guignard.)

spindle.

this cell-wall, at least at

means

of

first,

albuminous portions of protoplasm are retained by

which the intercalated membrane can undergo manifold metamorphoses,

and that by them,

required, the communication

if

is

maintained between neighbour-

ing masses of protoplasm.

In the

cells of

those green water-threads

known as Spirogyra, Zygnevia, and
many other simple plants, the

Cladophora, as well as in those of desmids and
plants never seem to
until

it

manner
parent

come

to

an end

of this dividing.

has attained certain dimensions;
peculiar to

it,

and

when

the living protoplasm

these plants, of which

there

is

continues to

grow

which has been performed in the

This process continues perpetually under favourable

external conditions, and an interruption occurs only
food, or

cell

then divides into daughter-cells in the

in these the process

repeated afresh.

cell is

it

Each

is

killed

when

there

is

lack of necessary

by unfavourable circumstances.

we can enumerate more than

In

a thousand different species,

thus no distinction into portions in course of formation and those which

have been completed, and are no longer capable of development.
in large plants in

have taken
functions.

place,

It is otherwise

which a division of labour and a corresponding organization
in

those plants whose different

In these, stability of some members

is

members perform

different

of the greatest advantage, and
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accordingly besides

tlie cells

which are

still

formative and promote growth,

others are present which undergo no further changes,

whose

many

and shape
permanently retained, and which have therefore been termed permanent cells.
Organically-connected groups of permanent cells are called permanent tissue
opposition to the groups of constructive, dividing, and changing
All permanent tissue

m,eristeinatic tissue.

matic

tissue,

and the meristem

is

is

size

cells,

is

in

the so-called

obviously produced from meriste-

ultimately derivable from a single

cell

capable of

division.

The

cells

of meristems exhibit only very slight variations

what forms the permanent

impossible to recognize

Of four exactly

in time assume.

tissues

similar meristematic

in form.

It

is

produced from them will

cells,

the

first

may become

the starting-point of several flattened epidermal cells devoid of chlorophyll; the

second for the formation of a group of green palisade-ceUs; the third for a bundle
of elongated, thick-walled bast-cells; the fourth for several delicate- walled, large

jjarenchymatous

It is

cells.

difficult

how

comes about, and we
Only this much may be
these metamorphoses comes from outside, and
to exjilain

this

relinquish the attempt to give a full explanation here.

remarked, that whilst the stimulus to

external conditions have a determinative influence on the size of the developing

permanent

the shape, outline, and deflnite configuration which

tissue,

the indi-

vidual cells in the permanent tissue assume, as well as the arrangement of the

various
first

cells in space,

are independent of external influences.

Just as in a plant the

division-walls assume a position defined beforehand in the dividing apical-cell,

the further metamorphoses of the daughter-cells proceed within the limits settled

by the

specific constitution of the jjrotoplasm, so the ti-ansformation of the cells of

the meristem into cells of permanent tissue
construction peculiar

to,

and hereditary

in,

This law, derived from numerous

by the

changed by strain into

may assume

facts,

of

the

independence to external
cells,

seems to be con-

that alteration in the outline of individual cells can be

fact

produced by strain and pressure.

cell

governed according to a plan of

and character of the

influences of the constructive plan

tradicted

is

each species.

Spherical cells with elastic, flexible walls ma^' be

ellipsoids; in

consequence of all-round pressure a spherical

the form of a rhombic dodecahedron, or by lateral pressure, the

form of a six-sided prism.
out that peas which are

In explanation of these conditions

made

to swell

up

it

has been pointed

in a cubical, thick-walled vessel,

by

pouring water over them, assume the shape of rhombic dodecahedra, because each
individual pea

is

in this

way

utmost economy of space.
slate-like stones is

allowed the greatest possible room together with the

We

are again reminded of the fact that the structure of

dependent upon the pressure acting upon the mass so far at

least

that the planes of cleavage and stratification are alwaj's at right angles to the
direction of the pressure.

But however valuable these

facts are in the explanation

of the condition of the form of inorganic bodies, they are of

question in hand.
operates from

No

all sides

one will deny that spherical

may assume

cells

little

significance to the

on which an equal pressure

the shape of dodecahedra, but

tliis

form

is

not
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In the next generation

transmitted to the descendants.

a gi'oup of spherical and not of dodecahedral

The

place.

latter will, indeed,

only reappear

cells,
if

oi:

which

these
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same plants

it is

arises at the particular

the aforesaid pressures be again

exerted.

How

little,

permanent

however, external influences define the foi-m and grouping of

cells, is

shown by the

fact that

from one and the same meristem, under

the same pressure, the same temperature, and equal illumination, arise in the closest

proximity the most different permanent
formation and grouping of these

ment

cells is

cells;

and

that,

on the other hand, the

not essentially different

when

of the meristem takes place under wholly different external

different temperature.

We

always come back to

this

important thesis:

the developpressure, or

—the forces

operating on plants from outside are only stimuli to the formative processes;
these latter are accomplished independently of external influences in a
established for each species,

protoplasm.

and

manner

founded in the specific construction of its living

PLANT-FOKMS AS COMPLETED STRUCTURES.

COMPLEXITY OF
STRUCTURE FROM UNICELLULAR PLANTS TO PLANT-BODIES.
1.— PROGEESSIVE STAGES IN

Though all plants are mortal, they have the capacity of renewing themselves
and rejuvenating, so that, in spite of their perishable nature and limited

now

duration, the species

existing on the earth are in no danger of extinction.

The rejuvenescence is always effected by means of the protoplasm of a single
cell; i.e. by a small mass of slimy substance which can only be perceived by
the naked eye in the rarest

The

largest

palm

instances on account

in its rejuvenescence

exactly in the same

way

of

minute dimensions.

its

must pass through

this unicellular stage

The only

as the smallest of mould-fungi.

diflerence is

that in large and usually long-lived plants a longer time elaj^ses before this

stage

rejuvenating
in the

many

reached, while in small plant-forms

is

and be replaced

always grows at the expense of

cell

manner

may

generations

The protoplasm

in the course of a single year.

its

peculiar to its species, and divides

away

pass

in the minute

surroundings, moulds itself

when

has attained to a

it

two or more masses, which have inherited the capacity

certain size into

of

dividing afresh.

Each one

When

these pi'otoplasmic masses

of

is

in connection with one another, as indeed

retains a certain

may, although

continue to grow.

each

mass of

entirely,

in

individual.

separated

for

to

destruction.

fi-om

their

Under favourable

companions,

In not a few unicellular plants

protoplasm

and,

seems to be usually the

case,

each

degree of independence; nor, should a severance take place,

are they necessarily abandoned

they

to be regarded as an

the adjacent masses of pi-otoplasm, the result of continued division, remain

the

immediately after

future,

to

live

is

arrives,

It
i.e.

of short duration compared with the length

of

the

to
is

and

separate

itself

remarkable that
time of

the

other with the view of uniting;

conditions

divide,

even customary for

formation

independently.

most of these unicellular plants a time

when they again seek each

its

it

enlarge,

pairing,

but this period

isolated

life.

is

Moreover,

bond of union has been recognized between the separate individuals
produced from one cell.
Just as caterpillai's which creep out of the eggs
laid by a butterfly are seen not to disperse, but to follow common paths and
a

definite

swarm-spores of Sphcerella phivkdis swim

ways, so the

from one place

to another,

and

select

together

in

groups

a suitable spot for settling down.

The
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single

diatoms aud desmids form similar social groups living within

of

cells

We

restricted areas.

from

produced
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—

must suppose that here exactly
spawn of a üsh, which swim in

as in the

young brood

company through the
water, or in midges liatched simultaneously, which dance up and down in the
evening sun here must be some kind of family feeling which binds the diÖerent
the

—

we cannot

individuals together, although

fully

comprehend these

relations

between

the several organisms.

When
own

its

the single genetically-connected masses of protoplasm, each retaining
individuality,

another, like

munity

is

can transfer themselves in

swarm;

if,

to

the

comsettle

quite close to one another on a substratum,
for their lifetime, then

place

on the other hand, the isolated individuals

midges, grasshoppers, fishes

caterpillars,

called a

common from one

we speak

and the

and there take up a

of a colony.

like,

definite position

The amoeboid bodies

of

some

myxomycetes, several unicellular Palmellacese, Desmidie^, and Diatomacefe, live
in swarms; the numerous Sij^honeae, on the other hand, as well as the species
of

the genera Synedra and

Gomiihonema belonging to the family of the Dia373 ^ and 373 "). These colonies often
considerable dimensions.
The Acetabularias attached to stones and

tomacese, dwell in colonies
attain

to

{cf. vol. II., fig.

mussel-shells at the bottom of the

sea,

the swollen bladder-like Valonias, the

moss-like forms of Bryopsis, and the dusky species of Codium, form, arranged
in thousands side

damp

by

very extensive colonies.

side,

ground over a wide distance with a green

we have a

felt.

Besides the swarms and colonies,

third form of assemblage, the cell-union, in which the geneticallj^-con-

nected masses of protoplasm
essentially according as to
it

The Vaucherias, dwelling on

earth and in cold springs, appear as extensive cushions which cover the

are devoid

grow together

whether the individual masses of protoplasm foi-ming

or are surrounded by, a cell-wall.

of,

This union, again, differs

in a body.

In the former case they are

fused into a mass in which the limits of the single individuals can no longer

be recognized, as

is

sion " fusion

"

indeed

process

into

the

the case, for example, in

many myxomycetes.

The expres-

can here be employed figuratively with the utmost propriety, for
strongly

resembles

the fusing of

fluid

a larger mass, or the fusing of numerous di-ops of

oil

metallic
floating

globules

on the

surface of water into a larger drop, in which the contours of the single fused

portions

are

obliterated.

It

is

indeed doubtful whether the fused masses of

Cei'tain phenomena tell
Thus many myxomycetes form so-called
sclerotia, i.e. they lose their mobility and pass into a temporary state of rest.
The whole mass becomes rigid, assumes a wax-like consistency, and dries up,

protoplasm do actually surrender their individuality.
rather against

than for this view.

and the shapeless protoplasm divides into innumerable,
angular particles.

When

clearly-defined,

rounded or

at the end of the resting period the stiflened mass

is

to be again transformed into the mobile condition, the individualized particles

become
whole

fluid

place.
The phenomenon observed in the
myxomycetes suggests the idea that the isolated corpuscles in

and a fresh fusion takes

series of
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the sclcrotia correspond to the single masses of protoplasm from which the whole

mass had previously been formed, and that these have not surrendered their
individuality, although their boundaries cannot be recognized in the mass.

The

unions of fused masses of protoplasm devoid of cell-wall are inconsidei-able in

number

in comparison with the enormous quantity of those combinations in
which each portion of protoplasm is surrounded by a cell-wall, by means of
The latter are classed as
which the cohesion of the whole is brought about.

or tissues

cell-complexf-'S

groups, which
Its
its

name

may
it

to be noticed that the partition-walls,

is

the segmentation of

its

cells,

which are

members

of

the

row

are

end-to-end arrangement, as
the

may

;

the individual

if

be frequently observed in the Zygnemese and the

cylindrical

cells

decrease in thickness

forms

increases in length in one direction, whip-like

the sj^ecies of

strings

spherical, chain-like

long or short, then thread-like structures arise from their

cells are cylindrical,

If

As regards
formed by

The general appear-

of pearls are produced, such as are found in the Nostocaceae

CEdogonieje.

like.

regulated according to the particular shape of the single

is

the individual

If

into four

always stand at right angles to the long axis of

the cell-filament, and are therefore parallel to one another.

ance of this tissue
cells.

divisible

us what a filamentous cell-complex looks

tells

production,

and are for the sake of clearness

be distinguished as rows, nets, plates, and masses.

the genus Mastichonema.

arise,

Occasionally the

as

the

filament

for example, in

as,

single

members

of

the row are tabular, and the tablets are joined to one another by their narrow

which case ribbon-like rows are produced, as in Odontidium,; or the
cells are only connected by their corners, in which case

edges, in

neighbouring tabular

Diatoma

the row has a zigzag appearance, as in the genus

In the reticidar cell-complexes the numerous

cells

{c.f.

vol. II. fig. 373^').

are seen to be so arranged

joining together at two or three,

by comparativelj' small contiguous surfaces,
more rarely four, angles of corresponding size.

The

during the division are not

that

they

one

adjoin

partition -walls

another

intercalated

all

parallel

one another, but are arranged in more than one dimension of space.

with

Nets

be distinguished as open and closed. In the foi-mer, which may be liest
compared with the net-work of rivers on a map, the cells only seldom form
Open
closed meshes, but start out from one another like the prongs of a fork.

may

nets occur very often, especially in the mycelia of fungi, in species of the green

Confervoideaj

red FloridesB.

living in water

Much

{Cladophora and Ghaetophora) and in numerous

rarer are the closed nets with hexagonal meshes, as, for

example, those of the Water-net (Hydrodictyon) described on

considered

trunks of

p.

trees,

;

36,

and the

Open reticular cell -complexes permeate the decayed
the mould of the forest-soil, and the humus of the meadow37.

Here they

ground.
parasites

on

p.

Volvox globator, comparable to hollow spheres, which were

remai'kable nets of

exist as saprophytes, or

or they are only attached

on living plants and animals as

by a few

cells to

the substratum, and the

forked ramifications stretch out from these starting-points like fans and radiate
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forth into the surroundiug water, as in most water-plants belonging to this cate-

The

gory.

closed nets, on the other hand, are never joined to a substratum, but

remain floating in the water from which they derive their nourishment.

The

p?(tfe-^ii/i;e

cell-complexes are composed of cells arranged in

and adjoining one another so as

one plane,

The

no intercellular spaces.

to leave

partition-

walls inserted in the separate chambers during the development of
are arranged

These

angles.

stratum, as

delicate leaf-like structures,

and

point,

Ulva),

(

leaf

and

and

in

discs,

as

generally crinkled or

slit,

membranes,

as

This

and

ribbons,

developed

are

in

float

vol.

(c.f.

The

197*).

fig.

cell-plates,

fringes,

and half

margin,

the

pitted;

and divided into lobes and

thus furnish transitional stages, half

II.

water are but seldom quite

undulated, and

bent,

unattached

independent,

quite

as

what occurs in the
Sometimes

is

Porphyra.

Florideae, as, for example,

the genus Pediastvmn

in

much

all

appear

they

or

;

and ribbon-like forms which

size,

right

form a thin coating on stones or other

either

many

usually they appear

of

form

at

which are attached to the substratum only at one

complexes

plate-shaped

tablets

this

and frequently intersect

for the rest float freely in the water.

Sea Lettuce
the

space,

e.g.

mountain - brooks

in

tininks

cell-complexes

of

and then adapt themselves closely to all inequalities of the subin Protoderma viride, which covers the stones and old tree-

bodies,

solid

two dimensions

in

flat;

also,

is

and these forms
In the matter

cell-nets.

from the minute discs of Pedi-

possible gradations are to be found,

astrum, and the small membranes of Prasiola flourishing in glacier-streams, up
to the Ulvas, living in the sea,

many

which grow

of

uj) into

membranes a square

metre in area.
Mass-like
in

cell -complexes

of their tissues

we have

Usually the whole body
othei-s

;

thick

frequently
fiVires,

Both

in

the

adjoin one

constituents

transverse

and

and

another

longitudinal

sections

at least two, but as a rule several stratified cell-layers.
is

much more

elongated

ropes.

resemble the tentacles of polyps
especially

Mdiose
in

than in the

in one direction

has the shape of a solid cylinder or prism, or

it

cords,

those

are

dimensions of space.

three

brown leathery

Many remind

and sea -anemones.
sea -wracks,

these

it

forms
they

earth-worms, or

one of

many

In
cell

Florid ea3,

-complexes are

and

strap-

shaped, or they are contracted into a stalk below, where they are attached to

the substratum, and above widen out into leaf-like structures,
in

the Laminarias of the North Sea (see

fig.

139),

and

as, for

many

in

example,

other cases.

These strap-like, ribbon-like, and leaf-like structures occasionally remind one
of
ai'e

the

similar plate-shaped

distinguished from

them by the

or more stratified layers of
leaf-like structure

shaped

tissues

Gloeocapsa

may

cells,

rarer.

As

Ulvace;«, jireviously mentioned, but

fact that they are

always built up of two

so that a section taken at right angles to the

always exhibits two

ai'e

of

cell-tissues

cell-layers at least.

examples

be instanced, one of which

is

of

the

latter

Cake-like and ballvarious

illustrated in Plate

In most of these simple cell-complexes the bulk of the

cells

I. fig.

species

of

n.

are shaped similarlj'.
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Usually only the portions serving for reproduction exhibit differences of shape, and
these are so subordinate in

very

little

altered

number and extent that the appearance of the whole is
not.
It is of more importance with

whether they are present or

regard to the general appearance, that most of the .simple tissues enumerated

Fij». 139,

—Laminarias

in the

North Sea.

multiply and divide without the portions thus produced becoming separate or
detached.

The

nets

of

Hydrodictyon

daughter-nets within single
plant.

The disc-shaped

in this sort of plant

cells,

plates of

indeed

multiply by the

formation

of

which then become detached from the parent

Pediastntm

also multiply in a similar

manner, and

whole swarms of cell-complexes are always developed, so that

580
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in the pools

where these species grow huudreds and thousands of separate nets are

But the number of instances

to be found living together within a limited area.

of

swarm-forming cell-complexes

however, utterly insignificant in comparison

is,

with the enormous number of those forms in which the tissues arising by re-

We

juvenescence remain connected.

call

these permanently-connected cell-tissues

and distinguish between systems

systems;

cell-masses.

The ai-rangement

of the systems

is

of cell-rows, cell-nets, cell-plates,

and the

of the individual parts,

quite irregular, but

defined for each

is

plant-species

in

The simple

established manner, inherited from generation to generation.

which build up an extensive system can be distinguished as separate

tissues

and may be compared
system.
tissues,

to the

members

and even

of a body,

called

and

fitting together

members

the
cell-

parts,

of that

There are, of course, sj^stems which consist of very many simple celland therefore have a much-membered appearance; and others which exhibit

only a slight organization,

i.e.

are built up of only a few simple tissues.

manner

aside the question of greater or smaller, the kind and

Setting

of connection

must

be taken into consideration in a general review of the forms of plants, and these
systems can be comprehended under two divisions.

The

first

whose members

division comprises those

(i.e.

cell-complexes) are all

of similar shape, so that the whole plant-body consists only either of cell-filaments,

or of cell-nets, or of cell-plates,

These uniform sj'stems

or, finally, of cell-masses.

are found more especially in plants growing under water, which reproduce themselves

by

follows:
sti'ings

spores, as well as in fungi,

—

fii'st,

and the commonest forms

to be noticed are as

the clusters of tortuously twisted and intertwined rows of

of pearls, such

straight filamentous

as

cells, like

occur in the Nostocacea?, the bundles of elongated.
'S"

rows of the

the

OscillatorietB,

Scytonema and

flock-like

other aquatic plants, and the dark cushions of whip-like rows grouped in bundles,
as

shown

in the genera Euactis

systems a particular interest

is

frequently-mentioned hyphse.

Among

and Dasyactis.

the series of complex

claimed by those which are produced from the

When

the

branched hyphse, often knitted

into

meshes, and united into net-works, are crowded together in great numbers, plexuses

and strands

may

arise

which have exactly the appearance of a

cell-mass, but

be distinguished therefi-om by the fact that neighbouring

adjoin one another, are not produced

fungal hyphae have a

by

cells,

which

whose

the intercalation of partition-walls.

common development and manner

of

growth

;

sides

The

hundreds of

hyphal threads which are joined together into a strand or plexus continue to grow
at the apices with equal rapidity

mon

and in the same

direction; they carry out in

com-

the same curves and twistings, often divide into single threads, then i-eunite,

ami thus form the most peculiar shapes.
pistiU(iris), the strange

The

so-called

Hercules-club (Coryne

forms of Glavaria, resembling pieces of

coral, the Cap-fungi,

divided into cap and stalk, the Helvellas and Morels, the very peculiar puff-balls

and many other forms are

up

of hyphal strands

and plexuses,

which, as already stated, are nothing else but conglomerated cell-nets.

Systems of

and

earth-stars,

cell-plates are

more rarely

to be

met

built

with.

Thi.s

construction

is

found most
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noticeably in the marine

Padina Pavonia,

older species of which are composed of

Systems of cell-masses are found in

superimposed, thin, leaf-like cell-plates.

many

Florideaä

sum, and

and

plants, frequently

brown sea-wracks,

especially in the large

The separate

Fticus.

assume the form of

ranked with leafy plants, which

leaves,

and these sea-wracks arc occasionally

be described

will

Cystoidra, Sargas-

which form a system in these

cell-complexes,

later.

Hydrurus and the

Stone wort {Chara) are systems of cell-complexes; but while the individual complexes in

Hydrurus

are connected very irregularly, they exhibit in

extremely regular, geometrical, whorled arrangement
Following this

the second, in which the body

These are called mixed systems.

by
so

itself,

exhibits a simple

is

built

up

of difierent kinds

Each member

homogeneous

(cf. vol. II., fig.

Chara an
').

which have a uniform construction,

division of systems,

first
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of such a

cell-tissue;

is

of cell-complexes.

mixed system, regarded

but the simple complexes are

combined that in one ease cell-rows are carried by a

cell-plate,

while in another

case a cell-mass forms the starting-point for several open cell-nets, and so forth.

All possible combinations are realized in nature, but none more frequently than

that in which a cylindrical cell-mass forms the centre or axis of the whole plant-

body, whilst cell-plates or nets are laterally articulated.

In

many

.sorts

of Bat-

racliospemum open nets are seen which are borne on a central pillar of cell-masses;
and in a liverwort (Jungermannia trichophylla) the same thing occiu's, except
that here there are ceU-rows which proceed from the lower parts of the central
mass (fig. 140^).
Many mosses and liverworts (e.g. Hookeria splendens and
Jungermannia polyanthos) exhibit a stem-like central tissue which does not carry
cell-nets, but single-layered cell-plates.
As shown in the illustration opposite,
all

possible stages are to be seen in

moss vegetation between central supports

must be particularly noted
here, in order to establish the fact that all classifications and distinctions based
upon external forms are really only artificial, and that shai'p limits between
provided with

cell-nets,

and those with

the various forms do not

we

and

collect together

systems which are
especial interest,
bodies,

i.e.

Still it

conduces to clearness, none the

classify the various

represented

by the

forms as well as

liverworts,

we

illustrated

less,

if

The mixed

can.
here,

claim

an

inasmuch as they are to a certain extent the prototypes of plant-

of those

when speaking

exist.

cell-plates; this

complex forms which botanists

of the configuration of plants

;

in earlier times alone recognized

these alone were considered, for

example, in Goethe's Theoiy of Metamorphosis.

The Plant-body

is

always membered, and each of

cell-complexes of the most vai-ied kinds.

In this

its

lies

members

is

composed of

the distinction between

The members of a simple and
mixed system are simple cell-complexes: cell-rows, cell-plates, and the like.
The members of a plant-body are, on the other hand, combinations of cell-rows,
cell-nets, cell-plates, and cell-masses.
The cell-complexes combined in a member
of a plant-body are connected from their first origin. A single cell is always the
plant-bodies and the previously-described forms.

—

of a

starting-point for the particular

member

of the body;

this divides;

the compart-
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cells) originate

here plate-like, there mass-like complexes, in this place cell-rows, in that cell-nets;
these,

however, are not isolated, but remain joined and produce small, wonderfully-

The

arranged structures.

member composed

definite external contour,

and

from various constituent

viz.,

4 |[J

Jungermannia

exlübit in

many

the

economy

thousands of plant-

few fundamental

bodies, they can yet be referred to a

to the leaf, stem,

Fig. 140.
1

cell-tissues,

which develop into

species

also with entirely definite functions in the

In spite of the variety of shape which plant-members, formed

of the plant.

forms,

result of this modelling process is therefore a plant-

of varied cell-complexes, with a definite internal structure, with

and

These members of the plant-body are in

root.

Ö

^

l'>

—Liverworts with Cell-uets, Cell-plates and Ctll-rows in various transitional forms.

puinila.

-

Jttnget^mannia quinquedentata.

tomentelta.

<>

3

* Ptilidium
Pohjotus •magellaniciis.
(All the figures magnified.)

ciliare.

5

Trichocolea

Ju7igennannia trickopkylta.

most cases so arranged that a stem represents the starting-point and support of

many

leaves

and

closely

roots.

The

and as bud.

In the simplest form the plant-body appears as embryo

latter consists of a

very short stem, beset with leaves lying

above one another, and grows later into a shoot which agrees in structure

with the parent plant producing the bud, of which

it

If the young body remain connected with the old,

branches

may

it

actually forms a replica.
is

called a branch;

again form buds, and these, again, twigs; and in this

way

the

originate

much-branched plant-structures which often attain to considerable dimensions,

and must be regarded as compound.

In rare instances the laterally-inserted buds

are detached from the body producing them, before they develop further;
these buds, which are

knowm

as bulbils, give rise to

This process reminds one of the

swarm formation

and

an independent plant-body.

of cell-complexes

which has

been spoken of above.
This

is

also the place to notice the analogy

between vegetable and animal

PROGRESSIVE STAGES IN COMPLEXITY OF STRUCTURE.
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In polyp-colonies, the individual polyps i'oimeil by budding i-emain in

bodies.

connection with the parent-animal, ami liehave accordingly like the branches of a

compound plant-body.

Yet between the parts there

recijirocal relation, that the

exists

remarkable

this

communicate

digestive cavities of individual polyps

with one another, and that the liquids acquired by the individuals are at the

common

This connection of the individual parts by com-

service of the colony.

We

municating, sap-conducting channels also exists in plant-bodies.

these

call

conducting channels vascular bundles, and have already had repeated occasion

They

to si:)eak of them.

are a peculiarity of plant-hodies, and are absent in

other forms of cell-unions, even in mixed systems,

resemblance to true plant-bodies,
existing in this respect

as,

was the reason

in respect of their construction

many

of

The

for example, the mosses.
for placing the plants in

—into

(1) the

all

which have a great
difference

two great

divisions

group of those in which vascular

bundles are present as architectural elements in their bodies, and (2) that in which
this

form of cell-system

is

form a natural group; the

The former, which are

absent.
latter,

which are

By

hand, classed quite unsuitably.

called vascular plants,

called TJiallopltytes, are,

"thallus"

we understand

vegetable structures which are devoid of vascular bundles, that
all possible tissues

colonies

and systems, but

and swarms of unicellular

also the masses of

plants, structures

on the other

the most different
is

to say, not only

myxomycetes, even the

which could not

difier

more

widely in constitution.
It is

a remarkable phenomenon that the majority of aquatic plants are devoid

and

of vascular bundles,

therefore, according to the older sigTiitication, belong to the

Thallophytes; and, on the other hand, that those plants which have assumed the

shape of plant-bodies with vascular bundles, belong almost entirely to land-plants.
This difference

cati

be more accurately formulated as follows:

throughout their

life,

or at the time

—plants

when they absorb nourishment,

which

are surrounded

by water, saprophytes which are wholly imbedded in humus, and parasites
which are situated entirely within their hosts, absorb nourishment by the whole of
Such structures do not require common sap-conducting
their superficial cells.
mechanisms, penetrating and connecting the sevei-al members. Those plants, on the
other hand, whose shoots are surrounded hj air; which derive their fluid food from
the

soil,

finally

and have to conduct

it

to the aerial organs, especially the leaves;

which

conduct to the gi-owing parts in a fluid form the organic compounds manu-

factured in the gi-een tissues in sunlight; such plants require special transmitting

mechanisms, and as such, vascular bundles are developed in

all

land-plants.

It is

and

vessels

necessary for the stability of the conducting mechanisms that the

cells

in question should be lignified, or that so-called mechanical cells,

i.e.

hard bast,

Thus it is again made evident
that there is a difference between water-plants and land-plants in the matter
The numerous submerged plants do not possess woodj- and bast
of rigidity.
cells, while these are always abundantly developed in land-plants, and to a

should be placed near or in contact with thfem.

greater extent the more the plant in question requires in

its

natural habitat to
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resist strains

and bending

pressures.

Just as

we

aiiiuuils

without

would only point
passing, and avoid entering into any further discussion upon it

out this analogy in
lest

pulpy

soft plants,

distingaiish soft,

from such as are provided with skeletons, so also we distinguish
wood and hard bast, from hard plants possessing these tissues.
thereby misconceptions might

arise.

I

In discussing the hypotheses relating to

the history of development of the whole vegetable kingdom in the second volume,
I shall take the opportunity to return to these analogies, as well as to the relation

and form of

of the habitat to the structure

plants.

There the speculations about

the evolution of plants on the ground of the comparison here only indicated will

In this place, however, such discussions would

receive an impartial consideration.

be premature, and our remarks might share the same fate as the speculations of
the Nature-Philosophers of which examples were quoted on

13 of the

p.

Inti'O-

ductiou.

FOEM OF LEAF-STRUCTURES.

2.

Definition and classification of Leaves.

— Cotyledons. — Scale-leaves, Foliage-leaves, Floral-leaves.

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF LEAVES.

— 'Tis written

"In the Beginning was the Word."
and how proceed

Already at a stand

Who

helps

Impossible

Once more

—

—

!

Is the Word to have such value.
by the spirit guided.
"In the Beginning was tue Thought."

me?

—

if

—

Consider the line first attentively.
Lest hurrying on the pen outrun the meaning.
Is it Thought that works in all, and that makes all?
It should stand rather tlius
"In the Beginning
Was the Power." yet even as I am writing this
something warns me we cannot rest there.

—

:

—

A
Of

this speech

—which Goethe puts into the mouth of

involuntarily reminded

when he attempts

to explain terms

from time immemorial has associated with certain
gained admission into

scientific

ideas.

Faust

—the naturalist

is

which popular language
These terms have later

terminology, and here, once adopted, have gradually

been employed to indicate things which no longer con-espond to the original
current notions. Whosoever introduced into common language the words "leaf",
"stem", and "root",

little

suspected

how

dilEcult

it

would come

to be, to say,

—

what botanists mean by these designations to write down
understands by a leaf, a stem, a root; nor did he surmise
man
of
science
what the
that over the question as to whether or not certain plant-structures should be
regarded as leaves, and should be so named, continuous eager strife would rage
shortly

and

exclusively,

amongst the learned, and that the polemic writings on this matter, if carefully
collected, would fill a book much more extensive than the present one, in which I

am

attempting to describe the
Vol.

I.

life

of the whole Vegetable Woi'ld.
38
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When
plants, it

a botanist of the IGth or 17th ceutuiy used the word "leaf" in describing

was exclusively
" leaf

understood by

in the sense of the popular acceptation of that tenn.

",

branches of trees as a foliage-leaf, green in colour,
red, Ijlue,

and other

colours.

Not

until the

Ifcith

term

many

sjDines

of the

and

(c/. p. 10),

did botanists apply the

the thick fleshy scales of bulbs, to the scales of winter-buds, to

tendrils, to stamens,

movement

as a lioral-leaf, adorned with

or,

century, and in great part through

the influence of Goethe's Essay on Metamorphosis
" leaf " also to

He

a flattened outspread structure, such as appears on the

and

The causes

to parts of the fruit-capsule.

in this direction wei'e threefold.

First, the

wish to collect the

extremely manifold phenomena synoptically; the struggle to find a simple general

law of nature to which the shapes of innumerable single living organisms would
oonfomi; further, the similarity of origin

and over again
become so

—the

agreement actually observed over

in the earliest stages of develojjment of structures

which afterwai'ds

difierent; and, finally, the circumstance that occasionally

external influences,

viz.,

under abnormal

under the influence of mites, plant-Kce, and other animals,

green leaves are actually formed from the spines, tendrils, stamens, and fruitcapsules.

Now, an

original or fundamental type of leaf

was imagined,

of

which

naturally the shape of the ordinary green foliage-leaf became a standard of comparison.

It

was represented that the other

structures enumerated, which do not

agree in their shape, although they agree in their origin with the green leaves,

had been produced from these by modification, and that they also must be regarded
as leaves, of course as changed or nietamorpJwsed leaves. According to this view,
the bulb-scales, the stamens, and the parts of the fruit-capsule are metamorphosed
leaves,

although they do not coiTespond in their adult form to the idea of a leaf

conceived by people

The struggle
leaves in their

who

are not botanists.

after perfection, the gradual refinement of the sap conveyed to the

first stages,

and many other things were

causes of the transformations.

at

fii-st

supposed to be the

In modern times this metamorjjhosis

is

associated

with the division of labour, and with the change of function in the membei^s of the

The green

plant-body.

foliage-leaves

eflfect

the formation of organic materials

from inoiganic food in sunlight, but they are not suited at the same time for
the protection of seeds or for the manufacture of pollen; nor would they be well
adapted as underground storehouses for

resei've materials.

Consequently certain

other leaves of the plant assume shapes better suited to these functions,

or, in

other words, they are metamorphosed to suit the particular function required of

them.

We,

therefore,

do not see green

leaves, but

manufacture of the pollen; we do not have green,
.storehouse for reserve materials in the

stamens developed for the

flattened, outspread foliage as a

dark bosom of the earth, but thick, white,

The stamens manufacturing the pollen, the green leaf-blades
preparing organic matei-ials in sunlight, and organs, of one and the same plant,
fitted to various other definite tasks, are so entirely similar in their orighi and firet
stages, of development, that they are included under a common abstraction, and the
fleshy

word

scales.

" leaf "

has been employed to express

it.

As

in a beehive the adult workei-s,
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the drones, and the queen are of different forms in accordance with their different

demanded by the

tasks, as
first

division of labonr

—so the leaves, which

agree in their

stages of development, exhibit, in their fully formed condition, another con-

struction in accordance with the function assigned to them.
this conclusion:

— the

the tasks accomplished

variety of

Hence we come

for the prosperity

to

and

maintenance of the whole plant, and the consequent division of labour, necessitate
the metamorphosis of the leaves in each plant-body.

From what has been
be connected with the

said

follows that a definition of the botanical leaf must

it

At the

stages of development.

first

earliest stage

each leaf

appears as a lateral swelling or protuberance below the growing point of the stem.

from the peripheral portions of this region, which are

It arises

The growth

active growth.

development,

we may say

of the leaf

limited, so that

is

that leaves are laterally developed

growth, which spring in geometrical succession

from

still

in

in a state of

respect of their

members of limited

the outer layers of tissue

below the groiuing point of the stem.

In

many

jjortion,

we can

foliage-leaves

plainly distinguish a plate-like, outspread, green

traversed by lighter veins, the blade (lamina), also a firm and stalk-like

support for this blade, the leaf-stalk (jxtiolus), and,

finally,

connects the leaf-stalk with the part of the stem in question.

that portion which

In

many

plants this

and occasionally provided with a membraneous
then surrounded by this portion as the blade of a dagger

latter portion is widened, grooved,

border, so that the stem

is

by the sheath. This jJart of the leaf has in fact been termed the .sheath (vagina).
Where the leaf projects from the stem there are frequently two outgrowths, one on

is

the right, the other on the left of this sheathing portion.

form of membraneous
in the Tulip-ti-ee

inserted

is

scales (see

(fig. 91),

fig.

fully developed.

auricles, are coloured gi'een,

In

othei- plants

leaf-stalk, sheath,

are on the whole less frequently
is

is

whole stem like a

remains connected

and

stipules are plainly developed,

is

to be seen of the stij^ules.

Sometimes

present in the form of a concave, husk-like scale.

instances the leaf-stalk
14); or it

met

leaf

(stipidce).

with than those from which one or other of

Often no trace

absent.

only the leaf-sheath

(fig.

they have the form of small lobes or

and are retained as long as the

Leaves in which the blade,

stem

fall off

These structures are called stipules

with the stem.

these portions

They are often dilated, as, for example,
when the leaf at whose base they are

92^).

and usually

These have generally the

is

absent,

may happen

and the blade

is

In other

then situated directly on the

that the green tissue of the blade surrounds the

might be thought that the stem had been stuck

collar, so that it

two or more of these leaves with
sessile blades arise together, they may be fused into a bowl or cup, being partially
or wholly united, and then again it looks as if the stem from which these leaves
through, or had

arise has

grown through

this leaf.

If

been thrust through the middle of the united leaf-groujj (see

Occasionally the green tissue of sessile leaf -blades

stem in the shape of two green bands or wings.
briefly described, the botanical

terms are

is

seen to be continued

fig.

down

56).

the

For the forms here only very

sessile leaves (folia sessilia), perfoliate
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leaves {folia perfollata), connate leaves {folia connata), and decurrcnt leaves {folia

decurrentia), of which terminology this explanation

and indeed even in modern times, the leaf-blade
leaf

must be given, that

— has been in describing plants, shortly called "the leaf" {foliu.m).

The

with regard to their point of origin from the stem

classification of leaves

and

of particular importance,

we must

in this connection

between seed-leaves and shoot-leaves.

"

in the embryo, the

shoot

".

or rather, the embryo, when
all

in detail

—presents

which as yet no trace can be recognized of a
indication of leaves

is

it

many

in

absent,

e.g.

instances a tissue-body

stem and

differentiation into

leaves the fruit-capsule,

is

The embryo
a manner

—in

which has developed from the fertilized egg-cell in the embryo-sac

which has yet to be described

is

of all distinguish

first

The former only occurs

comprised under the term

latter in all those structures

in

in earlier,

—as the most noticeable part of the

leaf,

stem in which

like a

numerous

in several thousand orchids, the

Balanophoreae and Rafflesiacese, species of Broom-rape {Oi-obanche), Winter-green

Dodder {Cuscuta),

(Pirola), Bladderwort {JJtricularia), Bird's-nest {Monotropa),

and many other epiphytes, saprophytes, insectivorous plants and
as

many

plants

living together

In

symbiotically.

parasites, as well

majority of instances^

the

however, a distinct differentiation can be recognized in the emljryo hidden in the

and one or two leaves may be seen issuing from the tissue-mass which forms
These are the seed-leaves or cotyledons. The short axis or
stem-poi-tiou from whicli the seed-leaves originate, and which looks like the
seed,

the axis of the embryo.

pedestal of the cotyledons,

tissue-mass

is

mass named the plumule {plumtda).

of the hypocotyl a

It is the

the cotyledons, and

(See

figs.

141

^

and 141

-.)

rudiment of a new portion of the stem, which

The

called the epicotyl.

is

The plumule

where the cotyledon, or pair of cotyledons,

situated above the place

hypocotyl.

At one end

the hypocotyl.

is called

developed, termed the radicle {radicula); at the opposite end a tissue-

is

issue

is

from the

situated above

epicotyl thus originates

from the

apex of the hypocotyl, and the boundary between these two portions of the stem
is

the place of origin of the cotyledon, or pair of cotyledons.

The epicotyl in the resting seed is frequently only a tiny knol» or cone, on
which no indications of leaves are yet to be seen. In the majority of instances,
however, distinct, although as yet very small, leaflets may be found on it, and
where

case swellings sooner or later arise

this is not the

which are the

leaf-

Each short stem-structure, with closely-crowded and overlapping leaves
is called a bud {gemma); consequently the plumule is a bud, in
leaf-rudiments,
or
fact it is the bud of the embryo, whicli arises from the apex of the hj'pocotyl.
rudiments.

This bud, at the germination of the seed, elongates;
stretches;

the overlapping

growing-point, and
{innovatio).

so

The bud

is

the

leaflets

bud

are

separated,

develops

into

its axis,

new

hitherto very short,

leaves

a structure

arise

under the

termed a

"

shoot

accordingly the primarj' groundwork of a shoot, and

when

compound plant-body, special i-egard should always be
considering the form
paid to the places whei-e the buds originate. The fh-st bud, which is established in
every plant-body at the commencement, is situated at the apex of the hypocotyl.
of a
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close

But

above the cotyledons.

and most usually

shoot,

Many

this shoot.

close

which we

on buds are also developed on

later

this

primary

above the place where leaves arise from the axis of

of the buds elongate

say the shoot has formed branches.
slight extension,
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and themselves become

Some

shoots,

and we then

of the buds, however, only

undergo a

and we distinguish between long branches and short branches,

to

shall return subsequently.

Of special interest to us here are the leaves of these shoots, the whole of
which are comprehended under the general term shoot-leaves.
They exhibit

much

greater diversity in form than do cotyledons, and this

since the tasks i-equired

their

mutual

But the extraordinary abundance

of

necessary to group the shoot-leaves according to their origin,

it

position,

and their succession

in time.

We

with this requirement, since we distinguish them as

and ßo nil-leaves.
developed

allot-

to the leaves inserted on the shoot at different heights

a greater wealth of form.

shapes makes

quite intelligil )le,

from a shoot are much more numerous, and the

ment of various functions
necessitates

is

earliest,

have long ago complied

scale-leaves, foliage-leaves,

Lowest on the shoot we see the

scale

and their rudiments are frequently

to

-

leaves.

They

are

be seen even in the

They generally appear only as the
sheathing portions of leaves as scales devoid of chlorophyll, and exhibit relatively
small dimensions.
Following these scale-leaves further up the shoot are the
bud from which the shoot

produced.

is

—

foliage-leaves; these arise later, are larger in size,

and generally developed with

green laminre directed towards the sun's rays as foliage.

Finally, above these,

the floral-leaves, which form the termination of the series of leaves growing on

a shoot, and take part either directly or indirectly in the production and union
of the sexual

cells.

One and

the same shoot does not always bear the three

kinds of leaf-structures one above the other at the same time.
plants

whose shoots never bear

rence for a

foliage-leaves,

compound plant -body

to develop

and

no

it

is

a very

flox'al-leaves

There are some

common

occur-

on one shoot, and

no foliage -leaves on another, while in the Lathrophytuni Peckoltii, one of the
BalanophoreiE described on p. 196, only floral-leaves are formed, and neither a
foliage-leaf nor a scale-leaf Ivis ever

The

been seen on this plant.

leaves, hitherto distinguished only

with regard to their succession in age,

and insertion on the stem, must now also be described in
connection with the shapes which they assume and the functions which they
Touching this I cherish the conviction that the special form is always
fulfil.
relative

position,

correlated with

a special function, and that the recognition of the relation of

shape to the performance of work

is

the highest problem of the science of plants.
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COTYLEDONS.
The

function in the

seed-leaves

or

cotyletlous

instance

first

embryo

the

of

envelope of the seed

Their

to provide this organ, as well as the rudiments

is

long as they are

as

—the

by the embryonic stem.

borne

and the small bud at the

of the radicle at the one end

portions

are

so-called " seed-c<jat

still
"

with food.

other,

surrounded by

—and

even

later,

still

These

the skin-like

when they

have burst through these envelopes, cannot at once absorb inorganic food from

and

their environment,

And

still

can they transform this into organic materials.

less

yet they recjuire these substances for gi-owth, that

is

to

they require

saj-,

materials for the building of the foundation of the plant-body which

from the

Only when the

seed.

produced

its root-hairs,

from the

little

has

radicle

penetrated

and green leaves have forced

their

the

into

way

to issue

is

soil

and

to the sunlight

bud which formed the rudiment of the epicotyl, is the youiig,
newly-settled plant placed on its own feet
henceforth it can nourish itself
iudepeudentl}'.
But up to the moment of this independence it draws its food
;

from a store which
mother-plant,

embrj^o

lives

it

starch, fat,

on materials derived from the

and proteid formed by the parent

provided with food reservoirs in either of two

is

themselves

in the cell-chambers of the cotyledon,

need

the

A

them

for

fully-equipped

Sometimes

ways.

form the storehouse for the food to be con-sumed

In this case the reserve materials are deposited

later on.

when

;

in special cells for the benefit of the embrj^o.

cotyledons

the

on a supply of

i.e.

and deposited

deposited in the seed

is

has

bj^

the parent plant

and when the suitable time

arisen,

these

materials

are

ai'rives,

employed in the

further construction of the hypocotyl, and of the radicle, springing from

end of
house

it,

of this

The

and of the bud at the other end.

storehouse are quite

filled

embryo-sac (the

endosperm.

which have

cells

lai'ge

arisen, together

which the egg

Less frequently this tissue

the nucellus, and

cance

cell in

is

description,

is

then called perisjJerm.
to be

the processes here

in

endosperm

and

The

cells

with fat and starch and proteid granules.

tissue of this particular store-chamber of the embrj'o

composed of

one

In the second case a special store-

formed within the enveloping seed-coat beside the embryo.

is

and

is

are

most instances

in

produced), and

it

is

then termed

formed outside the embrj^o-sac, in
This distinction

discussed,

perisperm

is

with the germ-cell, in the so-called

and therefore

included

luider

is

without

signifi-

in

the following

the

term reserve-

tissue.

When

the

cotyledons themselves

form the reserve -tissue, the maintenance

The transformation and transportation
in the manner alreadj' described.
In
proportion as the radicle of the embryo develops into the root, and a leafy
shoot is produced from the embrj-ouic bud at the cost of the building materials

of the
of

young plant

is

relatively simple.

the reserve-materials are carried on

conveyed to them, the

cells of

the cotyledons lose their store of food materials,
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and

their

nurse

role of

at

is

an end.

another function, but they have ceased to be of importance as reserve-

later

for the

tissue

use of the

developing embryo.

supply of food given by the parent plant

Fig.
1

the cotyledons take on

Often, indeed,

In those instances where the
not stored up in the cotyledons.

is

141.— Cotyledons.

Longitudinal section of seed of Ricinus, parellel to the plane of the embrj-o. ~ Longitudinal section of the same seed, taken
at right angles to the two parallel cotyledons. 3 Longitudinal section through a grain of Wheat (Triticum vulr/are); x 4,
* Longitudinal section through a grain of Wheat after germination has taken place
x 4. ^ xhe embryo with its scutellum
in a grain of Wheat
x 80. ^ Absorbent cells on the surface of the scutellum of a grain of Wheat x 210. ? Germinating
seed of the Corn-cockle (Agrostemvia Githago) slightly magnified- 8 Longitudinal section of the same, s .Seedhng of the
Corn-cockle in a later stage of development, i'^ The same in longitudinal section. " Absorbent cells on the surface of
the cotyledon adjoining the reserve-tissue in the seed of the Corn-cockle; x 210. ^- Germinating seed of Tradescantia
i3 The same in a later stage of development,
i* Transverse section through the knobVirginica
slightly magnified.
is Absorbent cells on the
like end of the cotyledon of Tradescantia Virginica embedded in the reserve-tissue; x 10.
surface of this knob-like end; x 180. i^ Germinating seed of the Onion {Allium Cepa): natural size, i^ The snme cut in
i3 Seedling of the Onion in a later stage of development
half slightly magnified.
natural size. 19 The same cut through
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

longitudinally

but

is

;

slightly

maguiHed.

deposited as a special reserve near the embryo,

its

nourishment

is

more

complicated.

In this state of

They

afliiirs

the cotyledons have an essentially different function.

serve as agents, and their

fii'st

task

is

to take

up the building-materials.

These have been liquefied in the reserve -tissue, either by changes in that tissue
itself,

or

by the

direct solvent action of the cotyledons.

They

are then conducted

GOO
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gnnving parts

to the
cells of

embryo,

of the

lu order to do

this, it is

necessary that those

the cotyledon which adjoin the special reserve- tissue should have the i^ower

compounds from

of absorbing organic

and

it,

The

them away.

of leading

cotyle-

dons in this respect resemble the suckers of parasites, and, like these, are provided
with absorbent
the}'

others,

example, in

for

as,

141")

fig.

absorbent

Gentian root

of a

cells

example, in the
ten

tion, to

Tradescantia

Wheat

or twelve

(c/.

(see

141

(fig.

16^);

fig.

the Bird's Nest

cells of

sides,

again,

in

(fig.

16-);

appear as

141^^), they

fig.

from one another at the

slightly separated

papilljB,

for

the Com-cockle (see

in

species, ejj.

and remind one of the absorbent

reserve-tissue,

in

many

In

cells.

remain short, form a continuous cell-layer which borders on the special

and resembling the
other instances,

as,

they increase, at the time of absorp-

"),

times their previous length, and then their side-walls

separate from one another so that they are comparable to the absorbent cells
of

CusciUa

(fig.

reserve-tissue,

35

the

If

").

may happen

it

embryo

that all

embedded

entirely

is

superficial

its

cells

in

the

food-containing tissue, and not only those on the exterior of the
act

absorbent

as

si^ecial

reserve -tissue

lower side of one of
of

the absorbent cells also are only developed on this

The embryo of the Corn-cockle, which

side.

the

its

is

cells

bent like a horse-shoe around the

141^), exhibits, for example, absorbent cells only on the

two cotyledons, which

Frequently only a very small

seed.

absorbent

(fig.

cotyledons,

on the other hand, the embryo only adjoins the

If,

cells.

reserve-tissue on one side,

special

in contact with the

adjoining the reserve-tissue,

directed towards the middle

is

jiart

as, for

only the end of the cotyledon bears absorbent

of

the

cotyledon possesses

example, in the Onion, where
cells

(figs.

141

1». is.

i9)
;

or in

Tradescantia, where the end of the cotyledon presents a knob-like absoi-bent
tubercle

(fig.

reserve-tissue

It is worthy of notice that in many instances where the
ample and the embryo very small, the extent of the absorbent

141 ").
is

surface of the cotyledon becomes enlarged during germination.

materials

are absorbed,

As

the reserve

and the exhausted reserve-tissue shrinks, the absorbing
The knob-like termination of the cotyledon

portion of the cotyledon advances.

of Tradescantia, originally of small dimensions, becomes larger in proportion as

the reserve-tissue diminishes.
the cotyledons of

many

palms,

The absorbent, hollow, conical or inflated end of
e.g. of the Date and Cocoa-nut Palms, increases

in proportion as the reserve-tissue diminishes, presses forwards just as far as the

tissue to be absorbed shrinks back,
144''

and

A

144'").

similar

and occupies the space vacated by it
be seen in rushes and sedges.

the embryo of Coffee and Ivy seeds, the cotyledons are at

but grow further and
germiuation,

till

(figs.

relation is to

further into the reserve -tissue

they gradually

very small,

during the process of

up the whole space

fill

first

In

in

the

seed.

The

cotyledons of umbelliferous plants also behave in a very characteristic manner.

The small embryo
minute

lies

in

cotyledons project

the
into

seed

the base of the reserve-tissue, and

at

a space

however, surrounded by the well-filled

occupied by empty

cells

cells,

of the reserve-tissue.

its

which are

Xow when
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germination commences the two cotyledons grow iu length, penetrate through

and attach themselves

this loose central cell-layer

to the

which

reserve-tissue

has to be absoi'bed.

On

the whole

may

it

the absorbent part and

be taken as correct that the surface of contact between
that which has to be absorbed

greater the quicker

is

the absorption has to be accomplished, on account of the local climatic conditions.

Starch

best suited for rapid

is

and absorption

liquefaction

fat

;

longer to become changed into a form adapted for absorption;

formation of layers of cellulose requires a
the

this

embryo comes

crowded with
gonums, and

into

contact with

for example,

starch (as,

grasses), presenting a

cotyledons around the tissuf

still

the seeds of

either horse-shoe-wise

hand, iu plants whose special reserve-tissue
surface in contact

much

is

smaller,

food consists chiefly of cellulose,

and the trans-

whose

the reserve -tissue

in

is

else

much

In accordance with

longer time.

broad surface, or

takes

oraches,

pinks,

wrapped with

On

or spirally.

principally

poly-

long

its

the other

with

filled

are

cells

the

fat,

and the seeds of those plants whose reservee.g.

those of the

Date,

usually

exhibit

only

a very limited area of contact between the cotyledon and the reserve-tissue.

But in these

latter the liquefaction

the

same processes

in a

few days.

In

addition

described, in

this

to

many

the hypocotyl and

and absorption continue for mouths, while

starchy seeds of grasses and oraches are completed

in the

task

first

instances

we

the

of

viz.

we have

the formation of the embryo from the parent plant,
tliis

period appears

to

it

just

the extrusion of

crowning bud from the interior of the seed-coats.

its

a time, ami during

which

cotyledons,

liave a second function,

After

remains quiescent for

be protected in the most diverse

ways by coverings against the external dangers that might threaten its existence.
When a special reserve-tissue is present, the embryo is frequently found
embedded in the centre of it, or hidden in its folds. The reserve -tissue is
often horn-like, or as hard as bone, as, for example, in the seeds of Date and

and therefore an excellent protection is provided by this tissue for the
dormant embryo. In any case the embryo is suiTOunded by the seed-coat, which
Coffee,

may

consist

of a

single

or a double layer.

In very

many

plants the seed

is

also walled in by a non-dehiscent pericarp (or fruit - covering) and occasionally

by other

structures.

The

seed-coat

forms an envelope

which allows of the

entrance of moisture into the interior only by a very restricted opening.

not flexible or extensible to a great degree, and consequently
swell

up and the growth

of the

embryo

if

It is

the contents

begins, then the portion of the

embryo

designed for further development must either find an exit through the above-

mentioned aperture or
escape

may

else it

must burst through the husk; or both kinds

occur together.

This process, in which the cotyledons take a very prominent

on in a manner defined for everj^
variety of

of

methods.

species,

jjart, is

carried

but in different species by an incalculable

Occasionally larger

alliances

of

the vegetable

kingdom
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exhibit a remai-kable agreement, but

and the same genus

species of one

also liappens that even

it

differ considerably

closely related

with respect to the liberation

That some idea may

of the embryonic plant from the bondage of the seed-coat.

be conveyed of the methods obtaining at germination, eight different cases will
be desci'ibed.

Let us begin with one of the most remarkable
of mangroves,

which grow

in

germination

cases, viz, witli the

extensive forests on the tidal

swamps

of tropical

coasts.

The
is

species

which

shown

clearly

and whose whole process of development

I select as example,

tudinal section through the pendent flower of this species

two compartments of equal
fall

oft';

it

may

dis-

the calyx remains, and the much-enlarged ovary assumes the form of a

If the

ovary

now transformed

and the other with

its

(fig.

wards, that

is,

shrivelled

^)

with

its

young seed

side

of the

originally

is

atrophied,

"Within the

central

distinguished, surrounded

wall of

by its reserve
by the tliick
directed down-

the egg-shaped cavity, open below, formed

fill

The embryo

seed-coat.

142

seed has widened and enlarged verj' much.

young seed (which is attached to one
the ovary) an embryo can now be plainly
Together they

into

cut through longitudinally at this stage of development,

is

be seen that one compartment

tissue.

is

After fertilization the corolla and stamens

stunted cone, whose apex bears two stigmas,
points.

(figs.

longi-

i'^'^-*) exhibits

142

and in each compartment

size in the ovary,

covered the commencement of a seed.

A

Rhizophora conjugata.

in the figures opposite, is called

consists of the hypocotyl,

whose

free

end

is

towards the point of the pendent ovary, and the cotyledon which

forms the upjDer termination, tubular below, and above not unlike a Phrygian cap.

The cotyledon covers like an inverted bell the embr3^onic bud, which is inserted
upon the apex of the hypocotyl.
In the lower tubular jDortion of the cotyledon
arc numerous vascular biuadles which pass down into the hj'pocotjd and supply it
with food.

A

that which

was formerly regarded

true radicle

as the hypocotyl

is

not develoj^ed at the lower end of the hj-pocotjd, and
as a root

may

be more accurately interpreted

Strangely enough, the fruits of mangroves do not become

itself.

detached from the branches after the formation of the embryo: nor do they dehisce
to allow the seeds to fall out.
in the fruit

hanging on the

On

the contrary, these germinate while

tree.

cotyledon

is

at
b^^

it is

The whole

covered with absorbent

inclosed

embedded, absorbing this nourishment

the cost of the reserve-food in which

means of the cotjdedon.

still

The embiyo develops within the seed-coat

of the exterior of the upper portion of the
cells,

and the materials drawn

b}^ these cells

from the surrounding slimy, gelatinous mass are conducted
vascular bundles to the hypocotyl.
stored

up does not diminish, and

growing embryo,

it

may

Since, in spite of this,
since

it

is

hy the aforesaid
the amount of the food

not proportioned to the size of the

be safely concluded that whatever food

the cotyledon, and employed for the growth of the hypocotyl,

replaced

by the parent

When

is
is

absoi'bed bj'

continuously

plant.

the hypocotyl has attained a length of 2 centimetres, the tubular portion

COTFLEDONS.
of the cotyledon also extends

apex has bored

its

light (see figs. 142

4 cm.,

and

in

and pushes the hypoeotyl in front of

it

until the

wa,y through the wall of the fruit and come out into the daj^^^

The hypoeotyl now elongates
9 months attains a length of 30-50

*•=«•).

from 7 to

Fig. 142.
1
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in a
cm.,

month

to about

and from 1-5 cm.

Rhizophora conjugata.

Flower, cut in Iialf longitudinally.
Fruit. 3 Twig with two fruits, whose conical ends have Ijeen hroken through by the
pressure of the elongating hypocotyls. * Longitudinal section through the ovarj-; about twice the natural size. 5 Longitudinal section through a fruit; the cap-like cotyledon surrounded by reserve-tissue; the lower end of tlie hypoeotyl
having grown through the seed-coat has reached the lower hollow conical apex of the pericarp. 6 Longitudinal section
through a fruit two months later; the tubular sheath of the cotyledon has elongated and pushed the hypoeotyl quite out
of the pericarp.
' Longitudinal section through a fruit eight months later.
The hypoeotyl is separating from the tubular
portion of the cotyledon, s Part of the same slightly magnifled. » Upper end of the hypoeotyl with the embryonic bud.
The two lowest leaves of the bud are expanding, the two upper are still folded together.
;

in thickness.

weight

It is thickest in its

now amounts

to almost 80

lower third, and

is

there slightly curved.

Its

grammes.

These long heavy hypocotjds projecting from the fruits sway to and fro with every breath of wind.
At length the
vascular bundles, liy which the connection with the tubular portion of the cotyledon

was

retained, are ruptured (see

figs.

142

'

and 142

*).

The embryo

falls awaj-,

and

ß04
its
is
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Even a layer

lower eml boivs deeply into the mud.
pierced by

it

with such force that

it

of

water half a metre deep

remains standing upright

in

After a few days the pericarp, with the cotyledon inside,

beneath.

At

tached.

is

the

mud

also de-

bud which wa.s formerly
be seen. The four small green

the upper end of the fallen hypocotyl the

covered over by the tubular cotyledon

is

now

to

bud only increase slightly in length; but immediately, from
the shoot arising from it, large elliptical shiny green leaves are developed which
become active as foliage; whilst from the lower end of the hypocotyl which has
bored into the mud, as well as from the epicotyl itself, roots arise which are at

scale-leaves of this

once the means of fixing the plant in the
salts to

plants

shore,

In the neighbourhood of old mangrove

it.

may

muddy

and of conducting food-

trees,

be seen, which have fallen and bored their

dozens of these young

way

into the

mud; and on

the shoots produced from their upper ends sometimes only scale-leaves, and some-

times foliage-leaves are developed.

The

illustration opposite,

taken from a sketch

near Goa, on the coast of Bombay, drawn from nature by Ransonnet, shows
this

very

The second form
grasses,

all

clearly.

and

is

called

of cotyledon to be brought forward

by

is

that which occurs in

Although variously modified,

botanists the scutellwm.

main developed similarly in the many thousands of diflerent species.
The small embryo of the grass is in lateral contact with one end of the large starchy
reserve-tissue, by means of its cotyledon, as shown in the grain of wheat chosen
as type (see figs. 141* and 141^).
The free edges of the cotyledon arch over the
embryo bud, sometimes actually curling round it, forming a sheath-like envelope.
it is

in the

Below, the cotyledon

embryo.

is

continued into a sac which incloses the radicle of the

When

cotyl, radicle,

the materials are conveyed fi-om the reserve-tissue to the hj^poand embryo-bud, by means of the absorbent cells of the cotyledon

The radicle pierces
the sac-like envelope, penetrates into the ground, and unites by abundant roothairs with the particles of the soil.
The bud also elongates and the leaves grow up
into the light from the sheath-like envelope of the cotyledon.
The lower leaves
described on

p.

600, these portions quickly increase in length.

are usually scale-leaves without green blades, but the leaves following these all

exhibit large green lamina; which function as foliage.
is

of the reservoir

As soon as this
and perishes,
green foliage-leaves is now in

has happened the cotyledon has no further task to

but the young grass-plant with
a

The starch

soon completely consumed in the rapid growth of the embryo.

position

to manufacture for

its

roots

itself

and

its

fulfil, it

the substances

shrivels

necessary

for its

further

construction.

shown in the embryos of sedges and rushes,
of irises, snowdroj^s, narcissus, aloes, and butcher's-broom, of flowering rushes,
bananas, and palms, and numerous other plants belonging to the class of monocotyledons.
In all these plants the embryo is embedded in the reserve-tissue of the
seed, and the cotyledon proceeding from the hypocotyl forms a sheath surrounding
the liud situated upon it.
The cotyledon is provided with absorbent cells only at
The

third form of cotyledon

is

COTYLEDONS.
its

apex, and

is

connected with the

cells of

605

the reserve-tissue at that point.

In

germination the cotyledon increases in length and pushes the hypocotyl with the

embryonic bud and radicle out of the

seed.
The food absorbed from the reserveby the remaining portion of the cotyledon is conducted from the interior
of the seed to the extruded embryo by the lengthened part of the cotyledon.
With

tissue

J-'ig.

143.

— Maii*,'roves near Goa on

the help of food thus conveyed to

it,

itn

the

s[ ti>a.ii ui luiiia

embryo

is

into an absorbent root penetrating into the ground,

rudiments into green leaves.
sketched quite generally

may

Numerous

at ebb-tide.

enabled to develop

and

its radicle

also to develop its leaf-

modifications of the process here only

be distinguished, and these consist chiefly in the

varying direction and length of the portions of the cotyledon thrust out from
the seed. In sedges, rushes, and cyperuses germinating in marshy ground, or even
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muler water, the extruded portion of the cotyledon surrounding the

in the imul

embryonic

with

.stem,

has issued from

bud and

its

and Tradescantia

of Yiocca

first

shoot-leaves,

the interior of the seed (see
it

cycads and palms, growing in

immediately after

grows downward
soil

exposed

exit from the seed,

its

layers of earth which

figs.

becomes bent upwards after

144 ^* and 144 ^*), while
in

an arch

and penetrates

always .somewhat moist

ai'e

(see

141^);

fig.

drought,

supei-ficially to

it

in species

and in

bends round

it

vertically into the deeper

(.see

fig.s.

In the

144 ^•^•''').

Areca-palm and the slender CJiamcedorea the sheath-like extruded portion of the
cotyledon

very short, while in the Commelynacese

is

indeed, that

bud

the

it

looks as

much

the sheath-like portion surrounding the hypocotyl and

if

This central portion of

tion opposite

show

The

for

the

radicle.

free

end

is

bud

In a

144^°).

what they

is

continued into a sac-like covei-ing
increases

much

in length; the

where

still

which becomes
of the reserve materials occurs (figs. 144®

liehiud in the seed forms a hollow cone
absoi-ption

later stage the radicle develops into a root,

way
call

a

out of the cotyledonary sheath
"

dibble

and breaks

how

dibbles in observing

grows out of the seed

(fig.

One

is

In

it is

all

ai'e

— which

only pushes the embryo out of the interior, but presses

jjlanted in a suitable

many palms

months pass before

Gardeners employ

the tubular, rolled, stalk-like cotj'ledon-sheath

—not

and

involuntarily reminded of these

deeper and deeper into a layer of earth which by

drying up; there

144®).

a tool by the help of which the seeds and seedlings

",

planted in a suitable depth of earth.

position.

as

forms a mantle-

it

sac-like covering, while the scale-leaves of the epicotyl stretch,

its

push their

and

At germination the cotyledon

dilated like a vesicle

through

of the hypocotyl,

illustra-

sheath-like, the middle portion forms a stalk-like, rolled-up structure,

and the part remaining

its

place —-actually

the cotyledonary sheath

is

depth

is

in the

protected from

most fav^ourable

half a metre long,

and many

the reserve-materials of the gigantic seed, often weighing

much as S kilograms, are conducted by this sheath to the embryo planted below.
Numerous species of Onion {Alliimi), and of Reed-mace {Typlia) exhibit

our fourth form of cotyledon.
is

also

As long

the stages of development in the Date seedling.

all

like envelope for the

as

is

10 of the

figs. 7, 8, 9,

the cotyledon has not pushed out from the interior of the seed,

it

cotyledon

the

elongated in the Date palm and in the Cocoa-nut palm, as well as iu the

cycads Zamia, Ceratosamia, Encephcdartos.

and

elongated, so much,

connected by a long thread with the absorljeut portion which

wei'e

remains behind in the seed.

much

it is

conducted in the same

essential difference, that

materials of the seed

by

way

The extrusion

of the embrj^o

here the cotyledon, after
its

by the cotyledon

as in the type just described, but there
it

is

this

has absorbed the reserve-

apex, entirely vacates the cavity of the seed-coat,

becomes green, and then acts like a foliage -leaf.

In the seed of the Garlic

{Allium sativum) the embryo is embedded in the centre of the reserve {cf. fig.
141 1^). As soon as germination begins, the cotyledon pushes its way out of the
seed-coat, and grows first upwards, then bending round at an angle, so that
the extruded end surrounding the hj'jiocotyl and the bud, comes to

lie

below the
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level of the seed (figs. 141

radicle

grow down

and 141

"^

and from the base

Here loDg

root-fibres develop

from the

these burst through the cotyledon,

of the hypocotyl;

and fix the J'oung plants in the spot
The apex of the cotyledon remains in the

into deeper layers of earth,

where the cotyledon has placed

Fig.
'

^^).

it.

144.— Germinating Seeds and Seedlings.

s Water Chestnut (Trapo
- The same at an earlier stage of development,
Seedling ol the Nasturtium (Tropaohim majus).
natans), from whicli the embryo is eniergiug. * Later stage of development. 5 Vouug seedling of the Austrian Oaii
"
Seed of the Date (Phoenix dactr/li/era) from uhich tlie embryo is
(Quercits Austriaca). 6 The same, further developed
emerging, s xhe same eight weelis later, after tlie seedling has already developed root and scale-leaves. 9 Young Date
ii .Seed of the Reed-mace
lo Older Date in longitudinal section,
Typha Shlttileworthii.
in longitudinal section,
is The same at a later stage of development.
12 The same with protruding embryo,
14, i^ .Seedling of the Sedge Carcx

vulgaris.

seed,

Fig. 1-8, natural size; 9, 10,

and here absorbs the

are at last exhausted, one

x

8; 11-13,

last

x

4

;

14, 15,

x

6.

remnants of the

i-eserve-materials.

When

these

limb of the bent cotyledon grows upwards, and

di'awn out from the emptied seed-coat.

is

Now

the cotyledon also has to reach the sunlight and become gi-een.

All

this occurs

its

underground.

apex

This

is
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by tlie knee of the upwardly-growing cotyledon acting like a
wedge, and thus making a path upwards through the ground. This penetration
of the gi'ound
materially assisted by the presence of cells on the convex
bi'ought about

i.s

side of the knee which, unlike the other superficial cells of the cotyledon, are
,

—

somewhat curved outwardly, and highly turgescent a contrivance which will
be described more in detail later on. When finally the free end of the cotyledon
has been drawn out of the ground, the knee-shaped bend is obliterated as the
green cotyledon straightens out.

The germination of the Reed-mace (Typlia) is quite peculiar. The small
which are blown ofl' the spike, fall on to the surface of the water and
remain floating for some days. Then the pericarp opens and the seed sinks
slowly down into the water. The hu.sk of the seed is pointed at one end, and
While
at the other is closed by an extremely pretty trap-door {cf. fig. 144").
sinking through the water the pointed end is turned downwards, and the
covered end upwards. At the bottom the seed lies in the position indicated
and germination commences. The cotyledon grows in length, pushes open the
trap-door, and makes its a^ipearanee at the mouth of the seed-coat (fig. 144'-).
fruits

It

now

describes an arch

and the end

which are concealed the hypocotjd

in

and the bud reaches the mud.
Scarcely has it done so, however, when its
epidermal cells elongate and form long tubular structures which penetrate
into the slime, and the free end of the cotyledon is thus firmlj' fixed (fig. 144 '^).

make

Later on rootlets

from the hj-pocotyl,
Meanwhile the reserve food has been

their appearance, which, proceeding

break through the unresisting cotyledon.

sucked up by the apex of the cotyledon which remained in the seed; this apex
is

now drawn out

and functions

of the seed-coat, the cotyledon straightens itself, turns green,

as a foliage-leaf.

In the four cases just described the embryo only possesses one cotj'ledon,

and each seed contains a reserve

now

to

and the building

growth

are

cotyledons.

matei'ials

stored

To

up

this

species with seeds

have a

-

tissue beside the embryo.

be described, howevei', the embryo

in

class

and

which are at
the

embryo

its

itself,

belong plants

disposal

almost

for

the

enth-ely

with stone-fruits

fruits of nut-like appearance,

softer, leathery

In the

fiftli

case

equipped with two cotyledons,

is

as

period of

first

indeed
well

in

as

the

most

and manj^ the seeds of which

As examples may be named the Walnut and

covering.

Hazel, the Oak, Chestnut and Horse-chestnut, the Almond, Cherry, Apricot, and

Peach, the Laurel and Pistachio-nut

Scammony

;

the Nasturtium (Tropceolum), Broad-bean, the

{Cynancliuin), and the Bastard-Balm (Melittis).

ceeding from the hypocotyl almost completely
coats in all these plants

situated between the

;

cotj^ledons, just like a dried plant

The cotyledons

are thick, swollen,

appearance in section, and always comparatively heavy.

and they rarely look

The two leaves pro-

the space inclosed

by the

and the small embryonic bud as well as the

two

of paper in a herbarium.

fill

leaf-like.

seed-

radicle are

between the sheets

and

Many

of

tense, of fleshy

them are wavy,

Occasionally the two cotyledons are fused together
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by

their adjacent surfaces, as, for example, in the Chestnut, Horse -cliestnut,
and Nasturtiums. Everything which one is generally accustomed to consider
an attribute of a leaf is entirely wanting. When these seeds take up water

from the environment and begin to germinate and grow,

first

the seed-

of all

coat bursts at one end of the seed, and the radicle together with the axis and

the two cotyledons are extruded through the rupture.
The cotyledons themselves, however, remain inside, lose weight in proportion as
they give up materials to the growing parts, dwindle, and finally appear quite
shrivelled and emptied.
The extruded radicle has, on the contrary, visibly
increased, it bends downwards, penetrates vertically into the ground, and produces
lateral roots with root-hairs, which now absorb nourishment from the soil.
The
bud which was hemmed in between the short thick stalks of the two cotyledons
has, on the other hand, curved upwards, elongated pretty quickly, and become
also the thick stalks of

a shoot which in the Nasturtium immediately develops green, lobed foliage-leaves.
Tn other plants,

in the

e.g.

leaves above them.

In

fig.

Oak,

first scale-leaves

appear and then green foliage-

144i'^'*''' these conditions are depicted both in the

The cotyledons have here a threefold part to play;
they function as storehouses for reserve materials, and at the .same

Nasturtium and the Oak.
of all

first

time as protecting envelopes for the small squeezed rudiment of the future plant;
in addition

they also have the task of thi'usting the embryo out of the cavity

—

its members can elongate as required
some towards the
and some into the dark ground. When they have performed these duties
they die off" and disintegrate so completely that at the place where they were

of the seed so far that
light,

connected with the h3'pocotyl, scarcely a trace of their insertion

A
is

to be recognized.

peculiar condition of the cotyledons, the sixth in the series here described,

One

observed in the Water Chestnut (Trapa).

and

is

scale-like,

containing no reserve materials

of the

the other

;

is

cotyledons

very

small

is

large,

and so

up the nut that it looks as if someone had poured wax into the
and that it had there become hardened into a solid mass.
The Water Che.stnut germinates on the mud under water. As soon as germination commences, a white worm-like body is extruded from the aperture of the
nut, and though many consider this to be the hypocotyl, it should, strictly
completely

fills

interior of the fruit,

speaking, be regarded as a root

(c/.

fig.

the water and grows directly upwards.

which was inserted as a tiny
of the

nut and

is

scale

144

This structure elongates under

^).

Of the two cotyledons only that one

on the short hypocotyl, leaves the cavity

connected by a long stalk with the hypocotyl.

This long

stalk, together with the very small hypocotyl and the root, pass so gradually

into one another that they resemble a single unjointed white cord

The reserve materials deposited
the stalk-like

(c/.

fig.

connection to the

growing parts of the embryo

a process which occupies a considerable time.

By

in

the

Vol.

up materials from
I.

its

surroundings

;

it

by

water;

the time that this cotyledon

has yielded up the reserve food, the root has grown so strong that
to take

144*).

in the large, fleshy cotyledon are conducted

it

is

bends down towards the
39

able

mud
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The bud has meanwhile
in which it fixes itself by numerous lateral fibres.
grown out and formed a shoot which develops scale-leaves below, with green
The
foliage-leaves above these, and so grows up to the surface of the water.
exhausted cotyledon never leaves the interior of the nut, but gi-adually decays

with

it.

Thus we have here the rare instance of one cotyledon being extruded

from the cavity of the seed (that

to say, of the fruit) while the other remains

is

behind.

In the seventh case the embryo exliibits two (only exceptionally more than

two) cotyledons, which are

and spreading out

in

These foliage -leaves

the

first

drawn out

during germination,

seed -coat

of the

turn

sunlight,

and serve as

green

function as absorbent organs;

that

foliage -leaves.

they

to say,

is

adjoin a special reserve-tissue in the seed from which they derive the materials
required for their

first

until the storehouse

is

growth, and do not issue from the cavity of the seed

exhausted and emptied of food.

This

the case, for

is

example, in the repeatedly-mentioned Corn-cockle (Agrostemma Githago), whose

two

bent like a horse-shoe round the reserve-

cotyledons, folded together, are

tissue,

food,

but are withdrawn from the seed -coat after the consumption of this

when they

separate and become gi-een

(c/.

141 '

^"J.

the seed-coat bursts at the beginning of germination, the

together with the surrounding reserve-tissue are
tion of the reserve -food does not take place

rarely

folded cotyledons

lar'ge

drawn out

till

Much more

^- ^-

so that the absorp-

after vacating the seed -coat,

which follows the unfolding and colouring of the two cotyledons in the
sunlight.
The seeds of Ricinus (cf. figs. 141 ^ and 141') show this process of

after

development, which on the whole

On

very uncommon.

is

the other hand,

frequently happens that no special reserve -tissue (endosperm)

the small amount of reserve-food
that

is

it

that

deposited in the cotyledons themselves, and

immediately after germination has commenced the two cotyledons leave

the cavity of the seed-coat and become green foliage-leaves.
this the germination of the Gourd (Cucurbita Pepo)

The way
is

pi-esent,

is

in

is

given in

As an example
fig.

of

145 ^

which cotyledons are withdrawn from the cavity of the seed-coat
it is worth while to inspect the most remarkable con-

very characteristic, and

trivances of this kind

somewhat more

carefully.

observed in the seed and embryo of the Gourd, which

The seed of the Gourd is pretty
one end, and somewhat tapering at the
size.

with a small aperture.

and

One
is

of the

large, flattened, oval in outline,

other,

and here cut

If these seeds are disseminated

off short,

they

lie flat

easily glue themselves to the soil, especially if their surface

adhesive juice of the fleshy
distributed.

fruit, as is

is

is

rounded at

and pi'ovided

on the ground,

covered with the

always the case when the seeds are naturally

Since the embryo inclosed

parallel to the surface of tlie ground.

most peculiar

figured opposite in natural

by the

When

seed-coat

is

straight, it has a position

germination begins the radicle

is fii-st

It immediately arches and
all pressed out through the small opening mentioned.
grows quickly downwards into the earth by the help of the food conveyed to it by
the two cotyledons. It there develops lateral rootlets, and unites firmly with the

of
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particles of soil

by means

the root merges, grows at
short time, for this

of

abundant

first

root-hairs.

downwards

fixed both above

Fig. 145.
1

which

into the earth, but of course only for a

and immediately after

withdrawal of the cotyledons commences.
is

also, into

very soon altered; and growth then takes place in an opposite

is

direction towards the light,

the hypocotyl

The hypocotyl

this alteration of direction the

It follows

and below

from what has been said that

—below by the root which

has gi'own

— Liberation of tlie Cotyledons from the cavity of tlie seed or fruit liusk.

4 Cross-section
Asa ftxtida). 3 Immortelle (HeUchi-ysum amiuum).
through the cotyledons, showing them curled up in the pericarp of the Immortelle, s Cardopatium corymbosmn (after

Gourd (Cucurbita Pepo).
KtebH).

2

Asafoetida {Scorodosma

Fig. 1-3, natural size;

fig.

4-5,

somewhat enlarged.

firmly into the ground, above

cotyledons

lie.

As soon

as

it

by the firmly glued seed-covering
increases in length

it

frequently even a loop, with the convex side turned upwards

Naturally

it

thus exercises a severe strain on both ends.

the earth, can no longer be disturbed from

make themselves
Gourd seed

felt

its position,

The

but the

on the cotyledons, which

itself,

which the

(c/.

fig.

145^).

root, well

planted in

efiects of

the tension

still lie in the seed.
The coat of the
drawn out from the yawning cleft, the
and the two cotyledons separating from each other

bursts, the cotyledons are

hypocotyl straightens

in

forms a well-marked arch,

turn their upper sides towards the light

(fig.

145 \ on the

left).
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The

splitting of the seed-coat

ami the withdrawal of the cotyledons

in the

Goiu'd are materially assisted by the development of a projecting lip at the union of
the radicle and hypocotyl. This lip presses against the lower edge of the hard seed-

and holds

coat,

it

to the ground, so that after the bursting takes place the

portion of the seed-coat
is

is i-aised

up

A

lid-wise from the lower.

also developed on the hypocotyl in the

embryo

pudica), and in that of C%hphea, and here again

it

of the Sensitive Plant

When

it,

sometimes projecting edges of the dried calyx and the

which serve as a fulcrum to the lip of the hypocotyl.

the

projecting comers

surrounded by a pericarp, sometimes bands and

are developed on

(Mimosa

presses against the lower part of

the seed-husk, and so assists both the bursting and the withdrawal.
seeds are

upper

smaller projection

The presence

of

like,

numerous

structures formerly considered to be stunted organs useless to the plant thus receives

natural explanation.

its

Many

plants,

certain Umbelhferse, develop a very short hypocotyl.

e.g.

does not bend, and exercises only an insignificant strain, or perhaps none at

This
all,

on

the cotyledons, and so would not be able to release them from the integument of

In

the seed or fruit-husk.

all

these plants the cotyledons have long stalks, and

these assume the function of the hypocotyl, at least in so far as the withdrawal of

the blades of the cotyledons
is
is

is

caused

liy

them

in the

This phenomenon

same way.

very noticeable in the germination of the Asafoetida (Scorodosma Asa faetida), as
The stalks of the cotyledons, arising from the very
clearly shown in fig. 145 -.

short hypocotyl, rapidly elongate, and exhibit the same s-shaped bend as that

formed
effect

in the

on the blades of the cotyledons

still

lying within the fruit-husk, and actually

As soon as this has happened, the stalks straighten, and the
borne by them turn their upper surfaces towards the Hght.

draw them
blades

These stalks also produce a similar

hypocotyl of the Gourd seedling.

out.

Almost a third of

seed-bearing plants have cotyledons whose liberation from

all

the bondage of the seed-coat or pericarp is effected in this manner, and this
consequently is the form of cotyledons which has been most frequently observed

and described.

Much

less frequently the

two cotyledons make

their appearance at

one end of the pericarp or seed-coat, while the radicle grows out at the opposite
In this case, which must be regarded as the eighth of the series here given,
embryo is straight, and the hypocotyl is short and bears two thick cotyledons
whose apices, lying close together, form a truncated cone. When the radicle has
been once pushed out, and has planted itself firmly in the gi-ound, the hj-pocotyl
end.

the

at once elongates in the opposite direction without bending, pushes the folded

cotjdedons in front of

it,

and presses them out

fruit-husk lying above the cotyledonary cone
difficult to do, since this tissue consists of

(c/.

must be

thin-walled

pierced,

cells.

and

When

tissue of the
this is not

the radicle has

and the pair of cotjdedons from the other, the seedling
surrounded half-way up by the vacated fruit-husk, as though by a girdle

grown out from one
is

The

of the fruit-husk.

fig.

145*).

pole,

The

apices

usually bore through the

soil

of

the cotyledons

above the husk

still

folded

after they

have

cone-like
left

together

the cavitj-, and
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not until this has occurred do they unfold and become green.
of the earth the cotyledons are espo.sed to so

many

In this penetration

dangers that special arrange-

ments are frequently to be found with a view to protecting their advancing

As the cotyledons push through the ground, a pressure
by the straightening of their stalks.

points.

exercised upon the
The cotyledons raise

is

layers of soil above

portions of soil on their backs, so to speak, without actually bui-sting or boring

through them.

way

In this

and the supposition

the danger of injury

is

at

any

rate

much

diminished,

which develop after the type
of the Gourd or Asafretida are those which occur most frequently.
Plants whose
straight embryo has to pierce through the fruit-husk and the layer of earth above
it

by means

fully justified that cotyledons

is

of their conically-folded cotyledon apices are, as already stated, less

common.

Fig. 145

also been

observed in

*

shows

this rare

many

form

in

Cardopatium coryvibosum.

has

It

other species allied to this composite, and in the

Mediterranean Atractylis canceUata.
In

all

those cases where the cotyledons are withdrawn through a cleft or hole

in the seed-coat it

seems quite obvious that the aperture should have a diameter

at least equal to that of the organs to be

withdrawn.

As a

rule this

occasionally the cotyledons are actually broader than the cleft,

astonishment

how
The

their faljric.

feat

is

Before the strain on

perfonned in the following way.

through the narrow opening of the integument.

liberated ere they begin to unroll
for example, in the Innnortelle

in the umbellifer,
in the

but

so;

the withdrawal could have been accomplished without injury to

the cotyledons comes, they are folded together, and are then
roll

is

and one asks in

Smyrniwm

and spread themselves out

(Helichrysum anmiurii)
Olusatrmn, and in

many

drawn out

as a long

Scarcely have they been
flat.

This

(see figs. 145^

others.

is

the case,

and 145*),

also

In some plants,

e.g.

Beech (Fagus sylvatica), the cotyledons, as long as they remain within the

husk, are folded together lengthwise like a fan, and in this position occupy but a

They

limited space.

are also

withdrawn from the nut through a comparatively

small aperture, and then expand in a very short time after they are free (see
J481.

2.

3^

The two cotyledons

figs.

of Pterocarya caucasica are each divided into

four lobes, and each pair of lobes lying close to one another are imbedded in a special

Altogether the fruit presents four compartments, in each

excavation in the seed.

one of which

lies

nut-like pericarp

drawn

out,

such a pair of narrow, closely-packed lobes.

now

The aperture

of the

affords sufficient space for each pair of folded lobes to be

nor does their withdrawal occur simultaneously, but rather so that

the pairs of lobes emerge one after the other.

The cotyledons

of Schizopetalon

Walkeri behave in a similar manner, each of them being divided into two long

narrow lobes which are drawn out successively through the small aperture of the
Moreover, in the embryos of Pinus there are five or more whorled
spherical seed.
linear cotyledons (see

the other.

fig.

148

These also leave the cavity of the seed one after

^).

Speaking generally,

it

would seem that the dimensions and form

of the

cotyledons are correlated with the shape of the seed-coat or other investment, and

with

its

manner

of opening.
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The external form
on falling to
If the seed

ground

tlie

comes to

and the

of the seed

lie

which

j^osition

% no means an unimportant

is

is

the most favourable condition
radicle lie parallel

seeds illustrated in

is

obtained

is

when

seeds

145 ^

down

Here the

so

the other hand,

the axis of the liypocotyl and

at a right angle

assume

and grow into the

earth,

When

that their longer axis

spherical seeds the centre of gravity

or compressed

Flat

oval and elongated cylindrical

;

to the

parallel

is

and the hypocotyl

seeds of this sort are

last-mentioned position.

the

gourd

radicle immediately after leaving the seed-

with their broad surface on the ground

fall

On

to the surface of the ground, as, for example, in the
fig.

sown, they usually
lie

not so in reality.

is

it

tlie seed.

able to withdraw the cotyledons very rapidly.

seeds

at

tlie

first siglit to

In
hypocotyl would have to perform the most complicated curves in

order to be able to withdraw the cotyledons from

coat can bend

perpendicular to

is

we seem

directed downwards,

have a very favourable position for germination; Imt
this position the

item in this connection.

so that the axis of the hypocotyl

surface and the tip of the radicle

consequent!}' assumes

it

substratum

whilst in

;

so situated that the most favourable posi-

is

tion possible for germination is obtained.

The importance

numerous developments on the exterior of the seed-

of

coat or pericarp will at once become evident to anyone

the process of withdrawal of cotyledons.

who

It is manifest

observes attentive^
that the withdi-awal

only occurs without delay when the seed is in some way or other firmly fixed
and when arrangements are present which prevent a favourable po.sition being
lost when once assumed.
This would not be so were the seed the plaything of
every gust of wind or current of water. Equipments for retaining fruits and

number and

seeds in the position of germination occur in great

Even

variety.

the wing-like and hairy appendages, the curved, pointed, and barbed processes,

and the various adhesive arrangements
instance

of

and

fruits

seeds,

have the function of agents for distributing the

this advantage, viz. that

by

can successfully take place.

their
If

means the seeds

we

look at the

towards the end of May, wlien the

fluffy

which
fruits,

willows and poplars are

of

there see countless numbers of these seeds sticking

mud

so tightly tliat they cannot readily be displaced.

from the generality of seeds) germinate
ground in loose flakes

close

it

adorning
T.

as

in

the

the

germinating

small

seeds

of

bed.

the seed,

This

tropical

All such seeds (diflering

also

now

burst

fruit-capsules.

trunk whicli

is

these

seeds

are

to

the

{Tillanchia
trees.

tiny seeds are carried by the wind
If

on the
first

functions as an agent for

applies

tillandsias

Ij'ing

The hairy coat which

recurva) which grow as epiphytes on the bark of
wings, and the

by

by the wind,

their hairs to the

few days, while seed

by do not germinate.

served as an agent for distributing
fixing

in a

often afford

a river's bank,

escaping from the dehisced fruit-cajasules and are carried along

we

fii-st

are fixed where germination

damp mud by

seeds

in the

stranded on

far

tufts

of

usneoides

Tliese

fii-st

away from

the bark of

a

silk

and
serve

the
tree-

swept by the wind, the hairs cling firmly and bring the seeds
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into contact with the substratum.
is

seen to be

pressed
process

into

beset with

the crannies

of

Accordingly the weather side of the trunk

numbers

large

of such

and many of them,

Anemone

observed in the settling of the seeds of

is

seeds,

A

begin to germinate.

the substratum,

sylvestris

similar

and many

To cite yet another example, we may name the hooked fruits of
Xanthiunn spinosum and Lappago racemosa.
When detached from their place
of origin by wandering animals, these seeds remain fixed by their barbed processes
composites.

to the

hairy coats of the

animals, and

thus are often removed considerable

Naturally the animals try to free themselves from these irritating

distances.

appendages by rubbing themselves against the ground until they detach the
fruits from their coats.
In this way a part of the fruits are pressed into the
soil,

and are there anchored by their barbed

Only the embryos

spines.

firmly-anchored fruits develop into vigorous plants; those seeds which

of the

more

lie

on the ground, on the contrary, either do not germinate at all, or the
whose cotyledons are imperfectly withdrawn from the pericarp soon

loosely

seedlings
perish.

we

Besides these outgrowths, which, as

a double function, there

see, possess

are also those which have no connection whatever with distribution,

and have

apparently no other use than to fasten the seeds to the germinating bed.
this connection

we have

first

adhesive materials which exude from

to notice

the surface of the seed-husk, whereby the seeds are cemented to the

make

their

water

is

appearance when the surface of the seed

sucked up by the seed from the

soil of

the slimy cement arises from the superficial
species

of

is

cells, as,

These

soil.

when

moistened, as

the germinating bed.

Usually

for example, in the

and plantain (Linuni and Plantago),

flax

In

many

Cress and

the

in

(Lepidium sativum and Camelina saliva), in Teesdalia,
and Collomia, and in many other species of the most diverse genera.
Gold-of-pleasure

the

Gilea,
All,

however, agree in this particular, that the seed-coat possesses a smooth, polished

(Ocymum Basilicum) and

In the Basil

surface.

in

the numerous species of

Salvia and Dracoce2')haluni, the mucilaginous substance arises from the smooth
surface of the

pericarp.

Frequently the adhesive mucilage

only developed

is

in certain cells arranged in rows on the surface of the fruit or seed-husk, as

in the

New

Zealand Selliera and in numerous Compositfe, of which the Wild

Chamomile (Matricaria chamomilla) may be
In Oxybaphus there are

covered with small mucilage -organs.

white

slimy lines

germinating bed.

appear on
In

cited as the best -known example.

five longitudinal ridges

it,

When

on the integument of the seed

the integument

and these bring about

many Composita^

e.g.

in the

its

is

moistened, five

adhesion to the

common Groundsel {Senecio
many other genei-a, special

vulgaris) and in Euriops, Doria, Trichocline, and in
hairs are

developed on the fruit -husk which excrete adhesive mucilage.

other instances, again, as in
ficial cells,

many

aroids, the

cement

is

In

not developed by super-

but a part of the fieshy pericarp, in which the seeds were inclosed,

remains as a dried-up

crust.

If

these

seeds

be subsequently moistened, the

CÜTVLE1J(JNS.

(JlG

crust again

them

becomes changed into a nmciliiginous adhesive mass which glues
The whole succulent decaying pericarp often becomes

to the substratum.

the fixing agent of the seeds, as, for example, in gourd-like plants, and in

many

plants with berries and stone-fruits.

In

numerous

plants,

Corn-cockle

the

in

e.g.

141

figs.

(cf.

'-^^

*• ^''),

and in

Nedia paniculata which grow abuudantly in loamy fields, the fixing of the
fruits or seeds to the soil is not effected by mucilaginous cement-materials, but
by inequalities on the surface of the integument. Here are developed extremely
diversified warts, pegs, ridges, or net-works, and between them pit-like depressions into which the earth - particles penetrate, and when moistened become
The adhesion is therefore very
closely connected with the superficial cells.
fruits,
and to remove the clinging
seeds
or
cleanse
these
close, and if we try to
soil

from

the small hollows,

all

And

great deal of trouble.

here

we shall
we must

not completely succeed even after a
point out the interesting distinction

between rugged seeds like these, and such as become slimy.

Seeds with rough,

wrinkled, and pitted surfaces never develop adhesive agents, since they are fixed

by these inequalities of the seed-coat; on the other hand, seeds with
smooth surface, which would otherwise be easily displaced, adhere by means of
mucilage developed by their epidermal cells.
The Water-chestnut (Trapa), whose germination was described on p. 609,
behaves in a very peculiar manner. Each of its large fruits exhibits two paii-s
of projecting spines arranged cross-wise, which have been formed from the
to the soil

sepals,

animals.

and

which

protect

during

it

ripening

These spines, as well as the whole

The outer

only in the interior.
water, and

separate

At the apex

of

cell-layers

spines,

after

the

fruit,

the

attacks

of

irregular

in

aquatic

are as hard as stone, but

are soft, decompose quickly

from the deeper tissue

the

from

tatters

and

under
shreds.

detachment of the soft portion there

remain not only the strong hard midrib, but also the commencements of some
recurrent bundles of very firm elongated cells which spring from the midrib
innnediately behind the apex.

anchors (see

fig.

146),

These spines therefore have the appearance of
as anchors, adhering at the

and indeed they function

bottom of the lake by means of their barbed points to various vegetable
The seedling
remains which cover the mud, and are actually anchored there.
arising from the nut does not consequently lift the pericarp with it, but this
remains fixed in the place where

it fell.

Peculiar contrivances for anchoring fruits to spots suited for germination are

observed in

many

steppe-grasses, especially in the Feather-gi-ass (Stipa)

the Stork's -bill genus {Erodiiim).

The feather-grasses

of steppes; indeed, together with various Papilionaceae

shrubs (Astragalus)

—and

ing Plate VI.,

and

its

"

in

—especially with tragacanth

with numerous Compositse, pinks, and low

compose the chief constituent of the vegetation.

and

are a striking feature

irises,

they

Ernst Hej'u, in the accompany-

Feather-gi-asses on a Russian Steppe", has

shown such a steppe
To this picture

characteristic vegetation with complete fidelity to nature.
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we

The Feather-grass

liave repeated occasion to refer.

shall

attention in the drawing

by

at once claims our

tufts of white feathery streamers

its

swinging in

These structures are awns, which have elongated in this remarkable

the wind.

manner since the time of flowering of the grass.
The glume, which is crowned with the feather-like awn, together with a second
short glume, destitute of awn, incloses the small fruit.
As .soon as it is ripe, the
fruit, wrapped in its glumes, becomes detached; the first breeze carries it off and
blows

it

like

glume has

many

so

and

down over

arising from the

thus, in the first instance, the significance of a flying apparatus, like

wing -shaped structures which beset or envelop seeds

of the feathery or

fruits.

over wide

It effects the distribution of the feather-grass in question

Fig. 140.

But

tracts of country.
.soil

The long feathery awn

the steppe.

of the steppes,

it

— Anchoring of the

awn

after the

W.atcr-eliestnut (Tfapa).

has become stranded somewhere on the

has yet another function to perform.

Let us suppose that a feather-grass fruit has fallen on to the bare earth, as
in the illustration

as

it

on

p.

619; that part containing the fruit inclosed in the glume,

the heaviest, will obviously

is

since the tip of this portion is hard
sticks in the

come

waving

This

in the air.

fact that the point is

When

bent a

contrivance.

little

first

penetration

stiff'

hairs
soil,

lie

point of the

close

is

of

the long

materially favoured by the

soil,

the other portions of the

to the action of the following

enveloping glume are inserted up-

elastic, flexible,

and yet

As long

stiff.

they offer no resistance to the penetration of the

and some of them are actually embedded in the

penetration of the point.

inclined to one side,

owing

fruit soon follow,

Close above the

glume into the
first

by the continued twisting

obliquely towards one side.

wardly-directed hairs which are at once

the

and

and sharply pointed, the sti-anded fruit often
(fig. 147 ^).
Should it fall obliquely,

once the point has penetrated into the

glume surrounding the

as these

into contact with the ground;

ground immediately upon alighting

the tip will penetrate into the ground
feather

first

Now

if

the fruit as

it

soil

pierces the

even at

ground be

by some pressure operating ever so lightly from aljove, then
still more closely against the glume, while those

the hairs on that side are pi'essed

618
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on the other

fruit at the

made

ai-e

particles of earth

to stand

moment

bending

of

deeper into the ground.

from side to

that bit

side, so

by

A

glance at

fig.

by means

of

which the whole

The only question

bit it is buried.

fruit fixed in the

is,

south,

and

and fro

awn, must immediately be followed

When

south, so

east,

but

awns

the jDlumed

wind swerve momentarily towards the north and
soil to incline

wind veers round of course an alteration occurs in the
of the feathery awn, and consequently a more strongly -marked inclination

to various sides.

direction

veerings to the north and

in the east

bj'

Just as a weather-cock on the top of

change of direction causes the fruit sticking in the

this

these

ground can be brought

a roof in a strong east wind does not point invariably towards the

fluttering to

how

147 shows that every wind, even though slight, which

alteration in the position of the fruit.

generally makes short

down

continued everj' time the fruit wobbles

is

strikes the long feathery portion of the

an

levers,

the given direction becomes pressed

in

This action

sudden alterations in position of the
about.

somewliat; these latter press against the

oft'

above them, and act as

the

of the fruit occurs, so that a see-sawing motion of the latter will be unavoidable.

The wind,
The awns
viz.,

therefore, is

an important factor

in driving the fruit into the gi'ound.

of the Feather-grass, however, have

below the feathery portion they are

two other peculiar contrivances,
like a knee, and thej'' are

Ijent twice

This bent and twisted part of the

also spirally twisted like a corkscrew.

awn

is

exceedingly hygroscopic; in rainy jveath er the knee-shaped bend almost entirely
disappears;

the

awn

bristles

and straightens

weather, and twists up again in dry
to the glume,

advancement of the

tip into

air

damp

in

its

inclination,

which again cause an

deeper layers of earth.

These movements of the lower

humidity of the

the spiral unwinds in

These movements are evidentlj' conveyed

air.

and produce alterations

itself,

jiortion of the

make themselves

specially felt

awn produced bj- the varying
when the upper portion has in

some way become entangled with the stems and leaves of the other steppe-plants, as

When

fruits of the Feather-grass become
wind over the steppes, it is almost unavoidable
that they should remain fastened by their knee-like bent portion to haulms, stems,
and the like that the featherj^ part should be hemmed in between two neighbouring stems of other plants, or occasionally even entangled with them (cf. fig. 147 ").
But as soon as the upper portion of the awn is fixed, and later on in damp
weather the lower knee-shaped portion of the same awn has become straightened
and the spiral twists uncoiled, the fruit is necessarily forced into the ground with
a twisting movement, and is also pressed now to this side and now to that by the
unequal straightening of the knee-shaped bend. Any backward movement of the
fruit from a subsequent drying up of the awn is prevented bj- the above-named

frequently happens.

detached and are blown

Ijj'

in

dry weather the

the

—

stiff"

hairs, in the

manner already

awn

described.

It is

much more

likely that one of

itself should be somewhat bent by
glume already driven a certain depth
the ground and there anchored should be drawn out.

the stems to which the

has attached

contraction of the awn, than that the

this

into
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The

fruits of the Stork's-bill

of the Featlier-grass.

The

five

(Erodiiim) get planted in the same

147^.

First the lower thick end inclosing the seed splits

t'ig. 147.

1, "

and only

watch.

It is well

It is placed

^, *

drawn-out point of the

spirally,

with

its

free

known

its

may
off,

be seen

and

later

— showing the boring of fruits into the ground.

Fruits of the Feather-grass (Stipa peiinata).

also the long

as those

mericarps (or fruit segments) in this plant detach

themselves in a very characteristic manner from their support, as
in fig.

way

Fruits of the Storli's-bill

carpel.

A

(ßrodium Cicntarinm).

part of the latter twists

up

end stretches out in a slight curve, like the hand of a
that this fallen fruit-segment

is

used as a hygrometer.

lower thick end which, like the fruit-end of the Feather-grass,

possesses a sharp point, on a board covered with paper, in the centi-e of a circle.

Marks are made on the circumference

of the circle corresponding to the position

020
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end of the

of the pointer-like

»Stork's-bill

damp and

very

fruit in

in very

dry

weather respectively, and we can then draw conclusions from the position of the
pointer as to the relative dampness of the

into the ground,
air.

When

such a fruit

falls

which

and consequently

in nature

on the ground, however,

is fixed,

is

it

humidity of the

not the lower thick end

the seed-end and not the pointer which

The fixing of the
arm lies on the

air.

consequence of the untwisting of the spirals in
containing end (which

is

damp

is

set in

fruit in the

naturally effected thus: the point of the

is

and

soil,

in

weather, the thicker seed-

provided with a sharp point) bores deeply into the

More frequently the

ground.

it is

in the

as in the hygrometer, but the pointer-like process,

motion by an alteration of humidity in the

ground

in the course of its penetration

and which are produced by the alterations

inclosing the seed

we

In this application of the fruit

air.

have an exhibition of the torsions which take place

hang between the entangled stems, &c.,
shown in fig. 147*. Here again the arm is
in motion. The movement may be compared

fallen fruits

of other plants lying on the ground, as

and the thicker, lower end

fixed,

to that of

is

set

an augur, although in consecjuence of the swaying and alteration

position of the beak, unavoidable in
in the boring part,

in

windy weather, see-sawing movements occur

and these are apparently advantageous.

Like the

fruits of the

Feather-grass those of the Stork's-bill are beset above the sharp point with erect,

These hairs also play the same part as in the Feather-grass.

stiff hairs.

Accord-

ing to the species various divergencies are found in the fruits of Feather-grasses

The twisting

and Stork 's-bills.

awn

of the lowest portion of the

from that of the knee-like bent part; the

generally difiers

on the glumes are sometimes

bristles

arranged in two longitudinal rows and sometimes they form a ring below and
are continued upwards as a one-sided longitudinal stripe, and so forth.
species of Stipa

JIany

have no plume to the awn, and approximate closely in form

The same remark

to the fruit of the Stork's-bill.

Aristida and Heteropogon, which are allied to

applies to fruits of the genera

Stij^^a.

But

in the

main

all

these

agi-ee with one another.
The aim and object of the wontlerful
mechanism just desci-ibed is not so much the penetration of the pericarp or seedhusk to a great depth into the soil, as the fixing of it firmly in the germinating bed.
It still remains to be pointed out that the cotyledons are only withdrawn with-

developments

out delay from their investments
fixed in

some way

that the fruit, or seed-coat,

The

pull,

when

the latter are firmly cemented, anchored, or

When

to the substratum.

otherwise

is

raised

up

this is not the case, it often

like a cap

by the enlarging

ofi'

cotyledons.

exerted by the elongating hypocotyl, cannot under these

circumstances assist the cotyledons in their liberation.

dons throw

happens

the seed-coat unaided, but this

instances their apices remain squeezed

up

is

Often, indeed, the cotjde-

not always the case.

In

many

in the cavity of the husk, stimted

and

yellow, and this reacts injuriously on the seedling, often causing weakness and

even death.

It is therefore

where no good hold
Tip bjr

is

a mistake for gardeners to plant seeds in loose earth

afibrded, since then,

on germination, the seed-coats are raised

the only half -liberated cotyledons, whose apices are

still

impi'isoned.
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Witli regard to the forms assumed

by the cotyledons now withdrawn from the

seed under favourable conditions, and which have become green in the sunlight,

it is

to be noticed that they present far fewer variations than those of ordinary foliageleaves.

Usually their margins are

rarely circular and obovate.

resembling a heart in outline;

Fig.

Fagus

entire, their

form

elliptical

or linear, more

Sometimes the cotyledons are indented in front,
this is especially the case where the embryo is folded

148.— Cotyledons.

Galeopsis pubescent, s Abies orientalis. ' Convolvtdns ai'vensis. 8 Buragooßcinalis. 9 Senecio enfcifotiiis. lo Hosa canina. ii Erodium Cicntai'ium. 12 Quamoclit coccinea. 13 Tilia grandifolia.
" Lcpidium satimnn. is Eucalyptus orientalis. 10 Eucalyptus coriaceus. ^'--o Streptocarpus Rexii.

1, •, 3

si/h'nfica-

*

Futnaria oßcinalis.

^

in the seed, so that the radicle lies close to the outer

may

be explained as an

economy

margin of the cotyledons, and

Most rarely
and bisected (Eucalyptus
orientalis, Eschscholtzia Californica), three-lobed (Erodium, Cicutarium), and trisected (Lepidium sativum), four-lobed (Pterocarya Caucasica), and five-lobed
(Tilia).
It is still to be mentioned that in all seedlings whose hypocotyl is short,
of the scanty space within the seed.

of all the cotyledons are two-lobed

(Raphanus

sativus),

the blade of the cotyledons has a long stalk, while in seedlings with elongated

hypocotyls the blade

is

sessile.

This

is

connected with the processes already

mentioned, and also partly with the fact that

it

is

of importance to seedlings that

Ö22
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much

their green blades should be exposed as

they should

as possible to the sun, and that so

above other objects which might place them in the shade.

rise

accompanying figure 148 shows

tlie

The

most noticeable forms of cotyledons after they

have unfolded and spread out in the sunlight.

When two

green cotyledons are present they are usually similar in shape and

only that which has served in the seed as an absorbent organ

size,

generally

is

somewhat smaller in the adult condition, as, for example, in the Corn-cockle,
Mustard, and Hemp. Frecjuently the limiteil character of the space within the seed
makes it necessary that one of the cotyledons should give place to the radicle, or
that

it

should only attain to an inconsiderable development,

Petiveria and Abronia.
(see

figs.

148

!''•

^^-

^o),

'''•

two cotyledons have the same shape and

the

the seed, after they have left the seed-coat they are

on the growth

of one

is

example, in

as, for

In species of Streptocarpus belonging to the Gesneracese

retarded,

and

it dies,

still

size in

entirely similar, but later

while the other increases to an extra-

ordinary degree, and develops into a green foliage-leaf lying on the ground, 22 cm.

and 12 cm. broad.

long,

Strangely enough,

many

species

of

this

genus,

e.g.

Streptocarpus polyantlms develop no other green leaves, but content themselves

with the development of the one cotyledon into a gigantic foliage-leaf prostrate on
the

soil,

with which later on the epicotyl appears to be united, and from whose

thick midrib
It

is

it rises

up

as a flowering axis.

without question that cotyledons which become green possess, in

with other green

tissues, the

common

property of manufacturing organic materials in the

sunlight from the absorbed food-gases,

and water.

salts,

As a mle

chlorophyll does

not appear until the cotyledons have issued from the seed-coat, and have spread out
in the sunlight.
still

in the seed

It

is,

however, sometimes formed even wliile the cotj'ledons are

and shrouded

in darkness, as, for example, in firs

and

pines, in

maples, and some Crucifer», in Loranthus, Mistletoe, and the Japanese Sophora.

Green cotyledons exhibit

all

the characteristics of foliage; their epidermis

is

pro-

vided with stomata, whilst palisade-cells and spongy parenchj^ma can usually be distinguished in the green tissue.

Many

plants, especially those

Monkshood,

Coryclalis, Eranthis, Leontice,

Chcerophyllum hulbosmn, do not in the

which subsequently

many species of Ranunculus,
Bunium, Smyrnium perfoUatiim, and

develop subterranean tubers, or tuberous roots,

first

e.g.

year after germination go beyond the

formation of green cotyledons; green shoot-leaves are not developed from the bud
or plumule until the next year.

Many

plants,

on the other hand, unfold green

shoot-leaves almost simultaneously with the cotyledons, but the cotyledons function

with them as

foliage,

and sometimes remain fresh and green

until

the time of

Examples of these are afforded
by numerous quick -growing annual weeds in our fields and kitchen-gardens
(e.g. Fmaaria ojficinulis, Scandix Pecten-Venerls, Arnoscris pusilla, Urtica urens,
Adonis cestivalis). The cotyledons, in rapidly-developing annuals, sometimes attain
flowering, or even until the ripening of the fmit.

dimensions scarcely inferior to those of the green shoot-leaves.

For example, the

cotyledons of the Gourd are more than a decimeter long, and 4-5 cm. broad.

It

i&
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SCALE-LEAVES, FOLIAGE-LEAVES, FLORAL-LEAVES.
to be expected that these greeu cotyledous,

whose function

is

precisely the

same as

that of the green leaves of the shoot, should also be protected in exactly the

way against external

injurious influences,

tive contrivances are

found on them

The cotyledons

many

of

surface.

148

fig.

-vvhieh

fig.

in detail previously.

bristles

nettles bear stinging hairs

has been already pointed out on

It

stifl'

same

the protec-

{e.(j.

Bo

i

ago,

148 ^); those of roses are fringed with glandular

and those of many

1");

many of

fact

have been described

Boraginere are beset with

Caccinia, Anchusa, Myosotis (see
hairs (see

and as a matter of

on their upper

350 that cotyledons protect

p.

young shoot-leaves hidden between them, against the injury
which might happen from loss of heat on clear nights by folding together and

themselves, and the

assuming a vertical

position.

SCALE-LEAVES, FOLIAGE-LEAVES, FLOKAL-LEAVES.

When
leaves,

the leaves

and

bome on

floral-leaves, it

was not implied that these three kinds

were actually developed on
perennial plants.

the shoot were distinguished as scale-leaves, foliage-

all shoots.

of leaf -structures

Scale-leaves are only found developed on

In annual plants they are entirely absent.

Even the bud which

at the apex of the hypocotyl of an annual plant begins at once with green

ai-ises

foliage-leaves,

nor are traces of scale-leaves to be seen in the buds which are subse-

Now, what can be

quently developed on the epicotyl.

between annual and perennial plants?
leaves.

It is of great

scale-

importance for them that they should develop fruits and seeds

in the short period of a single

summer;

for this they

materials necessary

by

building materials

employed in the formation

is

the cause of this difference

Obviously annual plants require no

must manufacture the building

A

the help of their green foliage-leaves.
of the

embryo

portion of the

in the seed; another

part in the production of well-stocked food-reserves associated with the embryo.

The seeds become detached and scattered, whilst the parent plant which has
produced them shrivels up and dies. It leaves no buds behind to persist through
the winter and sprout next year; consequently any pro\dsion for the maintenance
It is different in pei-ennial plants, as the buds
of such buds would be superfluous.
formed by them must be provided with the necessary reserve-food, and protected
during the period of inactivity, throughout the winter sleep and summer rest,
against extremities of cold and heat, from freezing, burning, and drying up. They
must

also be protected as well as possible against the attacks of animals,

and these

tasks are assigiied to the scale-leaves, which serve on the one hand as storehouses
for reserve food-materials,
still

short axis with

its

and on the other as protective envelopes covering the
floral-leaves.
Of course no green

rudiments of foliage or

leaf-blades, and, generally speaking,

these functions.

which explains

The brown or

why

no green tissue

the scale-leaves appear on

structures without green blades.

apex of the hypocotyl

is

is

colourless leaf-sheath

Even the

all

first

required for the fulfilment of
is sufficient

shoots as pale,

bud

for the purpose;

husky or

scale-like

of the plant arising at

the

provided in most perennial plants with pale scaly leaves,
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and

this is the case not only in wootly plants,

144* and 144", but also

fig.

{Adoxa Moschatellina),

in tlie

e.g.

Oak, as illustrated

iu

in quite small herbaceous plants, as in the Moschatel

which small scale-leaves without chlorophjdl, followed by

in

green foliage-leaves, are developed above the cotyledons on the epicotjd, and above
All the shoots (that

these floral-leaves.

is

to say, buds) developed

later

perennial plants start below with scale-leaves from which the green blade

perhaps because

on in
absent,

would be superfluous.

it

which are developed on subterranean shoots, especially on
rhizomes, and turions, difler considerably from each other according to the

The
bulbs,

is

scale-leaves

various conditions of growth of these three kinds of shoot-structures.

we understand an

(bulbus)

erect subterranean shoot,

whoso very

By

bulb

short, thick axis is

covered with relatively long, closely-packed, scale-leaves lying one above another.

The

resting bulb

shape of

is

and its form is occasioned almost entirely by the
These are in most instances broad and concave, and they

really a bud,

its scale-leaves.

are arranged so that the inner ones are completely invested

by the

outer, as, for

example, in tulips and species of onion; and they are elongated, ovate, or lanceolate,

and

on each other like the

lie

album,

&c.).

tiles of

a roof, as in the

lilies

(Liliurn Martagon,

scale-leaves are sometimes united, as, for example, in the

The adjacent

Crown Imperial

{Fritillaria imperialis).

storage-organs.

The shoot, whose base they cover,

Those of bulbs function

when

it

chieflj'

as

begins to develop,

withdraws the necessary building materials from this storehouse until its foliageleaves become green and emerge above the ground; then the leaves are able to
manufacture new organic materials in the sunlight. Bulbs are protected against
the risk of drying up by the earth surrounding them, but it is very important for

them that they should also be protected against the attacks of animals which live
underground, and particularly from their nibbling. In addition to the poisonous
materials for warding off these attacks, further protection is afforded chiefly by the
fact that the exhausted and dead older scale-leaves do not entirely decay and
disintegrate, but remain as a sheath. Sometimes they form a tough parchment-like
investment, or their tliick reticular and latticed strands remain as a sort of cage,
within which the young and succulent bulbs are inclosed and protected, as may be
particularly well seen in crocuses, gladioluses, and tulips.

The

scale-leaves

perform the part of

also

horizontally elongating shoots, called
also often serve as protecting

of the stem as
cells

it

its

subterranean,

envelopes, especially

way through

when they cover

the ground.

They

the apex

In the latter case their

more frequently very hard, almost horny, and
over the apex of the shoot, forming a stiff", pointed cone which

are strongly turgescent, or

are folded closely
is

pushes

in

storage-tissues

rhizomes or root-stocks (rhizovia).

able to penetrate even clayey soil like a borer.

By

turion (turio)

structures and

ground.

ranean

is

meant a

developing in the

In the autumn
portion

laid originating laterally

persists

its

summer

into a shoot

upper part dies

through

the

off',

whilst

on underground stem-

which
its

winter and originates

rises

above the

lowermost, subter-

new

buds.

Here
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the

principally

scale-leaves

The young and

leaves.

function

protecting

as

Either

it.

cells

present at

are

the

foliage-

The sheath-like

dome over the bud, and form an

much-thickened

hard,

the

for

by them.

the bud, are entirely surrounded and over-arched
scales close together like a

envelopes

very delicate foliage-leaves, folded together within

still

more

or

cells,

apex of each of these

coverings are injured in penetrating the

soil

is

turgescent

and often these

scale-leaves,

but this

;

actual shield for

strongly

usually,

not of great import-

become superfluous and perish when once the
and expanded above the ground. If earth is
thrown up over the underground stock of such a plant as the Rhubarb,

ance because the scale -leaves
foliage -leaves

emerged

have

the turions increase in length in proportion to the thickness

the scale-leaves of

The growth

heaped -up stratum.

of the

the

of

keeps pace with the

leaves

growth of the enveloped shoot scarcely has the earth been penetrated when
the scale-leaves stop growing, and the shoot no longer requiring a protection
against the ruggedness of the soil rises up from its sheathing envelope and
;

—

—

unfolds

young, green foliage - leaves in the sunlight.

its

which has been piled up above the subterranean stock

is

building -materials for the lengthening of

of

store

If the layer of earth
is

and

too thick,

the

if

the sheathing scale -leaves

then the young, green foliage -leaves are forced to leave their

inadequate,

protecting envelopes even below the ground, and

Many

usually damaged, torn, and mutilated.

make

their appearance above

fumitories

(e.g.

Corydalis fabacea)

have only a single sheathing scale-leaf which surrounds that part of the shoot
green

possessing
scale

protection

affords

leaf

-

Here

foliage - leaves.

only

as

up from the lowest portion

stretches

also

can

it

long as

it

be
is

seen

plainly

necessary,

of the shoot-axis until

it

i.e.

the

that
the

scale

has reached the

surface of the ground, where the delicate, green foliage-leaves no longer require

and can unfold

protection,

centimeter, but
either

in the air.

the earth, the scale-leaf

ficially in

if

it

is

is

very deeply rooted, or

purposely or accidentally, then

of the stem

that portion

Corydalis

If the

raised a very

this

if

little,

earth

lengthening

is

rooted only super-

often scarcely a single
is

of

heaped up over
the

amounts sometimes to more than 20 centimeters.
of

the

stem by which

the

sheathing scale-leaf

lower

it

portion

In either case
raised

is

stops

growing as soon as the apex of the sheathing envelope has reached the surface
of the soil, and it looks as if the Corydalis had deliberately adapted itself to
the existing conditions.

Many
whose

plants

cells

have two kinds of underground scale -leaves.

are filled

with starch and other food -reserves.

Firstly,

those

These are always

thick and fleshy, and they do not continue to grow, but are absorbed by the

growing

shoots.

Secondly, sheath-like ones, which elongate, inclose, and protect

the green foliage- or floral-leaves, in their passage through the layers of eai-th
as they

grow up towards the

turgescence until the delicate
are in no
Vol.

light

;

these do not cease growing nor lose their

structures within

more danger, and require protection no
I.

reach the surface,

when they

longei'.
40
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are found on the buds of all woody
and floral buds, i.e. both on the lowest portions
of those rudimentary shoots which are destined to become leafy shoots, and in
those which develop floral-leaves immediately above the scale-leaves. As a rule
Scale-leaves

situated

on

both

plants,

above-ground

foliage

they present a hard, tough epidermis, are frequently covered externally with
adhesive substances, hairs, and the

up

the drying

and

like,

chiefly serve as a protection against

When

of the little shoot within.

in springtime this axis begins

to elongate, they are either immediately detached

may

or they

separate

in

their

position

base of the

;

new

in

in

Walnut and Ash; whilst

shoot, as in the

noticeable

in

as in willows,

remain undisturbed and unaltered

species they

since

respect,

this

in others, again, they

as in the Mountain-ash (Sorbus Aucuparia),

fall off'

most species of the Horse-chestnut

especially

off",

they separate and remain for some time at the

others

are turned back and soon

and

many

In

Koelreuteria paniculata.

and thrown

permit the shoot to grow through, as in

just .sufficiently to

^scidus neylecta is
which are detached

{jExculuii).

its

bud -scales,

almost simultaneously, are large and red in colour, and

cover the ground under the tree quite thickly as

when they

with autumnal

if

fall off"

they

foliage.

In

most instances the scale-leaves on the buds of woody plants are brown and
devoid of chlorophyll, and increase in size only slightly during their separation

from one another; those of Gymnocladus, however, have a green
increase in the spring to twice or even three times their former size.

On

the buds of willows only a single scale-leaf

two, alders three,

manna -ashes

occidentalis there

Celtis

;

limes have

many bud - scales.

only a single

If

scale

deeply hollowed, and surroimds the part of the bud

exists, as in willows, it is

to be protected

to be seen

and

while in the beech, hornbeam, elm, and

four,

very

are

is

colour,

like a husk.

If

only a few scale-leaves are developed, as in

Gymnocladus, they arch like a dome over the young green foliage-leaves but if
many, then they lie close above one another like the slates of a roof. It remains
yet to be noticed that in all cases where the bud is protected by a single
or only a few scale-leaves, their texture is always very tough and hard; but
;

many

where

present

are

they

are

trees,

magnolias, and the tulip-tree

and

thin

many

previously mentioned that the stipules of
(fig.

91),

membraneous.
plants, as,

It

has

been

for example, of fig-

take the place of scale-leaves as

protective coverings.
Foliage-leaves,

unlike

scale-leaves,

in their internal structure and

exhibit an

almost

inexhaustible

variety

external form, a fact partly due, no doubt, to

the multifarious duties they have to discharge.

The most important

of all

the manufacture of organic materials from inorganic food

these functions

is

on the

efficient

discharge of which the existence, not only of individual plants

but of

the whole organic world

depends.

This almost entirelj' devolves upon

numerous instances cotj-ledons and floralleaves, the cortex of branches, and in some plants even aerial roots discharge
this function
but all these are so subordinate that we may say that more
the foliage -leaves.

;

Of

course,

in
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than 90 per cent of the organic matter manufactured throughout the whole
world every year should be reckoned to the account of the green foliageleaves.

That those members of the plant

which

to

the manufacture of

allotted

is

organic matter .should exhibit such a marvellous diversity can hardly astonish

For how infinitely varied are the conditions under which this function
performed in the different zones and regions of the globe! Even within the
narrow confines of a restricted area, one may find habitats damp and dry,
us.
is

and shady, tranquil and tempest -tossed.

sunlit

Nor should we be

find leaves of

diverse shape at different heights on one

and that the

foliage borne

successive seasons of

surprised to

and the same

by any plant may exhibit variations
the year.
And then we must remember that

shoot,

form

in

in

besides the

most important function mentioned, foliage-leaves have often to provide for the
irrigation

of

rain-water to the absorbent roots, to play the part of climbing

organs, or to serve as weapons

imprisoned

digesting

metamorphoses of

cui'ious

more than
which

;

function

last

By

foliage-leaves.

they even act as organs for

this,

with

animals,

is

associated

very

the segmentation of the leaf into

those parts, into the blade, leaf-stalk, and sheath with stipules, an allotment of
these various functions becomes possible;
division of laljour in one

and the same

but evidently, in consequence of this
leaf,

much more

the structure becomes

complex and manifold.

A

name has been given

distinctive

who have

shape by botanists,

to each

endeavoured to define the different fomis by descriptions.

For foliage-leaves

alone perhaps a hundred different expressions have been used to shortly desig-

nate the

most remarkable

Since

varieties.

these

clature can be

combined and varied according

to describe the

many

and

tersely,

these

terms of botanical nomen-

to the actual facts,

we

are able

thousands of differently-shaped foliage-leaves, briefly and

—what of especial value, and really the most important aim
— another person able from them to picture the object
is

descriptions

is

of
to

himself.

First of

every

all, let

imaginable

us describe the leaf-blade, the outline of which

form

geometrical

obovate,

:

Veiy

rhomboidal, triangular, pentagonal, &c.

circular,

free

times
in,

end of the blade

drawn out

is

into a long point

occasionally, again,

;

shaped, aiTow -shaped, lanceolate,
either

undivided,

when

greater or less extent indented

blade

is

said to be crenate,

the margin

is

;

The base

heart.

narrowed and attenuate towards the

is

rhombic,

is

known

much

as linear.

sometimes pointed, sometimes blunt, and some-

or cut out in the form of a

blade

exhibit

often, too, the leaf -blade is

elongated, and the margins are parallel to one another; this

The

may

elliptical,

stem

ovate,

or

;

termed

truncate, pressed

leaf-blade

outline

its

spathulate,

is

it

of the

may

be

crescent -shaped,

entire,

or

the

is

if

the indentations are but slight,

serrate,

or dentate, but

said to be sinuous or incised

;

if,

if

be

kidney-

&c.

margin

it

may

is

the

The
to

a

leaf-

they are considerable,

again, the indentations

go more
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deeply into the green surface of the

may

partite

A

be used.

and such leaves have

the expressions lobed, cut, divided, or

blaile,

partite leaf appears as

if

termed compound

also been

composed of several
leaves, especially

already-described pulvini are present at the base of the individual

The

manner with the

the closest

and shape

structure

when

the

leaflets.

the strands traversing the green tissue

distribution of

leaflets,

is

connected in

of the leaf-blade.

Expressions

have been borrowed from the anatomy of the animal body to designate these

and

strands,

term

"

cells

and

vein

"

they

are

has

some

vessels

indifferently

called

which serve to conduct

veins,

most

since

justification,

and

ribs,

of

contain

strands

these

materials to and fro

fluid

The

nerves.

but since

;

there are also strands which have nothing to do with this conduction, which are

name

developed exclusively for the support of the whole blade, the
able,

and can only be used

"

".

ribs

In

many

appearance of

The same may be

figuratively.

instances the strands in question, of course, do present the

ribs,

and the whole arrangement of them

compared with a skeleton upon which the
speak

of

" leaf -skeletons

removing the

",

an

which

expression

portions a white

soft

and thin-walled green

tissues

now

these leaves are

and

framework

is

seems

only

skeleton

the

of

the

together

with

those

cells

conducting vessels,
"

nerves

"

is

still

if

desis'nation

by

the blades of green

the soft disintegrated parts are

all

remains,

leaf

it

is

in

may

wliich,

the

fact that

most of

many

of

them indeed

consist only of

hardly permissible to speak of skeletons, or to

applj'^

the

name

to the strands so beautifully interlaced.

more unfortunately chosen,
must be

employed by descriptive

in

as

be recognized, con-

But from the

Finally,

for the sti'ands of leaf -blades

no resemblance to animal nerves, either in structure or function.
this

since

which serve to strengthen the whole

blade, also contain conducting tubes; that

the term

justifiable,

be

even

decay, while the tougher strands remain intact;

dried and brushed,

nected together in the most varied manner.

" ribs "

We

obtained exhibiting a great

Thus

skeleton of an animal, larger and smaller structures

the strands,

may

blade

allowed to macerate for some time in water, the epidermis

foliage-leaves are

removed,

a

in

soft portions are attached.

analogy to the bony skeleton of an animal body.

if

unsuit-

is

said of the term

also

condemned, although

it

is

have

Consequentlj''

the one most often

botanists.

what they
which
really are, viz. strands, strands consisting of elongated and fibrous
are combined in the most diverse ways with tubular and pipe-like vessels, and
whose elements serve partly for the conduction of fluid materials to and from
It is simplest

and most correct

to call the structures in question

cells,

the green tissues, and partly to afford the necessary protection to the whole

blade

— protection

of the

against strain, pressure, and

bending, according to the need

moment.

In looking for the origin of the strands on a leaf-blade, we are always
In other woi'ds,
directed to the stem from which the leaf in question springs.
the

first

trace of those strands,

which traverse the leaf-blade as a

richly-articu-
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lating system,

From

already found in the stem.

is

the leaf-sheath and petiole to the base of the blade.

manner the entrance-gate

through

this they extend

This

therefore in

last is

and as soon as they have passed it
a division takes place not unlike that of a stream which flows from a narrow
valley into a plain, and there breaks up into numerous larger and smaller
branches
or they may perhaps be still better comjDared to an aqueduct whose
a

for the strands,

;

main stream

and strengthened by masoniy and embankments, but

inclosed

is

out, at the confines of the town which has to be supplied with

which branch

water, into sevei'al subordinate conduits which penetrate the different districts,

and then again break up into numerous smaller water-pipes leading

to

the

buildings and other places of consumption.

We may

two kinds

distinguish

these strands as they enter

the

of

leaf.

distribution in respect of

the course of

In the one case there

only a single

is

thick strand, the primary strand, which distributes itself and breaks
the

narrow

by

side, into

up

inside

In the other, three or more distinct main strands pass over, side

gate.

As a rule, these are
Thus we distinguish between leaf-

the blade, each following a separate course.

connected by bridges and inter -networks.

main strand and those with several.
one main strand may be sub-divided into two groups
the form and course of the lateral strands which arise from the
Either these lateral strands are all weaker than the main one, and

blades with a single

with

Leaf-blades
according to

primary one.

successively, at intervals, like the ribs of a spinal column, or

originate from

it

like the barbs

on the axis of a

feather,

when we speak

pinnate) arrangement of the lateral strands (see
lateral strands are

figs.

1491.

of a featlier-like (or
2, 3, 4,

5,6,

almost as strong as the main one, arise from

7, lo,

it

is-),

q^.

^\^q

directly at

the base of the blade, and run out from this point like rays towards the margin

This arrangement of the lateral sti'and

of the lamina.
figs.

149 »

9-

When
that

is

".12).

the lateral strands are arranged like a feather,

they

called radiating (see

alike

are

the

in

matter

of

strength,

that

it

generally happens

they

are

distributed

symmetrically over the whole blade, and originating at fairly equal intervals

from the main strand, take, at
it

least

at

first,

a parallel course.

More rarely

happens that stronger and weaker lateral strands alternate, and that they

In the Camphor Tree
unequal angles.
Cinnamon Tree (Cinnamomum), and many
other plants related to the Bay Laurel, this peculiarity is found, viz. tliat two
lateral strands which proceed from the lower third of the main one are

diverge

from

primary

the

{Launts Camphora,

fig.

one

149'*),

at

the

stronger than the others, looking
inserted in

the

leaf.

as

though a three-pronged fork had been

In the Wall - Pellitory (Parietaria), whose leaves show

a similar character, stronger and

weaker

lateral strands alternate, and, sti'angely

enough, the stronger spring from the main strand at an acute and the weaker
at a right angle.

may

For the

rest,

the lateral strands with feather-like arrangement

be distinguished as reticulate, looped, arched, and undivided.
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Those

termed reticulate (dictj'odronious),

lateral stramls are

into a delicate net-woi-k

at least before they have reached the margin of the blade.

net-work are of almost equal

size, so

The

moi-e vigorous than the others.
is

that

it

strands, however, is

found

and

The meshes

of the

blaile

any particular one

Wild Pear (Pyrus conimtonis)

149

fig.

many

very

in

also in willows, rhododendrons,

The

up

impossiljlu to distinguish in the

leaf of the

given as an example of this form in

The same

^.

distribution of

other plants allied to pear-trees, as

species of barberry

and

sage.

looped (bracliydodromous) run fairly straight and

lateral strands called

towards the margin,

distinct

is

strands near the margin of the

confusion of small

-wliich Ijreak

soon after their origin from the primary strand, or

but before

reaching

they bend

it

round

in

a

graceful sweeping curve, towards the apex, uniting with the next lateral strand

and with

above,

form a

it

Such loops can always be seen standing
and the arrangement

loop.

plainly out from the delicate net-work of small strands,

may

be

recognized at the

and common

Mahaleb

Wulfenii, see
see

rough -leaved
between the

in

many

plants

half of the leaf.
tliese

species

of

(Boraginacese).

is

observed in the leaves of the

Buckthorn

(Rhamnus Frangula and

dock and nightshade, and

The

net-work

of

fine

especiallj^

series of bold

loops,

like

arcades,

is

inserted

strands

naked

to be seen in each

some

little

distance from the margin of

tlie

leaf-

In the cherry and buckthorn, on the other hand, the loops are quite

The

close to the margin.

bend suddenlj- round,

delicate,

and extend

to the margin,

when they
The outer

lateral strands are frequently

from the primary strand right up

in a straight line

like

very

a knee, almost forming a right angle.

limb of this right angle then runs parallel to the margin, and
the knee of the

next upper lateral strand.

running

with

parallel

strand by cross-ties.

hut

in

In the Comfrey and Lungwort {Symphytwni and Pidniono.ria)

loops are developed at

blade.

the

in

It

laterals is often so delicate that it is scarcely visible to the

and then only a

eye,

Cherry,

glance.

149^), in myrtaceous plants {Myrtus, Metrosiderux, Eugenia,

fig.

149^^),

fig.

first

many

tropical

the

fig.

connected

leaf-margin

unites

way we have

with

the

with

a strand

primary

central

This looped form occurs very regularly in the Myrtace»,

Morese are also distinguished by

Forget-me-not (Myosotis)
strands (see

In this

also

exhibit

this

and the leaves of the

it,

peculiar

arrangement

of

lateral

1491").

Arched strands (kamptodromous) ai-e those which run out from their place
of origin on the main strand towards the margin of the leaf, which, however,
they never reach, but turn in an arch towards the leaf-apex, and there lose
themselves without forming definite loops.

crowded together

in the lower half of the

As

a rule, the places of origin are

main strand, and the two uppermost
The Cornel (Cornus

arched lateral strands then inclose an oval central area.
niMs), illustrated in fig. 149^, is

Those

chosen as an example of this form.

lateral strands are called

straight line from the

main strand

undivided (craspedromous) which run
to the

margin and there terminate.

in a

They end
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either in the apices of the lobes or serrated teeth of the margin, as in hazels, oaks,

chestnuts, hornbeams,

Fig.
1

and hop-hornbeams

149.— Arrangement of Strands

(see

fig.

in the blades of Foliage-leaves.

149'), or in the indentations

Forma with one main

strand.

Reticulate (Pyrus eommv7iis). 2 Looped {Rhammti Wid/enii). s Arched (Comus mas). * Arched; the two lowest lateral
strands much stronger than the others (Laiinis Camphora). s Reticulate-pinnate (Fopului pyramidalis), f Undivided
^ Undivided strands, terminating in the
strands, ending in the incisions of the creuate leaf margin (Rhinantkus).
" Reticulate {Hydrocotyle asiatica).
^ Reticulate strands in the blade of a
projecting teeth of the margin (Ostrya).
10
11
Looped {Myosotis palustris).
Arclied (Phyllagathis rotundi/olia). 12 Radiate
peltate leaf {Hydrocotyle vulgaris).
is
Looped
{Eugenia).
{Acer
ptatanoides).
and undivided

of the margin, as in Bartsia, Eyebright,

and Rhinanthus), and, generally speaking,

and Yellow-rattle (Bartsia, Euphrasia,
in all Rhinanthace^ (see fig. 149^).
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strands with radiate arrangement

Lateral
to

with a

those

and

geraniums

feather- like

mallows,

the

Tree

Judas

exhibit

conditions

quite

similar

they are reticulate

Frequently

course.

{Gerds

as

in

many

and

Siliquastrum),

Umbelliferse, as, for example, in the leaves of Hydrocotyle asiatica,, illustrated in
fig.

In some water-lilies looped lateral strands are also observed, whilst

149^.

In these Mela-

arched lateral strands are very characteristic of Melastomacese.
stomacefe (see

149^') the lateral strands originate from the

fig.

main strand at

the base of the leaf-blade, and travel towards the apex of the leaf in elegant,

Numerous

sweeping arches parallel to the margin.

strands,

cross

like

ties,

connect the lateral strands with one another and with the primary one, giving

an extremely ornamental appearance to

shown

in

the

trated

in

fig.

Norway Maple (Acer
149

Planes

^-.

;

have

also

this

the

2JiC'ittnoides),

(Platanus)

towards the margin and tei-minating

The

this class of leaf.

exhibit lateral strands radiating towards the margin

leaves of maples
particularly well

is

which

of

leaf

lateral

in the points of the leaf,

but

illus-

is

running

strands
it is

worthy

of remark that in some species the branching of the lateral strands from the

primary one does not take place immediately at the base of the blade, but

somewhat above
arrangement

is

it.

A

peculiar modification of lateral strands with a radiating

many

observed in

these leaves the blade

is

more or

peltate leaves

so-called

less circular,

and

is

(see

149

fig.

").

In

connected with the central

The strands radiate out in
all directions from the point of attachment of the stalk, and without close
investigation of tlie relations between sucli a leaf and its petiole, it is often
quite impossible to say which of the radiating strands is to be regarded as the
main one. This ai-rangement is found in most species of Pennywort (Hydrocotyle, cf. fig. 149^), in Nasturtiums, Ricinus, and Nelumbium; the last-mentioned plant has also this peculiarity, that its peltate leaves are somewhat
stalk as the cover of an umbrella with its stick.

depressed in the centre like a bowl.

Leaf -blades with several

main

strands offer far less variety than those with

The margin is almost always
The most noticeable variations

only one.
gated.

strands which enter the

which they take
like a fork,

base, in their

and they are generally elonin

the

number

the

of

main

varying thickness, and in the direction

We

have also to consider whether they divide

lateral

nerves which they give off are developed

in the blade.

and whether the

entire,

consist

as cross-connections, or as a fine-meshed net-work.

When

the latter

separately into the

linked

is

the case, that

blade,

is

to say,

when

the main strands entering

and ti-aveUing towards the apex of the

together by a net-work

of

lateral

are then said to be apical (acrodromous).

leaf

are

strands with angiilar meshes, they

The numerous broad-leaved

species of

Plantain (Plantago), species of Hare's-ear (Bupleurum) belonging to the Umbelliferse,
fig.

the leaf of one species of which (Bupleurum falcatum)

150 \ show apical main strands.

is

represented in

In the loaf of the Hare's-ear the main

strands are crowded together in the narrow base of the blade, and

tlie

meshes
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of

net -work

between these strands

versely-running lateral strands.

are

principally
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formed

from trans-

In the Australian Leucopogon Cunningharrii,

one of the Epacride« (see

fig. 150"), the veiy narrow meshes of the net- work
on the other hand, formed by the longitudinally-running lateral strands.
very peculiar form of the apical arrangement of strands is that which the

are,

A

older

botanists

blade

from the

Fig.
'

called

pedate.

leaf -stalk

Three distinct strands enter the

the

;

central

strand

is

relatively

thin

base

of

the

and passes

150.— Distribution of Strands in the blades of Foliage-leaves: Forms with several main strands.

Apical or acrodromous (Bupleurum falcafum).
(Maianthemiuii hifoliuni).
Curved (Punkia).

(Leticopogm Cunninghana).

*

3 Curved
Curved or campylodromous {Hydrocharis Morsvs-rance).
* Fan-Iilce or diadromous (Ginkgo biloba).
« Apical or acrodromous

'Apical, "peiiate" (Pamassia palustris).

s

parallel (£amli:(sit).

'

Parallel (Oryzo

clandestiiM).

direct

towards the leaf -apex

arch to the right and

left

;

the two lateral are thick, bend round like an

as soon as they have entered

the blade, and then

send ai'ched lateral strands toward the upper margin, which are almost equivalent to the central main

main

strand,

and

may

at

first

sight even be taken for

This arrangement

is found in the Birthwort and Asarabacca
and Asaruvi Europceum), in numerous violets and
Ranunculacese, and in the Grass of Parnassus (Parnassia palustris), the leaf of
which is shown in fig. 150^.

strands.

(Aristolochia

Clematitis

Main strands which enter the blade

in large numbers, but

always separately,
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and

towards the apex of the

the external ones travel

whicli

ui'

arch parallel to the margin, are termed curved (campylodromous).
strands which are usually so delicate that they cannot be

naked eye always form

number

150^, the

fig.

May

In the leaf of the

versely.

connecting the

spans,

in

lateral

recognized

main

In the leaf of the Frogbit (Ilydrocharis Moraus-rance, see

only

main

strands

remarkably long and
Zingiber,
off"

mass of

large-celled

away from

other laterally

curve up towards the apex.

centre of

many

dividing

and

termed

found in

being

the

leaf,

like

it

becomes evident that

a keel,

is

not a single

inclined

one above the

the keel, travel towai'ds the leaf-margin and there

150*) only part

way

to the

apex; in species of the genus

to the middle of the blade.

main strands enter the blade from the leaf-sheath or

running parallel to one another in a relatively wide area without

leaf-stalk,

are

fig.

several distinct

150^)

In bananas this bundle of sepai'ate strands, surrounded

by parenchyma, extends from the base
FunJcia (see

fig.

ties

separate strands which are embedded in a

These main strands are

tissue.

connecting

like arched laterals branching

single central strand, but on looking closer

strand, but consists of

in

In Bananas and Scitaminese {Musa, Maranta,

distinct.

the thick rib ti'aversing the

When

the

leaf-blade,

Canna) the curved main strands look

from a

main

the

traverse

trans-

very large and the span-like laterals

is

are short.
five

by the

strands

Lily {MaiantJiemicm bifolimn) depicted

main strands

of

adjacent

an

leaf

The

converging

not

many

until

the

(parallelodromous).

^^ai'aZZeJ

actual

leaf

different

broad sheath,

as,

gi-asses.

for example, in

separate nature can

be

easily

reached,
of

they

strands

is

especially in the

recognized even at the base of the

they enter by a sort of stalk on which the blade
fig.

is

and
The sti-ands enter the blade either from a
Oryza clandestina (see fig. 150^), when their

liliaceous plants, in orchids, rushes, sedges,

thousands of

leaves (see

-apex

Such an arrangement

is

inserted, as

blade
in

;

or

bamboo

150*), where the strands entering the base of the blade appear

bent like a knee.

Parallel strands are usually of unequal thickness, the central

lateral.
But even
manner definite for
each species. In the slender False Brome Grass (Brachypodium sylvaticum),
for example, from two to five weaker strands always appear between every
pair of stronger ones
the weaker are often so exceedingly delicate that they
The unaided vision recognizes eleven
cannot be recognized by the naked eye.
almost equally thick strands in the leaf of Oryza clandestina, represented in
natural size in fig. 150^; under a lens five more delicate strands are to be seen

being almost always stronger and more vigorous than the

amonof the

lateral,

thicker and thinner often alternate in a

;

between every pair of

these.

When

lateral strands are present, connecting the

adjacent parallel main strands, they always take the form of transverse

ties.

Finally, we have here to consider that remarkable arrangement of strands

A few separate main strands enter the
up repeatedly into forked, straight-ranning branches, and the
This course of the
ultimate twigs terminate at the upper margin of the leaf.

which

is

called fan-like (diadromous).

leaf-blade, divide
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strands goes with a veiy peculiar form of

an open
as

an example of

connnou.

which may best be compared to

leaf,

The Maiden-hair Tree (Ginlgo

fan.

It

is

this distribution of the

also

biloba, see

observed in several true ferns

(e.g.

Adiantum

With regard

Acrostichum sphenophyllum, and Livingstonei).
it

150^)

fig.

may

which, on the whole,

sti-ands,

should be mentioned that as a rule only four

distinct

to

serve
is

not

arciuihun,

the Ginkgo,

strands

enter the

two central which are very delicate, and two lateral
which are very strong, and from which arise a large number of fine, forking
blade from the leaf-stalk

;

strands running upwards.

Besides the arrangements of strands in leaf-blades here described, there are

many which cannot readily be brought under
way there are intermediate forms which may

the limits defined

and which we

in another of our artificial divisions,

connecting the technical terms together.

;

in the

same

be placed just as well in one as
trj^

For example, we

to describe clearly
find intermediate

by

forms

between arched and reticular strands which are described as arched-reticulate, and
so forth.

The

fact should be

emphasized that the distribution and arrangement of the

strands in any given species

remarkably constant. This, however,

is

the case in genera and families.

is

by no means

Of

course there are j^lant-families the whole of

whose members exhibit marked agreement in this respect, as, for example, the
RhinanthaceEe, Melastomaceje, and Myrtacese; but, on the other hand, instances are
not lacking where the reverse is the case. Thus the various genera of Primulacese
present the widest varieties, and even the individual species of the genus Primula,
difler

more from each other

arrangement and course of the strands than

in the

Nevertheless the accurate determina-

perhaps the Myrtacese from the Bor'agineje.

and description of the distribution of these strands in the leaves

tion

portant for that branch of botanical study, the object of which
for the discrimination of species.

strands in leaves

is,

The

to us

from

is

very im-

to provide criteria

careful investigation of the distribution of

perhaps, of the greatest interest to the palteo-botanist, the

investigator of pre-existing vegetation.

down

is

earlier periods,

Those parts of plants which have come

embedded

in geological formations, consist prin-

cipalh' of single leaves or fragments of leaves, often of very insignificant appear-

ance.
less

In these fragments often

we cannot even

which intervenes between the coarser
fragments.
to

recognize plainly the edge,

much

the whole contour of the blade; but the strands themselves, and the net- work

when he

strands,

may

be distinguished on the smallest

Often enough the palseo-botanist has only such scanty remains to refer
seeks information about the species of plants with which our globe

covered in long-past ages.
leaf -network

Consequently even the most insignificant-looking

becomes of the highest importance.

with the history of the human

race,

was

bit of

Just as an investigator, busj-

can draw certain inferences from the characters

of a hardly decipherable papyrus roll about the state of the household, about the
political institutions, the customs,

manners, and civilization of the population settled

more than two thousand years ago

in the valley of the Nile, so can the botanist.
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investigating the history of

plants and attempting to clear up the connection

between past and present, recognize fi-om

fossil leaves the species living in

long past, and read the condition of vegetation as

still

and although these

imperfect,

may

periods

many thousands

of

in this field

receive manifold additions and

to liand,

still

the history of vegetation

and that which has been obtained in
respect during the comparatively short period of half a century is noteworthy

already exposed in

this

results

more abundant materials come

corrections as
is

existed

Although the results of investigation hitherto obtained

years ago.
are

it

its jDrincipal

features,

remarkable additions to natural knowledge.

in a period of

replaced the woods and

In imagination we see

meadows which long ages ago adorned

the continents of

the Coal period; colonies of slender calamites, the rigid fronds of the cycads, and

up before us; we are able to sketch landscape
periods, and to see the banks of the rivei-s
Oinnaniomum, evergreen oaks, walnut- and tulip -trees.

thickets of countless ferns rise
pictures of the Jurassic

fringed with species of

And

all

and Cretaceous

these pictures of the vegetation of the most remote periods would hardly

have been possible except on the basis of the determination of species with the
help of the minutest investigations into the arrangement and distribution of the

strands in the fossil leaves.

When

the leaves of fossil and living plants are compared,

we

notice that the

strands in the former appear more distinct than in the fresh succulent green blades.

This

is

bedded

in consequence of the fact that in living plants the strands are often
in

em-

parenchymatous tissue so that they cannot be seen on the surface, while

in fossil plant-remains the

parenchyma has been wholly destroyed and

When

strands have been preserved.

stance of a leaf, and are not visible at the surface, they are hidden,
technical term,

hyphodromous.

onl\-

the

the strands run in the interior of the subor, to

use the

Succulent leaves almost always have such hidden

which niay be contrasted with those which project above the general level
on either side of the leaf. On the whole this latter condition is rare, most usually
the strands project on one side only, and that the lower surface. Often we find a
strands,

plexus of ridges on the under

side,

ing to the course of the strands.

which

float

on the lower

side.

insignificant;

many

regia,

gated

cells, as,

and one of grooves on the upper

The enormous

side correspond-

circular leaves of the Victoria

on the surface of the water, have very strong projecting

ribs

In leaves of submerged water-plants, however, the strands are
are even destitute of vessels, and pi-esent only strands of elon-

for instance, the leaves of the celebrated Vallisneria.

This

is

easily

understood, as the need of resisting pressure and bending in submerged leaves

is

Nor do submerged plants require special conducting tubes for their
Numerous other striking relations existing between the inner structure
of the leaf-blade and the peculiar conditions of the habitat of plants have already
been discussed, and we need here merely refer to the description of flattened,
very

slight.

food-salts.

rolled, succulent, spiral, arched, hinged,

which begins on

The form

p.

and tubular leaves occurring

in the section

209 of this volume.

of the leaf-stalks, stipules and leaf-sheaths, in their dependence on
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the peculiar conditions of the enviroument, has also been repeatedly discussed, and
it

enough

is

remember here that the

to

principal duties of the leaf-stalk, as the

support of the light-needing green blade, are to turn and twist

lower
to

to bring

it,

keep

in that position in spite of storm

it

—from excessive illumination, and
The

on clear nights.

stipules in

it,

to raise

and

will be f)roperly illuminated;

The

chief function of

—

not yet emerged from the
them from too much loss of heat

leaves

protecting

many

it

and tempest.

young and tender

screening

stijjules consists in

bud

always into a position where

it

cases actually serve as bud-scales, as

may

be seen in the fig-tree, where the tiny leaf -blades are rolled up together and

When

inclosed in the spathe-like stipules.

this is the sole function of the stipules,

they become detached after the unfolding of the leaves wrapped round by them.
Consequently, shortly after the unfolding of the foliage of oaks, beeches and other
the floor of the forests formed by these trees

trees,

When

quantities of fallen stipules.

is

strewn with enormous

the stipules persist at the sides of the leaf-

and become green, there can be no doubt but that they supplement the green

stalk

leaf-blades in their function,

and

like

the stipules actually possess the same

and thus a

real foliage -leaves,

owe

these plants

numerous

them manufacture organic

suljstances

from

In the Woodruff, Bed-straw, Madder {Asperula, Galium, Rubia)

inorganic food.

their

name

size,

shape and colouring as the blades of the

star of green leaf -structures

of Stellatas.

species of violet allied to

it,

In the Pansy

formed, to which

is
(

Viola tricolor) and

the stipules are green and sometimes larger

than the leaf -blade, at the base of which they occupy a subordinate position.

A

peculiar formation

common weed

in the

is

observed in the Yellow Vetch (Lathyrus Aphaca), a

fields of

Southern Europe, though not so frequent in England.

In this plant the leaves are completely transformed into tendrils which serve as
climbing organs; the two stipules which stand at the base of the metamorphosed
leaf have,
large,

on the other hand, assumed the function of leaf-blades; they are very

provided with green

cursorj^ glance

on

\>.

may

tissue, of

arrow-like or lanceolate contour, and at a

be easily taken for leaf-blades.

It has already

335 that a like modification of function occurs in

many

been mentioned

Australian acacias,

the foliage-leaves of which are devoid of green blades whilst the leaf-stalks are

developed as green, flattened, outspread organs, the so-called phyllodes.

In

all

these cases

foliage-leaves, that

sunlight.

But

is,

we have only

treated of the most important function of

the formation of organic materials from inorganic food in

as mentioned previously, the foliage -leaves of

many

plants are

assigned other functions, which again require certain peculiar adaptations, and
contribute not a

little to

the great variety in the form of this organ.

of these metamorphoses, viz. the transformation of the leaf-blades

into traps

and digestive organs

Ijlades, leaf-stalks,

and

in

stipules into

and

One

series

leaf-stalks

the metamorphosis of

insectivorous plants;

weapons; and the development of furrows and

channels on different parts of the foliage-leaves for the irrigation of rain-water;

and

finally the transformation of foliage-leaves into

plants, &c.

—

all

mere

scales, as in the

these have alreadj' been fully treated of in

switch

earlier chapters.

But
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a further

series of such transformations, especially the

foliage-leaves into tendrils, hooks,

able to climb

up

leaf-sheaths into

metamorphosis of parts of

and claws, with the help of which the stem

is

supports towards the light, and the transformation of the

fii-m

mechanisms

for protecting flowers against

consideration of these must be deferred

till

we

unbidden guests; the

deal with climbing contrivances

and

protections for flowers in general; here, there only remains to be considered the

production of floating contrivances in certain marsh and water plants, and the
develoj)ment of special

cells

which are unprovided

to assist those foliage-leaves

with scale-leaves in breaking through the

soil.

Floating arrangements occur in only a few species of plants, most noticeably in
the Brazilian Pontederia crassipes, and in the few species of the water-chestnut

In both instances the leaf-stalks are swollen up into

{Trwpa).

floats,

and remind

one to some extent of the swollen utricular leaf-stalk of CepJialotus, Sarracenia,

and of

float freely

rosettes,

surface to the

air,

is

not fixed in the

mud

fact that the

beneath the water by

on the surface of the pond.

to these plants that they should

grouped in

by the

beset with spines, &c., to hinder the exit of imprisoned

is

Pontederia crassipes

but the plants

these

quite closed, and that the partitioned interior neither contains

is

digestive organs, nor

animals.

They are distinguished from

pitcher-plants.

buoy-like swelling

have a small

roots,

It is of great importance

specific gravity,

and that their

which have been unfolded above the water, should

leaves,

offer a large

while at the same time the illumination of the green portions

Both these requirements are met by the bladderand these strange floating plants are driven Ijy tlie wind like ships

should not be encroached upon.
like leaf-stalk,

hither and thither over the surface of the water.

The plants of water-chestnut are held fast to the muddy bottom under water by
The submerged leaves are finelj"roots, and are not adapted to floating freely.
divided like a comb, and have such a small specific gi-avity that

from the stem they immediately rise to the surface of the water.
leaves lying on the surface of the water,

and grouped into

rosettes,

tough, almost leathery blades, and these also do not sink

and therefore

to see

what advantage

But when

in the height of

it is difficult

the swollen leaf-stalk.

is

when detached
The uppermost

have rhomboidal,

when they

are isolated,

afforded in this instance

summer

by

large hea^'y fruits are

seen to be produced from the flowers developed amongst the leaves of these floating
rosettes, it

then becomes evident that the floating capacity of the rosette-leaves

must be maintained,

lest

they be drawn underneath by the weight of the nuts and

placed in a position as unfavoui-able as could be imagined for the proper discharge
of their functions.

In the subterranean buds of perennial plants the rudimentary foliage-leaves are
usually surrounded by scales, which function as shields and screens, and in particular play the part of protective organs in the

ground.

Most of these sheath-like

gating buds until the

soil

scales, as

work

of breaking through the

already stated, grow up with the elon-

has been pierced, and their points strengthened by turgid

cells serve as actual earth-breakers.

But

in

some plants which survive through
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the winter, with underground buds or bulbs, the

not have this assistance; they must carve their

young sprouting

way through

the

do

foliage-leaves

unaided, and

soil

press above the surface without a sheathing envelope.

Accordingly they have to

bore through a more or less thick layer of earth, often a

stiff clay;

Now

containing pointed stones and angular grains of sand.
foliage-leaves traversing this

rugged and uneven path

may

or one perhaps

in order that the

suffer

no damage, they

are variously folded and twisted together so as to form a cone; and most important
of

all,

the apex of this cone, which operates like a gi-ound-auger, and therefore

exercises a strong j)i'essure on the

soil,

is

armed with

These

special cells.

have a great resemblance to those at the apex of the sheath-like
those of the knee-shaped bent cotyledon of the onion (see

p. 606).

many

In

possessing lolied or deeply-divided leaf-blades, the boring apex of this cone

by a bend of the

leaf -stalk,

leaves of the Yellow

which

is

Thus

bent and knee-like stalk.

as the leaf

delicate fi-ee apices of its lobes are directed

&c.)

is still

not

inwards and downwards, and not until
it

straighten

free i^oints of the leaf-blade,

which

inclined in the opposite direction

when

The

and draw the leaf-blade out of the ground.
ai-e

it is

occupied in boring, the

the hooked leaf -stalk has emerged above the surface of the soil does

were hitherto directed downwards,

plants

formed

from the ground but the convex part of

first

As long

to

in the foliage-

Monkshood {Aconitum Vulparia, Lycoctonum,

the apex of the leaf which emerges
its

doubled over like a hook.

is

cells

and

scale-leaves,

they arrive above the earth, and the whole leaf then unfolds into an expansion

An

parallel to the surface of the ground.

large ferns with

Filix-mas).

underground winter buds,

The fronds

delicate segments are

in the

common

is

observed in

Male-fern (A.y)idiuvi

root-stock are spirally

rolled, their

packed closely together, one above the other, and covered by

by a thick hoop.

comes into contact with the forest
the top layer of the soil in

when

e.(;.

at the end of the

the strong rachis of the leaf as

unfolded

exactly similar process

its

soil

as

it is

Only the back

of this rachis

broken through; the rachis prises up

gradual unrolling, and the delicate segments are only

the part of the axis in question has emerged and straightened

itself.

The earth is broken through in a very peculiar manner by the peltate leafPodophyllum iJcUatum. As long as the leaves of this plant are still
small and below the gTOund, they resemble a closed umbrella; the folded blade is
directed downwards, and nestles close to the thick stalk, which grows straight up.
At the free end of the stalk, which would correspond in position to the ferule of an
blades of

umbrella held upright,

is

found a group of thin-walled, turgid

phyll, situated like a white

knob

the leaf -stalk grows in height,

cells,

without chloro-

at the converging-point of the leaf-strands.

it is

this cell-group

When

which presses on the layers of earth

The leaf-blade, still furled to
the stalk, is then raised up through the hole thus bored. Once above the surface, the
blade expands just like an opening umbrella. The above-mentioned group of cells,
above

it,

and

it is

the

first

having served as a buffer,

to appear at the surface.

now

loses its turgescence,

spot at the centre of the brownish-green expanded

but remains visible as a white

leaf -blade.

In the species of the

genera Acanthus and Hydrophyllum, which are characterized by divided leaves,
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the lobes of the Idades whilst

still

phyllum, but here the penetration

ground are depressed as

undei- the

in

Podo-

accomplished by means of peculiar bumps and

is

bladder-like protuberances on the uppermost lobes, which again consist of strongly-

turgid

In the Asarabacca (Asarura)

cells.

together lengthwise which

In the Broad-leaved AUium, Dog's-

ursinum and ErytJironium, Dens

Bethlehem and Hyacinth, and many other bulbous
of our

and which growing

turge.scent cells,

upwards, presses the earth apart like a wedge.
tooth Violet (Allium

the apex of the lower leaf folded

it is

composed of

is

Canis), in the Star of

plants, also in

numerous orchids

meadows and woods whose buds pass the winter embedded

apes of the lowest

leaf -blade is

deep

in

soil,

the

transformed into an actual ground-auger, usually

shaped like a hood or folded cap-like over the apices of the other leaf-blades of the
plant.
leaf

A

group of

without chlorophyll

cells

which envelops the

others,

and

this

always found on the apex of that

is

apex

may

be

In most of the plants examined the

white colour.
turgid; only a

few present thickened

plainlj^ distinguished

cells are

walls, as, for example, the

{Allium ursinum), where the whole leaf-apex

is

by

its

thin-walled but very

Broad -leaved AUium

almost horn-like.

This group of

turgescent cells always forms the apex of the leaf-cone growing out from the

when

subterranean bud; afterwards
spread out over the

soil,

this cone has

grown

up,

and the leaves are

the formerly tense cells of the leaf-apex collapse, dry

and present a withered appiearance.

In the Asarabacca and in

many

and lower leaves are regularly browned, and look as
even when they have not been actually injured in penetrating the ground.

apices of the mature

The term

floral-leaves

comprehends

up

orchids the
if liurnt,

those which are directly or indirectly

all

concerned in the processes of fertilization, and in the production of the embr3-o.
First of all
cell

we have

the leaf-structures within which the germ-cell

from which the embryo proceeds after

which

arise the fertilizing cells

known by

fertilization.

the

name

is

Then there

formed, that
ai-e

of pollen-graius.

those in

Finally' all

those which are concerned in bringing about the union of the pollen-cells with the
germ-cells, or

whose task

is

to pi'otect these

two kinds

development from injurious external influences.

of sexual cells during their

Since the processes only shortly

indicated here will be fully described in the second volume of The Natural History

of Plants, and since the forms of the
descriptions,

we need not

floral

leaves will

be considered in these

here give a detailed representation of these structures.

In the pages which follow they will only be treated of so far as
the comprehension

of

the architecture of the whole plant,

is

necessary for

and of a

series

of

botanical terms.

With regard

to the succession

and arrangement

of floral-leaves,

it

has to be

noticed as one of their most characteristic features that the last and uppennost
floral leaves are

appressed whorls.

always very

close together,

and are usually developed as

closely

These assemblages of floral-leaves together form ihaflover.

axis which bears the flower at

its free

end

is

termed

i\\Q

The

flower-stalk (ludunculus).

The axis which is terminated by the flower is only in rare instances, viz. in a
few annual herbs, the direct continuation of the shoot which is pi'oduced from the
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bud (plumule) situated above the hypocotyl

first

In this case the

floral

together to form the flower, follow directly above the foliage-

leaves, collected

leaves on the

(cf. fig. 2).
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same

Such a flower

shoot.

the flowering axis or peduncle

is

called terminal.

is

Much more

inserted laterally on an older shoot,

ates close above a leaf, called a subtending leaf; here

we speak

frequently

and

origin-

of lateral flowers.

Usually several flowers are grouped in a definite way, and the term inflorescence
has been introduced to distinguish these groupings. The sitbtendioig

(iiiflorescentla)

leaf (folium fulcrans) either agrees in general character with the lower foliageleaves,

and

is

then said to be

and

colouring,

is

" leaf -like

",

or

it differs

in shape

and

size as well as in

then spoken as a bract (bractea).

These leaves, differing from foliage-leaves, always have a special relation to the
processes of fertilization;

and are therefore to be reckoned with the

Frequently a whole inflorescence

and

bract,

in such infforescences,

is

floral-leaves.

surrounded and supported by a single enormous

which are very characteristic

of

palms and aroids,

the bracts at the base of the individual flower-stalks are usually undeveloped.

common

large

illustrated in

bract
fig.

is

157

^,

This

The Climbing Palm (Desmoncus}

called a spathe (spatha).

has such a spathe beset with prickles.

It

sometimes hap-

pens that some of the flowers of the inflorescence do not develop, and that then
If such "

bracts are to be seen without flowers.

empty

bracts

"

are found crowded

together at the base of the inflorescence arranged at one level, or are there grouped
in very close spiral revolutions,

we speak

of

an involucre (involucrum).

Some-

times they are to be seen at the apex of the whole inflorescence, the group forming

what we may

call

a

Minute,

crest.

dry

stiff',

without chlorophyll, in the

bracts,

centre of thickly crowded inflorescences are called palem

In flowers

we

(jKilece).

carpels.
The pierianthThe former arrangement is
which a species, the " Queen of the

distinguish perianth-leaves, stamens,

and

leaves are arranged either spirally or in whorls.

observed most noticeably in the

Night

" (to

cacti,

of

be described later on account of

other interesting features)

is

its

blossoming at night, and of various

illustrated in the Plate VII. here inserted.

In the

flowers of this plant more than a hundred perianth - leaves are so arranged at

small vertical intervals along a spiral line that the smallest stand lowest, the
largest uppermost, not unlike the leaves of the involucral
of a composite.

Much more

striking form.

whorls.

This spiral arrangement, however,

If the

is

cup around the capitulum
rare,

at least in such a

frequently the perianth -leaves fomi two successive

lower whorl consists of green leaves, which agree in texture and in

general appearance with foliage-leaves, while the upper

is

composed of more delicate

leaf-structures displaying all possible colours except green, the lower
calyx,

and the upper the

coloured very

we then speak

much

corolla.

If

all

alike, so that there is

is

called the

these perianth -leaves are sliaped

and

no marked contrast between the whorls,

of a perigone (perigonium).

This

may

be either gi-een like a calyx,

or coloured like a corolla.

The stamens (stamina), the

" attire " of

the older botanists, are, like the peri-

anth-leaves, usually whorled, or, moi'e i-arely, arranged in spirals.
Vol.

I.

Each stamen
41
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consists of the anther (anthera),

and of the support to

this anther,

which

is

and stalk of the

is

developed,

usually thi-eadlike, and bears the

Filaments and anthers, in

of filament (filamentum).

to the sheathing-part

that part in which the pollen

i.e.

and

leaf,

wholly suppressed; in other instances the anther

many

in these
is

name

instances, correspond

stamens the blade

is

to be regarded as the lower

part of the blade, and then the apex of the blade appears as a scale-like appendage.

The blade
to

of the

which there

The

stamen sometimes resembles a perianth-leaf, and

this is a case

will be frequent allusion.

carpels (carpophylla) are arranged, like the perianth-leaves

sometimes in whorls and sometimes
they are

and present

scale-like,

free

and stamens,

In one section of flowering plants

spirally.

margins not joined together.

In another

section they are rolled together and their margins fused, so that a capsule called

the pistil {pistillmii, ovarium)

is

formed.

If

many

carpels are present in one

flower, each of them may form a separate ovary, and then the more or less
numerous one-leaved ovaries appear an-anged either spirally or in a stellate
manner as the termination of the shoot in the centre of the flower, e.g. in the

RanunculaceiB and Dryadese.
these groups of plants there

In the Papilionacese and several others allied to
is

only a single one-leaved

pistil at

the end of the

flower-shoot; but usually several whorled carpels are vmited together to form a

A

single ovary in the centre of the flower.

great

number

of difierent constructive

plans of many-leaved pistils are distinguished according to the

manner and extent

marks for characterizing the
The most striking diSerences are produced by the whorled

of union, and these in particular aflbrd excellent
families

and genera.

carpels being at one time fused with one another along their whole length, while

at another, the fusion

is

restricted only to the lower part:

by the

fact that fre-

quently the rolled united margins of the adjoining carpels become partition-walls
in the interior of the pistil, resulting in the formation of compartments, while in

other cases this formation of septa does not occur, the carpels adjoining one

another like the staves of a cask, and forming an imchambered capsule.

The

pistil

may

be divided into the ovary {(jermen), style (stylus) and stigmxi

{stigma). The ovary corresponds to the sheathing portion, the style to the stalk,
and the stigma perhaps to the blade of the leaf. The ovary forms in most cases
an expanded structure; its contour and surface offer little variety, especially

when compared with
Usually

its

shape

is

the inexhaustible diversity of other parts of the flower.

ovate, ellipsoidal, spherical, or disc-like,

cylindrical, or barrel-shaped;

sometimes

has the form of a sword or sabre.

and bands are often found on
of the carpels of which

it

is

its

it

is

flattened

more rarely elongated,
side to side, and

from

Projecting knobs, cushions, angles, ridges,

circumference in accordance with the number

composed, and three- or five-sided forms are met

with very frequently.

The

on the ovary when

has been transformed into the fruit-capsule are usually so

it

hairs, bristles, spines,

and wings appearing so noticeably

undeveloped at the time of flowering that perhaps not even the rudiments of
these outgrowths can be recognized.

PLATE

QUEEN OF THE NIGHT

Pi-inted ftora the oi-igiiials

(Cereus nycticalus).

by the BIBLIOGR,\PHISCHES INSTITUT, Idpzig.

,
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The ovary contains structures which, from analogy with the eggs of animals,
have been termed ovulen (ovula). They are also called "seed-buds", as the seeds
are produced from them after fertilization.
Formerly the name " germ-buds " was
fi-equently employed for these structures.
Those botanists who endeavour to refer
the

infinitely

manifold merabei-s of

especially to settle
leaf,

plants

a few fundamental

to

whether a certain structure

is

have fought very much over the ovules.

First of

without exception as stem-structures, as parts, that

most portion of the stem which bears the ovules
the ovules branch off

— were

these fruit-axes divided

became

also
arise

leaf-like,

up

forms, and

to be considered as a

is,

all,

ovules were regarded

of the axis,

and the upper-

— or fi'om which the

designated as fruit-axes.

stem or a

It

supports of

was thought that

most varied manner, and that they sometimes

in the

resembling flattened shoots, in which case the ovules would

from the margins of the flattened expansion.

It

was

also supposed that

such fruit-axes might be united with the carpels, and the impression would then
be given that the ovules were produced fi-om the carpels.
all

plants were

interpreted

their direct origin

from the

as leaf-structures,
axis, that

is,

i.e.

as

Later, the ovules of

parts of the

carpels,

and

Even those

from the stem, was denied.

ovules which are situated on the apex of the axis, projecting into the centi-e of
the ovarian cavity, were regarded as outgrowths of the carpels, and

it

was sup-

posed that a freely-ascending, ovule-bearing column projecting into the cavity
of the

ovary rose up from the base of the united carpels.

explanations have been given, but

These

it is

false interpretations are

corrected

on the difference between stem and

Various other forced

hardly suitable to consider them here.

leaf,

when we no longer

lay that stress

which was asserted by the advocates

two views quoted above, and when we remember that really all leaves
it is by no means easy to settle where the
stem ceases and the leaf begins. If we rigidly adhere to the history of development and to the actual fact rather than to those speculations on which is based
of the

are produced from a stem, and that

the conception of an

"

ideal

against the attempt to refer

ground-plan,
directly

we

plant
all

",

and

if

at the

same time we

set ourselves

plans of construction to a single fundamental

arrive at this result, that

in

many

from the apex of the stem, and that even in the

cases

the ovules proceed

earliest stages of develop-

ment they have no organic connection with the carpels.
They stand in the
same relation to the stem as carpels do, and there is no reason why they should
not, like them, be regarded as peculiarly metamorphosed leaves.
They form
the last uppermost leaves originating from the axis, become subsequently a constituent of the fruit,
carpels.

and may

also be looked upon,

in consequence, as

upper

In such instances as these, two successive whorls of carpels are developed,

one situated below, whose members develop no ovules, and one placed above,

whose members are only formed of ovules and their supports.

The lower

carpels,

without themselves developing ovules, form the capsule arching over the upper
carpels

which have been reduced to ovules.

fication

from the fact that similar conditions are observed in the stamens; that

This view receives the more justi-
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to say, there are flowers in

which the outer lower stamens are

leafy ex-

flat,

Of

pansions, whilst the upper are i-educed to anthers and filamentous supports.

course this

only a view which

is

would be unwise

it

upon

to insist

after the

foregoing strictures.

many

This supposition does not exclude the fact that in

whorl of carpels

instances a single

developed, and that the carpels of this whorl not only form

is

the capsule, but that at the same time ovules

may

At one

from them.

arise

time the teeth of the margins of these carpels become ovules; at another, whole

segments of a
groups of
lastly,

metamorphosed into ovules; again,

leaf are

have given

cells

innumerable ovules

rise

in another instance,

and

to ovules over the midribs of the carpels;

may have

developed from the whole inner surface of

the carpels.

The
by the

internal structure of the cavity of the ovary

is still

up

that the end of the axis in one case rises

fact

further complicated

hemisphere or

like a

truncated column in the centre of the capsule, while in other instances the end
of the axis

hollowed into a

is

and sometimes even deeply excavated.

pit,

In

consequence of these manifold arrangements, very different relations between carpels

and axis naturally

follow,

and the most various constructive plans

which,

result,

however, will be more suitably discussed in the second volume when considering
the individual families, especially the Primulacese and Onagracese.

In whatever

way

the ovules

may

In them

in structure.

may

be explained, they exhibit a

gi-eat

agreement

be distinguished the nucellus {nueleus), surrounded

by two, or less frequently by only one coat (integumentum), and also the portion
by which the ovule is connected with its substratum, the placenta. Usualty this
has the form of a stalk or filament (funiculus), and then the ovules appear, as

When

were, suspended in the interior of the ovary.

a direct continuation of the funicle,
is

hung on a

support,

it is

it is

said to be inverted or anatropou8\
is

used.

The

ovary of a one-leaved

If the

portion,

and the

style

style corresponds

pistil

liferas,

or that

from the stalk

of a leaf,

if

we

swollen up like a vesicle, as
it

a

to

fused with the

as

regards

In the one-leaved

which are

built

if

its

pistil

papilionaceous plants.

it

will be easily conceived that

The

lateral

it

position

imagine that the sheathing portion
it

is

on the foliage-leaves of Umbel-

bears large stipules as in the Cinquefoil (Potentilla).

the apex of the ovary, but looks as
pistils

less

leaf-stalk

pistil.

one-leaved ovary of the cinc^uefoils the style in fact

In

is

be regarded as arising from the sheathing

of the style can be clearly understood
is

it

uncovered.

is left

the style appears to be aflixed to one side of the ovary.

of the ovary

and

curved, the designation

it is

frequently resembles a leaf-stalk, especially in

foi-m

straight,

coats do not completely inclose the ovules, but at

position and relation to the other portions of the
its

more or

when

one pole a spot which bears the name of micropyle

As already remarked, the

is

called orthotropous; if the straight ovvde

thread-like support, but reversed, and

campylotropous

the ovule

is

had grown out

up of many carpels arranged

In the

not seen to spring from
laterall}-

from

in a whorl,

its capsule.

and having
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ouly their sheathing portions

fused,

as,

(Colchicum), or in the much-cultivated
the styles are separate

ovary corresponding to

for

"Love

example, in the
in a

Meadow

and always fixed at one side of the compartment of the
them. But when several whorled carpels are completely

united with one another as far as the stigma, only a single style

may

This style, which

then

stalks,

pistil

may

is

to be seen.

be considered as a combination of several grooved

up above the centre

rises

the leaf-stalk

Satiiou

Mist" {Nujella Damascena),

the many-chambered ovary.

of

leaf-

Just as

be frequently absent from foliage-leaves, so sometimes the

has no style, and the stigma

is sessile

or seated immediately upon the ovary.

The stigma corresponds to the blade portion of a leaf, but is expanded in only a
few families of plants, amongst which the irises are the best known. It has to
receive and hold the pollen-grains, and its form varies according as to whether these
are carried by the wind as flower-dust or are brought to the flowers by insects in
cohering masses.

In the former case the stigmas are brush-like or feathery, often

extended like a cobweb or spread out like a plume
papillse,

knock
If

;

in the latter case, projecting

knobs, ridges and bands are found on them, against which the insects

ofl"

we

the pollen as they enter the flower.
consider

now

the functions of the various floral structures rather than

and succession of the individual members, we arrive at the following
Of all the structures known as floral-leaves the ovules and pollen-grains

the position
result.
(i.e.

those parts of the flower on which these structures are produced) alone are

indispensable.

These

poi-tions of the flower,

during their development and at the

moment

however, must be protected not only

of fertilization against possible external

injurious influences, but the union of pollen-grains with ovules

about by a suitability in the form of the
production of these bodies.

floi-al- leaves

In order to be able to

fulfil

must be brought
mere

in addition to the

these tasks the floral-leaves

which develop ovules or pollen are themselves often suitably equipped and adapted,
or a division of labour takes place, so that only one portion of the floral-leaves

develops ovules or pollen, while the other exists for protection and as a means of

ensuring fertilization.

In

many

plants, for example, the carpels are not only the

bearers of the ovules, but also at the same time their protectors, and

by the pecuIn

liarity of their structure thej^ conduct the pollen to the ovules they bear.

numerous other plants, on the contrary, a division of labour has occurred the
ovules spring from the axis as independent structures, and the carpels proper
surround and protect them, and receive the pollen for them, as may be seen typically
In the American Pachysanclra, in the Persian Hccliin the flowers of primulas.
;

mocnemis, and in

many

masses, but .some of

them are

cany

A

the pollen from

other plants, the stamens pi'oduce pollen in coherent
also provided with allurements for those insects

flower to flower,

and distribute

it

which

to the suitable stigmas.

is met with in most of these plants which have coherent pollen,
more whorls of stamens are developed, the upper bear anthers and
produce pollen, the lower are without pollen, but assume the function of attracting
Regarded from this
insects and of protecting the upper anther-bearing stamens.

division of labour

two, three, or
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stand-point the perianth-leaves are, as
is

it

were, only antherless stamens, and this view

supported by the fact that in the so-called double flowers the anther-bearing

stamens regularly change into antherless perianth-leaves.
lilies

as a rule no sharp limit can be

drawn between stamens and

but a gradual transition from one to the other
of certain limes (Tilia

Americana,

Fig. 151.
1

may

perianth-leaves,

The flowers

be plainly noted.

alba, argentea), as well as those of the arrow-

grass (Triglochin), of which an illustration

is

given below, are very instructive in

In the Silver Lime (Tilia argentea,

this respect.

In the flowers of water-

figs.

151

^

and 151

')

a whorl of

— Flowers of the Silver Lime {Tilia argentea), ami of a species of Arrow-grasa {Triglockin Barellieri).

Inflorescence of the Silver Lime, natural size. 2 Longitudinal section tlirongh a single flower. ^ Flower of the Arrow-grass,
* xhe same flower in a later stage of development ; one of the upper perianth-leaves cut
in the first stage of blossoming.

away.

-, 3,

and

*

are enlarged.

stamens with anthers

is first

formed below the

pistil,

followed by a whorl of leaves

without anthers, which, however, secrete honey to allure insects; then again comes
a whorl of leaves with, and below these again two whorls of leaves ndthout

The same

anthers.

composed of two
figs.

151

^

is

the case in Triglochin, whose flowera look as

stories standing

and 151

*).

one above the other,

ijuite similarlj^

The flower commences below with

if

they were

arranged (see

a whorl of three hollowed

antherless leaves; above these comes a whorl of thx-ee leaves with anthers, and the

and protected during development by the hoUowed
leaves a.s if by a hood; then again follows a whorl of three hollowed antherless
leaves, and above these yet again a whorl of three stamens with large anthers, an
large anthers are surrounded
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When

arrangement resembling that of the lower story.

from the anthers
of

it

is

not immediately carried

647

the powdery pollen falls

away by

the wind, but

where

into the hollow cavities of the leaves below the anthei-s,

all

deposited until the proper time has arrived for
of another flower.

pollen

They

remains

transmission to the stigma

These hollowed leaves, although themselves antherless, are

therefore filled with pollen for a time,
dehisced.

its

falls first
it

and look

anthers which have just

like

are of the greatest importance for the timely distribution of the

and for the accomplishment of

and

fertilization,

may

be regarded with

respect to the part which they have to play as antherless stamens.

Usually
the

pistil

all these leaf-structures of the flower originating from the axis below
and bearing no anthers are designated as perianth-leaves as calyx- and

—

corolla-leaves, or, lastly, as staminodes.

What

descriptive botanists understand

perianth, calyx, and corolla has been already described on p. 64.1

term staminode,

it

should be mentioned that

it is

applied to

by

with regard to the

;

all

such antherless

leaves as are inserted between the whorls of perianth or corolla leaves on the one

hand, and the carpels on the other;
anther-bearing stamens are placed.
in shape, but are distinguished from

They, however,

make themselves

i.e.

they occur where in most instances the

Staminodes resemble the stamens very much

them by the

fact that they develop

useful in other ways.

Thus

the pollen, they secrete honey and allure insects; or they

no

pollen.

in the transmission of

may

serve as protective

agents for their neighbours, the anther-bearing stamens, against various external
injuries.

by

all

A

detailed description of the part performed in the process of fertilization

these floral leaves which are so diflerently shaped and are arranged in such

manifold ways with regard to one another,

reserved for the second volume of this

is

work.

3.

FORMS OF STEM STRUCTUEES.

Stems. — The Hypocotyl. — Stems bearing Scale-leaves. — Stems
— Procumbent and Floating Stems. — Climbing Stems. — Erect FoliageStems. — Eesistance of Upright Stems to Strain, Pressure, and Bending. — Floral-Stems.

Definition and Classification of

bearing Foliage-leaves.

DEFINITION

AND

CLASSIFICATION OF STEMS. THE HYPOCOTYL.
BEARING SCALE-LEAVES.

In certain seeds consisting of rounded or ellipsoidal masses of

shows no obvious division into stem and

leaf

;

as, for

tissue, the

embryo

nor can any distinction be recognized

between the embryo and the surrounding seed-coat.
germinate,

STEMS

example, those of orchids, their

When
cells

such seeds begin to

become partitioned and

multiply, and the whole tissue-body increases in size, but for a long time no trace
visible of a division into

of Cuscuta, described

stem and

leaf.

and figured on

reserve tissue which nourishes the

It is

p. 173,

embryo

shown by the development

is

of the seed

that the embryo, the seed-coat and the
for a time

and provides

it

with the
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may

necessary building materials,

embryo

itself

be distinguished from each other; but the

all

shows no segmentation into axis and

naked

It looks to the

leaves.

eye like a filamentous, spirally-rolled structure, which breaks through the envelope
of the seed-coat on germination, extends and elongates, then grows

up straight and

afterwards twists and winds and seeks for a resting-place from which
nom'ishment.

although

Not

it beai-s

until later,

where

it is

no

leaves,

when

The

scales

35

(c/. fig.

which grow out into

^

on

is

repeatedly denied that the stem

is

Although

this

if

it

theme

must be interpreted as leaves
Projections are then developed

p. 175).

young condition

exhibit neither leaves

specially emphasized here, because

a special

course seem strange to the uninitiated, and

regard the stem

longer by the help

still

lateral shoots.

fact that stems exist, which, in their

nor even the rudiments of leaves,

of leaves.

stem has developed haustoria at the spots

this thread-like

with the host-plant, and has grown

in contact

below the growing point

above the

can derive

and indeed never presents even the rudiments

of the absorbed nourishment, do small scales which
arise

it

This thread may, without further discussion be considered as a stem

member

of the plant.

be asked,

it will

has been

it

may
are we

This

how then

of

to

has not the value of an independent morphological member?
is

so delicate,

and

its

treatment so

those

difficult for

who

are

not initiated into the details of the speculative science of foi'm, yet I will try to
briefly state the

At

grounds which have led to the opinion stated above

the free extremity of a growing leafy shoot a slight difi'erence maj^ indeed be

recognized between the cells of the periphery and those of the interior, but no clear

boundary can be fixed between these
tiated conical or hemispherical

parts,

mass of

growth and further development

and the end looks

On

tissue.

of the mass,

it

like

an undifferen-

observing more narrowly the

will be noticed that cushions or

protuberances arise on the periphery of the cone and form leaves, while the inner
portion above these leaf-rudiments continues to elongate as an undifferentiated

mass.

Soon, however, fresh rudiments of leaves arise from

continues quite a large

number

it,

and so as the process

of the cells are grouped together

turn the starting-points of leaves.

If

we

thus below the tip of the shoot,

we examine
shall

and form

the tissue of a leaf as

in their
it

arises

seek in vain for the place where the

substance of the leaf ceases and that of the stem begins.

on such grounds as

It is

these that the view has been formulated that the whole stem

is

really nothing else

than a collection of leaves, standing one above the other, whose basal portions

remain united, while the peripheral parts according to need

more or

less.

Against this view, of course, there

is

rise

up and

project

apparently the fact that not

only leaves but also lateral shoots appear on the circumference of a growing shoot,

from which

it

follows that the whole of the tissue

is

not employed in the formation

of leaves, but that a part remains over from which the

stems

ai-e

produced, and that

sents the tissue of the

it is

this part

main stem.

commencements

of lateral

which does not form leaves which repre-

It has also

been proved that the rudiments of

leaves arise on the growing shoot-cone from cells lying nearer the periphery than

those from which the rudiments of lateral stems de^'e]op.

This different origin has
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been used as a
tissue has

mark

between

for distinguishing

leaf

049

and stem, and the peripheral

been explained as the basis of the leaves, and the tissue lying below

The outer layer

as that of the stem-structures.

of cells of the

dermatogen, never forms the starting-point for

latei-al

The two or three outer

occasionally give rise to leaves.

growing cone,

stems, although

it

called

it

may

layers of cells of the tissue

below, called the periblem, usually form the leaves, but lateral stems often originate

from the second to the fourth layers of the periblem.

However, these possible

and no sharp limit can be drawn between the
from which originate the rudiments of leaves and lateral stems; consequently

differences of origin are insignificant,
tissues

no essential difference between

in this particular point there is

leaf

and stem.

In the stem the vascular bundles form a ring round the axis, but in the
stalk, in other respects often

in a plane.

leaf-

very like the stem, they are grouped in a semicircle or
Leaf-stalks which bear

This, howevei', does not invariably occur.

peltate blades, as well as those

which pass into blades with pinnate or palmate

strands, as, for example, those of

Solanwin jasminoides, Anamirta Coccidus, Meni-

many

spci-mimi Carolinianum and of

other Menispermacese exhibit circles of

vascular bundles and an actual ring of wood, so that they cannot in their internal
sti'ucture be distinguished

from stems.

which have been brought forward

All other differences between leaf and stem

at different times

and by

different investigators

apply indeed to a number, often to a very great number of plants, but unfortunately
not to

all.

The following have been suggested

distinction, viz. that the leaf

directly from

below

its

it,

as relatively the best

marks

of

shows a limited growth, and that no new leaves spring

while the stem grows indefinitely and produces leaves laterally

growing

point.

I

say expressly the relatively best marks of distinction,

because structures exist which cannot be forced into the limits of this definition.

The flower-bearing as well as the

flowerless phylloclades of the Smilacinese (which

are really reduced axes) have always a limited growth; and, on the other hand,

there are plants from whose leaves other leaves grow out. In the leaf-blades of the
American twining plant Aristolochia Sipho, which is often met with in gardens as
a covering for arbours and trellis-work, green projecting bands and lobes, which can

indeed only be explained as leaf-structures, sometimes arise on the lower side of the
blade, especially in those places whei-e the finer strands

This

is

form

delicate anastomoses.

a case where leaf-like structures actually spring directly from leaves, and

the only difference

is

that the places of origin of the leaflets are not arranged in

geometrical succession.

On

reviewing the results of the developmental and morphological researches,

we

here only briefly touched upon,
state absolute distinctions

already mentioned,

viz.

are forced to confess that

between

leaf

and stem, and

that,

it is

very

that the stem does not form an independent

plant, is not really contradicted.

The

difiicult to

moreover, the view

single fact opposed to this

member

view

is

of the

the occur-

rence of stems without leaves; those, for example, which spring from the seeds of

Cuscuta.

But here

also

it

may

be objected that this stem in

forms small leaves below the growing-point, and that

its

its fui'ther

development

tissue is nothing

more
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than

As

continuatiou of the basal portion of these leaves.

tlie

whole matter

instances, the

eveiyone

is

The simplest way

in the right.

plant whicli,

when

an unfruitful

finally ends in

to regard as a

is

in so

strife of

many

similar

words where

stem every axis of a

developed, always bears geometrically-arranged leaves, and to

avoid speculations as to whether this stem

is

to be considered as

an independent

structure apart from leaves, or as a combination of their basal portions.

Whatever theory we may hold of these relations, not only the form but also
by the part of the stem in question must be

the function of the leaves borne

regarded as the predominating factor in the portrayal of the stem structure
especially

when

the peculiar construction of a given stem

special duties assigned to

There

is

no plant

We

to tlie apex.

each of which

in

which the stem

is

developed quite uniformlj' from the base

can always distinguish in

it

stories following

fashioned in accordance with the

is

by the

to be explained

is

it.

in buildings the underground walls,

work

it

one above the other,
Just as

has to perform.

which serve as the foundation of the whole and

usually also as a store-room for food, &c., exhibit quite a different kind of structure

from the upper

stories

which are inhabited, and where kitchen, bed-rooms,

and passages are found,

parloui's

air}'

one and the same plant, different plans of

so, in

construction are realized according as to whether the part in question bears cotyledons, scale-leaves, foliage-leaves, or floral-leaves, the functions of

extremely various.

It therefore

scale-leaf stems, foliage-stems,

There
that

is

not

much

which are so

seems most natural to classify stems as hypocotyls,

and

floral-stems.

The

to be said about the hypocotyl (fundamentuin).

hypocotyl undergoes no alterations worth mentioning and
that the bud of the main shoot

is

developed from

its

by the radicle is conducted by its means to this bud.
The stem bearing scale-leaves {svhex) is usually
its

leaves

lie close

and

is

In

lowei'.

may happen

it

the

only of importance in

apex, and the food absorbed

so short in

its first

stages that

many instances it remains verj' short throughout

then termed a reduced axis or

elongates so that

is

itself,

packed above one another, the upper ones being wholly or for the

most part covered by the
life,

After

of interest has been stated already in describing the cotyledons.

is

has drawn the cotyledons from their envelope and has straightened

little

its

leaves are separated,

that one of these scaly stems

times a reduced axis;

it

may

"

short branch

and
is

it is

In others

".

then called a

"

extends and

long branch

".

It

and somewhich knots have

at intei'vals sometimes a long

then be compared to a string, in

been tied at certain distances.

it

In the case of a scaly stem passing over into a

foliage-stem beset with green leaves, the former usually has the form of a reduced
axis.

It is

then either flattened or disc-like, or

conical form.

If it is beset

the leafy foliage-stem into which

abbreviated stem.

a hulh

example, in

it

may

be of a shortly cylindrical or

and hollowed

almost always underground, and

lilies, tulips,

hj-acinths,

cousiderabljr thicker than

is

almost directly passes,

This, together with its large

Qjidhiis); it is

it

with large scale-leaves and

and

its

stars of Bethlehem.

we speak

of

it

scale-leaves, is

axis

as an

termed

is vertical, as,

for
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A scale-leaf stem

which remains

which

shoi't,

and does not exceed in thickness the foliage or
it,

is

called a sucker (surculiis).

The

(gemvia) so long as the foliage or

is

floral

floral

floral stem,

hollowed scale-leaves, as

detached and

The

first

scaly stem

is

is

On

lateral shoots of

the other hand,

woody

terminated by flowers.
sionally very thick,

it is

and

is

bud

later it

it;

not very remai-k-

almost always the case, become

but seldom developed at the base of the

shoot (plumule) arising between the cotj'ledons

Moschatellina).

scales

stem which often proceeds from

stem has not grown out from

able, especially after its
off".

membraneous

sucker, beset with scale-leaves, appears as a

forms to some extent the basis of the foliage or

fall

clothed with

651

(e.g.

Adoxa

in the Mosehatel,

scarcely ever absent from the base of the

plants, those bearing leaves as well as those

which are

In the subterranean buds of undershrubs the stem

is

occa-

The

and such buds have almost the appearance of bulbs.

subterranean buds, especially those of shrubs and

always possess, on the other

trees,

hand, a short cylindrical or conical stem.

The tuber

(tuber) seems to be to

the long axes formed
arising from

it;

its

by

some extent a link between the reduced and
It is always thicker than the shoots

scale-leaf stems.

scale-leaves are situated so far apart that a clear space

between them, and they never cover and envelop one another.

The

visible

is

scale-leaves of

the tuber are insignificant; they onlj^ appear as narrow horizontal bands, or they

by ridges and protuberances. In old tubers the scale-leaves
Most tubers are, moreover, very perishable structures; all those which appear as local thickenings of an underground
shoot, of which the Potato (Solanum tuberosiom) may serve as a type, grow verj^
quickly, and have a resting-period of about half a year, but perish completely after
they have developed shoots from their buds (the so-called " eyes ") which unfold
Perennial tubers, whose lower
their green foliage above ground in the sunlight.
half only is often embedded in the earth, or which are only covered with a thin
layer of soil, are much less common.
From these spring up every year a few shoots
which, however, do not completely exhaust the tuber, but, on the contrary, supplj^
it with materials manufactui-ed by the green foliage in the sunlight, by which
means the tissue of the tuber is actually enlarged. These perennial tubers frequently look like tuberous leafy stems, and the whole history of development
must be known in order to be able to determine and prove that they really are scaly
Tubers are generally subterranean. More rarely they are formed above
stems.
are merely indicated

are often scarcely recognizable externally.

the soil in the axils of foliage-leaves,

as, for

example, in the Lesser Celandine

(Ranuncidtis Ficaria), where those remarkable

little

tubers arise, which become

detached after the withering of the plant; they afterwards

ha\e

often,

myth

of

"

where they have been produced

potato rain

lie

on the gi'ound, and

in great quantities, given rise to the

".

Whilst some of the stems which bear scale-leaves are green, others are devoid
of chlorophyll,

and of these

latter the following types

may

be distinguished:

the aerial, thread-like, twining and parasitic stems of the genus Cuscuta

;

—

first,

second,

the thin subterranean shoots of the Couch-grass (Triticum repens) and of numerous
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allied grasses, clothed

with sheathing, membraneous scales; third, the

and Orobanchaceae, covered with dry

fleshy stems of the Balanophorese
figs.

ei'ect

and

scales (c/.

41 and 42); fourth, the branched stems of Lathrcea, lying embedded in the earth,

covered with large fleshy scales
ing in

all directions,

leaves, as

((/. fig.

37); fifth, the coral-like scaly stems branch-

which have no roots and are only covered with

shown by Upipogium

{cf. p.

delicate scale-

Ill) and by the Coral-root {Corallorhiza

innata); sixth, the stems of the Tooth-cress (Bentaria), creeping undergi-ound with
thick, fleshy scale-leaves

and clearly defined

roots; seventh

and

last,

the cylindrical,

many

subterranean stems with weak membraneous scale-leaves and

roots, as in

Solomon's Seal (Convallaria Polygonatum), the Sweet Spurge (Euphorbia dulcis),

and numerous other perennial undershrubs.

Subterranean scale-leaf stems developed

as elongated shoots are classed together in botanical terminology under the

"root-stock" or "rhizome" {rhizovui); the term "creeping stem" (ßoholcs)

which often creep

to the thin, branching scaly stems

is

name

applied

for a considerable distance

under the gi'ound.
In the forms belonging to the
ated, the scaly

first,

and

third, fourth,

stem passes directly into a

floral stem,

fifth

i.e.

groups, just enumer-

on the same stem below

are to be seen scale-leaves which stand in no direct connection with the processes

of fertilization, and above

and

45), or bracts, as in the

them perianth leaves, as in the Rafllesiaceaj (cf. figs. 44
Broom-rape and Toothwort {cf. fig. 37). In these plants

no green foliage leaves are develojDed; they are unnecessary, because these plants
are

all

parasites or saprophytes,

and do not require

to

manufacture organic com-

pounds for themselves, but derive the material necessary
from their

host, or

from the

humus

for their further

groups, of which Deiitm'ia, Couch-grass, and Solomon's Seal

two kinds

of shoots are developed:

— Shoots whose stem

leaves without chlorophjdl, and those which branch

the ground, and there unfold green foliage-leaves.

ofl"

may

is

be taken as types,

beset only with scale-

from these grow up above

Here, too, must be mentioned

those strange plants whose perennial underground stems develop
shoots which appear above ground;
scale-leaves,

first,

shoots whose stem

two kinds

leafly,

flowerless shoots

whose green

This remarkable division of labour

in species of Butter-bur (Petasites),

is

of

covered below with

is

but which bears fiowers above and later on when these

begin to wither,
sunlight.

—

growth

In plants of the other

of the forest ground.

shoots

first

leaf-blades unfold in the

observed in

many

Alpine

jDlants,

and in the widely-distributed and well-known

Colt's-foot (Tussilago Farfara).

Green scaly stems which develop as elongated shoots are obviously
or rather, they

grow above the ground and the cortex

green so far as the light can influence them.

all aerial,

of their stems becomes

That part of the shoot which remains

hidden in the dark earth does not become green, and

many

such shoots,

e.g.

those

of Asparagus, are white and without chlorophyll in the lower half, their upper
portions alone being green, viz. the small needle-shaped branches (phyllocladia)

growing out from the

axils of the small scale-leaves.

Amongst the green

scale-leaf

stems nnist be included the cactiform plants, the switch plants, and the plants with
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flattened shoots,

which have been

setacefe) belong also to this grouj),

on

fully described

and

E. Telmateja) the division of labour

is

in one

333.

p.

group o£ these {Eqidsetuvn arvense,

scales,

and not

The

similar to that in the Colt's-foot.

by a spike

pale shoots which emerge from the ground are terminated

bearing

The Horsetails (Equi-

until later, after the spores

first

of sporangia-

have been scattered by the wind

and the pale primary shoots have withered, do the summer shoots appear whose
stems develop green tissue in the cortex.
structure of the green scaly stems, whose duty

The inner

to

is

manufacture

In these plants,

organic materials, agrees essentially with that of the foliage-stem.

indeed, the functions have only been transposed in this way, viz. that normal green

leaves are not produced, but only small colourless scales, whilst the

assumed by the cortex.

allotted to the leaves has been

as

much exposed

direct

to

wind and sunlight

as leafy stems are; they must, like them,

habitat and offer the same resistance to the wind

it

Green scaly stems are just

in accordance M'ith the particular conditions of their

and establish themselves

flexible,

;

they must be just as elastic and

and consequently present a similar arrangement

possible for

them

work usually

of their tissues rendering

The sub-

to maintain the favourable position once assumed.

terranean scaly stems have no need of such contrivances; no winds press against

them and

the ground

is

cap-fungi.

Many

above

it,

relatively very thick

soil,

dug

are

which

rises

above

and almost reminds one of the stalks

of the

elasticity, the part

of these scale-leaf stems under the

are very brittle, and

the forest

The

their tissue does not require to be strengthened against bending.

stems of Balanophorese require only a slight

when stems

ground or rising only a

of Dentaria,

embedded

in the

little

humus

of

must be taken to prevent their breakunderground tubers and bulbs; they need none of those

up, the greatest care

The same is true of
by means of which a definite position with regard to the light, or a
Protective measures against
great capacity of resistance to wind is obtained.
excessive transpiration are likewise unnecessary, and this accounts for the lack of
cuticle to the epidermal cells, and for the absence of hair-like structures and varing.

contrivances

When

nish-like coatings.

dry, tough scales occur as envelopes to bulbs, they are

probably of a protective nature

—not against transpiration or over-illumination, but

against subterranean animals which might

come and nibble them

for their food-

reserves.

These subterranean shoots excavate their

own bed by

the pressure which their

turgescent tissues exert on the surrounding earth during growth.

and tubers
exerted

is

in this

way widen

out a bed, often of considerable

into hard cakes.

It

stiff soil

the

pointed scale-leaves of the Couch-grass.

to the lot of

A most

may

be bored through

l^j-

important function falling

underground shoots, and especially to tubers and bulbs,

of reserve materials.
in

has already been mentioned that

but even bits of wood and other objects

not only

tissues

Growing bulbs
and the pressure

so great that the loose earth in their neighbourhood becomes compressed,

and sometimes transformed

stiff",

size,

is

the storage

These are manufactured during the summer by the green

the sunlight above ground and are then conducted

down

into the
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subterranean reservoirs.

Here they remain quietly deposited during the winter

and are not brought into

requisition until the plant, at the beginning of the next

new

vegetative period, sends up

which manufacture organic materials
It is in the production of these shoots which are to be sunned above the
ground that material is always employed which was conducted down into the storeshoots

afresh.

houses during the preceding year.

We

cannot help surmising that this remarkable alternation between rest and

vigorous activity, together with the temporary disappearance of

all

the aerial por-

tions of the plant, is connected with the peculiar conditions of the habitat.

opinion

Most

is

This

confirmed by the actual distribution of tuberous and bulbous plants.

of these plants are found in those regions

where

the succulent tissues

all

exposed to the air would be liable to the danger of shrivelling up in consequence of

months of drought, and where also the superficial layers of soil in which the tubers
and bulbs are embedded dry up so much that they would not be able to replace the

But when the soil has lost all its water, it forms
an excellent protection to the tubers and bulbs the earth forms an actual crust
round the succulent structure, and in many regions the clay soil, coloured red by
water evaporated from the leaves.

;

iron oxide,

is

hardened into a mass which resembles brick.

Embedded

in this

mass

the tubers and bulbs can survive the diy period which lasts over seven or eight

months with impunity.
moistened, a wonderful

When
life

the rainy season comes and the hard crust

stirs

evei-ywhere through

and bulbous plants spring from the softened clay and unfold
green foliage-leaves during the brief wet period.

This

is

is

Innumerable tuberous

it.

their flowers

what occurs

and

in the clay

steppes of Central Asia, in the mountainous districts of Asia Minor, in Greece, and

generally

all

the countries bordering the Mediterranean Sea.

In especial degree

the Cape celebrated for

its

plants (" cape bulbs

In Central Europe, where the activity of vegetation

").

by dryness but by

interrupted not

is

almost inexhaustible wealth of bulbous and tuberous

frost,

the

number

less

than in the

few

species occur exhibits quite different conditions.

districts previously

of these plants

is

is

strikingly

enumerated, whilst the ground in which the

Here the

soil is

never exposed

to severe drought, indeed, strangely enough, the majority of tuberous

and bulbous

plants in the depths of the Central European forests are found in loose and dampish
earth, rich in

humus.

It is well

known

that in such places as these snowdrops and

yellow Gagea, the Two-leaved Squill, the purple Martagon Lily, the Cuckoo-pint,
the Broad-leaved Garlic, and the various species of Corydalis (Galaiithus nivalis,

Gagea lutea and G. niinirtui, Scilla bifolia, Lilium, 'martagon, Aruin maculatum.
Allium ursinum, Corydalis fabacea, C. solida, C. cava), flaunt themselves with a
luxuriant and vigorous growth and, what is especially worth noticing, their flowers
;

blossom in the
at

midsummer

first
is

part of the year, their green foliage unfolds early in spring and

already yellow and withered, although, as stated, the necessary

moisture would not be lacking at this season.

This peculiar phenomenon demands a reason, and

we

we

shall not be far

wrong

if

explain the preference of our early-flowering bulbous and tuberous plants for
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STOund of forests somewhat as follows. The leaf-covered forest floor, sheltered
the o
as it is by the trees, gives out but little heat, and the frost only penetrates it to a
slight depth in the winter, thus the tubers

and bulbs are far

The

danger of freezing than in the open country.

exposed to the

less

early flowering and the quick

fading of the leaves are caused by the fact that the light required for the activity
of the green foliage can only penetrate to the forest

the trees are bare.

Later,

when

only a sunbeam here and there can
cool soil of the forest ground.

ground while the crowns of

a leafy canopy and shady roof

But

steal

is

spread out above,

through the chinks to reach the damp,

this scanty light

would no longer

suffice for

the

done by the green leaves of the bulbous plants, and they must therefore
achieve this before the leafly roof has developed. The weak light is, however, quite

work

to be

for parasites

sufiicient

and saprophytes, and

it

worthy

is

of notice that in the

plants, which even in
June have turned yellow and disappeared, the Monotropa without chlorophyll, the
leafless Epipogiian, and a host of pale fungi spring up from the deep humus in the

summer

in place of the green leaves of bulbous

gloom of the

and tuberous

forest.

STEMS BEAEING FOLIAGE-LEA^TES.
The foliage-stem
it

(stirjjs^) is

characterized

and

are provided with green blades,

by the

fact that the leaves borne

realize the popular idea of leaves.

portion of the stem might indeed be called "foliage-leaf stem", and
characteristic

would be expressed

assume the form of

This

essential

in the term, but since the cotyledons frequently

foliage-leaves, it is perhaps better, in order to avoid confusion,

No

to keep to the term "foliage-stem".

as the foliage-stem.

its

upon

The rhizomes,

part of the plant

tubers, bulbs,

is

so striking to the eye

and other forms

stems are hidden from view in the earth, just like

roots.

of scale-bearing

The flowers borne by the

stems are ephemeral structures, the leafy stems alone retain their character

floral

during the whole vegetative period as the most important portion of the plant.

When

one attempts to reproduce the character of the vegetation of any region

words or in the form of a

either in

picture, it is to the leafy portions of grasses,

shrubs and trees that one confines oneself; these, blended in infinite variety, compose the carpet of the meadow, the bush, the thicket, the woods and forests.

It is

the style of architecture of the foliage-stem, so to speak, which expresses the style
of the whole plant-body.

This peculiar style of architecture, and the habit of the whole plant subservient

depends primarily upon the

size,

length and thickness of the foliage-stem.

It

to

it,

is

evident that in this respect conditions obtain quite analogous to those in the

only partial among botanists. The older botanists used the term
The entire main
it was claimed for the stem in the wider sense.
axis of flowering plants was called the "an«?«" by Linnseus, and from it he distinguished the descending portion
or root {radix), and the ascending part or stem {slirps). In modern times the term caudtx has been employed in a
'

Agreement in matters of terminology
synonymous with " plant " (plaiila)

ttirps as

different sense

(sd'r/),«)

;

later

from that of the Linnaean terminology for the stems of palms.

of as the cormua, it is divided into

stem

is

;

(4)

:

(1

1

The hypocotyl (fuiidameiitum)

the floral stem {thalamus).

;

(2)

Here the stem

the scale-leaf stem

of a plant is

{siibex)

;

(31

spoken

the foliage-
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already-described scaly steins; here only are the differences in size more marked.

and

Contrasts, like that lietween filamentous leai'y stems, barely a centimetre long,

the giant trees of North America ami Australia, have not their like in t\w whole

vegetable kingdom.

In those plants which germinate, grow, blossom, and fruit and,

—in these short—the foliage-stem seldom attains to a considerable diameter. In many

after the distribution of their seeds, perish, all in a single year
lived annuals

small Cruciferse,

e.g.

in the small-flowered Shepherd's Purse {Gapsella pauciflora)

and in the tiny Chaffweed (Centunculus minimus), the diameter of the stem often
«scarcely amounts to half a millimetre. The largest dimensions in annuals are found

Fig.

152.— Cotton Trees (Cavanillesia luberadata) of the Braziliau catingas.

in the Castor-oil plant

{Ricinus ccmimunis),

many

(After Martius.)

of the stems attaining to a

diameter of 7 centimetres, and in the balsams of the Himalayas {Impatiens

comis and glandidlgera) which sometimes have a diameter

vegetation,
foliage,

In

of 4 centimetres.

these annual plants the stem which bears the leaves perishes with
It is otherwise

tri-

them every

year.

with plants whose stem remains alive for more than one period of

and which have been

they do not

die,

called perennial.

When

these throw off their

but fashioning themselves into supports for the leafy shoots

from their buds, attain a circumference in just proportion to the new
The structure of such foliage-stems then becomes altered.
burden to be borne.
The stems of annuals and those of the young new shoots of perennial plants have

which

SI

arise

we
now

green succulent cortex with a peculiarly-developed epidermis; such a shoot

call "

herbaceous" {stiiys herbacea).

In the leafless stems of perennial plants,

transformed into columns, a dried crust or liark replaces the succulent gi'een cortex
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whilst within masses of

bundles of

woody

cells

wood

and

circumference of the stem.

Woody

are continually formed and are deposited on the

vessels

produced in the

Such a stem

is

year

first

said to be

—thus

"woody"

increasing the
(stirpa lignea).

stems which have been thickened continuously in this manner for centuries

sometimes attain a circumference of 50 metres; that of the Mexican conifer

Fig. 153.

—Agaves of the Me.\icau uplands (from a photograph).

{Taxodium, mucronatuvi) has even been found with a girth of 51"88 metres; this
circumference exceeds that of the above-mentioned stem of CentuncvZus more than
a hundred thousand times.
base and gradually tapers

The thickness
ofi'

of the stem

is

in general gi-eatest at the

above; only a few palms are thicker immediately

below their crown of green leaves than at the base, and in the strange cotton-trees
of the Brazilian catingas {Cavanillesia tuberculata) of

which an

inserted opposite, the stem forms a .swollen, barrel-shaped

mass attaining

VoL.

I.

illustration is
its
42

maxi-
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Very often an unequal thickening may be ob.served in
the foliage-stem; this is due to the fact that at tlie places where leaves arise from
the stem knotty swellings are developed, while those portions of the stem which
come between successive leaf-insertions (or nodes), and which are called intemodes,
are cylindrical or prismatic in form. A foliage-stem which has this peculiarity is
Sometimes the iuternodes of such nodose stems
said to be " nodose " (nodosus).
angles,
and such a stem is then called in botanical
obtuse
another
at
one
adjoin
about half-way up.

terminology

"

zigzag

"

(ßexuosus).

The fully-developed intemodes of which the foliage-stem is built up, are only
Sometimes
rarely, and then only for short distances, of precisely equal length.
longer and shorter intemodes alternate, and quite as often it happens that a single
much-elongated intemode succeeds several short ones.

If such

an elongated

inter-

node passes over into the region of the flowers, it is known as a " scape " (scapun).
As in the scaly stems, where short and long axes can be distinguished, so is it with
leaves are usually so crowded on these short axes that they

The

the foliage-stem.

On

form rosettes or fascicles which quite cover the stem which bears them.

many

other hand, on
intervals

and we are tempted at

the leafless

the

long axes the leaves are developed scantily and at long
first

A

stem of a switch-plant.

glance to take such an elongated shoot for
large

number

of plants develop in one year

only short axes with rosette-like radical foliage-leaves

;

in the

following j^ear

the apes of the short axis grows up into a slender, elongated shoot which passes

above into a

floral stem.

This

is

the case in most plants whose stem

is

said to be

Similar conditions are observed, however, in

"biennial" (stirps biennis).

many

perennial species of house-leek (Seinpervivum), Aloe, and various other plants with
fleshy, succulent leaves,

only in these the alternation of long and short axes extends

many years. A very noticeable form of this kind
known by the name of the "Century Plant", illustrated

over several, often very

Agave Ainericana,
fig.

153.

Often

is

in

alleged, 100 years pass by, during which long

20, 30, even, it is

stumpy axis beset with leaves grouped
from the centre of the rosette and
As
soon as the fruits have been proterminates in a voluminous inflorescence.
duced from the flowers, and the seeds have escaped, not only the long axis, as
in biennial plants, but also the short axis with its large, stifl" and spiny rosetteIn watei'-plants this type is also met with in the
leaves entirely dies away.
remarkable Water Soldier (Stratiotes aloides), to which allusion has been so
period the plant produces onlj^ a short

At length a

in a rosette.

long» axis arises

In this plant, as in the house-leeks and saxifrages, long axes
wlaich continue to grow until they have arrived beyond the circle of the whole
rosette, arise from the axils of the lower leaves; when this has happened, the
frequently made.

young horizontally-projecting shoot
short axis,

A

i.e.

a

i-osette,

shrubby

Astragalus, which

we

its

tip again

forms a

which, in the following year, sends up a fresh long axis.

similar alternation of long

plants, in the

stops extending, and at

and short axes

spiraeas,

and

in roses,

is

also observable in

numerous other

hawthorn, sea-buckthorn, barberry, and

shall encounter later

on as hedge-forming shrubs.

Some-
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times long and sometimes short axes develop from the same shoot.
conifers,

e.g.

Also in

many

cedars and larches, the branches proceeding from a shoot are for the

most part short with needle-like leaves arranged in

fascicles,

and only a few of

-»^

m.

x^J^h_^,
Fig.

them become long

axes.

are short axes, and here
species,

e.g.

154.— I'wccrt gloriosa (from a photograph).

In Pines, on the other hand,

we have

all

the leaf-bearing twigs

also the remarkable circumstance that in several

the Scotch Pine (Pinus sylvestris) a lateral twig bears only two such

needle-leaves.

Tree-ferns, Cycads, Pandaneae, Grass-trees (Xantkorrhoea),

many

6Ö0
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palms, dracasnas, and species of Yucca, of which the Yucca gloriosa, illustrated iu
tig.

154,

may

round from
rosette

The yearly

serve as a type, exhibit a very peculiar structure.

increase in length of the stem
this portion of the

is

comparatively small, the leaves which project

all

stem are consequently crowded together and form a

which cannot be distinguished as regards the arrangement of the individual

parts from the radical rosettes of Agaves

must be regarded

as a short axis.

and

species of house-leek, and, like these,

In the following year the stem continues this

curious, abbreviated growth, the foliage-leaves of the previous year gi-adually die

and only the hardened remnants of their leaf-bases are left behind, thus the
is now seen borne by a naked coluumar stem.
This continues for many years, and the gigantic crown of leaves rises higher and

off,

rosette or head of fresh green leaves

higher above the ground.
attain even in

many

manner

Plants with this

of gi'owth, moreover, never

years to anything like the height which

stems terminating in or branching out into long axes.
terminating in a short axis

is

is

attained bj^ foliage-

Even the

tallest

palm

a dwarf in comparison with the rotangs or climb-

Rotang stems are known to extend
The length of 200 metres is perhaps the extreme limit
to almost 200 metres.
reached by a foliage-stem, and if we again contrast the extreme cases, and compare
with these climbing palms the stems of the minute Gentiana nana growing on the
ing palms, continually shooting out long axes.

high Alps,

it is

longest about

seen that the shortest

twenty thousand times,

The ramification and

known
in

of all foliage-stems

is

exceeded by the

round numbers.

facies of foliage-stems is in

light-requirement of the leaves they bear.

main part governed

its

growth, and as to the position which

In order that

conditions of illumination.

may

be suitably illuminated,

it

is

the

Necessarily the foliage-stem as the

bearer of organs which have to prepare organic materials in the sunlight
influenced in

l^y

all

its

is

chiefly

branches assume by the

the green leaf-blades of a plant

necessary that

all

these foliar axes should be

grouped conformably, and should divide up the space most ecouomicall}-. Where
foliage is chiefly borne on short branches, even under the most favourable conditions,
is

only a relatively circumscribed space can be

the case and foliage

is

favourably circumstanced.

utilized.

But when the

produced on long branches, the plant

Such plants can unfold

is

revei-se

much more

their leaves graduallj- above

one another, and display them at appropriate intervals and distances to the sunlight.
This elevation of the leafage above the ground is rendered possible either

by the possession of a specially -contrived stem, or through the employment by the
stem of some strong substratum or support up which it climbs to the light.
Again, long axes, which have not the capacity' of rising above the ground in
either of these ways can elongate while embedded in the soil or extended on it,
and, running out in
carpet.

directions,

can arrange their green leaves in a mosaic-like

Lastly the foliage-stems can be sustained in the position most suitable to

their leaves

by means

foliage-stems

ground

all

may

{stir2)es

of the surrounding water.

According to the circumstances,

be broadly classed in four groups, viz. those

procumhentes), those which

float

in

which

lie

on the

water {stirpes ßiu)tiiantes),

PROCUMBENT AXD FLOATING STEMS.
those which

chmb

(stirpes

scandentes),
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and the erect columnar stems

(stirpes

pnlares).

PEOCUMBENT
If

we review

procumbent

AJ^D FLOATING STEMS,

the plants whose characteristic appearance

foliage -stem,

we

notice that most of

ground, on the stony plateaus of hilly

mountain heights,

would And

it

soil,

chiefly

due

to their

in turf,

boggy

the rocky clefts of wind-swept

the sandy plains of the lowlands; in general they

or, lastly, in

inhabit an infertile

districts, in

is

them take root

on which the storm has free play, and where erect plants

ditBcult to maintain themselves.

The

leaves of such stems are usually

undivided and small, and are present in large numbers on each year's growth.

Where

their

number

is

small,

and where correspondingly the intcrnodes of the

annual shoot are more elongated, the leaves are often divided, but then the individual segments are of the shape exhibited

by the leaves of the short-membered
two or three rows on the fully-formed procumbent stem, whether they are decussate or spirally arranged (of. p. 417). Where
no local insurmountable obstacles exist, the procumbent stems spread out in all
directions from the spot where the plant first took root, and when the species in
question are sociable weave a close carpet over the ground in a relatively short time.
The

shoots.

leaves always appear in

In the earliest stages of development the shoots are not extended over the ground,
that

to say, the primary shoots, originating directly above the hypocotyl, are at

is

Soon, however, as

first erect.

to the ground, or

course

it

always more or

is

shape of an W.

it

elongates, the stem inclines to one side

arches over so that
less erect,

As the stem

as

may

soil.

and

nestles

The apex

of

and most young, procumbent shoots have the
In

strength to hold themselves erect; the
If

end reaches the

elongates, the part immediately behind the growing-

point always nestles to the ground.

support.

its free

many

soil

instances these stems have not the

on which they

lie is

their actual bed or

stems like these are held up above the ground, they hang limply down,

be seen in the Periwinkle (Vinco), Strawberry (Fragaria), and in the

Japanese Saxifrage (Saxifraga sarmentosa) so often grown in hanging baskets. But
in all cases it is not their

manner

weight merely which causes

many

shoots to assume this

of growth, in other words, that the shoots do not sink to the

under the burden of their

leaves,

stems of hawkweeds which produce runners

when gathered and

ground

can be seen plainly enough in the procumbent

Hieraciwvi Pilosella);

(e.g.

placed upright, remain quite

stiff"

and

straight,

these,

and do not

show the slightest bending. When the stems of Globularia cordifolia or those of
the Hairy Genista (Genista pilosa), growing on a I'ocky ledge, reach over the edge,
they do not hang down vertically, as would be the case if their own weight were
exclusively the cause of the direction taken, but they

overhanging

The

first

I'ock

and remain

closely pressed against

skii-t

along the face of the

it.

group of plants with procumbent foliage-stems

growing -points of their stems advance over the substratum a
and the new-formed shoot

is

is

perennial;

little

the

every year,

the continuation of the older portion of the already
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existing stem.

At

first

the

new

portion of

on the ground or

tlie

stem

is

directed upwards, but after

a year

it

lateral

branches which repeat the method of growth just described, but

lies flat

is

actually

2:)ressed

remains fresh and vigorous, serving for years after

to

It

it.

then sends out

has thrown off

it

the conduction of food from the ground and only dies

oft'

its

it

always

leaves for

very gradually and

slowly from behind.

many forms

In

become

and

lignified,

ness, exhibiting

belonging to this

first

group the older portions of the stem

persist for a very long time.

numerous annual

They may also

rings, as, for example, the

increase in thick-

stems of procumbent

willows clinging to the rock terraces of the high Alps, as illustrated on
elongating stems do not often throw out additional roots, as

may

p.

The
shown

524.

easily be

by raising the stems from their procumbent position. When such stems branch,
and the liranches have spread far and wide over the soil, they form an actual
carpet, which can be raised from the ground or from the rock terrace as a coherent
mass, as, for example, in the red Bearberry {Arctostaphylos Uva ursi) and the
white Dryas (Bryas octopetala). Many members of this group possess evergreen
foliage, as we see in the Trailing Azalea (Azalea jyrocumbens) and Globularia
cordifolia.
The Cinquefoils with trailing woody stems (e.g. Potentilla nitida
and Clusiana), Sibbaldia (Sibbaldia procumbens) and several valerians (e.g. Vale-

riana

tripteris

foliage,

and

and montana), similarly provided, possess, however, no evergreen
be distinguished from those named earlier by the fact that the

may

annual increase of their stems

is

very slight, in consequence of which the older plants

Many sjDecies of Thyme (Thymus) are, on
by the fact that they every year develop fairlj^ long and
thin whip-like shoots which weave over the mossy substratum, or, like Dryas, form
a carpet on the rocky bed. The stem of the forms hitherto lirought forward is
have usually a turf-like appearance.
the contrary, characterized

termed

"

prostrate

stem (stirps
lignified,

" (stir2is

rej^ens).

prostrata),

Even when

it

from which
has lost

is

distinguished the " creeping

its leaves,

the creeping stem

is

not

but develops abundant root-fibres close behind the growing -point, which

penetrate into the ground, and often

draw the stem down

The growths of former years do not here persist so long as

into the soil or
in plants

mud.

with woody

off" after three or four yeai'S, and decay and vanish
Thus one might almost imagine the stem had been shifted en
Sometimes
masse, that it had cremst forward in the direction of the growing tip.
on the older portions of these stems, the situations where leaves were formerly
inserted are mai-ked by transverse scars and bands reminding one verj- much of
creeping worms and caterpillars. The umber stems of the Californian Saxifrac/a
peltata which creep over damp rocks by the sides of streams are very striking
A likeness to worms crawling over the soil is also possessed by
in this respect.
the stems of the European and American Asarabacca (Asarum Eitropcsiirii and
Canadense), by those of the marsh-inhabiting Buckbean (Menyanthes trifoliata),
of the Snake-root (Calla jmlustris), of the purple Marsh Cinquefoil (Comarum
palustre), and of several species of clover (e.g. Trifolium repens amd fi^agiferum).

prostrate stems; they usually die

away

altogether.

—
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In addition and in contrast to this
stems there

new

is
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group of plants with procumbent

first

shoots remain throughout the year, strike root, and

while the shoots themselves

—the axes

grow out

"

stolon

is

Two

as, for

In the axils of

speak, on

own

its

lie

humus

The end

many

of

is

especially

The shoots arising

arches abundantly beset with pairs of

flat

on the ground, swell and grow down into some dark chink

itself,

striking root and thus being

embedded, finds

of the stolon, thus

feet; it

This

root.

example, in the well-known Periwinkle ( Vinca),

from old plants of these species form
or into the black

may be

dies off after a year,

and the purple Gromwell (Litkosperinii'm purpureo-cceruleum).

the ground.

stem

as the stolon and runner.

from the axils of veiy minute leaves; these buds take

Their free ends

wasted upon

produced, and often only at the ends of the stolons do buds

ai'e

the case in the arched stolons,

leaves.

is

distinct types of

known

abundantly beset with leaves not very far apart.

these leaves no buds
arise

These are

we understand a procumbent stem which

" (stolo)

These shoots are

Little building-material

them, since they are but ephemeral structures.

By

plants,

from which the buds have been developed

alwaj-s thin, frequently quite thread-like.

distinguished in this second group.

new

into

soon perish, thus severing the connection with the parent plant.

and

foliage-

a second, characterized by the fact that only the buds arising on the

grows up

ing portion dies off sooner or

new

into a

later,

and

The

drawn
itself

deeper into

still

next year, so to

plant, while the arched or connect-

year after

in the following year, or the

Pennywort {Lysimachia
NuTnmularia) are similarly constructed, but in this plant the shoots lie flat on the
soil, and the tip does not thicken, nor do the apices avoid the light, or become drawn
that,

no

vanishes, leaving

far into the earth.

trace.

stolons of the

Rooting buds arise in the axils of small leaves close to the

up-bent apex of the stolon, and in the following year become starting-points for

new

plants.

vivum), the
Pilosella

Several species of saxifrage and house-leek {Saxifraga and Semper-

Common

Bugle (Ajuga rep^s), some hawkweeds

which produce at their free ends short axes which
axes are grouped in rosettes

;

the short axes

A

Hieracium

root.

The

leaves on these short

grow next year

into

new

method

plants,

of

growth

found in certain house-leeks {Sempervivimn arenariuin and Soholiferum).

Here,

the intervening stolon perishing.
is

{e.g.

and Auricula), and numerous other plants develop richly-leaved stolons

peculiar modification of this

as before, the tip of the thread-like stolon develops a short axis

arranged in rosettes, but as soon as this
spherical rosette becomes detached from

where

it

had developed.

rolls

down over

the steep ground

rock-faces,

it

happens that the rosette thus detached

which we

shall allude to again in the second

volume

(cf. vol. II.

425).

The
its

and

from ledge to ledge, often to a depth of many metres, truly a remarkable method

of distribution,
fig.

it

with leaves

fully formed, the stolon withers, the

Since these species of house-leek grow as a rule on the

narrow ledges of precipitous
falls

is

"

runner " (sarmentv/m)

internodes are

much

is

distinguished from the stolon

by the

fact that

elongated, and that leaves and buds which strike root

and form the starting-points of new

plants, are only

formed at wide intervals
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on them.

The long bare internodes are always thin and thread-like, and perish
One portion of the buds developing at the nodes of the

in the course of a year.

runner forms short axes; another part

which again assume the form

may form

of a runner.

even in the

Since each plant sends out simul-

taneously several runners extended on the ground on every

side, it conies to

that in a very short time considerable areas are spun over in

filamentous runners

year long axes

first

and a host of new plants produced.

Well-known examples
{e.g. Fragaria

of this

form of procumbent stem are furnished by the strawberries

vesca,

grandiflora,

Indica),

several

Anserina), the Creeping Avens
saxatilis),

the Ground

cinquefoils

{Gewm

reptans), the

reptans

Potentilla

{e.g.

pass

directions with

all

and

Stone Blackberry {Rubus

Ivy {Glechoma hederacea), and the Japanese Saxifrage

{Saxifraga sarmentosa).

A

very peculiar appearance

sarmcntosa, which grows in the Himalayas.

All

its

From

into a beautiful rosette on an erect short axis.

is

presented by Androsace

leaves are cx'owded together

the axils of several of these

rosette-leaves, long, thin runners, red in colour, radiate out during the

summer;

soil, and each runner forms at its end only a
The red filaments perish in the second year, but

they extend themselves on the rocky
single rooting

by

bud or

rosette.

this time five or six freshly-rooted rosettes

may

generally be seen standing in

a circle round the older one.

In a third group of plants the whole procumbent foliage-stem with

all

its

The plants
belonging to this group are either annuals and maintain themselves only by
seeds, or they possess perennial subterranean scaly stems, in which case each
The foliage-stem of these plants is said to be
year new leafy stems arise.
" prostrate " {stirps humifusa).
The following may serve as examples of such
The Caltrops {Tribulus), the Strapwort {Corrigiola),
annual, prostrate shoots:
branches dies otf every year at the close of the vegetative period.

—

lllecehrwm, the Pimpernel {Anagallis), the Ivy -leaved Speedwell

(

Veronica hederi-

Portulaca {Portulaca oleracea), and numerous species of Polygonum,
and medick {Polygonum, Trifolimn, Medicago): as examples of perennial

the

folia),
trefoil,

prostrate plants

— the

Bird's

-

foot

Trefoil

{Lotus corniculatvs), the variegated

Coronilla {Coronilla varia), and several caryophyllaceous plants

{e.g.

Saponaria

ocymoides, Telephium Imperati).

When
ment
for

the leafy shoot

of those cells which

lies

on the

can easily dispense with the develop-

soil, it

would otherwise be required

support and resistance to bending.

to give to its stem strength

Thus plants with procumbent stems

have an advantage in this respect over such as stand
economize so much building material.

cumbent form has the disadvantage
little

green tissue;

only those of

On

erect, in

that they can

the other hand, however, the pro-

of being able to expose to the light relatively
its

leaves

can be well illumined which are

The development
up would be a decided disadvantage, for
it would cause the lower stratum of foliage-leaves to turn yellow and pine away.
Consequently, any upward extension of the green tissues in pi-ocumbent shoots is

arranged like a mosaic in a plane parallel to the substratum.
of a second such layer of leaves higher
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necessarily limited.

Again, the earth offers an insuperable barrier to the develop-

ment

downward

of foliage in a

In the dark bosom of the earth a green

direction.

would be quite useless, and, as a matter of
whose green tissue is situated in the depths of the
leaf

With water
far

down

it

In

otherwise.

is

green

it

fact,

there

is

not a single plant

soil.

and

cells

tissues can

function as

Since the water also maintains the stem

as the light can peneti-ate.

and leaves

in a definite position, and the plants consequently are spared the
development of wood and bast and, generally, of masses of tissue for strength
and resistance to bending, and since, finally, a saving of material and work is

inasmuch as water-plants do not

effected

duction of water and for transpiration,

be an extremely favourable
stretches

water

of

That

medium

over

all

i-equire

it

for green vegetation,

world would be

the

organs for con-

to construct

might be suj^posed that water would

and

that, consequently,

crowded with green

quite

is

explained by the fact that light does not

penetrate far enough into the water.

In the deep gloom, 200 metres below the

plants.

not the case

this is

surface, green plant-life is as impossible in

water as in the dark bosom of the

and the bottom of the ocean over an enormous area

earth,

is

a plantless waste

But as far as the water is illuminated, in all places where
shallow basins, and also in a comparatively narrow girdle around the

shrouded in gloom.
it

fills

is to be found.
Of course, spore-bearing
up of rows, nets, and plates of cells, have the preponderance,
whilst seed-plants are markedly in abeyance in relative number of species.
But
the latter species are just the ones which claim our interest in a special degree
on account of the very peculiar conditions under which they live.
The floating stems of water and marsh plants, as already repeatedly stated,

coasts,

an inexhaustible wealth of plants

plants,

which are

built

have no wood or

bast, while,

on the other hand, they are penetrated by remarkably

large air-canals,

and

consequence, exceedingly light and buoyant.

erect stem of
close

above

are, in

a water-plant growing at the bottom of a lake

its

roots,

it

rises

is

If the

cut through

immediately to the surface of the water, there

assumes a horizontal position, and remains floating; under certain circumstances
it

may

place.

continue to grow and

may

On

a pond

the other hand,

Elodea, &c., be emptied,

all

if

perhaps take root should

float

drift to

a shallow

these plants sink limp and withered on to the mud,

as their stems have not the strength to hold

which they

it

with Water Crowfoot, Myriophyllum,

filled

themselves

erect.

The water

in

may

be

supports and bears them, and in this respect they

them to rise
The analogy between these plants is evident in so far as
"more light" influences the direction of growth in both cases in
the stem gi-ows out from the gloom of the forest floor up to the

likened to climbing stems which also require a support to enable

above the ground.
the need for
the one case

sunny tops
the lake

up

—

of the trees, in the other,

from the subdued light at the bottom of

to the surface of the water.

water-plants remains so short that
of the pond, but the leaves arising

it

In

many

cases, of course, the

scarcely rises above the

from

it

mud

stem of

at the bottom

are shaped into long ribbons, wliose
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ends ascend into the better illuminated

freely floating

or leaves with

large blades

and the stalks continue

to

upper layers of water,

and elongated stalks spring from the short stems,
grow until the plate-like blades have reached the

surface, where, floating, they can enjoy the full sunlight.

plants not fixed

but swimming close to the surface.

bottom only when the activity of their leaves

There are also some

These sink down to the

suspended and here for a time

is

they pass a dormant period.

We

mention here the most noticeable variations which are made use of for

dividing the stem-forming water-plants into architectural groups.

may

a group of plants, of which the Grass Wracks {Zostera)

First of all

These have stems embedded in the mud, creeping, and anchored by root

The

from these stems are

leaves arising

like thin limp ribbons,

The Zostera grows

in large patches on the shore

for cushions.
opposite,

and

To

which we

erect position

between

by the water.
Its leaves

tide-levels.

of Sea-grass are used as stuffing

Vallisneria spiralis, which

this groujD belongs also

to the flowers of

we may mention

name

fibres.

very long and narrow, looking

erect,

which are only kept in their

are collected and dried and under the

is

be taken as a type.

is

figured

shall return in detail later on;

lastlj",

SjMrganium.
In addition to this group is
a second, as a representative of which may be named the curious Lattice -leaf
plant (Apo7iogeton fenestrale or Ouvirandra fenestralis) inhabiting the watere
of Madagascar.
Its short stems are buried in the mud; the leaves have short
stalks,

certain species of

and are not

erect,

but distributed in rosettes over the

muddy

bottom.

The green colour of their chlorophyll is almost entirely obscured by a reddishbrown pigment; the parenchyma, which usually fills the meshes of the net- work
of strands, is absent, and the strands forming the framework of the leaf-blade
are covered only with a thin layer of chlorophyll-bearing

cells,

so that the

structure reminds one of a leaf wliich has fallen from a tree in

been macerated under water, of which, after the falling away of the

composed parenchyma, only the net-work

may

of strands remains.

on very long

stalks.

leaf-blades

exposed to the

is

whole depth of the water, and look

floating leaf-discs are anchored in the

muddy

the

Wood

Sorrel.

Marsilea.

Its leaves

The Frog-bit (Hydrocharis) and the

form a fourth group, not unlike

water-lilies

flowers, however, do not arise directly

vol. II., fig. 419).

Our

fifth gi-oup includes

remind one of those of

scale.

from the main stem
till

The long scapes,
Here also must be

Yillarsia

on a small

but fi-om long lateral shoots, quite bare of leaves,

like

The
ropes by

air.

bottom.

terminating in floating flowers, serve a similar purpose.
included the aquatic fern-like plant

bome

with their under side on

lie

the surface of the water, while their upper surface

which the

easilj' de-

Water-lilies

blades, often cii'cular in outline, are

The disc-shaped

leaf-stalks thus traverse the

The

Their stems are short, rooted in the

serve for a type of the third group.

mud, and send out leaves whose broad

whole

autumn and has

(Limnanthemum)
Their leaves and

(as in the last group),

just close to the surface

(cf.

forms transitional between the groups

already described and the sixth and largest gi'oup.

They include forms with
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submerged

finely-divided,

STEMS.

leaves, in addition to orbicular floating ones as in the

Such plants are known as heterophyllous

water-lilies, &c.

Examples are furnished by

{pUintcje heterophyllcc).

potamogetons (Potamogeton

sevei-al

heterophyllus,

some water-crowfoots {Ranunculus aquatilis, Baudotii,

rufescens, spathidatus),
hololeucus), the

AND FLOATING

Cabomba (Cahomba aquatica) and

In

the Water-chestnut (Trapa).

the sixth group the plants are firmly rooted in the

mud

like those of the foi-mer

group, but the shoots rising from them bear only submerged, thin and limp leaves.

Their leaves

—-arising

endless variety of

submerged " {plantet submersw).

"

These plants in descriptive botany are called

from the much-branched filamentous stems

They

form.

sometimes

ai-e

— exhibit

sometimes

decussate,

an

spirally

stem, and then again fall into the
and form long very narrow ribbons or threads. Frequently they

arranged, often broad and embracing the
ojjposite extreme,

are reduced to mere bristles; in other cases they are entire and undivided; again, in

other instances, they have finely indented and sinuous margins

{cf. fig.

136,

551).

p.

All these various forms of leaf are connected with the peculiarities of the habitat,

with the attacks of animals to which they are

liable,

with the conditions of

illumination at diflerent depths of water, but chiefly with the direction of the
foliage-stem.

The long thin stems can only maintain a

vertical position in

still

water, and only in the calm inlets of lakes and in the deep pools where an active

movement
leaves,

of the water

impossible are to be found species whose submerged

is

arranged at definite intervals, exhibit a circular form.

especially

in

quickly-flowing

streams, the

In running water,

are always long

leaves

drawn

out,

They adapt themmovements uninjured. The.se

ribbon-shaped, filamentous, or divided into thread-like lobes.
selves exactly to the current,

leaves

of

and follow

it in all

its

running water are always fairly tough;

their

cell-walls

are

corre-

the stems from which they arise are protected against

spondingly thickened;

rupture by bundles of bast deposited in the cortex, and are strengthened against

by various other contrivances to be presently described.
While the foliage stems of the water and marsh plants hitherto described are
anchoi'ed fast by roots to the muddy bottoms of lakes, pools, and streams, those of
the Aldrovandia, figured on p. 151, and also of the bladder- worts described and
strains

figured on pp. 120, 121, float in the water without a trace of root formation.

the leaves require light,
surface.

At any

it

is

clear that they will take

up

Since

their position near the

rate at the time wdien they are actively engaged in the manufac-

ture of organic matter under the influence of light, they are obliged to seek such

illuminated places.

The bud-like

sink to the bottom for the winter

tips of the shoots can, of course, in
rest,

many

species

but at the commencement of the favourable

season next spring, they again ascend and produce their flowering axes above the
surface of the water.

A

horizontal, or obliquely ascending position is the

most

advantageous for the stems of these floating plants as regards the illumination of
their leaves, and, as a matter of fact, this direction

water Avould form a bad environment for such
they

ai'e

found exclusi\^ely in the calm

inlets of

is

observed in them.

Running

rootless, freely oscillating plants;

ponds and lakes and in pools and
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ditches

amid reeds and rushes, where a great agitation

of the

water has never to

be provided against.

In similar habitats other species of the
are also found, viz. those

known

as

group of plants with floating stems

last

They

"swiminiug" plants (plantce natantes).

are distinguished from floating plants especially by the fact that their green foliage

and

stems also

in part their

the upper side with the

surrounded by
never held fast

air,

lie

or even rise above the water,

The stem

air.

on the surface of the water, and are in contact on

rests

in the muddy bottom

well-known forms belonging

to this

when they

—

group are several Duckweeds

is

Amongst the

even when roots are present.

minor) with stems curiously flattened and

rhiza, gibba,

are completely

and moves on the surface of the water, and
(e.g.

Lemna polyrBesides these,

leaf-like.

there are Sulvinia and Azolla, belonging to the vascular cryptogams, and finally
several

species

waters.

Pistia,

of

Pontederia, and

has already been mentioned

It

Pontederia crassipes

is

Desmanthus, belonging

by the possession of a vesicular, air-containing
Moreover, in Desmanthus natans an actual swim-

developed, not in the leaf-stalks, but in the stem

is

tropical

to

638) that the floating capacity of

increased

tissue in its swollen leaf-stalks.

ming apparatus

(p.

It takes

itself.

the form of a large-celled, spongy, air-containing mantle, arising here below the

The mimosa-like

epidermis of the internodes which renders sinking impossible.

up from the nodes

foliage-leaves rise

When

of these floating stems like masts with flags.

the leaves turn yellow, the stems rid themselves of their

swimming organs

which are no longer needed, and indeed it appears to be an advantage to the
stems to be alile to sink down and to obtain a period of rest at the bottom.

leafless

Several species of the last group of plants with floating stems strongly remind

us of plants with procumbent stems.
sink into the depths, and green leaves

At the stem-nodes they develop roots which
which rise up to the sunlight, and the only

diflerence consists in the fact that in the one case the water,
soil,

forms the bed, and even this distinction

is

and

in the other the

sometimes obliterated.

When

the

on the
water sinks, the floating plants sink with it, till finally they
mud, and then, as a matter of fact, they are scarcely distinguishable in habit from
plants with procumbent stems which grow on the soil of the moor.

level of the

lie

CLIMBING STEMS.
Often

it

happens that the name of a plant

or harmonious sound.

One

form of a certain

but more than

it

grows and

plant,

flourishes.

wood with which

aftects

associates with the

One

conjures

this, its

up a

the plant with pleasing

our imagination

name not merely

liy its

pleasing

the idea of the

whole surroundings, framed in which

picture of a flowery

meadow

name can only harmonize.

or scented
It

may

be

some far-back reminiscence is bound up with the pretty name, or we have read a
Thus idealized, one shrinks from approaching
vivid description in a book long ago.
it with critical eye, from examining it with knife and microscope, and from classifying and describing

it

in the

dry language of the

specialist.
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I

is

am

thinking here especially of the word

sounded a whole

which

rise

up

When

liane".

this beautiful

series of splendid pictures stand out in strong relief

twilight of youthful recollections.

beam here and

"

thei-e,

I see a dense leafy canopy,

lit

columns of a spacious

On

hall.

trees.

confused brown mass of tangled roots renders progress over the

in the glades

how

In contrast to these gloomj^ depths

and on the margin

of the jDrimeval forest

I

— stems

the forest floor the scanty

green of shade-loving ferns covers the remains of fallen
almost impossible.

by a stray sun-

arching over the gigantic stems of the primeval forest

like the

word

from the

Fui-ther on a

still

dark ground

brilliant is the picture

Plant forms in indescribable

confusion piled up into the thickest of hedges rise higher and higher to the very

crowns of the giant-trees, so that

it is

impossible to obtain even a glimpse into the

pillared hall of the interior of the forest.
liane.

This

the true and proper

is

Everything climbs, winds, and twines with everj-thing

else,

home

of the

and the eye

vain attempts to ascertain which stems, which foliage, which flowers and

in

fruits,

weave and work green draperies and carpets in
front of the stems of the forest border, there they appear as swaying garlands, or
hanging down as amjDle curtains from the branches of the trees.
In other places
belong to which.

Here the

lianes

they stretch in luxuriant festoons from bough to bough and from tree to

tree,

forming suspension bridges, even actual arcades with pointed and rounded arches.

woven
of green pyramids over the summit
verdant plumes. Where the lianes have grown
by the covering

Isolated tree-trunks are transformed into emerald pillars
lianes, or

of

more frequently become the centres

of which the crown spreads out in

old with the trees on which they cling,

and the older portions of their stems have

been long stripped of

foliage, they resemble ropes stretched between the ground
and the tree-summits, and often assume peculiar and characteristic forms. Sometimes drawn out tightly, sometimes limp and swaying, the}' rise up from the under-

growth

of the fox-est ground,

boughs.

Many

and become entangled and

lost far

above among the

are twisted like the strands of a cable, others are

corkscrew; and others again are flattened like ribbons, hollowed in
into elegant steps

— the celebrated monkey

wound
pits,

like a

or shaped

-ladders.

The green garlands, bowei's, and festoons of lianes are adorned with the gayest
flowers.
Here a truss glows with flame-like brilliancy, there a large blue raceme
sways in the sunshine, and here again is a dusky curtain studded with hundreds of
bright star-like passion-flowers. And where flowers flaunt themselves and fniits
ripen, guests are not wanting.
The gay assemblage of butterflies and the joyous
songsters of the wood regard the forest border interwoven with lianes as their
favourite rendezvous.

From what has been

hitherto said about lianes, one might think that this par-

ticular plant formation belonged
incorrect.

only to the tropics.

large central

European

rivers, the

Danube and the Rhine, various

wild vines, climbing roses, honeysuckle, bramble,

up

to the

This would, however, be

In the neighbourhood of the Canadian lakes, and in the districts of the

summits of the

trees;

many

species of Clematis,

Menispermaceae, &c., climb

and even the woods of our lower Alps contain one
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most charming

of the

lianes, the

large, blue, bell-sliaped flowers.

as

we approach

number

Alpine Vine (Atragene alpina), adorned with

Of course the number of

the torrid zone, and

we

species increases

shall not be far

wrong

we

if

immensely

estimate the

of lianes in the tropics at 2000, those in the temperate zones at 200 species.

Lianes are foreign to the Arctic regions and to the treeless mountain heights; nor
are they found on treeless steppes.

many

almost twice as

It is

remarkable that tropical America contains

climbing plants as tropical Asia.

Brazil and the Antilles

exhibit the greatest wealth of these plants.
" liane "

The sweet word
its

way

originated in the French Antilles, and has

into most languages.

It

now found

seems strange that this word should never have

been introduced into botanical terminology

we

;

use the expression indeed in general

descriptions of the vegetation of a district, but in that of individual species

This

avoided.

sense of the
are

many

word only climbing plants

plants are so

name
"

all

much

is

On

not properly applicable.

alike in their

manner

of

the other hand, the climbing

that they can only be treated

life

and are therefore conveniently designated by a common name.
woody or herbaceous, and

inclusively "climbing plants", whether

climbing

is

twining, creeping, and climliing plants possessing herbaceous stems to

which the name liane
together,

it

we understand by lianes in the original
with woody perennial stems, and that there

explained by the fact that

is

"

stem

{stir^JS

scandens) as that which

is

able to obtain for

We now
define the

its free

end

a resting position at a great height above the nourishing earth only by the aid of
foreign supports.

where climbing stems grow, there are no elevated objects

If,

which might serve for support, the earth
place; the

i-ate its free

used by the free end as a resting-

upon the ground, or forms an arch,
Such a stem shows all
end supported on the ground.

stem then spreads

having at any

itself is

its

wiiole length

In the earliest stages of

the characteristics of a prostrate stem.

its

on the other hand, every climbing stem resembles an erect plant;

name

development,

it is difficult

to

external chai-acteristics by which } oung shoots of the one can be distinguished

The shoots at first are erect and able to maintain themselves in a vertical position by their inner structure, and especially by the turgidity
Not until they have become older, and have reached a
of certain groups of cells.
from those of the other.

certain height does indication of a climbing habit appear,

obtain a hold for

its free

end.

It curves

when

the shoot seeks to

over foreign bodies in the vicinity, thrusts

out horizontal branches over projecting edges of rocks or in the forks of boughs of
trees

which serve as supports;

round an erect

and entwined with adjacent
stems
ing,

may

its tip

revolves like the hand of a watch, and winds

post, or it develops special organs,
objects.

of

which

it

becomes connected

In respect of their varying behaviour, climbing

be divided into five groups,

and climbing,

by which

viz.

weaving, lattice-forming, twining, creep-

classification, of course, as in so

many

similar cases,

it

only used with the object of

dis-

{stirps plectens) obtains a resting-place for its branches

and

must be noted, that it is purely artificial, and is
tinctness, and that intermediate and transitional forms between the several groups
occur in abundance.

The weaving stem
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manner:

foliage in the following

—As a young shoot

it

grows

first

of all vertically

has as yet no

latei-al branches, and its leaves at the free-growing end are
and crowded closely together into a cone. These young turgescent
shoots readily pass through the forks of the boughs, even through narrow chinks

wect;
still

it

small, furled,

and meshes

net-work of twigs and branches

of the

When

injury.

its

growth

in the thickets,

sends out lateral branches which project at right angles in
reflexed leaves

and the

lateral

in the matted undergrowth,

frequently also actually

serve as type.

and

These

get a good purchase on the rough boughs of the

woven

These forms of weaving stems
of the support.

all directions.

branches which have been produced above the gaps

now

underwood; the slender ui^gTOwing shoot
it is

without suöermg

in length is terminated, the shoot uufolds its leaves

It is astonishing

if

by barbs, and

into the underwood.

may

First, that of the

suspended by them as

is

be distinguished according to the character

may

hedge-forming shrubs, of which Lyciitm

how

its

long whip-like shoots, as they gi-ow up

from the ground on the edge of a wood, find their

way between

the spar-like

branches of other growths, and then perhaps at the height of the lowest boughs
of the

crown of one of the

roof.

In the course of the .summer the thin slender stem

lateral shoots spring

These end in

trees,

the free end pi-ojects as

Meanwhile the highest portion

stiff spines.

growth, that in attempting to extricate

first

tally

lignifies,

and

in a

leafy

from the axils of the upper leaves at about a right angle.

bent over some bough, so that the whole shoot

and twigs, and

from an opening

if

set the

it

we

whole neighbourhood

is

of the shoot becomes

so interwoven with the under-

tear innumerable supporting branches
in motion.

The

year survives the winter; next spring those portions of

on the branches produce new shoots in

pairs, close

ligiaitied

it

which

shoot of the
rest horizon-

to the thorny lateral

Of these one usually remains small; the other, slender and vigorous,
pushes up into the crown and repeats the method of growth of the former shoot.
As this is repeated fi'om year to year the whole crown of the tree becomes densely
branches.

interwoven with the Lyciuvi shoots.

Often

which hang down from the tree-crown

it

happens that shoots are produced,

like branches of a

weeping-willow draping

the supporting tree as with a curtain, or foi'ming an actual hedge in front of

it.

The following well-known plants develop in accordance with this Lyciiim
type: Numerous roses (Bosa), brambles (Ritbus), barberry (Berheris), spirjeas

—

(Spircea), sea-buckthorn {Hvpj)ophae), jessamine (Jasminuvi), Celastrws scandens,

and numerous other woody hedge-formers which grow preferably on the borders
Many roses, as, for example, the Rosa sempervireiif!, abundant in
of forests.
the Mediterranean floral district, not only weave through the undergrowth, but
often reach the tops of the highest oaks.

Also

many brambles (Bubus)

reach far

up into the boughs of the tree-crown, and then not unfrequently depend their long
shoots in ai'chiug curves.

I

measured ihe length of a stem, \ centimeti-e thick in

the middle, of a species of bramble {Bv.bus (omenus) which had interwoven with

the tree-crown, and found
of

it

to be six

Jasminum nudiflorum and

and a half metres.

The long

whijj-like shoots

Celastrus scandens also reach the tops of high trees
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in the

same manner.

weaving

in the

have not the opportunity of

If these hedge-shrubs

branches of

trees, &c.,

inter-

they are obliged themselves to form a scafibld-

Their manner of growth resembles that already described, except that the

ing.

shoots usually remain shorter, and the whole plant consequently appears
comjjressed.

they become

The

shoots

erect

lignified, flat arches,

more

mounting vigorously upwards form, as
bent over so that their apices almost trail upon

at

first

The upper portions of these arches give rise next year to short flowering branches and to long vigorous shoots, which give rise to new arches. The free
ends of the old arches dry up, and fresh arches come to lie above the dried i-emains.
the ground.

new

In the following year

arch-like shoots proceed

from the last-formed ones.

This being repeated year after year, an impenetrable natural hedge gradually

which grows continually higher and higher, since the stumps

rises,

of the old, dried-up

branches, whose ends have stopped growing, form supports for the younger shoots.
It is also a
old, to

veiy

common

occurrence for these hedge-shrubs,

when they have become

develop suckers from their roots, which grow up, thin and slender, between

the luidergrowth formed of the old, dried-up arches, which they use as a support.

may

This

be seen especially in the barberry, sea-buckthorn, mock-orange, roses,

jessamine and the elm-leaved

spiraeas.

This property of forming hedges has long been familiar to agriculturalists,

Several such plants are used for the purpose of

are close observers of nature.
inclosing portions of land;

thorny species are especially suited for the purpose,

the so-called " quickset hedges
of

".

make

Gardeners, too,

use of this peculiarity

hedge-weaving shrubs when they plant species with beautiful flowers

against a trellis-work, which

The

is

with the best results for covering

and

trellis-work against the fronts of buildings,

it

is

remarkable how quickly

they grow without assistance right up to the gables of the houses.

first

{e.g.

Rosa

setigera)

have

close

soon quite overgrown with their vigorous shoots.

so-called climbing- roses in particular are used

roses

who

this

Some climbing

remarkable peculiarity, that their new shoots at

seek the darkest places, turning their apices

away from

growing into the shaded nooks behind the

trellis-work,

towards the light until they are fully grown.

In this

the bright sunshine,

and not inclining again

way the advantage

is

obtained

that the shoots originally turning from the light enter the gaps of the undergrowth

and of the trellis-work, while

when

later on,

lateral

branches arise from them, they

are excellently supported.

Generally resembling the woody stems observed in hedge-builders are those of
several undershrubs

which do not become

lignified.

The shoot growing up annually

from the underground portion of the stem
the autumn, whilst the dried remains still above the ground

at the beginning of the vegetative period

always dies

oflT

again in

decay so quickly that only in rare cases can they be used as supports for the shoots

which grow up fresh from the

soil in

the following year.

As a type

of

weaving

undershrubs the widely-distributed Marsh Crane's-bill (Oeranium palustre)
taken.

The young shoots grow

dows or on the edge
VOL.

I.

erectly

among

of a forest, but they

the bushes scattered over

may

be

damp mea-

do not become woody; their upper ends
43
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do not bend over the supporting

biiinclies, but,

having once attained a certain

height, develop stiff lateral branches, projecting like spars,

which push their way between the
way the whole shoot is held

in this

same

Crane's-bill

grows

support, the stem bends

The ends

ground.

stiff,

dry branches of the supporting bushes

fast so that it

cannot be displaced.

meadow between low

in a

and long-stalked leaves

and the whole shoot

lies

with

of the intemodes are thickened,

When

herbs which can aflbrd
its

this

it

no

lower intemodes on the

and a turgescent

cell-tissue is

formed at these places by means of which the younger parts of the shoot are
brought again into an erect position, appearing at right angles to the older inter-

The advantage obtained by

nodes lying on the ground.

this arrangement, is that

plants of Crane's-bill thus extended over the ground are able, should they encounter

a firm shrubby undergrowth not too far removed from the place where they are
rooted, to use it as a support
fact,

plants of

and

Geranium palustre

to

weave themselves over

As a matter

it.

of

are often seen with their lowest intemodes lying

on the ground, while the upper intemodes as well as numerous
interwoven into some bush growing in the

meadow near

by,

lateral

and

branches are

their red flowers

are displayed more than a metre high above the soil from between the branches of

the bush serving as a support.

one in habit

(e.g.

Several other species of crane's-bill resemble this

Geranium nodosum, divaricatum,

&c.), also several species of

bedstraw and woodruff (e.g. Galiitvi mollugo, Anperida aparine), the berry-forming

Marsh Speedwell

Cucubalus (Cucubalus

haccifer), and,

(Veronica

Here, too, belong several species of asparagus with pro-

scutellata).

jecting, spar-like branches

finally,

the remarkable

The

and filamentous or needle-shaped phylloclades.

annual shoots of these asparaguses attain an astonishing length ami push their
into the forkings of the boughs of erect-growing stems.

In this respect the

ragus acutifolius, very conmion in the region of the Mediterranean
cularly worth mentioning,

and

also the

Asparagus

verticillatus

way

Äi<2>(i-

flora, is parti-

growing in Asia

Minor, the stems of which not infrequently attain a length of 3 metres, climbing

up

to the

crowns of the lower oaks and there interweaving their horizontally

disposed branches with the boughs.

The
liar

third group of plants with weaving-stems includes the rotangs, those pecu-

palms celebrated for the fabulous length of their almost uniformly' thickened
A species of rotang, drawn from nature in Java by Sellenj^ is given on

stems.

The stem of all young rotang jslants is erect, and the yet
folded leaves grow vertically upwards in the same direction as the young axis.
Later, when the leaves unfold and expand, they arch outwards and spread themselves over the confused mass of other growths, amongst which the rotang plant
has germinated and grown up. If the vegetation in the immediate neighbourhood
consists only of low herbs and bushes, the elongating rotang stem does not find a
support sufficient to enable it to grow uji in the original vertical direction. So it
trails on the gi'ound like a runner, often forming snake-like coils, as shown in
fig. 156; still always bending up at the free end, and continually pushing up new
the opposite page.

leaves.

If the rotang plant has developed

amongst

tall

shrubs and

trees, or if after
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Fig.

156.— Rotaugs

in Java.

(From a drawing by

Selleny.)
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trailing, it

has come within the range of a wood,

leaves between the lower branches of the trees,

it

pushes

its

stiff",

folded, spire-like

and as these leaves unfold and bend

outwards, they form strong supports or barbs by which the cord-like stem

anchored above in the branches of the tree

grow up

conditions the stem can

anchoring thus in the branches above.

Fig.
^

V(Vvwnorops hygrophihis.

-

gi'ows from tree to tree

157.— Shoot-apices

Calamus

94, p. 363).

(cf. fig.

to the tops of the trees, its

exteJisus

;

to

Under favourable
new leaves always

Frequently the free end of a rotang shoot

of three species of

with inflorescence.

^

Rotang.

Desmoncus polyacanthus ; much reduced.

—^now ascending, now descending.

which attain to lengths unequalled by any other plant.

ments according

is

It

is

shoots of this

There are credible

kmd

state-

which such rotang stems, with an almost uniform thickness of

only 2-4 cm., have reached a length of 200 metres.

We

must not omit

to

mention that most,

if

not

all,

plants which

weave

into the

thicket of other plants are equipped with barbed spines, prickles, and bristles, which
assist

them

thorn

is

in maintaining themselves at the heights once reached.

The

goat's

provided with horizontally -projecting spines; in the roses and brambles
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both the internodes and the ribs of the leaves are beset with sharp, backwardlydirected prickles; several bedstraws
short,
ribs,

stiff,

(e.g.

Galium uiiginosum, and aparine) bear

reversed bristles on the ridges of the stem and on the leaf-margins and

whilst the midrib of the pinnate rotang leaves

is

continued beyond the blade as

The

a long whip-like structure beset with barbs of the most varied description.
illustration of three species of rotangs inserted opposite

of these peculiar leaves.

In one species

157

(fig.

^)

shows the most striking forms

the leaf-rachis

is

beset at equal

intervals with groups of small but very pointed barbs; in a second species

the uppermost leaves are wholly devoid of green
claw-like barbs; while in the third

(fig.

found on the foremost portion of the

— Branches of the

Fig. 158

portion

resembles a harpoon.

157

New

with

little

157

squarrosits).

look at these barbed structures and

consider that the rotang leaves are exceedingly rough,

we

can understand

firmly the rotangs anchor themselves in the crowns of the tree-summits, and

must be to disentangle these climbers, fastened
poons, from the trees they interweave.
A plant distinguished by its unusually rich development

difiicult it

deserving especial mention here,
illustrated in

fig.

158.

Each

provided with a tiny blade at

is

the

New

of its leaves
its

^)

teeth between, so that this

Bramble (Rubtts

ZeiUaiul

When we

(fig.

and bear only numerous

very long, pointed, reversed spines are

^),

leaf,

pinnffi,

is

how
how

as they are with har-

of barb-like spines, and

Zealand bramble, Rubus squarrosus,

divided into three portions, each being

apex; these three portions as well as the leaf-stalk

and beset with yellow, pointed prickles
the intertwined bushes and shrubs that a wholly inextriFinally those plants still remain to be considered in which

are green throughout their entire length

which anchor so firmly in
cable tangle

the support

is
is

the result.
aflbrded

by the pointed teeth

of the leaf-margin.

To

these belong

especially several tropical PandanaceoB, with long thin stems resembling rotangs.
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also

an

which gi'ows

insigniticant little speedwell

and

Britain,

rises

above the ground

Ijy

damp meadows
erect

its

Great

in

and stronger

This speedwell {Veronica scutellata) has long, narrow leaves which

neighlx)urs.

Pandanus.

in section almost resemble those of the tropical

erect

in

sprawling over

when young, and

Like these they are

By

are inserted in pairs over the vertically -growing apex.

the further growth of the stem they are pushed in between the gaps in the confusion of herbage.

By and by

the leaves are reflexed and afford the plant useful

While the serrated teeth of the leaf-margins

support.

have their apexes directed forwards,

in other species of .speedwell

backwards,

in this they are strangely dii'ected

downwai'ds towards the ground; by this means the support which these leaves

i.e.

obtain

is

materially increased.

In this speedwell the retro-serrate teeth of the

leaf-

margin have undoubtedly no other significance than that of firm anchorage, though,
in

many

of the other

above-named

and spines

instances, the pointed teeth, prickles,

have the additional task of protecting the

foliage,

and perhaps

also the flowei's

and

against animals which might climb up over the stem in their search for food.
The lattice-forming stem (stirps eluthrans) does not twine, nor indeed has it
any special climbing organs, and yet leaning against rock-faces or tree-trunks it
fruit,

gradually attains to heights whicli

.solid

would be unable

it

to reach

without these sup-

It clothes its supports

with branches, which, in the aggregate, constitute a

lattice -work, reminding-

one of certain interweavinjr climbers, from wliich,

ports.

however,

it

is

distinguished by the fact that

lateral branches projecting like spars,

foliage-leaves.

elevation

its

is

achieved neither by

nor by arched shoots, nor even

b}^ reflexed

Lattice-forming stems occur comparatively seldom in the floras of

the temperate zones; the most striking example in these regions

dainty

.sjDecies

of buckthorn

known

as

is the small and
Rhaiu aus purnila, whose lattice-work clothes

the steep limestone rocks here and there in the outlying Alps between Switzerland

and

Styria,

and

in the Jura.

Anyone looking from a

little

distance at a pre-

cipitous rocky face overgrown with this buckthorn, might think that

which had spread out

its

it is

easily recognized

means

stems, climbing by

shows, indeed, the same dark green and

is

of clinging roots.

aljout the

same

it

was ivy

The

foliage

size as that of ivy,

on a nearer view that the shape of the

leaf,

but

the distribution

of the strands in the blade, and finally the character of the flowers and fruits are
different, and, what
woody stems adhering to
(juite

is

especially important here, that the

the steep I'ocks have no clinging roots.

interesting fact that the older stems are actually
rock,

and that the branches are exceeding

break and

fall to

the ground, and only

in detaching a complete

stem with

by

all its

wedged

brittle.

much-branched
It is also

an

into the crevices of the

With

careless handling they

pi-oceeding very carefully can one succeed

branches from the rocky

face.

We may

conclude that this plant would necessarily perish without the supporting back-

ground, since

its brittle

branches wovdd break

oft"

at the

and the bush would be mutilated bj' every tempest.
The peculiar structure and method of growth of
striking phenonema.

this

first

violent burst of storm,

buckthorn explain

Here there are no strands of hard and

all

these

fibrous bast deposited
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young branches

of other trees to resist flexion

or to resume their position after bending by the wind.

In the centre of the branch

outside the soft bast, such as enable the

is

seen a

woody

by strands

cylinder, surrounded

of soft bast;

and beyond

very voluminous parenchyma, but only a very few hard tenacious
is

evident, therefore,

why

the branches break

up most easily at their places of
is

origin,

explained by the fact that the

method

of

growth of the branch

is

cylinder

that they split

from an older branch,

arise

weakest at these

is

just as remarkable as

its

number

woody

of plants, especially

The

points.

When

structure.

in

grow towards

the spring leafy shoots proceed from the foliage-buds, they do not
the light, as in the greater

a
It

bast-fibres.

And

so readily.

where they

i.e.

woody

away

this

plants,

but they turn

away from
into

the light and seek the darkness, and even curve round projecting angles
shady comers, growing into the dark crevices and clefts in the stone wall.

not cracked for a wide distance, but

If the face is

smooth and even, the longer,

is

growing shoots always hug

it closely,

fissure is reached, the shoot

immediately bends round into

characteristic of roots

arising from an old

and take a straight

course; but, as soon as a

much

it,

manner

in the

While in other shrubs the young, growing shoots

(cf. p. 88).

woody branch

are directed upwards,

here frequently happens

it

that a

downward

shoots,

and the consequent increase of weight cannot be regarded as the cause of

course

The burden

followed.

is

on the

of the foliage unfolding

bending, for not infrequently from one and the same branch, as

it

this

runs horizontally

over the rock wall, shoots arise side by side of similar shape, similarly leaved, and
of about equal weight,

some of which grow downwards and others upwards.

In this manner of growth

it

is

unavoidable that the branches should sometimes

cross one another, forming a lattice-work

which adheres

to the rock.

I

have never

observed actual fusions of the intersecting branches in this buckthorn, but

happens that the younger branches which

it

often

across the older are so firmly attached

lie

them that they still remain connected when large portions of the plant are removed from the rocky wall.
Such extensive lattice-branches have quite the appearance of a root-plexus which
to

has extended over a boulder, and

formation of certain tropical

we

are reminded of

fig-trees,

which

also a temptation to take the older stems of

Rhamnus

they are frequently seen embedded in the

as

phenomenon brought about

in the following

way.

liffht-avoiding shoot reaches a dai'k cleft,

in<j,

remarkable latticed root-

tlie

will be discussed later on.

it

and

clefts

When

Later on

year
of

the

it

sends up

wood and
cleft,

The

new

bast,

it

becomes

lignified

shoots, but itself remains

till

sooner or later

it

and

on page 681,
buckthorn.

it

grow

in a

effected in a

The young stems

manner

manner

nestles so far as its

in

diameter by the addition

way

it is

jammed

tiglit in

in.

formation in tropical Clusiaceae, of which an illustration

is

rocks, a

loses its foliage; in the following

growing

its

crevices of

continues to

becomes so thick that

and resembles a root which has forced

lattice

is

the apex of the develop-

readily intelligible in the direction of the crevice, into which
foliage permits.

There

jjumila for roots, inasmuch

is

given

quite different from that obtaining in the

of Clusiaceae

grow

erect,

and prefer

to

make

use of
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At

ti'ee-truiiks us supports, particularly those of palms.

and lean on them only to a certain extent.
Clusiacese are thick and beset with opposite leathery
and are

for a veiy long time,

from the

still

they remain green

leaves;

when they develop lateral shoots
and when the cortex is wounded, a thick

unlignified

leaf-axils of their erect branches,

adhesive juice like gamboge makes

they adhere very

first

All the shoots of these

slightly,

its

The

appearance.

heavy that

leaves are so

the outstretched lateral branches are bowed under their burden, and sometimes

even hang downwards.

It is

therefore unavoidable that

many

of these lateral

branches should intersect and come into contact with each other, and that at the

by the

places of contact the epidermis should be v^^ounded
places an actual fusion of the branches occurs,

and

But

friction.

since this process

is

at sueli

many

times

shown in fig. 159. The individual portions of
and pliant, and thus mutually supporting one another,

repeated, a lattice-work results, as

the latticed stem remain soft

the whole possesses a bearing capacity adequate to enable the erect shoots to rise

higher and higlier from this scaffolding.

The lattice-work is additionally strengthened

by the production of aerial roots from the older internodes. These, like the stems,
fuse where they intei'sect.
From their general external similarity it is often difficult to distinguish between the two sets of elements comprised in an old lattice-work.
In cases where the inclosed stem increases in thickness, the latticed sheath becomes
Often, in Clusia, many of the branches die in consequence of this
new shoots generally arise from the stumps, and repeating the already-

tightly stretched.
tension.

Still,

described method of growth, become interlaced into a lattice-work.

Sometimes the

adherent stems become flattened and girdle-like, whilst aerial roots developing at

many

points become inextricably interwoven in the lattice-work

till it is

impossible

palm stem. On the banks of the Rio Guama in Brazil, Martins
saw whole groves of the Macaw tree (AcrocoTnia sclerocarpa) covered with Clusia
The Clusia formed an absolutely closed sheath bearing flowers and foliage,
alba.
to see the original

whilst 10 metres above the stately crown of the palm-tree projected.

The twining stem
attaching

itself to

(stirps volubilis) is able to reach considerable heights

various objects and twisting spirally around them.

of nature, erect stems or even those of other climbing plants

may

serve as supports,

whilst in gardens, sticks, strings and wires are utilized in this
is

desired that twining plants shall cover walls, arbours, &c.

by

In a state

We

way when
find

by

it

expei'i-

ence that even very fine threads form excellent supports, while thick posts and

bulky tree-trunks are

less

adapted for this purpose.

In the case of manj^ annual

twining stems, props of even 20-25 cm. diameter are too thick for the plants
to twist around.

found round

Those perennial and lignifying stems called lianes are sometimes

pillars of

30-40 cm. diameter,

e.g.

those of Glycine Chinensis in the

avenues of the park at Miramare, near Trieste.

In the tropics, twining plants

much

as 40-50 cm. thick, but in such

are seen embracing the trunks of trees as
instances

was

first

it

is

probable that the trunk did not possess this thickness

entwined, and only attained

it

later on.

Of

course this

when

it

can only happen

under particularly favourable circumstances, for most perennial, twining

stem.s
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cannot stand the severe strain involved

—a

strain

which must occur whenever

the tree, around whose trunk a perennial twiner has wound, increases
thickness.

The twining stems

much

in

of the Lonicera, figured on p. 160, certainly do

not increase in length after Hgnifying, and must, therefore, act as constricting
coils

on the young actively-thickening tree-stems, which they often strangle to

Fig. 159.

Sometimes one

death.
coiled

— Palm-Stem used as a support by

the hittice-füi-iuiiig

bteiiis ul

one ol the Clusiace» (I'ragnea ubuvata).

hard basal parts of a Kane stem twisted ami

finds the

apparently around nothing.

This

is

due to the fact that the original

support has been killed, and then slowly rotting into dust, has been denuded

away by the wind and rain. Thus many a liane of the tropical forest seems
to have made use, when young, of some living plant with a fairly thick erect
stem as

its first

support,

up which

it

has climbed into the crowns of higher

trees.
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Subsequently, the

lower proji has perished, while the briiuches supporting

first,

and affoi-d a good hold. An
then seen hanging from the upper branches;

the upper j^ortion of the liane remain
erect corkscrew-like liane stem
it

is

has a very odd appeai-ance, and

vigoi-ous

still

is

only sui-passed in the peculiarity of

its

form by the twined stems of bauhinias and monkey ladders, to be described
presently.

But
which

the erect,

if

encircles

young stem

the climber

of

stronger and more vigorous than the twiner

is

which has been used as a prop,

the twiner

strangled;
coils

it,

destroyed

is

when they both

gradually stretched

are

does not allow

it

liane

As

stem.

movement

and

The
and many

tighter,

fi-om

immediately

of the sap in the interior of

the twining

thickening continues, the pull on the coils becomes so

this

With

great that the death of the liane results.

its

decay, the coils of the liane

no further resistance to the enlargement of the stem within; but become

offer

ruptured and unravelled.

.

It is clear

from

this that it is not

for perennial and lignifying twining stems to
ports,

and

it is

twining stems persist
ripening of

after the

trunks.

Such

suffer

f)lants

short smnmer, and

always advantageous

use of active stems as sup-

old

—-encircled

Convolvulus), or else die

Lupulus), would

why

make

and very thick tree-trunks are never seen
by twining stems. But those growths whose
only through a single summer, and either perish entirely
seed, like those of the twining Polygonum {Polycjonum

also obvious

even in tropical forests

a

to be

increase in thickness.

tighter

are the contrivances which exist for preventing the tension

acting injuriously on the

itself

down

to tlie

ground

no injury even

which have
to

like those of

Hop {Humulus

the

they were to twine round thick tree

if

to develop stems

and leaves

in the couree of

manufacture by the help of their green foliage the

materials necessary for the formation of flowers and fruit, must spring up from

the

soil to

the sunny heights as quickly as possible and by the most direct path.

This they can best do by using a thin thread as a

support, certainly not

by

The path round a thick trunk would be much
up of such length}- coils would

twining round a thick tree-trunk.

too long; the material necessary for the building

be needlessly expended, and such a waste would be entirely opposed to the

economy

of plant-life.

Of course

this does not

imply that twining plants have

the capacity of seeking out the most suitable supports, or of selecting the most

amongst many.

desirable from

apparent, and
it

is

if

The capacity

of

selection

hop stems never twine round props

of

is

at

;dl

times only

more than 10 cm. diameter,

not because the hop shoots are able to recognize beforehand the unsuitability

of large

coils,

but because with such extensive spirals they lose the power of

firmly adhering to the stem.
processes of adhesion

And with

and torsion

this

we come

to the description of the

of stems, so far as they are accessible to ob-

servation.

Like interweaving and lattice-forming stems, twining stems at
directly upwai-ds.

The lowest internodes

the fate of those developing above them.

still

fii-st

remain erect whatever

gi-ow

may

be

After a suflScient number of successive
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have been formed, the nximljer varying according to the species, those
upjjerniost bend over laterally, and the whole shoot now consists of a lower erect
internoiles

portion fixed in the soil, and an upper overhanging portion which ends freely.
The lower part forms a firm and reliable support, the upper bent portion, waving
in the air, undergoes movements the aim of which is to revolve the free end

round

an

in a circle or

This movement of the nutating portion of the

ellipse.

shoot has been compared to that of the hand of a clock;

movement

likened to the

above the head and
climber

is

its

of a pliant switch or

end swung round in

better,

still

not so quick as that of the revolving part of the switch, but

plished with a rapidity which astonishes the observer.

In

be

accom-

is

warm weather

Hop {Hamulus Lupulus) makes

waving, revolving end of the

may

it

whip which is held in the hand
a circle.
The nutation of the
the

a complete revolu-

tion on an average in 2 hours

and 8 minutes; the French Bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) in 1 hour and 57 minutes; the Bindweed (Convolvulus) in 1 hour and
42 minutes; the Japanese Akebia quinata in 1 hour 38 minutes; and the Chilian
climber, Grammcdocarpiis volubilis, in 1 hour and 17 minutes.
Since these

by

revolutions are performed

they may, like

fairly long portions of the shoot,

those of the clock-hand, be seen with the naked eye, especially
of white paper

placed on

is

The shadow

portion.

of

the

shoot

the

moving

in

when a

the sunlight below the

part, like

the hand on the dial-plate,

then seen slowly but plainly advancing over the surface of the paper.

twining plants the motion

is

of course

much

collar

overarched

slower,

is

In other

and many of them occupy

24, or even 48 hours in a revolution.

Since in most twining stems a twisting of the extended fibrous bundles on
the periphery of the stem occurs simultaneously with the circling of the free

was formerly supposed that
duced by this torsion of strands of
end,

it

this

movement was actually prosituated.
Very careful investi-

revolving

fibres there

gations in recent times have, however, demonstr'ated that this

is

not the case.

The cii'cling is produced independently of the torsion, and twining stems exist
in which no torsion whatever of these fibrous bundles takes place.
We shall obtain the most accurate conception of the revolving movement
of the tip of a shoot if we still retain our illustration of the movement of a
switch

swung round

as a cylindrical

straight

lines

When

in a circle.

body whose periphery

the switch, which
is

may

be best considered

striped longitudinally with numei-ous

running parallel to the axis of the cylinder, begins

The

its

motion,

side

which becomes concave

experiences a contraction, the convex side an elongation.

Thus on the concave
At any given moment

there

is

first

of all

side a pressure,

an outward lateral bending.

and on the convex a tension

is

set up.

two opposite lines running along the
the next moment, however, the greatest strain passes

these opposed strains are greatest along

periphery of the switch; in

over to the adjacent opposed

lines,

and since the greatest strain on the periphery

of the switch moves in this way, and touches

remarkable

circular

movement

of

the free

all

the lines in succession, that

end of

the

switch

results

which
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entirely

resembles

torsion,

a

but

however,

which,

connected only with a successive bending to

as

This movement

with no actual spiral twisting whatever.

a

matter

may

fact,

is

also be seen

on a

by bending down

switch fixed in the ground, and, generally, in any pliant shoot,
the top in

of

the points of the compass, and

all

directions successively, so that the point describes a circle; thus

all

it

can be easily demonstrated that no spiral torsion in the tissue of the shoot

is

caused by the successive bending on

the

name

sides.

all

This movement has received

of circuTnnutation.

We may now
which cause

proceed to inquire into the series of changes within the stem

thus to bend in

it

all

one line in this stem to cause

and to bring about

directions,

it

what must go on

in the cells along

make

elongate, along another to

it

contract,

unilateral

and contraction in all the peripheral
pressure from outside, which so often causes

shown

to be just as little the reason as unilateral

this successive elongation

Here

longitudinal rows.

curvature in other cases,

is

known also produces a curving of leafy stems towards
the incident sunlight.
When we see that the young branches of beeches are
overhanging under their burden of leaves, we may think of explaining the
matter by gravity; but how can we thus explain the enigmatical advance of
illumination,

which

it

is

the inclination towards

the

all

and which has

points of

the

compass, which

is

the

point at

The phenomenon has also been
referred to growth, and it has been said that it was caused by the various
longitudinal lines on the circumference of the shoot successively gi-owing more
actively than the sides opposite to them.
But even supposing that the whole
matter was only a phenomenon of growth (which is certainly not the case, since
issue here,

many

shoots

make

to be accounted for?

these revolutions without showing the slightest increase in

why

length), the question

it

happens that the stronger growth

one longitudinal row to anotJier, would

still

is

transferred from

remain to be answered.

The first step in an attempt at explanation is to consider similar phenomena
where the conditions are much simpler and where the investigation is hindered
neither by simultaneous growth nor by simultaneous torsion.
As such phenomena
we may regard the rotating movements of protoplasmic threads in swimming
swarm-spores, the circular movements of the threads of Oscillatoriese composed
of disc-shaped cells like rolls of coins, and the similar movements of the whiplike filaments of numerous species of Dasyactis and Euactis.
Here we may
disregard

much

is

the question of the end

by these movements.
This
and in the other
revolving movements those advancing, opposed
to

he attained

certain (1) that in the one case protoplasmic thi-eads,

simple rows of

cells,

exhibit in their

which we have just noted in the rotating switch; (2) that the elongation
on the one side and the contraction on the other in all these filamentous structures
strains

are not produced
this enigmatical

by

a direct external stimulus.

advance of inclination towards

therefore be caused only

by

internal forces, and

This elongation and contraction,
all

the j^oints of the compass can

we must suppose

that the lining

protoplasm of the whip-like thread spontaneously elongates and contracts, bends
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and revolves

in the

naked pi-otoplasm

manner described above.

may

of a ciliuni

protoplasmic masses

That which

by the

also be accomplished

the simple cell-filament of

in

association of

and

oscillatoria-thread,

those extensive cell-aggregates

nothing contradicts the supposition that also in

which compose the shoot of a twining

an

performed by the

is

plant, the progressing, opposed strains,

which appear as revolving movements in the shoot, occur in

Why

manner.

like

should not one portion of the masses of protoplasm, associated together and
co-operating harmoniously for

which

of certain

rows of

protoplasm

Is it not simplest to suppose that the living

protoplasmic thread?

on the circumference of the shoot should

cells

elongation and contraction, the advancing opposed strains above

word, the twining movement of the whole shoot-apex?
the protoplasm to this

work

welfare of the whole plant, perform that

minute unicellular plant-organisms by an extended

accomplished in

is

tlie

work

is

What

effect

the

described, in

it

is

a

that impels

just as puzzling as the stimulus to the production

of partition-walls in the interior of a

cell,

or

tlie

motive to those wonderful ac-

cumulative and divisional processes in the protoplasm of the Myxomycetes described

on

p.

572.

We

know, indeed, that these

processes,

which depend on the

certain external

conditions, but

it

dis-

under

placement of the ultimate particles of the protoplasm, are possible only

cannot be asserted that external conditions

and direct the work done by the protoplasm.
In a number of twining plants, e.g. the Hop, Honeysuckle, and the twining
Polygonum (HumvZus Lupulios, Lonicera caprifolium, Polygonum convolvulus),

definitely shape

the shoots

which

is

turn round

towards the

the west through the south

from

again, as, for example, the Scarlet-runner, the bindweeds,

and various

east,

Others,

termed turning to the right (dextrorse or counter-clockwise).

species of

birthwort (Phaseolus multiflorus. Convolvulus sepium, Aristolochia sipho), turn

round from the west through the north towards the east, and this is termed
turning to the left (sinistrorse or clockwise). External conditions have no
influence on the maintenance of these directions.
to

the

direction

of

these

humidity to operate on this side or that; the
in the
left.

same

direction, the

More than

this,

Hop towards

even

It is a

matter of indifference

movements whether we allow

opposite direction, the result

pai-ticular species

is

all

warmth, and
always twists

the right, the Scarlet-runner towards the

the twining portion

if

light,

the same;

is

continuously bound in an

the plant cannot be coerced into

any other path, and will not depart fr<3m the direction peculiar to it. It continues
to twist and twine according to an innate tendency inherited from getieration to
generation, and we can only refer the different directions of twisting to internal
causes, to the peculiar

constitution of

the

living

protoplasm in each particular

plant.

However puzzling the ultimate causes of this torsion may be,
attained by these revolutions of growing shoots is patent enough.
twine upwards a shoot requires an erect support, with which
contact almost at a right angle.

If

it

the end to be

That

it

may

must come into

such a support exists in the immediate neigh-
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bourliood, this contact occurs at the very beginning of circumnutation, 1)ut

there are no erect stems close by, the shoot in

its

search liends

its

apex to

points of the compass, and describes wider and wider circles with
length.

If

space

the

in

so traversed

finds

it

where

it first

is

may

serve

it

by the
The phenomena just

;

but the

The
removed some distance away from the spot

may

its

new

But

as a support.

encountered, a further migration

sive area is explored

around.

is

began, and perhaps the revolving shoot in

against something which

support

occurs

the

no suitable support, the lower

middle portion again rises up, and the free end twists round in a

now

all

increasing

its

portion of the shoot falls on the ground and becomes a procumbent stem

place where the nutation

when

circle afresh.

position

may

strike

here also no suitable

if

occur; thus a comparatively exten-

circling shoot in its quest for

something to climb

detailed gave rise to the view formerly held, that

twining plants possessed the power of searching for a support, indeed, the idea was
favoured that the twining stem was positively attracted by such support.
a notion

is

disposed of by the actual facts.

The meeting

with an erect stem must be held to be quite accidental,

meeting

is facilitated

But such

of the nutating shoot

still

it

is

certain that this

by the movements described above, and the probability of an
more extensive the space

erect stem being encountered is obviously greater the

by the shoot-apex.

traversed

As soon

as the revolving end of the shoot

support of suitable thickness,

it

comes into contact with an erect

embraces the support, and adhering to

it,

twists

wound around it.
This process may be illustrated by comparing it with the movement of a rope
swung in a circle coming in contact with a post, that is to saj', when one swings a

round

it

spirally

and assumes the form of an elongated

long rope or a long whip horizontally with the hands

spiral

above the head, and at

i-aised

the same time approaches so near to an erect post that the revolving rope

reach

it,

must

then that portion of the rope beyond the point of contact twines spirally

round the

post.

has been shown by manifold observations and experiments that erect props

It

are most easily embx'aced

by twining

stems.

When

the inclination of the prop

amounts to not less than 45° with the horizon, the twining shoot
round

it:

still

forms a spiral

but horizontal sticks are very seldom, though occasionally, entwined.

It

has also been ascertained that the revolutions made by the twining stem become

both higher and steeper with increasing age.

The

coils

formed by

tlie

youngest

and uppermost portions of the shoot are often very close together and almost
horizontal, but lower down the spii-al appears more di'awn out, and the newlyformed upper
tage

is

flat coils

grip of the support.

on
its

are gradually pushed passively upwards.

obtained that the lower portion, as

itself, i.e.

undergoes torsion.

Each

Thus the advan-

assumes a steeper position, gets a better

In most cases of twining the stem

twisting around the support.

I'opes, in

it

is

to

some extent twisted

This torsion of the axis must not be confused with

The two things are

distinct.

We

can take two

one of which the strands are twisted, whilst in the other they are straight.

of these

may

be

wound

i-ound a support.

The former

(i.e.

the twisted rope)
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will

have the best

So

better hold.

grip, as

The

a better hold.

and

it is stiffer

its

longitudinal ridges on

purchase on the support

is

its

When

spond to the strands of the rope.

obliquely-runniug strands admit of a

By

with the climbing stem.

it is

the torsion of

surface

these,

by

— due to
torsion,

its

its

own

axis

bundles

it

—

gets

corre-

run obliquely, more

obtained.

Not infrequently the attachment of the twining stem is also strengthened by
stiff, backwardly-directed bristles, and by barbs which are developed on the ridges,
These
as is the case, for example, in the twining Polygonum, and in bean-plants.
reversed prickles are comparatively large in Ipomuea tivuricata, a species of bind-

weed.

Hops

seen in

fig.

also possess prickles of a

have the shape

160, they

of

extended in the longitudinal direction, and
developed on a peg-shaped or conical

In the Hop, as

remarkable form.

an anvil; that

is

to say, a cell

which

may
is

be

much

to a point at either end,

tapei-s

is

and very hard, and
Such climbing hooks are found in

Its wall is silicified

liase.

the points hook into softer tissue like claws.

regular rows on the six ridges of the twining hop stem, and are a great assistance
in attaching

In

it

Hoya

houses, the

to the entwined support.

carnosa,

known

waxen

for its

young twining stems

flowers,

and often cultivated

in green-

are thickly beset with reversed hairs which under

certain circumstances contribute materially to the adhesion to rugged substrata.

Moreover, the stems of this plant, as soon as they have ceased to nutate, develop
light-avoiding, climbing roots

which

nestle to the substratum

thus adding to the security of the stem.

and Cuscuta, described on
which

When

of

Hoya,

it,

like those of Gassy tha

171, are thus, in a way, intermediate between those

p.

of twining plants, in the strict sense,
roots,

The stems

and unite with

and climbing plants provided with clinging

latter will be discussed presently.

the nutating end of a twining stem has found no erect support in

neighbourhood, the older portions of

its

its

stem which no longer revolve take on, even

without a support, a spiral twisting and a torsion of the

axis.

becomes more rigid when twisted, so the

twisted stems, though

they have no support,
twisted stem
still

may

is

even

nutating free end

increased in comparison with untwisted stems.

rise
is

bush, and winding round

stiffness of these

a

little

above the ground, and in

to attain to the tree-crown.

perennial portions several shoots.

Such a

instances the

Many twining

plants, as,

up above the ground from their subterranean
If these find no support in the ordinary way,

they wind round one another, and a regular
rise

many

enabled to reach some bough of a neighljouring tree or
it,

for example, hops, frequently send

These cables often

Just as a rope

coil or cable is

produced

(cf.

p. 3()4).

without any foreign support to a considerable height above

the ground, and thus single nutating apices are afforded the possibility of grasping

a support which otherwise might have been denied them.

Should

all

these methods prove

position on the ground;

stunted, sickly plant.

its

growth

This fact

is in

of no avail
is

retarded,

the twisted stem takes up

and

it

its

has the appearance of a

so far interesting because

it

seems to indicate

that the pressure experienced by a twining stem adhering to a supporting prop has
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a favourable influence on the growth of the shoot as a whole.

This pressure must

be regarded as a stimulus, just like the pressure which incites the tendrils, to be
described below, to luxuriant growth.

Fig. 160.
1

We may

therefore conclude that twining

—Twining Hox) (Humulus Lupulus).

Free end of a slioot recently emerged above tlie ground. 2 siioot of Hop twining round an elder-stem; natural size. » \
portion of tlie Hop stem magnitied.
*, s single, anvil-shaped clirabing-hooks detached from the stem; more highly
magnitied.

stems are

irritable,

although the

irritability in this case is not so conspicuous as in

tendril-forming structures.

In the temperate zones the majority of twining stems have only a short

life.

The twining Polygonum is an annual; hops and bindweeds are indeed perennial,
but their stems sent up fresh each year from the underground stock always perish
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Only the Bitter-sweet {Solanum dulcamara) and several
species of honeysuckle (e.g. Lonicera caprifolium. and Periclym^emiTn), which exist
in comparatively inclement regions, possess twining stems which increase in thickness from year to year.
But in many of these species the twining is not very
conspicuous, and the Bitter-sweet forms, so to speak, a link between plants with
twining and those with interweaving stems. In tropical regions, on the other
in the following

autumn.

hand, long-lived twining stems are by no means rare.

Obviously the

firmly attached round a thin support and increasing in thickness,

coils of

a stem,

must approach one

another very closely; thus arise those strange lianes which excite the astonishment
of

all visitors

Fig.

wound

to tropical forests.

161.— Portion of a Liaue stem, twisted like a corkscrew, from a tropical forest; natur:il

like a

structures

Stems are quite common of a diameter

corkscrew round the thin stems of other

—of which a small

portion

is

lianes,

of 4 cm.,

size.

and sometimes such

represented in natural size in

fig.

161

—are

seen stretching right up to the summits of the trees in hundreds of uniform twists,
like a thick ship's cable

The tendril-bearing
help of special organs

many metres

up

stem, {stirps cirrhosa) climbs

known

when young; sometimes

long.

The

as tendrils.

of exceeding delicacy,

into the sunlight

sometimes thick and

use

it

any body with which they come

as a support.

It also

.support.

firm object.
firmly gripped

If

by

is

end

is

attained, the support

I.

is

which

is

fast,

and

and

it

to strike against
it

the tip of the tendril, whilst the part lying

the point of attachment contracts together spirally.
VOL.

it

the greatest probability of reaching a

performs movements the aim of which
this

In some

straight,

in contact, hold

Before the tendril adheres to a support

extends in the direction in which there

stifi".

and so constructed

cases they are simple, in others forked, but always sensitive,

that they can grasp

by the

tendrils are filamentous structures

By

some

has encountered

is

immediately behind

this spii-al contraction the
44
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stem from which the tendril arose
attached to

by a

it

is

drawn towards the

support, and

is,

as

it

were,

spiral spring.

Tendrils are always produced in numbers from the stem.

Usually one, some-

times two tendrils arise from each of the upper nodes, and with the exception of
the lowest portion, which

Fig.

is

usually quite without them, the stem

place.

fail

The advantage

of this

is

that in case

or find no support, a neighbouring one can always take

its

Generally plants with tendril-bearing stems are at a decided advantage in

comparison with
their

very regularly

1G2.— Stipular tendrils of the cuiiinion Smilax (Smilax aspcra).

beset with tendrils along its whole length.

one tendril should

is

number

is

all

other forms of climbing growths, which explains the fact that

in considerable excess of the others.

In climbing over a shattered

rock -face or thick tree -trunk they have a great advantage over plants with

twining stems.

In some cases the tips of the tendrils fasten on even to the smoothest

rocks by peculiar

discs,

or they grip and hold fast to small projecting portions
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and the stumps of broken twigs, things which are impossible to twining
stems.
Tendrils preferably twine round horizontal twigs and leaf - stalks, and
frequently round old tendril -bearing stems which have previously climbed up to
of bark

the crown of a tree.

When

they have reached up to the branches, they can pass

over from one bough to another, fasten themselves firmly above and below, and so
gradually invest the whole of the crown.

Fig.

From

the summit fresh shoots arise

163.— Leaf-stalk tendrils of Atragene alpina.

which curve downwards and are swayed by the lightest breath of wind; from
them new tendrils project, like the tentacles of some sea - monster, and if one of
them but touches a leaf-stalk or twig of a neighbouring tree, it curves round it

and grasps

it

firmly.

Very soon a second,

become attached, and, contracting
neighbouring tree-crown.

by other climbing
tree

to tree;

stems,

The bridge
and thus

third,

and fourth

spirally, will pull the

so formed

is

arise garlands

whilst not infrequently an actual

tendril will similarly

pendent shoot up to the

again used as a means of transit

and

festoons,

arcade

is

which hang from

formed whose

roof.
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formed of tendril -bearing stems,

though by two gigantic

borne by two adjacent trees or thickets as

is

Another advantage which tendril-bearing stems

piers.

have over twiners consists in the fact that they can reach the same height above

The twining stem of the Scarletwhen unrolled, a
length of 1^ metres. The pea, which climbs with tendrils to the same height, is
little more than a metre long.
Of course in the production of tendrils building
material is expended, but this bears but a small proportion to that which is required

the ground with less expenditure of material.

runner, which has climbed a metre above the ground, shows,

for the extra half-metre of stem.

Now

as to the nature of tendrils, are they leaf, stem, or root?

A

each of these according to the species in question.

by metamorphosis from each

tendril

may

They may be
even be formed

of the different sections of a leaf independently,

the leaf-blade, the mid-rib, the leaf-stalk, even the stipules themselves
tendrils.

From

and

may become

the standpoint of development and with regard to the origin and

mutual relation of individual plant - members, the exceedingly manifold
structures have been classed generally in the following groups.

tendril-

First of all the

stipule-tendrils (cirrhus stipularis), of which species of smilax (Smilax) afford

an

common

in

As may be seen

excellent example.

in

Smilax aspera

the region of the Mediterranean flora, the leaves

(see

fig.

162), so

divided into lamina, leaf -stalk,

and the two stipules arising from the sheath are transformed
rather long tendrils which surround the branches of other plants, and even

sheath,
into

ai-e

and

stipules,

own branches.
More common than this ratlier rare form is iheleaf-stalk tendril{cirrhus petiolaris),

their

which

itself

leaf-stalk of
tendrils.

again shows numerous modifications according as to whether the whole

an undivided

The former

is

leaf,

or the stalks of single leaf-segments play the part of

seen very beautifully in the numerous species of Nasturtium

{Tropceolum) and in the tendril-bearing snap-dragon (Antirrhinum cirrhosum);
the latter in

many

species of fumitory (Fumai'ia), in the Traveller's

Joy {Clematis),

and in the only liane of the European Alps, the Atragene alpina, illustrated on
the last page
rachis

is

(fig.

163).

In pitcher-plants {Nepenthes) a portion of the

transformed into a tendril, and by

branches of supporting plants

{cf.

fig.

it

leaf-

the pitchers are suspended on the

When

24, p. 133).

the midrib of a foliage-

leaf projects far beyond the green tissue of the blade, as a filament which grasps
and surrounds firm supports and attaches the whole plant to tliem, this structure
is

known

as a midrib-tendril {cirrhus costalis).

South American mutisias

{e.g.

Mutisia

the Indian Flagellaria Indica and

To

this class belong the strange

ilicifolia, hastata, subsinnosa, decitrrens),

Gloriosa superba, and

several

fritillaries

{Fritillaria cirrhosa, verticillata, and Ruthenica), attaching themselves to

culms and leaves of neighbouring grasses.

The

leaf-tendril {drrhtts foliaris) is

also interpreted as the midrib of a leaf-blade or of a leaf-segment, but here

the green tissue of the blade
filaments which curve

This form of tendril

is

is

developed, and only the midribs are seen

and fasten as soon
the connnonest of

.as

all,

stiff

none of
to

form

they come into contact with a prop.

and

is

found particularly in Papilion-
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Sometimes the whole leaf-blade

aceae in great vai-iety.

single tendril, as in the

is

metamorphosed into a

Yellow Vetchling {Lathyrus Aphaca); but usually tendrils

are formed only in the place of the terminal leaflet and of the upper leaflets of the

pinnate leaves, as

may

Ervum).

It should be

leaf-blade

is

be seen especially in vetches, peas, and

mentioned here that

green tissue of the lowest

when

and the

tendrils

Vicia,

Pisum,

stipules

— Branch-tendrils of Serjania grarnatophora.

leaflets, leaf -stalks,

and

appear in place of the upper

form large green

leaf -stalks are beset

By

(

reduced in consequence of the formation of tendrils, the amount of

Fig. 164.

that

lentils

in proportion as the green tissue of the

with green

laminae.

leaf-like

In

stipules increases; in other words,
leaflets,

many

the lowest pair of leaflets

vetches even the stem and

bands and wings.

is meant one which can be interpreted as
drawn particularly between branch-tendrils

a stem-tendril {cirrhus capreolus)

a stem-structure, and a distinction

is

(cirrhus rameaneus) and floiver-stalk tendrils (cirrhus peduncularis) according as
to

whether the tendril

is

to be regarded as a

metamorphosed flower-bearing or
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Flower-stalk tendrils are found in particular in grape-vines and in

foliage-shoot.

species of Cissus, in Paffsiflora cirrhiflora, in several species of the genera

and Cardiospermum; branch
These

gourd-like plants.

may

164)

-

tendrils in

tendrils, of

Fumaria

claviculata,

and

in

Pavllinia

numerous

which the Serjania gramatoplvora

(cf.

fig.

be taken as an example, arise usually not from the true axil of a

foliage-leaf,

but are displaced, pushed to the side of or below the subtending

leaf;

frequently even opposed to leaves which one might think really subtended them.

This displacement

is

particularly striking in vines

and gourd-like

plants, for

which

reason these tendrils were formerly explained not as stems but as leaf-tendrils.
Finally

we must

consider here the root-tendnls (cirrhus radicalis), which really

are roots arising from the foliage-stem, but in regard to their activity behave

exactly like tendrils, and are chiefly observed in climbing, dehcate-stemmed lyco-

podiums.
This classification of the manifold tendril-developments, useful for the speculative
doctrine of form, and also to the descriptive botanist, has only a secondary value for

the (juestions which are discussed in this book.

It gives

no conclusion concerning

the significance which the difierent forms have with regard to the habitats of climb-

ing plants, and

stem

is

it offers

not the slightest assistance to our understanding

fastened to the support by the tendril arising from

it.

how

the

Tendril-bearing stems

are extremely wonderful in this respect, and the different methods recjuire a detailed
description.

For the purpose of

this description

we

classify tendril-bearing stems

into three groups, viz. into those with ringed tendrils, with nutating tendrils,

with light-avoiding

and

tendrils.

Stems with ringed

tendril's are especially

adapted for climbing up between the

copses, and low woods.
Some of
them are annual and do not rise far above the low underwood and shrubs, e.g. various
species of fumitory and nasturtium (Fumaria and Trapceolum).
Othera, e.g. the
Traveller's Joy and Atragene (Clematis and Atragene) are perennial; their stems
become woody, often attaining to a considerable age, and the youngest branches of
the old stems may climb up to the tops of trees. When one sees these plants hanging
rope-like from the summits of tall, unbi-anched forest-trees, one may conclude
that they first became fastened to them at a remote period, when the trees were still
quite small, and that they have ever since kept pace with them in their growth.
The young shoots of such climbers with their leaves still small, erect, and folded to

erect

and much-branched growth of dense hedges,

the stem, appear capable of pushing through even very small gaps in the thickest

undergrowth, thus reminding us strongly of the manner of growth of interweaving

They also agree with interweaving stems inasmuch as they form actual
anchor-arms by extending and reflecting their leaves and leaf-stalks by whose help
stems.

they suspend themselves on the horizontal branches of the supporting undergrowth.
This

is

the case in Clematis and in the Atragene illustrated in

fig.

163,

— these

plants having opposite leaves whose stalks project from the stem almost at a right
angle.

The

stalks

and blades of the

leaflets, also,

complete the semblance to the

arms of an anchor, since the former sink down at an obtuse angle with the main
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stalk, whilst the latter, after the laminae are unfolded,

an actual

curve like an arch, forming

loop.

As already

stated,

no distinction can be recognized

interweaving stems and those with ringed tendrils.

between

in the earlier stages

The

difference first appears as

soon as the lower side of the leaf-stalks comes in contact with a branch of the

undergrowth.

This contact,

on the

leaf -stalk,

ring.

The

and the

if it is

result

is

not of too transient duration, acts as a stimulus

that

curves round the branch and grips

it

stalks always curve towards the side

Since the leaf-stalks are equally sensitive on

above or below, or

laterally,

of a thread weighted

the curvature

may

take place

according to whichever part has been stimulated.

Even

to produce

is sufficient

has been shown by experiment that the continued pressure

it

up

like a

which has been touched, or pressed.

all sides,

continuous contact with flower-stalks of hair-like delicacy
the ring-formation, and

it

to four milligrams is followed

lated leaf-stalk usually forms

branch embi'aced, as shown in

one or two,
fig.

163.

by a curvature.

less often several

annular

The stimucoils

on the

happens that neighbour-

It also frequently

ing stems of the same plant are connected together by their tendrils and twaned

The conversion

into inexti'icable knots.

gripping tendril in
fact that the

many

of the irritable leaf -stalk into

of the plants in this

stems, though less regularly.

do

not, ho\\'cver,

eflective,

materially assisted by the

is

twining

in circles like those of

Thus a much-increased number

the environment become possible as supports.
tendrils,

group

younger portions of the shoot revolve

an

These

of suitable objects in

leaf-stalks,

which become

themselves nutate, consequently they are clearly dis-

tinguished from those of the following group, which are called nutating tendrils.

Stems with nutating tendrils have not the power of climbing up rocky walls
or the bark of thick tree-trunks, and, like the foregoing, are only able to use as

supports culms, leaves, and thin branches of other erect plants, to which they adhere

and up which they are drawn by means
tendrils.

of the spiral curvature of the attached

Plants equipped with this class of tendril require far more light than

those with ringed tendrils, and they find their best and most favourable haljitat in

the open country dotted with isolated groups of trees, or on the edges of a forest

bordered with bushes, and in sunny meadows studded with shrubs.
to interweave

are suitable

They have not

through the interlacing branches of an underwood; ringed tendrils

thei-e,

but not tendrils with long nutating filaments which could either

not accomplish their movements in the midst of the thick brushwood, or

would not attain the desired end,

viz.

they

if

did,

the subsequent elevation of the stem.

The lowest portions of the young shoot possess no tendrils, and they are kept
In many species the stiff, spreading
erect solely by the turgescence of their tissues.
leaf-stalks, or the peculiar barbed leaf -blades help to support the young shoots on
the neighbouring plants and to keep them erect. But these supports are but temporary measures, and the upper portion of the shoot
elongate quickly and get to work.

The

.soon

develops tendrils.

These

filaments of these tendrils elongate with

extraordinary rapidity, straighten out, and then project like tentacles far beyond
the foliage-leaves.

At

their tips only do they exhibit a

more or

less

hook-like
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curvature

(c/. fig.

move round

they meet vpith

hooked ends.
the tendril;

up

iu

a

165).

When

they have reached their

Hke the

apices of twining stems.

loops itself over the object with

it

spii-al,

full

length they begin to

movement
an object suitable for a support, they grasp and embrace it by their
That is to say, contact with a foreign body acts Hke a stimulus on

in a circle just

which

it is in

thus drawing the stem, which bears

Fig.

1C5.— Tendrils

of the

it,

If

by

contact,

this

and then

obliquely upwards.

rolls

Novr

Bryony (Bryonia).

This behaves exactly in the
comes the turn of the tendril inserted next above.
same way as the first, and in a very short time is succeeded by a third, fourth, &c.
It does

not

much matter

if

in

its

nutation one of these tendrils should have found

no support, since the successive tendrils are placed so close to one another,
replace each other so quickly, that the shoot

prevented from

falling.

When

whole

is

still

drawn up

series of tendrils find

uniforml}-,

encounter a distant branch to which

support.

If this should fail, the tip of the

it

and

is

no places of attachment,

the shoot of course falls down, under which circumstances possibly one of

may

and

can fasten, and which

pendent shoot again

it

its tendrils

can use as a

rises up, sends out
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nutating tendrils, and so

fresh,

may

neighbourhood upon which

in the

succeed in grasping some projecting twig

still
it

The paths traversed by such

can climb.

wound

tendril-bearing stems are therefore often

oddl3' hither

and

thither, but the

stem always follows the peripheiy of the bush or tree-crown which

it

has selected,

Plants
and the inner branches of these supports are never interwoven by it.
whose tendril-bearing stems ramify strongly may invest the whole tree over which

they grow with an actual mantle, and
it

may

the climber in question has large leaves,

if

be quite impossible to determine from outside what species of plant has

become thus enveloped.
all

The account given above deals only with such phenomena as are displayed by
common; but in individual cases there are innumerable special

tendril-climbers in

contrivances, which

it

would be impossible

to describe in detail in the limits of this

book, and I must therefore be content with enumerating some of the most striking
that have been observed.
First, it

many

has been pointed out that in

cases, for

example, in the tropical

passion-flowers, not only the yoimg, extended tendrils, but also the whole shoot-apex

revolve in circles thus widening the space traversal by the tendrils, and increasing
If the tendrils are forked, each of the

the prolialtility of meeting with a support.

two branches performs

particular oscillations, as can be seen, for instance, in the

its

The period

tendrils of the grape-vine.

varies very

much according

of revolution, taken

by a nutating

tendril,

Cohcea scandens takes only 25 minutes,

to the species.

Passiflora sicyoides 30-46 minutes, and Vitis vinifera 67 minutes for a revolution.

The rapidity with which the tendrils curve in consequence of the pressure e.xercised
on them by a foreign body which acts as a stimulus also varies very much with the
species.
In Cyclanthera pedata the curvature commences 20 seconds after contact
with a hard stick; in passion-flowers

Passiflora gracilis and P. sicyoides) after

(e.g.

the lapse of about half a minute, in Cisstis discolor after 4-5 minutes.

with which the tendril

is

in contact is

If it is left in contact, the curvature proceeds uniformly.

again.

pedata the
others,

first

complete

on the other hand,

the tendril

is

around the support

coil
it

may

If the stick

removed, the curved portion straightens out

is

In Cyclanthera

accomplished in 4 minutes, in

take several hours, or even 1-2 days.

not content with a single

coil,

but forms several of them.

Usually

The

coils

are closely pressed to the prop, and in their growth adapt themselves like a plastic

mass

and depressions; the substance of the tendril even peneinto the small clefts and crevices, and when the tendril is detached from its

to all its projections

trates

substratum, an actual cast of
contact-surface.

In

growths arise here.

hook so as
them.

In

to

more

many

many

all

the inequalities of the support can be seen on

species,

The ends

e.g.

Hanburya mexicana,

in

its

peculiar callus-like

of the tendrils, as already stated, are curved like a

easily grasp the object to

which their

circling

species the tendrils terminate in actual claws.

Cohcea scandens, a native of Mexico,

l)ut

frequently

our conservatories, are specially elegant.

They

divide repeatedly in the most beautiful manner.

grown

movement brings
The tendrils of

as a decorative plant in

are leaf- or midrib-tendrils, and

Each

of the ultimate branches
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bears a double claw whose points imiuediutely fasten into any object at the slightest
touch,

and

even remain suspended in the skin of the hand.

will

The three

delicate

branches of the tendril of Bignonia venusta also end in pointed claws which

The majority

resemlile those of insects' feet.

of tendrils

undivided filaments, as shown in the Bryonid

ai-e

branched, whilst simple

165), are comparatively rare.

(tig.

Passion-flowers and gourd-plants have the longest tendrils, those of the

gourd {Ciwnrhita pepo) often measuring more than 30 cm. in length.
contraction of the part of the tendril not
to the species, half a day, or one or
coil

round the support, but

This torsion
quently

same

it

is

tendril.

it is

The nund^er

it is

tendrils

left,

many

is

and

fre-

very vari-

as 30 or 40 are produced.
is

is

avoided.

During a

blast of

wind there

of "give", but dii-ectly the gust subsides, the climber

—resumes

its

former position.

which have not succeeded

This

sj^iral

By

excellently accom-

at once adequately attached to the support, but not pressed to

quently unnecessary friction

amount

first

has once begun.

of twists formed in this spiral contraction

these spiral springs the fastening of the stem to the support
plished;

it

accomplished partly in one direction and partly in the other, by the

In the long tendrils of some gourds as

able.

apex has formed the

sometimes towards the

right,

spiral

the support begins, according

after the

very quickly accomplished when

sometimes towards the

is

wound round

two days

common

The

is

—thanks to

it,

conse-

a certain
its elastic

twisting occurs also in tendrils

in grasping a support, but strangely enough, they

become

stunted, shrivel, and wither, sometimes becoming detached from the stem like

autunni leaves.
support become

Those

much

tendrils,

on the other hand, which

have embraced a

stronger and thicker, and also undergo a series of changes

in their inner structure

which adapt them excellently to the part they have

to

perform.

Stems with light-avoiding tendrils remind us of the light-avoiding interweaving
and lattice-forming stems, and, like these, are found in plants which have to climb
up steep rock faces and over the bark of large trees. In these cases the more or
less

plane surface of the rock or tree-trunk

is

the only support afforded for climb-

The stem on such a substratum would extend its tendrils in vain on the side
where there is only the air to be met with; here there is no resting-place or
support which can be reached by circling movements. The best the tendril can do
ing.

under the circumstances

is

to seek out the solid wall along

climb as quickly as possible.
turned

away from

which the stem has to

In such cases the desired support

is

on the side

the light, and as a matter of fact, the tendrils of these plants

turn towards this side with great persistence.

According to the position of the
point at which the tendril springs from the stem, it curves at an angle of 90-180°
in less than 24 hours,

without wasting

its

and grows towards the background without digression and
The leaves of the same plant,

energy in revolving movements.

for exposure to light

and

air,

are extended in a direction

away from

try to assume the position most favourable for this purpose.

the wall, and

The path it has taken
soon brings the tendril in direct contact with the wall, with which it now has to
obtain a firm hold. This it does either by peculiar adhesive discs, or by wedging itself
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into the

dark

clefts

and crevices existing

in the supporting wall.

Several species of

the genera Cissus, Vitis, and Ampelopsis develop adhesive discs.

In the Vitis

known among gardeners by

inconstans, a native of Japan and China, and

of Cissus Veitchii (figured on the right-hand side of

fig.

the

name

166), as soon as the tips of

the tendrils, which are provided with tiny knobs, come in contact with a hard wall,

they spread out, just like the toes of a tree-frog.

In a very short time disc-like

pads are formed from the knobs, and these become cemented to the substratum by

means

of a sticky fluid

mass secreted from the

cells of

the disc.

Fig. 16Ö.
•

more

now
much

This cement

holds so fast that on trying to separate the tendril from the substratum

it is

— Light-avoiding TendriU

Vitis (Ä7tipeloptfis)inserta.

likely that the tendril -filament will

2

yitis incoiititaiis.

be torn than that the disc will be

detached.
Vitis Royleana and Ampelopsis hederacea (the Virginian Creeper) also
develop these adhesive discs, but here they are not prefigured by knobs on the

branches of the tendrils as in Cissus Veitchii; the ends are curved like hooks, and
are barely thickened.

As soon

as they reach the hard wall the tendril-branches

it laterally, and arrange themselves at definite intervals
most advantageous manner. Within two days the curved apices thicken and
turn crimson, and in another two days the discs are complete, and the tendrils are
cemented by them to the wall. These plants can climb up smooth walls, and even

diverge, spread out on
in the

planed wood, glass, and smooth, polished iron are not rejected as substrata.

Bignonia capreolata, and
sented in

fig.

Vitis (ÄTnpelopsis) inserta (whose tendrils are repre-

166^) behave differently from the three tendril-plants just mentioned.

Here the curved

tips of the tendrils,

growing towards the

wall, seek the crevices
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and crannies of stone or

K)ark

when only shallow
substratum, bury themselves in them.
Smooth

and actually creep

grooves are to be found in the

into them, or

surfaces are avoided as far as possible since they afford no suitable hold to this class
of tendril.

When

have been hooked, swell out

and

like a club or ball,

that they occupy the entire crack.

in a short time thicken so

wax had been poured

melted

It looks as if

the crevice and had then solidified and fitted

growth of the

now
much

established in the chinks and crevices, the ends, wliich until

itself to all its

inequalities.

tissue extends, according to the depth of the crack

into

The

and the nature

of the contact-surface, over a sometimes larger, sometimes smaller poi'tion of the

embedded part

and sometimes a callus-thickening

of the tendril,

seen to arise

is

even behind the apex, at places where the tendril has adhered closely to a small

The thickened end

projection of stone.
sion into which

it

has wedged

itself,

of the tendril clings so firmly to the depres-

that

it is

very

difiicult to

by means

also the attachment seems to be completed

remove

it;

and here

of a secreted cement.

It is

seen on examining the parts of the adhesive disc or of the wedged callus-thickening

which adhere firmly

to the substratum, that the epidermis in particular has under-

The epidermal

gone a remarkable change.

like protuberances or conical projections,

and depressions

are enlarged,

drawn out
all

as wart-

the elevations

of the substratum, grasping even microscopic projections, so that the

contact-surface, after being detached

by chemical

against which a seal has been pressed while
It is

cells

and adapt themselves to

it

was

agents, resembles sealing-wax

in a plastic condition.

remarkable that these adhesive discs and growths of callus are only

developed after contact with a solid body.

If

from any cause the tendril

vented from coming in contact with a solid substratum, the growth of

development of

papilliB

is

pre-

tissue, the

on the epidermis and the secretion of a cement-substance

do not occur, and the end of the tendril dries up and
strongly of the formation of weals on

human

dies.

This process reminds us

skin, and, like this,

is

dependent upon

stimulus, friction, and pressure.

A

spiral torsion occurs in the light-shunning tendril as soon as it has Itecome

attached in one

way

or the other to the substratum.

The attached

tendrils

now

become much stronger, and always much more vigorous than those whose apices
have not found a resting-place. The stem is now fastened by the elastic tendril to the
Strong winds may drag the
steep rock face or fissured back of an old tree-trunk.
stem somewhat away from the wall, but when they subside

normal
If the

position, as in the cases previously described,

stem subsequently grows

out just as far as

is

required.

they stand, as strong erect

by means

it

again resumes

its

of the elastic tendrils.

in thickness the spiral springs holding

it

are

drawn

Very old stems no longer need their clinging organs;
the wall up which they had years ago

steins, in front of

clambered as young shoots, although their tendrils have now been long dried up; the

young shoots

alone,

always striving higher and higher, still continue to chmb up the

substratum in the manner described.

The climbing stem

in the restricted sense (stirps radicans) holds itself in the

normal position attained by growth by means of climbing

roots,

and uses as supports
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the trunks of old trees, steep walls of rock, and under cultivation often

—

and

wooden planks
absorbent roots, by

palings. All these climbing stems have two kinds of roots
means of which they suck up fluid food, and climbing roots, which serve to maintain
them on their supports. In most instances the functions of these two kinds of roots

are kept distinct, so that a climbing stem soon withers and dies

above the absorbent
thousand climbing

roots,

when

cut across

it is

although afiixed to a rock or to the bark of a tree by a

But

roots.

a few cases the climbing roots will under these

in

circumstances begin to absorb, provided, of course, that the substratum to which

they adhere
In

many

is

them the necessary

able to afford

food.

respects climbing stems agree with the group of tendril-bearing stems

just described, especially in the fact that the organs which furnish the adhesion to

the support turn from the light, and also inasmuch as the adhesion to the support
is

brought about by a viscous substance either secreted by the

cells in

contact or

produced by the breaking down into mucilage of the outer layers of the walls of

The avoidance of light by all climbing roots is an extremely interesting
Whether the stem which forms climbing roots nestles close to its substratum,
or some spans distant from it, whether it grows upwards along a stone wall or
in all cases the first rudiments of the
is deflected to one side by some obstacle
these

cells.

fact.

—

make their appearance on the side of the stem turned away from
And when these small cushions develop into root-fibres, the direction
the light.
assumed by their growth is always away from the ligl';t and towards the dark lack-

climbing roots

1

ground.

The darker the

the climbing roots developed

by Tecoma radicans

places under a projecting ridge are
less

shaded places below,

and longer than the
is

exposed to the

roots

is

it is

is

root-fibres become.

(figured on

p.

If

479) in the darkest

much more

its

to

position so that the hitherto shaded side

round until the side with the rudiments of
If obstacles lie in the

light.

in

luxuriant

by chance a shoot which has already begun

moved from

light, it twists

again turned from the

When

compared with those which have been formed

seen that the former are always

latter.

develop climbing roots

more vigorous do the

place, the

way

aerial

of this torsion, the

and grow no further;

ulti-

as the climbing roots originating from the shady side of the stem

come

young climbing

roots thus exposed remain undeveloped

mately they wither and dry up.

As soon

into contact with the substratum below them their growth

is

noticeably increased,

and in a very short time they become firmly united to it. Not only do the rootlets
grow into all the crevices of the substratum and adapt themselves most accurately
to its larger inequalities, but each single epidermal

exhibits a like behaviour,

fits

itself

cell of

the growing rootlet

to the smallest projections

and depressions,

and spreads out on entirely smooth surfaces like a plastic mass. Sometimes the
epidermal cells are drawn out like tubes and form so-called root-hairs, these penetrate
into the smallest clefts of the substratum and spread out like a hand whose palm
and outspread

fingers press against the

roots also unite with the supports against

the absorbent cells described on

p.

87,

soil.

These epidermal

cells of

climbing

which they have placed themselves

and the union

is

like

so firm that the roots are
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much more

likely to break off at the base than the united surfaces to separate

when

roots are forcibly displaced.

tile

The following types
shapes.
arising

in

be distinguished according to their

separately from

groups, but each

thicker,

the stem;

these are increased in

new batclies as the lignifying stem becomes older
and they sometimes grow together and border the stem, adhering to

number by the production
and

may

of climbing roots

First densely crowded, simply or only shortly branched, filamentous roots,

of

On

the substratum in irregular, membrane-like rows.

older stems the climbing

roots are usually for the most part dried up,

and those which have not united with
the support then pi-oject from the sides, often forming shaggy beards, and giving a
very odd appearance to the stem. The Ivy (Hedera Helix, of which old stems are
shown growing up on an oak in fig. 167) may be taken as an example of this type.

The second form presents a wholly difierent aspect; as the type we may select
the Tecoma radicans, a native of the southern United States, often used for
covering garden -walls.
The climbing roots here are strictly localized. At each
node of the shoot below the point
structui'e arises,

and from each

of insertion of the leaves a pah-ed eusliion-like

rows of protuberances,

of these cushions several

which gi'ow out into as many rows of unbranched or shortly -branched, fringing
fibres, 1-.5

come

cm. long (see

papillfe

and tubes, which

turn brown and

A

fig.

on

p. 479).

The epidermal

into contact with a firm substratum, elongate

die,

in a

cells of tliis fringe,

which

and form root-hairs, that

is,

very short time fasten to the support; after this they

thus never functioning as absorbent organs.

form materially differing from these

known

cactus Gereus nycticalus,

sented in Plate VII. (facing

p.

as the "

641),

and

is

shown by the climbing

Queen

of the Night",

roots of the

which

is

i-epre-

also of several tropical Bignoniacea?,

and

especially in Ficus stipulata, so often used in greenhouses for covering the walls.

In the last-named plant the climbing roots arise in fascicles in the shade of the
green leaves; they are filamentous and terminate in
rootlets.

They adhere by

tender, pliant stems.

root-hairs to the substratum,

many

hair -like, spreading

and thus fasten

to

it

the

These roots are not very long and soon dry up, but close

behind them much stronger roots arise from the stem, which has meanwhile become
thicker,
ing,

and these traverse the walls

like cords, repeatedly

branching and intersect-

and form actual net-works, often becoming several metres

roots do not help

much

long.

These latter

in fastening the stem to the supporting wall; they are

absorbent roots, and take up the atmospheric water, with
materials, wliich has condensed or trickled

down

its

abundance of food

the bark of trees and rock walls.

The clasping roots borne by the stems of Wight ia, a genus of Scrophulariaceae
growing in the mountainous regions of the Himalayas, and of several species of
The attachment of the
fig in the same district, may be regarded as a fourth type.
young shoots is bi'ought about here as in the form just described by the finelybranched but not much elongated roots, which soon dry up. But when the climbing
stem begins to thicken much stronger roots arise which surround the supporting
tree-trunk like clamps and actually engirdle

it.

These girdle-like clasping roots
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often fuse at the places where they adjoin one another and increase in circumfer-

The

becoming as thick as a man's arm.

ence, frequently

illustration

on the next

page (fig. 168), taken from a photograph at Darjeeling in the Himalayas, shows
these stems, which look as if they had been actually tied on to the smooth trunks
of

and wliich bend away somewhat from the support, and then ramify

tall trees,

and develop abundant leafy branches.
Many tropical species of fig, which may serve as representatives
exhibit the following

peculiarities

:

— their

of a fifth type,

climbing roots, nestling to the sub-

stratum, flatten and spread out like a doughy plastic mass; the adjacent roots
fuse together,

and

in this

interrupted here and there

way
by

irregular lattice- works, or incrusting mantles, only

gaps, are formed,

which

lie

on the supporting trunks

and are firmly fastened and cemented to them without fusing with
nourishment from

it.

or deriving

it

Frequently not the trunk only but the branches of a tree

serving as support are incrusted with the flattened clamping roots of the climber.

Sometimes the climbing Ficus sends columnar
whilst

to the support

sight

first

and what

tion of a sketch

it

is

Fig. 169

to the climbing plant.

by Selleny drawn

Ficus Benjannina on

i.e.

sufiering under the
"

burden of

its

is

the

hardly possible to distinguish what belongs
a faithful reproduc-

is

at Kondul, one of the small Nicobar Islands,

.showing one of these remarkable climbers with

These

to the gi-ound,

leafy branches intersect those of the supporting tree; so complete

its

entanglement that at

support,

down

aerial roots

flattened roots

incrusting the

a supporting uiyrtaceous tree, the latter obviously
oppressor,

tree constrictors", as one

might

and already
call

in a dying condition.

them, although they do not absorb

was formerly supposed, are certainly not inditi"erent
to them, and may injure and even kill them like the constricting, twining stems
The entwined tree decays and its wood
described and figured on pp. 159 and 160.
materials from their supports, as

disintegrates, perhaps termites assist

trunk,

in carrying

away

the remains of the dead

but the climbing stem with the flattened, climbing roots remains

vigorous.

It

has meanwhile created a

sufficient

support for

itself

by

its

still

prop-like

As Hooker says in his Himalayan
it from falling.
found great scandent trees twisting ai-ound the trunks of others
and strangling them: the latter gradually decay, leaving the sheath of climbers as one
of the most remarkable vegetable phenomena of these mountains". When at length
aerial roots,

and these prevent

Journals:

"

—

We

the climber, deprived of

become bleached, and

support, also dies, its roots

its original

its

and stem-structures

curious forms, in which to speak with Martins, "the

excited imagination fancies

it

recognizes fantastic spectres and gigantic voracious

monsters", rise up weirdly against the dusky background of the primeval tropical
forest.

91

The manner
less varied

in

which cHmbirg roots become

upon

-

avoiding, and

directed towards the rocky faces and

their supports

It has already

than their manifold structural modifications.

that the climbing roots are light

climb.

fixed

is

not

been stated

that their growing points are

boughless tree

-

trunks upon which they

Should the distance between the stem and the wall be not great, the
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Fi<5. 106.

Ficus wall

yu-.ilc-likc chispiug routs, at Darjeeliiig in

the Sikkmi Iliuialayaa.

climbing roots grow out directly to the wall.
climbing plants.

This

is

usually the case with

Several Aroideae and species of Ficus, and especially our ivy

(Hedera Helix), the shoots of which occur anywhere at the foot
Vol.

I.

(I'lwm a pliulMgrapli.)

of a tree-trunk or
46
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These

of a rocky wall, develop climbing roots close below the growing shoot-apex.

and fasten the portion of the stem from which they

roots speedily reach the wall
arise to

it.

This continues slowly, the shoot-apex continually creeping higher up

This

over the substratum.

the simplest

way

in

which climbing stems become

The process by which those of the often -cited Tecoma radicans are
much more complex. These stems shun the light in a marked degree.

attached.
affixed

is

is

If TecoTna

radicans

is

planted in front of a wall covered with

actively growing shoots turn

away from

trellis -work,

the

the light, slip behind the trellis-work, and

adhere closely to the wall by those portions of the stem at which climbing roots

So soon as they come in contact with the hard substratum the small
pale rootlets grow out from the cushions as a fringe of threads which cling very
firmly to the wall. The growing shoot never leaves the wall, but keeps close to
it, always seeking the darkest places under projecting tiles, ledges, and cornices,

appear.

itself at intervals by fresh clamp-roots.
The most remarkable method by which shoots destined for climbing reach a
wall which will afford them a support is observed in several tropical Bignoniaceas
related to Bignoiiia unguis, one of which, Bignonia argyro-violacea, growing by
This plant bears two kinds
the Rio Negro in Brazil, is represented in fig. 170.

attaching

of leaves

:

simple leaves,

tlie

blades of which attain to a considerable

size,

and

others which, like the leaves of the vetch (Lathyrus), bear two opposite leaflets

on one stalk and end in a structure which divides into three limbs with pointed
hooked claws, and which is not unlike the foot of a bird of prey.
The development of this clawed, grasping organ always precedes that of the
leaflets, so that in the youngest stages the green leaflets only appear as minute
scales.

Leaves ending in claws are only found on stems which, so to speak, have

to seek a firm, safe support for the flowering and

developed later on.

These stems, however, are

pushing out new internodes.

thin,

They hang down

fruit

much

-

bearing shoots to be

elongated,

and are always

as long threads from the tree, whose

new settlement, and
At the end of each thread can
be seen two young leaves placed opposite one another, on each of which only the
three hooked limbs are at first developed, appearing to be extended for prehensile
bark

is

already quite covered, and which offers no space for a

are easily set in motion by the action of the wind.

If the shoot oscillating in the air fails to

purposes, just as in a bird of prey.

encounter an object which
leaflets are developed.

a new

it

can seize with

its

claws, the latter fold back,

and the

Before the following day the filamentous stem has produced

These fresh claws are again extended, and the

portion similarly equipped.

supple stem again sways in the wind, in the hope of being able to catch hold of

a firm

object.

The same thing

is

repeated day after day until some suitable

anchorage comes within reach of the elongating shoot.

development of the clamp-roots, which have to
still

more firmly than the claws could

do.

fix

Now

is

the time for the

the stem to the substratum

The climbing

roots are really already

present at each node of the filamentous stem as small protuberances, but they

remain quite short until such time as the swaying shoot

effects its

attachment.

Then
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Fig.

169.— Ficus Benjainina with incrusting: climbing

roots.

(After a drawing
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from nature, by Selleny.)
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grow out, elongate, and pi'oduce lateral branches, as may be seen in fig. 170.
Under favourable conditions, i.e. when these swaying shoots reach an unoccupied
tliey

support and become permanently attached there by their scandent roots, these

anchoring shoots exhibit a marked change of habit.

and compact

and ripen

.shoots

They give

vigorous

unfold flowers

In due time, when the space has become occupied, pendent shoots

fruit.

are again produced which explore the neighbourhood for a

manner already described.
The group of root-climbers
of

rise to

may

with simple leaves destitute of claws, and

a whole

as

new anchorage

in the

many

points

undoubtedly presents

The climbing

resemblance to forms with stems prostrate on the ground.

stems of Ivy remind one of the stems of Periwinkle, the climbing stems of species
of Pathos of the creeping stems of the Snake-root (Calla palustris), the climbing

The only

stems of Tecoma radicans of the runners of strawberry plants.
diflerence is that in one case the substratum is the surface of the

that of climbing stems
trunks.

And

it

is

Ivy stems which grow

wanting in the Ivy.

on to the horizontal blocks of stone by climbing roots

fix

exactly as on vertical walls of rock.
these stone blocks, the

fastening the stem to

real

while in

the abruptly-ascending surface of rocks and tree-

this distinction is

over stony ground,

soil,

climbing roots
its

mould is present in the crevices of
become true absorbent roots, not only
If

But ivy stems

substratum, but also taking up food.

The

climbing up steep rocky walls also behave in this way.

roots

which proceed

from the portions of the stem growing over the bare stone wall are climbing
roots,

but as soon as the stem in

its

growth comes

when creeping on
Thus

it

is

transitional

it

produces

the ground.

clearly

impossible to

draw a sharp

between

this condition

and an erect

the climbing species of Ficus, even

several

Marcgravia umbellata, exhibit

peculiarity.

this

between climbing and

line

Similarly, on the other hand, there

creeping stems.

with earth,

to a crevice filled

the roots developing at that point become absorbent like those which

are

habit.

tropical

some climbing stems

Tecoma radicans,

Ivy,

aroids,

and the Brazilian

In the last-named, so soon

has climbed up a tree-trunk or steep rocky wall into an illuminated place,

as

it

it

alters its

growth completely.

The shoots now formed up above no longer

they no longer develop climbing roots for attachment to the

avoid the light;

wood becomes more extensive, the hard
much more strongly developed, the shoots now

substratum, their

bast surrounding the

wood

not only stand erect

is

without support, but

ai-e

even able to withstand

with abundant honey and ripe

The

fruits.

flexion,

erect

climbing species of Ficus, bathed in sunshine, also unfold
are strikingly dift'orent from those of

and

even in their internal

and develop flowers

shoots of

the climbing shoots in

structure.

happening to see the vigorous shoots of
it

size

Anyone knowing only

mentous shoots of Ficus stipulata, used for covering the walls
would think

Ivy and of the

foliage-leaves,

this plant

the

which

and shape,
long

fila-

in green-houses,

with large leaves and

figs,

impossible that both should belong to one and the same plant
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The

erect stems of the Ivy, adorned with

when

cordate shining foliage-leaves

treated as slips or cuttings, send absorbent roots into the ground and ramify;
but, strangely enough, the shoots wliich they develop, although they

now

spring

close upon the ground, do not become climbing stems, but exhibit exactly the

same structure, the same erect
the top of a wall or on the

Fig. 170.

position,

summit

Bignonia argyro-violacea, from

such Ivy grown in pots,

is

We
so

Anyone

tiu' Ikiiiivs hi ilie

tempted to mistake

and even experienced gardeners and

foliage as the shoots on

and the same

of a tree.

botanists

it

for

may

seeing for the

first

Kio Negro in Brazil.

some

erect tropical Aredia,

be misled by these plants.

are involuntarily i-eminded by these successive shoot-structures, which

much

in their outer form

time

difi'er

and internal constniction, of the alternation of

generations occurring in Vascular Ci'yptogams, and so

much

the more since the

climbing shoots which precede the erect flowering shoots do not develop flowers

and

fruits,

and thus

to

some extent resemble an asexual generation.

Several Indian species of

fig,

the stems of which climb up rocky walls and
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adhere to them

by

girdle-sliaped,

parts of the stem have fallen away.
it

By

it,

the top of the

this time the leaves of the climbing

Generally, this climbing stem, the

were, can no longer be recognized as

which proceeded from

part lattice-forming roots,

in

when they have reached

wall or the summit of the block of stone.

stage, as

and

flattened,

send up an erect stem with large foliage

such;

first

only the clamp-roots

which have meanwhile become much thickened and

wide-meshed, appear in a most remarkable manner like a lattice-work spread

Any

out over the stone.
species of

would think that the stems

fig,

of stone or in

they

up

rise

one not knowing the history of development of these

into the air,

from the top of a block

and had sent down from thence a net-work of
This idea, which at

roots enveloping the stone.

two

looks at the

rising erectly

the cleft of a rocky wall, had germinated in the place where

fig-trees faithfully represented

first

aerial

who

occurs to everyone

on the left-hand side of

fig.

by the small

lattice-forming roots adhering to the stone are not sent out

mounted up by their help, and
growing freely up into the air.
root-structures of

all

trees

have been developed by the climbing stem which had

rising above them, but

regarding

171,

The

does not, however, correspond with the actual process of development.

tlien

We
this

became transformed into an erect stem

must

guard against generalizing and

also

kind as climbing

there are plants whose erect stems do send

down

roots.

aerial roots

In the

tropics

which continually

ramify, and then look deceptively like lattice-forming climbing roots.

[For further details as to climbing plants the reader

masterly Beiträge zur Biologie

und ÄnatoTnie

is

referred to H. Schenck's

der Lianen.

Jena, 1892.

Ed.]

ERECT FOLIAGE STEMS.
Plants with procumbent and subterranean stems preponderate in high mountain

and

in arctic regions, whilst

woody stems

in these places the majority of

closely to the substratum, or are

embedded

in the soil.

cling

Lateral shoots rising erect

from the ground, of course, often spring from these main stems, but they bear
no

green leaves only at the base, and terminate in flowers.

foliage, or possess

They

are essentially of the nature of flower-stalks or scapes, and are for the most

part

to

be regarded as

which are met with

floral-stems.

The few

flowerless,

in these frosty districts are all

erect

foliage - stems

very short, usually closely

crowded together into a carpet, or have the form of numerous erect branchlets;

The only noticeable
woody
shrubs
are
the
culm and the hererect stems besides
baceous stem. On passing from elevated regions down into the valley, and from
they seldom

rise

more than a span-high from the ground.
the type of low,

the arctic zone southwards, besides these forms,

and

trees,

and

still

nearer the equator

we

.'ee

we meet with

reeds, high shrubs

the erect stems of cactiform plants,

bamboos, and palms.

In

tliis

connection the terms caudex, culm, stalk, and trunk are used to

indicate the forms of

erect foliage-stems

standing out in the landscape, terms

ERECT FOLIAGE STEMS.
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wliich have arisen in

popular tongue, and of which everyone thinks he knows

tlie

have also been admitted into

the meaning; these words
although,

when more

scientific

terminology,

closely examined, they are seen to be ill-adapted

for the

Thus there are procumbent culms, procumbent
nomenclature of
caules, and procumbent tree-trunks, and it is therefore not correct to use these
erect

stems.

terms for erect forms only.

which may

the word "standard"

names

It has

been proposed to designate the erect stem,

be compared to a post, a standard-stem (stirps polaris), prefixing

from

resulting

the names of the various sorts of erect stem.

to

combination

this

would

prevent

any

confusion,

The
but,

unfortunately, they are cumbrous and unusual, and on the whole unsuited to
this

book.

For these reasons the current expressions

be

will

still

employed,

with, of course, the proviso that in this case they refer only to standard stems.

The cactiform stem, especially those gigantic specimens which are natives of
the Mexican plains, and attain to a height of some 15 metres, might have
been taken as a type of a standard-stem.
Plate VII. on the

left.

They

A

group of these

is

represented in

look like posts which have been driven into the

oTound to form the foundation for a

But

scaifolding.

foliage-leaves, or rather, since their leaves

since these stems

have been transformed into

that the formation of organic materials, which

is

have no

spines, so

usually performed by foliage,

has to be done by the green cortex, they cannot really be reckoned as foliagestems, and can only be mentioned here incidentally.

The caudex

(cauloTua, caudex) has the greatest claim of all the

series

of

The form seen in
Caudex columnaris has been applied, standa
foremost in this respect. The group of " Palmyra Palms, Ceylon ", represented on
the accompanying Plate VIII., which is a copy of a large water-colour drawing
As a
from nature by Königsbrunn, gives a clear idea of this form of caudex.
erect foliage-bearing stems to

be compared to a standard.

slender palms, to which the term

rule,

the height of

palms

is

much exaggerated

;

there

is

a great temptation,

them as much higher than
illusion which comes into
really
are.
This
is
on
account
of
an
optical
they
An isolated mountain
play just as in the estimation of the heights of mountains.
peak rising up abruptly is, at first sight, always thought to be higher than a
continuous ridge which gradually ascends in gentle slopes, although both may
have exactly the same elevation and the same thing occurs in estimating the
An isolated Palmyra Palm rising from among low shrubs
height of stems.
appears to be much higher than one which is actually taller, but which grows in
the midst of a group of trees and whose summit only rises a little above the
other tree-crowns. The highest columnar caudex is shown by Ceroxylon andicola,
a palm growing in the Andes, of which stems are known 57 metres in length.
The caudex of the Cocoa-nut Palm (Cocos nucifera) attains a height of 32 metres,
and that of the Palmyra Palm (Borassus ßabelliformis), represented in the plate
VIII., 30 metres.
Most other palms are lower than this, the great majority
never exceeding 30 metres. The so-called Dwarf Palm (Chamcerops kumilis) is
especially in the case of isolated stems, to estimate

;
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Fig.

172.— Bamboos in Java.

(From a photograph.)
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only 4 metres
tlie

liigh,

and there even

exist

palms whose caudex barely

rises

above

ground.

The caudex

of tree-ferns

and cycads

also remains comparatively short.

travellers speak of the gigantic trunks of tree-ferns, they only

mean

comparison with the stems of the ferns growing in our European

When

gigantic in

forests,

which

either never appear above the ground, or like those of the ostrich fern {Stralhiopteris

germanica), only 10 cm. above the

New

The

soil.

Zealand tree-fern Bicksonia

antarctica, with a diameter of 40 cm. reaches a height of 15 metres,
of Alsophila excelsa, with a thickness of 60 cm.,

is

and the caudex

The cycads

22 metres high.

scarcely ever reach this height, nor do the various other flowering plants possessing

a caudex, such as the species of the genera Yucca, Draccena, Urania, Pandanus,
Aloe,

The celebrated Dragon-tree {Dracaena Draco)

and Xanthorrlioia.

whose age

is

of Orotava,

estimated to be 6000 years, has a circumference of 14, and a height of

22 metres.

The caudex

is

in

most cases simple, but several Pandaneje and dragon-trees, and

Doum Palm {Hyi^hoine thehaica) growing in the Nile valley
and Hyphoine coriacea, fork and develop a few short branches when their main
caudex has attained a great age.
Many caudices, e.g. those of the tree-ferns Dickamong

the palms, the

sonia antarctica and Todea barbata are completely covered with short aerial roots,
in

consequence of which their surface has a peculiar bristling appearance.

of

them

that

it

tlie

is

of importance

Many

For the appearance of most

caudices are also abundantly provided with thorns.

whether the dead leaves break

off

above the base, so

leaf-sheaths persist, or whether the leaf-sheaths are detached with them,

only a scar being

left

on the caudex.

In the former case the stem

is

clothed some-

times with ridges or scales, sometimes with a fibrous integument, or even with dry

stumps.

In the latter case

caudex of Caryofa
fallen

off,

{cf.

and looks

fig.

it

covered with circular or shield-like scars.

is

74, p.

The

311) becomes quite smooth after the leaves have

like a gigantic culm; indeed, it

forms a link between the caudex

and that kind of stem which is termed a culm.
The stem-structures which are comprehended under the name cidm (cvZmus)
differ in size

They may be classified

even more than does the caudex.

in the follow-

ing groups, which, of course, are not sharply marked off from one another.

First,

the culm in the narrow sense of the word, which embraces those forms whose stem
does not exceed a diameter of | cm.; then the reed, which

of

i-5 cm.; and,

further,

by long

is

not branched, whose

and whose stem has a diameter
the bamboo, which divides into numerous branches, having

internodes are always surrounded

sheaths,

short leaf-sheaths and a very peculiar anatomical structure; this will again be
referred to in the next chapter.

The culm

exhibits its highest proportions in

which attains to a height
of 25 metres and a thickness of more than half a metre. From this extreme, on the
liamboos, especially in the species represented in

one hand, to the delicate

Mediterranean

flora,

the Southern Reed

little

there exists

culm 2-3 cm.
an unbroken

fig.

172,

long, of
series

(Arundo Donax) with a height

many annual

grasses of the

about the middle of which comes
of 4 m.

and a diameter of 5 cm.
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become woody, but remains green;

stalk (caulis) does not

a single period of vegetation, and then dies down.

The stem

nial plants classed as herbs (herbce) is called a " herbaceous

"

it

persists only for

of annual

and bien-

stem {caulis herhaceus),

and that of perennial plants a " suffruticose " stem {caulis suffruticosus).
By the
term "undershrub" {suffriäex) we understand especially those perennial plants
whose underground stem annually sends up shoots which do not become woody,
but which die off at the beginning of tlie winter, e.g. the Dwarf Elder {Sambucu^
ebulus), the

common Avens {Geum

and the Meadow Sage {Salvia pra-

tirhantunt),

Whilst the caudex and culm are generally circular in cross-section, the

tensis).

caulis is usually 3-, 4-,

and 5-ribbed.

Longitudinal furrows traverse

its exterior,

and

the relation of these to the neai'est leaves will be described more in detail subse-

The exti-eme limits of

quently.

have already been discussed on

size of the caulis

p.

656.

The woody stem (trwncus) either remains without branches until it has attained
a considerable height, when it is called " arborescent " {truncus arhorescens), or it
is

very short, and
"

called

shrubby

"

its

branches spring from near the ground, in which case

botany with regard to

size

between the

the " small tree " {arbuscula), the
culus).

A

{truncus frutescens).

The expression

"

"

shrub

semi-shrub

and

tree
"

"

drawn

also

{frutex) and the

woody

die off

is

may

"

it

is

in descriptive

narrower

{arbo7-) in the

{se7nifn.itex)

"

shrubs whose yearly shoots only become
of vegetation, and which wither

"

distinction

sense,
"

small shrub

and

(fruti-

be employed to denote

at the base before the next period

above

These form a transition to

this.

the undershrubs mentioned above.

Of
its

all

woody stem

these forms of

the tree, especially prominent on account of

Nor

mass, naturally claims most interest.

it is

shared with him

is

this interest limited to the botanist;

by every

the landscape-painter, forester, gardener, indeed,

b}'

own

lover of nature, each from his

of vegetation trees are the best

Among

particular point of view.

known; they have received a

all

special

the forms

name

in all

languages, different nations have chosen certain species of their country as favourites,

and have extolled them as national

trees in their songs,

and even in the

religious

observances and customs of ancient and modern times trees played and yet play a

prominent

part.

Many

persons

and have never observed plants

who have never oecujjied themselves with botany,
but who have a strongly-developed sense of

closely,

form, are able to distinguish and recognize the various kinds of trees at the

How

glance and at considerable distances.

very simple.

The aspect

memory

species is recognized again
in the street.

To

possible

?

The explanation

is

of eveiy tree, like the face of every man, presents certain

features which are peculiar to

unconsciously on the

is this

first

it

of

alone; these features imprint themselves almost

anyone who

by him, even

is

occupied

much

in the open,

and the

at a distance, like an old friend one meets

the landscape-painter these features, which, taken together, form

what has been termed the habit of the tree, are particularly important, for he has
to seize them and give them artistic expression.
Our task here, however, is to
detail

and

to interpret these features in the appearance of the trees, or let us put

to give a scientific basis to the " habit

".

it,
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Fig.

173.— The Oak.
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Fig. 174.

-The

Silver Fir.
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The

me

book do not allow me to treat this theme as fully as my
and predilection for the relations between art and science would prompt

limits of this

inclination

to do, but as a tree

may

be sketched on a wall with a few strokes, so I will

endeavour to represent the principles of the "habit" in a few words.
In every tree the position of the buds depends upon the position of the foliageleaves,

and

a branch

is

it is

evident that the distribution of the lateral twigs proceeding from

also dependent

upon the position

considered in explaining the

"

habit".

Like

or decussate, or arranged along a spiral

is

for leaves on

to every tree.

How

pp. 396-407

;

therefore the

correlation

first

and

it

may

between

which has

leaves, the branches are either

line,

branches also exhibit the definite geometrical
detail

The

of the leaves.

the arrangements of leaves and of branches

to be

whorled

therefore be said that the

i-elations

which were described

in

even this fact gives a characteristic stamp

very diflerent are maples and ashes with their decussating

branches, in comparison with elms, limes, and alders, with leaves arranged on the
one-half and one-third system, and with beeches, oaks, and poplars characterized

by

the two-fifths and three-eighths arrangement; they differ not only in detail, but
also in the grosser features of the

in winter-time readily recognizable at a distance

portion of the leafy crown derives

branching.

Not

whole tree-crown.

its

onlj^ are

the bare trees

by their ramification, but every

particular contour in consequence of this

Then, again, the size and shape of the foliage-leaves have to be con-

sidered in interpreting the habit.

This does not imply that the painter should

represent the individual leaves, so that they could be recognized, for that would
in

a picture be undesirable.

The

significance of the configuration of the single

leaves lies rather in the fact that they regulate the form of the whole tree.

boughs and branches of
less to

trees

with narrow,

linear, or

The

needle-shaped leaves have far

support than those which are adorned with large,

flat,

extended leaf-blades.

Trees of the former class are characterized by their height, of the latter by their
width, a difference which appears in the trees of

all

parts of the world.

For

example, the difference in the architecture of slender, narrow-leaved eucalyptuses

and willows, and the broad-leaved paulownias, catalpas, and planes, with their widespreading boughs, is very striking. If we compare the illustrations of oak and fir
placed opposite one another on the preceding pages,

we

notice that the needle-

bearing boughs and branches borne by the slender stems of the

fir-tree scarcely

occupy a third of the space of that taken up by the thick, heavy trunk of the oak,
the leaves of which are so

A

much

broader.
is the light required by the leaves
The thicker and more abundant the foliage

third point which comes under con,sideration

on the lower boughs of older

trees.

on the summit or top of the crown, the deeper becomes the shade around the lower

main trunk. If the lower boughs are not able to elongate continually
by means of new additions they die, together with their shaded foliage, withering
up and breaking off' either wholly or in part at the first opportunity and falling
to the ground; but if they have this capacity of elongating, they piisji and extend
their leafy branches as far as possible out of the circle of the shadow into the
part of the
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and frequently curve up towards the light, as may be well seen in ash
and chestnut-trees, and also in the spruce firs represented on p. 415.
The lower portion of the stem which has lost its boughs increases in circumsunlight,

ference as the burden

has to bear becomes greater, and

it

in every species bears a definite relation to the

of circumference

its

thickness and strength

The increase

weight of the crown.

brought about by the addition each year of new masses of wood

is

In very young stems the wood appears in the form of

to those already present.

arranged round the central pith, closely adjoining one

strands, .symmetrically

another and forming a cylinder which

The annual increments

only interrupted by the medullary rays.

is

of wood, deposited on the periphery of this primary ring,

is known as an annual
The age of a felled tree can be reckoned from the number of these annual
and obviously the girth of the stem increases with their increasing number.

also

have the form of rings in cross section; each

enlargement of the circumference
appearance of the stem.

While

is,

however, not without

still

its effect

on the

ring.
rings,

The

extei-nal

quite young, the stem possesses a covering

skin (epidermis) which closely surrounds the green tissue of the cortex.

This

epidermis, however, only keeps pace with the development of the interior of the

stem as long as this particular part continues to grow

and increase

in thickness

commences, the

second, the so-called periderm.

When

in length.

skin perishes, and

first

is

it

stops,

replaced

by a

This usually begins to develop even at the end

of the first period of vegetation.

The most important constituent
and almost impervious to

cork, a tissue of cells impervious to water

of periderm
air,

is

and there-

fore excellently fitted as a covering for the inner sap-conducting portions of the

Whatever

stem.

lies

outside this cork, or

sap-containing portions, dries up and

dies.

is

secreted through

periderm

If the

beneath the epidermis, this alone perishes; but

if

is

of the cortex

is

from the inner

the periderm arises in the deeper

layers of the cortex, a considerable thickness of cortex also dies

the cork as a dead dry crust.

it

developed immediately

and remains outside

This inner periderm with the dead adhering parts

called the harl:.

The development of the periderm keeps pace with the development of
As soon as the wood of the stem becomes thicker, by the intercalation

the stem.
of a

new

annual ring, the mantle of periderm stretches, and consequently the whole envelope
In

of bark.

stem;

it

many

trees this

bark remains year after year on the periphery of the

becomes fissured by the continuous increase in thickness, but new bark

as continuously produced from within closing up the fissures.

a part of the bark
stem, and

is

falls oft"

is

In other instances

on to the ground in consequence of the thickening of the

new bark from within.
its own special bark,

again replaced by

Since every kind of tree has
this structure contributes not

a

little

the texture and colour of

to the appearance of the

whole tree

;

it

forms one of the characteristic features which must not be overlooked when
describing the habit of the tree.
bark.

and

First the scale bark,
plates, to

The following are the most important forms

which

is

be seen especially well

of

detached annually in the form of shields
in the

stems of plan&s, almond willows,
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and many species of Australian eucalyptus.
Then the membraneous
which separates as dry films and ribbons this form of bark is shown
;

Common

Birch

(Betula

illustrated

alba),

A

looks deceptively like a thin silky material.

which

is

and

especially developed in the

of

is

Many

opposite.

Australian genus 3Ielaleuca exhibit a bark which,

when

species

bark,
in the

the

of

stripped from the stem,

third form

the ringed bark,

is

detached from the stem in the form of thin, irregularly-fissured tubes,

Mock Orange

which the Vine {Vitis vinifera)
detached as numerous

which

is

which

is

trees.

In this form the bark

may

stiff'

Finally there

threads.

A

(Philadelphus).

serve as an example,

is

is

fourth form,

the fibrous bark

the fissured bark,

produced on the stems of the oak, lime, ash, and numerous other leafy
not detached in large pieces, but

is

is

niptured by

the increasing thickness of the stem, causing longitudinal fissures with a sinuous
or zigzag course,

by which

in one case only

narrow ridges and grooves, and

other cases broad angular patches are outlined.
lichens, prefer to settle

in

Epiphytes, especially mosses and

on fissured bark, and older stems with this kind of bark

are in temperate regions usually overgrown with cushions of moss, in the tropics

with

ferns, bromeliads,

bark which

falls

and

orchids.

off annually,

from epiphytes, but always look as

The form

of the bark

tree can be recognized;

of a tree, nor can

it

Such a colonization would be impossible

and the stems of plane
if

they had been scraped or peeled.

so characteristic that

is

by

it

alone the species of the

therefore constitutes an important feature in the picture

it

be altered according to fancy.

should combine the studies they have

made

It is inadmissible that artists

of various

trees

perhaps putting the crown of an oak on the trunk of a plane.
of the bark

saying, and

is
it

is certain,

That the colour

evident that the relative sizes of the various trees round about

trees cannot be represented in definite figures, but this

that every species of tree, just like every species of animal,

limited to a certain size

age which have come

and age which

down

but rarely exceeded.

is

to us are for the

most part too

primeval forests are said to be a thousand years
conjecture,

they please,

as

as important in the habit as the tint of the foliage goes without
is

must also be considered.
The height and age of

much

in

trees are not only free

and only

in rare cases

great.

The

When

old, the estimates are

on actual measurements.

The

is

records of
trees of

based upon

celebrated

Baobab

(Adansonia digitata) was reckoned by Adanson on the ground of the thickness
of the annual growth to be about 5000 years old, but whether a miscalculation
has not crept in must remain uncertain. The age of the celebrated Dragon Tree
of Orotava, already mentioned once before, has even been estimated at 6000 years;

the Plane of Bujukdere, on the Bosphorus, at 4000

;

and the

so-called

Mexican

Cedar (Taxodium Mexicanum) was estimated by Humboldt at 4000 years.

would not

numbers

like to stand security for these

either.

On

the following extreme limits of age are calculated with fair accuracy:

Cypress (Cupressus fastigiata), 3000 years

;

the

Yew

I

the other hand,

— For

(Taxus baccata), 3000

;

the

the

Chestnut (Castanea vulgaris), 2000. the Oak (Quercus pedunculata), 2000; the
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Cedar of Lebanon (Cedrus Libani), 2000; the Spruce Fir (Abies

excelsa),

1200;

Lime (Tilia grandifolia), 1000; the Arolla Pine {Pinvjs Ccmbra),
500-700; the Larch (Larix Europcea), 600; the Scotch Pine {Pinua sylvestris),
570 tlie Abele {Populus alba), 500 the Beech (Fagus sylvatica), 300 the Ash

the Broad-leaved

;

;

(Fraxinus

The

excelsior),

certified

;

200-300; the Hornbeam (Carpinus Betulus), 150 years.

estimates of the heights of trees are of such general interest

that they are included below in the following table:

Name.
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Fig 176

— Eai-alyptus

trtes in Australia

(After a Orawing by Selleny.)
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When

the weight of the individual parts of these huge trees

is difficult

support a

considered,

is

how their comparatively slender main stems
crown weighing many thousand kilogrammes, and how it
to understand

it

are able to

that

is

tlie

boughs extending far out from the trunk horizontally do not crack and break
under the weight of the branches and leaves they carry.

and the stems

of bushes

cannot help asking

equihbrium
at

once.

is

how

is

of grasses

also so loaded as to astonish us,

they are able to keep

erect,

and we

and how, when their

disturbed, they can resume their normal resting position almost

we wish

If

and herbs are
it

The culms

to

investigate the

mechanisms which make

possible

it

for these plants to maintain their stems in this position without assistance,

must
it is

in the first place consider the lowest portion of the erect

main stem,

we

since

Given

that part which would naturally have the heaviest burden to carry.

that the pressure caused by the loading operates in the direction of the axis, the

main stem must exhibit contrivances enabling it to resist the vertical pi'essure;
With the
in other words, it must possess what is known as columnar strength.
exception of some palms whose erect stems rise up like pillars from the gi'ound,

and whose

leaves project equally in all directions, such a pressure, acting exactly

in the direction of the axis of the stem,

is

but rarely found.

As a

some

rule

inequality in the stem or crown, although perhaps but slight, causes the pressnre
to be diverted from the central axis; the stem

and has need not only

Winds

bent by the one-sided burden,

is

of columnar strength, but of resistance to flexion as well.

also will efiect a bending, not only

by

direct impact, but also

inasmuch as

they displace the centre of gravity of the load sustained by the lower part of the
stem.

Observation shows us that this bending

fracture of the stem.

Not only

erect branches of

shrubs,

down

ti-ees,

is

only rarely followed by the

grasses and reed culms, but also the thinner

and bushes, and even palm caudices may be bent

a considerable distance, but,

when

the wind subsides, quickly return to their

erect position without having suffered the least harm.

Formerly but

little

attention

was given

to these

phenomena, perhaps because

they were so common and frequent, or perhaps because

it

was thought

to

be

impossible to give a scientific explanation and reason for the swaying of branches
in

the wind.

It

was reserved

for

modem

times to explain the mechanisms

underlying the returning of bent stems to a definite position of
siderably loaded and

under strong pressure.

Investigations

into

and the

rest,

contrivances which permit such stems to bend but not break, even

when

this

con-

subject

have demonstrated that the bearing capacity and power of resisting bending

moment
used by
of

in

plant stems are obtained

man

wooden

in

by structures exactly

similar

to

spanning a river with bridges, in fixing the supports of a

pai'titions, &c.

those
roof,

Further that the principle so important to every

builder, the obtaining of the gi'eatest strength possible

with the smallest outlay

RESISTANCE OF FOLIAGE-STEMS TO STRAIN, PRESSURE, AND BENDING.
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In one case

of material, also finds expression iu the construction of the stem.

2o

we

are reminded of the system of tubular bridges, in other cases of that of lattice-

and flattened

bridges; here of a massive pillar-like structure with architrave

and

there of a Gothic building with pointed arches, buttresses,

top,

steep gables; but

the special conditions of the habitat are always taken into consideration, and

the whole structure for this reason always exhibits the greatest adaptability of

the means to the end.

The framework which gives the desired strength to the whole structure is
made up of pai'ts which would be called by builders "constructive pieces", and
these are in turn made up of special cells, termed mechanical cells. Mechanical
cells

have already been alluded to

cells

in the description of the conducting-apparatus

474), although only very briefly.

{cf. p.

which serve

It

was pointed out that the tubes and
up and down the plant are

for the transjDort of fluid materials

usually united into a bundle, the so-called vascular or conducting bundle, and
that

when

the

constituent

parts

of

this

bundle

occur

exposed to the danger of being broken, mechanical
appearance alongside the conducting
bundles then usually

embedded

lie

cells

and

organs

iu

The

vessels.

which are

always make their

cells

vascular

delicate

in a channel of hard bast, or are protected

by a strand of hard bast, or more rarely they are interposed between
two bands of this tissue. These strands and bands of hard bast are fi-equently
of mei'ely local importance for the vascular bundle, and may be likened to the
strengthening appliances of gas and water-pipes in human dwellings, which are
laterally

very important in their special

Very often,
and then
cells which form the
The hard bast is

use,

but do not help to strengthen the whole

house.

however, these special supporting agents of vascular bundles

are absent,

the conducting tissues are afiixed to the groups of mechanical

foundation-framework of the whole structure.
the mechanical tissue most often employed in both cases.

They

the naked eye the cells of hard bast look like tiny threads.
fusiform, pointed at both ends,

shown

in

fig.

cases attain a

125

bast

and interlaced and dovetailed with one another as

They

(p. 469).

much

of the Nettle 77,
cells are

^

are generally about 1-2

greater length; those of the

and

of

Hemp

mm.

Boehmeria nivea even 220 mm.

obliterated, so that the cell

is

The

long.

being reduced to an exceedingly fine canal, in some cases,

(known

long, but in certain

are 10, those of Flax 20-40,

always very much thickened, and the cell-cavity

bast of Corchoncs olitorius

To

are elongated,

e.g.

is

walls of hard

very narrow, often

in the cells of hard

as Jute), the canal here and there

transformed into a solid

fibre.

It is

is

quite

concluded from

the direction of pores which sometimes appear in the walls that the micellae which
build up the walls of these thick bast-cells are arranged in left-handed spiral lines,

and

this spiral torsion is

hard bast

cell.

It is

supposed to be connected with the strength of the whole

known

that bundles of straight threads are not as strong as

bundles twisted into a string, and

we

are justified in supposing that this

case with the rows of micellse forming the extremely fine

the hard bast

cell.

When

a

cell of

hard bast

is

fibrilla;

is

also the

in the walls of

fully developed, the living proto-
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plasm disappears from
filled

with

continue

air,

its interior,

growth, neither can

its

and the narrow space of the

or less often with a watery

manufacture organic compounds;

The

fluid.

cell-ca\-ity

becomes

can then no longer

cell

it

serve to take up and conduct food nor to

it

cannot be employed in transformations and

transmission of materials, and has exclusively an architectural significance.
excellently adapted, however, to the task thus assigned to
elasticity are indeed extraordinary.

It

therefore equal to that of

wrought

the consideration of

many

Woody
cells.

the

by man

plants has been used

and the

string, ropes,

like, since

fibres, also

known

Hard

and consequently

these properties

all

mm.

in cross section,

to such

bast has this advantage over

From

less subject to breaking.

why

becomes evident

it

and

many

iron; indeed the bearing capacity of

species of plants is even equal to that of steel.
iron, that it is far moi-e extensible

and

has been estimated that the bearing capacity

of hard bast amounts to between 15 and 20 kg. to the sq.
is

It is

Its strength

it.

the hard bast of

advantage in the manufacture of

fabrics,

very remote times.

as iibriform

cells, difier

very

little

from hard bast

Whilst hard bast forms one of the most important constituents of the cortex,

woody

form an essential element in the wood of those stems which

fibres

annually add a new layer to the already existing wood, thus increasing in
circumference and exliibiting annual rings in cross section.

between
bast.

0-3

and

1'3

Their length varies

mm., so that they are somewhat shorter than the

Their walls are as a rule strongly

lignified,

fibres of the

but in other respects

it

is

draw a sharp line between the two forms of cells. When a woody
stem has grown in thickness and has developed bark on its periphery, the role
played by the hard bast in the cortex is evidently at an end; the woody fibres
then assume the tasks which in the young shoots are allotted to the hard bast,
and they might therefore be called the hard bast cells of the wood.
impossible to

In

many

plants a special form of mechanical cell-tissue

The

as collenchyma.

cells

which compose

another just like hard bast

cells,

it

but they

fibres in the fact that their walls are

is

developed,

known

are elongated and connected with one

difler

from these and from the woody

unequally thickened.

Where

three or four

by their long sides the walls are very thick, but
two neighbouring cells remains tliin; the whole of

of these cells adjoin one another
in places the wall

the tissue

may

common

to

be compared to a building in which thick main walls alternate

with thin partitions which are strengthened here and there with quartering, and
attain a great supporting capacity.
A further distinction from hard bast cells and

woody

fibres consists in the fact that living

collenchymatous

cells in

over, this protoplasm can

protoplasm i-emains in the interior of

which chlorophyll-corpuscles are often embedded; more-

draw some

of the materials necessary for

growth through

the thin places in the walls from the surronding tissue, and can employ these as

building materials;

—in

a woi-d, the collenchyma

is

capable of further growth.

This explains the advantage of collenchyma over hard bast
or Iibriform

cells.

The

hai'd bast

and Iibriform

their capacity of further development,

cells

cells,

when once

and would therefore be

and woody
fully

fibres

formed

lose

of little use as
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architectural elements in a

still

growing portion of the stem; they would either

prevent the lengthening of the other
of the elongating

matous

and

cells,
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tissues, or

in both instances

would be ruptured Ly the force

would be

The coUenchy-

injurious.

on the contrary, are able to continue developing, they can elongate

cells,

and grow with the other

and may be compared with the scaffolding

tissues,

of a

is constantly being raised as the work
The collenchyma, of course, has this disadvantage when compared with the hard
bast and libriform fibres, that its absolute strength is somewhat less; its bearing

several-storied building,

capacity

is

which

progresses.

only 10-12 kg. to the

mm.

sq.

The

in cross-section.

limits of elasticity

of the collenchyma are also considerably less, but

where hard bast or libriform cells
would be unsuitable, from the reasons stated above, collenchyma replaces it. It
cannot be said that hard bast and libriform fibres are more important than
collenchyma; each in

own way has an

its

times the one, sometimes the other,

The hard
the

libriform

bast,

common term

is

especial architectural value,

and some-

the more advantageous.

and collenchyma which are comprehended under

cells,

viechanical tissue are usually arranged in strands running

parallel to the long axis of the stem.

If they were confined to the centre it
would be anything but a suitable arrangement, for an ei-ect stem; they would

conti'ibute almost nothing to the resistance to flexion as will be seen

following considerations.

on

solid supports at either

in proportion to the

from the

Let us imagine a horizontal, cylindrical stem resting

end and loaded

load laid on

it,

in the middle;

and

in

it

will

bend downwards

doing so the concave side will be

shortened and the convex side lengthened; the shortened side will be subjected

and the elongated

to compression

at the periphery, on the upper

side to tension.

and under limiting

These forces will be greatest

surfaces, of the bent stem.

The

opposed forces, diminish towards the middle of the stem, and completely vanish at

much as
when

the centre, therefore, in order that the stem should resist bending as
possible,

obvious that the

is

it

wholly used

the form of

in

strengthening material

flat

particular constructive pieces are

plates

known

is

best

where the forces are
technically as flanges,

applied

greatest.

These

and a flange

is

beam which requires to be strengthened against flexion.
The mass lying between the two flanges is called the iveb, and the whole beam

fixed at either side of a

so constructed

termed a girder.

is

of such a girder in cross-section.

material than the flanges;

Where
tissue.

In

flat,

gives a diagrammatic representation

parallel to the

given in

figs.

which

another,

86

is

cells,

^

of

much

softer

consist of a lattice- or merely of a frame-work.

web

consists of vascular bundles

while the flanges are always built up of mechanical

extended foliage-leaves the girders are

upper and lower surfaces of the

bending in one plane.

.stem

may

'

The web may be composed

these girders are developed in plants, the

or of parenchymatous

ai'e

it

Fig. 177

fitted in so that their flanges

leaf,

but these leaves only resist

This construction, which can be seen in the leaf-sections

and 87

^

(pp. 342-343),

would be

ill-adapted to stems.

An

erect

struck by the wind, sometimes from one side and sometimes from

must be strengthened

indifierently

on every

side,

and

in accordance
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with this demand the most different kinds of combinations of girders are seen
developed in

it.

Usually several, at

least

are so combined that they traverse the axis in common, as

grammatic cross-sections

177^'^'*.

in figs.

the periphery of the stem, and every pair

many

two, but often very

In this ease

—diametrically

all

shown

girders

in the dia-

the flanges

are on

opposite one another

must be regarded as belonging to the same girder. In many stems all the flanges
have a parallel course; in other cases they are bent in and out, and so connected
together as to form a lattice-work of the most complicated kind. In other cases

Fig. 177.— Diagrammatic representation of various
1

A

all

combined

I

2 Two combined girders, arranged crosswise,
(or double T) girder.
girders ; the flanges are laterally in contact to form a cj'lindrical tube,
formed of secondary girders. In Figs. •-* the web of the girders is indicated

simple

s

girders.

Three combined girders.

Four combined girders
by dotted lines.
s

;

* Six

the flanges lying near the periphery of the stem are fused together

so as to form a cylindrical tube, in which case the

stem

is

either hollow inside, or

separate flange

is itself

filled

is

web

is

combined

their Hanges are

(fig.

177*)

not required and the

only with a loose pith.

transformed into a girder, and in this

Sometimes each

way

the flanges of

177*.

There

the chief girder become secondary girders, as represented in

fig.

almost as great a variety in this matter as there

arrangement of the

is

in the

is

strands of leaves, but since researches into the course and grouping of the strands
of mechanical tissue in stems are

still

not far enough advanced for us to be able

to place the various forms in well-arranged series,

sketching the most noticeable cases.

we must

content ourselves with
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far as

it

we
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will give a general idea of the distribution of mechanical tissue, in as

enables erect stems to resist bending.

forms in this respect.

The

first

We

can distinguish three groi;ps of

group includes forms with simple girders whose

flanges of hard bast are placed as near the periphery as possible, but are not fused

The line connecting every pair of flanges passes
To this group belong almost all young stems of

together into a cylindrical tube.

through the axis of the stem.

woody

plants,

e.g.

Special emphasis
of these trees

those of willows, oaks, elms, maples, and limes

must be

and

its

and

fig.

178

1).

on the words "young stems", since in the older stems

—when the wood

side of the cambium-ring,
task,

laid

(c/.

has become thickened

—the hard bast on the outer

thei-efore outside the vascular bundle,

functions are transferred to the wood, more

has finished

especially to the

its

woody

fibres (libriform cells) (c/. p. 726).

In the erect stems of undershrubs belonging to this group the simple girders are

—-^-^

'm^ _-

f^^"^
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this

may

with one another, and form what

laterally

be regarded as a link connecting

with the following group.

The second group comprises

all

girders are fused laterally so as to

stems in which the flanges of numerous simple

form a cylindrical tube.

This tube

as near

lies

to the periphery as possible, and consists of hard bast developed from the bast
portions of the originally distinct vascular bundles. In consequence of this the

vascular bundle

is

methods of connection, and

Fig. 179.
1

The various

always in connection with the hard bast tube.

the presence or absence of accessories to this bast tube

—Transverse sections of erect foliage-stems with simple gii-ders fused into cylindrical tubes.

Crov GiirliG(_AlUum

vineale).

-

C^TDa-tion (Dianthtis Caryophyllus).

^

PolygmiatumvcrticillaUwi. * Purple Molinia (3fopinio
In tliese diagrams the mechanical tissue is

Woodruff (AnpenUa odorata). ^ Sumbul (Euryangium Sumbtd).
represented grey, and the vascular bundles black with wliite spots.
ccerulea.

^

in its resistance to flexion, give rise in this group to a great multiplicity of structure.

Some

of the most interesting forms are repi-esented in

cross section of the stem of a Carnation

(Dianthus

fig.

179.

In

fig.

179-, the

Caryojyltyllus), the vascular

bundles are situated on the inner side of the bast ring; in

fig.

179

^,

a transverse

section of the stem of a species of garlic (AlliuTn vineale), the bundles are partially

embedded

in the outer

])cirt

of the bast ring,

and in 179^, a transverse section of the

stem of a species of Solomon's Seal {Polygonatum verticillatum), the bundles are
wholly embedded in the ring of

may be

bast.

The

first

case

is

by

far the

most common, and

regarded as characteristic of most dicotyledonous herbs and undershrubs; the

second case obtains in

many

bulbous plants: whilst the

only found in a few monocotyledons.

tliird,

The accessory parts occur

the rarest of

all, is

either as band-like
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e.g. in

the grass Molinia ccerulea

(fig.

731

179*), or as

independent collenchymatous strands in the comers of the angular stem, as in the

Woodruff {Asperula odorata,

fig.

179^), or, again, a circle of independent bundles of

hard bast appears outside the bast tube, as in the stately umbellifer Euryangiiim

Swmbul

(fig.

179

"^j.

In this plant the .strengthening accessories are combined into

independent simple girders and a canal
of each of the flanges

The

tliird

(cf. fig.

filled

with air

is

situated on the inner side

179").

group consists of

CSD

all

stems in which the flanges are developed as
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usually in the shape of tubes of hard bast, or as collenchyinatous strands at the

In the

circumference of the stem.
is

quite uninterrupted

and intact

offi,cinarum., fig. 180'') air-canals

is

in

Hard Rush (Juncus
180*.

fig.

as,

is

also characterized

by the

between the accessory strands which form the outer

tlie

lie

close

is

shown

insertion of large air-spaces

circle.

Some

of the erect stems
filled

with a

In the diagrammatic figures the central cavity has been marked

loose pith.

We

Much

it.

glaucus), the transverse section of whose stem

This rush

tube

for example, in

here cited which resLst bending are hollow within, whilst others are

a circular

in

produced by Imndles of bast which

under the epidermis of the stem and are not fused into a tube,
the

tliis

180*); whilst in the Sugar-cane (Saccharum

and vascular bundles are embedded

frequently the sti-engthening

less

common Reed (Phragmites communis)

(fig.

oflF

by

line.

should naturally expect to find that stems which are not able to rise from

ground without external support (including those numerous forms which are

comprehended under

lianes),

would exhibit a structure

which have found a support can dispense with

On

contrivances designed for this purpose.

when

diflferent

from that of erect

In climbing plants the young shoots alone require to resist bending; stems

stems.

and consequentlj^ with

this property,

the other hand, these plants, especially

perennial and lignified, must be protected against strains which are unavoid-

able in consequence of alterations occurring in their supports.

Rocky

walls and old

battlements overgrown with climbing plants, of course, do not alter sufficiently to
materially affect the stems attached to them
is

supported by a thickening stem.

;

but

it is

otherwise where the climber

This class of support continues to grow,

stem increases in volume, the extent of the boughs and branches
to year,

and displacements and

alterations in position occur

differs

its

from year

which cannot but

influ-

Supjjose a twining plant has embraced and

ence the plants climbing over them.

twined around the stem of a young tree or the branch of a young shrub:

j-ears pass

by and the stem of the tree has meanwhile increased a hundredfold in diameter,
and the entwined branch of the shrub has been shifted about a metre; this
cannot be without eflFect on the twining stem, and it requires no further explanation
to see that

it will

exert a

jduII

and

lateral pressure.

Perennial twining plants must

therefore be so organized that their stem will bear tension and lateral pressure

without injury, in other words, that their skin must be constructed to

and compression.
in

Resistance to strain

very different ways; in

many

ample depositions of hard bast
stem; in other cases,

e.g.

is

cases,

resist tension

obtained in twining and interweaving stems

such as in the Rotang or Climbing Palm, by

in the vascular bundles lying next to the axis of the

in Tarn/iis

and Dioscorea, by a considerable thickening of
e.g. in many species of Pepper, by the

the cells of the pith, and in others, again,

development of a ring of mechanical
bundles.

It

is,

tion against strain
ness.

Thus we

lated with this

cells

within the peripheral

of course, an advantage to the twining stem
if

the tissues lying next

its

find unmistakable diflPerences
is

circle of

vascular

which requires protec-

centre possess a corresponding firm-

between these and erect stems; corre-

the fact that the pith, or the medullary cavity, in twining stems
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is

very much reduced, and that hollow twining stems,

folia

128 ^

fig.

(cf.

that of Thunherc/ia lauri-

e.g.

Perennial twining stems are usually

477) are verj' rare.

p.

733

protected from lateral pressure by a layer of collenchyma surrounding the conduct-

ing tissues like a mantle.
of bast,

and there

is

young twining stem

Sometimes the collenchyma

is

also connected with bundles

no doubt that the same mechanical
protect

it

cells

Perennial climbers which have clambered up growing
to the

same dangers

which strengthen the

on against lateral pressure.

later

as described in the case of twining

woody

plant.s are

exposed

and interweaving

plants,

but in them tendrils as a rule aflbrd a protection against tearing, and tissues providing a resistance to strain are absent from the stems themselves.
it is

tension,

example, in

for

as,

stem of which

uljpina, the
fig.

is

Atragene

the

shown

(Atragene

in cross section in

Tendrils, therefore, are evidently of

181).

structure.

First,

to perform,

complex

they must have a great capacity of

have other functions

resisting strain, but since they also

and

In such plants

the tendrils especially which are constructed to resist

and since these functions are

difierent before

after the attachment to the support, very remarkable

alterations

in their inner structure

At

development.

must occur during

they are required to

first

resist flexion,

Fig. 181.

— Tr.insverse section of

climbing stem of

for

which purpose mechanical

tissue is developed

round

(Atraf/ene alpina).

it

the

Atragene

The

tissues

are represented in the following
way;— Soft bast, entirely black;

the periphery; later on they have to resist tension which

renders

tlie

wood, larger and smaller white
dots on a black ground the mechanical tissues, obliquelyshaded;
the cork (periderm), stratified
the loose reticular tissue, white
w ith dark reticulations.

necessary that mechanical tissue should be

:

developed nearer the
of mechanical tissue

An abundant

axis.

is

development

also required on the

convex side

of the tendril bending round the support so as to increase

the resistance to strain at that part, as also to prevent
port; such a

development

is

its

unrolling from the sup-

actually to be seen in all tendrils.

Older lignified stems of climbing and twining plants often exhibit a longitudinal

splitting in

the wood.

Before they obtain their split appearance the

narrow vascular bundles, which consist for the main part of wood, are
a loose, wide-meshed tissue, and there

is

no central

isolated

by

In transverse section

pith.

the narrow vascular bundles of such a stem resemble the spokes of a wheel, the

weakly-developed mechanical

tissue,

in the one-year-old stem, together

extent the rim of the wheel

When

(cf. fig.

which had served

with the cork (periderm), forming to some

lateral pressure is bi-ought to bear

loose,

tissue;

on these old stems, the cork and
on,

but only above the dead, large-

above the narrow vascular bundles they remain uninjured.

dead tissue also ruptures and

between the vascular bundles.

crumbles, and

falls

is

felt.

out

of

the

The

grooves

These bundles, which now resemble plates or

lamelliE of wood, lie above one another like the leaves of a

the pressure

bending

181).

hard bast become ruptured at the places acted

meshed

to protect against

The wood looks

as

if

it

book on the

had been divided or

side

where

split

longi-
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Those proceedings have no disturbing influence on the
functions of the vascular bundles, on the conducting power of the wood, or on
that of the soft bast, though by the compression of the woody plates the shape
tudiniilly in this

way.

of the cross section of the stem

is altered.

The

lateral pressure exerted

on the

broad side of the plate-shaped vascular bundle is now harmless, and interrupts the
transport of the sap neither in the wood nor in the soft bast.

Fig.

182.— Undulations of old ribbon-shaped liane stems (Bauhinia anguina) from an Indian jungle.

It has already

been shown on

p.

477 in one example {Rhynchosia phaseoloides)

that injuries due to lateral pressure in the conducting tissues, especially in the
soft bast, are also prevented in

ribbon-shaped stems, and

it

twining or climbing plants by the development of

need only be added here that with this flattening

and ribbon-like shaping of the wood, and with the development of these wings,
there

is

combined an economy of building materials.

If the

stem were

cylindrical,

an abundant mechanical tissue would have to be developed for the protection of the
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soft bast against lateral pressure.

The ribbon-shaped

well without this, for the pressure along

and the

its

edge

is

735

stem, however, can do verj'
scarcely worth considering,

soft bast is excellently protected against pressure

the wood, which

on the broad side by
broken up into a number of detached masses with the soft bast

is

between.

There

shown

is

no doubt that the

in the illustration of

spiral torsion of ribbon-like lianes

(which

is

plainly

Rhynchosia phaseoloides,

fig. 127, on p. 475) increases the
some importance in all cases where growing trees
or shrubs serve as supports, and where straining of the lianes clinging to them

resistance to strain, a matter of

is

unavoidable.

The undulations

of ribbon-shaped Kane stems in tropical forests

regarded as a protection for the sap-conducting tissues against strain.
in many bauhinias and in
^

may

also be

They occur

the peculiar species of Caulotretus

known

ladders.

The

as

monkey-

central part

of the ribbon-shaped stem
is

as

alone strongly undulated,

may

be seen in the por-

tions of a

Bauhinia

sented in

fig.

edges are

much

repre-

182; the

two

curved

less

and are often quite straight,

Fit

forming a framework for
the

middle

sinuous

1

part.

In the case of a longitudinal
tension, at

frame
to

first

is affected,

1S3.

Transverse section of a runner of the Garden Strawberry {Fragaria grandifiora)
which lies on the ground. 2 Transverse section of the stem of the Water
Milfoil {Myriophyllum spicatum). In these diagrammatic figures the mechanical tissue is represented grey, and the vascular bundles black with white
spots.

only the
the tissues in the centre can

and from the branches which

arise

from

its

still

uninterruptedly conduct the sap

broad surface.

Stems of water-plants as well as those embedded in the ground, and the stemstructures which lie on the surface of the ground, have, like climbing plants, little
need for resisting

flexion, but,

The

pressure and strain.

port for

all

soil

on the other hand, require a greater resistance to

or the surrounding water forms the immediate sup-

these stems, and the arrangement of tissues suited to erect aerial stems

would be useless
As a matter

here.

of fact they

and collenchyma so

do not possess the peripheral strands of hard bast

characteristic of erect stem -structures; the vascular bundles

are placed together near the centre of the stem, as

which have

to resist strain,

relatively far

is

most advantageous for organs

and the bast strands belonging

removed from the circumference of the stem.

much reduced and

is

often completely absent

(c/.

to these bundles are

The

central pith

is

the diagrammatic sections of a

runner of the Garden Strawberry, Fragaria grandiflora, and of a hydrophyte,

Myriophyllum spicatum,

in the

above

figure).

THE FLORAL STEM.
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The stems here considered are protected against the lateral pressure by a layer
parenchyma (183^), or by the strands of tissue crossing the larger

of thick-walled

which run longitudinally outside the circle of vascular bundles in the
In the underground stems of the Grass of Parnassus (Pariiassia

air-canals

stem (183^).

and of several other herbaceous

2)alustris),

plants, there is

no

pith,

a central strand of compressed vascular bundles and their structure

they exhibit

is

very similar

to that of roots growing in the ground.

From

this general account it is sufficiently evident that the

the tissues in stems does not so

much depend upon whether

arrangement of

the part in question

belongs to a scaly stem, a foliage stem, or a floral stem, but rather upon

its

relations with the outer world,

by

and

in particular

upon the

influences exercised

the surroundings serving as a support or substratum.

The stem,

as the bearer of

the foliage and flowers, must be so constructed

the organs

named may be

raised into the air, sunned, exposed to the

and

bii-ds,

and retained

tliat

wind and

to the visits of flying insects

most advantageous posture

in the

influences of the environment.

in spite of all opposing

In such a stem are comprehended the various

organs of food-conduction, the conducting capacity of which must not be impaired

by

pressure, flexion, or strain.

and governed

in a variety of

and by the forms of

All the functions of the stem are influenced

ways by the varying circumstances

and flowers peculiar to each

foliage

of the habitat,

These functions

species.

are wonderfully correlated, and the different arrangement of the tissues in the

stem in each individual case

is

nothing but the expression of the relation of the

form to the conditions under which the plant

lives.

THE FLORAL STEM.
The portion

of the stem from which floral leaves proceed

stem (thalamus).

It has the

form of an

axis,

the carpels and stamens, and below these the perianth leaves.

every other,
leaves on

is

its

built

up

of internodes

The

whose number corresponds

floral stem, like

to the

very small, the articulation of the stem

naked

extended, and this portion

less

eye.

is

Below the perianth leaves only the

plainly visible to the

appears more or

is

number

of

but seldom
floral

stem

distinguished as the " flower-

stalk" from the part which bears the perianth leaves, which

The

called the floral

circumference, standing vertically above one another; but since the

vertical intervals are usually

receptacle

is

from the upper part of which project

is

termed the "floral

".

flower-stalk (pedunculus) originates only in a few Kafflesiacese immediately

from the tissue which represents the scaly stem.

It is also of

comparatively rare

occurrence (restricted to a few annuals) that the stem proceeding from the bud
of the hypocotyl

flower-stalk

as a lateral
lateral axis

(i.e.

the main axis of

tlie

whole plant) passes directly into the

The flower-stalk often springs
shoot from the main axis of the plant, and generally it proceeds as a
from a stem structure which is itself only a lateral axis of the main
and terminates in a

floral receptacle.
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The

stem.

flower-stalk

may

in

many annual

plants,

arises

from the

axil of a scale-leaf;

the Pimpernel and the Ivy-leaved Speedwell {Anagallis

e.g.

arvensis and Veronica hederifolia),

more frequently, however,

it

many

In

originate from all three regions of the stem.

parasites and saprophytes without chlorophyll

it

it

springs from the axil of a green foliage-leaf;

developed in the axil of a so-called bract, which

is

is

to be regarded as a floral-leaf.

The flowers

are seldom isolated; in most instances they are associated in clusters,

For descriptive purposes
to apply short names to the different infloi-escences, and a
terminology was created by the older botanists which was most excellent,

each cluster being termed an inflorescence {inflorescentia).
it

was found necessary

special

but which in modern times has become very cumbrous owing to the introduction
and substitution of a host of Greek names which sound very learned, but are quite
superfluous. It does not lie within the scope of this book to follow this terminology
in detail.

It is

enough

to bring forward the

I shall also touch as shortly as possible

tions

and groups of flowers

most prominent forms of

inflorescence.

on the significance of these various associa-

to the life of the plant, since this subject will be fully

discussed in the second volume

when

describing the processes of fertilization, and

especially the crossing of neighbouring flowers.

In describing inflorescences

we

shall frequently

make

use of the words

axis" and "lateral axis", and in order to prevent misapprehension,
point out here that the main axis of the inflorescence,

from which the flower-stalks branch

off, is

i.e.

Even

the ground, and branches

off"

in the

main

as well to

that part of the stem

only in rare cases the direct continuation

which proceeds from the bud of the hypocotyl

of the stem

axis of the whole plant).

it is

"

(i.e.

the real

Hyacinth the green scape which

rises

main
from

into a wealth of flower- stalks in its upper part, is

not the original main axis, but a side axis springing from the axil of a bulb-

We

scale.

are accustomed, however, to call that stem the main one which takes

the lead in a certain region of the plant, forming buds which become lateral shoots

The term "main axis" is therefore only relative; with
it is a main axis, but with regard to the stem from
In order to
itself must be looked upon as a lateral axis.

in the axils of its leaves.

respect to its lateral shoots

which

originates, it

it

simplify the account and to shorten the descriptions of inflorescences,
to call the

main axis

round a common centre,
system of axes

—the

is

better

which the individual flower-stalks are grouped as
or which has conspicuously taken the lead in the whole

" i-aehis

".

Inflorescences have been classified into
petal.

it

— round

two groups, the

centrifugal

and

centri-

In centrifugal inflorescences the rachis terminates with a flower, but

by

is

axes

is outstripped by two, more
from the rachis below the first-formed flower-bud just mentioned.
Secondary lateral axes may again spring from each of these lateral shoots, and

retarded in growth and

rarely

three, lateral

springing

main axes may be again overtopped in the manner described. The
flower-bud by which the rachis is terminated always opens first; then the flowerbuds on the first series of lateral axes, then those on the second series of lateral
their relative
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and so on throughout the entire series. The unfolding of the flower-buds
proceeds always from the centre towards the circumference of the
inflorescence in accordance with the succession of age, and consequently such an

axes,

therefoi-e

may

inflorescence

The simplest form, the type of all
cyme (cyma). This pi'csents only three
raeliis) and two younger lateral ones.
Since
from the rachis, the simple cyme has the

be termed centrifugal.

centrifugal inflorescences,

is

the simple

flower-stalks, a central older one (the

the latter spring at the same level

appearance of a three-pronged fork.

It

often happens that the flower-bud on

the rachis becomes stunted or does not develop at
looks like a two-pronged fork

(e.g.

in

many

all,

and then the inflorescence

species of Lonicera).

If the lateral

axes arising from the rachis serve as starting-points for secondary lateral axes, and
if

the ari'angement just described

composita)

results.

three prongs in the

repeated in them, a

is

compound cyme (cymM

The flower-stalks may be arranged either as two prongs or
compound cyme, and this branching may be repeated almost

indefinitely, as is the

When

example, in Gypsophila paniculata.

case, for

one

of the opposite flower-stalks, or lateral axes of a cyme, does not develop, while

the other, on the contrary, becomes very vigorous and projects beyond the rachis,
this

main

lateral looks like the

for a lateral shoot.
lateral

and at

first

the rachis

siglit

is

mistaken

Similarly on this vigorous lateral axis, one of the secondary

shoots does not develop, while

strongly.

grow the more

the other continues to

If this happens continuously, the form of cymose inflorescence called

scorpioid (cincinnus)

formed, numerous modifications of which

is

flower-stalks of a

distinguished.

If the

and the whole

inflorescence

if

axis,

the flower-stalks are

bulky and

much

diftuse, it is

all

have been

plainly visible

termed a panicle (pavicula):

shortened and the flowers consequently crowded

thickly together, the inflorescence
lacese, Labiateis,

compound cyme are

is

Caryophyl-

called a fascicle {fasciculus).

and Boraginese exhibit an almost inexhaustible variety of cymose

inflorescences.

Centripetal

may

inflorescences

terminates in a bud which

is

by the

that

fact

the youngest structure of the whole

the flower-stalks which spring from
lateral axes.

recognized

be

the base of the rachis

Looking down from above on such an

the

rachis

inflorescence,

being the oldest

inflorescence, or observing

the points of insertion of the individual flower-stalks in horizontal projection, the
lowest,

and at the same time the oldest flower-stalks, are seen to stand at the
The flowers on the

periphery, the youngest at the centre of the inflorescence.
oldest

flower-stalks

unfold

first,

those

of

the

therefore proceeds in a centripetal direction.

youngest

The

rachis

is

last;

the

blossoming

terminated as a rule

by a stunted bud which does not complete its development; occasionally, however,
this bud does develop; it assumes the form of a foliage-bud from which later on
formed a leafy shoot, as can be seen especially in several Australian Myrtales
from the section of the Leptospermea? {Callistemon, Metrosideros, Melaleuca), and

is

also in

many

Bromeliacese

petal inflorescences

may

(e.g.

the Pine-apple,

Ananassa

sativa).

Among

centri-

be distinguished the raceme (raccmus) with elongated
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and evident flower-stalks; the spike (spica) with elongated rachis and

extremely reduced flower-stalks; the umbel (umbella) with an extremely reduced

and elongated flower-stalks; and the capitulum, {capitvlwm) with a very
short thick rachis and exceedingly reduced flower-stalks. All these inflorescences
rachis

by intermediate

are connected together

especially characteristic of Cruciferse

produced

is

shape of the

less

by the

leaves,

floral

which the corymb (corymbus)

The capitulum

raceme, deserves special mention.

but this

foi-ms, of

—forming a link

especially

exhibits the greatest variety,

forms of the

different

floral

A

collectively surround the flowers as a cup-like envelope.

thickened rachis, called a spadix (spadix),
spike

known by

of catkin

falls ofl' after flowering,

also

is

worthy

bracts

which

form of spike with

of note,

and

also the

(amentum), the flowers of which are devoid

and spring from the

of perianth-leaves,

catkin

name

the

stem than by the

the numerous crowded

of

—

between the umbel and the

axils of scale-like bracts.

The whole

or after the ripening of the fruit, a separation of

the tissue and a detachment of the cells having previously occurred at the base
of the rachis.

When

spikes

inflorescence

themselves

are

a

called

is

into larger racemes

arranged

compound

in

spike {spica

a

spicate

manner,

composita);

the

whole

racemes grouped

form a compiound raceme {racemus compositus); and umbels

when arranged in larger umbels form a compound umbel {umbella composita).
The first two occur very often in grasses, the last in umbelliferous plants. The
term panicle is also often applied rather loosely to any compound raceme.

—

—

Various combinations of the above simple inflorescences have been distinguished,
particularly combinations of centripetal with centrifugal inflorescences.

and compound umbels which are arranged

in

Capitula

cymes, and cymes which succeed

common

one another in a spicate or racemose manner are of very

occurrence.

In

Of the many umbels
an extensive cyme, the central umbel is the first

these inflorescences the order of blossoming becomes altered.

which are grouped together

in

the flowers on

of the series, but

it

is

which open

If

cymes are arranged

first.

its

periphery and not the central flowers

like a spike, the lowest,

periphery of the whole inflorescence blossom
the central flowers are always the

The order

first to

which

of blossoming,

is

first,

i.e.

those on the

though in each individual cyme

open.

determinate for the flowers of every given

species, is related to the transmission of the flower-dust or pollen to the stigma,

When

therefore with the processes of fertilization.

in

and

one and the same flower

the organs in which the pollen and those in which the ovules are developed stand
closely side

by

side, it

the adjoining stigma.

might be thought that the pollen would be certain to reach

But

this opinion is not confirmed

been demonstrated, on the other hand, that

it

is

by experience.

It has

of advantage to the plant that

the pollen of one flower should reach the stigma of another, indeed of the flower

some distance away; thus we

of quite another plant often

zation
I

is

aimed

purposely say

at, at

"

any

aimed at

rate at the
",

commencement

find that cross-fertili-

of the flowering period.

and avoid saying that crossing of

different plants
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always takes

place, because

The

or another.

very often the crossing

event of failure

is

prevented from some cause

is

also actually provided for; in case the crossing

of different plants does not succeed, care

taken that in the second stage of

is

flowering the pollen should reach the stigmas of the neighhouring flowers of the

same

plant.

moment, so

In most plants only

when

plan also

this

to speak, does the pollen developed in the

fails,

and at the

last

stamens of a flower reach

the stigma of the same flower which hitherto has remained intact although placed
in the closest proximity.

The wonderful and extremely complicated contrivances

which are met with for the attainment
fully in the second volume; but they

the peculiar grouping

of this threefold

aim

will be considered

must here be mentioned

and the remai-kable order of the opening

cursorily, because

of the flowers repre-

sent contrivances which render possible the crossing of neighbouring flowers,

and

because the shape of the inflorescence can only be comprehended in connection with
these contrivances.

In thousands of difierent species

it

can be seen that in the event of failure of

crossing between flowers of different plants, a cross-fertilization between neigh-

bouring flowers

is

brought about by elongations, shortenings, depressions, and

various other alterations of position, sometimes of the style, sometimes of the

stamens, of the floral receptacle, or of the flower-stalks.

Eremurus

cences of

In the racemose inflores-

(a liliaceous plant) the long styles of the lower flowers,

which are directed towards the

raehis,

bend upwards, towards the end

of the flower-

ing period, in order to obtain pollen from the younger flowers above; and the same

thing occui-s in the
styles

bend down

floral fascicles of

a Woodruff {Asperula taurina), in which the

come into contact
Wayfaring Tree (Viburnum

laterally to the neighbouring flowers in order to

with their pollen-laden anthers.

The stamens

of the

lantana) curve down towards the neighbouring flowers so that the jiollen, falling
from their anthers, must alight on the stigmas of these neighbouring flowers. The
same thing happens in Hacquetia, Chcerophylhtm hirsutum, Siler trilobiim, and
various other umbelliferous plants.

In

these

we

find

that the stamens of

the

flowers in the centre of the umbel stretch out so far that their pollen-laden anthers

are situated above the stigmas of the neighbouring older flowers, already deprived
of stamens, at the periphery of the umbel.

In Anthriscios sylvestris the younger

umbels are placed above the older so that the pollen falling from the former must
necessarily reach the latter standing below them.

In numerous composites, especially in asters and Golden-rod (Aster and Solidago),
as well as in species of Cacalia, Senecio,

and Arnica, the tubular

florets are so

arranged in the centre of the capitulum that the pollen expelled from the younger,
inner flowers necessarily falls on the stigmas of the adjacent, outer flowers without
the aid of

hand, of

any

special elongation or curvature.

In those composites, on the other

which the Chamomile (Matricaria chamomiUa) may be taken as a type,

the stigmas of the older, peripheral flowers are brought under the pollen falling

from the inner, younger flowers by an elongation of the arched or conical

and

l(y

raehis,

the slight raising or displacement of the flowers of the capitulum so pro-
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Very many composites with ligulate florets, e.g. the species of Salsify and
Hawkweed (Trugopogon and Hicracium), periodically open aud close their capitula,
duced.

i.e.

the ligulate portions of their flowers curve for a time outwards, so that the upper

side

is

turned towards the sky; they then again become

erect,

curve inwards, and

In this closing of the capltulum the stigmas of

at length close tightly together.

the peripheral flowers become pressed against the pollen of the central ones, and in
this

way

a crossing

is

necessarily brought about between neighbouring florets.

these crossings, however, could not occur
at great distances from each other

aud

if

all

All

the flowers of a plant were developed

unfolded at the same time, and there

is

no doubt that the formation of capitvila, umbels, close racemes, spikes, and cymes,
ranks as an important contrivance for accomplishing the cross-fertilization of the
flowers.

Another advantage obtained by the

close

grouping of the flowers consists

one flower serve as temporary resting-places for

in the fact that certain portions of

the pollen falling from an adjoining flower, which at the

not yet ready for dispersion in the

which may be observed

air.

moment

of dehiscence

is

In order to clearly explain this contrivance,

in catkins, I will take the case of the flowers of the

As long

(Juglans regia) figured on the next page.

Walnut

as the male inflorescence

is

immature, the flowers are crowded together in a short, thick spike, the free end of
the rachis being directed upwards.

Simultaneously with the development of the

pollen in the anthers, however, very remarkable changes are brought about in a

Within a few days the rachis elongates to

short time in the whole inflorescence.
three or four times
are in this

now

its

former length, and becomes limp and pendent; the flowers

way somewhat

separated and brought into an inverted position, so that

the open side of each flower

When

the wind

pollen

I'olls

but, first of

is still,

is

directed downwards,

It does not fall directly into the air,

drops on to the luider side of a neighbouring flower which previously,

in the erect spike, stood above the anthers in question, but

become pendent,

is

situated below them.

in the illustration over

page

(fig.

now that

This under side

a depression, and the pollen of the flower above

shown

side upwards.

the anthers, hanging on thin short filaments, open, and the

out of them as a powdery mass.
all,

and the lower

184^).

is

The

is

the spikes have

plainly excavated as

deposited in

it

for a time, as

pollen has to reach the stigmas

of flowers developed a long distance from the catkins, often on other branches

above.

It

would be highly disadvantageous,

the pollen should

fall

if,

up

after the dehiscence of the anthers,

immediately to the ground;

it

would then be

last

and wasted,

and neither favourable winds nor lightly hovering insects would be able to caiTy
But in the
it from the eai'th to the stigmatic flowers on the branches of the tree.
depressions on the under sides of the flowers, as

if

in a waiting-room,

it

occupies the

most favourable position conceivable. While there is no wind, the tassel-like spikes are
undisturbed, and the pollen remains quietly in its temporary resting-places; but as
soon as a gust of wind comes, the spikes

oscillate,

swinging to and fro like pen-

dulums, and the pollen, emptied and blown out of the pit-like cavities,

is

carried to

the neighbouring branches and whii'led round the tree-crown on to the stigmas, in
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the form of small ciomls of dust.

In this instance the pollen

is

not only prevented

from being wasted by the spikate arrangement of the flowers, but this further advantage is obtained, that each flower shelters the pollen of the neighbouring flower
in a safe

harbour until

it

can be transmitted by a favourable wind to

its

desired goal.

Fig. 184.
'

Branch of the Walnut-tree (Jvrjlans regia) with hanging male catkins, and a small cluster ol female flowers; natural size
- The tip of a male catkin
enlarged.
;

The grouping together

of the flowers also öfters

regard to flower-visiting insects.
selves

Flies, bees,

when seeking honey with taking

it

numerous advantages with

and humble-bees do not content them-

from single flowers, but climb from one

flower to another, from below up to the higliest points of the spikes and racemes,
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or walk from one fascicle and umbel to a neighbouring one as

if

over a flower-strewu

moving the pollen from place to place and effecting innumerable crossings which would not take place so easily if the flowei-s were isolated and not
The likelihood of
collected into inflorescences with a definite order of blossoming.
surface, thus

a crossing between ditierent flowers

of course increased with their greater

is

and consequently plants with grouped

inflorescences

those whose flowers unfold singly at greater distances.
possess

large,

brilliantly-coloured

Isolated flowers,

perianth-leaves which serve

many

of

small flowers, and an attraction

it is

is

is

true,

honey-

to allure

seeking animals on the wing; but, on the other hand, the same effect

by the accumulation

number,

have so far an advantage over

produced

also aflforded

by

by the

the development of so-called ray florets on capitula and umbels, as well as

brightly-coloured bracts forming a tuft on the top of cymose and spiked inflorescences,

which

is

no

less eflective

cent of plants visited

than the largest

by winged

corolla.

This explains

insects bear inflorescences

and not

why

90 per

isolated flowers.

Large isolated flowers only serve the purpose of larger honey-seeking animals, of
such butterflies and moths, humming and other honey-seeking birds, which would
not be able to obtain the honey from small, conglomerated flowers.
ascertained fact that the
visit flowers greatly

number

of small

flies,

bees, wasps,

But

much

a well-

and humble-bees which

why

exceeds that of larger animals, and this explains

of small flowers occur

it is

clusters

more frequently than large single flowers.

Remarkable correlations with the animal world also exist in other regions of
the plant, but in no other part of the stem do they appear so striking and so maniNowhere else can the harmonious co-operation of the
fold as in the floral region.
members, the practical division of labour, and the mutual aid for the attainment
and convincingly as in the inflorescence. In many

of an end, be seen so plainly

capitula and umbels one portion of the flowers forms the pollen; another develops

the ovules; a third allures insects; and a fourth prevents the depredations of unwel-

come

visitors.

Most remarkable

of

all,

this practical division of labour within

single inflorescence does not terminate even with the fading of the flowers, but
still

continued in the same parts during

Many
or

its

subsequent passage into a fruiting

a
is

state.

processes give us the impression that the flowers collected in a raceme, umbel,

cyme mutually understand one another;

thus, for example, in the CruciferEe it

often happens that older flowers, whose stigmas have already withered, and which
have also entirely lost their pollen, allure insects to the adjoining younger flowers,
since now, instead of falling, the petals enlarge

spicuous colours, visible at
flowers,

whose time

is

a distance.

over, vacate the

It also

most advantageous position for blossoming

in favour of

neighbouring younger flowers.

(Tropwolum)

fades,

its

and adorn themselves with confrequently happens that older

When

the flower of a nasturtium

flower-stalk bends downwards, contracts in a spiral, and

hides under the green peltate foliage-leaves, while a

new bud pushes

into the place

where the older flower formerly stood; this bud opens next day and awaits insect
visits, and hasty observers might think that the same flower had remained there
The same thing occurs in Linaria cymbalaria, Ledum
for more than a week.
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palustre,

and numerous

species

hybridum) growing abundantly
sink

down

of
in

clover.

In the Alsike Clover (Trifolium

iii;u\shy

meadows, the older flowers not only

adapted to insect

in order to give the place best

visits to the

younger

ones, but their corollas turn a beautiful red colour, contrasting vividly with the

The contrast

white of the younger flowers.
Viper's Bugloss
inflorescence

is

visible at a great distance

(Symphytum, Myosotis, Echium), and many other

may

be seen to unfold and fix

itself,

meanwhile the older

are of no further use,

flowers,

move out

whose time

of the

way

Boragineae, the

so that the flowers in turn are

by and most

placed in the position in which they are best seen
insects;

and serves

In the curled inflorescences of the Comfrey, Foi'get-me-not, and

to attract insects.

is

over,

of those

and

to

accessible to flying

which

insect-visits

which have just opened, and

always choose their position so as not to obstruct the entrance to the new flowers
of the

same

In this process not only the flower-stalk but the rachis

inflorescence.

of the whole inflorescence takes part,

ami

it

is

interesting to observe

how even
how

widely distant parts of the stem are sympathetically affected, so to speak, and
all

the different pai-ts of the system of axes are extended, raised, depres.sed, and

curved exactly as required for the purpose of affording the most favourable position
to each flower in turn.

The most remarkable thing

of

all,

however,

that under certain conditions,

is

which only occur exceptionally, the most favourable position
striven after and obtained

by means

for the flowers is

of curvatures produced in the stem in places

where, in the ordinary course of things, such changes would not have occurred.

When

the

Wood

Forget-me-not, Larkspur, Monkshood, Adenostyles, the Willow

Herb (Myostis silvatica, Delphiniixm elatwm, Aconitum variegatum,, Adenostyles
alpina, Epilobium angustifolium), and numerous other undershrubs whose stiff",
erect stems are terminated by a group of brilliantly-coloured flowers adapted to
insect-visits, are

pressed

down and extended on

the ground shortly before the

unfolding of the flowers by some unusual occurrence, so that the normally erect
inflorescence lies on the
inflorescence, as it is

soil,

the stem will be seen to form a bend below the

no longer capable of raising up the whole length, and the

portion bearing the flowers will be elevated until

it

again becomes erect, and

flowers are again placed in a position favourable to insect-visits.

no ordinary phenomenon

its

This cui'vature

of growth, for the portion of the stem forming the

is

bend

has already ceased growing, and the curvature does not extend to the rachis of
the inflorescence, but takes place below
itself,

which

is

it,

being strictly localized there; the rachis

raised up, always remaining straight.

Finally, no kind of stimulus

can be shown to affect the internodes in which the bend

is

formed.

Contact with

and illumination from above act just in the same way on it as on the
internodes above and below it.
No external causes whatever can be assigned to
this knee-shaped bending, and only this much is certain
the bending could not
the

soil

—

take place at a spot better suited to the purpose of restoring the flowers once

more to a favourable

The flowers

of

position.

more than an eighth part

of all flowering plants are grouped
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together into capitula, this inflorescence being the commonest of

comes the cyme with

and the

Next

all.

to

it

numerous modifications, and then the umbel, the raceme,
undershrubs exhibit the most extensive
Many of them only
compai-ison with the size of the whole plant.

Of

spike.

infliorescences, in

its

all

plants, perennial

send up an axis eveiy year which bears a few large foliage-leaves at the base,
beset with scale-like bracts further up,

or cymes, forming a single gigantic inflorescence.
in the East, especially in the steppes of Persia

Euryangium Sumbul.

is

numerous umbels, racemes,
As an example of this form found

and terminates
and

in

Txii'kestan,

may

be instanced

This umbelliferous plant, abundant near Pentschakend,

south of Samarkand in Southern Turkestan, develops at the beginning of the
vegetative period some five r'adical foliage-leaves divided into innumerable lobes,

and having a musky odour; these leaves only retain their fresh green for a few
weeks and then wither and become bleached, turning a pale violet colour comparatively early.

a

As soon

as these radical leaves

have begun to change colour

blue-tinted, asparagus-like, slim shoot, 4-5 cm. thick, rises above the

leafless,

ground and branches repeatedly in

its

upper third into numei'ous umbels.

A

whole

Sumbul plant, especially
those of the genus Ferula, as also the Scorodosma Asa foetida, yielding the
notorious asafoetida, and several Cruciferfe.
One of these cruciferous bushes,
Crambe cordifoUa, develops within a few weeks an inflorescence with long branches,
The Agave
projecting like spars, about 2 metres high and almost as much across.
series of oriental Umbelliferse

behave like

this strange

Americana, known as the Century Plant (illustrated on
these plants. The stem, 5-7 metres high and 6-12 cm.
the rosette of thick fleshy foliage

-

p.

657), is also similar to

thick,

which

leaves with spinous margins,

is

rises

with dry, scale-like leaves, without chlorophyll, and forms the rachis of an
escence which

is

above

covered only
inflor-

one of the largest in the whole vegetable kingdom.

In contrast to the undershrubs, whose rapidly -growing stems, terminated by
large inflorescences, remain herbaceous and wither

and die down

to the

ground

without lignifying after the maturing of the fruit and seeds, woody plants, especially trees,

number

produce as a rule only small inflorescences.

correspondingly large.

is

It is true that their

The perianth-leaves are frequently

green, and

the inconspicuous inflorescences distributed between the foliage-leaves are then
entirely invisible at a

little

distance.

Often, however, numerous small but brightly-

coloured inflorescences are crowded so close together as to be inseparable; in cases

where the flowers unfold before the green
Cherry

trees,

Only a few

example, in

Almond and

inflorescences are found in palms, but they are usually very large

and many-flowered.
Those of the

foliage, as, for

each tree from a distance resembles a gigantic bouquet of flowers.
Generally speaking palm inflorescences are the largest of

Doum Palm

all.

{Hyphcene thebaica) and of several species of Phcenix

are more than a metre, those of Raffia Ruffii and of Plectocomia elongata 2 metres
long,

and the Talipot Palm {Corypha umbraculifera),

celebrated as possessing the largest inflorescence of
dicecious

palm grows comparatively slowly

:

its

all

illustrated on p.
plants.

289, is

This remarkable

caudex often takes 30-40 years
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before attaining a lieight of

Not

appear.

until the

20 metres, and during this period flowers never

caudex has attained

an additional height of 14

Twelve or thirteen rounded branches are given

metres.

longest of which becomes 6 metres long.

grown
As soon

fade and often

this rachis, the

The whole

numerous

inflorescence

exhibits the fabulous height of 14 metres, with a breadtli of 12

fully

metres.

from

off'

All the branches terminate in

branchlets and twigs, and are richly covered with flowers.

when

22 metres does the

size of

full

its

inflorescence spring from its apex, the rachis reaching

as the flowers open, the fan-like foliage-leaves below begin to

all

fall off"

during the flowering period, so that the shaft alone

its apex.
The flowei-ing period lasts for 3-4
As soon as it is over and the fruits matured, the whole plant dies down,
Agave Americana. Each of these palms therefore only blossoms once in

remains, bearing the inflorescence at

weeks.
as in

its life.

With

this,

the largest inflorescence,

as the smallest of

all, viz.

may

be contrasted that which

is

regarded

the capitulum of Nananthea, only 2-3 millimetres in

diameter, found growing on the mountains of Corsica.

The

size of the inflorescence,

and that

of the flowers

composing

do not vary

it,

Extensive inflorescences usually have very small flowers, and vice

proportionately.

versa, but a univei-sal rule cannot be laid

down

The

in this matter.

inflorescence

of Pauloionia imperialis has 100 large flowers, and that of Spircea Aruncvs, equal

The Talipot Palm is said to bear about 100,000
bouquet. In simple cymes it often happens that the central

10,000 small ones.

in extent,

flowers in its gigantic

flower

is

not developed, and the whole then consists of a pair of flowers, usually

many

curiously united, as can be seen in

species of the

In

cera Xylosteuni, nigra, ccerulea, alpigena).
labiate flowers,

on the other hand,

the three of a simple

cyme

it

is

many

floral receptacle

are suppressed, and that only the central one attains

(podium, also

which the perianth leaves spring,
with the flower -

is

torus),

i.e.

is

represented

up

to the apex.

in

comparison

The conical
being sometimes elongated and

peg-shaped, but often short and but slightly curved;
base, the thickest part,

a single flower.

always somewhat thickened

and may be either conical or

stalk,

bj^

that part of the floral stem from

receptacle (conopodium) has the form of a cone,

its

Acanthacere, bindweeds, and

observed that the two lateral flowers of

development, in which case the whole inflorescence

The

genus Honeysuckle {Loni-

disc

it is

-

shaped.

always narrowed from

Unlike the very simply-constructed

conical receptacle, the disc-shaped receptacle {discopiodium) presents a great variety

The apex

of form.

of the

flox-al

axis

is

retarded in growth, the tissue round

it

thickens and becomes flattened, or surrounds the apex with a circular cushion or

rampart often rising so much above the apex that the whole receptacle has a craterlike or cup-shaped appearance.

formed,

it

surrounds the

overtopping

it,

as, for

pistil,

In the

first case, viz.

a circular wall has been

example, in the flowers of Orange and

stamens and perianth-leaves usually arise outside,

and most rarely of

when

developed in the centre above the apex, without

all

Lemon

less frequentlj'

from the edge of the ring

itself.

trees.

The

within the ring,

When

a cup

-

shaped
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overtopped by the edge of the

is

and the actual apex of the receptacle must be sought at the bottom of the
The stamens and perianth-leaves then spring in most eases from the edges

many

In

of the cup.

and cover

instances the carpels also arise from the edges

More frequently the

over the crater-like depression of the receptacle.

carpels are

developed at the bottom or on the inner walls of the cup, and then either a single

be seen in the depression,

caj-pel is to

of

the cup-shaped receptacle

as,

symmetrically

all

the circular wall

receptacle

round.

developed at the bottom
for

as,

trees.

not, as in the

examples

selected,

always developed

In flowers which project laterally from an erect rachis,

often interrupted, or instead of the circular disc a one-sided

is

The ring is often replaced by a circle of proor the receptacle is drawn out on one side, taking the form

projecting ridge or cushion

tuberances or

is

pistil

fused with the inner wall of the cup,

is

example, in the flowers of apple and pear

The disc-shaped

for example, in cherry flowers, or several

Sometimes the

carpels, as, for example, in the rose.

papillae,

seen.

is

of a peg, a tongue, or a scale.

Honey

is

usually

from that

secreted

of

tissue

disc-shaped

the

receptacle

which does not pass over into perianth-leaves, but which projects and is inserted
between the whorls of perianth-leaves, stamens, and carpels in the form of knots,
warts, cushions

and

rings; this serves to attract insects

The part

to the flowers in efiecting fertiUzation.

whose

of the

use

visits are of

which

receptacle

is

developed as the under-structure or envelope of the carpels, on the other hand,

very often becomes a part of the

In most cases, however, the

fruit.

signifi-

cance assigned to the various developments of the receptacle in respect to the

and welfare of plants

is

That the

not yet rendered sufiiciently evident.

life

rela-

between receptacle and fruit-formation are of the greatest importance is the
only thing that can be affirmed with certainty, but why in one instance this and
The
in another that form of receptacle is produced i-emains entirely enigmatical.

tions

opinion has been repeatedly stated that

all

and plant members appear fall
in question is obvious, and those

into two groups

which

in

said to be variable, the latter invariable.
to a dogma,

and

it

the architectural conditions of plants

and that the forms

are not necessarily beneficial,

this

not the case.

maintain rather that nothing
not even indispensable to

is

The former were

structures whose significance

of plants

;

"

reduced

"

they are rather developed in

form for the welfare of the whole, and cannot be

dispensed with without injury.
builds

life

and

not beneficial, which

is

Those organs which are so often termed

it.

this only apparently-reduced

I cannot justify this notion,

ever formed in a plant which

are not without importance in the

The plant

to the species

cannot be explained are of use in the limitation and systematic

determination of species and groups of species.

absent.

is

whose use

This hypothesis was forthwith raised

was further concluded that only

in the life of plants

is

which the individual organs

in

—those

If

they were unnecessary, they would also be

up nothing

developed without some purpose.

It is

superfluous,

and no

hair,

no

cell

even,

is

hazardous and unwarranted to say that
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this or that structure is useless,

and

remnant of an

to be intei'preted only as the

organ which was developed more fully a long time ago in some ancestral species
to

which

of

any

When we

was indispensable.

it

structure,

we

cannot immediately see the advantage

are not justified in saying that in

The saying

worthless or indifferent to the plant.

particular form

its

diem

dies

docet

it is

perhaps

is

nowhere more applicable than to questions concerning the significance of forms.
How many structures which were enigmatical a century ago are now recognized

members

as essential
details;

their

The tendency

mute puzzles
Therefore
of

floral

I

their

all

being regarded as an incontestable scientific thesis!

of our age, indeed,
of nature, but to

is

not merely to regard and describe forms as

comprehend their value as parts

of a living entity.

doubt not that sooner or later the importance of the different forms

receptacles will find interpretation

species to

A

very various contrivances, and explained in

of

recognition

and explanation

the

in

individual

which they belong.

peculiarity

-structures,

which distinguishes the

which has

from

floral receptacle

other stem-

all

to be considered here in conclusion, is its limited growth.

long as the receptacle forms floral-leaves on

periphery

it

elongate to some extent, although the inci'ease in length

is

its

As

always continues to
inconsiderable

;

but

after the production of the highest floral-leaf no further divisions take place in the
cells of

the apex, and the elongation of the axis

permanently.

This fact

is

of importance

which have been established between stem and
tion thereby.

But the limited growth

at

is

an end, not temporarily, but

inasmuch as one of the few differences
leaf

undergoes a material

restric-

of the floral receptacle has also a special

whole

The portion

significance in regard to the architecture of

the

the stem which forms the floral receptacle

separates usually with

plant.

of

the flower-

and not infrequently even with the whole rachis of the inflorescence from

stalk,

the floral stem below, as soon as the leaf-structures proceeding from the receptacle

have

fulfilled their function; or, in

other words, the flower and fruit-stalks become

detached as soon as the perianth-leaves have withered, the stamens emptied, and
the

fruits

matured

foliage-leaves

—a

process

which are no longer able to

scar arises, or a withered

healing tissue

separated

off,

which reminds us of the detachment of those

is

fulfil

their allotted tasks.

stump remains behind where once a

formed at the place where a portion of the

and at

this

spot no

further stem growth

for ever.

Lateral shoots, on the contrary,

foliage-leaves

and

may grow up beyond

may

its apical

it

a

stem has

floral

takes place.

shoot terminates with a single flower, or an entire inflorescence,
elongate in a straight line after the fruit has fallen;

Just as a

leaf existed, so

If

the

can no longer

growth

is

terminated

spring from the axils of lower

the scarred places, a fact which of course

materially influences the type of branching and the architecture of the whole
stem.

Where

This influence

is

very noticeable, especially in

for instance the scarred

apex of a branch

branches springing close under the
fork results; and

when

the process

scar,
is

is

tall

woodj' shrubs and

trees.

overtopped by two lateral

a more or less regularly two-pronged

repeated on the prongs of this fork, a very
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ornamental fonii of branching

produced which

is

may

even be recognized on the

older boughs, and gives a characteristic habit to the shrub or tree.

Although the

annual growth in height in woody

is

plants branching in this fashion

only slight,

the crown grows in breadth to a striking degree, and the older, leafless boughs

have usually the appearance of horns or of an interwoven lattice-work spreading
out above, as

may

be seen in a remarkable manner in the Stag's-horn Sumach

(Rhiis typhina), and also in several species of Horse Chestnut

and

Mistletoe
is

In

discolor).

{Viscum

the

Oleander {Neriwm

albuvi,

c.f. fig.

46, p.

Oleander),

{e.g.

and

JEscidus flava

frequently in

the

206), the scarred apex of the main shoot

overtopped by a whorl of three lateral shoots, which produces another charac-

teristic modification of this

form of branching.

internal structure of the floral stem, especially the arrangement of the

The

always adapted to the tasks naturally assigned to the bearer
When the floral portions and the fruits proceeding from
of the flowers and fruits.
them are to be maintained in an erect position, the stalks and also the rachis in
mechanical

tissue, is

question are constructed so as to resist flexion.
flowers,
to

and especially of heavy pendent

resist

tension

in

;

both

cases

The

fruits, are,

they

stalk

on the other hand, constructed

provided

are

and rachis of pendent

with

mechanical

suitably strengthened and arranged.

afforded the resistance to flexion in the

erect

flower-stalk

at the time of

opening of the flowers has subsequently to provide a resistance to

pendent fruit

is

produced from

tissue

Frequently the same bast cylinder which

an erect flower.

infrequently erect fruit-stalks, very resistant

strain, as

the

when

a

The converse also happens, and not
to bending, which take part in the

dispersion of the seeds, are developed from pendent flower-stalks with the capacity
of resisting strain.
of the

For the

parenchymatous

rest, in all

these alterations of position, the turgescence

on the periphery of the flower-stalk plays a prominent

tissue

part.

4.

FORMS OF ROOTS.

Relation of external and internal structure to function.— Definition of the root.
Remarkable properties of roots.

—

RELATION OF EXTERNAL AND INTEBNAL STRUCTURE TO FUNCTION.
provided by the parent plant with as much starch, fat, sugar,
and other materials as are necessary for its further independent development.
The germinating seed respires, provides itself with water, dissolves the materials

Every seed

stored

up

is

in its cells,

augments the number of

its cells,

and increases

in size.

The

food-substances of the soil at first take little or no part in these processes. But
as the seed germinates its aim is to develop organs capable of laying the food-

substances contained in the

soil

and

air

under contribution, and of manufacturing
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it was provided by the parent become
young seedling always contain cells for the absoi-pfood-salts and gases; these enter immediately into a close

fresh building-materials as those with which

The

exhausted.

tissues of the

tion of the dissolved

union with the substratum, whether

consists of inorganic earth, of decaying

it

organic matter, or of a living host-plant.

There are plants in whose seeds no differentiation into various

no

parts,

separation into embryo and food-stores, can be recognized, and in the seeds of

many thousand

we cannot even

species

which case the whole of the group
This group of

embryo.

embryo with cotyledons,
forming the seed must be regarded

distinguish an

of cells

grows up, at the expense of

cells first

into a structure having the form of a small tubercle,

the substratum by absorbent

cells,

which on one

in the Coral-root (Corallorhiza), described

usually termed

rootless plants.

with

p.

Ill,

which are

directly into a small tubercle or stem, warts,

these are,

develop

cells,

of

therefore,

the

These structures always originate in great numbers from the

nature of roots.

from the enlarged developing embryo

i.e.

on

vermiform structures, equij^ped with absorbent

on this tubercle, and join with the substratum;

tubercle,

side joins

In other examples of this group, in which the

embryo grows up

pegs and

as

materials,

This occurs, for example, in

root.

Monotropa and

papillär,

own

and on the other sends out a shoot, but develops

no system of tissues which could be called a

undifferentiated

its

in

;

in

many

orchids

living

epiphytically on the bark of trees they are formed on the side turned towards

the tree

in

;

tissue-body

Orobanchacete around the thickened lower end of

parasitic

(c/.

Cassytha laterally

34^^

and 34'" on

and
on the thread-like embryo where

figs.

p.

173),

in species of
it

the

Guscuta and

has attached

itself

to a

host-plant.

In plants whose seed contains an embryo differentiated into stem and

leaf,

only a single, wart-like or conical body arises at one end of the hypocotyl, opposite
the bud of the epicotyl;

with absorbent

cells,

it

and

grows at germination into a cylindrical root provided
later appears as a straight,

downwardly-directed con-

tinuation of the hypocotyl.

Neither the abundant roots proceeding from the undifferentiated embryo, nor
still

less

the single root springing from the inembered embryo, suffice for the

requirements of the shoot arising from

it.

In proportion as this increases in

size,

forming one internode above another, developing leaves with Inids in their axils

water and food-salts becomes

which gi-ow out into

lateral

greater and greater.

Fresh sources must be obtained for these materials, and

shoots, the need of

new conducting mechanisms must be
formed.

When

established

only a single primary root

is

—

in a word,

new

roots

must be

present in the embryo, the

roots frequently spring from this as lateral branches,

and

that the primary or main root has become branched, that

it

it

is

new

customary to say

has formed lateral

Of course each branch can again ramify, and indeed the branching is often
repeated beyond measure. The branched root {radix ramosa) is to be seen especially in annual land-plants with erect leafy stems.
Almost as often it hajjpens
roots.
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embryo perishes

that the root proceeding from the

as soon as

it

has emerged

and that then many new roots originate from tlie hypocotyl,
close to the place from which sprang the dead primary root; or that roots are
developed on the lower end of the epicotyl embedded in the ground in which
from the

seed,

—

numbers forming a cluster, and
(radix fasciculata). But many roots

case they stand closely crowded together in great

are then

known

botanically as fascicled roots

also arise further

but

stems,

up on the

shoot-axis, not only in the region of the scale-leaves,

recjuired, in the foliage

also, if

procumbent,

portion of

and under certain conditions even on the

which may originate from the stem at

all

erect,

foliage-leaves.

and climbing

These structures

stages of age and height,

and even from

the leaves, are called adventitious roots (radices adventicioe).

When

roots are developed on a leafy stem,

is

noticed that their places of

origin are near the points of insertion of the leaves.

In epiphytes, especially in

it

aroids and orchids living on the bark of trees, they are sometimes seen to be so
distributed that a single root, a pair of roots, or a whole fascicle of roots, arises at

exactly defined places on the stem.
roots,

and

is

Each internode

in these plants has its

own

therefore almost independent of neighboui-ing internodes, so that,

supposing one or both the adjoining internodes should die from some cause or
other, it can maintain itself independently
lie

on the ground, as

i.e.

at the

in runners, the roots

commencement

of an internode.

(cf.

fig.

51, p. 224).

always originate only at the nodes,
In the undergi-ound stems

rhizomes, the roots are distributed in the .same way.
of these runners
for

and rhizomes die

In stems which

off behind, the

When

known

as

the older internodes

next youngest are not injured,

they are already provided with roots of their own, by whose help their

requirements of water and food-salts are supplied, and by which they are firmly

The general symmetry and geometrical distribution of the
shown in leaves, is, however, absent in the majority of roots,
the arrangement being frequently quite irregular, especially in underground, muchbranched roots where influences operate on them which will be spoken of later.
The functions assigned to the root are: first, the absorption and transport of
water and of food-salts dissolved in water, and second, the fixing of the whole
plant in the substratum.
In most cases this twofold function is performed by
fixed in the ground.

places of origin, as

the

same

root,

but occasionally a division of labour occurs, so that one portion

of the root-system serves only for the absorption of food,

fixing in the substratum.

has two kinds of

For

the

i-oots;

instance, the repeatedly

first

underground, absorbing water and food-salts from

and the second the clinging roots (figured on p.
avoiding shoots are attached to places from which no
the

soil,

When

possibly be absorbed.
at

which

it

is

fixed

by

and another for the

mentioned Tecovia radicavs

one of these shoots

is

479),
fluid

by which the

light-

nourishment could

cut across below the place

roots to a wall or rock-face, the part above the section

forthwith dries up, even although these roots and the substratum are kept continually moistened and damp.

Roots of biennial and perennial plants, in regions where the vegetative activity
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is

temporarily interrupted by drought or cold, frequently have a third function

to perform,

up

that of storing

viz.

starch,

sugar, and

fat,

other reserve food-

Obviously the parts concealed in the ground are protected

materials.

degree against aridity and frost in countries with long-continued

high

in a

summer drought

or with severe winters, and therefore the undergi-ound root-structures principally,

together with underground parts of stems and the scale-leaves arising from them,

can be used most advantageously as reservoirs for the materials formed in the
green organs above gi'ound during the short period of vegetation.

The variety

of functions assigned to roots, the diversity of the substr.ita,

of different foi-ms, the

most noticeable of which bear

terminology, and will be briefly enumerated

hei-e.

names

special

and

number

the peculiar conditions of the habitat and climate render necessary a large

in botanical

According to the substratum

into

which the roots penetrate, and from which they derive water and

may

distinguish between subterranean, aquatic, aerial, and parasitic roots.

food,

we

Subterranean roots (radices hypogaece) push their ends, which are beset with

ground with great energy, and are entirely covered over with

root-hairs, into the

any

or at

soil,

rate in so far as their absorbent portions are concerned.

springing from the different forms of scaly stem are almost

we

shall not

l)e

far

wrong

if

we

Roots

The

proceeding from the radicle of the embryo are chiefly subterranean.

roots

subterranean, and

all

estimate the roots of 70 per cent of

all

existing

phanei'Ogams as subterranean.

Aquatic or floating roots (radices natantes) spring laterally from floating stems

and are generally arranged in
extent spirally twisted.
lie

flat

clusters,

come

If they

to lie

mud.

and are

to a slight

also

from the

floating, leafless

stem-

Lenma

polyr-

(e.g.

in

In these plants the root-tips are also surrounded by water.

on the slimy bottom in conse([uence of a

they do not penetrate into

particles of

into the

singly,

which have been metamorphosed into phylloclades

rhiza, gibba, minor).

it,

fall in

the water-

nor do they enter into relations with the

Marsh-plants, on the contrary, send their

first

roots right

down

mud, whilst those developed subsequently from the higher internodes

The primary root produced from the seed
is embedded in mud, and is therefore

are allowed to float in the water.
of the

more rarely

are developed both from stems whose foliage-leaves

on the surface of the water, and

structures

level,

They

Water Soldier

(Stratiotes aloidcs)

really a subterranean root; after
oscillating

it

has died off the whole plant rises up, remains

below the surface of the water, and develops floating roots from

its

abbreviated, leafy stem; later the plant again sinks down, and the floating roots

again become subterranean

(cf.

the

account on

p.

76).

Conversely

happens that subterranean roots become transformed into aquatic
alders, willows,

and elms growing on the

of roots are often to be seen

sides of streams, extensive

it

roots.

often

In

net-works

which have grown out from the slope of the bank

float in the water.
Indeed, many terrestrial roots, strangely enough, exhibit
much more luxuriant growth in flowing water than in the ground, and it is
well known that the roots of the above-named trees, when they have effected an

and
a
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up and the water-flow

taken out of these pipes resemble plexuses of

many
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them interrupted.

in
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time the pipes are

The net-works

of roots

abundantly are their tresses

hair, so

developed.

Hyacinths and

trees, as, for

example, maples and horse-chestnuts, whose roots usually grow in the

other bulbous plants, and even various foliage-

ground, can be reared with the best results

their roots are allowed to

if

grow

in water, provided that the water contains the necessary food-salts in adequate

amounts.
Aerial roots (radices aerece) are developed on the periphery of the erect caudices
of tree-ferns,

and
all

orchids.

and

in great profusion

very short but so numerous and crowded together that they form an actual

mantle roimd the eaudex.
roots also arise in great
filamentous,
p.

on the stems of epiphytes, especially of aroids

In species of the tree-ferns Todea and Dicksonia the aerial roots are

221.

much

In orchids growing on the bark of old trees the aerial

numbers

but are always elongated and

close together,

and form manes, as shown, for example,

In otiier orchids, however, they

thicker, fairly

stiff,

may

occur

and curved sinuously

in

in

Oncidium, figured on

singlj^,

and are then usually

and out or

spirally twisted as in

the Sarcanthus rostratus, illustrated on p. 107. As already stated, in many aroids
and orchids they appear arranged with great regularity, either singly or in pairs,
opposite the points of insertion of the leaves on the stem.
are excellently adapted

by

All these aerial roots

their structure (described on p. 222) not only for the

absorption of water and solutions of food-materials, but also for the condensation
of aqueous vapour from the surrounding

In most instances they are enveloped
air.
by a papery covering; more rarely they are thickly beset with so-called root-hairs,
and then have a velvety appearance.
Most of those with root-hairs are rusty

brown

— in

•

in colour, whilst the others are white in dry air,

and greenish

wet weather

in

consequence of the abundant chlorophyll contained in the tissue below their

papery envelope.

We

must

carefully distinguish these condensing aerial roots from such as, whilst

springing from epigeal stems and surrounded by

vapour or to absorb atmospheric water.
the ground and must penetrate into

it

air,

are unable to condense aqueous

These, on the other hand,

in order to obtain the

grow down

to

water and food-salts

These root-structures are especially observed in climbing plants in
which the lowest internodes have died, and which then no longer stand in direct

they require.

connection with the
greater

amount

of

soil.

Their large foliage-leaves nevertheless require a

they support themselves.

The large-leaved

aroids illustrated on

p.

36.5,

cord -like roots, from 4 to 6 metres in length, descend to the ground,

regarded as typical of this
if

we adhere

class.

These forms are indeed called aerial

to the distinction given above, they

as a special class of subterranean roots.

that the aerial roots of some orchids,

penetrate into
Vol. 1

it

much

water than could be obtained from the tree-trunks on which

and assume the

But

whose

may

roots,

be

but

would be more accurately regarded

since

it

when they come

has been repeatedly observed
in contact with the ground,

chai-acter of subterranean roots, the

boundary
48
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between subterranean and
becomes evident that

all

aerial roots vanishes, and, as in other similar cases,

these classifications are but

host-plant and absorb from

into the living tissue of the

the materials needed by them, and by the plant to

it

which they belong, for further development.

They

artificial.

grow down

Parasitic roots (radices parasiticce)

They

are sometimes called haxi^storia.

are either wart-like, disc-shaped, or spherical in outline, or assume the form

of sinkers; occasionally they remind one of a hyphal net- work.

Sometimes they

They

spring laterally from an epigeal, sometimes from an underground stem.

members from underground

frequently proceed as lateral

and various developments were so
only

it

now

refer to

what was there

may

173-213 that we need

fully described on pp.

it

to maintain a plant in the position

is

be distinguished as clinging and as supporting roots.

roots {radices adligantes) really comprise all roots
closely united

also

Their structure

stated.

Roots, whose especial province

once assumed,

roots.

whose absorbent

it

has

Clinging

cells are so

with the substratum that a displacement can only he brought about

by the exertion of considerable

Even floating roots, inasmuch as they adhere
to the water and so give a certain amount of stability to the whole plant, may be
regarded as clinging roots.
The duckweeds {Lemna tninor, polyrrhiza, gibba),
whose long, spirally - twisted, fascicled roots grow down into the water, are not
easily moved by wind from the position they have taken up.
Plants are of course
still better fixed in the substratum by subterranean roots which adhere to the
solid particles of the soil by means of their root-hairs.
By this union of roots
and earth -particles we get a compact mass, difficult to break up, and it is well
enough known that loose soil may be solidified by plants possessing much-branched,
wide-spreading roots, and that certain grasses are made use of to bind shifting

When

sands together.

clinging roots are mentioned in plant descriptions, those

in particular are referred to

support,

as,

force.

for example,

which firmly connect epigeal portions of stems

the short, climbing roots of

the Ivy, or of

to any
Tecoma

radicans, the much-branched roots wliich cover stones and the bark of trees with
their net-works, the adherent roots of

and the ribbon-like roots
bark of

and

trees,

—especially those of

species of

roots, as their

name

Bignonia and Cereus,

which have fastened

Phaloinoi^sis Schilleriana, described on

finally the girdle-like roots of Ficiis

Supporting
to

numerous

of certain tropical orchids

and Wigldia, figured on

implies,

to the
p.

108;

p. 705.

have the task of supporting the stems

They are always visible above-ground, and assume the form
when they spring from erect trunks, of pillars when they belong to
projecting lateral branches of a stem.
They may be conveniently divided into

which they belong.

of buttresses

the

tabular, stilt-like,

and columnar

roots.

Tabular

I'oots

{radices parietifomies) proceed

from the lower part of an erect trunk, and have the form of

tablets placed on end.

They may also be compared to massive planks of wood used for fencing in roads.
They radiate out in all directions and give to the approaches to the main trunk the
appearance of short precipitous valleys which become gradually narrowed and
terminate blindly in an acute angle. The tabular i-oots frequently resemble narrow
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185.— India-rubber Fig

{Ficiis elastica)

and B.iuyan-tree

(Ficxis Indica).
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buttresses, witli regular radiating

niches,

much sought

arrangement around the trunk, inclosing small

after as hiding-places

" buttress-roots

A

crowns.

by various animals, and

In point of

acceptable holes to foxes, for instance.

fact,

ottering very

these roots are often called

Tabular roots are a peculiarity of tropical trees with huge, heavy

".

particularly well-defined form

is

exhibited

by the West Indian Cotton

Tree {Eriodendron carihceum) and by the India-rubber Fig {Fieus elantica) belonging to tropical Asia, and yielding caoutchouc.

nature by Ransonnet,

same

roots; the

185), gives us a

fig.

figure, in the

The

picture of this tree,

drawn from

very clear idea of these tabular or buttress-

background to the

right, also

shows another species

of Ficus, viz. the celebrated Banyan-tree (Ficus Indica), which will be described
presently.

same way from the erect or
main trunk, but they are cylindrical, and have the form of oblique props.
Sometimes the oldest, lowest portion of the erect trunk thus supported dies away,
or the disintegration may be continued some little distance up, so that only the
upper part of the stem remains fresh and living. The first roots of mangrove
seedlings (illustrated on p. 605), which penetrate the mud, have also the power of
raising the trunk to which they belong up above the mire by their growth in length.
Stilt-like roots (radices fulcrantes) also arise in the

oblique

These trunks then look as

ground by means of the
Pine (Pandanus), and in

odd root-structures are
the tropics,

viz. in

if

they were on

On

roots.
fig.

stilts,

and are only connected with the

page 758 we have a figure of the Screw

187, of a species of mangrove, in both of

They

seen.

are also to be found in

palms, Clusiaceee, and fig-trees.

many

which these

other plants of

In some clusias the stilt-roots

are thicker than the stem they support, and in the mangroves, growing in crowded
forests

on the sea-shore, where they are exposed to the ebb and flow of the

tide,

they branch and fork continually, forming a tangled confusion, the strange appearance being heightened by the fact that
level of the

water at high

tide,

all

the root-branches and stems,

up

to the

are covered with an armoured coat of various

molluscs and crustaceans.

Columnar

roots (radices columnares) originate from horizontal or obliquely

ascending branches of

They then

trees,

penetrate into

it,

and grow vertically down until they reach the ground.
unite with the soil, and thus form pillars on which the

widely projecting boughs of the tree are supported.

Trees whose erect trunks are

supported by tabular roots and those which are provided with
the same time develop columnar roots from their branches.

stilt-roots

One

pillar,

at

of the oblique

branches of the India-rubber Fig, illustrated in the foreground of
seen to be supported by a huge

may

which gets thicker towards the

fig.

185,

is

base, whilst

the mangroves figured on pp. 605 and 759 also exhibit long, supporting roots passing

down from
stilt-roots,

the lower horizontal branches of the crown, which push in between the

and grow down into the mud.

Not long ago

these

mangrove roots were
trees, and

thought to grow out of the fruits while these were yet hanging on the

grow lower and lower until finally they reached the swampy ground. It is,
of course, true that the embryo grows out from the fruits while thej' are hanging
to
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on the branches; but they become detached, as described on p. 603, as soon as
they are from 30 to 50 cms. long, and falling with considerable velocity, bore
into the

mud by

their lower thickened end.

embryos grows down

It

never happens that one of these

ground from the branch, and there is no doubt that
the long roots extending from the crown of the tree down to the mud originate
from the lower horizontal branches of the mangroves just like other columnar

Columnar

roots.

to the

roots are distinguished from the flexible, cord-like, aerial roots

of aroids and other epiphytes

by

(c/. p.

365) by their great resistance to bending and

their possession of a characteristic mechanical tissue, in consequence of

they have a totally diflerent internal

sti'ucture,

which

which, however, will be described

later on.

Pei-haps the most imposing cases of development of columnar roots are exhibited

by the Indian banyans {Ficus nitida, Tsiela, and many others), which are usually
comprehended xinder the name Ficus Indica, one of which is illustrated in the
backgi-ound of fig. 185. To these also belongs the celebrated Asvhatta, the sacred
Fig-tree of the Hindoo (Ficus religiosa), beneath the shade of which Buddha is
said to have learned the vanity of existence

and the mystery

of the univeree.

In

proportion as the boughs which project almost horizontally from the main trunk
of this tree

become stronger, and give

send out cylindrical roots which grow

rise to

branches and increase in weight, they

down

to the ground, penetrate into the soil,

strengthen themselves by lateral roots, and serve as supports for the branches in

These columnar

question.

roots,

which continue to grow

erect stems, develop leafy branches,

in thickness, resemble

and not only function as supports, but also

serve for the absorption and transmission of water and dissolved food-salts from

Below the crown

the ground.
ourselves in

a.

of one of these banyan-trees

spacious hall of which the roof

the leafy covering of the crown

is

is

we might imagine

supported on

pillars;

twilight always pervades these halls even during the daytime.

that an

army

Near the

of 5000

village of

men have encamped

Dena

is

established,

and

an Asvhatta under whose

in a single banyan-tree

large and 3000 smaller columnar aerial roots have been counted.
tirely to themselves the banyan-trees scarcely ever
tions,

because the ground under the crown

props which grow

down

often

fail

is

Tradition states

in the halls of a single banyan-tree.

Pitya, in Ceylon, there stands

shade a village of a hundi-ed huts

and since

almost impervious to rain and sun, a weird

so dry

to penetrate

it

When

assume such gigantic

left

350
en-

pi'opor-

and hard that the supporting
and are unable to take root

by the Buddhists the rooting is assisted by
conducting the roots descending from the branches through long bamboo tubes,
and by breaking up and moistening the soil where they would penetrate into the
there; but in the trees held sacred

ground.

The shape

of roots differs materially according as to whether the plants to

which they belong are annual,

many

biennial, or perennial.

Annual plants produce as

seeds as possible in the short period of vegetation allowed them, and provide

the embryos within the seeds, which have to travel about the world, with the
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new

reserves of food necessary for the founding of a

It

establisliiueiit.

would be

of no use,

and contrary to the economy of plants, if reserve materials were deposited in any other parts, say in the stem or roots, since these parts shrivel and
dry up as soon as the seeds are dispersed, and the energy expended in the manuand storage of

facture

The

in vain.

starch, fat, sugar,

and other reserve food would be expended

roots of annual plants are therefore satisfied with delivering the

necessary water and the required amount of food-salts to the plant during

its

short

period of vegetation, and with providing a suitable attachment to the substratum;

they waste no energy in founding subterranean reservoirs.
perennial plants

it is

Biennial plants

quite otherwise.

—as

In

biennial

and

well-known examples

which may be taken the various roots used as vegetables, the Carrot (Daucus
Garota), the Turnip {Brassica Rapa rapacea), and the Beet-root (Beta vulgaris

of

rapacea)

—develop

crowded

in a rosette,

during the

and a

When

root (radix napiformis).
year,

any

an erect shoot with

year a very short stem with foliage-leaves

first

thick, fleshy tap-root (radix polaris), or turnip-shaped

vegetative activity recommences in the second

and flowers

foliage

rate with the help of the materials stored

constructed at the expense or at

is

up

in the thickened root; fruits are

produced from the flowers, and after the ripening of the seeds the whole shoot dies
off together

with the exhausted

roots.

In perennial plants the

roots,

when they

serve for the reception of abundant reserve-materials, are usually considerably

thickened; but in these plants

it

the clustered root-fibi-es springing from the

is

lower end of the underground part of the stem, after the primary root has died
off",

which undergo

this develojjment.

fusiform, as in the Orpine

(Sedum

When

the thickening

Tele2)hiuvi)

and

is

symmetrical and

in the white-flowered

Orobus

Pannonicus, the roots are called fusiform (radices grumosce): when they are
swollen at intervals into knots, as in the Dropwort (Spircea Filipendula), and in
the yellow Day-lily (Hemerocallis flava), they are termed nodose (radices nodosen).

Many

of our terrestrial orchids have

cylindrical

two kinds

of roots united in a fascicle, long

vermiform roots and short thick roots

which look very

like tubers,

and are

filled

with reserve-materials

called tuberous roots (radices tuberosce).

The

Mediterranean flora and that of steppes, where in midsummer the vital activity of
plants

is

much

reduced, are particularly rich in plants whose roots are developed

as storehouses for reserve materials.

Plants of widely different families

Ranunculius Neapolitanus, Centaurea napuligera, Valeriana tuberosa,
tuberosits,

(e.g.

Rumex

Asphodehts cdbus) there form thickened fascicled roots crowded with

reserve-materials which pass through the dry season

unharmed underground, and

in the next period of vegetation supply the materials for the rapid construction

of epigeal foliage

and flowering

shoots.

These thickened bundles of roots are

characteristic of the perennial, parasitic species of the genus Pedicularis.

They

serve for the storage of reserve foods, for the fixing of the plant, and for the absorption of nourishment, but the latter function

is

here carried on by means of suckers,

which are developed at the end of the thickened fusiform fibres, and which attach
themselves to the roots of the host plants in the manner described on p. 1 79.
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accordance with the various tasks

assigned to roots thei-e should be a diöerence in the arrangement of cells and
tissues,

and

that, especially, supporting roots

with erect stems, and subterranean

roots,

which exhibit the greatest analogy

which have so much

in

common with

procumbent and subterranean stem-structures, should resemble them in internal

Columnar

structure.

roots cannot really be distinguished

their inner construction,

and

stilt-roots also present

which often agrees much better with that

vessels

ground rhizomes.

from upright stems in

an arrangement of

cells

and

of erect stems than of under-

In Fragrcea obovata, belonging to the ClusiacefB, the cellular

structure of the erect stem

is

only distinguishable from that of

by the somewhat stronger development
vascular bundles, but otherwise there
the mangrove figured on

p.

is

no sort of

supporting roots

and woody portion

difference.

The

of the

stilt-roots of

759 {Rhizophora conjugata) likewise show a stem-like

In the centre

internal structure.

of the medulla

its

is

a thick pith surrounded by numerous, con-

ducting bundles, which together form a hollow cylinder, and are accompanied by

mechanical tissue;

further outwards come the cork, hypoderm, and a strongly-

cuticularized epidermis

—exactly the

as a protection against bending.

by a peculiar

creased

fusiform

cells

tissue,

viz.

same arrangement required in an erect stem
In these mangroves the strength is even in-

by

knife will scarcely cut through them.
indistinguishable from stems, this

When

their development.

possess an

trichoblasts, peculiai-ly

so-called

interlaced

with very thick walls, which are so hard that even the sharpest

is

Though

these adult roots are structurally

not usually true of them at early stages in

young, and as yet unthickened, these roots, as a

rule,

internal structure characteristic of roots in general.

In mangroves and in the earlier mentioned Clusiaceas, the supporting roots are
thick and widely spread, and form extensive foundations which entirely replace
the comparatively

weak

trunk, so far as fixing on the substratum

they need especially to be protected against bending.
scarcely comes under consideration in these plants.

whose

stilt-roots

A

is

concerned;

resistance to tension

It is quite

otherwise in plants

have to support a stem bearing an extensive and richly-leaved

The Pandanus figiu-ed on p. 758 may serve as a type of these. As soon
wind sways the massive crown and slender stem bearing it, the roots sup-

crown.
as

porting the stem on every side have alternately to resist bending and strain.
If the

wind blows from the north, the supporting

side experience a longitudinal pressure as the

pressed and curved

down

like

roots springing

from the south

stem inclines to the south, and are

an arch, while the supporting roots springing fi-om

the north side are at the same time subjected to a powerful strain.

When

the

is again brought into its erect normal position by
The reverse is the case when the wind attacks the crown and
stem from the south. This form of stilt-root must therefore be constructed so as
to resist strain as well as bending, and accordingly in the aerial roots of Pandanus
are formed two cylinders of mechanical tissue, an outer one which is formed by

wind

sinks, the

stem

the elasticity

of the south roots.

the hard bast of a peripheral ring of vascular bundles, resembling the arrangement
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occurring in the majority of dicotyledons, and an inner which

formed of the

is

hard bast of a ring of vascular bundles lying near the centre of the

root.

By

the

former the supporting roots are afforded the necessary resistance to bending, and
Viy

the latter the corresponding resistance to strain.

The

from the lowest nodes

stilt-roots springing

to this double function just as are those of

The outer

of mechanical tissue.

of maize- plants are adapted

Pandanus.

one, situated

Here

also are

two cylinders

in the cortex, consists merely of

hard bast and provides a resistance to bending, while the inner, in connection with
the conducting bundles, furnishes a resistance to strain.
base of the maize-stem there

which

is

wanting

is,

in the roots of

Pandanus.

Clinging roots adhering to the bai-k of
stratum, as well as the

many forms

bending, and in them there

is

necessary for this resistance.
subject to a severe strain

they sway to and

In the stilt-roots at the

however, a central pith or wide medullary cavity

trees, stones,

or some other hard sub-

of subterranean roots, are not required to resist

none of the mechanical tissue which would be

On

the other hand, these roots are unavoidably

from the pulling exerted by the stem and branches as

For a cylindrical body which has to

fro.

longitudinal sti-ain there

is

resist

a powerful

no better contrivance than the fusion of the resisting

elements into a compact mass in the axis of the cylinder, and

tliis arrangement is
and subterranean roots. The conducting bundles
and the adjoining mechanical tissue form a single central strand in the cylindrical
root, and the typical form of a subterranean root is a cylindrical body of tissue

actually

met with

in clinging

which has no central pith and no hard bast cylinder near the circumference, but
whose vascular bundles are so crowded towards the axis that they form there a
single, thick strand or "central cylinder".

Roots embedded in the ground are of course exposed to a lateral pressure from
their surroundings,

and care must be taken that the functions of the conducting

bundles are not disturbed by this pi*essure, that the transmission
or even entirely stopped.
described, that

is,

This

is

by surrounding

it

effected

by padding the

is

not interrupted

central strand just

with a mantle of parenchymatous

cells.

The

thickness of this coat varies according to the extent of the lateral pressure, and

when the

roots are subjected to very great pressure, the walls of the parenchyma-

tous cells are even thickened in a corresponding degree.

Reserve-materials

may

also be deposited in this

parenchymatous mantle.

In

biennial and perennial roots the tissue surrounding the sap-conducting and strainresisting strand is not only thickened so as to give the necessary support against

pressure, but also provides a place for starch, fat, sugar

and other supplies which

are to be consumed in the next period of vegetation.

Naturally these soft

tissues, often filled

diverse animals living underground,

with reserve-food, are an attraction to

and the establishment

of such a storehouse

renders a corresponding protection against the attacks of mice and insect-larvae
necessary.

and

flowers,

Though the
and

protective agents and

fruit are preserved

weapons by which the green

foliage,

from the ravages of animals would not serve

RELATION OF STRUCTURE TO FUNCTION IN ROOTS.
here,

by the development

still,

buiTowing

terranean,

known

that roots

insects

and disagreeable substances, the sub-

of poisonous
are,

are particularly

as

far
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as

kept away.

possible,

It

is

well

poisonous alkaloids, in resins which

rich in

are repulsiv'e to animals, in bitter substances and the like; these parts of plants
are well

known

many drugs

as providing

indeed atlbrd an infallible protection against

a partial safeguard at least

is

These do not

of the pharmacopeia.
all

attacks from animals, but that

obtained by the storing up of certain materials

The

seems very probable by the following observations.

field-mice in a garden

at Innsbruck once caused great havoc under the winter coat of snow,

and various

were gnawed by them; but the roots and root-stock of the Soapwort
(Saponaria officinalis), containing quantities of poisonous saponin, were always
roots

untouched by them.

left

The

(Gentiana

bitter roots of gentians

j)U7iciata, lutea,

Pannonica), which are very rich in reserve-foods, and which grow in deep alpine

meadows
This was

riddled

by

mice, were never seen to be attacked

by a

massive roots of rhubarb-plants and of

many

single animal.

monkshood, the

also the case with the thick tap-roots of the poisonous

Umbelliferae, which are

all

abundantly

supplied with starch and other food-stuffs, and therefore would afford an excellent

food for herbivorous animals under stress of hunger.

When

the parenchymatous tissue surrounding the central strand of the con-

ducting bundles in subterranean roots serves not only as an agent for protecting
against lateral pressure, but also for the storing up of food-materials, and in
addition possesses contrivances for warding off voracious animals, the structure of

the roots

is

much more

complicated than in cases where

There are also very

lateral pressure alone.

many

it

affords protection against

different

developments of par-

enchymatous tissue on the periphery of subterranean roots in accordance with the
various demands necessitated by the conditions of the habitat and the peculiar

In aquatic roots the need for abundant ventilation has
and
the
storage of reserve-foods in these organs must be
also to be considered,
avoided since the increase in weight, due to the massing of reserve-food, might

mode

of life of the species.

draw the

A
tip,

floating water-plant

down

into the water at an unsuitable time.

storage of food-materials in the special tissue developed at the growing root-

and known as the root-cap, would

also be unsuitable.

In subterranean roots

the root-cap only protects the delicate dividing and multiplying
end.

The pressure

to

which these continually dividing

penetration into the ground

formed parts behind the
one side hard

gi-ains of

is

much

root-tip.

cells

cells at

greater than that operating on the fully

The growing point

of the root has to

root-cap

may

push on

sand and other particles of earth, and to make a hole like a

ground-auger in which later on the fully developed root can take up

The

the growing

are exposed in their

be compared to a shield which

is

its position.

formed by the growing and

therefore advancing cells in the direction required, these constantly pushing

front of them.

growing

tissue.

This shield

The

is

it

in

always being supplemented and renewed by the

half of the root-cap adjoining the

growing

tissue consists of

angular, closely-fitting cells; the outer half, directed towards the

soil,

consists of
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rounded, loosely-fitting
also seen to be partially

away by
rounding

way

and on this outer side of the root-cap the cells are
separated and torn off.
As the outer cell-layers are rubbed
cells,

the advance of the root, and by

unavoidable contact with

new cells are always being pushed foi-ward from
is made good, and the shield continually repaired.

soil,

tlie loss

the

sur-

within, and in this

Obviously, aquatic roots do not require a shield of this kind at their apex, and
in aerial roots, at least in the

Even

roots

form described,

which penetrate into

mud do

it

would likewise be superfluous.

not require

Accordingly

it.

many

water-

plants and the marsh-inhabiting mangroves do not develop a cap at their root-tip.

The root-cap

is

also entirely absent in parasitic plants

from penetrating into the

which

would only hinder

it

tissue of the host-plants.

DEFINITION OF THE ROOT.
In the preceding pages

we have

continually spoken of roots, although

not yet defined technically what a root

and now, contrary

is,

in scientific works, the definition of this organ has to

but in the middle of the chapter.

we have

to the usual

come not

custom

at the beginning

This alteration in position has been caused by

the necessity of establishing the definition on some peculiarities in the external

and internal structure of

roots,

with which we could not suppose

all

readers to be

and which therefore had to be described befoi-ehand as far as required.
But many readers will ask if any definition is required, if everyone does not

familiar,

know without

what the root of a plant is, and how it can be distinguished from
The case is exactly parallel with that of the leaf. Every one
not a botanist thinks he knows what is meant when he heai-s the word
and cannot conceal his astonisliment or possibly his smile when he is
it

a stem and leaves?

who

is

"leaf",

informed

that

men

scientific

are

not

agreed

and that they write violent polemics upon

about such

To

this question.

debates as to whether a certain part of a plant

is

a

simple

question,

the impartial reader

to be regarded as a root or not

doubtless appear hypercritical and a pedantic splitting of hairs, and with regard to

many

of the discussions I would hardly venture to deny the justice of his position.
The savant who constructs for himself tlie picture of an ideal or primitive plant
from a sometimes larger, sometimes smaller number of single observations, who
finds out

how

the individual parts were situated in their succession as to time,

and in their mutual relations
various parts accordingly,

is

in space,

and who distinguishes and defines the

indeed very easily tempted to take the alistract ideal

he has created as a standard for the whole vegetable kingdom.
of view, obtained
all

by the consideration and comparison

forms are arranged and explained, everything must

established groundwork,
foi'getting that in

and where

it

will

From

his point

of so manj^ individual cases,
fit

into the

now

firmly

not coincide, he talks of exceptions,

such a case exceptions are not permissible, but are rather a proof

of inadequate generalization

from the single cases observed.

In the comprehension of the results of general comparative studies of this kind
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into the configuration of plants,

how

a matter of great import

it is

the definitions

and members of the plant are formulated, and whether the
Suppase that some
author lays particular stress on this or that characteristic.
observer holds the opinion that the presence or absence of the root-cap aflbnls an
of the individual parts

then he would sp«ak of the supports
grow downwards; another, who lays
produce no leaves behind their growing

important distinction between a root and stem

;

of mangrove- trunks as lateral stems which
particular weight on the fact that roots

on the contrary, declare the supports of the mangrove-trunk to be

points, would,

roots devoid of I'oot-caps.
tions

and

and

figs,

would be the same with the contradictory explana-

It

different appellations

to the fixing

which would be given

to the supports of Clusiaeese

and absorbent apparatus of Mistletoe which penetrate into
many other hypogeal and epigeal parts of the plant-body.

the host-plant, and to so

These examples will

suffice to

show how a

conflict

may

arise over

how easily the investigators into the region of
may become one-sided, what great difficulties are to

rently simple thing,
science of

form

in formulating a definition,

and how

avoided about characteristics which
universally.

the time;

it

Every

may

definition

is

such an appa-

the speculative

be encountered

must be

in particular a hasty generalization

it is

not at

all certain

are really to be

met with

dependent upon the extent of our knowledge at

not hold good as our experience widens, and therefore has only

a relative value.

From

the standpoint of our present knowledge, however, the following

taken relatively as the best definition:

—A

root

is

may

be

a body of tissue provided with

vascular bundles, which originates from an older, previously-existing part of the
plant; its

growth

is

not limited, and

it

never directly gives

In connection with this definition, some remarks

many

may

rise to leaves.

be made here by which

between the root and other parts of the plant will be elucidated.
First it should be noted that in the above definition the youngest developmental
It has further to be
stage, viz. the embryo, is included under the term " plant".
relations

explained

why

the characteristic which

when speaking

of

roots,

viz.

their

is first

power

thought of in non-botanical

of deriving fluid

another body, has not been mentioned in the above definition.
to say that

an absorption of

fluids is generally

circles,

nouri.shment from

It is perfectly correct

observed in roots, but in reality

it

is only the root-hairs proceeding from the roots which perform this task, and these
absorbent cells are known to be also developed on stems and leaves. The coty-

ledon extended from the seed of the Bulrush (Tyj^ha), penetrates into the

absorbent

cells.

soil

with

The cavities of the green leaf-structures in insectivorous plants

are also abundantly provided with them, and special absorbent cells are developed

on the green leaves of many saxifrages, tamarisks, and so forth: whilst in those
marsh-plants, the leaves of which float partly on the surface of the water and are
partly submerged, the epidermal cells also function as absorbent

aquatic plants

by means

(e.g.

Hoftonia, Ceratophyllum, Naias) absoqtion

of the epidermal cells of the foliage-leaves,

be found in them.

is

cells.

In

many

only carried on

and no trace of roots

Their foliage-leaves, however, remind one very

much

is

to

of root-
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aud

structures,

water fern (Salvinia natans,

in a floating

submerged leaves have the greatest resemblance to roots
such cases, though
organs,

we

we can say

cf.

vol.

in shape

ii.

fig.

and

380) the
In

colour.

that the leaves are metamorphosed into absorbent

have become

cainiot assert that they

This applies also to plants

roots.

whose underground stems are provided with absorbent cells (e.g. Bartsia, Epipogium, Corallorrhiza), or whose stem -structures, submerged in water, are furnished with epidermal cells functioning as root-hairs

Lemna

(e.g.

In

trisulca).

these plants the stem-structures are indeed metamorphosed into absorbent organs,

but they are never transformed into

We

roots.

plants as organs with white,

are accustomed to think of the roots of

yellow, red, brown, or black, but never green, colour, because as a matter of fact

by

far the greater

number

But there are plants whose

are devoid of chlorophyll.

roots do contain chlorophyll,

Lemna minor, and

those of

e.g.

various aroids and

In orchids with aerial roots but no green foliage-leaves, the green roots

orchids.

must take on the formation of organic compounds fi'om food-gases in sunlight,
that is, the function which is performed by the foliage-leaves in so many other

We

cases.

should, therefore, be as

bringing forward the absence

little justified in

of chlorophyll as a characteristic feature of roots as in saying that the roots

become changed into green

The

leaves.

had

roots of the orchids mentioned have indeed

become transformed into assimilating organs, but they remain roots nevertheless.

was formerly thought that

It

roots

and stems could be distinguished, the former

by their inability to develop buds, and the

But although

The

applied universally.
leafy shoots,
it

looks as

roots in

and not merely

if

latter

by their power of forming them.

this difference is actually observed in

lateral,

many

most instances,

it

cannot be

plants develop buds which unfold into

but terminal buds

also.

When

this

happens

the root were continued directly into a leafy shoot, and this occur-

rence has led to the mistaken idea that the root-tip

may become metamorphosed

into a leafy stem.

we have

Finally

to consider the difference in the

mode

of origin of roots

and

It cannot be denied that the points of origin of stem-structures are usually

stems.

arranged geometrically, while roots only exhibit such an arrangement in rare

But we must again

cases.

a universal

insert the

words "usually" and "rare", for here too

The stem-structures springing from the
the Aspen {Populus treTnula), and from old trunks of the

distinction does not exist.

underground roots of

Black Poplar {Populus nigra) make their appearance quite irregularl}^ whilst,

on the other hand, the roots of
as leaves

and the

proceeds from a

cells

from the

But aquatic

from

cells

axils.

between

roots, e.g. those of

cells of the leaves of

roots,

and stems and

it

I'oot

used

leaves,

near the surface of the tissue- body which bears

Ruppia and

Zannichellia, also proceed from

near the surface of the stem, and in the same

dermal

In most cases the

the interior of a stem or older root, and

this constituted a difference

since the latter arise

them.

aroids originate with the same regularity

lateral shoots arising

gi-oiip of cells in

thought that

to be

many

way

roots arise

from the

epi-

the Cuckoo Flower (Cardamive j^ratensis), and from
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the parenchyma lying immediately below the epidermis, so that this again does not
furnish a universal distinction.

But although
the

i-oot,

all

those characters, which have been used in turn to characterize

cannot be thus employed because they have not a universal value, yet one

distinguishing feature always remains,
root-tissues,

and the greatest

everything carefully

viz.

that leaves are never produced from

stress is to be laid

we come

to

on this

point.

After weighing

the conclusion that the plant, and even

its

youngest developmental stage, the embryo, begins with a stem, which develops
leaves and roots.

may

ent organs.

A

plant

and appendages.

may perform widely different functions,
may be metamorphosed into widely differ-

Stems, leaves, and roots

shape themselves accordingly, and
is

comparable to a crustacean which

The appendages

in

divided into a body

is

most cases serve as organs for locomotion,

grasping, and clinging, but are sometimes also metamorphosed into respiratory
organs, egg-carriers, &c.

REMAEKABLE PROPERTIES OF ROOTS.
The small stem-structures which proceed from germinating orchid-seeds behave
From the small

very differently according to the nature of their germinating bed.
tubercles of
all,

species

growing as epiphytes on the bark of

hair-like absorbent cells

their appearance,

which also

trees arise,

first

of

which adhere to the substratum; then roots make
unite firmly with the bark, though their superficial

The small tubercles of the terrestrial
orchids, which inhabit the meadows and the humus of the forest soil, develop
roots which grow down into the ground and direct their growing tips towards the
centre of the earth.
In this way they draw the stem-structure from which they
originate down with them, and thus the tuberous stem in two years' time comes
cells

are not able to penetrate into

to lie

6-10 cm. below that point

in the

it.

meadow where

the seed actually germinated.

The same thing happens with the embryos of many biennial and perennial plants,
especially of those whose underground roots and stems are subsequently used as
storehouses for reserve materials, e.g. in Carrots, Evening Primroses, in the Monkshood, Meadow Clover, Vincetoxicum, Dog's Mercui-y, Martagon Lily, Bulbous
Crowfoot {Daucus, (Enothera, Aconitum, Trifolium pratense, Cynanchum, Vincetoxicum, Mercurialis perennis, Lilium Martagon, Ranunculus btdhosus), and
many others. In these plants also the embryonic stem is drawn more or less
deeply under the ground, and the scarred point of insertion of the cotyledons
not infrequently found to be several centimetres lower

down

that

it

was

is

at the

time of their withdrawal from the integument of the seed.

Many

roots arising later on

from procumbent and from erect or twining and

climbing leafy stems have the power of exercising a pull on their stem.
springing from the stem nodes of runners,

e.g.

draw the nodes a centimetre below the ground.

The

roots

from those of strawberry plants,
This

is

long roots proceeding from the stems of perennial primulas.

also the case

When

with the

these primulas
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the clefts and crevices of perpendicular rock faces, a

settle in

phenomenon

produced by this down-drawing which surprises anyone noticing

The thick stems

time, appearing at first quite inexplicable.
(e.g.

Primula Auricula, Clusiana,

it

is

for the first

of these primulas

hirsuta) are terminated by a rosette of foliage-

and dry up in the autumn, and a new rosette is laid
one of them for the next year. Although the leaves of the

leaves; these turn yellow,

down

in the axil of

rosettes stand close
is

above one another, the portion of the stem clothed by them

quite a centimetre long,

grows towards the

amount

light

is

and

it

to 10 cm.,

and the annual increase undergone by the stem which

The

also a centimetre.

increase during ten years

would be about 10 cm. above the

where stood the

level

.strange to say, the rosettes of all the succeeding years
place, that

rooted.

is

the soil or crevice

filled

of the

always remain at the same

phenomenon

is

But naturally

with humus.

cleft in

which

that the roots springing

down every year about

it

But,

year's rosette.

first

they always cling to the rocky edges of the crevice or

is,

The explanation
from the I'osette-bearing stem draw
the stock

would

would be expected that the rosette of the tenth year

a centimetre into

this can only occur if the

lower end of the stem annually dies ofT and decays to a corresponding extent,

and

this is wliat actually happens.

to this process the primulas

grow

In rocky

clefts

which are not well adapted

badly, and their stems project above the edges

of the crevice; ultimately the entire plant falls into a slow decline

The knowledge

blossoms, but perishes in a few years.

growth

of

of

and no longer

their peculiar

mode

therefore of some importance in the cultivation of these primulas,

is

them so that the stems can be annually drawn
by the roots. It is of course needless to mention

since care can be taken to plant
i

certain

amount

many

that

into the soil

other plants beside primulas, rooted in crevices of rock, behave in the

^ame way,

e.g.

Phyteuma comosum, Gentiana Clusiana, Campanula

Zoisii,

Paederota Ageria.

The ends

very peculiar way.

in a
fig.

many
One of

of branches of

by them are rendered
dug away by a spade.

Rubus

soil,

represented in

When
now

grow

in contact

near the

with the

soil,

directly upwards, but towards

autumn

Before they have

tip;

these

ai-e

the

commencements

of

elongate into roots which peneti'ate the ground.

rapidly, sending out

numerous

is

lateral roots,

and in a short time

But the apex of the branch
and which is now considerably

the result.

which serves as a starting-point for these

roots,

It has been drawn down by the
come under the ground.
now embedded in the soil. In the following spring, sometimes even

thickened, has also
is

if

the apex of the branch at length trails on the ground the protuber-

an extensive subterranean root-system

and

soil

removed as

however, small scale-like protuberances, looking like stunted

They lengthen very

roots,

hifroyis, is

bifrons develops strong five-ridged shoots beset
first

leaves, are to be noticed arising

ances,

Rubus

broad curves, so that their tips approach the ground.

reached the

roots.

these species,

evident, the earth in the foreground being

with reversed prickles; they at
in

bramble are drawn under the ground

where the roots and the ends of the branches drawn under the

188,

hang

species of
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by

autumn

its roots,

in

which the rooting has taken

grows up into a

Fig.

shoot,

((JD

pkice, this bi'anch apex, nourished

which again appears above the ground.

188.— Bramble-buah in whi< h the

old branch, however, which had arched

been drawn into the ground by the

lir.iiu

down

la^ have taken root.

to the soil,

roots, dies

oft'

and whose apex had

sooner or

later,

consequently

a new, independent plant results from this action.
Vol.

I.

The

49
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has been shown that where stems are drawn into the

It

means

of

After the growth in length of a root

tlie roots.

in

some instances only 2-3 per

i.e.

almost a third of

cent, in other cases as

much

it

is

by

alterations

in the turgidity of the cells connected with an absorption of water.

that portion of the root which

it

shortens,

as 20-30 per cent,

The shortening depends upon

entire length.

its

gi-ouncl,

completed,

is

While the

growing elongate by increased
of
the
turgescence, those
fully-formed root become shorter and broader in conof

cells

is

still

The parenchymatous

sequence of the increase in their turgidity.

fully-

cells in

formed roots become broader at the expense of their length in consequence of
the increased turgescence produced
result

is

by the absorption

a shortening of the whole tissue-body.

root-portion exerts a tension on both ends.

part of the root

the

is

still

and the natural

of water,

This contraction of the mature

At the lower end

of the fully-formed

immature portion growing downwards, whilst at the

upper end that part of the stem from which the root originated.
downwardly-directed point the immature part of the root

is

Above the

equipped with hair-

like absorbent cells,

and these are

way a

aflbrded which the strain of the contracting part of the root

resistance

is

And

cannot overcome.

since, as

closely united to the surrounding

already stated, the

the root are lengthened by turgescence, the tissue
in

spite

ground.

of

the strain operating from

The

strain, therefore,

has no

In this

soil.

the growing end of

cells at

extended, and the

is

i-oot-tip,

above, continues to penetrate into the

But

effect in this direction.

with the pull exercised on the stem by this contracting of the

it is

root.

otherwise

There

is

no

powerful resistance here to be overcome, and consequently the part of the stem
in question,

whether the hypocotyl of the embryo, the end of the

node from the middle or end of the leafy foliage-stem,

is

drawn down

epicotyl, or a

into the

soil.

This remarkable planting of course only occurs where the roots grow dow-n

and as remarked,

vertically into the ground,

species

it

is

most noticeably observed

in

whose subterranean stem and root-structures store up reserve materials.

Roots which run horizontally below the surface of the ground are not adapted

stem in the manner indicated.

to influence the

On

the contrary, in certain

This happens

circumstances, these are able to effect an elevation of the stem.
especially in trees with thick

and

is

woody

roots,

e.g.

in pines

to be explained in the following simple

growing down

vertically

into

the

especially its increase in length,

is

and

way.

ground soon dies

firs,

The
off,

greatly retarded, and

oaks and chestnuts,

first

or

embryonic root

its

developpient,

much more vigorous

or from the lowest part of the erect hypocotyl.

These

spread out in a horizontal direction under the surface of the ground.

They

roots develop from

it,

usually radiate out in

all

directions forming a whorl at the base of

stem, as can be plainly seen in pines uprooted
horizontal roots

at

creases with age,

just as in stems.

first

the erect

by a devastating storm.

and the successive layers of wood in them form annual

Now

These

have only a slight thickness, but their diameter
these subterranean roots, in

pressure of the surrounding

soil,

addition

to

in-

rings,

resisting

the

actually exercise a considei'able lateral pressure
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growth

their

The

open.

In consequence of this the

in thickness.

drical, horizontal root

below the cylin-

soil

becomes compressed, but that above

woody

thick,
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and burst

raised

it is

root gradually becomes visible on the surface,

entirely stripped of earth on the upper side.

The

axis of

and

is

the horizontal root

never again assumes the position of earlier years; then the roots were only a

few millimetres thick, but now they have attixined to a diameter of 20-30 centiand the root-axis has been shifted upwards through almost half its
diameter, i.e. through 10-15 centimetres.
The erect trunk, which is firndy
metres,

way
manner may

united to the horizontal roots in the

same

to the

In this

extent.

so frequently to be seen in our pine

woody

tree-trunks with thick

The elevation

way

its

of course, raised

be explained the peculiar appeai-ance

and oak

forests

—the

appearance of huge

sides,

which are quite
and run, half underground, in snake-like

by means

into the

of roots

is

more striking

in tropical

few months the buried plant

mud, protuberances

It

now

is

raised

to look as

up a

arise

on the circumference of

if it

little

mud by

above the

were supported on

Even

its

in a

the lengthening

stilts.

has been repeatedly mentioned that the primary roots of

originate from places on the hypocotyl

So

man-

After the seedling has fallen from the tree

trees.

lower third which develop into roots directed obliquely downwards.
of these roots, so as

up

ground.

of stems

groves even than in our native

and bored

is,

roots springing from their base

devoid of earth on their upper
coils into the forest

just desci'ibed,

also does the origin of roots

on

the embryo
which have been determined beforehand.

many

rhizomes, runners, and on climbing

stems seem to be precisely determined, and to be quite independent of extei-nal

For example, the primary root of mustard and numerous other
under all circumstances from one pole of the hypocotyl.
The runners of strawberry plants and of the Creeping Crowfoot (Fragaria vesca
and Ranuncultis rejiens) develop, without any external stimulus, a group of fi-om
influences.

plants

two

is

to

developed

five

root-protuberances on the stem-nodes, and

bramble branches,

the

described above, curve like arches to the ground, forming several root-prominences
at definite spots near the apex before they have reached

take root in the

In

soil.

many

it,

in order that

they

may

epiphytic aroids and orchids the places of origin

of the roots are arranged as symmetrically round the stem as are those of leaves,

and many other examples might be
of part of the roots

constitution of

cited

from which

it

follows that the position

definitely fixed liefoi'ehand, being based

is

the protoplasm of the species in question.

roots developing in the

manner indicated

which require for their development a

upon the

But

specific

as well as the

in definite positions, others are

formed

whose
by some external
agent.
To this category belong the roots arising from the nodes of shrubs which
have been battered down on the ground, and from stems coming in contact
with damp objects, as well as those which proceed from foliage-leaves, and,
place of

finally,

origin

is

special

not determined beforehand, but

the wart-like

roots

of

parasites

known

stimulus
is

as

from

outside,

first fixed

haustoria.

When

shrubs
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the various species of

e.g.

Galeopais or

Polygonum, are extended flat on the ground from some accidental cause, only
a part of the stem rises up again after a time by a right-angled bend at one
of the nodes, the part next the

apex rising up, while the part nearest the

fi'ee

attachment remains prostrate on the ground.

Contact with the

acts as a

soil

stimulus to the formation of roots on this latter portion, and they are produced

abundantly near the node from the knee-shaped bent portion, and penetrate

and fixing organs.

into the ground, functioning as absorbent

plants would not have developed

any

These slirubby

roots on their stem-nodes had they not

met

with the accident and so been stretched on the ground.

Cut branches

of willow placed in water,

wet sand, moistened

soil,

or moss,

develop roots in about a week at the place where they are in contact with the

water or damp objects mentioned; roots which are equally useful either as absorbent
If the brandies had not been cut ofl' or treated in this way, no
would have been formed on them.
These willow branches may be taken

or fixing organs.
roots

as a type of the shoots of a great number of plants which

from the stem when placed

by

cuttings, so often

branches are cut
in

it, i.e.

ofi'

damp

surroundings.

they send out roots from the part of the stem situated in the sandy

Contact with

damp

aerial roots descending
lateral i-oots until

from the

on

p.

365, just as in these cuttings.

sterns of these aroids

they reach the

soil;

when numbers of lateral roots
they can suck up fluid nourishment.
it

the production of roots

without this contact.

— in

If a

The

do not develop absorbent,

but they have scarcely come into contact

arise

which penetrate into the ground where

In the root- forming leaves of species of

pepper, of begonias, and of the cuckoo flower, contact with

laid

soil.

earth operates as an incitement to the formation of roots in the

aerial, cord-like roots of the ai-oids figured

with

readily develop roots

all

The propagation of plants
performed by gardeners, depends upon the fact that when
from a plant and placed in damp sand they "strike root"
in

damp

soil

stimulates

where no roots would have been formed

places, too,

pepper or begonia

leaf is cut in pieces,

and each piece

on damp sand and so pressed down that the veins projecting from the lower

embedded in the sand, roots will grow out of the parenchyma adjoining the
and turn downwards, while above they develop a tissue-body which turns
upwards and becomes a leafy shoot, being provided with food by the roots. Long
side are
veins,

roots arise from the cellular tissue at the base of the stalk of rank ivy-leaves

placed in wet sand or in water, which
leavos are growing freely in the

air.

is

We

never

known

must not omit

to

happen when the ivy-

to mention here the roots

of parasitic plants which attach themselves to the living tissue of other plants as

which come directly

so-called haustoria; these only arise in the parts of the parasite

into contact with the succulent I'oots of the living host-plants.

The

benefit

perceived.

the ground

which plants derive from the formation of

tiiese roots is easily

In the stems of the prostrated shrubs the conduction of fluid food from
is,

no doubt,

restricted

and imperilled, and therefore

it is

important that

the part of the shoot again rising from the ground should be provided with special
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where the knee-shaped bending takes
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place, in order to

conduct

the absorbed nourishment directly to the foliage-leaves on the upper part of the
shoot.

The actual existence

of the part of the plant in question

formation of such roots in the other cases enumerated above.

depends upon the

The cut branches

of willows, the cut-up foliage of begonias, the ivy-leaves torn from their stem,
&c.,

would

it is

easy enough to perceive the benefit ensuing from this kind of root-formation,

it is

very

all die if

they did not provide themselves with
explain

difficult to

production.

is

an important

But although

new

the mechanical impulse brings about this

been shown in

It has

a foreign body

how

roots.

all

factor,

these instances cited that contact with

but

how

very puzzling to understand

it is

deeper cell-layers are stimulated to develop roots by the contact of the

the

damp earth, water, and the like, and we must content ourselves
with saj'iug that the contact acts as a stimulus, which, when transmitted to the
epidermis with

deeper layers of

The explanation

them up to construct roots as a delivei-ance from death.
more difficult in cases whei-e the cut parts of the plant

cells, stirs
is

still

develop roots to preserve their

Such a case has been considered

life,

even without contact with a foreign body.

when

earlier (on p. 89),

shoots of various species of stonecrop

(e.g.

Sedum

which are hung in the air by a thread, roots

it

was shown that on cut

reßexuvi, Boloniense, elegans),

will develop frora the internodes

between the foliage-leaves in places where no roots would normally have

arisen.

They grow down and elongate until their tips come in contact with some solid
body.
Here no stimulus could have acted on the epidermis; the pendent shoots
stand in no relation to the surrounding air other than obtained whilst they were
still

united to the rooted plant,

formation must,

We

must

not,

therefoi'e,

i.e.

before they were cut

ofi'.

The stimulus

to root-

be referred to the separation of the shoot from the plant.

however, imagine the action to be merely mechanical, but must be

content with stating that the living shoot hanging in the air can only save

itself

from death by developing these roots.

To the most remarkable

vital

phenomena

of plants belong also the various

bendings, curvatures, and other movements performed

parently every root
its

ti'ies

to reach a definite

goal,

way, endeavouring to obtain the advantages oflered by

ture as possible.
viz.

The goal which growing

by growing

roots.

towards which
it

with as

roots stinve after

is

little

expendi-

the same for

the place in the nourishing substratum best adapted to them.

Ap-

directs

it

all,

The pi-imary

roots of plants settled on the bark of trees as epiphytes or parasites direct their
tips

towards the axis of the branch of the tree in question, laud plants on the

other hand, towards the centre of the earth, and the primary roots proceeding

from seeds lying at the bottom of

still

water sometimes direct themselves upwards

and grow at the commencement of their development towai'ds the surface of
the water. The road to be traversed by the succeeding roots, from whatever
part of the plant they

may have

but on a closer examination

where

fluid

it

is

sprung,

is

apparently not so clearly determined;

found that they too strive to attain to places

nourishment abounds, and where they can obtain a firm hold.

The
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soil

is

made up

of alternating places containing a larger

and a smaller amount

of food-salts, and places which either retain water hadly or well.

are situated nests of humus, in another sharp-edged stcmes, and

it

In one place
is

only natural

that these ine(jualities and obstacles in the path pursued by the roots should not

As a matter

be without eflect on them.

of fact manifold conti'ivanccs are

for preventing the roots from, so to speak, blindl}' passing

the

without making proper use of them.

soil

The

met with

by favourable places

many

fact that the tips of

in

roots

describe oscillations or nutations, not unlike those which are observed in twining

stems and in certain creepers,
in soil are of course

an instance of such adaptation.

is

much more

Roots gi-owing

movements by the pressure

restricted in their

of their environment than are the structures which circle rouml in the air, but
in the

main the

principle

point of the growing root

the same in both cases.

is
is

The path

most accurately depicted by a

important advantage obtained by following such a path
the growing root with as large a portion of the

since the likelihood that all the favourable spots will

in the contact of

A

root growing
spiral,

not be left on one

with the number of points of contact, the spiral movement of

side increases

the roots

by the

and the most

would not touch half as many points as that following a

in a straight line

and

lies

as possible.

soil

travelled

spiral line,

may

without hesitation be regarded as a contrivance for discovering

the best sources of food in the

We

soil.

must, of course, not undervalue various

other advantages which are also obtained in this way, in particular, the greater
ease with which roots following a spiral line can bore their

way

into the

soil,

and

the better hold they obtain.

Although the root follows a

spiral

maintain a straight direction on the whole; this

and

in a

growth,

line in its

homogeneous and uniformly moistened

is

may

nevertheless

actually the case in water

In

soil.

it

soil differently

constituted

and unequally moistened, however, a diversion takes place away from the

where the conditions are unfavouralile

by

cold, dryness,

It is well

to the root.

by chemical conditions

known

that in

but below this the

"

This swerving maj^ be caused

and by pressure and injuries.
the far north the ground remains always frozen below
of the

During the short summer

a slight depth.

side

perpetual ice

"

soil,

onlj- the superficial strata are

stretches

relatively abun<lant vegetation develops on the

to

thawed,

an immeasurable extent.

thawed

strata

under the

warm

A
raj^s

North America not only shrubs and low bushes but also colonies
grow up. The roots of these plants penetrate straight downwards and grow towards the centre of the earth; but as soon as they come
into the neighbourhood of the ice they bend aside, curve round, and continue theii
of the sun,

of

huge

and

in

fir-trees

path only in the thawed stratum.
the diverted portion

is

The diversion

is

usually so striking that

sometimes actually at right angles to the older part which

grew vertically dowuM^ards.
The same thing happens when the soil is moist in some parts and dry in othere.
Here again the gi'owing roots seem to be repelled by the drj', inhospitable layers of
soil, and turn towards the neighbouring moister region.
Tliis phenomenon has been
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termed hydrotropism.

It frequently
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happens in mountainous

districts that after

heavy downpours of rain the overflowing sti-eams tear deep furrows in the adjoining steep forest lands, and root up the ground, throwing everything into confusion

and depositing below on the

numerous organic

away by

like are torn

deposit

is

valley-floor a

mass

therefore studded with nests and strips of

damp humus

in the

humus which owe

their origin

Seeds of various plants from the neighbour-

among them

ing forest are swept into the rubbish heap, and
of

forest

those which only

These seeds germinate, and

soil.

downwards; many perish at once

their roots penetrate

and the

these turbulent streams with the stones and sand, and the

to the organic fi-agments mentioned.

flourish well

Usually

of detritus or rubbish.

bodies, blocks of wood, pieces of turf, leaves, fir-cones,

in the inhospitable

soil,

but others gi-ow excellently, sending up a vigorous stem and unfolding foliage

and

When

flowers.

these

well-grown plants are dug up in order to see the

relation of their roots to their

that the roots in their

They

veins of humus.

immediate environment,

downward

it

at once becomes evident

progress have curved towards the nests and

exhibit the most wonderful twists and bends, and look

humus deposits. Without quite
we must regard the aversion
of the roots to dryness as the chief cause of the bending. The masses of humus
embedded in sand and rubbish retain moisture like a sponge, and when the

as

they had actually been attracted by the

if

excluding the possibility of a chemical attraction,

adjoining sand -strata have been for long dried up the dark nests and strips

When

retain their saturated condition.

from the sand, and
in water,

it

in continuing its

finds there

from

growth comes

to a deposit of

no inducement to continue bending, and so grows straight

through the region of the damp

humus and

the ball of

still

away
humus rich

a root shunning the dryness turns

When

layer.

in its further

enters the dry sand,

it

growth

it

emerges

of course again bends

and

curves round the ball of humus, or wheels round in a half circle so as to retui-n to
the moist dark clump which

is

situated like an oasis in the dry desert of sand.

It is obvious that larger pebbles

which cannot be displaced by growing roots

must cause a swerving; the root whose

tip is in contact

with the hard stone

bends sideways and evades the insurmountable obstacle lying in
noticeable bend ensues

or

is

so fastened

are damaged.

It

to

when

the growing root

is

its

path.

injured on one side of

A

very

its tip,

some foreign object that the cells at the place of contact
away from the injured or attached side and assumes

then bends

a divergent course.
In

many

cases

it

might be thought that the roots were not repelled by the

unfavourable places in the

but were attracted by the favourable places, and,

soil,

as already stated, the possibility of an attraction, a mutual action of the sap of

the root and the materials contained in the places in question in the

might

find

expression in a

excluded, although

The

it

of the

growing root-end,

is

soil,

which

not entirely

has not hitherto been demonstrated with certainty.

movement
One view was that the

circling, that

in various ways.

movement

is,

the spiral

of the

growing

cylindrical

root,

has been explained

body of the root may be
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all

which were supposed not

of

time or to an equal extent, but rather that the

the same

of a circle

to gi'ow at

of sti-onger

growth

This movement, however, like

continually passes from one strip to the next one.

that of twining stems

wave

probably an alternate bending towards the different radii

is

drawn round the

root,

and since

it is

combined with an elongation of the

part of the root in question, the growing root-end describes a spiral

line.

The bend caused by the diversion of the root is either produced by a one-sided
Since the bend occurs in the growing
contraction, or by a one-sided elongation.
portion of the root, a more vigorous growth on one side may be regarded as
the immediate cause of the bend, and every impetus which would promote such
The bending of roots which
unilateral growth would also cause a bending.

may

shun dry places

perhaps be referred to a withdrawal of water from one

Thus

side of the root-tip.

if

the root

lies

imbedded between a damp and

layer, that side

which abuts on the dry stratum

the other, and

it

has been suggested that this

promotes an increased growth in length
unilateral elongation

on one

side,

a dry
more actively than
active transpii-ation in some way
will transpire

in that half,

and in consequence of

the other half, adjoining the

damp

this

layer, will

become concave.

The idea that

the curvature

is

not produced directly in the place where the

external stimulus operates, but in the growing region lying behind the stimulated
root-tip,

is

much more

interesting than

According to this view the stimulus

is

Fly-trap, Aldrovanda, sensitive plants, and

may

these

purely mechanical explanations.

transmitted as in the leaves of the Sundew,

many

other cases.

The

active stimuli

be afforded by pressure, cold, dryness, and probably chemical conditions

Gravity, too,

may

the direction of growth.

It is

believed that gravity acts on the root-tip as a

stimulus to growth and that this stimulus

is

conveyed to the growing region

behind, and that in consequence the primary roots

But

of the earth.

also.

be looked upon as a stimulus, indeed as one which influences

as

grow down towards the

centre

primary roots are able to penetrate into mercury, and to bore

through paper, in their downward growth, something more than mere weight oper-

would not be the case if the roots were influenced by gravity alone.
growing root most sensitive to stimuli is so far as experimental evidence points the tip, and the phenomena which are exhibited in
consequence of its great sensitiveness are so astounding that Darwin compared the

ates, since this

The part

—

of the

—

root-tip to the brain of lower animals.

He

writes, "

it is

hardly an exaggeration to

say that the tip of the radicle thus endowed, and having the power of directing
the

movements

animals;

of the adjoining parts, acts like the brain of one of the lower

the brain being seated within the anterior end of the body, receiving

impressions from the sense-organs, and directing the several movements

Remarkable and interesting as are these
there

is still

much

comprehension.
a word,

is

vital

".

phenomena observed

in roots,

to be wished for in the matter of their explanation and clear

Here, as in so

many

similar cases, a phrase, a technical term,

introduced to designate the process observed, and not infrequently
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those

use

ultimately come to think they have given an explanation of the

it

process, while really they

term

"
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stimulus".

What

have only stated
is

a stimulus?

it.

From

This

is

especially the case with the

the present state of our knowledge

we cannot yet give a concise answer to this question, consequently explanations
which this word is inserted, are, as explanations, incomplete.

in

by the
modern times;
on the contrary, we may regard the wealth of careful observations and sagacious
inferences which form the present platform of our knowledge, and which have
been generally reviewed in the preceding pages, with just pride and satisfaction.
But this pride must not blind us to the recognition of the fact that most questions
concerning the life of plants are as yet only at the commencement of their solution.
In these remarks there

combined

Much

efforts of so

has been done, but
"

vni

I

is

many

no desire to depreciate the

results obtained

indefatigable investigators of past and

much

is still

reserved for the future.

Manchen Flug wagt menschliches Wissen das doch
Kaum ein blatt aufschlägt in dem Buch des Weltalls."
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